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Extract from Mr. Jolliboy's Diary No. 20.

"Cold and sharp this morning with a frosty nip so out to the

long acre field to catch Tim Maloney returning from the Hunt

for a pot of ale at the "Cat & Fiddle" A right wily rogue

is Tim. "Gadzooks" cried he on seeing me "Sure Arrah her-

self was in them hounds this day, the way they had the run

destroyed entirely. Devil a bit of scent did they get lifted, and

be jabers, can ye wonder the craturs' noses went astray on them

with all the field smoking that Chairman you've been after

giving them."

Chairman, is a fine tobacco, made in three strengths ;

" Boardraan's," mild; "Chairman." medium: " Recorder," full ; and

is sold by tobacconists everywhere at I/- per oz.

R. J. LEA, LTD

MANCHESTER.
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"AS THE MINUTES WOKE ON, THE TENSION OF THE WAITING BECAME MOKE

AND MORE ACUTE. THERE WAS A SENSE OF EXPECTATIONâ��ALMOST OF

EXALTATIONâ��ANYTHING MIGHT HAPPEN NOW."

8.)
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CAPITAL! Capital!

Encaw! Encaw!"

cried.Mrs. Trem-

lett - Biggs, clap-

ping her plump hands with

animation. " " How good,

isn't he ? Never dream he

was an -amateur, would

you, .now ? Oh, please, Mr.

Guilding," don't. leave the

piano! Just one moreâ��

just one. We are simply dying to hear you

again, are we not. Sir Marius ? "

" Certainly, certainly," agreed Marius

Brandon, hastilyr

As a fact, he would as soon have listened

to an ass braying in a field as to the efforts

of .-Mr. Guilding to imitate the current

music-hall turn ; but, as he murmured

later on to Ella Crosbieâ��it staved off worse

things. Mrs. Tremlett - Biggs was quite

capable, as he knew by bitter experience,

of calling upon the party to play forfeits,

and he might find himself condemned

to stand in a ring of giggling persons, and

embrace one of the elderly Misses Pilkins ;

or take off his shoes in public for the idiotic

purpose of jumping over them.

Mr. Guilding, meanwhile, hemmed and

hawed" for the proper lapse of time, and then

with a far-away expression, manipulating

the keys with his gaze on the ceiling, said

in a soft little voice :â��â�¢

" My Mother-in-law. A meditation."

The announcement was followed by an

explosion of mirth, as though the subject

announced had never before been treated

by the professional joker. The performer

proceeded to meander through any amount

of verses, interspersed with dialogue, appar-

ently culled from some jest book of the

date 1850 or thereabouts, in which the

married hero, condemned to reside in a

suburban villa, finds his young wife unequal

Vol. lix. -1.

MR? BAILLJE

REYNOLDS
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to the task of coping with

the tradespeople, the ser-

vants, and her twin infants.

To two-thirds of the audi-

ence this theme was, it

seemed, excruciatingly

funny, and so eager was

the applause when the end

came that there was no

need for the Hall and the

Manor House to perjure

themselves individually or collectively in

praise of the performance. - r\

Mr. and Mrs. Tremlett-Biggs may be

best described as belonging to the amrnu-

nocracy. They purchased their estate near

the village of Endlake about the second

year of the war. The lady wa,s at the head

of every subscription list, in the van upon

every committeeâ��'eager to -put" herself,

her house, and her wealth at the service

of the community ; for, as she was wont to

phrase it, " we simply gotter win this war."

When peace came, the Crosbies at the

Manor House, and Sir Marius Brandon at

the Hall, were incapable of affronting the

kindly creature to whom they owed so

much. But really, her parties were awful.

Hugh Crosbie, V.C., described them as

"the limit" â�� and they were impossible

to avoid. Marius remarked that they were

developing a new sportâ��the art of eluding

invitations to Goldacresâ��and that . these

were harder to decline than Greek irregular

verbs, since the simple but effective method

of Mrs. Tremlett-Biggs was to rush you.

" Now," she would cry, hurrying into the

room almost before she could be announced,

" I have come to rope you all in ! Nc

escape, you knowâ��no peace for the wicked,

as they say. I have collected a most inter-

esting house-party, and I want you all to

come up and organize a little fun. I won't

fix a date until 1 have secured you all ! "
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So here they all were, duly assembled.

There were the vicar and his wife, nobly

endeavouring to look as if they liked it ;

there was Sir Marins himself, accompanied

by the elder sister who kept house for him,

and a nephew and niece who were on a

visit. There were a bunch of Crosbies,

bravely resisting their impulse to sit next

the Brandons and talk to nobody else ;

a group of village residents, such as the

Misses Pilkins, rejoicing in the breaking down

of social barriers which Mrs. Tremlett-Biggs

seemed to have achieved ; and, lastly, the

house-party, a mixed crowd of a wonderful

kind.

" Everyone a genius in his or her way,"

as the beaming hostess had explained to

Mrs. Reed, the vicar's wifeâ��a woman

upon whose sensitive face was stamped the

tragedy of the mother who lias lost her only

son. " Fancy, at present young Guilding

is just a clerk in my husband's office at

Cardiff ; shouldn't be surprised if we all

live to see him a star turn at one of the Halls,

should you Ð�Ð�Ð�Ð£ ? And the two Miss Greens

â��aren't they striking girls ? Both on the

Boards, my dear, and rising fast ! And,

of course. Billy Buffles is a violinist, and little

Miss Carr writes, and Henry Hudson illus-

tratesâ��all so clever, aren't they ? " Her

face fairly beamed with triumph as she sur-

veyed the recipients of her hospitality, and

Mrs. Reed murmured, " Most interesting."

" Oh, but I tell them we are every bit

as interesting down in the country as what

they are in London,, what with our young

V.C. and our baronet colonel, who raised

a battalion off his own bat, as you might

say '

The " baronet-colonel " was on the verge

of tears by the time that Mrs. Tremlett-

Biggs's stately butler had announced supper.

" Now, Sir Marins, I am going to be noble

and give you up," cried the hostess, as he

dutifully approached her. " The vicar will

lend me an arm when you've all gone in.

I want you to take Miss Carrâ��1 know your

tastes are literary ! "

Marius obediently offered his arm to an

unassuming girl in white. He had been

wondering all the evening who she was,

for she did not conform to what Hugh called

" the T.-B. type." He had noticed how

difficult she found it to smile at the humours

of Mr. Guilding. Still, she was a member

of the Goldacres house-party, and thus

could hardly be either aristocratic or inter-

esting. Her lack of amusement might

quite likely be the result of egotism. He

had often been told that authors care to

talk of nothing but their own work.

" I hear that you write," he began, with

that politeness which he ever deemed a

duty. "I'm afraid I shall have to confess

straight off that I never read any of your

work. Could you supply me with the names

of some of your books ? "

" Oh, I'm sorry," said she, demurely,

"but you must try again ! That won't

do. I could no more supply you with a

list of my works than you could describe

to me your sensations when under fire.

But, in case you find it difficult immediately

to put forth another conversational feeler,

may I have a turn ? I have just heard

something very curious about this village,

and I want to know whether there is any-

thing in it."

Marius turned his grave eyes upon her

with astonishment. This young .person

was actually as different as she seemed !

He brightened perceptibly. " Go ahead !

Any small local knowledge which I ' may

possess is at your service."

" But perhaps you belong to that-large

and no doubt estimable class of mind which

makes fun of the supernatural ? "

His face changed, and he started. " By

no means. But are you going to talk about

the supernatural ? "

She hesitated a moment, surprised at

his altered tone. " Yes, unless you feel

it too utterly incongruous in this milieu.

I grant you that it sounds a bit unexpected.

And if I must make the humiliating confes-

sion, it was by eavesdropping that I came

by the information which I want confirmed.

I overheard your wifeâ��or is it your sister ? "

â��indicating pretty Phyllis Manning seated

opposite.

" My niece."

" Ah, your niece ! She was. talking to

Miss Crosbie, and she said she was deter-

mined to watch the lych-gate ten days

henceâ��on All-Hallow-e'en. Xow, why does

she want to do that ? And why was Miss

Crosbie so urgent in imploring her not to

do it ? "

" I shall not allow lier to do it," returned

the man, bluntly. " But, if I do as you ask,

and tell you why, you will probably laugh

at me. Perhaps," he subjoined, after a

pause, " that will do me good."

She lifted her eyes to hisâ��eyes of a lovely

periwinkle blue, which with her dark hair

made a pleasing effect, and gave distinction

to her irregular face. " You don't look

as if people often laughed at you," said

she, quietly.

To his 'own vexation he coloured quite

hotly. " Takes me for the local Dogberry,"

he thought. " AYhen I ope my mouth,

let no dog bark." Aloud he went on :

" I have no doubt I need to be laughed

at for a good many things: But upon this

subject I decline to permit it."

She was instantly grave. " That sounds

formidable. But Ã� promise you that if
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you are m

flippant."

" I am sure

earnest I shall try not to be

you would not," was his

impulsive reply, which sur-

prised him as he spoke it ;

for how could he know ?

However, he had said it, and

he turned to her, beginning

his story in a lowered voice.

" We are geographically

in England in this village,"

said he, " but in

our heart and our

traditions we are

thoroughly Welsh.

According to a \Velsh

legend, in any church

dedicated to All Souls

All-Hallow-e'en, as my niece thinks, but the

night between All Saints' and All Souls'

Daysâ��you will see in bodily form all those

in the village who will be called to their

rest before next year at the same date.

The folks around here largely believe this,

and there are many tales concerning it.

I was apt to be very scornful of such things

untilâ��last year."

He made a pause, and she said, softly :

" Never mind ! " Her voice was notably

gentle and very individual in tone. " If

you dislike to speak of it, I will let you off,

although I am thrilled."

He met and answered her smile. " Well,

last year, on AH Saints' Dayâ��about ten

days, as you know, before the Armistice,

I had been to dine at the Manor House,

and walked home through the churchyard.

Have you seen our church ? "

" Yes ; Mrs. Reed took me there yester-

day. It is very ancient."

" Very. You will remember that a path

between two high walls leads up to the

a very uncommon

dedication â�� it is

said that, if you

watch by the

lych-gate on All

Saints' Nightâ��not

' MR. AND MRS. TREMLETT-BIGGS MAY BE BEST DESCRIBED AS BELONGING TO THE AMMUNOCRACY."
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lych-gate, and that the south porch of the

church is in a straight line from thence.

The churchyard is always used as a short cut

through the village, and I walked home

from the Manor House as usual, that way.

When I got to the porch I went inside it

for a 'moment, in order to obtain shelter

to strike a match to light my pipe. As

I was doing so I looked up, and there just

facing me, under the lych-gate through

which I must shortly pass, I saw Godfrey

Reed, the vicar's son, in his uniform. When

he saw that I was looking at him, he raised

his hand and saluted, with a smile. I

noticed there were three pips on his cuff,

instead of two, and I called out, ' Halloa,

Godfrey, got promotion ? Good biz ! ' He

did not reply, hut turned back and hurried

off, as if very eager to reach the vicarage,

which is, as you know, at the farther end

of the long passage.. I had a moment's

difficulty with my pipe, but as soon as I

had it going I hastened after him, and was

Ñ� little astonished that I failed to overtake

him. However, I guessed that he must

be anxious to get in before the house was

all shut up ; they were not expecting him

to get leave, and it was late. I went home,

and next morning I told my sister, who

lives with me, that Godfrey was home ;

and directly after breakfast I went round

to the vicarage. He was not thereâ��had

never been home. But when I told the

story, his mother fainted dead -off. I had

never given a thought to the legend or the

fatal date. Well, the boy was killed out

there, the last day before the Armistice.

He had been promoted captain a fortnight

before his death."

Miss Carr's eyes, as he looked searchingly

into them, told him eloquently how much

the story impressed her.

" You believe it ?" he asked.

" Certainly I believe it."

" I should hardly tell a story so against

myself if it were not true. It seems incredible

that I should never for an instant have

remembered the local belief. But, you see,

I didn't attach any importance to itâ��

then."

" But now you are realizing that, whatever

theory you may tack on to it, the fact

remains. You saw what you saw."

" I know I saw him. So plainly that no

least suspicion of his not being there in

bodily presence visited me ; though, when

I considered the matter afterwards. 1 remem-

bered that there was something abnormal

in my seeing him so plainly. There was

not nearly light enough for me to have

counted the pips on his sleeve."

" I hope," said she, after a meditative

silence, " that this story will not get about

among "

He cut in eagerly, " Among our hostess

and her crowd of freaks."

She burst into merry laughter, and he

caught himself up, with some confusion.

Wellâ��how should you describe them

yourself ? "

" We are rather a menagerie," she con-

fessed, " but we do give her so much

satisfaction. This kind of entertainment

helps her to forget her tragedy. Do you

know she has had six children, and not one

of them lived six months ? Her husband

said to me the other night, ' I'd be bound

to get the moon for my old missus if she

fancied .itâ��she's lost so much.' Isn't that

rather pathetic ? "

Marins looked across the table at the

vulgar, beaming countenance of the lady

in question ; and saw her with new eyes.

He let his gaze rest with deep approbation

upon the face of the girl beside him.

" But what of this crew of hers ? " said

he, provocativelyâ��solely in order to hear

her defence. She responded instantly to the

prick of his supercilious tone. She told him

how young Guilding supported his old

parents by supplementing his earnings

in the way they had seen that night. He

heard how bravely the two Miss Greens,

their occupation gone, scrubbed hospital

floors all war - time. He listened with

increasing appreciation. Little Miss Carr !

A mere nobody ; one of those thousand

undistinguished writers who fill the pages

of the penny magazines at prices which

would make the sweater blush. She was

opening new doors for Marius. He was

taking deep interest in a woman for the

first time since his jilting at three-and-

twenty.

" Don't you think," he suggested, as they

left the supper-ta hie, " that we might Ñ�Ð¾

now and sit in the conservatory with our

cigarettes while the young people amuse

themselves in the way they like best ? "

She smiled, but shook her head. " I

am going to bid you good night now ;ui>l

slip away. Mrs. Tremlett-Biggs told me

not to break my rule of early to bed. I am

not very strong ; in fact, I have recently

been illâ��and I am not equal to these late

hours."

They were in the hall, near the stairfoot,

and she gave him her hand with a rather

wistful smile. " Good night, Sir Marius the

Seer. I wonder whether, if you should go

to the church-porch again this year, you

might see me flit past ? But I expect nut.

as I don't belong to Endlake village ; a

stranger would not count."

Her words gave the man a queer shock.

She likely to die ! He could not believe

it. There was something intensely vital

about her.
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During the following fortnight they saw

much of each other. She came over to

lunch at the Hall, and Miss Brandon agreed

with her brother that she was well-bred and

interesting. Alarms sent to Mudie's for

a complete catalogue of fiction, but he

searched it in vain for the title of any book

that she had written.

Then he tried Mrs. Tremlctt-Biggs. " Do

tell me about Miss Carr's authorship. What

does she write ? "

To his surprise, the estimable lady turned

a bright pink. " Well, Sir Marins, I should

love to tell you, but I have made a promise,"

she stammered. " I have given my solemn

word not to talk of her writingsâ��in short,

I must beg of you not to mention the

subject." She broke off in confusion, and

added, laughing nervously, " I don't know

what you will think of me, it seems so rude

to refuse your very natural request."

" Not at all, I assure you. I honour

you for keeping your word to Miss Carr "

" Oh, Sir Marius, you are always so kind !

Your kindness makes it harder than ever

for me to hold outâ��but, you see, it is not

as if Madeline was well and strong. She

has had a bad breakdownâ��sorrow and

overwork ; and so much depends upon her

not being distressed ; so if you would be

so very good as not to press meâ��for, to

own the truth, I'm a poor hand at keeping

a secret."

It was after this conversation that Marius

remarked to his sister, " I shall grow quite

fond of Mrs. Tremlett-Biggs if we see much

more of her."

He brooded over the thought of the girl's

frail health ; and her words to him, about

seeing her flit past, lingered uncomfort-

ably in his memory, until he was almost

persuaded that it might be well for him to

repair to the churchyard on the fatal night,

merely in order to reassure her by telling-

her afterwards that he had not seen her

wraith.

Meanwhile he spoke seriously to his

niece, -Phyllis, on the necessity for silence

respecting the local tradition and his own

experience. He reminded her that nothing

excites people so much as an authentic

ghost story, and pointed out that the least

indiscretion might draw to the churchyard

a noisy party, armed with banjos and comic

songs.

She earnestly promised to say nothing

that could lead to this horrible result ; and

when the date came round he felt fairly

certain that the secret had not leaked out,

for they all met at the Manor House that

evening, and nothing was said upon the

subject.

Kind Mrs. Crosbie had felt it incumbent

upon her to issue to Mrs. Tremlett-Biggs

and her whole party that invitation for

which she knew the poor lady longed.

They were all there, and Marius thought

Miss Carr looked less fragile. Her face

had more colour and her eyes more light

than when he saw her first. In fact, he

had reached the point of considering her

in the light of the future Lady Brandon.

Yet, snobbery or not, he could not blind

himself to the uncomfortable results of

choosing a wife from the Goldacres house-

party ! His mind would run upon a wedding

with Mr. Guilding to entertain the guests.

Miss Carr was charming, but she was

entirely obscureâ��by birthâ��or she would not

have been glad of an invitation to Goldacres ;

and in her profession she was evidently

only a cut above a girl clerk. The reticence

of Mrs. Tremlett-Biggs had made him pretty

certain that the young authoress was what

is known in the writing world as a '" ghost "

â��one who supplies plots and situations

for the well-known writer, and whose name

never appears. It seemed a bit of a come-

down for him, at four-and-thirty, to fall

so deeply in love with a girl of no family

as to lose all sense of what his position

demanded. But he felt his danger.

Everything she said or did that night

pleased him absurdly. She drew him like

a magnet ; and he had the feeling that,

should they come together, this power of

attraction would increase, rather than

diminish. It was a charm which suggested

endless reserves behind.

He was curiously little conceited for a

man who had been master of the title and

the estates since his teens ; but he could

not help knowing that he was a " catch "

in the matrimonial market. With Madeline

Carr he had not the least touch of the dis-

comfort of being angled for. She was

friendlyâ��even cordialâ��but there was an

aloofness.

As the evening wore on he realized that

he must either ask this girl to be his wife,

or go away and never see her again. His

heart was conscious of a fierce pang when

she rose at a very early hour to slip away

homeâ��bringing back to his mind that

dread concerning her health which he had

been pushing into the background. He

had to let her go alone, for he had promised

Mrs. Crosbie to act in a charade ; and she

achieved her escape almost unnoticed.

She, on her side, found it so hard to tear

herself away from him that she felt quite

uncomfortable. But she had an appoint-

ment to keep, and so was forced to steel

her heart. During her visit to Goldacres,

a friendship had grown up between her

and the vicar's wife. Mrs. Reed was a

lonely womanâ��since her bereavement

tragically so. Madeline's sympathy had
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gone out to her ; and when she confided to

the girl her passionate desire to go that

night to the churchyard, but confessed that

she would be afraid to watch alone for fear

lest she might seeâ��well, other things than

Godfreyâ��Madeline had at once volunteered

to be her companion. Mr. Reed not only

declined the vigil, but disapproved of the

adventure.

The craving mother had a wistful, forlorn

hope that, as Godfrey had come once, he

might conceivably again visit the little grey

church so intimately connected with all he

held most dear. And on that night, so it is

said, all the souls go wandering ; he would

come if he could, she knew, she felt it.

They made a plan by means of which they

could keep watch, themselves unseen.

Near the west end of the ancient church,

in the south wallâ��that is to say, between the

south porch and the towerâ��there was what

is known as a " low-side " window ; one of

those windows whose exact original purpose

remains obscure ; cut very near the ground,

so that it is easy to see either in or out of the

church through it. Mrs. Reed's idea was

that she and Madeline, warmly clad, should

lock themselves into the church, and watch

the lych-gate through the low-side window.

The plan was quite easy of accomplish-

ment, since Mrs. Reed had the keys of the

church in her charge. She seemed to think

it was more probable that Godfrey, if he

came, should show himself within the

building, in his accustomed place in the

vicarage pew.

The two ladies reached the church soon

after eleven, before the return of any of the

guests from the party, and entered it quite

unseen.

It was not a very dark night, but the light

varied, for clouds drove continually across

the waning moon. Madeline, as she sat in

her warm wraps, her delicately-cut chin"

resting on her hand, leaning forward in

earnest contemplation, found that her mind

would not remain focused upon the matter

in hand, but would stray to the thought

of Sir Marius. She had all the novelist's

eagerness for the observation of character,

and she found this man an absorbing study.

Here was a typical Briton of the upper

class. Previous to the war, his life had been

the narrow, limited life of a country gentle-

man. He had not been a soldier at all.

Yet, when the great adventure presented

itself, he had embraced it with both handsâ��

which seemed to show how superficial was

the narrowness, how deep the intrinsic

nobility. This year, as she was becoming

aware, he was having another experience,

just as new to him as war. He was falling

in love with a girl who, as he believed, did

not belong to his own class. Would he

show, in this matter also, the spirit of the

paladin ?

She thought of him so earnestly that she

almost felt as if her thoughts must draw

him to her in bodily presence.

According to agreement, she was watching

the lych-gate, and Mrs. Reed, who was

strung to a high point, was keeping her eyes

fixed upon the place wherein, as little boy,

big boy, and young man, Godfrey had been

used to sit. As the minutes wore on, the

tension of the waiting became more and

more acute. The old church seemed full of

soft breathingsâ��of stirrings, so low that one

could hardly describe them. A sudden loud

sighing noise startled Madeline horribly,

until she realized that it was only the church

clock preparing to strike midnight. The

long, slow strokes fell heavily upon the

silence. There was a sense of expectationâ��

almost of exaltationâ��anything might happen

nowâ��and in fact there was the sound of

footstepsâ��many footsteps, cautiously sub-

duedâ��the footsteps of those who crept,

timidlyâ��who hardly flared Ah, could

it be the approaching band of souls ?

Mrs. Reed's breath came in sobbing gasps

â��those arriving, whoever they were, had

entered the porch. There was a scuffling

noiseâ��the murmur of speechâ��and then,

shockingly, an unmistakable giggle.

Madeline sprang to her feet. Mrs. Reed

clutched her wrist convulsively. " You

locked the door, Madeline ? "

" Yes, I locked it. Oh, how unspeakable !

Listen ! It is the Goldacres crowd, I feel

sure of it ! How could they have heard

about it ? "

She had" hardly spoken before the figure

of a man, muffled to the eyes, came strolling

past the window.

He was staring directly in, and it seemed

impossible that he should not descry them ;

but the moon shone across the roof of the

nave, and flung the interior of the church

into pitch-black shadow.

" Don't stirâ��don't move, or he'll see us,"

she contrived to whisper, the drops breaking

out upon her forehead as Mr. Guildingâ��who

was loudly whistling " Any time's kissing-

time," paused, stooped, and steadily gazed

in.

" I say," he called out, over his shoulder.

" if we could open this window, we might

get inside. It would be warmer in here tlian

that stony porch ! " He passed his hand

round the panes, which fortunately were not

made to open.

" Oh, be quiet ! " came the voice of Connie

Green. " Don't go breaking something, or

they'll know we've been here. Do come back

and sit downâ��or go home ! How can you

suppose anything will happen if you make

this noise ? "
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He lingered a moment and then turned

reluctantly away. Not an instant too soon ;

for the unlooked-for intrusion had been

altogether too much for the strained nerves

of Mrs. Reed, and she slipped from her chair

in a dead faint.

Even Madeline, usually self-possessed, felt

herself trembling as she stooped over the

unconscious lady and loosened the scarf

from about her throat. She had no choice

but to remain where she was, in perfect

silence, until the invalid came round. She

must needs stay there, crouched upon the

ground, Mrs. Reed's head in her lap, while

scuffling, giggling, and occasional squeals

sounded from the porch, interspersed, as time

wore on, with what sounded like wrangling.

Then, very suddenly, the vicar's wife stirred,

started, and before Madeline could prevent

it, gave out a long, loud wailing cry which

echoed along the aisles, and was answered,

after a moment's breathless pause, by a

series of little shrieks from outside, followed

by a wild stampede.

In her wrought-up condition, the desire to

laugh fought in Madeline with the desire

to weep. She dreaded lest she should

become hysterical, but she was saved by the

necessity of soothing the trembling mother,

and assuring her that the intruders were gone

away.

" I can't bear any more of it, Madelineâ��

you must take me home," sobbed Mrs. Reed.

" My nerves are all to pieces. My husband

was right to try and persuade me not to

come. Oh, are you sure they are all gone ? "

" If you will wait here just a few minuteÂ«,

I will slip out quietly and reconnoitre," replied

the girl.

" Yesâ��very' wellâ��I suppose you had

betterâ��but don't go out of call," begged the

poor thing.

Madeline rose, crept to the door, listened

intently, and then turned the key, which

slipped round silently, for Mrs. Reed had

oiled it carefully the day before.

The soft west-country wind blew gratefully

on her hot face, and she pushed back the

hood of her long cloak, advanced to the

entrance of the porch, and, her two hands

upon the jambs of the outer arch, leaned

forth and breathed deeply. There, before

her, lay the mysterious night, and it struck

awe into her soul. It was easy to believe

that the air was filled with unseen presencesâ��â�¢

there was motion and murmur all about

her, as she looked right and left, with perhaps

a wistful hope in her that the man who filled

her thoughts might be somewhere near ;

although, if he had ventured, she knew that

the presence of the Goldacres crowd must

have driven him away again.

The clouds \vere rushing across the moon's

face, and she made another step forward,

lifting up her arms and head to the heavens

to see whether it rained. Then, satisfied

that it did not, she retreated without noise

into the church, swallowed in the shadows

as soon as she was under the roof.

The man who was standing in the shelter

of the lych-gate, blotted in its dense, im-

penetrable b'acknesÂ», struck his fist over his

heart with a choked cry, turned and stumbled

away like a creature mortally stricken.

The following day Sir Marius presented

himself at Goldacres'in the early afternoon.

Madeline Carr was startled by his changed

appearance. His eyes were sunk, his face

haggard, his whole demeanour feverish and

unlike himself.

He found everyone at home, and the very

atmosphere tingling with the tremendous

thrill of the story told by those who had

ventured to ihe churchyard the previous

evening. The piercing, unearthly cry from

the interior of the 3ark, empty church could

proceed only from a soul in torment ! Many

and wild were the opinions held and theories

advanced concerning it.

Marins listened grimly to the story, which

cleared up for him the mystery of the sudden

and apparently causeless flight of the psychic

investigators.

He made but little comment, except to

agreeâ��so warmly as to flatter herâ��with

Mrs. Tremlett-Biggs's dictum that " what-

ever they may have heard they brought it

on themselves, and it was far better not to

be meddling with these things."

He turned presently, under cover Â«f|Â»lhe

loud talk, to Miss Carr, who sat next him.

" You were not of the party ? " he asked, in

a stiff, curiously-suppressed tone ; and when

she replied : " Xo, I was not," he turned"

very pale ; but all he said was :â��

â�¢ " So I supposed."

There was a pause, in which it seemed to

her as if the man's very thoughts reached

out and touched her, so vivid was her'con-

sciousness of his presence. Then he mur-

mured :â��

" I must speak to you alone. Can we

slip out into the conservatory ? "

She glanced around. In the babel of

chatter they were for the moment unnoticed ;

and she'rose and went, he following, into the

flower-scented warmth of the opulent winter-

garden which was the pride of the master

of Goldacres.

He made not at all the kind of wooing for

which Madeline had been prepared. His

manner, usually so calm, was charged with a

despairing kind of vehemenceâ��the urgency

of one who will take no denial.

" But this is very imprudent," said the

girl, mischievously. " What do you know

J
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of me, except that I am a member of this

menagerie of cranks ? Ought you not to

make inquiries ? "

" I have made observations instead. One

finds out more that way."

Her lips parted in

a rapturous smile.

" What a lovely

thing to say," she

whispered.

He began to

tremble. " Made-

line, say yesâ��say

yes ! Don't keep

me waiting, will

you ? Think how

short life isâ��how

little time we may

have in which to be

together ! I want

you to marry me

now â�� and let me

take you to the

South of France."

She felt touched

and her heart went

out to him.

': But first," said

she, " there is an

awful revelation to

be made. It is not

so hard as it might

have been, for I

overheard you say-

ing that you like

the writings of the

novelist who calls

' IÃ�* Gray Moor.

Wc^-I am Gray

Moor. I wrote those

books."

He started, and

gazed upon her half

in worship, half in

shame. ' You menn

that you use a

pseudonym ? "

" Yes. It saves

such a lot of an un-

comfortable kind of

fame. One can go

about, as it were,

unchallenged. Now

to tell you who I

am. My father was

that Lord George Carr who was killed in

the Boer War, rather magnificently if you

remember} He left his family badly off

financially as well as in other ways. My

brother fell in 1915, and I have had hard

work to keep his boy at Eton. I want you

to understand that I shall feel it my duty to

continue doing thisâ��that Lionel's children

must be a tax upon me for some years "

" Upon us, you mean," he replied, drawing

her into his arms, so much moved, and so

abased, that he could hardly utter the words.

" Now," she demanded, after a while, " do

you feel a bit more cheery ? When I first saw

" MADELINE MADE ANOTHER STEP FORWARD, LIFTING UP HER ARMS AND

IT DID NOT, SHE RETREATED WITHOUT NOISE INTO THE CHURCH. THK

AWAY LIKE A CREATURE

you I thought you had come to make some ter-

rible announcement. Was it only the dread

of committing yourself to a mÃ©salliance ? "

He seemed to her at a loss for a reply.

" There is something," she persisted,

earnestly, " something more than that.

You look quite illâ��worse than I do, I believe,

in spite of my having been up all night ! "

He cried out, vehemently: " You, too?"
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" Why, were you ? " she broke off, colour-

ing warmly. " Surely you did not go to the

churchyard too, did you ? Ah, I see by

your face that you did ! Well, I told you a

half-truth just nowâ�� I did not go with the

stood with your hands pxtended to n.e as

though you would take farewellâ��and then

you raised those same hands to heaven, look-

ing up like a saint in a picture, as if telling

me to follow you ? Do

HEAD TO THE HEAVENS TO SEE WHETHER IT RAINED. THEN", SATISFIED THAT

MAN STANDING IN THE SHADOW OF THE LYCH-GATE TURNED AND sir.MKl.KU

MORTALLY STRICKEN."

Goldacres crowdâ��indeed, I had no idea they

were going, and don't even yet understand

j!CAv the}' got wind of it. But you have

now acquired the right to hear exactly what

I did do."

Marius listened voraciously to her account

of her vigil with the vicar's wife.

" And you came out into the porch, alone ?"

he stammorc-1. "Youâ��your living self ? You

made

you realize that I

thought I had

seenyourwraith ?

1 t h r, u o h tâ��I

thoughtâ��

" That if we

were to have

some time to-

gether here, you

had better make

haste," she whis-

pered.

"Yes1 Yes! "

She put her

arms about his

neck. " But, dear

man, I am not a

delicate woman

at all ! I have

been ill, that's all

--and I'm nearly

well now! Are

you prepared to

undertake a

union that may

last for years and

years ? To have'

me still on hand

when 1 grow old

and ugly ? "

His reply,

though without

'words, was elo-

quent enough.

" \Yhatisborne

in upon me," he

said, presently,

" is the convic-

tion that it is

ahvays best not

to seek any

psychic experi-

ence. One gets

so worked up

that one be-

comes the prey

of delusions. No

more ; watching

at the lych-gate

for me ! "

"Yet last

you understand

night's experience

yourself ? "

' You are right," he answered, in a deep

voice. " It showed me to myself, a petty-

minded assâ��a contemptible fool. I saw in

a flash how short time is, and what are the

things that really matter."

" Then the lych-gate has,proved the gate of

life for you and me."

m



GILBERTAND

SULLIVAN

THEN AND NOW

HE gay and

quisite music

merry quips

jokes of the

ex-

and

and

Gil-

bert and Sullivan

operas â�� f resh

during this New

Year season as they were thirty

and forty years agoâ��have once

again taken the town by storm.

The general beauty of decoration

in the present production excels

all previous records, and forms an

ideal background for the dresses

designed by Mr. Percy Anderson,

â�¢ which show a loveliness undreamed

of thirty years ago, when the

original designs for the first

performances of " The

Gondoliers" and "The

Yeomen of the Guard

were madeâ��embodying

Sir \V. S. Gilbert's con-

ception of each character

as seen in his mind's

eye.

Readers will be spe-

cially interested to see

some of these early cos-

tume drawings of Mr.

Percy Anderson's, which,

executed in faint water-

colour, with scraps cf

gaily-hucd silk, cloth.

and wool, still

pinned to the edges

as guides to the

costumier for ma-

terial and colour,

are reproduced amongst

the illustrations, together

with some new 1919

sketches which show

the immeasurably greater

freedom and imagina-

tion with which the

famous designer of

" Chu Chin Chow " re-

nown, while keeping to

MISS G.B.

CROZIER.

Illustrated by draw-

ings by the late

W. S. GILBERT,

and

costume designs by

Percy ANDERSON.

DESIGN BY I'ERCV ANDERSON FOR THE

COSTUME WORN BY COURTICE POUNDS

IN THE ORIGINAL PRODUCTION OK

" THE YEOMEN OF THE GUARD " IN 1888.

the old Savoy traditions, novÂ»

carries out such work.

Sir W. S. Gilbert's exact method

of suggesting the effect he wanted

is clearly seen in the two interest-

ing sketches for characters in

" The Grand Duke," which were

drawn over twenty years ago on

stray bits of paper in pen and

ink, and sent to Mr. Anderson,

who lately came across them

again when turning out soma

papers.

H. A. LYTTON S RECOLLEC-

TIONS.

That fine old Savoyard, Mr. H.

A. Lytton, has some recollections

of the old days when on

' tour, which are highly

" entertaining.

Once when playing

John Wellington Wells ir.

"The Sorcerer" (where

it will be recollected that

in the last act the Sor-

cerer disappears through

a trapdoor amidst red.

fire) something went

wrong with the trap and

it stuck when he had

only disappeared half

way! There was no-

thing for it but to climb

out, and walk ignomin-

iously off the stage. As

he did so a voice from

the front was heard to

exclaim, " Hell's full! "â��

" a remark," says Mr.

Lytton, " which gained

the greatest applause of

the evening." An ardent

believer in " luck," Mr.

Lytton declares that his

lucky number is thirteen.

He signed his first con-

tract with the late Mr.

D'Oyly Carte on the
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13th of the month, and that

he rightly regards as a very

special piece of luck ! Then

when specially hard up he

scraped together all he could

and went off with some friends

to Monte Carlo. Going straight

to the tables, he planked down

all he had on No. 13, and won

enough to spend a delightful

holiday on the proceeds ! He

was in London thirteen years,

then played out of London for

thirteen years. The telephone

number of his house starts

with thirteen, and to complete

the story, when recently on

tour he bought up all

the boots he could lay

hands on at the pro-

vincial towns through

which they passed,

against a rainy day,

and on counting up

the number, of which

he had kept no count,

found that they

amounted to thirteen!

His talent for

"making up" amounts

to genius, as for ex-

ample, in "The Pirates of Penzance," in

successfully depicting two such widely-con-

trasting individuals as the dapper little

Major-Generalâ��a little cock-sparrow of a

manâ��and the towering Pirate King, a part

THE SKETCHES ON THIS PAGEâ��FOR COSTUMES IN " THE GRAND DUKE â��

SHOW THE TROUBLE GILBERT TOOK TO OBTAIN THE EFFECT HE WANTED.

His notes read:â��

(1) This is the re-considered Prince of Monte Carlo. Very fair Ramilies wig, I think, to

contrast with Harrington's black Louis XIV. wig. This quite realizes the character.

The Prince's dress should be of excellent qualityâ��very gay and ornate. The Princess

should wear a dress of the same period (or nearly), but so made as ty allow of her dancing a

wild jig.â��No train.

(2) This is my idea of the six nobles. Of cours" you will greatly improve upon these crude

suggestions.

in which, with the help of

various mechanical aidsâ��

faked shoulders, and the like

â��he performs the perfectly

amazing feat of "making up"

his height to six feet two.

Mr. Lytton and his com-

pany had some rather rough

times when on tour during the

war, and at one time were

constantly in the thick of

Zeppelin raids. They were at

Sheffield when the town was

bombed, and on going on to

Hull met with a similarly

warm reception, and on ar-

rival in London within a few

days were

called on to

face another

severe raid,

causing poor

Fred Billing-

ton â�� that

much-missed

Savoyard

who shared

his dressing-

r o o m â�� to

r e m a r k :

"Harry I I

believe the Kaiser's got our tour I "

SOME STORIES OF GILBERT.

Listening to the recollections of incidents

which happened over forty years ago, there

is a fascination in

learning from a

close family friend

how W. S. Gilbert,

when at work on

"The Mikado,"

went round to see

her with the verses

for ' Three Little

Maids from School

are We " in his

pocket.

Taking them out

he read them aloud

and awaited her

verdict â�� w hic h

predicted a great

success. "Ah!"

he replied, doubt in

his eyes, " I wonder

â��I wonder!" The

greatest writers are

often the worst

judges of what will

prove popular in

their own work.

It

same

was for the

friend that
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THE OPENING WORDS OF THE OLD CORNISH CHANTY WHICH SUGGESTED TO GILBERT THE

FAMOUS DUET, " I HAVE A SONG TO SING Ð� ! ".

he drew an admirable caricature of himself in

the manner of the " Bab Ballads" illustrations,

with Ã  large headâ��an excellent likenessâ��

and dwindling body, on a treasured fan which

already bore sketches by Sir John Tenniel,

du Maurier, Linley Sambourne, and others,

prompting the characteristic note which

accompanied the return of the fan, and ran

as follows : "I have done my best, but I

am afraid that my right hand has lost the

little cunning it once possessed. Certainly

I have failed to impart to the individual

represented any expression of that modesty

and diffidence which he should feel at finding

himself in such distinguished society." , This

interesting drawing is reproduced.

" The Lady of the Fan," to whom the

writer is indebted for many charming re-

collections, having the tlouble misfortune to

lose both husband and almost all her income

at one blow, was carried off by W. S. Gilbert

and his warm-hearted wife and kept with

them for weeks, while her own house and

furniture were sold, and a tiny residence

suited to her slender

resources found and

fitted up for her.

Here W. S. Gilbert

worked, as she - de-

scribes it, " Like a

carpenter ! " He hung

pictures, and did in-

numerable odd jobs, to

make the little house

look like a home, and

noticing a bare space

in the sitting-room, for

all the large furniture

had been sold, he sent

a couple of exquisite

little Chippendale book-

case-cabinets to fill the

gap, which still stand

where he placed them,

to hold her favourite

books.

A CARICATURE OF

HIMSELF DRAWN

'BY GILBERT ON A

FAN.

DESIGN TOR THE KINGS DRESSES IN THE

PRF.SEXT REVIVAL OF "THE GONDOLIERS.'

"I HAVE A SONG TO SING O!"

Apropos of the writing of " The Yeomen

of the Guard," it seems that Sir William

Gilbert used to attribute his first inspiration

for that most famous of duets between the

Merry Man and his Maid, " I have a Song to

Sing Ð� !" to an old Cornish chanty sung by

the sailors on board his yacht. It was a

great favourite of his, and is so quaint

and altogether delightful that a friend who â�¢

has often sung in it with the Gilberts and

some party of young friendsâ��Sir William

leading as " Questioner "â��has most kindly

copied it out from memoryâ��for it has never

before, she thinks, been written down.

It runs as followÂ« :â��

Come and I will sing you.

What will you sing me ?

I will sing you twelve Ð� !

What is your twelve Ð� ?

Twelve are the twelve Apostles.

Eleven of them have gone to Heaven,

Ten are the Ten Commandments,

Nine is the Moonlight bright and clear.

Eight are the eight Archangels,

Seven are the seven stars in the sky.

Six are the cheerful Waiters,

Five are the ferrymen in the boat.



GILBERT AND SULLIVAN-THEN AND NOW.

QUESTIONER :

" What is your two O ? "

2ND SINGER :

" Two of them are lily-white maids

Dressed all in green O ! "

CHORUS:

" One of them is all alone

And ever will remain so."

And so on throughout.

Now, it seems that there was an informal

pact between \V. S. Gilbert and Arthur

Sullivan that when the former handed a

libretto to the latter he should never give

him any suggestion as to a rhythm or air

which might be running in his head whilst

writing it, lest it should throw out the other's

musical inspiration set in motion by the

verses.

When the " Merryman " song was handed

to Sir Arthur, however, he declared that for

a time it baffled him completely, and he

finally went to Gilbert to ask if he could

give him any clue as to his own source of

THE GRAND INQUISITOR'S DRESS AS DESIGNED

FOR THE ORIGINAL PRODUCTION OF " TIIK

GONDOLIERS " IN 1889.

Four are the Gospel Preachers,

Three of them are strangers,

Two of them are lily-white maids.

Dressed all in green O !

One of them is all alone

And ever will remain so.

The way it is sung is :â��

IST SINGER :

" Come and I will sing you."

QUESTIONER (the same singer throughout) :

" " What will yon sing me ? "

IST SINGER :

" I will sing you one O ! "

QUESTIONER :

" What is your one O ? "

IST SINGER :

" One of them is all alone

And ever will remain so."

CHORUS:

" One of them is all alone

And ever will remain so."

2ND SINGER :

'' Come and I will sing you."

QUESTIONER :

" " What will you sing me ? "

2XD SINGER :

" I will sing you two O ! "

COL. FAIRFAX'S COSTUME IN THE PRESENT REVIVAL

OF " THE YEOMEN OF THE GUARD."
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inspiration on the chance that he

could "dip a bucket in the same

well ! "

" I will give you one Ð� !" chanted

W. S. Gilbert, softly.

" I have it! Of course!" swiftly

replied Arthur Sullivan, and the melo-

diously ingenious number which has

held audiences spellbound in five

continents was the result.

AT GRIM'S DYKE.

Some nine-and-twenty years ago

the Gilberts moved to their beautiful

house, Grim's Dyke, near Harrow,

where they continued to entertain

most hospitably, and here Lady

Gilbert still lives.

It is a storehouse of treasures,

many of which have a history con-

nected with the operas, while the

very arrangement of the rooms will

often recall some whimsical Gilbertian

jest or fancy ! There is a charming

alcove in the stairs leading from the

billiard-room to a long drawing-room,

scene in the old days of many a de-

lightful dance, and this Sir William

had fitted up with charming rose

brocade-covered cushions and softly-

shaded lamps, and quaintly dubbed

" The Flirtorium ! "

As quite a young man, W. S.

Gilbert served for a short time in

the Royal Naval Reserve, and later

he owned a yacht in which he and

his wife cruised about for seven suc-

cessive summers, and the keen love

of the sea which so constantly peeps

out in his work was only equalled by his

acquaintance with all seafaring lore. His

knowledge of ships and shipping astonished

even sailors.

In complicated rigging he took special

delight, and one of the greatest treasures at

Grim's Dyke is a fifteen-foot-long model of the

o\dQueen, who played her part in Nelson's day,

from which the after-part of H.M.S. Pinafore

was exactly copied for the first revival of

the opera. It is si ill kept in perfect order by

the Rigging Expert of the Admiralty Museum

at Whitehall, Mr. John Smith, who last year

spent his three weeks' summer holiday at

Grim's Dyke, working several hours a day

upon this beautiful piece of handicraft,

whichâ��standing in the hallâ��is an object of

much interest to visitors, who seldom fail to

ask its history. In the billiard-roomâ��the

walls of whichare lined with large black frames

containing portraits of the original members

SKETCH FOR THE DRESSES OF THE MAJOR-GENERAI/S

DAUGHTERS IN THE PRESENT PRODUCTION OF " THE

PIRATES OF PENZANCE."

of the casts of the first productions of the

operas, one also sees the Headsman's Block

and Axe used in the first production of " The

Yeomen of the Guard," and the huge gong

used in the same play, which, when struck,

rings for four minutes, while the original

drawings made to illustrate the " Bab

Ballads " hang in long narrow frames on

either side of the wide window.

At a time when Limericks were in the air,

a group of young people seated on the lawn

were quoting them to one another while

awaiting tea, when, just as the tea-kettle

and tray of cakes appeared, Sir William

neatly interposed with the following :â��

There was a young lady of Gilh.im,

Who sat down to tea by Sir Willum.

She said " We're not Mummies,

We've all of us Tummies,

AND Now is THE MOMENT Ñ�Ð¾ FILL 'Ð�Ð¼ 1 "
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SHRIVELLED old

man wrapped in a

great - coat and a

woollen muffler sat

in a high-backed chair he-

side his cottage door, and

a teardrop was slowly

rolling its way down

either cheek. After a

little while his thin lips

suddenly tightened in piti-

ful distress and he lifted

his stick vexatiously and

brought it down again

with a crack upon the ground.

And then he began to mutter

wearily to himself :â��

" Oh, the pity of it ! Nobody

ever believes. Nobody ever be-

lieves, and you could have shown

them."

A young man suddenly appear-

ing from an outhouse stopped to

cast an inquisitive glance at

him. He was a fellow of power-

ful build, six-foot-two in his

boots, but his look was somehow not quite

that of the country and not quite that, of

the town. It was, if anything, the look of a

man who has lived too long alone and who,

as a consequence, is not quite as other men.

His eyes were listless, and there was at that

moment the silly kind of smile at his lips that

one associates with the mentally de'ficient.

At last he put down the carpet bag he was

carrying and came to the old man's chair.

" What are you crying for ? "

The old man pointed petulantly to the

paper on the ground.

" You've seen, 'aven't you ? Don't you

ever read the news ? John Crockett is

champion of England. He won the belt

last night. / might have been the father of

the champion heavy-weight of England, and

insteadâ��-to the end of my days I shall

always have fo get up and cook my own

breakfast.

" The pity of it," he said again. " The

pity of it. Nobody will ever believe. The

folk in London will never know that my son

was the only man who ever beat John

Crockett."

He turned and shook his stick threaten-

ingly.

" You might have been champion of

England," he cried, in sudden desperation,

" and, instead, you're only the village

carpenter."

The young man looked at him once and

Vol. lii.â��2.
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lifted a warning finger ;

then he glanced up at the

windows of cottages round

about as if in fear that

somebody would be look-

ing out, and thinking it

all a very fine joke. But

this was not so, and accord-

ingly he shook his head

and looked down again

quizzically at the old

man.

" You mustn't cry like

that," he said at last.

" Don't you know that's

naughty ? Someone'll see

very

you." '

" I will cry," snapped the old

man. " It's something to cry

about. I wanted to be the

father of a champion like Peter

Crockett."

The young man gave a whim-

sical smile and felt in his pocket.

Finally he produced a shilling.

" You get old Solly to drive

you into Packton this afternoon.

And here's a shilling. You get yourself some

sweets and go to the pictures."

Â¿He turned away and, picking up his carpet

bag, went slowly out of the kitchen-garden

through a little gate and out into the road.

He did not bid good-bye to the old man, but

he glanced at him once with his odd, lop-sided

smile, then started off towards the village.

As he went all kinds of people called to him

teasingly from shop doorways and the

windows of houses. They all had something

funny to say about the championship of

England, and all of them waved a morning

paper, and to some he tossed his' head with a

sheepish grin, whilst those who met him in

the street and laid hold of him, he shook off

with a kind of good-humoured impatience,

and so in the end he came to the shed of

corrugated iron that was his workshop,

opened the door with a key, and went inside.

He was alone at last. He sat down on a

bench and rested his elbows upon his knees,

and there he stayed for longer than you

might think, with his head propped in his

hands like the new boy at a school who is

weary to death of teasing.

Long after he was left alone the old man

still sat sorrowfully outside his cottage,

looking uncertainly at the shilling and drying

his tears with the back of his hand, and every

time anyone passed along the road he looked

up with a challenging stare. None of those

who passed by stayed to speak with him,
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but he knew very well what everybody who

looked liis way would be thinking, and in the

evening, when he made his way to the

Gardeners' Arms, and they sat round about

him with their pots of beer, he expected that

they would find the courage in one another's

presence to say it, just as they had the

evening before :â��

" What, Davy's boy beat our John

Crockett ? William ? Why, William couldn't

beat an egg ! "

So he was sitting, a disappointed, lonely

figure, when he was suddenly conscious of

being watched, and he turned his head to

where a steep grassy slope led down from the

church towards his garden, and on the top of

the slope, as if he had just come through the

village graveyard, he saw a man.

He was a little man, and for a while he

did not speak. He merely looked, and the

old man looked back at him. At last the

stranger began to come toward him, and

the old man saw that he was holding a

â�¢little quill toothpick between his teeth,

and moving it this way and that with his

tongue, much as a man chews gum. He had

rather the cut of a racecourse tout of some

respectability, but he held himself stiffly

erect a,* he came towards Davy with his

â�¢hands deep in the pockets of his overcoat.

". So this," said he, moving his toothpick

.to one side-of his mouth and speaking with

the other, " this little village here is where

John Crockett was born and bred ? "

Davy looked at him with a tear-stained

countenance and was silent. The little man

spoke again.

" What did they feed him on ? "

" I can't hear properly what you say,"

Dayy complained. " I'm 'ard of "earing."

. " I say," repeated the other, " that I am

interested to know that this is the village

'where John Crockett was born_and bred."

The old man heard this time.

" That's nothing," he answered, passion-

ately. " The only man who ever beat John

Crockett lives in this ho't.se / "

He had half risen out of his chair with

eagerness. To his astonishment the stranger

showed no extreme surprise.

" I'll come a bit nearer," said he. " Un-

less I am very much mistaken, I'm wanting

to talk to you."

He came into the garden, glancing keenly

at the cottage.

" It isn't very big," said he at last. " Is

he in ? "

The old man explained, and meanwhile

the stranger settled himself upon a barrel.

" This man who beat John Crockett ? "

he began. " Can you tell me who he is ? "

The old man began to quiver with excite-

ment.

" It's my own boy," he said, with an

emphatic gesture. " Nobody here will ever

believe me. But it's true. It's true. William

Saxby. He beat John Crockett.''-'

The other's keen eyes never left his face.

They were eyes like gimlets, and they liored

their way deep into the old man's soul and

found it honest. He spoke quietly but with

peculiar insistence.

" When did he beat him ? "

A queer look of anxiety came over Davy's

face. This was the question they always

asked him, and when he had answered them

they always looked at him with a kind of

pitying amusement, waited a moment, made

some silly teasing answer, and then went

smiling upon their way. He knew just how

it was going to be, and he began to stammer

a little.

'.' They were at school together," he

answered. " They are just of an age ; and

they fought one day in the lane there beside

the church. I saw them tnyself. There was

nobody else who dared to fight him. He was

so quarrelsomeâ��a bullying boy. But my

boy beat him. I remember the way he fell.

It must be twenty years ago. He fell on

the back of his 'ead. And he wouldn't get

up. My boy was never a one to boast

and John Crockett would never admit it

was true; but I know. I saw it. It is

true."

His voice had grown suddenly strong with

excitement, and now he looked up in ex-

pectation of the other's smile.

" But." he would say, " that's twenty

years ago. John Crockett hadn't begun to

box. He-

Davy sat for a moment stiff with wonder

and a de'pth of gratitude. The little man

was not laughing. He had cocked one eye

interestedly ; otherwise his keen eyes were

still fixed on the old man's face. He be-

lieved !

For a moment the silence held. The old

man longed to speak on. There was some-

thing more to tell, and he would have to keep

it back. His hands twitched restlessly upon

his lap. His eyes were ablaze with pride and

satisfaction. And then at last the little

man made a gesture of puzzled recollection

and spoke : " But there was something else.

That isn't all. Heâ��

The old man nearly bounded out of his

seat. The truth of it all was on the tip of

his tongue, and to have to keep silence was

almost more than he could bear.

" There is ! There is ! " he cried. " You

know ? How do you know ?

" I don't know," said the other, " I only-

guess. But there must be. A man at the

Flower Pot Inn has told me that much. But

I wanted to hear the truthâ��and all of itâ��

from you."

The old man sank back into his chair. At
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"'THIS MAN WHO BEAT JOHN CROCKETT?' HE BEGAN. 'CAN YOU TELL ME WHO HE IS?'

'IT'S MY OWN BOY,' SAID THE OLD M\N."

last he looked up from under his furrowed " Yes."

brow. The old man paused, and at last he looked

" You are a stranger here ? " up again.
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" I have promised my son never to let the

tale get about the village. If I tell you,

will you keep the secret ? "

" I promise," said the little man.

Davy leaned forward. The forefinger of his

right hand came out stiff and straight until it

was pointing towards the other's waistcoat.

" They fought again," he said, in a hushed

voice. " Down in the hollowâ��all aloneâ��

scarcely six years ago. ' Crockett came back

to the village with a reputation. Something

happened. My William followed him into

the hollow and brought him to bay. They

fought for a half an hour. Nobody knew.

Nobody saw it but me, and I was down there

smoking my evening pipe." The old man's

voice began to rise excitedly.

" It was bare fists. For a half an hour Peter

Crockett's boy laid into my William. William

stood up to him. Time after time he hit

William crash on the point of the jaw and

William never fell. And then in the very

end, when they had fought toe to toe for the

half of an hour, William drew back, and as

Crockett came in to hit him again William

let out one great blow with every atom of his

strength, and it took John bang on the side

of the ear, so that he fell like a knackered

'orse, and lay there, and couldn't get up.

Then William bent over him an' I saw him

speak his mind, and at last he came away

and indoors here for a wash, and when

John Crockett was able he got up an' went

his own way back ; and in the morning, of

course, he was gone. I came in later myself,

and William turned to me suspicious-like.

" 'Where have you been ? ' says he.

" I couldn't hold my tongue, and I went

up to him and laid my hand on his arm and

I says : ' Oh, William, you've beat John

Crockett again. You've beat him fair and

square. Mebbe they will believe me now

after all ' ; an' I give him a smile. With

that he turns to me. ' You keep your

silence, father/ says he. ' Xeyer one word

of what you have seen this day do you

breathe to a soul in all the village. This

thing is my secret. If you don't want me to

go staring mad, never mention this fight

from this day on. Until to-day I never

knew my strength. And if a man in the

village ever gets to hear so much as a whisper

of it, from that day on you never see me

again as long as I Jive.' "

Davy stopped. He was breathless. The

other man was still looking at him fixedly.

" And now," said he, " John Crockett has

climbed. To-day he is the champion of

England. Could your boy beat him again ? "

" Surely, surely," answered the old man.

" He has beaten him twice. Crockett could

never hurt him. He could never knock him

so much as off his feet. And when it came

to his turn to hit, why, only once has he

known his real strength, and then he knocked

Crockett out."

" It's right," said the little man, nodding

his head. " It's right enough. No other

man has ever beaten Crockett, but he was

a man John Crockett couldn't hurt." He

reached out and laid both hands on Davy's

arms. " It's true. I know it because John

Crockett knows it, and Crockett is afraid."

The old man's eyes were wide and sparkling

with the fervour of his great ambition. " If

he would only fight again ! " said he. '' In

a ring in London, for all the folk to see. If

John Crockett would face him again then the

folk here in the village would know. They'd

have to believe me in the end, and I'd be

the proudest man alive. But," he added,

wearily, " WilÃ¼am would never do it. All

the pleasure of life has gone out of William.

To the end of his days he'll just go on

carpentering here in the village ; and some

of them do say that he isn'tâ��all then?. /

might have been the father of the champion

of England instead of old Peter Crockettâ��

but William doesn't care."

" Why do they say he isn'tâ��all there ? "

demanded the little man.

Davy spread his hands feebly.

" Ever since that day in the hollow, he

hasn't been quite like other men. He seems

too much alone. He makes no friends. He

mixes with no folk in the village. It's just

as if something had gone crack in his head

after that fight, and he ain't never been right

since then."

" Tell me," said the other. " Why did he

fight ? "

The old man glanced at him thoughtfully.

" I ' he Ijegan, and stopped. He

leaned forward again and began to whisper :

" You mnst keep your promise. No one

must ever know. But you see when Crockett

came back to the village with a reputation

he stole away a little slip of a girl from

William. Xobody here knew that. William

pretended he didn't care a snap of the

fingers. For a little while he laughed and

sang, and nobody thought another thing

about it. But after a while he began to

change. And now he only smiles on one

side of his mouth whenever you look at him.

It's as if he had made up his mind that he'd

got to keep on smiling whatever happened,

and it's got into a habit."

" You say that nothing would ever make

him fight again ? "

Davy shook his head sadly. " William

doesn't care."

The little man rose. " Do you ever see

London papers down in this part of the

world ? "

" Just now and again when strangers

come, but we "

The stranger held out his hand.
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" I'm going to speak to your William,"

said he. " I wish you good-bye. I shall

see you again." He paused. " I'm staying,"

he added, shamefacedly, " at the Flower-

Pot. It seemed to be the only place. And

before I go back I shall see you again."

II.

THE little man went away down the village

street, biting upon his toothpick and looking

from side to side almost as if in fear of

omitting to notice some salute, and twice on

the way he stopped for a minute to speak to

a villager, and the question he asked of each

was the same, just as if he were trying to

gauge the real position of things here in the

village. " Is it true there's a man amongst

you who can beat John Crockett ? " And

each looked back at him with a slow sort of

smile and said, as he shook his head : " Oh,

that's old Daw's story. He'rt have us think

so. But you don't get two men like our

John Crockett springing up in the solf-same

village, you know. Davy's old, you see ;

and his boy Williamâ��well, he ain't like other

men."

So he passed on, and at last he came to

the shed of corrugated iron and knocked

peremptorily upon the door. It was opened

slowly, and when he saw William in the flesh

at last the little man stood for a while gazing

at him intently before he spoke. And then

he said :â��

" May I come in ? "

William drew back suspiciously and let

him pass, turned after him, and came to his

bench and stood there, leaning upon it with

that set, peculiar smirk, waiting for the other

to speak. The little man set his eyes dourly

upon the other's face, thrust his hands deeper

into the pockets of his long blue ulster, shifted

his toothpick to one side of his mouth, and

began :â�� .

" I want to know if anything at all would

persuade you to come to London and fight

John Crockett ? "

William leaned slowly forward and looked

the little man through and through from

under his shaggy eyebrows, and at last he

answered in a queer, dull monotone :â��

" What do you mean ? "

" Would nothing persuade you to come ? "

the little man said again. " Money ? "

William made no answer. He only stared

and stared at the little man as if he were

striving his uttermost to think who ever he

could be.

" You don't see the London papers here,"

the little man said at last, " so I guess you

won't have seen this. I want you to look

at it."

It was folded so as to show a photo-

graph, and it was the photograph of a

girl. William looked at it for a moment

uncomprehendingly, and then he glanced

at the letterpress beneath, and read what

it said :â��

" THE CHARMING LADY WHO PRESIDES OVFR

JOHN CROCKETT'S HOME. JOHN SAYS THAT

HER TENDER CARE IS THE CHIEF FACTOR IN

HIS TRAINING." < '

', He read it twice, and then he looked up

again at the photograph, and stared at it

\intil he had looked his fill, and then he put

the paper down gently upon the bench and

turned to the little man.

" What has that got to do with me ?

Why do you show me this ? "

He spoke boldly enough, but his manner

was unconvincing. The little man made a

gesture.

"I'm not come to flick you on the raw,"

he answered, shortly. " Ã� know what it

means to you. But I want you to think

back into the past." He rested both hands

upon a table and leaned well forward over

it as he spoke, and his voice never broke or

wavered.

" That night you fought in the hollowâ��

you gave John Crockett a warning. You

told him to take the girl and marry her and

make her happy, and you said that if ever

you got to know that he had broken his holy

word, if ever he caused her harm in any

shape or any form, you would follow him

to the ends of the earth and take jour

vengeance."

William had stiffened in every sinew, and

now he stood bolt upright with his hands

ready at his side as if he would fling him-

self upon the little man and choke out his

life. He tried to speak, but only deep,

half-formed sounds would come. The

stranger waited, and at last he caught the

words that William was trying to speak and

knew that it was the natural question.

" I know," he answered, " because John

Crockett told me ; and John Crockett is

afraid. Look at that picture again. You

understand ? It is the only one of its kind

that was ever published, and I guessed you

wouldn't have seen it. John Crockett tried

to stop the issue. You see what it means ?

That girl is not his wife at all."

William stood staring before him fiercely.

Lost memories long locked in his heart were

coming back to him again. At last he looked

up and spread his hands appealingly.

" Where is she ? "

" Lucy ? He left her. He sometimes

sends her a little money. Sometimes he

doesn't. She is alone in the world. Too

proud, you know, to go to the law, and still

too unused to the world to know quite what

to do."

William came one step nearer and thumped

the table with his fist.

" For God's sake tell meâ��how do you
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know all this ? Where have you come from ?

AY ho are you ? What does it all mean ? "

" I know because I was Crockett's trainer.

All the time he was climbing I watched over

him. I taught him the game. I fixed his

fights. While I was with him he never lost.

And when he got to the top of the tree,

before he fixed up last night's big match, he

turned me down. I was his best friend in the

game. He sent me away."

" Why Ã� "

" Because of the little girl. He left his

wedded wife alone in London with barely a

friend in the world. God knows what harm

â�¢may come her way. He left her. I gave

.him my mind straight from the shoulder. It

took me twenty minutes, and then at the

end he turned on me. ' You can go too,'

he said. ' You can get.' I wasn't right

for argument and so I went. And when

last night came 1 couldn't bear to stay in

London, and I made up my mind to come

down here and find you." He began to

speak now with unexpected power. " He's

won the championship of England. His

head's too swelled to look towards the girl

he took away from you. I want you to

â�¢fight him and beat him down to where he

â�¢was before. That might save the day. If

you don't hurry it may be too late. Some-

times I've seen her. I've lent her money at

times when she's had none. But one of these

days she'll disappear. She'll have gone in

the night, and no one on God's earth will

ever know where. We'll never find her again

as long as we live. If we could beat John

Crockett down, if he became a kind of fallen

idol, I think that the girl he's with would

leave him. She's that kind ; and he might

remember that Lucy wasn't, and then,

maybe, go back to her."

William had listened like a man awakening

from a dream, and now he turned.

" Yousav John Crockett told you of me ? "

"It was one day when his nerve was

beginning to go before a fight. It was the

first time I'd ever seen him frightened, and

I said so. He said : 'I'm not frightened.

There's only one thing in all my life that

frightens me, and that's a man who doesn't

know his own infernal strengthâ��a man you

can't hurt. I fought a man like that once 'â��

and then he told me. Afterwards when I

looked back I got to understand that it

must have Ijeen on that day that he was

finally making up his mind to shake off the

little girl, and he must have been remember-

â�¢ ing your warning. That's why I came last

night. While he was fighting for the belt

I came down here to tell you that the day

has come, and that you've got to take your

vengeance."

William turned again, and the little man

could see that his queer lop-sided smile had

vanished. His jaw was squarely set. It

was as though lie had reached down again

the mantle of his manhood and was buckling

it now about him to be his armour.

Davy was sitting just as before in his high-

backed chair beside the cottage door when

the little man came down the road again

and stopped at his garden gate. When he

reached the old man's chair he stopped and

began to speak jerkily.

'â�¢' You must say nothing,- You must let

nobody know. To get your boy into the

ring against the champion of England is the

hardest thing a man could have set himself

to do. I can't quite see the way even yet.

It shall be done, but I don't quite know how.

If Crockett knows he will never meet him,

and unless your boy could prove his grit

or get his backing by beating a handful of

other men first, there isn't a man in London

who would stage the fight." He paused.

The old man was looking at him earnestly.

" You mean that William is willing ? You

mean that he is going to fight ? "

The little man waved him to silence with

his hand.

" You must know absolutely nothing," he

said. " You must be as silent a,s the grave.

Never speak of it till I come again. There

must be a way to fix this up and I shall find

it. There isn't an hour to lose. I wish you

good-bye. You shall see me again."

Davy interrupted pleadingly. " Tell me,"

said he. " You think he can win ? You

think lie can knock John Crockett out ? "

" I might not think so," said the little

man, " if I didn't know John Crockett

inside out. Crockett's frightened of your

boy, and that's half the battle." He reached

down suddenly and patted the old man on

the shoulder.

" My name's Buck," said he, " and if there's

a man in London who can fix up this fight, I

shall be able to find a way."

And when he had gone the old man leaned

prayerfully forward and began to weep

once again, but now they were tears, not of

disappointment, but of untold happiness,

for somebody at the end of his life had

believed his tale at last.

III.

A MAN stood with his hands upon the

ropes of the ringside, speaking. Wherever

he looked, men were ga/ing intently towards

him, or sat with heads turned sideways the

better to hear his words.

They had stared from one to the other of

the two men who had entered the ring and

could come to no decision. The idea that

the unknown challenger of Crockett would

turn out to be some well-known amateur

or a pugilist from the provinces had been
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disproved. No one could recognize the

strange man who sat so stiffly still in his .

corner, looking neither to right nor left, but

only at the man whom he had come to fight.

One who might, had be been in the stranger's

corner, have given a solitary clueâ��Buck,

the man who, they knew, had once been

Crockett's trainer â�� was sitting quietly out

of the limelight, a very ordinary member of

the audience, chewing his toothpick. Clearly

he had had nothing to do with the making

of this match. But in spite of his set eyes,

Buck's mind was only half attentive. Mere

snatches of what the man at the ring was

saying were coming to him.

" For this man Sir James Brock stands

sponsorâ��the whole of the purse to the

winnerâ��twenty roundsâ��John Crockettâ��

Sir James's Unknown."

He had moved away out of the ring. The

man who sat beside the gong was bending

intently over his watch. Then, suddenly

breaking the stillness, there sounded a sharp

voice of peculiar penetration. It said, " Sit

down there, please ! " Here and there men

turned their heads to look. An old man

had half risen out of his seat. He wore a

faded muffler knotted around his neck. His

eyes were very bright, and his thin cheeks

were pale with sheer excitement. His hand

was uplifted as if in token of loyalty to the

Unknown challenger. His lips had framed

some word of approbation that was never

spoken. At the sound of that voice of wrath

behind him he turned his head, and as he

subsided regretfully into his chair the bell

rang at the ringside, and he began to crane

his neck for a better view, his two hands

gripping at his knees, whilst all the time his

eyes were set glaringly upon John Crockett,

who had only become aware that evening

that the man he had got to meet was William.

Crockett was moving out of his corner with

the lithe tread of a softly-moving animal,

and he was waiting with his gloves up for

the challenger's first move. William stood

squarely. He had no apparent guard, but

his gloves were ready, and in the light of

the arc-lamps the line of his jaw seemed

strangely square-cut and his countenance

oddly lacking m any expression save that of

self-control.

Suddenly they were fighting. Just as

when six years ago they had fought with

bare fists down in the hollow, so now Crockett

was on top of William again. He was coming

in all the time, making the utmost use of his

reach, his long legs far apart, and his shoulders

swinging slowly as he looked for his openings,

and each time that he hit every muscle in

his body seemed to tighten with the strength

Â«f the blow. At first William could stop
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them. He kept his hands for this and for

this alone, and scarcely once in the first

round did he try to hit back. He just kept

moving steadily before John Crockett, catch-

ing his blows on the arm or the elbow, and

sometimes unflinchingly in the face; and

never giving way. And as time went on

it suddenly became apparent that all the

time he was moving he was gradually

making Crockett draw back towards the

ropes.

Progress this way was slow, for Crockett

kept darting forward again and hitting out,

and yet between whiles he was always with-

drawing as if in anxiety to keep away from

the threatening violence of those two clenched

fists. He was at the ropes at last. The

little man in his inconspicuous seat leaned

slowly forward and his toothpick dropped

unheeded from his mouth.

It seemed that the silence grew suddenly

more profound, as if the air were stilled with

quick foreboding. There was uncanny intent

in William's watchfulness. Crockett made one

bound to escape the blow that was surely

coming, and was free ; and at that moment

" Time " came, suddenly, and William walked

placidly to his corner with never a change in

his whole expression.

But in his heart he knew now that the

little man had been right. The idea that

William had come at last to take his revenge

was playing on Crockett's nerves, and Crockett

was afraid.

He suffered them patiently whilst they

bathed his face, and at the call for the

second round he stood up and lifted his

hands. Now the champion began to hit

with greater frequency and greater violence.

A blow crashed into William's face and seemed

to rock him upon his feet; yet when men

came to look again he was still pressing

the other towards the ropes almost by

strength of will alone, unaware of the

trickle of blood winding its way downward

from his eye.

There was one moment when the world

stood still, and Crockett's right shot up

from his hip, thudded up under William's

chin, and stiffened him to his full height

with the force of its landing ; but William

just shook his head once as if to clear his

brain, settled back into h's watchful poise,

and started to regain lost ground towards

the ropes. His first blow came unexpectedly.

Crockett's face was bare and unprotected

right within reach of his hand. He drew

hack and swung forward again, whilst his

glove shot out on the end of his great arm

and hit that hated face as if it would flatten

the contour of it for all time. Crockett

swayed backwards, and then recovered with

an effort, and jumped aside as another blow

followed on. But now William had changed

to a live man. He took one stride towards

the other and feinted with his right.

Crockett ducked, and came up again in time

to hit him under the chin. It had no effect.

William went on. He had his man against

the ropes at last. He drew him with another

feint. Crockett's guard dropped. The chal-

lenger moved for his blow. Then, iust as

before, the bell rang, and he turned with a

touch of apathy and was done. But" Time "

for the third round brought him out of his

corner with a stride, and this time he met

John Crockett with ready hands moving at

his side. A blow crashed into William's

face and made no difference at all. He just

went on into his man, though when they

could sec his face the old man Davy and the

little man Buck could see that he was

bleeding badly. He hit out suddenly, but

missed. Crockett came up again and Sanded

just as before under the chin. William tried

to hit back, but his man was out of reach.

Another blow came at him instead, and he

met it clumsily with his face. Blood was

blinding him. He shook his head and

looked for Crockett. Crockett loomed up

suddenly before him with a new smile on his

hated face; then William drew back. If

Crockett beat him to-day the warning that

he had given would become a joke. Unless

he could send his man rocking to the floor

again and again until his insufferable conceit

was finally shattered, it would have been

better for Lucy that he had never come out

of his loneliness at all.

As Crockett came at him again he stepped

in and drove at him, first with one hand,

then with the other. This time he landed

thudding blows, and Crockett went back

again towards the ropes. He followed quickly.

Crockett tried to jump out and escape, but

as he jumped William hit him again and

sent him back. For the third time William

got ready. Crockett saw it coming and

shot out quick blows one after the other in

despair. They landed on William's face,

and he stood there grimly letting them come,

waiting until they should have ceased and

he could see Crockett clearly once again.

He would not give way. He would not go

down. Crockett was swinging forward be-

tween the rallies and striving to force his

way out. It was useless. At last he stopped

for one brief moment, and William blinked

his eyes and dourly shook his head. Then

he saw Crockett, and as he began to hit

out again William found his strength at

last. Sudden great hatred welled up within

him ; through these three rounds he had

waited bravely for that strength of the devil

to fire his being as it had fired it that other

night down in the hollow. He knew now

that it had come. Crockett should hit him

no more. He saw Crockett's glove shooting
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towards him, and before it ever landed he

countered with a great punch from the

shoulder. Then he took one fierce look, saw

Crockett against the ropes, dazeci and for a

moment unguarded. In that second he

summoned all his might and threw himself
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into the greatness of one blow. It was a

great drive and a straight one, with the

strengh of four men in its weight. It took

Crockett on the side of the chin. Crockett

threw up his hands and began to fall side-

ways. With a superhuman effort he half

recovered and stood straight for a moment,

lifting his hand subconsciously to hit.

William clenched his teeth and hit him once

more, and finally.

Crockett stood for one second stiffly

upright, with glazing eyes. The colour had

gone from his cheeks and left them blanched.

His heels were close together, and as he fell

thev never parted. His knees were stiff,

and they stayed stiff. He fell like a log,

hitting the boards, so it seemed, with the

whole of his body at once, like a falling

pillar, and lay there stark upon the floor

with his hands doubled under him, his eyes

wide open, staring.

Only once had William seen a man look

quite like that before in all his life. That

man had been dead. He moved forward like

a somnambulist and leaned over Crockett.

Somebodyâ��the refereeâ��cried to him :

- Stand back ! "

He would not stand back. Something

impelled him an. He began to wrestle with

his gloves, trying to free one hand. He

did not hear the shouting and the cheers. The

small shrill voice of an old man who had

â�¢umped upon his chair and was waving to

him in a frenzy never reached his ears.

The timekeeper had counted the seconds.

He understood that Crockett was out. At

last one of his hands was free. He felt

somebody tugging him towards his corner,

and struggled out of his grasp. Then he

knelt over John Crockett, passed a hand

over him. At last he looked up.

" This man " he began. He wanted

to say that Crockett was dead. The words

would not come. He could only point. He

saw them trying to lift John Crockett up.

At last they were making way for a man

who had climbed into the ring from belowâ��

a doctor. He was looking into Crockett's

face, touching his eyes, feeling his wrists ;

he had turned to those near him.

William looked round for someone he

knew. There was no one. He was alone.

He had met Crockett without a word of

greeting of any kind. He wondered if

Crockett had really been afraid. Since that

day in the hollow no single word had ever

passed between them ; but each in his heart

had known and had remembered. Now he

had killed Crockett with his fist.

He turned to them. He wanted to say :

" God knowsâ��he had his warning," but no

words would come. The blood was still

trickling down his face. His hands were

shaking a little.

A man came across to him.

" You've killed him," he said. ' I'm

afraid we shall have to keep you here. The

police will want you."

Davy sat on the carved oak bench before

the glowing fire of the Gardeners' Arms.

The village men who had laughed at him for

twenty years were clustered about him in

a group, their mouths agape. And they

listened to the old man's story.

He came to the end of the tale of that

great fight almost unwillingly, but neverthe-

less working nobly to a finish and winding

up on a high-pitched note of dramatic

emphasis.

" You laughed at my boy : and he fought,"

he added, after a moment. " He only fought

that once, and he will never fight again as

long as he lives. But the only time he did

fight in a London ring he met the champion

of England, and killed him."

He sat back. None of them had seen the

fight.

Peter Crockett had not come back from

London. Rumour said that he was never

coming back; that he wanted to keep

away from the village that was filled with

memories of his son, and that he would stay

in London. Only Davy could tell the true

tale of that amazing night. It was the best

tale that anyone in all the village had ever

had to tell; and it was a true one. So long

as he lived, their sons and their grandchildren

would never tire of hearing it. To the end

of his days now he would always have a tale

to tell whenever they sat like this around the

fireside.

He suddenly turned. A footstep had

sounded at the door. The landlord put his

head into the room.

" A gentleman to see you, Davy," he

said. " He'd like to speak to you here."

Davy rose and went in dignity "across the

room. In the dark of the hall he stopped

and looked. A little man was standing

there waiting, a little man who chewed a

toothpick.

The little man looked up. " William is

free," said he.

Davy reached out a hand and laid it upon

the little fellow's arm.

" Free ? Has he come ? "

" He will come," answered Buck, " but

to-day he has gone to find Lucy. And after-

wards he will be bringing her down. I just

came to tell you and to stay for a day or two,

perhaps, amongst you here."

For a little while the old man made no

answer. His mind seemed to be travelling

back along the years.

At last he slowly nodded his head. " I

could almost believe," said he, " that William

had never let her go."



Sir \Villiam Orpen, R.A., K.B.E.

("BILL" ORPEN).

The Great Painter of the Historic Picture

" The Signing of the Peace Treaty?

By SIDNEY DARK.

For many weeks Sir William was busy,

painting rapid portrait-studies of the Con-

gress personalities for use in the great

picture which is to be the historic record

of the signing of the Second Treaty of

Versailles.

On the afternoon of the day on which my

American had deplored the fact that no man

knew Wilson, the President of the United

States gave Orpen a one hour's sitting, the

first of three. He arrived precisely at two,

surrounded as always by a bodyguard of

detectives, and left precisely at three.

A few minutes afterwards Orpen showed

me his study.

It was a mar-

vellous sixty

minutes' achieve-

ment. The pain-

ter had worked

with brain and

soul and muscle,

and he was as

weary as a sprint

runner who has

just won a race.

But the real

miracle was not

the completeness

of a picture

painted so rap-

idly, but the

fact that not

only the features

of the man but

his character,

with its strength

and its limita-

tions, stood out

on the canvas,

clear for him

who looked to

read. Or pen's

keen eyes had

pierced the mask.

His picture told

me what I had

NOT ONLY THE FEATURES OF THE MAN, BUT HIS CHARACTER, Spent weeks of

NE morning I was discussing

the perplexing character of

President Wilson with an

important member of the

American peace delegation in

Paris.

" He puzzles me as much

as ever he did," said my friend. " I would

give a great deal to solve the Wilson enigma.

He is the mystery man of the modern world."

Everyone whose business it was to attend

the long-drawn-out Peace Congress was

intrigued in the same way. Indeed, the

Peace Congress song was, " Who is Wilson,

what is he ? "

A few hours

after the conver-

sation to which

I have referred,

the mystery

w a s, however,

solved, for me

at least. The

business of the

British Govern-

ment during the

Paris Congress

was carried on

in the Hotel As-

toria, a building

most inconven-

iently situated

near the Arc de

Triomphe. One

of the ground-

floor rooms was

temporarily

turned into a

studio and was

the workroom

of Major Sir

William Orpen,

R. A., K. B. E.,

one of the two

official artists

attached to the

Congress. Major

Augustus John

was the other.

PRESIDENT WILSON.

STOOD OUT CLEAR FOR HIM WHO LOOKED TO READ."

vain effo rt
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endeavouring to

discover. Here

was not only the

explanation of

President Wilson

but the explana-

tion of the Peace

Congress.

Art (whatever

else it may be) is

the annotation of

life. The artist

writes the foot-

notes that help

duller men to un-

derstand. The

portrait - painter,

if he be an artist

(and many a suc-

cessful portrait-

painter is nothing

of the sort), needs

far more than

technical skill.

Mr. George Ber-

nard Shaw once

boasted that,

almost alone

among his con-

temporaries, he

possesses a pair

of eyes fixed

straight in his

head. That is a

good deal, but

not enough. Sir William Orpen has indeed

a power that Sam Weller regretted was not

his. If he cannot see through an oak door,

he can see through a human forehead.

The rest of us see eyes and noses and

mouths, and we try, generally unsuccessfully,

to deduce character from them. Orpen

looks and sees (sometimes, very often, but

not always) the complete man as he really

is and as he generally wishes he wasn't. We

see the man as the camera sees himâ��

which is why we all like photographs. The

artist sees the man as God sees him, and it

is not infrequently hard for us to recognize

the likeness.

And then one arrives at this odd fact.

The artist may paint better than he knows.

He may tell us far more than he tells himself.

He paints, for instance, a picture of Brown.

We look at the picture and we see at once

that Brown is a liar, 'and we are shocked at

the discovery. We ask the artist if he is

really sure that Brown is a liar, and he will

probably say, " I don't know in the least

whether he is a liar or not, but that is

Brown as I see him ! "

Since I saw the Wilson study I have

been looking very curiously at Orpen's

eyes. They are very steady and very sharp.

THE MARQUESS SAIONJI.

"PERHAPS THE TRIUMPH OF ORPEN'S PEACE CONGRESS

STUDIES IS THE PICTURE OF THE JAPANESE PRINCIPAL

DELEGATE."

They are rather

uncomfortable

eyes, and when

he looks at you

it is impossible

not to wonder

what he is seeing

oÃ your soul.

Somehow most of

us would hate to

have our souls

pulled out into

the daylight. Not

that Major Sir

William Orpen.

R.A., K.B.E., is

at all an uncom-

fortable person.

He is a cheery

little Irishman,

short, stiff-

figured, utterly

without a vestige

of side, com-

pletely unspoiled

by success. It is

a joke to think of

him as Major Sir

William Orpen,

etc., etc. No

one in Paris who

knew him ever

dreamt of calling

him anything but

Bill, generally, by

the way, with an affectionate colloquial adjec-

tive in front of it. The man himself actually

is Bill Orpen. His name summarizes his

character. There is no such person at all

as Major Sir William Orpen, R.A., K.B.E.,

though it may please society chroniclers to

believe that there is. From the financial

point of view the fashionable portrait-painter

is among the most enviable of mortals.

Duchesses stand in queues on his doorstep.

Millionaires dangle fat cheques ^before his

eyes. I do not suggest that Orpen scorns

the cheques (in this respect we are all men

of like passions), but I do know that he

neither cares nor even remembers if a

woman is duchess or dairy-maid, or whether

a man is peer or potman, when he begins

to paint. They are all studies, and they

either interest him or bore him. The

consequence is that he paints dull (and very

probably inexact) pictures of dull people,

and exciting and illuminative pictures of

people who are unusual, intriguing, and

individual. Perhaps the triumph of his

Peace Congress studies is the picture of the

Marquess Saionji, the Japanese principal

delegate. The beautiful, clear-cut, Buddha-

esque immobility of the face is more than

the revelation of the character of a man.
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It is the summary of the qualities, if not of

a nation, of the class that has for centuries

governed that nation. The picture tells

the story of the Samurai. Another of'the

outstanding successes is the picture of

General Botha. If I were to say which

are the failures, I should be forced to speak

evil of dignitaries.

Orpen joined the Army Service Corps

early in the war as a second-lieutenant.

After a while it occurred to somebody in

authority that a great painter might be

more usefully employed than in wasting his

time as a sort of livery-stable clerk, and

Orpen was sent to France to paint the war

pictures that have since been exhibited in

London. About one of these pictures,

" The Spy," a thrilling fictional romance

has been woven, but the truth is a typical

Orpen story. While he was at the Front,

the artist was specifically forbidden to

paint any pictures that were unauthorized

by his military chiefs. One day a, pompous

and very unintelligent colonel went through

the canvases in Orpen's makeshift studio

to see if this order was being strictly obeyed,

and among them he found the study .of a

â��beautiful woman with bare head and naked

shoulders. The colonel sent for Orpen and

asked for an explanation, which Orpen (I

have mentioned

that he is Irish)

at once supplied.

A story was

wanted and

Orpen is not the

man to fail. So

he concocted a

wondrous yarn

<>f a beautiful

Hungarian spy-

captured by the

French, who,

when she was

taken out to be

shot, suddenly

threw off her

cloak and stood,

magnificently

naked, before

the firing squad,

in order to move

their susceptible

hearts. The

colonel was im-

pressed but in-

quisitive. H e

demanded more

details, and

Orpen found

himself landed

in a coil. His

model, a per-

fectly innocent

GENERAL BOTHA.

"ANOTHER OF ORPEN'S OUTSTANDING SUCCESSES is THE

PICTURE OF GENERAL BOTHA."

French girl, was arrested. He himself nar-

rowly escaped court-martial, but the spy

story has become a war classic, which every

American magazine has reprinted, and which

will certainly appear in every popular war

history. Thus has history ever been con-

cocted by the imaginative.

During his war service he met, of course,

all the great Army leaders, but the two

soldiers he remembers best and of whom

he loves most to talk are two boys in the

Flying Corps, one about twenty and the

other about twenty-two, with whom he

became great friends, and who live in his

mind as Tom and Fred. It is safe to add

that when they were together the Royal

Academician we s the youngest and most

irresponsible of the three. Anyhow, they

soon dropped the Sir William, and it was

Rill, with the affectionate adjective, .for

them. The two boys loved each other and

were hardly ever apart. One night one of

them said to the other, " Tom, I wish you'd

recite." "No," said his friend; "I hate

reciting because you always cry." " But

I like crying," urged Fred. So Tom recited

a most lugubrious poem and Fred cried

liappily all through the performance. The

end of the story brings the tears into the

artist's eyes. Tom and Fred were killed

together on the

same day! Those

two boys will

always be

Orpen's chief

memory of the

war.

He is a strenu-

ous worker,

though, like

many other

strenuous work-

ers, h e m a y

always appear

to have lots of

time for loafing.

His Peace Con-

gress picture will

contain thirty-

six portraits,

each of them

meaning three or

four sittings, to

say nothing of

the studies of the

Salle de? Glaces,

where the cere-

mony of thn sign-

ing of the Treaty

took place.

His Paris por-

traits areâ��Pre-

sident Wilson,

Mr. Lloyd George,
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M. Clemenceau,

Marshal Foch, Mar-

shal Joffre, Field-

Marshal Haig,

Admiral Beatty,

Admiral Wemyss,

General Botha,

Lord Hardinge,

Lord Derby, the

Marquess Saionii,

M. Venizelos, Lord

Reading, Sir

Robert Borden,

Mr. Barnes, Colono!

Lawrence, t he Emir

Feisul, Sir Henry

Wilson, the Maha-

rajah of Bikanir,

General Smuts,

General De Wiart,

Lord Robert Cecil,

Colonel House, Sir

John Ward, Lofcl

Simmer, M. Hy-

mans, Mr. Lansing,

SeÃ±or Da Costa,

General S y k Ñ� s ,

Mr. Balfour, Mr.

Hughes, General

Diaz, General Per-

shing, Lord Milner,

and Sir Maurice

Hankey. In ad-

dition Orpen painted a masterly study of a

picturesque attendant at the Polish Legation

who, he declares, he discovered was really a

Sinn Feiner from County Cork. The upper up

certainly supports the theory. The Ameri-

cans wanted to buy the portrait of President

Wilson for immediate shipment to Washing-

ton, and many of Orpen's other Congress

sitters wanted to purchase their pictures.

But the collection is an historic set that can

hardly be broken. The artist has, however,

had an invitation to go to America again

to paint the President, and he has also been

invited to become the official artist of the

Portuguese Republic.

Orpen frequently began work long before

the majority of delegates and correspondents

were out of bed, and he frequently worked

seven days a week. But the note of the

man is to do everything that he has to do

with all his heart and soul. His laugh is

large and wholesome. He frivols with a

will. No man is a more stimulating after-

dinner companion. And this is all in accord

with the fact that when his palette is in his

hand he works with fierce concentration,

his set face showing the determination that

his fingers shall exactly obey his eyes and

that his canvas shall tell all that his eyes

see. Orpen is either all in his work or not

in it at all. He can be (and generally is)

M. VENIZELOS.

A STRIKING PORTRAIT OF THE GREEK PATRIOT.

supremely good.

He can be bad.

But mediocrity is

foreign to his soul.

William Orpen

was born in Dub-

lin just over forty

years ago. He tells

you with a chuckle

that in true Irish

fashion he first

studied in a Dublin

art school, run by

the Board o'f

Agriculture. This

school, by the

way, has a public

subsidy of eleven

thousand pounds

a year, while the

Royal Hibernian

Academy school

has a subsidy of

only three hundred

a year. One feels

that a Sinn Feiner

would found some

effective anti-

Dublin Castle in-

dictment on these

odd facts. When

Orpen left Dublin

he studied at the

Slade School in London, and he and Augustus

John remain the Slade's two most famous

pupils. Success came to him very early.

His wcrji found speedy recognition. He

was an A.R.A. before he was thirty. He

was elected an Academician before he was

forty. Like many clever Irishmen, he ha?

found England a kindly stepmother. But

William Orpen is wholly and entirely Irish.

He is no politician, but Douglas Hyde, the

founder of the Gaelic League, from which

the Sinn Fein movement really sprang, is

his cousin, and George Moore was one of

his nearest friends. Before the war he

spent part of every year in Ireland, and,

despite success and uncountable friends, he

always will be an exile in England. Super-

ficially Orpen has as little in common

with what Bernard Shaw called the

" leprechaun school " of Irish writers as

Mr. Shaw himself. But under the brusque

humour of his manner and the realism

of his art there is hidden away some-

thing of the yearning, unsatisfiable sadness

that characterizes one type of Irishman, and

which is the note of so much recent Irish

literature.

I discovered this fact about Orpen, dis-

covered it with something of a shock, when

I one day found two dainty little dreamers'

poems lying on his studio desk.



Another adventure of Omar and his companions,

by the great new j4merican humorist.

OMAR-

roUNTAIN

of IDEAS

HE three of us

â��Omar, Har-

mony, and Iâ��

were cast ad rift

in the town of

Salinas, and of

FRANK.

CONDON

course we were

in our usual condition of vehement

financial distress, and, to make things

more interesting, all three of us had

taken a solemn vow to lead a life of

serene honesty. Yes, sir; we had just

decided to abjure a life of petty

crime and to travel the thin path of rectitude.

Reformed we were, and solidly anchored to

the rock of righteousness. True, this did

not actually begin within us, or at the

behest of our consciences. Up in San

Rafael, and about ten days before we struck

Salinas, a large and inflamed body of in-

formal citizens had talked it over with us,

and had convinced us that there is nothing

in a life of shame. It is further true that

they did this talking while on the run, about

seventy yards behind us, and late at night.

The details are unimportant, but we were

Ð¿Ð¾Ð»Ñ� three changed men, and, if anything,

Harmony \va.s changed the most. He longed

to be an honest citizen. Omar also longed

to be honest, but he worried

a good deal about board and

lodging.

Thus it was that we entered

Salinas, as pure as the driven

snow, and equally homeless.

Joe Tait permitted us to loiter

among his pool tables for a few days,

and it was in this palace of amuse-

ment that I found Harmony and Omar

curled up over a map of the Pacific

Ocean, which they had spread out on

the billiard table.

" Here's a funny thing, George," Harmony

said, as I entered. " XYe're only forty miles

from El Camino, and I know the mayor of

that town. He used to be a cigarette

salesman. Omar knows him too."

" Well," I asked, " what of it ? "

" He's a good chap," Omar volunteered.

' He's reformed now, like us. His name is

Mortimer Tukes."

They warmly pointed out El Camino to me,

which at the moment was concealed in one

of the corner pockets, and continued to talk of

Mayor Tukes. I asked a few polite questions,

and remarked that there seemed no reason to

have a violent spasm because they both knew

the mayor of a fourth-class coast town.
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" No," said Harmony, '' there's no occasion

for excitement, and yet the finger of oppor-

tunity beckons us toward El Camino. This

town is one of the oldest in California and

has been a summer resort for years, but it

needs vigorous advertising. Let us go over

there and hurl some ginger into the town,

and. knowing the mayor as I do, we ought to

get away to a friendly start."

The next morning we commandeered the

back end of a fruit truck and rode over the

mountains to El Camino, arriving there about

noon. We located the office of his honour

the mayor, walked in, and found that Mayor

Tukes was a thin, sarcastic, hollow-faced

man, surrounded by cigarette smoke and a

discouraging manner. He seemed to be

R tisfied with El Camino as it lay. Harmony

introduced us and called his honour's attention

to the dim and distant days when he sold

cigarettes. I could see that the city's

executive, if he was overcome with a wild

joy, was concealing it most skilfully.

" Well," said Mr. Tukes, " I do remember

you vaguely. I can't recall the little man at

all."

" Never mind that," Harmony continued,

warming up to_ his work. " You see before

you three live wires, and you need us in El

Camino. There are millions of prospective

customers who don't come here because they

don't know about the town, and what you

want is an outfit of hustlers to give this place

the right publicity, whereupon you will do

twice the business you did last year."

" You think you have the qualifications for

such a job," said Mr. Tukes. in what I took

to be a sardonic manner. " As I recall it,

you were some kind of a crook."

" True," said Harmony, without rancour,

" but I have reformed. George and Omar

have reformed too. We are all honest now,

and we mean to go on leading a life of spotless

sobriety."

" El Camino," said Mayor Tukes, inhaling

his cigarette, " requires no advertising. Its

fame is extensive. People come1 here because

they know the joys of our famous beaches,

and to escape the hot, arid winds of the inland

country. If we did need a publicity depart-

ment, should I do right to employ three birds

of passage, who, for all I know, may just have

escaped from jail ? "

" No," said Omar at this point. " We

haven't been in jail at all. They missed us.

And, anyhow, why be so finicky ? They

vised to pinch you once a week back in

St. Paul, when you ran that crooked business.

When you weren't coming out of jail, you

wore going in, so why l>e particular ? "

Mr. Tukes glared at Omar, and I could tell

that the conversation was not getting us

perceptibly nearer three good advertising

jobs.

" You are mistaken," he said to Omar,

who grinned cheerfully at him. " I hold a

position of some dignity in this city, and it

would ill befit me to consort with knights of

the road. This town doesn't need adver-

tising, anyhow. As you pass out of the

office, close the door."

There ended our interview with the mayor

of El Camino, and we filed slowly into the

sunlit streets of the town. Late in the

afternoon, with things looking very bleak

indeed for three honest men, we put into a

house of refreshment, and there we made the

acquaintance of a large, hoarse, red-haired

man wearing a white waistcoat, a purple

hat, and a set of whiskers. He was in a

genial mood, despito his ferocious appearance,

and we learned that he was in El Camino on

a visit. He was sitting in the middle of the

taproom, entirely alone and entirely sur-

rounded by glasses of mixed ale, into which

he was thrusting a red-hot poker and enjoying

the resultant hissing. We watched him at

this curious pastime until he noticed us,

whereupon he invited us cordially to sit in

and blow the foam off a beaker.

Thus began our acquaintance with

Mr. Augustus Peabody Ankerman, hotel

proprietor, one of the very few persons 1

have known who could carry a couple of

barrels of ale without showing the faintest

effect.

" So you're looking for work, are you ? "

he asked, in what he regarded as a con-

versational tone, but which you could hear

above the booming of a flood tide. " It

may turn out lucky that you came in here

and met me."

" Why so ?" I asked.

" Well," he said, tracing curlicues with the

iron poker on the table top, " I am the man

who owns all the hotels in Pebble Beach,

including the famous Golden Knoll."

" Is that so ? " Omar put in, politely, this

being his first remark, because the large man

frightened him. " Where is Pebble Beach ? "

" Where is Pebble Beach ! " roared Mr.

Ankerman. " Good Lord ! Do you mean

to tell me you never heard of Pebble Beach '

Sufferin' cats ! "

" He never heard of anything," Harmony

said soothingly at this point to keep us from

getting in worse. " Don't pay any attention

to him. He was born in an orphanage."

The hotel man drank three indignant glasses

without pausing anil resumed discourse.

" 1 own every hotel in Pebble Beach, which

is about fourteen- miles down the coast from

where we are now. For the benefit of your

friend with the darkened intellect, I'll say

that Pebble Beach is one of the finest summer

resorts on the Pacific coast. We have two

hundred bungalows, scattered along a shelv-

ing beach, and pine trees running down to the
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sea. We have a rocky coast-line in places,

and at other points the finest bathing

facilities in the world. This infernal El

Camino gets most of the summer

trade that we ought to have, and

that's why I say maybe it's lucky

you walked in here on me. Maybe

we can do a little business."

" No doubt we can," Harmony

said, politely.

" What kind of

advertising ex-

perts are you ?

W hat do you

know about pub-

licity ? What can

you do, assuming

I gave you a

job ? "

About all Har-

mony ever needs

to start him off is

somebody to ask

him a few leading

questions, and for

the next ten

minutes Mr.

Ankerman leaned

back and listened,

while our Mr.

Childs told him

how good we

were at thinking

up unusual and

unique publicity

schemes.

"Here's the way it is," Ankerman said,

H-hen Harmony ceased his eulogy. " Pebble

Beach has always needed the right kind of

publicity, and so far it hasn't got it, with the

result that El Camino has run off with the

summer trade. I'm willing to give you three

birds a chance to show what you can do.

I'll provide you with rooms at the Golden

Knoll Hotel, where you will get your meals

and lodging. Go ahead and show me what

you can do. If you're the goods, I'll put

you on the regular pay-roll. Is that fair, or

not ? "

We admitted that this seemed eminently

fair, and then Mr. Ankerman invited us to

have dinner with him in El Camino and later

travel to Pebble Beach in his car.

" Didn't I tell you that honesty paid ? "

Harmony demanded of me on the quiet.

" We're fixed for the summer."

" Can we make good ? " I asked.

" Can a duck swim ? " he replied, and we

went in to eat with Mr. Ankerman.

We started to put Pebble Beach on the

map, and for the next six weeks I worked

harder than I had ever worked before.

Harmony furnished ideas, and I furnished

ideas, and Omar furnished what he took to be

Vol. lix. -3.

THIS TOWN DOESX T NEED ADVERTISING. AS YOU PASS OUT OF THE

OFFICE, CLOSE THE DOOR ! "

ideas, but which in reality were the insane

ramblings of a mind that is soon going to

disintegrate. We were supplied with one

of those small frightened-looking typewriting

machines weighing six pounds, and on it I

wrote a lot of very fine lies about Pebble

Beach. We procured a list of all the news-

papers west of the Mississippi River and sent

them daily messages concerning the frivolities

of Pebble Beach and the expected activities

during .the coming summer. We also hooked

on with a man who was employed by a

Press Association and who agreed to send stuff

to his papers.

I wrote interviews with famous people,

including Chinese dignitaries, Japanese, and

Hindus, together with an occasional

prominent American. I saw to it that these

personages stopped at the Golden Knoll, and

they all said interesting things. Harmony

came through with a story about a young

woman whose father was a chemist and who

used his own bath-tub for chemical experi-

ments. The daughter took a bath in the

tub and began to turn into marble. That

story was printed in every paper in the

United States.

Another one he thought up was about the
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old maid who lived in Pebble Beach and hired

a messenger boy to catch flies for her tame

lizard. This, too, secured wide circulation.

During all this hard work Omar Gill

annoyed Harmony and me with his incessant

importunities. He felt that he was being

kept out of it, and he longed to kick in and

take an active hand in the press-agenting,

but we forbade him.

" You two are spoiling this," he said.

" You're all right when it comes to crooked

stuff, but now we're honest. I know more

about how to work honest games than you

do, because I'm naturally honest, and you're

naturally crooked. Why don't you use

some of my suggestions ? "

" Because they're no good," Harmoriy said,

frankly. " You're a natural-born fool and

you'll never be anything else. George and I

are running this business. You're getting

your board and room, so what more do you

want ? "

That was quite true about his board and

lodging. He was getting fat like one of those

French horses, but he kept nagging at us

until Harmony's patience began to wear

down so you could see the nap.

To show you how useless Omar's sugges-

tions were, he came bounding into our work-

room with a story to the effect that a

celebrated doctor now living in Pebble

Beach had discovered that the salt water of

Pebble Bay contained the precise ingredients

needed to cure epilepsy. If we published

that, wouldn't Pebble Beach have a nice

summer, full of epileptics ?

So we relieved him of all mental effort,

and he went around Pebble Beach growling

ferociously because we kept him from ruining

our successful effort to remain honest and

conduct a publicity enterprise. Toward the

middle of June, Boss Ankcrman, the demon

hotel owner, admitted that Harmony and I

had the goods.

" You boys are there, I'll say," he chuckled.

" This publicity stuff is what we needed here.

I'm getting inquiries about rooms from people

as far east as Sioux City, and the advance

bookings are growing day by day. I dunno

but what I'd better put you lads on a regular

salary."

" How much ? " Harmony demanded.

" Ohâ��fifty dollars a week for you, and the

same for George. How would that hit you,

starting about the first of July, when the

regular paying season opens ? "

" How about me ? " Omar asked, suddenly.

" Looks like you're forgetting me, Mr.

Ankerman."

You ! " said Ankerman, in genuine

astonishment. " What have you got to do

with it ? As I understand it, you're simply

a free boarder, living on the efforts of

Harmony and George."

" You hired the three of us, didn't you ? ''

Omar demanded, hotly. " I'm one of us,

ain't I ? Do I get my fifty a ,veek or not ? "

" I'll have to leave that to Harmony," the

boss answered, gently. " He tells me that

all the advertising projects you have so far

suggested are no good. How about it,

Harmony ? "

" Well," said Harmony, slowly, " I can't

conceal the truth. So far, George and I have

done the work, and Omar has done the eating.

Of course, he may come through with a

bright idea one of these days, and likewise

the hotel cat may begin laying duck eggs.

Nobody can foresee the future."

" I may ! " Omar interrupted, heatedly.

" That's rich, that is. If you two maniacs

would listen to me and use some of my

schemes, we could get twice as much free

advertising for Pebble Beach."

" The little chap means well," Harmony

continued, apologetically, " and he may help

us before the first of the month. In that case,

put him on the pay-roll."

" All right,".agreed Ankerman. " Suppose

we leave it that way. I want to do the right

thing by you boys, because so far your work

has been very good indeed."

When he went out of the room, I thought

Omar was going to have a fit with shrieking

on the office rug, and the names he called us

would have brought the blush of shame to the

cheek of a cannibal. We bore with him in

patience, because after all he is our Omar

and belongs to us, the same as our dyspepsia.

" I'll show you up," he bellowed until the

lady in No. 4 knocked on the wall. " Before

this is ended, I'll show Ankerman how bright

you anil George are. You see if I don't ! "

" You better walk out of here," said

Harmony, after a bit. " George and I have

to make up a piece for a San Francisco

magazine and you annoy us horribly. Go

on."

He removed himself from the scene, very

irritable and disgusted, and from then on he

greeted us with words of insult. Tbis was

in June. As the month wore on he referred

with increasing frequency to the approaching

pay-roll.

" I'm going to get on that thing," he said,

harshly. " If you and Harmony get paid,

I'm going to get paid. You steal most of my

ideas, anyhow, and use them. You pretend

they're no good, but I see them in print."

This was not the truth ; we told him so

pointedly.

" If it wasn't for me we never should have

got these jobs," he insisted. " I deserve a

salary, and I'm going to have it."

" You wanted to be honest, didn't you ? "

Harmony demanded. " Well, we're honest.

You get a third of what George and I earn,

don't you ? It wouldn't be honest to make
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Ankerman pay you fifty a weekâ��not unless

you do something to earn it. I know what

honesty is and so do you."

Don't think that the precious officials of

El Camino, led by Mayor Mortimer Tukes,

were not painfully aware of what was taking

place in Pebble Beach. The larger town had

always regarded Pebble Beach as a squint-

eyed stepchild which could have the over-

flow of summer-tourist tradeâ��if there was

any. It now Deemed plain that Mr. Mayor

Tukes had overlooked a bet. People began

coming into El Camino on trains and stopping

just long enough to ask the town policeman

how you got to Pebble Beach. Visitors who

had nocked to Mr. Tukes's town in previous

years informed him that they intended to

give Pebble Beach a whirl this year, seeing

it was going to be so lively ; and it all looked

very soft and lovely as the time approached

when we would be paid weekly in cash.

We encountered Mayor Tukes one afternoon

on the highway. We were riding luxuriously

in the Golden Knoll motor-car, and Mr. Tukes

was tooling one of those small, frantic, self-

propelled vehicles.

" Well, Mr. Tukes," Harmony said, with a

large, friendly smile. " Looks as if you made

a mistake when you didn't hire us that time.

Didn't I tell you we were live wires ? Have

you observed Pebble Beach since we took

charge ? "

" You're a couple of rogues," remarked

the mayor, overlooking Omar, who was under

the rug.

" No," said Harmony, " we're the people

that are going to make a pot of money for

the Ankerman estate. If anybody stops in

El Camino this

â�¢season, it will be

to fix a tyre. You

and the other

petty-larceny

officials are going

to have that town

all to yourselves."

The mayor said

a couple of things

here that referred

more or less

vaguely to the

hereafter and our

place in it, after

which he rode

away in a cloud

of blue smoke,

profanity, and en-

raged sounds.

That's how we

stood with the

sainted mayor of

El Camino. He

disliked us very

heartily, and naturally I was s urprised to hear

about him and Omar as I did later on that

same week. Harmony and Omar came down

the hall together, and I could hear them in

controversy.

" He ain't such a bad chap at all," Omar

was insisting. " He has a lot of good points.'

" So has a mosquito," retorted Harmony.

" What do you think, George ? Our little

private thorn-in-the-side has been fraternizing

with old Mayor Tukes, the El Camino poison

lizard. Thinks Mr. Tukes is a nice manâ��

and after him practically throwing us out of

his office."

"Didn't I - know him back in Minne-

apolis ? " Omar protested. " And what's

the harm ? He simply asked me if I wanted

to take a ride, and I took a ride. I don't see

anybody around Pebble Beach breaking their

neck to be nice to me."

" After the way he treated us, I should

think you would have more pride," I said,

mildly, but Omar merely scowled at me and

did something insulting; with his thumb.

Presently there came the tourist advance-

guard into Pebble Beach, and with it fresh

and diverse activities. Telegrams and letters

arrived daily for Monsieur Ankerman, re-

questing terms, rooms, and bungalows with

southern exposure. All was excitement and

the pleasurable commotion of n live summer

WAS SITTING IN THE MIDDLE OF THE TAPROOM, ENTIRELY

SURROUNDED BY GLASSES OF MIXED ALE."
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resort getting under way for a large season.

In the midst of this hum and bustle our

employer came in and asked us how about

the Fourth of July.

" \Ye always try to have a rousing celebra-

tion on the Fourth," he explained, " and this

year, we've got to outdo ourselves. We've

got to have a tremendous Fourth, because

we'll have a tremendous crowd, all of whom

are potential residents."

" Oh, sure," Harmony said, vaguely.

" I'd like to have a regular programme of

events with the usual fireworks, speeches,

sporting contests, and so forth; but what I

mostly want is something new, unique, and

strikingâ��some big stunt that we can yell

about in our advertising. Consequently it

will have to be a novelty. This place isn't

full up by a long shot, and if we can come

through with a whacking Fourth of July,

we'll hook many an undecided prospect."

" Oh, sure," Harmony said again.

" Give it some thought," Ankerman com-

manded us, and then he departed. I violate

no secret confidence when I say that Harmony

and I did give that proposed celebration some

thought. We darn near blew out all our

fuses trying to think of something, but

without conspicuous success. It was easy

enough to prepare an attractive programme,

but what we lacked was the big novelty.

Several things occurred to our joint minds,

but when we suggested them Ankerman

turned them down. Omar heard about

what we were trying to do and gloated.

" Why should he ask you two mental

misfits for an idea ? " he inquired. " You

wouldn't know a big idea if it crawled into

the bath-tub with you and began washing

itself."

" Then you think of something for us,"

Harmony suggested in tones of sweet sarcasm.

" Take your brain out of its moth balls and

evolve a unique idea. So far you haven't

earned the price of a tapioca pudding."

" I probably shall," Omar answered,

calmly. " I shall probably set myself down

and think of something. You two alleged

experts are all right when we're running a

crooked game, but. when it comes to honest

doings you're helpless because your minds

don't work honest."

The funny part is that the little sand squab

did think of something. Strange as it may

sound, he came across with a July the Fourth

idea, and, being violently jealous of me and

Harmony, he hurried to the office of Mr.

Ankerman prepared to demonstrate who was

the real brains of the outfit. He told the

hotel magnate his suggestion ; it was ap-

proved, and he came bounding up to the

rooms, where he rushed in on us as we

struggled with the daily routine. â�¢

1 " I said I'd show you up," he howled,

" and I did. Ankerman says I've got a

great idea. And besides that he has agreed

to put me on the pay roll on July the first.

Only there's a slight difference. He says

I might as well have seventy-five a week

and that he's surprised at me. Get that ?

Seventy-five ! "

I looked at him to see if he was lying.

" Tell us all about it," Harmony said, in

a tone of simulated kindness. " I'm willing

to admit that you might accidentally run

into a thought." â�¢

" Oh, you are, are you ? How generous !

You and George fell down on the most im-

portant part of this July the Fourth Durbar,

and you realize it. Now I come across with

the big idea. After this, when we go into a

business together, try to remember that I'm

one of us, and don't push me out in the

rain."

'' What is your idea, Omar ? " I inquired.

Then he told us, lolling back proudly on

the couch and acting artistic and important

like the leader of an orchestra.

"If it wasn't .for hats and hair, you

wouldn't ever need your heads at all," he

remarked, blowing a triumphant cloud of

smoke. " My idea is this. The people of

California have been reading of how the'

Germans blow up passenger steamers at sea.

They have never seen such a thing, or any-

thing like it. They are interested. I propoce

to show them exactly how a stately liner is

torpedoed in mid-ocean, all very spectacular,

and ending up the day's exercises, the un-

important parts of which have been arranged

by you and Harmony."

" How ? " I demanded.

" Blow up a ship," explained Omar.

" Blast it to the high portals of heaven before

their eyes. Torpedo it while they look on,'

with the passengers taking to the boats in

panic, the torpedo rushing through the calm

sea toward the doomed ship, children

shrieking and so forth, etcetera. The tourists

sit along the rim of the sea in their motors

and watch this spectacle. Ankerman says

it's the finest thing he ever heard of and will

draw a crowd. It draws me seventy-five

dollars a week, too, beginning July the firit.

Now am I any good or not ? "

" Blow up a real ship ! " Harmony said,

in tones of incredulity.

" Certainly," grinned Omar.

" Where'll you get a ship ? " Harmony

jeered.

"Oh," said Omar, calmly, "I've got it

already. I'm not like you two. When I

start anything, I finish it."

From that hour he was the most arrogant

and intolerable little beast you can imagine.

He lorded it over us constantly, and we

refrained from killing him because we knew

his mother.
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" Where are you going to get this ship ? "

Harmony demanded, repeatedly, only to be

informed that the larger phases of business

affairs should always be left in the hands of

big men. He declined to discuss his mid-

ocean Teutonic outrage with us at all. He

merely stated that it would be a large,

impressive-looking vessel, equipped with a

couple of funnels to give it the real liner look,

a false superstructure similar to the MaÃ®tre-

tania's, plenty of port-holes, boats hanging

drunkenly from the davits, and so forth.

" The idea is to torpedo her just about

dusk," he explained, as though talking to a

couple of small and backward children.

" She will be loaded with dynamite, T.X.T.,

guncotton, nitroglycerine, and similar osten-

tatious poisons. \Ye shall anchor her out

there in the bay, where one and all can take

n long look and behold the explosion. It will

be a fitting climax to a large day, the details

of which are left to lesser minds, like yours.

Now get a move on you and advertise it

right. You're likely to spoil it even yet."

" You misled me about Omar," Mr.

Ankerman said to Harmony, in a reproachful

manner. " The little man is a real genius.

With regard to good ideas, he's a bear."

"He's something with four feet all right,"

Harmony agreed, sourly, " but not a bear.

Jackass is the right word."

On the third of July the long-awaited and

mysterious ocean liner came into Pebble

Beach, worked by a timid crew and directed

from the shore by O. Gill, master mariner.

Her hold was full of quick-burning explosives,

and the crew walked in bare feet and very

.gently while they let down the anchors in

the spot appointed by the rough-mannered

sea-dog in the rowboat who put out to meet

them, that same being our Omar.

" It ain't a bad idea," I said to Harmony

on the morning of the Fourth, looking out to

sea. " That old tub isn't exactly an ocean

liner, but it looks like one, and the blowing up

will be interesting. We may be doing Omar

an injustice."

" If it was anybody besides Omar Gill, I'd

have more confidence," he said, gloomily.

I will pass lightly over the events that

intervened. The populace came to Pebble

Beach as they had never come before, and a

good many of them looked at the Ankerman

bungalows and announced that they would

probably'stay for the season instead of going

to El Camino as usual.

I met Harmony in the early afternoon

of the great day, and we stood in front of

the hotel, in a meditative mood, gazing upon

the animated scene spreading before us.

Out on the azure bay rowboats darted about,

pursued by the motor launches, and in the

middle of everything, a grim and sinister

figure, stood Omar's ocean liner, contem-

plating its last day on water. Everything

was indeed propitious.

" George," said Harmony, in a serious

way, " I don't know but what honesty pays

after all. Here we are getting a nice salary

along with our board and lodging, and all this

prosperity is our own handiwork. We ought

always to think of this if we're ever tempted

again to do wrongful acts."

" True," I admitted. " There's some-

thing in that, Harmony."

" Yah," said a voice, approaching us,

" but where would you be without Omar

Gill, eh ? I ask you that. Who brought

these crowds ? Didn't they come here

to look at my German explosion ? Sure

they did. I'm the one that mit this beacli

on the map, and don't forget it."

As dusk approached the crowds sought

points of vantage from which to see exactly

how it looked when a German torpedo

plunged into a defenceless ship at sea.

They climbed on the high rocks behind the

Golden Knoll, crawled upon their cars,

and fought politely for good seats on the

hotel verandas.

Omar galloped around as busy as a three-

headed cat in a bird-shop. He was every-

where at once, giving orders to people in

a loud, impudent voice, and at eight o'clock,

soon after dusk, the fake ocean liner began

to light up from stem to stern. This was

achieved by a stevedore carrying lanterns,

which he hung carefully all over the ship,

decorating her and bringing out her outlines.

Everybody said, " Ah!" like when a sky-

rocket bursts, and promptly at fifteen

minutes past eight O. Gill, the demon idea-

getter, pushed the electric button and blew

his liner into nine million pieces ; maybe

more.

Augustus Ankerman personally congratu-

lated Omar GUI, and I thought the little

weasel would burst with pride. It being

a hard day on one and all, the folks began

to drift up to bed soon after the explosion,

and gradually the sights and sounds of

Pebble Beach faded away and the mantle

of night stole over all. The last thing I

recall was Omar, walking up and down in

our rooms with a lighted cigarette, calling

our attention to how good he was.

" After this," he said, gently, " whenever

you two hounds get yourselves into a fix,

you'd better consult me. I'm a natural

fountain of ideas, I am."

" Dry up," Harmony said, sleepily, and

thereafter peace reigned.

I remember that I awakened about four

in the morning, oppressed by a strange,

uncanny presentiment that all was not

well in the world. I crept out of bed and

slid over to the open window. There was
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a brilliant moon aloft under the clear blue

dome of heaven, and I noticed with some,

astonishment that several figures were stir-

ring down on the beach, although it was

approaching the hour of dawn. Among

them was Augustus Peabody Ankerman.

Likewise I became suddenly aware of

the most profound, penetrating, and evil

odour that I have ever smelled in this

world. I breathed in a quick lungful and

reeled back from the open window. I

called hoarsely to Harmony, and he stumbled

out of his room and joined me by the window.

" What is it ? " he gasped, reaching for

his nose.'

" Garlic," I said, in a strangled whisper.

" Where is it coming from ? "

I pointed a trembling but eloquent finger

toward the beach. A, thin, white line of

breakers was curling in over the hard sand ;

and there was also another thin, white line

of something that was not breakers or foam

or salt water. It was a sort of hazy, scummy-

looking substance, floating like thistle-down

upon the rollers and dashing upon the

beach.

" You mean that white stuff ? " he

demanded, in horror, but still clinging to

his beak. â�¢' " Garlic ? "

" I think so," I said, dazedly. " Let's

wake up Omar, and we'll go and see."

We went in and looked upon Omar. He â�¢

was lying there innocently upon his back,

with his mouth open, making noises like

a rhinoceros dying in pain. We dragged

him out of bed by the neck and flung him

to his feet.

" Wassa marrer ? " he inquired.

" I dunno," I admitted, " but it looks

to me like the end of the world. Do you

smell anything ? "

He roused himself and said that he

thought he detected the faint odour of

gardenias. In silent haste the three of us

dressed and sped rapidly from our rooms,

out of the silent and sleeping hotel, and down

to the beach, taking the back way. At

the edge of the surf we paused and nearly

keeled over. Man alive, how it did rise

up and smite upon our noses ! I bent over

gingerly and examined the thin, grey layer

of scum-like substance that floated lazily

in and out with the sighing surf. It was

garlic. There was no doubt. And it was

the most trenchant, far-reaching, and horse-

powerful garlic I have ever encountered.

It reached up and down the beach, both ways,

as far as the eye could see in that dim light.

A bit of charred wreckage drifted in and

settled at my feet even as we gazed. It

was a part of one of the false funnels off

Omar's torpedoed liner. I turned and grabbed

Omar by the collar.

*. " You see that stuff ? " I said to him.

" Yes, and I smell it, too," he replied,

mildly. â�¢

" Where did you get that ship you blew

up ? "

" What's that got to do with the garlic ? "

he asked in dumb, Omanc astonishment.

Harmony walked over and confronted

him, pushing me gently out of the way,

and I saw in his eye that Omar had come

to the end of his rope. We both began to

perceive something, and one of the things

I saw was the end of those fifty-dollar jobs,

with our first pay-day still to come. Like-

wise I beheld in my mind the vanishing ot

our lovely rooms, with board. Harmony-

saw the same thing, and when he addressed

the shaking Omar I scarcely recognized

his voice.

" Where did you get that boat ? " he

asked, very low and tense.

" Why," said our thinker, - trying to

assume a light and nonchalant manner,

" I got it from Mr. Mayor Tukes of El

Camino."

" Holy suffering salt mackerel," Har-

mony groaned, and he stepped into the surf.

1 stood there in thought. As I reflected I

recalled that El Camino Harbour is always

full of craft that have come irt from the

ports down coast, bearing their cargoes of

produce, to be shipped inland by rail. They

bring potatoes, do these coasting vessels,

and beans, and sugar beets, and oranges

and lemons and walnuts from the great and

fertile Imperial Valley, and likewise there

comes on them an occasional cargo of the

famous and outrageous Imperial Valley

garlic, than which there can be nothing

more devastating in Nature. They tell me

Italian garlic from the slopes of Vesuvius

is a. powerful drug, with a kick that can

dethrone kings, but Italian garlic is a sweet,

delicate, and innocent bloom compared to

this armour-piercing stuff they grow in

Imperial.

" You see," I said to Harmony, as calmh â�¢

as I could, " he's ruined everything. The1

little toad has simply blown up a whole

boatload of garlic, at the suggestion of and

provided by Mayor Tukes. He has shattered

and grated, and desiccated, and chewed

up a shipload of this infernal stuff, and it is

now spread along thirty-one miles of a con-

cave beach, where it will never go away.

I make a motion. Let's start out of here

now, before the light gets strong and crime

is committed."

Off in the distance people were hastening

out of their bungalows, and the murmur of

inquiring voices grew louder, but not as

loud as the voice of Augustus Peabody

Ankerman. He was walking around in

frantic circles asking people to direct him

to u?.
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"Where are

they ? " he yelled,

and we cdufd hear

the echo rambling

up and down the

hills

" Y'hear ? " I

said, in a low

voice, to my pals.

" Y'hear t h a t ?

He wants us ! "

" And it won't

do us any good if

he finds us," Har-

mony answered.

" Let's go down

this way and get

in behind that row

of trees."

"Well," said

Omar, a s w e

trotted on towards

the sheltering

eucalyptus trees,

" I don't under-

stand this yet.

Mortimer Tukes is

a friend of mine.

To tell the truth,

he suggested blow-

ing up the ocean

liner to me, and

not only that, but

he supplied me

with the ship, packed in the dynamite, and

everything. All I did was to bring it over

here and push the b/itton."

" That ain't all you did," Harmony

replied, hoarsely. " You've ruined the first

good business chance we've had for years.

HE WAS U'ALKIXr. AROUND

IN FRANTIC CIRCLES, ASKINO,

' WHERE ARE THEY ? ' '

But, after all, it's my own fault for trying

to make an honest man out of you. You

can't make a silk purse out of a turnip."

We drew three long-breaths and started

silentlv in the general direction of the North

Pole.

ACROSTICS.

DOUBLE AC'ROSTIC Xo. 75.

(The Third of the Series.)

H HJSES were built upon it in the days

Ere London was consumed in fiery blaz,-.

1. TiÂ« slow but sure : despise it in your cricket

And often it v!!l make you lose your wicket.

2. Light blue or dark, wielded by lusty man :

In eighteen twenty-nine the race began.

3. His son, though born when taxicabs were not,

Was wondrous speedy in his chariot.

4. For him in vain did Johnson intercede.

Though few with such persuasiveness could plead.

6. Here is the ship, in sailors' phrase, which lies

Within the vision of unaided eyes.

6. " What's in it ? " Juliet cried. Does not a rose

Without it still give pleasure to the nose ?

KING C'OLE.

Amujers to Acrostic .Yo. 75 should be addressed to thÂ°

Acrostic Editor. THE STRAND MAGAZINE, Southampton

Street, Strand, London. ir.f.2. and must arrive not later

than by the first post on January 10M.

To erery light one alternative ansn-er may be sent â�¢ it

should be written aUthe aids. At the foot of kia answer every

solver should write his pseudonym and nothing else.

ANSWER TO No. 73.

1. A ntri M

2. C Â» r o 1 i n A

3. R in T,

4. O meg A

5. 8 ue Z

0. T iar I

7. I ro N

8. C on E

XOTES.â��Light 1. Ant. rim. 5. Zeus. 8. C, 100; one.

ANSWER TO Xo. 74.

1. E b B

2. A 1 I

3. R ule R

4. L a D

5. Y e S

XOTES.â��Light 2. Ali Baba. 4. Lad, glad.

Correspondents who write to the Acrostic Editor and

desire answers should enclose a stamped addressed

envelope with their letters, and the A. E. will endeavour

to reply. Lack of space makes it impossible to answer

in nrint.



WILL CREATE A SENSATION.

The Greatest Romance of Real Life

ever toldâ��the Life-Story of Colonel Lawrence, who raised an army of 200,000

Arabs. Colonel Lawrence is now admittedly

One of our World Heroes.

For many years he lived wkh the Arabs. To them he became a great white god.

They would not have betrayed him for all the gold in the world. At twenty-six

he was

the uncrowned King of the Hejaz, Prince of Mecca.

His fame will go down to posterity. His amazing life has been written by Mr.

Lowell Thomas, who met and lived with Lawrence in the deserts of Arabia, and

whose thrilling account of the campaign in the Holy Land has attracted nearly

half a million people to the Albert Hall and Covent Garden Opera House.

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE Â«,,..-

"Everything that Mr. Lowell Thomas says about Colonel Lawrence

is true. In my opinion. Colonel Lawrence is one of the most

remarkable and romantic figures of modern times."



THE UNCROWNED KING OF AR ABI A"

COLONEL T E â�¢ LAWRENCE

THE MOST

ROMANTIC

CAREER OF

MODERN

. TIMES .

â�¢OVs

Lowell

77?O7?2<9S

This instalment introduces

Colonel Lawrence to the

reader and gives an outline

of the striking events which,

later on, are to be described

in full. See the announcement

at the end of the article.

HOW I FIRST MET

LAWRENCE.

ONE day, not long after

General Allenby had

captured Jerusalem, I

happened to be in front

of a bazaar on Christian

Street remonstrating with a

fat old Turkish shopkeeper

who was attempting to

charge twenty piastres for

a handful of dates. My

attention was drawn to a group of Arabs

walking in the direction of the Damascus

Gate. The fact that they were Arabs was

not what caused me to drop my tirade

against the high cost of dates, because

Palestine is inhabited by a far greater

number of Arabs than Jews. My curiosity

was excited by a single Bedouin, who stood

Copyright, 1919, by
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COLONEL T. E

out in sharp relief from all

his companions. He was

wearing an agal, kuffieh,

and abba such as are worn

in the Near East only by

native rulers. In, his belt

was fastened the short

curved gold sword of a

prince of Mecca, insignia

that marked him as a des-

cendant of the Prophet.

Christian Street is one of

the most picturesque and

kaleidoscopic thoroughfares

in all Asia Minor. Russian

Jews, Greek priests in tall

black hats and flowing

robes, desert nomads in goat-

skin coats like those worn

in the time of Abraham,

Turks with red tarbooshes,

Arab merchants lending a

brilliant note with their gay

turbans and gownsâ��all .rub

elbows in that narrow lane

of bazaars and shops and

coffee-houses that leads to.

the Church of the Holy

Sepulchre. Jerusalem is not

a melting-pot. It is an

uncompromising meeting-

place of East and \Yest.

Here are accentuated, as

if sharply outlined in black

and white by the desert

sun, the racial peculiarities

of Christian, Jewish, and

Mohammedan peoples. A

stranger must, indeed, have something

extraordinary about him to attract attention

on the streets of the Holy City. But as this

young Bedouin passed by in his magnificent

royal robes, the crowds in front of the

bazaars turned to look at him.

It was not merely his costume. It was

not the majesty with which he carried his

Lowell Thomas.

LAWRENCE.
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five foot three, marking him every inch a

king, or at least a caliph in disguise, who

had stepped out of the pages of " The Arabian

Nights" to examine tbe latest improvements

in warfare. The striking fact was that the

mysterious prince of Mecca looked no more

like a son of Ishmael than an Abyssinian

looks like one of Stefansson's Eskimos.

Bedouins, although of the Caucasian race,

have l\ad their skins scorched by the relent-

less- desert sun until their complexions are

the colour of lava. But. this chap was as

blond as a Scandinavian, in whose veins

flows Viking blood and the cool tradition of

fiords and sagas. The nomadic sons of

Ishmael all wear flowing beards, as their

ancestors did in the time of Abraham. The

vouth with the curved gold sword was clean-

shaven. He walked rapidly, with his hands

folded. His blue eyes, oblivious to his sur-

roundings, were wrapped in some inner

contemplation. My first thought, as I

glanced at his face, was that he might be

one of the youngest ol the apostles returned

to life. His expression was serene, almost

saintly, in its selflessness and repose.

"Who is he ? " I turned eagerly to the

Turkish shopkeeper, who could only manip-

ulate a little tourist English. He only

shrugged his shoulders.

Who could he be ? I was certain of getting

some information about him from General

Sir Ronald Storrs, Governor of the Holy

City ; so I strolled over in the direction of

his palace, just outside the old wall near the

quarries of King Solomon. General Storrs

was Oriental Secretary to the High Com-

missioner of Egypt before the fall of Jeru-

salem, and always kept in intimate touch

with the peoples of Palestine. He speaks

Hebrew, Arabic, Greek, and Latin, with

much the same fluency and charm that he

speaks English. I knew he could tell me

something about my blond Bedouin.

" \Vho is the blue-eyed youth with the

curved sword of a prince of "

The General did not even let me finish the

question. He quietly opened the door of an

adjoining room. There, seated in a com-

fortable Morris-chair, with his feet dis-

respectfully planted on the same table

where the German General, Falkenhayn,

worked out his unsuccessful plan for defeating

Allenby, was the Bedouin prince who had

passed me on Christian Street earlier in the

afternoon. He was deeply absorbed in a

ponderous tome on archaeology.

In introducing us, General Storrs said :

" I want you to meet Colonel Lawrence, the

" uncrowned King of Arabia.' "

He shook hands courteously, but shyly,

and \\ith a certain air of aloofness, as if his

mind was on buried treasures and not on

the affairs of this immediate world of cam-

paigns and warfare. And that was how I

first made the acquaintance of one of the

most unique and picturesque personalities of

modern times,' a man who will be blazoned

on the romantic pages of history with Sir

Walter Raleigh, Sir Francis Drake, Lord

Clive. Chinese Gordon, and Kitchener of

Khartoum.

During the last five years of epic events,

among others, two remarkable figures have

appeared. The dashing adventures and

anecdotes of their careers will furnish golden

themes to the writers of the future, as the

lives of Ulysses, King Arthur, and Richard

the Lion-Hearted to the poets, troubadours,

and chroniclers of other days. One is a

massive, towering, square-jawed six-footerâ��

that smashing British cavalry leader, Field-

Marshal Lord Allenby, Commander of the

Twentieth Century Crusaders, who has gained

world-fame because of his exploit in driving

the Turks from the Holy Land, downing the

Crescent, and raising the Cross over Jerusalem.

The other is the undersized, beardless youth

whom I first saw absorbed in a technical

treatise on the cuneiform inscriptions

discovered on the bricks of ancient Babylon.

HIS SPECTACULAR ACHIEVEMENTS.

The spectacular achievements of Thomas

Edward Lawrence, the young Oxford gradu-

ate, are still unknown except to a handful

of his associates. Yet quietiy, without any

theatrical headlines or fanfare of trumpets,

he brought the disunited nomadic tribes of

Arabia into a unified campaign against their

Turkish oppressorsâ��a difficult and splendid

stroke of policy which caliphs, statesmen,

and sultans had been unable to accomplish

in centuries of effort. Lawrence placed him-

self at the head of the Bedouin army of the

King of the Hejaz, drove the Turks from

Arabia, and restored the caliphate to the

descendants of the Prophet. Allenby

liberated Palestine, the holy land of Jews

and Christians ; Lawrence freed Arabia, the

holy land of millions of Mohammedans.

I had heard of the mysterious Lawrence

many times during the months I was in

Palestine with General Allenby. On my

way from Italy to Egypt, one of the officers

on the cruiser told me that an Englishman

was supposed to be in command of an army

of wild Bedouins somewhere in the trackless

deserts of the far-off land of â�¢' The Arabian

Nights." This was the first rumour which

reached me of Lawrence's exploits. In Egypt

and Palestine I heard fantastic tales of his

exploits. And always his name was men-

tioned in solemn, hushed tones, because at

this time the Arabian affair was supposed to

be a secret. I^awrence became to me a new

Oriental legend of the war in the making,
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and until the day I met him in the

palace of the Governor of Jerusalem I

had been unable to picture him as a real

person. Cairo, Jerusalem, Damascus,

Bagdad, in fact all the cities of the

Near East, are so full of colour and

romance that the mere mention of them

is sufficient to stimulate the imagination

of matter-of-fact Westerners, who are

suddenly spirited away on the magic

carpet of memory to scenes familiar

through the fairy story-books of chiid-

A BEDOUIN SHEIKH READY TO JOIN COLONEL LAWRENCE ON ONE OF HIS

SPECTACULAR RAIDS.

THE LIFE OF A THOROUGHBRED ARABIAN HORSE IS VALUED MORE HIGHLY BY THE BEDOUIXS

THAN THE LIFE OF THE AVERAGE MAN. THE ARAB FEEDS HIS HORSE ON CAMEL'S MILK AND

GOAT'S MEAT COOKED TO SHREDS.

hood. So I had come to the conclusion that

Lawrence was the product only of Western

imagination overheated by exuberant con-

tact with the East. But the myth turned

out to be very much of a reality.

WHAT THE MAN HIMSELF IS LIKE.

The five-foot-three Englishman standing

before me, in his brown camel's gown, over

which hung his kuffieh or head-dress of

heavy white brocaded silk, covered with

gold embroidery, underneath a snow-white

robe tied with a gold-embroidered belt in

which he carried the curved sword of a

prince of Mecca, all set off regally by the

agal, the head-band of heavy cords wrapped

with silver and gold threads that held the

kuffieh in placeâ��was the real ruler of

Arabia. He was the commandcr-in-chief

of an army of more than two hundred

thousand Bedouins mounted on racing camels

and fleet Arabian horses. He was the terror

of the Turks. Destiny had never played a

stranger prank than when it selected as the

man to play the major rdle in the liberation

of Arabia an Oxford graduate whose life

ambition was to dig in the ruins of antiquity

and uncover and study long-forgotten cities.

I was greatly impressed with Lawrence

from the first. Realizing that he was a man

destined to occupy a prominent position in

history, and not knowing at that time that

it would be my good fortune to join him

. later in Arabia as the only person given the

oppoitunity of recording his almost un-

believable achievements, I spent a good deal

of time with him during the following days

in Jerusalem before he returned to his

Arabian army. When Lawrence was in the

company of officers who were more or less

strangers to him, he usually sat in a corner,

listening intently to everything that was

being said, but contributing nothing to the

conversation himself. After we became

better acquainted, through his discovery

that archaeology held a fascination for me

also, he would invariably, when we were

alone, get up from his chair and squat on

the floor Bedouin fashion. He had lived so

long in the desert that it was more natural

for him to act like an Arab nomad than a

European. I made many unsuccessful

attempts to induce him to tell something of

his life, but he always adroitly changed the

subject. Even concerning his connection

with the Arabian army, he would say nothing

except to give the credit .for everything that

happened in the desert campaigns to the

Arab leaders. The only subjects on which I

could persuade him to talk in other than

monosyllables were archaeology, comparative

religion, Greek literature, and Near Eastern

politics.

His home is in Oxford, and his parents

belong to the higher middle-class. His
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father's name was Thomas a!so, and he

was a large landowner in Ireland, and a

famous sportsman a generation ago. At

one time the family was wealthy, but they

lost most of their worldly possessions as the

result of legislation during the Gladstonian

period, when the bottom fell out of land

values in Ireland.

The Lawrence family originally came from

Galway, Ireland, several hundred years ago.

This partly accounts for Lawrence's rather

remarkable powers of physical endurance,

because the people of Galway are among the

hardiest of their race. This light-haired

" prince of Mecca " belongs to the same

family as his famous predecessor, John

Lawrence, who was one of Britain's Empire

builders in India at the time of the Great

Mutiny.

Colonel T. E. Lawrence was born in

Carnarvon, the same county in Wales that

Lloyd George comes from, and the Prime

Minister is one of the tormer's warmest

friends and admirers. In fact, it is a case

of mutual admiration. Mr. Lloyd George

kept ill close touch with Lawrence's work

in the desert, and consulted with him con-

stantly during the sessions of the Peace

Conference in Paris, which Lawrence attended

as the real head of the Arabian delegation.

As a boy he lived for five years in Jersey,

one of the Channel Islands. When ten years

of age his family moved to Northern Scotland,

where they remained for three years. Then

they moved to France, where Lawrence

attended a Jesuit College for several years.

From the Continent the Lawrences came to

Oxford, where Thomas attended a day

school for a short time, although nearly all

his preparatory work was done with tutors.

Then he attended Oxford University, or, at

anv rate, took the examinations which

enabled him to receive his degree.

There were four other boys in the family,

one older and three younger. The eldest,

Montague, is a Major in the Royal Army

Medical Corps ; the youngest is now attend-

ing Oxford ; while the other two, William

and Frank, were killed on the Western

Front. .William was a teacher in a school

at Delhi, India, before the war, and Frank

was just out of Oxford.

All his life, Colonel Lawrence has been

a student of peoples both of the present

and of the past ; but, so far as I know, he has

never had any intimate friends and has pre-

ferred to stand on one side and watch others.

He .has a very sympathetic nature, and would

rather help a downtrodden people to assert

their rights than to amass all the wealth

in the world. He has unusual ability

when it comes to mastering languages,

among them being English, French, Italian,

Spanish, German, Greek, Latin, Dutch,

Norwegian, and Arabic. Unquestionably he

is one of the greatest living Arabic scholars

and one of the few Europeans who has

ever mastered the pure Arabic of Central

Arabia. Among the other Arabic dialects

which he speaks are Syrian, Palestinian,

Allepian, and Mesopotamia!!.

During his University career at Oxford

he was noted for being a recluse. Frequently

he would disappear most unexpectedly

from the University for long tramps about

Europe. He has always been eccentric

in his habits. Although he finished the

regular four years of academic work at

Oxford in three, he never attended a single

lecture during his college days, preferring

to spend most of his time reading mediaeval

literature. Much of the time he preferred

to sleep during the day and work at light.

He has never yet dineil with anyone in the

three Oxford Colleges which he attended

â��Jesus, Magdalen, and All Souls.

Lawrence has always been a keen student

of military writers. His favourite work,

until he took part in the Arabian campaign,

was Marshal Foch's " Principe cle Guerre " ;

although he once told me in Arabia that

his study of Caesar and Xenophon had been

of more value to him in his desert campaign,

because in his irregular war against the

Turks he bad to adopt directly opposite

tactics from those advocated by Marshal

Foch. He has also been a keen student

of mediaeval French literature, and is par-

ticularly fond of Gothic art.

SOME OF HIS EASTERN DISCOVERIES.

In 1908, before he finished his University

work, he urged his parents to allow him to

go to the Near East. At'the time he was

engaged in writing a book on the military

architecture of the Crusades, and he wanted

to go over the actual ground covered by

the Crusaders. His family finally gave him

permission and one hundred pounds, fully

expecting that he would spend it in making

a flying Cook's tour of Asia Minor, Syria,

and Palestine, and return home quite ready-

to settle down and forget the Orient. But

he scorned tourists' comforts and the beaten

track. As soon as he arrived in Syria he

adopted native costume and tramped bare-

foot over thousands of miles of unknown

desert country, living with the various

Bedouin tribes, and studying the manners

and customs of all that complicated mosaic

of peoples who dwell in the ancient corridor

between Mesopotamia and the Nile Valley.

When he finally returned to England to

complete his studies, he still had fifty pounds

left of the original sum which his family

had given him, and he merely remained

at home long enough to finish his studies
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that he might return to the Xear East

better equipped in his speciality.

Several years before the war, in 1908,

the Oxford expedition headed by Lawrence's

friend, Commander Hogarth, began exca-

vations in the Euphrates Valley for the pur-

pose of discovering new information regard-

ing the ancient Hittites. Because of Law-

rence's intimate knowledge of the native

population of the Near East, Hogarth

invited him to take charge of the Kurds,

Turkomen, Armenians, and Arabs who

were employed in digging. This Hogarth-

Wooley-Lawrence expedition uncovered part

of Carchemish, the ancient capital of the

Hittite Empire. Lawrence amused himself

with studying Hittite pottery and joining

up the stages of Hittite civilization, and he

and his associates actually uncovered a

Â»lost civilization, which proved to be a link

between the civilizations of Ancient Babylon

and the East, and the beginnings of Greek

culture in the Mediterranean Islands which

dated from 3000 B.C. down to about 600

B.C. Lawrence was engaged in archas-

ological work at Carchemish off and on for

four years, from 1910 to 1914, and was in

command of the digging gang, although he

had never studied archaeology at Oxford.

One day in the Arabian desert, not far

from the enchanted rose-red city of Petra,

Lawrence remarked to me that archaeolo-

gical work in Egypt had never appealed

to him, and that he would never dig there

at any price, because most of the important

work had already been done and because

Egyptologists of to-day spend most of their

time trying to find out when the third

whisker was painted on the scarab !

On one of his expeditions for the Palestine

Exploration So-

ciety, Lawrence

and his archaeolo-

gist companion,

i.e., Wooley, at-

tempted to fol-

low the footsteps

of the Israelites

through the

wilderness, and

they actually

succeeded in dis-

covering Kadesh

Barnea of the

Bible, where

Moses brought

water gushing

from the rock.

They located a

place in the Sinai

Peninsula, which

the Bedouins

called Ain Kadis,

where there

was one very poor well which may quite

probably have been the place where the

Israelites started complaining to Moses

regarding the shortage of water. Lawrence

remarked that the Israelites certainly were

justified in " grousing " if they had ever

camped at that spot. Some five miles

distant the two archaeologists found a number

of fine springs in a little valley called

" Gudarat," and they are of the opinion

that it was the place where Moses succeeded

in regaining the confidence of the Children

of Israel by quenching their thirst with the

sparkling water of these springs. Here

they also found a large and important

ancient ruin. I^ter on, Wooley and Law-

rence wrote a book on their expedition

for the Palestine Exploration Society called

" The Wilderness of Sin." On that trip,

among other things, they discovered traces

of a civilization dating back to 2500 B.C.

in the Sinai Desert, the oldest traces ever

found in that country.

The outbreak of the Great War found

him excavating Hittite ruins in the valley

of the Euphrates. Lawrence had been for

some time aware of the seriousness of the

situation in the Near East, and realized

that a crash was imminent. A Major Young,

of the Intelligence Department, who had

known Lawrence in Mesopotamia before

he entered the British Army, told me a little

incident which illustrated Lawrence's keen

sense of humour. At that time, in 1914, just

before the outbreak of the war, the German

engineers were working feverishly along

the road of the proposed Berlin to Bagdad

Railway. Lawrence and his brother, who

was later killed on the Western Front, were

excavating ruins in the hills above the

BEDOUIN CAVALRYMEN READY TO FOLLOW LAWRENCE INTO

BATTLE.

SE MEN CAME FROM OASES NEAR AND FAR, RIDING DASHING HORSES AND

RACING CAMELS, TO SWEEP THE TURKS FROM ARABIA.
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railway route. He would frequently mount

sections of drainage pipes on small mounds

of sand on top of the hills.

When the German engineers observed the

innocent pipes through their field-glasses

they mistook them for British cannon. On

at least two occasions they wired to Con-

staminople and to Berlin that the British

were fortifying the most commanding posi-

tions in the country. The young archaeologist

was laughing up his sleeve, but, seriously,

he was disappointed, because he felt that

his own Government had gone to sleep and

had allowed the Germans to acquire almost

complete control of the territory between

the Bavarian border and the Persian Gulf.

In 1912, England, Germany, Russia, France,

and Turkey signed a Treaty which gave the

Germans the right to go ahead with the

Berlin to Bagdad line, and what was even

more significant, gave them control of

Alexandretta, perhaps the most strategical

point in the Near East. As soon as Lawrence

learned the outcome of that conference, he

rushed to Cairo to see Lord Kitchener, and

asked him why England had permitted

Germany to get control of Alexandretta.

Kitchener replied : "I warned our Foreign

Office constantly that their policy would be

a fatal one, but they failed to heed me.

Within two years there will be a world war.

We can't stop it, so run along, young man,

and sell your papers."

Lawrence went back to his ancient ruins

and toiled lovingly over inscriptions that

unlocked the secrets of civilizations that

flourished and crumbled to dust thousands

of years ago. But with many other scientists

and scholars, he was called back to Cairo

by the British military authorities in August,

1914. At that time be was twenty-six years

old. He had already spent seven years

wandering through Turkey, Syria, Palestine,

Arabia, Mesopotamia, and Persia, and had

acquired a more intimate knowledge of the

peoples of Aleppo, Beirut, Jerusalem,

Damascus, and 13agdad than almost any

other European.

HE JOINS THE ARMY AGAINST THE

TURKS.

Because the military authorities knew

that Lawrence had lived among Arabs,

Kurds, and Turks, and that from his explora-

tion expeditions he might be expected to

have a fairly good knowledge of the un-

familiar regions of the Near East, he was

given a commission as a second lieutenant

in the Map Department. The British

generals spent many hours poring over

. maps and discussing the possibilities of

different plans for breaking up the Turkish

Empire. Frequently they would outline a

scheme for a campaign, and then ask the

young lieutenant if he had any suggestions

to make. He would often reply : " There

are many good points in your plan, but I

believe it is fundamentally wrong. I think

the campaign should be carried 'out as

follows," and he would point, by way of

explanation, to short cuts across valleys,

which he alone knew from his years of bare-

foot travelling. The most staid old Regular

army officers on the staff put their confidence

in this junior lieutenant, who hardly knew

the Ð� Ð� Ð¡ of army tactics. His suggestions

were adopted. In a short time he had

established a considerable reputation for

himself at headquarters, and became known

to all the commanding officers of the British

forces in the East.

Later on, in Arabia, Lawrence frequently

outwitted the Turks because of his superioi^

knowledge of the topography of the country.

Whenever he attacked the enemy he tried

to. outflank them in the rear when they were

not expecting an attack, as at the battles of

Akaba and Aba el Lissan. Although he had

never had much previous military experience,

he was a born strategist, and out-thought

and outwitted the Turkish and German

commanders in practically every engagement

from the time he joined Emir Feisal in the

desert east of Wedj until he swept into

Damascus.

From 1914 to 1916 young 1Ð» wren ce kept

the War Office informed regarding the move-'

ments of the various units of the Turkish

Army. He had native agents acting as spies

under his orders. In the summer of 1916

the Arabs broke out in revolt against the

Turks in the country of the Heja/, which is

that part of Arabia between the Forbidden

City of Mecca and the southern end of the

Dead Sea. Because of the scarcity of

munitions, the revolutionary Arabs ran out

of supplies after their first success, and it

would have been impossible for them to

have gone on if the Alliesâ��particularly Great

Britainâ��had not come to their rescue. The

British not only sent supplies, to the Arabs,

but gave them important military encourage-

ment ; they sent them a number of their

most brilliant young officers to co-operate

with the Arabs and offer them suggestions.

HOW HE DETERMINED TO RAISE AN

ARMY OF ARABS.

The way in which Lawrence came to be

associated with the Arab uprising is a typical

illustration of the irregular way in which he

does everything. Chafing under the red-tape

of Army regulations, quite a number of

differences had come up between General

Sir Archibald Murray, Commander-in-Chief of

the British Forces in the East, the members
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of his staff, and the independent young

Lawrence. About that time Ronald Storrs,

Oriental Secretary of the High Commissioner

of Egypt, and a friend of Lieutenant Lawrence,

was about to start on a trip down the Red

Sea to Jeddah as the representative of the

compliments, was : " When will you get to

Damascus ? " Feisal replied that he believed

the first important step was to capture

Medina, next to Mecca the holiest city of

Islam. After two weeks with the Emir,

Lawrence became convinced that it would

H.R.H. PRINCE FEISAL.

THE ENLIGHTENED ARABIAN MONARCH, WHOSE METEORIC RISE TO POWER IN THE NEAR EAST

IS LARGELY DUE TO THE MIRACULOUS ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE YOUNG OXFORD GENIUS WHOSE

LIFE AMBITION IS TO POTTER ABOUT AMONG THE RUINS OF ANTIQUITY. THIS ARAB RULER

IS A DIRECT DESCENDANT OF THE PROPHET MOHAMMED.

British Foreign Office to pay his respects to

the aged Sherif of Mecca, who had " touched

off " the Arabian revolution. Lawrence had

long realized the' possibility of the Arabs

playing an important part in the war against

Germany and Turkey in the East, and as his

work at G.H.O. at Cairo had become none

too pleasant, he asked Sir Archibald Murray

to grant him a fortnight'* leave in order that

he might accompany Storrs on his trip down

the Red Sea. General Headquarters in Cairo

evidently was delighted to have the oppor-

tunity of getting rid of the altogether too

independent subordinate, and granted his

request with evident pleasure.

When Storrs and Lawrence reached Jeddah,

the latter succeeded in getting permission

from the Sherif of Mecca to make a short

trip up-country to see Emir Feisal, one of

the Sherif's sons who was engaged in

guerilla warfare with some of the Turkish

forces. The first thing he said to Feisal,

after they had exchanged the usual desert

be possible to develop a large irregular

Arabian army, and he was so interested in

this that he never went back to Cairo to

make his apOiOgies. Evidently, Sir Archibald

Murray and his staff were not disappointed.

And that was the curious way in which the

now famous Colonel T. E. Lawrence, " Prince

of Mecca " and uncrowned King of Arabia,"

became connected with the revolution in the

Hejaz.

THE PROBLEMS HE HAD TO SOLVE.

In order to understand the complicated

problem Lawrence faced, and the over-

whelming odds against him, it i= necessary

to take a swift retrospective glance at the

history of Arabia. The Arabian Peninsula

is larger than the British Isles and France

and Spain combined. The distance from

Damascus to Aleppo alone is greater than

the distance from London to Rome, and

great sweeps of desert separate nearly all
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the important points. For thousands of

years this country has been inhabited by

wandering tribes of Bedouins and Arab

villagers. Although there is a population

of over twenty million people in Arabia, the

inhabitants have only been loosely hold

together by travel alliances, something like

those that existed among the American

Indians a century ago. For centuries no one

has been able to bring these peoples together

in one unified movement. Scores of generals,

statesmen, and Sultans had struggled with

the almost impossible iv.ission. How this

young British lieutenant, who had had very

few days of military drill in his life, succeeded

in creating a loose army of some two hundred

thousand mounted Bedouins, how he swept

the Turks from the Arabian Peninsula, and

built this mosaic of peoples into a homo-

geneous nation, is a story that I should have

hesitated to believe had I not actually been

with him in the desert.

The inhabitants of Arabia belong to the

Semitic race, and arc of the same general

family as the Jews. Some authorities say

that Kahtan, the son of AbÃ©is, the son of

Shalah, the son of Arfakhshad, the son of

Shem, the son of Noah, was the first person

to speak the Arabic language. I know of no

way of refuting that grave charge against

Kahtan, but 1 do know that after my

experience in Arabia I wish he might have

used better judgment and selected Eskimo

or some other simple language instead.

Mohammed, the camel boy of Mecca, was

the first person to bind together in any sort

of unity the peoples of Arabia. He was able

to accomplish this through his religious

teachings and evangelization. That was more

than a thousand years ago. After the death

of Mohammed, Abu Bekr and AH carried

Mohammedanism throughout nearly the whole

world as it was known at that time. Their

armies swept across the Near East, South-

Eastern Europe, Africa, and Spain. The

Arabian Empire attained its zenith in the

seventh century of this era, and its decline

began after the defeat of the Moslem armies

at the Battle of Tours in A.D. 732, by Charles

Martel. As the power and influence of the

Arabs slipped away from them it was usurped

by the Ottomans, who swept down out of

Central Asia. For five hundred years the

Turks governed the Arabs as though they

were an inferior race. At almost any time

in those five centuries the desert people

could have freed themselves had they been

able to unite. But from the reign of Harnn-

al-Rashid down to the present time no one

appeared in the Near East strong enough to

bring the Arabs together. It remained for

young T. E. Lawrence, the British archaeolo-

gist, to go into Holy Arabia and lead the

Arabs through the spectacular and trium-

phant campaign which broke the backbone

of the Turkish Empire and the Pan-German

dream of world dominion.

During all those centuries of oppression,

whenever enlightened Arabs objected strongly

to the tyrannical rule of the Turks, the Sultan

would invite them to take up their residence

in Constantinople, where they would either

be held as prisoners or would be quietly put

out of the way. Abdul Hamid, the last great

Sultan of Turkey, was an expert in-following

the private policy of his predecessors. Among

the prominent Arabs whom he found it

advisable to have near him at the Sublime

Porte was Sherif Hussein of Mecca, the

oldest living descendant of Mohammed, the

man really entitled to the caliphate, since

the title of caliph was originally given to the

successors of Mohammed both as spiritual

and temporal rulers, and later was usurped

by the Turkish masters of Arabia. Sherif

Hussein is the sixty-eighth ruler of the

Hejaz in the Ottoman period. No people in

the world take more pride in their ancestry

than the Arabs. The births in all the leading

princely families are recorded in Mecca at the

Holy Kaaba, n mosque built round a black

meteoric stone, the most sacred spot in the

world to millions of Moslems. Here on the

roll of parchment, on which each ruling

Emir of Mecca has written his title, is in-

scribed the name of Hussein Ibn Ali, record-

ing the pure and direct descent of the Sherif

from the prophet of Islam. For eighteen

years, Sherif Hussein, the rightful Keeper

of the Holy Places, was forced to live

with his people on the Bosporus, virtually

prisoners under the wary eye of the Red

Sultan.

In the Young Turk movement the Arabs

thought they saw the dawn of a new era of

freedom and liberty. In fact, they played

an important part in the revolution which

resulted in the overthrow of Abdul Hamid.

At that time all Arabian, Armenian, Kurd,

Greek, Syrian, and Jewish political prisoners

who had been held in Constantinople were

released. But the Arabs soon discovered

that the Young Turk leaders were more

tyrannical oppressors than bloody old Abdul

himself, who now seemed quite respectable

in comparison with F.nver, Talaat, and

Djemal. Sherif Hussein and other patriotic

Arabs despaired of seeing a happier day for

their country, when suddenly the world wat

pulled Turkey into the maelstrom with Great

Britain, France, Russia, and Italy pitted

against her. It was the hour of opportunity

for Arabja. The Arabian nationalist leaders

immediately took advantage of it. With all

the pent-up fury and hatred of five hundred

years of slavery and dishonour, they leapt

at the throats of their villainous masters.

From all parts of the desert came the swarthy.
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lean, pictur-

esque sons of

Ishmael to

avenge and free

themselves at

last.

Sherif Hus-

sein and his

four sons hart

worked out a

plan for the

revolution,

which t h e y

kept secret un-

til a few weekÂ«

before they

touched off the

fuse. They did

not even dare

trust their close

associateÂ«, be-

cause in Turk-

ish terri tory

plots were

usually dis-

covered before

they matured,

ami no man

knesv w-hom he

might trust.

Not only were

there spies, but

i n n u in e rabie

spies on spies,

and at that

time the Young

Turks were

watching the

Arabs as a cat

watches a

mouse.

Early in

Tune, i o i f>,

when Lawrence

was establish-

ing his repu-

tation as an

authority on

the geography of the Near East at the

British Headquarters in Cairo, Sherif Hus-

sein sent word to all the tribes of Ð�Ð¾! Ñ�

Arabia to be ready to rise at a moment's

notice. Then, on June I3th, he gave

the signal. Simultaneous attacks were

launched against Mecca, a city holier than

Jerusalem to more than two hundred and

fifty million human beings, and Medina,

the second holiest Mohammedan city,

where the great Prophet is buried, and

also at the great Arabian seaport of

Jeddah. Hussein's sons, Ali and Feisal,

were in command of the forces at Medina.

Hussein himself supervised the attack on

Mecca.
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ARABS TELLING STORIES OF LAWRENCE'S DEEDS

TO SCOTCHMEN FROM A PASSING TRANSPORT AT

AKABA.

AKABA IS THE MOST IMPORTANT TURKISH BASE ON THE

WESTERN COAST OF THE ARABIAN PENINSULA, WHICH WAS

CAPTURED BY THE ARABIAN " IRREGULAR " ARMY UNDER THE

COMMAND OF COLONEL LAWRENCE. HERE AT AKABA EMIR

FEISAL AND "EMIR" LAWRENCE, "THE UNCROWNED KING OF

ARABIA." HAD THEIR COURT FOR NEARLY A YEAR. THREE

THOUSAND YEARS AGO IT WAS KING SOLOMON'S SEAPORT.

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE

REVOLT REVEALED FOR

THE FIRST TIME.

The details regarding the

origin of the Shcrifian .Revolt,

<is it was called, have never

been made public before. The

following facts, given to me

by Emir Feisal and his lieu-

tenants, were later verified bv

Lawrence.

According to

the Emir's

story, the Sul-

tan of Turkey

had about

twenty thou-

sand picked

troops in

Medina, the

northernmost

of the two holy

Arabian cities

and the ter-

minus of what

is known as the

Hejaz Rail-

way, which

runs south

of Damas-

cus through

the desert

east of the

Jordan River,

the Dead Sea,

and the Hills

of Moab. Al-

though the

Bedouin s

swarmed down

in clouds, the

Turks drove

them off with

their heavy

artillery at

Medina.

Sherif Hus-

sein was more successful at Mecca. The

capture of Mecca will go down in Moham-

medan history as one of the four or five

great events of all time. It is my privilege

to be the first to make public the details of

that historic battle, as they were given to

me by the Arab chieftains who captured

the city and by Mohammed Said el Sakkaf,

Arabian Ambassador to Abyssinia, with

whom I cruised across the Red Sea.

Not more than a dozen Christians have

succeeded in getting to Mecca, disguised

as Mohammedans, and have lived to tell

the tale. The most famous of these, of

course, was Sir Richard Burton, the British

traveller and explorer, who translated " The
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Thousand and One Nights." Mecca is

situated on the edge of rough mountainous

country in a deep narrow valley, completely

hidden on the side towards the Keel Sea. It

is surrounded by high, rocky cliffs, three of

which were crowned with forts garrisoned

by the Sultan's most faithful Circassian

mercenaries and Turkish troops. On June

I3th, the day of the attack, the Arabs

swept into the city and captured the main

bazaar, the residential section, the Hamidieh

or Government building, and also the Mosque

of the Holy Kaaba. The majority of the

garrison fortified themselves in the barracks,

but the Arabs brought up one mountain

gun which they had captured at Jeddah a

few days previously. .That city was attacked

on the same time as Mecca.:-It was cap-

tured in five days, and over one thousand

prisoners were taken there. Five British

merchantmen bombarded the seaport under

Captain Boyle, a red-headed Irishman,

associated with Admiral Sir Rosslyn Wemyss,

who was commanding the Fleet in the

East.

The bombardment of Jeddah, which is

the port of entry to the holy city of Mecca,

nearly caused a revolution in India. The

Mohammedans there are perhaps the most

fanatical in the world, and they charged

the British with having bombarded one

of their holy places. But it was finally

made clear to them that Jeddah, the seaport

to Mecca, cannot be regarded as a 'holy

city.

THE FALL OF MECCA.

Then for eight days the battle raged

around the. two smaller forts iti Mecca,

which were finally taken. All during the

fighting the aged Sherif remained in his

palace, although it was hit by over three

hundred three-inch shells from the Turkish

forts.

The Turks undoubtedly would have been

abie to hang on for many months longer

liad it not been for their own folly. The

Ottoman is a Mohammedan in theory only.

He adheres to the ritual but not to the spirit

of *he Koran. For instance,. the Prophet

admonished all the Faithful to abstain

from theiaise of intoxicants, and his Arabian

followers were never known to drink wines

or other liquors. But all the Turks of my

acquaintance did. The soldiers in the fort,

heedless of the deep-set religious feeling of

their enemies and co-religionist?, suddenly

began to bombard the mosque of the Kaaba,

the secret shrine built over the famous black

stone which has been kissed by millions of

pious Moslems. One shell actually struck

the rock, burning a hole in the Holy Carpet

and killing nine people who were kneeling

in prayer. The Arabs were so enraged by

this impious act that they swarmed over the

walls of the great fort and captured it after

desperate hand - to - hand fighting with

daggers and knives. Thus, twenty-one days

after the revolution had broken out, they

were in undisputed possession of Mecca.

With the possible exception of the combined

capture by Allen by of Jerusalem, Damascus,

Beitut, and Aleppo, this is the most disas-

trous event- in modern Turkish history,

because, with the fall of Mecca, the Ottomans

lost the holy Mohammedan city, the control

of which had enabled them to usurp the

leadership of Islam.

Then came a long pause. The Arabs

"were unable to. go on with their revolution

because they had expended all their ammuni-

tion. Sherif Hussein sent an appeal to

the Allies. At this critical moment young

Lawrence appeared on the Arabian stage.

The British General Staff permitted Law-

rence to remain in Arabia because they

knew he could speak the several languages

of that country fluently and seemed to know

something about the customs of the people.

They expected him merely to keep them

posted on the progress of events in the

Hejaz. But at the same time he was given

enough freedom of action to make it possible

for him to show what he could do toward

assisting the Arabs.

Lawrence's arrival in Arabia was un-

heralded. His exploits there, first became

known when he stepped up to General

Allenby at Tsmailia in Egypt, on the arrival

of the great General in the East to take

command of the Palestine Expeditionary

Forces, and informed the new commander-

in-chief of the capture of Akaba, one of

the most strategical points in the Near

East. This incident was dramatic in its

simplicity. General Allenby had been sent,

out from London to take the place of the

previous British commander.

Allenby was standing at the railway station

walking up and down talking to Admiral

Wemyss. Lawience was standing near by in

Arab garb and saw a very superior-looking

general with the Admiral. " Who's that ? "

he asked of Womyss's flag - lieutenant.

" Allenby," was the reply. " What's he.

doing here ? " queried Lawrence. " He has

come out to take Sir Archibald Murray's

place." Lawrence was frightfully pleased.

A little later Lawrence informed the

Admiral, who was the godfather of the

Arab " show," that Akaba had been taken

and that food was needed there very badly.

Wemyss at once promised to send ships

to the ancient seaport of Akaba, and then

he told Allenby what Lawrence had said.

The General sent for the youthful lieutenant,

who looked very much like Ð» Circassian

girl in Arab costume.
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:Ð¢Ð�Ð� FHONDED PALMS AT AKABA. KING SOLOMON'S SEAPORT THREE THOUSAND

YEARS AGO, AND LAWRENCE'S BASE HEADQUARTERS DURING HIS SENSATIONAL

CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE TURKS IN HOLY ARABIA.

THE CAPTURE OF THIS FORMER TURKISH STRONGHOLD WAS O.VE OF THE CLEVEREST FEATS OF

THE WAR IN THE EAST. IT IS APPROACHED BY A PASS MORE DIFFICULT TO LEAD AN ARMY

THROUGH THAN THE KHYBER PASS FROM INDIA INTO AFGHANISTAN. IT WAS DUE TO

LAWRENCE'S STRATEGIC GENIUS THAT IT FELL.

They were surrounded by throngs of

vociferous natives who were welcoming

Allenby, when out of the mob stepped the

undersized, barefooted, fair-faced man in

Bedouin garb.

' What's this news you've brought ? "

said Allenby.

When Lawrence told him, the General

was immensely pleased, because Akaba was

the most important point on his right

flank.

He saluted General Allenby, and in even,

low. tones, without any more expression

on his face than if he were extending an

invitation from the Sherif for dinner,

reported that the Arabs had captured the

seaport at the head of the Gulf of Akaba,

where the great fleet of King Solomon rode

at anchor nearly three thousand years

ago. Lawrence gave all the credit of the

victory to the Arabs, and made no refer-

ence whatever to the part that he had played

in the affair. He conveyed the impression

that he was acting as a courier, although,

as a matter of fact, the capture of that

important point was due almost entirely

to his leadership and strategical genius.

The most important Turkish base on the

western coast of the Arabian peninsula

was at Akaba, where one Of the largest

Turkish garrisons in the Near East was

stationed. Before the Arabian army could

advance north and unite with the British

forces under Allenby in the campaign to

liberate Northern Palestine and Syria, it

was necessary for them to capture AVaba.

As a result of Lawrence's visit to Egypt

the British decided to co-operate more

actively with the Arabs than they had done

before. Lawrence was sent back to Akaba

with unlimited power and resources. In

less than seven months he attained such

unexpected success that the British raised

him in rank from a lieutenant to a colonel,

and offered to make him a general, although

he had had almost no military experience

in his life and hardly knew the difference

between " right incline " and " present arms."

HIS PERSONAL HABITS.

During the days I spent with Lawrence

in Jerusalem, he wore nothing but Bedouin

garb. He never seemed aware of the curiosity
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excited by his costume in the streets of

the Holy City, for he was always engrossed

in his own thoughts hundreds of miles or

hundreds of centuries away. In Arabia he

was never known to wear anything except

the native costume. Occasionally, when he

went to Cairo or Jerusalem to make a report

to General Allenby, he wore the uniform of

a British officer, but even after he attained

the rank of colonel he preferred the uniform

of second lieutenant, usually without insignia

of any kind. I have seen him in the

streets of Cairo without belt, and with

unpolished bootsâ��negligence

next to high treason in the

British Army. To my know

ledge he was the only British

officer in the war who so com-

pletely disregarded all the

little precisions and military

formalities for which the

British are famous. Lawrence

rarely saluted, and when he

did it was simply with a wave

of the hand, as though he

were saying, " Halloa, old

man," to a pal. I have never

seen him stand to attention,

and doubt if he would have

done so in the presence of

all the Allied rulers. He has

never saluted anyone senior

to him, even including his

commander-in-chief, but he

would always ack-

nowledge salutes of

soldiers. He espe-

cially disliked the

title of colonel.

From general to

private, he was

known as plain /

" Lawrence." Many

times when we were

trekking across the

desert he told me

that he thoroughly

disliked war and

everything that

savoured of the

military, and that

as soon as the war was over he intended to

leave the Army and go back to archaeology.

Lawrence was no parlour â�¢ conversa-

tionalist. He never said anything to any-

one unless it was necessary to'give instruc-

tions, or ask advice, or answer some direct

question. Even in the heat of the Arabian

campaign he sought solitude. Frequently I

found him in his tent reading an archaeo-

logical quarterly when the rest of the camp

was worked up to fever pitch over the

plan of attack for the night. He was so

shy that when General Storrs or some other

MR. LOWELL THOMAS,

THE AUTHOR OF THIS NARRATIVE, WHOSE

ILLUSTRATED "TRAVELOGUES" ON THE

ARABIAN AND PALESTINE CAMPAIGNS DREW

GREAT CROWDS AT COVENT GARDEN OPERA

HOUSE, THE ALBERT HALL, AND ELSEWHERE.

officer tried to compliment him on one of

his wild expeditions into the desert, he would

get red as a schoolgirl and look down at his

feet. Although he had been cited for nearly

every decoration that the British and French

Governments had to offer, he sedulously ran

away from them by camel, aeroplane, or any

available method of swift transportation.

The Duke of Connaught came out to Pales-

tine to confer the Grand Cross of the Order

of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem on

General Allenby. He intended to give a

decoration to Lawrence as well. The young

leader of the Arabian army

happened at the time to be

out in the " blue " on a

secret expedition blowing up

Turkish trains ; so General

Allenby sent a fleet of aero-

planes across the Dead Sea

into the desert to find him.

Messages were dropped from

the 'planes on every Arab

camp over which they

, ,â�¢Â»' flew, requesting that if

anyone saw Sherif

Lawrence he should ask

him to report to Jeru-

salem at once. So one

fine day Lawrence came

strolling in on foot through

the Turkish lines, to show

his utter scorn of the

enemy. In the meantime

t he ceremony in Jerusalem

had already taken place

and the Duke of Con-

naught had gone to Egypt.

Knowing Lawrence's pe-

culiar aversion to the

acceptance of medals or

military honours of any

kind, the British officiais

succeeded in getting him

down to Cairo only by

inventing some plausible

pretext. Upon his ar-

rival, a subaltern who

was not acquainted with

Lawrence's eccentricities

inadvertently tipped him

affair that was to be

staged for his benefit. Without stopping to

pick up his uniform and kit at Shepheard's

Hotel, Lawrence hurried to the Headquarters

of the Royal Flying Corps at the oasis of

Heliopolis a few miles from Cairo, jumped

into an aeroplane, and taxied back to Arabia.

Little did Lawrence dream when he was

studying Hittite ruins that it was his destiny

to build a new empire instead of piecing

together, for a scholar's thesis, the fragments

of a dead-and buried kingdom. Yet he

gained the confidence of the Sherif of

off to the fine
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Mecca (King Hussein ot the Hejaz) to such ness and reckless courage, his ability to

an extent that he was permitted to sign the outdo them in nearly everything in wmch

King's name to State papers. Out ot grati- they themselves excelled. Rarely did he

tude for his services to their country, the take them on an expedition that failed, but

Arab leaders made him an Emir and a Prince if, by some mischance, things did go wrong,

ot Mecca, an honour unparalleled in Arabian he promptly took the same organization of

history. King Hussein himself presented Arabs on another expedition to convince

his British commander with the curved gold them that there was no such thing as defeat,

sword, worn only by direct descendants of And in going into action against the Turks,

Mohammed. Lawrence always charged at the head of his

Auda Abu Tayi, always sincere in his troops and was in the thick of every

judgments of people, once said to me : "I fight.

have never seen a man who has such a great The Germans and Turks were not long in

capacity for work as Lawrence. He is one discovering that there was a mysterious power

of the finest camel drivers that ever trekked giving inspiration to the Arabs. Through

across the desert." A Bedouin can pay no their spies they learned that Lawrence was

finer compliment. the guiding spirit of the whole Arabian

Lawrence won the admiration and undying revolution. They offered a reward of

devotion of the Arabs because of his under- /100,000 for him, dead or alive. But would

standing of them, through his proficiency the Bedouins have betrayed their leader for

in their dialects, and his rare knowledge of all the gold in the fabled mines of Solomon ?

their religion, an inestimable factor in settling Was there a Judas among them? Would

disputes between antagonistic factions, and " thirty pieces of silver " tempt an Arab

even more, perhaps, because of his fearless- chieftain ?

THE THRILLING EVENTS IN THE NEXT INSTALMENT.

In the next instalment Mr. Lowell Thomas will tell us how Colonel Lawrence

was transformed from an archaeologist into the world's champion tram-wrecker.

One reason why the Germans and Turks offered rewards amounting to

over Â£100.000 on the head of this shy Oxford scholar was because of the millions

of pounds of damage which Lawrence and his wild Bedouins did along the Pilgrims'

(or Hejaz) Railway, Turkey's only connecting link between Constantinople and

the great Ottoman Army which remained in Medina until after the fall of Damascus

and Aleppo.

During the Arabian campaign young Lawrence, the lover of Greek drama

and Gothic architecture, blew up seventy'mne Turkish railway bridges and

trains. He did more damage to the enemy lines of communication, took more

prisoners single-handed, and captured more loot ihan any other single individual

during the war. He studied the use of high explosives with the same zeal that

he studied the Crusades for his Oxford thesis.

The act of slipping out from behind a sand dune after the passing of a Turkish

mounted patrol along the Hejaz Railway, placing a charge of nitro-glycerine in a hole

between the sleepers, and touching off the mine with an electric switch under the

first Turkish train going by, Lawrence playfully termed " planting tulips."

He, of course, had scores of narrow escapes while engaged in such hazardous

workâ��or sport, as he 'regarded it. On one occasion he touched off one of

his "tulips" under a train carrying the Commander-m-Chief of the Turkish Army

and a thousand officers and men. Lawrence escaped on his racing camel by a

narrow margin. In the second instalment Mr. Lowell Thomas will describe in full

this and many other of Lawrence's thrilling adventures.

He will also describe how Lawrence captured Akaba, the ancient seaport of

King Solomon, and the battle of Abu-el'Lissan, in which the young archaeologist and

his daring Arab lieutenant, Auda Abu Tayi, the Bedouin Robin Hood, with a

handful of followers mounted on racing camels and fleet Arabian steeds, charged

a picked Turkish regiment and cut it to pieces. In this charge Lawrence's camel

was shot from under him and his followers rode right over him, and seven bullets

passed through Auda Abu Tayi's robes.
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The Duke of â�¢ York s Column.

WHAT OUGHT TO BE DONE WITH IT?

A SYMPOSIUM A OF SCULPTORS.

WO mighty stone

columns dominate

the West-end of

London ! One of

them, the Nelson

Column in Trafalgar

Square, commemo-

rates the life and death of the most

typical of all British heroes, of the

man, essentially English both in his

greatness and his limitations, to

whom his country owes (more than

to any other man) the mastery of

the seas. The other column, nearly

as high, is the Duke of York's

Column at the bottom of Regent

Street, within a few hundred yards

of the Nelson Column. It is one of

those curious ironic facts, impos-

sible in any other country but

Great Britain, that while the

Nelson Column repeats to every

passer-by a story of victory and

glory, the Duke of York's Column

tells nothing to one out of every

thousand people who pass it, and

to the thousandth it tolls a story

that makes for blushes and laughter.

The Duke of York, whose mighty

statue rivals that of Nelson, did

nothing of any account but lose

battles, and it certainly is a unique

distinction for a conquered .general

to have his effigy raised high into

the heavens.

Frederick Augustus, Duke of

York, was born on August loth,

1762, and died on January 3rd,

1827. He was the second son of

George III., and was his father's

favourite. But all poor George III.'s

sons were heartless and un-

natural ; and Frederick Augus-

tus was no better than his

brothers.

All the Georges and all their

sons were essentially German,

and in many respects Frederick

Augustus was the most German

of them all. Incidentally, when

he was twenty-nine he married

the Princess Fredericaof Prussia.

In 1792 Great Britain began

her long war against the French

Republic, the war that continued

long after the Republic had died,

and Napoleon ruled France as

Emperor. The Duke of York

THE DUKE OF YORK S

COLUMN, WHICH OCCU-

PIES THE FINEST SITE

IN LONDON.

being the King's son, and having

neither military experience nor capa-

city, was appointed Commander-

in-Chief of the English forces in

Flanders. His business was to in-

vade France from the north, and

in this he was conspicuously un-

successful. He was defeated at

Dunkirk on September 7th, 1793,

at Bois-le-Duc on September I4th,

and at Boxt el on September I7th.

All that is remembered of his

disastrous campaign is that " the

British Army swore dreadfully in

I-'landers," swearing, by the way,

being an accomplishment in which

Frederick Augustus and all his

many brothers were notably pro-

ficient. As a reward for his failure

the Duke. of York was made a

Field-Marshal by his doting father

in 1795, and in 1798 was appointed

Commander-in-Chief of the British

Army. He had yet to add one

more expensive failure to his re-

rord, for in the following year he

commanded an army that was sent

to the Continent to drive the French

i nit of Holland, and was badly de-

feated at Alkmaar.

He was satirized as the Miss-lead

General on account of his liaison

with Mrs. Mary Anne Clarke, who

made money out of her intimacy

with him by promising promotion

to officers who paid her for her

recommendations. There was a

committee who took evidence on

oath, and York was judged to have

shown the most reprehensible care-

lessness in his dealings with Mrs.

Clarke, but he could not be

convicted of receiving money

himselfâ��although one hundred

and. ninety-six of the House of

Commons believed him guilty.

In private life the Duke was

a voluptuary. He spent much

of his time in the Watier Club,

and he gambled with the most

reckless of the idle beaux of

the Regency. Beau Brumniell

was one of his intimates. Charles

Greville managed his racing stud.

His duties at the Horse Guards

did not prevent him sitting up

till the small hours every day

of his life. He drank as all
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men in his unpleasant set did drink in those

days, and he finally, most appropriately,

died of dropsy.

He was buried on a particularly bleak day.

In order to prevent his feet from becoming

cold and wet, the great Lxjrd Eldon stood

inside his hat during the ceremony at the

graveside, and that is practically all that

there is to be said concerning Frederick

Augustus, Duke of York, loser of battles.

In 1831 his colleagues at the Horse

Guards decided that so great a man should

have a great and glorious monument.

Carlton House, where George IV. held his

raffish court during the Regency, had just

been pulled down ; GaritÃ³n House Terrace

had just been built, and the new grand

entrance into St. James's Park constructed,

and it had been originally intended to fill

the open space at the top of the steps with

a fountain formed of the columns taken from

the front of Carlton House. These columns,

however, were used to support the portico of

the National Gallery, and the Duke of York's

Column, designed by Benjamin Wyatt. with

the statue, the work of Sir Richard Westma-

cott, R.A., the leading sculptor of his day,

took the place of the fountain. And

there to this day stands the general who

lost every battle that he fought, on a

column a hundred and twenty-four feet

high, and with a lightning conductor on top

of his head. A contemporary ioke on the

completion of the monument was to inquire

the use of the spike on top (the lightning

conductor). "Why, to file his bills, of

course ! " The Times suggested that the

names of his creditors should be cut on the

shaft.

It is not generally known that there

is a staircase inside the Duke of York's

Column, as there is inside the Monument,

but the Office of Works has for years declined

to allow the public to climb this staircase

and to survey London beside the German

Prince who swore dreadfully in Flanders and

did precious little else.

Now, the Duke of York's Column occupies

what is, on the whole, the finest site in London.

Everyone agrees that it is right and proper

that London should have many memorials

of the Great War that TÃas just finished, and

that it should contain permanent tributes to

the men to whom we owe victory over the

Germans. But times are hard, taxes are

high, and labour and material are dear. It

would, therefore, seem eminently wise and

desirable to use the Duke of York's Column

either for a figure of Victory or one of the

hÃ©roe? of the Great War, and not a stupid,

drunken German Prince. Pull Frederick

Augustus down and erect in his place a statue

of Haig or Beatty, or, perhaps best of all,

of Foch.

A representative of THE STRAND MAGAZINE

submitted this idea to various well-known

sculptors, and his report is as follows:â��

MR. F. W. POMEROY, A.R.A., was the

first to favour me with his views :â��

" .aesthetically it is a mistake to place a

portrait statue on the top of a column two

hundred feet high." (In point of fact the

elevation of the Duke of York's Column is

less than one hundred and thirty feet.)

'" The ancient Greeks never 'placed their

sculpture in positions where they could not

be properly seen. A portrait statue is an

intimate representation of some particular

person and should be so shown as to come

within the ordinary vision of the spectator.

" The statue of the Duke of York is not a

thing of beauty and has now no interest to

anyone ; personally I should be glad to see

it removed, and with it, the column, which

might be re-erected on some prominent

eievation such as Primrose Hill, where it

would, if surmounted by a statue (gilded)

symbolizing ' Victory," form an admirable

memorial for our soldiers who fell in the

Great War.

" The present site would then be available

for a fine modern work of art, such as the

National Memorial to our beloved King

Edward VII., which is, at present, without

a resting place.

" It is no wonder that the average citi/en

regards with distrust any suggestion to

erect a new public memorial when they are

only able to see the awful productions of

the last century in the squares and public

places.

" Our sculptors are judged by these

works, but we have now a number of ac-

complished and well-trained sculptors who

could create works equal to any foreign

' artists, if they were given the opportunity.

" Therefore I would hail with pleasure the

prospect of the speedy removal of many oÃ

the bronze figures which disfigure our public

streets, and in their places I should like to

see specimens of modern British sculpture."

MR. F. DERWENT WOOD, A.R.A., with

whom I discussed the matter in his studio at

Glebe Placo, Chelsea, heartily agreed with

the proposed deposition of the Duke of

York.

" But I do not like the idea," he added,

" of replacing it by another statue, which

viewed from the street would be almost

invisible and quite ineffective. There is, of

course, the Nelson precedent, but in his case

the one-armed figure is fairly distinctive.

In my opinion the present statue should be

replaced by a big symbolical figure, com-

memorating the war in some way, which

would be silhouetted against the sky. The
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colour would be immaterial,

as under the influence of the

London climate any colour

would become flat. Such a

figure as I have in view can be

seen on the top of the Cathedral

at Toledo and various other

places.

" If I remember rightly, there

are panels around the column,

and these might be filled in

with decorative designs, or you

might have a group of statuary

at the base consisting, perhaps,

of the Commanders-in-Chief of

the principal Allied Armies.

" Let me add that, as em-

bodying London's commemora-

tion of our victory in the Great

War, I do not think your pro-

posal would be adequate in

itself. I should like to see a

Memorial Colonnade erected

on the terraceâ��the Spaniards

Road, I think it is calledâ��on

Hampstead Heath. It is a

magnificent site for such a

piece 'of sculptural architec-

ture."

MR. W. R. COLION, A.R.A.,

when I called upon him at his

Kensington studio, treated the

subject in a somewhat flippant

and cynical manner.

" Is it safe to revise the

verdicts of history in the way

you suggest ? People of to-day

don't think much of the Duke

of York, perhaps, but at the

time the statue was erected

something must have been

thought of him or it would not

have been put up. The column

as it stands has historic, signifi-

cance, it is a memorial of the

state of feeling at a particular

period; nothing can alter that

fact. You suggest that Foch

should replace the Duke of

York, but what guarantee have

"ou that another generation

HOW THE COLUMN WOULD

LOOK WITH THE RAILINGS

REMOVED ANT) THE STATUE

OF THE DUKE OF YORK

REPLACED BY A FIGURE

SYMBOLIZING VICTORY.

might not want to pull down

Foch?

" Where is the thing to end

if you once begin tampering

with these memorials of the

past ? Are you going to im-

pose a censorship on all our

London statues ? There are

others to which the same ob-

jection might be taken as you

have taken to the Duke of

York's statue.

" Xo; in my opinion statues

once erected are for all time,

and it is unsafe in regard to

â�¢ them to act on the feelings of

the moment. For the rest, I

consider the Duke of York's

column to be a fine piece of

work and a suitable adornment

of the site it occupies."

Similar ideas were expressed

by SIR THOMAS BROCK, R.A.,

although in his case the con-

versation was prefaced by the

plea that he was too unwellâ��

he was about to undergo a

serious operation â�� to give

much attention to the matter,

nnd was too oldâ��he is seventy-

oneâ��to engage in public con-

troversy.

" Ishould prefer," Sir Thomas

said, " to leave the matter in

the hands of younger men.

Generally speaking, however,

I am not in favour of pulling

down things, and I do not

think 'a new statue shovld

ever be put upon an old

pedestal. We must have in

London a much finer memorial

of Victory and Peace than your

proposal could possibly provide

â��some grand and compre-

hensive scheme which would

express as adequately as may

be possible our feelings and

emotions with respect to the

heroes who died for us in the

war."
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It was worth the journey to Wimbledon

Hill, where MR. ALFRED DRURY, R.A., has

carried en his profession for the past six

years, to see the enthusiasm with which he

welcomed the project.

" I think you have hit upon a first-rate

idea," he exclaimed, at the outset of our

conversation. " The column certainly ought

to be utilized for a better purpose than it

serves at present, and what better purpose

can there be than that which THE

STRAND MAGAZINE suggests ?

" The column, in my judgment,

is of distinct artistic merit, and to

replace it by anything as good

at the prest.it time would cost an

enormous amount of money. After

consideration, I have come to the

conclusion that the best thing

would be to replace the Duke of

York's effigy by an ideal figure

symbolizing ' Peace ' and ; Vic-

tory,' and resting upon a globe.

There, this will show you what I

have in mind."

And Mr. Drury pointed to a

little statuette in bronze on his

mantelpiece. It was a miniature

model of the figure of Victory

which decorates Gilbert's statue

of Queen Victoria at Win-

chester.

" The figure should be in

gilt," continued the sculptor.

"If it were of the proper

material it would stand the

I Condon climate very well; and

in any case there are steps to

the top of the column, and the

renewal of the gilt from time

to time would be a compara-

tively simple and inexpensive MR. ALFRED DRURY, H.A..

of the countries forming the Great Alliance

in the war, or possibly symbolize the League

of Nations, if the ideal of the League is

realized."

SIR GEORGE FRAMPTON, R.A., was reluc-

tant to discuss the subject, because he con-

sidered that it was one for architects rather

than sculptors. " The question of the

structure of the column, at least," he re-

marked, "is an architect's question ; sculp-

tors would be concerned only with its

decoration."

" I sympathize entirely with your views, '

Sir Georgo neverthe-

less admitted ; only

I don't want to see a

foreigner there.â��not

even Foch. Nor am I altogether

in favour of putting statues on

the tops of columns. The Romans

did, it's true ; but I think it was

a mistake. How much better the

Nelson column would look if it had

the model of his ship on the top,

instead of the figure. I like the

suggestion of a gilt figure of Vic-

tory, but I am afraid the gilt,

owing to the London climate,

would want constant renewal ;

and if it was done in bronze,

the bronze, for the same reason,

would soon become black."

SIR W. GOSCOMPE JOHN, R.A..

gave the following brief but terse

expression of his views :â��

" Apart from the likelihood

of such a change as you sug-

gest being made, I think por-

trait statues are never happy

or desirable on the top of high

A FIGURE, RESTING ON A

GLOBE, SYMBOLICAL OF

matter, very different from what SUGGESTS THAT THE COLUMN columns. A great winged figure

it would be if scaffolding had SHOULD BE SURMOUNTED BY of Victory in the place of the

Duke of York would give us

all a new joy and be a delight

to look atâ��a golden Victory

that would catch the sunshine

like the Cross on the dome of

St. Paul's."

DECORATES GIL-

BERT'S STATUE OF QUEEN

VICTORIA AT WINCHESTER.

to be erected."

laskerl Mr. Drury if he could .. Ñ�Ð�Ð�Ð¡Ð� â�� AND .. VICTO

embody his ideas of an appro- SUCH AS TH[S .. VICTORY

priate figure in a rough pencil WHICH

sketch.

" No," he replied. " I think

that would be a mistake. First

get the principle of your proposal accepted

by the public before we go into details.

Otherwise there will be all kinds of criticism,

and the proposal itself may be prejudiced by

opposition to the details.

' In addition to the symbolical figure on

the top, the sides of the column might be

decorated in bas-relief. There is an excellent

example of this in the City ' Monument ' of America I am not permitted to

the Great Fire. You might also have a '" *Ð¬Ð» "~':Â»^<-= ~f â�¢*"â�¢â�¢ ~<^~-

group of statuary at the base, if, as I believe,

there is enough space for such a purpose.

This statuary might embody representations

Having regard to the important contribu-

tions he has made of recent years to the

Royal Academy, and his residence in this

country, I thovight it not improper to

approach MR. WALTER WINAXS, the Ameri-

can sculptor, for his opinion on the matter.

His reply was as follows :â��

" As a citizen of the United States of

meddle

in the politics of any other country.

Personally, I am utterly indifferent as

to who acts as lightning conductor

perched 'on this column. From a purely
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sculptor's point of view, I should prefer

nobody was.

" From a utilitarian point of view it would

be best if there were a socket put on top

into which the statue of whatever man

happened to be popular at the moment

could be fitted.

" If it is decided to remove the column, I

should suggest that the steps also be removed,

the ground graded, and a road made joining

the bottom of Regent Street with the

Processional Road which runs from Bucking-

ham Palace to Trafalgar Square. This would

relieve the traffic in Piccadilly, etc.'

Mu. JOHN TWEED, the sculptor of Give,

Rhodes, Chamberlain, and other Imperial

leaders, agreed that it was desirable to fin,I

another use for so noble a site as that oc-

cupied by the Duke of York's Column.

But he did not approve of the pro|X)sal to

replace the statue by that of another human

figure, this for much the same reasons as

had been given by other sculptors. in (act,

he was rather in favour of removing the

column altogether and using the site for

quite a new memorial.

" It might commemorate," he said, " the

part, taken by the Empire as a whole in the

War, something of the kind of which this

is a rough sketch."

" This," to which Mr. Tweed directed my

attention in his Fulham Road studio, was a

rough sketch in clay of his design for a War

Memorial in South Africa. It was a rounded

column, the summit of which, with a fisure

of Victory, was reached by a circular stair-

way. At the entrance to this statuary

stood a figure sounding the call to arms,

whilst in a. series of recesses were sculptured

panels representing the various Dominions

overseas.

" Such a memorial," he admitted. " would,

of course, be somewhat costlyâ��but nothing

cheap can be worthy of the occasionâ��

and it should not be one man's werk. I

think some of the younger men should

have a chance, each contributing his part

in accordance, of course, with the general

design."

Failing such a scheme, Mr. Tweed thought

that possibly the effigy of the Duke of York

might be replaced by a piece of statuary in

honour of France as our Great Ally; "The

Gallic Cock, or, better still, the figure of an

eagle in heroic size and cast in bronze, so as

to be of visible significance to the man in the

street."

Summing up the discussion, it will be

seen that the weight of opinion on the part

of these distinguished sculptors favours the

deposition of the Duke of York from the

site he has too long usurped, but is hostile

to the idea of replacing his effigy by another

portrait statue. It recognizes the suitability

of the site and the utility of the column for

the erection of some piece of ideal sculpture

which would symbolize the Victory and

Peace resulting from the Great War. Sup-

plementing THE STRAND MAGAZINE'S pro-

posal, one or two eminent sculptors also

suggest the further use of the site for

the erection either of portrait statues of

the Commanders who achieved the victory,

or of symbolical statuary in honour of the

nations which were united together in the

struggle.

Result of the Second Sense of Humour Competition.

The order of Merit of the ten Caricatures, as shown by the voting, is as follows : â��

1st.

2nd.

3rd.

4th.

Sth.

GEORGE GRAVES, by H. Ð�/. Batenian. 6th.

MELBOURNE INMAN, by Tom Webster. 7th.

A. J. BAI.KOUR, by 7Â«/Â« Till. Sth.

PADEREWSKI, by Max Beerbohm. 9th.

W. REDMOND, by E. T. Kted. loth.

Sir HENRY IRVING, by Alick P. F. Kitchie.

TOLSTOY, by Ð�/Ð°/ Gu bransson.

SARAH BERNHARDT, by Erntst Forbes.

I. ZANGWILL, by Stone.

Sir EDWARD CARSON, by Frank Richardson.

Only one list was received placing all the Caricatures in this order. This was sent in by

Mr. M. ROBINSON, 43, New Walk, Leicester,

to whom is awarded

THE FIRST PRIZE OF Â£1OO.

Two competitors sent in lists with only two mistakes, and they therefore divide the Second Prize of Â¿25.

Their names and addresses are :â��

Mr. J. E. BENDALL, Villa Cross, Birmingham.

Mr. M. BORTÃ�N BROWN, 79, Clarence Gate Gardens, N.W.I.

Prizes of Â¿$ each are awarded to

Mr. W. ROBERTS, 497, Cambridge Road, London, N.E.

Mr. K. TAYLOR, 226, Bishopsgate, E.G.2.

for lists with three mistakes.

The following nine competitors, with lists containing four mistakes, each receive a prize of Â¿i 135. 41!. : Mr. H. Ð¡ HAYLEY,

PlantÃ³le, Â¿Â«iletown, Isle of Mm ; Miss MARIE OLGA BONAVIA, 331, Sda San Paola, Valetta, Malta ; Mr. S. A. F.

EniRTON. Wellrsley House, Wellington College, Berks: Miss GEORGIE ESMOND, Apollo Theatre, Shaftesbury

Avenue W.i ; Mr. DENIS FINN, 19, Ahercorn Road, Londonderry, Ireland ; Mr. R. C. HARRIS, Stafford House,

Bering'Rood, Grove Road, S.E.ia: Mr. W. D. THESIDDHR, 17, Hariington Street, Derby; Mr. H. F. MILI.ARD,

?t. Aldan's Vicarage, Carlisle, Cumberland; Mr. FRANK H. WHITELAND, 16, Dorien Road, Raynes Park, S.W.ic.
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RETURN

ENGAGEMENT

AS it twelve

years ago, or

fifteen? Roger

Brigham could

not distinctly re-

member. The spot,

however, was not

much changed, save that it had

shrunk a little. There was the

same small railway station, even the

same conveyances to take guests to

the hotels. To. be sure, one or two

of the larger inns now had motor-

buses, but Roger climbed into an

ancient carriage by choice. He had

come back to Sandbourne after twelve

years (or was it fifteen ?) not to ride

in new motor-buses, but to find, if he

could, some of those old-time moods

and fancies which had made the place

so sweet. He was on a sentimental

pilgrimage in search of his youth.

That is a way of stating that Roger

Brigham was thirty-five, and conveys

at least a hint that he was single.

Some time between thirty-five and

forty a man makes up his mind finally

that the quest is vain, and becomes

reconciled to growing old. Before thirty-

five a man doesn't know he has lost his youth.

But midway in the thirties he suddenly dis-

covers the loss with an aching pang of regret,

and if he is foot and fancy free he sets out on

a foolish, wistful, sentimental quest.

Roger turned to Sandbourne because it

was holiday time, and because there, in

glorious seasons in the pastâ��the past so

infinitely remote !â��he had walked beside the

summer sea with soft hands in his, while

fairies danced on the moon-track. There he

had first read Omar and Keats ; he had swum

straight out to sea, or paddled a canoe over

the long heave of the sea-billows ; he had

played tennis and dancedâ��in short, he had

been gloriously young ! He wanted to be

gloriously young again.

It was the same strip of shining yellow

beach. The hotel looked familiar too. It

had been altered and enlarged, under a new

management, but the office remained as of

old, with tennis-rackets, golf-bags, hammocks,

and crochet-baskets left about in confusion.

11 l

E F SHERIE

" I used to come here

twelve or fifteen years ago,"

Roger told the clerk, who did

not seem impressed.

After he had got into his

flannels, Roger went out to the

tennis court and watched a mixed-

doubles match. He had forgotten

the court was so poor and bumpy.

The tennis, too, was not impressive,

not half so good as his own, he

thought. He strolled to the beach,

wondering if he had time for a swim

before supper,, and deciding not.

Presently, as he turned to go back

to the hotel, he saw a distant figure

moving from the rocky point towards

a cottage. There was something

oddly familiar about the figure ; it

struck a chord in his memory with

a sudden throb. Then he knew : it

was like Mabel Atwood ! It was

so like her that he was tempted to

run, to shout. Yet he could- hardly

reach her in time, and his voice

wouldn't carry over the roar of the

surf. Besides, he told himself, it was

probably a trick of recollection. Scenes

revisited put such fancied resemblances into

the mind. But he went back to the hotel

thinking of Mabel Atwood, of those far-off,

forgotten, rosy hours when they had wan-

dered together by this bit of sea ; and he

asked the clerk if any person of her name

had a cottage by the point. The clerk said

no, he knew of no such person in the four

years he had been at Sandbourne. Roger

felt his glow of hope fade out. He realized

that he had never really forgotten Mabel,

that she had been an important, a lovely part

of this lost youth he was seeking.

That night he went to the weekly hop at

the Casino. He called it a hop, though the

young folks didn't any more. With the

easy familiarity of such a resort, he had

picked up acquaintance with several people

at the supper table, and he went with

them, devoting himself especially to a

jolly young girl of twenty or so who

promised him the first dance when he said

he was an old man without a chance of a

partner.
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" Everybody dances nowadays," she told

him. " It isn't only the young people."

This was. discouraging; he hadn't ex-

pected to be taken so literally. He endea-

voured to become flirtatious in order to

prove his youth, but only succeeded in feel-

ing rather silly, and suspecting that the girl

thought him so too.

But she was true to her promise, and

danced the first dance with him, after intro-

ducing him to a perfect bevy of pink and

white and blue and yellow fluffinesses.

When the dance was over, he saw that his

companion longed to join her crowd on the

veranda, and he let her go. He watched the

laughing girls and boys

filing out to the moonlit

porch and felt very aged.

He was thirty-five, and

only a man of thirty-five

can know how old he felt !

A man of fifty, even of

forty, has mercifully for-

gotten. He had no heart

to hunt a partner for the

next dance, and was con-

templating a lonely walk by

the sea, with his memories,

when across the room he

saw again that familiar

figure. She was standing in

the door, half in profile, and

he could not be mistaken at

this distance. It was Mabel

Atwood ! The clerk was

wrong.. Perhaps she was

visiting. He sprang up and

hurried across the slippery

floor, speaking her name.

The womanâ��the girl, for

she was a girl to himâ��

turned quickly and met his

eager eyes. At first there

was no recognition on her

face, but he took off his

glasses with a smile, and

suddenly two bright spots

came in her cheeksâ��how

well he remembered that

trick of her clear skin !â��and

she put out her hand with

a little cry of welcome.

" Rogerâ��you ! " she said.

They both spoke the in-

evitable " What are you

doing here ? " at once, and

each waited for the other's

answer. Meanwhile Roger

forgot to let go of her

hand, and she had to draw

it from his eager grasp.

â�¢ "I'm here with my aunt;

we have a little cottage by

the point," she said. " We

â��we've not been- here for a dozen years.

It isn't much changed, is it ? "

" Not nowâ��now that I've found you ! "

Roger exclaimed. " Before that ! I've not

been here for more than a dozen years,

either, I thinkâ��anyhow, since the last sum-

mer I saw you. I came back looking for

something."

" Looking for something ? "

" Yesâ��my youth. I woke up one day

this spring and found I wasn't young any

more. Somebody had taken my youth from

me in the night. I've come" back here to

find it. Maybe you can help ! "

The girl, the woman (which was she ?

Roger looked at her and could not tell, seeing

her strangely as she used to be, and yet more

realistically seeing the signs of maturity,

which one second he hated and the next

admired), spoke with a little laugh.

' I am not the one," she answered.

HE WATCHED THE LATCHING GIRLS AND BOYS FILING OUT TO

HE WAS THIRTY-FIVE, AND ONLY A MAN OF THIRTY-
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" Those little pink puff-balls on the veranda

are the age we were whenâ��whenâ��well,

they are young. Go and dance with

them."

" I've tried," said Roger. " I can't make

out whether they are patronizing me or pity-

ing meâ��it's one or the other, and I don't

like it. Alas ! I can't speak their peculiar

language any more."

" You have changed," she smiled.

" That is a little unkind."

" Is it ? I thought it would natter you,"

she said, and shot him a sidelong glance.

Roger coloured and the girl smiled again.

" Let's dance," she said. " I'm old enough

to ask you now."

The young folks were streaming back to

the strains of a one-step, and the man and

the woman joined the bobbing throng. A

thousand memories awoke in him as his hand

clasped her waist, and he wanted to draw

'her close to him, as he used to do in the

more languid waltzes of their

just the same," he

slower and

early days.

" Your hair smells

whispered in her ear.

She lifted her face to his for a second, in-

quiringly, and then averted it from his glance.

" You don't really remember," she whis-

pered back.

" Yes, I do ! We waltzed in those days to

beautiful musicâ��not this mechanical rag-

time. We belong almost to the age of the

' Blue Danube,' you and I. Your knee used

to touch mine, and it thrilled me "

" Roger, don't ! You mustn't ! "

" But it's true ; you know it's true."

" Is it ? I don't remember," she said.

" But I remember the music was better than

this. We used to seem to float."

" To floatâ��yes ! Perhaps we are heavier

now."

She laughed. " I'm afraid we are," she

said. " Let's stop."

i

THE MOONLIT POKCH AND FELT VERY AGED.

FIVE CAN KNOW HOW OLD HE FELT ! "

She slipped from his arm,

and they went out on the

veranda. The moonlit beach lay below

them, a few couples strolling along

it. Beyond, the rocky point thrust its

dark finger out into the white curl of

foam.

" Let's go out on the rocks," he said,

eagerly. " It's better than dancing. Get

your cloak."

She appeared to debate within herself for

an instant, and then nodded. They crossed

the beach and climbed up on the rocks. It

was curious to Roger how every contour of

them came back to him, after more than a

decade. Without the slightest hesitancy his

feet took him by the best path directly out
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to the farthest point. The spot was

deserted ; everyone was at the dance.

" You haven't forgotten how to get here,"

she said, with a shade of nervousness in her

laugh.

" I've forgotten nothing," he answered,

curling up beside her.

" Nothing ? " She shot him a sidelong

glance.

"Not a thing," said he. "It was here,

on these rocks, with you, that I used to ache

with the beauty of the moon-track, and

when a little cloud dusked the moon, the

ocean and all the night seemed to hold its

breath. Oh, Mabel, why can't I ache any-

more m the face of loveliness ? "

He looked up at her seriously, and she

looked at him, in silence. She seemed to be

studying his face.

" Something goes with youth, doesn't it ? "

she answered, presently. " But something

comes, too."

" What ? "

" You'll find out when you are as old as

I," she said.

Roger laughed. " You are two years

younger than I," said he. " Besides, I don't

believe you ever ached. How well I remem-

ber once apostrophizing a cloud that crossed

the moon as ' a veil that shrouded the golden

queen of the skies/ and you said it looked

more like a piece of cotton-wool. I don't

believe you really had any poetry in your

soul, or you couldn't have said that."

" Perhaps I wanted to douse your exalta-

tion," she smiled.

" But why should you want to do that ?

" Perhaps I was afraid of it," said she.

" Afraid of it * I don't understand."

The girl only laughed softly.

" I remember once quoting Keats's ' Bright

Star,' which I had just learned by heart," he

went on, " and you doused me again. Girls

have no sense of poetry beyond the personal."

" Are you sure that wasn't personal ? "

she asked, her voice low.

" It wasâ��and it wasn't," Roger answered,

reflect.vely. " It was speaking for me my

new-found sense of magic loveliness and

romance. I was in love with life, in love

with love ; I was drunk with the moonlight

and all those vague, sweet things of youth.

I don't say I wasn't in love with you, too."

" Please don't say you weren't," she an-

swered, half laughingly, half with a wistful

soberness. " You talk, Roger, as if your

youth, your power of feeling, were really

gone. That can't be true. The world has

done nothing like that to you, I'm sure."

" But it is true," said he. " It's just one

of those inevitable things we have to face."

" Nonsense ! " she replied. " It isn't true

for me, at an v rate. I am older than you,

and younger. Perhaps we've changed places

now. It is I who am in love with romance

and loveliness and moonlight."

" And love ? " he queried, looking at her.

" Every woman is in love with love to the

end of her life." ,

A fleecy cloud dusked the moon as they

spoke, and the moon-track, the restless sea,

even the ghostly choirs of the surf, seemed

to hold their breath.

Roger broke the silence.

'' What is that cloud like to you now ? "

he said.

" Like a wistful thought of reality dusking

a dream," she answered.

The man shot a quick look at her, sur-

prised and delighted.

" Beautiful ! ' he whispered. " See, it has

gone."

" Yes, it has gone," she said, in the same

low tone.

He studied her face in profile as she looked

out over the golden pathway. Her eyes

were deeper now than they used to be, her

chin firmer. Yes, he had to admit the hint

of a second chin, too. But her nose was

tipped in the same provocative way, and her

full, sweet lips parted a little m repose. The

lips of his first love ! Yes, she was really

his first love, for she had come to him as a

part of the opening world of moonlight and

romance. He wondered suddenly if he had

ever really loved again. He had thought

so, times enough ; but never again had the

ache of loveliness and the longing to hold

the beloved close come at the same time, m

the moonlight glamour of romance. Those

lips, he had kissed them onceâ��how sweet

they were !

The woman felt his eyes upon her, and

slowly turned her face, meeting his sudden,

hungry glance. She turned quickly away

again.

" Look," she said, " the gold fairies are

dancing on the floor of the ocean."

" TJie fairies are dancing on the floor of

my heart," he whispered. " They have

found my youth, and brought him out, and

he is footing it gaily. He is a nice chap, too.

I like him very much, for he is a poet. Oh,

moonlight and starlight and gold-gleaming

waters, how you cry to the heart of youth

and make him immortal ! "

" I knew it !" she said.

Roger drew closer to her and took her hand

in one of his. She shot him a quick, question-

ing glance, endeavouring to withdraw her

fingers, but he held them firm, and with a

little laugh she ceased to resist.

" Your cloak used always to be slipping

off," he whispered in her ear, " and had to

be put on againâ��like this."

With his other hand he tucked it about

her, and she felt his arm fold around her

waist and draw her close to his side.
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She did not laugh now. She looked into

his eyes a second with a deep inquiry, and

then they both gazed out to sea, over the

golden pathway where the fairies danced, to

the mystery of the moon.

" I wonder," he said. " I wonder "

" Yes ? "

" 1 wonder what would have happened if,

long ago, you and I had never parted. We

were children by a summer sea. We went

our separate wavs into the world. I won-

der "

" We shouldn't be sitting here, like this,"

she smiled.

" Oh, yes, we shouldâ��I'm sure we

should ! " he cried. " Just like this, after

fifteen years. Fifteen years ! They seem

suddenly empty to me now."

His arm tightened about her. He looked

into her face hungrily, and leaned to kiss her

lips.

But she put up her free hand quickly and

gently withheld him.

" No, dear Roger," she said, " not that ! "

" Yes, please ! I'mâ��I'm aching again !

Something has been restored to me. I think

it is love for you. Why not ? Please ! "

She shook her head. " Itâ��it is too

serious," she answered. " The kisses you give

at eighteen, you don't give at thirty-three."

" You mean you don't want to give ? "

She looked at him with an odd, hurt ex-

pression, which thrilled himâ��thrilled and

sobered.

" Roger, you were my first love," she said,

simply.

" And you were mine," he answered.

"' They say no woman ever forgets her first

love, and no woman ever marries him. I

believe it's the same with a man. But I

don't see why. Mabel "

He was carried out of himself. A rosy

vision suddenly opened before him. His

voice and his arm trembled.

" Tell me," he cried. " They said at the

hotel there was no one here of your name.

You haven't changed your name, have you ? "

" It is Bolton now," she answered. " You

silly boy, if you ever noticed things you

would have seen."

She put out her hand in the moonlight

and showed the ring.

" Itâ��it never occurred to me," he stam-

mered. " Iâ��I beg your pardon."

He withdrew his arm from her waist.

But she put it back with a low laugh. " /

knew it all the time," she said. " If I per-

mitted it before, I must permit it now."

" But your

" He is far away," she replied.

" Still, itâ��it's not the same. I wouldn't

feelâ��I 'd be a "

Again he tried to draw his arm away, and

this time she let him.

" My husband has been dead eight years,"

she said. " We were married only two."

Roger took her hand again and spread his

other palm over it. " Poor girl ! " said he.

" I'm so sorry. There is something in your

eyesâ��I wondered what it was. Will you

forgive me for running on about our child-

hood fancies ? "

" I couldn't have forgiven you if you

hadn't," she answered him. " I'm getting

old now, too, Roger, and I really came here

this summer because old memories called me.

It has been very sweet to live in them again,

if only for an hour."

" Need it be only for'an hour ? " he said,

eagerly. " The whole world has changed for

me in this hour. I have found the dreams

of my youth again, and they are all tangled

up with youâ��your hair, your eyes, your lips.

I think, dearest, without knowing it, I have

been wanting you for fifteen years. Could

you forget what has happened enough to

come back with me into the long ago, and

start afresh ? "

" I could forget it, perhaps, better than

you could," she answered.

" I don't understand."

" Don't you ? Then you are a dear boy,"

said she, letting her cheek lightly brush his

shoulder. " Listen, Roger, to something I

am going to tell you. I was married for two

years. You have never been married, have

you ? You cannot know what that means.

It means such an intimacy as only beautiful,

romantic love can justify. I thought I loved

the man I married, but Iâ��1 didn't ; not that

way. I wonder sometimes how many wives

do. Oh, we plunge into strange waters, we

women, without knowing the depths ! If

they don't love that way, something is taken

from them, something that corresponds to

what you call your youth, perhaps, or your

power to ache. A bloom is rubbed off the

world. I can't put it into words."

She was silent, and Roger stroked her hand.

" Tell me," he said, " for we must hide

nothing now, whether Iâ��whether weâ��if our

first love long ago was the kind that carries

the bloom into the intimacy of marriage."

She nodded her head. " Of course," she

said. " We kissed as naturally as the wind â�¢

blew, and our love was all in a golden light

â��wasn't it ? Oh, say that it was, Roger !

Say there is something like that in the

worldâ��something real !"

'" Yes, dearest," he whispered. " A thou-

sand times, yes ! "

She suddenly put her hands about his head

and held his face buried on her bosom, while

he felt rather than heard her sob.

When he felt her clasp relax, he slipped to

his knees beside her.

" Dearest," he said, " I never felt so weak

and unworthy and humble in my life, and
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'â�¢I'LL SEE vof AS YOU

USED TO BE, AND AS YOf

ARE, YOU LOVELY CREATURE.'

HE LAUGHED. SPRINGING UP

AND CATCHING HER INTO HIS

ARMS."

yet I never felt so proud and so

gloriously happy, with a happi-

ness that is clutching my heart like

a hand. The worldâ��no, not the-

worldâ��/ owe you something. It

isn't too late ! Let us pick up our

dear dead dreams together, let us put

back all the gold upon them ; let u>

never part again. Oh, all these year-,-

these empty yearsâ��and you out there,

my one true mate ! "

" Youâ��you don't mind theâ��the other ?

You'll see me as I used to be ? " she said.

" I'll see you as you used to be, and as you

are, you lovely creature," he laughed, spring-

ing up and catching her into his arms. " Oh,

if I hadn't found you ! "

And you've not even asked if I have any

children."

I hope you have. I love children, and

you'd have been so lonely all these years

without them."

" I have been lonely," she answered. " I

want children. I want a girl, so she too may

sit on a rock by the summer sea, and be

dreadfully, wonderfully, thrillingly afraid ! "

" And I want a son to sit on a rock by the

summer sea and look down the moon-track

into the golden land of Heart's Desire," saic

Roger. " Oh, tell me it isn't too late ! "

He strained her closer to his side, and

in silence they looked up the golden

pathway to the moon, their hearts too full

for speech.

A long time later they rose, and moved

back to the beach. The lights were still

nblaze in the Casino, and as they stepped

down on the sand the sounds of a waltz

struck up.

" It must be the final dance." she said.

" Listen- do you hear what it is ? "

" The beautiful' Blue Danube '! " cried

Roger. " Dear old anachronismâ��how do

you suppose they happened to dig up that?"

" It's in our honour," she laughed.

" Come, dearâ��we must dance it."

" We'll float ! " he cried. " And your

knee shall touch mine, and we shall thrill to

our finger-tips ! You are eighteen, and I

am twenty, and the wide world is before us !

He seized her in his arms, and for the first

time kissed her lips, his eyes closed in a

vearning tenderness of memory and hope.

Then they ran together up the steps and

moved out upon the floor.

Yet to the laughing boys and girls around

them they were two rather elderly people

who danced in a peculiar, old-fashioned

manner.
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No. II.â��A NEW LIGHT

ON OLD CRIMES.

SYCHIC science, though still

in its infancy, has already

reached a point where we can

dissect many of those occur-

rences â�¢ which were regarded

as inexplicable in past ages,

and can classify and even

explain themâ��so far as any ultimate expla-

nation of anything is possible. So long as

gravity, electricity, magnetism, and so many

other great natural forces are inexplicable

one must not ask too much of the youngest

â��though it is also the oldestâ��of the sciences.

But the progress made has been surprising

â�¢â��the more surprising since it has been done

by a limited circle of students whose results

have hardly reached the world at large, and

have been greeted rather with incredulous

contempt than with the appreciation which,

they deserved. So far have we advanced

that of the eighty or ninety cases carefully

detailed in Dale Owen's " Footfalls," pub-

lished in 1859, we find now, sixty years later,

that there is hardly one which cannot

be classified and understood. It would be

interesting, therefore, to survey some of those

cases which stand on record in our law-

courts, and have been variously explained

in the past as being either extraordinary

coincidences or as interpositions of Provi-

dence. The latter phrase may well represent

a fact, but people must learn that no such

thing has ever been known as an interposition

of Providence save through natural law, and

that when it has seemed inexplicable and

miraculous it is only because the law has not

yet been understood. All miracles come

A. COÃ�AN

DOYLE

under exact law, but the law, like all natural

laws, is itself divine and miraculous.

We will endeavour in recounting these

cases, which can only be done in the briefest

fashion, to work from the simpler to the more

complexâ��from that which may have de-

pended upon the natural but undefined

powers of the subconscious self, through all

the range of clairvoyance and telepathy, until

we come to that which is beyond all question

influenced by the spirit of the dead. There

is one case, that of Owen Parfitt, of Shepton

Mallet, in Somersetshire, which may form a

starting-point, since it is really impossible

to say whether it was psychic or not ; but if

it were not, it forms one of the most piquant

mysteries which ever came before the British

public.

. This old fellow was a seaman, who lived

in the piratical days of the eighteenth cen-

tury and finally settled down, upon what

were usually considered to have been ill-

gotten gains, about the year 1760, occupying

a comfortable cottage on the edge of the little

Somerset town. His sister kept house for

him, but she was herself too infirm to look

after the rheumatic old mariner, so a neigh-

bour named Susanna Snook used to come in

by the day and help to care for him. It was

observed that Parfitt went periodically to

Bristol, and that he returned with money,

but how he gained it was his secret. He

appears to have been a secretive and wicked

old creature, with many strange tales of wild

doings, some of which related to the West

Coast of Africa, and possibly to the slave

trade. Eventually his infirmity increased

Vol. lix.â��5. Copyright,

by A. Conan Doyle.
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upon him. He could no longer get farther

than his garden, and seldom left the great

chair in which he was placed every day by

the ministering Susanna Snook, just outside

the porch of the cottage.

Then one summer morning, June 6th,

1768, an extraordinary thing happened. He

had been deposited as usual, with a shawl

round his shoulders, while the hard-working

Susanna darted back to her own cottage

near by. She was away for half an hour.

\Yhen she returned she found, to her amaze-

ment, that the old seaman had disappeared.

His sister was wringing her hands in great

bewilderment over the shawl, which still

remained upon the chair, but as to what

became of the old reprobate nothing has

ever been learned from that day to this. It

should be emphasized that he was practically

unable to walk and was far too heavy to be

easily carried.

The alarm \\Â¿s at once given, and as the

hay-making was in full swing the count!y-

side was full of workers, who were ready to

declare that even if he could have walked he

could not have escaped their observation

upon the roads. A search was started, but

it was interrupted by a sudden and severe

storm, with thunder and heavy rain. In

spite of the weather, there was a general

alarm for twenty-four hours, which failed to

discover the least trace of the missing man.

His unsavoury character, some reminiscences

of the Obi men and Voodoo cult of Africa,

and the sudden thunderstorm, all combined

to assure the people of Somerset that the

devil had laid his claws upon the old seaman ;

nor has any natural explanation since those

days set the matter in a more normal light.

There were hopes once that this had been

attained when, in the year 1813, some

human bones were discovered in the garden

of a certain Widow Lockyer, who lived within

two hundred yards of the old man's cottage.

Susanna Snook was still alive, and gave

evidence at the inquiry, but just as it began

to appear that perhaps the old man had been

coaxed away and murdered, a surgeon from

Bristol shut down the whole matter by a

positive declaration that the bones were

those of a woman. So the affair rests till

to-day.

No psychic explanation can be- accepted

in any case until all reasonable normal solu-

tions have been exhausted. It is possible

that those visits to Bristol verÃ© connected

with blackmail, and that some deeper villain

in the background found means to silence

that dangerous tongue. But how was it

done ? It is a freakish, insoluble border-

land case, and there we must leave it. The

natural question arises : If you have spirit

communications why are you unable to get

an explanation ? The answer is that spirit

communication is also governed by inexorable

laws, and that yon mi^ht as well expect an

electric current along a broken wire as to get

a communication when the conditions have

become impossible.

Passing on to a more definite example, let

us take the case of the murder of Alaria

Marten, which was for a long time a favourite

subject when treated at village fairs under

the name of ' The Mystery of the Red Earn."

Maria Marten was murdered in the year 1827

by a young farmer named Corder, who should

have mnrried her but failed to do so, pre-

ferring to murder her in order to conceal the

result ot their illicit imion. His ingenious

method was to announce tliat he was about

to marry the girl, and then at the last hour

to entice her into an empty barn, where he

shot her dead and buried her body. He then

disappeared from the neighbourhood, and

gave out that he and she were secretly

wedeled and were living together at some

unknown address.

The murder was on May i8th, 1827, and for

some time the plan was completely successful,

the crime being more effectually concealed

because Corder had left behind him instruc-

tions that the barn should be filled up with

stock. The rascal sent home a few letters

purporting to be from the Isle of AYight,

explaining that Maria and he were living

together in great contentment. Some sus-

picion was aroused by the fact that the post-

marks of these letters were all from London,

but none the less the matter might have been

overlooked had it not been for the unusual

action of an obscure natural law which had

certainly never been allowed for in Mr.

Corder's calculations.

Mrs. Marten, the girl's mother, dreamed

upon three nights running that her daughter

had been murdered. This in itself might

count for little, since it may have only

reflected her vague fears and distrust. The

dreams, however, were absolutely definite.

.She saw in them the red barn, and even the

very spot in which the remains had been

deposited. The latter detail is of great im-

portance, since it disposes of the idea that

the incident could have arisen from the girl

having told lier mother that she had an

assignation there. The dreams occurred in

March, 1828, ten months after the crime,

but it was the middle of April before the wife

was able to persuade her husband to act

upon such evidence. At last she broke

down his very natural scruples, and per-

mission was given to examine the barn, now

cleared of its contents. The woman pointed

to the spot and the man dug. A piece of

shawl was immediately exposed, and eighteen

inches below it the body itself was discovered,

the horrified searcher staggering in a frenzy

out of the ill-omened barn. The dress, the
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teeth, and some small details were enough

to establish the identification.

The villain was arrested in London,

where he had become, by marriage, the

proprietor of a girls' school, and was en-

gaged, at the moment of capture, in ticking

off the minutes for the correct boiling of

the breakfast eggs. He set up an ingenious

defence, by which he tried to prove that the

girl had committed

suicide, but there

was no doubt that

it was a cold-

blooded crime, for

he had taken not

only pistols but

also a pickaxe into

the barn. This was

the view which the

jury took, and he

was duly hanged,

confessing his guilt

in a half-hearted

way before his

execution. It is

an interesting fact

that the London

s Ñ� hoolmistress,

whom he had

trapped into mar-

riage by means of

a specious adver-

tisement in which

he described him-

self as a "private

gentleman, whose

disposition is not

to be exceeded, " re-

mained devotedly

attached to him to

the end.

Now here is a

case about which

there is no possible

doubt. The mur-

der was unques-

tionably discovered

by means of the

triple dream, for

which there could

have been no na-

tural explanation.

There remain two

psychic explanations. The one depends

upon telepathy or thought-reading, a pheno-

menon which of course exists, as anyone can

prove who experiments with it, but which

has been stretched to most unreasonable

lengths by those who would prefer any

explanation to that which entails dis-

embodied intelligence. It is, of course,

within the bounds of remote possibility that

the murderer thought of the girl's mother

upon three successive nights and also upon

"A PIECE OF SHAWL WAS IMMEDIATELY EXPOSED,

AND EIGHTEEN INCHES BELOW IT THE BODY ITSELF

WAS DISCOVERED."

the scene of the crime, thus connecting up

the vision of one with the brain of the other.

If any student thinks this the more probable

explanation he is certainly entitled to accept

it. On the other hand, there is a good deal

of evidence that dreams, and especially

early-in-the-morning dreams just before the

final waking, do at times convey information

which seems to come from other intelligences

than our own. Taking all the

facts, I am of opinion that the

spirit of the dead woman did

actually get in touch with the

mind of the mother, and im-

pressed upon her the true facts

of her unhappy fate. It is to be

remembered, however, that even

those who advance telepathy as

an explanation of such a case are

postulating a power which was

utterly unknown to science until

this generation, which was dis-

covered and named by the

spiritualist, Mr. F. M. Myers,

and which itself

represents a

great extension

of our psychic

knowledge. We

must not allow

it, however, to

block our way to

the further and

more import-

ant advances

which lie be-

yond it.

For purposes

of comparison

we will now4

take another

dream case

which is per-

Ã¯ectly authentic.

Upon February

8th, 1840, Ed-

mund Norway,

the Chief Officer

of the ship

Orient, at that

time near St.

Helena, dreamed

a dream between

the hours of Ñ� p.m. and 4 a.m. in which he

saw his brother Nevell, a Cornish gentleman,

murdered by two men. His brother was seen

to be mounted. One of the assailants caught

the horse's bridle and snapped a pistol twice,

but no report was heard. He and his com-

rade then struck him several blows, and

dragged him to the side of the road, where

they left him. The road appeared to be a

familiar one in Cornwall, but the house,

which should have been on the right, came
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out upon the left in the visual picture. The

dream was recorded in writing at the time,

and was told to the other officers of the

ship.

The murder had actually occurred, and

the assassins, two brothers named Lightfoot,

were executed on April I3th of that year at

Bodmin. In his confession the elder brother

said : " I went to Bodmin on February 8th

and met my brother . . . my brother

knocked Mr. Norway down. He snapped a

pistol at him twice, but it did not go off.

He then knocked him down with the pistol.

It was on the road to Wadebridge." (The

road which had been seen in the dream.)

" We left the body in the water on the left

side of the road coming to Wadebridge. My

brother drew the body across the road to the

watering." The evidence made it clear that

the murder was committed between the hours

of ten and eleven at night. As St. Helena is,

roughly, in the same longitude as England,

the time of the dream might exactly cor-

respond with that of the crime.

These are the actual facts, and, though they

may be explained, they cannot be explained

away. It appears that Norway, the sailor,

had been thinking of and writing to his

landsman brother just before going to his

bunk. This might possibly have made the

subsequent vision more easy by bringing the

two men into " rapport." There is a con-

siderable body of evidence to prove that

during sleep there is some part of us, call it

the etheric body, the subconscious self, or

what you will, which can detach itself and

visit distant scenes, though the cut-off

between sleeping and waking is so complete

that it is very rarely that the memory of

â�¢ the night's experience is carried through.

I could quote many examples within my

own experience of this " travelling clair-

voyance," as it is called, but one which

attracted a good deal of attention at the

time, as it was fully described in the Times,

was that of Sir Rider Haggard's dog, the

dead body of which was found through a

vision of the night. The same occurs in the

stupor of high fever, and I have heard my

little son, with a temperature of one hundred

and four degrees, make a remark in delirium

which showed that he saw clearly what had

occurred in the next room. " Naughty

Denis, breaking my soldiers ! " were the

words, and they were absolutely correct.

Thus it can easily be conceived that the

consciousness of the sailor, drawn to his

brother by recent loving thoughts, went_

swiftly to him in his sleep, and was so

shocked to witness his murder that it was

able to carry the record through into his

normal memory. The case would resolve

itself, then, into one which depended upon

the normal but unexplored powers of the

human organism, and not upon any inter-

position from the spirit of the murdered

man. Had the vision of the latter appeared

alone, without the accompanying scene, it

would have seemed more probable that it

was indeed a post-mortem apparition.

For the next illustration we will turn to

the records of American crime. In this case,

which is absolutely authentic, a man named

Mortensen owed a considerable sum of

money, three thousand eight hundred dollars,

to a company, which was represented by the

secretary, Mr. Hay. The transaction occurred

in Utah in the year 1901. Mortensen beguiled

Hay to his private house late in the evening,

and nothing more was heard of the unfor-

tunate man. Mortensen's story was that he

paid the money in gold, and that Hay had

given him 'a receipt and had started home

with the money, carried in glass jars. When

the police visited Mortensen's house in the

morning they were accompanied by Hay's

father-in-law, an aged Mormon named Sharp,

who said : " Where did you last see my

son-in-law ? "

" Here," answered Mortensen, indicating

a spet outside his door.

" If that is the last place you saw him,"

said Sharp, " then that is where you killed

him."

" How do you know he is dead ? " asked

Mortensen.

" I have had a vision," said Sharp, "and

the proof is that within twenty-four hours,

and within one mile of the spot where you

are standing, his dead body will be dug up

from the field."

There was snow on the ground at the time,

and next morning, December i8th, a neigh-

bour observed some bloodstains upon it not

very far from Mortensen's house. They led

to a mound shaped like a grave. The neigh-

bour procured a spade, borrowing it from

Mortensen himself, and speedily unearthed

the body of Hay. There was a bullet wound

at the back of his head. His valuables had

been untouched, but the receipt which he

was known to have carried to Mortensen's

house afforded sufficient reason for the

murder.

The whole crime seems to have been a very

crude and elementary affair, and it is difficult

to see how Mortensen could have hoped to

save himself, unless, indeed, an immediate

flight was in his mind. There could be no

adequate defence: and the man was con-

victed and shotâ��the law of Utah giving the

criminal the choice as to the fashion of his

own death. The only interest in the affair

is the psychic one, for again old Sharp

repeated at the trial that in a vision he had

learned the facts. It is not a very clear

case, however, and may conceivably have

been a bluff upon the part of the old man.
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who had formed his own opinion as to the

character of his son-in-law, and his probable

actions. Such a solution would, however,

involve a very extraordinary coincidence.

The next case which I would cite is very

much more convincingâ��in fact, it is final in

its clear proof of psychic action, though the

exact degree may be open to discussion.

The facts seem to have been established

beyond all possible doubt, though there is

some slight confusion about the date.

According to the accounf of Mr. Williams,

of Cornwall, the chief actor, it was in the

early days of May, 1812, that he thrice.in

the same night had a remarkable dream.

Mr. Williams was a man of affairs, and the

superintendent of some great Cornish mines.

He was familiar with the lobby of the House

of Commons, into which his interests had

occasionally led him. It was this lobby

which he perceived clearly in his dream. His

attention was arrested by a man in a snuff-

coloured coat, with metal buttons, who

loitered there. Presently there entered a

small, brisk man in a blue coat and white

waistcoat. As he/

passed the first!

man whipped out f

a. pistol and shot) '

the other through

the breast. In hid

dream Mr. Wil-

liams was made

aware that the

murdered man

was Mr. Perceval,

the Chancellor of

the Exchequer.

Mr. Williams was

greatly impressed,

and alarmed, by

this dream, and he

recounted it not

only to his wife

but also to several

friends whom he

met at the Godol-

phin mine next

day, asking thei

advice whether he

should go up to

London and re-

port the matter.

To this they

answered very

naturally, but un-

fortunately as the

event proved, that

it was useless, and

would only expose

him to derision.

On the thirteenth,

about ten days

after the dream.

Mr. Williams narrates how his son, returning

from Truro, rushed into the room crying,

" Oh, father, your dream has come true !

Mr. Perceval has been shot in the House of

Commons." The deed, as is well known,

was committed by a man named Bellingham,

who had some imaginary grievance. The

dress of the two chief actors, and all the

other details, proved to be exactly as

foretold.

In an account in the Times sixteen years

later it was stated that the vision was upon

the actual night of the murder, which would

reduce the case to ordinary clairvoyance,

but the evidence is very strong that it was

prophetic as well. Mr. Williams, writing in

1832, four years after the Times account,

repeated the story once more as it is set

forth here. His wife, his friends at the

mine, his projected jonrney to London, and

his recollection of his son's arrival with the

news all corroborate his version of the affair.

What comment can we make upon such an

incident ? Explain it we cannot, but at

least we can get some

"ONEOW THE ASSAILANTS CAUO.HT THE HORSE'S BRIDLE

AND SNAPPED A PISTOL TWICE, BUT NO REPORT WAS

HEARD. HE AND HIS COMRADE THEN STRUCK HIM

SEVERAL BLOWS."

light upon it by

examining the

statements of

others who have

had both the clair-

voyant and the

prophetic faculty.

One of these was

Swedenborg, who

exhibited it again

and again, but we

have no exact

account from him

as to how his

visions came.

More to the point

are the notes of

Mr. Turvey, of

Bournemouth, a

most remarkable

psychic, whose

" Beginnings of

Seership " is one

of the most illu-

minating books I

know. Our or-

dinary comments

must always be

explanations from

outside, but this

gentleman, with

his great powers

and analytical

brain, is able to

give us more pre-

cious information

which comes from

within. Mr. Tur-

vey was not only

an extraordinary
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clairvoyant, capable of throwing out his

own etheric body at will, and communi-

cating at once to others the information

which it brought back, but he again and again

saw scenes of the future which he put upon

record and which frequently, if not invariably,

were fulfilled. His description of his own

sensation is very helpful and destined, I

think, to be classical. He says : ''At certain

times I see a sort of ribbon moving like the

endless belt of a cinema film In colour it

is very pale heliotrope, and seems to vibrate

very rapidly. On it are numerous little

pictures, some of which appear to be en-

giaved upon the film itself, while others are

like pale blue photographs stuck upon the

film. The former refer to past, the latter to

future events. The locality is judged by

the scenery and climatic heat " (felt by the

observer). " The dates are judged by the

clearness of the pictures."

Now, applying this analysis of Mr. Turvey

to the far less complete experience of Mr.

Williams, we get some glimmer of light.

Mr. Williams was of Welsh or Cornish stock,

and predisposed to the psychic. .In his busy

life lie could not develop it as Mr. Turvey had

done, for the latter, though he was once a

famous athlete, had broken in health to an

extent which confined him to his chair.

Yet at times his true innate powers could

assert themselves, and thus he received or-

perceived one of those cinema visions of

winch Mr. Turvey speaks. Why it should

have been sent him is beyond our ken.

Was it to prompt him to go to London, as he

so nearly did, and try to turn the stream of

fate ? Or was it as impersonal as were many

of the prophetic visions of Mr. Turvey ?

One cannot say, but there is a big fact

standing up as clear as the Nelson Column,

and to turn away one's eyes, pretend not

to see it, and make no attempt to fit it into

the general scheme of the universe is neither

science nor common sense. Mr. Turvey has

left it upon record that he saw moie un-

pleasant than pleasant things, and Mr.

Williams's experience was in accordance.

This might be taken as supporting the idea

that the visions are for the purpose of warn-

ing and prevention. When one considers that

in this instance the picture of the lobby of

the House of Commons was presented to

one of the very few men in Cornwall who

would recognize the place when they saw it,

it certainly suggests that the vision did not

merely happen, but came for a definite

purpose. It is not to be denied that this

and many other prophetic cases strengthen

the argument of the fatalist, who holds that

our Life's path is marked out for us. On

the other hand, the student will find a

certain number of cases which give a com-

forting assurance that, though the general

path may be indicated, there is still a certain

play of events which gives room for change-'

in the issue. I have notes, for example, of

one dream or vision in which the subject

had a most clear impression of a long series

of events, which ended in his going down

a coal-mine, the latter experience being

particularly vivid. Some months after-

wards the whole long episode occurred

exactly as depicted, but when they came to

the coal-mine the guide said : " I had hoped

to take you down the coal-mine, but it is a

holiday, and the cage is not working." In

another case a young officer of my acquaint-

ance was warned by a dead comrade that

they would meet again upon a certain date.

The young man spent the day in his dug-out,

and late in the evening was congratulating

himself upon having got through, when

about 10 p.m. his Company Commander

came round and said : " I fear I must ask

you to do a rather dirty job. We have to

find if there are any of our dead near the

German wire. Take a few men and make

an examination." He gave himself up as

lost, and his batman, who had heard the

story, burst into tears. The young fellow

was so convinced of his own impending fate

that he left his party safe in No Man's Land,

thinking that there was no use in their being

sacrificed also. He went forward alone,

made a perfectly successful search, returned

in safety, and had no misfortune at all.

Such a case must hearten up those who are

overburdened by any prophecy or presenti-

ment. It may be that some forceâ��prayer,

perhapsâ��can divert the stream of fate.

We shall now turn to some cases which

were more clearly ultramundane in their

nature, and I would express my obligation

to Mr. Harold Furniss, whose care has

restored many details in his collection of

criminal records. The first which I would

choose is the murder of Sergeant Davies in

the Highlands in the year 1749. Davies was

part of the English garrison left in the north

after the suppression of Prince Charlie's,

rising, and, like many of his comrades, he

alleviated his exile by the excellent sport

which the barren country afforded. Upon

September 28th in that year he went shoot-

ing near Braemar without any attendant.

The rancour of the recent war had to some

extent died down, apd in any case the

sergeant, who was a powerful and deter-

mined man, feared no opponent. The result

showed, however, that he was overbold, as

he never returned from his expedition.

Search parties were sent out, but months

passed and there were still no signs of the

missing soldier. Five years passed, and the

mystery was still unsolved. At the end of

that time, two Highlanders. Duncan Terig

and Alex. Bain Macdonald, were arrested
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because the fowling-piece and some of the

property of the lost man were found in their

possession. The case rested mainly, how-

ever, upon some evidence which was as

strange as any ever heard in a court of law.

A farm labourer named Alex. Macpherson,

aged twenty-six, deposed that one nisht in

the summer of

1750 â�� that is,

some nine months

after the ser-

geant's disappear-

ance â�� he was

lying awake in

the barn where

all the servants

slept, when he

saw enter a man

dressed in blue,

â�¢who came to his

bedside and beck-

oned him to fol-

low. Outside the

door the figure

turned and said :

"Ð� am Sergeant

Da vies." The

apparition then

pointed to a dis-

tant moss or

swamp, and said :

" You will find

my bones there.

Go and b u r y

them at once, for

I can have no

peace, nor will I

give you any,

until my bones

are buried, and

you may get

Donald Farqu-

harson to help

you." It then

vanished.

Early next day

Macpherson, according to his own account,

went to the place indicated and, obeying

the exact instructions received, he came

straight upon the body, still wearing the

blue regimental coat of Guise's Horse. Mac-

pherson laid it upon the surface, dragging

it out from the slime, but did not bury

it. A few nights later the vision appeared

to him once more as he lay in the barn, and

reproached him with having failed to carry

out the instructions given. Macpherson

asked : " Who murdered you ? " To this

the apparition answered : " Duncan Terig

and Alex. Macdonald," and vanished once

more. Macpherson next day went to

Farquharson and asked him to come and

help bury the body, to which the latter

agreed. It was accordingly done. No one

"HE WAS LYING AWAKE IN THE BARN, WHEN HE SAW

ENTER -A MAN DRESSED IN BLUE WHO BECKONED HIM

TO FOLLOW."

else was told of the incident save only one

Iriend, John Grewar, who was informed

within two days of the burial.

This story was certainly open to criticism,

as the arrest was in 1754, and the alleged

apparition and subsequent burial in 1750,

so that one would naturally ask why no

information had

been given during

four years. On

the other hand,

one could imagine

that these Celtic

Highlanders were

somewhat in the

position of Irish

peasants in an

agrarian outrage.

They were bound

together against a

common enemy,

and would not

act save under

pressure. This

pressure arrived

when the two

suspects were

actually arrested,

the murdered

man's gear was

found upon them,

and direct in-

quiry was made

from the folk in

the neighbour-

hood. No ill-will

was shown to exist

between Macpher-

son and the ac-

cused men, nor

was any motive

alleged for so ex-

traordinary a con-

coction. On the

psychic side there

are also some

objections. One would have conceived

that the sergeant might return, as others

seem to have done, in order to identify

his murderers, but in this case that was

a secondary result, and the main one ap-

pears to have been the burial of his own

remains. Spirits are not much concerned

about their own bodies. In a communication

which I saw recently, the deceased alluded

to his body as " that thing that I used to

go about in." Still, earthly prejudices die

hard, and if Davies, sprung from a decent

stock, yearned for a decent burial, it would

surely not be an unnatural thing.

There was some corroboration for Mac-

pherson's weird story. There were female

quarters in this barn, and a woman worker,

named Isabel Machardie, deposed that on
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the second occasion of the apparition she

saw " something naked come in at the door

and go straight to Macpherson's bed; which

frighted her so much that she drew the clothes

over her head." She added that when it

appeared it came in a bowing posture, but

she could not tell what it was. The next

morning she asked Macpherson what it was

that had troubled them the night before,

and he answered that she might be easy, for

it would trouble them no more.

There is a discrepancy here between the

blue-coated figure of the first vision and the

" something naked " of the second, but the

fact remained that the woman claimed to

have seen something alarming, and to have

alluded to it next day. Macpherson, how-

ever, could speak nothing but Gaelic, his

evidence being interpreted to the Court.

Lockhart, the defending barrister, naturally

asked in what tongue the vision spoke, to

which Macpherson answered : " In as good

Gaelic as ever I heard in Lochaber."

" Pretty good for the ghost of an English

sergeant," said Lockhart, and this .facile

retort made the Court laugh, and finally

brought about the acquittal of the prisoners,

in spite of the more material proofs which

could not he explained away. Later, both

Lockhart and the advocate engaged with

him admitted their belief in the guilt of their

clients.

As a matter of fact, Davies had fought at

Culloclen in April, 1746, and met his end in

September, 1749, so that he had been nearly

three and a half years in the Highlands,

mixing in sport with the gillies, and it is

difficult to suppose that he could not muster

a few simple sentences of their language.

But apart from that, although our informa-

tion shows that knowledge has to be acquired

by personal effort, .and not by miracle in the

after life, still it is to be so acquired, and

if Sergeant Davies saw that it was only in

a Gael that he would find those rare psychic

gifts which would enable him to appear and

to communicate (for every spirit manifes-

tation must have a material basis), then it

is not inconceivable that he would master

the means, during the ten months or so

which elapsed before his reappearance.

Presuming that Macpherson's story is true,

it by no means follows that he was the

medium, since any one of the sleepers in the

barn might have furnished that nameless

atmosphere which provides the correct

conditions. In all such cases it is to be

remembered that this atmosphere is rare,

and that a spirit comes back not as it would

or when it would, but as it can. Law, in-

exorable law, still governs even- fresh annexe

which we add to our knowledge, and only

by defining and recognizing its limitations

will we gain some dim perception of the

conditions of the further life and its relation

to the present one.

We now pass to a case where the spirit

.interposition seems to have been as clearly

proved as anything could be. It was, it is

true, some time ago, but full records are

still available. In the year 1632 a yeoman

named John Walker lived at the village of

Great Lumley, some miles north of Durham.

A cousin named Anne Walker kept house

for him, and intimacy ensued, with the

prospect of the usual results. John Walker

greatly feared the scandal, and took diabolical

steps to prevent it. He sent the young

woman over to the town of Chester-le-Street

to the care of one Dame Carr. To this

matron Anne Walker confessed everything,

adding that Walker had used the ominous

phrase " that he would take care both of

her and of her child." One night at Dame

Carr's door there appeared the sinister visage

of Mark Sharp, a Blackburn collier, with a

specious message which induced the girl to

go with him into the dusk. She was never

seen again. Walker, upon being appealed

to by Dame Carr, said that it was all right,

and that it was better in her condition that

she should be among strangers. The old

lady had her suspicions, but nothing could

be done, and the days passed on.

A fortnight later a miller, named James

Graham, was grinding corn in his mill at

night some miles away. It was after mid-

night when he descended to the floor -of the

mill after putting a fresh fill of corn in the

hopper. His exact experience, as preserved

in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, was is

follows :â��

" The mill door being shut, there stood a

woman in the midst of the floor, with her

hair hanging down and all bloody, with five

large wounds on her head. He being much

amazed began to bless himself, 4iid at last

asked her who she was and what she wanted.

She answered, ' I am the .spirit of Anne

Walker, who lived with John Walker. . . .

He promised to send me to where I should

be well looked to ... and then I should

come again and keep his house. I was one

night sent away with Mark Sharp, who,

upon a certain moor' (naming the place)

' slew me with a pick such as men dig coal

with, and gave me these five wounds, and

after threw my body i ;to a coal-pit hard

by, and hid the pick under a bank, and his

shoes and stockings being bloody he en-

deavoured to wash them, but seeing the

blood would not part he hid them there." "

The spirit ended by ordering the miller to

reveal the truth on pain of being haunted.

In thjs case, as in the last, the message

was not delivered. The horrified miller was

so impressed that he would by no means

be alone, but he shirked the delicate task
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which had been confided to him. In spite

of all his precautions, however, he found

himself alone one evening, with the result

that the vision instantly reappeared, " very

fierce and cruel," to use his description, and

insisted that he should do as commanded.

More obdurate than the Celtic Macpherson,

the miller awaited a third summons, which

came in so terrific a form in his own garden

that his resistance was completely broken

clown, and so, four days before Christmas,

he went to the nearest magistrate and lodged

his deposition. Search was at once made,

and the vision was justified in all particulars,

which, it must be admitted, has not always

been the case where information has seemed

to come from beyond. The girl's body, the

five wounds in the head, the pick, the

bloodstained shoes and stockings were all

found, and as the body was in a deep coal-

pit there seemed no normal means by which

the miller could possibly have known the

nature of the wounds unless he had himself

inflicted them, which is hardly consistent

either with the known facts, with his appear-

ance as informer, or with the girl's admissions

to Dame Carr.

John Walker and Mark Sharp were both

arrested and were tried for murder at the

Durham Assizes before Judge Davenport.

It was shown that the miller was unknown,

save by sight, to either prisoner, so that it

could not be suggested that he had any

personal reason for swearing away their

lives by a concocted tale. The trial was an

extraordinary one, for there seems to have

been a psychic atmosphere such as has never

been recorded in a prosaic British court of

law. The foreman of the jury, a Mr. Fair-

bairn, declared in an affidavit that he saw

during the trial the " likeness of a child

standing upon Walker's shoulder." This

might be discounted as being the effect upon

an emotional nature of the weird evidence

to which he listened, but it received a singular

corroboration from the judge, who wrote

afterwards to a fellow-lawyer, Mr. Serjeant

Hutton, of Goldsborough, that he himself

was aware of a figure such as Fairbairn

described, and that during the whole pro-

ceedings he was aware of a most uncanny

and unusual sensation for which he could

by no means account. The verdict was

guilty, and the two men were duly executed.

Trie array of responsible witnesses in

this case was remarkable. There was the

judge himself, Mr. Fairbairn with his

affidavit, Mr. James Smart, Mr. William

Luniley, of Great Lumley, and others.

The deposition of the miller, James Graham,

is preserved in the Bodleian LibraryÂ« Alto-

gether, it is difficult to see how any Case

could be better authenticated, and Ã� have

no doubt myself that the facts were as

stated, and that this single case is enough

to convince an unprejudiced mind of the

continuance of individuality and of the

penetrability of that screen which separates

us from the dead.

What comment can psychic science make

upon such an episode ? In the first place,

I would judge that the miller was a powerful

mediumâ��that is, he exuded that rare

atmosphere which enables a spirit to be-

come visible as the meteorite becomes

visible when it passes through the atmo-

sphere of earth. It is, I repeat, a rare

quality, and in this case seems to have

been unknown to its possessor, though 1

should expect to find that the miller had

many other psychic experiences which took

a less public form. This is the reason

why the apparition did not appear before

the magistrate himself, but coulcl only

approach him ty messenger. The spirit

may have searched some time before she

found her medium, just as Sergeant Davies

was ten months before he found the High-

lander who had those physical qualities

which enabled him to communicate. Law

and obedience to law run through the

whole subject. It is also abundantly

evident that the confiding woman who

had been treated v.ith such cold-blooded

ingratitude and treachery carried over to

the other world her natural feelings of in-

dignation and her desire for iustice. As

a curious detail it is also evident that she

recovered her consciousness instantly after

death, and was enabled to observe the

movements of her assassin. With what

organs, one may ask ? With what organs

do we see clear details in a dream ? There

is something there besides our material eyes.

A most reasonable objection may be

urged as to why many innocent people

have suffered death and yet have experienced

no super-normal help which might have

saved them. Any criminologist could name

off-hand a dozen cases where innocent men

have gone to the scaffold. Why were they

not saved ? I have written in vain if I

have not by now enabled the reader to

answer the question himself. If the physical

means are not there, then it is impossible.

It may seem unjust, but not more so than

the fact that a ship provided with wireless

may save its passengers while another is

heard of no more. The problem of un-

merited suffering is part of that larger

problem of the functions of pain and evil,

which can only be explained on the suppo-

sition that spiritual chastening and elevation

come in this fashion, and that this end is

so important that the means are trivial in

comparison. We must accept this pro-

visional explanation, or we are faced with

chaos.
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Can these dim forces which we see looming

above and around us be turned to the use

ot man ? It would be a degradation to

use them for purely material ends, and it

would, in my opinion, bring some retribution

with it; but where the interests of Justice

are concerned, I am convinced that they

could indeed be used to good effect. Here

is a case in point.

Two brothers, Eugene and Paul Dupont,

lived some fifty years ago in the Rue St.

HonorÃ© of Paris. Eugene was a banker,

Paul a man of letters. Eugene disappeared.

Every conceivable effort was made to trace

him, but the police finally gave it up as

hopeless. Paul was persevering, however,

and in company with a friend, Laporte, he

visited Mme. Huerta, a well-known clair-

voyante, and asked for her assistance.

We have no record as to how far articles

of the missing man were given to the medium,

as a bloodhound is started on a trail, but

whether it was by psychometry or not,

Mme. Huerta, in the mesmerized state,

very quickly got in touch with the past of

the two brothers, from the dinner where

they had last met. She described Eugene,

and followed his movements from the hour

that he left the restaurant until he vanished

into a house which was identified without

difficulty by her audience, though she was

unable to give the name of the street. She

then described how inside the house Eugene

Dupont had held a conference with two

men, whom she described, how he had

signed some paper, and had received a

bundle of bank-notes. She then saw him

leave the house, she saw the two men follow

him, she saw two other men join in the

pursuit, and finally she saw the four assault

the banker, murder him, and throw the

body into the Seine.

Paul was convinced by the narrative,

but his comrade, Laporte, regarded it as a

fabrication. They had no sooner reached

home, however, than they learned that

the missing man had been picked out of

the river and was exposed at the Morgue.

The police, however, were inclined to take

the view of suicide, as a good deal of money

was in the pockets. Paul Dupont knew

better, however, He hunted out the house,

he discovered that the occupants did business

with his brother's firm, he found that they

held a receipt for two thousand pounds in

exchange for notes paid to his brother on

the night of the crime, and yet those notes

were missing. A letter making an appoint-

ment was also discovered.

The two men, a father and son, named

Dubuchet, _ were then arrested, and the

missing links were at once discovered.

The pocket-book which Eugene Dupont

had in his possession on the night of the

murder was found in Dubuchet's bureau.

Other evidence was forthcoming, and finally

the two villains were found guilty and were

condemned to penal servitude for life.

The medium was not summoned as a witness,

on the ground that she was not conscious

at the time of her vision, but her revelations

undoubtedly brought about the discovery

of the crime.

Now it is clear in this authentic case

that the police would have saved them-

selves much trouble, and come to a swifter

conclusion, had they themselves consulted

Mme. Huerta in the first instance. And

if it is obviously true in this case, why

might it not be so in many other cases ?

It should be possible at every great police

centre to have the call upon the best clair-

voyant or other medium that can be gqt,

and to-use them freely for what they are

worth. None are infallible. They have

their off-days and their failures. Ã�o man

should ever be convicted upon their evidence.

But when it comes to suggesting clues and

links, then it might be invaluable. In the

case of Mr. Foxwell, the London stock-

broker who fell into the Thames some years

ago, it is well known that the mode of his

death, and the place where his body would

be found, were described by Von Bourg,

the crystal-gazer, and that it was even as

he had said. I venture to say that the

mere knowledge that the police had an

ally against whom every cunning precaution

might prove unavailing would in itself be

a strong deterrent to premeditated crime.

This is so obvious, that if it had not been

for vague scientific and religious prejudices,

it would surely have been done long ago.

Its adoption may be one of the first practical

and material benefits given by psychic

science to humanity.

[In the next article Sir A. Conan Doyle will treat

the profoundly interesting subject of Spiritism from

yet another point of view.]
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" ALL I WANTED TO TELL YOU, SIR, IS THAT

I'M AT LAST FAIRLY ON THE TRACK OF THE

COMPANION TO THAT VASE UP THERE."

THINK, sir," announced

Barker, carefully â�� "I

can't be absolutely certain,

but I go so far as to ven-

tiire to sayâ��I rather

imagine that, after taking

considerable trouble and

also a certain amount of pains "

. ' Life is brief," said Mr. Merrilees, glancing

up from his writing-desk. " Try to finish

your sentence, Barker, ere we are both taken

from this world."

" All I wanted to tell you, sir, is that

I'm at last fairly on the track of the com-

panion to that vase up there on the top of

the bookcase."

Did Iâ��forgive me for in-

quiringâ��omit to lock up the

liqueur-stand ? "

Barker offered a gesture of

protest against the implied

criticism on his habits, and

stared fixedly at the vase.

There had been a time when,

newly purchased in King Street,

St. James's, it owned a more

conspicuous seat

amongst the trea-

sures of the room.

The comment of

friends, allowed to in-

spectâ�� " But) what a

tragedy that you haven't

the pair ! "â��this, on the

hundredth repetition, caused

Mr. Merrilees to transfer it,

with his own hands, to a com-

paratively obscure position.

"The manner," said

Barker, formally, " in which

the discovery occurred is some-

what interesting."

" T.ook here," interrupted his master,

swinging around on the revolving chair.

" You are, either for the pleasure of hearing

your own voice or from some insane notion

of entertaining me, about to give some

preposterous yarn of catching sight in the

window of a second-hand "

" The companion vase, sir, is in the pos-

session of Mrs. Grant. Mrs. Grant, of

Albion Street, Hyde Park."

" My cousin," exclaimed Mr. Merrilees,

jumping up.

" Second cousin, sir, I believe."

" Barker," said his master, walking to

and fro rapidly, " be very particular now

how you answer my questions. This vase

is one of a pair that formerly belonged to

an uncle of mine. A great man, a notable

lawyer, a prominent statesman. I bought

the vase when I saw it offered for sale

because I wished to have a souvenir of my

distinguished relative. Thinking it likely

that the other was held by Mrs. Grant, I

went to her. I took a taxi, and went to
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her. She denied any knowledge of it. And

now you come and tell me it is in her house.

Consequently, I have to face the certainty

that either you or she is telling the truth.

But not both."

" Far be it from me," said Barker, dog-

gedly, ' to hint at anything against a lady,

but facts, sir, look at 'em how you will, are

facts, and there's no getting away from 'em."-

Invited to speak freely, Barker admitted

that chance had been his most prominent

helper. Chance took him to Green Park to

hear the band on Sunday evening. Chance

induced him to take the extravagant step

of disbursing twopence-halfpenny to go into

the enclosure. Chance found him with a

cigar but no match, and chance, assuredly,

was responsible for the circumstance that a

young woman seated nearâ��and hereinafter

referred to as Miss D.â��was able, on noting

his predicament, to offer a box of Swan

vestas, and (after conversation regarding

London's open spaces, music of brass as

compared with string, price of boots) to

urge he would borrow it, and hand it back

on any occasion when he chanced to be near

Albion Street. Barker, it appeared, called

there on the Monday Miss D.'s mistress

was out, and Miss D. obtained a permit

from cook to show her friend the drawing-

room and its contents. Barker, catching

sight of the vase, said, " And where did

she pick that up, I wonder ? " Miss D.

replied, " Oh, that was left to her by a

relative. Everybody mentions what a

shame it is she hasn't got the pair ! "

Barker said nothing further, but, after

thinking the matter over, decided to speak

to his master.

" I am opposed to biirglary," said Mr.

Mcrrilees, now thoroughly interested, " and

I have conscientious objections to house-

breaking, b\it I feel I have no right to

impose my views, without discrimination,

on other people. This Miss D. of yours,

Barker. Is she a broad-minded young

woman, untrammelled by ideas that hamper

some of us concerning property ? What I

mean is, would she, for a consideration,

smuggle the vase out of the house one

evening, in a fish-mat, or game-basket, or

something of the kind ? "

" I fancy not, sir."

" You don't appear to be sure."

' Miss D., sir," explained Barker,

" turned out to be a Christadelphian. On

ascertaining that I liad served in Palestine,

she broke off the engagement."

" You met her, for the first time, last

Sunday, and the engagement is already at

an end ?

" That's her view, sir."

"Barker," said Mr. Merrilees, speaking

with earnestness, " I envy you the celerity

with which you manage your affairs of

the heart. In my own case, I have always,

I fear, erred on the side of deliberation."

" So I've understood, sir."

" Who tpld you ? " demanded the other,

irritatedly. " Who has been carrying tittle-

tattle to and fro ? Why do you listen to

these rumours ? " Barker apologized. His

master regained composure, and went back

to the subject. " I have heard of nothing

so rapid," he mentioned, " since the experi-

ences of Mr. Solomon Grundy. And I cannot

help wishing you had kept the matter in

suspense until this question of the vase had

been settled. You couldn't, I suppose, take

up the threads afresh and "

" Pardon me, sir," said Barker, with

respect, " but Miss D. was definite."

" A woman's nay doth stand for naught."

" Not in onr rank of society, sir."

Barker's master thought for a few moments.

" Put out my oldest suit," he ordered.

Mr. Merrilees, when he set out, wore, for

head-gear, a tweed cap, pulled well over the

eyes ; he carried a bag, left in the flat by a

workman who had seemingly not cultivated

the memory to a full extent. Mr. Merrilees

took omnibus so far as Marble Arch, and

thence walked westwards, practising the

leisurely gait of one paid by the hour. At

the house in Albion Street, on the front door

being opened, he said he had called to put

the telephone right ; always a safe and a

plausible excuse. The young woman

(obviously Miss D.) said that mistress would

be very glad, and, conducting him to a room

oft the hall, prepared to wait until the job

was completed.

" The fault," announced Mr. Merrilees,

assuming a hoarse voice, "is, to my mind,

in the droring-room."

"In that case, we will' make our way

there."

" No need to trouble you. miss."

" I know my duty, thank you."

Mr. Merrilees, at the moment of entering

the drawing-room, saw the vase. He found

his resolution increased ; the necessity for

promptitude became clear.

" How long is the old lady going to be ? '

" My mistress," answered the young

woman, precisely, " is by no means old,

and, as to the length of her absence from

the household, -that I cannot say. An

hour, maybe.. Perhaps longer."

" Then I'd better begin stripping off the

wall-paper right away."

" You dare ! " she challenged, alarmedly.

She added a threat to summon cook and

to send for the road-sweeper. Mr. Mem-

lees, replying to a suggestion, said it was

impossible for him to call later; he would,

however, agree to take a seat and wait for

Mrs. Grant. The young woman mentioned
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that it was customary for gentlemen to

take their caps off on finding themselves

indoors.

Despite hints, she refused to leave Mr.

Merrilees, and he talked to her on casual

subjects, hoping to exhaust patience ; a

chance word gave an opening for the young

woman to mention that she was about to

marry. The name of the fortunate indi-

vidual was on the. edge of being disclosed

when the turning of a latch-key was heard

at the front door below, and she vanished.

Mr. Merrilees had now some adventurous

notion of seizing the vase, and, with it,

making his escape. Mrs. Grant was, he

" If I told you, you'd laugh."

Mrs. Grant, acutely pained by this sug-

gestion, sat down, and pulling a chair in

her direction, requested him to take it.

He was asked to give all the particulars of

his change of fortune, and this would have

made serious demands on his powers of

romancing, but that he, by an inspiration,

found an excuse.

" I shall get myself into trouble," he

urged, " if I'm too long over this repairing

job."

" I know, I know ! " she remarked,

sympathetically. " But do tell me just

this. You had, I presume, to sell every-

''STUART!' CRIED HER VOICE AT THE DOORWAY.

SHE CAME FORWARD, HOLDING OUT HER HAND."

believed, still a dressy person, and nothing

seemed more likely than that she would

go direct to her room and change, thus

leaving the way clear.

" Stuart ! " cried her voice at the door-

way.

" Jessie ! " he said, involuntarily.

She came forward, holding out her hand ;

Mr. Merrilees fumbled at his cap, but Mrs.

Grant insisted on the exchange of a greeting.

" And have you really," she asked, with

emotion, " come down to this ? Why

didn't someone tell me ? I had an idea

you were quite well off."

" These are topsy-turvy days."

" But it's splendid of you to face the

situation in this way. How much do you

earn a week, Stuart ? "

tiling. What happened to the vase you

once bought, for a sum greater than I

could afford, at Christie's ? I specially

want to know."

" That," he admitted, " I saved from the

general wreck."

She patted his hand soothingly. " What

will you take for it, Stuart ? "

" It is not for sale, Jessie, to you."

" Does that," she cried, joyously, " does

that mean you will make me a present of

it ? " In an impetuous way, she leaned

forward and kissed him, thus arresting

the contradiction he was about to give ;

it seemed to him elementary rules of be-

haviour required that he should, in acknow-

ledgment, kiss her.

" Do you recollect ? " she whispered.
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" I am not likely to forget," he answered.

" The last time."

" The previous time," he corrected.

" It doesn't seem a great while since."

" Appears but yesterday," agreed Mr.

Merrilees.

" Near Arthur's Seat, just outside Edin-

burgh."

" I was nervous," he said, " lest you

should be offended."

" I was disappointed," she remarked,

" because you kissed me only once. You

were but a lad then, Stuart."

" You are little more than a girl now,

Jessie."

" Dear man ! " she said, contentedly.

" \Yhere, and when, shall I send for the

vase ? Aro you living in one of those

queer model dwellings ? "

" My residence," said Mr. Merrilees, " has

no just claim to that description. I will

send the vase along."

" By hand," she recommended. " Don't

trust the parcels delivery companies."

"It shall come by someone whom I can

trust."

Below, the telephone bell rang, and the

maid could be heard answering the call.

Mrs. Grant went to the landing to see if

her presence was required ; the young

woman called up that the message was for

herself, and that the instrument appeared

to be all in order again.

" How clever of you," said the mistress

of the house, turning- to Mr. Merrilees.

" Some workmen would have taken ajes."

" The great thing," he saie", modestly,

" is to find out what is wrong, and then to

put it right."

" Something is wrong with my life,

Stuart. I had an idea it was the "vase,

but now that, thanks to your generosity,

I am to have the pair, I can see there is

stillâ��

" We must meet again."

" I suppose Sunday is your only free

day ? "

" I get my Saturday afternoons," he

remarked.

" Are these "â��she touched his waistcoatâ��

" forgive me for askingâ��are these your only

clothes ? "

" I have others."

" In that case, come here to lunch so soon

as you can spare the time."

" Delighted. One o'clock ? "

" One-thirty."

" Good," said Mr. Merrilees, promptly ;

â�¢ â�¢' I'll make a note of it directly I get back

to Jermyn Street."

" Jermyn Street West ? "

" That,'" he remarked, with haste, " is

where my next job is."

" Telephone to me, now and again, when

you are engaged on one of these tasks. It

will be a real pleasure, Stuart, to hear your

voice."

The honest workman was shown out of

the house by the maid. It might have

been as a result of confused thoughts that

he imagined the young woman, in doing

so, permitted her right eye-lid to deflect

slightly.

At the flat, Barker was summoned, and

appeared, after an interval, in a tweed suit.

There was a suspicion of independence in

his manner.

" Barker, you know the vase ? "

" I do."

" Have it packed securely. In a way

that no damage can come to it."

" Very well."

" Which way are you going, Barker ? "

" Had an idea, a vague sort of a plan,

a sort of a dim notion, to take a bit of a

promenade along Bayswater Road way."

" In that case, be so good as to take the

vase to an address which I will write on a

sheet of note-paper."

It gratified Mr. Merrilees, in glancing out

of the window, to note that within the

space of one minute and a half. Barker

was out carrying the package, and making

his way briskly. "A treasure," said Mr. Mer-

rilees, referring to his man. " I shouldn't

know what to do if I were to lose him."

He went to the telephone book, and found

Mrs. Grant's number.

" Merrilees speaking. Oh, is that you,

Jessie ? Forgiv me for ringing you up so â�¢

quickly, but I wanted to say the vase is

on its way. What is that ? You have

changed your mind ? You want me now

to aCcept the one you possess ? Oh, well

now, that's extremely good of you, but

You're quite sure ? Well, if you rea'.ly

mean it, will you give yours to my mes-

senger, and tell him to bring both back in

a taxi ? And I say, Jessie. There's a

good deal I have to explain. If you don't

mind, I'll come to lunch to-morrow. Biess

you ! "

An hour later, he rang again.

" Bothering you again, dear, but my mes-

senger has not yet returned. Can you

What's that ? Speak slowly, please. Your

maid has gone, leaving a note to say that

she is marrying Barker, and they have taken

the two vases as a wedding present ? Well,

of all the pieces of infernal cheek ! "

They have not yet decided whether to

live in Jermyn Street or in Albion Street.

This arranged, the engagement of Mr.

Merrilees and Mrs. Grant wÃ¼l be announced

in the public journals.
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SIX MORE EXAMPLES.

The series of problems published last winter under the title of " The Hardest Bridge Problems"

proved so popular with our readers that we now give another series, selected by Mr. R. F.

Foster as examples of the varying styles of six different composers, which we feel sure will be

found equally entertaining. Solutions next month.
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ROM the window of the

drawing-room Lavinia San-

viano could see, on the left,

the Statue of Garibaldi.where

the Corso Regina Maria cut

into the Lungarno ; on the

right, and farther along, the

grey-green foliage of the Cascine'. Before

her the Arno flowed away, sluggish and with-

out a wrinkle or reflection on its turbid

surface, into Tuscany. It was past the

middle of the afternoon, and a steady pro-

cession of carriages and mounted officers in

pale blue tunics moved below toward the

shade of the Cascine.

Lavinia could not see this gay progress

very well, for the windowâ��it had only a

narrow ledge guarded by an iron grilleâ��was

practically filled by her sister, Gheta, and

Anna Mantegazza. Occasionally she leaned

forward, pressed upon Gheta's shoulder, for

a hasty unsatisfactory glimpse.

" You are crushing my sleeves ! " Gheta

finally and sharply complained. "Do go

somewhere else. Anna and I want to talk

without your young ears eternally about.

When do you return to the convent ? "

Lavinia drew back. However, she didn't

leave. She was accustomed to her sister's

complaining, andâ��unless the other went to

their fatherâ��she ignored her hints. Lavinia's

curiosity in worldly scenes and topics was

almost as full as her imagination thereof.

She was sixteen, and would have to endure

another year of obscurity before her marriage

could be thought of, or she take any part in

the social life where Gheta moved with such

marked success.

But, Lavinia realized with a sigh, she

couldn't expect to be pursued like Gheta,

who was very beautiful. Gheta was so

exceptional that she had been introduced to

the Florentine polite world without the

customary preliminary of marriage. She

could, almost everyone agreed, marry very

nearly.whomever and whenever she willed.

Even now, after the number of years she

had been going about with practically all

her friends wedded, no one seriously criti-

cized the Sanvianos for not insisting on a

match with one of the several eligible* who

had unquestionably presented themselves.

Gheta was slender and round ; her com-

plexion had the flawless pallid bloom of a

gardenia ; her eyes and hair were dark, and

her lips an enticing scarlet thread. Perhaps

her chin was a trifle lacking in definition, her

voice a little devoid of warmth ; but those

were minor defects in a person so precisely
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radiant. Her dress was always noticeably

lovely ; at present she wore pink tulle over

lustrous grey, with a high silver girdle, a

narrow black velvet band and diamond clasp

about her delicate full throat.

Anna Mantegazza was more elaborately

gowned, in white embroidery, with a little

French hat ; but Anna Mantegazza was an

American with millions, and elaboration was

a commonplace with her. Lavinia wore

only a simple white slip, confined about her

flexible waist with a yellow ribbon : and she

was painfully conscious of the contrast she

presented to the two women seated in the

front of the window.

The fact was that a whole fifth of the

Sanvianos' income was spent on Gheta's

clothes ; and this left only the most meagre

provision for Lavinia. But this, the latter

felt, was justâ��still in the convent, she re-

quired comparatively little personal adorn-

ment ; while the other's beauty demanded

a worthy emphasis. Later Lavinia wo'uld

have tulle and silver lace. She wished, how-

ever, l U.] t Gheta would get married ; for

Lavinia knew that even if she came home

she would be held back until the older sister

was settled. It was her opinion that Gheta

was very sillv to show such indifference to

Cesare Ã�rsi. Suddenly she longed to have

menâ��not fat and good-natured like the

Neapolitan banker, but austere and romantic

â��in love with her. She clasped her hands

to her fine young breast and a delicate colour

stained her cheeks. She stood very straight and

her breathing quickened through parted lips.

She was disturbed by the echo of a voice

from the cool depths of the house, and turned

at approaching footfalls. A small man in

correct English clothes, with a pointed bald

head and a heavy nose, entered impulsively.

" It's Bembo," Lavinia announced flatly.

" Of course it's Bembo," he echoed,

vivaciously. " Who's more faithful to the

Casa Sanviano "

" At tea time," Lavinia interrupted.

" Lavinia," her sister said, sharply, " don't

be impertinent. There are so many strangers

driving," she continued, to the man ; " do

stand and tell us who they are. You know

every second person in Europe."

He pressed eagerly forward, and Anna

Mantegazza turned and patted his hand.

" I wish you were so attentive to Pier and

myself," she remarked, both light and

serious. " I'd like to buy youâ��you're in-

dispensable in Florence."

" Contessa ! " he protested. " Delighted !

At once."

" Bembo," Gheta demanded, " dutyâ��

who's that in the little carriage with the bells

bowed over the horses ? "

He leaned out over the grille, his beady,

alert gaze sweeping the way below.

Vol. 1U.-6.

" Litolff," he pronounced without a mo-

ment's hesitationâ��" a Russian swell. The

girl with him is " He stopped with a

side glance at Lavinia, a slight shrug.

" Positively, Lavinia," Gheta insisted again,

more crossly, " you're a nuisance ! \Vhen

do you go back to school ? "

" In a week," Lavinia answered, serenely.

With Bembo added to the others, she

could see almost nothing of the scene below.

Across the river the declining sun cast a rosy

light on the great glossy hedges and clipped

foliage of the Boboli Gardens ; far to the

left the paved height of the Piazzale Michel-

angelo rose above the sombre sweep of roofs

and bridges ; an aged bell rang harshly and

mingled with the inconsequential clatter on

the Lungarno. An overwhelming sense of

the mystery of being stabbed, sharp as a

knife, at her heart ; a choking longing pos-

sessed her to experience allâ��all the wonders

of life, but principally love.

" Look, Bembo ! " Anna Mantegazza sud-

denly exclaimed. " No ; thereâ��approach-

ing ! Who's that singular person in the

hired carriage ? "

Her interest was so roused that Lavinia,

once more forgetful of Gheta's sleeves,

leaned over her sister's shoulder, and im-

mediately distinguished the object of their

curiosity.

An open cab was moving slowly, almost

directly under the window, with a single

patronâ��a slender man, sitting rigidly erect,

in a short, black shell jacket, open upon

white linen, a long black tie, and a soft

narrow scarlet sash. He wore a wide-

brimmed stiff felt hat slanted over a thin

countenance burned by the sun as dark as

green bronze ; his face was as immobile as

metal, too ; it bore, as if permanently

moulded, an expression of excessive con-

temptuous pride.

Bembo's voice rose in a babble of excited

information.

" ' Singular ? ' Why, that's one of the

most interesting men alive. It's Ã�brego y

Mochales, the greatest bull-fighter in exist-

ence, the Flower of Spain. I've seen him

in the ring and at San Sebastian with the

King ; and I can assure you that one was

hardly more important than the other. He's

idolized by everyone in Spain and South

America ; women of all classes fall over each

other with declarations and gifts."

As if he had heard the pronouncement of

his name the man in the cab turned sharply

and looked up. Gheta was leaning out, and

his gaze fastened upon her with a sudden and

extraordinary intensity. Lavinia saw that

her sister, without dissembling her interest,

sat forward, statuesque and lovely. It

seemed to the former that the cab was an

intolerable time passing ; she wished to draw
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Gheta back, to cover her indiscretion from

Anna Mantegazza's prying sight. She sighed

â�¢with inexplicable relief when she saw that

the man had driven beyond them and that

he did not turn.

A bull-fighter ! A blurred picture formed

in Lavinia's mind from the various details

she had read and heard of the cruelty of the

Spanish national sportâ��torn horses, stiff on

blood-soaked sand ; a frenzied and savage

populace ; and charging bulls, drenched with

red froth. She shuddered.

" What a brute ! " She spoke aloud, un-

intentionally.

Gheta glanced 'at her out of a cool

superiority, but Anna Mantega/za nodded

vigorously.

" He would be a horrid person ! " she

affirmed. .

" How silly ! " Gheta responded. " It's

an art, like the opera ; he's an artist in cour-

age. Personally I find it rather fascinating.

Most men are soâ��so mild."

Lavinia knew that the other was tliinking

of Osare Orsi, and she agreed with her sister

that Orsi was far too mild. Without the

Orsi fortuneâ��he had much more even than

Anna Mantegazzaâ��Cesare would simply get

nowhere. The Spaniardâ��Lavinia could not

recall his name, although it hung elusive! y

among her thoughtsâ��was different ; women

of all classes, Bembo had said, pursued him

with favours.

" You are going to the Guarinis' sale to-

morrow afternoon ? But, of course, every-

one is. Well, if I come across Abrego y

Mochales before then, and I'm almost certain

to, and he'll come, I'll bring him. He's as

proud as the devilâ��duchesses, you seeâ��so

â�¢no airs with him. The Flower of Spain. A

king of sporf; sits high at the tableâ�� He

went on, apparently interminable; but

Lavinia turned away to where tea was being

laid in a far angle.

Others approached over the tiled hall, and

the Marchese Sanviano entered with Cesare

Orsi. The window was deserted, and the

women trailed gracefully toward the bubbling

minor note of the alcohol lamp. Both San-

viano and Orsi were big menâ��the former,

like Bembo, wore English clothes ; but Orsi's

ungainly body had been tightly garbed by a

Southern military tailor, making himâ��

Lavinia thoughtâ��appear absolutely ridicu-

lous. His collar was both too tight and too

high, although perspiration promised relief

from the latter.

A general and unremarkable conversation

mingled with the faint rattle of passing cups

and low directions to a servant. I-avinia was

seated next to Cesare Orsi, but she was

entirely oblivious of his heavy, kindly face

and almost anxiously benevolent gaze. He

spoke to her, and because she had compre-

hended nothing of his speech she smiled at

him with an absent and illuminating charm.

He smiled back, happy in her apparent

pleasure ; and his good-nature was so insist-

ent that she was impelled to reward it with a

remark.

She thought, she said, that Gheta was

particularly lovely this afternoon. He agreed

eagerly ; and Lavinia wondered whether she

had been clumsy. She simply couldn't im-

agine marrying Cesare Orsi, but she knew

that such a match for Gheta was freely

discussed, and she hoped that her sister

would not make difficulties.

Lavinia presently thanked him and rose ;

the discussion about the tea table became

unbearably stupid, no better than the flat

chatter of the nuns at school.

Her room was small and barely furnished,

with a thin rug over the stone floor, and

opened upon the court about which the

house was built.

Lavinia stayed for a long while at the

ledge of her window. Her hair, which she

wore braided in a smooth heavy rope, slid

out and hung free. She dressed slowly,

changing from one plain gown to another

hardly less simple.

Xow her hair annoyed her, swinging child-

ishly about her waist, and she secured it

in an instinctively effective coil on the top

of her head. She decided to leave it there

for dinner. Her mother was away for the

night ; and she knew that Gheta's sarcasm

would only stir their father to a teasing mirth.

Later, Gheta departed for a ball, together

with the Marchese Sanvianoâ��to be dropped

at his clubâ��and Lavinia was left alone.

Gheta would be nominally in the charge of

Anna Mantegazza ; but Lavinia knew how

laxly the American would hold her responsi-

bility. She wished, moving disconsolately

under high painted ceilings through the semi-

gloom of still formal chambers, that she was

a recognized beautyâ��free, like Gheta.

The drawing-room from which they had

watched the afternoon procession was in

complete darkness, save for the luminous

rectangle of the window they had occupied.

Its drapery was still disarranged. Lavinia

crossed the room and stood at the grille.

The lights strung along the river, curving

away like uniform pale bubbles, cast a thin

illumination over the Lungarno, through

which a solitary vehicle moved. Lavinia

idly watched it approach, but her interest

increased as it halted directly opposite where

she stood. A man got quickly outâ��a lithe

figure with a broad-brimmed hat slanted

across his eyes. It was, she realized with an

involuntary quickening of her blood, Abrego

y Mochales. A second man followed, ten-

dered him a curiously-shaped object, and

stood by the waiting cab while the bull-
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fighter walked deliberately forward. He

stopped under the window and shifted the

thing in his hands.

A rich chord of strings vibrated through

the night, another followed, and then a brief

pattern of sound was woven from the -serious

notes of a guitar. Lavinia shrank back

within the roomâ��it was, incredibly, a

serenade on the stolid Lungarno. It was for

Gheta ! The romance of the south of Spain

had come to life under their window. A

voice joined the instrument, melodious and

melancholy, singing an air with little varia-

tion, but with an insistent burden of desire.

The voice and the guitar mingled and fluctu-

ated, drifting up from the pavement exotic

and moving. Lavinia could comprehend

but*little of the Spanish :â��

I followed through the acacias,

But it was only the wind.

.... looked for you beyond the limes

The thrill at her heart deepened until

tears wet her cheeks. It was for Gheta, but

it overwhelmed Lavinia with a formless and

aching emotion ; it was for Gheta, but her

response was instant and uncontrollable. It

seemed to Lavinia that the sheer beauty of

life, which had moved her so sharply, had

been magnified unbearably ; she had never

dreamed of the possibilities of such ecstasy

or such delectable grief.

The song ended abruptly, with a sharp

jarring note. The man by the carriage

moved deferentially forward and took the

guitar. She could see the minute pulsating

sparks of cigarettes ; heard a direction to

the driver. Ã�brego y Mochales and the

other got into the cab and it turned and

shambled away. Lavinia Sanviano moved

forward mechanically, gazing after the

dark vanishing shape on the road. She was

shaken, almost appalled, by the feeling that

stirred her. A momentary terror of living

swept over her ; the thrills persisted ; her

hands were icy cold. She had been safely

a child until now, when she had lost that

small security, and gainedâ��what ?

She studied herself, - clad in her coarse

nightgown with narrow lace, in her inade-

quate mirror. The colour had left her cheeks

and her eyes shone darkly from shadows.

" Lavinia Sanviano ! " she spoke aloud, with

the extraordinary sensation of addressing,

in her reflection, a stranger. She could

never, never wear her hair down again, she

thought with an odd pang.

II.

GHETA invariably took breakfast in her

room. She was sitting in bed, the chocolate

pot on a painted table at_ her side, when

Lavinia entered.

A maid was putting soft paper in the sleeves

of Gheta's ball dress, and Lavinia, finding

an unexpected reluctance to proceed with

what she had come to say, watched the

servant's deft care.

" Mochales was here last night," Lavinia

finally remarked, abruptlyâ��" that is, he

stood in the street and serenaded you."

Gheta put her cup down with a clatter.

" How charming ! " she exclaimed. " And

I missed it for an insufferable affair. He

stood under the window "

" With a guitar," Lavinia proceeded

evenly. " It was very beautiful."

" Heavens ! Bembo's going to fetch him

to the Guarinis' sale, and I forgot and

promised Anna Mantegazza to drive out to

Arcetri ! But Anna won't miss this. It

was really a very pretty compliment."

She spoke with a trivial satisfaction that

jarred painfully on Lavinia's memory of the

past night. Gheta calmly accepted the

serenade as another tribute to her beauty ;

Lavinia could imagine what Anna Mante-

gazza and her sister would say, and they

both seemed commonplaceâ��even a little

vulgarâ��to her acutely sensitive being. She

suddenly lost her desire to resemble Gheta ;

her sister diminished in her estimation. The

elder, Lavinia realized with an unsparing

detachment, was enveloped in a petty vanity

acquired in an atmosphere of continuous

flattery ; it had chilled her heart.

The Guarinis, who had been overtaken by

misfortune, and whose household goods were

being disposed of at public sale, occupied a

large gloomy floor on the Via Cavour. The

rooms were crowded. The sale was pro-

gressing in one of the larger salons, but

the crowd circulated in a slow, solid un-

dulation through every room. Gheta and

Anna Mantegazza had sought the familiar

comfortable corner of an entresol, and

were seated. Lavinia was standing tensely,

with a labouring breast, when Bembo sud-

denly appeared with the man whom he

had called the Flower of Spain.

" The Contessa Mantegazza," Bembo said,

suavely; " Signorina Sanviano, this is Ã�brego

y Mochales."

%The bull-fighter bowed with magnificent

flexibility. A hot resentment possessed

Lavinia at Bembo's apparent ignoring of her ;

but he had not seen her at first and hastened

to repair his omission. Lavinia inclined her

head stiffly. An increasing confusion en-

veloped her, but she forced herself to gaze

directly into Mochales' still, black eyes. His

face, she saw, was gaunt, the ridges of his

skull apparent under the bronzed skin. His

hair, worn in a queue, was pinned in a flat

disc on his head, and small gold loops had

been riveted in his ears ; but these peculi-

arities of garb were lost in the man's intense

virility, his patent brute force. His fine
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her giddy The man absolutely summed

up all that Lavinia had dreamed of a

romantic and masterful personage She

felt convinced that he had destroyed her

life's happinessâ��no other man could ever

appeal to her now; none other could

satisfy the tumult he had

aroused in her. This, she

told herself, desperately

miserable, was love.

Gheta spoke of her, for

the three turned to

* 'â�¢^ regard her. She

met their

. " LAVINIA INCLINED HER HEAD STIFFLY, AN INCREASING CONFfSION ENVELOPED HER, BUT

SHE FORCED HERSELF TO GAZE DIRECTLY INTO MOCHALES' STILL, BLACK EVES."

perfumed linen, the touch of scarlet at his

waist, his extremely high-heeled patent-

leather boots under soft uncreased trousers,

served only to emphasize his resolute metal

â��they resembled an embroidered and tas-

seled scabbard that held a keen, thin, and

dangerous blade.

Anna Mantegazza extended her hand in

the American fashion, and Gheta smiled from

â��Lavinia sawâ��her best facial angle. The

Spaniard regarded Gheta Sanviano so fixedly

that after a moment she turned, in a species

of constraint, to Anna. The latter spoke

with her customary facility and the man

responded gravely.

They stood a little aside from I*ivinia ;

5he only partly heard their remarks, but she

saw that Abrego y Mochales' attention nevvr

strayed from her sister. Vicariously it madÂ»

scrutiny with a doubtful half smile, which

vanished as Anna Mantegazza made a light

comment upon her hair being so newly up.

I.avinia detested the latter with a sudden and

absurd intensity. She saw Anna, with a veiled

glance at Gheta, make an apology and leave

to join an eddy of familiars that had formed

in the human stream sweeping by. Mochales

stood very close to her sister, speaking seri-

ously, while Gheta nervously fingered the

short veil hanging from her gay straw hat.

A familiar kindly voice sounded suddenly

in I^ivinia's ears, and Cesare Orsi joined her.

He was about to move forward toward

Gheta : but, before he could attract her

attention, she disappeared in the crowd with

the Spaniard. ^

" Who was it ? " he inquired. " He re-

sembles a juggler."
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Lavinia elaborately masked her hot resent-

ment at this fresh stupidity. She must not,

she felt, allow Orsi to discover her feeling for

Ã�brego y Mochales ; that was a secret she

must keep for ever from the profane world.

She would die, perhaps at a terribly advanced

age, with it locked in her heart. But if

Gheta married him she would go into a

convent.

" A bull-fighter, I believe," she said, care-

lessly.

" In other words, a brute," Orsi continued.

Such men are not fit for the society ofâ��

Df your sister. One would think his mere

presence would make her ill. Yet she

seemed quite pleased."

" Strange ! " Lavinia spoke with innocent

eyes.

It was like turning a knife in her wound to

agree apparent!}' with Cesare Orsiâ��rather,

she wanted to laugh at him coldly arid leave

him standing alone ; but she must cultivate

her defences. There was, too, a sort of

negative pleasure in misleading the banker,

a sort of torment not unlike that enjoyed by

the early martyrs.

Cesare Orsi regarded her with new interest

and approbation.

" You're a sensible girl," he proclaimed ;

" and extremely pretty in the bargain."

He added this in an accent of profound sur-

prise, as if she had suddenly grown present-

able under his eyes. " In some ways," he

went on, gathering conviction, " you are as

handsome as Gheta."

" Thank you, Signor Orsi," Lavinia re-

sponded with every indication of a modesty

which, in fact, was the indifference of a

supreme contempt.

" I have been blind," he asseverated,

vivaciously gesticulating with his thick

hands.

Lavinia studied him with a remote young

brutality, from his fluffy disarranged hair,

adhering to his wet brow, to his extrava-

gantly pointed shoes. The ridiculous coral

charm hanging from his heavy watch-chain, a

violent green handkerchief, an insufferable

cameo pinâ��all contributed pleasurably to the

lowering of her opinion of him.

" I must find Gheta," she pronounced,

suddenly aware of her isolation with Cesare

Orsi in the crowd, and of curious glances.

Orsi immediately took her arm, but she

eluded him. " Go first, please ; we can get

through sooner that way."

They progressed from room to room,

thoroughly exploring the dense throng about

the auctioneer, but without finding either

Gheta, Anna Mantegazza, or the bull-fighter.

I can't think how she could have for-

gotten me ! " Lavinia declared with in-

creasing annoyance. " It's clear that they

have all gone."

" Don't agitate yourself," Cesare Orsi

begged. " Sanviano will be absolutely con-

tented to have, you in my care. I am

delighted. You shall go home directly in

my carriage." He conducted her, with a

show of form that in anyone else or at another

time she would have enjoyed hugely, to the

street, where he handed her into an im-

maculately-glossy and corded victoria, drawn

by a big stamping bay, and stood with his

hat off until she had roiled away.

They swept smoothly on rubber tyres into

the Lungarno and rapidly approached her

home. The carriage stopped before the

familiar white faÃ§ade, built of marble in

the pseudo-severity of the early nineteenth

century, and the porter swung open the

great iron gate to the courtyard. Lavinia

mounted the square white shaft of the stairs

to the Sanvianos' floor with a deepening

sense of injury. She would make it plain to

Gheta that she was no longer a child to be

casually overlooked.

A small room, used in connection with the

dining-room for coffee and smoking, gave

directly on the hall ; there she saw her father

sitting, with his hat still on, his face stamped

with an almost comical dismay, and holding

an unlighted cigar.

" Gheta left me atthe Guarinis'," Lavinia

halted impetuously. " If it hadn't been for

Signor Orsi I shouldn't be here yet ; I was

completely ignored."

" Heavens ! " her father exclaimed, waving

her away. " Another feminine catastrophe !

Go to your sister and mother. My head is in

a whirl."

Her mother, then, had returned. She

went forward and was suddenly startled by

hearing Gheta's voice rise in a wail of de-

spairing misery. She hurried forward to her

sister's room. Gheta, fully dressed, was

prostrate, face down, upon her bed, shaken

by a strangled sobbing that at intervals rose

to a thin hysterical scream. The Marchosa

Sanviano, still in her travelling-dress and

close-fitting black hat, sat by her elder

daughter's side, trying vainly to calm the

tumult." In the background the maid, her

face streaming with sympathetic tears, was

hovering distractedly with a jar of volatile

salts. *

" Mamma," Lavinia demanded, torn by

extravagant fears, " what has happened ? "

The marchesa momentarily turned a con-

cerned countenance.

" Your sister," she said, seriously, " has

found some wrinkles on her forehead."

Lavinia with difficulty restrained a sharp

giggle. Gheta's grief and their mother's

anxiety at first seemed so foolishly dis-

proportionate to their cause. Then a real-

ization of what such an occurrence meant to

Gheta dawned upon her. To an acknow-
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ledged beauty like Gheta Sanviano the marks

of Time were an absolute tragedy ; they

threatened her on every plane of her being.

" But when " Lavinia began.

" Theyâ��Anna Mantegazza and sheâ��went

to the dressing-room at the Guarinis', where,

it seems, Anna discovered themâ��sympa-

thetically, of course."

Gheta's sobbing slowly subsided under the

marchesa's urgent plea that unrestrained

emotion would only deepen her trouble.

She did not appear at dinner ; and afterward

the mÃ¡rchese, his wife, and Lavinia sat

wrapped in a gloomy silence. The marchesa

was still handsome, in spite of increasing

weight. The grey gaze inherited by Lavinia

had escaped the parent ; her eyes were soft

and dense, like brown velvet. She was a

woman of decision, and now she brought her

hands smartly together.

" \Ve have waited too long with Gheta ;

we should not have counted so confidently

on her beauty ; time flies so treacherously.

She must marry as soon as possible."

" Thank God, there's Cesare Orsi ! " her

husband responded.

Lavinia was gazing inward at the secretly-

enshrined image of the Flower of Spain.

III.

GHETA SANVIANO often passed a night at the

Mantegazzas' villa on the Height of Castena,

a long mile from the city.

Lavinia, too, knew the dwelling well, for

Sanviano and Pier Mantegazza had been

intimate from their similar beginnings, and

she had played there as a .child. However,

she had never been regularly asked with

Gheta ; and when that occurredâ��Gheta

indifferently delivered Anna Mantegazza's

messageâ��and her mother acquiesced. La-

vinia had a renewed sense of her growing

importance.

She went out early, in the heat of midday.

a time that fitted best with the involved

schedule of the Sanvianos' single equipageâ��

Anna would take her sister directly from a

luncheon at the Ginori.s'. Lavinia looked

with mingled anticipation and relief at the

approaching graceful faÃ§ade of the otherwise

sombre abode of the Mantegazzas which

stood on an eminence, circled by austere

pines. Within it was pleasantly cool and

dark after the white blaze without.

Pier Mantegazza was standing before a

high inclined table, which bore a number of

blackened and shapeless medallions. He

was a famous numismaticâ��a tall, stooping

man, slightly lame, and enveloped in a

premature grey ill-health that resembled

clinging cobwebs. He bent and brushed

Lavinia's forehead with his crisp moustache,

and then returned to the delicate manipula-

tion of a magnifying glass and a small blue

bottle of acid. She left him for a deep chair

and a surprising French romance by Rem y

de Gourmont. At a long philosophical dia-

logue the book drooped, and she thought of

Anna Mantegazza and her husband.

She wondered whether they were happy.

But she decided, measuring that condition

solely by her own requirement, that such a

state was impossible for them. It had cer-

tainly been a marriage for money and

position ; prior to the ceremony the Casa

Mantegazza had been closed for years, and

â�¢Pier Mantegazza occupied a small establish-

ment near the Military Hospital, on the Via

San Gallo. Anna Cane had arrived in Rome,

without family or credentials, and unknown

to the American Embassy other than by

amazing deposits at the best banks. But

she did have, in addition to this, a pungent

charm and undeniable force and good taste.

It was said that the moment she had seen

Mantegazza's villa she had decided to possess

it, even at the price of its sere, withdrawn

holder.

She had gone at once into the best Floren-

tine and Roman society. That was ten

years before, but Lavinia realized that she

had never successfully assimilated the Italian

social formula. She mixed the most diverse

elements of their world wilfully and found

enjoyment in bringing about amusing situa-

tions. She seemed devoid of the foundations

of proper caution ; in fact, she mocked at

them openly. And if she had not been a

model Catholic, and herself above the slightest

moral question, even Mantegazza could not

have carried her among her own circles. A;

it was, people flocked to her elaborate parties,

torn between the hope of being amazed and

the fear that they should furnish the hub of

the occasion.

Gheta and her hostess arrived later. Tile

former, it appeared to I-avinia, looked dis-

concerted ; and it was evident that she had

been remonstrating with Anna Mantegazza.

The other laughed provokingly.

" Nonsense ! " she declared. " It was too

good to miss ; besides, you're an old cam-

paigner."

A stair of flagging, turning sharply round

a stone pillar, led incongruously from t lie light

French furnishings to the chamber where

Lavinia was to sleep. A Renaissance bed,

made of thick quilting directly upon the floor,

was covered with gilt ecclesiastical em-

broidery ; and a movable tub stood in a

stone corner. The narrow deep windows

overlooked Florence, a sombre expanse of

roofing ; and, coming rapidly toward the

villa, Lavinia could see a tall dog-cart, with

a groom and two passengers. They were

men ; and, as they drew nearer, Laviniaâ��

with a sudden pounding of her heartâ��realized

the cause of the slight friction between the
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two women. The cart bore Cesare Orsi and

Mochales the bull-fighter, the Flower of

Spain. It was a part of Anna Mantegazza's

humour that the men, so essentially antag-

onistic, should arrive together clinging pre-

cariously on the high, insecure trap.

Tea was served at five on the terrace, and

I^avinia dressed with minute care. Gheta,

she knew, had brought a new lavender lawn

with little gold velvet buttons and lace ;

while she had nothing but the familiar coarse

white mull. But she had fresh ribbons, and

she gazed with satisfaction at her firm,

faintly rosy countenance. She would have

no wrinkles for years to come. However,

she thought, with a return to her sense of

tragic gloom, such considerations were of

little moment, as Ã�brego y Mochales would

scarcely be aware of her existence ; he would

never know. Perhaps, years after

She purposely delayed her appearance on

the terrace until the others had assembled,

and then quietly took possession of a chair.

Cesare Orsi greeted her with effusive warmth ;

the Spaniard bowed ceremoniously.

Lavinia luxuriated in her unhappiness.

Mochales, she decided, must be the handsom-

est man in existence. His unchanging gravity

fascinated herâ��the man's face, his voice,

his dignified gestures, were all steeped in a

splendid melancholy.

" I am a peasant," he said, apparently

addressing them all, but with his eyes upon

Gheta, " from Estremadura, in the mountains.

The life there was very hard, and that was

unfortunate for me ; the food was scarce, and

that was good too. If I ate like the grandees

a bull would end me in the hot sun of the

first fiesta ; I'd double up like a pancake. I

must work all the timeâ��run for miles and

play pelota."

Lavinia was possessed by a new contempt

for her kind, which she centred upon Orsi,

clumsy and stupidly smiling. It was clear

that he couldn't run a mile ; in fact, he ad-

mitted that he detested all exercise. How

absurd he looked in his tight plaited jacket !

It appeared that he was always perspiring ;

a crime, she felt sureâ��with entire disregard

of its fatal consequencesâ��that Mochales

never committed.

" A friend of oursâ��it was Bemboâ��said

that he saw you at San Sebastian with your

King," Anna Mantcgazza put in.

" Why not ? But Alfonso is a fine boy ;

he understands the business of Royalty.

Every year I dedicate a magnificent bull to

the King on his name day."

" Will you dedicate one to me ? " Gheta

asked, carelessly.

" The best in Andalusia," he responded,

with fire.

Cesare Orsi made a slight sharp exclama-

tion, and Lavinia's heart beat painfully.

The former turned to her with sudden deter-

mination.

" Were you comfortable in my carriage,"

he demanded, " and fetched home at a smart

pace ? "

Lavinia thanked him.

" You are always so quiet," he complained.

" I'm certain there's a great deal in that wise

young head worth hearing."

" Lavinia is still in the schoolroom,"

Gheta explained, brutally. " Yesterday she

put up her hair ; to-day Anna Mantegazza

invites her, and we have an effect."

Anna Mantegazza turned to the younger

with a new veiled scrutiny. Her gaze rested

for an instant on Orsi and then moved con-

templatively to Gheta and Ã�brego y Mochales.

It was evident that her thoughts were very

busy ; a faint sparkle appeared in her eyes,

a fresh vivacity animated her manner. Sud-

denly she included Lavinia in her remarks;

she put queries to the girl patently intended

to draw her out. Gheta grew uneasy and

then cross.

" I'm sick of sitting here," she declared ;

" let's walk about. It's cooler, and Pier

Mantegazza's place is always worth investi-

gation." She rose and waited for Cesare

Orsi, then led the small procession from under

the striped tea kiosk down the terrace. The

way grew steep and she rested a hand on

Orsi's arm. Anna, Lavinia, and the.Flower

of Spain followed together, until the first

moved forward to join the leaders. 1Ð»-

vinia's gaze was obscured by a sort of warm

mist ; she clasped her hands to keep them

from trembling. In a narrow flagged turn

Mochales brushed her shoulder. He scarcely

moved his eyes from Gheta's back. Once he

gazed sombrely at the girl beside him, and she

responded with a pale, questioning smile.

" I have had a great misfortune," he told

her.

" Oh, I'm terribly, terribly sorry ! "'

" I've lost a blessed coin that interceded

for me since the first day I went in the bull

ring. I'd give a thousand wax candles for

its return. Nowâ��when I need everything."

he continued as if to himself. " Your sister

is beautiful," he added abruptly.

" Everybody thinks so," Lavinia replied in

a voice she encÃearoured to make enthusiastic.

" She has had tens of admirers here and at

Rome and Lucca." There she knew she

should stop ; but she continued : " Cesare

Orsi is very persistent and tremendously rich."

Mochales made a short, unintelligible re-

mark in Spanish. He twisted a cigarette

with lightning-like rapidity and only one

hand. Together they looked at Orsi's broad,

ungainly back, and the bull-fighter's lips

tightened, exposing a glimmer of his im-

maculate teeth.

They passed a neat whitewashed cottage.
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where an old couple stood bowing-abjectly,

and came on a series of long, pale-brown

buildings and walls.

" The stables and barn," Lavinia explained.

Anna Mantegazza turned.

" You may see something oÃ interest here,"

she called to Mochales.

A series of steps, made by projecting

stones, rose to the top of an eight-foot wall

up which Anna unexpectedly led the way.

The wall was broad, afforded a comfortable

footing, and enclosed a straw-littered yard.

A number of doors led into a barn, and into

one some men Were urging refractory cattje.

In a corner a small, compact bull, with the

rapierlike horns of the mountain breeds, was

secured by a nose ring and a short chain ;

and to the latter the men turned when the

other animals had been confined. Two

threatened the animal with long poles, while

a third unfastened the chain from the wall

and then all endeavoured to drive him with-

in. Ã�brego y Mochales stood easily above,

watching these clumsy efforts.

Suddenly the bull stopped, plunged his

front hoofs into the soft mould of the stable

yard, and swept his head from side to side

with a broken, hoarse bellow. The men

prodded him, with urgent cries ; but the bull

suddenly whirled, snapping the poles, and

there was an immediate scattering.

The sight of the retreating forms appar-

ently enraged the animal, for he charged

with astonishing speed and barely missed

horning the last man to fall over the barri-

cade of a half door. Mochales smiled ; he

called familiarly to the bull. Then he stooped

and vaulted lightly down into the yard.

I^avinia gave a short exclamation ; she was

cold with fear. Orsi looked on without any

emotion visible on his heavy face. Anna

Mantegazza leaned forward, tense with

interest. " Bravo ! " she called.

Gheta Sanviano smiled.

The bull did not see Mochales at first, then

the man cried tauntingly. The bull turned

and stood with a lowered, slowly-moving

head, an uneasy tail. The Spaniard found

a small milking-stool and, carrying it to the

middle of the yard, sat and comfortably

rolled another cigarette. He was searching

for a match when the bull moved forward

a pace ; he had found and was striking it

when the bull increased his pace ; he was

guarding the flame about the cigarette's end

when the animal broke into a charging run.

The Flower of Spain inhaled a deep breath

of smoke, which he expelled in deliberate

globes.

" Oh, don't ! Oh " Lavina exclaimed,

an arm before her eyes.

Mochales shifted easily from his seat, and

apparently in the same instant the bull

crushed the stool to splinters.

" Bravo ! Bravo ! " Anna Mantegazza

called again, and the man bowed until his

extended hat rested on the ground.

He straightened slowly ; the bull whirled

about and flung himself forward. Ã�brego

y Mochales now had one of the discarded

poles ; and, waiting until the horns had

almost encircled him, he vaulted lightly and

beautifullyover the running animal's shoulder,

He waited again, avoiding the infuriated

charge by a scant step ; and, when the bull

stopped, he had Mochales1 hat placed squarely

upon his horns.

Lavinia watched now in fascinated terror ;

she could not remove her gaze from the slim

figure in the short black jacket and narrow

crimson sash. At the moment when her

tension relaxed, Mochales, with a short run-

ning step, vaulted cleanly to the top of the

wall. His cigarette was still burning. She

wanted desperately to add her praise to

Anna Mantegazza's enthusiastic plaudits,

Gheta's subtle smile ; but only the utmost

banalities occurred to her.

They descended the stone steps and slowly

mounted toward the house. Cesare Orsi

resolutely dropped back beside l^avinia.

" You are really superb ! " he told her,'

in his highly-coloured Neapolitan manner.

" Most womenâ��Anna Mantegazza for ex-

ampleâ��are like children before such a show

as that back there. Your sister, too] was

pleased ; it appealed to her vanity, as the

fellow intended it should. But you only

disliked it. I could see that in your attitude.

It was the circusâ��that's all."

Lavinia gazed at him out of an unfathom-

able contempt. She thought : What a fool

he is ! It wasn't Ã�brego y Mochales' courage

that appealed to her most, although that had

afforded her an exquisite thrill, but his

powerful grace, his absolute physical per-

fection. Orsi was heated again and his tie

had slipped up over the back of his

collar.

She recalled the first talk she had had

with him about Mochales and the manner in

which she had masked her true feeling for

the latter.

How easy Orsi had been ' to mislead !

Now she was seized by the desire to show him

the actual state of her mind ; she wanted,

in bitter sentences, to tell him how infinitely

superior the Spaniard was to such fat, easy

beings as himself. She longed to make clear

to him exactly what it was that women ad-

mired in menâ��romance and daring and splen-

did strength. It might suit Gheta, who had

wrinkles, to encourage such men as Cesare

Orsi ; their wealth might appeal to cold and

material minds, but they could never hope

to inspire passion ; no one would ever cherish

for them a hopeless lifelong love.

" Do vou know," Orsi declared, with firm
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conviction, " you are even handsomer than

your sister ! "

" Fool ! fool ! fool ! " But she could not,

of course, say a word of what was in her

thoughts. She met his admiring gaze with

a blank face, conscious of how utterly her

exterior belied and hid the actual Lavinia

Sanviano. She felt wearily old, sophisticated.

In her room, dressing for the evening, she

made up her mind that she must have a black

dinner gownâ��later she would wear no other

shade.

IV.

ANNA MANTEGAZZA knocked and entered

just as Lavinia had finished with her hair

and was slipping into the familiar white

dress. There had been, within the last few

hours, a perceptible change in the former's

attitude toward her. Lavinia realized that

Anna Mantegazza regarded her with a new

interest, a greater and more personal friend-

liness.

" My dear Lavinia ! " she exclaimed,

critically overlooking the other's prepara-

tions. " You look very appealingâ��like a

snowdrop, exactly. I should say the toilet

for Sunday at the convent ; but no longer

appropriate outside. Really, I must speak

to the marchesaâ��parents are so slow to see

the differences in their own family. Gheta

has been a little over-emphasized.

" I wonder," she continued, with glowing

vivacity, " if you would allow meâ��I assure

you it would give me the greatest pleasure

in the world. Your figure is a thousand

times better than mine ; but, thank Heaven,

I'm still slender. A little evening dress from

Paris ! It should really do you very well.

Will you accept it from me ? I'd like to

give you something, Lavinia ; and it has

never been out of its box."

She turned and was out of the room before

Lavinia could reply. There was no reason

why she shouldn't take a present from Anna.

Pier Mantegazza and her father had been

lifelong friends, and his wife was an intimate

of the Sanvianos. It would not, probably,

be black. It wasn't. Anna returned, fol-

lowed by her maid, who bore carefully over

her arm a shimmering mass of glowing pink.

" Now ! " Anna Mantegazza cried. " Your

hair is very pretty, very originalâ��but hardly

for a dress like this. Sara ! "

The maid moved quietly forward and

directed an appraising gaze at Lavinia.

" I see exactly, madame," she assured

Anna ; and with her deft hands she took

down Lavinia's laboriously-arranged hair.

She drew it back from the brow apparently

as simply as before, twisted it into a low knot

slightly eccentric in shape, and reÃ§ut a

fringe. Lavinia's eyes seemed bluer, her

delicate flush more elusive ; the shape of her

face appeared changed, it was more pointed

apd had a new wilful charm.

"The stockings," Anna commanded.

Dressed, Lavinia Sanviano stood curiously

before the long mirror ; she saw a fresh

Lavinia that was yet the old ; and she was

absorbing her first great lesson in the magic

of clothes. The gown Lavinia wore resem-

bled, in all its. implications, an orchid.

There was a whisper here of satin, a pale

note of green, a promise of chiffon. Her

crisp round shoulders were bare ; her finely-

moulded arms were clouded, as it were, with

a pink mist ; the skirt was full, incredibly

airy ; yet every movement was draped by a

suave flowing and swaj-ing.

. Lavinia recognized that she had been im-

mensely enriched in effect ; it was not a

question of mere beautyâ��beauty here gave

way to a more subtle and potent considera-

tion. It was a potency which she instinc-

tively shrank from probing. For a moment

she experienced, curiously enough, a gust of

passionate resentment, followed by a quickly-

passing melancholy, a faint regret.

Anna Mantegazza and the maid radiated

with satisfaction at the result of their effort.

The former murmured a phrase that bore

Gheta's name, but Lavinia caught nothing

else. The maid said :â��

" Without a doubt, madame."

Lavinia lingered in her room, strangely

reluctant to go down and see her sister. She

was embarrassed by her unusual appearance,

and dreaded the prominence of the inevitable

exclamations. At last she was obliged to

proceed. The rest stood by the entrance of

the dining-room. Anna Mantegazza was

laughing at a puzzled expression on the good-

natured countenance of Cesare Orsi ; Gheta

was slowly waving a fan of gilded feathers ;

Ã�brego y Mochales was standing rigid and

sombrely handsome ; and, as usual, Pier

Mantegazza was late.

Gheta Sanviano turned and saw Lavinia

approaching, and the elder's face, always

pale, grew suddenly chalky ; it was drawn,

and the wrinkles, carefully treated with

paste, became visible about her eyes. Her

hands shook a little as she took a step for-

ward.

" ^Ð�Ðªat does this mean, Lavinia ? " she

demanded. " Why did I know nothing about

that dress ? "

" I knew nothing myself until a little bit

ago," Lavinia explained, apologetically, filled

with a formless pity for Gheta. " isn't it

pretty ? Anna Mantegazza gave it to me."

She could see, over Gheta's shoulder,

Cesare Orsi staring at her in idiotic surprise.

" Don't you like it, Gheta ? " Anna asked.

Gheta Sanviano didn't answer, but closed

her eyes for a moment in an effort to control

the anger that shone in them. The silence
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deepened to constraint, and then she laughed

lightly.

'â�¢ Quite a woman of fashion ! " she ob-

served of Lavinia. " Fancy ! It's a pity that

she must go back to the convent so soon."

Her eyes while she was speaking were

directed toward Anna Mantegazza and the

resentment changed to hatred. The other

shrugged her shoulders indifferently and

moved toward the dining-room, catching

Lavinia's arm in her own.

Mantegazza entered at the soup and was

seated on Gheta's right ; Cesare Orsi was on

Anna's left ; and Lavinia sat between the

two men, with Mochales opposite. What-

ever change had taken place in her looks

made absolutely no impression upon the

latter ; it was clear that he saw no one be-

sides Gheta Sanviano.

In the candlelight his face more than ever

resembled bronze ; his hair was dead-black ;

above the white linen his head was like a

superb effigy of an earlier and different race

from the others. It was almost savage in its

still austerity. Cesare Orsi, too, said little,

which was extraordinary for him. If La-

vinia had made small mark on Mochales, at

least she had overpowered the other to a

ludicrous degree. It seemed that he had

never before half observed her ; he even

muttered to himself and smiled uncertainly

when she chanced to gaze at him.

But what the others lacked conversa-

tionally Anna Mantegazza more than sup-

plied ; she was at her best, and that was

very sparkling, touched with malice and

understanding, and absolute independence.

She insisted on including Lavinia in every

issue. At first Lavinia was only confused

by the attention pressed on her ; she re-

treated, growing more inarticulate at every

sally. Then she became easier ; spurred

partly by Gheta's direct unpleasantness and

partly by the consciousness of her becoming

appearance, she retorted with spirit ; en-

gaged Pier Mantegazza in a duet of verbal

confetti. She gazed challengingly at Ã�brego

y Mochales, but got no other answer than

a grave perfunctory inclination.

She thought of an alternative to the black

gowns and unrelieved melancholyâ��she might

become the gayest member of the gay Roman

world, be known throughout Italy for her

reckless exploits, her affairs and gowns, all

the while hiding her passion for the Flower

of Spain. It would be a vain search for for-

getfulness, with an early death in an atmo-

sphere of roses and champagne. Gheta was

gazing at her so crossly that she took a sip

of Mantegazza's brandy ; it burned her

throat cruelly, but she concealed the choking

with a smile of high bravado.

After dinner they progressed to a drawing-

room that filled an entire end of the villa.

Cesare Orsi sat at Lavinia's side, quickly

finishing one long black cigar and lighting

another ; Pier Mantegazza and Mochales

smoked cigarettes. Anna was smoking, but

Gheta had refused. Lavinia's feeling" for

her sister had changed from pity to total in-

difference. The elder had been an over-

bearing and thoughtless superior ; and

now, when Lavinia felt in some subtle,

inexplicable manner that Gheta was losing

rank, her store of sympathy was small.

Lavinia hoped that she would marry Orsi

immediately and leave the field free for

herself.

Honestly," Orsi murmured, " more beau-

tiful than your "

She stopped him with an impatient gesture,

wondering what Mochales was saying to

Gheta. A possibility suddenly filled her

with dreadâ��it was evident that the Spaniard

was growing hourly more absorbed in Gheta,

and the latter might Lavinia could not

support the possibility of Ã�brego y Mochales

married to her sister. But, she reassured

herself, there was little danger of thatâ��

Gheta would never make a sacrifice for

emotion ; she would be sure of the com-

fortable material thing, and now more than

ever.

Anna Mantegazza moved to a piano,

which, in the obscurity, she began to play.

The notes rose deliberate and melodious.

Gheta Sanviano told Orsi :â��

That's Iris. Do you remember, we

heard it at the Pergola in the winter ? "

Do go over to her," Lavinia whispered.

He rose heavily and went to Gheta's side,

and Lavinia waited expectantly for Mochales

to change too. The Spaniard shifted, but

it was toward the piano, where he stood with

the rosy reflection of his cigarette on a

moody countenance. It was Pier Mantegazza

who sat beside Lavinia.

Suddenly a step sounded behind her ; she

turned hopefully, but it was only Cesare Orsi.

" The others have gone outside," he told

her, and she noticed that the piano had

stopped.

Mantegazza rose and bowed in mock

serious formality, at which Lavinia shrugged

an impatient shoulder and walked with Orsi

across the room and out upon the terrace.

Florence had sunk into a dark chasm of

night, except for the curving double row of

lights that marked the Lungarno and the

indifferent illumination of a few principal

squares. Orsi was standing very close to â�¢

her, and she moved away ; but he followed.

" Lavinia," he muttered, and suddenly his

arm was about her waist.

She leaned back, pushing with both hands

against his chest ; but he swept her irre-

sistibly up to him and kissed her clumsily.

A cold rage possessed her. She stopped
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struggling ; yet there was no need to continue

â��he released her immediately and opened a

stammering apology.

" I am a madman," he admitted, abjectedly

â��" a little animal that ought to be shot. I

don't know what came over me ; my head

was in a carnival. You must forgive or I

shall be a maniac, I "

She turned and walked swiftly into the

house and mounted to her room. AH the

pleasure she had had in the evening, the new

gown, evaporated, left her possessed by an

utter loathing of self. Now, in the mirror, -

she seemed hateful, the clouded chiffon and

airy clinging satin unspeakable. Looking

back out of the dim glass was a stranger who

had betrayed and cheapened her. Her pure

serenity revolted against the currents of life

sweeping down upon her, threatening to

inundate her.

She unhooked her gown with trembling

fingers andâ��once more in simple whiteâ��

dropped into a deep chair, where she cried

with short painful inspirations, her face

pressed against her arm. Her emotion

subsided, changed to a formless dread, and

again to a black sense of helplessness.

Suddenly she rose and mechanically shook

loose her hairâ��footsteps were approaching.

Her sister entered, pale and vindictive.

" You are to be congratulated," she pro-

ceeded, thinly ; " you made a success with

everybodyâ��that is, with all but Mochales.

It was for him, wasn't it ? You were very

clever, but you failed ridiculously."

Lavinia made no reply.

" I hope Mochales excuses you because

of your greenness."

" Youth isn't any longer your crime,"

Lavinia retorted at last.

" That dressâ��it would suit Anna Mante-

gazza ; but you looked only indecent."

" Perhaps you're right, Gheta," Lavinia

said, unexpectedly. " I'm going to bed now,

please."

Her balance, restored by sleep, was once

more normal when she returned to the

Lungarno. It was again late afternoon, the

daily procession was returning from the

Cascine, and Gheta was at the window, look-

ing coldly down. The Marchesa Sanviano

was knitting at prodigious speed a shapeless

grey garment. They all turned when a

servant entered : â��

Signor Orsi wished to see the MÃ¡rchese.

This unusual formality on the part of

Cesare Orsi could have but one purpose, and

I^avinia and their mother gazed significantly

at the elder sister.

" The MÃ¡rchese is dressing," his wife

directed.

She drew n long breath of relief and nodded

over her needleÂ«. Gheta raised her chin ;

her lips bore the half-contemptuous expres-

sion that lately had become habitual ; her

eyes were half closed.

Lavinia sat with her hands loose in her lap.

She was wondering whether or not, should

she make a vigorous protest, they would

send her back to the convent. The new gown

was carefully hung in her closet. Last night

she had been idiotic.

The MÃ¡rchese Sanviano appeared hurriedly

and alone ; lus tie was crooked and his

expression very muchjiisturbed. His wife

looked up, startled.

" What ! " she demanded, directly.

" Didn't he "

" Yes," Sanviano replied, " he did ! He

wants to marry Lavinia."

Lavinia half rose, with a horrified protest ;

Gheta seemed suddenly turned to stone ;

the knitting fell unheeded from the marchesa's

lap. Sanviano spread out his hands help-

lessly.

" Well," he demanded, " what could I

do ? A man with Orsi's blameless character

and the Orsi banks ! "

V.

THE house to which Cesare Orsi took

Lavinia was built over the rim of a small

steep island in the Bay of Naples, opposite

Castellamare. It faced the city, rising in an

amphitheatre of bright stucco and almond

blossoms, across an expanse of glassy and

incredibly blue water. It was evening, the

colour of sky and bay was darkening, inten-

sified by a vaporous rosy column where the

ascending smoke of Vesuvius held the last

upfluner glow of the vanished sun. Lavinia

could see from her window the pale distant

quiver of the electric lights springing up along

the villa Nazionale.

The dwelling itself drew a long irregular

faÃ§ade of white marble on its abrupt verdant

screenâ��a series of connected pavilions,

galleries, pergolas, belvedere, flowering walls,

and airy chambers. There were tessellated

remains from the time of the great pleasure-

saturated Roman emperors, a later distinctly

Moorish influence, quattrocento-painted

eaves, an eighteenth-century turfed court,

and a smoking-room with the startling

coloured glass of the nineteenth.

The windows of Lavinia's room had no

sashes ; they were composed of a double

marble arch, supported in the centre by a

slender twisted marble column, with Venetian

blinds. She stood in the opening, gazing

fixedly over the water turning into night.

She could hear, from the room beyond, her

husband's heavy deliberate footfalls ; and

the sound filled her with a formless resent-

ment. She wished to be justifiably annoyed

by them, or him ; but there was absolutely

no cause. Cesare Orsi's character and dis-

position were alike beyond reproachâ��trans-
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parent and heroically optimistic. Since their

marriage she had been insolent, she had been

both captious and continuously indifferent,

without unsettling the determined eager

good-nature with which he met her moods.

During the week he went by launch into

Naples in the interests of his banking, and,

did not return for luncheon ; and she had

long uninterrupted hours for the enjoyment of

her pleasant domain. Altogether, his de-

mands upon her

were reasonable to

the point of self-

effacement. He

laughed a great

deal; this annoyed

her youthful

gravity and she

rem onstrated

sharply more than

once, but he only

leaned back and

laughed harder.

Then she would

either grow coldly

disdainful or leave

the room, followed

by the echo of his

merriment. There

was something im-

pervious, like

armour, in his

excellent humour.

Apparently she

could not get

through it to

wound him as she

would have liked, ,

and she secretly

wondered.

He was prodigal in hit

generosityâ��the stores of

the Via Roma were pre-

pared to empty them-

selves at her desire.

Cesare Orsi's wife was a

figure of importance in

Naples. She had been

made welcome by the

Neapolitan societyâ��lawn

fÃªtes had been given in

villas under the burnished leaves of magnolias

on the height of Vomero. The CavaliÃ¨re

Nelli, Orsi's cousin and a retired colonel of

Bersaglieri, entertained lavishly at dinner on

the terrace of Bertolini's ; she went out to

old houses looking through aged and riven

pines at the sea.

She would have enjoyed all this hugely if

she had not been married to Orsi ; but the

continual reiteration of the fact that she was

Orsi's wife filled her with an accumulating

resentment. The implication that she had

been exceedingly fortunate became more

ORSI SWEPT HER

TO HIM AND KISSED

than she could bear. The consequence was

that, as soon as it could be managed, she

ceased going about.

She was now at the window, immersed in a

melancholy sense of total isolation ; the

water stirring along the masonry below, a call

from a shadowy fishing boat dropping down

the bay, filled her with longing for the cheerful

existence of the Lungarno. She had had a

letter from Gheta that morning, the first from

her sister since she

liad left Florence,

brief but without

any actual expres-

sion of ill will.

After all was said,

she had brought

Gheta a great dis-

appointment ; if

she had been in

the elder's place

probably she

would have be-

haved no better.

It occurred to her

to ask Gheta to

Naples. At least

then she would

have someone

with whom to re-

call the pleasant

trifles of past

years. She would

have liked to ask

Anna Mantegazza,

too ; but this she

knew was impos-

sibleâ��Gheta had

not forgiven Anna

for her part on the

night that had

resulted in Orsi's pro-

posal for Lavinia.

She wondered, more ob-

scurely, whether Ã�brego

y Mochales was still in

Florence. He loomed at

the back of her thoughts,

inscrutably dark and ro-

mantic. It piqued her

that he had not made

the slightest response to her palpable admira-

tion. But he had been tremendously stirred

by Gheta, who was never touched by such

emotions. A desire to see Mochales grew

insidiously out of her speculations ; a desire

to talk about him, hear his name. Lavinia

deliberately shut her eyes to the fact that

this last became her principal reason for

wishing to see Gheta.

She told Cesare, with a diffidence which she

was unable to overcome, that she had

written asking her sister for a visit. Seem-

ingly he didn't hear her. They were at

â�¢*r

IRRESISTIBLY U'P

HER CLUMSILY."
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breakfast, on the wine-red tiling of a pergola

by the water, and he had shaken his fist,

with a rueful curse, in the direction of Naples.

Before him lay an open letter with an en-

graved page heading.

" I said," Lavinia repeated impatiently,

" that Gheta will probably be here at the end

of the week."

" The sacred camels ! " Orsi exclaimed ;

then : " Oh, Ghetaâ��good ! " But he fell

immediately into an angry reverie. " If I

dared " he muttered.

" What has stirred you up so ?"

" It's difficult to explain to anyone not

born in Naples. Here, you see, all is not in

order, like Florence ; we have had a stormy

time between brigands and secret factions

Ð°Ð´Ð° foreign rulers ; and certain societies

sprang up, necessary once, but nowâ��when

one still existsâ��a source of bribery and

nuisance. This letter, for example, con-

gratulates me on the possession of a charming

bride ; it expresses the devotion of a hidden

organization, but points out that in order

to guarantee your safety in a city where

the guards are admittedly insufficient it will

be necessary for me to forward two thousand

lire at once."

" You will, of course, ignore it."

" I shall certainly send the money at once."

â�¢' 'What a cowardly attitude ! " Lavinia

declared, contemptuously. " You allow

yourself to be blackmailed like a common

criminal."

Orsi laughed, his equilibrium quickly

restored.

" I warned you that a stranger could not

understand," he reminded her. " If the

money weren't sent, in ten days or two weeks,

perhaps, there would be a little accident on

the Chiajaâ��your carriage would be run

into ; you would be upset, confused, angry.

There would be profuse apologies, investiga-

tion, perhaps arrests ; but nothing would

come of it. If the money was still held back

something a little more serious would occur.

Nothing really dangerous, you understand ;

but finally the two thousand lire woul4 be

gladly paid over and the accidents would

mysteriously cease."

" An outrage ! " Lavinia asserted, and

Orsi nodded.

" If you had an enemy," he continued,

" you could have her gown ruined in the

foyer of the San Carlos ; if it were a man

lie would be caught at his club with an un-

comfortable ace in his cuff. At least, so

I'm assured. I haven't had any reason to

look the society up yet." He laughed pro-

digiously. " Even murders are ascribed to

it. Careful, Cesare, or a new valet will cut

your throat some fine morning and your

widow walk away with a more graceful

man ! "

" Your jokes are so stupid." Lavinia

shrugged her shoulders.

He laid the letter on the table's edge and

a wandering air bore it slanting to .the floor,

but he promptly recovered it.

" That must go in the safe," he ended ;

" it is well to have a slight grasp on those

gentlemen."

He rose ; and a few minutes later Lavinia

saw his trim brown launch, with its awning

and steersman in gleaming white, rushing

through the bay toward Naples.

VI.

THE basin from which the launch plied lay

inside a sea-wall enclosing a small placid

rectangle with a walk all about and iron

benches. Steps at the back, guarded by

two great Pompeiian sandstone urns, and

pressed by a luxuriant growth, led up to

the villa. Gheta looked curiously about as

she stepped from the launch and went for-

ward with her brother-in-law. Lavinia fol-

lowed, with Gheta's maid and a porter in

the rear.

Lavinia realized that her sister looked

badly ; in the unsparing blaze of midday

the wrinkles about her eyes were apparent,

and they had multiplied. Although it was

past the first of June, Gheta was wearing

a linen dress of last year ; andâ��as her maid

unpackedâ��Lavinia saw the familiar pink

tulle and the lavender gown with the gold

velvet buttons.

" Your dressmaker is very late," she

observed, thoughtlessly.

A slow flush spread over the other's

countenance ; she did not reply immediately. â�¢

and Lavinia would have given a great deal

to unsay her period.

" It isn't that," Gheta finally explained ;

" the family find that I am too expensive.

You see, I haven't justified their hopes and

they have been cutting down."

Her voice was thin, metallic ; her features

had sharpened like folded paper creased

between the fingers.

" It's very good here," she went on,

dancing about her room. It was hardly

more than a marble gallery, the peristyle

choked with flowering bushes, camellias

and althea and hibiscus, barely furnished,

and filled with drifting perfumes and the

savour of the sea. " What a shame that

these things must be got at a price ! "

Lavinia glanced at her sharply ; until the

present moment that would have expressed

her own attitude, but said by Gheta it

seemed a little crude. It was, anyhow,

painfully obvious, and she had no intention

of showing Gheta the true state of her beinâ�¢.

" Isn't that so of everythingâ��worth

having ? " she asked, adding the latter

purely as a counter.
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The elder drew up her fine shoulders.

That's very courageous of you," she

admittedâ��" especially since everybody knew

your opinion of Orsi. Heaven knows you

made no effort to disguise your feeling

to others."

Lavinia smiled calmly ; Cesare was really

very thoughtful, and she said so. Gheta

replied at a sudden tangent :â��

" Mochales has been a great nuisance."

Lavinia was gazing through an opening

in the leaves at the sparkling blue plane of

the bay. She made no movement, aware

of her sister's unsparing curiosity turned

upon her, and only said :â��â�¢

" Really ? "

" Spaniards are so tempestuous," Gheta

continued ; " he's been whispering a hundred

mad schemes in my ear. He gave up an

important engagement in Madrid rather than

leave Florence. I have been almost stirred

by him, he is so slender and handsome.

Simply every womanâ��except perhaps meâ��

is in love with him "

" There's no danger of your loving anyone

beside yourself." '

" I saw him the day before I left ; told

him where I was going. Then I had to

beg him not to take the same train. He

said he was going to Naples, anyhow, to

sail from there for Spain. He will be at

the Grand Hotel, and I gave him permission

to see me here once."

Lavinia revolved slowly.

" Why not ? He turned my head round

at least twice." She moved towards the

door. " Ring whenever you like," she said ;

" there are servants for everything."

' In her room she wondered, with burning

cheeks, when Ã�brego y Mochales would

come. Her sentimental interest in him

had waned a trifle during the past busy

weeks ; but, in spite of that, he was the

great romantic attachment of her life. If

he had returned her love no whispered

scheme would have been too mad. What

would he think of her now ? But she knew

instinctively that there would be no change

in Mochales' attitude. He was in love with

Gheta ; blind to the rest of the world.

She sat lost in a daydreamâ��how different

her life would have been, married to the bull-

fighter ! She would have become a part

of the fierce Spanish crowds at the ring,

travelled to South America, seen the people

heap roses, jewels, upon her idol.

Cesare Orsi stood in the doorway, smiling

with oppressive good nature.

" Lavinia," he told her. " I've done some-

thing, and now I'm in the devil of a doubt."

He advanced, holding a small package,

and sat on the edge of a chair, mopping his

brow. " You see," he began, diffidently,

" that is, as you must know,' at firstâ��you

were at the conventâ��I thought sometliing

of proposing for your sister. Thank God,"

he added, vigorously, " I waited ! Well, I

didn't ; although, to be completely honest,

I knew that it came to be expected. 1

could see the surprise in your father's face.

It occurred to me afterward that if I had

brought Gheta any embarrassment I'd like

to do something in a small way, a sort of

acknowledgment. And to-day Ã� saw this,"

he held out the package ; " it was pretty

and I bought it for her at once. But now,

when the moment arrives. I hesitate to give

it to her. Gheta has grown soâ��so formal

that I'm afraid of her," he laughed.

Lavinia unwrapped the paper covering

from a green. mprocco box, and, releasing

the catch, saw a shimmering string of

delicately pink pearls.

" Cesare ! " she exclaimed. " How gor-

geous ! " She lifted the necklace, letting

it slide cool and fine through her fingerÂ».

" It's too good of you. This has cost

hundreds and hundreds. I'll keep it my-

self."

He laughed, shaking all over ; then fell

serious.

" Everything I haveâ��all, allâ��is yours,"

he assured her. Lavinia turned away with

an uncomfortable feeling of falseness " What

do you predictâ��will Gheta take it, under-

stand, or will she play the frozen princess ? "

" If I know Gheta, she'll take it," Lavinia

promptly replied.

Orsi presented Gheta Sanviano with the

necklace at dinner. She took it slowly

from its box and glanced at the diamond

clasp.

" Thank you, Cesare, immensely ! What

a shame that pink pearls so closely resemble

coral ! No one gives you credit for them."

A feeling of shame for her sister's ungra-

ciousness possessed Lavinia and mounted

to angry resentment She had no particular

desire to champion Cesare, but the simplicity

and kindness of his thought demanded

more than a superficial admission. At the

same time she had no intention of permitting

Gheta any display of superiority here.

" You need only say they were from

Cesare," she observed, coldly ; " with him,

it is always pearls."

Such a tide of pleasure swept over her

husband's countenance that Lavinia bit

her lip in annoyance. She had intended

only to rebuke Gheta and had not calcu-

lated the effect of her speech upon Cesare.

She was scrupulously careful not to mislead

the latter with regard to her feeling for him.

She went to a rather needless extreme

to demonstrate that she conducted herself

from a sense of duty and propriety alone.

Her married life, she assured herself,

already resembled the Mantegazzas', whose
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inclifierent courtesy she had marked and

wondered at. Perhaps in time, like them,

she would grow, accustomed to it ; but now

it took all her determination to maintain

the smallest daily amenities. It was not

that her actual condition was unbearable,

but only that it was so tragically removed

from what she had imagined ; she had

dreamed of romance, it had been embodied

for her eager gazeâ��and she had married

Cesare Orsi !

Gheta returned the necklace to its box

and the dinner progressed in silence. The

coffee was on when the elder sister said :â��

' " I had a card from the Grand Hotel

a while ago ; Ã�brego y Mochales is there."

" And there," Orsi put in, promptly,

" I hope he'll stay, or sail for Spain. I

don't want the clown about here."

Gheta turned.

" But you will regret that," she addressed

Lavinia ; " you always found him so fasci-

nating."

Lavinia's husband cleared his throat

sharply ; he was clearly impatiently annoyed.

" What foolishness 'â�¢ " he cried. " From

the first, I-avinia has been scarcely conscious

of his existence."

Lavinia avoidÂ«! her sister's mocking gaze,

disturbed and angry. â�¢

" Certainly Signor Mochales must be

asked here," she declared.

" I suppose it can't be avoided," Orsi

muttered.

It was arranged that the Spaniard should

dine with them on the following evening,

and Lavinia spent the intervening time in

exploring her emotions. She recognized

now that Gheta hated both Cesare and her-

self, and that she would miss no opportunity

to force an awkward or even dangerously-

unpleasant situation upon them. Gheta

had sharpened in being as well as in coun-

tenance to such a degree that I-avinia lost

what natural affection for her sister she had

retained.

This, in a way, allied her with Cesare.

She was now able at least to survey him in

a detached manner, with an impersonal

comprehension of his good qualities and

aesthetic shortcomings ; and in pointing out

to Gheta the lavish beauty of herâ��Lavinia's

â�¢â��surroundings, she engendered in herself

a slight proprietary pride. She met Ã�brego

y Mochales at the basin with a direct bright

smile, standing firmly upon her wall.

Against the blue water shadowed by the

promise of dusk he was a sombre and splendid

figure. Her heart undeniably beat faster

and she was vexed when he turned imme-

diately to Gheta. His greeting was intensely

serious, his gaze so hungry that Lavinia

looked awav. It was vulgar, she told her-

self. Cesare met them abovi and greeted

Mochales with, a superficial heartiness. It

was difficult for Cesare Orsi to conceal his

opinions and feelings. The other man's

gravity was superb.

At dinner conversation languished. Gheta,

in a very low dress, had a bright red scart

about her shoulders, and was painted.

This was so unusual that it had almost +he

effect of a disguise ; her eyes were staring

and brilliant, her fingers constantly fidgeting

and creasing her napkin. Afterwards she

walked with Mochales to the corner ot

the belvedere, where they had all been

sitting, and from there drifted the low con-

tinuous murmur of her voice, briefly punc-

tuated by a deep masculine note of interro-

gation. Below, the water was invisible in

the wrap of night. Naples shone like a

pale gold net drawn about the sweep of its

hills. A glow like a thumb-print hung over

Vesuvius ; the hidden column of smoke-

smudged the stars.

Lavinia grew restless and descended to

her room, where she procured a fan. Return-

ing, she was partly startled by a pale still

figure in the gloom of a passage. She saw-

that it was Gheta, and spoke ; but the other

moved away without reply and quickly

vanished. Above, Lavinia halted at the

strange spectacleâ��clearly drawn against the

luminous depths of spaceâ��of Mochales and

her husband rigidly facing each other.

" I must admit," Orsi said, iri an exas-

perated voice, " that I don't understand. '

Lavinia saw that he was holding something

in a half-extended hand. Moving closer,

she identified the object as the necklace he

had given Gheta.

" What is it that you don't understand,

Cesare ? " she asked.

" Some infernal joke or foolishness ! "

" It is no joke, signor," Mochales re-

sponded ; " and it is better, perhaps, for

your wife to leave us."

Orsi turned to Lavinia.

He gives me back this necklace of

Gheta's," he explained ; " he says that he

has every right. It appears that Gheta

is going to marry him, and he already objects

to presents from her brother-in-law-."

But what stun ! " I^avinia pronounced.

A swift surprise overtook her at Cesare's

announcementâ��Gheta and Mochales to

marry ! She was certain that the arrange-

ment had not existed that morning. A

fleet inchoate sorrow numbed her heart

and fled.

" Orsi has been only truthful enough to

suit his own purpose," Mochales stated.

â�¢' Signora, please " He indicated the

descent from the belvedere.

She moved to him, smiling appealingly.

" What Ðº it all about ? " she queried.

" Forgive m'e ; it is impossible to answer."
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"A DARK TIDE OF PASSION, VISIBLE EVEN IN THE NIGHT, FLOODED ORSl'S COUNTENANCE.

'LEAVE!' HE INSISTED, 'OR I'LL HAVE YOU FLUNG INTO THE BAY.'"

" Cesare ? " She addressed her husband.

" Why, thisâ��this donkey hints that there

â�¢was something improper in my present.

It seems that I have been annoying Gheta

by my attentions, flattering her with pearls."

" Did Gheta tell you that ? " Lavinia

demanded. A growing resentment took

possession of her. " Because if she did,

she lied ! "

" Ah ! " Mochales whispered, sharply.

" They're both mad," Orsi told her, " and

should be dipped in the bay."

. Never had Ã�brego y Mochales appeared

handsomer ; never more like fine bronze.

That latter fact struck her forcibly. Hii

face was no more mutable than a mask ol

metal. Its stark rigidity sent a cold tremol

to her heart.
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" And," she went on, impetuously, " since

Gheta said that, I'll tell you really about

this necklace : Cesare gave it to her because

he was sorry for her ; because he thought

that perhaps he had misled4 her. He spoke

of it to me first."

" No, signora," the Spaniard responded,

deliberately; "it is not your sister who

lies."

Cesare Orsi exclaimed angrily. He took

a hasty step ; but Lavinia, quicker, moved

between the two men.

" This is impossible," she declared, " and

must stop immediately ! It is childish ! "

There was now a metallic Ting in Mochales'

voice that disturbed her even more than his

words. The bull-fighter, completely immo-

bile, seemed a little inhuman ; he was

without a visible stir of emotion, but Orsi

looked more puzzled and angry every moment.

" This," he ejaculated, " in my own

houseâ��infamous ! "

" Signor Mochales," Lavinia reiterated,

" what I have told you is absolutely so."

" Your sister, signora, has said something

different. She did not want to tell me,

but I persistedâ��I saw that something was

wrongâ��and forced it from her."

" Enough ! " Orsi commanded. " One

can see plainly that you have been duped ;

some things may be overlooked. . . . You

have talked enough."

Mochales moved easily forward.

" You fat fool ! " "he said, in a low,

even voice. " Do you talk to meâ��Ã�brego

y Mochales ? "

A dark tide of passion, visible even in

the night, flooded Orsi's countenance.

" Leave ! " he insisted. " Or I'll have

you flung into the bay." Â«

A deep silence followed, in which Lavinia

could hear the stir of the water against

the walls below. A sharp fear entered her

heart, a new dread of the Spaniard. He

was completely outside the circle of impulses

which she understood and to which she

reacted. He was not a part of her world ;

he coldly menaced the foundations of all

right and security. Her worship of romance

died miserably. In a way she thought

she was responsible for the present horrible

situation ; it was the result of the feeling

she had had for Mochales. Lavinia was

certain that if Gheta had not known of it

the Spaniard would have been quickly-

dropped by the elder. She was suddenly

conscious of the perfume he always bore

that, curiously, lent him a strange addi-

tional oppression.

" Mochales," he said, in a species of

strained wonderment, " threatenedâ��thrown

into the bay ! Mochalesâ��the Flower of

Spain ! And by a helpless mound of fat "

" Cesare I " Lavinia cried, in an energy

of desperation. " Come ! Don't listen to

him."

Orsi released her grasp.

" I believe you are at the Grand Hotel ? "

He addressed the other man.

" Until I hear from you."

" To-morrow "

All the heat had apparently evaporated

from their words ; they spoke with a per-

functory politeness. Cesare Orsi said :â��

" I will order the launch."

In a few minutes the palpitations of the

steam died m the direction of Naples.

VII.

LAVINIA followed her husband to their rooms,

where he sat smoking one of his long

black cigars. He was pale ; his brow was

wet and his collar wilted. She stood beside

him and he patted her arm.

" Everything is in order," he assured her.

A species of blundering tenderness for him

possessed her ; an unexpected throb of her

being startled and robbed her of word?. He

mistook her continued silence.

" All I have is yours," he explained ; " it

is your right. I can see now thatâ��that my

money was all I had to offer you. The only

thing of value I possess. I should have

realized that a girl, charming like yourself,

couldn't care for a mound of fat."

Her tenderness rose till it choked in her

throat, blurred what she had to say.

" Cesare," she told him, " Gheta was

right ; at one time I was in love with

Mochales." He turned with a startled ex-

clamation ; but she silenced him. " He

was, it seemed, all that a girl might admire

â��dark and mysterious and handsome. He

was romantic. I demanded nothing else

then ; now something has happened that I

don't altogether understand, but it has

changed everything for me. Cesare, your

money never made any difference in my

feeling for youâ��it didn't before and it

doesn't to-nightâ�� She hesitated and

blushed painfully, awkwardly.

The cigar fell from his hand and he rose

eagerly, facing her.

" Lavinia," he asked, " is it possibleâ��do

you mean that you care the least alxnit me ? "

"It must be that, Cesare, because I am

to terribly afraid."

Later he admitted, ruefully :â��

" But no man should resemble, as I do, a

great oyster. I shall pay very dearly for

my laziness."

" You are not going to fight Mochales ! "

she protested. " It would be insanity."

" Insanity," he agreed, promptly. " Yet

I can't permit myself to be the target for

vile tongues."

Lavinia abruptly left him and hurried to
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her sister's room. The door was locked ;

she knocked, but got no response.

" Gheta ! " she called, low and urgently,

" open at once ! Your plans have gone

dreadfully wrong. Gheta ! " she said more

sharply into the answering silence. " Cesare

has had a terrific argument with Mochales,

and worse may follow. Open ! " There

was still no answer, and suddenly she beat

upon the door with her fists. " Liar ! " she

cried thinly through the wood. " Liar !

I'll make you eat that necklace, pearl for

pearl, sorrow for sorrow ! "

A feeling of impotence overwhelmed her

at the implacable stillness that succeeded

her hysterical outburst. She stood with a

pounding heart and clasped straining fingers.

Ã�brego y Mochales could kill Cesare with-

out the slightest shadow of a question.

There was, she recognized, something es-

sentially feminine in the saturnine bull-

fighter ; his pride had been severely as-

saulted ; and therefore he would beâ��in his

own, less subtle mannerâ��as dangerous as

Gheta. Cesare's self-esteem, too, had been

wounded in its most vulnerable placeâ��he

had been insulted before her. But, even if

the latter refused to proceed, Mochales, she

knew, would force an acute conclusion.

There was nothing to be got from her sister,

and she slowly returned to her chamber,

from which she could hear Orsi's heavy

footfalls.

She mechanically removed the square

emerald that hung from a platinum thread

about her neck, took oft her rings, and pro-

ceeded to the small iron safe where valuables

were kept. As she swung open the door a

sheet of paper slipped forward from an upper

compartment. It bore a printed addressâ��

in the Strada San Lucia. She saw that it

was the blackmailing letter Cesare had

received from the Neapolitan secret society,

demanding two thousand lire. She recalled

what he had said at the timeâ��if she had an

enemy her gown could be spoiled in the foyer

of the opera ; a man ruined at his club.

Even murders were ascribed to it.

She held the letter, gazing fixedly at the

address, mentally repeating again and again

the significance of its contents. She thought

of showing it to Cesare, suggesting But

she realized that, bound by a conventional

honour, he would absolutely refuse to listen

to her.

Almost subconsciously she folded the sheet

and hid it in her dress. Kneeling before the

safe she procured a long red envelope. It

contained the sum of money her father had

given her at the wedding. It was her dotâ��

a comparatively small amount, he had said

nt the time with an apologetic smile ; but it

was absolutely, unquestionably her own.

This, when she locked the safe, remained

outside.

When she had hidden the letter and!

envelope in her dressing-table Cesare stood

in the doorway. He was still pale, but

composed, and held himself with simple

dignity.

" Some men," he said, " are not so happy,

even for an hour."

A sudden passionate necessity to save him

swept over her.

. In the morning Orsi remained at the villa,

but he sent the launch in early with an

urgent summons for the CavaliÃ¨re Nelli.

Later, when he asked for Lavinia, he was told

that she had gone to Naples ; and when the

boat returned, Nelliâ��a military figure, with

hair and moustache like yellowish white silk

â��assisted her to the wall. She was closely

veiled against the sparkling flood of light

and bay, and hurried directly to her room.

There she knelt on a praying-chair before

a small alcoved altar with tall wax tapers,

and remained a long while. She was dis-

turbed by a sudden ringing report below ;

it was Cesare practising with a duelling pistol.

Lavinia remembered, from laughing com-

ments in Florence, that her husband was an

atrocious shot. The sound was repeated at

irregular intervals through an unbearably

long morning.

Gheta, she learned, had refused the

morning chocolate and, with her maid, had

collected and packed all her effects. La-

vinia had no desire to see her. The situation

now was past Gheta's mending.

After luncheon Lavinia remained in her

room ; Nelli departed for Naples and Cesare

joined her. It. was evident that he was

greatly disturbed ; but he spoke to her

evenly. He was possessed by an impotent

rage at his unwieldy body and clumsy hand.

This alternated with an evident wonderment

at the position in which he found himself

and a great tenderness for Lavinia.

At dusk they were in Lavinia's room,

waiting for a message from Naples. La-

vinia was leaning across the marble ledge of

her window, gazing over the dim blue sweep

of water to the distant flowering lights. She

heard sudden footsteps and, half turning,

saw her husband tearing open an envelope

" Lavinia !" he cried. " There has been

an accident in the lift of the Grand Hotel,

and MÃ³chale?â��is dead ! " She hung upon

the ledge now for support. " The attend-

ant, a new man, started the lift too soon and

caught Mochales " She sank down upon

her knees in an attitude of prayer, and Cesare

Orsi stood reverently bowed.

" The will of God ! " he muttered. -

A long slow shiver passed over LavÃnÃa,

and he bent and lifted her in his arms. â�¢ â�¢ '.'.'
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Solutions to Last Montn s Puzzles and Probl

ems.

SIMON IN PUZZLELAND.

JACK AND JILL.

IT must have been 6i miles to the top of the hill.

They would thus go up in 4 hours and come down in

l^ hours.

MIKE'S AGE.

MIKE'S present age is ioe{ years, Pat's is 24]} years,

and Biddy's is 24Â¡jf years. When the sty was built

(Tfr years ago) Mike was Ð·Ð�- ?at was 22A- a"d

Biddy was 17}}- In nu years Mike will be 22^-

(as old as Pat when he built the sty), Pat will be

41 A, and Biddy will be 363 f, making 100 years to-

gether. â��â�¢

THE LOST STAR.

THE ill ustration shows the star in exact position

THE FIVE QUEENS.

IHE arrows indicate the moves of the two queens.

The Black king cannot now be placed anywhere on

the board without his being " checkmated."

ODDS AND EVENS.

9+7+S+3+I-25 and 7+8+2=25.

37+5+9 - i = 5Â° and 46+0+5=50.

THE THREE TABLE-CLOTHS.

THE three table-cloths, each 4Ã�t. by 4ft., will cover a

table 5(1. i in. by 5ft. iin., if laid in the manner shown.

A, B, C, D is the table-top and 1,2, and 3 are the three

square cloths. Of course, portions cf the cloths 2 and

3 will fall over the edge of the table.

CHESS CURIOSITIES.

THE TWO-MOVER.

WHITE.

i. P to Ð� 4,

ch

BLACK,

i. K takes P.

l. Ð� to Ð� 4

i. K to Ð� 5

i. K other

WHITE.

2. R to Ð� 2. dis. mate

2. Q takes P, mate.

2. Q to Kt 4, mate

2. P takes R, becoming a

Q or Kt accordingly,

mate.

THE THREE-MOVER.

i. Q to Kt 8; t. P to Q 4 (a). 2. K roQ2 ;a. Any.

3. Q mates accordingly, (a) i.K to Ð� file (b). â�¢>. R

takes P; 2. Any. 3. Q to Kt 4. mate, (i) i. Other.

3. Q takes P ; 2. Any. 3. Mates accordingly.

HIDDEN FURNITURE.

Ð�Ð�Ð� nineteen articles of furniture are :â��

Chair, table, sofa, carpet, mat. stool, settee, what-

not, sideboard, fender, rug, clock, bedstead, desk,

secretaire, Chesterfield, hatstand, piano, tea-table.

Â£250 for a Short Story.

For full particulars see

back of frontispiece.
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CHESS CURIOSITIES.

By T. B. ROWLAND.

BLACK. â�� II.

BLACK.â��6.

i \ J :?

WHITE.â�� 12.

In each White is to play and mate in two moves.

IN the first problem there are eighteen mates, twelve of which arc given by the White queen ; this is the greatest

number of mates the queen can give moving from the one square. In addition the White queen has command of

eighteen squares. In the second problem the Black queen has command of twenty-seven squares : this is the

greatest number it can command at the one time. In these respects the problems are uncommon and are good

companions to the two given in our last number.

(Solutions next month.)

A UNIQUE PET.

A TAME HUMMING-BIRD.

ALTHOUGH man has made friends with

specimens of the great majority of the inhabitants

of the bird and animal kingdom, probably this

is the only instance on record of a trained

humming - bird. Sergeant Charles Haberkorn

and Orderly M. J. Maw, of the National Home

for Disabled Soldiers at Sawtelle, California,

are its owners, and they are justifiably proud of

their unusual pet. This domesticated humming-

bird has its home in an orange tree, but when

meal-times come round it seeks out one of its

masters and eats from a medicine-dropper filled

with sugar-syrup, as shown in the accompanying

photograph. It is a wonderful instance of what

can be achieved by patience, and should act as

an inducement and encouragement to others

who make a hobby of the collecting and training

of unique pets.
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PERPLEXITIES.

By HENRY E. DUDENEY.

485.â��A NEW GREEK CROSS PUZZLE.

HERE is a little puzzle for

our more juvenile readers. It

ought to he quite easy. Cut

square into four pieces in the

manner shown and then put

these four pieces together so

as to form a symmetrical

Greek Cross.

486.â��GENEROUS DOLES.

A GENEROUS man set aside a certain sum of money

for equal distribution weekly to the needy of his

acquaintance. One day he remarked, " If there are

five fewer applicants next week, you will each receive

two shillings more." Unfortunately, instead of there

being fewer there were actually four more persons

applying for the dole. " This means." he pointed out,

I' that you will each receive one chilling less." Now,

how much did each person receive at that last distri-

bution ?

487.â��SQUARING THE CIRCLE.

EVERYBODY to-day knows that the problem of

squaring the circle depends on finding the ratio of the

diameter to the circumference. This cannot l>e found

in numbers with

exactitude, hut we

can get it near

enough lorallprarti-

cal purposes. Thus,

ordinarily we find

that the ratio i to

3$ is sufficiently

close. If we want

it a trifle more exact,

we take 11310355;

and so on. We all have these rough approximations

at our fingeis' ends for practical use.

But it is equally impossible by Euclidean geometry

to draw a straight line equal to the circumference of a

given circle. You can roll a penny carefully on its

edge along a straight line on a sheet of paper and get

a pretty exact result, but such a thing as a circular

garden bed cannot be so rolled. Now, the Une above,

when straightened out (it is hent for convenience in

printing), is very nearly the exact length of the circum-

ference of the accompanying circle. The horizontal

part of the line is half the circumference. Could yon

have found it by a simple method, using only pencil,

compasses, and ruler ? It is surprising how few people

are acquainted with any rough and ready- method oÃ

attacking this little problem.

488.â��A MUTILATED ANAGRAM.

I WAS given the following anagram : Ð� Ð� Ð¡ D E

F * * I *. The three letters indicated by asterisks were

illegible, so I substituted for them any letters I chose

ayS ttien so arranged the ten letters as to form a well-

:*JÃ�5gwa English word.' I'did this in two ways, one of

: TÃhitÃi proved to be correct. What were the two

Words ?

489.â��MISSING WORDS.

THE following ingenious example was sent to me by

Mr. G. S. Wright :-

Watching his pby on the sand,

Father a weary sigh.

He screws the up in his hand.

And tries to a passing fly.

" she bids to mind the kids,"

He growls. " Such aren't for me.

I'll fly next year to far Cashmere :

No peace with by the sea.

So shall this tide of care,

And cease to down and swear."

The blanks can be filled in with one word or two,

the same five letters being used in every case.

"UNSOLVED" ENIGMAS.

THE enigma (No. 472), generally ascribed to Hallan),

the historian, but also credited to various bishops and

others, has brought me many letters, but for the most

part the suggested solutions are quite unacceptable.

It seems that the answer was given some years ago in

the Morning Post as H A M. the fortress on a rock on

the Somme where Louis Napoleon sat imprisoned for

some six years, planning to escape and trying to raise

the wind. When he became emperor, kings paid

court to him. Ham was known to but few, but often

passed by ships. The land of Ham was hated by the

Gentile ; the Jew hates ham as pig. Ham slept with

Noah in the Ark. The isle is perhaps a mile long.

The letters U.M. stand for Her Majesty Oueen Victoria.

But this will not do. It would be Ham sits on a rock

when Ham is raising the wind, not Napoleon. To give

the approximate weight of a pig's ham as Ð·!Ð¬. is absurd.

And the " one night " is not explained.

A correspondent confidently sends the answer,

CHURCH. He says the enigma appeared in the

Times about eighty years ago, and that the versical

answer which he sends " usually appears alongside

the question." I cannot give it in full, but for " my

weight is three pounds " we are referred to Zcchariah

xi. 12, and for " my length is a mile " to Ezekiel

xlii. 20. You are asked to believe that " my first

and my last are the pride of this isle " refers to

"'Christ Church," Oxford. Hallam was a Christ

Church man.

The word RAVEN has been suggested to me by

E. D. and others, and I find that this answer was given

some years ago in print. The raven croaks before a

storm, it was once an object of worship and is seldom

seen. It was forbidden the Jew as food (see Leviticus

: xi. 15). It was alone with Noah in the Ark when its

} mate was sent forth. It weighs about three pounds, and

it is the name of a small South Carolina islandâ��pre-

sumably a mile long. " My first and my last," R.N.

(the Royal Navy), are certainly " the pride of this

isle." Readers can now take their choice. I think

the large majority will favour RAVEN.

A few correspondents have declined to accept my

guess of GOOD-NIGHT as the solution to No. 468,

wrongly attributed to Sir Walter Scott. One of these

is amusingly contemptuous and abusive, but,- cf

course, he writes anonymously. It now turns out that

the enigma is by W. Mackworth PraÃ§d; is prmted in

his collected works, and the author's own answer isâ��

GOOD-NIGHT !
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Dri-ped. The Super-Leather for Soles,

is double-wearing, light and flexible.

The continued high price of leather

emphasises Its economy. Its saving,

both of uppers and of soles, greatly

outweighs its slight extra cost. Insist

on your New Footwear being Dri-ped

Soled, for Ladles, Children and Men.

In every case, see the Purple Diamond

Trade Mark every few inches on each

sole. Without it the leather Is â�¢

substitute.

SOLE PROPRIETORS :

(Late Pr
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DrÃ - ped Leather's Services

No. 15.â��" What every good repairer says."

" To be repaired with Ihe best leather ? V'ou mean Dri-ped

Leather, Miss? And very good policy in these times of

high prices ; you see, the more the price of leather

advances, the more Uri-p^d Leather saves . . ."

Dri-ped, the Super-Leather for Soles, though cosling about

one-fifth more, outlasts at least TWO, often TIIUI-'.K.

best ordinary leather soles; it is totally wateiproof,

LIGHTER, flexible, non-slipping. It is supplied for

re-soling, and is also readily obtainable on N EW Footwear.

fist of diffirulf?, wiff toâ��

DRI-PED, LTD. - - BOLTON, LANCASHIRE.
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ANSWERS TO THE HARDEST BRIDGE PROBLEMS.

By R. F. FOSTER.

Six bridge problems, each by a different composer, were published in last month's number of "The

Strand Magazine.' Here are the solutions: â��

No. i.â��Six Cards.â��By R. C. Mankovvski.

Hand, Hearts. Clubs. Diamonds. Spades.

A ..87 .. None .. None .. J i o 6 4

Y .. 6 .. J io 7 q 4 None .. None

B .. None .. 8 6 3 .. J 6 ..7

1 .. 10 .. None ..83 .. Q 8 5

Hearts trumps. Z to lead. Y and Z to win four

trick?.

Z leads diamond 8. A trumps and leads a trump. If

B discards a club. Z leads the spade queen, and then

puts B in with a diamond. If li discards a diamond,

2 leads the spade five, and if A passes it, B is in the

lead. If A covers. Z holds the tenace. If B discards

a spade, Z leads the diamond and Y makes three

tricks in clubs.

If A leads a small spade at the second trick, instead

of the trump, Z wins ; but if A leads a high spade,

Y trumps it. If A refuses to trump the first trick,

Y trumps it, and leads the knave of clubs. (Note

that if Z begins with the smaller diamond, A trumps it

and B throws away the knave, discarding the spade

on the trump lead. This defeats the solution.)

No. 2 â��Seven Cards.â��By Alex. Forges.

Hand. Hearts. Clubs. Diamonds. Spades.

A .. J .. 7 6 .. 10 .. K 7 4

Y ..K3 ..543 .. None ..82

B ..9 â�¢ â�¢ J 8 ..K85-.6

Z .. None ..Kio ..Q63 .. A 5

Hearts trumps. Z to lead. Y and Z to win six

tricks.

Z starts with a small diamond, which Y trumps and

leads the high trump, upon which Z discards the ace

of spades. Y then leads a club and Z makes two tricks

in that suit. Z's next lead is the losing spade, and no

matter how A plays, Y must get in with the eight of

spades to make the established club trick.

No. 3.â��Eight Cards.â��By Prof. T. J. Wertenbaker.

Hand. Hearts. Clubs. Diamonds. Spades.

A .. None â�¢ â�¢ Q J 7 6 4 3 ..84

Y .. 4 ..A532 K 5 4 .. None

B .. None ..98 .. J 10 9 .. K 10 5

Z .. 2 ..io .. Q 8 6 .. 9 3 2

Hearts trumps. Z to lead. Y and Z to win six

tricks.

â�¢ Z leads the spade nine, on which Y discards a small

club. B wins with the ten. If B returns the spade

five, Y trumps and leads a small diamond. Z wins

this and leads the club. A covers with the knave,

and Y ducks. Now if A leads a small club, Y plays

the ace and Z discards a diamond.

Y can now lead a small club, which Z trumps, and

bv this tine B has been forced to unguard the diamonds

or to throw away the top spade.

If B leads a diamond for the second trick, Z puts on

the queen and leads a small spade for Y to trump.

Y then places the lead with A with a small club,

bringing about the same situation as above. Y makes

two diamonds, or Z makes a spade trick, according to

B's discard.

No. 4.â��Seven Cards.â��By R. C. Lasher.

Hand. //earls. Clubs. Diamonds. Spades.

A ..75 .. K .. A 9 .. J io

Y ..942 ..A4 .. None .. K 5

B ..6 .. Q J .. K 6 .. Q 6

Z ..8 ..87 .. Q io 3 .. A

Hearts trump. 7, to lead. Y and Z to win all seven.

Z leads a small diamond and V trumps it. Y leads

the spade five, which Z wins and leads another diamond,

which Y trumps. Now when Y leads the spade king,

Z discards a club, so that Y may lead the ace of clubs

and follow with the four, which Z trumps, and A is

obliged to under-trurop. Y's nine of trumps is now

good for the last trick.

No. 5.â��Eight Cards.â��By H. Boardman.

Hand. Hearts. Clubs. Diamonds. Spades.

A ..7 ..K75..Kio2..5

Y ..8 ..Q32..A976 None

B ..3 â�¢- J 4 .. J 8 5 .. 9 8

Z ..94 ..86 ..Q43..6

Hearts trumps. Z to lead. Y and Z to win five

tricks.

There are a great many possible variations in the

solution to this problem, but the main play will give

the key to the situation. Z leads the spade, on which

Y discards a small diamond. If B leads a small

diamond, Z ducks, A plays the ten, and Y lets it take

the trick.

Now A's best defence is to lead the trump, which

Z wins with the nine, returning the four of trumps.

The discards by A and B solve the problem. No other

opening but the spade will solve, but the defence tan

try a number of experiments, none of which will avail,

however.

No. 6.â��Seven Cards.â��By S. C. Kinsey.

Hand. Hearts. Clubs. Diamonds. Spades.

A .. A 4 ..Kio6 86 .. None

Y â�¢ â�¢ J 9 3 â�¢ â�¢ 3 2 â�¢â�¢ None .. K io

B .. io 7 5 .. J .. None ..985

Z .. K Q 8 .. A Q .. K .. J

Hearts trumps. Z to lead. Y and Z to win six

tricks.

Z starts with a high trump, on which Y plays the

nine, no matter what A does. If A passes up the trick,

Z leads the knave of spades. If A refuses to trump,

Y wins with the king and leads the (en, upon which Z

discards the queen of clubs.

If A still refuses to trump, Y leads the club, which Z

wins, and leads a diamond. If A still has a diamond,

Y shuts out B's trumps with the knave.

If A wins the first trick and leads a diamcnd, Y

trumps with the jack and leads the three of trumps

through B. After the trumps are gone, Y wins a spade

trick, and gives Z a club discard on the second round of

spades. If A refuses to win the first trick, but wins

the second, and then leads a diamond, Y trumps with

the jack and leads the king of spades, giving Z the

club discard, and then leads the three of tramps. The

same situation is brought about if A trumps the third

trick.



"WHAT DO I WANT?' HE ANSWERED. ' WHY, YOU, MY DARLING LITTLE GIRL.'

ENGROSSED IN HIS DESIRE HE FAILED TO NOTICE HUGH, WHO WAS WATCHING

THE SCENE."

(See face
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OR the twentieth time the

Man went through the whole

wretched business again, in

his mind. To the casual

diner at the Milan, he was

j ust an ordinary well-groomed

Englishman, feeding by him-

self, and if he ate a little wearily, and there

â�¢was a gleam of something more than sadness

in the deepset eyes, it was not sufficiently

noticeable to attract attention.

" Monsieur finds everything to his satis-

faction ? " The head waiter paused by the

table, and the Man glanced up at him. A

smile flickered round his mouth as the

irony of the question struck home, and,

almost unconsciously, his hand touched the

letter in his coat pocket.

."Everything, thank you," he answered,

gravely. " Everything, FranÃ§ois, except the

whole infernal universe."

The head waiter shook his head sym-

pathetically.

" I regret, Monsieur Lethbridge, that our

kitchen is not large enough to keep that on

the bill of fare."

" Otherwise you'd cook it to a turn and

make even it palatable," said Lcthbriclge,

bitterly. " No, it's beyond you, FranÃ§ois ;

and, at the moment, it looks as if it was

beyond me. Tell 'em to bring me a half

bottle of the same, will you ? "

The head waiter picked up the empty

champagne bottle, and then paused for a

moment. Lethbridge was an old customer,

and with FranÃ§ois that was the same as

being an old friend. For years he had come

to the Milan, and, latterly, he had always

VoL Ð�Ñ�, â��8. Copyright, 1920,

brought the Girl with him, a wonderful,

clear - eyed, upstanding youngster, who

seemed almost too young .for the narrow-

gold ring on her left hand. And FranÃ§ois,

who had once heard him call her his Colt,

had nodded his approval and been glad. It

seemed an ideal marriage, and he was nothing

if not sentimental. But to-night all was not

well ; the Colt had been a bit tricky perhaps ;

the. snaffle had not been quite light enough

in the tender mouth. And so FranÃ§ois

paused, and the eyes of the two men met.

" The younger they are, M'sieurâ��the more

thoroughbredâ��the gentler must be the

touch. Otherwise " He shrugged his

shoulders, and brushed an imaginary crumb

from the table.

" Yes, FranÃ§ois," said Lethbridge, slowly,

" otherwiseâ��-â��"

" They hurt their mouths, M'sieur ; and

that hurts those who love them. And some-

times it's not the youngster's fault."

The next moment he was bowing some

new arrivals to a table, while Hugh Letli-

bridge stared thoughtfully across the crowded

room to where the orchestra was preparing

to give their next selection.

" Sometimes it's not the youngster's

fault." He took the letter out of his pocket

and read it through again, though every

word of it was branded in letters of fire on

his brain.

" I hope this won't give you too much

by H. Ð¡ McNcile.
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of a shock," it began, " but I can't live with

you any more."

" Too much of a shock ! " Dear heavens !

It had been like a great, stunning blow from

which he was still dazedly trying to recover.

" Nothing seems to count with you except

your business and making money." Hugh s

lips twisted into a bitter smile. " You

grudge me every penny I spend ; and then

refuse to let me have my own friends."

" Oh, Colt, Colt, how brutally untrue a

half truth can be ! "

" Everything has been going wrong lately,

and so I think it's better to have a clean

cut. There's no good you asking me to

come back.â��DORIS."

Once more Hugh I.ethbridge stared across

the room. A waiter placed the new bottle

on the table, but he took no notice. His

mind was busy with the past, and his un-

tasted food grew cold on the plate in front

of him.

It was in the summer of 1917 that Hugh

Lethbridge, being on sick leave from France,

met Doris Lashley for the first time. She

was helping at the hospital where Hugh

came to rest finally ; and having once set

eyes on her, he made no effort to hurry his

departure unduly. The contrast between

talking to Doris and wallowing in the mud-

holes of Passchendaele was very pleasant ;

and in due course, assisted by one or two

taxi-rides and some quiet dinners Ã  deux, he

proposed and was accepted. In October he

married her ; in November he returned 'to

France, after a fortnight's honeymoon spent

in Devonshire.

He went back to his old battalion, and

stagnated with them through the winter.

But the stagnation was made endurable by

the wonder of the girl who was his : by the

remembrance of those unforgettable days

and nights when he had been alone with her

in the little hotel down Dawlish way ; by

the glory of her letters. For she was a very

human girl, even though she was just a Colt.

Nineteen and a half is not a very great age,

and sometimes of a night Hugh would lie

awake listening to the rattle of a machine-

gun down the Une, and the half-forgotten

religion of childhood would surge through

his mind. Thirty seems old to nineteen, and

dim, inarticulate prayers would rise to the

great brooding Spirit above that He would

never let this slip of a girl down. Then

sleep would comeâ��sleep, when a kindly

Fate would sometimes let him dream of her ;

dreams when she would come to him out of

the mists, and they would stand together

again in the little sandy cove with the red

cliffs towering above them. She would put

her hands on his shoulders, and shake him

gently to and fro until, just as he was going

to kiss her, a raucous voice would hpllow'in

his ear, " Stand to." And the Heaven of

imagination would change to the Hell of

grey trenches just before the dawn.

In March, 1918, Hugh wangled a-fortnight's

leave. And at this point it is necessary to

touch for a moment on that unpleasant

essential to modern lifeâ��money. The girl

had brought in as her contribution to the

establishment the sum of one hundred

pounds a year left her by her grandmother ;

Hugh had about three hundred a year

private means in addition to his Army pay.

Before the war it had been in addition to

what he was making in the City ; after the

war it would be the same again. And, as

everyone knows, what a man may make in

the City depends on a variety of circum-

stances, many of which are quite outside his

own control. That point, however, concerns

the future ; and for the moment it is March,

1918â��leave. Moreover, as has been said,

the girl was just a Colt.

For a fortnight they livedâ��the Man with

his eyes wide open, but not caringâ��at the

rate of five thousand a year. They blew

two hundred of the be^t, and loved every

minute of it. Then came the German

offensive, and we are not concerned with the

remainder of 1918. Sufficient to say that in

his wisdomâ��or was it his folly ?â��there was

no addition to the family when, in February,

1919, he was demobilized, and the story

proper begins.

Hugh's gratuity was just sufficient to

supply the furniture for one room in the

house they took near Esher. If it had been

expended on lines of utility rather than those

of show it would have gone farther ; but the

stuff was chosen by Doris one afternoon

while he was at the office, and when she

pointed it out to him with ill-concealed

pride at the shop, he stifled his misgivings

and agreed that it was charming. It was ;

so was the price. For the remainder of the

furniture he dipped into his capital, at a

time when he wanted every available penny

he could lay his hands on for his business.

He never spoke to Doris about money ;

there were so many other things to discuss

as the evenings lengthened and spring

changed to early summer. They were

intensely personal things, mqnotonous to a

degree to any Philistine outsider who might

have been privileged to hear them. But

since they seemed to afford infinite satisfac-

tion to the two principal performers, the

feelings of a Philistine need not be considered.

And then one evening a whole variety of

little things happened together. To start with,

Hugh had spent the afternoon going more

carefully than usual into books and ledgers/

and when ne had finished he lit a cigarette

and stared a trifle blankly at the wall oppo-

site. There was no doubt about it, business
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was rotten. Stuft which he had been promised,

and for which heavy deposits had been paid,

was not forthcoming. It was no fault of the

firms he was dealing with ; he knew that

their letters of regret were real statements

of fact. War-weariness, labour unrest, a

hundred other ' almost indefinable causes

were at work, and the stuft simply wasn't

there to deliver. If he liked, as they had

failed in their contract, he could have his

deposit back, etc., etc. So ran half-a-dozen

letters, and Hugh turned them over on his

desk a little bitterly. It was no good to him

having his deposit back ; it was no good to

him living on his capital. And there was

DO use mincing matters : as things stood he

was making practically no income out of his

work. It would adjust itself in timeâ��that

he knew. The difficulty was the immediate

present and the next few months. What a

pity it was he couldn't do as he would have

done in the pastâ��take rooms and live really

quietly till things adjusted themselves. And

then, with a start, he realized why he

couldn't, and with a quick tightening of his

jaw he rose and reached for his hat. She

must never knowâ��God bless her. Hang

it, things would come right soon.

He bought an evening paper on his way

down, and glanced over it mechanically.

" If," had written some brilliant con-

tributor, " the nation at large, and indi-

viduals in particular, will not realize, and

that right soon, that any business or country

whose expenditure exceeds its income must

inevitably be ruined sooner or later "

Hugh got no farther. He crushed the

paper into a ball and flung it out of the

window, muttering viciously under his breath.

" Backed a stiff 'un ? " said his neighbour,

sympathetically. " I've had five in suc-

cession."

He walked from the station a little quicker

than usual. There was nothing for it but

drastic economy ; and as for any idea of the

little car Doris was so keen on, it simply

couldn't be done. Anyway, as the agent

had told him over the 'phone that morning,

there was no chance of delivery for at least

six months. Had advised getting a second-

hand one if urgently neededâ��except that,

of course, at the present moment they were

more expensive than new ones. But still

one could get one at onceâ��in fact, he had

one. Only three-fifty.

Hugh hung up his hat in the hall and

stepped into the drawing-room. He could

see Doris outside working in the garden, but

for a moment or two he made no movement

to join her. His eyes were fixed on the huge,

luxurious ottoman, covered with wonderful

fat cushions. It was undoubtedly the most

comfortable thing he had ever sat on : it

was made to be sat on, and nightly it was

sat onâ��by both of them. It was the re-

cipient of those intensely personal things so

monotonous to the Philistine ; and it had

cost, with cushions and trappings complete,

one hundred and twenty Bradburys.

He was still looking at it thoughtfully when

the girl came in through the open window.

" I want a great big kiss, ever so quick,

please," she announced, going up to him.

" One more. Thank you ! "

With his hands on her shoulders he held

her away from him, and she smiled up into

his eyes.

" I very nearly came and looked you up

in your grubby old office to-clay," she said,

putting his tie straight. " And then I knew

that I'd get on a bus going the wrong way,

and I hadn't enough money for a taxi. I'd

spent it all on a treat for'you."

Almost abruptly his arms dropped to his

sides.

" I didn't know you were coming up,

darling," he said, pulling out his cigarette

case.

" Nor did I till just before I went," she

answered. " Don't you want to know what

the treat is ?"

Without waiting for him to speak, she

went on, prodding one of his waistcoat

buttons gently with a little pink finger, at

each word.

" I bought two whopping fat peachesâ��

one for you and one for me. They were

awful expensiveâ��seven shillings and six-

pence each. And after dinner we'll eat

them and make a drefful mess."

Now, I am fully aware that any and every

male reader who may chance to arrive at

this point will think that under similar

circumstances he would argue thus :. " The

peaches were bought. After all, they were

a little thingâ��fifteen shillings is not a for-

tune. Therefore, undoubtedly the thing to

do was to take her in his arms, make much

of her, and remark, ' You extravagant little

.beanâ��you'll break the firm if you go on like

this. But I love you very much, and after

we've made a drefiul mess I'm going to talk

to you drefful seriously/ or words to that

effect."

My friendly male, you're quite correct.

You appreciate the value of little tilings ;

you see how vastly more important they are

than a stagnating business or any stupid

fears as to what may happen to the being

you love most in the world if

Unfortunately, Hugh was not so wise in

his time as you. That little thing seemed

to be so bigâ��it's a way of little things. It

seemed bigger lhan the business and the

motor-car and the ottoman all combined.

" My dear old thing," he saidâ��not angrily,

but just a 'little wearilyâ��" have you no

sense of the value of money ? "
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Then he turned and went to his own

room, without looking back. And so he

didn't see the look on the girl's face :

the look of a child that has been spoken

to sharply and doesn't understandâ��the

look of a dog that has been beaten by

the master it adores. If he had seen it

there was still timeâ��but he didn't. And

when he came back five minutes later,

remorseful and furious with himself, the

girl was not there. She was upstairs,

staring a little miserably out of the bed-

room window.

And that had been the beginning of

it. Sitting there in the restaurant,

Hugh traced everything back to

that. Of course, there had been

other things too. He saw them

now clearly : a whole host of little

stupid points which he had hardly

thought of at the time. Business

had not improved untilâ��the irony

of itâ��that very day, when a big

deal had gone through successfully, and he

had realized that the turning-point had come.

He had hurried home to tell her, and had

foundâ��the letter.

Mechanically he lit a cigarette, and once

again his thoughts went back over the last

few months. That wretched evening when

she gave him a heavy bill from her dress-

maker, with a polite intimation at the bottorn

that something on account by return would

oblige. He had had a particularly bad day ;

but she was his Colt, and there was no good

being angry about it.

" They hurt their mouths, M'sieur." He

ground out his cigarette savagely. " Handle

them gently." And he had told her, when

" I BOUGHT TWO WHOPPING FAT PEACHESâ��ONE FOR

YOU AND ONE FOR ME. THEY WERE AWFUL EXPEN-

SIVEâ��SEVEN SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE EACH."

she mentioned her hundred a year, that she

had already spent two in four months. It

was true, butâ��what the devil had that got

to do with it ?

And then John Massingham. Hugh's jaw

set as he thought of that row. There he had

been rightâ��absolutely right. Massingham

was a man whose reputation was notorious.

He specialized in young married women, and

he was a very successful specialist. He was

one of those men with lots of money, great

personal charm, and the morals of a monkey.

That was exactly what Hugh had said to her

before flatly forbidding her to have anything

to do with him.

He recalled now the sudden uplift of her
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shoulders, the straight, level look of her

eyes.

" Forbid ? " she had said.

" Forbid," he had answered. " The man

is an outsider of the purest water."

And he had been rightâ��absolutely right.

He took out his cigarette-case again, and

even as he did so he became rigid. Coming

down the steps of the restaurant was the man

himself, with Doris.

For a few moments everything danced

before his eyes. The blood was rushing to

his head : tables, lights, the moving waiters,

swam before him in a red haze. Then he shrank

back behind the pillar in front and waited

for them to sit down. He saw her glance

towards the table at which they had usually

satâ��the table which he had refused to have

that night ; then she followed Massingham

to one which had evidently been reserved

for him at the other end of the restaurant.

She sat down with her back towards Hugh,

and by leaning forward he could just see her

neck and shoulders gleaming white through

the bit of flame-coloured gauze she was

wearing over her frock.

His eyes rested on her companion, and

for a while Hugh studied him critically and

impartially. Faultlessly turned out, he was

bending towards Doris with just the right

amount of deferential admiration on his face.

Occasionally he smiled, showing two rows of

very white teeth, and as he talked he moved

his hands in little gestures which were more

foreign than English. They were well-

shaped hands, perfectly manicured, a fact of

which their owner was fully aware.

After a time Massingham ceased to do the

talking. The occasional smiles showed no

more ; a serious look, with just a hint of

slave-like devotion in it, showed on his face

as he listened to Doris. Once or twice he

shook his head thoughtfully ; once or twice

he allowed his eyes to meet hers ' with an

expression which required no interpretation.

" My poor child," it said ; " my poor

little hardly-used girl. Don't you know that

I love you, tenderly, devotedly ? But, of

course, I couldn't dream of saying so. I'm

only iust a friend."

It was so utterly obvious to the man behind

the pillar, that for a while he watched them

with the same disinterested feeling that he

would have watched a play.

" She's telling him what a rotten life she's

had," he reflected, cynically. " Her husband

doesn't understand her. Massingham an-

swers the obvious cue with a soulful look.

If only he had been the husband in question,

there would have been no misunderstanding.

Perhaps not. Only a broken heart, my Colt,

that's all."

He looked up as FranÃ§ois stopped in front

of his table.

She doesn't know I'm here, does she ? "

asked Hugh, quietly.

" No, M'sieur." The head waiter glanced

a little sadly at the two heads so close

together.

Hugh took a piece of paper from his pocket,

and scribbled a few wo ds on it in pencil.

" I don't want her to knowâ��at least, not

yet. Would you ask the orchestra to play

that ? " He handed the slip across the

table. " It's important." And then, " Wait,

FranÃ§ois ; I want to find out where she goes

to after dinner. It's too late now for a

theatre, and I expect she's staying at an

hotel. Can you do that for me ? "

The head waiter nodded in silence, and

moved away. Very few men would have

asked him to do such a thing ; he would

have done it for still fewer. But this was an

exception, and tragedy is never far off when

the Massinghams of this world dine with

youngsters who have run away from their

husbands.

Hugh, with an eagerness which almost

suffocated him, waited for the first bars of che

waltz he had asked the orchestra to play.

The last time he had heard it, he had been

dining at the Milan with Doris. It was their

favourite waltz ; on every programme they

had made a point of dancing it together.

Would she remember ? Would it break

through the wretched wall of misunderstand-

ing, and carry her back to the days when it

was just they two, and there was nothing else

that mattered in the whole wide world ?

The haunting melody stole gently through

the room, and with his heart pounding madly,

Hugh Lethbridgc watched his wife. At the

very first note she sat up abruptly, and with

a grim triumph Hugh saw the look of sudden

surprise on her companion's face. Then,

very slowly, she turned and stared at their

usual table. Her lips were parted, and to

the man who watched so eagerly it seemed

as if she were breathing a little quickly.

Almost he fancied he could see a look of

dawning wonder in her eyes, like a child

awakening in a strange room.

Then she turned away, and sat motionless

till the music sobbed into silence. And

as her companion joined in the brief perfunc-

tory applause, Hugh's glance for a moment

rested on FranÃ§ois. The head waiter was

smiling gently to himself.

Five minutes later she rose, and Massing-

ham, with a quick frown, got up with her.

That acute judge of feminine nature was

under no delus':ons as to what had happened,

and behind the smiling mask of his face he

cursed the orchestra individually and com-

prehensively. Quite obviously a girl not to be

rushed ; he had been congratulating himself

on the progress made during dinner. In

fact, he had been distinctly hopeful that the
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fruit was ripe for the plucking that very

night. And now that confounded tune had

wakened memories. And memories are the

devil with women.

He adjusted her opera cloak, and followed

her to the door. Things would have to be

handled carefully in the car going back, very

stopping at the same hotel as she was. At

the time it had seemed to make not the

slightest impression on her ; she had not

even required the usual glib lie that his flat

was being done up.

He helped her into the car and spoke to

the chauSeur. And a large man in a

;

carefully. One false word, and the girl

would shy like a wild thing. He was thankful

that he had already told her quite casually

that by an extraordinary coincidence he was

AT THE VERY FIRST NOTE OF THE HAUNTING

MELODY SHE SAT UP ABRUPTLY. THEN, VERY

SLOWLY, SHE TURNED AND STARED AT THEIR

USUAL TABLE. TO THE MAN WHO WATCHED

SO EAGERLY IT SEEMED AS IF SHE WERE

BREATHING A LITTLE QUICKLY."

gorgeous uniform, having given a message to

a small page-boy, watched the big Daimler

glide swiftly down Piccadilly.

" Madame has gone to the Magnificent,
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M'sieur," were the words with which " I think you will, M'sieur. At that

FranÃ§ois roused Hugh from his reverie, a table " With a smile he pointed to the

few minutes later. usual one. " I will order your dinner

She remembered, FranÃ§ois ; she remem- myselfâ��for two."

bered that tune." II.

" Oui, M'sieurâ��she remembered. You IT had not occurred to Hugh before ; for

must not let her forget again. Monsieur some reason or other it had not even entered

'

Massingham is " He hesitated, and left

his sentence unfinished.

" Mr. Massingham is a blackguard," said

Hugh, grimly. " And I'm a fool. So

between us she hasn't had much of a show."

He rose with a short laugh.

" Monsieur is going to the Magnificent ? "

Francois pulled back the table.

" I am, Francois "â��shortly.

" Be easy, Monsieur. Be gentle. Don't

hurt her mouth again " He bowed as

was befitting to an old customer. " Good-

night, Monsieur. Will you be dining

to-morrow ? "

" That depends, mon ami. Perhaps "

his mind. And then, with a sudden crushing

force, the two names leaped at him from the

page of the register at the Magnificent, and

for the moment numbed him.

" Doris Lethbridge," and then, a dozen

lines belowÂ» " John Massingham." What a

fool,, what a short-sighted fool, he was !

Good God ! did he not know Massingham's

reputation ? And yet, through some inex-

plicable freak of mind, this development had

not so much as crossed his brain. And

there had he been sitting at his club for

. over an hour, in order to ensure seeing the

Colt in her room and avoid any chance of

having a scene downstairs.
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Dimly he realized the clerk was speaking.

" Number seven hundred and ten, sir ;

and since you have no luggage, we must

ask for a deposit of a pound."

" I see," said Hugh, speaking with a sort

of deadly calmness, " that a great friend of

mine is stopping hereâ��Mr. Massingham.

Whenâ��erâ��did he take his room ? "

" Mr. Massingham ? " The clerk glanced

at the book. " Some time this afternoon,

sir. He is upstairs now ; would you like

me to ring up his room ? "

" No, thank you ; I won't disturb him at

this hour." He pushed a pound note across

the desk and turned slowly away. Half un-

consciously he walked over to the lift and

stepped inside.

" Doris Lethbridge â�� John Massingham."

Oh ! dear God !

" What number, sir ? " The lift-man was

watching him a trifle curiously.

" Six hundred and ninety-four," said

Hugh, mechanically. " Noâ��seven hundred

and ten, I mean."

" They are both on the same floor," said

the man, concealing a smile. At the

Magnificent slight confusion as to numbers

of rooms was not unknown.

" Doris Lethbridgeâ��John Massingham ! "

The lift shot up, and still the names danced

madly before his eyes. Every pulse in his

body was hammering ; wave upon wave of

emotion rose in his throat, choking him ;

his mouth seemed parched and dry.

" Doris Lethbridgeâ��John Massingham ! "

" To the right, sir, for both rooms."

The door shut behind him and the lift

sank rapidly out of sight. For a moment he

stood in the long, deserted passage ; then

slowly, almost falteringly, he walked along it.

Six hundred and ninety. A pair of brown

boots were outside, and Hugh stopped and

looked at them critically.

" An unpleasant colour," he reflected ;

" most unpleasant."

A passing chambermaid glanced at him

suspiciously, but Hugh stared right through

her. He was supremely unconscious of her

existence ; only those two names mocked

him wherever he looked, and the pair of un-

pleasant brown boots. He wondered if their

owner was equally unpleasant.

Slowly he walked on. Six hundred and

ninety-threeâ��six hundred and ninety-four.

He staggered a little, and leaned for a

moment against the wall. Then, very de-

liberately, he pulled himself together and

listened. There was no sound coming from

the room at all. He listened for voices, but

all was silent ; and then suddenly he heard

the click of a cupboard door closing.

So Doris was inside. Doris was insideâ��

and Hugh took a deep breath ; then

he knocked.

" Who's there ? " The Colt's voice, a little

startled, came from the room, and Hugh's

heart gave a great suffocating jump. His

lips moved, but only a hoarse whisper came.

He heard steps coming towards the door ;

the handle turned, and the next moment he

was looking into the Colt's eyes.

For one second there shone in them the look

of a great joy. Then she frowned quickly.

" What are you doing here ? " she de-

manded. " I don't want to see you at all."

He pushed past her into the room, and for

a while the relief was so wonderful that he

could only stand there staring at her foolishly.

Then at last he found his voice.

" Oh, my Colt," he whispered, brokenly,

" thank God I've found you ! " She closed

the door and came slowly towards him.

" Thank God I've found youâ��in time ! "

He said the last two words under his breath,

but she heard them.

" What do you mean by ' in time ' ? " she

said, and her voice showed no sign of relent-

ing. " If you think I'm going to come home

with you, you're quite wrong. Besides1,"

she added, irrelevantly, " the last train's a

beastly one. It stops everywhere."

Hugh looked at her with a faint smile, and

then sat down on the edge of the bed.

" Colt," he said, slowly, " am I the biggest

brute in the world ? Am I a cad, and a

poisonous beast ? Am I, Colt ? "

She stared at him, a little perplexed ; then

she shrugged her shoulders.

" Certainly not," she answered. " You're

merely an inconsiderate and selfish man."

" Because," he went on, ignoring her

remark, " if it's any gratification to you to

know it, I should have to be everything I

said to deserve such a punishment as you've

given me."

" I don't see it at all," she remarked.

" Butâ��as a matter of factâ��if you want to

know, I wasn't going to stay away for good,

as I said in my letter. I was going to come

back in a week or so."

" What made you change your mind ? "

he asked, quietly.

" Something which happened to-night."

For a moment his collar felt strangely

tight.

" Something which recalled you as you

used to beâ��not as you are now. It made

me determine to give you another chance."

" Ahâ��h !" A great sigh of relief came

from the man. " Was itâ��a piece of music ? "

She looked at him quickly.

" How did you know ? "

" An arrow at a venture," he answered.

" Was it Our Tune ? "

" Yesâ��it was."

" And where did you hear it ? "

" At the restaurant where I was dining."

She lit a cigarette with studied indifference.
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" The Milan. I dined there with Mr.

Massingham."

Hugh nodded thoughtfully.

' They give you good grub there, don't

they ? I see Massingham is stopping here."

" Is he ? " said the girl. " I believe, now

you mention it, he did say something about

it." She was looking away, and did not see

the sudden penetrating glance from the man

on the bed. And heâ��in that one vital

momentâ��knew, and was utterly and com-

pletely happy. His Colt was as innocent

as a little child, and nothing else mattered on

God's earth. Then, through the great joy

which was singing in his brain, he heard her

speaking again.

" I like Mr. Massingham, Hugh. And you

will have to understand that if I consent to

come back to you, it will only be on the

condition that if I want to I can go out and

dine with him."

It was at that moment that once again

there came a knock on the door.

The Colt looked up quickly, and Hugh rose.

" In case it's a message," he whispered,

" I'll get over here."

He moved to a place where he could not

be seen, and waited. On his face there was

a grim smile as he watched her cross

the room. In his mind there was absolute

certainty as to who had knocked. If she

wanted to, after this, she should dine with

Massingham as much as she wished.

She opened the door, and stopped in

amazement.

" Mr. Massingham ! " she gasped. " What

on earth do you want ? "

With a .quick movement Massingham

stepped into the room and shut the door.

" What do I want ? " he answered, in the

low, vibrant tone that was generally very

successful. " Why, you, my darling little

girl." Engrossed in his desire he failed to

notice Hugh, who was leaning on a chest of

drawers watching the scene. He also failed

to notice that the look of blank amazement

on the Colt's face had been succeeded by one

of outraged fury. " Give him up, little

girl," he went on, " give him up and come to

me."

The next moment he staggered back, with

a hand to his cheek.

" You little spitfire," he snarled, and then

quite suddenly he stood very still. For

Hugh's voice, clear and faintly amused, was

speaking.

" Good for you, Colt. Now the other

cheek."

The saund of a second blow rang through

the room, and Hugh laughed gently.

" Iâ��I " stammered Massingham.

" There's been a mistake. Iâ��Iâ��must

apologize. The wrong room "

He stood cringing by the door, staring

fearfully at Hugh, who had left his position

by the chest of drawers, and was standing

in front of him.

"You lie, you miserable hound," said

Lethbridge, contemptuously. " You've made

a mistake right enough ; but it was not

a mistake in the matter of the room. You

deliberately planned this whole show, and

now " he took him by the collar, " you

can reap the reward."

He shook Massingham, as a terrier shakes

a rat ; then he flung him into a corner.

" Open the door, Colt," he said, quietly,

" and we'll throw the mess into the passage."

The mess did not wait to be thrown ; it

gathered unto itself legs, and departed

rapidly.

" Hang it ! " said Hugh, as he closed the

door. " I've nearly broken my toe on him."

He limped to the bed, where he sat rubbing

his foot. Just once he stole a glance at

the Colt, who was standing rigidly by the

mantelpiece ; then he resumed the rubbing.

And on his face there was a faint, tender smile.

Then the massage ceased as a pair of soft

arms came round his neck from behind.

" Boy ! oh boy ! " and her mouth was very

close to his ear. " You don't thinkâ��oh !

tell me you don't thinkâ��that I- "

He put his hand over her mouth.

"It's no question of thinking, mv Colt,

I know " For a while he stared at the

face so close to his own ; then very gently

he kissed her on the lips. " I knowâ��I was

at the Milan myself to-night, Coltâ��behind a

pillar. I told "em to play Our Tune."

He stood up and smiled at her.

" We'll manage the show better now.

I've been worried ; I've been a. fool. I

won't be any more. And now it's time you

went to bed." He turned away abruptly.

" I'll be getting off to my own room."

But she was at the door before him, arms

outstretched, barring the way.

1 Just wait a moment," she cried, a little

breathlessly, " I want to telephone beforeâ��

before you go "

" Telephone ! " His surprise showed on

his face. " At this hour."

But the Colt was already speaking.

"Halloa! Is that the'office ? Oh! it's

Airs. Lethbridge speaking. My husband has

suddenly arrived. He has a room here, so

could you give us a'double room, in exchange

for our two singles ? You can ? Thank

you."

She replaced the receiver and turned to the

Man.

" There are a whole lot of things I don't

understand," she said, demurely, " and it

won't be any more expensive."

But the Man had her in his arms.

" My Colt ! " he whispered, triumphantly,

"My Colt!"
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| Y God!

My boy,

youought

to be pay-

i ng me for teaching

you, instead of ex-

pecting me to pay

you." In the days

of my youth, Sir

Henry Irving thus

admonished me. He was

right. He taught me all

I know, and looking back

along the path I have

travelled I realize how

stupid I must have been.

The conceit of youth,

however, is wonderful,

although-it may be an

asset if it inspires con-

fidence.

I remember my pride

when I was selected for

the part of attendant to

the messenger in " Much

Ado About Nothing "â�¢

the first play in which I

appeared at the Lyceum.

I had no words to speak,

but I determined that

that part should be pre-

sented as it had never

been presented before.

I was not going to let

the opportunity slip. At

that time I prided my-

self upon my taste in

clothes. I had become

a sort of incipient Beau

Brummell, and my ab-

sorption in such matters

as the cut of a coat,'the

shape of a collar, or the

pattern of a tie irritated

my dear, practical father

beyond words.

What more natural,

therefore than that I

should seek to impress

Sir Henry in particular,

and the public in general,

with the attire of that

MARTIN

HARVEY

MARTIN HARVEY
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messenger. I went

out and bought a

feather. It was a

wonderful feather

â��a dream of youth-

ful vanityâ��and I

stuck it in my

hat. I went farther.

Moustaches had a

certain fascination

for me. I believe other

youths have suffered

similarly, and so I

painted on my upper lip

what, to my mind, was a

beautiful moustache.

Alas for youthful

dreams ! No sooner did

Sir, Henry catch sight of

me than he pointed a

long, lean forefinger, and

with that dreadful pre-

liminary "Haâ��hem!" of

his, growled, " Take out

that boy." I fear I must

have offended his artistic

eye, as I did at another

rehearsal when, being

slightly out of place, he

rapped out :â�� â�¢â�¢

" Don't stand thereâ��â�¢

get back, get back. - .You

are like a cabbage in the.

foreground of a beautiful

landscape."

I have said that I

irritated my father with

my foppish ideas. I did

more than that in the

planning of my future.

I was a grievous disap-

pointment to him. When

a devoted father, with a

successful business, seeks

to make his son's path

in life an easy one to

travel, places all his

experience at the boy's

command, offers him

opportunities of carrying

on a sound commercial

undertaking, and that
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boy talks of retiring to Italy

and devoting himself to lyrical

poetry, he may be excused if

he calls him " a confounded

ass " and comes to the con-

clusion that the boy is hope-

lessly mad. I was such a boy,

and can only feel thankful

now that my father was in-

dulgent. He saw that my

heart was not in the work of

designing boats and yachts.

A visit to the theatre had

led me to abandon the idea

of becoming a poet. I had

come to the conclusion that

the stage was my forte, and I

was so enthusiastic that my

father was impressed by the

fact that for the first time I

took an interest in some sane

subject. He seized the oppor-

tunity, when the late Sir W. S.

Gilbert came to Wyvenhoe to

consult him about a yacht,

to tell him that I wanted to

go on the stage, and asked

Gilbert's advice. Gilbert eyed

me critically, and finally gave

me a letter of introduction to

John Ryder, a famous old

actor, who had a great vogue

as a teacher of aspirants for

the stage. And so my fate

was setUed.

Love of the drama, how-

ever, would seem to have

been born with me. I have

distinct recollections of an

occasion when, as a boy. of

eight or nine, I spent hours in the com-

pilation of a five-act tragedy, in which I cast

myself for the leading part. A rather

pathetic footnote to the programme asked

the audience, consisting of my parents and

other relatives and friends, to abstain from

laughing. They kept serious faces while

the most sensational events occurred on the

improvised stage, but when I had killed off

all the other actors and committed suicide

myself, the final scene proved too much for

their gravity. As everyone was killed,

there was not an actor left to lower the

curtain. After a pause I Ñ�Ð°Ð¿Ñ� to life again,

and rose from the corpse-strewn stage to let

the curtain down, and so informed the

audience that the performance was over.

During my fourteen years with Sir Henry

Irving I gained inva'uable experience. But

it was Ryder who laid the foundation. He

was a genius as a teacher, and certainly

one of the most interesting and remarkable

characters in the profession. He had sup-

ported Charles Kean, and had been leading

AS HAMLET.

PORTRAIT BY ARTHl'R HACKER, R.A.

1'kuto. Dixon.

man to Macready. Ellen Terry made some

of her early appearances with Ryder, whom

she picturesquely describes as " a pugnacious

man, an admirable actor, and in appearance

like an old tree that has been struck by

lightning, or a greenless barren rock." It is

also Miss Terry who tells a vivid little anec-

dote which admirably illustrates Ryder's

curious brand of humour.

" D'ye suppose he engaged me for my

powers as an actor ? " Ryder used to say of

Kean. " Not a bit of it ! He engaged me

for my archaeological figure."

I know the story has become almost a

classic, and, since Ryder's days, been attri-

buted to other actor-managers. But Ryder

was really the hero of the story, and I tell

it because it Illustrates, better than any

description, the ruggedness of his character.

He was rehearsing a play in which a

thunderstorm was supposed to take place.

Men were sent aloft to produce the effect of

thunder by rolling cannon-balls over the fly-

floor above the stage. Ryder was dissatisfied
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SYDNEY CARTON
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"THE ONLY

WAY."
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\\ith the effect produced by the thunder-

makers.

"No! No! No! That won't do," he

roared. " Not loud enough."

It happened that a real and very violent

thunder-storm was raging outside, and a loud

crash of thunder occurred just as Ryder

called out " Not loud enough." Ryder

heard the peal. It did not suit him at all.

" Louder! Louder ! " he called out, angrily,

whereupon a voice from above shouted in an

aggrieved tone :â��

" 'Beg your pardon, sir, but that was

Gawd Almighty."

" I cannot help that," retorted Ryder,

with rising choler. " It may be good enough

for God Almighty, but it's not good enough

for John Ryder."

Gilbert's great kindness to me in those

early days is a very pleasant memory. I had

made my dÃ©but at the Court Theatre at a

guinea a week, playing the small part. of

a boy in " To Parents and Guardians."

Dressed in a Kate Greenaway costume,

with a concertina-like hat, I made my

entrance with a -wild war-whoop. This was

my first part, and I distinctly recall how the

war-whoop died into a sort of death-rattle as

I made my first appearance before an

audience in a frenzy of stage fright.

It was during the run of this piece that I

dropped in at the Criterion one

day to watch 'Gilbert rehearsing

" Foggerty's Fair}'," a venture

which did not succeed. I was

not very satisfied with myself,

and learning this, Gilbert, during

the interval, introduced me to

Sir Charles Wyndham, -with the

words :â��

" Can you give this young

shaver anything ? "

Sir Charles thought he could.

He offered me the boy's part in

a farce called " Betsy," which he

was sending on tour. He offered

Â¿2 a week. I wanted Â¿3, a sum

which was ultimately agreed upon.

Now mark the conceit and ex-

travagance of youth. In my

arrogant pride at having been

engaged to play a part at an

appreciable salary, I promptly

put up at the best hotel in New-

castle, where we opened, to the

wonder and admiration of the

rest of the company. But the end

of my brief splendour came with a hopeless

crash. My salary would not meet the bill

at the end of the week, and the manager

had to come to my rescue by advancing

me another week's salary.

I am afraid I was rather an impossible

youth in those days. I know I was the
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despair of the stage-manager at

the early rehearsals. In one

part of the play I had to kiss

the sprightly widow of the farce.

My idea was the grave, dignified,

respectful kissâ��the kiss of the

old school, inspired by a lofty

passion. We tried that kiss

several times. The charming lady

who played the widow told me to

give her a hug and a kiss, and get

the scene over. But somehow,

that kiss was a stumbling-block.

The stage-manager almost tore

his hair with despair, and at last

cried to the stage, the actors,

and to me, " Ye gods, he kisses

her as if she were his grand-

mother. Have you never kissed

a chambermaid ? Do it that

way, and let's get on."

I dreamt on that tour of brilliant

achievements, of London managers

wishing to see me play the part,

and offering me innumerable en-

gagements. Then I awoke to nasty

realities. After five weeks the tour came to

an end, and for eight months I had to live on

my father's bounty, when a lucky chance

led to an introduction to Bram Stoker, and

I got an engagement at the Lyceumâ��as a

super. It was tragic humiliation, but was

the best thing that could have happened to

AS NAPOLEON.
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me. For fourteen years I trained and

played with Sir Henry Irving's company,

and accompanied it to America on four

occasions.

I have said that Irving taught me all I

know; that the training and experience

I gained at the Lyceum were invaluable. I

must confess, however, that many of the

years I spent with the Lyceum company

were to me a very bitter disappointment.

Progress seemed impossibleâ��at least it

seemed so slow as to bB almost negligible,

and I think I should have despaired if I had

not been able, during the last five or six

years of my association with Irving, to go

into the country with other members of the

company on what we used to call a Lyceum

Vacation Tour, and try our wings in the big

parts.

This was really my salvation. It taught

me something of the art of management,

and gave me opportunities, and my wife,

too, of playing big parts and putting into

practice the splendid solid training in tech-

nique that we had got at the Lyceum.

Apart from this, my only happiness at this

period of my career came from living in an

atmosphere of concentrated devotion to the

work in hand, and the fact that my wife was

a member of the company largely mitigated
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the despondency I felt at times on account

of my disappointments.

" The Holy Trinity," as we were wont to

call Irving, Bram Stoker, and " Dear Old

Loveday," the stage director, were autocrats

at rehearsals. Rehearsals, in fact, were so

frequent and regular that Sir Arthur W.

Hnero, when a member of the company, so

the story goes, put up a satirical call :

" Twelve o'clockâ��Mr. Arnot (the property

master) to drive a screw into the flat, and

principals and everyone concerned in the

production to see him do it."

William Terriss, William Haviland, Frank

Tyars, Sam Johnson, and Tom Mead were

the popular figures of Irving's company in

those days. Mead was a fine old figure,

with a magnificent voice. He made a great

reputation in lachimo, the heavy part in

" Cymbeline." He was also a wonderful

ghost in " Hamlet," and used to play Irving's

father in " The Lyons Mail."

But he was very absent-minded. Indeed,

he often rolled out his splendid words per-

fectly when his mind was wandering. There

is a scene in " The Lyons Mail " in which

the guilt of the son becomes clear to the

father. The old man urges his son to

commit suicide. The son protests he is not

guilty. One night Mead spoke the father's

lines, which many will know, with obvious

absent-mindedness.

" They have not seen you as I have seen

you, a pistol in one hand, a dagger in the

other, and in the other " Mead stopped

with the third " other," still absent-minded,

but beginning to recollect himself.

" And in the other ? " Irving insisted

under his breath. " And in the otherâ��say

it, my boy, say it. And in the otherâ��a

broomstick."

It was Loveday, however, who told me a

story which is charmingly characteristic of

the courage of the famous actor, and yet not

without its pathos. Loveday relinquished

a musical career to join Irving, and towards

the end there were signs that he would not

be able to go on much longer. He saw there

might be poverty before him, or at least a

life on a meagre income. But he did not

care.

" Why," he would explain to Loveday,

" I have lived on fifty shillings a week, arid

can do it again. We'll have a little cottage

in the country, old friend, and you shall take

the old violin from its case and come over

each evening and play to me."

My association, after leaving the Lyceum,

with Forbes Robertson in " Hamlet " and

Mrs. Patrick Campbell in " Pelleas and

Melisande " was of the happiest description.

In those days Maeterlinck and his work were

but little known in this country. I took the

.keenest interest, however, in the part of

Pelleas, and am proud to think that I shared

in the success of the play. I remember how

fascinated I was with the story ; how my

wife and I spent hours designing the dress,

and how thrilled I was when I heard that

Maeterlinck had come over ' for the dress

rehearsal.

After the rehearsal I left the theatre

quietly, nervous and anxious to know what

Maeterlinck thought, although I was con-

vinced I had expressed all I had-ever read

into Pelleas. I went straight home to my

rooms in Baker Street. My wife greeted

me and breathlessly told me that Maeter-

linck was waiting impatiently to see Pelleas.

He had taken a cab and driven straight from

the theatre with Alfred Sutro, who had

suggested me for the part in the first place.

He had been telling my wife what he thought

about my performance. " Maeterlinck,"

she said, " has paid you the lÃºghest com-

pliment one man has ever paid to another.

He says you have stolen his soul."

To my wife I really owe the success which

fell to me when, following " Pelleas and

Melisande," I entered on the management

of the Lyceum Theatre and produced " The

Only Way." This was in February, 1899.

and for years we had plotted and planned

for the day when we should be able to pro-

duce the play as first conceived by her.

We were touring America as members of

Irving's companyâ��young, enthusiastic, very
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much in love and simmering with ambition.

It was in those days that Mrs. Harvey saw a

vision of a drama built on " A Tale of Two

Cities." She saw the life of the ill-fated

Sydney Carton as a great acting opportunity

for me when I should embark on manager-

ship. The opportunity did not come for

years. But in the meantime, we hugged

our pet to our bosoms, dressed it, and cared

for it, waiting the chance to present the

child of our brain to the world.

I despaired when, having secured the loan

of a suburban theatre and borrowed Â¿75

from Mr. John Leigh, the man who had lent

me the theatre withdrew his promise, in

order to oblige another friend. Then I

heard that the Lyceum was vacant for a

short period. In a flash I saw my chance.

" Launch out boldly and produce ' The

Only Way' there," I said to myself. Arrange-

ments were completed, when Irving asked me

as a friend to abandon the idea, as the

tribunal scene, it was thought, almost

immediately before the Robespierre play

which he was producing, would prejudice

his interests.

S

AS DAVID GARRICK.
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I was anxious to retire, but my wife urged

me not to do so. Finally I discussed the

matter with Bram Stoker. " It's not a

question of sentiment," he said, in his blunt

way, " it's a question of rent. We want

the rent, and begad we'll have it." And

they did. '' The Only Way " was produced,

and on the first night Irving sent me a splen-

did message of good cheer. Can you wonder

that I loved the man ?

But my pen runs away with me. There

are so many tributes one could pay to those

who, as the years have passed, have held out

the helping hand, spoken the encouraging

word. There are so many good people who

have helped me to please the public with

such productions as " A Cigarette-Maker's

Romance " and " The Breed of the

Treshams "â��who are helping me still in

the profession which of all professions is

so alluring, so fascinating, so difficult. But

space cries " Halt," and if in these few

reminiscences I have afforded the readers

of THE STRAND MAGAZINE a little

pleasant reading, I am pleased too.

"THE UNCHARTED COAST."

"Shadows on the Screen," the third of Sir A. Conan Doyle's new series

of articles, is unavoidably held over.

Vol. lix.-e.
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the moment when

Fate flung Judith

Heaton into Law-

rence Blake's life she

was a woman with a past and

he was a man with a record.

A very fine record it was, but

filed away in the Foreign

Office and in the minds of a

few men. Very little could

have been told without en-

dangering the equilibrium of

Asiatic thrones. Dangerous

little exploration stunts and

big game shooting were the

hobbies assigned to him by

certain members of his club

who thought they knew him.

could have spared but little time for such

frivolities as he wandered through China

disguised as a Burman, or through Burma

disguised as a Chinaman, gathering informa-

tion in bazaars as a bee gathers honey in a

garden. Of all the Eastern kingdoms he had

visited, only to Tibet had he paid the com-

pliment of touring it as a Tibetan.

" Strong, silent man," you might think,

'but that wasn't his type ; he was imaginative

and swayed by impish humour. Limitless

curiosity, a rapid-fire brain, and vast belief

in himself had carried him over the crises of

his life. There was sofne grey in his hair,

and lines in a face illuminated by slaty-blue

incandescent eyes which untrained observers

considered were touched with insanity. In

reality they merely revealed the swift

thought-changes occurring behind them.

Judith Heaton, trained observer of men, had

come to that correct conclusion as she faced

him across the restaurant table somewhere in

Soho. -Blake had chosen to dine at a restau-

rant to escape the necessity of telling lies to a

man at his club.

Judith Heaton had been chosen by Le

Poisson Rouge and destiny. She had been

taken to that restaurant by a man who

wanted to force a quarrel on her for purposes

t>f perpetual parting. The man was rich and

: powerful theatrically ; Le Poisson Rouge was

cheap. Judith was touchy on such subjects
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In reality he

with the touchiness of

women who have been

obliged to consider, and,

worse still, to reconsider,

their value in the eyes of

men.

Destiny, in the person of

a distracted head-waiter

on a crowded night, took

the lid off Judith Heaton s

temper by putting the pair

at a table already occupied

by a man, and a man who

was so lost in thought that

he did not become aware

of her challenging presence

until her companion requested the salt for

his soup.

Having become aware of- the woman's

presence at his table, Blake paid her the

secret compliment of a thumb-nail character-

sketch.

" Meant to be beautiful in the right

way," he summarized the woman across

the table ; " been warped by her environ-

ment ; never was meant to look so defiant,

pathetic, andâ��yesâ��hunted. She's been

up against itâ��up against it at 'this

moment."

Blake was not a ladies' man ; he had rather

avoided women ; yet he thought a great

deal about them in the abstract, and several

times during his forty years of life chivalry

had impelled him to play Providence quixotic-

ally. The personality of the man at his table,

who was of some Latin Semitic race, aroused

animosity ; the fragile, dainty beauty of the

woman and something which emanated from

her, a symphony pathÃ©tique, as though she

were a musical instrument strung to break-

ing-point and played upon by remorseless

fingers, inclined him to sympathize after a

semi-detached fashion.

Blake knew that the crisis approached by

the glitters and flashes from the woman's

blazing eyes, as he had known of the ap-

proach of an Afghan attack by helio flashes

from the ridge-pole of the world. Judith

Heaton was paying a price she could not
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afford for the pleasure of telling a man what

she thought of liim.

The man smiled a triumphant smile.

" Then there is nothing more to be

said, mon amie. I accept my dis-

missal." He sauntered out, leaving

the woman to her tears, her humilia- Â¡

tion, and the companionship of a

stranger.

Time had only clipped one month

from the coupons of Judith Heaton's

"THEN THERE is NOTHING MORE Ñ�Ð¾ BE SAID, MON AMIE, i ACCEPT MY DISMISSAL'

HE SAUNTERED OUT, LEAVING THE WOMAN TO HER TEARS."
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life since the episode at Le Poisson Rouge,and

what matters a month ? As a rule, very little.

A few cubic feet of air also mean very little, but

compress them in a cylinder and they become

dynamic. This month had been dynamic

both to Judith Heaton and Lawrence Blake.

As she waited in her little Chelsea flat for

Blake to come and say gqod-bye, Judith

re-lived every tense hour of the time which

had elapsed since she had met him. Each one

clicked past like pictures in a cinema play.

She saw herself sobbing, humiliated, con-

scious of the looks and thoughts of the in-

habitants of Le Poisson Rouge, conscious of

the man across the table who had been swept

into the current of her life. From his keen,

efficient, clean-shaven face and strange blue

eyes she had assumed he was a sailor-man

and would make some blundering, kindly

effort at rescue which would further compli-

cate the situation. She had felt his impulse

to escape, and then his swift decision to help.

She laughed even now at the remembered

sound of his voice, loud enough to reach the

other tables : " Buck up, Madeleine ! Of

course Aunt Emily's death was a shock, and

it's just like your solicitor to break the news

in public ; but after all she was over eighty,

and she did not suffer." She had looked up

and caught his glance, blended of impish

humour and chivalrous admiration, and then

everything had been suddenly all right. She

had played up to him. The sudience had

been convinced ; they had laughed together.

For the first time in her insecure life she had

felt safe with a man. The timbre of his voice

suggested- some strange chords of music

which had always passed through her dreams,

coming towards her from immeasurable dis-

tances, and dying away before she could

capture the tune. Sound had seemed to

play a part in the first phases of their mutual

attraction. They had agreed never to meet

again, so it would not matter if for one even-

ing they voiced their thoughts, and Blake,

speaking with the Oriental touch which

distinguished him, had said that her laugh

was like the sound of fairy bells outworn,

and her tears like the dropping of dew from

rose-leaf to rose-leaf ; familiar from all time

and yet elusive. She had told him about

her life and the wreckage of her ideals by a

bigamous marriage, of her consequent ven-

detta against men, her determination to use

them for her own ends as one man had used

her. She had told him of her life on the

stage, her success in " Highbrow " drama ;

of her career as a militant Suffragette, and

how she had gone to prison for sinking the

yacht of a Cabinet Minister at Cowes by

getting on board in the character of a lady

friend and opening the sea-cocks. But she

had not told Blake about young Ellison, who

had fallen in love with her while she was

still mad with resentment against his sex.

She shivered now as she remembered how

she had. played upon that man's poetical

ideas of love and life, developed them, raised

him in her arms to the very summit of human

experience, then laughed and pushed him

over the precipice. She

had smashed all that was

good in him as a resentful

child smashes a doll, and

told him that the experi-

ence was necessary to the

part she was studying at

the moment, would per-

haps put blood and nerves

into his pretty poems.

A year later he had

sent her his book,

' HE HAD CONVINCED HER THAI SHE WAS THE WOMAN OF HIS
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" Poems from the Pit," slimy but wonderful.

Why exhibit such a skeleton to spoil the

memory of a delicious evening, since they

were never to meet again unless, as Blake

had said, " Fate wills it. I am a fatalist."

She recalled the thrill which went through

her when she had heard Blake's voice a week

later in the garden of the house on the

Thames, and found that they were fellow-

guests. Their eyes had met across the garden

and revealed how much they had been think-

ing of one another,

how they had

bridged the years

\viththought. How

hard they had tried

to keep up the bar-

riers of pretence, to

defend themselves with laughter ! She had

feared him because he was a man who

DREAMS, THE ONE FOR WHOM HE HAD SEARCHED AND WAITED."
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idealized women and put them on pinnacles

where they could not breathe. He had

feared her because he wanted to travel fast

and alone. She smiled as she remembered

the brevity of the effort to pass by. The

very next day, when they had tried to hide

from one another what they were feeling,

laughter had suddenly failed them. How

sweet it had been ! They had commenced

sentences which had ended because breath

caught in the throat. They had suddenly

felt helpless in the grip of outside superior

forces. There was a sound like the rush of

wings ; she had found herself in his arms.

Yet she had kept her head in a way ; she

had searched, oh ! so hard, for chivalry or

pity as his motive, still more for the infatua-

tion which expÃ©rience had taught her so often

masqueraded as love, and which she could so

easily arouse in men. But he had convinced

her that she was the woman of his dreams,

the one for whom he had searched and

waited. His love had swept her up to a

summit where she no longer feared to be

idealized ; her love for him made her feel

that she could be whatever he had dreamed,

whatever he might dream a woman should

be. At last she had come to believe that to

be idealized was her only hope of escape from

her past. Then, three weeks later, as they

stood by the open window of her flat arrang-

ing their marriage, newsboys had rushed past

shouting " The Serajevo Assassinations !

and Blake had told her that meant his instant

departure for the East. She had declined to

marry him before he left, and now she was

waiting to say good-bye.

Blake was late ; perhaps he was never

coming, perhaps he had heard something.

Judith was shaken, too, by a terrible night

haunted by the ghosts of the past. Young

Ellison had led the van, and a red-winged

demon to whom she had given a latchkey.

" We'll find our way in," they had taunted

her, " when your man goes East. Your

future is your past, the present is a mirage.

You have neither strength nor principle, and

your saviour man won't be here to lend you

his ; besides, you have never told him about

me. You dare not." So Judith was almost

hysterical when Lawrence Blake arrived ;

she clung to him and begged him to stay and

save her ; then ordered him to go and leave

her for ever, since she was not worth saving.

He must have understood enough to take her

mood seriously, for he turned from her and

plunged into seas of thought. When he

returned to the woman he loved, where she

sobbed on the sofa arm, he looked weary

from intensive reflection, but there was also

the ghost of an impish smile. He took her

into his arms almost roughly ; he wanted her

thoroughly under his dominion.

" Look here," he said, " you have got to

believe what I am going to tell you, strange

and incredible as it may seem to you. If you

can, it will make everything all right."

" Oh ! I'll try, Lawrence." She nestled

against him happily. " It's easy enough

when it's like this."

"I'm going to give you sometliing that

will make you safe whenâ��when it's not like

this, Judith. Sometliing I got in Tibet."

" An amulet ? "- she hazarded, despon-

dently.

" No. I expect you know that some of

these Tibetan monks have carried thought

to a point where, in our eyes, it becomes

magic. Human wireless, that's how it seems

to me. \Ye play with the fringe of telepathy,

but we are as crude in that line as they are

in mechanics. We can't link our thoughts

to one another's at a distance because we

haven't developed concentration. But this

thing I got in that old monastery, this magic

I am going to leave with you, will enable you

to annihilate the idea of distance between

you and me ; only our bodies will be distant.

It's a mirror, and there's a drug, a sort of

incense. When you burn it and look into

the mirror through the smoke, you will see

yourself exactly as I am thinking of you."

" Idealized ? " she asked, breathlessly,

carried away by the idea, convinced by her

lover's earnestness.

" Perhaps. As you live in my thoughts,

the you God planned, the you of the past and

the future, the vision wonderful which I have

seen through all the dust of the earth."

" My wonderful ! My saviour ! " she whis-

pered, looking into the strong light of Law-

rence Blake's eyes with eyes that were

exalted with the strong inrush of belief. " It

is true. I know it. All true. Give me the

mirror and the incense and go far away, my

darling. I long to live in your thoughts of

me."

Then the lovers parted, and again Judith

Heaton had allowed Lawrence Blake to go

without telling him about young Ellison.

It was an octagon mirror, framed in bronze,

which Blake sent by messenger to his

betrothed. The bronze was so old that the

Chinese symbols wrought into the design

were almost indistinguishable. With it there

was an old bronze box, full of a large-grained

â�¢aromatic powder, and two small braziers of

the same metal. He had extracted a promise

from Judith that she would only make use

of the mirror when she was too despondent,

too much in the depths, to pull herself

together without its help. Also, that she

would always keep the mirror veiled.

Judith kept her promise about not making

use of the mirror. Blake's letters sufficed,

and some strong magnetism which he had
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left behind him in the flat. But gradually

her old world impinged on her loneliness.

Men and women of her previous exotic

existence, who knew nothing of her changed

outlook, brought the fever of their lives

into the hush of her life. She tried to keep

the world at bay, but she had only a tiny

private income, and she was driven by

stress of war prices to return to the stage, to

do war work, to emerge from the cloistered

flat where she had felt safe in her-lover's

imagined presence, reading his letters over and

over again. He had written from Afghanistan,

and, last, from Persia. His letters ceased

when she needed them most, when she was

finding it most hard to believe in herself.

Old fevers were waking in her blood, and

she was very, very lonely. She would look

longingly at the mirror. Not to make use

of it was like fighting against the desire for

a drug. And all the time she lost faith in

herself, in her personality.

One evening she was of a party in which

everyone seemed to be living in the present,

because the future might never come. It

was during that strange, irresponsible phase

of the war which might be summed up in

the -words, " the laughter of London, the

boasts of Berlin." Perhaps London laughed

because Berlin boasted ; or did Berlin boast

because London laughed ? Or was it the

constant stream of young officers with money

to spend on their feverish reprieves or

postponements from death Ð°Ð»Ð° wounds

which the War Office call " leave " ? There

were four reprieved officers in the party.

One of them had the key to an empty house.

They turned it into a night club and danced.

Between the dances one of these officers

kissed Judithâ��rapturously. She struck him

fiercely, sobbed heartbrokenly, and went

home.

Judith examined her face in the mirror,

not Blake's magical one, but her own. Yes,

it was the face of a woman men kissed

lightly, in a moment of passion. There was

a devil behind the eyes, beckoning them

towards the soft red lips which curved below.

What was the use of trying to live on a

summit with a face like that, a devil-haunted

face ? What was the use of struggling ?

Better to drug her nerves with imitation

love and drown their cries in the excitement

of the present. Lawrence had ceased writing ;

perhaps he had never really thought of her

except as that young officer had thought.

She was one of God's doomed, of whom a

. Calvinist grandfather had told her as a

child. She had an impulse to break the

mirror and blot out her face. Then she

suddenly remembered that other mirror.

It was surely for such a moment as this her

lover had left her his magic. With hands

which shook with excitement, fear, suspense,

she filled the braziers from the incense-box.

She placed the bronze mirror on a table in

her sitting-room, out of sight of that other

mirror which had reflected that inmate she

feared and hated, the red-winged demon to

whom she had given the latchkey. The

sitting-room was still faintly permeated by

her lover's magnetism. Sitting in front of

the high altar of her hopes, she lit the.

braziers. A faint fragrance as of wistaria

blossoms drifted towards her in the tiny

smoke-wreaths, which took, she thought,

strange shapes like the characters on the

bronze.

Judith prayed, but it was 'to Lawrence

Blake. She called aloud to her lover, and

the vibrations of her breath played with the

incense-wreaths and altered their cabalistic

forms. A feeling of rest and peace came to

her out of the fragrance of the incense-mist.

She seemed to be drifting towards some

Nirvana, and yet to be endowed with unusual

powers of concentration, so that she could

almost materialize her lover. She no longer

feared to draw the curtain ; she was going

to see herself through that lover's eyes.

Her belief was implicit. She was unaware

of the sleepy gesture with which she moved

aside the silken veil.

Judith clasped her hands, a rapturous

crooning drifted from her. lips. Was this

girl, still spangled with the dews of other

worlds and sweet wise wonderings about

this oneâ��this girl with the look of dawn in

her eyesâ��herself ? True, she could remember

a time when her own mirror had revealed

such a picture, but that was ten years ago,

and even then she had not such beauty.

Oh ! if this was how she seemed to Lawrence

Blake, no wonder he loved her. Of course

she was not as beautiful as that, but if she

thus lived in her lover's eyes, in her lover's

heart, why, then this beauty lived in the

only place which mattered, and everything

else, the man at the dance and that other

mirror, was a bad dream. Almost in love

with the reflection, she gazed and gaxed

into the mirror. Her mind was so concen-

trated on her lover, so great a feeling of

nearness pervaded her, that she seemed to

be waiting for his face to appear in the

mirror, his presence in the room. She willed

it with all her power. For a moment she

thought that his face was reflected as though

he stood behind her, but before she could

grasp the passing shadow a terrible feeling

of anxiety, desolation, suffering, came down

upon her like some impalpable fog. The

incense-wreaths turned into sand-storms ;

she felt as though she was corneredâ��in

some place where there was weakness

because there was no food. A vision of

great sand-stretches, tents, camels, and

gaunt, anxious, suffering men waiting in ,an
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agony of suspense took her place in the

mirror.

Judith's next experience of consciousness

was when she raised herself on her elbow.

It was dawn. She lay on the floor of her

sitting-room. The silken curtain had been

drawn across the mirror.

After that night Judith found it no more

possible to resist the magic call of Blake's

mirror. It was as though she had yielded

to a drug and could not live without it. She

did not always see the same face through the

incense-wreathsâ��or, rather, it was the same

face seen from different angles, and she knew

with rapture that each mirrored vision had

been transmuted through her lover's eyes.

To draw aside the silken veil at night after

wondering all the day how her lover would

be thinking of her, and to find herself ever

more wonderful in his sight, was more

exquisite than to meet him in the flesh. He

never failed her,

It was well that she could drug herself

with magic, for it dulled the anxiet}' caused

by Blake's long silence, her ignorance of his

whereabouts, and the dim visions which

made a background in the mirror. Sand and

suspense, peril and anxiety. Yet he lived ;

however precariously, in wliatever dangerâ��

he lived.

Then came a night when the vision in the

background altered. There was no longer

the feeling of being hemmed in. Through

the dust-storms of the incense she saw men

on the march ; anxiety was replaced by

humiliation, torture, and death. She suf-

fered with her lover's suffering, but she did

not know where he suffered. A few days

later all England shivered with the know-

ledge that Kut Had fallen, but Judith did not

connect the tragedy and the vision. She

knew from the papers that the garrison had

started on their martyred march to Mosul,

five hundred miles of horror. She knew

from the mirror that Blake was on the move,

but she did not know the truth. She even

thought it was a symbol that he was return-

ing to her.

It was about a week later that Judith

Heaton experienced the night of horror.

She had waited for midnight with beating

heart as a woman waits for her lover. Would

she be living in her lover's heart that night

as the idealized girl of the first vision, or

enraptured by his kisses, or alive with

intellect ? Would it be her body, mind, or

soul which was uppermost in her lover's

thoughts ? As she drew aside the veil

which parted her from herself, she hoped it

would be her soul, she hoped

A wailing, terrified cry shivered through

the little sitting-room, disturbing the incense-

wreaths. Judith had put one hand across

her eyes as though to shut out some horror

which could blast them. With the other

hand she pushed back her chair from the

table on which the mirror was propped.

" No ! No ! " she seemed to implore some

unseen being. From the way she retreated

into a corner of the room you might have

thought she was being pursued by some

apparition. In a way it was an apparition,

all the more devastating because it bore

semblance to herself. She had not believed

her eyes at the first glance, had thought it

might be some trick of the incense. She had

rubbed them and looked again, so there was

no hope for her. There was no room for

doubt. It was not even her vanity which

had been wounded ; never had the mirror

reflected such beauty ; every physical lure

was accentuated. It was as though a great

artist had tried to paint the spirit of evil in

possession of a very exquisite woman, and

the artist was Lawrence Blake. She was

seeing herself through his eyes. This was

how he was thinking of her. This beautiful

harpy, this subtly-baited trap, this intellect

rejoicing in the devastation of spirit, in

evil for evil's sake, in the destruction of all

good and human impulses. It was a cari-

cature, the opposite pole of idealism.

She remembered that young Ellison at part-

ing had put into words very much of what

the mirror had visualized. She had only

laughed at him then ; what had she cared

what he thought of her ? But this was

Lawrence thinking now, the man she loved

â��the man who was her god, who had stooped

down and saved her.

In the background there was again the

sense of men in torment and humiliation,

but these men seemed to be vanishing in the

distance ; through the dust-clouds into vast

sand-spaces. Nearer there were two solitary

figures : a man dressed like a Bedouin

propping a man in tattered khaki against

his knee, bent over him.

For a time Judith did not dare to use the

mirror. She had a pathetic hope that if she

prayed very hard and worked very hard at

the hospital doing things which she hated

the mirror would relent, would reveal her

as she really was, neither angel nor devil,

merely a suffering, struggling woman. The

reflection was less vivid and more heart-

breaking, as though Lawrence thought of

her as one who destroyed illusions out of

sheer devilry, but that it mattered less.

There was an atmosphere of great weariness.

Again she caught a glimpse of the Bedouin.

He rode a horse whose head swayed to its

knees from exhaustion. He was alone.

The reflections blurred more and more, then

cleared up and were as the reflections in any

other mirror. Judith merely saw a broken-
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" SITTING IN FRONT OF THE BRONZE MIRROR, SHE LIT THE BRAZIERS. SHE CALLED ALOrD TO

HER LOVER, AND THE VIBRATION'S OF HER BREATH PLAYED WITH THE INCENSE-WREATHS."
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hearted woman whose beauty was dimmed

by tragic thoughts. The mirror had lost its

magic, only the incense kept. its strange

fragrance, and soon the incense was finished.

Judith was convalescent from the effects

of a nervous breakdown when Blake made

his sensational return to London. One

morning she had read in the papers about

his escape on the prisoners' death march

from Kut to Mosul ; that evening he came

to see her. He was changed : leaner, older,

more sun-bakedâ��harder. It was the face

of a man who has lost his dearest possession

out in a desert. It was the face of a man who

has had illusions and lost them. Judith had

seen it before in one man's faceâ��young

Ellison's. Judith saw the difference at once

in his over-expressive eyes ; pictures of

horror on which he had gazed were barely

hid behind them and a great disillusionment

was there, the ghosts of dead dreams, the

shadow of suffering. The strange incandes-

cent quality which bad first drawn her

attention to Blake was more marked than

ever.

Judith rose from the sofa and moved

uncertainly ; her natural impulse was to fling

herself into his arms. She loved him, and

they were engaged to be married. The

mirror might have reflected hallucinations,

his letters might have miscarried. Yet some-

thing in Blake's attitude made her pause

and fiddle with some flowers on a table half-

way. He did not speak, he seemed to be

groping in her very soul for the truth, tearing

her to pieces in the search. The great love-

light in her eyes seemed only to puzzle the

man.

" Why don't you speak to me ? \Yhat is

the matter ? Vi'hy do you look at me like

that ? " Judith had not wanted to be the

first to break the silence, but the words were

forced from her in little gasps.

" So much has happened," he answered,

sadly. "It was a chance in a thousand, my

meeting poor Ellison ; at least, your being

the woman to whom I was to deliver the

letters. There's nearly always some woman

to whom a dying man sends a message, but

that it should have been you ! I wouldn't

have let him tell me the story, which made

me feelâ��well, feel as I felt about the woman

who broke him. Perhaps I wouldn't- have

judged the woman as hard, had I known

about whom the poor chap was talking.

Besides, I couldn't have listened. But you

look so whiteâ��poor little Judith." There

was a groat concern in his voice. " If it was

my room, not yours, I'd ask you to sit down."

Judith collapsed into a chair. Blake went

on quickly, as though he wanted to rush a

terrible situation to its end.

" I don't think Ellison himself realized

that by giving me the packet to take to you

he was revealing the woman's identity, but

when a man has been flogged along a dusty

road without food or water till even a Turk

can't get another yard out of him, his brain

works in patches. Even as he told me his

story I saw up to a point a resemblance.

He had come into your life as I came, hap-

hazard, from a desire to protect. He thought

you were the woman of his dreams, and so

did I. You made yourself so wonderful to

him, mean so much to him, that if it wasn't

true, nothing was true, no woman good.

Here the resemblance ended in his case.

You went out of your way to make him

understand that there wasn't anything

decent in man or woman, that the world was

made of mud for them to wallow in. You

deli beratel yâ��â��' '

" Nhated him, I hated him ! " she cried out

in her pain. " I hated all men. At that

time I wanted to hurt them all, but I could

only hurt one at a time, and he was so like

the man who had smashed me, only younger."

" Judith, for God's sake," he pleaded,

" don't talk as if I had put you on your trial ;

don't make it harder for me. It's all got to

be said."

Judith laughed bitterly. " Trial ! My

execution, you mean. You tried and sen-

tenced me months ago. I was at the trial.

Thousands of miles away. You were right,

there is no such thing as distance."

He went on, ignoring her words : " There

was neither trial nor sentence, Judith. The

poor devil only wanted to be sure you'd

know that he had come to understand.

That he regretted nothing. It hadn't made

a man of him, but it had made a poetâ��and

that was his ambition. The war made a

man of him. He enlisted the first week.

He became a first-rate soldier, and you can't

say more for a man than thatâ��a good poet

and a good soldier. You and the war were

instruments of destiny. No one puts destiny

on its trial."

Brushing aside all her attempts to speak,

he told her how he had made his way into

Kut dressed as a native to get in touch with

the Intelligence Staff, had gone to captivity

with the rank and file instead of the officers,

because it would be easier to escape ; had

killed one of the Arab escort on the third

night and taken his place, herding the

starving prisoners along the ghastly trail all

that day. On the next night he had ridden

away on the backward trail, come upon

Private Ellison, who had been left for dead.

" He was lucky," he ended ; " he died on the

fourth day. Some of them aren't dead yet."

And all the time she murmured : " I've

seen it all. I've seen it all before in the

mirror."

" You want to hurt me, you want to hurt
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me with your hatred," she cried fiercely when

he ceased. " I told you I wasn't the right

kind of woman for you. Why didn't you

stop then ? Now, because you've found out

that I'm not all the tilings I always told you

1 wasn't, you try to make out that I'm a

devil. You wanted to be rid of me "â��her

eyes blazed hardly at himâ��" you are making

the most of the excuse you stumbled on.

Yes, I hurt that man's life. I wish I hadn't,

but I'm not going to wear new sackcloth for

the sin. I wore it long ago after reading his

poetry. It's worn out now. Everybody

hurts somebody before they die ; they can't

undo the wrong, they can only be sorry.

You got tired of me. That's why you make

the most of your discovery."

There is a certain gesture which men make

when women say things as a wounded

animal cries. Blake made it.

" Judith, I must make you understand.

You think it's Ellison I'm so sorry for.

Can't you see it's myself ? Ellison's story

made me understand. They say dreams go by

contraries. It's daydreams which do that,

Judith. It made me see that all the wonderful

dream you had woven for me had no more

" JUDITH S NATURAL IMPULSE WAS TO FLING

HERSELF INTO HIS ARMS. YET SOMETHING IM

BLAKE'S ATTITUDE MADE HER PAUSE."

reality than Ellison's, that all the pictures I

had painted of you were so many mirages."

" They were wonderful mirages," she

murmured, softly. " What a pity they

were only painted on a mirror ! "

" That you did not love me after allâ��had

only amused yourself with studying love-

scenes for the stage, as you told the other

poor devil."

" You believe that ? "

He bowed his head. " What else can I

believe ? "

" How dare you think such things of me ? "

she cried, angrily.

" The thought came. It wouldn't go

away. I couldn't drive it away. Your

love had always seemed too wonderful to be

true, the swiftness of it, the burning strength

of it something more than a man had any

right to possess. I simply came to know

that I had never possessed it, and my dreams

fell in ruins like the other man's."

Judith came and stood close to him.

" I'm not goin^ to lose you to gratify my

proper pride as a woman ought. There is a

sound behind your words as if you still

cared. Do you ? "
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" I wish I didn't. I love you too well to

live among the ruins of our castle in Spain,

even if you were willing to share it. Now

you know."

" If I told you there was no question of

pity except for myself ; if I told you that

I loved you in every way a woman can love

a man, would you believe me ?

" I would giveâ��what wouldn't I give

to believe you ? But " He shook his

head sadly. " It is all a state of mind.

I had it. I haven't it. My love for you

is too wonderful a thing to compromise

with."

" If I were the sort of woman you had in

your mind as Ellison told his story to you, I

would take you in my arms and make you

know, make you feel my love. If I were

like the girl you made me see in the mirror

the first night I ever-looked, I would simply

cry. I am neither one nor the other, so I

am without weapons I care to use, but "

She came up to him and looked into his eyes.

" Oh, Lawrence, can't you see it, can't you

see it ? "

" If I hadn't seen it there before and then

had it blotted out by another vision Oh,

Judith, make me believe, but don't let me

compromise ! "

" As you made me believe in the mirror

and the incense ? "

" What mirror, what incense is this you

keep talking about ? "

" Why, the one you gave me, the terrible

magical mirror which reflected your thoughts

of me."

" I don't remember ; so much has hap-

pened to me since, but there are no such

things."

" Why, you said you got it in a monastery

in Tibet. You said that I would see my-

self in it through your eyes, and I did. Why,

I saw you bending over poor Ellison. I told

you I did, but you wouldn't listen. I felt

your suffering, the suffering of the garrison

of Kut. I saw you on the march and I saw

a devil's face, the devil you thought me. I

saw myself through your eyes as a terrible

being. Before that night I saw myself as

you promised I should, as God planned me,

or was it you ? Anyway, it was wonderful.

You can't have forgotten."

" It must be a dream. There is no such

mirror in the world."

Judith, went to her writing-desk and

opened it.

" There it is." She held the mirror to-

wards him.

Blake took it into his hands. The ghost

of his impish smile revisited his face.

" Of course ; now I remember. You were

in the depths and I had an inspiration. This

was to be a bridge across a difficult moment

which I never expected to arrive. I made

you believe in its magic, because belief in

yourself was what you needed."

" You said it came from Tibet."

" It is possible. I bought it in the Jews'

market that day near the docksâ��I mean the

frame. I remember that. The mirror was

made in Germany, so I didn't want to buy

it. ' Ehrmann,' that was the name on the

back." He pulled off the backing. " There

it is, ' Ehrmann, Leipsic.' "

" But there was magic in it. I sawâ��â��"

Judith's voice was halted by the catch of

her breath. Unconsciously she moved closer

to Blake, for a great light was dawning in

his eyes, sweeping away that terrible look

of tragedy and loss and wreckage. She

realized that he had seen a great lightâ��he

stood transfigured before her. No, not

transfigured, just the old Lawrence.

" Magic ! " he laughed, happily ; " the

most wonderful that ever was. The mirror

was only a means of concentration ; there

was no magic in that, but in you and in me,

Judith. Our thoughts leaped space because

you love me, that is the magic of the mirror

to me. A sign from the clouds. If we are

as near as that to one another, as much as

that to one another, it is a love which was

born behind the stars and you are the woman

of my dreams, the end of my search."

" But the star-dust has all got rubbed off

my wings on the way," whispered Judith,

" so what's the good ? You see only the

earth-stains now."

Blake gathered Judith into his arms very

slowly, as though he wished the wonder of

it to last for ever.

" What do I care about the earth-stains,

Judith, on you or on me ? Earth-stains

and star-dust, the betrayal of you, your

betrayal of Ellison, they have all gone to the

creation of this 'you ' I love, to the bringing

of us together. You saw yourself in the

mirror through the eyes of love, mine for

you, yours for me. That is enough. I

asked for a miracle and it has been granted."

" Then you do believe that I love you,

that I wasn't studying a part ? " This was

five minutes later, and Judith spoke from

the haven of her lover's arms, where the

minvites had been spent in silence.

" How like a woman to want it put into

wordsâ��

" Besides, I think you ought to apologize

for doubting me and having to be convinced

by a second-hand mirror."

" I think that, too, would be a mistake,

darling, and so do you." Blake laughed and

Judith gave a contented sigh. They were

so human, in spite of the mirror and the

magic and the place behind the stars whence

they had started blindfold across the uni-

verse hi search of one another.



A KINK IN

HIS CHARACTER

P, GWODEHOUSE

PLEASANT breeze

played among the

trees on the terrace

outside the Marvis

Bay Golf and Country Club.

It ruffled the leaves and

cooled the forehead of the

Oldest Member, who, as was his custom of

a Saturday afternoon, sat in the shade on a

rocking-chair, observing the younger genera-

tion as it hooked and sliced in the valley

below. The eye of the Oldest Member

was thoughtful and reflective. When it

looked into yours you saw in it that perfect

peace, that peace beyond understanding,

which comes at its maximum only to the

man who has given up golf.

The Oldest Member has not played golf

since the rubber-cored ball superseded the

old dignified gutty. But as a spectator and

philosopher he still finds pleasure in the pas-

time. He is watching it now with keen in-

terest. His gaze, passing from the lemonade

which he is sucking through a straw, rests upon

the Saturday foursome which is struggling

raggedly up the hill to the ninth green. Like

all Saturday foursomes, it is in difficulties.

One of the patients is zigzagging about the

fairway like a liner pursued by submarines.

Two others seem to be digging for buried

treasure, unlessâ��it is too far off to be certain

â��they are killing snakes. The remaining

cripple, who has just foozled a mashie-shot,

is blaming his caddie. His voice, as he up-

braids the innocent child for breathing

during his up-swing, comes clearly up the

hill.

The Oldest Member sighs. His lemonade

gives a sympathetic gurgle. He puts it

down on the table.

How few men, says the Oldest Member,

possess the 'proper golfing temperament !

How few, indeed, judging by the sights I see

here on Saturday afternoons, possess any

qualification at all for golf except a pair of

baggy knickerbockers and enough money to
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enable them to pay for the drinks

at the end of the round ! The

ideal golfer never loses his tem-

per. When I played, I never lost

my temper. Sometimes, it is true, I may,

after missing a shot, have broken my club

across my knees ; but I did it in a calm and

judicial spirit, because the club was obviously

no good and I was going to get another one

anyway. To lose one's temper at golf is

foolish. It gets you nothing, not even relief.

Imitate the spirit of Marcus Aurelius.

" Whatever may befall thee," says that

great man in his " Meditations," " it was

preordained for thee from everlasting.

Nothing happens to anybody which he is

not fitted by nature to bear." I like to

think that this noble thought came to him

after he had sliced a couple of new balls into

the woods, and that he jotted it down on the

back of his score-card. For there can be

no doubt that the man was a golfer, and a

bad golfer at that. Nobody who had not

had a short putt stop on the edge of the hole

could possibly have written the words :

" That which makes the man no worse than

he was makes life no worse. It has no power

to harm, without or within." Yes, Marcus

Aurelius undoubtedly played golf, and all

the evidence seems to indicate that he rarely

went round in under a hundred and twenty.

The niblick was his club.

Speaking of Marcus Aurelius and the golf-

ing temperament recalls to my mind the case

of young Mitchell -Holmes. Mitchell, when

I knew him first, was a promising young

man with a future before him in the Paterson

Dyeing and Refining Company, of which

my old friend, Alexander Paterson, was the

president. He had many engaging qualities

â��among them an unquestioned ability to

imitate a bulldog quarrelling with a Pekingese

in a way which had to be heard to be believed.

It was a gift which made him much in de-

mand at social gatherings in the neighbour-

hood, marking him off from other young

men who could only almost play the mandolin
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or recite bits of Gunga Din ; and no doubt

it was this talent of his which first sowed the

seeds of love in the heart of Miilicent Boyd.

Women are essentially hero-worshippers, and

when a warm-hearted girl like Miilicent has

heard a personable young man imitating a

bulldog and a Pekingese to the applause of a

crowded drawing-room, and lias been able

to detect the exact point at which the

Pekingese leaves off and the bulldog begins,

she can never feel quite the same to other

men. In short, Mitchell and Miilicent were

engaged, and were only waiting to be married

till the former could bite the Dyeing and

Refining Company's ear for a bit of extra

salary.

Mitchell Holmes liad only one fault. He

lost his temper when playing golf. He

seldom played a round without becoming

piqued, peeved, orâ��in many casesâ��cha-

grined. The caddies on our links, it was

said, could always worst other small boys in

verbal argument by calling them some of the

things they had heard Mitchell call his ball

on discovering it in a cuppy lie. He had a

great gift of language, and he used it un-

sparingly. I will admit that there was some

i-xcuse for the man. He had the makings of

a brilliant golfer, but a combination of bad

luck and inconsistent play invariably robbed

him of the fruits of his skill. He was the

sort of player who does the first two holes in

one under bogey and then takes an eleven

at the third. The least thing upset him on

the links. He missed short putts because of

the uproar of the butterflies in the adjoining

meadows.

It seemed hardly likely that this one kink

in an otherwise admirable character would

ever seriously affect his working or pro-

fessional life, but it did. One evening, as I

was sitting in my porch, reading Taylor on

the push-shot, Alexander Paterson was an-

nounced. A glance at his face told me that

he had come to ask my advice. Rightly or

wrongly, he regarded me as one capable of

giving advice. It was I who had changed

the whole current of his life by counselling

him to leave the wood in his bag and take a

driving-iron off the tee ; and in one or 'two

other matters, like the choice of a putter (so

much more important than the choice of a

wife), I had been of assistance to him.

Alexander sat down and fanned himself

with his hat, for the evening was warm.

Perplexity was written upon his fine face.

" I don't know what to do," he said.

" Keep the head stillâ��slow backâ��don't

press," I said, gravely. There is no better

rule for a happy and successful Ufe.

He did not keep his head still. He shook

it.

" It's nothing to do with golf this time,"

he said. " It's about the treasurership of

my company. . Old Smithers retires next

week, and I've got to find a man to fill his

place."

" That should be easy. You have simply

to select the most deserving from among

your other employÃ©s."

" But which is the most deserving ?

That's the point. There are two men who

are capable of holding the job quite

adequately. But then I realize how little

I know of their real characters. It is the

treasurership, you understand, which has

to be filled. Now, a man who was quite

good at another job might easily get wrong

ideas into his head when he became a

treasurer. He would have the handling of

large sums of money. In other words, a

man who in ordinary circumstances had

never been conscious of any desire to visit

the more distant portions of South America

might feel the urge, so to speak, shortly

after he became a treasurer. That is my

difficulty. Of course, one always takes a

sporting chance with any treasurer ; but

how am I to find out which of these two

men would give me the more reasonable

opportunity of keeping some of my money ? "

I did not hesitate a moment. I held

strong views on the subject of character-

testing.

" The only way," I said to Alexander,

" of really finding out a man's true character

is to play golf with him. In no other walk

of life does the cloven hoof so quickly dis-

play itself. I employed a lawyer for years,

until one day I saw him kick his ball out

of a heel-mark. I removed mv business

from his charge next morning. He has not

yet run off with any trust-funds, but there

is a nasty gleam in his eye, and I am con-

vinced that it is only a question of time.

Golf, my dear fellow, is the infallible test.

The man who can go into a patch of rough

alone, with the knowledge that only God is

watching him, and play his ball where it

lies, is the man who will serve you faithfully

and well. The man who can smile bravely

when his putt is diverted by one of those

beastly worm-casts is' pure gold right through.

But the man who is hasty, unbalanced, and

violent on the links will display the same

qualities in the wider field of everyday life.

You don't want an unbalanced treasurer,

do you ? "

" Not if his books are likely to catch the

complaint."

" They are sure to. Statisticians estimate

that the average of crime among guod golfers

is lower than in any class of the community

except possibly bishops. Since \Yillie Park

won the first championship at Prestwick in

the year 1860 there has, I believe, been no

instance of an Open Champion spending a

day in prison. Whereas the bad golfersâ��
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" Yes. Of course you must know him?

He lives, here, I believe."

" And by Dixon do you mean Rupert

Dixon ? "

" That's the man. Another neighbour

of yours."

I confess that my heart sank. It was

as if my ball had fallen into the pit which

1 A PERSONABLE YOUNG MAN IMITATING A BULLDOG AND A PEKINGESE TO THE APPLAUSE OF

A CROWDED DRAWING-ROOM."

and by bad I do not mean incompetent, but

black-souledâ��the men who fail to count a

stroke when they miss the globe : the men

who never replace a divot : the men who

talk while their opponent is driving : and

the men who let their angry passions riseâ��

these are in and out of Wormwood Scrubs

all the time. They find it hardly worth

while to get their hair cut in their brief

intervals of liberty."

Alexander was visibly impressed.

" That sounds sensible, by George ! " he

said.

" It is sensible."

" I'll do it ! Honestly, I can't see any

other way of deciding between Holmes and

Dixon."

I started.

" Holmes ? Not Mitchell Holmes, ? "

my niblick had digged. I wished heartily

that I had thought of waiting to ascertain

the names of the two rivals before offering my

scheme. I was extremely fond of Mitchell

Holmes and of the girl to whom he was

engaged to be married. Indeed, it was I

who had sketched out a few rough notes for

the lad to use when proposing : and results

had shown that he had put my stuff in well.

And I had listened many a time with a

sympathetic ear to his hopes in the matter

of securing a rise of salary which would

enable him to get married. Somehow, when

Alexander was talking, it had not occurred

to me that young Holmes might be in the

running for so important an office as the

treasurership. Now, when it was too late,

I perceived that I had been the unwitting

means of laying him a stymie. I had ruined
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the boy's chances. Ordeal by golf was the

one test which he could not possibly undergo

with success. Only a miracle could keep

him from losing his temper, and I had

expressly warned Alexander against such a

man.

\\hen I thought of his rival my heart

sank still more. Rupert Dixon was rather

an unpleasant young man, but the worst of

his enemies could not accuse him of not

possessing the golfing temperament. From

the drive off the tee to the holing of the

final putt he was uniformly snave.

When Alexander had gone, I sat in thought

for some time. I was faced with a problem.

Strictly speaking, no doubt, I had no right

to take sides : and, though secrecy had not

been enjoined upon me in so many words,

I was very well aware that Alexander was

under the impression that I would keep

the thing under my hat and not reveal to

either party the test that awaited him.

Each candidate was, of course, to remain

ignorant that he was taking part in anything

but a friendly game.

But when I thought of the young couple

whose future depended on this ordeal, I

hesitated no longer. I put on my hat and

went round to Miss Boyd's house, where I

knew that Mitchell was to be found at this

hour.

The young couple were out in the porch,

looking at the moon. Tney greeted me

heartily, but their heartiness had rather a

finny sound, and 1 could see that on the

whole they regarded me as one of those

things which should not happen. But when

I told my story their attitude changed.

They began to look on me in the pleasanter

light of a guardian, philosopher, and friend.

" Wherever did Mr. Paterson get such a

silly idea ? " said Miss Boyd, indignantly.

I hadâ��-from the best motivesâ��concealed

the source of the scheme. " It's ridiculous !"

" Oh, I don't know," said Mitchell. " The

old boy's crazy about golf. It's just the

sort of scheme he would cook up. Well, it

dishes me ! "

" Oh, come ! " I said.

" It's no good saying ' Oh, come I ' You

know perfectly well that I'm a frank, out-

spoken golfer. When my darned ball goes

off nor'-nor'-east when I want it to go due

west I can't help expressing an opinion about

it. It is a curious phenomenon which calls

for comment, and I give it. Similarly, when I

top my drive, I have to go on record as

saying that I did not do it intentionally.

And it's just these trifles, as far as I can make

out, that are going to decide the thing."

" Couldn't you learn to control yourself

on the links, Mitchell darling ? " asked

Millicent. " After all, golf is only a game 1 " v

Mitchell's eyes met mine, and I have no

doubt that mine showed just the same look

of horror which I saw in his. Women say

these things without thinking. It does not

mean that there is any kink in their charac-

ter. They simply don't realize what they

are saying.

" Hush ! " said Mitchell, huskily, patting

her hand and overcoming his emotion with a

strong effort. " Hush, dearest ! "

Two or three days later I met Millicent

coming from the post-office. There was a

new light of happiness in her eyes, and her

face was glowing.

" Such a splendid thing has happened,"

she said. " After Mitchell left that night I

happened to be glancing through a magazine,

and I came across a wonderful advertisement.

It began by saying that all the great men

in history owed their success to being able

to control themselves, and that Napoleon

wouldn't have amounted to anything if he

had not curbed his fiery nature, and then it

said that we can all be like Napoleon if we

fill in the accompanying blank order-form

for Professor Orlando Rollitt's wonderful

book, ' Are You Your O\\n Master ? ' abso-

lutely free for five days and then seven shil-

lings, but you must write at once because

the demand is enormous and pretty soon

it may be too late. I wrote at once, and

luckily I was in time, because Professor

Rol litt did have a copy left, and it's just

arrived. I've been looking through it, and

it seems splendid."

She held out a small volume. I glanced

at it. There was a frontispiece showing a

signed photograph of Professor Orlando

Rollitt controlling himself in spite of having

long white whiskers, and then some reading

matter, printed between wide margins. One

look at the book told me the professor's

methods. To be brief, he had simply swipeJ

Marcus Aurelius's best stuff, the copyright

having expired some two thousand years

ago, and was retailing it as his own. Ã� did

not mention this to Millicent. It was no

affair of mine. Presumably, ' however

obscure the necessity. Professor Rollitt had

to live.

" I'm going to start Mitchell on it to-day.

Don't you think this is good ? ' Thou seest

how few be the things which if a man lias at

his command his life flows gently on and is

divine.' I think it will be wonderful if

Mitchell's Ufe flows gently on and is divine

for seven shillings, don't you ? "

At the club-house that evening I en-

countered Rupert Dixon. He was emerging

from a shower-bath, and looked as pleased

with himself as usual.

" Just been going round with old Paterson,"
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he said. " He was asking after you. He's

gone back to town in his car."

I was thrilled. So the test had begun !

" How did you come out ?" I asked.

Rupert Dixon smirked. A smirking man,

wrapped in a bath towel, with a wisp of wet

hair over one eye, is a repellent sight.

" Oh, pretty well. I won by six and five.

In spite of having poisonous luck."

I felt a gleam of hope at these last words.

" Oh, you had

bad luck ? "

" The worst. I

over - shot the

green at the third

with the best

brassey-shot I've

ever made in my

life â�� and that's

saying a lotâ��and

lost my ball in the

rough beyond it."

"And I suppose

you let yourself

go, eh ? "

" Let myself

go ? "

" I take it that

you made : ome

sort of demon-

stration ? "

"Oh.no. Losing

your temper

doesn't get you

anywhere at golf.

It only spoils your

next shot."

I went away

heavy-hearted.

Dixon had plainly

come through the

ordeal as well as

any man could

have done. I ex-

pected to hear

every day that

the vacant treasurership

and that Mitchell had

" RUPERT DIXON SMIRKED. A SMIRKING MAN, WRAPPED

IN A BATH TOWEL, WITH A WISP OF WET HAIR OVER

ONE EYE, IS A REPELLENT SIGHT."

had been filled,

not even been

called upon to play his test round. I

suppose, however, that Alexander Paterson

felt that it would be unfair to the other com-

petitor not <o give him his chance, for the

next I heard of the matter was when

Mitchell Holmes called me up on the Friday

and asked me if I would accompany him

round the links next day in the match he

was playing with Alexander, and give him

my moral support.

" I shall need it," he said. " I don't mind

telling you I'm pretty nervous. I wish I

had had longer to get the strangle-hold on

that ' Are You Your Own Master ? ' stuff. I

can see, of course, that it is the real tabasco

from start to finish, and absolutely as mother

Vol. 1Ã�X.-1O.

makes it, but the trouble is I've only had a

few days to soak it into my system. It's

like trying to patch up a motor-car with

string. You never know when the thing will

break down. Heaven knows what will hap-

pen if I sink a ball at the water-hole. And

something seems to tell me I am going to

do it."

There was silence for a moment.

" Do you believe in dreams ? " asked

Mitchell.

"Believe in

what ? "

" Dreams."

" What about

them ? "

" I said, ' Do

you believe in

dreams ? ' Because

last night I

dreamed that I

was playing in

the final of the

Open Champion-

ship, and I got

into the rough,

and there was a

cow there, and

suddenly â�� I

never experienced

anything so vivid

â��the cow looked

at me in a sad

sort of way and

said, ' Why don't

you use the two-V

grip instead of the

interlocking ? ' At

the time it seemed

an odd sort of

thing to happen,

but I've been

thinking it over

and I wonder if

there isn't some-

thing in it. These

things must be sent to us for a purpose."

" You can't change your grip on the day

of an important match."

" I suppose not. The fact is, I'm a bit

jumpy, or I wouldn't have mentioned it.

Oh, well ! See you to-morrow at two."

The day was bright and sunny, but a

tricky cross-wind was blowing when I reached

the club-house. Alexander Paterson was

there, practising swings on the first tee : and

almost immediately Mitchell Holmes arrived,

accompanied by Millicent.

" Perhaps," said Alexander, " we had

better be getting under way. Shall I take

the honour ? "

" Certainly," said Mitchell.

Alexander teed up his ball.
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Alexander Paterson has always been a

careful rather than a dashing player. It

is his custom, a sort of ritual, to take two

measured practice-swings before addressing

the ball, even on the putting-green. When

he does address the ball he shuffles his feet

for a moment or t\vo, then pauses, and scans

the horizon in a suspicious sort of way, as

if he had been expecting it to play some sort

of a trick on him when he was not looking.

A careful inspection seems-to convince him

of the horizon's bona fides, and he turns his

attention to the ball again. He shuffles his

feet once more, then raises his club. He

waggles the club smartly over the ball three

limes, then lays it behind the globule. At

this point he suddenly peers at the horizon

again, in the apparent hope of catching it

off its guard. This done, he raises his club

very slowly, brings it back very slowly till

it almost touches the ball, raises it again,

brings it down again, raises it once more,

and brings it down for the third time. He

then stands motionless, wrapped in thought,

like some Indian fakir contemplating the

infinite. Then he raises his club again

and replaces it behind the ball. Finally

he quivers all over, swings very slowly back,

and drives the ball for about a hundred and

fifty yards in a dead straight line.

It is a method of procedure which proves

sometimes a little exasperating to the highly

strung, and I watched Mitchell's face

anxiously to see how he was taking his

first introduction to it. The unhappy lad

had blenched visibly. He turned to me with

the air of one in pain.

" Does he always do that ? " he whispered.

" Always," I replied.

" Then I'm done for ! No human being

could play golf against a one-ring circus like

that without blowing up !"

I said nothing. It was, I feared, only too

true. Well-poised as I am, I had long since

been compelled to give up playing with

Alexander Paterson, much as I esteemed

him. It was a choice between that and

resigning from the Baptist Church.

At this moment Alillicent spoke. There

was an open book in her hand. I recognized

it as the life-work of Professor Rollitt.

" Think on this doctrine," she said, in

her soft, modulated voice, " that to be

patient is a branch of justice, and that men

sin without intending it."

Mitchell nodded briefly, and walked to

the tee with a firm step.

" Before you drive, darling," said Millicent,

" remember this. Let no act be done at

haphazard, nor otherwise than according to

the finished rules that govern its kind."

The next moment Mitchell's ball was

shooting through the air, to come to rest

two hundred yards down the course. It

was a magnificent drive. He had followed

the counsel of Marcus Aurelius to the letter.

An admirable iron-shot put him in reason-

able proximity to the pin, and he holed out

in one under bogey with one of the nicest

putts I have ever beheld. And when at

the next hole, the dangerous water-hole,

his ball soared over the pond and lay safe,

giving him bogey for the hole, I began for

the first time to breathe freely. Every

golfer has his day, and this was plainly

Mitchell's. He was playing faultless golf.

If he could continue in this vein, his unfor-

tunate failing would have no chance to show

itself.

The third hole is long and tricky. You

drive over a ravineâ��or possibly into it. In

the latter event you breathe a prayer and

call for your niblick. But, once over the

ravine, there is nothing to disturb the

equanimity. Bogey is five, and a good

drive, followed by a brassey-shot, will put

you within easy mashic-distance of the

green.

Mitchell cleared the ravine by a hundred

and twenty yards. He strolled back to me,

and watched Alexander go through his

ritual with an indulgent smile. I knew just

how he was feeling. Never does the world

seem so sweet and fair and the foibles of our

fellow human beings so little irritating as

when we have just swatted the pill right on

the spot where it does most good.

" I can't see why he does it," said Mitchell,

eyeing Alexander with a toleration that

almost amounted to affection. " If I did

all those Swedish exercises before I drove,

I should forget what I had come out for

and go home." Alexander concluded the

movements, and landed a bare three yards

on the other side of the .ravine. " He's

what you would call a steady performer,

isn't he ? Never varies ! "

Mitchell won the hole comfortably. There

was a jauntiness about his stance on the

fourth tee which made me a little uneasy.

Over-confidence at golf is almost as bad as

timidity.

My apprehensions were justified. Mitchell

topped his ball. It rolled twenty yards into

the rough, and nestled under a dock-leaf.

His mouth opened, then closed with a snap.

He came over to where Millicent and I were

standing.

" I didn't say it ! " he said. " What on

earth happened then ? "

" Search men's governing principles," said

Millicent, " and consider the wise, what they

shun and what they cleave to."

" Exactly," I said. " You swayed your

body."

" And now I've got to go and look for

that infernal ball."

" Never mind, darling," said Millicent.
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" Nothing has such power to broaden the

mind as the ability to investigate systemati-

cally and truly all that comes under thy

observation in life."

" Besides," I said, " you're three up."

" I sha'n't be after this hole."

He was

right. Alex-

ander won it

in five, one

above bogey,

and regained

the honour.

Mitchell was

a trifle shaken.

His play no

longer had its

first careless

vigour. He

lost the next

hole, halved

the sixth, lost

the short

seventh, and

then, rallying,

halved the

eighth.

The ninth

hole, like so

many on our

links, can be

a perfectly

simple four, â�¢â�¢â�¢ VVHY ON EARTH DON'T THEY MOW THIS DARNED STUFF ?' DEMANDED MITCHELL,

although the AS HE BEAT ABOUT THE GRASS WITH HIS NIBLICK."

rolling nature

of the green makes bogey always a some-

what doubtful feat ; but, on the other hand,

if you foozle your drive, you can easily

achieve double figures. The tee is on the

farther side of the pond, beyond the bridge,

where the water narrows almost to the

dimensions of a brook. You drive across

this water and over a tangle of trees and

undergrowth on the other bank. The dis-

tance to the fairway cannot be more than

sixty yards, for the hazard is purely a mental

one, and yet how many fair hopes have

been wrecked there !

Alexander cleared the obstacles comfort-

ably with his customary short, straight

drive, and Mitchell advanced to the tee.

I think the loss of the honour had been

preying on his mind. He seemed nervous.

His up-swing was shaky, and he swayed back

perceptibly. He made a lunge at the ball,

sliced it, and it struck a tree on the other

side of the water and fell in the long grass.

We crossed the bridge to look for it : and it

was here that the effect of Professor Rollitt

began definitely to wane.

" Why on earth don't they mow this

darned stuff ? " demanded Mitchell,

querulously, as he beat about the grass

with his niblick.

" You have to have rough on a course,"

I ventured.

" Whatever happens at all," said Mfflicent,

" happens as it should. Thou wilt find this

true if thou shouldst watch narrowly."

" That's all very well," said Mitchell,

watching narrowly in a clump of weeds but

seeming unconvinced. " I believe the Greens

Committee run this darned club purely in

the interests of the caddies. I believe they

encourage lost balls, and go halves with the

little beasts when they find them and sell

them ! "

Millicent and I exchanged glances. There

were tears in her eyes.

" Oh, Mitchell ! Remember Napoleon ! "

" Napoleon ! What's Napoleon got to

do with it ? Napoleon never was expected

to drive through a primeval forest ! Besides,

what did Napoleon ever do ? WÐªere did

Napoleon get off, swanking round as if he

amounted to something ?; Poor fish ! All

he ever did was to get hammered at

Waterloo !

Alexander rejoined us. He had walked on

to where his ball lay.

" Can't find it, eh ? Nasty bit of rough,

this ! "

" No, I can't find it. But to-morrow some
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miserable, chinless, half-witted reptile of a

caddie with pop eyes and eight hundred and

thirty-seven pimples will lind it, and will

sell it to someone for sixpence ! No, it was

a brand-new ball. He'll probably get a

shilling for it. That'll be sixpence for him-

self and sixpence for the Greens Committee !

No wonder they're buying cars quicker than

the makers can supply them ! No wonder

you see their wives going about in mink

coats and pearl necklaces ! Oh, darn it !

I'll drop another ! "

" In that case," Alexander pointed out,

" you will, of course, under the rules governing

match-play, lose the hole."

" All right, then. I'll give up the hole."

" Then that, I think, makes me one up

on the first nine," said Alexander. " Excel-

lent ! A very pleasant, even game 1 "

" Pleasant ! On second thoughts I don't

believe the Greens Committee let the

wretched caddies get any of the loot. .They

hang round behind trees till the deal's con-

cluded, and then sneak out and choke it out

of them ! "

I saw Alexander raise his eyebrows. He

walked up the hill to the next tee with me.

" Rather a quick-tempered young fellow,

Holmes ! " he said, thoughtfully. " I should

never have suspected it. It just shows how

little one can know of a man, only meeting

him in business hours."

I tried to defend the poor lad.

â�¢ " He has an excellent heart, Alexander.

But the fact isâ��we are such old friends that

I know you will forgive my mentioning itâ��

your style of play gets, I fancy, a little on

his nerves."

" My style of play ? What's wrong with

my style of play ? "

" Nothing is actually wrong with it, but

to a young and ardent spirit there is apt to

be something a trifle upsetting in being

compelled to watch a man play quite so

slowly as you do. Come now, Alexander,

as one friend to another, is it necessary

to take two practice-swings before you

putt ? "

" Dear, dear ! " said Alexander. " You

really mean to say that that upsets him ?

Well, I'm afraid I am too old to change my

methods now."

I had nothing more to say.

As we reached the tenth tee, I saw that

we were in for a few minutes' wait. Sud-

denly I felt a hand on my arm. Millicent

was standing beside me, dejection written

on her face. Alexander and young Ð�Ð¨Ñ�Ð¿ÐµÐ�

were some distance away from us.

" Mitchell doesn't want me to come round

the rest of the way with him," she said,

despondently. " He says I make him

nervous."

I shook my head.

" That's bad ! I was looking on you as

a steadying influence."

" I thought I was, too. But Mitchell says

no. He says my being there keeps him

from concentrating."

" Then perhaps it would be better for you

to remain in the club-house till we return.

There is, I fear, dirty work ahead."

A choking sob escaped the unhappy girl.

" I'm afraid so. There is an apple tree

near the thirteenth hole, and Mitchell's caddie

is sure to start eating apples. I am thinking

of what Mitchell will do when he hears the

crunching when he is addressing his ball."

" That is true."

" Our only hope," she said, holding out

Professor Rollitt's book, " is this. Will you

please read him extracts when you see him

getting nervous ? We went through the

book last nigfit and marked all the passages

in blue pencil which might prove helpful.

You will see notes against them in the

margin, showing when each is supposed to

be used."

It was a small favour to ask. I took the

book and gripped her hand silently. Then

I joined Alexander and Mitchell on the

tenth tee. Mitchell was still continuing his

speculations regarding the Greens Committee.

" The hole after this one," he said, " used

to be a short hole. There was no chance of

losing a ball. Then, one day, the wife of

one of the Greens Committee happened to

mention that the baby needed new shoes,

so now they've tacked on another hundred

and fifty yards to it. You have to drive

over the brow of a hill, and if you slice an

eighth of an inch you get into a sort of

No Man's Land, full of rocks and bushes

and crevices and old pots and pans. The

Greens Committee practically live there in

summer. YOU see them prowling round in

groups, encouraging each other with merry

cries as they fill their sacks. Well, I'm

going to fool them to-day. I'm going to

drive an old ball which is just hanging

together by a thread. It'll come to pieces

when they pick it up ! "

Golf, however, is a curious gameâ��a game

of fluctuations. One might have supposed

that Mitchell, in such a frame of mind, would

have continued to come to grief. But at

the beginning of the second nine he once

more found his form. A perfect drive put

him in position to reach the tenth green with

an iron-shot, and, though the ball was

several yards from the hole, he laid it dead

with his approach-putt and holed bis second

for a bogey four. Alexander could only

achieve a five, so that they were all square

again.

The eleventh, the subject of Mitchell's

recent criticism, is certainly a tricky Ð¬Ð¾1Ð·,

and it is true that a slice does land the
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player in grave difficulties. To-day, how-

ever, both men kept their drives straight,

and found no difficulty in securing fours.

" A little more of' this," said Mitchell,

beaming, " and the Greens Committee will

have to give up piracy and go back to work."

The twelfth is a long, dog-leg hole, bogey

five. Alexander plugged steadily round the

bend, holing out in six, and Mitchell, whose

second shot had landed him in some long

grass, was obliged to use the niblick. He-

contrived, however, to halve the hole with

a nicely-judged mashie-shot to the edge of

the green.

Alexander won the thirteenth. It is a

three hundred and sixty yard hole, free from

bunkers. It took Alexander three strokes

to reach the green, but his third laid the

ball dead ; while Mitchell, who was on in

two, required three putts.

" That reminds me," said Alexander,

chattily, " of a story I heard. Friend calls

out to a beginner, ' How are you getting on,

old man ? ' and the beginner says ' Splendidly.

I just made three perfect putts on the last

green ! ' "

Mitchell did not appear amused. I

watched his face anxiously. He had made

no remark, but the missed putt which would

have saved the hole had been very short,

and I feared the worst. There was a brood-

ing look in his eye as we walked to the

fourteenth tee.

There are few more picturesque spots in

the whole of the countryside than the

neighbourhood of the fourteenth tee. It is

a sight to charm the nature-lover's heart.

But, if golf has a defect, it is that it pre-

vents a man being a whole-hearted lover of

nature. Where the layman sees waving

grass and romantic tangles of undergrowth,

your golfer beholds nothing but a nasty

patch of rough from which he must divert

his ball. The cry of the birds, wheeling

against the sky, is to the golfer merely

something that may put him off his putt.

As a spectator, I am fond of the ravine at

the bottom of the slope. It pleases the eye.

But, as a golfer, I have frequently found it

the very devil.

The last hole had given Alexander the

honour again. He drove even more deliber-

ately than before. For quite half a minute

he stood over his ball, pawing at it with

his driving-iron like a cat investigating a

tortoise. Finally he dispatched it to one

of the few safe spots on the hillside. The

drive from this tee has to be carefully

calculated, for, if it be too straight, it will

catch the slope and roll down into the

ravine.

Mitchell addressed his ball. He swung

up, and then, just as he was beginning his

down-swing, from immediately behind him

came a sudden sharp crunching sound. I

looked quickly in the direction whence it

came. Mitchell's caddie, with a glassy look

in his eyes, was gnawing a large apple.

And even as I breathed a silent prayer,

down came the driver, and the ball, with a

terrible slice on it, hit the side of the hill

and bounded into the ravine.

There was a pauseâ��a pause in which the

world stood still. Mitchell dropped his club

and turned. His face was working horribly.

" Mitchell !" I cried. " My boy ! Reflect 1

Be calm ! "

" Calm ! What's the use of being calm

when people are chewing apples in thousands

all round you ? What is this, anywayâ��

a golf match or a pleasant day's outing for

the children of the poor ? Apples ! Go on,

my boy, take another bite ! Take several !

Enjoy yourself ! Never mind if it seems to

cause me a fleeting annoyance ! Go on with

your lunch ! You probably had a light

breakfast, eh, and are feeling a little peckish,

yes ? If you will wait here, I will run to the

club-house and get you a sandwich and a

bottle of ginger-ale. Make yourself quite at

home, you lovable little fellow ! Sit down

and have a good time ! "

I turned the pages of Professor Rollitt's

book feverishly. I could not find a passage

that had been marked in blue pencil to

meet this emergency. I selected one at

random.

" Mitchell," I said, " one moment ! How

much time he gains who does not look to

see what his neighbour says or does, but only

at what he does himself, to make it just

and holy."

" Weil, look what I've done myself !

I'm somewhere down at. the bottom of that

darned ravine, and it'll take me a dozen

strokes to get out. Do you call that just

and holy ? Here, give me that book for a

moment ! "

He snatched the little volume out of my

hands. For an instant he looked at it with

a curious expression of loathing, then he

placed it gently on the ground and jumped

on it a few times. Then he hit it with his

driver. Finally, as if feeling that the time

for half measures had passed, he took a

little run and kicked it strongly into the

long grass.

He turned to Alexander, who had been an

impassive spectator of the scene.

" I'm through ! " he said. " I concede

the match. Good-bye ! You'll find me in

the bay ! "

" Going swimming ? "

" No. Drowning myself ! "

A gentle smile broke out over my old

friend's usually grave face. He patted

Mitchell's shoulder affectionately.

" Don't do that, my boy," he said. " 1
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" HE SNATCHED THE LITTLE VOLUME OUT OF MY HANDS, LOOKED AT IT WITH A

CURIOUS EXPRESSION OF LOATHING, PLACED IT GENTLY ON THE GROUND, AND JUMPED

ON IT A FEW TIMES."

was hoping you would stick around the

office awhile as treasurer of the company."

Mitchell tottered. He grasped my arm

for support. Everything was very still.

Nothing broke the stillness but the humming

of the bees, the murmur of the distant

wavelets, and the sound of Mitchell's caddie

going on with his apple.

" What ! " cried Mitchell.

" The position," said Alexander, " will be

falling vacant very shortly, as no doubt

you know. It is yours, if you care to

accept it."

" You meanâ��you meanâ��you're going to

give me the job ? "

" Certainly. You have interpreted me

exactly."

Mitchell gulped. So did his caddie. One

from a spiritual, the other from a physical

cause.

" If you don't mind excusing me," said

Mitchell, huskily, " I think I'll be popping

back to the club-house. Someone I want to

see."

He disappeared through the trees, running

strongly. I turned to Alexander.

" What does this mean ? " I asked. " I

am delighted, but what becomes of the

test?"

My old friend smiled gently.

" The test," he replied, " has been

eminently satisfactory. Circumstances, per-

haps, have compelled me to modify the

original idea of it, but nevertheless it has

been a completely successful test. Since

we started out, I have been doing a good

deal of thinking, and I have come to the

conclusion that what the Paterson Dyeing

and Refining Company really needs is a

treasurer whom I can beat at golf. And I

have discovered the ideal man. Why," he

went on, a look of holy enthusiasm on his

fine old face, " do you realize that I can

always lick the stuffing out of that boy,

good player as he is, simply by taking a

little trouble ? I can make him get the

wind up every time, simply by taking one

or two extra practice-swings ! That is the

sort of man I need for a responsible post in

my office."

" But what about Rupert Dixon ?" I

asked.

He gave a gesture of distaste.

" I wouldn't trust that man. Why, when

I played with him, everything went wrong,

and he just smiled and didn't say a word.

A man who can do that is not the man to

trust with the control of large sums of

money. It wouldn't be safe. Why, the

fellow isn't honest ! He can't be ! " He

paused for a moment. " Besides," he added,

thoughtfully, " he beat me by six and five.

What's the good of a treasurer who beats

the boss by six and five ? "
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COLONEL T E-LAWRENCE

THE MOST

ROMANTIC

CAREER OF

MODERN

. TIMES .

Lowell

Thomas

Ð¿.

In this second instalment

Mr. Lowell Thomas, the only

civilian correspondent who

witnessed the reclaiming of

the Holy Land, continues his

amazing life-story of Col. T. E.

Lawrence, the Oxford scholar

who became a soldier and

raised an army of 200,000

wild Bedouins to sweep the

Turk from the fettered land.

ARCH/EOLOGIST TURNED

TRAIN-WRECKER.

FATE never played a

stranger prank than

when she transformed

Thomas Lawrence,

the retiring young Oxford

graduate, from a studious

archaeologist into the world's

champion train-wrecker, the

leader of a hundred thrill-

ing raids, commander of an

army, creator of princes, and terror of Turks

and Germans.

One day we were trekking along the Wad y

Ithm. Behind us were three thousand

Copyright, 1920,

Bedouins mounted on the

fleetest racing camels ever

brought down the Nejd.

The Bedouins .were impro-

vising strange war-songs

describing the deeds of

Shereef Lawrence, Prince of

Mecca, the youthful English

archaeologist who had just

made himself the uncrowned

king of Arabia. Lawrence

and I were riding at the

head of the column. He

paid no attention to the

song, lauding him as a

modern Abu Bekr. We

were discussing the possi-

bility of ancient Hittite

civilization forming the

connecting link between

the civilizations of Babylon

and Nineveh and Ancient

Crete. Suddenly he broke

oft' to remark : "Do you

know, one of the most

glorious sights I have ever

seen is a trainload of

Turkish soldiers going up in

the air, after the explosion

of a.mine ? "

I suggested to Lawrence

that it would be a good

idea for him to arrange a

little dynamiting party for

my benefit. Three days

later we started on at night

with two hundred Howeitat

in the direction of the Pil-

grim Railway. After two

days' hard riding across a

country more barren than

the mountains of the moon

and through valleys that would make Death

Valley look like an oasis, we reached some

low hills a few miles from Maan. At a

signal from Lawrence we all dismounted.

by Lowell Thomas.

COLONEL T. E. LAWRENCE,

DRESSED AS AN ARAB SHEREEF

AND WEARING THE SHORT,

CURVED GOLD SWORD OF A

PRINCE OF MECCA.
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Leaving the camels, we walked up to the

summit of the nearest hill and from between

sandstone clins we looked down across the

track of the railway.

This railway had been built some years

before by the Turkish Government in order

to keep a closer hand on Arabia through

transport of troops, as well as to furnish

transportation for pilgrims to Medina and

Mecca. Medina was garrisoned by an army

of over twenty thousand Turks and was very

strongly fortified. Lawrence and his Arabs

could have cut the railway line at any time,

but they preferred not to. Trainload after

trainload of supplies and ammunition must

be sent down to Medina over that railway.

Whenever Lawrence and his Arabs ran out

of food or ammunition they had a quaint

little habit of blowing up a train or two,

raiding it, and disappearing into the blue

with everything that had been so thoughtfully

sent down from Constantinople.

I discovered that Lawrence knew as much

about the handling of high explosives as he

did about archaeology, and that he took great

pride in his ability as a dynamiter. The

Bedouins, on the other hand, were entirely

ignorant of how to use dynamite ; and so

Lawrence nearly always planted all his own

mines, and took the Bedouins along with him

merely for company and to help to carry off

thÂ« loot. He had blown up so many trains

tna* ht knew the Turkish system of trans-

portation and patrols as well as the Turks

did themselves.

LAWRENCE AND HIS "TULIPS."

Lawrence dynamited Turkish trains passing

along the Heiaz Railway with such regularity

that seats in the rear carriage sold for five and

six time' their normal value in Damascus.

There was always a wild scramble for seats

at the rear end of the trains because Lawrence

nearly always touched off his " tulips " under

the engine, and the only carriages damaged

were those in front.

There were two important reasons why

Lawrence preferred not to instruct the Arabs

in the use of high explosives. First of all

he was afraid that the Bedouins would

keep on playfully blowing up trains even

after the termination of the war, because they

looked upon it as the greatest sport they had

ever discovered. His second reason was

because it was extremely dangerous to leave

footmarks along the railway line, and he

preferred not to delegate tulip-planting to

men who might be careless.

In 1917 Lawrence and his aids blew up

twenty-five Turkish trains, and during the

eighteen months that he led the Arabs he

dynamited seventy-nine trains and bridges in

all. It is a remarkable fact that he only

participated in one such expedition which

turned out unsatisfactorily.

Near Deraa, the important railway junction

south of Damascus, Lawrence touched off one

of his tulips under the driving-wheels of a

particularly long and heavily-armed train.

It turned out that Djemal Pasha, the com-

mander-in-chief of the Turkish armies, was

on board with one thousand troops. Djemal

hopped out of his saloon and, followed by

all his staff, jumped into a ditch. Lawrence

only had sixty Bedouins with him, but all

were members of his personal bodyguard

and famous fighters. In spite of the over-

whelming odds, the young Englishman and

his Arabs fought a pitched battle in which

one hundred and twenty-five Turks were

killed and Lawrence lost a third of his own

force. The remainder of the Turks finally

rallied around the ircommander-in-chief, and

Lawrence and his Arabs had to show their

heels.

We crouched behind great chunks of

sandstone for eight hours until a number of

patrols had passed by. Lawrence satisfied

himself that they were going along at

intervals of every two hours. At midday,

wlu'le the Turks were having their siesta,

Lawrence slipped clown to the railway line

and, walking a short distance on the sleepers

in his bare feet in order not to leave any

impression on the ground which might bo

seen by the Turks, picked out what he

considered a proper spot for planting a

charge. Whenever he merely wanted to

derail the engine of a train, he would use

only a pound of blasting gelatine ; when

he wanted to blow it up, he would use from

forty to fifty pounds. On this occasion, in

order that no one might be disappointed, he

used slightly over fifty pounds. It took him

a little over an hour to dig a hole between the

sleepers, bury the explosive, and run a fine

wire underneath the rail and down the

embankment and up the hillside.

THE ART OF MINE-LAYING.

Laying, a mine is a rather long and tedious

task. First Lawrence took off a top layer

of railway ballast, which he placed in a bag

which he carried -under his cloak for that

purpose. Next he took out enough earth and

rock to fill two five-gallon petrol tins. This

latter material he carried off to a distance of

some fifty yards from the track and scattered

along so it would not be noticed by the

Turkish patrols. After filling the cavity

with his fifty-pound "tulip seed" of dynamite,

he put the surface layer of ballast back in

place and levelled it off with his Ð¿Ð°Ð¹Ð�-Ð¢* As

a last precaution he took a camel's-hair

brush, swept the ground smooth, and then

in order not to leave a foot-print walked
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THE SCENE OF LAWRENCE'S MINE-LAYING

EXPLOITS.

COLONEL LAWRENCE BLEW UP SEVENTY-NINE BRIDGES

AND TRAINS ALONG THIS RAILWAY, WHICH CROSSES

THE ARABIAN DESERT FROM DAMASCUS TO MEDINA.

HE IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE MOST DEVASTATING

backwards down the track for twenty yards,

carefully removing all trace of his tracks

with the brush. He buried the wire for a

distance of two hundred yards up the side

of the hill, and then calmly sat down under

a bush right out

in the open and

waited in leisurely

fashion. The

guards on top of

the cars of the

first train that

came along, and-

in front of the

engine, who were

always stationed

there with their

rifles loaded, saw

nothing more ex-

traordinary than

a lone Bedouin

sitting on the

hillside with a

shepherd's staff in

his hand. Law-

rence allowed the

front wheels of

the engine to pass

over the mine and

then, as we lay

there half para-

lyzed behind the boulders, he sent the

current into the gelatine, which exploded

with a roar like the falling of a six-storey

building. An enormous black cloud of

smoke and dust went up. With a clanking

and clattering of iron the engine rose from

the track. It broke squarely in -two, the

boiler exploded, and chunks of iron and steel

showered the country for a radius of three

hundred yards. Numerous bits of boiler-

plate missed Lawr?nce by inches.

Instead of provisions, this train carried

some four hundred Turkish soldiers on their

way to the relief of Medina. They swarmed

out of the coaches and started in a menacing

manner toward Lawrence. All this time the

Bedouins lining the top of the hill were

popping at the Turks. Evidently one

Turkish officer recognized that the lone

Arab was the mysterious Englishman for

whom rewards up to one hundred thousand

pounds had been offered. He shouted

something and the men, instead of shooting,

ran toward Lawrence as though expecting

to take him prisoner. He allowed them to

get within a few yards and then, with a speed

that would have made an Arizona gunman

green with envy, whipped his long-barrelled

Colt's revolver from the folds of his gown

and shot six of the Turks in their tracks.

He always carried this heavy American-

frontier model revolver. Although very few

persons ever saw him at it, it was well known

among the British officers that he spent

hundreds of hours at target practice, and as a

result had made himself an almost perfect

shot.

About fifty of the Turks dodged behind the

embankment and

started shooting

at us through the

carriage wheels.

But Lawrence had

posted two Lewis

machine-guns just

around a curve in

the track, where

they covered the

opposite side of

the railway em-

bankment behind

which the Turks

had taken refuge.

The gun crews

opened fire, and

before the Turks

knew what had

happened their

line w a s raked

from end to end

and every man

behind the em-

DYNAMITER AND TRAIN-WRECKER IN ALL HISTORY.

bankment w a s

either killed or

wounded. They hadn't a chance. Then

the rest of the Turks on the train, panic-

stricken, fled in all directions.

DIVIDING THE LOOT.

The Arabs, who were crouching behind the

rocks popping away with their rifles, charged

down on the train, tore open the carriages,

and began throwing out everything on board

that wasn't nailed down. The loot consisted

of considerable money, and many beautiful

carpets and draperies which the Turks had

taken from the private houses of wealthy

Arabs in Medina. The Bedouins piled all

the loot along the embankment and divided

it up among themselves. Occasionally two

men would want the same Persian rug and

start fighting over it. In such instances

Lawrence would step in between them and

turn the rug over to some third man.

So famous did this young archieologist

become throughout the Near East as a

dynamiter of bridges and trains that after the

final defeat of the Turkish armies, when word

reached Cairo that Lawrence would soon be

passing through Egypt en route to Paris,

General Watson, G.O.C. of troops, jocularly

announced that he was going to detail a

special detachment to guard " Kasr-el-Nil,"

the great bridge across the Nile from Cairo

to Gezireh. It had been rumoured that

Lawrence was dissatisfied at having finished

up the campaign with the odd number of
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seventy-nine mine-laying parties to his

credit. So the story spread up and down

along the route of Allenby's " Milk Ð°Ð»Ð°

Honey " Railway between Egypt and

Palestine that Lawrence proposed to make

it an even eighty, and wind up his career

as a dynamiter in an appropriate manner by

planting a few farewell " tulips " under

" Kasr-el-Nil."

At every station along the Hejaz-Pilgrim

Railway there are one or two bells which the

Turkish officials rang as a warning to passen-

gers that the train was ready to start.

Nearly all of them are now at the Arab

bureau in Cairo. Along with them are a

dozen or more from Turkish mile-posts and

the number-plates from half the engines

which formerly hauled trains over the line

from Damascus to Medina. Lawrence and

his associates collected these in order to

confirm their victories. I often heard the

remark while in Arabia that I^awrence would

capture a Turkish post along the railway

merely to get the bells. And it was no

uncommon thing to see Lawrence, or one of

his officers, making their way stealthily along

the railway embankment, between patrols,

searching for the iron post marking kilo

T.OOO south of Damascus. Once found,

they would cut it off with a " tulip bud "â��

a stick of dynamite.

I^awrence usually spent his time blowing

up trains when he was not engaged in a major

movement against the Turks or in mobilizing

the Bedouin.

BUILDING UP AN ARMY.

When he first arrived in Arabia in company

with Sir Ronald Storrs, on a mission to

Jeddah from the High Commissioner of

Egypt, Shereef Hussein had just captured

the Holy City of Mecca, and the revolution

not only was at a standstill but the Turks

were rapidly advancing to retake Mecca.

At that time Lawrence had no dcfinite plan

in mind, but with the permission of the aged

Shereef he journeyed into the interior to the

camp of Emir Feisal, the third son of the

Shereef of Mecca, who was In command of

the largest Arab force. With Feisal was an

army of five thousand men, but it had lost

heart. He confessed to Lawrence that things

were in a mess and the future looked dark.

After Lawrence had looked over the Emir's

scraggly army he made up his mind that,

with this force as a nucleus, it should be

possible to build up a large irregular army

which would have a great advantage over the

Turks at desert fighting, and which would

worry the enemy considerably. He there-

fore announced to Emir Feisal that his

troops would be in Damascus within a year.

" If Allah wills," said the latter, with a

dubious smile, as he stroked his beard and

gazed vacantly out of the flap of his tent at

his disheartened followers lolling in the shade

of the date palms. That was in October.

1916, and by June, 1917, this lad, not yet

out of his twenties, had raised an irregular

army of some fifty thousand Bedouins, and

although his prophecy did not quite come

true, he nevertheless led the Arab forces

through the gates of Damascus within a year

and a half from the time he joined Emir

Feisal.

First he marched his men seven hundred

miles across the desert, and along the coast

of the Red Sea and the Gulf of Akaba. From

time to time he would attack a Turkish

garrison at one of the towns on the coast.

He maintained a perfect liaison with the

British cruisers in the Red Sea, and whenever

he made an attack from the land, the British

Navy would open hostilities by shelling the

Turks heavily for a few hours in advance,

whereupon Lawrence and his Bedouins would

sweep down and finish the job. He succeeded

by this method in capturing the important

seacoast towns of Yambu and Wijh.

The entry into Yambu, the port of call

for that part of west-central Arabia in which

Medina is the important city, was described

'to me as splendid and barbaric. Emir

Feisal, as the official Commander-in-chief

of the Arabian army, rode in front, dressed

in robes as white as the snows of Lebanon.

On his right rode another Shereef garbed in

dark red, his head-cloth, tunic, and cloak

dyed with henna. On Prince Feisal's left

rode " Shereef " Lawrence, in pure white

robes, looking like the reincarnation of a

prophet of old. Behind them were Bedouins

carrying three banners of purple silk, topped

with gold spikes, and followed by three

drummers playing a weird march. Behind

them came a wild bouncing mass of thousand-;

of Arabs en camels, all members of Feisal's

and Lawrence's bodyguard. They were

packed together in a dense, billowy mass, the

men wearing robes of every colour, and their

camels covered with equally brilliant

trappings. All were singing at the top of

their voices, improvising verses* descriptive

of the virtues of the Emir and their fair-

haired young English leader.

HELP FROM THE NAVY.

The capture of El-Wijh took place on

January 25th, 1917. Wijh stands at the

south-western corner of a small corraline

plateau, bounded on the west by the sea,

on the south by a wady, and on the east by an

inland plain. The British warships bom-

barded the Turks out of their main fortress

by firing at a distance of fourteen thousand

yards, which made it possible for them to

keep far outside the range of the Turkish

guns. The day before the city fell Lawrence
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led his Arabs right into the heart of El-\Vijh,

subjecting himself and his men to the shells

from the battleships, and fought the Turks

in a hand-to-hand battle in the streets.

Admiral Sir Rosslyn Wemyss, who at that

time was in command of the naval forces

in Egypt and the East Indies, di-ected the

sea attack on El-Wijh in person. To use the

Arab phrase, Admiral Wemyss was the

" father and mother " of the Arabian

Revolution during its early stages, and owing

to the alleged rather indifferent attitude

taken toward it by the Army High Command

in Egypt until Allenby arrived, he deserves

doubt the mammoth size of the Admiral's

flagship was partly responsible for. the

impression which the King had of Great

Britain's unlimited power.

" She is the great sea in which I, the fish,

swim," the aged Arabian ruler remarked on

one occasion. " And the larger the sea, the

fatter the fish."

It was by the process of accretion that

Lawrence built up his army. He and his

few companions, after leaving the Mecca

country, stopped at every Arab village and

nomad encampment in the desert on their

way north. In his masterly and convincing

AN ARAB ARMY ON THE MARCH.

LAWRENCE AND HIS IRREGULAR ARAB ARMY ON THEIR WAY ACROSS THE DESERT TO ATTACK THE

TURKS AT EL-WIJH, AN IMPORTANT PORT ON THE ,RED SEA. EMIR FEISAL AND EMIR LAWRENCE

RODE AT THE HEAD OF THE COLUMN, DRESSED IN PL'RE WHITE.

much of the credit for the success of Lawrence

and his Arabs up to the time when he was

called to London and made First Sea Lord.

Whenever Lawrence wanted to make a

demonstration, or " stage a cinema show,"

as he described it, to impress the rather

restive Arabs, he would simply get in touch

with Admiral Wemyss, and the latter would

steam down from Suez in his huge flagship

the Euryalus and engage in a little target

practice with his nine-inch guns along the

Arabian coast within sight of the Shereefian

army. On two occasions the Admiral

anchored the Euryalus in the harbour at

Jeddah and called on King Hussein. No

manner, Lawrence would call the Arab

sheiks together and explain that the Turks

were so busy fighting the British, French,

Italians, and others, that they could not

possibly devote the full force of their

energies to Arabia.

LAWRENCE'S GREATEST PROBLEM.

The fact that Lawrence was accompanied

by Emir Feisal, the most popular of Shereef

â�¢ Hussein's sons, assured him of the heartiest

possible welcome wherever he went. He

would sit round the camp fires with the

Arabs discussing the past greatness of

Arabia and her present condition of
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A STOKES-MORTAR CLASS IN ARABIA.

COLONEL LAWRENCE IS STANDING IN THE CENTRE OF THE GROUP, WITH A PROJECTILE IN HIS

HANDS. TO THE LEFT IS THE FLAGSHIP OF ADMIRAL SIR ROSSLYN WEMYSS, WHICH BOMBARDED

THE TURKISH FORTS ON THE RED SEA WHEN LAWRENCE AND HIS ARABS CHARGED DOWN ON

THEM FROM THE DESERT.

servitude, until he had every member of the

tribe worked up to a high pitch of frenzy.

Over cups of sweetened tea and roasted

goat killed in his honour, in faultless Arabic

he would discuss with the Arabs the possibility

of their being able to drive out the Turks.

The decision, however, was usually left to

the leading sheik of the tribe. But Law-

rence's greatest problem was that of con-

vincing the Arabs of one tribe that they

should renounce their blood-feud with the

members of another tribe and unite against

their common enemy, the Turks. That he

succeeded in an astonishing and incredible

way is demonstrated by the fact that within

less than a year he had loosely united most

of the peoples of holy Arabia. The first

three tribes which he brought together were

the Harb, inhabiting the desert regions

between Medina and Mecca ; the Juheina,

inhabiting the country between Yambu on

the Red Sea coast and Medina in the interior ;

and the Billi tribe, near \Vijh. The first of

these, including over two hundred thousand

people, is one of the largest tribes in all

Arabia.

After he had captured both Yambu and

VVijh, where large Turkish garrisons were

stationed, Lawrence moved north toward

Akaba and Maan. There he came in con-

tact with the Beni Atiyeh, obtaining from

them some three thousand five hundred fight-

ing men. The Beni Atiyeh are true Bedouins

who know nothing about the cultivation of

land and whose only animals are camels.

In northern holy Arabia near the head ot

the Gulf of Akaba the Turks had many

strong garrisons. Before the Arabs could

hope to sweep their oppressors out of the

Hejaz, the problem of overcoming those

garrisons faced them. With the Turks driven

from the Hejaz, Lawrence knew it would

then be possible for the Arabs to join in an

invasion of Syria. Of all points in that

region the most important was Akaba, the

ancient seaport of King Solomon, because

Akaba was the only seaport in that section

of Arabia, and was the best possible place

to use as a base for an invasion of Syria, in

co-operation with Allenby's programme.

On June i8th, 1917, with about eight

hundred Bedouins of the Toweiha tribe,

two hundred of the Sherarat, and ninety of

the Kawachiba, Lawrence set out for the

head of the Gulf of Akaba. He left two

hundred picked men on guard over the tribal

tents in the Wady Sirhan, because it is

customary in Arabia for wandering bands of

nomads to sweep down on camps and carry

off everything in sight, provided they are

not sufficiently protected. The passion for

looting is one of the cardinal sins in Arabia.
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TAKING THE TURKS BY SURPRISE.

As an illustration of how Lawrence handled

his troops in spite of his complete lack of

military experience, I remember how on

one occasion, in order to fool the Turks and

take them by surprise, he sent a flying

column of Bedouins on fleet camels to make

a feint against the Turks at Amman, several

hundred miles north, just west of Jericho

and the hills of Moab. They occupied the

attention of the Turks so completely that

the latter failed to discover that Lawrence

was approaching Maan and Akaba. It is

only some sixty miles from the head of the

GuÃf of Akaba to the Hejaz railway, and in

order to prevent the large Turkish garrison

at the town of Maan on the railway from

coming to the relief of Akaba, Lawrence

personally led two flying columns in that

direction. Seventeen miles south-west of

Maan his Bedouins swept down on an

important Turkish post and wiped it out

completely. The Turks at Maan sent out

a crack battalion in pursuit. But the young

Englishman and his band of Bedouins dis-

Ð»Ñ�Ñ�ÐµÐ°Ð³ÐµÐ° in the blue, swallowed up in the

desert so far as the Turks were concerned,

until the evening of the following day, when

they reappeared out of the mist many miles

distant at another point on the railway.

Here Lawrence merrily planted a few mines,

demolished a whole mile of track, and

destroyed a train. When the Turkish bat-

talion reached the post at Fuweilah, which

had been wiped out by the flying column,

they found the vultures in possession.

The Turks camped for the night in the

bottom of a valley near a well at a place

called Aba-el-Lissan, fourteen miles from

Maan, where later I lived with Lawrence

and Emir Feisal. Lawrence meanwhile had

left his column of camel troops and had

gone off alone across the desert to see if he

could locate the regiment. As soon as he

found the Turks he hurriedly returned for

Bedouin forces, brought them up on to the

heights around Aba-el-Lissan, and com-

pletely surrounded the whole Turkish bat-

talion by dawn.

For twelve hours the Arabs sniped at the

Turks from their advantageous position on

higher ground, killing many of them. The

Turks were in a desperate hole, but Lawrence

knew that if they were under capable leaders

they would be able to fight their way out

through the thin lines of Bedouins. At

sunset Auda Abu Tayi, his valiant Arab

leader, crept up to within two hundred yards

of the Turks with fifty mounted Bedouins.

Then jumping from cover, he galloped

straight into the middle of the Turkish

battalion. The latter were so amazed at

his audacity that when the Arab chieftain,

riding in advance, crashed into their midst,

they broke and ran in all directions, but not

before bullets had smashed old Auda Abu

Tayi's field-glasses, pierced his revolver-

holster, hit his sheathed sword, which he

WATCHING A BATTLE.

EMIR FEIPAL, MR. LOWELL THOMAS, AUDA ABU TAVI, AND A GROUP OF ARAB GENERALS WATCHING

THE BATTLE AT MAAN, ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT TURKISH STRONGHOLDS IN ARABIA.
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was holding in his hand, and killed three

horses under him. In spite of these incidents

the old Arab was delighted, and maintained

afterward that it was the most corking fight

he had been in for many months.

Lawrence, who was watching from the hill

on the opposite side of the basin with four

hundred Bedouins on camels, dashed down

the slope as fast as the camels could carry

them and charged into the midst of the

panicky Turks. For twenty minutes one

thousand Turks and five hundred Arabs were

mixed together in a wild, frenzied mass, all

shooting like mad. The Turks had made

their fatal error in scattering, as Lawrence

had surmised they might do, and the battle

ended in massacre. Lawrence told me that

he counted over three hundred dead in the

mair position, and that as soon as the Turks

had been beaten, the Bedouins, who had

lost only two of their number, made straight

for the Turkish camp to plunder it.

In the charge Lawrence shot his own camel

through the head with his automatic. It

dropped dead, 'and Lawrence was hurled out

of his saddle and lay stunned in front of it,

while his followers charged right on over

him. Had he not been thrown directly in

front of his own mount he would have been

trampled to death.

Most of the two hundred prisoners were

taken by Shereef Nasir and Lawrence,

because the Bedouins dashed away, thinking

only of loot.

TURKISH ATROCITIES.

The Arabs in this part of Arabia were

particularly bitter against the Turks, and

wanted to kill all of them because of the

atrocities against their women and children

committed by the Sultan's troops. They

also wanted to revenge the death of a Sheik

Belgawiya from Kerak, a very popular Arab

leader who was thoroughly anti-Turkish.

The Turks had captured him, harnessed him

between four mules, and literally torn him

limb from limb. That was the climax of a

series of executions by torture which had so

enraged the Arabs that they swore never to

give quarter to another Turk.

Lawrence wanted to have the news spread

throughout all the Rast that the Arabs always

accepted prisoners, so he insisted that his

men treat all the Turks who surrendered

with the utmost fairness.

In the days following the battle at Aba-el-

Lissan many small groups of Turks came in

every few hours, and gave up their arms,

crying " Moslem, Moslem," when they saw

us, just as the Germans cry " Kamerad."

A little later on, to save a Turkish garrison

from massacre at one place, Lawrence had

to labour from sunset till dawn, and would

not have succeeded had he not personally

walked down the valley in what for a moment

was No Man's Land, and sat down on a rock

between the Arabs and the Turks in order

to break their field of fire.

The Colonel had left Wijh, some hundreds

of miles south, with but two months' rations.

After giving a part of his supp'ies to the

captured Turks, the situation became critical.

Nevertheless, the half-starved Arab army,

led by this dauntless and resourceful English

youth, continued the march north. The

news of an endless string of victories travelled

in advance of the flying column of Bedouins,

and when Lawrence arrived at Gueira, the

large Turkish garrison came out and laid down

their arms without firing a shot. Then the

Bedouins marched down the Wad y Ithm to

Kethura, where Lawrence charged another

Turkish post and captured several hundred

more troops. From there they trekked on

toward Akaba, until they came to a place

called Khadra, where some two thousand

years ago the Romans constructed an old

stone dam across the entire valley. The

Turks had massed all their heavy artillery

behind that wall, which constituted the.

outermost defence of the city of Akaba,

Lawrence's most important objective. By

the time the Shereefian army arrived in front

of this Turkish stronghold the Bedouins qf

the Amran Darausha and Heiwat, who lived

in the desert near Akaba, had heard of the

great victories at Fuweilah and Aba-cl-

Lissan, and were coming across the sand

dunes by the hundreds in join the advancing

Arab forces.

CAPTURE OF AKABA.

The overwhelming defeat of the Turkish

battalion at Aba-el-Lissan was the second

phase of the battle of Akaba. The third

merely consisted of Lawrence's spectacular

manoeuvre, when he accomplished what the

Turks thought was impossible, and actually

succeeded in leading his army of about ten

thousand Bedouins over the precipitous King

Solomon mountains and down into Akaba on

the morning of July 6th, 1917.

Akaba is picturesquely located at the

southern end of the great YVady Araba, which

runs down from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of

Akaba, and up which Moses and the Israelites

made their way toward the promised land

of Canaan. On one side is the sea and on

all other sides are high, jagged, almost

impassable, arid mountains. The town, like

most places in the Near East, with the

exception of the larger cities, is a mass of

mud huts. Awnings cover the narrow

streets and the little open shops are filled

with brocades, prayer rugs, piles of dates,

and brass dishes.

The Turks and Germans were so paralyzed

at the feat of the Arabs in breaking through
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THE WADY ITHM, NEAR AKABA.

HERE COLONEL LAWRENCE WENT OUT INTO NO MAN'S LAND AND SAT ON A

ROCK BETWEEN THE TWO LINES OF FIRE IN ORDER TO PREVENT HIS ARABS

FROM MASSACRING THE TURKISH ARMY AT AKABA.

Hussein ? " said the

the mountains that

they were ready

to surrender at

once.

Immediately

upon the arrival in

Akaba a German

officer stepped up

to Lawrence and

saluted. He spoke

neither Turkish nor

Arabic, and did

not know there was

a revolution on.

" What is this all

about ? What is

this all about ?

Who are these

men ? " he shouted,

excitedly.

" They belong

to the army of

Shereef Hussein,

who is in revolt

against the

Turks," replied

Lawrence.

" Who is Shereef

German captain.

" He is the ruler of this part of Arabia,"

replied the blond Anglo-Arab.

" And what am I ?" added the German

officer, in perfect English.

" You are a prisoner."

" Will they take me to Mecca ? "

" No, to Egypt."

" Is sugar very high over there ? "

" Very cheap."

" Good," and he marched off happy to be

out of the war and headed for a place where

he could have plenty of sugar.

After the capture of Akaba, Lawrence and

his army lived on the meat of the camels

which had been killed in the battle and

unripe dates for ten days.

In order to save his army from starving,

Lawrence jumped on a racing camel and

rode continuously for twenty-two hours at

top speed across the mountains and desert

of the Sinai peninsula. Completely worn

out by this desperate ride as the climax to

two months' continuous fighting, a thousand

miles of trekking across one of the most

barren parts of Arabia, living on soggy, un-

leavened bread and dates, and without

having had a bath for more than a month,

he turned his camel over to an M.P. at one

of the street-corners in Port Tewfik, Suez,

walked unsteadily into the Sinai Hotel, and

ordered a bath. For six hours he remained

in the tub, with the attendants serving him

refreshing drinks. He says that day was

the nearest approach to heaven that he ever

expects to experience.

ADMIRAL WEMYSS TO THE RESCUE.

Lawrence explained the plight of the Arab

troops to Admiral Wemyss, who immediately

sent a cruiser filled with food to Akaba.

At the same time Sir Rosslyn did a thing

which will immortalize him in Arabian

history. The Arabs were afraid that the

Turks would return and capture Akaba at

any time ; so the Admiral moved his offices

and staff ashore to an hotel in Ismalia, and

sent his flagship round to Akaba for a

whole month to reassure the Arabs.

Admiral Wemyss also gave Lawrence and

the Arabs twenty machine-guns from his

ships and a number of light guns. Most of

them are still lost in Arabia. Lawrence

received a letter from a warship since the

war asking him for the return of one of their

big cannon. He replied that he was sorry,

but that he had mislaid it.

And so it was that Lawrence, the archae-

ologist, captured the ancient seaport of

King Solomon, where a battle had not been

fought for at least two thousand years, and

won the second great victory of the Arabian

revolution, opening the way for the invasion

of Syria. Fronv a squabble in Arabia the

Shereefian revolt changed to a campaign of

world-wide importance directed against the

very heart of the Turkish Empire, and from

that time Lawrence's force became the right

wing of Allenby's army.

The fall of Akaba, next to the capture of

the holy city of Mecca, was the most signifi-

cant event of the Arabian revolution up to

this time, because it helped to unify the

Arabs themselves. First of all it gave those
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whom Lawrence had already won over to

the cause of the revolution vast confidence

in themselves. It was Lawrence's strategy

and personal bravery, of course, that played

the most vital part in the success of these

operations, but Lawrence very graciously

and adroitly gave every bit of the credit to

the Arab leaders under him, principally to

old Auda Abu Tayi and Shereef Xasir. After

winning his victory he was shrewd enough

to take advantage of it in every conceivable

way. He sent some of his cleverest Arab

lieutenants through the Turkish lines into

Syria to spread propaganda far and wide

through the Turkish Empire regarding the

battle of Akaba. He also sent couriers on

commissions to all the tribes of the desert,

although news of his exploits travelled with-

out any stimulus. Within two months after

the fall of Akaba Lawrence had succeeded

in building up an army of two hundred

thousand Bedouins.

WHY THE ARABIAN CAMPAIGN WAS

KEPT SECRET.

When I left Palestine to join him, Law-

rence's headquarters were still in Akaba.

A short time after Lawrence's visit to

Jerusalem, when I first made his acquaint-

ance, 1 was having lunch with General

Allenby and the Duke of Connaught. During

the conversation Lawrence's name came up,

and Â»I asked General Allenby why it was

that the Arabian campaign had been kept

so much of a secret. He replied that it

had been considered advisable to say as

little about it as possible, because it was

hoped that large numbers of Arabs fighting

in the Turkish army might desert and join

Shereef Hussein in his fight for Arabian

independence. Another reason was because

the wives and families of many of Lawrence's

and Feisal'a aids were still in Turkish terri-

tory. But it Â«-as thought that if the

Bagdad, Aleppo, Damascus, and Jerusalem

Arabs who had been conscripted into the

Sultan's army knew that the Allies were

playing an important part in the Arabian

affair, perhaps not quite so many of

them would desert. The Allies preferred to

let the campaign appear purely Arabian

in character. That was one reason why

Lawrence's name was never mentioned in

despatches. But General Allenby added

that the campaign had been so successful

that it was no longer necessary to keep it a

complete secret, and that if I were interested

in what was happening, and agreed not to

publish the story until the end of the war,

he would be glad to let me go down and

join Lawrence, with the idea of giving the

Arabs full credit for all that they had

accomplished.

It was at the head of the Gulf of Akaba

that we found Lawrence and Emir Feisal.

Lawrence had transformed the port into a

great base depot, and enormous piles of sup-

plies lay stacked on the sands. On landing

several of the British officers who were in

charge of the receiving of supplies at Akaba

took us over to the tent which was to be

our headquarters while in Arabia. A few

hours later Lawrence came down the Wad y

Araba, returning from one of his usual

mysterious expeditions. He greeted us with

the faint smile which was always on his

face, welcoming us as'if it were an everyday

occurrence for Americans to arrive in holy

Arabia in the middle of the war. He was

wearing an even more gorgeous costume than

the one I had seen him wearing in Jerusalem.

It was of pale green, embroidered with

beautiful gold figures.

A TYPICAL DAY WITH LAWRENCE.

It would be impossible to describe a typical

day with Lawrence because no two days

were in any way alike. But the camp

routine at the hadquarters of the Arabian

army, when no active campaigning was

afoot, followed some such programme as

this : At 5 a.m. the army i man would climb

the highest hill-top and give the morning call

to prayers. He was a chap with such an

astonishing voice that he woke every man

and animal in Akaba. Immediately after

he had finished calling the Arabian proletariat.

Emir Feisal's private imÃ¡n would call gently

and far more musically at the door of his

tent. A few minutes later a cup of sweetened

coffee would turn up for each of us, brought

in by one of Feisal's slaves. The Emir has

five young Abyssinian blacks. These slaves

are the acme of fidelity because the Emir does

not treat them as slaves nor regard them as

such. Whenever one of them needs money,

Feisal tells him to help himself to whatever

he needs from his bag of gold. No matter

what they take, he never complains, and as a

result the thought of robbing him never

seems to occur to them.

At 6 a.m., or a little later, we were in the

habit of breakfasting with Lawrence and

Feisal in the Emir's tent, where there were

two modern carpets and an old Baluchistan

prayer rug. Breakfast on lucky days in-

cluded Mecca cakes (a many-layered pastry

of richly-spiced puffed bread) and cooked

duhra (a small round white seedâ��rather

nasty stuff), besides dates. After breakfast

little glasses of sweet tea were produced.

From then until 8 a.m. Lawrence would

discuss the possible events of the day with

either the British officers or some of the more

prominent Arab leaders. During that time

Feisal worked with his secretary or talked

over private affairs in his tent with Lawrence.
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At 8 a.m. Feisal would hold court and grant

audiences in the Diwan tent. According to

the regular procedure it was customary for

the Emir to sit at the end of a great rug, and

callers or petitioners to sit in front of the

tent in a half-circle

until they were called

up. All questions

were settled sum-

marily and nothing

was ever left over.

For instance, one

morning I was sitting

in Lawrence's tent

when a young Be-

douin was brought

in charged with an

evil eye. Feisal was

not present. Law-

rence told the young

Arab to sit on the

opposite side of the

tent and look at

him. For ten min-

utes Lawrence re-

garded him with

steady gaze, his steel-

blue eyes boring a

hole right through

him. At the end of

the ten minutes

Lawrence dismissed

the Bedouin with the

verdict that he had

driven off the evil

eye.

One day a member

of Lawrence's body-

guard came to him,

saying that one of

his fellow-companions

possessed the evil eye,

because he had looked

at his camel and it

straightway went

lame. Lawrence set-

tled this difficulty by

putting the man

charged with the evil

eye on the lame camel

and giving the de-

fendant's camel to the

man who brought up

the charge.

The Arabs are terrified by blue eyes.

Lawrence's are especially blue, so the

Bedouins thought there was something

uncanny about him. These people nearly all

have eyes as black as velvet. Whenever

Feisal was present Lawrence would step

aside and decline to decide upon any question.

He did this because he himself had no

ambition to become the ruler of Arabia and

because he knew that it would be far safer

Vol. Ð�Â».â��Ð�

for the future of the Arabs if their petty

differences were handled in the usual way

and not by an outsider. Lawrence never did

anything himself that he could delegate

to someone else who was capable of hand-

ling it to his satis-

faction.

Ð�Ð�Ð  ILLUSTRATING THE SCENE OF COLONEL

LAWRENCE'S EXPLOITS.

ARAB MEALS.

Usually at 11.30

a.m. Feisal arose and

walked back to his

living-tent, where a

little lunch would be

served. Lawrence, in

the meantime, would

spend a half-hour or

so reading the inevit-

able "Aristophanes,"

which he always car-

ried with him no

matter where hewent.

He carried three

books with him all

through the cam-

paign, " The Oxford

Book of English

Verse, " M a 11 o r y's

" Morte d'Arthur, '

and "Aristophanes,"

which shows his

catholic taste. On

fortunate days lunch

consisted of several

dishes : stewed thorn

buds, lentils, un-

leavened bread

cooked in the sand,

and rice or honey

cakes. I ate with a

spoon, although the

Arabs used their

fingers, as did Law-

rence also. After

lunch there followed

a short delay of

general talk, round-

ing out the conver-

sation of the luncheon

hour, and in the

meantime black

bitter coffee and.

sweetened tea would

be served. In drinking tea and coffee the

tribesmen always made as much noise as

possible, because that is a polite indication

that you are enjoying your drink. Then

the Emir would dictate letters to an

Arab scribe, and sleep, while Lawrence

squatted on a prayer rug in his own tent

reading. In case there were afternoon cases

to be disposed of, Shereef Lawrence or

Shereef Feisal would again hold court in the
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reception tent. From 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Feisal would usually grant private audi-

ences, and at such times Lawrence was

almost always with him, since the dis-

cussion would have to do with reconnaissance

and military tactics.

About 6 p.m. would come the evening meal,

much like lunch, but with large fragments of

mutton crowning the rice heap, after wlÃºch

would come intermittent cups of tea until

bedtime, which for Lawrence was never any

fixed hour. At night Lawrence would have

many of his most important consultations

with the Arab leaders. Occasionally we

simply listened to Feisal telling stories of what

he saw in Syria and Turkey during the

eighteen years he and the other members of

his family were held as political prisoners by

Abdul Hamid.

Following the fall of Akaba, Lawrence

made several trips over to Palestine to

confer with Allenby, and from that time the

British Expeditionary Forces in' Palestine

and the Arabian army of King Hussein, led

by Lawrence, worked hand-in-hand in sweep-

ing the Turks out of Syria. During the

latter part of the campaign Lawrence was

really an army corps commander under

General Allenby, doing the work which is

usually assigned to a lieutenant-general.

Northward from the head of the Gulf of

Akaba they were joined by the Ibn Jazi

Howcitat and the Beni Sakhr, two of the

best fighting tribes in the whole Arabian

peninsula. About the same time the Juheinah,

the Ateibah, and the Anazeh came riding in

on '.heir camels to join Eniir Feisal.

The Arab army was divided into two

'lisunct parts, one known as the " regulars '

and the other as the " irregulars." The

regulars were all infantrymen. There were

about twenty thousand of them. They

were either deserters from the Turkish army

or men of Arab blood who had been fighting

under the Sultan's Hag, and who had volun-

teered to join the forces of King Hussein

after being taken prisoner in Mesopotamia,

or by Allenby in Palestine. At first they

were used mainly for taking the place of

Turkish garrisons at posts captured by the

advancing Shereefian hordes. Later on,

after they had been thoroughly trained,

they were used as storm-troops in capturing

fortified positions.

The Arab regulars were under an Irish-

man, Colonel P. C. Joyce, who next to

Lawrence probably played a more important

part in the Arabian campaign than any

other outsider.

The irregulars, who were by far the

most numerous, were Bedouins, mounted

on camels and horses. Lawrence had over

two hundred thousand of them at his

command.

ALLENBVS NEW CAMPAIGN.

General Allenby had planned a big attack

against the Turks in Southern Palestine

which was to come off in May, 1918, but at

that time the Allies were hard pressed on

the Western front and Allenby was forced

to send the greater part of his troops up to

France to help keep the Germans from Paris.

Lawrence insisted on starting the push north

into Syria in September or before, but

General Allenby informed him that it would

be impossible for him to co-operate before

late in the autumn. But Lawrence argued :

" By that time the rains will be on in Arabia

and the Arabs will be forced to take their

animals to the pastures of the oases." So

Allenby rearranged his plans, and sent an

aeroplane down into Arabia from Jerusalem

early in August with a message to Lawrence

announcing that he would be ready to start

a new campaign about the middle of Septem-

ber. Lawrence ordered his army to advance

on August 3oth, after he and Allenby had

agreed that the Arabs should cut the Turkish

railway lines around Deraa, north-east of

the Sea of Galilee, and make a camouflage

attack on Amman, the strong Turkish tÂ«mn

on the Pilgrim Railway, just east of Jericho.

By forced marches Lawrence and his Bedouin

army swept north across the deserts east of

the Dead Sea and began their dance around

Deraa. Just south of this important railway

junction Lawrence dynamited a bridge,

placing twice as much dynamite under it as

necessary in order to make a thorough job

of it. This made the seventy-ninth bridge

that he had blown up thus far in the Arabian

campaign. He then destroyed sections of the

railway at seventeen different points, touch-

ing off seven of the mines in person. The

French co-operated in this affair and did

some splendid artillery work. The Shereefian

army pushed on north and entered Damascus,

which had been their capital hundreds of

years before. They drove the Turks out of

the city after a hot hand-to-hand fight in

the streets, and Lieutenant-General Harry

Cheval, commander of the famous desert

mounted corps of General Allenby's Palestine

forces, swept into Damascus the following

morning right on the heels of Lawrence and

his Bedouins, who captured the city on the

evening of October 3Oth.

LAWRENCE'SENTRY INTO DAMASCUS.

The twenty oigrrt-year-old commander-in-

chief of the greatest army that had been

raised in Arabia for five centuries, who in less

than a year had made himself the most

powerful man in Arabia since the days of the

great Caliph Haroun-el-Raschid, who had

been appointed an Emir of Arabia, made his

official entry into Damascus, the city which
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was the ultimate goal of his whole campaign,

at seven o'clock on the morning of October

3ist. Hundreds and hundreds of thousands

of Arabs, including the entire population of

Damascus, the oldest

city in the world which

remains standing, and

thousands and thou-

sands of the wild Be-

douin tribes from the

fringes of the desert

packed the " street that

is called straight," and

jammed the bazaar sec-

tion as Lawrence rode

through the city, dressed

in the garb of a Prince

of Mecca. Howling der-

vishes ran in front of

him, dancing and stick-

ing knives into their

rtesh, while behind him

came his flying column

of picturesque Arabian

knights. As Lawrence

passed the gates of

Damascus the inhabi-

tants in that ancient

Arab capital, which

was once the most

glorious city of the

East, realized that they

had at last been freed

from the Turkish yoke.

For months they had heard of the marvellous

exploits of Shereef Lawrence, and Ð�Ð�Ð�Ð£ for

the first time they saw the mysterious

Englishman who had united the peoples of

Arabia in a smashing campaign which had

resulted in the downfall of the Ottomans.

As they saw him come swinging along

through the bazaars on the back of his

COLONEL P. C. JOYCE.

WHO, NEXT TO LAWRENCE, PROBABLY

PLAYED THE MOST IMPORTANT PART IN

LIBERATING HOLY ARABIA.

camel, it seemed as though all the people of

Damascus shouted his name in one joyful

chorus For more than ten miles along

the streets of the city the crowds gave

tliis Englishman one of

the greatest ovations

ever given to any

man.

After the arrival of

Allenby's forces Law-

rence temporarily re-

mained as the Governor

of Damascus, and ruled

over the city of the

Caliphs until he could

organize the Arab

leaders and turn over

the government to them.

After the fall of

Damascus Allenby and

Lawrence joined forces

and freed the great

Syrian seaport of Beirut,

where the famous

American College is

located. Still unsatis-

fied, they swept on

north until they had

driven the Turks out of

Aleppo, one of the most

strategical points in the

whole world so far as

the great war was con-

cerned. And then, if

the Turks had not laid down their arms,

they would have driven the Sultan's army

all the way into the Golden Horn. When

Allenby and Lawrence cut the Berlin-Bagdad

Railway, the dream of the Kaiser and the

Junkers .for a Mittel-Europa reaching from

the Baltic to the Persian Gult vanished into

thin air.

NEXT MONTH'S INSTALMENT.

If you can make an Arab laugh you can do almost anything you wish

with him. On one occasion, when Lawrence and a half-bred Haurani

were trekking across Arabia, they were captured by a party of cutthroat

robber Arabs. In a few more minutes the Colonel and his companion would

have been lying dead among the sand-dunes. But Lawrence's keen wit saved

them and they escaped in a most amazing manner. In the next number of

THE STRAND Mr. Lowell Thomas will describe the above episode in full, and

tell us many other humorous as well as thrilling stories of Lawrence's adventures

while engaged in liberating Holy Arabia. Lawrence seemed to bear a charmed

life, and Mr. Lowell Thomas describes how he escaped from death on another

occasion, when a pistol was pressed against his temple, merely because the

trigger refused to work.
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-WAR OF/THE WORLDS

Introduction

By H. G. WELLS.

An Experiment in

Illustration.

A visit from a brilliant young artist from

Holland, M. BriedÃ©. and a letter from the

Editor of THE STRAND MAGAZINE remind

me that it is nearly a quarter of a century

since " The War of the Worlds " first saw

the light. The book was begotten by a

remark of my brother Frank. We were

walking together through some particu'

larly peaceful Surrey scenery. " Suppose

some beings from another planet were

to drop out of the sky suddenly," said he,

" and began laying about them here ! "

Perhaps we had been talking of the diS'

covery of Tasmania by the Europeans â��

a very frightful disaster for the native

Tasmanians. I forget. But that was the

point of departure.

In those days I was writing short stories,

and the particular sort of short story that

amused me most to do was the vivid

realization of some disregarded possibility

in such a way as to comment on the false

securities and fatuous self-satisfaction of

the everyday lifeâ��as we knew it then.

Because in those days the conviction that

history had settled down to a sort of

jog'trot comedy was very widespread

indeed. Tragedy, people thought had

gone out of human life for ever. A few

of us were trying to point out the obvious

possibilities of flying, of great guns, of

poison gas, and so forth in presently

making life uncomfortable if some sort of

world peace was not assured, but the

books we wrote were regarded as the

silliest of imaginative gymnastics. Well,

the world knows better now.

The technical interest of a story like

"The War of the Worlds" lies in the

attempt to keep everything within the

bounds of possibility. And the value of the

story to me lies in this, that from first to last

there is nothing in it that is impossible.

There may be life in Marsâ��that planet

could support life, and that life would have

to obey certain conditions ; intelligence

may have gone farther there than on

this planet, and soon. All the possibilities

and impossibilities of the case I worked

out very carefully before I began the

story, and then, by making all the earthly

side of it as commonplace and familiar

as possible, I got as much of the quality

of reality into it as I could. It had the

good fortune to please a number of

readers, and won me the interest and

friendship of that great Frenchman â�¢

Anatole France, who shares with Mr.

Thomas Hardy the throne, if there is

a throne, in the hierarchy of contemporary

literature. And just as my brother's

remark had stirred up my imagination, so

my expansion of his remark stirred up

a number of imaginative people to the

amusement of " drawing Martians." My

friends, Professor York Powell and

R. A. M. Stevenson (who is not to be

confused with his cousin, R. L. S.), pro-

duced some sheaves of fantastic sketches.

The story from first to last has provoked

quite a number of gifted illustrators. It

was done very well by Mr. Warwick

Goble during its first magazine publica-

tion. Years ago a young Belgian artist

named Alvim-CorrÃªa came to England

to show me a portfolio of drawings, which

were used in a sumptuous illustrated

edition (in French) published by

Vandamme in Brussels. Now comes

M. BriedÃ©, similarly stimulated to probe

the Martian mystery. His Martians

are much more " vegetable " than those

of any previous reconstructor, and his

Martian machines liker living things.

Here they are, and with them, for the

benefit of that large (and I fear grow-

ing) and very undeserving class of

readers who have never read " The War

of the Worlds," is a compact summary

of the story they illustrate. Some day

men may really know what there

is on Mars ; they may really see Martians.

Maybe then some curious collector, who

has preserved the early guesses of these

various illustrators, will be able to compare

them with the actual creature
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THIS CONDENSATION OF

HIS FAMOUS NOVEL IS

BY MB. WELLS HIMSELF.

WAR OF THE WORLDS

A FALLING STAR.

THE first star

was seen early

in the morn-

ing rushing

over Winchester east-

war d, high in the

atmosphere. Hundreds

must have seen it, and

taken it for an ordinary

falling star. For in

those days no one gave

a thought to the outer

worlds of space as sources of human danger.

At most, terrestrial men fancied there

might be other men upon Mars, perhaps

inferior to themselves and ready to wel-

come a missionary enterprise. Yet across

the gulf of space, minds that are to our

minds as ours are to the beasts that

perish, intellects vast and cool and un-

sympathetic, regarded this earth with envious

eyes, and slowly and surely drew their plans

against us.

No one seems to have troubled to look for

the fallen thing that night. But early in

the morning it was found, almost entirely

buried in the sand, among the scattered

splinters of a fir-tree on the common between

Horsell, Woking, and Ottershaw. The un-

covered part had the appearance of a huge

cylinder, caked over, and its outline softened,

by a thick, scaly, dun-coloured incrustation.

It had a diameter of about thirty yards.

A stirring noise within the cylinder was

ascribed at first to the unequal cooling of

its surface, for at that time it did not occur

to anyone that it might be hollow.

When, about sunset, I joined the crowd

at the edge of the pit the thing had dug by

its impact with the soil, the end of the

cylinder was being screwed out from within.

Nearly two feet of shining screw projected.

Somebody blundered against me, and I

narrowly missed being pitched on the top of

the screw. As 1 turned to avoid the fall the

lid of the cylinder fell upon the gravel with

a ringing concussion. For a moment the

cavity seemed perfectly black, for I had the

sunset in my eyes.

H.G.WELLS

ILLUSTRATED BY

tJOHANBRTEDE

I think everyone

expected to see a man

e m e r g eâ��p o s s i b 1 y

something a little un-

like us terrestrial men,

but in all essentials a

man. I know I did.

But, looking, I pre-

sently saw something

stirring wit hin the

shadowâ��greyish, bil-

lowy movements, one

above another, and then two luminous

discs like eyes. Then something resembling

a little grey snake, about the thickness of

a walking stick coiled up out of the writhing

middle, and wriggled in the air towards me,

and then another.

A big, greyish, rounded bulk, the size,

perhaps, of a bear, was rising slowly and

painfully out of the cylinder. As it bulged

up and caught the light, it glistened like

wet leather. Two large, dark-coloured eyes

were regarding me steadfastly. It was

rouijded, and had, one might say, a face.

There was a mouth under the eyes, the lip-

less brim of which quivered and panted, and

dropped saliva. The body heaved and

pulsated convulsively. A lank, tentacular

appendage gripped the edge of the cylinder,

another swayed in the air.

Those who have never seen a living

Martian can scarcely imagine the strange

horror of their appearance. The peculiar

â�¢V-shaped mouth with its pointed upper lip,

the absence of brow ridges, the absence of a

chin beneath the wedge-like lower lip, the

incessant quivering of this mouth, the

Gorgon groups of tentacles, the tumultuous

breathing of the lungs in a strange atmos-

phere, the evident heaviness and painfulness

of movement, due to the greater gravita-

tional energy of the earthâ��above all, the

extraordinary intensity of the immense eyes

â��culminated in an effect akin to nausea.

There was something fungoid in the oily

brown skin, something in the clumsy deliber-

ation of their tedious movements unspeak-

ably terrible. Even at this first encounter,
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this first glimpse, I was overcome with

disgust and dread.

Suddenly the monster vanished. It had

toppled over the brim of the cylinder, and

fallen into the pit with a thud like the fall

of a great mass .of leather. I heard it give a

peculiar thick cry, and forthwith another

of these creatures appeared darkly in the

deep shadow of the aperture.

At that my rigour of terror passed away.

1 turned, and, running madly, made for the

first group of trees, perhaps a hundred yards

away ; but I ran slantingly and stumbling,

" THOSE WHO HAVE NEVER SEEN A LIVING MARTIAN CAN SCARCELY IMAGINE

THE STRANGE HORROR OF THEIR APPEARANCE."

for I could not avert my face from these

things. There, among some young pine trees

and furze bushes, I stopped, panting, and

waited further developments. Once a leash

of thin black whips, like the arms of an

octopus, flashed across the sunset, and was

immediately withdrawn, and afterwards a

thin rod rose up, joint by joint, bearing at

its apex a circular disc that spun with a

wobbling motion.

Suddenly there was a flash of light, and a

quantity of luminous greenish smoke came

out of the pit in three distinct puffs, which

drove up, one after

the other, straight

into the still air.

At the same time a

faint hissing sound

became audible.

Beyond the pit

stood a little wedge

of people, a little

knot of small verti-

cal black shapes

upon the black

ground. As the

green smoke rose

their faces flashed

out pallid green,

and faded again as

it vanished.

Then slowly the

hissing passed into

humming, into a

long, loud droning

noise. Slowly a

humped shape rose

out of the pit, and

the ghost of a beam

of light seemed to

flicker out from if.

Forthwith, flashes

of actual flame, a

bright glare leap-

ing from one to

another, sprang

from the scattered

group of men. It

was as if some in-

visible jet impinged

upon them and

flashed into white

flame. It was as

if each man were

suddenly and mo-

mentarily turned

to fire.

Then, by the

light of their own

destruction, I saw

them staggering

and falling, and

their supporters

turning to run.
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I stood staring,

not as yet realizing

that this was death

leaping from man

to man in that little

distant crowd. All

I felt was that it

was something

strange. An almost

noiseless and blind-

ing flash of light,

and a man fell head-

long and lay still,

and as the unseen

shaft of heat passed

over them, pine

trees burst into fire,

and every dry furze-

bush became with

one dull thud a

mass of flames. 11 is

still a matter of

wonder how the

Martians are able to

slay men so swiftly

and so silently.

Many think that in

some way they are

able to generate an

intense heat in a

chamber of prac-

tically absolute

non-conductivity.

This intense heat

they project in a

parallel beam

against any object

they choose by

means of a polished

parabolic mirror of

unknown composi-

tionâ��much as the

parabolic mirror of

a lighthouse pro-

jects a beam of

light. But no one

has absol u tely

proved these de-

tails. How ever it

is done, it is certain

that a beam of heat

is the essence of

the matterâ��heat, and invisible, instead

of visible, light. Whatever is combustible

flashes into flame at its touch, lead runs like

water, it softens iron, cracks and melts glass,

and when it falls upon water incontinently

that explodes into steam.

That night nearly forty people lay

under the starlight about the pit, charred

and distorted beyond recognition, and

all night long the common from Horsell

to Maybury was deserted, and brightly-

ablaze.

" AN ALMOST NOISELESS AND BLINDING FLASH OF LIGHT, AND A MAN FELL

HEADLONG AND LAY ' STILL, PINE TREES BURST INTO FIRE, AND EVERY

â�¢ DRY FURZE-BUSH BECAME A MASS OF FLAMES."

II.

FIGHTING BEGINS.

IT was in a storm that I first saw the Martians

at large, on the nigbt of the third falling

star. How can I describe the thing I saw ?

A monstrous tripod, higher than many

houses, striding over the young pine trees,

and smashing them aside in its career ; a

\\alking engine of glittering metal, striding

now across the heather, articulate ropes of

steel dangling from it, and the clattering
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A MONSTROUS TRIPOD STRIDING OVER THE YOUNG Ð Ð¨Ð� TREES : A

WALKING ENGINE OF GLITTERING METAL, ARTICULATE ROPES OF STEEL

DANGLING FROM IT, AND THE CLATTERING TUMULT OF ITS PASSAGE

MINGLING WITH THE RIOT OF THE THUNDER."

tumult of its passage mingling with the riot

Seen nearer, the

thing was incredi-

bly strange, for it

was no mere insen-

sate machine driv-

ing on its way.

Machine it was,

with a Bringing me-

tallic pace, and long

fl e x i b l e glittering

tentacles (one of

which gripped a

young p i n e t r e e)

swinging and rat-

tling about i ts

strange body. It

picked its road as

it went striding

along, and the

brazen hood that

surmounted it

moved to and fro

with the inevitable

suggestion of a head

looking about it.

Behind the main

body was a huge

thing of white metal

like a gigantic fisher-

man's basket, and

puffs of green smoke

squirted out from

the joints of the

limbs as the mon-

ster swept by me.

All that night the

creatures were busy

â��communicating, I

suppose, and ma-

turing their plans.

It was not until

the next morning

that our resistance

began. The fighting

I saw took place at

Shepperton \V e y,

where a crowd of

fugitives were wait-

ing their turn to

cross the river by

the ferry.

Suddenly we saw

a rush of smoke far

away up the river, a puff of smoke that

of the thunder. A flash, and it came out jerked up into the air, and hung ; and forth-

vividly, heeling over one way with two feet with the ground heaved under foot, and a

in the air, to vanish and reappear almost heavy explosion shook the air, smashing

instantly, as it seemed, with the next flash, two or three windows in the houses near,

a hundred yards nearer. Can you imagine and leaving us astonished.

a milking-stool tilted and bowled violently

along the ground ? That was the impression

those instant flashes gave. But instead of a

milking-stool, imagine it a great body of

machinery on a tripod stand.

Quickly, one after the other, one, two,

three, four of the armoured Martians ap-

peared, far away over the little trees, across

the flat meadows that stretch towards

Chertsey, and striding hurriedly towards
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the river. Little cowled figures they seemed

at first, going \vith a rolling motion and as

fast as flying birds.

Then, advancing obliquely towards us,

came a fifth. Their armoured bodies glit-

tered in the sun as they swept swiftly

forward upon the guns, growing rapidly

larger as they drew nearer. One on the

extreme leftâ��the remotest, that isâ��flourished

a huge case high in the air, and the ghostly

terrible heat-ray I had already seen on

Friday night smote towards Chertsey, and

struck the town.

"Get under

water! " I shouted,

unheeded. And, as

the first Martian

towered overhead

scarcely a couple

of hundred feet

away, I flung myself

under the surface.

When I raised my

head, it was on the

bank, and, in a

stride, wading half-

way across. The

knees of its fore-

most legs bent at

the further bank,

and in another

moment it had

raised itself to its

full height again,

close to the village

of Shepperton.

Forthwith the six

guns, which, un-

knownjto anyone on

the right bank, had

been hidden behind

the outskirts of that

village, fired simul-

taneously. The sud-

den near concus-

sions, the last close

upon the first, made

my heart jump.

The monster was

already raising the

case generating the

heat-ray as the first

shell burst six yards

above the hood.

Simul taneously

two other shells

burst in the air near

the body as the

hood twisted round

in time to receive,

but not in time to

dodge, the fourth

shell.

The shell burst

clean in the face of the thing. The hood

bulged, flashed, was whirled off in a dozen

tattered fragments of red flesh and glittering

metal.

" Hit I " shouted I, with something ber

tween a scream and a cheer.

I heard answering shouts from the people

in the water about me. I could have leapt

out of the water with that momentary

exultation.

The decapitated colossus reeled like a

drunken giant, but it did not fall over. It

THE SHELL BURST CLEAN IN THE FACE OF THE THING. THE HOOD BULGED,

FLASHED, WAS WHIRLED OFF IN A DOZEN TATTERED FRAGMENTS OF RED

FLESH AND GLITTERING METAL."
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recovered its balance by a miracle, and, no

longer heeding its steps, and with the camera

that fired the heat-ray now rigidly upheld,

it reeled swiftly upon Shepperton. The living

intelligence, the Martian within the hood,

was slain and splashed to the four winds of

heaven, and the thing was now but a mere

intricate device of metal whirling to destruc-

tion. It drove along in a straight line, in-

capable of guidance. It struck the tower of

Shepperton church, smashing it down as

the impact of a battering-ram might have

done, swerved aside, blundered on, and

collapsed with a tremendous impact into

the river out of my sight.

A violent explosion shook the air, and a

spout of water, steam, mud, and shattered

metal shot far up into the sky. As the

camera of the heat-ray hit the water, the

latter had incontinently flashed into steam.

In another moment a huge wave, like a

muddy tidal bore, but almost scalding hot,

came sweeping round the bend upstream. I

saw people struggling shorewards, and heard

their screaming faintly above the seething

and roar of the Martian's collapse.

Then again I ducked, for the other Mar-

tians were advancing. When for a moment I

raised my head to take breath and throw the

hair and water from my eyes, the steam was

rising in a whirling white fog that at first hid

the Martians altogether. The noise was

deafening. Then I saw them dimly, colossal

figures of grey, magnified by the mist. They

had passed by me, and two were stooping

over the tumultuous ruins of their comrade.

The third and fourth stood beside him in

the water, one perhaps two hundred yards

from me, the other towards Laleham. The

generators of the heat-rays waved high, and

the hissing beams smote down this way and

that.

The air was full of sound, a deafening and

confusing conflict of noises, the clangorous

din of the Martians, the crash of falling

houses, the thud of trees, fences, sheds,

flashing into flame, and the crackling and

roaring of- fire. Dense black smoke was

leaping up to mingle with the steam from the

river, and as the heat-ray went to and fro

over Weybridge, its impact was marked by

flashes of incandescent white, that gave

place at once to a smoky dance of lurid

flames.

For a moment, perhaps, I stood there,

breast-high in the almost boiling water, dumb-

founded at my position, hopeless of escape.

Through the reek I could see the people who

had been with me in the river scrambling out

of the w.ater through the reeds, like little

frogs hurrying through grass from the advance

of a man, or running to and fro in utter

dismay on the towing-path.

Then suddenly the white flashes of the

heat-ray came leaping towards me. The

houses caved in as they dissolved at its

touch, and darted out flames ; the trees

changed to fire with a roar. It flickered up

and down the towing-path, licking off the

people who ran this way and that, and

came down to the water's edge not fifty

yards from where I stood. It swept across

the river to Shepperton, and the water in its

track rose in a boiling wheal crested with

steam. I turned shoreward.

In another moment the huge wave, well-

nigh at the boiling-point, had rushed upon

me. I screamed aloud, and, scalded, half-

blinded, agonized, I staggered through the

leaping, hissing water towards the shore.

Had my foot stumbled, it would have been

the end. I fell helplessly, in full sight of

the Martians, upon the broad, bare gravelly

spit that runs down to mark the angle of the

\Vey and Thames. I expected nothing but

death. I have a dim memory of the foot of a

Martian coming down within a score of feet

of my head, driving straight into the loose

gravel, whirling it this way and that, and

lifting again ; of a long suspense, and then of

the four carrying the debris of their comrade

between them, now clear, and then presently

faint, through a veil of smoke, receding

interminably, as it seemed to me, across a

vast space of river and meadow. And then,

very slowly, I realized that by a miracle I

had escaped.

But it was not on the heat-ray that the

Martians chiefly relied in their march on

London." The monsters I saw that evening

as I fled were armed with tubes which they

discharged like guns. There was no flash,

no smoke, simply that loaded detonation.

Every minute I expected the fire of some

hidden battery to spring upon them, but the

evening calm was unbroken. Their figures

grew smaller as they receded, and presently

the gathering night had swallowed them up.

Only towards Sunbury was a dark appearance,

as though a conical hill had suddenly come

into being there, and remoter across the river,

towards Walton, I saw another such summit.

They grew lower and broader even as I

stared. These, as I knew later, were the

black smoke. It was heavy, this vapour,

heavier than the densest smoke, so that,

after the first tumultuous uprush and out-

flow of its impact, it sank down through the

air and poured over the ground in a manner

rather liquid than gaseous, abandoning the

hills, and streaming into the valleys and

ditches and watercourses, even as I have

heard the carbonio>acid gas that pours from

volcanic clefts is wont to do And the touch

of that vapour, the inhaling of its pungent

wisps, was death to all that breathes.

One has to imagine the fate of those

batteries towards Esher, waiting so tensely
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in the twilight, as

well as one may.

Survivors there

were none. One

may picture the

orderly expectation,

the officers alert

and watchful, the

gunners ready, the

ammunition piled

to hand, the limber

gunners with their

horses and wagons,

the groups of

civilian spectators

standing as near as

they were permit-

ted, the evening

stillness, the ambu-

lances and hospital

tents, with the

burnt and wounded

from Weybridge ;

then the dull re-

sonance of the

shots the Martians

fired, and the

clumsy proj ectile

whirling over the

trees and houses,

and smashing

amidst the neigh-

bouring fields.

One may picture,

too, the sudden

shifting of the

attention, the

swiftly spreading

coils and bellyings

of that blackness

advancing head-

long, towering

heavenward, turn-

ing the twilight to

a palpable darkness,

a strange and horri-

ble antagonist of

vapour striding

upon its victims,

men and horses

near it seen

dimly running, shrieking, falling headlong,

shouts of dismay, the guns suddenly aban-

doned, men choking an<_l writhing on the

ground, and the swift broadening out of the

opaque cone of smoke. And then, night and

extinctionâ��nothing but a silent mass of

impenetrable vapour hiding its dead.

III.

DEAD LONDON.

So you understand the roaring wave of fear

that swept through the greatest city in the

EVERYWHERE SPREAD THE RED WEED, WHOSE SEED THE MARTIANS

HAD BROUGHT WITH THEM."

world just as Monday was dawningâ��the

stream of flight rising swiftly to a torrent,

lashing in a foaming tumult round the

railway stations, banked up into a horrible

struggle about the shipping in the Thames,

and hurrying by every available channel

northward and eastward. By ten o'clock

the police organization, and by midday even

the railway organizations, were losing co-

herency, losing shape and efficiency, guttering,

softening, running at last in that swift lique-

faction of the social body.

All the railway lines north of the Thames
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and the South-Eastern people at Cannon

Street had been warned by midnight on

Sunday, and trains were being filled, people

were fighting savagely for standing-room in

the carriages, even at two o'clock. By three

people were being trampled and crushed

even in Bishopsgate Street ; a couple of

hundred yards or more from Liverpool Street

station revolvers were fired, people stabbed,

and the policemen who had been sent to

direct the traffic, exhausted and infuriated,

were breaking the heads of the people they

they were called out to protect.

And as the day advanced the engine-

drivers and stokers refused to return to

London, the pressure of the flight drove the

people in an ever-thickening multitude away

from the stations and along the northward-

running roads. By midday a Martian had

been seen at Barnes, and a cloud of slowly

sinking black vapour drove along the Thames

and across the flats of Lambeth, cutting off

all escape over the bridges in its advance.

If one could have hung that June morning

in a balloon in the blazing blue above

London, every northward and eastward road

running out of the infinite tangle of streets

would have seemed stippled black with the

streaming fugitives, each dot a human agony

of terror and physical distress.

Directly below him the balloonist would

have seen the network of streets far and

wide, houses, churches, squares, crescents,

gardensâ��already derelictâ��spread out like a

huge map, and in the southward blotted.

Over Ealing, Richmond, Wimbledon, it

would have seemed as if some monstrous

pen had flung ink upon the chart. Steadily,

incessantly, each black splash grew and

spread, shooting out ramifications this way

and that, now banking itself against rising

ground, now pouring swiftly over a crest

into a new-found valley, exactly as a gout of

ink would spread itself upon blotting-paper.

And beyond, over the blue hills that rise

southward of the" river, the glittering Mar-

tians went to and fro, calmly and methodi-

cally spreading their poison-cloud over this

patch of country, and then pyer that, laying

it again with their steam-jets when it had

served its purpose, and taking possession

of the conquered country. They â�¢ do not

seem to have aimed at extermination so

much as at complete demoralization and the

destruction of any opposition. They ex-

ploded any stores of , powder they came

upon, cut every telegraph, arid wrecked the

railways here and there. , They were ham-

stringing mankind. They seemed in no

hurry to extend the field of operations, and

they did not come beyond the central part

of London all that day. It is possible that

a very considerable number of people in

London stuck to their houses through Monday

morning. Certain it is that many died at

home, suffocated by the black smoke.

I have not space to tell you here of my

adventures during the days that followedâ��

of how I saw men caught for the Martians'

food, of how the third falling star smashed

the house where I was resting, and of what

I saw while I was hiding there. When I

came out into the air again I found about

me the landscape, weird and lurid, of another

planet. Everywhere spread the red weed,

whose seed the Martians had brought with

them. All round were red cactus-shaped

plants, knee-high, without a solitary terres-

trial growth to dispute their footing. The

trees near me were dead and brown, but

further, a network of red threads scaled the

still living stems. I went on my way to

Hampstead through scarlet and crimson

trees ; it was like walking through an avenue

of gigantic blood-drops.

IV.

HOW THE MARTIANS WERE SLAIN.

IT was near South Kensington that I first

heard the howling. It crept almost imper-

ceptibly upon my senses. It was a sobbing

alternation of two notes, " Ulla, ulla, ulla,

ulla," keeping on perpetually. I stopped,

wondering at this strange, remote wailing.

It was as if that mighty desert of houses

had found a voice for its fear and solitude.

It was not until I emerged from Baker

Street that I saw, far away over the trees

in the clearness of the sunset, the hood of

the Martian giant from which this howling

proceeded. I watched liim for some time,

but he did not move.

I came upon the wrecked handling machine

halfway to St. John's Wood Station. At

first I thought a house had fallen across the

road. It was only as I clambered among

the ruins that I saw, with a start, - this

mechanical Samson lying, with its tentacles

bent and smashed and twisted, among the

ruins it had made. The fore part. was

shattered. It seemed as if it had driven

blindly straight at the house, and had been

overwhelmed in its overthrow. â�¢ :

A little beyond the ruins about the

smashed handling machine I came upon the

red weed again, and found Regent's Canal a

spongy mass of dark red vegetation.

The dusky houses about me stood faint

and tall and dim ; the trees towards the

park were growing black. All about me

the red weed clambered among the ruins,

writhing to get above me in the dim. Night,

the mother of fear and mystery, was coming

upon me. London gazed at me spectrally.

The windows in the white houses were like

the eye-sockets of skulls. About me my

imagination found a thousand noiseless
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enemies moving. Terror seized me, a horror

of my temerity. Far away, I saw a second

Martian, motionless as the first, standing in

the park towards the Zoological Gardens,

and silent.

An insane resolve possessed me. I would

die and end it. And I would save myself

even the trouble of killing myself. I

marched on recklessly towards this Titan,

and then, as I drew nearer and the light

grew, I saw that a multitude of black birds

was circling and clustering about the hood.

At that my heart gave a bound, and I

began running along the road. Great mounds

had been heaped about the crest of the hill,

making a huge redoubt of it. It was the

final and largest place the Martians made.

And from behind these heaps there rose a

thin smoke against the sky. Against the

skyline an eager dog ran and disappeared.

The thought that had flashed into my mind

grew real, grew credible. I felt no fear, only

a wild, trembling exultation, as I ran up the

hill towards the motionless monster. Out of

the hood hung lank shreds of brown at which

the hungry birds pecked and tore.

In another moment I had scrambled up

the earthen rampart and stood upon its

crest, and the interior of the redoubt was

below me. A mighty space it was, with

gigantic machines here and there within it,

huge mounds of material and strange shelter

places. And, scattered about it, some in

their overturned war-machines, some in the

now rigid handling machines, and a dozen of

them stark and silent and laid in a row, were

the Martiansâ��dead !â��slain by the putre-

factive and disease bacteria against which

their systems were unprepared ; slain as the

red weed was being slain ; slain, after all

man's devices had failed, by the humblest

things that God, in His wisdom, had put

upon this earth.

Already when I watched them they were

irrevocably doomed, dying and rotting even

as they went to and fro. It was inevitable.

By the toll of a billion deaths man has

bought his birthright of the earth, and it is

his against all comers ; it would still be his

were the Martians ten times as mighty as

they are. For neither do men live nor die

in vain.

- CHESS CURIOSITIES.

By T. B. ROWLAND.

WHITE.â��8.

In each White is to play and mate in two moves.

IN the first problem the White rook has command of fourteen squares and gives a mate

command more or give a greater number of mates at any time. In the second the Black

the maximum number of squares, and causes White to vary his play seven times.

(Solutions next month.)

BLACK.â��6.

WHITE.â��9.

on each,

rook also

It cannol

commands

SOLUTIONS TO JANUARY PROBLEMS.

No. i.â��i. Kt to Kt 6 ; eighteen variations. No. 2.â��i. Kt takes P ; eight variations.
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OLD FRAN Ð�

SEES IT THROUGH.

T was with

grave misgiv-

ing that old

Frank, Irish

setter, followed

little Tommy

Earle out of the

big shaded garden and into the

hot field of rustling corn. He

knew well enough that this

morning, of all mornings, the

boy ought to stay in the gar-

den ; but all his efforts to keep

him there had failed. He had

tried to divert his mind. He

had loitered behind. He had

run back to the big white house,

hoping, in the absence of the boy's father

and mother, to attract the attention of old

Aunt Cindy to the fact that Tommy was

running away.

But there was no one to catch his signals

of distress. And no one knew what he knew

â��that strangers were camped down there in

his master's woods. As for him, he had

smelled them the night before. He had

barked a while in their general direction, then

gone down there to investigate. They had

not seen him, for he had kept out of sight.

There had been two men and a woman sitting

by a small fire, with an old car in the back-

ground. He had not liked their looks.

And that wasn't all. Not long ago he had

seen one of the men, half hidden in the corn-

field, looking toward the house. The man

had stood there while Steve Earle, the boy's

father, drove off in the motor. He had stood

there while Marian Earle, the boy's mother,

went away with a basket of fruit for a neigh-

bour. He had stood there until Frank had

started toward the cornfield, tail erect, eyes

fierce. Then the man had turned hurriedly

and gone back to the woods.

But the strangers were still down there.

Frank's nose told him that. Therefore his

eyes were deep with trouble as he followed

close at the boy's heels. Tommy's objective

he knew well enough. A few days before

Steve Earle had taken them both through

this very corn into the woods, to the creek,

ILLUSTRATED Ð�Ð£

TOMPEDDIE

and had shown the boy the sil-

very fish in a deep-shaded pool.

It had made a great impression;

Tommy was going to see those

iish now. That Frank knew.

In ordinary circumstances he

was not averse to looking at

fish himself. But now, with

every step his anxiety increased.

For it was beside the pool that

the strangers were camped.

And it was straight in their

direction that Tommy was

headed.

Within sight of Ihe woods

Frank made his last attempt.

He stopped and sat down firmly

on his haunches. Then the boy turned, his

little face Hushed under the white hat.

" Come on, F'ank ! " he said, impatiently.

Panting hard, saliva dripping into the

dust of the corn row, F'rank sat where he was

and looked everywhere but at the boy.

"Sit there, then!" said Tommy. "I'm

goin' ! "

He went, and Frank went too ; for obedi-

ence, even against his judgment, is the

penalty a dog has to pa.y who loves a boyâ��

and will die for him if need be.

It seemed dark in the woods, like passing

from out of doors into the cool-shaded living-

room at home. Here -and there shafts of

sunlight touched the leaves and tree-trunks

with silver spots. Down the wooded slope

the boy went, until suddenly he stopped,

breathless, Frank beside him with pricked

ears. At the same time the two burly men

at work on the car down there by the pool

glanced quickly around.

A moment they stared ; then they began

to talk low, excitedly. The woman came

round from the other side of the car. She

was young, slim, strong ; she, too, glanced

at boy and dog, then joined the talk of the

men. " No ! No ! " she cried. But they

brushed her aside. She ran quickly_ back to

them ; they brushed her aside again. ' Finally

one of them pushed her into the car and got

in himself. The other man came forward, a

smirking smile on his heavy red face.
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Frank's challenging eyes were raised to

the man's face. But Tommy, looking up

with that eagerness to trust common to all

young things, from children to puppies,

answered the man's questions in his clear,

boy's voice. Many times before, in shops,

at country fairs, strangers had stopped thus

to talk to him, had asked him who he was,

where he lived, if his dog would bite.

" We got lots of things in the car," the

man was saying. " Apples. Peaches. Circus

things. We been to a circus. Did you see

the lady ? "

" Yes ! " said Tommy, his eyes big.

'â�¢ Well, you come along with me. The

lady wants to show you them circus things."

Just a moment Tommy hesitated,

looking wistfully into the smirking

face and into the narrowed eyes that

somehow frightened him. Then he

glanced toward the car and smiled

in ecstasy. That rolled-up tent

strapped on behind

was striped red and

white like tents at

the fair. The woods

became suddenly

alive with romance,

luring him on. He

hesitated no longer;

he went with the

man ; close behind,

panting, followed

old Frank.

The other man,

on the front seat,

his hand on the

wheel, glanced over

his shoulder as

they approached.

In his wide-brimmed

hat he looked like

the man who stands

in front of tents and

shouts for people to

come in and see.

Half concealed by

the curtains and by

bundles, the woman,

her face strangely

white except for the

red spots on her

cheeks, sat on the

back seat. Valises

and suit-cases with

gaudy things stick-

ing out of them

were strapped here

and there to the car.

Tommy stopped

and stared in won-

derment at this

travelling splen-

dour. Close beside

him stood old Frank, fierce-eyed, wise,

suffering.

" Get in, son," said the man at the wheel.

" We're goin' to take you to your ma. You

ain't got no business down here in the woods

alone."

" Isâ��is F'ank goin' ? "

" Of course. Let the dog in, Bill ! "

The red-faced man slammed the door on

boy and dog, and clambered into the front

seat. The lumbered car lurched along the

unused wood road. It was stifling hot with

the curtains down, but old Frank was pant-

ing with more than heat.

Just ahead, the big road came into sight,

shining in the sun. The car stopped. The

men looked up and down the

road, nodded grimly at each

other, and the car started with

a jerk. The scream of Tommy

broke the terrible silence.

" That ain't the way ! "

The red-faced man whirled

round, caught the boy by the

back of the neck, and pressed

the other hand over his mouth.

And old Frank, rearing up in the

" THE RED-FACED MAN CAUGHT THE BOY BY THE BACK OF THE NECK AND

PRESSED HIS HAND OVER HIS MOUTH. AND OLD FRANK, REARING UP IN

THE CROWDED CONFUSION, BURIED HIS SHINING FANGS DEEP IN THAT

HAND AND WRIST."
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crowded confusion, buried his shining fangs

deep in that hand and wrist. The other

man sprang out of the car, jerked the door

open, and caught him by both hind legs.

" Don't stick him, Bill ! " he gasped.

" They'll find his body. Let him go

home ! "

Snarling, writhing, fighting, the dog was

dragged out and hurled into the road. A

savage kick sent him tumbling backward,

the man sprang once more into the front seat,

and the car darted away, Frank after it,

barking hoarsely, his mouth flecked with

blood-stained foam, the road flying dizzily

beneath him.

All that blazing August day he followed

the car. Where he could, he stayed in the

woods, running parallel to the road like a

swift, silent outrider. At open places he

lagged shrewdly behind ; by short cuts

through fields, by spurts of speed at the next

patch of woods, he caught up again. It was

an old trick and a simple one ; he liad played

it often before ; but never, as now, with

such gnawing anxiety, such bewilderment

and rage in his heart.

Once, lumbering old rattletrap though it

was, the car left him far behind. Then, as

he raced frantically along the dusty road

under the fierce sun that beat down on his

heavy red coat, his eyes were like a mad dog's

eyes. But from the top of a long hill over

which it had disappeared he glimpsed it

again in the distanceâ��glimpsed it just as it

turned clumsily out of the highway and

pointed its nose toward the distant moun-

tains.

After this it was easy. Up and down hill,

just ahead of him, the car wallowed labori-

ously in the rough road. A seasoned sporting

dog, like old Frank, has the endurance of a

wolf. On hunting trips with his master he

had often covered more than a hundred

miles a day ; but the heat and those first

flying miles, when the car was speeding, had

almost exhausted him, and he was grateful

now for the shade and for the mountain

streams into which he plunged to cool his

boiling blood. Noon passed without a halt.

The sultry afternoon wore on. And still the

big setter followed in the shelter of the trees

which shut in the road. To show himself

meant death. And Tommy needed him

alive, not dead.

The car turned out of the road at last. It

bumped a while through woods, stopped,

and he sank down behind a bush. ' The sun

had just set. For miles they had not passed

a house.

The men, stiff, dusty, hot, got out. The

heavy man's hand was bandaged. Then the

woman got out, then the boy. A great,

trembling desire seized the dog to rush for-

ward, to let the boy know he was there.

Every muscle quivered. But one of the

men pulled a shot-gun out of the car, and

the dog bowed his head between his paws in

a sort of shame. That was the symbol of

his helplessness. That was what stood

between his fangs and those men's throats.

He watched them unstrap the tent and

drag it off to the depths of a thicket. Valises,

telescopes, all the cheap pageantry of their

trade, went the same way. They were

staking everything on the prize that had

walked into their hands that morning,

coming like a little prince from that big

white house surrounded by broad fields rich

with corn.

At last the man who had dnven the car

picked up the gun. The woman took the

boy by the hand, but he drew back, look-

ing up at her and holding to his hat. She

spoke to him low and huskily, lier face white.

Then, as he perforce went with her, Frank

heard him crying in the woods, heard the

convulsive catches of his voice, saw the

twinkle, through the trees, of white socks

above reluctant sandalled feet.

Eyes sullen and fierce, he rose and fol-

lowed, hidden by the bushes and trees.

Down the hill where a creek gurgled, the

man with the gun turned. He was hard-

jawed, pale-eyed.

" Shut up ! " he said to the boy.

The convulsive sobs went on.

" Shut up ! "

A few steps the clog rushed forward, hair

risen all the way down his back. Then he

sank down on the ground ; for the woman

had dropped the bundles and was on her

knees before the boy, her arm about his

heaving shoulders. Her voice rang thiough

the woods, husky and shrill.

" He can't help it, Joe ! "

The crying had stopped now. But the

sturdy little chest was still rising and falling

as the boy stood looking up with quivering

face at the man. The woman picked up her

bundles, rose, and took his hand once more.

Still holding to his hat, he went with her, in

silence now, taking two little trotting steps

to one of hers.

They spent the night in the woods, out oÃ

hearing of any chance passer-by along the

road. Carefully hidden in the underbrush,

old Frank watched them. Only once did

he leave them. Then he went to the car,

found a big chunk of meat wrapped in a

paper under the back seat, made his meal

on his enemies, and came guardedly back,

licking his chops. They were gone again

before day. The rising sun found the car

toiling upward into the echoing depths of

the mountains. Just round the last bend

in the road followed old Frank.

Sometimes he stopped to drink at streams

that came slipping down green walls of rock.
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His tongue hung out ; he was gaunt, dust-

covered, weary-eyed. The few mountaineers

he passed looked at him with narrow sus-

picion, then back up the winding road where

that curtained car had disappeared. With

just a glance up into their faces, he galloped

on.

But when another car, long, black, shining,

like the one at home, swung suddenly round

the bend just ahead, he stopped short. The

weariness left his eyes, the stiffness went out

of his muscles, his heart gave a great bound.

Four sportsmen, such as he and his master

associated with, bobbed comfortably up and

down in the capacious seats. Their fishing-

rods were strapped to the side. He saw the

twinkle in their eyes as they stopped.

" What's up, old man ? ' they asked.

Maybe he got a bit rattled. Anyway, he

failed. He ran up the road in the direction

of that other car, wheeled, and ran back.

He jumped up on the step with his front

paws, he looked up with pleading eyes from

one face to another.

" Those folk left him behind," they said.

They assured him that it was a shame to

treat a good old dog that way, but that he

could catch up if he kept plugging. They

threw him something to eat, wished him good

luck, and left him standing in the road,

looking after them with disconsolate eyes.

After he had eaten the food and taken up

his solitary pursuit he heard far below the

sound of their car. Even their voices

floated up to him.

" I tell you," said one, ' it was an S.O.S. !

We ought to have followed him. Some-

thing queer about that car."

But they were gone, for all that, like the

friends who, whether we be man or woman

or dog, daily pass us by, willing to help if

they only understood.

It was dusk when he caught up. The car

had reached the top of the range it had been

climbing all day. From behind a bush he

watched it turn out of the road. Like some

mammoth beast astray it bumped and

swayed across a desolate field to a black

thicket of stunted pines, huddled densely

together. On the side of the thicket away

from the road the car stopped, and old Frank

crept into the pines and lay down. The

men got out, then the woman, then the

boy.

He saw Tommy looking about in bewilder-

ment at this roof of the world, on which, a

lonely little figure, he stood close to the

woman. Again the longing seized the dog

to rush forward to let the boy know he, too,

was here. But there were the men close by ;

and in the car was the gun. Again he bowed

his head between his paws, and his eyes were

deep with trouble.

Suddenly the man who had driven the car

Vol. lix.â��12.

turned. He glanced at the woman and the

boy, then toward the road.

" Hereâ��you get back in that car, kid ! "

he said.

Tommy's face was white in the dusk, and

he held tight to the skirt of the woman.

'' Did you hear me ? "

" He's dead tired, Joe," snapped the

woman.

The man took a sudden, threatening step

forward. In the thicket Frank rose quiver-

ing to his feet. But with a quick movement

the woman had pushed the boy behind her.

" Don't you touch him, Joe ! " she flashed.

A moment she stood facing him, slim and

defiant, in the dusk. Then she took the

boy's hand and they went back to the car.

Suddenly Frank rose on his front legs,

ears thrown back, eyes glowing wildly. It

seemed to him that the boy had looked

straight into the bushes where he lay.

Certainly for a moment he had pulled back

on the woman's hand. Then he went on

with her and they got into the car. But

Frank still sat on his haunches, panting and

choking and panting again.

At last he crept along the edge of the

thicket and lay there close to the car, but

still hidden. That glimpse into the boy's

face had almost undone him. He wanted

to go to the car, to scratch at the curtains.

But yonder, a hundred feet away, back and

forth before a fire they had built, moved the

men. And against the box they had taken

from the car leaned the gun.

He heard the voice of the woman, low,

confidential, assuring, and his ears flattened

with gratitude and trust. The man wouldn't

hurt him, she was telling the boy. Some-

times he talked to everybody that way. He

was an old grouser, that's what he was. She

whispered something.

" To-morrow ? " the boy asked, eagerly.

" Hush ! Yes. That's itâ��to-morrow ! "

" Did F'ank go home, Nita ? "

" Of course he went home."

" I saw a dog in the bushes ! "

The woman laughed. " You're seeing

things, old chap. What about some supper ? "

She got out of the car and went quickly

to the fire. Without a word to the men she

gathered up something to eat and came

quickly back. Even in the darkness Frank

could see the light in her eyes.

The boy must have gone to sleep soon

after that. The moon, big, weird, solemn,

rose slowly over a parallel range of moun-

tains. Presently the heavy man got up,

skirted the thicket, and stumbled off across

the field toward the road. The smell of

him polluted the air no more. Then the

woman came quietly out of the car and

joined the other man at the fire.

" Where's he gone ? " she asked.
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" To get the lie of the land ahead."

" Joe ! "

" Well ? "

" I don't like this job, Joe ! "

He said nothing, and she talked on, her

voice low. Still he said nothing. Then she

went over to him, sat down beside him,

took his hands in hers. " Let's take him

home ! " she pleaded. " Let's make a clean

breast of it. Let's be straight. They'll

give us a chanceâ��I know they will. They're

like the kidâ��white. Let's turn round right

now. I promised him we'd take him home

to-morrow. Joe, I'd rather be dead fhaÃ±

go on ! "

She rose when he

rose, clinging to him ;

but he threw her off.

" I'm tired of this ! "

he cried. " We're in

this thing and we're

goin' to see it through

The daddy'll pay up, or I'll wring the brat's

neck."

" Oh ! " she screamed.

She stared at him with white face, full

of horror and fear and loathing. She

turned and stumbled toward the car ; the

curtains closed upon her. Far in the

night Frank heard her sobbing to herself.

WITH A QUICK MOVEMENT THE WOMAN-

PUSHED THE BOY BEHIND HER. ' DON'T

TOUCH HIM, JOE I ' SHE FLASHED."

HAD

YOU

His eyes were green with hatred as

he followed the car next day. A few

crumbs of bread from the deserted

camping place, a taste of potted meat

from a can he held fiercely between his

paws while he licked the inside, had

made his meagre breakfast. There were

times that day when, if the men had

looked behind, they must have seen him.

There were times when he would not

have cared "if they had. \Vearily he

trotted or loped along, tongue lolling

out, collar loose on his neck. So another

day wore on and afternoon came. Then

the car stopped, and again instinctively

he turned aside into the bushes.

Suddenly his panting ceased, he raised

his head, and pricked his ears. From the
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valley below had come the smell of human

habitations and the faint tinkle of a cow-bell.

Eyes bright in an instant, he watched the

men climb stiffly out of the car ahead. They

talked for a while, looking up and down the

rough road they had been following, then

down a shaded road that led pleasantly to

the valley below.

" There ain't a drop of petrol left," said

the man who had driven the car. " It's the

last chance for fifty miles."

He pulled a big can out of the car, then he

parted the curtains.

" See here, kidâ��you keep quiet. Hear ? "

No sound came from within.

" Did you hear me ? "

The voice sounded muffled in a sort of sob.

" Yes, sir ! "

" All right. Remember ! â�¢ I'm coming

back."

" You drive up to them bushes and wait,"

he said to his companion. Then, putting

into his hip-pocket something that flashed

brilliantly, even pleasantly, in the sun, be

picked up the can and started down the

shaded road. The clog, fierce eyes shrewd,

hair risen all the way down his gaunt back,

rose guardedly, crept through the bushes,

and followed.

Old Frank had been a companion of men

all his days. He had hunted with them,

shared their food and fire, looked up with

steady, open eyes into their faces. He had

never had a human enemy before. But now

lie stalked this man as his ancestors had

stalked big gameâ��muscles tense, head, low

between gaunt shoulder-blades, eyes hard

and bloodshot. When the man turned he

\vould rush forward and spring at his throat.

But the man hurried on. And thus they

came suddenly out of the wilderness into a

village street. At the end of the street rose

the white columns of a building with a big,

black, dust-covered car in front. Women

in white, children 'with nurses, were abroad

in the coolness of the afternoon. It was the

busy season, when the heat of the cities

drives people to the fresh air of the mountains.

Through this holiday crowd went the red-

faced, dusty man. Twenty paces behind fol-

lowed the gaunt Irish setter. People stopped

in the street to look back at him. Children

pulled their nurses' hands, thrilling to make

friends with such a big clog, then pulled back,

distrustful of the look in his eyes. Next to

the chemist's was a garage. About the

entrance loitered a group of men. One was

bigger than the rest, and wore a wide-brimmed

hat.

Through tliis group pushed the man with

the can, and close behind now followed the

gaunt Irish setter. It happened quickly,

like one of those mountain tragedies that

brood over such places, remnants of feuds

that hang on to the skirts of civilization.

Two muffled pistol-shots broke the peace and

security of the village, and brought men

running to the garage. For the man with

the can had turned at last, and Frank had

sprung straight at his throat.

From the confusion came the hoarse

shout, " Leave me alone ! Let me kill that

dog ! He's mad ! "

" I've got the dog all right ! " cried the

big man in the broad-brimmed hat. " If

he's mad I'll tend to him ! "

Plunging, barking, begging to be turned

loose, old Frank was dragged backward

across the cement floor. In the door of a

glass-enclosed office the big man, holding

tight to his collar, turned.

" Hereâ��youâ��Sam ! " he panted. " Run

to the hotel. Tell Mr. Earleâ��the gentle-

man that just came with his wifeâ��we got a

man down here and a red Irish setter.

Quick ! Catch him before he leaves ! "

Then they were in the office, the door was

shut, the big man still holding to the dog's

collar. He was quiet now. But the blood

that dripped slowly on the floor was no

redder than his eyes. The door opened

and he plunged forward. But it was a

strangerâ��a young man with a- star on his

coat.

" Sam got 'em, Sheriff," he said ; " they're

comin'. Shall I bring the man in here ? "

" No. Keep him out there. This fellow's

still seein' red."

" Hit ? "

" Ear. That's all."

" Well, he left his mark on that devil all

right ! "

The young man went out. Still the

sheriff held to the dog's collar. Still through

the glass windows the crowd stared in. But

suddenly it parted, and then Frank saw them,

" Hold on !" panted the sheriff. " No

use to tear the house down. They'll be in

here in a minute ! "

The door opened, they were in the office,

the sheriff had turned him loose. He was

jumping up against his tall master, long ears

thrown back, upraised eyes aglow, heart

pounding against his lean ribs. But it was

the look in his young mistress's eyes that

brought him down to the floor before her in

sudden recollection, that went straight to

his heart, that set him all a-tremble with

choking eagerness.

" Take us to him, Frank ! " she gasped.

He led them, master and mistress and

officers, out of the town, up the shaded road

across which slanting sunbeams gently sifted.

He led them to that car he had followed

secretly through the days and watched with-

out sleep through the nights. Only his

master's low-voiced command held him back

with them.
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" PLUNGING, BARKING, BEGGING TO BE TURNED

LOOSE, OLD FRANK WAS DRAGGED BACKWARDS

ACROSS THE FLOOR."

' Steady, Frank ! Steady, old man ! "

But they must have made some noise,

quiet as they tried to be. For before they

reached the car the heavy man scrambled

out, stared for a moment in stupid bewilder-

ment, then threw both hands high up over

his head.

" Don't shoot ! " he pleaded, hoarsely.

" We ain't done the kid no harm ! "

Then it was that Frank broke away and

rushed at last to that curtained car. With

shining eyes he sprang into the front, over

the seat, into the rear. Tommy's arms were

about his neck, Tommy was crying over and

over to the woman, all out of breath :â��

" It's F'ank, Nita ! He didn't go home.

I saw him in the bushes ! "

" It's your mother, too," she said. She

tried to smile. " I told you it would be

to-dayâ��didn't I ? " She

snatched him to her and

kissed him fiercely. She

opened the door. " Good-

bye, old chap ! " she whis-

pered.

Outside the car old Frank

stood by, quivering with pride, while the boy

passed from the mother's into the father's

arms. He saw the light in their faces, the

flash of the sun on the boy's curls, the smiles

of the officers who looked on. Then the

shadow of terrible days and nights fell across

his happiness, and for the second time that

day he saw red. For the woman had stepped
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out of the car, and the big sheriff had caught

her by the arm.

The dog glanced up into the faces about

him. But none of them had seen. He ran

to the woman ; he took his stand beside

her, looking up at the sheriff with fierce,

pleading eyes. But the sheriff still held

her arm, and the dog growled, partly in

anger, partly in trouble. Then Tommy saw,

too. He wriggled loose from his father ; he

came running to their help.

" Let go of her ! " he screamed, and

caught the woman's skirt with both hands.

" Daddy, make him let her go !"

But it was his mother who understood,

who came to them with shining face and

taught the woman by both hands. Frank

knew it was all right now, even when the

woman sank down on â�¢ the car-step and

sobbed brokenly, her face buried in her

hands. For the sheriff had stepped back,

and his mistress was at the woman's side,

an arm. about her shoulder.

That night Frank lay in the crowded lobby

of the hotel, ears pricked toward the dining-

room door. He had already had his supper.

" Two big steaksâ��raw," Steve Earle had

said.

"And a Lig dish of ice-cream," Marian

Earle had added, with a smile, for old Frank

was an epicurean in his way.

And now the sheriff was telling the crowd

about him.

" He followed that car for two hundred

miles. That was nothing ! Been hunting

all his life. But he kept out of sightâ��that's

the thing. They never saw him. And he

never left them. That's what put us on the

trail. Some men fishing in the mountains

passed him. He tried to signal 'em. Yes,

sirâ��that's what he tried to do. But they

didn't catch on. Next day they read in the

papers about a boy and an Irish setter being

lost. Then they understood, and telephoned

.Mr. Earle."

" The woman that came in with the

mother and went upstairs with her," asked

a man, " who's she ? "

The big sheriff took the cigar "out of his

mouth and looked at the questioner with

narrow, disapproving eyes.

. " She didn't have a thing to do with it,

sir Ð� " hÃ© declared.

From the dining-room came the sound of

chairs^pushed back, and Frank rose to his

feet. He met them at the door, he stood

beside the boy while the people gathered

around, he went upstairs with them, the

boy holding tight to his heavy red mane.

" That old Joe ! " Tommy was saying as

they went down the hall. " He can't get

us any more. The sheriff he locked him

up in a jail. He can't get Nita, either.

She's going home to live with us. Mummy

says so !"

He was still talking, his eyes big, when

they went into a bright-lighted room where

a little bed sat beside a big one. He was

still talking while his mother undressed him.

Then before he got' into bed a spasm of

virtuous reaction seized him. He and Frank

were never going to leave the garden any

more, he declared. They were never going

to get in any more motors with people !

" No," smiled Earle from his great height,

" I think you're cured, old man 1 "

The rug beside Tommy's bed was very

soft, and Frank was very tired. But some

time in the silent darkness of that night he

barked hoarsely in the agony of a dream.

For they were on top of a mountain, and a

weird moon had risen and a woman had

screamed.

BRIDGE PROBLEM.

By MAJOR BROWNING.

Heartsâ��7, 3.

Spadesâ��<Ñ�>Ð¸ÐµÐµÐ¿, 6.

Clubsâ��King, queen, Ð®, 9.

Hearisâ��Knave.

Spadesâ��None.

Clubsâ��Knave, 8, J,

6, 5. 4, 2.

A

Hearts â��Ð®, 9.

Spades â��Kinc.knave,

9,8.

Clubsâ��Ace, 3.

Heartsâ��Ace, queen, 8, 4.

Spadesâ��Ace, 7, 5, 4.

Clubsâ��None.

Hearts are trumps. A to lead. A B to make six tricks against any defence.

SOLUTION NEXT MONTH.
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This case is regarded by criminologists cs

in many respects the strangest on record.

PARKMAN

MURDER

MYSTERY

C. OMAHONY

Ð�Ð£

DUDLEY TENNANT

Dr. J. W. WEBSTER.

" IN THE GALLERY OF

SCOUNDRELS THE

HARVARD PROFESSOR

IS UNIQUE."

WHEN Dickens

visited Bos-

ton in 1842,

amongst the emi-

nent men who were

presented to him

was John White

Webster, a distin-

guished graduate

of Harvard, and â�¢â��â��â��â��iâ��â�¢â��

a man who had

personality and charm as well as considerable

intellectual gifts. He was very fond of enter-

taining, and it must have afforded him the

keenest pleasure to have been a participator in

the programme drawn up by the generous

Bostonians in honour of the great English

novelist. In that city of sound learning and

profound scholarship J. W. Webster, M.A.,

M.D., Ewing Professor of Chemistry and

Mineralogy in Harvard University, member

of the Massachusetts Medical Society, of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, of

the London Geological Society, and of the

St. Petersburg Mineralogical Society, was

not the least of a community which contained

some of the most renowned persons in the

United States. Dickens doubtless forgot

all about Dr. Webster when he left Boston,

but twenty-five years later the novelist made

a special pilgrimage to the Medical College in

Grove Street to inspect the locus of the

crime which in the meantime had given

the professor an unhappy notoriety. For the

genial doctor, the popular society man,

the cultured scientist, and the indulgent

parent committed one of the

most fiendish murders to be

found in the long and dark

annals of crime. We have

had his prototype in Great

Britain, but, after all. Palmer

and Pritchard were tenth-rate

practitioners, provincial

sciolists who had no preten-

sions to Dr. Webster's attain-

ments, and in the gallery of

scoundrels the Harvard pro-

fessor is unique.

The root cause of Webster's

downfall was extravagance.

The pursuit of science seldom

results in the overtaking of

a fortune, and the professor,

heedless of this, lived at

a rate which threatened bank-

ruptcy. Conscious of his

superiority, he wished for

opportunities to emphasize it, and, conse-

quently, he was in the habit of giving dinner-

parties at his pleasant residence at Cam-

bridge, a suburb of Boston, and taking the

lead socially when the Medical College did

not claim his services. As he had no private

means, and as his earnings prohibited extra-

vagance, Webster was never out of debt.

He borrowed from friends and acquain-

tances, and, knowing that he was dealing

with men of honour, he bound each of them

to secrecy, and in this way managed to

maintain his reputation.

Almost the first person he approached

with a request for a loan was Dr. George

Parkman, who practised medicine at 8,

Walnut Street, Boston. The latter's brother.

Dr. Francis Parkman, was a well-known

preacher, and \Vebster was not only one of

his parishioners but a close personal friend.

George Parkman, who was passiorfately

attached to the products of the United

States Mint, did not refuse the professor's

request, believing that it provided him with

a safe investment. What interest he ex-

tracted is not known, but the lender was too

fond of money to be likely to lend any with-

out a profit. In 1842 he began to advance

moderate amounts to Webster, who repaid

and borrowed again, and gave Dr. Parkman

to understand that he borrowed from no one

else. But there were always crises in the

Webster menage, and the harassed professor

often had to appeal to others to save him

from extinction.

For more than six years Webster led this
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double life. Never absent from his place in

the Medical College, he was regarded as a

model teacher and worthy of his distinguished

position. His lectures were well attended

and his researches characteristic of the

inquiring scholar. It was nothing unusual

for Professor Webster to lock himself in

his laboratory for many hours whilst he

experimented. He had a special suite of

rooms reserved for his own exclusive use at

the college, and they contained so many

dangerous chemicals that they were very

rarely entered by strangers.

In the early autumn of 1849 Professor

Webster's position was apparently an envi-

able one, but for all that he must have

daily expected an explosion under his feet.

He must have been well aware that the

tall, sallow-skinned Dr. Parkman, pigeon-

chested and with legs and arms like sticks,

would not be satisfied with excuses much

longer. Parkman was the one man of whom

the professor was afraid.

The final crisis originated in a most trivial

incident. One day Dr. Parkman and his

brother-in-law, Mr. Shaw, passed Webster

in the street and, reminded of his personality,

started to discuss him.

" By the way," said Shaw, who was a well-

to-do merchant, " what salary does Dr.

Webster get at Harvard ? '

" Twelve hundred dollars a year," an-

swered Parkman, who was only too well

acquainted with the professor's financial

position.

" That's not -enough," Shaw exclaimed,

with warmth. " No wonder he's had to

mortgage his collection of minerals to me for

a sum equal to his annual salary. I'm not

surprised he's hard up."

" What do you mean ? " said Parkman,

sharply. " If Webster has given you his

cabinet of minerals he had no right to, for

I've already got a mortgage on them and,

in fact, on all he possesses."

The news startled the merchant, and when

his brother-in-law insisted upon taking him

to his house in Walnut Street and showing

him the papers in Dr. Webster's hand-

writing, giving himâ��Dr. Parkmanâ��all his

property as security for money lent, he

realized that the smooth-tongued professor

had committed a criminal act. But he was

good-natured and easy-going, and he never

had any intention of taking advantage of

his discovery to compel his debtor to return

the twelve hundred dollars. Not so, how-

ever, Dr. Parkman. He was infuriated, and

there and then he declared that he would

call on Webster and give him " a piece of his

mind."

There is no doubt of the fact that Parkman

and Webster had a stormy interview in the

tatter's rooms at the Medical College, and

that the doctor threatened to expose the

professor and ruin him if he did not pay

back the borrowed money. Parkman could

have caused Webster's expulsion from Har-

vard by informing the President of the

University of what had happened, and, of

course, it was his duty to have done so, but,

knowing that mere exposure would result in

the loss of the hundreds of dollars he had

advanced, lie consented to wait a few months

longer. For the honour of Harvard ne

ought to have suffered the loss of the

Dr. GEORGE PARKMAN.

" TALL, SALLOW-SKINNED, PIGEON-CHESTED,

AND WITH LEGS AND ARMS LIKE STICKS."

Thit wrtrait and that of Dr. H'ebiler on the previow* pftge art from

one oj the Button papers at the time of the trial.
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comparatively trivial amount owed him,

but Dr. Parkman's love of money made him

forget his duty to his alma mater and pay the

penalty with his life.

Webster was now in the depths. But

even when danger threatened most he

could not act honestly. When Parkman

had taxed him with fraud and had threatened

to have him removed from his post he had

saved himself by promising to settle the

account between them by handing over to

Parkman the proceeds from the sale of the

tickets admitting to his lectures. This was

a special source of income which supple-

mented the small salary, and Parkman, who

was able to estimate the amount likely to be

received, agreed to stay his hand.

The anxious, grasping, implacable creditor,

however, was destined to be deceived again,

for Webster ob-

tained the ticket-

money from the

agent and util-

ized it to settle

another pressing

debt. It was an

act of madness

on his part, but

his brain must

have been

affected by-

worry at the

time. Whatever

the reason, as

soon as Parkman

learned how he

had been out-

witted hebecame

infuriated, and,

not content with

calling the pro-

fessor a swindler

to his face, wrote

down his opinion

of him and sent

it to the college

by a special

messenger.

From now on-

wards it was a

battle of w i t e

between the two

men. They

were physical

as well as temperamental opposites, Webster

big and burly, with massive forehead

and genial expression ; Parkman wizened

and miserable-looking, despite his height,

but shrill-voiced and threatening, aware

that his knowledge of Webster's secret was the

source of his strength. The debtor's only com-

pensation was the realization that Parkman

would not make public his fraud until he had

abandoned all hope of being repaid.

WEBSTER STRUCK HIM DOWN FROM BEHIND

BRUTALLY MURDERED HIM."

A week of failure on Parkman's part to

interview Webster was marked by a surprise

visit from the professor himself. Appar-

ently convinced that it would be dangerous

to exacerbate his enemy, he astonished him

by calling at his house in Walnut Street.

" If you will come to the Medical College

at half-past one to-day," he said, coldly, " I

will pay you every dollar I owe you."

Dr. Parkman was delighted, and expressed

his intention of being punctual to the

minute. The day was Friday, November

2jrd, 1849, and at one o'clock all the students

would leave the building and the professor

would be the only occupant. But if Dr.

Parkman thought of this it could not have

struck him as being significant.

When he set out for the Medical College

Parkman stopped at a greengrocer's to buy

a lettuce for his invalid daughter,

and he requested the shopkeeper to

take care of it for him for an hour,

as he had an appointment in the

neighbourhood. His request was

granted readily, but the doctor

never entered that shop again.

Arriving at the college he was

admitted by Webster, who con-

ducted him to his own apartments,

and, having waited for a favourable

opportunity, struck him down from

behind, brutally murdered him, and

then summoned all his chemical

skill in an effort to get rid of the

body. For hours

the professor

worked, d i s-

membering and

boiling the body

of his victim

and bringing to

his aid all the

resources of

medical seien .Ñ�>.

The crime was

committed not

to s a v e a few

hundred dollars

but to save his

character, and

it was the last

desperate effort

of a despairing

man. It was in

his favour that he was in the habit of

remaining after the usual hours in his

laboratory, and that it was not uncommon

for him to keep the boiler fire going until

midnight. Fully aware that he could not

be convicted of murder unless the body

was identified, he laboured to render it

unrecognizable and to obliterate all traces

of Dr. George Parkman as he had appeared

in real life.
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That evening the murderer returned home

and with his daughters went to a party

in the neighbourhood. He would have pre-

ferred to spend the night in his laboratory, for,

although a skilful chemist and anatomist, he

was experiencing great difficulty in destroying

the body of his victim ; but the professor

had to maintain his reputation for respect-

ability at any cost and to pose before his

acquaintances. On .Sunday he attended

church and listened to an eloquent sermon

by the brother of the man he had murdered,

and the same afternoon he informed the

Rev. Dr. Parkman that his relative, whose

disappearance had created a sensation, had

called at the Medical College on the day he

had been seen for the last time in Boston.

Webster had, of course, to act a part, but

he overdid it. As an old friend of the

Parkman family, he ought to have been

more perturbed by the mystery than he

appeared to be, but in all probability he was

afraid of displaying emotion for fear it

might be mistaken for remorse or terror.

Dr. Parkman's agent, Mr. Kingsley, was

most active in the search, and he had come

to the conclusion that the mystery began, if

it did not end, in the building in Grove

Street, for he had with infinite trouble and

patience traced every movement of the

missing man on Friday, November 23rd,

until twenty minutes to two, when he had

been seen close to the Medical College.

No one as yet suspected Professor Webster,

however. Human nature is frail, but it

seemed impossible that the popular Harvard

teacher could use violence of any sort, and

when he told the Rev. Dr. Parkman and Mr.

Kingsley that he had paid Parkman some

hundreds of dollars on the fatal Friday, and

suggested that he had been murdered for it,

there was a general inclination to believe

him. There were, however, two exceptions.

One was the agent, and the other Ephraim

Littlefield, the college janitor, a sturdy servi-

tor who had never liked the professor.

On the Monday following his crime the

murderer came to the conclusion that he

must keep the searchers away from Grove

Street, and accordingly he wrote an anony-

mous letter to Francis Tukey, the City

Marshal. Webster considered it. a cunning

move, but it was in reality a very stupid

one. In all he wrote three letters, two pur-

porting to come from the leader of a gang of

roughs and a party of kidnappers, the last

claiming to be the work of a respectable

citizen disturbed by the mystery.

The first effort in illiteracy read :â��

Dr. Sir,

You will find Dr. Parkman

Murdered on brooklynt

heights, yours, M.

Captain of the Darts.

The City Marshal was then favoured with

another mysterious communication :â��

Dr. Parkman was took

on Bord the ship herculun

and this is al I dare to say

as I shal be kild

Est Cambge, one of

the men

give me his watch

but I was feared to

keep it and throwd

it in the water rigt side

the road to the

Cam bige to

Bost.

The third letter showed no signs of such

illiteracy :â��

DEAR SIR,â��I have been considerably in-

terested in the recent aflair of Dr. Parkman,

and think I can recommend means, the adop-

tion of which might result in bringing to light

some of the mysteries connected with the dis-

appearance of the afore-mentioned gentleman.

In the first place, with regard to the searching

of houses, etc., I would recommend that par-

ticular attention be paid to the appearance of

cellar floors ; do they present the appearance

of having been recently dug into and covered up

again ; or might not the part of the cellar where

he was buried have been covered by piling of

wood ? Secondly, have the outhouses been

carefully examined ; have they been raked

sufficiently ?

Probably his body was cut up and placed in a

stout bag, containing heavy weights, and thrown

off one of the bridgesâ��perhaps Craigie's. And

I would recommend the firing of cannon from

some of these bridges, and from various parts of

the harbour and river, in order to cause the parts

of the body to rise to the surface ot the water.

This, 1 think, will 'be the last resort, and it should

be done effectually.

And I recommend that the cellars of the

houses in East Cambridge should be examined.

Yours respectfully, Civis.

All three letters were put in at the trial

and declared by handwriting experts to be

the work of Dr. Webster.

The excitement in Boston when the news

of Dr. Parkman's disappearance was pub-

lished was intense. He was a " character,"

and, if not popular, was at any rate respected.

Search parties were organized ; the city

offered a reward of a thousand dollars for

information, to which the family added

three thousand. It became the sole topic

of conversation, and one of the few men who

could discuss it calmly was Professor Web-

ster. The general belief that his old friend

was murdered scarcely affected him, and he

remained the same hard-working scholar

and teacher.

But Ephraim Littlefield's suspicions could

not be killed, although, when he broached

them to Dr. Jackson and Dr. Bigelow, two
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of the professors of Harvard, they implored

him to be careful. The janitor, seeing that

he must produce some sort of proof, set to

work on his own account, and, having forced

an opening into the vault beneath the pro-

fessor's laboratory, he saw sufficient to

justify him in making a further disclosure to

his employers. From thence onwards events

moved rapidly, and friends and admirers of

the suspect had the extremely painful ex-

perie'nce of working in secret to hang their

colleague.

On the night of his arrest Dr. Webster was

entertaining a few neighbours in his com-

fortable residence at Cambridge, when a cab

drew up before the door. A moment later

Mr. Clapp, a police official, knocked, and was

admitted by the professor. The caller had

a warrant for his arrest, but, shrinking from

inflicting pain on the family by effecting a

humiliating capture, he informed him that

it had been decided to make a search at the

Medical College in Grove Street, and that he

would be obliged if the professor would

accompany him there and superintend the

operations.

It is very probable that Webster, who

must have been tortured day and night by

anticipations of such a scene, guessed imme-

diately that he

was in the grip

of the law, but,

whatever his

feelings, his

hand was

steady as he

lighted a cigar

and stepped

into the cab.

For some min-

utes he chatted

with Clapp, as

if unconscious

of the presence

of the other

policemen, and

it was not

until he noticed

that they were

not going in

the direction of

Grove Street

that he exhi-

bited signs of

nervousness.

" Why, this

is not the Medi-

cal College ! "

he exclaimed,

as.t he cab

stopped out-

side a gloomy

building.

"No, sir, it is

PROFESSOR WEBSTER'S LABORATORY.

not," answered Clapp, laying a hand on his

arm as he stepped out. " It is my pain-

ful duty to inform you. Dr. Webster,

that you are accused of the murder of Dr.

Parkman."

The prisoner's terror paralyzed him, and

he had to be carried to a cell and attended

by a doctor before he could utter a word.

But guilt could be read in his expression and

despair in his demeanour, for the expert

chemist and anatomist knew that he had

failed to destroy all evidences of his terrible

crime.

Gradually it was conveyed to him that

part of the remains of Dr. Parkman had

been discovered in the furnace of his labora-

tory, in the vault underneath it, and in a

tea-chest at the Medical College. A half-

hearted attempt was made to divert sus-

picion towards Ephraim Littlefield ; that

was succeeded by the creation of a rumour

that the bones, etc., really belonged to one

of the subjects of the college and had been

smuggled into Professor Webster's rooms by

some mischievous students.

Nearly five months elapsed before he was

brought to trial, and his skilful legal advisers

took full advantage of the delay. Their

chief hope was based on the difficulties of

i .|.i-ri,.ti..n ..i n,.- Diagram.
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in establishing

the identity of

the remains,

for it was com-

mon know-

ledge that a

shrewd Boston

jury, composed

of hard-headed

men with a

passion for

facts and with

strong religious

feelings, would

not consign to

a shameful

death a gentle-

man of hitherto

unblemished

character be-

cause a few

bones and some

human flesh

had been found

in his rooms in

a building de-

voted to medi-

cal research.

Furthermore,

the defence had

succeeded in

fi n d i n g five

respectable

persons who
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were prepared to swear that they had seen

Dr. George Parkman some hours after the

time fixed by the prosecution as coinciding

with his murder by Professor Webster.

Finally, they

decided in the

interests of their

client that,

should the Court

seem inclined to

accept the iden-

tification of the

remains as those

of the missing

doctor, they

would advance

on their client's

behalf that at

the worst it was

only a. case of

manslaughter, a

sudden quarrel

over money

matters ending

in a fight be-

tween the two

men, which re-

sulted in the

death of the

aggressor. Dr.

Parkman.

The trial lasted

twelve days and

was a very re-

markable affair.

Lemuel Shaw,

a dignified Chief

Justice, had

three associate

judges, and the

Attorney - G e n-

eral, John H. Clifford, and George Bemis

prosecuted, the accused being defended by

Pliny Merrick and Edward Sohier. The

most important evidence was given by the

medical experts summoned by the Gov-

ernment, that of Dr. Keep, a well-known

dentist of the time, being mainly responsible

for the verdict of the jury.

When Dr. \Vebster had slain his creditor

and had dismembered him and had used

the furnace to help him to destroy the body,

he had not paid any special attention to the

teeth of his victim. But a year previously

Dr. Parkman had had a set of false teeth

inserted, and his dentist had not had an

easy task, for the doctor's mouth was very

peculiarly shaped. When the remains were

found in the laboratory, amongst them were

some false teeth and part of the lower jaw.

Now Dr. Keep, the dentist, had kept the

cast he had made of Parkman's mouth, and

at the trial he demonstrated that those

parts of the mouth recovered fitted it

" IT IS MY PAIN-

FUL DUTY TO

INFORM YOU THAT

YOU ARE ACCUSED

OF THE MURDER OF

DR. PARKMAN.

perfectly, and also the false teeth. He was

corroborated by his assistant, and cross-

examination did not shake his evidence.

Over a hundred witnesses were called,

and four long

speeches were

delivered by the

counsel engaged.

Dr. Jared Sparks

â��who had been

introduced to

Charles Dickens

with the prisoner

a few years pre-

viously, and who

was now Presi-

dent of Harvard

â��generously

testified to the

good character

Webster had

borne in the

community and

in the college.

Other men of

eminence gave

similar testi-

mony, and, as

already men-

tioned.citiz ens of

unimpeachable

respectability

swore that they

had seen Dr.

Parkman alive

long after he was

supposed to have

been murdered

by the Ewing

Professor of

Chemistry and

Mineralogy. The prosecution asked per-

mission to introduce rebutting evidence by

proving that on the day of Dr. Parkman's

murder a man had come to Boston who was

very much like the doctor physically. How-

ever, the judges would not allow the Attorney-

General to create a precedent, and it was left

to the jurors to decide that the witnesses had

been mistaken.

Had it not been for the testimony of Dr.

Keep the jury might have acquitted the

prisoner. The twelve " good men and true "

took their task with becoming seriousness,

and each evening they held a prayer meeting,

and when they retired to consider their

verdict they prayed fervently before pro-

ceeding to vote on the issues of the trial.

A member of the jury afterwards wrote to

the Boston Traveller describing what had

happened in the jury-room.

" The foreman called upon a juror to

offer prayer," he said, " and this was done,

most feelingly and sincerely. We then
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proceeded to the most trying and painful part

oÃ our arduous duty. The various articles

which were put into the case were examined

by the jury, and particularly those things

which seemed to bear most strongly against

the prisoner. The final decision of the

question was resolved into three parts :â��

" First. Are the remains of a human

body, found in the Medical College on the

3oth November,

1849, those of the

late Dr. George

Parkman ?

" Second. Did

Dr. George

Parkman come

to his death by

the hands of

Dr. John W.

Webster, on the

23rd November,

1849?

11 Third. Is Dr.

John W.Webster

guilty, as set

forth in the in-

dictment, of the

wilful murder

of Dr. George

Parkman ?

" When the vote on the first question was

put twelve hands arose immediately. Some

little discussion then took place, when the

second question was tested, and twelve hands

at once arose. The thirdâ��the most impor-

tant question of allâ��was next to be tried.

A pause ensued. One jurorâ��in his sym-

pathies of kindness for the prisoner (who was

his personal acquaintance or friend) and his

afflicted familyâ��shrank from the ' fiery

ordeal.1 ' Can't we stop here ? Can't the

law be vindicated and justice satisfied if

we pause here ? Must we take the life of

the unhappy prisoner ? ' Some discussion

ensued ; the mind of the juror seemed more

calm, and he expressed his readiness to vote

on the final question, which was then put,

and twelve hands arose. The die was cast,

and Dr. John W. Webster was pronounced

guilty of murder."

Sentence of death by hanging was passed

by Chief Justice Shaw, and the prisoner

was removed. Then followed the usual

attempts to secure a new trial, and when

they failed an effort was made to induce the

Governor to pardon the unhappy convict.

All the influence of the family, together with

the assistance of benevolent friends, was

exerted, but without avail, and after a long

delay the night came when Webster was

informed that the next morning he would

be executed. By that time he had become

reconciled to his fate, and before he went

to his death he confessed his crime. A few

EVERY MAN WAS LOOKING HORROR-STRICKEN AT

HIS NEIGHBpUR."

hours later two relatives called to see him.

They were informed that he was dead and

that the body was at the disposal of his

family, for the date of the execution had

been kept a secret, and all that remained to

be done was to bury the corpse as quickly

and as secretly as possible.

Dickens, in a letter to Lord Lytton, gave

a description of the scene of Webster's crime.

"Being in

Cambridge," he

wrote in 1867,

' I thought I

would go over

the Medical

School and see

the exact locali-

ties where Pro-

fessor Webster

did that amaz-

ing murder and

worked so hard

to rid himself

of the bod y

of the murdered

man. (I find

there is, of

course, no

rational doubt

that the pro-

fessor was always a secretly cruel man.)

They were horribly grim, private, cold, and

quiet ; the identical furnace smelling fear-

fully (some anatomical broth in it, I suppose),

as 0 the body were still there ; jars of pieces

of s:ur mortality standing about, like the

for., y robbers in ' Ali Baba ' after being

scalded to death ; and bodies near us ready

to. be carried into next morning's lectures.

At the house where I afterwards dined I

heard an amazing and fearful story ; told

by one who had been at a dinner-party of

ten or a dozen, at Webster's, less than a

year before the murder. They began rather

uncomfortably, in consequence of one of

the guests (the victim of an instinctive

antipathy) starting up with the sweat pour-

ing down his face, and crying out, ' Ð�

Heaven ! There's a cat somewhere in the

room ! ' The cat was found and ejected,

but they didn't get on very well. Left with

their wine, they were getting on a little

better when Webster suddenly told the

servants to turn the gas off and bring in

that bowl of burning minerals which he had

prepared in order that the company might

see how they looked by its weird light.

All this was done, and every man was looking

horror-stricken at his neighbour, when

Webster was seen bending over the bo\vl

with a rope round his neck, holding up the

end of the rope, with his head on one side

and his tongue lolled out, to represent a.

hanged man ! "
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FROM dÂ» DEPTH S

By F.Britten Austin.

Illustrated by C.M.PADDAY ROI.

H E s.S. Upsal. two

thousand tons, the

Swedish ensign at her

taffrail, her one black-

spouting funnel still

daubed with remains

of wartime camouflage,

lifted and plunged doggedly into the

teeth of the September south-west

gale But her look-out no longer

scrutinized every flitting patch of

foam in apprehension of the dreaded

periscope. The violences of sea and

sky were dangers as of yore. From

the depths came now no menace.

The group upon her bridge was

more numerous than is customary

on a cheaply-run little freighter of

her class. In addition to the second

officer, whose watch it was, and the

look-out man on the opposite corner

of the bridge, were three others.

Two of them, young men oilskin-clad

like their companions, stood close

together in an attitude which indi-

cated a personal acquaintanceship

independent of the working of the

vessel. The third man held himself

aloof.

The buoyant twist and roll which

accompanied the lift and plunge of

the Upsal, the frequent racing of

her propeller, indicated that she was

running in ballast. Almost for the

first time in her drab, maid-of-all-

work career," indeed, the Upsal carried

no cargo. She was on a special mis-

sion. A Scandinavian salvage syndi-

cate, having come to an arrangement

Ð�

Â°o

with the underwriters of a few out of

the hundreds of vessels which strew the

bottom of the entrances to the British

seas, had chartered her to locate and

survey a group of promising wrecks,

preparatory to more extended opera-

tions. The two young men were their

technical engineers : Jensen, the taller

of the pair, and Lyngstrand, his

assistant.

The third man, who stood aloof from

them, was Captain Horst, the master

of the ship. He was, of course, pri-

marily responsible to his owners, and

not to the syndicate who had chartered

his vessel. Until they reached the

location of the wrecks the submarine

engineers were merely passengers.

Reticent and sombre as he had been

since the commencement of the voy-

age, he ignored them now, stood appa-

rently lost in abstract contemplation

of the grey waste of sea. But one

who could have looked into his face

would have been impressed and

puzzled by his expression. His glance

looked down, apparently fascinated,

upon the seas which raced below him

as the Upsal lifted on yet another

crest, as though there were something

strange in being so high above themâ��

and then jerked up, automatically, to

the horizon as in swift, instinctive

doubt of impunity. A psychologist

would have suspected that he allowed

a fear of some kind, so long-abiding as

to have become a subconscious mental

kabit, the relief of free play when he

knew himself unwatched.

Copyright, 1920, by F. Britten Austin.
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When at last there was no object to claim

the eye on all the tumultuous .stretch of

ocean ahead, Jensen turned to his companion

and pointed downwards. Lyngstrand nodded

assent, and they both staggered across the

wet, reeling bridge towards the ladder which

led below.

The skipper, staring aft, his back to

them, blocked their passage. Jensen touched

him on the shoulder. He swung round

abruptly with a startled curse. Then, recog-

nizing them, he moved aside grudgingly.

His face was turned from them as they

passed.

The two young men descended to the

deck below. They were berthed in the

saloon under the poop, but they took their

meals in the chart-house immediately be-

neath the bridge, in company with the

skipper, who slept there. In addition to meal-

times, the chart-house was a convenient

refuge from the weather common to all of

them. It was their objective now.

" Filthy weather ! " said Jensen, pro-

ducing pipe and tobacco-pouch. " But we

ought to get there to-night. We're changing

course now to the north-west. Feel it ? "

Jensen, having lit his pipe, produced a

type-written sheet of paper from his pocket.

It was a list of ships, followed by indications

of latitude, longitude, and other particulars.

" No. iâ��Gloucester City, seven thousand

five hundred tons, latitude fifty degrees

fifty-five minutes north, longitude nine

degrees fourteen minutes west, sixty

fathoms, torpedoed September 2oth, 1918,"

he read out. " Get the chart, Lyngstrand,

and let us prick down its exact position."

His fair-haired junior obediently spread

out a chart of the exit to the Knglish Channel

upon the table.

" September aoth ! " he said, reflectively.

" That's curious, Jensen ! Exactly a year

ago to-day ! "

' Coincidences must happen sometimes,"

replied Jensen, with the superior indifference

of three or four years' seniority. " I see

nothing remarkable in it."

'' It just struck me,'' said Lyngstrand,

apologetically. " Noâ��I suppose there's

nothing remarkable in itâ��it might just as

well have been any other day."

Jensen threw a cursory glance at the chart.

" You've brought the wrong one," he

said, snappily. " This doesn't go far enough

north. Look in the drawer thereâ��there

must be another one."

"It is up in the wheelhouse, I think,

Jensen," demurred the young man, mildly.

" Yesâ��I knowâ��but old Horst is certain

to have a duplicate. Look in the drawer

and see ! " replied Jensen, with an impatience

invited by the docility of his junior.

Lyngstrand obeyed, rummaging among a

number of charts in the drawer of the locker

under Captain Horst's bunk.

" Here we are ! "he cried at last, unrolling

one of them. " This is>a special one, evi-

dently ! Someone has marked it all over

with red ink."

Jensen snatched it from him, spread it

out. In fact, as Lyngstrand said, it was

marked in many places with little red-ink

crosses, and under each was a date. Jensen

ran his finger across it, stopped just off the

south coast of Ireland.

" By all that's wonderful ! " he cried, in

a slow, long-drawn accent of amazement,

raising his head and looking at his com-

panion. " He has marked our wreck ! Look !

â��Fifty-fifty-five north, nine-fourteen westâ��

and there's the date under itâ��20-0-18 ! "

" Then all those other crosses ? "

queried Lyngstrand, in a voice of puzzled

interest.

" They must be Wait a minute ! "

He compared some of them with the indica-

tions on his list. " Yes ! They are wrecks,

tooâ��all torpedoed shipsâ��look! this and this

and this are marked on the chart ! There

are others not markedâ��but there arc many

more marks than there are ships on our li t.

They must be all torpedoed ships ! "

"But why?" asked Lyngstrand. "Why

haÂ« he got them all marked like this ? Where

did he get this chart, I wonder ? "

Jensen glanced to the bottom of the --heet.

" This is a Gern/an chart ! " he exclaimed.

Lyngstrand stared at him.

" German ! " he began, and stopped.

They looked into each other's eyes in a long

moment when suspicion defined itself as

almost certitude. For that moment they

forgot the sickly rolling of the ship thrashing

and wallowing on her way to one of those

tragic little red crosses. They forgot every-

thing except the slowly-dawning possible

corollaries of this discovery.

Before either could utter another word,

the lee door of the chart-house opened and

Captain Horst, stood framed in the entrance.

He glared across at them, his face livid with

a sudden anger, his eyes blazing. Then,

with a scarcely articulate but vehemently

muttered oath, he sprang across the little

room, snatched the chart from the table,

thrust it into the drawer, locked it up, and

put the key in his pocket. He uttered an

exclamation of angry contempt and. with-

out further speech, walked out of the

chart-house.

The two young men looked at each other.

" That is the second timo this morning ! "

said Jensen, at last, glancing towards the

door, now once more closed on them.

" What is ? " asked Lyngstrand, curiously.

" That he has cursed in German ! Lyng-

strand ! I am beginning to see into this ! *'
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" But it's impossible ! " exclaimed Lyng-

strand, his mind leaping to his friend's

deduction and _then rejecting it. " He is a

Swede, like ourselves ! "

" He is a German ! " said Jensen, positively.

" But he speaks Swedish without a trace

of accent ! "

" And other languages also, I expectâ��â�¢

French and English as well â�� better than

" Even German ex-naval officers have to

live, my friend," responded Jensen, axiomati-

cally. " Andâ��I ask youâ��what is open to

them but to take service in the mercantile

marine of other nations ? There is no more

German fleetâ��there are not enough merchant

vessels left under the German flag to employ

all their trained officers. On the other hand,

all the Scandinavian nations have multiplied

their trading fleetsâ��the y

cannot find officers enough

for them. A first-class sea-

man like Horst, speaking

Swedish like a native,

would find plenty of

owners only too willing

to employ him."

"It sounds plausible,"

agreed Lyngstrand, but

somewhat doubtfully.

" Plausible ! " repeated

Jensen, scornfully. " It

' ' THIS IS A GERMAN CHART ! ' JENSEN

EXCLAIMED."

you or I speak them, I have no doubt.

Swedish would much facilitate .service in the

Baltic-.â��and your German naval officer was

linguistically well equipped for any possible

campaign."

German naval officer ! " echoed Lyng-

strand, incredulously.

" I will bet on it ! " asserted his friend.

Butâ��a German naval officer command-

ing a rotten little tramp like the Upsal ? "

said Lyngstrand, emphasizing his incredulity.

" I can't believe it !"

is more than plausibleâ��the more I think of

it, the more certain I am. He is a German

naval officer, I will swear to it ! More than

that, I am convinced that he commanded a

submarine ! "

" That chart, then ? "

Is the chart of his sinkings ! "

" By God ! " said Lyngstrand, solemnly,

setting his teeth and staring sternly at the

chart-house wall. " If I were sure of it "

" What do you mean ? " asked Jensen,

struck by this sudden change from his friend's
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ordinarily meek demeanour. " What has it

to do with you ? "

Lyngstrand turned to him with a hitter little

laugli. He seemed, indeed, a different man.

" More than you think, my friend," he

said, briefly. " I am not good company for

l"-boat commanders ! "

" But why ? You lost no one ? "

Lyngstrand's serious eyes held his.

" You remember I went to America in

I9I7> Jensen ? I met a girl there-â��we were

betrothed. She was coming to Europe to

me last year. She never arrived. Her ship

â��a neutralâ��a small Norwegian ship, the

Trondhjem, on which I had arranged for her

passageâ��was torpedoed in the Atlantic last

Septemberâ��spurlos versenkt ! " He finished

in a tone of bitter mimicry, and then sud-

denly hid his face in his hands through a

silence which Jensen felt incapable of break-

ing. At last he looked up again. " If ever

I trace the scoundrel who murdered her-.â��

The ugly menace in his voice supplied the

final clause to his unfinished sentence.

" A difficult task ! " murmured Jensen,

sympathetically.

Lyngstrand glanced at the closed drawer

of the locker.

" When I think that perhaps on that

chartâ��one of those little red crosses

He crashed his hand upon the'table. " By

God, Jensen. 1 would give something to

have another look at it !"

Jensen laid a friendly band on his shoulder.

" We will do our best, Lyngstrand, to see

it again. But don't torture yourself about

it now. Come out on deck. The barometer

is rising, and if the sea goes down to-morrow

we shall want to keep clear heads for our

investigation of the Gloucester City. Come ! "

He rose and held out his friend's oilskins,

helped him on with them.

They went out and stood in the shelter

of the lee-deck, watching the foam-froth

sink down and melt in the depths of the

malachite waves that rolled away from them,

until soon after eight bells the white-jacketed

steward clanged out his announcement of

dinner.

" I think the weather is moderating.

Captain Horst," Jensen said, pleasantly, as

he sat down.

"â�¢Ja," responded Captain Horst, gruffly,

throwing a perfunctory glance through the

unshuttered forward windows of the chart-

house.

" We ought to reach the neighbourhood of

our wreck some time to-night ? " pursued

Jensen, in affable inquiry.

Lyngstrand had addressed himself in

silence to the food the steward set before him,

but he glanced up as though some under-

tone of significance in his friend's voice had

caught his ear.

" Thereabouts," conceded Captain Horst,

in a tone which sufficiently indicated that

he was disinclined for conversation.

But Jensen was cheerfully loquacious.

" I wonder whether we shall hit on some

other wreck instead ? "he surmised. " These

seas must be strewn with them."

Captain Horst shrugged his shoulders.

Lyngstrand looked up.

" If I were a German U-boat commander,"

he said, with a quiet deliberation, his eyes

straight on Captain Horst's face, " I should

not dare to sail over these seas again. I

should see drowning faces sinking through

every wave."

His last sentence seemed to ring through

the silence which followed it. Captain Horst

sat impassive, but his brutal jaw locked

hard and his cruel mouth thinned during

the moment in which he returned Lyng-

strand's glance.

" Bah ! " he said. " The dead don't come

back ! " There was something of defiance

in his harshly contemptuous tone. " They

are finished withâ��for ever ! "

The blood went out of Lyngstrand's face

as he bent down again to his plate.

There was no further conversation during

the meal.

When, a little after four bells, they were

summoned to tea, the sun was setting in

a golden splendour that promised a peaceful

dawn. The gale had obviously blown itself out.

Excited by the prospect of the next day's

work, the 'two young men forgot their sus-

picions of Captain Horst, could talk of nothing

but their plans for diving despite the after-

swell of the gale which would surely still

be running. The captain listened to their

impatience with the ghost of a grim smile.

but volunteered no part in the conversation.

" Do you propose to keep under way all

night, Captain Horst ? " inquired 'Jensen.

" No," he replied. " By my dead reckon-

ing we ought to be in the vicinity of the

wreck at about eight bells to-night. I shall

anchor then if the glass is still rising. To-

morrow we will take an observation and get

as close as we can to the position of the

Gloucester Cityâ��presuming that you have it

correctly stated."

His tone was perfectly indifferent, but

Lyngstrand thought suddenly of that chart

with the little red crossesâ��and particularly

that cross on their indicated spot, fifty

degrees fifty-five minutes north, nine degrees

fourteen minutes west, with the fatal date of

exactly a year agoâ��20-9-18. Surely it

could not be mere coincidence ! He thrilled

suddenly with a dramatic perception. Ifâ��

if it were soâ��if the man so calmly smiling

at him had really sent the Gloucester City to

the bottom !â��and now, on the anniversary

of the crime, was coolly proposing to anchor
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himself as near as might be over her

ocean grave, preparatory to disturb-

ing it on the morrow ! No ! He ridi-

culed himself. No man could have

the iron willâ��he glanced straight

into the blue eyes of the impassive

Horst, read nothingâ��no man could

stand the strain without betraying

himself. The thing was impossible !

â�¢Another glance at the hard but

emotionless face opposite him re-

assured him. He banished his

hyper-dramatic idea in a spurn of

self-contempt for his too excitable

imagination.

The skipper and his passengers

came together

again some three

hours later, when

a glance at. the

clock reminded

them that it was

the hour when the

steward brought

biscuits and cocoa

to the chart-

house. The un-

wonted stillness

of the ship's

engines was

suddenly vivid

to their con-

" SPREAD OUT BEFORE HIM WAS THE CHART WITH

THE LITTLE RED CROSSES. HE SAT STARING AT

IT, AS THOUGH ABSORBED IN REVERIE."

sciousness as she eased and tugged at her

anchorage.

" Come along," said Jensen. " Our cocoa

will be cold."

At the chart-house door they hesitated

for a moment on an indefinable impulse,

peeped through the unshuttered window

â�¢which allowed a broad ray of light to fall

across the deck.

Captain Horst was seated at the table,

his head in his hands, his back to them.

Spread out before him was the chart with

the little red crosses. He sat motionless.

staring at it, as though absorbed in reverie.

The three cups of cocoa were steaming on

the table. His was untouched.

For one wild moment Lyngstrand thought

he might be able to surprise a glance at the

chart. He turned the handle of the door as

stealthily as he could. Slight as the sound

had been, however, Captain Horst had heard

it. When they entered he was stuffing
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something into his breast pocket, and the

chart was no longer on the table.

They drank their cocoa in silence, Horst

staring moodily at the floor, Jensen and

Lyngstrand risking a glance of mutual

comprehension. Suddenly two loud, sharp

knocks broke the stillnessâ��knocks that

seemed to be on the chart house wall.

Captain Horst raised his head.

" Herein ! " he cried, automatically, ob-

viously without thinking.

Jensen shot a swift look at his friend,

eyebrows raised at this German permission

of entry. Horst bit his lip, suddenly self-

conscious. He repeated the authorization

in Swedish.

No one entered.

Expectation was just passing into a vague

surprise, when the knocks were repeatedâ��

three heavy blows, obviously deliberate,

upon the after-wall of the chart-house.

Horst sprang up, with a savage curse

of exasperation. He was self-controlled

enough, however, to utter his thought in

Swedish. " I'll teach them ! " he exclaimed,

as he flung open the chart-house door.

" Fooling around here ! "

He disappeared into the night, and they

heard the tramp of his heavy sea-boots as

he ran round the chart-house. But no other

sound woke upon his passage. The circuit

completed, they heard his angry yell to the

look-out man on the bridge above, heard the

quietly normal response, the surprised denial.

The interior of the chart-house was a hushed

stillness where Jensen and Lyngstrand

sat exchanging a smile of malicious enjoy-

ment. Horst vituperated the stammering

look-out man in a flood of ugly oaths that

were plainly a break-down of nervous control.

The door opened again for his entry.

" Extraordinary thing ! " he scowled across

at them. " No one there ! You heard

them, didn't you ?" He seated himself with

an angry grunt.

Before they could answer, the knocks

recornjnenced in a sudden vehemenceâ��not

slow and deliberate this time, but in a rapid

succession which quickened to a fast and

furious fusillade from origins that seemed to

play, flitting arbitrarily, all over the walls

and roof. The chart-house reverberated

with them. Their intensity varied at every

moment from sharp, hammer-like blows to

rapid, nervous taps from what might have

been a feverishly agitated pencil. The wild

and uncanny tattoo culminated in three

crashing blows that seemed to be on the

underside of the table itself. There was

silence.

" What arc you playing at ? " cried Horst,

glaring at them in fierce suspicion of a hoax.

For answer, they both lifted up their hands,

obviously unoccupied, into the air. Even

as they did so, the knocks started again,

still rapid, but with a certain deliberate

rhythm, and much less violent. Again they

seemed to be on the underside of the table.

Horst looked, with a scowl of distrust, under

it to their immobile feet. The two young

men glanced at each other, as puzzled and

alarmed as Horst himself.

" What in the name of Heaven is it ? "

cried Jensen.

The knocks swelled suddenly louder as

though in answer to his voice.

" Listen ! " said Horst, holding up his

hand. The colour had gone suddenly out of

his face, his eyes^ fixed themselves in a

recognition charged with vague fear.

" It's ! "

" Yes ! " cried Jensen, " by all that's

wonderful ! "

" The Morse code ! " Lyngstrand com-

pleted the sentence.

Once perceived, there was no doubt of it.

" But," cried Lyngstrand, " where does

it come from ? We have no wirelessâ��

and even wireless could not produce that ! "

" Listen ! " Jensen reproved him. " It's

a message of some kind ! " He glanced

across to Horst, who sat speechless, his face

grey, his eves terrified. " Not Swedish !

Take it down, Lyngstrand, while I spell it

out !"

The young man feverishly produced pencil

and paper from his pocket. " Listen ! " he

cried. " Good God ! Do you catch it ? "

Three sharp tapsâ��three more widely

spacedâ��three sharp taps againâ��the series

was reiterated insistentlyâ��S-O-S !â��S-O-S !

â��S-O-S !

" Ready, Lyngstrand ? " queried Jensen,

in the sharp tone of a man concentrating

himself for action. His comrade nodded.

Jensen rapped sharply upon the table the

wireless operator's signal of reception. In

immediate answer the raps from the invisible

source renewed themselves, continued

evidently in a message. Lyngstrand jotted

down the letters as Jensen spelled them out.

" ' s-t-e-a-m-s-h-i-p 'â��it's English ! " he

interjected. " Got it ? " The raps had

continued, noted by his brain and coalesced

by it into definite words. " ' gloiicatcr

city ' "

" What ? " ejaculated Lyngstrand, in

incredulous amazement, as he rapidly wrote

the words.

Jensen continued, his attention fixed upon

the unceasing raps.

" torpedoed fifty-fifty-five north inne-

fourteen westâ��sinking fastâ��come quicklyâ��

done in "

He glanced up to see Horst springing at

them like a maddened animal.

" Stop that ! " cried the captain. " It's

a trick !â��it's a trick 1 " In another second
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he had snatched paper and pencil from

Lyngstrand's hand.

A formidable scries of violent crashes,

emanating from walls, roof, and table, was

the instant response to his action. He

shrank back, appalled, crouching with eyes

that searched the surrounding walls in

It's a trick !â��

he muttered. " It

said Jensen, with

agonized apprehension

it's a diabolical trick !

must be ! "

" Captain Horst ! "

sternly level authority. " Be good enough

to sit down and remain quiet. All matters

relating to the Gloucester City come within

my province."

Horst, his arms up as though to guard

himself, went slowly backwards to his seat,

but did not sit. There was madness in his

eyes. " How could they know ? "â��he said

to himself, in a sharp-breathed whisper ; " the

exact words ! "

" What do you mean ? " queried Lyng-

strand, curiously.

Horst replied without thinking, more to

himself than to his questioner.

" The exact words of her call for helpâ��a

year ago ! My wireless picked it up after

we had left her " He stopped suddenly,

realized that he had betrayed himself.

" Then ! " cried Lyngstrand, jumping

up from his seat and taking a step forward.

His eyes, full of menace, searched the

ex-U-boat commander's face.

" Be quiet-â��both of you ! " commanded

Jensen, holding up his hand. The regular

succession of raps had commenced again.

Jensen listened to them, nodded. Then he

himself rapped a message in English on the

table : " who are you ? "

Horst and Lyngstrand listened in dead

silence as the answer spelled itself out upon

the table :â��

" h-e-n-r-y s-m-i-t-h w-i-r-e-l-e-s-s

o-p-c-r-a-i-o-r g-l-o-u-c-e-s-l-e-r c-i-t-y."

Jensen turned a glance of wonderment to

his comrade. Horst, reading the message

as currently as the others, looked as though

about to faint.

" Stop it ! " he said, hoarsely. " Stop it! "

Jensen ignored him, rapped again upon

the table : " where are you now ? "

The answer came immediately :â��

" a-t y-o-u-r s-i-d-e."

The three of them sprang back simul-

taneously, as from the presence of a ghost.

Their eyes probed empty air.

Jensen spoke aloud, still in English.

" Can you see usâ��hear us ?

The raps of the invisible hand upon the

table replied at once : " y-e-s."

" Mein Gott ! " muttered Horst. " I shall

go mad ! "

Jensen continued his colloquy.

" Where is the Gloucester City ? " He

smiled to himself as though setting a trap

for this unseen intelligence. " Is she still

alloat ?"

The raps recommenced without hesitation.

" y-o-u-r a-n-c-h-o-r f-i-x-e-d i-n u-p-p-c-r

w-o-r-k-s."

Lyngstrand uttered an ejaculation of awed

astonishment. He looked to see the sweat

pearling on Captain Horst's forehead.

The raps spelled out, spontaneously, an

explanatory afterword :â��

" w-e l-e-A y-o-u t-o i-t."

"We?" queried Jensen. " Who are 'we'?"

t-h-e d-r-o-w-n-e-d." The raps were

decisive.

" Why ? " Lyngstrand admired his com-

rade's steely self-control. " Why did you

lead us to it ?"

" h-e c-a-n g-u-e-s-s."

" Who ? "

" t-h-e m-u-r-d-e-r-c-r."

Both glanced swiftly at Horst. He was

speechless, his face a study in blanched

terror.

" h-e k-n-o-w-s," added the raps. There

was something indefinably malicious about

their sound.

" Stop it !" Horst's voice was strangled,

scarcely audible. " Stop it ! "

Jensen was unmoved.

" How many of you ? " he asked.

Lyngstrand, fascinated by this conversa-

tion with the unseen, was grateful for the

question.

" t-h-r-e-e h-u-n-d-r-e-d a-n-d e-i-g-h-t

g-l-o-u-c-e-s-t-e-r c-i-t-y h-u-n-d-r-e-d a-n-d

f-i-v-e r-e-s-c-u-e-d o-t-h-e-r f-h-i-p-s f-o-u-r

h-u-n-d-r-e-d a-n-d f-h-i-r-t-e-e-n Ð³-Ð½ a-l-t."

" All men ? " queried Jensen.

" t-w-e-n-t-y-f-i-v-e w-o-m-e-n."

" My God ! " muttered Lyngstrand, in a

sudden vivid remembrance that stabbed him

like a pain. He glanced at Horst.

Jensen glanced also, and was merciless.

" Are you all here ? " he asked.

" y-e-s." There was a little pause.

" h-u-n-d-r-e-d-s m-o-r-e I d-o-n-t k-n-o-w

d-r-o-w-n-e-d o-t-h-e-r s-u-n-k s-h-i-p-s a-l-l

h-e-r-e."

Lyngstrand shivered, looked around him

uneasily. Jensen's voice scarcely betrayed

a tremor as he pursued :â��

" What have you come for ?"

" w-e h-a-v-e c-o-m-e f-o-r h-i-m."

" No ! No ! " screamed Horst, suddenly.

" No ! Ach, Gott, schut.-e mich ! "

Both Lyngstrand and Jensen had a sense

of inaudible mocking laughter in the air

about them. There was an awful silence.

The raps recommenced spontaneously.

" t-e-l-l h-i-m t-h-e-y a-r-e f-i-l-i-n-g p-a-s-t

h-i-m i-d-e-n-t-i-f-y-i-n-g h-i-m."

Jensen turned to Horst.

" You hear ? " he asked, grimly.
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But Horst, with a blood-curdling scream

of terror, had flung himself at the chart-

house door, thrown it open. They heard the

hiss and sough of the dark seas. He plunged

out, blindly, head foremost. Then, just

beyond the threshold, he stopped, recoiled,

staggered back into the chart-house.

" No ! " he gasped, hoarsely. " No ! /

can't face them ! I can't face them ! I dare

not jump ! I daren't ! "

He shook in a palsy of the faculties. His

eyes agonizedly sought their unsympathetic

faces. The German submarine commander

is a pariah among seafaring men, whatever

their nationality. He realized it, hopelessly,

as he met their hard eyes. With a sob of

self-pity, he stumbled across to a corner of

the chart-house, sank down upon the seat,

covered his face with his hands.

Lyngstrand's young features were sternly

set as he glanced at him. Then he took a

long breath, the preparatory oxygen-renewal

of the man who dares an experiment that

will tax him. He rapped the wireless " call-

up " upon the table.

" Can the others communicate also ? " he

asked, loudly, in English. He also was

trembling.

The answer came at once.

" o-n-l-y t-h-r-o-n-g-h m-e." There was a

slight pause, then the raps recommenced

again : " l-a-d-y h-e-r-c h-a-s a m-e-s-s-a-g-e

f-o-r p-e-t-e-r " â�� the raps hesitated â��

" p-e-t-e-r f-u-n-n-y n-a-m-e c-a-n-t c-a-t-c-h

i-t."

Lyngstrand's face went deathly white.

" Yes," he gasped, only just able to speak,

" Peterâ��yesâ��go on ! " He looked at the

table as though expecting to see the hand

that was rapping out the message. Tap-

tap-tap, it came.

" p-e-t-e-r l-i-n-g-s-t-r-a-n-d."

" Yesâ��here ! " he gasped. " Goon ! Who

is it ? "

" m-a-r-y t-i-l-l-o-f-s-o-n."

He reeled against the table, clutched at it.

" My God ! " he murmured to himself, his

eyes closing, his teeth grinding upon one

another in an agony of emotion. Then, with

a supreme effort of self-control, he asked,

loudly : " The message ? Give it me ! "

" s-h-e s-a-y-s s-h-e s-u-r-e l-o-v-e-s y-o-u

s-t-i-l-l a-n-d i-s w-a-i-t-i-n-g f-o-r y-o-u."

" Mary ! " The cry burst from him, sob-

bingly, on a note of poignant anguish.

Jensen felt the tears start to his eyes.

Horst cowered still, face hidden, in his corner.

There was a long moment in which Lyng-

strand failed to bring another sound to

utterance. He swayed as though about to

faint. Then once more he mastered himself.

" Wnatâ��what happened ? " he asked, un-

steadily. " How did she die ? Was she

torpedoed ? "

" s-h-e s-a-y-s s-i-e-a-m-e-r t-r-o-n-d-h-j-e-m

s-u-n-k g-u-n-f-i-r-e r-e-s-c-u-e-d s-m-a-l-l

b-o-a-t b-y g-l-o-u-c-e-s-t-e-r c-i-i-y a-f-t-e-r-

w-a-r-d-s t-o-r-p-e-d-o-e-d,"

Lyngstrand reeled with closed eyes. He

had a vivid vision of the torn wreck in the

depths beneath them, carnivorous fish darting

where their anchor grappled its untenanted

bridge.

" Didâ��did they have a chance ? " he asked.

" n-i-g-h-t w-i-i-h-o-u-t w-a-r-n-i-n-g, "

came the answer.

Lyngstrand drew another deep breath,

glanced at the motionless Horst.

" Andâ��and the manâ��the man w:ho sank

her ? "

" k-a-p-i-t-a-n-l-e-u-t-n-a-n-t h-o-r-s-t. "

There was a terrible precision in those raps.

They ceased. There was a deathly ^ill-

ness. Through long moments, not one of

the three men in the chart-house moved.

Then Lyngstrand turned slowly. He took

three steps towards Captain Horst, stood

over him. The only sounds were the creak-

ing of gear as the Upsal rose and subsided

on the swell, the swish and suck of the long

waves that, ran past her in the darkness

beyond the open chart-house door.

Lyngstrand's mouth had set in a thin line.

His lips, compressed, opened but slightly as

he spoke.

" Captain Horst," he said, with grim

distinctness, " you are certainly going to

die. I give you the privilege of the warning

you did not extend to your victims."

Horst looked up suddenly. His eyes, blue

still, but crazed with terror, fixed them-

selves upon the grey eyes that met them

pitilessly. His mouth moved under the little

red moustache, but no sound came from it.

Lyngstrand continued, an edge of fierce

contempt upon his hard voice.

" I even give you a choice. You can, if

you like, go out there "â��he pointed through

the open door to the rayless nightâ��" and

throw yourself overboard "

Horst sprang to his feet, recoiled into the

extreme corner of the chart-house.

" No ! " he screamed. " No ! "

" â��â��or I shall kill you myself," pursued

Lyngstrand, evenly.

Horst's face contorted suddenly with

demoniac passion. Jensen, who had ap-

proached and was watching him closely,

saw his hand dart to the pocket of his jacket,

and he flung himself forward just as the

revolver cracked.

With a red-hot thrust through his shoulder,

a sickening faintness in which the floor

seemed to rise up to his knees, â�¢ Jensen

tottered back to the chart-house wall.

Fighting for consciousness, he dimly saw

his comrade hurl himself upon Horstâ��-

someone's arm high in the air holding a
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" JENSEN GAZED OUT Ð�Ð� SEE TWO CLOSELY-LOCKED BODIES DISAPPEAR OVER THE BULWARK.

revolver, another arm high with it, clutching

at the wrist below the weapon.

Then commenced a terrible silent struggle,

the only sounds being the short gasps and

sobs of breath of the two men swaying with

the motion of the ship. They hugged close,

face upon face, in a murderous wrestle where

neither dared shift his grip. Both were

big-framed, powerful, but Lyngstrand had

the advantage of youth. They came, inch

by inch, slipping on the floor, past Jensen

leaning dizzily against the wall. He saw

them through a red mist where the electric

lamp glowed vaguely, unmoved like a

nebulous star above the tensely locked

embrace where life fought for human

continuance.

Inch by inch they moved onwards. Jensen,

his vision clearing, though impotent to move,

saw now that Lyngstrand had the inner

berth, that Horst was being gradually, slowly

but surely, thrust towards the open door.

He saw one of Horst's hands free itself,

grip at the door-post, cling to it. He saw

the awful terror in the eyes that glared

upon his relentless adversary.

Minute after minute the tense and silent

struggle at the door continued. Still clutch-

ing at the door-post, Horst was gradually

borne backward. His feet still in the

chart-house, his body, save for that one

gripping hand, was bent back out of sight

into the darkness.

Suddenly his fingers relaxed their hold.

Their feet tripped by the raised threshold

of the door, both disappeared headlong in a

heavy thud upon the deck outside.

Jensen heard a sharp exclamation, the

gasp of bodies that are rolled uponâ��then

the quick scuffling of feet. Agonized for his

comrade, he dragged himself painfully to-

wards the door. Just as he reached it one

ghastly piercing scream rang through the

night.

He gazed out to see two closely-locked

bodies disappear over the bulwark.

The dark seas lifted a foaming crest Ð°Ñ�

the Upsal rolled.
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THE WHOLE MIND MUST

GLOW WITH THOUGHT."
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HOW A BATTLE

IS WON

MARSHAL FOCH

Marshal Foch was one

day asked the question :

What was your keenest

emotion during the war?" The

great General, with characteristic

abruptness, replied : " I felt none

MOTIONS are no business of

mineâ��none whatever. In

war, emotions are out of

place. War is a series of

situations, of problems, more

or less delicate, more or less

involved, which are set before

us and which we have to solve.

The first thing to do is to face the problem,

to fix it keenly, and to ask : " What is the

heart of the matter ? What is the thing

to be done ? "

Of course, no idea of retreat or of bending

the line so far as to acknowledge defeat must

lie admitted for an instant. Anything rather

than that. The ground must be held with

whatever means are at hand.

But here comes the important pointâ��such

means must be used to the best advantage.

It is here that intelligence, mental effort,

professional skill come into play. The

grey matter of the brain must do its part.

The whole mind must g!ow with thought.

Consider the Battle of the Marne, on the

third day. Certainly our prospects were

not shining. In order to stop the gaps

â�¢which the Boches made in our lines, we had

hardly any troops but those who had been

under fire and who were utterly exhausted.

But what I had clear in mind was thisâ��if

the battle had to rage for two, for three

days longer, rage it must, for I should never

yield.

The same thing happened at the Battle

of the Yser. There, also, we had no easy

time. There, also, our condition was by

whatever ! " â�� and, as

his questioner appeared

somewhat puzzled, he was

good enough to explain his mean-

ing for the benefit of a wider

circle.

no means promising. One had to take, by

hook or crook, whatever means were to be

found at hand.

A battle, in short, is always won with

remnants. When night falls, everybody is

worn out. The means at your disposal,

which seem to you so. trivial, so precarious,

turn out, after all, to be superior to the

enemy's, if only you employ these means

with skill and energy.

// may be said, in short, that Victory is the

art of using up the scraps.

On the 4th of April, 1918, scarcely a week

before I took over the supreme command

of the armies of the Allies, 1 received a visit,

at Beauvais, from Mr. Lloyd George, who,

it is only just to him to state, did more

than any man, from the beginning, to bring

about this unity of command. The British

Prime Minister asked me point-blank : " Shall

I back Ludendorff or you ? "

I replied, without hesitation : " You may

back me safely. You will be sure to win

your bet ! "

I saw that Mr. Lloyd George was rather

surprised at the confidence with which I

spoke. I hastened to explain my reasons.

" Ludendorff," I said, " is forced to keep

attacking, while, for the time being, I have

simply to defend. For the mpment I am

content to keep him offâ��but my task is the

easier, my chances better, and later on the

scene will change. That is why I advise

you to bet on me."

Mr. Lloyd George took my counsel. He

backed me and he won 1
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Holworthy Hal

ROMPTLY at nine o'clock

the door burst open, and

Steele rushed in, rampant

and dynamic.

He felt the stimulus of the

bright November morning.

He felt, too, the pulsing

energy stored through his brief holiday.

His face wore an exultant, boyish grin, due

partly to the grandeur of promotion that

was so newly his. He swept in as if to take

his responsibilities by storm.

When Miss Hastings, \vho happened to

be looking toward the threshold as Steele

crossed it, got the full and resplendent effect

of that wide grin of his, she straightway

went palpitant.

Steele, catching sight of Miss Hastings,

halted in mid-career ; and an expression

of horrified amazement replaced his joyous-

ness. For a searching moment they stared

earnestly into each other's countenances,

and simultaneously they wilted. To the

mind of each leaped the conclusion that the

last lingering hope of safety was dead for

want of adequate nutrition. And Steele,

who was now and then inclined toward the

vernacular, expressed this mutual con-

clusion inwardly when, as he stammered

aloud, " Oh ! Good morning !" he whispered

to his subliminal self, " Good heavens ! "

He remembered now that when his chief

had told him of the unexpected promotion,

and shown him this room that was to be his

own, and told him to spend two weeks in

recharging his energies at the seaside, he

had also said that a secretary would be

provided for Steele, who in the past had

dictated his occasional letters to a machine.

Without the slightest conceit, Steele

knew that he was good-looking, just

as he knew his weight was thirteen

stone six. He accepted it as casually

as he accepted that mysterious quality

which made men like himâ��that attri-

bute which made him supremely suc-

cessful in his work. But he knew,

too, that his physique and his humour

and his mannerisms appealed espe-

cially to women, who, as a class, had

apparently conspired to flirt with and

embarrass him. He was abnormally

susceptible ; he conceded in advance

that any girl over sixteen could make

a hopeless fool of him.

For years he had loathed himself

for this weakness, and he had read

many books treating of the power of *

will and the freedom of individual

volition ; but, somehow, it did no

good. The mere conception, therefore, of

being closeted for eight hours a day with

any secretary had at first driven him to a

reiteration of the platitude that woman's

place is in the home.

It would undoubtedly have saved him a

good deal of inquietude if he had known

that the new secretary was very young,

frightened half out of her wits, and not at

all convinced that she. was going to be a

credit to the person who had taught her

shorthand. More than that, she was a girl

who had chosen her vocation partly because

she lacked sufficient training in any other

field, and partly because the prospectus of

the business school had been drafted by an

expert.

Now, from information and belief, Steele

was irrevocably persuaded that the average

young woman who studies shorthand intends

to use the science solely as a means to stop

using it as soon as possible. Within a

twelvemonth he had noted five vacancies in
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he had bought five silver mustard-pots ;

and he had noted the renunciation by

five of his associates of the smoking

of cigars, of striking haberdashery,

and of expensive luncheons.

And as he stared, in an atrophy of

judgment, at Miss Hastings, he was

increasingly conscious of the demerits

of her own stare, which was alarmingly

direct, and calculated, as he knew at

once to throw him on the defensive.

If she had only been more conserva-

tive she would have been adorable.

" Good morning," said Miss Hastings,

stoutly.

Her voice was a trifle louder than

usual ; there \vas invincible virtue in

â�¢ it, not unmixed with Christian forti-

tude. A tidal surge of colour swept

over her cheeks. The man was as

audacious as she had fancied ; yea, more so !

He had come in like a whirlwind, and he

was ogling her.

Steele cleared his throat viciouslyâ��this

was the incident that led Miss Hastings to

report to her mother that night that he had

barked at her.

" I'm Mr. Steele," he said. " I assume

that you're "

" I'm Miss Hastings."

" Oh, yes," he remarked, vaguely.

â�¢â�¢ Well "

The ellipsis was grim with foreboding.

And as Steele proceeded dignifiedly to his

seat behind the big desk which a fortnight

ago he had viewed with such delight, his

secretary was temporarily sustained and

soothed by the mere width of the mahogany.

Unless he attempted incontinently to climb

over it, she had a generous start to the

nearest exit in case of emergency.

" Fine morning," said Steele, absently, and

bit his lip.

" Very," granted Miss'Hastings.

Steele ventured to take a further survey

of her, and suffered a further relapse into

despondency. She was of a type peculiarly

unsuited to the realm of business. She was a

small and dainty brunette. Her eyes were

large and perilously brown, and shaded by

long lashes which she could evidently droop

with telling effect at will.

" Br-r-r-ump ! " said Steele. " Where have

youâ��erâ��where have you worked before ? "

" This is myâ��I never had a situation

before," said Miss Hastings, truthfully.

" Indeed ! Well," he said, " Iâ��erâ��I'm

very critical." This was meant to be a

subtle warning. " And this won't be an

easy billetâ��not for a second ! "

" Yes ? "

" But if you'reâ��carefulâ��and all that

sort of thing " His voice dwindled away

to nothingness.

" Take a letter, please," he said, mechani-

cally.

Now, in reality, he had no need of writing

letters that morning. The idea had been

purely spontaneous and defensive. He

wanted her to stop looking at him, and

there was nothing else to which he could

direct her diligence. And as Miss Hastings

snatched for her note-book and pencil,

gained them, and composed herself, Steele

was perplexingly at a loss for a correspondent.

Miss Hastings was intent and nervous.

The note-xbook rested on her lap ; the pencil

was poised in readiness ; and Miss Hastings's

animation was most extraordinary. Steele

shivered. He had no way of comprehending

that she was teaching him how strictly

businesslike she was.
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" Letter to Michael J. Sullivan, Esq..

Sullivan Manufacturing Company, 27, Ran-

som Street, E.G.," said Steele, with abrupt

rapidity. " ' Dear Mr. Sullivan,â��As you

probably know comma I have recently been

appointed assistant manager of this com-

pany comma but I am happy to say that I

shall continue to deal with the personal

business with which 'â��er, I meanâ��' business

which I have heretofore conducted full stop.

With respect to the quote M 5 quote quan-

tities and prices which I suggested to you

last month, I am sorry to say that the figures

have advanced two per cent., but '

What's the matter ? "

Miss Hastings, gasping, lifted a face which

was at once heroic and pathetic, belligerent

and deprecatory.

' I can'tâ��I'm not up with you. You

said personal business by which I mean

business ' and that's as far as I got."

" Read it to me from the beginning," he

commanded, after a hushed interlude.

Miss Hastings caught her breath.

" ' Michael J. Sullivan, Esq., Sullivan

Manufacturing Company, 27, Ransom Street,

E.G. Dear Sullivan -' "

" ' Dear Mr. Sullivan ' ! "

She hastily scrawled the emendation.

" ' As you know, I have recently been-

She paused, and in her mortification bent

low over the page. Her cheeks darkened,

and Steele at that moment was visited by

an inspiration. He was still too young in

authority to be given the power to employ

and to dismiss, but it occurred to him that

there was no legislation to prevent Miss

Hastings from resigning. Very wellâ��she

should resign !

" ' Appointed,' " he said, dryly.

" Oh, yes ! " Her relief was great.

" ' Appointed manager.' "

" ' Assistant manager,' " he corrected, still

more dryly.

She appealed to him by means of her

puissant eyes.

"I'm afraid I can't take dictation as fast

as that yet," she said. " The rest of it'sâ��

rather confused, too."

Steele sighed audibly, and scowled at

poor Miss Hastings.

" See what you can do with it, anyway,"

he said. " Just end it, ' Yours very truly.' "

" Butâ��it wasn't finished t "

" Never mind ; I want to see how you

space andâ��punctuate." He reflected, and

tacked on, as an afterthought, " and spell."

" You mean "

" Transcribe just what you have," said

Steele, desperately. He reached out for his

hat and energetically rose to his feet.

" And put it on my desk. And if anybody

asks for me, you can say I've gone out.

Say I've gone up to see Mr. M. J. Sullivan."

He didn't return until three o'clock in the

afternoon. He slowly pushed open the door

that had his name on it, and went in circum-

spectly. Miss Hastings, who had already repro-

duced the letter four times, refusing to allow a

single erasure or deviation from the mathe-

matical accuracy of alignment, was testing

the advantage of a fresh ribbon in the type-

writer. As Steele entered, she looked up

smilingly ; for the long interval of solitude

had refreshed her, and as she had laboured

with the trilling duty, her spirits had risen

until she was radiantly cheerful. Her smile

was the involuntary reflection of her mood ;

but to Steele it appeared positively brazenâ��

because he wasn't in the best of temper, and

his apprehensions had gradually been fer-

menting.

" Well," he said, gruffly, " how are you

getting on ? "

For answer, she laid the fifth copy of the

letter on his blotter. In her anxiety to

assure herself that it was minutely perfect,

she delayed to examine it once more over

his shoulder. Steele, uncomfortable at the

proximity, moved about in his chair.

" I hope it's all right," she said.

Steele nodded, and looked up. It was in

that instant that he had an illuminating

flash of intuition which served to double his

discomfort. She was so feverishly ingenuous ;

it was incredible to the man, in spite of his

information and belief, that she could really

be the crafty diplomat he had pictured her.

And Miss Hastings, watching Steele narrowly,

was similarly overtaken by a novel im-

pression, which was that, after all, he might

be comparatively respectable.

"It is," said Steele. " Thank you very

much."

" You're quite welcome," said Miss

Hastings.

At least, there was a sort of armistice.

But on the morrow they were both con-

strained again, and carefully on guard.

On this second morning Steele compelled

himself to dictate a do/en letters simply for

the sake of moral effect ; and Miss Hastings,

now that she was nerved to the occasion,

missed hardly a pothook. Thereafter he

became abstracted ; and once he blurted

out a thought that never should have had

that much publicity.

" Miss Hastings," he said, unexpectedly,

" do you ever read novels ? "

He was instantaneously chagrined ; he

hadn't meant to ask her the question point-

blank.

" Not many nowâ��I used to," she said,

puzzled. " Why ? "

" Nothing," said Steele, florid to the ears.

He had made a tactical error, and it galled

him, because he foresaw that he would be

misjudged.
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\Yhat she was thinking was that Stcele

looked like an illustration of a hero in his

office.

" Something in this circular," lied Steele,

waving the prospectus of a brass foundry as

an alibi, " reminded me of it."

" Really ! "

" Romance of business, you know," he

went on, endeavouring to cover his tracks.

" The chap who owns this concern married

hisâ��

" Married whom ? "

" It was as good as a novel,'-' said Steele,

hurriedly. " Suppose you take a letter to

the Hoyt Motor Company."

In the course of another week he had

made a doÂ¿en blunders, not all as bad as

this one, but all bad enough to anger him.

And as Steele lost his equipoise in striving

so constantly to maintain it, he hadn't the

pleasure of comprehending that Miss Hastings

was baffled too.

She had often thought that she was living

through one chapter of a romance. Steele

was astoundingly young to have achieved

such a record ; he was obviously destined

to great business successes in the future.

Miss Hastings hadn't considered herself as

an actual party to the performance ; she

had viewed it only from the point of the

bystander. But she had caught the dramatic

value of it, and given it her appreciation.

She was repeatedly guilty of visualizing the

subsequent chapters.

At about that stage of their acquaintance,

it incidentally became Miss Hastings's duty

to write a letter of the greatest importance,

giving an intricate list of tabulated prices

which Steele dictated slowly and carefully

after much research and deliberation. Miss

Hastings, while so engaged, made an heroic

attempt to exclude the man from her mind.

She had scarcely thumped down the last

full stop when Steele, after answering the

telephone feverishly, demanded the sheet.

" Done ? " he queried, impatiently. " Don't

bother to read itâ��I'm late now ! I'll stick

it in my pocket. Thank you ! " And

departed rapidly for an overdue appointment.

He came back hesitantly and without his

usual springiness. His expression, as he

gave Miss Hastings the full benefit of it, was

woebegone. Her heart sank like a plummet.

Steele leaned against his desk, and looked

at her. There was a trace of humour in his

gaze, and yet it was a brand of humour

closely related to tragedy.

" Well," he said, presently, " I don't

suppose you did it on purpose, butâ��

" What ? " she faltered. " Did what, Mr.

Steele ? "

" I went," said Steele, speaking very

meticulously, " for a final consultation on

this contract. It ran into two thousand

pounds. And when I got there I was almost

too late. They'd practically closed with

another firm. But I got in for just a few

minutes. It was a long shot, but they let

me in. I had to talk pretty fast. And all

of a sudden the right instant cameâ��those

times are mighty ticklish ; you've got to

win or lose on the spot. And I put this

letter "â��he drew it from his pocketâ��" on

the table. And my man took one look at

itâ��and laug liedâ��and started to chip rne

about it. And that killed the sale. I did

my best to get him up to the scratch again,

but it was all over. See what you think

of it."

He gave her the letter, and Miss Hastings

viewed it breathlessly. The first two para-

graphs were faultlessly executed. Then

came the place where the tabulated figures

should have been. But they were omitted,

and Miss Hastings paled.

The sheet -slipped from lier lingers- and

fluttered to the floor. â�¢ She was white to the

lips, and was forced to clutch the corner of

a filing cabinet for support. She knew that

the error was worth more than her year's

income.

" That cost us," said Steele, " just about

two hundred pounds clear profit."

He shrugged his shoulders and walked to

his desk. â�¢

Miss Hastings pivoted so as to follow his

course. She couldn't remove her eyes from

his stern-set countenance. She knew that

her offence had been heinous ; and yet she

knew that she wasn't altogether to blame.

Steele had taken the letter before she had

verified it ; and confessedly he hadn't read

it himself before submitting it to his client.

At the same time, she knew that she hadn't

been entirely focused on that letter when

she had typed it.

" It's better not to make any excuses,"

said Steele, gloomily. " Those things do

happen."

" I wasn't making any excuses," she

denied. " I'm justâ��s-sorry ! " Two in-

surgent tears left their home and marked

twin trails leading in the direction of her

nose. She quivered in a little spasm of

wretchedness, and it wasn't solely for herself

that she was grieved ; it was partly for

Steele.

He raised his head, and was palsied at

the crisis. The sight of a woman crying

invariably moved him to the utmost. He

swallowed hard.

" Don't bother about it," he said. " It's

all in the day's work. Only let's be more

careful."

But, as she neither mended her mood nor

attempted to hide it, Steele was inclined
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toward irritation. He tapped his foot

impatiently on the floor. He frowned at

her. And then, out of the gaucheries of his

past, he was overcome by certain recol-

lections. Thrice he had been hoodwinked

by girls who wept, only to discover later

that they had summoned their tears as a

solvent to disguise their coquetry. He con-

templated Miss Hastings with mingled doubt

and cynicism. He revived his earlier dis-

trust of her, and of her motives. He was

rapidly verging upon a definite conclusion

when Miss Hastings, as she slowly veered

toward her own desk, sniffed.

" Oh, come ! " he said, paternally.

Out of the silence, another sniff. Steele

got up, and strode round the obstructions.

" Now, look here," he said, philosophically.

" It's too badâ��it's a shame. But your

young life isn't blasted yetâ��nor mine,

either. Now I come to think of it, you

didn't have time to go over it, did you ?

Well, I didn't have time to go over it myself.

It's one of those awful messes that everybody

gets into ever so often "

She was sitting erect, motionless, fighting

to dominate herself. Her posture should

have suggested bravery to Steele ; instead,

he thought that she was still on the down

grade. Without the slightest introspection,

and with the sole purpose of assuring her

that she could henceforward be consoled, he

patted her shoulder. Then he was frozen

with amazement at what he had done ; and

he had cause to be.

Miss Hastings hadn't heard him cross the

room. She hadn't suspected that he was

near her. But that touch on her shoulder

restored, with cumulative interest, the dread

with which she had begun lier secretaryship.

Instinct was strong within her, and Miss

Hastings was already overwrought.

She didn't shrink from him in terror ; and

she didn't say, " How dare you ! " and suit

her gesture to the melodrama ; for she was

neither cowardly nor theatrical. She only

looked at him ; but she accomplished what

she wanted. She fancied that she could see

him shrivelling as he stood.

Steele wheeled sharply and went back to

his seat.

It was within a few minutes of the closing

hour. The room was absolutely quiet.

There was a rustling of papers. Steele eyed

Miss Hastings ; Miss Hastings ignored Steele,

but perceived him nevertheless. They rose

and simultaneously put on their hats and

coats. Miss Hastings, ostensibly coercing a

wrinkle or two, was waiting for Steele to

apologize ; Steele was giving Miss Hastings

an opportunity to close the incident on

good terms.

" Good evening," said Miss Hastings,

coolly.

He had forfeited his right to any further

expression of regrets ; he had cancelled her

outstanding indebtedness, and left a pro-

digious balance in her favour.

" Good evening," said Steele.

They went into the corridor, and to the

street. They separated. They each took

half-a-dozen steps. They paused. They

turned. And as each saw the message on

the other's face they turned again, much

more quickly, and made off in opposite

directions.

"Minx Â¡".said Steele to himself. "She

thought she had me ! Yah ! "

" The brute ! " said Miss Hastings. " The

brute ! He thoughtâ��he thoughtâ��I don't

know ivhat he thought ! "

And the next day was very like the first

morning of their foregathering.

In the weeks that followed, Steele, although

he never managed to shake his individuality

quite free of Miss Hastings's influence,

nevertheless got into the swing of his

routine, and business thrived under his

direction. He was enabled to do this only

by the cultivation of a curious attitude

toward his environment ; he had compelled

himself to de-humanize Miss Hastings. He

couldn't permit himself to think specifically

of her, because she always dissipated his

attention. In fact, he scarcely allowed

himself to look at her.

He was now unshakably convinced, as

he had been at the beginning of things, that

she was intent on conquest. He congratu-

lated his own sagacity when, now and then,

he observed that she had done something

ultra-feminine and decoying, as, for example,

when she appeared with an adornment of

flowers, or with a new ribbon, or a new hat,

or even new silk shoelaces.

He got to be rather a clever detective in

matters of this sort. Within two minutes

from the opening of the office, he knew

whether she had spread a fresh pitfall, and,

if so, of what it consisted.

Miss Hastings, whose temporary con-

fidence in Steele had been destroyed so

instantaneously, was equally sagacious. She

could tell from Steele's squared chin and

his deep-set eyes that he was a man of

staying power, of great endurance, and that

he depended for his victories upon patience

and persistence. Not for one moment did

he deceive her by his feigned indifference.

She practised a quaint little indifference of

her own ; she showed him as plainly as

she could that she was apprised of his tme

character, and, now that she knew her ground,

she was fully competent to take care of

herself.

Their communications, then, were along

the lines of an informal ritual.

" Miss Hastings," Steele would say. with
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" ' IT'S BETTER NOT TO MAKE ANY EXCUSES," SAID STEELE, GLOOMILY. ' THOSE THINGS DO

HAPPEN.' 'I WASN'T MAKING ANY EXCUSES,' SHE DENIED. 'I'M JUST SORRY!'"

an intonation cunningly implying that he

was about to reproach her.

" Yes, Mr. Steele ! " And Miss Hastings,

prettily alert, but incredibly impersonal,

would discover him intent on a memorandum.

" Would it inconvenience you to stay a

bit late to-night ? " This would be so

modulated as to suggest that naturally he

expected her to decline.

" No, not at all." Miss Hastings would

pave the way to the inference that she was

astonished at his question, since she existed

only to further the aims of the office.

" I shouldn't ask you, but the Liverpool

office has wired twice for these figures."

This was a palpable extenuation.

" Oh, it's quite all right, Mr. Steele.

They'll go by to-night's post." This was

her intimation that she was interested in

nothing but business.

" Half an hour ought to be enough. I

have an appointment at six, anyway." He

left nothing for her to cavil at.

' I'll get them out to-night."

And, having terminated the episode, Miss

Hastings would revert instantly to her type-

writer, and Steele would generally contrive

to get the door to the corridor open, in

order that she wouldn't be suspicious of his

purpose. Miss Hastings would usually

scheme to get it closed again, in order to

demonstrate to Steele her contempt for his

logic.

They behaved most queerly, too, when

sometimes their eyes happened to meet

directly, with TÃ�O latitude for either of them

to avoid the meeting. On these occasions

they both showed conspicuous trepidation

â��showed it by reflex, or by a heightening

of colour.

Steele often wondered why he didn't go

straight to his chief and insistâ��absolutely

insistâ��that Miss Hastings be transferred.

He had failed to arraign her for inefficiency ;

for it was only on the very first morning,

and when she had omitted those quotations,

that she had proved incapable. She didn't

seem to have sense enough to resign ; and

Steele gave up hoping for it. He didn't

realize that he was really enjoying this

contretemps with fire ; it was risky, but it

had its charms. He was curious to see how

Miss Hastings was going to handle her

materials.
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And now that he was armoured by-

experience, he had quite reversed his earlier

theory. Instead of having one chance in a

thousand, he adjudged that he had nine

hundred and ninety-nine ; but caution was

still his watchword, and he never ignored

that thousandth as a possibility.

One day he went to lunch with an elderly

departmental manager who was eloquent

on the subject of typists.

" Confound it all," said the elderly man,

intolerantly. " We have the worst lot of

key-pounders I ever saw in my life ! It's

something awful ! I can't get a letter done

decently with any speed. They're all lazy

and incompetent. Oh, you haven't anything

to kick about. You're lucky."

" I am ! " said Steele. " How do you

make that out ? "

The elderly man grinned.

" Well," he said, " you've got the pick

of the whole collection. What more do you

want ?

Steele regarded him quizzically.

" Ever heard me say so ? " he asked.

" No ; but you're wise. If you said too

much, somebody would grab her away from

you."

" Let "em grab," said Steele. " I sha'n't

weep."

The elderly man was highly amused.

" It's been tried more than once, old boy."

" When ? " asked Steele, amusedly.

" Oh, any number of times. The adver-

tising department wanted her, and the

secretary wanted her, andâ��if you've got to

know the awful truthâ��we wanted her for

our work. But we didn't get her."

" Why not ? " Steele was growing un-

comfortable.

" Think anybody could pry her away

from you ? Not a hope ! You're a little

tin god on wheels, you are ! The other girls

are always kidding her about it."

" Oh, they are, are they ? "

Steele was aghast.

" And, you take it from me," said the other,

impressively, " you can hire brains, and

you can hire hands, but you can't hire

loyalty. You're certainly lucky."

Steele made no immediate response, but

he was thoughtful, and, to some extent,

worried. It came as surprising news to him

that Miss Hastings had displayed loyalty

so noteworthy as to excite comment, and

he couldn't imagine what she had to be

loyal about. He was depressed ; he felt as

if he had been ambushed, even while he was

wideawake. She liked to work for him, did

she ? Well, he could deal with that. " If

I ever get to be the absolute head of the

business," he said, soberly, " I'll be hanged

if there's a woman in the whole show."

When he returned to the office he was

still distraught. Miss Hastings was out, and

Steele was unconscionably relieved. He

leisurely set about the collation of loose-ends

from the morning ; he progressed rapidly

until he came to a hiatus which could be

filled only by a letter which he had dictated

at eleven o'clock.

In the hope of finding the transcript on

Miss Hastings's desk, he went over to hunt

for it. There was a jumble of papers lying

alongside the machine. He picked them up

together ; and saw under the pile two

cuttings. One was a brief article which he

had recently written for a trade journal,

and it included a half-tone picture of himself.

Steele grimaced, and stooped to investigate

the second cutting. It was a bit of verse

from a magazine, and it was entitled :-^

A KISS.

Listen !

For I can't say it above a whisper.

So please listen

I knew you were going to kiss me.

I knew it weeks ago.

Sooner or later.

Some day, some hour,

You'd kiss me

Glorious ultimate I

But listen,

At least, look attentive !

Isn't it funny, I know it so well,

Knew that you wereâ��going to kiss me ?

Nirvana !

Listen, and tell me,

Is it because you are you,

Or because I am I,

Or because you kiss every girl that you know ?

None of these reasons you acknowledge ?

And it's all just becauseâ��

I knew you were going to kiss meâ��

And you didâ��

Againâ��and again !

Steele replaced the cuttings carefully ; and

jumbled the letters over them. His eye-

brows were drawn down tightly, and his

lips were thin and straight. His jaw was

firm and tense, as if his teeth were very

close together. There was a blot of angry

red above his cheek-bones.

" Enough is enough," said Steele bitterly

to himself, " and too much is a great, great

plenty ! " He scowled at Miss Hastings's

desk, and formed his wisest judgment.

" She finishes here on Saturday," he deter-

mined with finality. " Ab-so-lute-ly !

And went over to the chief's office in

order to be absent from the room when

Miss Hastings came in. He knew that he

couldn't look at her and keep his tempera-

mental balance. The chief told him that

henceforth he could arrange the matters of

assistance as he saw fit. And Steele, instead

of exulting, was unreasonably pensive.
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There were two days until Saturday, and

for two days Steele didn't earn so much as

a beggarly fraction of his salary. He

couldn't expel from his mind the decision

he had made, and what it would mean to

him. He couldn't refrain from watching

Miss Hastings, and from studying intently

every detail that had to do with her charm.

He couldn't forget her, not even when he

had left the office at night. Saturday found

him vacillating and restive

At nine o'clock he resolved to enlighten

her at once ; at half-past nine he thought

it would be kinder to wait until noon. At

ten he wondered if he ought to give her a

further trial ; forty minutes later he was

disconsolate at the prospect of doing without

her. Eleven o'clock came, and Steele was

painfully nervous. He was sorrowful, but

adamant in his decision. And then, after

nearly an hour of torment, he knew that he

had been influenced by a pathetic fallacy ;

he must end it now and for ever. He cleared

his throat.

" Miss Hastings," he said.

" Yes, Mr. Steele."

He cleared his throat again. She was

looking at him, and, as always, he was

unquiet under her glance.

" How long have you been here, Miss

Hastings ? "

" Just six months," she said.

" That's right. We usually take on new

people for six months' trial."

She continued to look at him, but said

nothing. Steele observed, however, a flicker

of uncertainty in her eyes, and he was glad

â��the idea was probably dawning on her, so

it wouldn't come to her as a shock.

" I told you it wouldn't be easy."

" But I've liked it," she said.

" Really ? "

Steele's imagination was captured anew

by her loveliness ; he began to feel like a

cruel despot. She was unquestionably

hindering his careerâ��and yet, how she

embellished the sombre office I

" Really and truly," she said.

" Well " He was somewhat abashed ;

he temporized by clearing his throat.

" Now, about the future." She didn't

help him out with a single syllable. " Un-

fortunately "

He couldn't bring himself to utter the

dismissal ; and, as he met her eyes, he was

maddeningly conscious that he didn't want

to. He didn't want her to go ; he didn't

want her to stay. What on earth was it he

wanted ?

" You see," said Steele, " it's like this."

And he began to tear small sections from

his blotter. ' I haven't been certain of how

well satisfied you are. As a matter of fact,

I don't believe you like office work, do you ? "

He glanced up, and felt his heart flutter.

" Iâ��I'm doing the best I can," said Miss

Hastings.

She was applying herself sharply to a

diagnosis of his meaning. His own lack of

poise was premonitory, and she hadn't yet

disposed of all her innate assortment of

qualms.

" Yesâ��I know," said Steele.

He rose abruptly and went to the window,

peered out, and slowly faced Miss Hastings.

As it happened, he caught her unawares.

There was no mistaking the proper trans-

lation of her look to him, and spontaneously

Steele was no employer, but a mere man.

The significance of all this fluctuation of

mood was suddenly clear to him, and it was

paralyzing in its purport.

He stammered, and put out his hand aim-

lessly. A succession of visions trooped across

his brain. He saw his friend, the elderly

departmental manager, laughing at him.

He saw himself on that first morning

solemnly weighing his chances. He saw

himself, in the past, spending lonely even-

ings during wliich he expended an astonish-

ingly large amount of time in reflecting upon

the vagaries of men and women. He saw

Miss Hastings cutting gaps in the trade

journals. He saw the other girls taunting

her with her fealty to him, who didn't

deserve it. He saw his chief, humorously

grave, reminding him of his impulsiveness.

And, finally, he saw Miss Hastings in the

flesh, there before him. Steele wavered, and

fell. The thousandth chance had overtaken

him.

" And still," he said, a trifle unsteadily,

" I don't know. I don't know whether this

is the sort of thing you ought to be doingâ��â��"

She was also on her feet now, staring at

him in panic.

" Mr. Steele ! "

With the sensation that he was carrying

out his predestination, he walked swiftly to

her side.. There was no more irritation in

him. He was placidly calm, save for the

convulsion in his heart.

" At twelve o'clock to-day," he said,

never taking his eyes from hers, " this

engagement ends "

And, before he could complete the sentence,

a clock outside began to boom the hour of

noon. Miss Hastings winced. Then there

was dead silence.

She turned, and fumbled at her desk.

Steele came yet closer.

" And as for your next engagement," he

said, " can you make up your mind about

it now ? "

She caught her breath.

" If you can," said Steele, " Iâ��wish you

would. I think I mustâ��need vou ! "

In the corridor outside there was the
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tramping of many feet,

and the sound of chatter-

ing and laughter. The

place was semi-public, and

privacy wasn't long to be

continued. But as Miss

Hastings turned to Steele

he forgot about all this.

He forgot that this was

his doom unescapable ; he

forgot everything but the

reality of the present.

His arms went out and

round her. He was look-

ing down into the eyes

which had so confused

and baffled him ; he was

bending toward her lips,

and he had reached them.

His world burst into radi-

ant colour, and he had

ceased for all time to be

Steele, the hardened cynic.

Then the knob of the

door rattled, and they

sprang apart. The door

swung open, and two of

Steele's friendsâ��unobserv-

ing fellowsâ��were on the

threshold. Rebuffed, they

went away, leaving the

door open. And Steele

and Miss Hastings, avowed

" ONCE OR TWICE, QUICKLY BUT EVER SO THOROUGHLY, HE KISSED HER. ' I KNEW THIS WAS

GOING TO HAPPEN,' HE SAID."
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lovers for hardly a quarter of a minute,

looked at each other from the opposite sides

of the room. Closing the door, Steele leaped

towards the girl. Once or twice, quickly but

ever so thoroughly, he kissed her ; and then

he snatched her hat from the near-by rack

and thrust it into her hands.

" Come onâ��hurry !" he said. " Let's

get out of doors ! It's impossible here !

We'll get away somewhere where we can

talk."

She was smoothing her hair as well as she

could ; and Steele was standing behind her,

complicating the process.

" I knew this was going to happen," he

said, suddenly.

D-did you ? "

" Always," said Steele. " Butâ��tell me,

u'here did you find that verse that beginsâ��

' Listen ! For I can't say it above a whisper1 ?"

She was brilliantly crimson, and her hands

shook.

" Why, how did you know ? " she gasped.

" Iâ��I found itâ��â��â�¢"

" I saw it on your desk," said Steele.

" Why. Iâ��I found it "

" On the floor ? "

" Yes ! I "

" I wondered where I'd dropped it," said

Steele. " I'd only cut it out that morning,

and "

She was in his arms again, her face close

to his shoulder.

" But I did know ! " she breathed. " I

knew it ever so long ago ! "

" That's why I cut it out," said Steele.

" So did //"

And, hand-in-hand, they slipped down

the great stairs, out into the world of

sunshine.

ACROSTICS.

Answers In Acrostic* NoÂ». 76 and 77 should be addresfd

to the Afrnslic Editor, THE STRAND MAGAZINE, South-

ampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and must arrice

no, later than by the first post on February 10th.

The solution to each acrostic must be on a separate fiece nf

paper ; a lecond answer may be sent to any or every light,

and should be written at the side of the first one ; at the foot

of each solution every solrer should urile his pseudonym and

nothing else. This pseudonym should be limited to ont

Word.

ANSWER Ñ�Ð¾ No. 75.

1.

2.
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DOUBLE ACROSTIC No 78.

(The Fourth a/ the Series.)

WHO dwells herein must take the greatest heed

That no projectile from hie hand do speed.

1. It may the outcome be of furious bout â�¢

But shuffle, and a bird will soon fly out.

2. Though as a Pope his station would be high,

Still higher we may find himâ��in the sky.

3. Here is the word he said : " I pray theÂ«, then.

Write me as one who loves his fellow-men."

4. No Chancellor should make it his chief aim,

Though he may find it welcome all the same.

5. Seeking the figure needed, here at least,

We get a chance between the south and east.

Qr.Ã¯STOR.

DOUBLE ACROSTIC No. 77.

PURPLE or yellow, number one

Tells us that two is just begun.

1. If you are asked to be trustee,

Gilt-edged is this seeurity.

2. For rougher work it never fails.

But do not use it on your nail*.

3. Tin always found within a bed,

Yet on it no man lays hie head.

4. A novelist well known to fame

With a musician shares this name.

5. This beast is often 8 -en. but von

Will never find him in the Zoo.

0. Beneath the tree was childhood's bliss ;

There, too, the murderer's fate is Ihie.

NOTE.â��Light 3. Jehu.

Vol. lix -14.

KIXG COLE.

RESULT OF THE TWELFTH SERIES.

The complete series of sii acrostics was answered

corree -try by Aber, Assam, Crotal, Fifi, Flapjwr, Manura,

Momu-hus, Roc, Scarsdale, Silex, Somerford, and Yoko.

Of these twelve solvers, Manora and Yoko, who wem

prizeÂ« in the eleventh series, are ineligible for a prize now ;

and Manora, 8'caradale, and Silex did not conform to the

rule (printed with the last acrostic of the set) that com-

petitors must send their names and addresses with the

final solution. The other eight will divide the prizes,

receiving a gninea and a half each ; they will be ineligible

during the thirteenth series, now running.

The successful solvers are : Aber, Mr. \V. W. Grimily,

University College, Cardiff ; Assam, Mr. Gordon Plater,

15. Clan-mont Koad, Westeliff, Southcnd-on-Sea ; (.Total,

Miss G. W. Hughes. Brier Hill, Northampton ; Fili,

Mr. D. F. Ferguson, Royal Naval College. Dartmouth ;

Flapper, Mr. .1. Charrington. Shenley Grange. Bornet.

Herts; Monachus. Mr. 1). G. Robertson, Torne, Enhorne

Road. Newbnry. Berks Â¡ ROCi Mr. R. C. Oakley, Dun-

church Hall, Rugby .- Somerford, Mrs. Roper Tvler,

Barton House, Tetburv, Glus.



RICARDO BROOK

â�¢""Humorist.

IF you asked Mr. Ricardo Brook " how

he began," he would tell you that it was

as a junior in the chambers of a

barrister M.P. in the Temple. And

he would probably add, were he in a con-

fiding mood, that he spent much of his time

in filling all the available office stationery

with sketches of the various judges and legal

lights of the day. He was only sixteen, it is

true, but such conduct was hardly likely

to lead to the Woolsack, and his first

" acceptance," coming at about this time,

definitely turned his thoughts away from

the Temple. This first published work of

his was a series of three sketches depicting

the mistake of an illiterate billposter who,

by posting a tailor's advertisement over

part of a famous actress's poster, made the

latter invite the public to " Come and see

Mrs. in Someone's 8s. nd. trousers."

It appeared in a now-defunct London comic

paper, and the editor, in a moment of mis-

taken prodigality, sent him half a crown for

the masterpiece ! Quite undeterred by this,

however, he persuaded his relatives that

BARBER : " My tonic 'air-restorer is to the bald

'ead what the beneficent spray is to the blighted

toober."

HYSTERICAL STOREKEEPER : " Direckerly I see 'im drivin' 'is motor through my shop-

winder I could tell 'e was one o' these 'ere joy-riders."
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Art and not Law was his forte,

and got them to apprentice him

to a well-known firm of litho-

graphers, in whose studio he ac-

quired a knowledge of lithography

CALL BOY (to Villain) : The Controller s cut on

the limelight, sir. The manager will be obliged if

you'll make up your face emerald-green for the murder

CRITICAL BUTCHER : " Who ever saw

feathers on a skewer ? "

and of process and colour

work which has since been

of the greatest service to

him.

His aptitude for humorous

IMAGINATIVE LITTLE GIRL : " Fancy, mother, only yesterday I

may have been bathing with this bloater ! "

SEERESS : " Do you seek to probe the

future or to learn of some absent dear

one ? "

AFFLICTED DOMESTIC : " Lor1 no, mum.

I just wondered if you could put me on to a

charm to cure the hiccups."

drawing having been mentioned

by a friend to a music-publisher,

the latter gave him his first

"outside" commission. This was

to design a cover for a barn dance

â��the jazz of the period. The pub-

lisher, having approved the design,

was kind enough to lend the litho-
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printed for one of Phil May's lec-

turing tours, he did a sketch him-

self, which so tickled Phil May that

he was good enough to prophesy a

future for him in that direction.

WAR CRITIC : " 'Ow can we trust the Tns ? They

carn't trust each otherâ��'ave to 'ave lids on their pipes

an' beer mugs."

stone to the young artist, so that he could

complete the work, and Mr. Brook recalls

to this day his perspiring voyage across

London with the heavy stoneâ��which prob-

ably weighed as much as he didâ��and the

dismay of his fellow-passengers when it

nearlyÂ¿crashed through the bottom of the

vehicle.

Meanwhile, his liking for caricature was

as keen as ever, and not being pleased with

the effect of a pictorial poster his firm had

MINISTRY OFFICIAL : " No need to screen the lights now, my boy D'you think

the war's still on ? "

INFATUATED OFFICE Boy : " I was trying to make Miss Jenkins a bit of toast, sir."

THE THIRST FOR EDUCATION.

MOTHER : " Wot's all this 'ubbub goin' on

indoors ? ''

DAUGHTER : " Baby's bin and licked 'Erbert's

'ome lessons orf 'is slate."

Then came a

period in the

studios of various

art printers and

advertisinghouses,

and in this sphere

he frequently in-

troduced a humor-

ous element into

his poster and

other designs, and

so caused his name

to become familiar

to an ever-widen-

ing circle. ""'Candid

critics," he says,

" told me that all

my effortswere un-

consciously funny;

but I think I may

claim that I pro-

duced many

humorous adver-

tisement designs

which achieved
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WORKER'S WIFE

next door's pianner ! '

Urry up, father. One of our chickens 'as laid a egg in

It was," he says,

" a small imaginative

offort showing our

most distinguished

Manx novelist on a.

pilgrimage todiscover

a bookshop that did

not stock his latest

masterpiece."

Readers of Punch

and other papers

have been liberal in

the matter of supply-

ing him with ideas

for sketches, but his

experience has been

that editors have not

looked with a kindly

eyeon these combined

efforts. He relies,

therefore, on his own

imagination for the

ideas and dialogue in

practically all his

work. Chance re-

marks heard in his

wanderings often

suggest a subject,

but " i us t sitting

and thinking them "

is his usual method

of getting " notions,"

a method for which,

he confesses, he for-

tunately seems to

have an aptitude.

popularity." About this time

he began to contribute to a

number of humorous papers, and

later kept readers of the Morning

Leader and the Star amused with

a long series of political cartoons.

The most cursory glance at

the drawings here reproduced

will show that Mr. Brook pos-

sesses an unusual aptitude for

seizing uponâ��and emphasizingâ��

the quaint and humorous side

of things in this workaday world,

and for presenting them to us

from an unexpected point of

view. His eye is ever on the

alert for subjects among the

humdrum affairs of everyday

life, and what his eye sees his

pencil records with a whimsicality

all his own.

His work is frequently seen in

Punch, and it is a fact worth

noting that the first drawing he

sent to its offices was accepted.

MEAT SHORTAGE IN BINGOLAND.

Suspicious housewife discovers butcher hoarding an elephant for

book customers.

Drawi*ot reproduced bv *iÂ»J permtmun o/ (/Â« Proprietor! o/ "
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PERPLEXITIES.

490.â��FOLDING POSTAGE-STAMPS.

IF you have eight postage-stamps, 4 by 2, as in the

diagram, it is very interesting to discover the various

ways in which they can be folded so that they all lie

under one stamp, as shown. I will say at once that

they can actually be

folded in forty different

ways so that No. i

face upwards and

the others invisible be-

neath it. Nos. 5, 2, 7,

and 4 will always be

iacedownwards, but you may arrange for any stamp,'

except No. 6, to lie next to No. i. though there are

only two ways each in which 7 and 8 can be brought

into that position. From a little law that I discovered.

I was convinced that they could be folded in the order

i, s, 6, 4, 8, 7, 3, 2, and also i, 3, 7, 5, 6, 8, 4. 2, with

No. i at the top. face upwards, but it puzzled me for

some time to discover how. Can the reader so fold

them, without, of course, tearing any of the perforation ?

Try it with a piece of paper well creased like the diagram

and number the stamps on both sides for convenience.

It is a fascinating puzzle. Do not give it up as

impossible !

HENRY E. DUDENEY.

491.â��A LITTLE TRAIN PUZZLE.

A NON-STOP express, going sixty miles an hour,

starts from Bustletown for Ironchester, and another

non-stop express., going forty miles an hour, starts

at the same time from Ironchester for Bustletown.

How far apart are they exactly an hour before thev

meet ? As I have failed to find these cities on any

map, or in any gazetteer, I cannot state the distance

between them, so we will just assume that it is some-

thing over 250 miles. If this puzzle gives the reader

much trouble he will smile when he sees the answer

next month !

â�¢ â�¢

492.â��DOMINO FRAMES.

TAKE an ordinary set of

twenty-eight dominoes

and return double 3,

double 4, double 5, and

double 6 to the box as

not wanted. Now, with

theremainderform three

square frames, in the

manner of the one

shown, so that the pips

in every side shall add

up alike. In the ex-

ample given the sides

sum to 15. If this were to stand, the sides of the two

other frames must also sum to 15. But you can take

any number you like and it will be seen that it is not

required to place 6 against 6, 5 against 5, and so on.

493-â��SNUFFING DOING.

A CORRESPONDENT seeks an answer to the following.

One is always prepared for puzzles that are mere

hoaxes, having no possible answer, but this does not

look like one of them. There is probably some catch

or trick in the thing, but I confess it has eluded me

Perhaps some reader may know the answer or suggest

some possible solution.

"A merchant died, leaving 34,342,200 pairs of

snuffers to be divided equally between his two sons,

When the executor did so he found there was only

one pair for each."

From an old pocket-book, dated December, 1860.

494-â��MISSING WORDS.

IN this puzzle (by Mr. T. Kent) the same letters are

used to form five different missing words, but in the

tast line they form two words :â��

Base of the sword, the felon Hun

With proud ambition in brutish might

To seek ... . â��his standard in the sunâ��

earth's plan and mock for ever Right.

But each brave in the Allied fight

Did shout " " until the day was won.

Solutions to Last Month's Puzzles.

485-â��A NEW GREEK CROSS PUZZLE.

PLACE the four pieces

together in the manner

shown and the sym-

metrical Greek Cross will

be found in the centre.

486.-GENEROUS

DOLES.

AT first there were 20

persons and each received

6s. Then 15 persons (five

fewer) would have re-

ceived 8s. each. But 24

(four more) appeared and only received 55. each. The

amount distributed weekly was thus 1205.

487-â��SQUARING THE CIRCLE.

IF you make a rectangle with one side equal to the

diameter and the other three times the diameter, then

the diagonal will be something near correct. In fact,

in figures it would be

i to 3'1622. The method

I recommend is the

following.

In the diagram A B is

the diameter. Bisect

the semicircle in D.

Now, with the radius A

Ð¡ mark off the points

E and F from A and Ð�

and draw the lines D E and D F. The distance D G

added to the distance (', H give, a quarter of the

length of the circumference (I K), correct within a

five-thousandth part. I K L M is the length of com-

plete straight Une. I could give another way,

correct to a seventeen-thousandth part, but it is

a little more difficult.

488.â��A MUTILATED ANAGRAM.

THE two English words are FABRICATED and

BIFURCATED. In the first case A R T are taken as

the three missing letters, and in the second cas.

URT.

489.â��MISSING WORDS.

THE following are the words in their order : Mites,

emits, " Times," smite, 'tis me, items, is met, I stem,

sit me.
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Always Goodâ��
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GOOD TURN

When you

have read

this copy
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FOR field-path or road, for mountain side or

pavement, wear Wood-Milne Rubber Soles

and Heels. The sportsman, be he fisherman

or golfer, will enjoy the wonderful comfort of the

resilient rubber of Wood-Milne Soles and Heels.

THEY KHEP THE FEET DRY ON DAMP

GRASS OR IN WET WEATHER. They add to

the appearance of the boots and shoes, lengthen their

life, and considerably reduce the expense of repairs.

WOOD -MILNE

ADJUSTABLE SOLES AND H

Wear Wood-Milne Rubber Soles ;ind Heels oiu\

will wear them always. Made in all sizes, shap;

qualities to suit all kinds of footwear. Stocked and

by r.ll bootmakers. Look foi the name

s.u. 4





'SWIFT AS LIGHTNING HIS HAND SHOT OUT AND GRASPED THE SNAKE FIRMLY.

SUCH A DISPLAY OF COOL, SWIFT COURAGE I HAVE NEVER SEEN."

($ee page 209.)
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â�¢HE talk of

the half-

dozen men

on the

veranda of the

Singapore Club

â��a couple rf

merchants, a

planter in town

on business, an

officer of an Indian V-.,

regiment, a globe- '-..'â�¢-..

trotting professor from \\

an American university,

and a sea-captainâ��had

drifted desultorily from the

specific instance of the famous

Indian rope-trick, resuscitated

by a British magazine that

lay upon the club tables and

contested sceptically by the

Anglo-Indian officer, to the

general topic of the alleged \N.

ability of the Asiatic to make \\

people " see what isn't there." X.

The American professor, whose

>peciality, as he confessed, was

psychology, manifested a pertinacious

interest in the subject. But his direct

questions to these habitual dwellers

in the Middle and Far East elicited

only contemptuous negatives or vague

second and third hand stories without

evidential value. Merchants, planter,

and officer alike had quite obviously

none of them seen any tricks upon

which the professor could safely base his

rather rashly enunciated theory of special

hypnotic powers possessed by the inscrutable

races whose surface energies are so profitably

exploited by the white man. He turned

at last to the sea-captain, who had sat

puffing at his cheroot in silence.

" And you, Captain Williamson ? You

have voyaged about these seas for the best

part of a generationâ��have you never been

confronted by one of these inexplicable

phenomena of which the travellers tell us ?

Captain Williamson changed the cluck-

clad leg which crossed the other and smiled

a little with his keen grey eyes. Caressing

the neat pointed beard which accentuated

the oval of his intelligent face, he replied,

thoughtfully :â��

" Well, professorâ��I have. Once. Per-

sonally, though I saw the affair with my own

eyes, I don't even now know what to make
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of it. Perhaps

your hypnotic

theory might ex-

plain it." He

shrugged his

shoulders.

" Will you not

tell us the

..â�¢;â�¢' story?" entreated

the professor. " It

is so rare to receive

trustworthy first - hand

evidence of anything

abnormal."

Captain Williamson

glanced rather diffi-

dently around upon

his companions.

"Fire away,

cap'en ! " exclaimed

one of the merchants,

slapping him amicably

on the knee. '' You've

always got a good yarn."

" This happens to be a

said the captain, with a

smile of tolerance, " but, of course,

you are under no compulsion to

believe it."

" Drinks all round on the one

who doesn't ! " decreed the planter.

" Go ahead ! Don't ask us to

believe rubber is going to boom

again, that's all. Short of that,

we'll believe anything."

" Well," began Captain Williamson,

his eyes following reflectively the long, deliber-

ate puff of smoke he blew into the air, " per-

haps some of you may remember Captain

Strongâ��' lucky Jim Strong ' ? Twenty-five

years or so ago he was one of the best-known

skippers in the Pacific, celebrated almost.

Men talked of him with a certain awe, as of

a man who had a good fortune that was

nothing sho_rt of uncanny. He had been

engaged in all sorts of desperate enterprises,

frequently illicit-, and always he emerged

unharmed and gorged with profits. Only all

the San Francisco banks put together, for

he dealt with all of them, could tell you what

he was worth, but it was certainly a very

large sum. However wealthy he was, he

apparently derived very little enjoyment

from his money. He was always at sea in

his ship, the Mary Gleeson, of which he was

both owner and skipper, and stayed in port

only just long enough to discharge one cargo
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and pick up another. His personal habits

were almost unknown, but of course a legend

of eccentricity grew up around them as a

companion to the legend of his supernatural

luck.

" It happened, as the finale to sundry per-

sonal adventures with which I will not weary

you, that about a quarter of a century ago I

found myself sailing out of the port of San

Francisco as first officer to the Mary Gleeson.

I was quite a young man, and it was my first

job as mate. We were bound to Saigon, in

Cochin China, with a cargo of American

arms and ammunition consigned to the

French Government. At that time the

French were still fighting to preserve and

extend their conquests in that part of the

world.

" The voyage across the Pacific was un-

eventful enough. We were a contented

ship. The men were cheerful. The old un-

certificated Scandinavian we had shipped as

second mate was a conscientious officer. I

was rather proud of my new dignity and

anxious to justify it.

" As for Captain Strong. I unaffectedly

liked him. Decisive but even-tempered, his

quietly firm handling of the ship's company

won my respect, and there was no doubt of

his first-class seamanship. He was utterly

without that petty punctilious pride by

which some masters try to conceal their lack

of native dignity, and he would talk to me

for hours during my watch. His conversa-

tion revealed a wide and intimate knowledge

of men and affairs, but upon his own per-

sonal adventures and career he was com-

pletely silent, and no stratagems of mine

could lure him into speaking of them.

Reserved as he was upon this point, never-

theless I felt that he regarded me with a

distinctly friendly sentiment, and I cordially

reciprocated it.

" At last we made the tall promontory of

Cape St. Jacques, and took on board the

half-caste pilot who was to navigate us the

sixty miles up the river to Saigon. It was

early morning when we crossed the bar, and,

relieved from the direct responsibilities of

navigation, Captain Strong and I sat all day

in deck chairs under the awning of the bridge.

The damp, close heat was suffocating, and

neither of us had much desire to talk, but I

fancied that a more than usually heavy

moodiness lay over the skipper. He was

certainly not quite normal. He frowned to

himself, bit his lip, and his eyes roved in an

uneasy sort of recognition from side to side

of the stream as we rounded reach after

interminable reach. I felt that some secret

anxiety possessed him, but of course I could

not ask him straight out what it was. Rather

diffidently, I did venture on one question.

" ' Ever been here before, sir ? ' I asked.

" He shot a suspicious look at me, directly

into my eyes, before he answered.

" ' Once.'

" The tone of that reply effectually checked

any further exhibition of the curiosity it

heightened.

" The worst heat of the day was over when

we dropped anchor in the broad stream

opposite the European-looking city of Saigon.

To my pleasure, Captain Strong invited me

to go ashore with him, and in a few minutes

the gig was pulling us towards the rows of

fine-looking Government buildings which

stretch back from the quays.

" We went to the Government House and

filled up a few dozens of those useless papers

without which the French functionary dare

do nothing, and received vague assurances

that in a few days we should be allowed to

unload the arms of which the French troops

were in urgent need. Our business com-

pleted as far as possible, Captain Strong

hesitated for a moment or two, biting his

lip in that odd way I had noticed coming

up the river. Irresolution of any kind was

a most uncommon phenomenon in him.

Then suddenly, evidently giving way to a

powerful impulse, I heard him murmur to

himself, ' Give 'em a chance, anyway ! '

" Throwing a curt ' Come along ! ' to me,

he set off at a tremendous 'pace through

the streets with the assurance of a man'who

can find his way about any town where he

has been once previously. I followed him,

puzzled by the words I had overheard,

wondering whither he was going, and noting

the native population with curious eyes.

The Annamite men are a stunted, degenerate

race, in abject terror of their white masters,

but the women are many of them surprisingly

attractive. I had plenty of opportunity for

comparison, for very soon we found our-

selves among a swarm of both sexes at the

station of the steam-tram which runs to

Cho-lon, the Chinese town a few miles up

the river.

" During the ride on the tram Captain

Strong did not open his lips. He stared

steadily in front of him in a curious kind

of way, like a man inexorably pursuing some

allotted line of action.

" Arrived at Cho-lon, he struck quickly

through the squalid streets of the Chinese

town, looking neither to right nor left, and

saying not a word. We had passed right

through the town before he gave me a hint

of our objective. Then he made a gesture

upwards, as if to reassure me that we were

near our journey's end.

" Beyond the last houses, on an eminence

backed by the primeval jungle, a Buddhist

temple of pagoda fashion rose above us, the

terminus of the rough track up which we

were stumbling. As we drew near I saw
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that it was dilapidated, its courtyard over-

grown, deserted evidently by both priests

and worshippers.

" Was this what Captain Strong had come

to see ? Somewhat puzzled, I glanced at

his face under the pith helmet. His lips

were compressed, his eyes stern as though

defying some secret danger. At the entrance

gateway, festooned and almost smothered in

parasitic vegetation, he stopped and stared

into the desolate courtyard. Then, after a

moment of the curious hesitation which I

had already remarked that day, he entered.

" A deathlike stillness brooded over the

place. The great doorless portal of the

temple, flanked by huge and staring figures,

confronted us, opening on to a black, un-

illumined interior like the entrance to a tomb.

Weeds grew between the flags of the threshold.

An atmosphere of indefinable evil, as though

the very stones held the memory of so'me

awful calamity, pervaded the silence. I

shuddered in a sudden sense of the sinister

in this abandonment, and glanced involun-

tarily at my companion as if from his face I

might divine the cause. It was impossible

to guess his thoughts. His jaw was locked

hard, his face expressionless. â�¢Â» 'â�¢ -â�¢

" Then I perceived that we were not alone.

Slinking round the outer wall came a

wretched-looking native. His long robe was

torn and dirty His yellow face, lit by two

slanting beady eyes, was emaciated and

sunken. His shaven crown was wrinkled

to the top. The limbs which protruded from

his gown were as thin as sticks. In his hand

he held a beggar's bowl. Remarking us, he

stopped dead, watching us with his horribly

bright, fever-like eyes. Instinctively, I don't

know why, I put him down as the last of the

priests, still haunting this once prosperous

and now deserted temple.

" Captain Strong took no notice of him

and advanced towards the portal. Some-

what apprehensively, I followed him and

peered in, but the darkness, by comparison

with the intense light outside, was so com-

plete that I could see nothing. My curiosity

getting the better of my nervousness, I stepped

inside, though, I confess, rather gingerly.

After a minute or two, my eyes accustoming

themselves to the gloom, I could see the

great bronze figure of the Buddha towering

above me, facing the door. Its placid face,

uplifted far above the passions of men,

looked as though it were patiently awaiting

the day when this abandonment should

cease and its worshippers return to adoration

of its serenity. No precious stone now

reflected the light from the door, and the

huge candlesticks on either side of it were

empty, the days of their scintillating illumina-

tion long past.

" Captain Strong, I noticed, remained on

the threshold, silhouetted black against the

sunshine ; but, emboldened by my impunity.

I took another step or two forward. I

recoiled quickly. Something stirred in the

lap of the Buddha and a snake erected its

head in a. sudden movement. Its eyes

gleamed at. me from the shadow like two

green precious stones.

" I swung round to shout a warning to

Captain Strong. If there was. one there

were probably others of these deadly guar-

dians of the divine image. There were. To

my horror, I saw another snake uncoil itself

from a crevice in the doorway, on a level

with his neck, and draw its head back in the

poise ' for the fatal dart. I don't know

whether he heard my inarticulate cry. His

perception of the danger was simultaneous

with mine. But he made ncT blundering

movement of confusion. Swift as lightning

his hand shot out and grasped the snake

firmly close under the head, where its fangs

could not touch him. Then with a quick

jerk he flung it into the courtyard. The

snake writhed away in a flash.

" Such a display of cool, swift courage I

have never seen before or since. ' I ran out

to him where he stood in the courtyard

gazing after the vanished snake, and excitedly

expressed my admiration. He turned round

on me with a grim smile and shrugged his

shoulders. The wretched priest, if priest he

was, had approached, and he smiled also, a

foolish, exasperatingly inscrutable smile, like

an idiot enjoying an imbecile esoteric meaning

which is a meaning for him alone. Yet at

the same time I thought there was a sugges-

tion of sly menace in that cringing grin.

" ' Come back into Saigon,' said Captain

Strong, ignoring him. ' We'll have a drink

before we go on board.' There was nothing'

in his manner to remind you that he had just

escaped death by a fraction.

" I was not at all sorry to quit this un-

pleasant place, and I descended that rough

path with considerably more alacrity than

I had mounted it. Captain Strong was as

coolly self-possessed as though walking down

the main street of San Francisco.

" ' I must congratulate you on your luck,

sir/ I ventured, when we had gone a little

distance. ' Had that snake struck a second

before '

" ' Bah ! ' he replied, shrugging his shoul-

ders. ' One can get tired of luck ! '

" There was a violence, a sombre bitter-

ness in his tone which impressed me. I

thought of all the miraculous good-fortune

which men attributed to himâ��a specimen

of which I had just seenâ��and wondered

whether he were really wearied of it. I

could conceive it possible that a man of his

type would find life very dull if assured

beforehand of success and safety. It would
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be the struggle, the peril, which would appeal

to him.

. " He relapsed into a gloomy silence which

I did not dare to break.

" We returned to Saigon on the steam-

tram, and shortly afterwards we found our-

selves seated on the deserted terrace of a

caff, trickling water through the sugar into

our absinthe, for all the world as though we

were in some bankrupt quarter of Marseilles.

Natives thronged around us, pestering us to

buy all sorts of worthless trifles in their

horrible pidgin-French.

" Suddenly an insinuating voice whined

into my ear some native words I could not

understand, and repeated them with a

wheedling insistence which compelled my

attention. I looked round into an ugly

yellow face whose malicious, narrow-slitted

eyes glittered unprepossessingly above his

fawning smile. There was something in the

face that seemed familiar to me, and yet I

could not place it. Under the conical bamboo

hat all these Annamites looked alike to me.

I waved him away, but he was not to be

shaken off, reiterating over and over again

his incomprehensible phrase.

" I glanced inquiringly at Captain Strong,

whom I knew to understand many Chinese

dialects.

" ' He's a conjurer and wants to show you

a trick,' he explained, contemptuously,

adding a curt word and nod of assent to the

native.

The Annamite beamed idiotically and

stretched out his skinny hands over the little

table.

' Vousâ��regarder,' he said, evidently

making the most of his French, and grinned

â�¢ insinuatingly at me.

" With a slow, snaky motion of his skele-

ton-like hands he commenced to make passes

in the air about six inches above my glass.

I watched him, at first idly, but gradually

more and more fascinated as my eyes fol-

lowed the sinuous movements of his hands.

Presently, to my astonishment, I saw the

glass, tall and fairly heavyâ��a typical

absinthe glass-â��commence to rock slightly

on its base. The direction of the passes

alt;red to a vertical up and down motion,

as. though his hands were encouraging the

glass to rise. And sure enough, it detached

itself from the table and, swaying a little un-

steadily, rose into the air under the hands

stUl some distance above it. It ascended

"slowly, as though he were drawing it up

by a magnetic attraction, to an appre-

ciable height from the table, say three

or four inches. Then, as he changed the

character of the passes again so that they

seemed to press it down, it sank slowly

once more to the table. The native, child-

ishly pleased with this successful exhibition

of his powers, grinned ingratiatingly at

us both.

" Captain Strong threw a coin upon the

marble top of the table. The fawning smile

still upon his ugly face, the conjurer looked

straight into the skipper's eyes as he gabbled

some native words of thanks. Then, instead

of picking up the coin, he suddenly seized

his benefactor's hand in his skinny grasp and,

using the captain's forefinger like a pen,

traced upon the table-top a large ellipse

which commenced and finished at the jcoin.

The action was performed so unexpected! y,

and with such swift strength, that Captain

Strong had no time to resist. The ellipse

completed, he flung aside the captain's finger

and held both his hands outstretched above

the invisible tracing. If I was astonished

before, I was amazed now. Where the finger

had passed over that marble glowed a flexible

red"dish-gold snake, holding in its mouth, like

a pendant on a chain, not the coin, but a

brilliantly-flashing jewel of precious stones,

fashioned into a curious pattern. I heard a

startled exclamation break from my com-

panion, but before either of us could utter an

articulate word the conjurer's hand had

descended swiftly upon the table. A second

later both jewelâ��or coinâ��and the conjurer

had disappeared into the throng of watching

Annamites.

" I glanced at Captain Strong. He was

deathly pale, and one hand was feeling ner-

vously over the breast of his silk shirt. Then,

after a long breath, he turned and smiled at

me.

' Clever trick, that ! ' he said.

" The assumption of personal unconcern

was so marked that I felt any remark of mine

would have been an impertinence. But I

could not help wondering what Captain

Strong wore underneath his shirt.

" He paid the native waiter for our drinks

and rose from the table without another

word. We turned our steps towards the

quay.

' Come and have supper aft with me

to-night, Mr. Williamson/ he said, care-

lessly. ' I meant to have invited you to

dinner in town, but that restaurant was really

too depressing.'

" I thanked him, secretly astonished at the

invitation. Captain Strong never compro-

mised his dignity by sitting at table with his

officers. He ate alone, in the beautifully-

fitted saloon under the poop. At the time

I wondered whether he had some reason for

preferring my company to his customary

solitude. But his manner expressed merely

the courtesy of a superior wishing to give

pleasure to a young officer.

" We had arrived on the quay, and I was

looking over the crowd of vociferating boat-

men with a view to selecting a sampan for
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our return to the ship, when a sudden cry

from the captain startled me.

" ' Look ! Good heavens ! Look ! Don't

vou see ? ' \Vith one hand he gripped me

tightly by the shoulder, with the other he

pointed to the Mary Gleeson anchored in

mid-stream. ' Look ! The yellow jack ! '

" I gazed with him across to the ship, and

to my horrified astonishment saw the dreaded

yellow flag, which denotes the presence of

yellow fever, fluttering in the evening breeze.

Shocked and alarmed, I asked myself who

was the victim. There was no sickness

among the ship's company when we went

ashore. But I knew well enough the swift-

ness of death in these latitudes.

." ' Quick ! Get a sampan ! ' ordered the

captain.

" Privately, I doubted whether any boat-

man would venture into the tainted neigh-

Iwurhood of a ship with yellow fever on

board, and I was agreeably surprised to find

that my only difficulty was to choose among

the swarm that offered themselves. I could

only conclude that they did not understand

the meaning of the emblem. A moment or

two later we were being propelled swiftly

across the stream, our eyes fixed upon that

fatal flag. The second officer stood at the

top of -the ladder to greet us as we climbed

tin board.

" ' All well, sir,' I heard him report in a

|x?rfectly normal voice.

" ' What ? ' ejaculated the captain, in

astonishment, above me.

" ' All well, sir/ he repeated.

" By that time I had joined the captain

on the deck, and we exchanged a puzzled

glance. Then we looked around us. To

our utter bewilderment, of the yellow jack

there was no sign at all. There was not a

rag of bunting about the ship.

" The captain bit his lip and wrinkled

Ids brow. I could comprehend his perplexity.

He turned sharply to the second officer.

" ' Svendsen, has anyone been monkeying

with the signal-flags Ã '

" ' No, sir.' The prompt denial was both

surprised and emphatic. ' I have been on

deck myself ever since you went ashore, sir,'

added the old man, in justification of his

certainty.

" ' H'm ! All right.' The captain shrugged

his shoulders and turned to me. ' Vou saw

it, didn't you ? ' he asked.

" ' Yes, sir/ I replied, confidently.

" ' A most extraordinary hallucination ! '

he said. ' But don't let it worn,- you. Come

and have supper with me at six bells.'

" I could see plainly that he was much

perturbed, and I myself felt very uneasy as

I went below. Following upon the shock of

the captain's narrow escape from the snake

in the deserted temple, the strange trick

of the conjurer at the cafÃ©, and this hallucina-

tion, shared by both of us, of the most

dreaded flag a sailor knows, combined to

awake a primitive superstitious fear in me.

My nerves were in a state of acute tension,

and I found myself starting at the most

ordinary sounds.

" The captain was normal and cheerful

enough, however, when at seven o'clock I

joined him in the beautiful saloon, which he

had had fitted regardless of expense with

everything that could minister to his comfort.

It was his one luxury. The Chinese steward

stood by the side of the elegantly-laid table,

ready to serve his master. It was, as I said,

the first time I had eaten with Captain Strong,

and I was rather impressed with the refine-

ment of his private tastes.

" The meal, an excellent one, passed with-

out incident. My host was agreeably con-

versational, but his talk was confined to

those impersonal subjects which he pre-

ferred. Not once did he refer to the happen-

ings of the day, and I felt that it would be

discretion on my part equally to refrain from

mention of them. The silent-footed Chang-

Fu cleared the table, pulled the awnings

across the open, mosquito-netted skylight,

switched on the electric lamps, and left u>

to our coffee and cigars.

" The centre table folded down so as to

leave a clear space, which made the saloon

appear larger than it really was, and we

sat upon a comfortable leather-upholstered

settee at one end, with our coffee on a little

Chinese table between us.

" A tap on the door interrupted our talk,

and Chang-Fu, the steward, glided into the

saloon and made a respectful obeisance to

the captain.

" ' Masterâ��Chinee conjulor in sampan

'longside-â��want speak master. Him number

one top-hole conjulorâ��makee plenty-heap

big tlickâ��me talkee with himâ��him velly

gleat conjulor.' The steward's wheedling

voice had a note of genuine, awed admira-

tion in it. ' Master see him ? ' he finished,

insinuatingly, rubbing his hands together

under his cringing, wrath-disarming smile.

" I glanced at the captain.

" ' I wonder if it is the fellow we saw at

the cafe, sir ? ' I ventured, and then im-

mediately regretted my words. Like the

young fellow that I was, I was eager to see

more of the skill of these Oriental magicians,

but doubtless the captain would not wish

again to come into contact with the man

whose strange trick of converting the coin

into a jewel had so perturbed him.

" Possibly he read my thoughts and re-

sented the suspicion of moral cowardice.

His tone was curt as he replied : â��

".' Very likely. Bring him down, Chang-

Fu/
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" BEHIND THE DENSE MASSES OF SMOKE I CAUGHT A GLIMPSE OF THE CONJURER'S FACE, SMILING

EVILLY, HIS EYES GLITTERING IN THE RED GLOW, HIS FINGER-TIPS SWEEPING ROUND AND ROUND

IN THE FUMES."

:" Once more the muscles-stood out along

his jaw and his face set doggedly. It was

as though he prepared to confront an adver-

sary. Fascinated by the mystery which I

felt underlay all this, I thrilled with a sense

of high adventure as I saw the captain go to

a drawer in a locker and get out a heavy

revolver, which he slipped into his coat-

pocket. He returned to his seat by my

side.

â�¢â�¢ A moment later Chang-Fu ushered in

the conjurer, and discreetly vanished. It

was indeed the man we had seen at the

cafe; more than that, I recognized him

suddenly, being now without his hat, as the

man hanging round that deserted temple.

" He performed one or two clever but not

particularly remarkable tricks, all of them

harmless enough, and my vague suspicions

of mischief were lulled gradually in the

interest with which I watched him. Captain

Strong remained silent, expressionless. I

noticed that it was towards him that the

conjurer directed his smiles, and his attention

that he endeavoured more especially to hold.

His complete immobility made it impossible

to guess the effect of the conjurer's man-

oeuvres ; certainly he did not take his eyes

from him for a single moment, and his right

hand remained in the pocket where I knew

the revolver to be.

" Presently the conjurer produced a large

bronze bowlâ��apparently from nowhereâ��

and made the usual mystic passes in the air

above it. Smoke began to issue from the

bowl, a thick dark smoke which filled the
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saloon with a pervasive and subtly pleasant

aromatic scent. The smoke rose from the

bowl in ever denser volumes, curling into

the air under the saloon roof in such masses

as to obscure our vision of the farther walls.

The electric lamps glowed redly as through

a fog. The sweet, cloying smell of incense

permeated the atmosphere, made it oppres-

sive, dulled the brain as I drew it with

every breath into my lungs. An insidious

paralysis stole over me. I felt that I had no

power over my limbs, could not move a

muscle. I could only stare fascinated at

that grotesquely ugly Oriental half-seen in

the dim light amid the wreathing fumes, his

skeleton-like hands still sweeping in slow

and regular passes over the bowl. I heard

the deep breathing of Captain Strong at my

side as of a person whose individuality was

remote from me, hardly to be identified.

My drugged brain registered only that he

was as motionless as I.

" Suddenly the electric lights were ex-

tinguishedâ��I did not see how, in that fog of

smoke, but the magician must have had the

switch explained to him by the steward.

The darkness was only momentary. On the

instant almost a dull red glow kindled itself

in the depths of the bowl, illumined luridly

the dense masses of smoke which still welled

up from it. Behind them I caught a glimpse

of the conjurer's face smiling evilly, inscru-

tably, his eyes glittering in the red glow, his

finger-tips sweeping round and round in the

fumes. Thenâ��I missed the exact moment

â��he disappeared. A melancholy, sing-song

chant commenced from somewhere, haunting

the brain with its barbaric reiteration of

meaningless words in a minor key. It was

like the dreary lament of savage worshippers

before an idol that remains obstinately mute,

I remember thinking, vaguely, as I listened

and watched with fascinated eyes that curl-

ing, red-tinted smoke rising from the hidden

flame of the bowl, expecting I knew not what

of marvellous appearance.

" Suddenly the smoke rolled away on

either hand. I found myself looking down

a vista-â��not at the darkened cabin-walls,

but into the bright sunshine of the tropicsâ��

at a pagoda-like temple where two huge

carved, staring figures guarded the entrance

to an interior where lights glimmered. I

recognized it with a peculiar thrillâ��the

temple above Cho-Ion !

" Not now was the courtyard deserted and

overgrown with weeds. A throng of natives,

gesticulating and chattering, though I could

not hear them, filled itâ��pressed back on

either side as though to make way for a pro-

cession. In that throng was a European in

a white suit. He stood out conspicuous in

the front rank of the Oriental crowd. What

was there so familiar about that figure ? My

drugged brain puzzled vaguely for a moment

or twoâ��and then he turned his face towards

me. Captain Strong !â��a younger, slighter

Captain Strong, but undoubtedly he. I saw

the flash of his eyes under the heavy brows,

the living man ! My consciousness checked

for a moment at this phenomenon of dupli-

cation, and then accepted it. It seemed

another part of me that was listening to the

deep breathing of the man at my sideâ��I felt

myself mingling with what I saw almost as

with actual realityâ��let myself drift as in a

dream, where the fantastic ceases to be

strange.

The- procession filled the open space

between the pressed-back ranks of the

throng, a procession of priests with shaven

heads and gorgeous robes, filing into the

great doorway of the temple. After them

came a group of young girls, singing evi-

dently, dancing as they went, and flinging

flowers on either handâ��the young Annamite

girls, who are so strikingly more attractive

than their male relatives. I saw one of

them throw a flower at the foot of the white-

clad Europeanâ��saw her provocative smileâ��

saw him pick up the flower and fling it

playfully back into her faceâ��saw him follow

the throng and press into the temple with

the crowd. \Yhat was that peculiar gasp

which came from the darkness at my side ?

A part of me groped with numbed faculties

for its connection with the bright scene at

which I gazed fascinated.

" The picture changed with the sudden-

ness of a cinematograph film. I found

myself staring at the great image of the

Buddha, looming up above its prostrate

worshippers from amid a blaze of torches.

On its breast glowed and sparkled the sacred

jewelâ��the jewel into which the conjurer had

transmitted Captain Strong's coin upon the

marble-topped table of the cafÃ© !â��the jewel

suspended on a snake of gold.

" There, conspicuously erect, stood the

white-clad figure among the worshippers,

staring up fixedly at the serene immensity

of the image. The jewel upon its breast

glowed with a throbbing light like a living

thing. There was a sudden commotion

among the crowd. A group of priests came

up to the white-clad man and pushed him

gently but firmly out of the temple.

" Again the scene changed. It was night.

The moon shone down upon a garden on a

hillside. Far below, obliterated and revealed

from instant to instant by the foliage moving

in the breeze, glittered the clustered points

of yellow light of a large town. In the

shadow of the trees lurked a vague white

figure. Towards it, across the moonlit open

space, came anotherâ��a native girl. I could

see her clearly. She was so daintily beautiful

that I could not but suspect foreign blood in
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her. The best-looking Annamite girl I had

seen was gross compared with her delicate

charm. For all that, she was genuinely

Oriental in type. .Her lithe little figure, clad

in a simple twisted robe, approached swiftly,

her head turning from side to side in birdlike

inquiry, peeping behind each bush she

passed. It was .not.difficult to guess for

whom she. was looking. The white-clad

the peculiar little gasp, a sound as of teeth

clenching upon each other in the enormous

silence which seemed not to be of this world.

My attention was fixed upon the mysteri-

ous scene before me, so real that I forgot

the ship's cabin and the conjurer with his

volumes of smoke. The vision at which I

gazed was to me actuality. What was

happening ? The man was speaking, gesticu-

.

" AFTER THE PROCESSION OF PRIESTS CAME A GROUP OF YOUNG GIRLS, FLINGING FLOWERS ON

EITHER HAND. I SAW ONE OF THEM THROW A FLOWER AT THE FOOT OF THE WHITE-CLAD

EUROPEANâ��SAW HER PROVOCATIVE SMILEâ��SAW HIM PICK UP THE FLOWER AND PLAYFULLY

FLING IT BACK INTO HER FACE."

figure stepped from its shadow, and in another

moment she was in his arms.

" Then, with a sudden movement, she

wriggled out of the impulsive embrace and

prostrated herself quaintly in a humble little

obeisance. The white-clad figure stooped

to lift her up, folded her again in his arms.

Their lips met in a long, passionate kiss.

From the darkness at my side, but as it were

from an immeasurable distance, came again

lating, pointing away with one handâ��the

girl was shrinking from him in horror, ges-

turing a desperate-negative, and then letting

herself be drawn tightly to his breast again

to lavish her caresses upon himâ��and finally,

as he still spoke with the same gesticulation,

withdrawing herself once more, her hands up

in agonized protest. \Yhat was being de-

manded of her ? I held my breath as I

watched the little drama. What was the
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request which was thus convulsing her t )

the bottom of her soul ? Whatever it was,

it was despairfully refused. In savage ex-

asperation the man flung her from him to

the ground, turned his back upon her, and

strode away.

" She raised herself, stared after him

rrouchingly, agony in her face. She stretched

jut her arms to him, but he did not turn his

lead. Then, ceding evidently to an over-

whelming impulse, she sprang to her feet,

larted after him with the speed of a young

deer, and flung both her arms passionately

about his neck. Once more I saw him ask

her the mysterious question, menace in his

face. And now she surrendered, clinging

to him desperately, tears coursing down her

cheeks, her eyes wild, but every fibre of her

obviously ready to do his bidding rather

than lose him, as she nodded her head in

frantic assent.

" Once more he spoke, pointing mysteri-

ously across the garden. She drew away

from him, lier eyes fixed upon his face, her

bosom filling as with the long, deep breath

of some tragic resolve. He was inexorable.

Hopelessly, she prepared to obey, in her

attitude the touching dignity of fate accepted

Ã�&.>XV

: Ð¾

since love imposes

it, etemal Ð¼Ð¾Ñ�Ð°Ð»

hood fulfilling it-

self in immola-

tion. I felt the

tears start to my

eyes, although I

could not imagine

w hat was the

evidently tremen-

dous sacrifice demanded of her.

The white-clad man stepped

once more into the shadow of

the bushes. With one last

passionate, yearning look to-

wards him, she moved away. She went

crouched, huddled into herself like a woman

who creeps forth to commit a crime.

" Again the scene changed. I was staring

at the exterior of the temple in the moon-

light. The two great figures by the portal

gazed now over an empty courtyard. Only

the moon-cast shadows of the trees moved

upon its untenanted space. There was a

moment of waitingâ��for I knew not what,

but the air was filled with expectation.

Then, slinking along the wall, scarcely visible,

with halting, furtive step, I saw the girl

emerge from the shadows. Like a ghost she'

seemed in the moonlight as she crept up

to the giant figure by the portal, peered

cautiously into the interior darkness, where

two yellow flames glimmered. She slipped

into the gloom like a pale shadow that flits

across the wall.

" And then, I know not how, I found my-

self looking as from the doorway into the

interior. Between two guttering torches the

great image lifted itself up into a smoky

obscurity, the glinting jewel still upon its

breastâ��the jewel that was suspended by n

flexible snake of reddish gold. With an

impressive serenity the great calm face

looked straight before it, its hands stretched

out from the elbow above the legs, crossed
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tor its squatting, ' earth-touching ' position.

Below it, on the steps of the altar, a priest

squatted also, his shaven head nodding for-

ward in the sleep of a vigil excessively pro-

longed. By the portal stood the shrinking

figure of the girl, staring in terror at the

jewel winking in the uncertain light of the

expiring torches.

" For a long, long moment she stood there,

unable to move, her face looking as carven

in its fixed immobility as the image itself.

With a sympathetic thrill I realized the

awful superstitious dread which had her in

its grip. Then her human love triumphed.

I saw her glide stealthily towards the giant

figure, so stealthily that the nodding head of

the somnolent priest altered not in the

regularity of its drowsy rise and fall, so

stealthily that she seemed but a part of the

shifting shadows cast by the candelabra of

the torches. Nimbly and cautiously she

clambered from the altar-steps to the knee

of the mighty image, drew herself up to

the arm outstretched in benediction. She

balanced herself precariously, rose suddenly

upright upon it, and snatched at the jewel.

'' The clasp of the flexible gold snake

broke with the violence of her pull. I saw

it slide like a little stream of ruddy fire into

her hands, saw the last flash of the jewel as

she stuffed it into her bosom. And then,

with a start, the priest looked up.

" Ere he could do more than spring to his

feet she had leaped down with the sure-

footed agility of a mountain-girl. In a quick

movement she evaded his clutch, was gone.

" Once more I found myself looking at the

garden where the white-clad figure 'url'fd

in the shadows. A moment of waiting, then

down the moonlit open space came the

flitting figure of the girl. Swiftly bhe

approached, panic in her wild flight, in the

beautiful features now' close enough for

distinct view. She was sobbing as she ran.

The man stepped out to her. She stopped,

stood for a second regarding him with a

look of inexpressible reproach, and then,

averting her head, thrust into his eager grasp

the sacred jewel. He slipped it into his pocket

and caught her in his arms. She gazed at

him in yearning doubt, her head drawn back,

her soul seeming to question him through

her eyes, and then suddenly she flung herself

towards him, her bare arms round his neck,

her mouth on his, kissing him in a passionate

paroxysm of caresses. Desperately she

yielded herself to him, frenziedly claiming

the reward for her crimeâ��his love. I saw

" SLOWLY SHE STRETCHED OUT HER ARMS IMPLORINGLY TO THE COMPANION

AT MY SIDE."
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the tears rolling down her cheeks as sha seemed to be only a watching brain,

kissed him eagerly again and again, all else divorced from all the other organs of the

forgotten but absorption in his presence. body. He leaped.

In a thrill of apprehension I remembered

the priest. Surely the alarm was givenâ��

a horde of fanatics searching for her while

she lingered so recklessly ! Despite the utter

silence in which all this passed, I almost

fancied I could hear the sonorous booming

of a gong.

" My apprehension quickened to a stab of

acute alarm. There, slinking towards them

in the shadows, as stealthily as a cat,

came a crouching figure, nearer and

nearer from behind. The stee!

blade he clutched flashed in the

moonlight. His face looked

up, illumined in the soft

radiance which suffused the

garden. I recognized itâ��

the priest who had

slumbered at his

post !â��and then,

with a curious

little internal

shock , but

vaguely, as if

these later inci-

dents belonged

to another

existence, the

full r e Ñ� Ð¾ g n i -

tion dawned

upon meâ��the

Â«retched native

whohadloitered

about the de-

serted pagoda

of Clio-Ion, the

conjurer of the cafÃ©, the conjurer whoâ��

ages sinceâ��had filled the saloon of the Mary

Glceson with smoke and incense from the

reel fire of a bronze bowl ! His ugly face

contorted with vindictive cunning, he crept

now upon the oblivious lovers locked in

their passionate embrace. I saw him gather

himself for the spring, the long, murderous

knife openly in his hand. In a spasm of

horror all of me tried frantically to shriek a

warning, but I could not utter a sound. 1

" There was a

glimmer of cold light

as the knife descended.' I

waited, my heart stopping, in

doubt as to the victim. The un-

certainty lasted but an instant. The â�¢ girl,

struck in the back, turned her face up to the

sky and crumpled to her knees like a

marionette whose string is cut.- For one

long moment the grinning, evil face ofnhe

priest, tugging to release his knife, and the

horrified eyes of the white man looked into

each other in a silence which was appalling

in its complete soundlessness. Then the

white man struck savagely downwards upon

the shaven head and sprang away into the

darkness.

" Again I heard a gasp, a choked-back cry,

from the obscurity at the side of me. But

now it seemed to be startlingly nearer, and
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as my bewildered faculties tried to apprehend

it, to identify the source which I knew

vaguely must be familiar to me and yet

could not bring to consciousness, my atten-

tion wandered for a moment. When I looked

again the vision had disappeared. There

was no longer garden or temple. There was

only redly-illumined smoke rolling upward

from a dull red glow and an atmosphere of

sweet, sickly fumes that held my body in a

drugged paralysis.

" Still I gazed, fascinated. Those thick,

wreathing masses of smoke were shaping

themselvesâ��shaping themselves into some-

thingâ��something columnar. I watched like

one in a dream, and as I watched a part of

me attained to consciousness of Captain

Strong sitting in frozen immobility by the

side of me. The wreathing smoke coalesced,

formed itself into something whose outlines

were not yet clear. A brighter, yellower

light emanated from below it, lit it up. A

bodyâ��a vague female bodyâ��collected itself,

and then a girl's head, strangely beautiful

for all its almond eyes and scanty brows.

smiled upon us, suddenly vivid and real. I

recognized it with a shockâ��the girl of the

garden ! She and her body were now one

complete living organism that moved sinu-

ously from the hips. I held my breath in

awe. \Yhereas the visions I had been watch-

ing were like pictures at a distance, this was

an actual living woman a few feet from us.

The smoke disappeared. I was staring at a

beautiful native woman, as real as you or I,

mysteriously illumined in yellow light against

a background of obscurity, who stood where

the fumes had writhed upwards from the

bowl.

" Conscious as I now was of Captain

Strong's close neighbourhood, I craved to

turn to him for astonished comment. But

still my body was deprived of function ; I

could not move a muscle. He made neither

move nor sound. Then I almost forgot him

in the fascinated interest which this appari-

tion compelled.

" Swaying slightly, with a free, graceful

motion of the hips, she moved from her place.

Her mouth parted in a pathetic little smile of

melancholy, her dark eyes gazing, not at

me, but at something at my side, in soulful,

yearning appeal, she glided towards us

through a hushed silence where I could hear

my own heart beat. Slowly she detached

her arms from the simple robe wlu'ch swathed

her, stretched them out imploringly, with a

wistful smile that seemed to beseech a diffi-

cult confidence, to the companion at my side,

to Captain Strong. Once more I heard the

gasp of his laboured breathing.

" She approached, and it seemed to me

that she and I and the panting figure at my

Side whom I could not turn my head to see

were the only things existing in a world that

was otherwise dark. She was illumined from

head to foot, clearly and definitely detached

from her surroundings. I marked the soft,

lithe roundness of her form. Did she speak

Her lips moved, but I heard nothing, although

it seemed to me that a gently-uttered name

echoed far away in illimitable space, echoed

endlessly as though ringing through the vast.

incommensurable soul of things past, present.

and to be. â�¢

" A name was breathed distinctly, as- in

awed answer, from the obscurity at my side.

' Hea-Nan ! Hea-N'an ! ' The wistful smil<-

on the beautiful face sweetened a.-, in grateful

recognition. The eyes softened in a tender

fondness that had nevertheless a strange,

remote dignity. Not now did she give her-

self up to the passionate abandonment < >t

that moonlit garden. Love still yearned

from her, but it was the eternal love of the

soul that looks to the unimaginable realities

beyond the body.

" Slowly, slowly she approached, until it

seemed that the hands of her outstretched

arms would brush my sleeve as they reached

towards the man I felt recoil back into the

darkness at my side. I looked up into

the face of a living, breathing womanâ��saw

the faint flush upon her Asiatic complexion

â��saw the dark eyes glowing, swimming in

a bath of tears. Once more the lips moved

silentlyâ��once more the answering nameâ��-

' Hea-Xan ! 'â��came in an emotionally ex-

lialed whisper from the man who could draw

back no farther.

" She smiled, a smile of radiant forgive-

ness, of understanding, andâ��so it seemedâ��

of pity, and then I saw her arms make a

quick movement. From the shadow at my

side she plucked something, held it aloft.

The sacred jewel of the Buddha blazed in the

mouth of the reddish-gold snake that seemed

to curl alive about her arm. For one long

moment I looked up at her, her face glowing

strangely in the glory of the recovered jewel,

yet still a living, human woman, with lip-,

that parted as I watchedâ��and then I found

myself staring into a smother of smoke, from

which issued a ghastly, mocking laughter.

" The red glow near the floor expired in

one last flicker. There was a stab of flame,

the simultaneous deafeningly-violent detona-

tion of a revolver fired close to my ear, a

savage cry of furious menace, another gloat-

ing chuckle of laughterâ��and then darkness

and silence.

" Brought suddenly to myself, I struggled

to my feet in the choking fumes and groped

feverishly for the switch of the electric light.

I found it, and the lamps sprang into dull

illumination of the smoke-filled cabin. The

door was open. The conjurer had dis-

appearedâ��I heard a splash in the river
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under the open ports," and was left no doubt

that'he was beyond our reach. Then, in

Â¡â�¢udden alarm at his silence, I turned to look

(or Captain Strong.

" He was stretched back unconscious upon

the settes where we had sat together, his

hand still grasping the revolver, which he

had vainly fired with his last strength. He

looked livid, pale as death, and for a moment

1 thought the native had murdered him.

But I could find no mark on Ð«Ñ�, and pre-

sently he opened his eyes, began to murmur

delirious phrases. I saw at a glance that he

was very ill, with the illness that frightens

you when you see it in a place like Saigon.

With some difficulty, for he was a heavy man,

I lifted him to his bunk and put him to bed.

As I loosened the shirt from about his throat

I noticed, with a thrill of the uncanny which

made me shudder, that round his neck was a

circling Une of blanched skin, and on his

chest a similar, broader patch. But the

amulet whoss long wearing had evidently

caused thes3 ma'ks had disappeared Ñ�Ñ�Ñ�-

pl t?ly.

" Half an hour later I was being rowed in

all haste to the black Messageries Maritimes

boat moored in the river, and claiming the

services of her doctor.

â�¢â�¢" It was hopeless from the first, and we

both knew it. Captain Strong died before

morning, raving native words in his delirium

and calling incessantly a native nameâ��

' HÃ©a-Nan ! HÃ©a-Nan ! '

" At dawn I looked up to see the yellow

jack fluttering from the masthead precisely

as, not twelve hours before, I had sean the

vision of it from the quay."

Captain Williamson stopped, glanced at

his burnt-Out cheroot, threw it away, and

selected another one carefully from his

case.

" Well, professor, what do you make of

that ? " he asked, as he struck a match.

The professor assumed an air of wisdom

superior -to any mystery.

" Of course " he said, " there is no doubt

what happened. Captain Strong was prob-

ably infected with yellow fever coming up

the river. Years before, he had instigated

a native girl to rob that Buddhist temple on

his behalf, and finding himself back at the

place he was impelledâ��it is a common

psychological phenomenon in criminalsâ��to

revisit the scene of his crime. The ex-priest

saw him and recognized him, and, wishing

to make quite sure whether he still possessed

the sacred jewel, he hypnotized- him by

chaining his conscious attention on his little

colouring trick at the cafÃ©, and then suggested

to him the vision of the jewel by outlining

it with his subject's finger on the table.

Captain Strong's exclamation and his gesture

would be sufficient evidence that he still

wore it.

" As for the scene in the saloon, it was

hypnotism on a large scale, induced by the

use of the drugs with which the atmosphere

was filled. Captain Strong's subconscious

mind came to the top and lived once again

through the episodes of the robbery and the

death of his agent, seeing them, as is the

habit of the subjective mind when released

from the control of the objective surface

consciousness, like actual present facts. The

hallucination of the girl as a living presence

in the cabin is, of course, explained by the

silent suggestion of the priest acting on the

already highly-excited subconsciousness of

the guilty man. Just as I can make a

hypnotic patient believe that you are some-

one else and see you as someone else, so the

conjurer himself, under cover of the vision

he had suggested, approached the wearer

of the sacred jewel and snatched it from his

neck. The emotional crisis undergone by

Captain Strong would, of course, hasten the

onset of the yellow fever already in his body."

" H'm ! " objected Captain Williamson,

" but that doesn't explain why I should

share these visions."

The professor was nothing daunted.

" Of course," he said, " you were in close

propinquity to Captain Strong, and were

doubtless what is known as en rapport with

him. The vision of the yellow flag^the not

uncommon hallucination of a death-symbol,

produced by the subconsciousness of a doomed

personâ��was communicated to you when the

captain gripped your shoulder "

" Have a whisky-and-soda, professor," in-

terrupted the planter, coarsely, " and don't

spoil a good story."

Ã�
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BOOM IN

HUNTING

A NOTE FOR NOVICES

Written^ an

HERE is a story told of a

lady in America who, in

conversation with a hunting

man from England, said : "I

can't understand how you

can do much fox-hunting in

England. 1 suppose you just

chase the poor little animal round and

round the island till you catch him ! "

The American idea of fox-hunting is often

rather quaint, and I can remember another

case, an experience of my own, illustrating

this. A young man from somewhere in

the North of America, or it may be Canada

â�� whose ideas and language somewhat

savoured of what one connects with the

old Hudson Bay fur trading â�� in all

seriousness asked me one day when out

with a pack of

hounds to which

I was acting as

whip, 'Say,when

you catch the fox

what do you do

with the pelt ? "

Later in the day

he witnessed to

what " tatters of

brown " a pack

of foxhounds re-

duced the said

pelt. On another

occasion the same

youth, looking on

at our attempts

to bolt a fox

we had run to

ground, asked,

"Shall I give him

a shot if he comes

out? " and seemed

rather surprised

THE PREHISTORIC HUNTING MAN.

that he should not be permitted to use the

' shooting-iron " which he evidently had

secreted somewhere on his person.

It is a kind of tradition that foxhounds

are kept for the purpose of keeping down

foxes. This may have been their original

object, but I think there is little doubt

that, but for their existence in modern

times, the fox in this country would soon

be extinct.

The lady who wondered how they hunted

in our " tight little island " would be sur-

prised to know that there are in round figures

something like five hundred packs of hounds

of different kinds kept for hunting in Britain,

of which upwards of two hundred chase the

fox " round and round the islands."

Some of these packs have been in existence

more than two

hundred years ;

that is to say,

there are records

of them as es-

tablished packs

for that time,

though no doubt

the origin of some

is of much earlier

date.

That hunting

is the oldest of

" sports " is an

obvious fact

which need not

be dwelt upon.

That it no doubt

originated in the

necessity of kill-

ing wild animals

for food makes

little difference.

No doubt the

â�¢ j
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sporting element was discovered as early as

the Stone Age,, .and men of that time followed

the chase for love of it, as well as for food.

The hunting instinct is inherent in all

carnivorous animals, from man downwards,

and always will be as long as the world lasts.

When following the chase on horseback

began" no one knows, but it must have

been very shortly after the discovery of the

horse, as a means of transport. The first

horseman, Â« I expect, had an exciting time,

and i have no doubt supplied as much

amusement to his friends as the modern

tyro who essays the equestrian art for the

first time.

Somehow the back of a horse is always an

excellent stage from which to display the

humours of incompetence,

I once heard of a middle-aged Jew who,

for some reason, had to learn to ride. He

was accordingly mounted upon a very placid

and suitable animal. After sitting in the

saddle for some time and having gained

sufficient confidence, he addressed the animal

in a mild and conciliatory tone and said,

" Now commence

-Â»-commence ! "

1 So far as one

cau see, hunting

m; some places

at least is rather

"booming" after

the war, and

many Jews and

Gentiles not

" born m the

saddle" are tak-

ing to it;

Many people

have made

money during

the warâ��s o m e

may be " pro-

fiteers "â��and a

number of all

these are no

doubt going to

form a propor-

tion of the

" field " of the

future, in faet,

do so now, es-

pecially in what are known as the " Home

Counties." Some of them may be counted

upon to supply a humorous element, to begin

with at least, until they learn the techni-

calities and traditions of the hunting-field.

Even if he can sit upon a horse reasonably

well, the man who has never seen beans

except on the dinner-table cannot be ex-

pected to recognize that most easily-damaged

crop, and respect it, when showing only a

couple of little green leaves above the ground,

and he will be in much the same position if

Vol. r,x._ie.
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warned to " 'Ware wneat " as Phil May's

Cockney in Punch, who replied, " Why, it's

only mud ! "

The uninitiated can hardly be expected to

know that the huntsman's or whip's " 'Ware

'oss !" is riot so much addressed to a hound

to warn him to get out of the way of a

horse, as to the rider of the animal himself.

In the hunting-field there are many little

opportunities of unenviable distinction, like

the opening of a gate, should the novice

chance to find himself in the front of an

impatient crowd at such an obstruction. If

he takes the wrong hand to it and " foozles,"

he will, in all probability, be told with great

frankness what is thought of him and where

he ought to be.

Many fields are full at present of young

soldiersâ��" Soldier hofficers," as Jorrocks

used to call them ; they are seldom million-

aires, and some of them frankly state that

they are " blewing " their gratuity, and

intend to have a good time while it lasts.

From what I know of them, I don't think

there is anyone more capable of getting value

for their money

in this way.

Some of them

may possibly

have onl y learned

the noble art of

horsemanship

during the war,

but youth is

adaptive, and

bar a few well-

known charac-

teristics of not

fully - informed

sportsmen, such

as pressing upon

the hounds be-

fore they have

settled properly

to a line, or at a

check, they can

be counted upon

to pick up a

working know-

ledge of the sport

pretty rapidly.

All these new

people will not tend to make the life of

the M.F.H. any more a bed of roses than

heretofore. A master has need of many

qualities to cope with the various situations

which from time to time arise, and the ideal

master is a rara avis who would go far in

most walks of life. Their methods vary

enormously, from the plentiful use of strong

language to the gentle satire which is often

quite as effective.

There is an old tale told of a sportsman

who, having taken up the sport of hunting

\
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somewhat late in life, found himself, in the

very first hunt he had selected, come under the

critical eye of the master in connection with

some unconscious impropriety. He received

such a " telling off " that he removed to

another country, only to have the bad for-

tune to again fall into the bad grace and

under the rough tongue of its master, who

was widely celebrated for his language. Our

unfortunate tyro again removed, this time

leaving the fashionable countries, and try-

ing a more provincial one in search of

peace. Again bad luck pursued him, and

the provincial master tried to tell him in his

most forcible language what he thought of

him, until the unfortunate worm turned and

stopped him with- the remark, " It's no use

your trying to do that ; I've been cursed by

Blank in Leicestershire, I've been cursed by

Blankety-Blank in Ireland, and anything

you can do doesn't sound more than the

mere humming of a bee compared to them."

It would be difficult to say what is the most

effective kind of master, but I have always

been strongly of opinion that a great deal

depended on where the master was. Some

seem to have the faculty of always being in

the right place at the critical moment, and

exercise a moral effect far greater than the

man whose voice is heard shouting from

behind. It is so easy not to hear.

In dealing with all questions connected

with hunting, the secretary and treasurer,

and nowadays the " cap " collectorâ��gene-

rally voluntary workersâ��cannot be for-

gotten ; in fact, there is little danger of their

allowing themselves to be. Sound finance is

a part of all successful undertakings, and with

the cost of everything so increased, the work of

these gentlemen is by no means a sinecure.

During five years of war " carrying on "

has taxed the utmost efforts of the few

sportsmen who, debarred for one reason or

another from serving abroad, devoted what

time war work at home allowed to keeping

going the sport they loved. To them, all who

hunt owe more than they will ever be able to

repay. Among others, some retired hunt

servants once more donned the old pink

and again mounted saddles they had long

relinquished to the younger generation, often

occupying much subordinate positions to

what they had held, but helping to carry on

the good work and keep things going, so that

the dreams of the trenches of " a good hunt

when it is all over " could come true for the

sportsman who had the good fortune to

" come through."
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Hunt servants are very much a class by

themselves,! the profession running in families

often for many generations, and those who

rise- to be huntsmen are very often men of

considerable character, their life generally

developing it as time goes on.

The â�¢ uninitiated can hardly realize what

goes to the making of a successful huntsman.

Courage, determination, initiative, and

rapidity of thought are a few of the many

requisites. â�¢ Added to them you often find

many graces as well ; associating with all

classes widens their outlook on humanity.

And the necessity for observation, know-

ledge of character, and often a considerable

deal of diplomacy, makes the best of them

good-mannered and ready-witted. The Duke

of Beaufort's late huntsman, Will Dale, was

an examplis of a man beloved by everyone

who knew him, who, without ever trying to

be anything more than a huntsman, was one

of''Natufe's gentlemen. He always had a

ready answer for peer or peasant, often

strongly thiged with humour. I remember

a jiOirtÃ´what excited stranger galloping up

to, him in that stronghold for foxes, Great-

wood, to say that the fox had gone away at

the .bottom of the cover, to which Will

replied-4 "Thanks, sir; but I think the

main body's up at the top." In his own

country I suppose there were few huntsmen

of whom more stories were told than old Will

Shore, who died a few years ago, and who

hunted the Duke of Buccleuch's hounds in

Scotland for a great number of years. His

wit was of the very driest description, so

much so indeed that one could recognize a

tale told in that country as one of Will's from

that quality alone. 1 have forgotten many, but

one remark comes to mind made to a young

gentleman who was riding a well-known and

very ancient hireling. The rider, after 'more

or less getting among the hounds at a meet,

said to Shore, "Confound this brute; he'won't

keep still for a moment." Will's reply was,

"Give him a little time, Mr. William, give him

a little time, and he'll be still long enough."

It is sincerely hoped that the present'' boom"

may continue, but as there have been many

dangers successfully weathered, there are

others which may be serious in the future.

The hunting-field has lost many staunch

friends who possibly were not much in the

limelight, the smaller men who just managed

in time past to keep one or two horses and

hunt in a quiet way, but whom changed

times, increased costs, and often diminished

incomes have reduced to "Shanks's mare."

These generally lived in the country all the

year,round, were of it, and were really more

'MANY FIELDS ARE FULL AT PRESENT OF YOUNG SOLDIERS 'SLEWING' THEIR GRATUITY."
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"WHEAT BE BLOWED ! IT'S MY OWN, AND NOWT DOES IT MORE

GOOD IN DRY WEATHER THAN A GOOD RIDIN' OVER ! "

used to it than the bigger man who possibly

hunted more and kept more horses, but was

away the rest of the year and really did not

know neighbouring farmers over whose land

he rode, or understood much of the small

matters which go to make up country life

and the success of a hunt as a part of it.

Will the new recruits make up for their loss ?

Time only will show.

One good sign is that farmers are on the

increase in the field, an increase that is

earnestly to be desired. Farmers, taken all

round, have always been the friends of hunt-

ing, but in the lean times had little chance to

indulge in it. Now that times are better, if

the labour difficulties were overcome, we

may hopefully look to see more farmers and

their sons hunting.

Farmers provide the land, the first neces-

sity, but unfortunately it is seldom that they

can provide the money necessary to carry on

hunting. This, in the case of some of the old

family packs, was provided from the private

purse of the head of that family. The

prospect of this continuing in even the few

cases surviving is smallâ��the breaking up of

large estates will affect hunting as much as

or more than anything else. ,

The new recruits to hunting should keep it

in mind that the sport has always been carried

on greatly by the rich paying for What the

poorer could not, and, if hunting is to continui1,

he who can afford it must pay cheerfully for

more than what he considers his share.

Hunt committees may issue a list of mini-

mum subscriptions accepted, but this must

not be takenâ��as often in the case of con-

trolled pricesâ��as the maximum also.

If I may advise the beginner who is

genuinely keen, his best place is not the

Shires, but some smaller country, where they

will welcome him and his subscription, and

where he will often get much more for his

money.as his money will do more for the hunt,

and more sport than among what Jorrocks

called the " top-sawyers " in the Midlands.

Let him remember, wherever he is, that

hunting is, and should be, a democratic sport.

and the more so it is the longer it will

live. Soldier, sailor, tinker, tailor, can come

out hunting. No class distinctions debar

from the hunting-field, and probably the tailor

whom the master reproved for riding up a fur-

row in a wheat-field and who replied that he

was only " riding up the seam " was as real a

sportsman as his " best subscriber."
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^ ILLUSTRATED BY E.G.OAKDALE

THE sound of

a deliberate

footstep was

heard ascend-

ing the zinc - edged

treads of the public

stair. It caused the

young woman who sat at Ã  large

writing-table strewn with papers to

raise her head. .- ,-.â�¢ .

As she sat she was not facing that , â�¢

door, but sideways to it ; and she did

not turn lier head as the owner of the foot-

step entered, but bent it over the letter on

her blotting-pad, saying quietly, " Good

morning."

" Good morning, Miss Western," was the

frigid rejoinder.

The man who closed the door and crossed

the room was still youngish, and suggested,

by some clfect of lus smooth-shaven face and

c.ireful morning dress, a statesman or mem-

ber of Parliament. His hair was dark, and

was beginning to recede from his forehead.

His lips were thin and his expression cold.

His own table stood nearer the fireâ��a desk-

tsble, perfectly clean, well polished, and tidy.

Upon its blotting-pad lay two piles of letters,

each held down by a weight, and each with

some kind of nota pc:icilled in blue on its

upper corner, showing that his secretary had

buen through them before him.

Mr. Cazalet took up the papers, stared at

them vaguely, selected one, and seemed to

read itâ��Miss Western felt sure that he only

seemed to read it. In the atmosphere there

was a tensity, an embarrassment, a con-

sciousness . . .

She felt that if the bursting of the storm

wire much longer delayed, she must begin

t i giggle hysterically.

She was a tall, elegant woman, not much

under thirty, and her

business attire was

purposely plain ami

severe. Her abundant

hau*, bronze - brown,

was too tightly coiled.

One felt that, with

the right treatment, she would be very

handsomeâ��her complexion, though

pale with the pallor of one who lives

in~an office, was of fine texture, almost

faultless." 'Her expression was resolute,

and the corners of her mouth set almost

grimly.

Cazalet cleared huvthroat. It was coming !

She felt absurdly impelled to grip the arms

of her seat, as though it had been a dentist's

chair.

" It seemsâ��erâ��to me, Miss Western, that

we must come to an understanding respecting

â��respectingâ��the subjectâ��I should say,

respecting your attitude "

She interrupted him, but quietly enough :

" Respecting what took place yesterday ? "

" Ah ! Precisely."

He moved to the hearthrugâ��that tribunal

of the Englishman's Homeâ��and stood before

the excellent fire judicially. " I was to<>

much annoyed, last night, to realize fully th ;

extent to which I disapproved of what von

had doneâ��or said "

" Both ! "

The second interruption seemed to di ;-

concert him. He adjusted his pince-nez an 1

stared at her fixedly. " Iâ��came to certain

conclusions," he said, almost defiantly, a.s one

determined to have his say, " though I

own that yourâ��yourâ��the position you ma v

take up this morning, might do much to

modify them."

" What conclusions, Mr. Cazalet ? "

"' After studying the situation in all its
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bearings, I decided that if you adhere to last

night's attitudeâ��if, I sayâ��I can no longer

retain your services."

It was out. Philippa did not even look up.

" I expected it," she replied, evenly. " Am

I to count my notice from to-day ? "

He was now quite evidently taken aback.

He had launched his thunderbolt only to find

it foreseenâ��-discounted. For this, it seemed,

he was unprepared. But, since she made no

attempt to challenge his decision, he began,

unreasonably, to defend it.

" My secretary must be at my ordersâ��

accept my decisionsâ��defer to my judgment.

That one in your position should take upon

herself to refuse, Ð�Ð¿ my name, an invitation

I had not so much as seenâ��-and should then

proceed to justify her action in terms I can

only describe as offensiveâ��branding me as

a traitor to my country because I wish to

attend a meeting of excellent persons, all

bent upon the laudable aim of showing kind-

ness to our late enemiesâ��this, I repeat, to

my mind constitutes an attitude which I

cannot condone."

" The critic on the hearth, in fact ! I

quite see. It does not do."

" Ð�Ð¾ ? I should think not. The freedom

of language which you permitted yourself

yesterdayâ��why, I would not allow my best

friend to speak so to me ! "

" No, I fear you wouldn't. That is the

pity of it."

He surveyed her with a bewildered mien.

" You, too," he suggested, presentlyâ��and,

whether he knew it or not, his voice was a

pleaâ��" have had timeÂ» for cool reflection.

It is possible that you have come to view

your probably well-meant interference in

another light ? If so, you will find me

ready "â��he broke off, for she had shaken

her headâ��quietly, but quite unmistakably.

" You say No ! I am to gather that you

feel no regret for the line you adopted ? "

She rose to her feet. " I did not speak in

the heat of anger. I thought well before I

spoke. I cannot withdraw a word."

â�¢ " Nor apologize ? "

" No. Unless it be an apology to say I

am sorry I was forced to hurt your feelings.

I am aware I behaved more as your friend

than as your paid automaton. I wanted to

save youâ��to hold you back from a morass,

in which you are allowing yourself to flounder.

Look there ! " She pointed to the heap of

letters on his desk. " Examine those !

They all came this morning ! See who the

writers are ! Foreign Jews, creeping traitors,

wild cranks, headlong faddists, and fanatics !

Nice company for you ! They think they

have you won over ! And you ask me to

say I regret doing my feeble bit to hold you

back ! "

" That will do, thank you, Miss Western."

" Agreed, Mr. Cazalet. I leave you this

day week, and "

" This day week ! Surely not so soon !

How am I to replace you in a week ? "

Philippa shrugged her shoulders. " That

is your affair. My" engagement is by the

week. I suggest ybu write and ask one of

your new triendsâ��say Sir La/.arus Lopezâ��

to help you. He could easily provide you

with someone who would never be tempted

to criticize your flirtations with treason."

" Miss Western, you forget yourself."

" I fear that is so. But I remember my

country."

He bit his lip and turned to the mass of

correspondence before him.

" We had better begin our work."

For more than an hour they worked There

was a longish pause before he took up and

examined the letter from ^he great Sir

Lazarus, which lay on the top of the second

pile.

" Dear Sir Lazarus," said he at last.

Philippa raised her head. In each smooth

cheek there burned a rose the member of

Parliament had never seen there. " I beg

your pardonâ��have you read, not merely

Sir Lazarus's letter, but the document he

encloses ? "

Cazalet swallowed hard.

" That is not your affair "

" Forgive me, I must contradict you.

I ought to warn you that I may think it

my duty to inform the Government, should

what you write be, inmy judgment, dangerous

to the State."

He sprang to his feet. " My confidential

secretary ! " he thundered.

" Yes. Nothing can be stronger than your

claim upon my silence, except my country's

claim upon my speech."

He strode up and down the room, and

something like an oath came from between

his compressed lips.

" Perhaps," she suggested, " I had better

leave at onceâ��without notice ? How can we

go on working together as things are now ? "

He burst out, bringing down a clenched

hand upon his desk.

" This is preposterous ! Incredible ! I

fully expected to find you reasonable this

morning ! You always have been eminently

reasonable ! Pcxrple have asked me it I

don't find a lady secretary taking offence at

trifles, shedding tears if correctedâ��and I

have laughed at them ! I have found you a

model of punctuality, decorum, silence."

" So that, now the Lord has opened tin-

mouth of the ass, you are very naturally

both annoyed and surprised. Let me make

a suggestion. There are just three letters

there which you must answer yourself, not

letting me see what you write. I can manaee

all the rest."
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HE BURST OLT:

THIS IS PREPOSTEROUS : INCREDIBLE!

REASONABLE.' "

I FL'LLY EXPECTED TO FIND VOL'

He looked at her darkly ; then, with a

quick sigh of relief, dropped into his chair.

" Very well, take this."

It was all finished at last, and Miss Western

retired to tier typewriter in the back office

to transcribe ; while her chief took his un-

willing peim and scribbled two untidy notes

and a letter of some length.

Presentlv Philippa came back, holding in

her hand some small compact pages of typed

matter, fastened neatly together. She laid

them on his desk. " Notes for the Henwood

Heath meeting," said she, " with special

view to the agricultural heckler. I went

over there last Saturday and collected one or

two little facts which ought to help you."

As he took up the notes he lifted his eyes

to her face almost beseechingly. " You

went down thereâ��on your one free dayâ��to

supply me with data ? " His eye ran over

the terse, pithy phrases. " Jove, that ought

to settle them ! Very goodâ��good indeed !

You can rely upon this information ?

" It rests on the carefully-sifted evidence

of natives. See this, about the rearing of

calves, and oil-cake. You know how they

harp upon the cost of feeding. I took the

trouble to find out exactly how much oil-

cake went into the district in the course of

last year. Two hundredweightâ��-among eighty

or ninety farmers ! That ought to pulverize

them ! "

His set lips relaxed into a smile, quickly

chased by a worried frown. " What on

earth am I going to do without you ? "

She turned away. " Oh, there are as good

fish in the sea as ever came out ! "

He grew a little red and fumbled with his

blotting-pad.

" Couldn't weâ��how would it be to go

onâ��to try to do as we have done this

morningâ��leaving me to attend to this

correspondence which you object to ? "

She turned, in great surprise.

" You meanâ��you withdraw your notice ? "

He reddened, not looking up. But he

nodded.

â�¢' I'm sorry. But I can't. I must go.

1 won't be a party to what is going on. In

a day or two more you will be helplessly

committed. I've shot my bolt, and vainly.

I can't stay on and see the results."

' Well," he said, angrily, fingering the

papers he held, " I never should have thought

you would be so ready to go."

She laugheil bitterly. " You think a

woman throws away her daily bread

lightly ? "

" Daily bread ? " he echoed, incredulously.

" And that's not the worst," she went on,

hurriedly. " This is the work I likeâ��the

work I can do wellâ��-this great game of

government ! Yet you think I go willingly.

Well, it just shows what strangers we are.
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that's all ! But look at tue time ! Your

appointment in Carlton House Terrace is at

twelve-thirty. I must telephone for a taxi

this instant."

She hastened into the smaller office and

picked up the receiver. " You'll stay the

week, at least ?" he pleaded.

" Yes, I'll stay the week."

He picked up hat and stick. " Then

good-bye till to-morro\v morning. We meet

about eleven, I suppose ? You know I go

down to Hampshire this afternoon ? "

" Yes. Everything you want for the

meeting is there, I think, in that attache-

case. The taxi will be at the door by the

time you get downstairs."

She set down the telephone, but remained

in the back room, and after a minute's hesita-

tion he went out. But, before he closed the

door, her voice recalled him.

She was standing in the archway between

the two rooms, and she looked nervous.

She pointed to his writing-table. " Have

you put those letters which came this morning

in there ? "

" I have. Under lock and key," he replied,

stiffly.

" Then don't. Don't leave them here.

An office is easily searched. There are so

many hours when we are neither of us

here "

He turned cnmson.

" Searched ? What do you mean ? "

" Nothing definiteâ��only to be on the safe

side. Rememberâ��you took me out of the

Secret Service branch of the Department :

and I saw one of our own men, whose face I

know, watching this office yesterday. It is

of course possible that he was after some-

body elseâ��but he eyed me closely as I went

out. It is my belief that you were followed

when you went to see Sir Lazarus two days

agoâ��

He made a sound of inarticulate rage.

" Are you suggesting that the Department

views meâ��meâ��with suspicion ? "

She replied flatly, " Yes. That is what I

am suggesting."

" Such an idea is as preposterous as it is

offensive," was his furious retort, as he turned

on his heel and left her.

The offices were on the second floor of a

small house in Ashill Place, Westminster.

The larger room faced the street. Before

each of its long windows was hung a plain

width of mosquito muslin, which by no

means obstructed one's view of the outer

world, while making it impossible for anyone

in the street to see within, unless there were

a light in the room.

Directly Cazalet had gone downstairs,

Philippa stole as near the window as she

could stand without being seen from outside.

She looked up the road and down, and

scrutinized the . driver of the taxi which

carried him away. Nobody was on the

pavement very near the house ; but a man

who had been leaning on the railings, farther

on, straightened himself, began to move

briskly in the same direction as the taxi,

turned the corner at which it disappeared,

and passed from sight.

" When I am a woman of leisure," Miss

Western told herself, " I am going to write

a striking essay on male vanity. Nobody

yet has ever plumbed its depths. But when

secrets come to be disclosed, we shall find out

that half the treachery in the world has been

achieved by flattering a young man's vanity.

We have been searching all the papers, they

tell him, listening on everv platformâ��to find

a man who can speak as you canâ��a mind

which is open to reasonâ��a Great Intellect,

in short, which ought to influence the world !

That is the way to snare them ! And exactly

the way to snare Norman Cazalet. They

are just fooling him to the top of his bent;

and the Department has got wind of it, and

means to catch him out. Don't I know

Bull-Manning's methods, of old ? Those

loathsome letters and that poisonous piece

of propaganda are here, in this table drawer ;

and if copies of them reach the hands of the

Chief, he's finished. Nothing will be said.

It will only just be arranged that he ceases

to rise, that he gets no job, that no seat will

be found for him next election. Oh, the

pity of it ! "

She sat down wearily to complete the

morning's work, usually so delightful to her.

Just as she was thinking of going out to

lunch, a tap came at the door, and in reply

to her summons a man entered with a straw

bag of tools over his shoulder.

" Beg pardon, missâ��come about the

electric light."

Philippa remembered with a start that she

had telephoned a couple of days before for a

mechanic to put new cord upon her carrying

lamp. She scanned the workman with eyes

like searchlights. He had all the air of being

what he professed to be. But she knew that

Bull-Manning used the tapping of the tele-

phone as one of his best methods.

" Come in," said she, slowly; " I shall be

glad to have that job done, for the days close

in so quickly now, I have to use a light at

four o'clock."

" I'll have it ready long before that, miss."

He swung down his basket, and set about

his work in a businesslike way. His finger-

nails were black and broken, he appeared to

be no more and no less than the workman

for whom she had sent. But her mind,

keenly careful for Cazalet, was working

swiftly, and she determined to make sure.

She pinned on her hat, slipped into her
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long coat, and took up her bag, containing

all the letters for post. It would be quite

easy for her to catch this man hi the act if

he had come to spy. Half her intelligence

rejected the idea. But she could not forget

the face of Paine, the Secret Service man

whom she had yesterday seen so near.

If her suspicions were j ust, then this affair

into which Cazalet was drifting so easilyâ��

this sinister combination of Sir Lazarus

Lopez with certain great continental and

transatlantic firmsâ��must be far more serious

than she had any idea of. Cazalet was

among the most ableâ��perhaps the most

ableâ��of Bull-Manning's young men. That

he had been approached by this gang was

certainly known to the Chief. It was likely

enough that his weak pointâ��his personal

vanityâ��was likewise known to the astute

statesman.

She went calmly out, telling the man, if he

should have got through his job before her

return, to shut the office door after him.

Passing into the street, with a heart

thumping uncomfortably, she immediately

crossed, in such a way as to be clearly

in sight of anyone who might be ob-

serving her progress from the window.

She walked on purposefully, turning out of

sight at the corner, and coming into Victoria

Street. At the first pillar-box she paused,

and posted her large mail, searching her bag

as if to be sure that she put in all she had ;

but nevertheless retaining the three letters

which Cazalet himself had written. If there

was anything in her forebodings, she knew

she would have been followed to the post ;

but had no reason to suppose that she would

be shadowed farther. However, she deter-

mined to take adequate precaution, so

walked into an A.B.C. shop opposite, and,

having purchased some buns, passed out

again at once by the side entrance. Thence,

by turning all corners in the same direction,

she worked herself back into Ashill Place,

on the same side of the way as Number Nine,

where the offices were. She kept close to the

area railings, so that she could not be seen

to approach except by someone standing

right in the window. At the corner of the

road she stopped a policeman.

" I am just going back to my office, at

Number Nine," said she. " I left a man

there, repairing my cbctric light. I felt a

little doubtful of him, and as there are things

in the office worth stealing, I am going back

considerably sooner than he expects me.

H I find him doing anything he ought not,

I shall ring a bell twice. Will you come

and stand at the entrance while I go up-

stairs ? "

Miss Western's dignified and straightfor-

ward manner caused the policeman to give

heed. At that time, the dislocation and

unemployment which followed unavoidably

upon the close of war were causing a good

deal of burglary.

" Sure he'll let you get at the bellâ��sup-

posing he's what you think he is ? " he asked.

'' He can't prevent me, because the bell's

011 the landing. I have a way in which I can

see what he is doing without going into the

room. I expect I am making a fuss about

nothing ; but I shall feel more comfortable

if you will do as I ask you."

He accompanied her to the open street door,

and she crept upstairs with noiseless tread.

Some previous tenants of the premises had

fitted a letter-box to the door of the front

officeâ��a door little used by Cazalet, whos-.?

visitors all entered through the back room,

on which occasions a curtain was drawn to

screen off his own domain.

The letter-box was of brass wire netting,

so that anyone who knelt down, pushed back

the flap, and peeped through the slit could

plainly see that part of the front room, near

the fire-place, where Cazalet's table stood.

Without a sound Philippa sank on her

knees, gently pushed back the flap with a

hat-pin, and peered through. She saw the

electric litfht mechanic standing over the

table, trying the drawers with a skeleton

key. Though she had suspected it, the reality

shook lier horribly. Breathless she watched

him succeed in unlocking the middle drawerâ��

containing nothing but clean stationery in

exquisite order. Then methodically he went

down all the drawers on that side of the knee-

hole, and after careful search in them all,

began upon the other side.

Just as he had placed the key in the drawer

wherein the secret correspondence lay, he

heard an electric bell ring sharply, twice :

and with extraordinary rapidity, sprang back

to his place among his tools on the floor.

There was a pause of a few seconds. Slowly

he rose, listened, and was creeping back

towards the writing-tableâ��when a latch-key

clicked in the door and Miss Western walked

in.

" Drop those keys," said she, shortly.

" I have been watching you for the past five

minutes."

'' Look 'ereâ��who are you a-talkin' to ? "

" To a thief," she replied, promptly, " and

one who will be safe in the lock-up in a few

minutes' time."

" Oh, no, he won't, not by a long sight,"

cried the man, dodging her and darting out

of the door. He fell right into the arms of

the ascending constable, who was followed

by the porter belonging to the offices.

Philippa pounced upon the skeleton keys,

and held them out in triumph to the police-

man.

" Game's up," said the burglar, amicably.

" All right. I'll go quiet."
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' ' DROP THOSE KEYS ! ' SHE SAID. ' LOOK 'EREâ��WHO ARE YOU A-TALKING TO ? ' ' TO A

TIME.' ' OH, NO, HE WON'T ! ' CRIED THE MAN, DARTING OUT OF THE

An hour later the excitement was over,

and Philippa, left alone in the office, sa't

before the fire wondering what she ought to

do next. Her mind seemed to be working

like a rat in a cage, springing this way and

that in search of a way out. The capture of

the spy had confirmed her worst suspicions.

She knew now that the correspondence

passing between Cazalet and what she

termed in her mind " the Lopez Gang " must

be considered by the authorities to be of the

highest importance.

What troubled her was that, in her anxiety

to test the reasonableness of her suspicions,

she had been guilty of a cardinal error. She

saw now that she ought never to have spoken

to the policeman. By so doing she had

shown the Department clearly that Cazalet
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THIEF,' SHE REPLIED. ' AND ONE WHO WILL BE SAFB IN THE LOCK-UP IN A PZ'.V :.:::;VTEa

DOOR. HE FELL RIGHT INTO THE ARMS OF THE ASCENDING CONSTABLE."

had something to conceal, and that she was

in his confidence. She ought to have allowed

the man to get awayâ��her own return should

have seemed the merest chance or accident.

On no account should she have caused it to

be supposed that she was on the look-out

for what had occurred.

Her false step involved her in new diffi-

culties. If she did what she first intendedâ��

broke the lock of the drawer, and took all the

compromising papers home with her, she

would certainly have her pocket picked,

or her bag stolen, or both, on her way home.

And she could not communicate with

Cazalet. He would be at home nowâ��she

might just catch him before he left his rooms

to take the train to Henwood Heath. But

the device of the electric-light mechanic had
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shown her that their wire was tapped. She

dared not use the telephone.

Should she burn the compromising docu-

ments ? As things stood between herself

and Cazalet. she hardly dared. She had so

unwisely enraged him by her blunt speech

and opinions that she felt he might use such

a proceeding as a pretext for turning her

off without a reference. Besidesâ��to break

the lock of a writing-table drawer is an

extreme course, even if one has a screw-driver,

which she had not, nor any other tool except

a pair of scissors.

If the thing was considered so urgent, she

conjectured that the Secret Service men,

when they found the letters were unposted,

would probably try to enter the office during

the course of the nightâ��probably about

eleven o'clock, before the porter locked the

outer door.

By staying herself in the office all night,

she could prevent this, for each door had,

upon the inside, a stout bolt, which would

take a long time to file through, even when

the Yale latch had been dealt with.

She argued that, owing to the capture ami

removal of the disguised detective, the house

would have been unwatched during at least

part of the afternoon ; and if she bolted

herself in and made no sign, it would be

supposed that she had gone home as usual.

The offices had dark blinds, provided when

the lighting orders were in force ; and thick

curtains in addition so that she could use a

light without being seen from without.

She had some buns, also the wherewithal

to make tea, and fortunately the coal bunker

was full. She could manage well enough

until the following morning.

A considerable portion of the day's work

still remained to be done ; and when she had

decided to remain all night where she was,

she settled herself down to tackle it.

She found herself oddly shaken. Her mind

refused to concentrate. After struggling for

a while, she retlected that she had many long

hours before her, and so sat herself down by

the fire, got out the knitting which she always

brought with which to fill in an idle hour,

and began to brood over her dreary pros-

pects when she was no longer Cazalet's

secretary.

She had no near relatives, and those she

did possess only tolerated her as long as she

made no appeal for financial assistance.

She lived in a gaunt, barrack-like hostel

for working ladies. It might be weeksâ��

monthsâ��before she got .another job. It was

even possible that her having been secretary

to Cazalet might prejudice herâ��stand in the

way of her getting more of this work she

loved. Loved ! Yes, and what of the man

for whom she worked ? She was perilously

near loving him tooâ��faults and all. If his

career were spoiled, she felt as though the

blow would fall upon her also.

Her fine, capable hands slipped in and out

with the long wooden needles, as she fashioned

â��is it necessary to stateâ��a jumper ? She

thought over the early war days, when she

was a young, shy clerk in the Departmentâ��

and of the dav when Cazalet made his

appearance in khaki, limping from a wound

in the ankleâ��a limp he had since got rid of

altogether.

The, afternoon passed quietly away. The

telephone rang once or twice, but, as she

wished it to be supposed that she was not

there, she did not answer it. After she had

darkened the rooms and made tea, moving

without noise in her stockinged feet, she felt

better and was able to grapple with her work

and complete it.

She was twice disturbed, between seven

and eight, by the ringing of the telephone

bell. This was curious, as nobody was ever

in the office about that time. She remained

motionless until it ceased its insistent appeal.

After the second time she heard the porter

come upstairs, grumbling, and try the door.

If he had brought his key up with him, she

would be discovered, and she trembled a little.

However, he had not. He tried the door, and

called to know whether she was within. As

he heard no sound, he evidently concluded

that she was not ; and went downstairs.

She felt certain that those watching were

uncertain of her whereabouts, and had rung

up the porter, asking him to ascertain that

she was not there.

Before ten -o'clock she had finished her

jumperâ��a charming creation in pale Hlac

fleecy wool, with white borders. As she laid

it down, she yawned, partly with weariness

and partly with hunger. She had no inten-

tion of undressing ; but she kept a brush and

comb in the office, and thought she might

as well beguile the time by taking down her

hair and giving it a good brushing, after the

long anxious day. She therefore removed

her blouse, and let her abundant bronze locks

shower about her. The brushing over, she

found a bit of ribbon in her work-bag and

tied them loosely on the nape of her neck.

Then, with a sudden impulse, she took up

the lilac jumper and slipped it on, instead

of resuming her dark working blouse. The

coquettish garment was low at the neck and

left the spring of her milky throat visible.

Catching sight of herself in the glass above

the mantel, she was guilty of a blush and a

smile. She looked about half the age she

did when seated at her office table.

Just as she was about to re-coil her stream-

ing hair, her eye fell upon the writing-table

containing the letters. Surely the drawer

wherein they lay was a trifleâ��just the eighth

of an inchâ��protruded from its socket ? She
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THE COMPETENT, ALMOST SUPERCILIOUS, SECRETARY HAD BECOME AN APPEALING GIRL.

STRUGGLING WITH AN OVERPOWERING FIT OF SHYNESS."

darted at it. Yes ! It was open ! The

detective, when she ran in upon him, must

have just turned the key in it !

The letters were all thereâ��intact. She

took them out slowly, and laid them down in

a pile with the answers Cazalet had written

and which she had not posted.

She contemplated them. Dared she burn

them ? If so, she could put on her hat and

Ð¦Ð¾ home and have supper. It would not

'hen matter if she were waylaidâ��it would

not matter if the office were searched.

She determined to do it. Swiftly, though

without noise, she began to put all things

meticulously tidy. She would burn the

papers the last thing before leaving. She

sat down in the arm-chair by the fire to put

on her walking shoes ; and then she heard

quiet footfalls ascending the staircase.

Outside the door, they paused. Somebody

knocked. She remained ' absolutely still.

There was some slight delay, a faint jingling

(" skeleton keys," thought she), and then a

key of some kind was carefully inserted into
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the latch. As she had bolted herself in,

the door, of course, did not open. It was

shakenâ��onceâ��twice. She rose without

a sound, crept to the pile of papers,

took them in her hands. And at the

moment she became consciousâ��horribly

consciousâ��of her second great blunder that

day ! For she heard the click of the flap

of the letter-box, and knew that the intruder

Ð»Ñ�-as peeping through, as she herself had

done, and could see, not only the lighted

room, but herself standing there on the

hearthrug.

" Jove ! " said a surprised voice. " Someone

is there ! Who is it ? Let me in, can't you ?

My key seems to have gone wrong ! "

She gave a choked cry. It was Cazalet.

She ran across the room, drew the bolt,

opened the door.

They stood confronted.

He saw a young Diana with downcast

eyes and a faintly Hushed face framed in

rippling bronze locks, which caught the light

at their edges and framed her in an aureole

of glory.

He came in quickly, shut the door sharply

l>ehind him, while he said in a low, unusual

tone : " You ! \Yhat in the world ? "

She made a beseeching gesture with both

hands. It was curious, their relations seemed

to have changed completely. The competent,

almost supercilious, secretary had become an

appealing girl, struggling with an over-

powering fit of shyness. " I thought you

were in Hampshire," she faltered.

" Naturally. But I did not go. That is,

I started, but left the train at \Yoking and

came back." He went up to the fire, stood

still and stared into the flames. Then he

lifted his face, with a deprecating smile.

" Take your triumph," said he. " You were

right this morning, and I was wrong. I eat

humble-pie. Things have happened to-day.

I have almost cut my own throat, butâ��

thanks to youâ��not quite ! Not quite ! "

She gave a sob. " Oh, thank God !

Thank God ! " And turned away.

He went to the open, gaping drawer of the

writing table. " Where's all that Lazarus

correspondence ? " he asked, sharply.

" Here ! " She thrust into his hands the

letters and his unposted replies. " I was

just going to burn them," said she.

He took them with a curious expression on

his face.

" I did not know you could get at my locked

drawers."

She smiled with faint irony. " I cannot.

But the Chief's spy couldâ��and didâ��only

I just managed to prevent his laying hands

on these."

He broke in. " Then they did search ? "

" They did."

" And you spoilt their game ! "

" Yes, but I went to work terribly

clumsily "â��she poured out her story, he

standing the while, his eyes fixed upon her

as if he had never seen her before.

As she spoke, she was twisting her hair

into a loose coil and fastening it with quick

deft touches. " I ought never to have

allowed them to suppose that I was on the

alertâ��that we had anything to fear," she

lamented.

" They knew, right enough, that I had

something to fear," he replied, dryly. " But

you speak as if you identified yourself with

meâ��as though you had plunged into all

thisâ��what you call flirting with treasonâ��

in order to get me out ? "

He was staring at her so disconcertingly

that the colour rose hotly to her face.

" Naturally," she faltered, " I had to save

you if I could." Then, with a little laugh,

" I said I would hold on till the end of the

week."

" So it was a question of your professional

honour ? "

She acquiesced. He did not seem par-

ticularly gratified.

" You have probably done more for me

than I can ever pay," said he, in a low voice.

" And all forâ��professional honour."

" I must go home," said Miss Western,

decidedly ; and went to fetch her hat and coat.

" But before I go," she added, urgently,

" let me see youâ��actually see youâ��burn

the things ! "

He shook his head. " I'm not going to

burn them until the Chief has seen them,"

he told her. " I am going on to him now.

Iâ��I should like to take* you with meâ��you

have behaved so admirablyâ��and I think he

would like to thank you himself."

She stood, glowing like a rose as she gazed

incredulously at him ; and raising his glano.-

to her face he laughed, more freely, more

naturall)' than she had ever heard him.

" But what am I to do if you go giving

notice again ? " he asked. " The thing might

become a habit, you know, and I should never

feel safe. Hadn't you better resign ? I'll

find you another post ! Onlyâ��if you take

on this one, you'll never be able to give

notice ! You'U have to stick it for the rest

of your life ! "

The changes that swept over her face as

he spoke were wonderful. There were pride.

doubt, incredulity, joyâ��andâ��yes ! there was

the response he hungered for !

" Oh, my dear," he whispered, as he caught

her in his arms and held her for one moment

crushed against his heart, " this is atrociou>

of me ! It seems soâ��so irreverent, somehow,

to propose to you in such a place, at such an

hour ! Forgive me and come with me to see

Bull-Manning ! He'll trust me fast enough

when he knows that vou have me in hand ! "
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OWEN NARES

AGE 3 MONTHS.

1'tvtto. Salmon.

THE way in which

I came to choose

the stage as a

profession was, I

think, rather exceptional.

When 1 was a boy, about

fourteen or fifteen, my

mother thought that per-

haps one day it would

be a good thing for me to

try my luck as an actor,

and with this end in view

she revived an old ac-

quaintance with Sir Her-

bert â�� then Mr. â�� Tree.

He very kindly sent us

two seats for his theatre

and said he would see

me.

I well remember the

awe and wonder that the

beautiful production of

"Richard II." inspired in

me. But the supreme

moment came when we

were led to the presence

of the great man himself.

Tree had a charming

reception-room adjoining

his dressing-room, and we

awaited him there. A

splendid lady was sitting

on the club fender in

front oi the fire fondling

one of the great Scotch

deerhounds that appeared

â�¢ the production. She

AGE 14

Pkvto. Laltie Charlei.

was charming and con-,

descending, and told us

that Mr. Tree would

come in in a moment.

We w'ere too much of

country cousins to recog-

nize the famous Miss Con-

stance Collier.

Then, almost before I

realized his entrance,

Tree was looking at me

with his piercing, steely,

light-blue eyes. He was

in the magnificent kingly

robes of Richard, and

wore a fair beard ; but

it was the strange quality

of his eyes that struck

me most.

Contrary to his general

rule, he did not try to

dissuade me from going

on the stage.

Years after, when I

had the pleasure and

privilege to be acting

with him at His Majesty's,

I found out that he

gave up a great deal of

â�¢ his time to seeing young

aspirants with the sole

object of telling the

obviously unlikely ones

what a foolish thing they

would be doing in adopt-

ing the stage as a pro-

fession.

However, at our first

meeting he greatly ex-

cited me by sending to
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ask his manager if the small part of a boy in

a forthcoming tour liad yet been filled.

Soon the answer came that the part had

been filled, so " there was. nothing for me

at present."

This \vas really just as well, because my

mother had really no idea of my going on the

stage at that age, but had asked Mr. Tree to

see me with a view to his possible help in the

future.

There is a topical interest, by the way, in

a story concerning Tree's Richard II.â��a

story which naturally interests me on account

of the circumstances of our first meeting.

Tree was once playing Richard

in Dublin, and was invited to

lunch with a famous judge who

was a great Shakespearean scholar.

The talk turned on the play of the

previous night, " Richard II.," and

a lady exclaimed : " Oh, Mr. Tree,

ivhy did you appear in such a

dishevelled state and look so

WHEN HE FIRST BEGAN TO STUDY

FOR THE STAGE.

Pltfto. Kllit <t Water*.

woebegone when you arrived on the coast

of Wales ? " " Ah," replied Tree, " you see,

Richard had just come back from goveming

Ireland."

By the time I came to leave school I liad

not much idea of going on the stage, but it

happened that I obtained an introduction to

Miss Rosina Filippi and asked her to take

me into her rehearsal classes. She was quite

glad to take young men who would devote

all their time to working with her lady

students, and I became a " Filippian."

Those were happy days, but it was such a

long time before I could get a job actually

on the stage that I regarded

such of my fellow-students

who might be " walking

on " or playing a tiny part

with tremendous envy and

reverence.

One in particular, Donald

Calthrop, excited a very

bitter jealousy. He must

have created a record at

this time by appearing in

four theatres every night !

He played a small part

in the first act of " The

Beloved Vagabond " at

His Majesty's. He then

went into the second act

of a play with Miss Marie

Tempest at the Comedy.

From that to a small part

of a naval officer in the

third act of " The Admir-

able Crichton " at the

Duke of York's, and then

he rushed over to the

Adelphi to appear at the

end of " Mrs. Wiggs of the

Cabbage Patch." I should

think this effort must be

unique.

Calthrop is as entertain-

ing as he is clever, and

one of his stories ha->

been a source of much

amusement to me. It con-

cerns a well-known singer, who one night went up to top

B in breathless silence. Grating through it there came

a raucous juvenile voice from the gods :â��

" My hye ! Wouldn't she be a stunner to 'awk

bananas!

My chance came through the kindness of Mr.

Frederick Harrison, who allowed me to walk on in Â£

play called " Her Father " at the Haymarket. I had

to appear as a distinguished guest at a tea-party, and,

much to my chagrin, as a very elderly gentleman. My

make-up was quite lamentably bad, and I am convinced

that I never looked younger on the stage.

I was fairly launched in the profession, however,

and after a brief appearance at the St. James's as under-

study in Sir Arthur Pinero's " Thunderbolt," I spent
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the next year or so touring in " The

Thief," and met the lady who after- J 'â�¢â�¢

wards became my wife. Those were * 'â�¢"â�¢

perhaps the most affluent days I had

ever enjoyed. I received the princely f /'

salary of fifty shillings a week,

and, strange and incredible as it

must appear nowadays, I did

myself jolly well on it. I lived

with another man, and we

always seemed to have plenty

to eat, and in addition

played golf about three

times a week.

By the way, golf is

the redemption o f

touring. My advice

to every touring

actor who doesn't

play golf is

straightway to

take up the game.

And that reminds

me of a rather amus-

ing story that Gerald

du Maurier tells against

himself of a golfing ad-

venture he had when on

tour some years ago with

the late Sir Herbert Tree.

They were at Liverpool, and

one day Du Maurier had

arranged to have a game on one

of the famous Liverpool courses

with Lewis Waller. At the last

moment Waller had to cry off as

he was feeling too seedy to play, so

Du Maurier went alone to the links on

the chance of getting a game with '<Â¿ y

some stranger.

At that time his handicap was about five,

and he rather fancied himself as an exponent

of the Royal and Ancient game. Arrived at

the club-house, he found no one who wanted

a game, so he was just going to start on a

solitary practice round when a somewhat

unpromising individual.dashed up and asked

him if he would care for a match. The

stranger looked as though his handicap

ought to be about thirty, but Du Maurier,

although somewhat bored at the prospect

of a dull round, condescendingly said he

didn't mind giving him a game.

The stranger drove first, and hit the

ball about two hundred and seventy

yards straight down the middle of the

course. Du Maurier, a little shaken by

this display, propelled his ball a

few yards in the direction of

cover-point, and so the game

went on. Du Maurier had struck

an off-day. After the first six or seven holes

the stranger was about five under fours and

Du Maurier was averaging a steady nine.

Vol. lix.-l?.

IN " OLD At last, in desperation, he

HEIDELBERG." exclaimed : " I really can't

understand what's the

matter with my game," to which the

stranger ironically replied : "I'll tell

\\ \ >'ou- ^'ou can't bally well play."

He turned out to be Mr. Stanley

Froy, one of the best-known

amateurs of 'the day, which

shows that one always ought

to treat unknown opponents

with great respect.

I rather think that in

my youthful days I made

better progress as a

golfer than as an actor,

for, after being on the

stage some time, I

still found myself

in receipt of a

salary of a guinea

a week. As one of

the students in Su-

George Alexander's

revival of " Old

Heidelberg," I am

afraid I made more

noise in the dressing-room

than on the stage. And

some of the conceit was

knocked out of me when I

was engaged fora play called

IN THE THIEF.

" The Crucible " at the Comedy, my first

real chance in London. I played the part

of a somewhat degenerate weakling and
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made a small success. One of the critics

hailed me as " Mr. Ivan Wares, a name which

is unfamiliar to me." It was unfamiliar to

me, also ! But ever since Mr. Henry Ainley,

who played the leading part, has affection-

ately called me " Earthenwares."

My next engagement was at the St.

James's in a play called " The Ogre." I was

really going to play the part whicli was after-

wards undertaken by Mr. A. E. Matthews,

but after the first rehearsal I was deemed

unfit and relegated to a much smaller part..

In after years Sir George Alexander would

often recall with amusement the fact that

Mr. Henry Arthur Jones, the author of the

play, was most anxious not only to replace

me, but Miss Gladys Cooper also.

A recital of parts and plays is apt to prove

monotonous except to oneself, but I have

very distinct recollections, after appearing

in " Diplomacy," of joining Sir Herbert Tree

and making a plunge into Shakespeare with

singularly unsuccessful results.

As Prince Hal in " Henry IV.," clad in

armour, I had to fight Matheson Lang. The

odds were most uneven in any case, but to

make matters worse the elbow-piece of my

suit got twisted so that I could not bend my

sword-arm. As one of the papers remarked.

" For several moments the succession seemed

in doubt."

Lang, who is one of the best raconteurs I

have ever met, once found himself in a some-

what similar predicament. Playing the title-

rile in " Romeo," he hurt his elbow, and had

to play with one arm in a sling. In the

street fight he was supposed to flourish a

sword in one hand and a dagger in the other,

his antagonist doing the same. On thb

occasion he could only use the sword, and

when in the natural order of the play he

defeated his opponent, the audience cheered

him to the echo for his " derring-do " against

overpowering odds.

I like best of all, however, his story of his

early days, when he was in the habit of going

into the fields every morning with a fellow-

actor and there declaiming passages from

Shakespeare in order to improve their

elocution. One fine day, in the midst of the

soliloquy from " Hamlet," a little shiny head

suddenly appeared above the hedge and a

piping voice squeaked out : " Be you

lunies ? " Intending to wither him up,

in thundering tones Lang replied, " Friend,

there are more things in heaven and

earth than are dreamt of in your

philosophy." It fell quite flat,

for he only chuckled and said,

" Dearie me, I've been in an

asylum myself."

It was while I was in " Diplo-

macy " that I first acted for

the films. I was asked to

undertake a part by the

late Sir Hubert von

Herkomer, who had

built a small film

studio in the

grounds of his

wonderful house
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that I should have to ride a horse, an exercise I had not

indulged in since a rather bad accident when a small

boy of about seven.

The first " take " was to be an exterior at Cheddar,

in Somerset, which was supposed to represent the wilds

of the Australian bush. I dashed down there on a

Sunday, and a few moments after arrival found myself

once again in the saddle. Fortunately, the fiery steed

of the play was represented by a quiet and somewhat

jaded local hack. 1 found the camera and the rest

of the party on the heights above the famous gorge,

and I was asked to try to induce my steed to get into a

position perilously near the edge of a precipice about two

hundred feet deep. By this time the horse, with unerring

animal instinct, had discovered how little acquainted I

was with equestrian procedure, and knew perfectly well

who was the master. However, at length he was per-

suaded to take up the required position, with his head

facing away froin the clirf. Everything being ready, I

at Bushey, Herts. Sir Hubert

was quite the most remarkable

personality I have ever met. He

used to take a prominent part in

his own film plays, and my first

meeting with him was at a ruined

windmill near Barnet one beau-

tiful summer morning, when he

was covered with false hair and

flour in the character of the

worthy miller.

My experience of pictures had

been of. the slightest, when, during

the run of " Romance," I was

asked to play a part in the film

"Just a Girl." I looked forward

to the production with some trepi-

dation, particularly as I was told
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was told to ride slowly forward. Imagine

my horror when, in answer to my exhorta-

tions, with the cliff only a few yards behind,

the horse started steadily backwards ! I

dismounted w i t h re-

markable celerity, and

registered an inward

vow to give up the film

business.

Apart from my little,

adventure at Cheddar,

I have had no very

alarming experiences

during my picture

career, and I prefer to

think of the lettersâ��

humorous, delightful,

flattering, and criticalâ��

I have received.

The screen gives one

a very wide publicity,

which is, of course, an

asset of considerable

importance. I receive

letters from all parts of

the world, whereas be-

fore I began to work for

the pictures my name

had not probably spread

beyond Tooting.

Ã� am often asked if

I like acting for the

film better than the

stage, and to compare

the two methods. To

my mind there is no

comparison. The one

is an art that requires

long apprenticeship, in-

finite tact, weary and

hard-working e x p e r i-

ence and effort, not to

speak of natural talent

and aptitude. The other

is a knack that almost

anyone with suitable

appearance and a fair

amount of intelligence

can quickly acquire.

Of course, stage experience is of great

value in film acting, but the two methods

are hugely different. Some people imagine

that no experience is necessary for film act-

ing, which reminds me of a story I was told

by the manager of the Samuelson Film

Company, for whom I work. They had been

bothered for several days by an importunate
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gentleman of some sixty summers who wanted

work. So at last, to escape further worry,

they allowed him to walk on as one of a large

crowd. He appeared to be gratified at the

moment, but a day or so

later the company re-

ceived a letter from him

saying that as he had

already appeared twice

on the screenâ��once as

a bookkeeper and once

as Father Christmas-

he could not possibly

agree to walk on again.

and would only accept

the same sort of parb

â�¢as those played by

Mr. Nares !

Experience is neces-

sary for film work, but

not to the same degree

as for the stage. The

art of the theatre is.

to my mind, far more

interesting than the art

of the screen. This is

perhaps one of the

reasons I refused an

offer from Mr. D. W.

Griffithsâ��the King ot

the .Movies â�� to join

him for five years and

give up stage work

altogether. The remu-

neration promised \va>

extraordinary, and I wa,-

assured that at the end

of the period I should be

able to bu\- a yacht, a

castle in Scotland, and a

row of houses in Park

Lane ; but somehow 1

did not like the idea oÃ

abandoning my stage

career, particularly as I

was flirting with the idea

of management.

The opportunity

occurred when, after

leaving the cast of " Romance," I went to the

Palace. My terror at having to sing a song

fcr the first time I shall not easily forget.

However, it WEIS while I was under Sir Alfred

Butt at the Palace that we made the partner-

ship that materialized at the Queen's Theatre

in the production of " The Cinderella Man'

and other plays.
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PEACE had

come at

last. The

Great War,

with all its hor-

rors, â�� its spy

plays, its war

novels, its articles

by our military

expert, and its

revues with pat-

riotic first - act

finalesâ�� had

passed away like a dark cloud. The

time of Reconstruction had arrived, and

al! the old problems had sneaked back

like unwanted dogs from the background

in.to which \var had thrust them. There

they all were, clamouring for attention,

just as they had been five years ago.

England was asking herself : " How

about Ireland ? How about Labour :

And what on earth are we to do with

Archie ? "

To be exact, this last problem was the

private perplexity of the Moffam family. It

exercised them to the exclusion of all the

others.

Archie was a good chap. Everybody ad-

mitted that, though his family were perhaps

a little less enthusiastic than the outside

public. He was All Right, a sportsman, one

of the lads, and a good egg. But he did not

seem able to make a living. Just before the

war started he had passed affably through

the Bankruptcy Court and had turned up at

home, cheerfully confident that somebody

would do something for him. As a matter

of fact, somebody did. A perfect stranger.

The late Kaiser, in fact. He kept Archie

busier than he had ever been in his life for

just over five years. But now that period

of activity was over, and Archie was back

home again, very hard and fit, with a ques-

tioning look in the eye which he turned upon

his family, which said plainer than if he had

spoken the words : " Well, old beans, how

do we go ? What about it, what ? "

It was his brother Rupert, the head of the

family, who finally answered the question.

" I think, old man," he said to Archie in

the smoking-room at the Beefsteak Club,

" you'd better trot over to America and see
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if you Ñ� a n't

wangle some-

thing over there.

Land of Oppor-

tunity, and all

that sort of thing,

you know."

Archie was

agreeable. If he

lacked most of

the qualities that

make for ma-

terial success, he

had at any rate one of themâ��the

willingness to try anything once.

" Just as you say," he replied. " I'd

be glad to take a stab at it. As a matter

of fact, I've one or two pretty good pals

in America. Met 'em in France. There

was one chappieâ��-he was a cook in the

Rainbow Division â�� I got very thick

with. He asked me to look him up

Â» if I ever came over. His pater's a

millionaire."

' I can get you several letters of intro-

duction. There's a Mrs. van Tuyl, who was

over here two or three years ago. You'll

like her."

" Right-o ! And as regards what you

might call the sordid side of the jolly old

expedition "

" Oh, I'll see that you have plenty of

money." Rupert paused for a moment a

little thoughtfully. " Enough money," he

went on. " But, of course, the idea is that

you'll try to get a job, what ? "

" Oh, absolutely ! " said Archie.

Over in New York, Daniel Brewster, the

proprietor of the Cosmopolis Hotel, went

placidly about his business. No sympathetic

angel whispered the details of this conversa-

tion in his ear. " See," as the poet says,

" how, regardless of their doom, the little

victims play." That was exactly Daniel

Brewster's position.

Mutual antipathy is a curious thing, odder

even than love at first sight. Scores of

people were extremely fond of Archie

Moffam, and Daniel Brewster likewise had a

large circle of friends. Each, therefore, one

would say, had the elements of popularity in

him, and there was no reason why they
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should not have got along capitally together,

except that they did not.

Of course, their first meeting was unfortu-

nate. Its conditions were such that neither

saw the other at his best and sunniest. It

happened in the lobby of the Cosmopolis

Hotel, on the morning after Archie's arrival

in New York. Archie opened the proceed-

ings by addressing the desk-clerk. There

was gloom on Archie's brow, and the old

fighting spirit of the Moffams gleamed in his

eye.

" I sav, laddie," said Archie, " I want to

see the manager."

" Is there anything I could do, sir ? "

" Well, as a matter of fact, old man, I want

to kick up a fearful row, and it seems hardly

fair to lug you into it. The blighter whose

head I want on a charger is the jolly old

manager ! "

At this point a massive, grey-haired man,

v.'ho had been standing close by, gazing on

the lobby with a look of restrained severity,

as if daring it to start anything, joined in the

conversation.

" I am the manager," he said.

His eye was cold and hostile. Others, it

seemed to say, might like Archie Moffani, but

he did not. As a matter of fact, Daniel

Brewster was bristling for combat. What

he had overheard had shocked him to the

core of his being. He owned the Cosmopolis

Hotel. It was his own private, personal

property, and the thing dearest to him in the

world, after his daughter Lucille. He prided

himself on the fact that his hotel was not like

other hotels, which were run by impersonal

companies and shareholders and boards of

directors, and consequently lacked the pater-

nal touch which made the Cosmopolis what

it was. At other hotels things went wrong,

and clients complained. At the Cosmopplis

things never went wrong, because he was

there on the spot to see that they didn't, and

as a result clients never complained. Yet

here was this long, thin, string-bean of a

young man actually registering annoyance

and dissatisfaction before his very eyes. His

dislike of Archie Moffam began in that instant.

" What is your complaint ? " he inquired,

frigidly.

Archie attached himself to the top button

of Mr. Brewster's coat, and was immediately

dislodged by an irritable jerk of the other's

body.

" I took a room here last night," said

Archie, quivering with self-pity and reaching

absently for the button again. " A dashed

expensive room. And there was a beastly-

tap outside somewhere that went ' drip-drip-

drip ' all night and kept me awake."

Mr. Brewster was annoyed. He felt that â�¢

a chink had been found in his armour. Not

even the most paternal hotel-proprietor can

keep an eye on every tap in bis establish-

ment.

" And I put my boots outside my door

when I went to bed, and this morning they

hadn't been touched. I give you my solemn

word ! Not touched ! "

" Naturally," said Mr. Brewster. " My

employes are honest."

" But I wanted them cleaned, dash it ! "

" There is a shoe-shining parlpur in the

basement. At the Cosmopolis shoes left

outside bedroom doors are not cleaned."

" Then I think the Cosmopolis is a bally

rotten hotel ! "

Mr. Brewster's compact frame quivered.

The unforgivable insult had been offered.

Question the legitimacy of Mr. Brewster's

parentage, knock Mr. Brewster down and

walk on his face with spiked shoes, and you

did not irremediably close all avenues to a

peaceful settlement. But make a remark

like Archie's about his hotel, and war was

definitely declared. He stiffened.

" In that case," he said, " I must ask you

to give up your room."

" I'm going to give it up ! I wouldn't stay

in the bally place another minute."

Mr. Brewster walked away, and Archie

charged, snorting, round to the cashier's

window to demand his bill. It had been his

intention in any case, though for dramatic

purposes he concealed it from his adversary,

to leave the hotel that morning. An ex-

change of telegrams had resulted in an

invitation from his brother Rupert's friend,

Mrs. van Tuyl, to her house-party at Bar

Harbour, and Archie proposed to go there at

once. But oh, the difference between leaving

the Cosmopolis as he would have done and

leaving it as he did !

" Well," mused Archie, on his way to the

station, " one thing's certain. I'll never

set foot in that bally place again ! "

But nothing in this world is certain.

It was about two weeks later that a tele-

gram arrive;! for Mr. Daniel Brewster. Not

that this was unusual, for he was a man who

received many telegrams. But this one

was rather interesting. It ran :â��

Returning New York to-day with darling

Archie. Lots of love from us both.â��

Lucille.

Mr. Brewster was puzzled, not to say

startled. When you send your only daughter

away to Bar Harbour for the summer minus

any entanglements and she mentions in a

telegram that she has acquired a darling

Archie who sends you lots of love, you are

naturally startled. It occurred to Mr.

Brewster that by neglecting a careful study

of his mail during the past week, as was his

bad habit when busy, he had passed an

opportunity of keeping abreast with current
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happenings. He recollected now that a

letter had arrived from Lucille a day or two

before, and he had put it away unopened

till he should have leisure to read it. He

â�¢was extremely busy just now with the

preliminaries of building a new hotel, and

Lucille was a dear girl, but her letters when

on a vacation seldom contained anything

that couldn't wait a few days for a reading.

He now leaped into the elevator, sprinted

Mr. Brewster sat down abruptly and

breathed heavily through his nose.

At about the same time, in a drawing-

room on the express from Bar Harbour,

Archie Moffatn

sat contemplat-

ing his bride.

His brain had

been in some-

thing of a whirl

' ' I SAY, LADDIE,' SAID ARCHIE. ' I WANT TO

WANT TO KICK UP A FEARFUL

along the corridor leading to his suite, and

made a dive for the letter.

It was a long letter. Boiling it down, it

announced that Lucille had met the most

angelic man, an Englishman, and they were

both so much in love with each other that

they had simply been compelled to slip off

and get married at once. Otherwise, they

would have kept him posted about things

earlier. And, anyway, darling Archie had

wanted a quiet wedding, because he said a

fellow looked such a chump getting married.

And he must learn to love Archie, because

Archie was all set to love him very much.

these last days, but

one thought had always

emerged clearly from

thewelterâ��-the thought

that this was too good

to be true.

Mrs. Archie Moffam,

ntÂ£ Lucille Brewster,

was small and slender.

She had a little ani-

mated face, set in a

cloud of dark hair.

She was so altogether

perfect that Archie

was compelled to take

the marriage licence

out of his inside

pocket at intervals

and study it furtively,

to make himself realize

that this miracle of good fortune had really

happened to him.

" Honestly, old beanâ��I mean, dear old

thingâ��I mean darling," said Archie, " I

can't believe it !

" What ? "

" What I mean is, I can't understand why

you should have married me."

Lucille's eyes opened. She squeezed his

hand.

" Why, you're the most wonderful thing in

the world, precious! Surely you know that?"

" Absolutely escaped my notice. Are you

sure ? "

MANAGERâ��I
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" Of course I'm sure ! You wonder-child !

Nobody could see you without loving you ! "

Archie heaved an ecstatic sigh. Then a

thought crossed his mind. It was a thought

which frequently came to mar his bliss.

" I say, I wonder if your father will think

that ! "

" Of course he will ! "

" We've rather sprung this, as it were, on

the old lad," said Archie, dubiously. " What

sort of a man is your father ? "

" Father's a darling, too."

" Rummy thing he should own that

hotel," said Archie. " I had a frightful row

with a blighter of a manager there just

before I left for Bar Harbour. Your father

ought to sack that chap. He was a blot on

the landscape ! "

It had been settled by Lucille during the

journey that Archie should be broken gently

to his father-in-law. That is to say, instead

of bounding blithely into Mr. Brewster's

presence hand in hand, the happy pair

should separate for half an hour or so,

Archie hanging around in the offing while

Lucille saw her father and told him the

whole story, or those chapters of it which

she had omitted from her letter for want of

space. Then, having impressed Mr. Brewster

sufficiently with his luck in having acquired

Archie for a son-in-law, she would lead him

to where his bit of good fortune awaited him.

The programme worked out admirably in

its earlier stages. When the two emerged

from Mr. Brewster's room to meet Archie,

Mr. Brewster's general idea was that fortune

had smiled upon him in an almost un-

believable fashion -and had presented him

with a son-in-law who combined in almost

equal parts the more admirable character-

istics of Apollo, Sir Galahad, and Marcus

Aurelius. True, he had gathered in the

course of the conversation that dear Archie

had no occupation and no private means :

but Mr. Brewster felt that a great-souled

man like Archie didn't need them. You

can't have everything, and Archie, according

to Lucille's account, was practically a

hundred per cent, man in Soul, Looks,

Manners, Amiability, and Breeding. These

are the things that count. Mr. Brewster

proceeded to the lobby in a glow of optimism

a.nd geniality.

Consequently, when he perceived Archie,

, he got a bit of a shock.

" Hullo-ullo-ullo ! " said Archie, advanc-

ing happily.

" Archie, darling, this is father," said

Lucille.

" Good Lord ! " said Archie.

There was one of those silences. Mr.

Brewster looked at Archie. Archie gazed

at Mr. Brewster. Lucille, perceiving without

understanding why that the big intro-

duction scene had stubbed its toe on some

unlooked-for obstacle, waited anxiously for

enlightenment. Meanwhile, Archie con-

tinued to inspect Mr. Brewster, and Mr.

Brewster continued to drink in Archie.

After an awkward pause of about three

and a quarter minutes, Mr. Brewster swal-

lowed once or twice, and finally spoke.

" Lu ! "

" Yes, father ? "

" Is this true ? "

Lucille's grey eyes clouded over with

perplexity and apprehension.

" True ? "

" Have you really inflicted thisâ��this on me

for a son-in-law ? " Mr. Brewster swallowed

a few more times, Archie the while watching

with a frozen fascination the rapid shimmy-

ing of his new relative's Adam's-apple. " Go

away ! I want to have a few words alone

with thisâ��thisâ��wassvoitr-iamnatne ? " he

demanded, in an overwrought manner, ad-

dressing Archie for the first time.

" I told you, father. It's Moom."

" Moom ? "

" It's spelt M-o-f-f-a-m, but pronounced

Moom."

" To rhyme," said Archie, helpfully,

" with Bhiffinghame. "

" Lu," said Mr. Brewster, " run away !

1 \vant to speak toâ��toâ��to "

" You called me this before," said Archie.

" You aren't angry, father, dear ? " s;nd

Lucille.

' Oh, no ! Oh, no ! I'm tickled to death ! " .

When his daughter had withdrawn. Mr.

Brewster drew a long breath.

" Now. then ! " he said.

" Bit embarrassing, all this, what ! "

said Archie, chattily. " I mean to say,

having met before in less happy circs and

what not. Rum coincidence and so forth !

How would it be to bury the jolly old hatchet

â��start a new lifeâ��forgive and forgetâ��

learn to love each otherâ��and all that sort

of rot ? I'm game if you are. How do we

go ? Is it a bet ? "

Mr. Brewster remained entirely un-

softened by this manly appeal to his better

feelings.

" What the devil do you mean by marrying

my daughter ? "

Archie reflected.

" Well, it sort of happened, don't you

know ! You know how these things are !

Young yourself once, and all that. I was

most frightfully in love, and Lu seemed to

think it wouldn't be a bad scheme, and one

thing led to another, andâ��well, there you

are, don't you know ! "

" And I suppose you think you've done

pretty well for yourself ? "

" Oh, absolutely ! As far as I'm concerned.
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' ' ARCHIE, DARLING, THIS IS FATHER.'

SAID ARCHIE."

everything's topping ! I've never felt so

braced in my life ! "

" Yes ! " said Mr. Brewster, with bitterness.

" I suppose, from your view-point, every-

thing is ' topping.' You haven't a cent to

your name, and you've managed to fool a

rich man's daughter into marrying you. I

suppose you looked me up in Bradstreet

before committing yourself ? "

This aspect of the matter had not struck

Archie until this moment.

" I say ! " he observed, with dismay. " I

never looked at it like that before ! I can

see that, from your point of view, this must

look like a bit of a wash-out ! "

" How do you propose to support Lucille,

anyway ? "

Archie ran a finger round the inside of his

collar. He felt embarrassed. His father-

in-law was opening up all kinds of new lines

of thought.

" Well, there, old bean," he admitted,

frankly, " you rather have me ! " He

turned the matter over for a moment. " I

had a sort of idea of, as it were, working, if

you know what I mean."

" Working at what ? "

" Now, there again you stump me some-

what ! The general scheme was that I

should kind of look around, you know, and

nose about and buzz to and fro till something

turned up. That was, broadly speaking,

the notion ! "

" And how did you suppose my daughter

was to live while you were doing all this ? "

" Well, I think," said Archie, " I think we

rather expected you to rally round a bit for

the nonce ! "

" I see ! You expected to live on me ? "

" Well, you put it a bit crudely, butâ��as

far as I had mapped anything outâ��that

was what you might call the general scheme

of procedure. You don't think much of it,

what ? Yes ? No ? "

Mr. Brewster exploded. .

" No ! I do not think much of it! Good

God ! You go out of my hotelâ��-my hotelâ��

calling it all the names you could think ofâ��

roasting it to beat the bandâ��-â��â�¢"

" Trifle hasty ! " murmured Archie, apolo-

getically. " Spoke without thinking. Dashed

tap had gone drip-drip-drip all nightâ��kept

me awakeâ��hadn't had breakfastâ��bygones

be bvgones ! "

" Don't interrupt! I say, you go out of

my hotel, knocking as none has ever

knocked it since it was built, and you sneak

straight off and marry my daughter without

my knowledge."

" Did think of wiring for blessing. Slipped
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the old bean, somehow. You know how one

forgets things ! "

" And now you come back and calmly

expect me to fling my arms round you and

kiss you, and support you for the rest of

your life ! "

" Only while I'm nosing about and buzzing

to and fro."

" Well, I suppose I've got to support

you. There seems no way out of it. I'll

tell you exactly what I propose to do. You

think my hotel is a pretty poor hotel, eh ?

Well, you'll have plenty of opportunity of

judging, because you're coming to live here.

I'll let you have a suite and I'll let you have

your meals, but outside of thatâ��nothing

doing ! Nothing doing ! Do you understand

what I mean ? "

" Absolutely ! You mean ' Napoo ' ! "

" You can sign checks for a reasonable

amount in my restaurant, and the hotel

will look after your laundry. But not a

cent do you get out of me. And, if you want

your shoes shined, you can pay for it your-

self in the basement. If you leave them

outside your door, I'll instruct the floor-

waiter to throw them down the air-shaft.

Do you understand ? Good ! Now, is there

anything more you want to ask ? "

Archie smiled a propitiatory smile.

," Well, as a matter of fact, I was going

tu ask if you would stagger along and have

a bite with us in the grill-room ? "

" I will not ! "

" I'll sign the check," said Archie, in-

gratiatingly. " You don't think much of

it ? Oh, right-o ! "

There is a perverseness in human nature

which never permits us to know when we

are well off. A canvass ot the opinions of

the inhabitants of New York would cer-

tainly have resulted in a verdict that Archie

Mofiam, the perpetual free guest of the

Cosmopolis, was on velvet. The Cosmopolis

is the best-run hotel in the city, and famous

alike for the comfort of its rooms and the

excellence of its cuisine. To be set down at

the Cosmopolis with a free suite and a free

hand in the matter of signing checks for

meals would have been most New Yorkers'

idea of heaven. Yet Archie's generous soul

chafed him. For a time he was perfectly

happy ; then, gradually, " shades of the

prison -house, " so to speak, " began to close

upon the growing boy." In other words,

he got dashed fed-up with the place.

After a month of breakfasting, lunching,

and dining at the Cosmopolis, his chief

problem was the difficulty of making up

his mind whether he loathed the grill-room

or the main dining-room the more intensely.

It was at the end of this first month that

he became really intimate with Salvatore.

Salvatore was the dark, sinister-loo kin g

waiter who attended, among other tabfes,

to the one at the tar end of the grill-room,

at which Archie usually sat. For several

weeks Archie's conversations with the other

dealt exclusively with the bill of fare and

its contents ; but, as time went by and he

began to long for human companionship,

he found himself becoming more personal.

Besides, there was something about the

waiter's demeanour that appealed to Archie's

always sympathetic heart. Salvatore was

a man with a grievance. You could tell

that by looking at him ; and Archie had

been looking at him every clay for a month.

Whether he was merely homesick and

brooding on the lost delights of his sunny

native land, or whether his trouble was more

definite, could only be ascertained by inquiry.

So Archie inquired. Even before the war

and its democratizing influences, Archie

had always lacked that reserve which

characterizes most Britons ; and since the

war he had looked on nearly everybody he

met as a brother.

" There's something on your mind, old

thing," said Archie.

- Sare ? "

" I say there would appear to be some-

thing on your mind besides your hair.

What seems to be the trouble ? "

The waiter shrugged his shoulders, as

if indicating an unwillingness to inflict his

troubles upon one of the tipping classes.

" Come on ! " said Archie, encouragingly.

" All pals here ! Barge along, old bean,

and let's have it !" â�¢

Salvatore, thus urged, proceeded, in a

hurried undertoneâ��with one eye on the

head waiterâ��to lay bare his soul. What

he said was not very coherent, but Archie

could make out enough of it to gather that

it was a sad story of excessive hours,

" Always," said Salvatore. " Alwaysâ��

alwaysâ��I am in this dam hotel ! "

" I know what you mean, laddie ! "

said Archie, feelingly. He tapped the waiter

earnestly on the chest with his oyster-

fork. " My dear old chap," he said, " there's

only one thing to be done. You must

strike ! It's the only scheme. Everybody's

doing it now ! "

Salvatore shrugged his shoulders again.

It appeared that he had already sounded

the other waiters guardedly on the matter

of a strike, but the spineless peons seemed

to be unwilling to jeopardize their jobs

by making any demonstration. And you

couldn't strike by yourself.

The reasonableness of this was plain to

Archie. He mused a while. The waiter's

hard case touched him.

" I'll tell you what," he said, at last.

" You come along with me when you're
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off duty, and we'll beard the old boy in

his den. I'll introduce you, and you get

that extract from Italian opera off your

chest which you've just been singing to

me. It can't fail. He'll probably hand

you his bank-roll."

The result was that Mr. Brewster, busy

with accounts in his private room, was

infuriated that evening by the entry of

his son-in-law, heading a procession con-

sisting of himself and a dark, furtive person

who looked like something connected with

the executive staff of the Black Hand.

" Not interrupting you, what ? " began

Archie, amiably. " I say -this sportsman

here has a few well-chosen words to say to

you on the subject of dirty work at the

cross-roads, so to speak. It seems the

lad is oppressed and ground down and what

not. He's a waiter in the grill-room, so

I suppose you're probably old pals. If

not, let me do the honours. Mr. Brewster,

our courteous and popular boss. Salvatore

(I wouldn't swear that's his name, but it

sounded like it), the Italian Whirlwind.

Seconds out ! Time ! Go to it, laddie !

Spill the bad news ! "

And before Mr. Brewster could get his

breath Salvatore had begun to spill. It

was not such a long harangue as he had

given Archie in the grill-room, for in the

middle of it Mr. Brewster, finding speech,

ejected him from the room. But it sufficed

to bring the hotel-proprietor to boiling-

point. Though not a linguist, he could

follow the discourse closely enough to realize

that the waiter was dissatisfied with condi-

tions in his hotel. And we have already

seen Mr. Brewster's attitude towards people

who criticized the Cosmopolis.

" You're fired ! " said Mr. Brewster.

Salvatore receded, muttering what sounded

like a passage from Dante.

" And I wish to heaven," added Mr.

Brewster, eyeing his son-in-law malignantly,

" I could fire you ! "

That night, meeting his father-in-law

'BEFORE MR. BREWSTER COI-LD GET HIS BREATH SALVATORE HAD BEGUN. THE HARANGUE

SUFFICED TO BRING THE HOTEL-PROPRIETOR TO BOILING-POINT."
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in the elevator, Archie found occasion to

touch upon Salvatore again.

" I say, that chappie with the grievance,

whom you slung out this evening. I don't

know if it interests you, but he appears

to be slightly narked. Peeved to a degree,

if you know what I mean."

Mr. Brewster signified that he was not

interested. Archie chuckled amusedly.

" He said he meant to pay you out.

He didn't specify how. I say," said Archie,

cheerfully, " perhaps he means to waylay

you in a dark alley somewhere and insert

about six inches of a stiletto in your lower

ribs. Rather a lark, what ! I understand

these Italian chappies are always doing

that sort of thing. Oh, well, you've had a

long and happy life 1 "

Archie's optimism, however, was not

rewarded. Day followed day, and Mr.

Brewster preserved an unpunctured skin ;

and his manner towards his son-in-law was

becoming more and more a manner that

would have caused gossip on the plantation

if Simon Legree had exhibited it in his

relations with Uncle Tom. Mr. Brewster's

normal distaste for his daughter's husband

was increased about this time by the fact

that he was worried over business matters ;

-and, when your man of affairs is worried

over business, he is apt to become irritable

even with his nearest and dearest. It is

not to be wondered at, therefore, that the

spectacle of his son-in-law mooning about

the hotel should have afflicted Mr. Brewster

to some extent. At any rate, whether it

is to be wondered at or not, it did.

The details of the business which was

worrying Mr. Bre\\ster were at first hidden

from Archie, and he made no effort to probe

into them. It was enough for his simple,

unspoiled nature that his father-in-law should

be worried. That was happiness enough for

him.

It was Lucille who apprised him of the

nature of the trouble.

" Archie, darling," said Lucille, one after-

noon as they sat at lunch, " it's such a

shame about father ! "

There was a troubled look in Lucille's

grey eyes. Life was not running as it

should these days.

" I know ! " said Archie. " 1 was hoping

that Italian chappie would have done some-

thing definite by this time."

Lucille regarded him with surprise.

" Why, has father been talking to you ? "

" He hasn't been very chatty of late.

What do you mean ? "

" Well, you spoke as if you knew all

about it. I moan, all about Salvatore.

The waiter, you know, whom father dis-

missed."

" I remember the chappie. What's he

been doing ? "

" Well, you know father wants to build

a new hotel."

" I heard something about it. But he

doesn't confide in me much, you know."

" Well, he does want to build an hotel,

and he thought he'd got the site, and every-

thing, and could start building right away,

when this hitch occurred."

" What hitch, queen of my soul ? "

The waiter was hovering over their table

with dishes. Lucille waited till he had gone.

" Well," she said, " this man Salvatore's

mother owns a.little newspaper and tobacco

shop right in the middle of the site where

father, poor darling, wants to build ; and

there's no way of getting him out without

buying the shop, and he won't sell. At

least, he's made his mother promise that

she won't sell."

" A boy's best friend is his mother,"

said Archie, approvingly.

" So father's in despair."

" I knew old friend Salvatore would

come out strong in the end if you only

gave him time. Great pal of mine. Man

of ripe intellect."

Lucille's small face lightened. She gazed

at Archie with proud affection. She had

known all along that he was the one to

solve this difficulty.

" You're wonderful, darling ! Is he really

a friend of yours ? "

" Absolutely ! Quite the old college

chum ! "

" Then it's all right. If you went to him

and got him to seU the shop, father would

be happy."

" I know. That is the objection, of

course."

" Think how grateful father would be to

you ! It would make all the difference."

Archie turned this over in his mind.

" I see what you mean. How much did

your father offer the Johnnie for his shop ? "

" I don't know. There is father. Call

him over and ask him."

Archie glanced over to where Mr. Brewster

had sunk moodily into a chair at a neighbour-

ing table.

" You call him," he said. " You know

him better."

" Let's go over to him."

They crossed the room. Lucille sat down

opposite her father. Archie draped himself

over a chair in the background.

" Father, dear," said Lucille. " Archie

has got an idea ! "

" Archie ? " said Mr. Brewster, in-

credulously.

" This is me," said Archie, indicating him-

self with a spoon. " The tall, distinguished-

looking bird."
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" What new fool-thing is he up to now ? "

" It's a splendid idea, father. He wants

to help you over your new hotel."

" Wants to run it for me, I suppose ? "

" By Jove ! " said Archie, reflectively.

" That's not a bad scheme ! I never thought

of running an hotel. I shouldn't mind taking

a stab at it."

" He has thought of a way of getting rid

of Salvatore and his shop."

For the first time Mr. Brewster's ,

interest in the conversation seemed (

to stir. He looked sharply- at his

son-in-law.

" Don't call me old companion I "

" All wrong, laddie ! Nothing like it, dear

heart ! No good at all, friend of my youth !

Take it from your Uncle Archibald ! I'm a

student of human nature, and I know a

thing or two ! "

" That's not much," growled Mr. Brewster,

who was finding his son-in-law's superior

manner a little trying.

" Now, don't interrupt,

father! " said Lucille,

severely. " Can't you see

that Archie is going to be

tremendously clever in a

minute ? "

" He's got to

show me I "

" He has, has he ? " he said.

Archie balanced a roll on a

fork and inserted a plate under-

neath. The roll bounded away

into a corner.

" Sorry ! " said Archie. " My

fault, absolutely ! I owe you a

roll. I'll sign a check for it.

Oh, about this sportsman Sal-

vatore. Well, it's like this, you

know. He and I are great pals.

I've known him for years and

years. At least, it seems like

years and years. Lu was sug-

gesting that I seek him out in his lair and

ensnare him with my diplomatic manner and

superior brain power and what not."

" It was your idea, precious," said Lucille.

Mr. Brewster was silent. Much as it went

against the grain to have to admit it, there

seemed to be something in this.

What do you propose to do ? "

" Become a jolly old ambassador. How

much did you offer the chappie ? "

" Three thousand dollars. Twice as much

as the place is worth. He's holding out on

me for revenge."

" Ah, but how did you offer it to him,

what ? I mean to say, I bet you got rour

lawyer to write him a letter full of whereases,

peradventures, and parties of the first part,

and so forth. No good, old companion ! "

" MY DEAR OLD TOP. I'M SORRY TO SPOIL YOUR

DAY-DREAMS AND ALL THAT, BUT AREN'T YOU

FORGETTING THAT THE SHOP BELONGS TO ME?"

" What you ought to do," said Archie, " is

to let me go and see him, taking the stuff

in crackling bills. I'll roll them about on

the table in front of him. That'll fetch

him ! " He prodded Mr. Brewster en-

couragingly with a roll. " I'll tell you what

to do. Give me three thousand of the best
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and crispest, and I'll undertake to buy that

shop. It can't fail, laddie I "

" Don't call me laddie ! " Mr. Brewster

pondered. " Very well," he said at last.

" I didn't know you had so much sense," he

added, grudgingly.

" Oh, positively ! " said Archie. " Beneath

a rugged exterior I hide a brain like a buzz-

saw. Sense ? I exude it, laddie ; I drip

with it !"

There were moments during the ensuing

days when Mr. Brewster permitted himself

to hope ; but more frequent were the

moments when he told himself that a pro-

nounced chump like his son-in-law could

not fail somehow to make a mess of the

negotiations. His relief, therefore, when

Archie curveted into his private room and

announced that he had succeeded was great.

" You really managed to make that wop

sell out ? "

Archie brushed some papers off the desk

with a careless gesture, and seated himself

on the vacant spot.

" Absolutely ! I spoke to him as one old

friend to another, sprayed the bills all over

the place ; and he sang a few bars from

' Rigoletto,' and signed on the dotted line."

" You're not such a fool as you look,"

owned Mr. Brewster.

Archie scratched a match on the desk and

lit a cigarette.

" It's a jolly little shop," he said. " I

took quite a fancy to it. Full of news-

papers, don't you know, and cheap novels,

and some weird-looking sort of chocolates,

and cigars with the most fearfully attractive

labels. I think I'll make a success of it.

It's bang in the middle of a dashed good

neighbourhood. One of these days some-

body will be building a big hotel round

about there, and that'll help trade a lot.

I look forward to ending my days on the

other side of the counter with a full set of

white whiskers and a skull-cap, beloved by

everybody. Everybody'll say, ' Oh, you

must patronize that quaint, delightful old

blighter ! He's quite a character.' "

Mr. Brewster's air of grim satisfaction had

given way to a look of discomfort, almost

of alarm. He presumed his son-in-law was

merely indulging in badinage ; but even so,

his words were not soothing.

"Well, I'm much obliged," he said. "That

infernal shop was holding up everything. Now

I can start building right away."

Archie raised his eyebrows.

" But, my dear old top, I'm sorry to spoil

your day-dreams and stop you chasing rain-

bows, and all that, but aren't you forgetting

that the shop belongs to me ? I don't at

all know that I want to sell, either ! "

" I gave you the money to buy that shop!"

" And dashed generous of you it was, too ! "

admitted Archie, unreservedly. " It was the

first money you ever gave me, and I sha'l

always tell interviewers that it was you who

founded my fortunes. Some day, when I'm the

Newspaper-and-Tobacco-Shop King, I'll tell

the world all about it in my autobiography."

Mr. Brewster rose dangerously from his seat.

" Do you think you can hold me up, youâ��

you worm ? "

" Well," said Archie, " the way I look at

it is this. Ever since we met, you've been

after me to become one of the world's workers,

and earn a living for myself, and what not ;

and now I see a way to repay you for your

confidence and encouragement. You'll look

me up sometimes at the good old shop, won't

you ? " He slid off the table and moved

towards the door. " There won't be any

formalities where you are concerned. You

can sign checks for any reasonable amount

any time you want a cigar or a stick of

chocolate. Well, toodle-oo ! "

" Stop ! "

" Now what ? "

" How much do you want for that damned

shop ? "

" I don't want money. I want a job. If you

are going to take my life-work away from me,

you ought to give me something else to do."

" What job ? "

" You suggested it yourself the other day.

I want to manage your new hotel."

" Don't be a fool ! What do you know

about managing an hotel ? "

" Nothing. It will be your pleasing task

to teach me the business while the shanty i>

being run up."

There was a pause, while Mr. Brewster

chewed three inches off a pen-holder.

" Very well," he said at last.

" Topping ! " said Archie. " I knew you'd

see it. 'I'll study your methods, what!

Adding some of my own, of course. You

know,-I've thought of one improvement on

the Cosmopolis already."

" Improvement on the Cosmopolis ! " cried

Mr. Brewster, gashed in his finest feelings.

" Yes. There's one point where the old

Cosmop slips up badly, and I'm going to see

that it's corrected at my little shack. Cus-

tomers will be entreated to leave their boob

outside their doors at night, and they'll

find them cleaned in the morning. Well,

pip, pip ! I must be popping. Time is

money, you know, with us business men."

" Where are you going ? " asked Mr.

Brewster, suspiciously.

Archie breathed a sigh of ecstatic anti-

cipation.

"I'm going over to the Ritz to get a bite

to eat !" he said.

NEXT MONTH: "THE SAUSAGE CHAPPIE.1
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THE UNCROWNED KING OF ARABIA

COLONEL T E-LAWRENCE

THE MOST

ROMANTIC

CAREER OF

MODERN

. TIMES .

â�¢OUs

Lowell

Thomas

in.

YOUNG Colonel Lawrence

was like an actor playing

a part during the war of

liberation in the land of

the Arabian Nights. The Bed-

ouins never saw him excepting

when he was at ': top-notch."

He cultivated the character of

a man of mystery. He usually

dressed in beautiful robes of

pure white. In order that his

garb should always look spot-

lessly clean he carried three or

four special changes of raiment

on an extra camel. He also

made it a point to shave every

day, although frequently they

were dry shaves due to the

scarcity of water.

It was always a mystery to me how Law-

rence managed to keep as immaculate as

he did in the desert, because baths are

indeed a luxury in a land where there is

not even enough water to drink. The only

European things he ever had with him on

the trek were a safety-razor, tooth-brush,

and Colt revolver.

Colonel Lawrence never entered into

Copyright, 1920,

competition with the Bedouins

unless he was certain first that â�¢

he could excel them. He made

it a rule never to speak unless

he had something special to

say and unless he knew what

he was talking about.

I once asked Lawrence why

he always carried an old-style

revolver instead of a new

model. His reason was the

best any man could oner, and

in answering he. told me the

following story :â��

" Some years ago when I

was wandering about Asia

Minor, near Marash, a fever

came upon me. I was making

my way towards the village

of Birgik at the time and

chanced to meet a Turko-

man." Here he stopped to

explain that Turkomans are

a semi-nomadic branch of the

Ottoman race with crooked

eyes, and faces which look as

though modelled in butter

and then left out in the sun !

" I was not quite sure of

my bearings," he continued,

" and so I asked him to

direct me. ' Right across

those low hills on the left,'

he replied. Just as I turned

and started on my way he

sprang up on my back and

we had a bit of a dog-fight

on the ground for a few minutes. I had-

already walked over a thousand miles during

the previous months and was nearly done up.

He was stronger than I, and eventually I was

at the bottom and he was sitting on my

stomach. Jerking this old Colt out of my

robes he pressed it to my temple and pulled

the trigger. The safety-catch was on, and

his tugging did no good. Being a primitive

by Lowell Thomas.

COL. T. E. LAWRENCE
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fellow and knowing nothing about modern

revolver mechanism, he threw it away in

disgust and contented himself with pounding

on my head with a rock until I was no longer

interested in my surroundings. After taking

everything I had he made off. A little

later I recovered consciousness, went on

to the village of Birgik, and described my

experiences to the inhabitants. We even-

tually caught the Turkoman and made him

disgorge. But ever since that occasion I

have had a profound respect for this old

revolver and am never without it."

In all Lawrence's experiences with the

Bedouins he never encountered a single

case of treachery or double-dealing among

the members of a tribe with which he once

succeeded in establishing friendly relations.

However, on one occasion when he had

gone through the Turkish lines alone on a

tour of inspection of the enemy fortifications,

he called on the chieftain of the Beni

Sakhi, a tribe which was co-operating with

the Turks and Germans. This man broke

the unwritten law of the desert and attempted

to double-cross Lawrence while the latter

was his guest. The sheikh sent a courier

to the Turks, who were only ten miles dis-

tant, and meanwhile attempted to force

Lawrence to remain in his tent. His

intention was to turn his noted guest over

to the Germans and Turks and claim the

hundred thousand pounds reward which

had been offered for his capture.

However, Lawrence \ suspected

treachery, and seizing \ an oppor-

tune moment he j slipped out

of the sheikh's tent | | and escaped

on his racing camel.

To illustrate how inflexible is the unwritten

law of Arabia, although that sheikh was

a leader of a tribe at war with the Bedouins

assisting Lawrence, his own relatives gave

him a cup of poisoned coffee because he

had been treacherous to a guest. The

Beni Sakhi people felt that they had been

disgraced by him. This idea of giving

poison in coffee originated with the Turks,

but has spread to the peoples on the edge

of the desert.

While the Turk is a barbarian, the

Bedouin-Arab is a gentleman, and takes

no delight in torturing a victim. Although

raiding is one of life's greatest joys to him,

he is content with booty and abhors the

sight of blood. Nomad-Arabs will rob,

but rarely harm you.

The peoples of the desert are particularly

proud of wearing clothing which they have

forcibly taken from somebody else. Law-

rence told me about an Englishman and hb

wife who went down from Damascus inte

the Lejah country north of Jebel Druz

to explore. The people of the Lejah objected

to having strangers prowling through their

country, so they robbed the couple of

everything they had. The explorer and

his wife returned to Damascus garbed in

a copy of the London Times. The lady

wore the financial section !

Since the days of Mohammed, thirteen

hundred years ago, fewer Europeans have

visited Holy and Forbidden Arabia than

have penetrated the jungles of Darkest

Africa. The fanatical Mohammedans who

inhabit the section of the desert which

includes the holy cities of Mecca and Medin.1

attempt to prevent all Christians and other

EMIR F : ISA! AND HIS FOLLOWERS.

PRINCE FEISAL, THE NEWLY-RECOGNIZED RTLER OF DAMASCUS AND ARAB-SYRIA, RIDING AT THE

HEAD OF HIS TROOPS. THE EMIR IS GARBED IN Pl'RE WHITE ROBES AND MAY BE SEEN DIRECTLY

IN FRONT OF HIS STANDARD-BEARER.
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unbelievers from

profaning its sacred

soil with their pre-

sence. It is even

forbidden in the

Koran that stran-

gers should enter

Mecca and Medina.

That Lawrence

was able to gain

not only the con-

fidence of the

direct descendants

of Mohammed.1

who have governed

these forbidden

cities of Arabia

since the days of

the Prophet, but

also the confidence

of the wild tribes

of the desert, will

stand out in his-

tory as one of the

most remarkable

and spectacular achievements of all time.

The most amazing feature of Lawrence's

accomplishment is the fact that he openly

admitted that he was a Christian and never

attempted to disguise himself as a native,

except when he put a veil over his face and

slipped through the Turkish lines dressed

as a gipsy woman.

Our great-grandchildren will be as familiar

with the name of Colonel T. E. Lawrence,

the young Oxford archaeologist who led

the desert armies in the land of the Arabian

Nights, as with the names of Ulysses, King

Arthur, Sir Francis Drake, and other

romantic figures of history and literature.

To future generations he will be known as

the English lad, just out of college, who

made two kingsâ��a ruler of Holy Arabia

and a Prince of Syria. Even the imagina-

tive geniuses who wrote those matchless

gems of unbridled fancy, the tales of the

"Thousand and One Nights," never dared

"â�¢vent a story so fantastic. There is little

<1oubt that had it not been for young Law-

rence, Hussein Ibn Ali, the aged Shereef

>f Mecca, would not be known as the King

of the Hejaz to-day, nor would his son,

the Emir Feisal, be the recognized Prince

Ð� Damascus and Arab-Syria.

Although great credit is due both to

King Hussein and Prince Feisal for having

the Arabian nationalist movement

'd for having started the Arab revolution,

;ither of them had the uncanny skill and

masterly diplomatic ability to carry out

their original plan.

1 was Lawrence who wiped out the

Wntury-old blood-feuds between the desert

1Des- It was Lawrence who built up the

EMIR FEISAL AND COLONEL LAWRENCE HOLDING COURT

IN THE DESERT.

EVERY MORNING AT TEN O'CLOCK THEY TRIED CASES OF EVIL EYE, CAMEL

THEFT, AND DIVORCE.

Arabian Army. It was he who worked out

the strategy of the campaign. It was he who

outwitted the German and Turkish generals.

It was Lawrence again who led the Arabs

into battle. After Damascus was taken,

it was he who entered the ancient Arabian

capital of the Caliphs, and established a

new Government for Prince Feisal, days

before the latter arrived on the scene. In

fact he was the moving spirit of the Arabian

revolution.

The amazing part of it all is that, though

dealing with a people of an entirely different

and older civilization than his own, he

actually lived as an Arab, worked out his

problems in true Arab manner, and outdid

them from camel-riding to speaking their

own language. The achievements of this

modest young archaeologist are unique.

History oners no parallel. Not even Sir

Richard Burton could have accomplished

what Lawrence did. Burton knew the

customs and the language just as well, but

the great Arabian traveller and scholar

was a cynic, and no cynic could have led

King Hussein s wild horde of Bedouins.

What was the secret of Lawrence's

success ?

Old Auda Abu Tayi gave me the answer.

Auda is the acme of everything Arabic

and the most famous old warrior of the

desert. " By the Beard of the Prophet,"

he roared, " this fair-haired son of Allah

can do everything that we do even better

than we do it ourselves. He has the face

and hair of a Circassian beauty, the physique

of an oryx (Arabian ibex), the courage of

Abu Bekr, and the wisdom of Omar."

When Lawrence left the coast of Arabia
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Arabian desert for his endur-

ance. On this particular trek

it took Lawrence and his com-

panion just three days to make

that twelve-day journey of

three hundred miles â�� a re-

cord for camel-riding whicli

probably will stand for many

years. They nearly killed their

COLONEL T. E. LAWRENCE AND A FEW OF HIS ARABIAN KNIGHTS.

THESE MEN WERE ALL GREAT CAMEL RIDERS, BUT NONE OF THEM COULD KEEP UP WITH THEIR

FAIR-HAIRED ENGLISH LEADER, WHO ON ONE OCCASION COVERED THREE HUNDRED MILES Ð�Ð£

CAMEL IN THREE DAYS.

and plunged into the desert he shed his

European clothing and habit of mind and

became a Bedouin. If you can get an Arab

to laugh you can do almost anything; you

like with him. Although the nomads of

Arabia have a keen sense of humour, their

language has become so solemn and cere-

monious that if one simply translates

ordinary conversationa' English direct into

Arabic it delights the desert peoples. Our

everyday language is far more sparkling and

to the point than theirs. To his ability to

express his own subtle sense of humour in

pure Arabic, Lawrence probably owes his

life.

On one occasion when he was at Azrak,

a village far out among the shifting sand-

dunes, south-east of Damascus, a courier

came with the news that a great caravan

of Syrian merchants was on its way down

to the Arab base port of Akaba, three

hundred miles to the south. Realizing

that there were sure to be many Turkish

spies among the merchants in the caravan,

Lawrence decided to try to reach Akaba

ahead of it. The Arabs regard it as a

twelve-days' journey from Azrak to Akaba

by camel, and the Syrian merchants already

had a start of nine days.

Only one Bedo among Lawrence's followers,

a half-breed Haurani, could stand the letter's

pace when he extended himself to the limit.

The Haurani was famous in the North

camels and rode twenty-two hours each day,

or a total of sixty-six out of seventy-two

hours.

Eighty miles south of Azrak, Lawrence

and the Haurani were racing across the

ridges when suddenly a dozen mounted

Arabs appeared over the edge of a sand-

dune and rode down the slope at a gallop

to cut them off. As they approached they

shouted out that they were Jazi-Howeitats

and friends. Thirty yards distant the

strangers dismounted as a sign of encourage-

ment for Lawrence and the Haurani to

do the same, but the latter were on their

guard and recognized the Arabs as BÃ©ni

Sakhi, blood-enemies of all the Bedouins

co-operating with King Hussein. They had

heard that gold was passing up and down

this route and were out for a bit of the loot.

A great trade route between Syria and

Arabia had been opened up during the

war, and merchants from Syria and Turkey

passed back and forth through the lines

to buy Manchester cotton from the British

at Akaba. Lawrence himself had started

this. He made two clever uses of cotton :

first he used it as a means of spreading

propaganda, and secondly for luring all

the gold out of Syria and Turkey. The

merchants of the Ottoman Empire would

have sold their souls for cotton. That

commodity had become so scarce that the

Turkish military authorities allowed all
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merchants who paid them enough " bak-

sheesh " to pass backwards and forwards

through the lines. In Akaba, Lawrence's

Arabs, camouflaged as shopkeepers, preached

the Arab nationalist doctrines to the Syrian

merchants, and filled them up to the eyes

with tales of Allied victories which the

latter carried home with their cotton and

spread far and wide through the Ottoman

Empire. Lawrence also induced the mer-

chants to smuggle Zeiss field-glasses down

from Constantinople, and he used them for

equipping his army.

As the Beni Sakhi advanced with their

rifles cocked, Lawrence laughed merrily.

The brigands had meant to shoot him; but

this unexpected merriment mystified them.

" Come near, I want to whisper in your

ear," Lawrence remarked to their leader.

Then, bending down from his saddle, he

said : " Do you know what your name

is ?" The sheikh looked speechless and rather

amazed, as Lawrence continued : " I think

your name must be ' Terrace ' ! "

In Arabia the most terrible of all insults

is to call a Bedouin " Terrace." It is the

vilest epithet ever used by one man towards

another, and usually is followed by blood-

shed. We have no word in the English

language which compares with it. The

Beni Sakhi was dumbfounded and visibly

yards or so. Then they seemed to suddenly

recover their senses and started blazing

away with their rifles. But Lawrence and

his companion ga'loped over the nearest

ridge and escaped.

The members of Lawrence's personal

bodyguard were chosen for their courage

and endurance. No Bedo was accepted

who could not ride both day and night if

necessary. It was regarded as quite the

swell thing to belong to the select band of

picked men who dogged the heels of the

blue-eyed, fair-haired young shereef. Law-

rence never chose more than two Bedos

from one tribe. His theory was that

tribal jealousy would thus prevent them

from plotting against him. He also paid

them more than the other Arab troops,

and they spent every sovereign on fine

clothes. There were eighty Bedouins in

the bodyguard, and they Ãooked like an

Oriental flower-garden as they bounced

along on their camels behind Lawrence.

Every one of them was a famous fighting

man, and they were always ready to dash

off with Lawrence on a raid at a moment's

notice. He frequently sent them through

the Turkish lines as spies. There was at

least one representative of every corner

of the great Arabian desert in this polyglot

organization.

COLONEL LAWRENCE AND HIS BEDOUIN FOLLOWERS READY TO START ON A RAID.

EIGHTY PICKED ARABS ACCOMPANIED THE YOUNG ARCHAEOLOGIST ON ALL HIS WILDEST

EXPEDITIONS. ALTHOUGH EVERY BEDOUIN WARRIOR WANTED TO JOIN LAWRENCE'S BODY-

GUARD, ONLY TWO MEN WERE SELECTED FROM EACH TRIBE.

nervous. What he could not understand

was why any ordinary traveller would

dare say such a thing to him in the open

desert, with all the odds against him.

Before the sheikh recovered from the

shock, Lawrence added, pleasantly, " May

Allah give you peace ! " and. calling to his

Haurani, swung off across the sind. The

robbers, puzzled and bewildered, stood

motionless until the two had ridden a hundred

Second in command to Lawrence was a

pock-marked, undersized, fiery little Bedouin

named Abdullah. He knew no fear, and

would take on ten times his number with

keen delight. He was a little dried-up

stick of a man, but one of the most chivalrous

and daring descendants of Ishmael who

ever rode a camel. It was his boast that

he had served under every prince in the

desert, and had also been imprisoned and
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beaten by every one of them. That was

his gref test joy !

s Abdullah -was a valuable lieutenant to

I^awrence, for many reasons. His speciality

was handling men and camels. Lawrence

usually urged on his followers by fantastic

rewards, such as beautiful clothes, gold,

jewels, and silver-mounted rifles. If they

failed, Abdullah rewarded them with a

sound beating.

Lawrence found it no easy matter to

punish a Bedo. You can hardly imprison

a man on his camel. One favourite form

of punishment in Arabia is to chuck a

short dagger at a man's head. The result

usually is merely a heavy, though very

painful, scalp wound, which heals in a week

or two. Bedouins who break the unwritten

law of the desert frequently punish them-

selves in this way, and then, with blood

streaming down their faces, appear before

the person wronged and crave pardon.

One rather curious custom in. Arabia

is that of permitting a murderer to pay

damages to the relatives, if the latter are

willing to accept gold or camels. But if

the murderer is caught he is usually killed.

If he avoids capture, nevertheless, sooner or

later, he must pay for his deed, because

it is next to impossible for a desert dweller

to escape all penalty unless he gives up his

nomad life and flees to a far-off corner of

Arabia and becomes a townsman. Since

Bedouins regard all human beings who

live cramped up in villages and cities as

scum of the earth, very few of them ever

lower themselves that far. They regard death

as preferable to such degradation.

A peculiar feature of the unwritten law

of the desert is that no distinction is drawn

between accidental and intentional man-

slaughter. If one Bedo kills another by

accident, now, as in the days of Abraham,

it is customary for him to flee and send

back explanations by courier.

During a raid on the Turkish railway

a member of Lawrence's bodyguard climbed

into the railway station through a window.

He evidently attempted to open the door

from the inside. But meanwhile some of

his companions were attempting to batter

it down from without, and one fired his

rifle through a panel. When the door at

last gave way the chap who had entered

through the window was found dead. The

Arab who had fired the shot bolted through

the crowd, jumped on his horse, and galloped

oft.

" It really is a shame we must kill him !

said the members of the Colonel's body-

guard, referring to the fugitive. " It was

an accident, and the dead man was a worth-

less scamp, anyhow." So they all chipped

in together and made up a fund of one

hundred and twenty pounds. This they

sent to the relatives of the dead man, and

they accepted it with evident pleasure.

A man's worth in the desert is rated at

from a hundred to two hundred and fifty-

pounds in gold. Good camels are worth much

more than that. Shereefs, of course, have

a greater blood value than ordinary people.

Thus, if you kill, a descendant of the Prophet

you have to pay four times as much as for

an ordinary man. It is practically impossible

to avoid paying less than a thousand jx>unds

for killing a shereef, and one cannot arrange

this little question of price before committing

the deed.

Feuds arise in Arabia far worse than the

Hatfield-McCoy feud in Kentucky. Different

tribes take pot-shots at one another every

time they meet. These sanguinary quarrels

sometimes drag on for centuries. Lawrence

believed that the best way to unify the

desert people and wipe out their terrible

blood-feuds would be to create an Arabian

aristocracy. Nothing of that kind had

ever existed in Arabia before, because the

nomads of the Near East are the freest

peoples on earth. The Bedouin has always

refused to recognize any authority higher

than himself. But all Arabs have for cen-

turies had a certain extra respect for direct

descendants of the founder of their religion.

Taking advantage of this, Lawrence suc-

ceeded in persuading them to recognize

their shercefs as chosen people. But I am

sure he would never have accomplished this

feat if he had not had the unlimited financial

support of the British Government. Through

Lawrence's hands a stream of over a million

dollars in gold poured into Arabia each

month. This enabled the young archaeolo-

gist to pay King Hussein's Arabian army.

But gold alone would not have sufficed,

for the Turks and Germans tried it and

failed. Though the Arab's love for gold

is great, his hatred for the Turk is far

greater.

Since the beginning of time the sheikhs,

or patriarchs, of one tribe have had abso-

lutely no influence with members of other

tribes. Shereefs, on the other hand, who

can hardly be said to belong to any tribe,

were recognized as leaders by the towns-

people of Mecca, Medina, and the few other

large places. In order to carry out tlÃºs

plan for widening the influence of the shereefs,

and making Hussein the recognized ruler

of the Hejaz, Lawrence had first to win

the confidence of all the rival tribes. \Ve

have seen how he did this by excelling them

in the things in which they themselves

excel. Then, quietly, in such a manner

as to make them think the ideas were their

own creation, he succeeded in convincing

them that they should forget all past tribal
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COLONEL LAWRENCE

IN

difterencesand unite

under the leadership

of Hussein and las

sons and the other

shereefs in order to

drive out the hated

Turk and restore

the Caliphate and

former splendour

ci their ancient

empire.

The word " she-

reef " (or " shrf," as

spelled in Arabic, a

language without

vowels) means

1 honour." A she-

reef is supposed to

be a man who ex-

ercises honour. In

the holy cities of

Mecca and Medina,

Shercef Hussein and

Shereef Feisal had

long stood high in

the esteem of the town Arabs, who have

been accustomed to refer to them as

" Sidi " or " Lord." But the care-free

Bedouins, unlike their city cousins, merely

addressed them as ' Hussein " and " Feisal,"

without bothering about titles. Lawrence

with his magic power of persuasion, backed

up by an endless stream of British gold,

convinced even the Bedouins that they

should adopt the term " Sidi " in referring

to shereefs. So successful was he that

within a few months, although they knew

he was a hated Christian, they honoured Law-

rence with this title simply because of their

profound admiration for him.

The fact that the â�¢ shereefs had always

been treated with special deference by

townsmen-and villagers had caused them to

grow up with a sense of their own superior

responsibility and honour. That, of course,

was of great assistance to Lawrence in

creating a new aristocracy. In fact, if

they had not had that sense of personal

responsibility he never would have succeeded

in unifying the tribes, because he would

have had no men capable of acting as

subordinates under the King and Prince

Feiaal.

When two Arabs meet they greet each

other by slapping hands instead of gripping,

as we do. â�¢ Then each makes a movement

as though touching his feet, followed by

an upward wave touching the heart, mouth,

and head with the right hand. At times

they kiss both cheeks in European fashion.

A town Arab shows respect for a 'shereef

by kissing his hand, but the independent

wdouin has too much respect for himself

to indulge in such servile osculation.

(ON LEFT) AND MR. LOWELL THOMAS

ARABIAN COSTUME.

- * "

It is considered a great disgrace in Arabia

to kiss anyone's feet. Neither the towns-'

man nor the nomad ever kisses the "feet

of another person except when'â�¢â�¢ begging

for his life. On one occasion some fifty

Turkish officers grovelled in the sand ' at

Lawrence's feet. A few moments before

he had touched off a " tulip " under their

train and his bodyguard had charged down

on the coaches yelling like mad. The Turks

were afraid the Arabs were going to kill

them.

If an Arab has you down and is about to

kill you, Lawrence once told me a magic pass,

word which you can always say to save your

life. It is the word " dakhilak." During

my stay in Arabia I was treated with sweeping

courtesy and lavish hospitality and never

had occasion to use it. But if an Arab has

you at his mercy, and you say " dakhilak "

he must let you go, because it meansâ��

" I am in your tent and at your coffee-

hearth as your guest," or one might trans-

late it as, " I have taken refuge with you."

If you are in a man's tent as. his guest

in Arabia, he is in honour bound to see Â¿hat

no harm befalls you. Syrians use the woÃ§d

interchangeably with another word meaning

" please." To the Bedouin this latter use

of it is a ghastly and inexcusable breach

of etiquette. ...

" I have never had an Arab say the word

to me," remarked the Colonel, " merely

because I have never had one of them at

my mercy whom I contemplated killing."

In describing the principal difference

between his Bedouin followers and the

Arab villager, Lawrence explained that the

Bedo is a nomad and a pure type, much
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the same to-day as three thousand years

ago in the time of Abraham. The townsmen,

however, are a mixture of all the peoples

of the East. The nomad is a poet, a sports-

man, and a lover of personal liberty. The

villager is indolent, dirty, untrustworthy,

and absolutely mercenary.

" The pure Arab of the desert belongs

to a race which built some of the first

civilization," he said. " They had a philo-

sophy and a literature when the natives

of the British Isles were savages. They

are one of the few peoples of the world

whom the Romans failed to conquer. They

are forced to lead a nomadic existence

because they must follow their herds from

place to place in search of grass and

water. They are wanderers on the face

of the earth, creatures who follow the

camels across the shifting sand-dunes, who

sleep under the skies, and who live as their

forefathers lived thousands of years before

Christ. Morally they are more civilized

than we are. Materially they are savages.

They believe that a man cannot be free

unless he lives in the desert and can put

all his belongings in his saddle-bags."

"Lawrence is one of the few, if not the only

European who has been entirely successful

in transforming himself into a Bedouin.

During the war about thirty British officers

attempted to penetrate into the desert

and live the life of an Arab nomad. Nearly

all came back but Lawrence. Perhaps

the principal difficulty with the others

was that they tried to be English " up-

country." We can hardly blame them !

But the man who takes a can of bully-beef

with him when he goes into Arabia will

never pass as a native.

Lawrence's irregular Arab army had no

commissariat department. Whenever they

started off on an expedition each man

carried a small bag of flour and a little

coffee. Every meal was the same, and the

whole army lived on doughy, unleavened

bread made in the ashes of a fire. Although

his Arabs could gulp down a pound or two

at a time, Lawrence had to carry a chunk

of the stuff in the folds of his gown and

nibble at it as he rode along in order to

keep from wrecking his in-ternal mechanism.

While trekking across the desert this remark-

able young Englishman would sit in his

camel-saddle reading Aristophanes in the

original while gnawing away at a hunk of

tough Arab bread.

Whenever Lawrence went off to Cairn

or to Allenby's headquarters in Palestine,

on his return he usually found that Emir

Feisal had been forced to put all the members

of his bodyguard in prison. No one else

A GREAT SANDSTORM SWEEPING OVER A DESERT VILLAGE.

THESE STORMS WERE CALLED " HUBOOBS," AND IN THEIR APPROACH THEY LOOKED LIKE

MOVING MOUNTAIN RANGES. COLONEL LAWRENCE AND HIS FOLLOWERS HAD TO FIGHT THESE

STORMS AS WELL AS TURKS AND GERMANS.
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could handle " Lawrence's devils," as they

were called. On one occasion he returned

from Egypt anxious to start immediately

on a secret expedition into the " blue."

As usual, he found his men in the lock-up,

and among them two of his most daring

followers, I-'erraj and Daoud. When he-

sent for Sheikh Yussef, the civil governor

of Akaba, and asked what had happened,

Yussef laughed and then he

cursed and then he laughed

again.

Lawrence received a telephone message

from the A.P.M. stating that he had arrested

the fiery little Arab because he looked as

though he might be prowling around waiting

for a chance to take a pot-shot at the

" C.-in-C." The A.P.M. said that Abdullah

had explained through an interpreter that

he was one of " Sidi " Lawrence's "sons,"

and had demanded an apology for bavins}

been arrested. He declined to accept any

ordinary apology, and insisted that it must

be made in a special

â�¢ â�¢ ceremonial way. " In

the meantime," added

LAWRENCE'S ARABS ON THE MARCH.

EVERY SOLDIER IN THE ARABIAN ARMY WAS PAID WITH BRITISH GOLD. THIS

THEY SPENT ON Ð�Ð�Ð�Ð�Ð¢1 Fl'I. CLOTHING AND ON SCEST, WHICH THEY POURED

OVER THEMSELVES BY THE BOTTLEFUL. ON THE TREK THEY BOUNCED

ALONG BEHIND LAWRENCE LIKE AN ORIENTAL FLOWER GARDEN.

I had a beautiful white camel," said

he, " and one night she strayed away. The

next morning, hearing a great commotion

in the street, I rushed out and found every-

one in the Bazaar district laughing uproar-

iously at a camel whose legs had been dyed

blue with indigo and whose head had been

coloured red with henna. I recognized

it as mine. Your varlets, Ferraj and Daoud,

were found at the beach washing red and

blue dye from their arms. Of course, they

denied all knowledge of the affair."

It took nearly three months for the dye

to wear off, before Yussef could use this

camel again.

Occasionally Lawrence would take some

of the members of his bodyguard to Cairo

or to Allenby's headquarters in Palestine.

They invariably paraded around bristling

with pistols and daggers, causing much

nettement and uneasiness wherever they

went. On one occasion Abdullah visited

General Headquarters near Ramleh with

nis master. While Lawrence was in con-

ference with Allenby, Abdullah " went off

on his own " to hÃ¢ve a look round. Six

"Ours passed and he failed to return. Then

the A.P.M., with a wail, " he sits here eating

up all our oranges ! We wish you would call

him off !"

Eventually Lawrence liad to make special

arrangements with General Allenby so that

his gorgeously-robed brigands could carry

their weapons in Cairo and Jerusalem without

fear of arrest or bloodshed. They were,

indeed, a comic-opera crew, and nearly all

of them used a kohl (antimony) stick undoÃ§

their eyes to darken them and rouge on

their lips. I also noticed that they were

very fond of scent. They poured whole

bottles of it on their clothing, and were

as fragrant as the ladies of a harem. In

Cairo they spent most of their time flirting

with the veiled Egyptian beauties and buying

richly-brocaded robes.

It was a familiar saying among the mem-

bers of Lawrence's bodyguard that they

might as well spend their gold on clothes

and having a good time, because they were

likely to be killed any day. Their blond

English leader was constantly sending them

on dangerous missions, and there were far

more casualties among them than among

the other organizations of the Arab army.
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Every man in King Hussein's forces

was anxious to belong to Lawrence's body-

guard. This was mainly because he took

them along on all his raids, bridge-blowing

parties, and train-wrecking expeditions. There

is nothing a Bedouin loves sa much as he

loves thrills. Nearly every Bedo in the

desert would go half-way across Arabia

for a chance to bag a bit of loot.

On the trek Lawrence's men rode behind

him in a long irregular column. There

was always a poet at either end of the line

who made up verses as they swung across

the sands. First the poet at the rear end

of the column would make up a verse and

each man in the line would invent one to

rhyme with it. Usually the subjects were

topical, such as each other's love-affairs,

or " Sidi " Feisal or " Sidi " Lawrence.

They also had some fine war-songs or chants.

which when sung would cause the camels

to put their heads down and go at a faster

pace. One of the songs which they sang

about Lawrence was entitled : "I wish he

would pay us another pound a month."

Or perhaps they would make up one on

the spur of the moment, the theme of

which would be : "I wonder if Allah has

seen the headcloth Sidi Lawrence is wearing ?

It is no good, he should give it to me."

As a matter of fact, every " kaffieh " and

" agal " (headcloth) that Lawrence wore

was more gorgeous than anything they had

ever seen before, and his playful followers,

like children, wanted them.

The adventurous "bloods" who always

accompanied the fair-haired young Anglo-

Bedouin Shereef had a rough game which

they took keen delight in playing. \Yhen-

ever one Bedo fell asleep in the saddle,

another would charge his camel straight

at him on the gallop and knock him off.

Intimate friendships sprang up among

Lawrence's personal followers. Ferraj and

Daoud, the chaps who dyed Sheikh Yussef's

camel, were inseparable pals, and when

Daoud died of fever at Akaba during the

latter part of the campaign, Ferraj felt

so miserable and lonely that he committed

suicide by dashing headlong into the Turkish

lines on his camel during an engagement.

Lawrence was accompanied, as a rule,

by two or three body-servants. They were

slaves loaned by King Hussein. No Chris-

tian is permitted to have any slaves of his

own in Holy Arabia.

I paid particular attention to the topics

of conversation when Lawrence was in

company with a group of Arabs. Although

they frequently asked him questions regard-

ing his own country, he invariably led the

conversation back to local Arab affairs. He

scrupulously avoided drawing comparisons

between European and -Arabian ways, and

he seemed to have an insatiable desire to

learn as much information about the peoples

and parts of the country he was in as

possible.

Lawrence also made an exhaustive study

of camels. Nothing is more certain to give

an outsider influence among the wild tribes

of Arabia than a thorough knowledge of the

animal which plays so prominent a part in

their lives. The camel really is an animal

of mystery. Even the Bedouins who breed

them are unable to fathom all their good

and bad qualities. And Colonel Lawrence

certainly is the only European who has

succeeded in developing what we might call

" the camel instinct."

The finest camels in the world come from

the oases of Central Arabia. There are just

six different kinds. All Arabian camels are

dromedaries and have but one hump. In

fact, I have never met a Bedouin who has ever

even heard of the two-humped camel which

is found only in Asia, north-west of Persia.

The two-humped camel is slow and of little

use except as a beast of burden. The word

" dromedary," by the way, is unknown to

the Arab, and is a Greek term, meaning " a

camel that runs."

Even after seven years of life in the

Arabian desert and extensive study, Lawrence

confessed to me that he could not always

judge a camel correctly. Abdullah, com-

manding officer of his bodyguard, and old

Auda Abu Tayi, the Bedouin Robin Hood,

are among the foremost authorities on

camels.

" In judging a camel," Lawrence explained

to me one day, when he was buying a new

mount, " among the things to be considered

are length of belly, the way the animal lifts

its foot, the way it carries its head, deptii

of neck, length of the front leg, length of

front and back shoulders, girth, and shajx1

of hump. A small waist and a long leg an1

particularly desirable. But the hump is of

paramount importance. It should consist

of hard muscle and not fat. A camel actually

seems to live on its hump. If worked too

hard, the hump gradually disappears and

the animal dies. If a camel has no hump.

or a low one or a thin one or a fat one, it is

a sure sign that it will break down under

any ordinary strain.

" A camel's age is judged by its teeth in

much the same way as a horse's age is

established. They usually live up to about

twenty-five years of age, but are in their

prime between four and fourteen. Good

Arabian camels can trot up to twenty-two

miles an hour on good ground. They can

canter up to twenty-eight miles an hour,

and gallop up to thirty-two. Ordinary

speed for a long journey of many days

across the desert is only about four and a
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half miles per hour. If you want to make

a trip of many hundreds of miles, never let

your camel go at a faster gait than a walk.

For a single day's journey, a jog-trot at

seven miles an hour is the safest speed.

" A good camel walks in absolute silence.

It is a particularly desirable trait and of

great assistance to the Bedouins when they

are making night raids. They teach their

camels to not even whine, and a long caravan

\Vheii Lawrence asked him how much he

wanted for one, the shepherd replied five

pounds gold, double the prevailing rate.

Lawrence handed over the sovereigns with-

out a murmur, although the Bedo expected

to be bargained with, and would have sold

for much less. But Lawrence and his

associates made it a rule never to bargain

with a native. In that way they led the

Arabs to believe they possessed untold

wealth, which of course increased their

prestige.

\Yhen an Arab sings it sounds like a

jumble of discords. Lawrence occasionally

carried a phonograph, which amused and

entertained the Arabs immensely. One of

LAWRENCE AND A GROUP OF HIS BROTHER OFFICERS.

THEY WERE FORCED TO WEAR ARAB HEADDRESS TO KEEP FROM BEING SHOT BY THE NATIVES,

WHO OBJECT TO EUROPEAN HATS

may pass within twenty yards of your tent

without disturbing your sleep."

Although the Bedouins usually own

sheep as well as camels, they rarely kill

them except when they have guests,

Lawrence informed me on another occa-

sion. An Arab shepherd passed our tent

one day near Petra, the rose-red city of

Edom. The sheep had thick curly coats

as beautiful as Persian fleece, and little

horns that curved back over their dainty

heads.

h:s Scotch sergeants at Akaba brought an

assortment of musical instruments out from

Cairo and organized a band. He taught

them " Annie Laurie," " Auld Lang Syne,"

and " Tipperary," and wrote an Arab

National Anthem for them. That band

practised every day. Every instrument was

out of tune, and every man played in a

different minor key. Lawrence and his

associates usually disappeared on a fishing

trip among the coral reefs whenever the Arab

band got under way.

THE NEXT INSTALMENT.

Next month Mr. Lowell Thomas tells us of Colonel Lawrence's experiences with

the wildest Bedouin tribe in Arabia, known as the Howeitat. This account of the

adventures of the young Oxford archaeologist with Auda Abu Tayi and his wild

tribesmen is more fascinating than the fables of " The Arabian Nights."



MURPHY

tiptoed in-

to the room

and closed

the door behind him,

releasing the knob

carefully to avoid a

click. I was on the

point of giving him

a cheery " Halloa,

Murph ! " when I

noticed his stock-

inged feet.

Sitdown," 1 said,

unconsciously drop-

ping my voice to a

whisper.

He came forward

quietly and placed

his hat on my desk.

On top of it he put

his night stick, and hung his belt over

the back of a chair.

"Shoes ?" I queried, as though

expecting them to follow.

He shook his head.

" Left them outside," he explained,

indicating the hall. " My feet hurt."

There was a finality in his tone that checked

further inquiry. I invited him to stretch

out on the lounge and take a little nap,

promising to awaken him in time to ." report

in " to the station.

" Sleep ! " he protested. " I'll not close

my eyes this night ! I'm done with the

museum, the mummies, and the whole bunch.

I don't like it."

I looked at him in amazement. Murphy,

of all men, to be ill-natured and nervous.

The lack of a smile was as puzzling as the

absence of his shoes.

" Murphy," I concluded aloud, " you must

be ill."

" Noâ�� " he hesitated, " unless I'll be

comin' down with a bit of painter's colic.

I've been touchin' up the home, you know,

against the dear wife's return from the hos-

pital ; and the odour of it got me a trifle

doin' the kitchen ceilin'. Butâ�� What

was that ? "

"Wind," I replied. " It's blowing a gale

outside, straight from the beach. This old

shack rattles like the bones of our dinosaur

up there in the gallery."
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" Bones,"muttered

Murphy, shifting to

the edge of his chair.

" There's nothin' but

bones in the whole

place, seems to me.

There's dead birds in

one room, and dead

snakes in the other,

and crawlin' reptiles

cramped up in fruit

jars as though crying

to get out. There's

the skeleton of that

poor grinnin' gorilla,

for instance, clingin'

to a post like some

drownin' devil lost at

sea. I can figure you

standin' it by day,

Mr. Curator, but why,

in the name of sense, you'll sit lip

vvorkin' at your desk all hours of the

night in this zoological graveyard, is

beyond me. It's a tomb, I'm tellin'

you, and they're not all happy in it,

either ! "

" Not happy ?" I glanced up at

him in surprise. " What do you mean ? "

" Exactly that, Mr. Curator. They're

restless."

" Do you mean the employes ? Another

rise ? "

" Xo, not thim," said Murphy. " They're

content."

" Well, then ?" I demanded, swinging

around in my chair and facing him.

Murphy leaned forward.

" Pass me the makin's, Mr. Curator," he

said, " and I'llâ��I'll tell you what I "â��he

glanced at the doorâ��" what I saw not a

moment ago with my own eyes, and I'm no

liar."

I passed him my pouch and papers, a

luxury I indulged in when the dignity of a

cigar or propriety of a pipe was not required.

Murphy spilled out tobacco enough to have

filled the great Turkish pipe above my desk,

and at that made a pitifully thin cigarette.

He stood up, brushed the mixture from his

knees, and drew his chair close to mine, but

facing the closed door that led to the main

gallery.

" I was makin' my rounds," he began,
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without further preliminary, " carryin' the

electric torch as usual, Mr. Curator. I'd

been worryin' a bit over putting light blue

in the new baby's room, when folks tell me

it should have been pink for a girl. There

was nothin' else on my mind. All was well

among the statuary. I flashed my light on

old King Saul's marble whiskers, admirin'

him as I do for that fine fightin' face of his,

and took another look at the young Greek

lad throwin' the what's-its-name. He looked

cauld. They all did, for that matter. Even

thim with clothes on seemed to be wrappin'

their stone drapes around them against the

Â«Iraught. I passed under the arch of one of

your heathen tombs into the Indian room,

raakin' my usual investigation behind the

canoe by the door and findin' no one hidin'

there, as usual. The wind rustled the blan-

kets a bit on the walls, but there was nothin'

to worry about. By the wayâ��the rats are

gettin' into your stuffed chief. I threw my

stick at one, but he escaped me. On re-

coverin' my club, I wint into the art gallery

adjoinin'. She was thereâ��my favourite one,

with more hair than judgmentâ��and fewer

clothes.

' ' Poor dear ! ' says I to myself. ' Still

clutchin' the babe to your breast. I'll take

my light off your shamed face, but I'd like

to find the man that done it.' There was

plenty of them smirkin' there on the walls

that looked guilty. Fine gentlemen with

masterful ways to deceive anv poor girl.

Art's a queer thing. Professor, and I bet the

rainters themselves put in many a secret

they never intend to tell. They're always

rubbin' out and paintin' over again in a

hurry, I've noticed."

If that's what is worrying you, Murphy,"

I interrupted, " cheer up. Don't grieve over

the plight of that painted lady, who. in

reality, is a most contented and respectable

model. The baby isn't hers. It was rented

by the artist from his laundress."

" Hush ! " protested Murphy. " It's not

that."

The look I had seen when he first entered

the room came back to his face. He went

on in a hurried whisper, glancing now and

then at my office clock, which was nearing

one.

" I passed through the second and third

galleryâ��the pioneer room, the jewel room.

I noticed then, when I flashed it on the cases,

that my light was gettin' a bit dim. ' I'll

have a new battery in the morning,' says I

to myself. From there I went through the

antique furniture and upstairs to the natural

history. I was high on the top gallery,

standin' right back of the wounded buffalo,

when I thought I heard a noise. ' Wind,'

*ays I, payin1 no heed, but takin' the pre-

caution to unbutton my coat so the gun

would be handy. I stood still, and it came

againâ��a faint, tappin' noise, like a woman's

hand smoothin' the pillow after makin' the

bed and turnin' down the top sheet."

" Or a rat's tail hitting the floor," I

laughed.

" Wait ! " Murphy ordered. " Wait till

I tell you the rest. It's nearin' one o'clock,

and I'll have to hurry on to my next round,

but I'll finish first. It was no common

sound. I know thim all in this place like

Patereski knows his notesâ��rats gnawin',

mice sneakin' around, doors creakin', an

Indian bow swingin' in a draught. I know

the sound the water makes when the heater

pipes are coolin' off, the trees rubbin' against

the back of the building, and every moan

and groan and creak and crack that's natural

to the old place itself or the things that's in

it. This was a strange sound. I've been

here six months, and I've never heard its

like.

" I stood there, savin' to myself : ' Murphy,

you fool, it's nothin'.' At first I couldn't

place it. It seemed to come somewhere from

below, and still it was close to me. One tap,

strong like, and thin several little ones, as

though the woman's hand was being imitated

by the child at her elbow. On my toes I

slipped over to the gallery rails and peered

clown. The moon was up, as you can see

there through the window Professor, and a

streak of it was in the main hall, lightin' the

anils of your giant devilfish hangin' then'.

It was stillâ��the sort of stillness that makes

you want to yell out and yet turns you so

fearful you can't take a deep breath. I stood

there, and put my eyes and ears to every

corner.

" ' Tapâ��tap, tap, tap ! ' it came again.

" ' If you're behind the bull moose,' said

I, half aloud, drawin' my gun, ' you'll come

out.' But there was nothin' there. I

searched among the cases, from your two-

headed calf at one end to the man-eatin'

shark at the other. If I'd known thin what

I do now I'd have wasted no time among dead

beasts and insects, but my ideas were simple.

' Perhaps a loose bone of the gorilla,' thought

I, ' swingin' on a wire against his naked ribs.'

But no, I tried thim all.

" Thin a thought struck me, and I started

downstairs for the jewel room in a hurry.

" ' Murphy,' said I to myself, ' you've

never had a robbery in this museum. There's

a fortune in jewels here, and any rogue that

wants can come in durin' the clay and gel

the lay of the land. He might hide himself

away thin, or effect an entrance at night.

"What's easier than to pry open one of those

old-fashioned window locks and step in ?

Right now he's got a chisel under the lid of

the case that holds the jewelled crown of old

Oueen Something-or-other, and is tappin'
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"'HIST!' SAID MURPHY.

â�¢ I SAW THE THING COIN BACKâ��Trii THING THAT LAY AGAINST MY

FACE A MOMENT BEFORE.' "

it with a rubber mallet. His sack is half full

already, and while you're creepin' around

like a superstitious idiot he'll finish the job

â��and leave you to face the chief in the

mornin', and the commissioners at night, with

a fine story, indeed.'

" Well, I lost no time. As I crossed the

main hall I tried my light, under my coat.

It was no stronger than the glow of a dying

match, but I figured I'd be better without

it, feelin' sure the thief would be workin'

with one of his own."

" Why didn't you switch on the lights

and " I interrupted myself. " Oh, yes !

I remember. They re putting in a new circuit

in that wing."

" They are," said Murphy. " And I

thought to myself that the thief probably

knew it, too ; and that was one reason for

him pickin' this night for his little game.

Well, at the threshold of the pioneer room I

took my shoes off, sittin' down on the floor.

I was just gettin' up when I heard the noise

againâ��four taps, this time, one long and

three short. I remained on my hands and

knees, listenin'. It was in the jewel room

and no mistake. My courage, if I have any.

Professor, came back to me.

" ' Murph ! ' said I to myself, ' you're

fightin' a flesh-and-blood man nowâ��you

know where you stand. He's a plain bur-

glar stealin' jewels. Go in and get him.'

" I got up and wint in. It was pitch dark.

If I hadn't known the exact position of every

case I would have struck sumpthin", but I

made straight down the centre carpet, step

by step, like a cat. ' If he moves,' thought

I, ' or shows the flash of his light, I'll get him

quick.' Perhaps three paces away from the

case that holds the old Queen's jewels I

stopped.

' Tapâ��tap, tap, tap ! ' He was there,

workin' under the stand table. My gun was

cocked and my spirit was up. I couldn't

see a tiling, but I thought I'd bluff him.

1 ' Out of it, or I'll blow your blankety-

blank head off ! ' I hissed. ' I've got a bead

on you, crouchin' there. Crawl out on the

other side and lay on your face before I kill

you.'

" There was no answer, but for a minute

I thought I heard him crawlin". There was

a faint noise like a hand rubbin' over a table.

' ' Crawl out ! ' I called again, ' or I'll shoot

you where you lay.'

" Nothin' doin', except that the scrapin'

continued. ' Sneakin' on all fours to the

mummy room, is he ? ' thought .1. ' Well,

I'll ambush him.' From where I was standin'

the door was less than a dozen steps. The

moon was shinin' faintly through the sky-

light there and I could make out the cases

against the walls, with the mummies in 'em ;

but there was only a streak of greyish light

across the floor, no wider than my hand here.

" Makin' no sound, I shifted over until I

felt the edge of the long case containin' the

jades, and from there it was easy to guide

myself to the doorway. Pressin' my back

against the casin', I waited. If the rogue
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came crawlin' or tiptoein' through that door-

way he'd pass within arm's length of me, I

reasoned, and, dark as it was, and no matter

how stealthily he moved, he couldn't get by

me at such close quarters. I had my gun all

ready to shoot down or up, as the case might

be. As I waited, still as the mummies in the

next room, the noise kept gettin' closer. The

nearer it got, the less I could make it out.

' His shoelace is untied and draggin' behind

him on the marble floor,' was my first thought.

' No ! ' said I again, ' he's got on moccasins,

borrowed from the Indian room.' I wished,

when I thought of my own stockin' feet, that

I'd done the same.

" Of a sudden the sound was within three

feet of me, but still I could see nothin'. I

strained my eyes in the blackness. It was

like ink. ' I'll shoot,' thinks I, ' but where ? '

The sound was almost at my feet. I stepped

straight out into the doorway, spreadin' my

legs a bit. I'm a big man, Mr. Curator, and

no one could have squeezed by me."

He paused.

" Well ? " I said.

Murphy leaned over and laid his big,

muscular hand heavily on my arm.

" Well," he said, " someone or sumpthin'

did ! I stood blockin' the door with my

shoulders, arms, and legs, a cocked revolver

in my hand, and it got by. Sumpthin',

light as the trailin' hair of a woman, crept

slowly across my foot. It struck my toes

first, and travelled up my instep, and wrapped

itself for half a second around my ankle.

" Jumpin' back, I swung my gun to the

floor, but I didn't fire. Even as I jumped,

the thing, a different part of it, was in my

face. It brushed my cheek first, and I

struck it back. It came on again, not

hard or rough-likeâ��I wish to God it had

been !â��but light and soft, rubbin' against

my lips and nose like the wet tongue of a

dog. Cauld and soft as that, but not wet.

VVith my empty hand I struck it back again.

There was no resistance. It faded away at

my first touch, but was back in a second,

rubbin' its terrible cheek against my ownâ��

nestlin' on my shoulderâ��caressm' my ear

with its dry, silklike face. Every minute I

expected it to whisper sumpthin'â��to put

some kind of smooth arms around my neckâ��

tangle me in its long hair that kept brushin'

my stockin' feet. I don't know how many

times I pushed its fawnin* face awayâ��six

or seven, at the least. If it had come on

fightin' with blows or claws, I could have

stood it, I think. But it was the soft,

yieldin" touch of it, the way it caressed meâ��

in the pitch dark. It put its cheek against

my lips again â�¢

' For the love of God, leave me be ! ' I

cried, droppin' to my knees on the floor,

coverin' my face.

" As though loath to go away, it gave me

three gentle taps on the soles of my feet.

Drawin' them under me, I crouched there,

doubled up in a ball on the threshold. For

several minutes nothin' happened. I was

frozen to the floor. Then I heard the ' tapâ��

tap, tapâ��tap,' like at first, different from

the scrapin' sound. It came from overhead.

Professor, I'll confess I hadn't the nerve to

look up. I waited till it got fainter and

fainter. Finally it stopped altogether, and

I started to crawl away into the jewel room.

Sumpthin' tempted me to look back. The

streak of moonlight in the Egyptian room

had shifted and was layin" across the mummy

cases, a yard, or perhaps four feet, in front

of them. The mummies themselves were

in the dark shado\s shapeless bodies standin'

stiff and straight like soldiers shot against a

wall. It crossed my mind that thim poor

devils could never escape their bandagesâ��

whenâ��I saw it ! "

" Saw what ?" I demanded, in a voice

louder than I intended.

" Hist ! " said Murphy. " I saw the thing

goin' backâ��the thing that had been wan-

derin' in the jewel roomâ��the thing that lay

against my face a moment before."

" You saw itâ��you actually saw "

" Yes," interrupted Murphy ; " I saw it

with my own eyes, as plain as I see you

sittin' there."

" What was itâ��what did it look like ?" I

queried, trying to steady my voice.

Murphy hesitated a moment, and drew his

hand across his eyes as though shutting out

a too vivid vision.

'' What it was I don't know," he resumed,

thoughtfully. " What it looked like I could

tell you if I had- the words. It's hard to

describe. Crouchin' there, lookin' over my â�¢

shoulder, I could see it floatin' in the air, the

full width of the Egyptian room being

between us. It wint through the streak of

light from the moon, and it was the size and

shape of a mummy's head, with a few strands

of drapery, or perhaps a wisp of hair, floatin'

from it. As to the colour, I'm not sure.

Blueâ��no, I think it was a kind of greyish-

green. I wouldn't swear to it, though ; but

I remember that the shaft of moonlight

seemed to go right through it, and still it had

a shape and colour of its own. It didn't

stay long in the moonlight, thank goodness,

and it didn't look my way."

" Where did it go ?" I asked.

" It wint "â��Murphy spoke slowly, to give

me the foil significance of his answerâ��" it

wint, Mr. Curator, back into the mummy case."

" Whereâ��which case ? "

" The one that stands in the centreâ��the

one that holds old Queen â�� Queen

What's her name, Professor ? "

' Do you mean Queen An-Sera ? "
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" Yes, that's her ! Queen An-Sera."

" Why do you say this thing, or apparition,

or whatever it was, went back to the mummy

case, Murphy ? You didn't see it come out

in the first place, did you ? "

" Xoâ��but that's where it belongs, Pro-

fessor. As sure as I'm sittin' here it's the

soul of the old Queen, wanderin' of

nights through the museum. Where

did I come across' her ? In the jewel

room, didn't I ?"

" Yes."

" Exactly ! And do

you mind the spot in

the jewel room ? "

" Why, yes ; it was

/under the case con-

taining '

" T h e Q u ÐµÐµ n's

crown !" inter-

rupted Murphy.

" It's her crown

she's pinin' for.

For thousands of

years she's been

y e a r n i n' for

that crown,

and little by

little her soul

has been strug-

glin' to get

through those

bandages. To-

night it's freeâ��

and she won't rest,

and we won't rest,

till she has that

crown. She'll be

tappin' at the jewel

case all night, tryin'

to break the glass.

Let her have it, Pro-

fessor, before we both

go mad."

" Let her have it ?" I

asked. " Howâ��what do you

propose ? "

" Nothin' much," said Murphy,

hopefully. " Just take your bunch of keys

from the locker there, walk with me to the

jewel room, unlock the case, open the-lidâ��

and wait."

" And then what ?" I encouraged, humour-

ing him.

" Then," he replied, " if she comes and

takes it, well and good. If nothin' hap-

pens, if we see and hear nothin'â��well, I'm a

liar and a fool."

" All right, Murphy," I said, seeing that

he was in dead earnest, " I'll do it."

I took my revolver from the desk drawer

and placed it in the right-hand pocket of my

coat. In the other pocket I put the bunch

of keys containing the one which opens the

crown jewel

case. I handed

Murphy ni Ñ�

torchlight, his

being worthier,

and directed him tÂ¡j

lead the way. He

opened the door that

gave on to the statu-

ary room, and in-

stantly stood still.

" Listen !" he cau-

tioned. " There it is

again."

I listened, and

heard it plainly : a

faint, peculiar tapâ��â�¢

tap, tap, tap. And

then, as both of us stood

with straining ears, there

came a crash of glass.

" Where is it ? " Murphy

whispered.

" The jewel room ! " I cried. " Hurry ! "

There is nothing of the occult or mystic

in my make-up, but I confess that the evenb

of the past few seconds, coupled with

Murphy's unusual narrative, had thrown my

mind into a state of excitement and dread

almost equal to his own. As we pressed

forward, threading our way through the

maze of statuary in the main hall, Murphy

reached backwards and signalled me with a

pressure of his hand to stop.

" You'd better take your shoes off, too."

he whispered. " If it should be a burglar,

he'll get us first unless we slip in on him

unbeknown."

I did as he suggested. With the torch

ready, but unlighted, we moved silently
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"MURPHY'S FRAME STIFFENED. HOVERING ABOVE

THE MUMMY CASE, RHYTHMICALLY SWAYING FROM

SIDE TO SIDE, WAS THE VAGUE SHAPE HE HAD

DESCRIBED."

through the impenetrable blackness of the

pioneer room and reached the threshold of

the jewel chamber. It, also, was dark. We

might as well have stood, face-up, against a

black wall. Not even the faintest outline

of the cases was discernible. I had expected

some light to filter in from the skylight of the

Egyptian room adjoining, but the moon was

overclouded just then.

Standing shoulder to shoulder, we waited.

Half a minute passed, so still, I fancied my

own heart-thumps were audible. Then came

a faint, almost imperceptible " clinkâ��clinic,"

like the cautious handling of broken glass.

I felt Murphy's arm bend slowly upward

as he raised his revolver. I took my own

from the pocket of my coat. The noise

continued, very gently. Practically con-

vinced now that someone was rifling the

jewel cabinet after having broken the glass,

I was on the point of giving Murphy a

whispered command to flash the torch,

when a greyish streak of light sud-

denly crossed the room at right angles

to us The cloud had passed from

the moon and the ray I had at first

expected shone dimly from the

Egyptian room, full across the

jewel case.

Murphy's frame stiffened.

My eyes sought the case.

Hovering above it,

rhythmically swaying

from side to side, was

the vague shape he had

described. A chill passed

over me. I watched,

stupefied, the head of it

bend slowly downward,

Inch by inch, as though

measuring time by ages,

until it finally disap-

peared within the chest

that held the Queen's

jewels. Again came the

faint clink of broken

glass, and then it rose,

painfully slow â�� deject-

edly, I thought, baffled or

disappointed in its quest.

'As it reached a point in the

moonlight five and a half or six

feet above the case, a sort of sob

broke from Murphy's lips.

" God save us J " he mutteredâ��and

fired.

The shot echoed and re-echoed through

the long corridors of the museum.

Simultaneously we rushed forward. In

the haze of the revolver smoke the

thing quiveredâ��unharmed.

" Drat you ! " cried Murphy, and

fired again.

An instantaneous report answered

his shot.

" Look out ! " I shouted, but there was no

need. Murphy lay full length on the floor,

face up, his arms stretched outward. The

thing that hovered above the case was gone.

I knelt at the big fellow's side. The torch

was still in his left hand. With it I examined

every inch of his body. Strange to say, I

had no fear of further attack. Something

told me that part of the affair was closed. I

could find no wound, not even an abrasion

or scratch.

" Murphy I " I called. "Murphy ! " My
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voice, unanswered, sounded strangely in the

unlightcd room. The thought struck me

that if he had shot a human being the boÃl y

must be lying there beside the jewel cabinet.

The finding of the person, or thing, would

reveal what manner of weapon had been

used against Murphy, and enable me to assist

him, if the brave fellow were not already

beyond mortal aid. Steeling my nerves to

the effort, I flashed the torch ahead of me

and walked deliberately over to the stand.

There was nothing under it, or anywhere

around it. I turned my light on the top.

The glass, as I expected, was shattered, and

bits of it were scattered over the crown

jewels. One glance at them, however, con-

vinced me that none was missing. Uncon-

sciously I reached in to remove a jagged

triangle of glass from the Queen's crown,

when the back of my hand encountered

something soft and yielding. It lay close to

the inner edge of the chest. The brief con-

tact reminded me of human skin. I drew

my hand away, and then, moved by an un-

controllable impulse, deliberately seized hold

of it and drew it out, full in the light of my

torch. It hung, limp and shrivelled, in my

fingers. My gaze shifted to the mummy

room.

" Could it be possible ; " I murmured,

half aloud.

" Could what be, Professor ? " came a

voice from the floor.

Murphy was sitting up, blinking and rub-

bing his eyes.

' Fainted ! for the first time in my life,"

he said, sheepishly, getting up and coming

towards me. " What have ye there ':

I held it up in the light for his inspection.

He handled it religiously, and suddenly

shook it free from his hand with a shudder.

"It's the skin of her," he whispered; "it'sthe

skin of the mummy Queenâ��I've shot her! "

" Noâ��it's not that," I said.

" Then, m the name of sense; what is it ? "

he said.

" Murphy," I replied calmly, ' you've

shot "

" Yes ? "

" A toy balloon ! "

" What ! "

" A toy balloon," I repeated, with a

piece of string and a tiny brass ring here on

the end, which some little child brought m

here and then, in a moment of excitement or

abstraction, released, as children do "

'' But the ' tap, tap, tap,' objected

Murphy.

" The balloon bouncing against the ceil-

ing," I answered.

" And the scrapin' noise ? "

Was," said I, " that ring dragging on

the floor. No wonder the thing bounced

back when you struck it, with the string

wrapped round your ankle."

" But how about the broken case, Pro-

fessor ? How do you account for thatâ��and

why did it keep wanderin' between this jewel

cabinet and the mummies ? "

" Current of air," I explained, answering

his last question first. " As to the glass, it

was broken by this crystal ornament here,

knocked by the balloon from that old chan-

delier overhead. It's as plain as can be."

Murphy looked down at lu's stockinged feet

and sneezed.

" Professor," he said, " you're no doubt

right, but I'll ask you one favour."

" Granted," said I. " What is it ''. "

" Put that_ old woman's skin under her

crown here, and leave it."

I did.

SOLUTION TO LAST MONTH'S

BRIDGE PROBLEM.

Trick i. Ð� plays 4 hearts. V wins with knave.

â�� 2. V plays club. Ð� covers. Z plays Ð°Ñ�Ðµ. Ð� plays queen of trumps.

â�� 3. Ð� plays 8 hearts. Z wins with 10.

â�� 4. Whatever Z leads A B make remainder.

There is no other solution. Suppose A leads out trumps nt start, plainly he wins but 4 trump tricks and

ace of spades (5 tricks). If he plays ace of trumps, then small, giving Z the lead, then Z plays small spade,

This is the only Bridge Problem based on the principle of giving away two apparently nced'ess tricks m

t tumps.
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Should Woman's Privilege Become Her Right P

A SYMPOSIUM OF LADY NOVELISTS AND OTHERS.

BY ADRIAN MARGAUX.

HIS is Leap-Year, when women

have the privilege of propos-

ing marriage. But women

have abandoned privileges

and insisted upon rights.

With the principle of sex

equality legally established,

the question arises whether the occasional

privilege must not now be regarded as an

established right ?

Some of the novelists have answered the

question, it is true, long in advance of the

fact of female enfranchisement. Lorna

Doone, it may be remembered, in Black-

more's story, practically threw herself at

the feet of John Ridd. Dolly Varden, in

" Barnaby Rudge," seizing on Joe .Willet's

first use of her Christian name, impetuously

declares her love for him. In these and

other instances which could be quoted,

however, the maiden simply takes her

courage in both hands in order to embolden

H lover who might otherwise have remained

silent simply because he was too diffident

to speak.

Fiction affords other examples of the

woman taking the initiative and putting the

man to the test with less happy results for

herself. When Elsie Venner, in Oliver

Wendell Holmes's romance, asks Bernard

to love her, she has the mortification to find

that the only love he has to give her is that

of a brother or a friend. In Hall Cainc's

" The Manxman," Kate's avowal of her love

for Philip is equally futileâ��she discovers he

has never cared for her in the way she has

imagined.

Arabella, in " Judc the Obscure," brings

about a marriage with Thomas Hardy's hero,

but having regard â�¢ to the lady's character,

her case hardly counts. In that very popular

story, " The Rosary," Mrs. Barclay's heroine

virtually proposes to the hero, but this was

only after she had rejectedâ��in a peevish

spiritâ��his own offer of marriage.

VoL lix.-19.

Among comparatively recent novels I have

been able to find only one frank and un-

equivocal proposal on the part of a woman

to a man. It occurs in Dion Clayton Cal-

throp's " Perpctua," after the hero has had

the misfortune of seeing the girl he loved

married to another :â��

"How can I help you, dear? " he asked. "I'm no

goodâ��I'm not a man, I'm a thing. I've no heart

left."

" Marry me," said Stella.

He remained where he was, quite still, absolutely

confounded by her words. In a minute lie recovered

and placed one liam! on her shoulder, standing behind

her so that he could not see her face. . . . She

quivered under the touch of his hand.

" I love you," she said, and he had never heard the

passionate ring in her voice before. " I love vou. I

didn't know it until I found you loved her. and then

I knew quite well that I had always loved you. I

want you."

lie remained standing quietly behind her.

" Stella, my dear." lie said, " it's terribly difficult,

isn't it?â��I don't know what to say. I'm overcome

for the moment, and I can't think."

" If you knew what it cost me to say this," she

whispered. " I feel as though I had stripped myself

naked."

" \Ve should never be happy, my dear," he said ;

" never be of any real use to one another. I shall

always be true to her in my heart, though it seems

to have' lost any proper, ordinary feelingâ��you and I

are such wonderful friends."

This is from a man's novel, and it is a

woman's question. What have the women

novelists to say to it, regarded as the inter-

preters of the feelings and opinions of their

sex ? For an answer to this query I have

consulted a number who may be regarded

as representative of the fiction of to-day,

asking them in each case to illustrate

their statement of opinion, if possible, by

reference to one or other of their novels

in which the heroine has exercised the

privilege or claimed the right which is

under discussion.
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SARAH GRAND.

" ' Should Women Pro-

pose Marriage ? ' Not, I

am sure, until the meta-

morphosis, which anti-

suffragists have so often

warned us would be the

inevitable result of the

political emancipation of

women, has taken place,

and women by the ex-

ercise of their Civil

Rights have been converted into creatures

of a new species with all the attributes

at present peculiar to their sex left out,

will they think the right to propose mar-

riage a privilege. So far, I have neither

met nor heard of a normal woman to

whom the idea was not abhorrent ; nor have

I ever heard of one proposing in Leap-Year

or at any other timeâ��with the single excep-

tion of a rich woman in love with a poor

man, who, she had good reason to believe,

only did not propose because of the differ-

ence of fortune. It was an act of heroism

on her part, justified by the circumstances,

and resulted in a happy marriage, but to

this day she shudders to think of it."

"RITA" (MRS. DESMOND HUMPHREYS).

" Is equality of sex to

mean the abrogation of

all its most delightful

and romantic feminine

rights ? That of being

wooed and won ; of ad-

miration, homage, de-

votion ? Above all, of

that one unforgettable

moment when the out-

ward declaration voices

the inward passion â��

as yet only suggested ?

Again, is a woman to offer herself to the

humiliation of rejection, for she may be

sure that if a man desires to marry her he

will not require her to ask him to do so ?

Such being the case there is surely no ques-

tion of the Leap-Year privilege becoming

an instituted right. The emancipation of

woman has led to the breaking down of

many barriers, but also to the gradual

hardening and coarsening of herself as

woman. She seems to glory in this as an

advance towards the goal of equality. She

assumes indifference towards man's lessening

respect. But though she may be willing

to forgo the courtesies and graces which

marked the old-fashioned attitude of sex

to sex, she will be less than feminine if she

asserts her right to ask a man to marry her

instead of waiting his request that she would

honour him by acceptance of hand and

heart.

" Marriage means a great deal more than

its proposal. It need not court humiliation

as a commencement. That follows quickly

enough in .most cases.

" I have never introduced the subject

into any of my booksâ��so can make no

reference to them."

ELINOR GLYN.

"Whether women

should take advantage

of Leap-Year or not I

should imagine was up

to the individual woman

and could not be de-

cided a> an abstract

question.

" If her skin is thick

enough and she wants

the man badly enough.

I expect she would let

him see it. Leap-Year or no ! without any

words. But if Â«it became a general custom

for women to propose I simply cannot

picture the result ! Think of all the brow-

beating females who would be on the wat

path to hunt little frightened recalcitrant

males ! Why, there would be a general

exodus of these poor things to some country

where no such terrifying custom prevailed !

" Heiresses desiring impecunious partners

might be sensible, perhaps, to make the

demandâ��or strong-minded maidens who

perceive their lovers to be timid and diffident,

might give them a hint to encourage them ;

but until poor old England becomes entirely

in the hands of the female sex, I should

imagine it would be difficult to force such a

custom upon her population."

MRS. C. N. WILLIAMSON.

" You ask me the

question whether I think

the â�¢ principle of sex

equality, legally estab-

lished, should give the

right to a woman of

proposing marriage to a

man.

"I think I mu^t

answer your question

with another. Is it possible that men

don't know that women always propose? H

they don't, how extremely clever we women

are to keep them in blissful ignorance of

our wily Vivien-ness and our boldness !

I am sure, though, if you come to think of

it, you will agree with me that seldom did

a man ask a woman to marry him unie:*

she had telepathically proposed to him."
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CLO. GRAVES.

The view taken by

Mrs. Williamson was

very similar to that

very tersely expressed

by Miss Clo. Graves,

the author of the " Dop

Doctor," and other cele-

brated novels published

under the pen-name of

" Richard Dehan.".

"Without impugning,"

she says, " the modesty

of the' sex, which as a

Middle Victorian I may

still be disposed to believe in, I must say

that I have never yet known a woman with

whom it was not Leap-Year when the male

she desired for a life-partner showed any

backwardness in coming forward."

GEORGE EGERTON.

"George Egerton "

(Mrs. Golding Bright),

the authoress of " Key-

notes," discussed the

matter with me for a

few minutes at her

Adelphi flat.

" To me," she says,

" these questions of

women's rights have

always appeared to be,

in the main, economic

questions. Wrhen men could afford to keep

their women-folk such questions did not

arise. But when women had to go out

into the world and earn their own liveli-

hood they naturally looked at everything

from a different standpoint.

" The mere fact of legal equality is of

comparatively little account, but the fact

of economic equality is of very great impor-

tance, and among other consequences may

eventually cause a change, in the making

of marriages such as you suggest. Formerly

if a man asked a woman to marry him it

meant almost invariably that he was offering

her everything in the material sense, whilst

she had nothing to give in return but-

herself. Nowadays the woman sometimes

his an earning capacity approaching if

not equalling that of the man, and this

will be more and more frequently the case

in the future.

" In these circumstances, seeing that

there is something like economic equality

between them, it may be that the woman

will come to think that she has as much

right as the man to propose a life partnership.

I do not say that I should welcome the

changeâ��for one thing I am afraid weak

and submissive men will lack the courage

to say ' No,' and many unhappy marriages

will result. But you may be sure that if

a change in custom does take place it will

be the result of economic factors. In my

opinion, ethical or sentimental considera-

tions have had very little to do with the

changes which have taken place in the

relations of the sexes."

MRS. BAILLIE REYNOLDS.

" People have very

different ideas as to

what constitutes privi-

lege !

" I have no doubt at

all that a man is entitled

to tell a woman he loves

her, but that a woman

is not entitled to tell a

man she loves him is

part of an etiquette

founded upon the old

ideas of superiority of

the male creature, and will in all proba bilitv

disappear as time goes on.

" But I have to own that I, personally,

shall not look upon this at all in the light

of a desirable reform, but as adding yet Ñ�Ð¿Ðµ

more to the crushing burdens already borne

by woman.

" I am one of those women who have

always thanked my stars: that I was not

born a man ; and the chief reason for mf

content has always been that if I were a,

man I should have had to make love,

instead of what seems to me far preferaole,

having other people make love to me '

" I really could not take on the new stunt !

But it is doubtless coming."

WINIFRED GRAHAM.

" When woman pro-

poses it is the death-

blow to romance, and

because I always strive

to write real emotional

romance, none of the

heroines in my novels

has ever proposed ! A

remark in ' my latest

book, ' Falling Waters,'

seems to have caught

on with reviewers, for it has been quoted

far and wide.

" The wife of a Cabinet Minister who is

indulging in a fervent friendship with a

bachelor remarks :â��

" ' Young people nowadays seem very

matter-of-fact. Gramophones have eclipsed

nightingales, and even moonlight has lost

its power. I am told the modern girl prefers

a proposal at breakfast.'

" Well, that's just it. If women propose,
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they will probably ' pop '.he question '

over eggs and bacon, and Leap-Year be

responsible for one more nail in the coffin

of the gentler sex's old-world charm.

"Yet men tell me that our girls really

propose all the time, though in wordless

fashion. The drooping of an eyelid, the

raising of an eyebrow, lips that invite

kissesâ��the ' pleasÃ«-mÃ rry-me ' lookâ��all

are irresistible, and a voiceless invitation

to buy Ã¤ wedding-ring'.

" Well, let the dear things go on proposing

in that'way, it's the best after all, for a

hint becomes a delicate form of suggestion,

and saves the embarrassment of a refusal.

Good luck to the Leap-Year girl who

subtly brings matters to a head without

giving her future husband the pleasure of

saying ' she proposed to me/ when he

wants to let off steam in the years to come."

MAXWELL GRAY.

"The Leap-Year super-

stition was probably based

on the abnormality of the

number of days in the

year and provides harm-

less diversion at an ap-

propriate season. The

only way to make the

abnormal practice of the

woman proposing general

would be for Mr. Lloyd

George to make an edict

rush a Bill through Parliamentâ��to that

effect, when of course people would think it

(or pretend to think it) a holy thing.

" In that case a certain proportion of

prospective old bachelors would cheerfully

become Benedicts, a great many nervous

men would in desperation fly to an Order

of Lay Celibates, and what would become

of the rest I cannot imagine.

" There is nothing to prevent ladies from

proposing marriage except the fact that there

is nothing the human male appears to resent

so much as the fact of any woman having

matrimonial designs upon him."

ELLEN THORNEYCROFT FOWLER.

" As far as my ex-

perience goes, improve-

ments and reforms

nearly always make

things worse than they

were before: and I know

nothing which is in less

need of reformation than

the good old saying,

'Man proposes.' He

does it very well ; he

has always done it very

well ; then why not con-

tinue to leave the business in his hands ? "

Finally here are the opinions of two

eminent actresses :â��

IRENE VANBRUGH.

" I think that the

privilege of proposing

marriage belongs to

men. Occasionally it

may be necessary to

deprive a man of one

of his ' rights/ but it

would always be un-

gracious of a woman

to deprive a man of a

privilege which he has

had accorded to him

from time immemorial."

In view of the above opinion it is of

interest to endeavour to recall any instances

of women proposing on the stage. At the

moment I can think of only oneâ��in George

Bernard Shaw's "Man and Superman." Per-

haps the scene, however, is to be regarded as

only part of the topsyturvydom of the

Â«hole play :â��

TANNER : "... Your father's will appointed me

your guardian, not your suitor. I shall be faithful

to my trust."

ANN (in ln\\ siren tones) : " He asked me who n-oulJ

I have as my guardian before he made that will. 1

chose you ! "

TANNER : " The will is yours then ; the trap was

laid from the beginning."

ANN (concentrating all her magic) : " From the

beginningâ��from our childhoodâ��for both of usâ��by

the Life Force."

TANNER : " I will not marry you. I Â« ill not marry

you."

ANN : " Oh. you will, you will ! "

TANNER : " I tell you, no, no. no ! "

ANN : " I tell you yes, yes. yes ! "

TANNER : " N4) ! "'

ANN (coaxingâ��imploringâ��almost exhausted) : " Ves.

Before it is too late for repentance. Ves."

TANNER : " When did all this happen to me before ':

Are we two dreaming Ã� "

ANN (suddenly losing her courage with an anguish

that she does not conceal) : " No. \Ve are awake ;

and you have said no ; that is all."

TANNER (brutally) : " Well ? "

ANN : " Well. I made a mistake ; you do not lo\ Ñ�

me."

TANNER (seizing her in his arms) : " It is false. 1

love you. The Life Force enchants me: I have the

whole world in my arms when I clasp you."

GLADYS COOPER.

" I can imagine nothing

more horrible than a

woman proposing to a

man."

rÃtelas /â�¢!â�¢ Kita ftanin,

{** F>y, I. Russell Â«5Â» Smu,

C/aut/t /fa'-r-fs, Ltii.
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FANCY ORES
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WR-S-STOTT Ð�-/

Ð� I look all right ? " asked

Lawson, feverishly.

"It depends on who or

whatâ��or is it whom or

which ?â��you are trying to

look like," suggested Mavor.

" Don't waste time being

funny."

" Well, if it's Macbeth or the Witch of

Endor, I'd say you were too flighty ; if

Little Boy Blue or Casabianca, too sophisti-

cated ; while, to the critical eye, Alice in

Wonderland or Rob Roy '

" Oh, come on," laughed Henshawe.

They came, with a good deal of noise,

down the stairs behind him and out of the

hotel into the frosty evening and the pine-

woods. They had a two-mile walk to the

other hotel across the valley, where some-

oneâ��the original promoter of the idea could

not be tracedâ��had suggested an impromptu

fancy-dress dance. No one had been allowed

to send for a costume. And a day of

strenuous improvisation had left them in the

wildest of high spirits.

They rioted along the glittering path

between the dark trees. Henshawe, out-

wardly one of them, possessed enough detach-

ment by right of his few extra years to

wonder at them a little. Carter, who was a

Wild Man in hearth-rugs, walked in the

van, singing a sentimental song with a good

deal of action ; and Carter just the other

day had been in debt and desperate trouble.

Mavor and Lawson were jazzing among the

pine-roots with some difficulty ; and Mavor

was here with a consumptive brother whom

he devotedly loved ; and little Lawson, with

a wife and children dependent on him, was

here for his own health. While between

Wayne, the graceful dust-sheet Pierrot, and

himself, was Olive in her Spanish mantilla;

and a gulf as deep as hate.

It occurred to Henshawe that they put

on their moods as they put on their fancy

dress, and that the one stood in as unreal

a relation to their lives as the other.

Wayne ranged up beside Henshawe, saying,

" What are you ? "

Before Henshawe could answer, little

Lawson looked back. " Hen ? Oh, the old

man's going in his everyday character ! "

and they all laughed, for Henshawe was

going as a Fool. He opened his great-coat

and showed Wayne. Mrs. Lawson and a

kindly chambermaid and some yards of red

and green glazed cambric had done wonders

for Henshawe ; his lean, dark agility was

admirably suited. Wayne said, " That's

good ! If there's a prize, you ought to get

it." And the others agreed.

" He looks so natural," said Lawson.

They all laughed again. At the back of his

mind, Henshawe knew that Lawson was

worrying about Mrs. L., who had been too

tired to come ; and that Wayne would have

knocked him down and trampled him into

the snow with pleasure even while he offered

his cigarette-case. Laughter, civilityâ��this

was just the fancy dress of civilization

clothing the passions and griefs of man.

Wayne began an amiable and trivial

argument as to whether Hcnshawe's cos-

tume would have been improved by gold

bells instead of the little silver ones he had

secured for it. Wayne had hurt his knee

ski-ing. He walked slowly, and Henshawe

fell behind with him. Henshawe, too, went

clothed in the fancy dress of convention,

since there was no man in the world he would

not have walked with more gladly. The

others went on, noisily.

Then, very suddenly, that clothing was

rent away.

They were going round a corner where

there had been a landslip ; and in conse-

quence the path overhung a respectable

precipice. Wayne was walking on the
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outside. His hurt knee gav^vay, he slipped,

staggered, swung outward, aWl for an instant

of time balanced on the brink, two hundred

feet above the rocks of the fall.

Henshawe had time for nothing but to

fling out a hand. It was a gesture possible

to mistake : Henshawe might either have

been trying to pull Wayne back from the

edge, or thrusting him over ; and for that

instant he saw the stark thought, the stark

fear, in Wayne's eyes. Then his grip closed

on Wayne's wrist, and he drew him back on

the path. But the clothing was rent ; the

curtain had gone down ; they stood facing

each other in silence. Concealment was no

longer possible.

At last Wayne drew a long breath, and

said simply, " Well. That's almost a relief ! "

Henshawe did not ask him what he meant.

He knew. To both of them Olive meant

everything.

" It's come to a fight between us," Wayne

went on, hardly. " And I'm glad we don't

have toâ��pretend any more,"

" Only before her," agreed Henshawe,

after a pause. " She must not be troubled."

Wayne nodded, almost sympathetically :

their antagonism was almost as great a bond

between them as affection would have been.

He moved restlessly away from Henshawe,

turned, and came back. He met Henshawe's

steady eyes with a little puzzled shrug of

the shoulders.

" I never knew," said Wayne, under his

breath, " that it was possible to care so

much."

" Nor I."

After a moment, Wayne smiled crookedly.

" Nor did I know," he continued, " that it

Â«as possible toâ��dislike another fellow so

much ! "

" I know," said Henshawe ; " it'sâ��

strange."

Again Wayne shmgged helplessly, staring

at the older man. " Strange," he repeated,

" it's terrifying ! I've been aâ��friendly sort

all my life. I don't think I've ever disliked

anyone very much before. And now this

comes ! " He turned again from Henshawe,

and came back. His face was white, his

passion had broken bounds. He seized

Henshawe's arm. " If I thought I was

going to lose her," he said through his teeth,

I'd almost find it in me to do to you what

for the flash of a horrible second I thought

you were going to do to me just nowâ��fling

you over the cliff ! "

" Yes," agreed Henshawe, with his un-

yielding quiet. " Doesn't it sound absurd ? "

His eyes softened as they rested on the

younger man's strained face. He finished,

" One of us will have to lose her."

" Yes."

Henshawe's calm broke. His face twitched.

He said hurriedly, ' You've everything on

your side : youth, money, success ; and

these things mean that Ð°Ð¦ the influence of

her people will be with youâ��and she's very

young. It'sâ��not fair."

" Things never are quite fair."

" No. I'm thirty-eight. I've had a hard

lifeâ��a hard, poor, lonely life, and success is

not even in sight. Don't think," he flashed

suddenly, with a fierceness that paled Wayne's

passion, " that I'm asking you for pity ! "

" No." Wayne flushed. He went on

quickly : " It's hard on you, Henshawe.

And you make me sorry to be against you.

You are acting rather finely through all

this."

" Then you're acting still more finely,"

answered Henshawe, hardly, '' or you care

less. For I don't pretend to feel for any-

thing or anyone butâ��Olive. I'd feel I had

a chance, with you out of the way."

" That's what I feel about you. I was

going to ask her to-night."

" So was I," said Henshawe, grimly. After

a minute they both laughed ; but it was

laughter on the edge of a precipice deeper

than the one by which they stood, tha*:

violet hollow striped with pine-tree shadows

and starred with tiny home-lights in the

snow.

" To make it fair," said Wayne, slowly.

" the one who loves her most ought to have

the right of asking her first."

They were silent. A faint wind, cold and

pure as if born among the stars, stirred the

dark-crystalled branches above them. Then

Henshawe spoke with an effort. " That's a

generous thing to have said, or even to have

thought, Wayne. But it would not beâ��a

possible thingâ��to find out."

" I suppose not. I take it, Henshawe,

that we both love herâ��as much as it is in

us to love anyone. I know Iâ��well, life

would be a pretty barren sort of thing without

Olive in it !"

" For me," said the dark Henshawe,

quietly, " life without her has come to beâ��

not a possible thing."

" Every fellow says that who gets it hard. "

" Yes. Only I mean it."

Wayne stared at him curiously through

the twilight. He said, awkwardly, " Just

because we're against each other in this, I

think we owe each other the truth. Hen-

shawe, is that the truth ? "

" Yes." Henshawe turned away and leaned

agaÃ¹ist a tree so that Wayne could not see

his face, and his Fool's bells jingled softly

as he moved. The hardness had all gone

out of him. He said, wearily, " It's the life

I've had, you see. I couldn't justâ��explain

it to you, Wayne Bet there's only this left

in it. This has come late. If I lose it, Iâ��

don't think I can go on."
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Wayne whispered, more to himself than

Henshawe, " Well, we take things differently.

God knows I should be hurt ; crippled for

a time. But I suppose I'd go onâ��after a

fashion." He went

after Henshawe and

laid a hand on his

shoulder. "Hen-

shawe," he asked,

hesitatingly, " how

do you standâ��with

Olive ? "

After a minute,

Henshawe answered,

steadily, " She doesn't

know anything about

â�� love â�� yet. She's

just a kind young

thing. If you ask her

first, Wayne, she'll

take you."

" By heavens,"

breathed Wayne,

" but you're white! "

Henshawe laughed

a little. " No," he

answered, "I'm not

' white.' I'd shoot you

or stick a knife into

you at this moment,

Wayne ! " And pre-

sently Wayne laughed

too, but his honest

eyes did not lose their

hard, considering

look. He knew he

loved Olive with the

utmost power of

which he was capable;

but in Henshawe's

presence he was

vaguely aware of

something which

overtopped his own

longing as the hills

overtopped the fair

valley below.

He said, hesi-

tatingly, " Henshawe,

Iâ��almost wish I

could give you first

chance. But "â��he

chokedâ��" I can't."

Henshawe swung

round on him. " Why

should you ? You love her, I suppose, as much

as I doâ��in your way. I wouldn't give you

my chance." Under his coat the green and

scarlet fluttered, and the little bells chimed

trivially. Wayne looked away from his face.

" What are we to do, then ? "

" Leave it to Fate," said the Fool.

" You mean ? "

" Draw lots which shall ask her first."

" That doesnt

Wayne, slowly.

" Why not ? "

turned to the

seem fair either," said

OLIVE, IN HER SPANISH MANTILLA

' Henshawe's tired face was

stars ; he did not see the

intent look with

which Wayne re-

garded him. " Since

we can't decide which

one of us two loves

her most, it's the

fairest way."

" Very well. We'll

draw lots, and abide

by them. Will you

trust me to â�� to

arrange 'em ? "

" Of course."

Pierrot broke two

twigs from a tree and

shuffled them in his

hands. His face was

white over the fan-

tastic ruff. He said :

" You make a good

enemy, Henshawe.

I wish you were a

friend instead." He

held out to Henshawe

the two twigs.

" Longer twig gets

first chance ?" he

asked.

" Yes." agreed

Henshawe.' He stared

a moment at the little

sticks m Wayne's

hand that were to

decide his fate ; for

he felt that Olive's

young heart, swayed

between them, would

gently, inevitably in-

cline to the one of

them who first spoke

to her of love in her

soul's April season ;

then he drew one.

After a moment

Wayne opened his

hand. Henshawe had

drawn the shorter

stick.

There was silence,

broken at last by

Henshawe, who said,

in a low voice, " Only another defeat. But

it's the last."

He spoke to himself, hot to Wayne, who

stood rigid, with no sign of relief or triumph

on his face ; as if he were waiting for some-

thing with every nerve tense.

" I wish you good luck, Ð� my enemy ! "

said Henshawe, smiling a little. " Oliveâ��

will get a good man." He dropped the stick
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in the snow, and for the first time Wayne

saw the incredible purpose in his eyes.

" Henshawe 1 " he cried, suddenly, in an

amazed voice ; and again, " Henshawe ! "

He laid hold of him, but held no more than

the coat, from which Henshawe slipped and

was goneâ��gone past him, up the hillside

above the path, flashing in his gay cotton.

The pines hid him in a moment ; only the

tinkle of his Fool's bells came back to Wayne,

and were still.

Wayne reeled on the path. He had a dizzy

sense of revelationâ��the chances of tragedy

behind the commonplace, of horror behind

the trivial ; of bare nature behind the little

graciousness of life. " He meant it ! " gasped

Wayne, half incredulous yet. " Great heavens

above, he meant it ! " He dropped the coat

with a stifled cry and sprang up the hill after

Henshawe.

He did not waste breath in calling. As

well, he knew, call to the avalanche as to

that passion of despair suddenly released.

He went up the hill in long leaps. He had a

dreamlike sense of unreality. He kept re-

peating to himself, " He can't intend to !

He can't mean that ! " But he shivered as

he ran. He had lived long enough to know

what a tiny incident will sometimes swing

an overstrained mind from reason to un-

reason, from control to madness. He remem-

bered thingsâ��Eustace Derwent at the club,

and the shot in the telephone-closet ; Payne

Harker and Molly West ; Garratt's face in

the grey dawn when they broke in the

library door. He flung himself through the

trees, panting. They took toll of his flutter-

ing white. His heart beat in thuds. He

could not come in sight of Henshawe. He

only heard, far ahead, the chime and silly

tinkle of a Fool's bells.

He struggled up ledge after ledge, barred

with black shadow of trees and silver streaks

of moonlight on snow. He picked up Hen-

shawe's footsteps on more open ground at

last, where a goat-track ribboned ever up-

ward to wilder heights. The keen, thin air

left his lungs unfilled, he thought his heart

must break ; but his dread drove him on

through the beauty of the young winter

night. For the first time in his life he knew

himself defeated ; but he thought the little

chiming bells were not so far ahead.

A cleft in the rocks showed him briefly a

vaster world, a world of mountain ranges

outspread for miles in the moon ; the woods

gave place to slopes of stones, or to alpine

meadows showing streaks of green through

the snow. The moon itself was not whiter

or more still. He did not know that, for

all his labouring breath, he was running

lightly as a white cloud over the white

ground. His distorted black shadow, bob-

bing beside him in the silence, seemed to

have an individuality of its own, it was so

queer and clumsy, with its torn tunic,

ballooning trousers caught at the ankle, and

frills and silken balls.

He turned a spur. Again that vaster

world swung to his vision. In an abyss of

silvery air Wayne saw something that floated

downward, downward. His heart wrenched

in a sudden sickness. But it was only an

owl, disturbed among the stones, and drifting

to the valley.

Rounding an abrupt boulder, Wayne came

in sight of that other fantastic figure he

followed. He sobbed for breath. He could

not have called now if he had wanted to.

He could only force himself on, running as

Henshawe ran ; he prayed God, a little

faster. In lus thin shoes, through which the

glare-ice cut his feet, he made no sound.

The lean Fool ran well, his little bells

swinging about him on his green and scarlet

tags. He showed sharp-drawn against the

pale sky. And Wayne's will seemed to loose

itself from his body, run ahead, and stay

that other who ran.

Light and silent as a cat, Wayne was

gaining. But how fast the other wentâ��

how fast !â��toward that great gulf where the

owl still floated downward like a flake of

snow. Running now desperately, wildly,

Wayne saw the fir-forest far below, small

and close as dark grass ; the tiny lights of

the hotel in the midst ; the vast arch of the

night ; all thin and unreal as a picture

painted on glass, presently to dissolve. He

flung himself forward. Henshawe had paused

a moment, sharp against the stars ; poised,

like a diver, with raised arms.

Wayne dashed forward, slipped on the

ice, gripped Henshawe about the knees

even as he fell, and in falling dragged him

back.

They rolled ten feet down the ledge behind

them. Then Henshawe broke clear and

reeled to his feet, his crazy bells clattering.

Wayne, rising too, was met by a crashing

blow from Henshawe's fist ; he staggered,

plunged forward again, broke through Hen-

shawe's guard, caught him round the waist,

and again brought him down. Henshawe

battered him like a madman. Wayne's

white ruff was grotesquely broken and

splashed with red ; he worked upward to a

hold on the Fool's throat. This was no time

for the niceties of combat. He had. to fight

Henshawe as once he had fought a man

mad with drink ; the desire for death now

and then takes a man like the desire for

drink. Wayne kept his head down and

held on. He used his knees, too. They

rolled backward and forward, grunting in-

articulately. Sometimes the white and the

silk balls would be uppermost, then the

slashed scarlet and green ; again, both
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ETIES OF COMBAT. THEY ROLLED BACKWARD AND FORWARD,

Y, WHITENED WITH SNOW, STREAKED WITH BLOOD."
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seemed to mingle as they struggled, whitened

with sn jw, streaked with blood.

Wayne began to wonder if he would be

defeated in this. too.

But suddenly the crazy strength against

which he fought slackened. The life seemed

to go out of Henshawe's limbs. He relaxed

and lay perfectly limp and inert under

Wayne. After a minute Wayne rose cauti-

oiislv. Henshawe did not stir. The mad-

ness had spent itself. He had given in.

NVayne, feeling sick and silly, stood and

>tared down on the battered Fool, who lay

at length before him, face-down in the snow.

There was no contempt or dislike now in

Pierrot's eyes. The green and scarlet body

at his feet was shaken. It seemed to Wayne

quite in keeping with all the fantastic

business of the night that Henshawe should

be King there and crying like a baby while

he himself looked on, so sorry for old Hen-

shawe and liking him most awfully.

Presently, with a faint jingle of bells, the

Fuol lifted his head. He looked at Wayne

unashamed. He had not far to look, for

Wayne was kneeling beside him, an unsteady

hand on his shoulder.

" Why did you stop me ? " asked Hen-

sii.i\ve, brokenly.

Pierrot smiled. He said, in the voice a

man sometimes uses to a friend with whom

and for whom he has suffered, " Because I

cheated you. I had another stick up my

sleeve. Ã� cheated you on purpose, to see if

yon meant what you said. You've given

proof enough. I think, that you didâ��you

old Fool ! The first chance is yours. Iâ��

don't love herâ��like this."

An hour later, at the brilliant entrance of

the hotel across the valley, Lawson detached

himself from a gabbling crowd and rushed

on a somewhat tattered Pierrot just emerging

from the moonlight. His face was grey and

drawn, but his valiant eyes were indomitably

merry. He was representing a famous news-

paper, and was hung all over with tin watches

set at different hours.

" Where on earth have you fellows been ? "

he demanded. " You've missed a lot of

fun. There's a fat chap in the supper-room

who thinks he's threatened with a nervous

breakdown. I've told him that Wayne here,

in spite of his youth, is one of the foremost

consulting specialists in the place, and that

his specialities are early rising, exercise, and

a vegetarian diet. Come on. He's waiting

for you, Wayne, in a condition between

horror at the prospect and satisfaction at

getting your advice free."

Wayne grinned, and slipped his arm

through Lawson's. He said, with .careful

lightness, over his shoulder to Henshawe,

" I'll see you later. Good luck ! " He and

Lawson went off together, and watching them

go, it came to Henshawe that fancy dress is

sometimes the bravest stuff a man can wear.

Then he, too, turned towards the lights

and the music, and to a girl with a lovely

unawakened face under a Spanish mantilla,

who stood at the door of the dancing-room,

waiting for a Fool.

ACROSTICS.

9.

111.

11.

12.

DOUBLE ACROSTIC No. 7d.

FBOM either side they go, on pleasure bent,

Traveller* to the coast or continent.

Ð� hundred, one, five, one, and fifty write.

And then the meaning may be termed |K>lite.

i'rovmce where wisdom should be found select,

"ut otT its head, and then its curve reject.

A lady, one of nine ? Though each surmise

The signatures suggest, 'tis otherwise.

Musician went ahead ; 'tis fair to state

That some folk lost their cash, at any r.itr.

Where Seven can name a flower, and Two a fruit,

Xi* H the very word our wants to suit.

Here is translated, in new order set â��

Now can you think of special epithet ''

A gift that is not gi anted to the dumb.

From which reversed a cat may chance to come.

In case a bygone day in foreign land

Bringa him to light, dismiss him out of hanl.

Jam both to-day and yesterday, but so

U waÂ« not tive-and-twenty years ago.

One letter let each verse in order yield :

His nurse ;ind mother then will be revealed.

A measure and Ð» ruler make it pUin

How childhood sometime-.- h;w- to sunVr pain.

Find land, find water, solvers who are skilled ;

Let anagram succeed, for Ð²Ð¾ 'tis willed. PAX.

Ð�Ð¿Ñ�Ð¸-Ñ�Ð³Ð° to Acrostic \o. 78 should bf addresstd to thf

Arrnetic Editor, THE STRAND MAGAZINE, tinulkampla-i

Street, Strand, London, \V.C."2, and must arrive not later

Ihnn l>ij the first post on March ID/A. .

Tiro answers may be sent to every light.

It is essential that solverÃ¡, tri/A their anstrers to //Ð¿.*

acrostic, should send also their real nameÂ» and addressee.

ANSWER Ñ�Ð¾ No. 76.

1. G as H

2. L e O

3. A bo U

4. S u r p l u S

5. Ð� hap E

NOTES.â��Light 1. Shag. 3. Leigh Hont, Abou /*â�¢Â» Adhem

and the Angel. 5. Hap, in S.E.

ANSWER Ñ�Ð¾ No. 77.

1. Ð¡ onsol S

2. Ð� as P

3. O e i e R

4. Ð¡ orell I

5. Ð� n i Ñ� Ð¾ r N

6. S win G

NOTE.â��Light 6. Or " Swinging."

Franz (Lady Young. Oak Lea. Silverhill, St. Leonards.

on-!Sâ�¢i should have lieen included among the list of the

prizewinners for the twelfth series, published last month.

She answered all the acrostics correctly, and will receive

a cheque of the same value Ð°Ñ� the other eight ui.mers.
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A COMPENDIUM OF SHORT ARTICLES.

HOW

SHOP-WINDOW

MODELS

ARE

MADE.

THE SCULPTOR IS WORKING ON A HEAD FROM

WHICH A NEW MOULD WILL BE MADE ; BY

USING A MODEL HE MANAGES TO GIVE THE

HEAD A LIFE-LIKE EXPRESSION.

COMPARING A WAX ARM WITH A FLESH-AND-BLOOD ONE. THE

ARMS, HEAD, AND SHOULDERS ARE MADE OF WAX, BUT THE

REST OF THE BODY IS CONSTRUCTED OF PAPIER-MACHE".

AFTER HER ARM HAS BEEN SNAPPED

INTO POSITION SHE WILL BE

PROPERLY DRESSED IN THE VERY

LATEST FASHION AND PLACED IN

THE SHOP WINDOW. SHE- HAS

ALREADY CULTIVATED THE SUPER-

CILIOUS LOOK WHICH SHE WILL

USE ON THE GAPING CROWDS.
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AT THE HAIRDRESSER S THEIR BALO

HEADS ARE BEAUTIFULLY COVERED

â��NOT WITH WIGS, BUT WITH

SEPARATE HAIRS, EACH ONE PUSHED

INTO PLACE WITH A HOT POINTED

INSTRUMENT, SO AS TO RESEMBLE

CLOSELY-GROWING HAIR.

GIVING THE HEADS THEIR FIRST BATH ;

THEY HAVE JUST COME OUT OF THE MOULD,

AND ARE PUT IN THE WATER SO THAT

THEY WILL COOL AND HARDENâ��HAIRLESS,

TOOTHLESS, HELPLESS.

STONEHENGE IN MINIATURE.

UST outside his Vicarage at Stoke-on-Trent,

the Rev. M. Graham has constructed a

replica of the famous circle of stones at

Stonehenge, in Wiltshire, and on his appoint-

ment to Stoke he conceived and carried out

this happy idea for utili?ing a waste piece of

Stonehenge, the model being one-quarter the ground adjoining his new home. An inscription

size of the original. At one time Mr. Graham

was vicar within four miles of the original

on one of the stones relates the hist.jry of the

original circle.
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A CYCLONIC STORM.

THE DREADED "TIGER OF THE OCEANS."

BY \V. HOPE HODGSON".

With unique Photographs by the Author.

IMAGINE yourself at sea, a settling

beginning to sleep about you, and a general

sense of almost stagnant quiet coming upon

the water. As a landsman you would probably

say that the least likely thing to happen would

be a cyclonic storm ; but a sailorman, lifting

his nose and sniffing the air, would, may-

be, get the reek of that dreaded Tiger of

the Oceansâ��a cycloneâ��stealing down upon

him.

Or, again, he may not ; for his weather-glass

may give him no warning, his sea and his sky

may both conspire to hide the approach of the

monster, and his every trained sense fail him.

when suddenly there will steal upon him out of

the hidden distance the low thunder-growl of the

coming cyclone.

And this is not the only way the storm may

come upon you. It will often steal upon you

behind the storm curtains of some minor gak-

as you bowl along, swift and wet, with a good,

spanking twelvc-knot-an-hour wind, the glass

high, and nothing to tell you that the beast has

drawn near. Till, suddenly, a break in the

clouds, perhaps to leeward, shows you a vast,

black mass of-vapourâ��sheet-lead clouds. Yon

scan the glass to find, probably, that it has

risen. But, nevertheless, if you are a wise sea-

dog you will shorten sail swiftly for your very

HURLS UP CURIOUS MOUNDS OF FOAM.

A SKY THAT HERALDS AN A I'P::i < U'! 11 \ ,

CYCLONE

VIVID FLASHES OF LIGHTNING

SKY.

LIGHT UP THE
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life ; though mightily as you may work you stand

the chance of being too late, and the storm

catches you but half-prepared.

In a very short time the sea will be hurling up

curious mounds of foam : the sky becomes over-

cast with heavy clouds, lit up as night comes on

vrith vivid flashes of fork lightning. The vessel

Â«allows heavily, labouring amid the great sea

THE VORTEX OF THE CYCLONE.

THE VESSEL WALLOWING "IN THE GREAT SEAS.

which sooner or later begins to break over her

in hundreds of tons of water at a time. And

the wind ! Ripping and tearing as though a

mighty invisible beast with teeth as of plough-

shares were attacking the vessel.. The horror

and terror of it all ! It shames into puny silence

the heaviest thunders, and holds you stunned

by the weight and impact of that immense

volume of sound. That is the Tiger of the

Sea. culminating in the terrible pyramidical sea

which, in its worst form, has power to batter the

stoutest ship to pieces.

It is not yet a matter of human knowledge

how a cyclone begins. Some scientists suggest

that it is really a vast electric, whirling, disc-like

mass of electricity descending from the upper

air. Others have suggested that it may be due

to the air becoming heated at certain points and

rising into the upper air, causing those vast

vortices or funnels into which the colder air

flows from every point of the compass. The

generally accepted theory is that electricity

enters hugely into the composition and being

of these incredible storms. They are mostly

met with near the Equator, from which, in every

case, they depart usually west and north, or

west and south, depending on which side of the

line they form.

We know that in shape they are circular, and

that the wind in them revolves at a tremendous

rate of speed ; indeed, they may be described

as immense whirl-storms, sometimes a thousand

miles in diameter, having in their centres a

vortex varying in size from five to thirty miles.

This centre of vortex is the focus point of danger,

the place where so many fine ships have met

their end.

Happily, to-day the laws which govern the

movements of this monstrous phenomenon have

been laid bare and set out in plain print, so that

the master mariner, at the outset of a cyclonic

storm, may at once hasten to take such action

as is necessary to escape that fateful " centre of

death." Thus has our knowledge and experience

of the law of storms robbed the cyclone of much

of its old terror for the brave men who sail the

high seas.

HUNDREDS OF TONS OF WATER BREAKING

OVER THE SHIP.

THE FOLLOWING MORNINGâ��THE STORM

ABATING.
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THE GREAT BELL OF MINGUN.

A MARVELLOUS FEAT OF PRIMITIVE ENGINEERING.

THE GIANT BELLâ��ONE

OF THE LARGEST IN THE

WORLD.

"\ I J HEN we inspect the

V V great engineering

works of past ages

the first thing that strikes

our imagination is the im-

mense labour, the time, the

patience, and the stupendous

cost that must have been

expended in carrying them

to completion without the

aid of machinery or steam

power. But if an intelligent

curiosity impels us to inquire

about the means employed

by these engineers of ancient

times we are filled with

admiration for their ingen-

uity and resourcefulness.

In this article is dr

a feat of e:

formed in U

with implements so primitive as to appear IB-

credible until we know exactly how it was dont.

The task was to transport a bell across a river ani

place it on the top of a low hill. Perhaps at rrâ�¢:

this may not seem a very astonishing

formance ; but when it is explained that tb

bell is one of the largest in the world, v.

many tons, that the river is the mighty Im-

waddy, and that the implements used wet*

adzes for foiling trees, mattocks for digging,

sections of hollow bamboos for carrying water,

then the enormous difficulty of the

can be appreciated.

G OX WHICH Till MIV'.I'

HAVL HI : I'LA'.ED.

THE STEEP BANK OF Tl

IRRAWADDY. I'P tt-HK1

THE BELL WAS RAI*ED

\'isitors to MandaUv

usually make a point d

visiting Mingun, a sir

village on the oppoajj

bank of the river, a

some miles higher u

Exactly how many mils

is difficult to say; *'

the unit of length :n

Burma is the distant.1;

that a man can â�¢*

without feeling an Â»

controllable desire to >'<

down and chew betel-n

But if we say that MI-N

ir- six " chews" fr0â�¢

MandaUy we shall Â«

be far wrong Tue f
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occupies a whole

day, but is done in

the most agreeable

manner on one of

the luxurious mail

steamers of the

Irrawaddy Flotilla

Company.

On reaching

Mingun you scram-

ble up' the steep

river bank and pass

through the village

on your way to the

rising ground where

the bell has found

a resting -place.

This is not the spot

for which it was

originally intended;

but of this we shall

speak later. The

bell is one of the

larges t in the

world, though not

so heavy as the

great bell of

Moscow, which

weighs one hundred

and ninety-eight

tons. But this was

cracked in the

founding, and, as.

a great triangular- gap in the metal renders it

useless as a bell, it now stands on a pedestal

in the Kremlin, while the Mingun bell is

unblemished, and rings true, with a deep,

booming tone that ein be heard far down the

Jrrawaddv. We need not dwell on the process

of casting the bell, for this art is very ancient,

and among people less humane than the Burmese

it has been connected with the most, abominable

atrocities. When the bronze bell at Seoul, in

Korea, was cast, the magicians directed that a

living baby should be thrown into the molten

metal to ensure the success of the venture. This

hr.rrible thing was done, and now, it is said,

whenever the great bell tolls you always hear

the wail of a dying child.

The Mingun bell was cast on the other side of

the Irrawaddy, and it is a perpetual source of

wonder to visitors how the Burmese managed to

bring it across the river, raise it up the high bank,

and get it into its present position. This was

done by hydraulic power, and no one can fail to

admire the ingenuity with which the men who

did it availed themselves of the mighty forces of

Nature. There was little difficulty in rolling the

bell down to the river's edge, while, to transport

't across, a strong raft of teak logs was prepared.

This was built on the shelving bank in the season

when the river is low, and the bell was hauled

upon it. There it lay until the early summer,

when the heat of the sun melts the snows upon

Vol. lix. -20.

THE KIOSK IN WHICH THE BELL NOW. HANGS

the Himalayas and

the river rises in

flood. '1 he Burmese

are highly skilled

in guiding huge

teak rafts down-

stream, for this is

how all the timber

from the forests in

the north is taken

to Rangoon to be

shipped to' foreign

lands.- It was after

reaching Mingun

that their difficul-

ties began. The

river bank at this

point is high abeve

the water level,

even when the

river is in flood.

How were they to

raise the bell and

take it to its des-

tina t ion,'a mile

inland ? This was

the first problem

that Ñ� Ð¾ n f r o n ted

them, and they

solved it in the

simplest possible

way. They waited

till the river fell

again during the winter months, and then they

dug a canal. So when the river rose once more

in the following year they were able to tow the

raft to its appointed place.

But here another and a greater difficulty faced

them. The farther end of the canal was some

fifty or sixty feet below the level ot the land, and

somehow the mighty bell had to be raised.

Neither men nor elephants could lift this mass of

metal perpendicularly sixty feet. Yet they

were undismayed. If the bell could not be

pulled from above, it must be pushed from

below ; arid if men and even elephants were too

weak for such a Herculean labour, they knew of

something yet more powerful. They used water.

First they filled in the canal between the river

and the raft, thus leaving the raft in a kind of

deep well. Then the army of diggers became

water-carriers, and an endless chain of men

worked night and day, each carrying a bamboo

water-pot which he filled at the river and emptied

into the well. Others were engaged in shovelling

back the excavated earth, which sank as mud to

the bottom of the well. And gradually, inch by

inch, the water rose, lifting its burden higher and

higher until it reached the level of the land,

when the monster bell was rolled on to dry

ground

The labour was immense, the time extended

to nearly two years, and the cost of maintaining

so many workmen must have amounted to a very
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considerable sum. A modern engineering firm,

provided with suitaWe machinery, would have

done it in a few weeks or even a lew days ; but

without machinery we may well doubt whether

tbey could have done it at all. For modern

engineers are so accustomed to have powerful

engines at their disposal that they feel lost with-

out them.

There yet remains one puzzle unexplained con-

nected with tbe bell. Not far from the kiosk

where it now hangs is an enormous rectangular

pile of earth and brickwork with vertical sides.

The original intention had been to place the befi

on the top of this great structure. But a de-

vastating earthquake that occurred soon after

it was finished caused it to crack from top t<>

bottom, and rendered it unsafe. How did th-

Burmese propose to lift the'bell on to the top of

this artificial mountain ? That is an unsolvel

mystery. Yet they must have known how

they meant to do it, for all the cost anl

trouble of bringing it from the other side of

the Irrawaddv was incurred with this deliberate

intention.

THE BEST PHOTOGRAPH OF A TORNADO

EVER TAKEN.

'"T'HE art of photographing tornadoes is still in

-I its infancy, and the accompanying photo-

graph of one is probably the clearest and best

ever taken. Mrs. Charles S. Aldrich, of Elmwood.

Neb., writes us that it was taken at that place

on April 6th. 1919, by a schoolboy, whose camera

was too small to get all the funnel in one picture :

hence he took the upper and lower parts sepa-

rately in quick succession, and a professional

photographer put the two negatives together

The dark splotch at the lower end of the funnel

is where a farmhouse of stucco is being twisteJ

off its foundations The writer says :â��

" When we first saw the upper part of tlu>

cloud it looked like a huge column, of smoke, s"

that our first thought was of a big fire. But

immediately the noise, like a terrific rattling,

gave us the knowledge that it was a tornado. It

was preceded by a hailstorm, but there was n >

rain or hail while the cloud itself passed near

the town. It came within a quarter of a mile,

apparently headed straight for us, and then

appeared to veer in its course. It destroyed

many farm build-ngs, leaving things in kindling-

wood where it passed. We watched it flatten

out and dissipate itself, as smoke would, all over

the landscape."

A tornado is a waterspout on land. It is a

very powerful local vortex in the air, always

beginning at a considerable level above the eartli

and working downward. Within the vortev

the air is rarefied by centrifugal action, and i>

cooled in consequence of its rarefaction. Thi-

cooling causes the moisture in the air to con-

dense in the form of a more or less funnel-shape I

cloud, which shows the position of the vortex

The actual shape of the cloud varies.

The speed with which the air revolves in the

tornado whirl has been estimated, from its effect-*

on masonry and other structures in its path, at

upwards of five hundred miles an hour in some

cases The tornado as a whole, however, travel*

over the ground at a much more moderate speed

â��perhaps forty miles an hour, on an average.

SOLUTIONS TO FF.BRUAKV CHKSS CURIOSITIKS.

No. i. â��i. Kt to Kl sq; fourteen variation*. Nu. 2, â�� i. R to Kl o; eleven
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R. HEREFORD BEVAN was

looking thoughtfully at a

small Cape rabbit ; the rabbit

took not the slightest notice

of Dr. Hereford Bevan. It

crouched on a narrow bench,

nibbling at a mess of crushed

mealies and seemed perfectly content with its

lot, in spite of the fact that the bench was

situated in the experimental laboratory of the

Jackson Institute of Tropical Medicines.

In the young principal's hand was a long

porcelain rod with which from time to time

he menaced the unconscious feeder, without,

however, producing so much as a single shiver

of apprehension. With his long ears pricked,

his sensitive nostrils quiveringâ��he was used

to the man-smell of Hereford Bevan by now

â��and his big black eyes staring unwinkingly

ahead, there was little in the appearance of

Hie rabbit to suggest abnormal condition.

For the third time in a quarter of an hour

Bevan raised the rod as though to strike the

animal across the nose, and for the third time

lowered the rod again. Then with a sigh he

lifted the little beast by the ears and carried

him, struggling and squirming, to a small

hutch, put him in very gently, and closed

the wire-netted door.

He stood staring at the tiny inmate and

fetched a long sigh. Then he left the

laboratory and walked down to the staff

study.

Stuart Gold, his assistant, sat at a big

desk, pipe in mouth, checking some calcula-

tions. He looked up as Bevan came in.

" Well," he said, " what has Bunny

done ? "

" Bunny is feeding like a pig," said Bevan,

irritably.

" No change ? "

Bevan shook his head and looked at his

watch.

" What timeâ�� " he began.

" The boat train was in ten minutes ago,"

said Stuart Gold. " I have been on the

'phone to Waterloo. He may be here at any

minute now."

Bevan walked up and down the apartment,

his hands thrust into his trousers pockets,

his chin on his breast.

Presently he walked to the window and

looked out at the busy street. Motor-buses

were rumbling past in an endless procession.

The side-walks were crowded with pedesi

trians, for this was the busiest thoroughfare

in the West-end of London and it was th^

hour of the day when the offices were^

absorbing their slaves.

As he looked, a taxi drew up opposite the

door and a man sprang out with all the

agility of youth, though the iron-grey

whiskers about his chin and the seamed red

face placed him amongst the sixties.

" It is he ! '' cried Hereford Bevan, and

dashed from the room to welcome the

visitor, taking the portmanteau from his

hand.

"It is awfully good of you to come,

professor," he said, shaking the traveller

warmly by the hand. " Ever since I tele-

graphed I have been scared sick for fear I

brought you on a fool's errand."

" Nonsense," said the elder man, sharply ;

" I was coming to Europe anyway, and I

merely advanced my date of sailing. I'd

sooner come by the Mauretania than the

slow packet by which I had booked. How

are you ? You are looking bright."

Hereford Bevan led the new-comer to the

study and introduced him to Gold.

Professor Van der Bergh was one of those

elderly men who never grow old. His blue

eye was as clear as it had been on his

twentieth birthday, his sensitive mouth was

as ready to smile as ever it had been in the
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flower of his youth. A professor of

pathology, a great anatomist, and one of

the foremost bacteriologists in the United

States, Bevan's doubts and apprehensions

were perhaps justified, though he was

relieved in mind to discover that he had

merely accelerated the great man's departure

from New .vYork and .was not wholly res-

ponsible for a trip which might end in

disappointment.

" Now," said Van der Bergh, spreading

his coat-tails and 'drawing his chair to the

IrtUe'fire/V.just'give me a second to light my

pipÃ© and.tell me all your troubles."

He puffed away for a few seconds, blew

out the match carefully and threw it into

the grate, then before Bevan could speak he

said :â��

S'J. presume that the epidemic of January

his.scared.you ? " .

Hereford Bevan nodded.

"..Well;" said the professor, reflectively,

' I-don't .wonder. . The 1918 epidemic was

bad enough. I am not calling it influenza,

because Ã�.think very few of us are satisfied

to "affix that wild label to a devastating

disease which appeared in the most mysteri-

ous fashion, took its toll, and disappeared as

rapidly and mysteriously." ! ,

â�¢ He scratched his beard, staring out of the

window. â�¢

" I haven't heard any theory about that

epidemic which has wholly satisfied me," he

said. ''-People talk glibly of carriers' of

' infection,' but who infected the wild tribes

in the centre of Africa on the very day that

whole communities of Eskimos were laid

low in parts of the Arctic regions which were

absolutely isolated from the rest of the

world ?."

Bevan shook his head.

" That is the mystery that I have never

solved," he said, " and never hope to."

" I wouldn't say that," said the professor,

shaking his head. . " I am always hoping to

get on the track of first causes, however

baffling-they may be. Anyway, I am not

satisfied to describe that outbreak as in-

fluenza, and it really does not matter what

label we give to it for the moment. You

might as truly call it the Plague or the

Scourge. Now let's get down to the

epidemic of this year. I should like to

compare notes with you because I have

always found that the reports of this In-

stitute are above suspicion. I suppose it has

been suggested to you," he went on, " that

the investigation of this particular disease is

outside the province of tropical medicines ? "

Stuart Gold laughed.

" \Ve are reminded of that every day," he

said, dryly.

" Now just tell me what happened- in

January of this year," said the professor.

Dr. Bevan seated himself at the table,

pulled open a drawer, and took out a black-

covered exercise book.

" I'll tell you briefly," he said, " and

without attempting to produce statistics.

On the i8th January, asÂ«near three o'clock

in the afternoon as makes no difference, the

second manifestation of this disease attacked

this country, and, so far as can be ascertained,

the whole of the Continent."

The professor nodded.

" What were the symptoms ? " he asked.

" People began to cryâ��that is to say,

their eyes filled with water and they felt

extremely uncomfortable for about a quarter

of an hour. So far as I can discover the

crying period did not last much more than

a quarter of an hour, in some cases a much

shorter time."

Again the professor nodded.

'"' That is what happened in New York,"

he said, " and this symptom was. followed

about six hours later by Ã  slight rise of

temperature, shivering, and a desire for

sleep." ; â�¢

" Just the same sort of thing- happened

here," said Bevan, " and in the morning

everybody was as well as they had been the

previous morning, and the fact that it had

occurred might have been overlooked but

for the observation made in various hos-

pitals. . Gold and I were both stricken at

the same time. We both took blood and

succeeded in isolating the germs."

The professor jumped up.

: Then you are. the only people who have

it," he said, " nobody else in the world seenb

to have taken that precaution."

Stuart Gold lifted a big bell-shaped glass

cover from a microscope, took from a locked

case a thin microscopic slide, and inserted it

in the holder. He adjusted the lens, switched

on a shaded light behind the instrument.

and beckoned the professor forward.

" Here it is, sir," he said.

Professor Van der Bergh glued his eye tu

the instrument and looked for a long time.

" Perfect," he said. " I have never .seen

this fellow, before. It looks rather like a

trvpnasome."

" That's what I told Bevan," said Stuart

Gold.

The professor was still looking.

" It is like and it is unlike," he said. i ':

course, it is absurd to suggest that you've

all had an attack of sleeping sickness, which

you undoubtedly would have had if this

had been a trypnasome, but surely this bug

is a new one to me ! "

He walked back to his chair, puffing

thoughtfully at his pipe.

" What did you do ? "

" I made a culture," said Bevan, " and

infected six South African rabbits. In an
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1 DO YOU NOTICE ANYTHING ? ' HE ASKED.

' GOOD HEAVENS ! ' SAID VAN DER BERGH ; ' HE'S BLIND ! '

hour they developed the first symptoms.

Their eyes watered for the prescribed time,

their temperature rose six hours later, and in

the morning they were all well."

" Why South African rabbits ?" asked

Van der Bergh, curiously.

" Because they develop secondary symp-

toms of any disease at twice the rate of a

human beingâ��at least that has been my

experience," explained Bevan. " I found it

by accident whilst I was in Grahamstown,

in South Africa, and it has been a very

useful piece of knowledge to me. When I

wired to you I had no idea there were going

to be any further developments. I merely

wanted to make you acquainted with the

bug "

The professor looked up sharply.

" Have there been further developments ? "

he asked, and Bevan nodded.

' Five days ago," he said, speaking

slowly, " the second symptom appeared. I

. will show you."

He led the way back to the laboratory,

went to the little hutch, and lifted the

twisting, struggling rabbit to the bench

under a blaze of electric light. The pro-

fessor felt the animal gingerly.

" He has no temperature," he said, " and

looks perfectly normal. What is the matter

with him ? "

Bevan lifted the little beast and held lib

head toward the light.

" Do you notice anything ? " he asked.

" Good heavens ! " said Van der Bergh ;

" he's blind ! "

Bevan nodded.

" He's been blind for five days," he said.

" But " Van der Bergh stared at

him. " Do you mean "

Bevan nodded.

" I mean, that when the secondary symp-

tom comes, and it should come in a fortnight

from to-day "

He stopped.

He had replaced the animal upon the

bench and had put out his hand to stroke

his ears when suddenly the rabbit groped

back from him. Again he reached out hi*

hand and again the animal made a frantic

attempt to escape.

" He sees now," said the professor.
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" Wait," said Bevan.

He took clown a board to which a paper

was pinned, looked at his watch, and jotted

a note.

" Thank God for that," he said; " the

blindness lasts for exactly one hundred and

twenty hours."

" But do you mean," asked Van der

Bergh, with an anxious little frown, " that

the whole world is going blind for five

days ? "

" That is my theory," replied the other.

" Phew ! " said the professor, and mopped

his face with a large and gaudy handkerchief.

They went back without another word to

the study and Van der Bergh began his

technical test. For his information sheet

after sheet of data were placed before him.

Records of temperature, of diet and the like

were scanned and compared, whilst Bsvan

made his way to another laboratory to

examine the remaining rabbits.

He returned as the professor finished.

" They can all see," he said; " I inspected

them this morning and they were as blind

as bats."

Presently the professor finished.

" I am going down to our Embassy," he

said, " and the best thing you boys can do

is to see some representative of your Govern-

ment. Let me see, Sir Douglas Sexton is

your big man, isn't he ? "

Bevan made a wry face.

" He is the medical gentleman who has

the ear of the Government," he said, " but

he is rather an impossible person. He's one

of the old schoolâ��

" I know that school," said the professor,

grimly, " it's a school where yon learn

nothing and forget nothing. Still, it's your

duty to warn him."

Bevan nodded and turned to Stuart

Gold.

" Will you cancel my lecture, Gold ? " he

'said ; " let Cartwright take the men through

that demonstration I gave yesterday. I'll

go down and see Sexton though he wither

me ! "

Sir Douglas Sexton had a large house in a

very large square. He was so well-off that

he could afford a shabby butler. That

shrunken man shook his head when Dr.

Bevan made his inquiry.

" I don't think Sir Douglas will see you,

sir," he said. " He has a consultation in

half an hour's time and he is in his library,

with orders that he is not to be disturbed

in any circumstances."

" This is a very vital matter and I simply

must see Sir Douglas," said Bevan, firmly.

The butler was gone for some time and

presently returned to usher the caller into a

large and gloomy room, where Sir Douglas

sat surrounded by open books.

He greeted Bevan with a scowl, for the

younger school were not popular with the

Sextonians.

" Really, it is most inconvenient, doctor,

for you to see me at this moment," he com-

plained, " I suppose you want to ask about

the Government grant to the Jackson

Institute. I was speaking to the Prime

Minister yesterday and he did not seem at all

inclined to agree to spend the country's

money "

" I haven't come about the grant, Sir

Douglas," replied Bevan, " but a matter of

much greater importance."

In as few words as possible he gave the

result of his experiment, and on the face of

Sir Douglas Sexton was undisguised in-

credulity.

" Come, come," he said, when Dr. Bevan

had finished, and permitted his heavy

features to relax into a smile. " Now, that

sort of stuff is all very well for the Press if

you want to make a sensation and advertise

your name, but surely you are not coming to

me, a medical man, and a medical man,

moreover, in the confidence of the Govern-

ment and the Ministry of Health, with a

story of that kind ! Of course, there was

some sort of epidemic, I admit, on the i8th.

I myself suffered a little inconvenience, but

I think that phenomena could be explained

by the sudden change of wind from the

south-west to the north-east and the corres-

ponding drop in temperature. You may

have noticed that the temperature dropped

six degrees that morning."

" I am not bothering about the cause of

the epidemic," said Bevan, patiently. " I

am merely giving you, Sir Douglas, a rough

account of what form the second epidemic

will take."

Sir Douglas smiled.

" And do you expect me," he asked with

acerbity, "to go to the Prime Minister of

England and tell him that in fourteen days

the whole of the world is going blind ?

My dear good man, if you published that sort

of story you would scare the people to death

and set back the practice of medicine a

hundred years ! Why, we should all be

discredited ! "

" Do you think that if I saw the Prime

Ministerâ��â�¢â��" began Bevan, and Sir Douglas

stiffened.

" If you know the Prime Minister or have

any friends who could introduce you," he

said, shortly, " I have not the slightest

objection to your seeing him. I can only

warn you that the Prime Minister is certain

to send for me an:l that I should give an

opinion which would be directly contrary to

yours. I think you have made a very grave

error, Dr. Bevan, and if you were to take the

trouble to kill one of your precious rabbits
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and dissect it you would discover another

cause for this blindness."

" The opinion of Dr. Van der Bergh,"

began Bevan, and Sir Douglas snorted.

" I really cannot allow an American person

to teach me my business," he said. " I have

nothing to say against American medicines

or American surgery, and there are some

very charming people in Americaâ��I am

sure this must be the case. And now, doctor,

if you will excuse- "

He turned pointedly to his books and

Bevan went out.

For' seven days three men worked most

earnestly to enlist the attention of the

authorities. They might have given the

story to the Press and created a sensation,

but neither Bevan nor Van der Bergh

favoured this method. Eminent doctors

\\ho were consulted took views which were

extraordinarily different. Some came to the

laboratories to examine the records. Others

pooh-poohed " the whole idea.

" Have von any doubt on the matter

yourself ? " asked the professor, and Bevan

hesitated.

" The only doubt I have, sir," he said,

" is whether my calculations as to the time

are accurate. I have noticed in previous

experiments with these rabbits the disease

develops about twice as fast as in the human

body, but I am far from satisfied that this

rule is invariable."

Van der Bergh nodded.

" My Embassy has wired the particulars

to Washington," he said, " and Washington

takes a very serious view of your discovery.

They are making whatever preparations they

can."

He went back to his hotel, promising to

call on the morrow. Bevan worked all that

day testing the blood of his little subjects,

working out tables of reaction, and it was

nearly four o'clock when he went to bed.

He slept that night in his room at the

Institute. He was a good sleeper, and after

winding the clock and drawing down the

blind he jumped into bed and in less than

five minutes was sound asleep. He awoke

with the subconscious feeling that he had

slept his usual allowance and was curiously

alive and awake. The room was in pitch

darkness and he remembered with a frown

that he had not gone to bed until four o'clock

>Ñ� the morning. He could not have slept

two hours.

He put out his hand and switched on the

j'Rht to discover the time. Apparently the

Â»ght was not working.

On his bedside table was a box of matches,

his cigarette holder, and his cigarettes. He

took the box, struck a light, but nothing

happened. He threw away the match and

struck anotherâ��still nothing happened.

He held the faithless match in his hand and

suddenly felt a strange warmth at his finger-

tips. Then with a cry he dropped the

matchâ��it had burnt his fingers !

Slowly he put his legs over the edge of the

bed and stood up, groping his way to the

window and releasing the spring-blind. The

darkness was still complete. He strained his

eyes but could not even see the silhouette of

the window-frame against the night. Then

a church-bell struck the hour . . . _nine, ten,

eleven, twelve !

Twelve o'clock ! It was impossible that

it could be twelve o'clock at night. He

gasped. Twelve midday and dark !

He searched for his clothes and began ti >

dress. His window was open, yet from

outside came no sound of traffic. London

was silentâ��as silent as the grave.

His window looked out upon the busy

thoroughfare in which the Jackson Institute

was situated, but there was not so much as

the clink of a wheel or the sound of a

pedestrian's foot.

He dressed awkwardly, slipping on his

boots and lacing them quickly, then groped

his way to the door and opened it. A voice

outside greeted him. It was the voice of

Gold.

" Is that you, Bevan ? "

" Yes, it is I, what the dickens " and

then the realization of the catastrophe which

had fallen upon the world came to him.

" Blind ! " he whispered. " We're all

blind ! "

Gold had been shell-shocked in the war

and was subject to nerve-storms. Presently

Bevan heard his voice whimpering hysteric-

ally.

" Blind ! " he repeated. " What a horrible

thing ! "

" Steady yourself ! " said Bevan, sternly.

" It has come ! But it's only for five days,

Gold. Now don't lose your nerve ! "

" Oh, I sha'n't lose my nerve ! " said Gold,

in a shaky voice. " Only it is rather awful,

isn't it ? Awful, awful ! My God ! It's

awful ! "

" Come down to the study ! " said Bevan.

" Don't forget the two steps leading down

to the landing. There are twenty-four

stairs. Gold. Count 'em ! "

He was half-way down the stairs when he

heard somebody sobbing at the foot and

recognized the voice of the old housekeeper

who attended to the resident staff. She was

whimpering and wailing.

" Shut up ! " he said, savagely. " What

are you making that infernal row about ? "

" Oh, sir," she moaned. " I can't see !

I can't see ! "

" Nobody can see or will see for five

days ! " said Bevan. " Keep your nerve, Mrs.

Moreland."
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He found his way to the study. He had

scarcely reached the room before he heard a

thumping on the door which led from the

street to the staff quarters. Carefully he

manoeuvred his way into the hall again,

came to the door, and unlocked it.

"Halloa," said a cheery voice outside, " is

this the Jackson Institute ? "

" Thank God you're safe, professor. You

topk a risk in coming round."

The professor came in with slow, halting

footsteps, 'and Bevan shut the door behind

him.

" You know your way, I'll put my hand

on your shoulder, if you don't mind," said

Van der Bergh. " Luckily I took the trouble

to remember the route. I've been two

hours getting here. Ouch ? "

" Are you hurt ? " asked Bevan.

" I ran against an infernal motor-bus

in the middle of the street. It had been

left stranded," said the professor. " I think

the blindness is general."

Stuart had stumbled into the room soon

after them, had found a chair and sat down

upon it.

" Now," said Van der Bergh, briskly,

" you've got to find your way to your

Government offices and interview somebody

in authority. There's going to be hell in the

world for the next five days. I hope your

calculations are not wrong in that respect,

Bevan ! "

Hereford Bevan said nothing.

"It is very awkward !" it was Gold's

quivering voice that spoke, " but, of course,

it'll be all right in a day or two."

" I hope so," said the professor's grim

voice. " If it's for five days little harm will

be done, butâ��but if it's for ten days ! "

Bevan's heart sank at the doubt in the old

man's voice.

" If it's for ten days ? " he repeated.

" The whole world will be dead," said the

professor, solemnly, and there was a deep

silence.

" Dead ? " whispered Gold and Van der

Bergh swung round toward the voice.

" What's the matter with you ? "

" Shell-shock," muttered Bevan under

his breath, and the old man's voice took on

a softer note.

" Not all of us, perhaps," he said, " but

the least intelligent. Don't you realize what

has happened and what will happen ? The

world is going to starve. We are a blind

world, and how shall \ve find food ? "

A thrill of horror crept up Bevan's spine as

lie realized for the first time just what worlcl-

blindness meant.

" All the trains have stopped," the

professor went on ; " I've been figuring it out

in my room this morning just what it means.

There are blind men in the signal-boxes and

blind men on the engines. All transport has

come to a standstill. How are you going to

get the food to the people ? Ina day's time

the shops, if the people can reach them, will

be sold out and it will be impossible to

replenish the local stores. You can neither

milk nor reap. All the great power-stations

are at a standstill. There is no coal being

got out of the mines. Wait, where is your

telephone ? "

Bevan fumbled for the instrument and

passed it in the direction of the professor's

voice. A pause, then :â��

" Take it back," said the professor, " of

course, that will not be working. The

exchange cannot see ! "

Bevan heard a methodical puff-puff and

the scent of tobacco came to him, and

somehow this brought him comfort. The

professor was smoking.

He rose unsteadily to his feet.

" Put vour hand on my shoulder, pro-

fessor, and, Gold, take hold of the professor's

coat or something."

" Where are you going ? " asked Van der

Berg-h.

" To the kitchen," said Bevan ; " there's

some food there and I'm starving."

The meal consisted in the main of dry

bread, biscuits, and cheese, washed down by-

water. Then Hereford Bevan began his

remarkable pilgrimage.

He left the house, and keeping touch with

the railings on his right, reached first

Cockspur Street and then Whitehall. Half-

way- along the latter thoroughfare he

thumped into a man and, putting out h's

hand, felt embossed buttons.

" Halloa," he said, " a policeman ? ''

" That's right, sir," said a voice ; " I've

been here since the morning. You're in

Whitehall. What has happened, sir ? Do

you know ? "

"It is a temporary blindness which has

come upon everybody," said Bevan, speaking

quickly. " I am a doctbr. Now, constable,

you are to tell your friends if you meet them

and everybody you do meet that it is only

temporary."

" I'm not likely to meet anybody," said

the constable. " I've been standing here

hardly daring to move since it came."

" What time did it happen ? "

" About ten o'clock, as near as I can re-

member," said the policeman.

" How far _from here is Downing Street ? "

The constable hesitated.

" I don't know where we are," he said,

" but-it can't be very far."

Two hours' diligent search, two hours of

groping and of stumbling, two hours of

discussing with frantic men and women

whom he met on the way, brought him to

Downing Street.
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That journey along Whitehall would

remain in his mind a horrible memory for

all his days. He heard oaths and sobbings.

He heard the wild jabberings of somebody

â��whether it was man or woman he could

not sayâ��who had gone mad under the

stress of the calamity, and he came to

Downing Street as the clock struck three.

He might have passed the Prime Minister's

house but he heard voices and recognized

one as that of Sexton.

The great man was moaning his trouble

to somebody who spoke in a quiet unemo-

tional voice.

" Halloa, Sexton ! "

Bevan stumbled toward, and collided with,

the great physician.

" Who is it ? " said Sexton.

" It is Hereford Bevan."

" It's the man. Prime Minister, the doctor

I spoke to you about."

A cool hand took Bevan's.

" Come this way," said the voice ; " you

had better stay. Sexton, you'll never find

your way back."

Bevau found himself led through what he

judged to be a large hall and then suddenly

his feet struck a heavy carpat.

" I think there's a chair behind you,"

said the new voice, " sit down and tell me

all about it."

Dr. Bevan spoke for ten minutes, his host

merely interjecting a question here and

there.

" It can only last for five days," said the

voice, with a quiver of emotion, " and we

can only last out that five days. You know,

of course, that the food supply has stopped.

There is no way of averting this terrible

tragedy. Can you make a suggestion ? "

" Yes, sir," said Bevan. " There are a

number of blind institutes throughout the

country. Get in touch with them and let

their trained men organize the business of

industry. I think it could be done."

There was a pause.

" It might be done," said the voice.

" Happily the telegraphs are working satis-

" THEN THE REALIZATION' OF THE CATAS-

TROPHE WHICH HAD FALLEN UPON THE

WORLD CAME TO HIM. ' BLIND ! ' HE

WHISPERED. ' \VE'RE ALL BLIND!'"
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TWO HOURS' DILIGENT SEARCH, TWO HOURS OF GROPING AND OF STUMBLING, BROUGHT HIM

HORRIBLE MEMORY

factorily, as messages can be taken by sound.

The wireless is also working and your sug-

gestion shall be carried out."

The days that followed were days of

nightmare, days when men groped and

.â�¢-tumbled in an unknown world, shrieking

for food. On the evening of the second day

the water supply failed. The pumping

stations had ceased to work. Happily it

rained and people were able to collect water

in their mackintosh coats.

Dr. Bevan made several excursions a day

and in one of these he met another bold

adventurer who told him that part of the

Strand was on fire. Somebody had upset

a lamp without noticing the fact. The

doctor made his way toward the Strand but

v as forced to turn back by the clouds of

jmngent smoke which met him.

He and his informant (he was a butcher

from Smithfield) locked arms and made

their way back to the Institute. By some

mischance they took a wrong turning and

might have been irretrievably lost but they

found a guardian angel in the shape of a

woman against whom they blundered.

" The Jackson Institute ? " she said.

" Oh yes, I can lead you there."

She walked with unfaltering footsteps

and with such decision that the doctor

thought she had been spared the supreme

affliction. He asked her this and she

laughed.

" Oh, no," she said, cheerfully. " You

see, I've been blind all my life. The Govern-

ment has put us on point duty at various

places to help people who have lost their

way."

She told them that, according to her

information, big fires were raging in half-a-

dozen parts of London. She had heard of

no railway collisions and the Prime Minister

told herâ��â��

" Told you ? " said Bevan in surprise, and

again she laughed.

" I've met him before, you see," she said.

" I am Lord Selbury's daughter, Lillian

Selbury."

Bevan remembered the name. It is

curious that he had pictured her, for all the

beauty of her voice, as a sad, middle-aged

woman. She took his hand in hers and they

walked slowly toward his house.

" You'll think I'm horrid if I say I am

enjoying this," she said, " and yet I am.

It's so lovely to be able to pity others !

Of course, it is very dreadful and it is

beginning to frighten me a little, and then

there's nobody to tell me how pretty I

am, because nobody can see. That is rather
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TO DOWNING STREET.

FOR ALL HIS DAYS."

THAT JOURNEY ALONG WHITEHALL WOULD REMAIN IN HIS MIND A

a drawback, isn't it ? " and she laughed

again.

" What does the Government think about

this ? "

" They are terribly upset," she said, in a

graver tone ; " you see, they cannot get at

the peopleâ��they are so used to depending

on the newspapers, but there are no news-

papers now, and if there were nobody could

read them. They have just stoppedâ��â��â�¢ You

step down from the kerb here and walk

twenty-five paces and step up again. We

are crossing Whitehall Gardens. They have

wonderful faith in this Dr. Bevan."

Hereford Bevan felt himself going red.

" I hope their faith is justified," he said,

grimly; " I happen to be the wonderful

doctor."

He felt her fingers grip him in an uncon-

trollable spasm of surprise.

" Are you really ? " she said, with a new

note of interest. " Listen ! "

They stopped, and he heard the tinkle of

a bell.

" That is one of our people from St.

Mildreds," she said ; " the Government is

initiating a system of town-criers. It is the

only way we can get news to the people."

Bevan listened and heard the sing-song

voice of the crier but could not distinguish

what he said. The girl led him to his house

and there left him. He felt her hand run-

ning down his right arm and wondered why

until she took his hand and shook it.

Old Professor Van der Bergh roared a

greeting as he came into the room.

" Is that you, Bevan ? " he asked. " I've

got a knuckle of cold ham here, but be careful

how you cut it, otherwise you're going to

slice your fingers."

He and Stuart Gold had spent the day

feeding the various specimens in the labora-

tory. The fourth day dawned and in the

afternoon came a knock'at the door. It was

the girl.

" I've been ordered to place myself at

your disposal, Dr. Bevan," she said ; " the

Government may need you."

He spent that day wandering through

the deserted streets with the girl at his side,

and as the hundred and twentieth hour

approached he found himself looking forward,

not so much to the end of the tragic ex-

perience which he shared with the world,

but to seeing with his own eyes the face of

this guide of his. He had slept the clock

round and just before ten struck he made

his way to the street. He heard Big Ben

boom the hour and waited for light, but no

light came. Another hour passed and yet
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another, and his soul was seized with blind

panic. Suppose sight never returned, sup-

pose his experiments were altogether wrong

and that what happened in the case of the

rabbits did not happen to Man ! Suppose

the blindness was permanent ! He groaned

at the thought.

The girl was with him, her arm in his,

throughout that day. His nerves were

breaking, and somehow she sensed this fact

and comforted him as a mother might

comfort a child. She led him into the park

with sure footsteps and walked him up and

down, trying to distract his mind from the

horror with which it was oppressed.

In the afternoon he was sent for to the

Cabinet Council and again told the story of

his experiments.

' The hundred and twenty hours are

passed, are they not, doctor ? " said the

Premier's voice.

" Yes, sir," replied Bevan in a low voice,

" but it is humanly impossible to be sure

that that is the exact time."

No other question was asked him but the

terror of his audience came back to him like

an aura and shrivelled his very heart.

He did not lie down as was his wont that

night, but wandered out alone inco the

streets of London. It must have been two

o'clock in the morning when he came back

to find the girl standing on the step talking

with Van der Bergh.

She came toward him at the sound of his

voice.

"There is another Cabinet meeting, doctor, "

she said, " will you come with me ?

" I hope I haven't kept you long," he said,

brokenly. His voice was husky and so

unlike his own that she was startled.

" You're not to take this to heart, Dr.

Bevan," she said, severely, as they began

their pilgrimage to Whitehall. " There's a

terrible task waiting for the world which has

to be faced."

" Wait, wait ! " he said, hoarsely, and

gripped the rail with one hand and her arm

with the other.

Was it imagination ? It was still dark, a

fine drizzle of rain was falling, but the

blackness was dappled with tones of less

blackness. There was a dark, straight thing

before him, something that seemed to hang

in the centre of his eye, and a purple shape

beyond, and he knew that he was looking

at a London street, at a London lamp-post,

with eyes that saw. Black London, Londcn

devoid of light, London whose streets weie

packed with motionless vehicles that steed

just where they had stopped on the day the

darkness fell, London with groping figures

hilf mad with joy, shrieking and sobbing

their reliefâ��he drew a long breath.

" What is it ? What is it ? " said the

girl in a frightened voice.

" I can see ! I can see ! " said Bevan in

a whisper.

" Can you ? " she said, wistfully. ' Iâ��

1 am so glad. And now "

He was near to tears and his arms went

about her. He fumbled in his pocket for a

match and struck a light. That blessed

light he saw, and saw, too, the pale spiritual

face turned up to his.

" I can see you," he whispered again.

" My God ! You're the most beautiful

thing I have ever seen ! "

London slept from sheer force of habit

and woke with the grey dawn to seeâ��to

look out upon a world that had been lost

for five and a half days, but in the night all

the forces of the law and the Crown had been

working at feverish pace, railways had

dragged their drivers from their beds,

carriers and stokers had been collected by the

police, and slowly the wheels of life were

turning again, and a humble world, grateful

for the restoration of its greatest gift,

hungered in patience and was happy.

The important series of articles by Sir A. Conan Doyle, which, under the

general name of " The Uncharted Coast," cover different phases of psychic

knowledge, have been unfortunately held up owing to the printers' strike m

New York, -which has stood in the way of simultaneous publication. They

have been delivered by the Author, and will be resumed as soon as possible.
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Curious

Clocks

Muir's Wonderful Clock.

ONE of the most famous clocks in the

world is that which belonged to

the late John Muir, the noted

naturalist and explorer. This clock,

which has been presented to the Wisconsin

State Historical Society's Museum, was used

by Muir during his schooldays in the

early 'sixties.

Because of his

desire to work,

he kept late

hours.andthere-

f o r e found it

hard to get up.

First he tried

tying a string

to his toes and

getting his

janitor to pull it

at five in the

morning. This

worked all right

until some of

the students

nearly pulled

him out of bed.

Then he built a

clock which

would do the

work.

He built a bed

of pine-boards,

with three legs,

two at the head

and one at the

foot. The leg at

the foot was in

two sectionsand

operated on an elbow. This elbow was

held by a peg so that if the peg was released

the'bed would drop to an angle of forty-five

degrees. A strong cord, fastened to the

peg, led to the clock ; on the end of the

cord near the clock was a large stone. Before

retiring, the cord was attached to the clock,

and at five in the morning the clock would

do its daily work. The noise of Muir falling

out of bed, and the falling stone, awakened

everyone in the building.

While teaching in a country school-house

he used the clock to start a fire before the

arrival of the pupils at the schooh The

clock was arranged to upset a tube of

sulphuric acid into a mixture of chlorate of

potash and sugar, placed under the kindling

and wood the night before. Instant com-

bustion ensued.

He also used this clock to open and shut

his books when he wished to study. By

arranging his books in a small car which

operated on his table they assorted them-

selves in a certain order, and were placed

before him at a stated time by the movement

of the clock.

Made of Log*.

Everybody stops to look at this clock

(shown at the top of this page), the works

of which are encased in a hollow section

of a fir log from a tree about two

hundred and fifty years old. The section

of the log admirably serves as a dial. The

appearance of the clock is not its only claim

to distinction. Its size also warrants more

than ordinary interest, the dial being more

than three and a half feet in diameter, and

the minute-hand more than two feet in

length.
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Shaped Like a Locomotive.

Quite a. curious clock has been constructed

by a Kansas mechanic in the form of a

miniature locomotive. The dial, which is

made of imitation ebony, is fixed on one side

oÃ the highly ornate cab of the engine, and

is studded with small ruby and green-

coloured incandescent lamps. The interior

of the cab is supplied with several other tiny

globes, while the headlight, which is fitted

with both a reflector and lens, also mounts a

lamp. A switch controlled by the clock

automatically turns the current on at six

o'clock in the evening and cuts it off twelve

hours later. The headlight, the lamps in

the cab, and those on the face of the clock

are wired in separate circuits. Each of

these groups is flashed independently of the

others at intervals of about fifteen seconds,

and remains lighted for a period of approxi-

mately three seconds. The clock is of

standard make and of the eight-day type.

It strikes the hours and half-hours by

ringing the engine-bell, and, while doing this,

turns the driving-wheels of the locomotive,

which do not touch the tiny rock-ballasted

track on which they apparently rest. Ð�

manual switch at the rear of the cab prÃ³vido

an auxiliary control of the lamps.

with dominoes of appropriate denomination.

The minute-hand is tipped with the figure of a

" heart," and at its short end is a " club."

A " diamond " serves to point the hours

for the hour-hand, while a " spade " forms

the other end of this hand. The hands arc

fastened to the clock with a dice, while the

top is ornamented with a. row of ninepins

and billiard-balls. Over all a couple

of short billiard-cues are crossed.

Clock That Never Stops.

The only piece of machinery in

the world to be operated entirely by

electrical forces drawn from the earth

is now running in the office of Cha^.

Drawbaugh, Camp Hill, Pennsyl-

vania. It has been in continuous

operation since 1870, with the excep-

tion of a short period involved in it.->

transfer to several different localities.

In the late 'sixties the father ni

Mr. Drawbaugh conceived the idea

of a perfect clock under the guidance of

latent electricity in the earth. Time has

shown that Mr. Drawbaugh has come closer

"The Gambler's

Clock."

" The Gam-

bler's Clock "

would be an ap-

propriate name

for a timepiece

which appears

to have been

made with all

the implements

for gaming that

could be secured.

A draught s-

board furnishes

it with a face,

the numbers on

which are made

tci perpetual motion than any other inventor.

In this timepiece, which stands six feet in

height, the forty-five-pound pendulum is the

motor. It is suspended on an edged pivot

of hardened steel and operated by an

ordinary permanent magnet and an electro-

magnet the wire of which runs into the

ground, the earth becoming the battery
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feeding the electro-magnet. In erecting the

clock it was necessary to dig a hole in the

earth about three feet in diameter and six

feet deep. Metal plates are placed in the

hole with enough coke to hold moisture, and

the timepiece can be set so that it will not

gain or lose two seconds in a year.

An Encyclc :edic Clock.

Parts of this clock, made by Mr. Frank

Friede, of Colville, Washington, were col-

lected from every country on the globe.

It is ten feet high, three feet square, has one

hundred and eight dials, shows the time,

size, flag, form of government, postage

stamps, lowest coin, and the name of the

capital city--of

each country in

the w o r 1 d, as

well as lan-

guages. The

globe is made of

a crust of Port-

land cement one

inch in thick-

ness, is three

feet in diameter,

and weighs one

hundred and

fifty pounds.

This globe

makes a com-

plete revolution

every twenty-

four hours. The

moon is also

shown in rela-

tive size, making

its revolution in

twenty-nine and

a half days.

This remark-

able clock shows the phases of the moon,

together with the eclipses of both sun and

moon. The astronomic phases of the clock

show, in addition to the movements of

the planets, their relative sizes and distances.

The clock has more than five hundred

wheels, with numerous levers, springs, etc.

It is made of odds and ends from old

sewing-machines, discarded phonographs,

umbrellas, hat-pins, and the like.

Clock from Stove Repairs.

A stove repairs firm in Philadelphia

has constructed a grandfather clock

from material used in the making

of a stove. It stands eight feet four

inches high and is thirty-four inches

wide. The dial, made of mica, is eight

inches across. The words " Sto%'e

Repairs," composed of twelve letters,

are used in place of figures on the

dial. An eight-day movement has

been installed

that keeps accu-

rate time, and

by means of an

electric light

placed behind

the works the

face is brightly

illuminated. The

hands are made

in an artistic

fashion out of

annealed wire.

The total weight

of the structure

is about three

hundred and fifty

pounds,five hun-

dred and nine-

teen different

parts being used

in its construc-

tion.

A Gravity Clock.

Mr. Eugene

Walser, of Los

Angeles, has per-

fected a clock

which is operated

by the gravity

system, and does not contain a spring in any of

its parts. The motive power for the clock is

gained when it is run down an eight and one-

third per cent, incline, which is one foot long.

As it takes the cylindrical-shaped timepiece

thirty days to roll down the inclined plane,

all that is necessary to wind the clock is to

set it again at the top of the little hill once

a month. "\Yhile the exterior of tlie clock

revolves in its descent of the incline, the

face always remains in a perpendicular

position. The force whicli is fighting against

gravity to hold the cylinder from rolling on

down to the bottom of the grade is the

secret ol the timepiece's operation.



BLOOD

HEY were sitting round the

fire in the Big Room of the

Black and White Club. To

them entered William Burs-

lem. He said, " Take care.

The Duchess is out with her

gun again."

" She doesn't get me," said Miles.

" Nor me," said Luttrel Harrison.

" Nor me," said the others, until all but

one had spoken.

" She'll get Mendoza," said Thomas Rayner.

" If we let her," said Miles.

" But," said Adkins Wallace, " we won't.

Mendoza, you poor ignorant foreigner, you

shall be saved."

" Thank you," said Mendoza. " Who will

explain ? "

" I will," said William Burslem, " because

I not only introduced the subject, but I am

the one person who can be trusted to speak

about the lady in question for more than

half a minute without saying something

for which, if he was a gentleman, he would

blush."

" That," said Mendoza, " is the preface.

Now for the story."

" The subject of the few observations which

I am about to make," said William Burslem,

"is a very great lady, none other indeed

than Her Splendour the Duchess of Exe,

otherwise known among us poor artists as

Old Mother Once. You will understand

why when I have done.

" This Duchess is among the richest ladies

of our land, while for benevolence she stands

alone. I suppose there has never been a

woman whose name has appeared in more

lists of patronesses. She sits, nominally,

upon committees without number. No

matinees can very well be held without her

approval. She opens bazaars as you might
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open oysters.

That is the kind

of lady she is.

"But her

real greatness

consista in this:

She never gives

money away.

So far as her

name and her presence and her labour wil.

assist the Good Cause (whatever it may

be), they are entirely at its service ; but of

her goldâ��not a copper. She is, however,

so extremely well born that her name and

her presence are alone worth a thousand

pounds to any charity show. And I'll say

this much for her : she doesn't extort her

percentage on the earnings. She doesn't

need to. Otherwise she would.

" I have just heard that she has under-

taken to run a stall at the big Fancy Fair

at the Albert Hall during the second week of

April in aid of St. Vitus's Hospital. So

unless you are very careful, Mendoza, you

will presently find yourself being introduced

to her. I can't, of course, say where. She

will arrange that. She cannot fail to have"

discovered you, since all London is talking

exclusively about you and your rotten

caricatures You are her meat, my poor

Don. Your throat is stretched for her

knife. Even now, I'll wager a sovereign,

she is laying her plans for acquiring an

original Mendoza to raffle in aid of St.

Yitus's. She is a great believer in raffling.

She always takes the object to be raffled

round herself ; and as she has a first-rate

press-agent and her face is as well known

to the public as the Britannia on a penny,

she never has any difficulty in selling her

tickets. In this way she can dispose for

fifty pounds of a Turkey rug or a Nankin
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plate which might with luck fetch ten

guineas'over the counter.

" But all is not yet said.

" You are to know, Mendoza, that she is

past-mistress in the noble art of sweedling

pictures out of poor artists. Nothing is

easier to raffle than a fine drawing with a

well-known signature. People who might

hesitate to put in for a motor-car or a type-

writer or a prize Pekingese will readily risk

their money for a thing that they can

carry home under their arm and hang im-

mediately m their drawing-room, thereby

acquiring a reputation among their friends

as a person of discriminating taste. So,

when this Duchess has a " bazaar on her

hands, it is her custom to fix upon some

painter of repute, make his acquaintance

(if she doesn't already enjoy it), fill him up

to the chin with flattery, ask him to lunch,

and persuade him that he is going to become

an intimate of the house. Then she invites

herself to his studio and causes him to present

her with a specimen of his work for her

stall. Next time the poor devil encounters

her-â��possibly at the bazaar itselfâ��she, having

no more present use for him, cuts him dead ;

for such are aristocrats. Next time she

wants a picture out of him she asks him to

lunch againâ��once per picture. Hence the

name by which she is known among the

painters. He goes to lunchâ��for we are all

snobsâ��and again she invites herself to tea.

Having got another picture out of him, she

again forgets his face. After one or two

experiences of the kind, most of us grow

less snobbish, which is very good for us,

and she has to find a new victim. There is

always one ready for her. He may have

heard abov.t her ; he may have sworn never

to be diddled by the Duchess ; but it is

not true that in vain is the net spread in

the sight of every bird. She diddles him

infallibly, she is so highly born and she is

â�� amiable. However, if you are diddled,

Mendoza, it will be your own fault. You

won't be able to say that you weren't put

wise to the game."

" No," said Mendoza.

About a fortnight later Mendoza went to

a lunch given at the CafÃ© Royal by Glorious

James; the publisher who had brought out

Mendoza's Album in the previous autumn.

Glorious James had promised him that he

should meet Paul Pierre Eclabouche, for

whose stories Mendoza, at that time, lived

from one issue to the next of the Hors

d Å�uvres Varifs. Eclabouche, however, did

not turn up, and Mendoza was compensated

'or this disappointment with an introduction

to the Duchess of Exe. He sat at her right

hand.

He judged her weight to be in the neigh-

be urhood of fifteen stone, and, after counting

VoL lu.â��21.

her chins carefully, he decided that they

we/e four and not five in number. The=e

chins melted insensibly into her bosom, and

after her bosom she went straight down to

the floor. Only above her hips was there

any sign that she had ever possessed a waist.

She. wore (slightly askew) a superb trans-

formation of bright yellow curls, and her

complexion was that of a village maiden in

the third row, for she was far too great a lady

to trouble about verisimilitude. Her nose

was exactly like Julius Caesar's. Her eyes

were as blue as her blood. Her eyelashes

were heavily loaded with something black

and adhesive. Her eyebrows had been laid

on with a trowel. Her teeth, however, were

all her own, and paid lor this ten years. Her

voice was loud and hard, and her hat was

the last word and later than that. Beneath

her ears, and across her second chin were

disposed, on a steel wire, pearls to the value

of forty thousand pounds. This was all her

jewellery, with the exception of her diamond,

ruby, sapphire, fire-opal, black-opal, white-

opal, harlequin-opal, and turquoise rings,

half-a-dozen bracelets, ear-pendants, and a

brooch or two. She looked at Mendoza

through a long-handled lorgnette of tortoise-

shell and told him that she had been posi-

tively aching to meet him. His caricatures,

she said, were the most marvellous things

that had ever happened.

Mendoza gloated upon her as gloats the

gourme; upon a bottle of historic claret.

He gave her amiability lor amiability. They

got on like one o'clock. Before they parted

she asked him to lunch on the morrow at

Exe House. He accepted with a rapture

which he did not try to conceal.

Before he left Exe House she invited her-

self to tea, next day, at his studio. Mendoza

accepted this invitation with an eagerness

which no one could have failed to remark,

and with an interior joy which he did not

think it necessary to communicate.

Next day, accordingly, the Duchess ar-

rived, in a two-thousand-guinea motor-car,

at the tall old house in Chelsea where .Men-

doza, at this period, dwelt, and proceeded to

hoist herself up the dark and narrow stair-

case which led into the roof where Mendoza

maintained his unassuming existence. It

took her ten minutes to get there, but she

did it at last. There was a free picture wait-

ing for her at the end of her journey.

The moment she had filled herself with

tea and cakes she asked Mendoza to show

her some of his wonderful drawings. She

was not there to waste her time.

Mendoza produced a portfolio and ex-

hibited sketches in black and white. \Vhen

she had decided which of the drawings would

raffle best, she laid hands on it and, turning

to Mendoza with a smile of extraordinary
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horror, said, in a voice of appalling charm :

" This, SeÃ±or Mendoza, is the picture you are

going to let me carry away for my St. Vitus's

Bazaar next monthâ��isn't it ? Aren't you ? "

" No, indeed," said Mendoza. " That's

not at all the kind of drawing I should like

you to have. If you really want a piece

of my work for a bazaar, let me draw you

something worth while, something with

colour. I shall be only too proud."

" Oh ! " she cried. " I don't like to do

that. I just thought that if you could spare

me one of these corking little thingsâ��to

raffle, you knowâ��but of course, if you will

be so awfully sweet and generous and splen-

did as to make me a drawing speciallvâ��why,

I don't know how to tell you how very, very

grateful I shall be."

" Don't mention it," said Mendoza. " But

you must promise to raffle it yourself."

" Oh, of course I will," she cried. " I

promise you that. I'll swear it on anything

you please. Why, I couldn't dream of

letting anyone else even lay her claivs on it.

And now "â��she roseâ��" I really must pop

off. Thank you so tremendously much for

your delightful tea. As for your wonderful

promise, I simply can't teU you what I

feel. It's made a new woman of me, by

Jove ! "

Mendoza took his drawing out of her hands,

which had forgotten to put it back in the

portfolio. " You can depend on me," he

said. " Absolutely." And he accompanied

her down to her car.

This was the picture he sent to her.

In a superbly furnished dining-room,

surrounded by seven stunning flunkeys, the

Duchess of Exe, most venomously carica-

tured, sat at meat. The table groaned with

food of, obviously, the costliest description.

Gold plate was everywhere. Hot-house

flowers were everywhere else. The Duchess

was digging her spoon into a huge terrine

marked " Foie gras." A dreadful lapdog

lay on a blue satin cushion. Before it, on an

eighteen-carat plate, was a small roasted

bird and one of the flunkeys was helping it

solicitously to salt. In the lower right-hand

corner of the picture stood a large waste-

paper 'basket, ornamented with pieces of

paper marked, " Appeal from Hospital,"

"'Request from Missionary Society,"

" Prayer from Orphanage," and so on.

Underneath was the title : " The Duchess

of X Begins Charity at Home."

It cost Mendoza three days' hard work to

produce this fearful thing. Naturally,, he

said nothing about it to anyone. He had

rebuked a pernicious old cat, but he was not

inclined to boast about it. The thing lay

l>etween himself and the Duchess ; and

there it might lie. But, perhaps, she would

not, for the future, be quite so active in

the exercise of her past-mistress-ship of the

noble art of sweedling.

He resolved, however, to give himself the

satisfaction of standing for a few moments

before her stall at the St. Vitus's Bazaar

and encountering her frozen eye.

Almost the first person he saw when he

entered the Albert Hall \vas the Duchess of

Exe. She was accompanied by a young

man in whom he recognized the heir to an

earldom. Propped against his chest, this

youth carried Mendoza's picture, which ha:i

been framed very becomingly in black with

a grey mount. The Duchess carried a gohl-

aml-diamond fountain-pen and a book of

raffle-tickets and counterfoils. As Mendoza

came upon her she was addressing two

fluttering ladies who looked as if they lived

in Surbiton and lived there in luxury.

" Don't you want," she was shouting at

them, " to buy a ticket for this corking

caricature of me by Mendoza â�¢ I 'm the

Duchess of Exe, you know. I don't need to

tell you that Mendoza's the gre.itest cari-

caturist that ever lived. This picture's

worth even,' penny of a hundred guineas.

The tickets are only ten bob a time. If

you'll take my advice you'll put in for half-

a-dozen, each of you. Charlie, hold it so

that these ladies can see it properly. Hasn't

he ticked me off corkingly ? My nephew

here, Lord Wye, says it's the best likenesÂ«

of me he's ever seen. Don't you, Charlie ?

Just look at the way he's done my wig, all

to one sideâ��just how the damned tiling

always is, isn't it, Charlie ? And look how

I'm gouging out that pillÃ© de foie gras., I

don't believe I really look as awful as that,

but Lord Wye swears I look worse, when it's

pÃ¼tÃ© de foie gras. Well, how many tickets

can I sell you ? Twenty ? Good ! And

you ? Twenty also ? Splendid ! What are

your names and addresses ? That'll be ten

quid a piece. Thanks. Come on, CFfarlie."

She turned, and there was Mendoza

within a foot of her.

She addressed him without a second of

hesitation.

" Don't you want," she shouted, " to buy

a ticket for this picture ? It's a caricature

by Mendoza ot me. I'm the Duchess of Exe.

Mendoza's the biggest thing in caricaturists

that's ever happened, I understand. This

drawing's worth a thousand guineas, if it's

worth sixpence ; and you can have a ticket

for ten bob. It's the chance of a lifetime.

My nephew here, Lord Wye, swears it's far

more like me than life ; don't you, Charlie ?

Just look at all the gold plate on the tibie

and the lapdog with its partridge. And

look at the greedy way my eyes gleam and

see how he's got my false teeth. I'll take

my Alfred David I look like an ogre. Well,

how many tickets can I sell you ? I advise
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you to have more than oneâ��half-a-dozen

at leastâ��for it's really a wonderful chance

we're giving you to get a genuine Mendoza

cheap. In another ten years they'll be

giving thousands for a thing like this

at Christie's. Come now, how many are

we to say ? Don't keep me waiting all

day."

'"' I'll take fifty," said Mendoza. His

admiration for this woman verged on adora-

tion.

" Splendid ! " she said. " What name

and address ? Mendoza ? Yes ? 14, Bil-

liter Street, Chelsea. Good I That'll be

twenty-five pounds. Here's a cheque form,

if it's any use to you. I say, Charlie, hold

that picture for the gentleman to write his

cheque on. Thanks. Come on, Charlie."
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BLACKâ��12 PIECES.

PERPLEXITIES. Ð�

495â��THE ASYLUM GAMBIT.

THIS is a curious position on the chessboard that

I constructed some few weeks ago at a chess club,

to illustrate some-

tiling under discus-

sion. It caused so

much perplexity to

some of the mem-

bers that I present

it for the considera-

tion of my readers.

The diagram shows

the. position after

Black's 15th move

in a match game

between Hanwell

and Colney Hatch.

'What was that

m o v e ? If you

think you have

discovered which

piece Black last

WHITEâ��12 PIECES.

What was Black's last move ?

moved, you will find it interesting to try to construct

a possible game of chess leading to the position in

fifteen moves.

496.â�� SPEXDIXG HIS TEXPEXCE.

THERE is a legend that, just before the war, a poor

Egyptian fellah had tenpence which he wished to lay

out in meat. The butcher had three qualities : four-

pence a pound, twopence a pound, and a farthing a

pound. Spending all his money, the man bought ten

pounds of meat, securing some of each quality. As he

purchased as much as was possible of the best 'quality,

how much did he buy of each ? Of course, the quantity

in each case must be such as the butcher could

weigh correctly with an ordinary set of weights. A

butcher never weighs fractions of an ounce.

497.â�� A KAIL PROBLEM.

A CAIRO correspondent says : " The railings round

our gardens are often of fanciful design. There is one

like this " (see illustration). " You will notice that

in each division between two uprights there is an equal

number of the ornamental rails and. that a rail is

divided in halves and a portion stuck on each side of

every upright, except that the uprights at the ends have

not been given

myself idly count-

ing the rails from one end to the other. There

were 1.223 rails, counting two halves as one rail.

I then noticed that the number of those divisions was

live more than twice the number of whole rails in

a division. Can you say how many rails there were

in each division "t " I do not think it will give many

of my readers much difficulty, but it will be found

interesting to figure out the answer.

498.â�� THE KING-MAKER.

THE following puzzle, constructed by P. R. M. on

the lines of my " Expanding Words " (Xo. 461). will.

I knÂ¿w, be found inteiestmg. The fust space is filled

by one letter, the next by two letters, the next by

three letters, and so on, as indicated by the dots,

adding a new letter every time and readjusting at will,

like a, at, tea. team, meats, etc.

At politics . used to try my hand ;

. . I loved to place kings on the throne,

Risking the ... of crowned heads I displaced.

A great game this â�� to pull the .... alone,

y Henry E. Duaeney.

Whilst others sat to feel th'

Responsibility devolved on me

To choose the for the kingship stakes.

I was a power in the land, you see '.

But now I'm getting old, my waius.

I think I'll the rightful heir,

Hoping there will arise no

Imbrogliosâ��of such we've had our share !

Then. to my lawful king

My .most complete devotion. I'll essay

To settle down in peace. If that can't be,

I'll rob the treasurv and run awav !

Solutions to Last MontK s Puzzles.

490.â��FOLDING POSTAGE-STAMPS.

NUMBERING the stamps as in the diagram bit

monthâ��that is, i 2 3 4 in the first row and 5 6 7 8 in

the second row, to get the order 15648732, with

No. i, face upwards, only visible, hold this way, witii

all faces downward : 5678. Fold 7 over 6. Lay 4

1234.

flat on 8 and tuck them both in between 7 and 6. n

that these four are in the order. 7846. Now bring Ã

and i under 6, and it is done. The order 1375684'

is more difficult and might well have been overlooked

if 'one had not been convinced that, according to laÂ«,

it must be possible. First fold so that 5678 onlv

are visible, 'with their faces uppermost. Then foM

5 on 6. Now, between i and 5 you have to tuck in 7

and 8 so that 7 lies on top of 5 and 8 bends round

under 6. Then the order will be as required.

491.â��A LITTLE TRAIN Pl'ZZLE.

THERE is no necessity for any 'algebraical worfciir4

in the solution of this problem, nor'need we know tlif

distance between the two cities. Wherever they met,

just send the two trains back for an hour's journey ut

their respective rates. One will obviously go 60 mile>

and the other 40 miles. So they were ico miles (Ñ�Ð»

added to 40) apart an hour before they met !

492.â��DOMINO FRAMES.

THE three diagrams show a solution. The sum of

all the pips is 132. One-third of this is 44. Firit

divide the dominoes into any three groups of 44

â�¢ "

Ð�

V

' â�¢ â�¢

â�¢ Â»

7^

â�¢ Â»

each. Then, if we decide to try 12 for the sum of the

sides. 4 times 12 being 4 more than 44, we must arrange

in every case that the four corners in a frame shrill Â»um

to 4. The rest is done by trial and exchanges from one

group .to another of dominoes containing an equal

number of pips.

493.â��SXtTFING DOING.

As the title implies, this is still unsolved.

494.â��MISSING WORDS.

THE words, in their order, are. DRAWER. WARRED.

REWARD, REDRAW, WARDER. RED WAR.

By a printer's error the answer to the Charade in

" Simon in P-uzzleland " in our December issue w,i>

omitted in the January number. The word is Ð�Ð�Ð�-

A-PHY-SIC-IAÃ�.
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CHOCOLATE CAKE RECIPE.â��Beat yolks of

2 eggs with I cup of Libby's Evaporated Mille until

foamy. Add 1 teaspoon salt, f cup sugar, and 1 teaspoon

vanilla, mixing thoroughly. Then beat in I cup of

fluur. Next add 2 ounces melted chocolate wilh ', cup of

flour sifted with 3 teaspoons baking powder. Lastly fold

in the beaten whites of the 2 eggs and bake in a quick oven

in two layers. Boil 1 cup of sugar with i cup water

until it threads. Pour on stiffly beaten whiles of 2 eggs

and beat with a fork until it holds its shape. Add 1 tea-

spoon vanilla. Spread on each layer. Top with chocolate

icing made of 1 cup icing sugar, J leaspoon vanilla,

i cup Libby's Evaporated Milk and 2 tablespoons of melted

chocolateâ��all beaten together until thick and tmooth.

Milk that takes the place

of butter in your cakes

S CX thick and creamy is Libby's

Milk that its richness actually

takes the place of butter in

cakes, cream sauces and many

other recipes !

Think what an economy this means

for you ! And what a saving in

time, for no longer need you spend

a tiresome ten minutes or so

" creaming " the butter for your

cake. Libby's Unsweetened

Evaporated Milk mixes beautifully

with the other ingredients, and you

will be amazed to see how light

and tender a cake it makes.

In Libby's Sterilized, Unsweetened,

Evaporated Milk, you have the full

rich " whole " yield from the finest

herds of world famous dairy regions.

It comes to you fresh and pure

because it undergoes complete

sterilization and is kept in her-

metically sealed tins. Order a tin

of this rich milk from your grocer

to-day, and try Libby's recipe for

the delicious chocolate layer cake.

A limited edition of our recipe

booklet has just been printed. Send

in your name and address to our

London Office and we will be

pleased to send you a compli-

mentary copy.

Libby, McNeill & Libby, Ltd.,

I, GREAT TOWER STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Branches :

2ME

LIVERPOOL

GLASGOW

MANCHESTER

BRISTOL

â�¢ NEWCASTLE

BIRMINGHAM

HULL

ABERDEEN

BELFAST

fÂ» Ina rnd â��1 Tejt.
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THE ROSE IN THE WILDERNESS.

"Ð� JTRS. DKSPARD," announced the maid,

l^y 1 For the minute the name was un-

. familiar; tiien, as a very perfectly-

tailored girl came into the room, I laughed.

" Why, Ruth, I was just wondering who the

stranger was. I always forget my friends'

married names. Tea, Marie, and hot buttered

toast. Sit down, Ruth ; you've happened in

on coal and butter day. Well, how goes it ?

The firelight flickered on a pretty face that

was momentarily hardened in a rather wqrried

look.

" Fairly well," she said, as she loosened her

furs. "Fact is, I've come to say good-bye. I've

had a cable from David, and he wants me to go

out to Australia to him on the next boat. Of

course I'll love to see him again, but it's all

rather uprooting, isn't it ? I've never lived on

a ranch in my life, and 1 think I shall be rather

homesick at first."

I sympathized, and we talked for some time.

Then she said : " You know, I'm rather worried

about the frivolous problem of keeping my looks.

David told me that what first attracted him was

the fact that I looked so different from most

Australian women. But under Australian con-

ditions, shall I be able to keep it up ? For

example, I have my hair washed and waved at

a hairdresser's every fortnight : that will be

impossible in my new life. And I look hideous

with straight hair."

" Why, that's easily solved : take out a good

supply of silmerine with you ; once out there

you can order it from Sydney, which will be your

nearest town. You only want to damp your

hair with it slightly and put in slides or a curler

or two, which can easily be concealed under a

boudoir cap. Get your hair accustomed to

silmerine treatment on the voyage out ; then,

by the time you land, it will probably have

developed a distinct natural tendency to curl

and will only occasionally need damping. Of

course it is much better for the hair than to sap

all its gloss and vitality with hot irons. For a

home shampoo, I think you cannot beat stallax ;

a teaspoonful of stallax granules to a cup of hot

water will make the most delicious foaming

lather, which cleanses the hair splendidly. You'll

be able to dry it in the sun in no time in that

gorgeous climate ! H I were you, I should

always keep some reliable tonic in the house, for

you never know when your hair may require a

little stimulating. Yes, boranium and bay rum

is excellent ; I always use it. I should take

some boranium out with you. You can get it

in very convenient little packages."

" Well, you've cheered me up a lot," said

Kuth ; " but one awful problem is worrying me."

" Let's hear it," I answered.

" Do you know that I am one of those unfortu-

nate persons who suffer from superfluous hair ?

If I were not continually undergoing electric

treatment I should be that horror, a woman with

a moustache ! What can I do in Australia,

miles from civilization ? "

" Nothing is easier," I told her, " than to get

rid of superfluous hair. Electrolysis, as I dare-

say you have found, is expensive and painful,

and does not permanently destroy the haw

You should never be without some pure powdere^

pheminol ; it is obtainable in very nice little oneC,

ounce bottles ; an ounce should last a consider^

able time, and of course the powder form make*

it ideal for travelling. To remove superfluous

hair, you should mix a small quantity of the,.,

pheminol with an equal quantity of water intcf '

a stiff paste, rub it on the affected part, and afte4d

a couple of minutes the hair shrivels up and diMj{

appears entirely."

" Why, that seems too good to be true ! " exâ��'4

claimed Ruth. " I must write that down. Now,t

Estelle, I'm going to worry you some more.'

What kind of complexion cream should I take i ,

I want something that lasts, that doesn't take

up much room, and, above all, that really does_

keep one's skin in condition."

" The answer to the riddle is mercolized wax."-

I replied. " A couple of ounces such as chemists

usually sell lasts for three or four months; it is

solid, compact, and not wasteful to use, and it'J

the finest complexion beautifier there is. Iti

great merit is that, instead of making the skin

dull by clogging the pores with grease, as too

many ' face-creams ' do, it gently absorbs 'the

dull outer tissue which gets Coarsened by hard

water, dirt, and so onâ��and reveals the dazzling \

freshness of the new skin below. Of course, in a

hot climate where the sun and dust tend to ruin

even the prettiest skins, it will be simply invalu-

able. I'll give you another useful tip : be sure

to provide yourself with some tablets of stymol ;

then, if you happen to have a blackhead, you

have only to melt one tablet in a little warm

water, bathe the blackhead, and you will be able

to remove it, withont the slightest difficulty,

with a clean towel."

" Thanks so much. Of course, I shan't need

powder, because, since I discovered cleminite, 1

haven't needed it."

" No, you couldn't do better than carry on

with cleminite," I assured her. " I can't think

why more women don't give up the old-fashioned

messy powder and use that nice lotion instead

Well, Ruth, I think you'll blossom in the desert

all right, if you are wise and take care of yout

looks."

" I hope I'll be able to," she said. " I'm afraid

my hands will get awfully red with scrubbing

and so on," she laughed, ruefully, " but still, it's

not a big price for so much."

" You needn't suffer that much," I said, " il

you use bicrolium jelly to get the dirt out of t h

cracks and take away the rough, red Kink. \\'lu

you have massaged them well, dust lightly \wtÂ¡.

a little talc powder, and your hands will stay a:>

pretty and white as they are now."

" I must go," she said, rising. . . . " Will you

come and see me off ? I sail on Friday fort-

night . . . Good-bye."

" Good-bye, Ruth, and the very best of luck

to you both. . . . Write to me, won't you ? . .

Good-bye."

PARKER BELMONT'S CLYNOL BERH1KS

FOR OBESITY.â��[ADVT.]
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â��he looks at your shoes

She may look at your hatâ��but a man judges

whether a woman is well dressed or no by her shoes.

Although just now, with leather at its present price, you are

probably buying fewer pairs of shoes than ever betÃ¶re, you

can still have smart, shapely shoes if you clean the pairs you

have got with Day & Martin's Polish.

Day & Martin's Polish Keeps Shoes Young.

It keeps the leather of your shoes supple, prevents them

cracking, helps them to keep in shape, and gives them a

brilliance and lustre that draws admiring attention to your feet.

In the Tin with the Tab.







THE MAN IN

RATCATCHER

I

| AIN'T much

ter look at,

Major, but

'e's a 'andy

little "orse."

A groom,

chewing the

inevitable straw, gave a final

polish to the saddle, and then

stood at the animal's head,

waiting for the tall, spare man

with the bronzed, weather-

beaten face, who was slowly drawing on

his gloves in the yard, to mount. Idly

the groom wondered if the would-be sports-

man knew which side of a horse it was

customary to get into the saddle from ; in

fact one Nimrod recentlyâ��a gentleman

clothed in spotless pinkâ��had so far ex-

celled himself as to come to rest facing

his horse's tail. But what could 'you expect

these times, reflected the groom, when most

of the men who could ride in days gone

by, would ride no more : and a crowd of

galloping tinkers, with rank cigars and

ranker manners, had taken their places ?

When he thought of the men who came now

â��and the women, tooâ��to Boddington's

Livery Stable, renowned for fifty years and

with a reputation second to none, and con-

trasted them with their predecessors, he

SAPPER

(EGYRUMÃ�NEILE)

ILLUSTRATED BY

LIONEL

EDWARDS n

ru

ARC*.

the poor brute's mouth,

ride him on a snaffle."

" 'E pulls a bit when 'e's

fresh, Major," said the groom,

dubiously.

The tall, spare man laughed.

" I think I'll risk, it," he

answered. " Where did you

pick him upâ��at a jumble

sale ? "

" 'E ain't much ter look

I at, I knows, Major," said the

groom, carrying out his in-

structions. "But if yer 'andle 'im easy,

and nurse 'im a bit, 'e'll give yer some

sport."

" I can quite believe it," remarked the

other, swinging into the saddle. " Ring

the bell, will you ? That will give him his

cue to start."

With a grin on his face the groom watched

the melancholy steed amble sedately out of

the yard and down the road.

Before he had gone fifty yards the horse's

head had come up a little, he was walking

more collectedlyâ��looking as if he had

regained some of the spring of former days.

For there was a man on his backâ��a man born

and bred to horses and their waysâ��and it

would be hard to say which'of the two, the

groom or the animal, realized it first. Which

was why the grin so quickly effaced itself.

was wont to spit, mentally and literally. -The groomis old pride in Boddington's felt

And Â¡the quodsâ�� Strewth I It was a fair ' *" '

disgrace to turn out Such 'orses from Bodding-

ton's. Only the crowd wot rode "em didn't

know no better : the 'orses was quite good

enoughâ��aye Ã� too goodâ��for the likes o'

thern: "

"'Let out that throat-lash a couple' of

holes."

The groom looked at the speaker dazedly

for a moment ; a bloke that knew the name

of a single bit of saddlery on a horse's back

was a rare customer these days.

" And take that ironmonger's shop out of

outraged at having to offer such a mount to

such a man. He turned as a two-seated

racing car pulled up in the yard, and a

young man stepped out. He nodded to the

groom as he removed his coat, and the

latter touched his cap.

" Grand day, Mr. Dawson," he remarked.

" Scent should be good." â�¢

The newcomer grunted indifferently, and

adjusted his already faultless stock, while

another groom led out a magnificent blood

chestnut from a loose-box.

" Who was the fellah in ratcatcher I

Vol. Ã�X.-22.

Copyright, 1920, by H. Ð¡ McNeile.
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passed, ridin' that awful old quod of yours ? "

he asked.

To such a sartorial exquisite a bowler hat

and a short coat was almost a crime.

" I dunno, sir," said the groom. " Ain't

never seen 'im before to the best of me know-

ledge. But you'll see 'im at the finish."

The other regarded his chestnut com-

placently.

" He won't live half a mile if we get

goin'," he remarked. " You want a horse

if hounds find in Spinner's Copse : not a

prehistoric bone-bag." He glanced at the

old groom's expressionless face, and gave a

short laugh in which there was more than

a hint of self-satisfaction. " And you can't

get a horse without money these days,

George, and dam' big money at that." He

carefully adjusted his pink coat as he sat

in the saddle. " Have the grey taken to

Merton cross-roads : and you can take the

car there, too," he continued, turning to the

chauffeur.

Then with a final hitch at his coat, he

too went out of the yard. For a while

the old groom watched him dispassionately,

until a bend in the road hid him from sight.

Then he turned to one of his underlings and

delivered himself of one of his usual cryptic

utterances.

" 'Ave yer ever seen a monkey, Joe, sittin'

on the branch of a tree, 'uggin' a waxwork

doll ? "

" Can't say as 'ow I 'ave, Garge," returned

the other, after profound cogitation.

" Well, yer don't need to. That monkey'd

be the same shape 'as 'im on a 'orse."

II.

THE meet of the South Leicesters at Spinner's

Copse generally produced a field even larger

than the normal huge crowd which followed

that well-known pack. It was near the

centre of their country, and if Fate was kind,

and the fox took the direction of Hangman's

Bottom, the line was unsurpassed in any

country in the world.

It was a quarter to eleven when the tall,

spare man, having walked the three-quarters

of a mile from Boddington's, dismounted by

the side of the road, and thoughtfully lit a

cigarette. His eyes took in every detail of

the old familiar scene : and, in spite of

himself, his mind went back to the last time

he had been there. He smiled a little bitterly:

he had been a fool to come, and open old

wounds. This game wasn't for him any

more : his hunting days were over. If

things had been different : if only He

drew back as a blood chestnut, fretting and

irritable under a pair of heavy hands, came

dancing by, spattering mud in all directions.

If onlyâ��well ' -he might have been riding that

chestnut instead of the heated clothes-peg

on his back now. He looked with a kind

of weary cynicism at his own mount, mourn-

fully nibbling grass : then he laid a kindly

hand on the. animal"s neck.

" 'Tain't your fault, old son, is it ? " he

muttered. " But to think of Spinner's Copse

â��and you. Oh ! ye gods ! "

" Hounds, gentlemen, please." The man

looked up quickly with a sudden gleam in

his eyes as hounds came slowly past. A

new second whip they'd got ; he remembered

now, Wilson had been killed at Givenchy.

But the huntsman, Ferrers, was the sameâ��

a little greyer perhapsâ��but still the same

shrewd, kindly sportsman. He caught his

eye at that moment, and looked away

quickly. He felt certain no one would

recognize him, but he wanted to run no

risks. There weren't likely to be many of

the old crowd out to-day, and he'd altered

almost beyond recognitionâ��but it was as

well to be on the safe side. And Ferrers, he

remembered of old, had an eye like a hawk.

He pretended to fumble with his girths,

turning his back on the huntsman. It was

perhaps as well that he did so for his own

peace of mind ; for Joe Ferrers, with his

i aw slowly opening, was staring fascinated at

the stooping figure. He was dreaming, of

course ; it couldn't be himâ��not possibly.

The man whom this stranger was like was

deadâ��killed on the Somme. Entirely

imagination. But still the huntsman stared,

until a sudden raising of hats all round

announced the arrival of the Master.

It was the moment that the tall, quiet

man, standing a little aloof on the outskirts

of the crowd, had been dreading. He had

told himself frequently that he had forgotten

the girl who stepped out of the car with her

father ; he had told himself even more

frequently that she had long since forgotten

him. But now, as he saw once more the

girl's glowing face and her slender, upright

figure, showed off to perfection by her habit,

he stifled a groan, and cursed himself more

bitterly than ever for having been such a

fool as to come. If onlyâ��once again those

two bitter words mocked him. He had not

forgotten ; he never would forget ; and it was

not the least part of the price he had to pay

for the criminal negligence of his late father.

He glanced covertly at the.gtrl ; she was

talking vivaciously to the man whom he

had designated as a heated clothes-peg. He

noticed the youth bending towards her with

an air of possession which infuriated him ;

then he laughed and swung himself into the

saddle. What had it got to do with him ?

Then on a sudden impulse he turned to a

farmer next him.

" Who is that youngster talking to the

Master's daughter ? " he asked.

The farmer looked at him in mild surprise.
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" THE HUNTSMAN WAS STARING FASCINATED AT THE STOOPING FIGURE. HE WAS DREAMING,

OF COURSE. THE MAN WHOM THIS STRANGER WAS LIKE WAS DEADâ��KILLED ON THE SOMME."

1 You'm a stranger to these parts, mister,

evidently," he said. " That be young Mr.

Dawson ; and folks do say he be engaged

to Miss Gollanfield."

Engaged ! To that young blighter !

With hands like pot-hooks, and a seat like

an e'ephant ! And then, quite suddenly,

he produced his handkerchief, and proceeded
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most unnecessarily to blow his nose. For

Ferrers was talking excitedly to Sir Hubert

Gollanfield and Major Dawlish, the hunt

secretary ; and the eyes of all three men

were fixed on him.

" I thought it was before, sir, and then I

saw him mount, and I know," said Ferrers,

positively.

" It can't be. He was killed in France,"

answered the Master. " Wasn't he, David ? "

" I've always heard so," said Dawlish.

" I'll go and cap him now and have a closer

look."

" Anyway, Joe, not a word at present."

The Master turned to Ferrers. " We'd

better draw the spinney first."

Through the crowd, as it slowly moved

off, the secretary threaded his way towards

the vaguely familiar figure ahead. It

couldn't be ; it was out of the question.

And yet, as he watched him, more and more

did he begin to believe that the huntsman

was right. Little movements ; an odd,

indefinable hitch of the shoulders ; the

set of the stranger's head. And then, with

almost a catch in his breath, he saw that the

man he was following had left the crowd,

and was unostentatiously edging for a certain

gap, which to the uninitiated appeared

almost a cul-de-sac. Of course, it might be

just chance ; on the other hand, that gap

was the closely-guarded preserveâ��as far as

such things may be guardedâ��of the chosen

few who really rode ; the first-flightersâ��the

men who took their own line, and wanted

that invaluable hundred yards' start to get

them clear of the mob.

Slightly quickening his pace, the secretary

followed his quarry. He overtook him just

as he had joined the bare dozen, who, with

hats rammed down, sat waiting for the

first whimper. They were regarding the

newcomer with a certain curiosity as the

secretary came up ; almost with that faint

hostility which is an Englishman's special

prerogative on the entrance of a second

person to his otherwise empty railway

carriage. Who was this fellow in ratcatcher

mounted on a hopeless screw ? And what

the devil was he doing here, anyway ?

" Mornin', David." A chorus of greeting

hailed the advent of the popular secretary,

but, save for a brief nod and smile, he took

no notice. His eyes were fixed on the

stranger, who was carefully adjusting one

of his leathers.

" Excuse me, sir." Major Dawlish walked

his horse up to him, and then sat staring

and motionless. " My God, it can't be "

He spoke under his breath, and the stranger

apparently failed to hear.

What is the cap ?" he asked, courteously.

" A fiver this season, I believe."

" Danny 1 " The secretary was visibly

agitated. " You're Danny Drayton ! And

we thought you were dead ! "

" I fear, sir, that there is some mistake,"

returned the other. " My name is John

Marston."

In silence the two men looked at one

another, and then Major Dawlish bowed.

" I beg your pardon, Mr. Marston," he

said, gravely. " But you bear a strange

resemblance to a certain very dear friend

of mine, whom we all believed had been

killed at Flers in i<ji6. He combined

two outstanding qualities," continued the

secretary, deliberately, " did that frÃenÂ« I

of mine : quixotic chivalry to the point

of idiocy, and the most wonderful horse-

manship."

Once more the eyes of the two men met,

and then John Marston looked away, staring

over the wonderful bit of country lying

below them.

" I am sorry," he remarked, quietly,

" that you should have lost your friend."

" Ah, but have I, Mr. Marston ; have I ?"

interrupted David Dawlish quickly.

" You tell me he died at Flers," returned

the other. " And very few mistakes were

made in such matters, which have not been

rectified since."

He disappeared a year or two before the

war," said the secretary, " suddenlyâ��with-

out leaving a trace. We heard he had gone

to New Zealand ; but we could get no con-

firmation.. Do you ever go. to the Grand

National, Mr. Marston ? " he continued, with

apparent irrelevance.

The stranger stiffened in his saddle. " I

have been," he answered, abruptly. Merciful

heavens ! wouldn't some hound own to

scent soon ? â�¢

" Do you remember that year when a

certain gentleman rider was booed on the

course ? " went on the secretary, reminis-

cently. " It was the year John Drayton

and Son went smash for half a million : and

it was the son who was booed."

" I don't wonder," returned the stranger.

He was a fool to ride."

" Was he, Mr. Marston ? Was he ? Or

was it just part of that quixotic chivalry of

which I have spoken ? The horse was a

rogue : there was no one else who could do

him justice : so, rather than disappoint his

friend, the owner, the son turned out."

" And very rightly got hissed for his

pains," said John Marston, grimly. " I

remember the smash wellâ��Dray ton's smash.

It ruined thousands of poor people : and

only a legal quibble saved a criminal prosecu-

tion."

" True," assented the secretary. " But

it was old Drayton's fault. We all knew it

at the time. Danny Draytonâ��the son '"

" The man who died at Flers," interrupted
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John Marston, and the secretary looked at

him quietly.

" Perhaps : perhaps not. Mistakes have

occurred. But whether he died or whether

he didn'tâ��the son was incapable of even a

mean thought. He was not to blame."

" I must beg to diSer, sir," returned John

Marston. " The firm was Dray ton and Son :

the Son was responsible as much as the

father. If one member of a firm goes wrong,

the other members must make good. It is

only fair to the public."

" I see," answered the secretary. " Then

I wonder who the other member of the firm

can have been ? The father died soon after

the exposure : the son died at Flers." He

looked John Marston straight in the face.

" That would seem to account for the

firm," returned the other, indifferently.

" Except for one thing," said the secretary,

" the significance of whichâ��-strangely enough

â��has only just struck me. There's a certain

old farmer in this district, who invested one

hundred pounds with Draytonâ��all his

savings. Along with the rest, it went

smash. A month or two ago he received

one hundred and thirty-five pounds in notes,

from an unknown source. Seven years'

interest at five per cent, is thirty-five pounds."

And suddenly the secretary, usually one of

the most unemotional of men, leaned for-

ward in his saddle, and his voice was a little

husky. " Danny ! You damned quixotic

fool ! Come back to us : we can't aSord to

lose a man who can go like you."

The man in ratcatcher stared fixedly in

front of himâ��his profile set and rigid. For

a moment the temptation was well-nigh over-

whelming : every account squared upâ��every

loss made good. Then, ringing in his ears,

he heard once more the yells and cat-calls

as he had cantered past the stand at Aintree.

" As I said to you before, sir," he said,

facing the secretary steadily : " My name is

John Marston. You are making a mistake."

What Major Dawlish's reply would have

been will never be known. He seemed on

the point of an explosion of wrath, when

clear and shrill through the morning air

came- Joe Ferrers' " gone away." The pack

came tumbling out of covert, and every-

thing else was forgotten.

" It's the right line," cried John Marston,

excitedly. " Hangman's Bottom, for a quid."

The field streamed off, everyone according

to their own peculiar methods bent on

getting the best they could out of a breast-

high scent. The macadam brigade left

early, and set grimly about their dangerous

task. The man whose horse always picked

up a stone early if the run was likely to be a

hot one, and arrived cursing his luck, late but

quite safe, duly dismounted and fumbled

with his outraged steed's perfectly sound

hoof. The main body of the field streamed

along in a crowdâ��that big section which is

the backbone of every hunt, which contains

every variety of individual, and in which

every idiosyncrasy of character may be

observed by the man who has eyes to see.

And then in front of all, riding their own line

â��but not, as the uninitiated might imagine,

deliberately selecting the most impossible

parts of every jump, merely for the sport of

the thingâ��the select few.

They had gone two miles without the

suspicion of a check, before the secretary

found himself near Sir Hubert. Both in

their day had belonged to that select few,

but now they were content to take things a

little easier.

" It's Danny, Hubert," said the secretary,

as they galloped side by side over a pasture

field towards a stiff-looking post and rails.

" Calling himself John Marston."

The Master gruntedâ��glancing for a

moment under his bushy eyebrows at the

man, two or three hundred yards in front,

who, despite his mount, still lived with the

vanguard.

"Of course it is," he snorted. "There's

no one else would be where he is, on a horse

like that, with hounds running at this rate."

They steadied their pace as they came to

the timber, and neither spoke again till they

were halfway across the next field.

" What's his game, David ? Confound

you, sir," his voice rose to a bellow, as he

turned in his saddle and glared at an im-

petuous youth behind, " will you kindly

not ride in my pocket ? Infernal young

puppy ! What's his game, David ? "

" Quixotic tommy-rot," snorted the other.

" He knows I know. he's Danny : but he

won't admit it."

" Has Molly seen him yet ? " Sir Hubert

glanced away to the left, where his daughter,

on a raking black, had apparently got her

hands full.

" I don't know."

The secretary, frowning slightly, followed

the direction of the other's gaze. David

Dawlish was no lover of young Dawson.

He watched the girl for a moment, noting the

proximity of the blood chestnut close to

her : then he turned back to his old friend.

" That black is too much for Molly, Hubert,"

he said, a trifle uneasily. " He'll get away

with her some day."

" You tell her so, and see what happens,

old man," chuckled Sir Hubert. " I tried

once." Then he reverted to the old subject.

" What are we going to do about it, David,

if it is Danny ? "

" There's nothing we can do," answered

the other. " Officially, he's dead ; the War

Office have said so. If he chooses to remain

John Marston, we can't stop him."
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" THEY FLEW THE BROOK SIMULTANEOUSLY, AND SWEPT ON UP THE OTHER SIDE OF THE

A TREAT TO

And so for the time the matter was left ;

the hunting-field, when the going is hot

enough for the veriest glutton, is no place

for idle speculation and talk. There is time

enough for that afterwards ; while hounds

are running it behoves a man to attend to

the business in hand.

The pace by this time was beginning to

tell. The main body of the hunt now

stretched over half-a-dozen fields ; even the

first flight section was getting thinned out.

And it was as David Dawlish topped the

slight rise which hid the brook at the bottom

of the valley beyondâ��the notorious Cedar

Brookâ��that he found himself next to Molly

Gollanfield.

Streaming up the other side were hounds,

with Joe Ferrers safely over the water and

fifty yards behind them. Two or three others

were level with him, riding wide to his flank,

but the secretary's eyes were fixed on a

man in ratcatcher who was just ramming

an obviously tiring horse at the brook.

With a faint grin, he noted the place he had

selected to jump ; the spot, well-known to

everyone familiar with the country as being

the best and firmest take-off. He watched

the horse riseâ��just fail to clearâ��stumble

and peck badly ; he saw the rider literally

lift it on to its legs again, and sail on with

barely a perceptible pause. And then he

glanced at Molly Gollanfield.

" Well ridden ; well ridden ! " The girl's

impulsive praise at a consummate piece of

horsemanship made him smile a little

grimly. What would she say when she

knew the identity of the horseman ? And

what would he say ?

They flew the brook simultaneously,

young Dawson a few yards behind, and

swept on up the other side of the valley.

" Who is that man in front, Uncle

David ? " called out the girl. â�¢" It's a treat

to watch him ride."

" His name, so he tells me, is John

Marston," said the secretary, quietly.

" Has he ever been out with us before ? "

They breasted the hill as she spoke, to

find tliat the point had ended, as such a run

should endâ��but rarely doesâ��with a kill

in the open. The survivors of the front

brigade had already dismounted as they

came up, and for a few moments no one

could think or speak of anything but the
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VALLEY. ' WHO IS THAT MAN IN FRONT, UNCLE DAVID ? ' CALLED OUT THE GIRL. ' IT'S

WATCH HIM RIDE.' "

run. And it was a Captain Malvin, in one

of the Lancer regiments, who recalled the

mysterious stranger to the girl's mind.

" Who is that fellow in ratcatcher, Major ? "

Malvin was standing by her as he spoke, and

the girl glanced round to find the subject of

his interest.

He had dismounted twenty or thirty yards

away, and was making much of his horse,

which was completely cooked.

" Saw him in Boddington's," remarked

young Dawson. " How the devil did he

manage to get here on that ? "

" By a process known as riding," said

Malvin, briefly. " If you mounted that

man on a mule, he'd still be at the top of a

huntâ��eh, Miss Gollanfield ? "

But Molly Gollanfield was staring fas-

cinated at the stranger. " Who did you say

it was. Uncle David ? " Her voice was low

and tense, and Malvin glanced at her in

surprise.

" John Marston," returned the secretary,

slowly, " is the name he gave me."

And at that moment the man in ratcatcher

looked at the girl.

" John Marston," she faltered. " Why-

whyâ��it's Danny ! Danny, I thought you

were dead ! "

She walked her horse towards him .and

held out her hand, while a wonderful light

dawned in her eyes.

" Danny ! " she cried, " don't you remem-

ber me ? "

And gradually the look of joy faded from

her face, to be replaced by one of blank

amazement. For the man was looking at

her as if she had been a stranger.

Then, with a courteous bow, he removed

his hat. " You are the second person,

madam, who has made the same mistake

this morning. My name is John Marston."

But the girl only stared at him in silence,

and shook her head.

" I've been watching you ride, Danny,"

she said, at length, " and just think of itâ��I

didn't know you. What a blind little fool

I was, wasn't I ?"

" I don't see how you could be expected

to recognize me, madam," answered the

man. " I hope you'll have as good a second

run as the one we've just had. I'm afraid

this poor old nag must go stablewards."

He looped the reins over his mare, and
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once more raised his hat as he turned

away.

'' But, Danny," cried the girl, a little

wildly, " you can't go like this."

" Steady, Molly." Young Dawson was

standing beside her, looking a little ruffled.

" I don't know who the devil Danny is or

was ; but this fellow says he's John Marston.

You can't go throwin' your arms round a.

stranger's neck in the huntin'-field. It's

simply not done."

" When I require your assistance on what

is or is not done, Mr. Dawson, I will let you

know," returned the girl, coldly. "Until then,

kindly keep such information to yourself."

" Mr. Dawson ! " The youth recoiled a

pace. " Molly ! what do you mean ? "

But the girl was taking not the slightest

notice of him ; her eyes were fixed on the

stranger, who was talking for a moment to

David Dawlish.

" You forgot to take my cap," he said to

the secretary, with a smile. " If you like I

will send it along by post ; or, if you prefer it,

I have it on me now."

And at that moment it occurred. It was

all so quick that no one could be quite sure

what happened. Perhaps it was a horse

barging into the black's quarters ; perhaps

it was the sudden flash of young Dawson's

cigarette-case in the sun. Perhaps only

Uncle David saw what really caused the

black suddenly to give one wild convulsive

buck and bolt like the wind with the girl

sawing vainly at its mouth.

For a moment there was a stunned silence ;

then, with an agonized cry, Sir Hubert

started to clamber into his saddle.

" The quarry ! " His frenzied shout sent

a chill into the hearts of everyone who

heard, and half the hunt started to mount.

Only too well did they know the danger ;

the black was heading straight for the old

disused slate-pit.

But it was the immaculate Dawson who

suffered the greatest shock. He had just

got his foot into the stirrup when he felt

himself picked up like a child and deposited

in the mud. And mounted on his chestnut

was the man in ratcatcher.

" Keep backâ��all of you." The tall, spare

figure rose in the saddle and dominated the

scene. " It's a one-man job." Then he

swung the chestnut round, gave him one

rib-binder, and followed the bolting black.

" Hi I you, sir ! " spluttered Dawson,

shaking a fist at the retreating figure.

" That's my horse."

But no one paid the smallest attention to

the aggrieved youth ; motionless and intent,

they were staring at the two galloping

horses. They Ð·Ð°Ð»Ñ� the man swinging left-

handed, and for a moment they failed to

realize lus object.

" What's he doing ? What's he doing ? "

David Dawlish was jumping up and down in

his excitement. " He'll never catch her like

that."

" He will," roared the cavalryman. " Oh,

lovely, lovelyâ��look at that recovery, sirâ��I

ask you, look at it ! Don't you see his game,

man? " he turned to the secretary. " He's

coming up between her and the quarry, and

he'll ride her off. If he came up straight

behind, nothing could save 'em. It's too

close."

Fascinated, the field watched the grim

raceâ��helpless, unable to do anything but

sit and look on. The man in ratcatcher had

been right, and they knew it, when he had

called it a one-man job. A crowd of galloping

horses would have maddened the black to

frenzy.

And as for the two principal performers,

they were perhaps the coolest of all. For a

few agonizing seconds, when the girl first

realized that Nigger was bolting, she pan-

icked ; then, being a thoroughbred herself,

she pulled herself together and tried to

stop him. But he was away with herâ��

away with her properly ; and it was just

as she realized it, with a sickening feeling

of helplessness, that a strong, ringing voice

came clearly from behind her left shoulder.

" Drop your near rein, Molly ; put both

hands on your off, and pullâ��girlâ��pull !

I'm coming."

She heard the thud of his horse behind her,

and the black spurted again. But the

chestnut crept up till it was level with her

girthsâ��till the two horses were neck and

neck.

" Pull, darling, pull ! " With a wild thrill

she heard his voice low and tense beside

her ; regardless of everything, she stole one

look at his steady eyes, which flashed a

message of confidence back.

" Pullâ��pull, on that off rein."

She felt the chestnut hard against her.

legs, boring into her as the man, exerting

every ounce of his strength, started to ride

her off.

The black was coining round little by

little ; no horse living could have resisted

the combined pull of the one rein and the

pressure of the consummate rider on the

other side. More and more the man swung

her right-handed, never relaxing his steady

pressure for an instant, and, at last, with

unspeakable relief, she realized that they

were galloping parallel with the edge of the

quarry and not towards it. It had been

touch and goâ��another twenty yards : and

then, at the same moment, the}' both saw

it. Straight in front of them, stretching

back from the top of the pit, there yawned

a great gap. She had forgotten the landslip

during the last summer.
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She saw the man lift his crop, and give

the black a heavy blow on the near side of

his head ; she heard his frenzied shout of

" Pullâ��for God's sakeâ��pull ! " and then

she was galloping alone. Dimly she heard

a dreadful crash and clatter behind her ;

she had one fleeting glimpse of a chestnut

horse rolling over and over, and bumping

sickeningly downwards, while something else

bumped downwards too ; then she was past

the gap with a foot to spare. That one

stunning blow with the crop had swung the

amazed black through half a right-angle to

safety ; it had made the chestnut swerve

through half a right-angle the other way

Ah, no ! not that. Not deadâ��not dead.

He couldn't be thatâ��not Danny. And she

knew it was Danny ; had known it all along.

Blowing like a steam-engine, the black had

stopped exhausted, and she left him standing

where he was, as she ran back to the edge

of the gap.

" Danny ! Dannyâ��my man ! " she called

in an agony. " Speakâ��just a word, Danny.

My God ! it was all my fault ! "

Feverishly she started to clamber down

towards the still figure sprawling motionless

below. But no answer came to her ; only

the thud of countless other horses, as the

field came up to the scene of the disaster.

Sir Hubert, almost beside himself with

emotion, was babbling incoherently ; the

secretary and Joe Ferrers were little better.

" Only Danny could have done it," he

cried over and over again. " Only Danny

could have saved her. And, by Gad ! sir,

he hasâ��and given his life to do it." He

peered over the top, and called out anxiously

to the girl below : " Careful, my darling,

careful ; we can get to him round by the

road."

But the girl paid no heed to her father's

cry ; and when half-a-dozen men, headed

by David Dawlish, rode furiously in by the

old entrance to the quarry, they found her

sitting on the ground with the unconscious

man's head pillowed on her lap.

She lifted her face, streaming with tears,

and looked at the secretary.

" He's dead, Uncle David. Danny ! my

Danny ! And it was all my fault."

For a few moments no one spoke ; then

one of the men stepped forward.

" May I examine him, Miss Gollanfield ? "

He knelt down beside the motionless figure.

I'm not a doctor, but " For what

seemed an eternity he bent over him ; then

he rose quickly. " A flask at once. There

is still life."

It was not until the limp body had been

gently placed on an extemporized stretcher,

to wait for the ambulance, that the cavalry-

man turned to David Dawlish.

" Danny !" he said, thoughtfully. " Not

Danny Drayton ? "

" Himself . and no other," replied the

secretary. " Masquerading as John Marston."

The cavalryman whistled softly. " The

last time I saw him was at Aintree, before

the war. I never could get to the bottom

of that matter."

" Couldn't you ? '' said David Dawlish.

" And yet it's not very difficult. ' The sins

of the fathers are visited 'â��you know the

rest. He disappeared ; and every single

sufferer in that crash is being paid back."

" But why that dreadful quod to-day ? "

pursued the soldier.

" All he could get, most likely. Bodding-

ton's cattle are pretty indifferent these days."

Dawlish glanced at the stretcher, and the

corners of his mouth twitched. " The

damned young fool could have had the piek

of my stable if he'd asked for it," he said,

gruffly. " Dannyâ��on that herring-gutted

bruteâ��at Spinner's Copse ! But he was

always as proud as Lucifer, was Danny :

and I'm thinking no one will ever know what

he's suffered since the crash." And then,

with apparently unnecessary violence, the

worthy secretary blew his nose. " This

cursed glare makes my eyes water," he

announced, when the noise had subsided.

The cavalryman regarded the dull gloom

of the old pit dispassionately.

" Quite so. Major," he murmured at

length. " Erâ��quite so."

III.

" WELL, Sir Philip !" With her father

and David Dawlish, Molly was waiting in

the hall to hear the verdict. The ambulance

had brought the unconscious man straight

to the Master's house : and for the last

quarter of an hour Sir Philip Westwood, the

great surgeon, who by a fortunate turn of

Fate was staying at an adjoining place, had

been carrying out his examination. Now

he glanced at the girl, and smiled gravely.

" There is every hope. Miss Gollanfield,"

he said, cheerfully.

With a little sob the girl buried her face

against Sir Hubert's shoulder.

" As far as I can see," continued the doctor,

" there is nothing broken : only very severe

bruises and a bad concussion. In a week he

should be walking again."

" Thank God ! " whispered the girl, and

Sir Philip patted her shoulder.

" A great man," he said, " and a great

deed. I'll come over to-morrow and see

him again."

He walked towards the front door, fol-

lowed by Sir Hubert, and the girl turned her

swimming eyes on David Dawlish.

" If he'd died. Uncle David," she said,

brokenly, " Iâ��I "
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" He's not going to, Molly," interrupted

the secretary. Then, after a pause, " Why

did you put the spur into Nigger ?" he asked,

curiously.

" You saw, did you ? " The girl stared

at him miserably. " Because I was a little

fool : because I was mad with himâ��because

I loved him, and he called himself John

Marston." She rose, and laughed a little

wildly. "And then when Nigger really did

bolt I was gladâ��glad : and when I saw him

beside me, I could have sung for joy. I

knew he'd comeâ��and he did. And now

I could kill myself."

And staunch old David" Dawlishâ��uncle

by right of purchase with many sweets in

years gone by, if not by bloodâ��was still

thinking it over when the door of her room

banged upstairs.

" A whisky and soda, Hubert," he

remarked, as the latter joined him, " is

clearly indicated."

" We'll have trouble with him, David,"

grunted the Master. " Damned quixotic

young fool. He's got no right to get killed

officially : it upsets all one's plans. Pro-

bably have to pass an Act of Parliament to

bring him to life again."

" Leave it to Molly, old man." The

secretary measured out his tot. " Leave

it all to her."

" I never do anything else," sighed Sir

Hubert. " What is worrying me is young

Dawson."

" There's nothing really in that, is there ? "

David Dawlish looked a little anxiously at

his old friend : as has been said before, he

was no lover of young Dawson.

" There's a blood chestnut stone-dead at

the bottom of a pit," returned the other.

" However "

" Quite," assented Dawlish. " Leave it

to Molly : leave it all to her."

Which, taking everything into considera-

tion, was quite the wisest decision they

could have come to ; it saved such a lot of

breath.

They both glanced up as a hospital

nurse came down the stairs. " Miss Gol-

lanfield asked me to tell you. Sir Hubert,"

she remarked, " that the patient is con-

scious. She is sitting with him for a few

minutes."

" Oh, she is, is she ? " Sir Hubert rose

from his chair a little doubtfully.

" Sit down, Hubert ; sit down," grinned

Dawlish. " Haven't we just decided to

leave it all to her ? "

" Well, John Marston ! Feeling better ? "

The man turned his head slowly on the

pillow, and stared at the girl.

"What an unholy " he muttered.

" How's the horse ? "

The girl looked at him steadily. " Dead

â��back broken. We thought you'd done the

same."

" Poor brute ! A grand horse." He

passed one of his hands dazedly across his

forehead. " I had to take himâ��I couldn't

have caught you on mine. I must explain

things to yo\\r fianci."

" My what ? " asked the girl.

" Aren't you engaged to him ? " said the

man. " They told me " The words

tailed off, and he closed his eyes.

For a moment the girl looked at him with

a great yearning tenderness on her face ;

then she bent over and laid a cool hand on

his forehead.

" Go to sleep, Danny Drayton," she

whispered. " Go to sleep."

But the name made him open his eyes

again.

" I told you my name was John Marston,"

he insisted.

" Then I require an immediate explanation

of why you called me darling," she answered.

He looked at her weakly ; then with a

little tired smile he gave in.

" Molly," he said, very low, " my little

Molly. I've dreamed of you, dear ; I don't

think you've ever been out of my thoughts

all these long years. Just for the moment

â��I am Danny ; to-morrow I'll be John

Marston again."

" Will you ? " she whispered, and her

face was very close to his. "Then there

will be a scandal. For I don't see how John

Marston and Mrs. Danny Drayton can '

possibly live together. My dear, dear man ! "

Thus did the man in ratcatcher fall asleep,

with the feel of her lips on his, and the touch

of her hand on his forehead. And thus did

two men find them a few moments later,

only to tiptoe silently downstairs again,

after one glance from the door. *

" Damn this smoke," said David Dawlish,

gruffly. " It's got in my eyes again."

" You're a liar, David," grunted Sir

Hubert. " And a sentimental old fool be-

sides. So am I."
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UT into the corridor where

three middle-aged charwomen

were sloshing soapsuds and

hot water trickled the echoes

of Bessie Bellairs' reedy

soprano :â��â�¢

" And I'll always be true

To myself, dear, and you,

In my beautiful garden of dreams."

Mrs. O'Brien soused her brush in the foam-

ing pail at her side and attacked the floor

as if she bore it a grudge.

" True, is it, me daisy ? " she queried,

scornfully, looking in the direction of the

half-open door leading to the auditorium.

" Ah, you'll be true to him as long as he

keeps you well supplied with the money,

but you'll come out of your garden of dreams,

me lady, and take a walk somewhere else

when the milch cow goes dry."

" Don't be too hard on the poor thing,

Mrs. O'Brien," ventured Mrs. Anderson.

She's more to be pitied than blamed, as

my poor husband used to say, may the Lord

have mercy on his soul."

Mrs. O'Brien rose on her knees and turned a

withering look upon her coadjutor. " Pitied,

eh ? " she shot back with fine scorn. " Don't

be wastin' your sympathies on stage women,

Mrs. Anderson, or leastwise not on the kind

that does be in these musical plays. Ain't I

right, Miss Nobles ? "

The third woman, who had paused in her

work to listen to the observations of her two

companions, turned somewhat timidly to-

ward Mrs. O'Brien. She was a sad-eyed

creature whose face bore faint traces of a

former beauty that one gifted with an

imagination might have reconstructed -into

something a bit bold and flaming. Her eyes

were large, dark, and deep-seated, and her lips

were full. Her hair was streaked with white,

but there were masses of it still, and the out-

lines of what once must have been a fine neck

and lovely shoulders were revealed thronghher

unkempt blouse, half open at the throat. She

smiled a bit wearily as she made answer.

" Perhaps we shouldn't judge them, Mrs.

O'Brien," she said, quietly. " They're so

young and life is so interesting to them."

Mrs. O'Brien tossed her head contemptu-

ously, dipped her brush, and began to scrub

vigorously once more.

" Shure what do you know about it ?"

she asked. " Wait till you've been mixed

up with 'em as long as meself and Mrs.

Anderson here and you'll sing another song."

The woman did not reply. She smiled

wearily again and listlessly resumed her work.

So she didn't know anything about them ?

What difference did it make, anyway ?

What use to even think about it ? And yet

she couldn't help thinking. She paused

again and stared straight ahead. Into her

deep-set eyes there came a look of great

wistfulness, and then she bent once more

to her monotonous task.

Inside the theatre the experimental trials

of the recently-maligned Bessie Bellairs' song

were over for that morning and the chorus was

rehearsing the dance steps of a ragtime num-

ber. Every now and then, above the sound

of shuffling feet and the clamorous piano, could

be heard the voice of Bennie Davidson, the

stage manager, raised in angry criticism.

" Loosen up, girls, loosen up," he shouted.

" Faster, faster, there you areâ��keep her

goingâ��lively ; all together, now, right turn,

one, two, threeâ��that's better ! One hoiir

for lunch. Everybody back at two, and

notes to teacher don't go if you're late."

Bennie lit a cigarette and strolled off with

slouched shoulders. He was engaged in one

of the most strenuous exploits of his career

and his whole manner indicated a great strain.
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Meyerfield, manager of the roof restaurant-

theatre where the famous Meyerfield Mid-

night Revue held forth for the jaded pleasure-

seekers who insisted upon finishing off an

evening at the theatre with still another

show, had suddenly decided two days before

to put on a new edition of this entertain-

ment at two weeks' notice. Inasmuch as

these shows were usually planned months

ahead and rehearsed for from four to six

weeks, it can readily be understood that there

was reason for the terrific nervous -tension

under which Bennie Davidson was labouring.

" Get your idea tank working, Bennie,"

Meyerfield had said two days before. " Go

the limitâ��don't spare the cash. It's up to

you."

Bennie hadn't slept more than four hours

since. At the present moment eight assorted

song writers were seeking inspiration for

" special numbers " ; three artists were

working feverishly on costume plates ; six

vaudeville agents were devoting all their

energies to " digging up " new entertainers ;

Meyerfield himself was conducting diplomatic

negotiations of a most delicate nature with

a temperamental grand opera singer ; and

Ernest Hoffer, the great impressionistic

scenic artist, was evolving a series of weirdly

beautiful designs for stage settings. All

these activities had been started by Bennie,

whose brain was just about the busiest piece

of mechanism then functioning in the great

city. His imagination was running riot in

search of some novel notion which might be

utilized for an unusual, distinctive, and

unique number. Bennie was famous for the

novelties he always managed to put into the

shows he staged, and he knew what the public

and Meyerfield expected of him, but somehow

this time he couldn't fix on anything that

seemed to satisfy him. The show, of course,

was still in embryo, but as plotted out so far

it lacked the Big Idea. That was what

Bennie was now searching for as he paced

nervously up and down. Relaxing the

tension finally he strolled out into the

mirrored corridor, leaned against a plush-

covered pillar, and gazed abstractedly at the

three charwomen.

" It's wild times you seem to be ha vin'

in there this morning, Mr. Davidson," re-

marked the talkative Mrs. O'Brien, looking

up at him sympathetically. " Them linger-

longer Lucys of yours seem to be dyin' on

your hands."

Bennie laughed delightedly.

" You said a mouthful that time, old lady,"

he chuckled. " These rehearsals are cutting

in on their sleep something terrible. They've

got to get up at nine every morning. Isn't it

sad ? I've only got twelve days to get

these dances ready, and they won't even start

to begin to commence to behave."

Mrs. O'Brien snorted derisively and tossed

her head.

" Dances ? " she questioned. " Shure

what do them lilies of the valley know about

dancin' ? I could shake a bettir foot

meself, old as I am, than the most of 'em."

" I'll bet you could," responded Bennie,

" I'll bet you could. You've got more life

in you than "

But the sentence died on his lips. He

stood looking into space for a full half

minute. The tired look in his eyes was

replaced by an eager blaze of sudden interest.

His stooped shoulders straightened and his

body became taut once more. Then he

started for Meyerfield's office at the end of

the corridor on a half run, calling back over

his shoulder to the startled Mrs. O'Brien :â��

" You've given me the Big Idea, old lady.

You're my pal for life ! "

Meyerfield was in the middle of the dicta-

tion of a letter when Bennie bounced in on

him.

" Don't say a word until I get through,"

he begar,, breathlessly. " I've just met the

Big Idea out in the corridor. Mrs. O'Brienâ��

you know, the stout old dame, that's been

scrubbing floors here as far back as I can

rememberâ��well, she gave it to me. She

said she bet she could shake a better foot

than most of our girls. I told her I'd bet

she could, too, and then the whole thing

came to me. I'm going to have a char-

women's chorusâ��not a fake oneâ��the regular

goods. I'm going to take 'em all, fat ones

and thin ones, just as they comeâ��no make-

up, tousled hair and shabby shoesâ��and I'm

going to use 'em as a chorus. I'll get her

to malte up, of course, as near like one of 'em

as she can. I'll get Billy Parsons to write a

songâ��something lively, a good, snappy-

lyricâ��something about 'as we scrub, scrub,

scrubâ��as we rub, rub, rub'â��see what I

mean ? I'll make 'em all sing the refrain and

do a dance. They'll be the funniest bunch

of misfits any audience ever saw."

Bennie paused for lack of breath. Meyer-

field assumed his most judicious and thought-

ful pose, wrinkled his forehead, took a long

pull at his cigar, and slowly let the smoke

float out of his half-opened mouth.

" It's a novelty, all right," ventured

Meyerfield, cautiously ; " but you know I've

made my reputation with beauty choruses

and the last word in costumes. It's taking a

chance."

" Contrast, old man," urged Bennie. " The

others'll show off so much the better follow-

ing this crowd. Are you on ? "

" All right." replied Meyerfield, carefully.

" Go ahead, but if it turns out a failure I'll

never forgive you."

Bennie was out in the corridor again

before the manager had finished his speech.
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"SIX ODDLY-ASSORTED FEMALES WERE LINED UP FOR INSPECTION. ' LADIES/ SAID THE STAGE-

MANAGER TO TT.'E CHARWOMEN, ' I'M GOING TO PCT YOU ON THE STAGE IN THE NEW SHOW.' "
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A messenger went scurrying for the char-

women, and in five minutes six oddly-

assorted females, bewildered and dazed,

were lined up for inspection. They were a

strange contrast to the group of languid and

lithe-limbed houris who stood about the

corridor watching with scantly-concealed

amusement. These were the famous Mid-

night Revue girls, accounted on two con-

tinents the most dazzingly beautiful array

of stage girls in all America. They were just

in from lunch, and they lounged around,

wondering what strange whim had seized

Bonnie Davidson.

â�¢ Only the woman called Miss Nobles gave

evidence of ever having been destined for

aught else than a scrub life in a drab world.

The others laughed sillily when told by

Bennie to stand in line. Only she flushed,

as if conscious of the humiliation of the

situation.

" Ladies," began Bennie. " I've got a nice

surprise for all of youâ��-it's a chance to get

a little extra coin every Saturday night and

to show our young ladies here that they're

not the whole works. I'm going to put you

on the stage in the new show."

Three or four of the -Midnight Revuo girls

laughed mockingly at that. The char-

women looked uncomprehendingly at each

othfir.

" Is it kidclin' us you are, Mr. DavMson ? "

inquired Mrs. O'Brien. " If you are, you

ought to be in better business than makin'

fools out of a crowd of poor women before

the likes of these daffy-downdillys here."

" Nothing of the sort," replied Bennie.

" I'm going to put you on with Bellairs in a

charwoman number, and you're going to

have a chance to shake your feet in a little

dance. It's ten minutes' extra work every

night and some extra money for all of you

every Saturday. Rehearsals start to-morrow.

I've got to get a song written. Not a word

of this outside. It's our big surprise. Are

you all willing ? "

Mrs. O'Brien looked around at her asso-

ciates.

" I'm for it," she announced. " I'm for

it strong. We'll show these fancy birds

that there's a fandago or two up our sleeves

they know nothin' about. Are you with me,

ladies ? "

The Nobles woman found voice for the

others.

" Of course we are, Mrs. O'Brien," she said.

" Of course we are. It's a great opportunity,

a most unusual opportunity."

" Freddie " Van Vleck was playing solitaire

in his library and enjoying a finely-flavoured

cigar. It was five o'clock in the afternoon,

and " Freddie " always played solitaire at

that time for exactly an hour. It was one

of his fixed habits. Life as it is ordered in

this day and generation was not to his liking.

The rushing years had swept him along ;

they had whitened his hair and his mous-

tache and his trim little imperial, but the

soul of him hadn't changed.

" Freddie " was reshuffling the pack for a

new deal when the quiet of the library was

disturbed by the boisterous inrush of his

grand-nephew, Richard Blackwell, an en-

gaging young person of twenty, who had no

respect for his uncle's sacred traditions and

who was fond of " stirring up the old boy and

watching him erupt."

" Uncle Freddie," he said, " I've got a

proposition to make, and I'll bet you don't

dare take me up."

" Not interested in dares this morning,"

replied Mr. Van Vleck shortly, as he slipped a

red seven on a black eight. He paused for

ten seconds to let this little pleasantry soak

in, and then added : " However, for the sake

of the respect I suppose I owe your dear

mother's boy, I'll biteâ��what is it ?"

" It's this way," began the young man,

eagerly. " You see, it's my treat to-night

with my little crowd, and I'm taking three or

four of the fellows to see ' Oh, La, La ' at the

Garrick. I've got a box and there's an

extra seat, and afterwards we're all going up

to see the new Midnight Revue. I've got a

front table. Of course, I know you never

go to the theatre now ; but I've told

the fellows what a rare chap you are, and

they're all on edge to meet you. You

wouldn't change your mind and go, would

you ? "

Uncle Freddie slammed the cards down on

the table and pushed his chair back noisily.

" I wouldn't go," he said, irascibly, " if

the King of England sent a royal equerry

with a handwritten invitation. Theatre,

eh ? There isn't any that I have any

knowledge of. Your mother lured me into

one, one night four years ago, after I'd stopped

going for God knows how long ; and of all

the trash and drivel and inane stuff and

nonsense I ever heard in all my life, that show

was the limit."

The old gentleman, puffing from the

strenuosity of his outburst, ^dropped back in

his chair and lit his cigar again. His nephew,

his eyes' a-twinkle with merriment, watched

him Ã¯or a full half minute, and then said

quietly :â��

" I won't press the point, uncle. I know-

how you feel. Besides, I realize that you

haven't the enthusiasm for the theatre that

goes with youth, and you can't be expected

to stick around until two or three o'clock in

the morning with a crowd of young fellows.

It was foolish of me to have thought of it."

" Freddie " Van Vleck turned on him

fiercely.
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" I've lost my enthusiasm, have I ?" he

stormed. " I'll show you whether I have or

not. I'll go to your fool showsâ��both of 'em,

and I'll stay to the end. I may be sixty-five,

but my heart's as young as yours is, and

I'm going to prove it to you. I'll tell

Jamieson to harness up the bays and I'll

meet you in the lobby of the theatre. I

suppose you'll go in one of those fool taxis ?

Don't be late. I never was. Always made

it a rule to get in for the overture."

" Freddie " always dressed for. dinner, but

this night his niece noticed that there was

something particularly impeccable about his

appearance. His scant, grey hair was

brushed with especial neatness, and there

was a flush on his cheeks which was unusual.

He was actually whistling as he entered the

dining-room, something she had not heard

him do for many years.

" You're gay to-night. Uncle Freddie," she

said, pleasantly.

" Am I, my dear ? " he asked. " Yes,

perhaps I am. Vagrant memories, Mary ;

foolish, vagrant memories stirred up by that

boy of yours. I'm going out with him

to-night. Crowd of his young friends. In-

sane thing to do. I suppose I'll be bored

stiff ; but somehow he said something thatâ��

well, I just couldn't help going. Don't wait

up for me."

Uncle Freddie didn't enjoy " Oh, La, La."

He was prepared for the worst, and, in his

opinion, he got it. It was really a superior

sort of a piece, as such entertainments go,

presented with an air of daintiness and

delicacy against a background of rare beauty;

but there wasn't a thing in it from beginning

â�¢ to end that satisfied this dweller in the

theatrical past, who sat in the front of the

box and presented a picture of chastened

resignation throughout the evening. Ð�Ð£Ð¬ÐµÐ»

the final curtain fell and the audience filed

out into the lobby, Richard ventured the

suggestion that perhaps his uncle wouldn't

care to bother about going to the Midnight

Revue. Mr. Van Vleck turned on him

sharply.

"I'm what is called a bitter-ender," he

said. " I'm going to stick to the finish. It

certainly can't be any worse than this thing

we've seen."

When they were seated Richard began to

point out the celebrities who were filing to

their places, with a certain glib air of assur-

ance that rather tickled Uncle Freddie and

caused the first smile of the evening to spread

over his face.

" You're certainly well posted, Dick," he

said, good-naturedly. " I used to be myself,

boys, a great many years ago. Knew half

the house on an opening night. We used to

have our suppers after the show, not during

it; but when in Rome, you know. Different

VoL JÃ�X.-23.

timesâ��different ways. Call that waiter and

I'll show you how to order something that

may give a little zest to the subsequent pro-

ceedings." He was all animation now. He

adjusted his glasses, surveyed the menu, and

crisply ordered an elaborate supper.

The jazz band over in the corner began to

play the overture, and an expectant hush

settled down over the crowded auditorium.

Presently the gorgeous salmon-pink velvet

curtains which hid the little stage slowly

parted and revealed Bessie Bellairs, all in

shimmering white, standing near a tall

palm-tree, the two silhouetted against a

background of deep blue of such splendid

richness that it almost hurt the eyes. The

picture was full of the brooding mystery of

night in the desert, and was greeted with

an outburst of spontaneous applause. The

beautiful figure in white moved a little, and

then there came over the footlights the

words of " The Garden of Dreams.". \Vhen

the curtains fell again Richard plucked his

uncle's sleeve.

" That's a pretty start, isn't it ? " he

inquired.

" Beautiful picture," responded Mr. Van

Vleck, " but why did she sing ? She's got a

voice like a dull sa\v. Is that the best they

can do ? "

The band was swinging into a lively

number now, and presently out on the floor

of the auditorium itself, through doors that

led into the sides of the proscenium, there

tripped the members of the famous beauty

chorus. A pretty little blonde with a boldly

arresting smile slid out in front of them and

began to sing :â��

" For I'm a flippiiy-flip,

A zipitty-zip,

A sure enough, high-speed gal."

The chorus girls' bodies, swaying, and feet

beating a wild tattoo, swung out toward the

edge of the dancing floor until they almost

touched those seated at the front tables and

sang the refrain into their very faces. Two

or three of the bolder spirits among the men

in the front ranks pursed their lips in heavy

playfulness as if inviting a kiss. Mr. Van

Vleck backed out of range of the particular

siren directly in front of him and averted his

head. When all the encores, rapturously

demanded by the audience by the pounding

of little hammers on the tables, had been

sung, and there was a momentary lull in the

festivities, the old gentleman looked up at his

grand-nephew. ,

" Nice exhibition," he said, ironically.

" Dainty, delicate, and refined. Has a

subtle allure all its own. So this is the

modern idea of a good show, is it ? And

people turn up their noses when you mention
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the artists of other days. Why, these women

are just empty-headed fools not fit to tie the

shoe-strings of the stage girls I knew thirty

years agoâ��not fit to tie their, shoe-strings.

No voices, no personalityâ��just a silly sort

of beauty. It's sickening, that's what it is,

just sickening."

An eccentric comedian did an acrobatic

dance that sent the crowd into uproars of

merriment, but Uncle Freddie remained

unmoved by his antics. Then there was a

pause while the spectators consulted their

programmes. A line in them conveyed this

information :â��

" BESSIE BELLAIRS AND HER ' LADY FRENS '

IN A BIG SURPRISE."

Richard turned wisely to his uncle and his

friends.

" This is going to be the big hit of the

show," he said, in a half-whisper. " I've

got a friend who knows Trixie Turnerâ��she's

one of the girlsâ��and she told him all about

it. Wait till you see it."

The jazz band struck up a slow, insinuating

sort of a melody as Bessie Bellairs slouched

out on the floor attired in a faded-looking

black calico dress. She also wore a dirty

gingham apron and disreputable-looking

shoes ; her hair was rolled up in an untidy

knot on the top of her head ; her face was

smudgy ; her arms were bare to the elbows,

and she carried a pail and a scrubbing-brush.

She awkwardly sidled into a position in the

centre of the floor, and the audience burst

into clamorous applause that was a tribute

to a most effective bit of make-up. The

pseudo-charwoman rubbed her nose with

the back of her free hand and began to sing,

in a throaty voice, the written-to-order song

suggested by Bennie Davidson, who was

anxiously peering from behind the slit in the

curtain up on the stage. The chorus had a

catchy lilt that set feet tapping all over the

theatre :â��

" We scrub the floor

From eight to four ;

It's always rub, rub, rub,

And then we leave,

Would you believe ?

To cook the old man's grub.

These other dames,

Thev all have flames

And cars and sealskin coats.

We work, they play,

That's why we say :

' By gum, they get our goals.' "

As the audience frantically hammered on

the tables for an encore, out from the little

doorways came the charwomen, three each

side, swinging along in an awkward imitation

of the little dance that Bessie Bellairs was

now doing, and singing the chorus of the

song. They were as unkempt, as frowsy and

as toil-stained as if they had just got up

from their knees after a hard day's work,

and each of them carried a bucket and

brush. They seemed tremendously self-

conscious, and their efforts to conceal this

made the whole effect of their entrance

something so utterly incongruous, so gro-

tesquely ridiculous, that the audience roared

with laughter. Richard leaned over towards

his uncle anfl whispered hoarsely :â��

" They're the real goods, Uncle Freddieâ��

they're the regular women who scrub out

the building here. That's what Trixie

Turner says. They've never been on the

stage before."

" Freddie" Van Vleck didn't answer him for

a moment. His gaze was riveted on a woman

at the end of the lineâ��the woman Mrs.

O'Brien knew as Nobles. Something about

her appearance gave him a vague feeling of

anxiety. She seemed more certain in her

movements than the others, more at ease

as she swung around with them and went

swishing up the floor to the rollicking strains

of that inane song. â�¢

" That woman at the end has been on the

stage before, Dick," he said, quietly. " The

others are poor foolish idiots who ought to

be home in their beds ; but that woman

knows what she's doing and how to step out.

She looks like someone I once knew. I

can't remember who."

The charwomen turned again and came

marching down once more, toward the front-

row tables. The woman " Freddie" Van Vleck

was looking at seemed full of a certain joyous-

ness that caused many in the audience to

direct the attention of their companions

to her. She shook her head rollickingly, and

she made a queer little gesture with her right

arm and tossed her head as she stressed the

last line of the songâ��" By gum, they get our

goats." The two little gestures brought

back a flood of memories to " Freddie." They

came with a rush. Nellie Noblesâ��that's

who it was. That was the provocative way

she used to finish her songs in other days.

Nellie Noblesâ��" the imp of mischief "â��

that was what they called herâ��Nellie

Nobles, who had been the toast of a thousand

midnight suppers many years before ! He

looked intently again and was satisfied that

it was she, though what he saw seemed to

him at first like some monstrously cruel

caricature of the image which came peeping

out from one of the pigeon-holes of memory,

though, he finally admitted, there was much

of the old charm still there. The audience

demanded encore after encore and the women

came back again and again.

Finally the lights went up for the interval
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and the dancing-floor was filled with a

shrugging, shuffling throng of patrons. In

the blaze of illumination Richard missed

his uncle, who had quietly slipped away

from the table unseen during the numerous

encores and was speculating on the reason

for his absence, when the head-waiter* came

over and whispered confidentially in his ear :â��

" The old gentleman said I was to tell you

that he had paid the bill and that he'd

seen enough of the performance to satisfy

him," he said. " He seemed sort of excited."

Richard laughed and repeated the message

to his friends."

" Uncle Freddie's fed up," he said. " I'm

in for a course of lectures on the decline and

fall of the modern stage. The second one is

scheduled for breakfast in the morning.

I'll bet the old boy is snoozing already on the

way home."

Uncle Freddie, however, was not snoozing,

and he was not on his way home. At that

particular moment he was slipping a note and

his card into the receptive palm of a grizzled

stage-doorman and was murmuring quite

jauntily :â��

" I'd like this to reach Miss Nobles, if you

please."

" Yes, sir, yes, sir," responded the door-

man. " Miss Noblesâ��did ye say ? She's a

new wan to me. I don't seem to place her."

" Freddie " coughed nervously.

" She's aâ��she's a new one to a great many,

I fancy," he said, quickly. " She's one of

theâ��that is, I mean to say she's one of theâ��

aâ��one of theâ��middle-aged ladies."

" One of the charwomen, is it ? " inquired

the doorman, incredulously, as he looked

the trim old gentleman over from his shiny

top-hat to his patent leather boots, and then,

as " Freddie " nodded, he went inside,

mumbling under his breath : '' The like of

him asking for the likes of lierâ��it beats

me ! "

While the stage-doorman delivered his

message " Freddie " looked round. He seemed

full of strange emotions. Could it by any

possible chance be his heart that was flutter-

ing like that, fluttering just as it used to

flutter in days agone, when, in a tingle of

nervous apprehension, he had sent his card

in to a lovely lady and awaited her response

to his scribbled invitation to " a little supper

at Del's " ?

It was really only five minutes before Miss

Nobles herself appeared, but it seemed nearly

an hour to " Freddie." He saw her as she

came tlirough the door, and he felt for just a

passing second a stab of regret that he had

come. And yet she looked fresher and con-

siderably more comely than she had inside

the theatre. There was a bit of white

ruching round the collar of her black blouse.

"' Freddie " noticed that in the first glance of

quick appraisal. He noticed, too, that while

her dark suit was well worn, it fitted her, and

that, though it was a warm spring night,

she wore gloves. They were white cotton,

but they were gloves. Self-respect, he

thought, was still alive in the heart of this

friend of his youth. He stepped forward,

made a courtly bow, and took one of her

gloved hands in his own.

" It is Nellie Nobles, isn't it ? " he asked,

a bit chokily. ' The Nellie Noblesâ��' the

imp of mischief.' "

The woman involuntarily shrank back.

" It is," she said. " God help me, it is.

And who are you and what do you want ?

I read the name, but it meant nothingâ��Van

Vleckâ��I can't rememberâ��Frederick Van

Vleckâ��it can't be Freddie Van Vleck "

She broke Ð¾Ð± in a little hysterical gasp.

Her eyes were gleaming now. She clutched

his hand convulsively.

" That's who it is, Nellie," he replied,

huskily. " Foolish old Freddie Van Vleck.

Lots older, a bit wiser, but true to the old

days, Nellie, true to the old days."

She looked at him for many seconds, still

gripping his hand, as if fearful of losing hold

of this bit of her happier past. Then a

surge of tears flooded her eyes and trickled

down her cheeks. " Freddie " coughed appre-

hensively, withdrew his hand, wiped away a

furtive fleck of moisture or two in his own

eyes, and took her gently by the arm.

" My carriage is outside," he said, quietly.

" I'm going to take you to supper. No other

Lothario waiting, is there ? "

She smiled sadly at his little jest and

permitted herself to be led through the door

to the carriage. She stopped as she was

about to step inside.

" I can't," she said. " I'm not dressed.

I'd be ashamed. You'd be ashamed of me.

It wouldn't do, Freddie, it wouldn't do."

A quiver of delight shot through her

companion's alert frame. " Freddie "â��-how

easily she had slipped back through the

years to address him with the friendly

familiarity of other days. No woman had

called him that without the prefix of " uncle "

forâ��well, he couldn't remember. He gently

touched her arm and guided her inside.

" You're my guest, Nellie," he said.

" We'll go to a quiet placeâ��just a little table

in a corner and an old-fashioned chat."

The innate chivalry of his bearing, the

gentleness of his manner, overcame her

objections and restored to her a certain

feeling of pride that had been missing these

many years. When they reached the res-

taurant and were escorted to a table in the

deserted little room upstairs, her eyes were

dry once more and she carried herself with

a poise that would have caused Mrs. O'Brien

and Mrs. Anderson to gape with amazement,
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could they have seen her. " Freddie " was as

wide-awake as if it were midday, instead of

three long hours after his usual bed-time.

. His companion was gazing at him with

unseeing eyes. A surging flood of memories

was ' sweeping through her mind, memories

stirred from their resting-places by the voice

of the gallant old gentleman across the table,

by the first touch of kindness, of sympathetic

fellow-feeling that had come into her life for

years without number. He startled her out

of her reverie.

" Not as lively as Riccadonna's, eh, Nellie ? "

he' was saying. Remember that party

there that night you made your big hit, the

night Jennie Joyce got ill ? Gad, I can see

you nowâ��you were nineteen thenâ��white

arid red hussar uniform, wasn't it ?â��swagger

stick, tooâ��I remember you in the wings,

just before your turn, laughing at Mat

Humphries and me in the front row. Re-

member the crowd in your room afterwards

singing the chorus of that song of yours ?

Here's the wine, Nellie. Fill it up, waiter,

right to the brim. A toast, Nellie, a toastâ��

1 I give you the imp of mischief.' No tears,

Nellie, old girl, no tears. .A laugh for the

sake of the old days. That's betterâ��that's

better. Waiter's gone for the food,. Nellie.

Let you and I sing that song of yours.".

. He touched her hand across the table. A

tender w'istf ulness lay upon her face now, and

somehow it seemed to soften and to smooth

it. She looked round. to see if the waiter

was really gone and then she began the lilting

chorus of the old song, singing it with a

certain snap and dash that sent." Freddie "

into the seventh heaven of delight as he

hummed an obbligato...

" Men say I intrigue 'em ;

. Well, maybe that's so,'

But I never fatigue 'em

Like others I know.

I'm queen of the revels ;

Come, who'll, be my knight ?

I'll chase the blue devils

Of care out of sight." . .

"Freddie" jumped up and drew the wine

fnim its icy bed in the holder under the table.

He filled both their glasses, first tossing a

napkin over his arm and mimicking the

deferential manner of a particularly servile

waiter. It was an old trick of his that she

remembered, and she laughed merrily. She

grew serious again as he resumed his seat.

" Do you know, Freddie," she said, quietly.

" I haven't had a glass of champagne until

to-night for nearly twenty yearsâ��long years,

old friend, and hard ones."

Her companion's smile relaxed and he

touched her hand again, ever so gently.

" I suppose they must have been, Nellie,"

he said, sympathetically. " I should have

asked you about yourself before. It's been

so like a dreamâ��this hourâ��that I've felt as

if we'd drifted out of the present back into

the past. Here's the supper, and when the

waiter's gone you'll tell me all there is to tell."

And so Nellie Nobles poured out to an

understanding listener the story of the years

that had intervened since the days when her

name had passed from the newspapers and

the lips of the fickle public. She told it

simply, making no bid for sympathy, and yet

as she spoke the heart of her friend of other

days was torn with the sadness of it. Bobbv

Devereauxâ��wild, impulsive Bobbyâ��figured

in the early chapters. He had slipped out of

her life as suddenly as he entered it. She

had left the stage to travel in far places with

him, and he had flung away his last coin and

then his careless life in a sordid gambling

house in Shanghai. She had sung in a music-

hall there ; there had been a long illness and

no friends ; she had worked her way back

across the Pacific as a stewardess on a Jap-

anese liner and had found herself on Market

Street, San Francisco, one lovely spring

morning, with vjorld weariness in her heart

and only three silver dollars in her purse.

Pride had restrained the impulse to telegraph

to friends : in New York for aid ; she had

found work in a dingy concert-hallâ��but

the returns were pitiful ; her sparkle had

vanished and she could no longer intrigue

audiences with her singing.

There had been a marriageâ��she didn't go

into much details about this:â��except to say

that it had been an unfortunate one that had

brought her miseries undreamt of and that

had undermined the last remnants of her

spirit. She had drifted on the winds of

adversity back to the East ; a last spark of

her old-time self-reliance and pluck had

driven her to seek a theatrical engagement,

but the bloom of youth was forever gone and

her name meant nothing to the newer figures

in managerial offices. She had become a

housekeeper in a lodging-house, and she had

shut out the memories of old days so com-

pletely that they rarely came back, except

when they were stirred by the vagrant

echoes of some half-forgotten melody or by

a bit of news in the daily paper chronicling

the death of some friend of her youth. There

had been a fire that had destroyed the

lodging-house and all her little belongings

with it, and she had been obliged to find

immediate employment.

â�¢ " And then I saw an ad., Freddie," she

said, sadly. " ' Women wanted for work at

the Apollo,' it said. It didn't say ' girls.'

It said ' women/ and I thought, with a little

thrill, that maybe there might be a last

chance for me on the stage, but it was char-

women they wanted. I turned away, but
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THAT'S WHO IT is,' HE REPLIED. ' FOOLISH OLD FREDDIE. LOTS OLDER, A BIT WISER, BUT

TRUE TO THE OLD DAYS, NELLIE.' "
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there was a rehearsal going on and the young

girls were dancing andâ��well, I used to say to

myself that I'd go down on my knees to get

back in the theatre, and that's just what I

did. Then they staged the absurd thing you

saw to-night and I got my last chance.

Sorry sort of a chance, Freddie, a sad little

joke. I went through with it. I couldn't

help it. To-night's the end, though. I can't

do it again. I can't stand people poking fun

at meâ��they didn't do that once upon a

time."

" Of course they didn't, old girl," mur-

mured Freddie, soothingly.

He paused reflectively and regarded her

closely.

" Nellie," he asked, impulsively. " Don't

you think you could get out of your rut and

come back to life againâ��come back with

something of the flavour of the old days ? "

Her body straightened and her shoulders

went back as if some subtle, electric impulse

from the dynamic old gentleman across

the table had suddenly charged her whole

being.

" Maybe," she said, a little startled at her

daring, " maybe I could."

The waiter found them still chatting

animatedly a half hour afterwards when he

turned out all the lights in the room except

the one on their table. They took the implied

hint, but they were still discussing some mat-

ter of apparently great importance as they

went downstairs to the waiting carriage.

" Freddie " was the first down to breakfast

in the morning, though he had only had four

hours sleep. He was as crisp and fresh as

the unopened morning paper at his plate.

Richard dropped in lazily when he had nearly

finished his coffee and toast.

" Morning, Dick," said " Freddie." " Late

hours, I see. Highly reprehensible. Why

didn't you get home early as I did and wait

and see the rest of that show some other

time ? That's what I'm going to do. By

the way, I've got a social obligation to repay.

How'd you and that crowd of young bloods

like to be my guests to-night at the theatre ?

Fine lot of boys thatâ��I want to do the

right thing ! "

" To-night, Uncle Freddie ? " asked Richard.

" Did you say to-night ? "

" That's what I said," responded the old

gentleman, cheerily. " You and your chums

meet me at the club," he said, " and we'll all

have dinner and go from there. Six-thirty

sharp, mind."

Richard began calling up lus friends later

in the day in a kind of mental daze.

" I can't understand it," he confided to

Billy Bayard. " Never saw him quite so

lively. I don't know where he's taking us,

but we'll trail along "

Billy Bayard's chuckle was quite audible

over the wire.

" Never do to miss that party, Dick," he

laughed. " Oh, we'll all be amongst those

present. You can bet on that."

The dinner at the Players' Club was a

brisk and lively affair. " Freddie " had chosen

" The Balkan Bride," an operetta with

modern trimmings, for his second night's

excursion into the realms of make-believe,

and though he approved of it no more than

he had " Oh, La, La " the night before, he

was not so apathetic in his demeanour. He

kept up a running fire of sarcastic comment

from the rear of the box that delighted the

youngsters more than the comedian's best

" gags." No one was really surprised when

he announced after the curtain had fallen

that he thought they " might as well take

another look at that fool thing up on the

roof " now that they were in the neighbour-

hood. He hadn't seen all of it, he said, and

he confessed that he was a bit curious to see

the end.

" I want you boys to loosen up to-night,"

he said, jauntily, when they were seated.

"I'm going to. The longer I stayed last

night the better I liked the show."

It was champagne to-night. It began to

flow presently, and under its influence Uncle

Freddie became more expansive than before.

He even applauded a bit when Bessie Bellairs

sang " The Garden of Dreams," and when

the " zipitty-zip " person came skyhooting in

his general direction he actually waved his

hand. When the charwomen came on for

their chorus after the Bellairs girl had sung

the verse of the " rub, rub, rub " song, he

gave signs of intense excitement.

" Great idea, this," he said, eagerly, to his

guests. " Richest thing in the show. Watch

it carefully."

And then he raised his glass and actually

drank to the woman at the left end, a woman

in whose deep-set eyes there blazed a strange

light and whose cheeks were flushed through

her make-up. She saw him do it and she

smiled back at him. A dozen people in the

front row caught the incident and laughed.

" The old boy's making an appointment,"

said a blatant voice. " Little Buttercup's

made a hit."

" Freddie " didn't hear this, but Richard clid

and somehow he felt a little ashamed.

What terrible thing was this rejuvenated

uncle of his going to do next, he asked him-

self ? The women were awkwardly lumber-

ing off now and the little hammers of the

spectators were beating a furious tattoo on

the tables.

Bessie Bellairs came swinging on again for

the encore, the women following after.

" Freddie " was leaning forward now and look-

ing full at the woman on the left. He was
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clutching the table-cloth nervously with one

hand and holding one of the little hammers

in his other and keeping time with the jazz

band. Bessie Bellairs, one hand on her hip and

the other swinging her pail, poised herself to

sing. A movement behind her* attracted

her attention and she turned. The woman

on the left was leaving her position in the line

and was stepping forward, her face agleam

with lively fun. The band leader hadn't

noticed and the musicians swung into the

opening bar of the chorus. The leading lady

was so petrified with astonishment that she

forgot to open her mouth.

The woman on the left sang with such verve

and such comic gusto that before she was half

through she seemed to have everyone in

the audience in a mood of joyous abandon.

People on all sides caught the infection of

her personality, were moving their heads in

time to the music, humming as many of the

words as they could remember, tapping their

feet and gently pounding their hammers on

the tables in front of them. There was a

flair in her singing that gave a new fillip to the

proceedings after the thin-voiced effort of

Bessie Bellairs. The gentle hammer-taps

grew into a noisy uproar when the chorus

was finished and clamorous applause swept

the theatre. "Freddie" was pounding on

his table with two hammers with all the

vigour and relentlessness of a riveting

machine.

" Make way, ladies and gentlemen," he

was shouting, " make way for the ' imp of

mischief/ "

Bessie Bellairs had slipped off the stage

when Nellie Nobles took the encore away

from her, and at that instant she was scream-

ing at Bennie Davidson in the wings in

strident protest.

" You stop her this minute," she shouted,

" or I walk out to-night and I never come

back. You can take your choiceâ��me or

this charlady."

The leader, receiving no instructions and

fearful of a fatal dead pause in the entertain-

ment, had struck up the chorus of the song

again to still the tumultuous din, and Nellie

Nobles was singing it once more with even

greater relish and flavour than before. She

was alone now. The startled and speechless

Mrs. O'Brien and her associates had backed

off through the proscenium doors in dumb

bewilderment. She swung into the centre

of the stage, set down her bucket, put her

arms akimbo on her hips, and tossed her

head from side to side with a backward tilt

that was irresistible in its appeal.

Suddenly, as she swung into the last line,

the lights went out and the theatre was

plunged in darkness except for the red glow

of the exit globes. Bennie Davidson had

yielded to the ultimatum of Bessie Bellairs

and had taken this means of getting the

presumptuous volunteer off the stage. She

was prepared for something like this, however,

and though the jazz band stopped there could

be heard out of the darkness the last words of

the song, cutting the silence with a comic

inflection :â��

" By gum, they get our goats."

And then a rollicking laugh, followed by-

cries of " Give her a chance " and " Fair

play " began to sound out from all sides,

shrilly punctuating an ever-increasing volume

of thunderous applause. A certain excited

elderly gentleman in the front row was

shouting :â��

" Stick it out, Nellie. Stick it out.

We'll fight it out if it takes all the summer.

Won't we, boys ? "

" You bet we will, Uncle Freddie," came

from half-a-dozen lusty young throats.

Bennie Davidson was plunging out of the

proscenium door to grab the offender and

try to pull her off when he found his arm

clutched in the firm grip of Meyerfield.

" Get those lights on," shouted the latter,

" and give that woman a chance. There'll

be a riot if you don't. She's the biggest hit

we've had for years."

Bennie yelled an order, the electrician

turned a switch and the lights flashed up,

revealing Nellie Nobles still standing in the

centre of the stage with her hands on her

hips and a saucy smile on her flushed face

The audience broke into an uproar.

The jazz band struck up the insinuating

melody of the song again and she sang the

chorus once more. Then she motioned to

the leader for an encore and swung across

the stage in an eccentric dance that was so

full of the essential spirit of burlesque that

the audience rocked with laughter. She

finished, bowed, kissed her hand to the house

with all the light grace of a ballet dancer, and

ran off through the half-open door on the

right and into the very arms of Meyerfield,

who had been watching the proceedings with

eager intentness.

A veritable tumult reigned in the theatre.

The racket was deafening

" Take another encore," shouted Meyer-

field. " Give 'em something else if you've

got anything up your sleeve. You're over

the top all right and still going some."

Nellie smiled up at him and ran out once

more. She held up her hand to restrain the

applause.

" Dear, good friends," she said, good-

naturedly. " I must ask your forgiveness

for not knowing the sort of song that's

popular nowadays. If you'll bear with me,

though, I'll try to sing something other

audiences used to like many years ago.

It's a funny sort of a song for a charwoman
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to sing, and I hope you'll believe me when I

tell you that I wasn't dressed exactly like

this the last time I sang it on the stage.

The orchestra doesn't know it, I'm sure, and

I'll have to sing it without music, but I

think I'll be able to get through. I had a

little rehearsal last night."

She smiled at a certain old gentleman as

she said this, and a certain old gentleman

smiled back. Then, in response to urgent

demands to "go on " from all parts of the

theatre, she began the old song that she and

the friend of her youth had sung the night

before in the little restaurant. Its naive

that you looked different from the other

women. I certainly must say that you've

'made the best ' come-back ' I ever heard of.

It's going to be town talk to-morrow and

you're going to stay here with us. Bellairs

has walked out. You'll do that song to-

morrow night and anything else that comes

into your head. I'll get Billy Parsons and a

bunch of others to work up some new songs

for you and I'm going to blazon your namr

all over the town. And the money

will be goodâ��mind you. I'm (

glad you staged your come-back '

in this way, but I can't make

NELLIE NOBLES WAS SINGING THE SONG ONCE MORE.

simplicity, in contrast to the vulgar banality

of the songs of the day, won the audience

instantly and there was encore after encore.

Five minutes after she had bowed for the

twentieth time she was up in the dingy

dressing-room that she shared with Mrs.

O'Brien and Mrs. Anderson, listening to

eloquent remarks from Meyerfield.

" So you're Nellie Nobles ?" he was saying.

" I might have known it. I told Bennie

Davidson that first day I saw you at rehearsal

SHE SWUNG INTO THE CENTRE OF THE

IRRESISTIBLE IN

out why you didn't look me up in the regular

way and ask for an engagement."

The faint flicker of a smile came and went

on the woman's face.

" Nobody knew," she said, quietly, " except

an old friendâ��a very old friend. You see,

it wasn't altogether my idea. Heâ��well, he

really wrote this new act for me."

Down in the side street a rejuvenated

" Freddie " Van Vleck, his top-hat set at a
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STAGE, SET DOWN HER BUCKET AND TOSSED

ITS APPEAL."

decidedly rakish angle and his eyes fairly

dancing with delight. Was escorting a group

of young men to the stage door and addressing

various and sundry remarks to them.

" I was sure of it," he was saying; "sure

that if one of those girls I used to know in

the old days ever got a chance to show up

against a crowd of these so-called beauties

who are clogging up the stage to-day she'd

show 'em up in no time. Old fogey, am I,

Dick ? Well, here we are. Let me remind you.

HER HEAD WITH A BACKWARD TILT THAT WAS

young gentlemen, that you are going to

meet one of the finest women and one

of the greatest artistes in this country and

that "

The stage-door swallowed them up, and if

the policeman lounging in the shadows near

by had had a properly attuned ear he might

have caught the faint nutter of wings as the

eternal spirit of romance flew away on the

winds of the morning in quest of a new

adventure.
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ROMANTIC
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MODERN

. TIMES .

Lowell

Thomas

IV.

" By the Ã�race of Allah,

I, Auda Abu Tayi, warn

you to quit Â¿I rabia before

the end of T^amadan.

We. jlrabs want this

country for ourselves.

Unless this be done, by

the beard of the

Prophet, I declare you

proscribed, outlawed,

and fair game for any-

one to faill."

T

HE above was

the personal

declaration of

war issued by

the most picturesque

brigand of Arabia, /

Auda Abu Tayi, the

Bedouin Robi

, te

bin /

opies L

Hood. Three cop

of it written in

goat's blood on

wide strips of sheepskin were delivered by

Howeitat couriers mounted on racing camels

COLONEL T. E. LAWRENCE.

Copyright, 1920, by Lowell Thomas.

to the Sultan of Turkey, to Djemal

Pasha, the Viceroy of Syria and

Arabia, and t o the Mutessarif of

Kerak, governor of a province of

the old Ottoman Empire on the

edge of the desert near the

southern end of the Dead Sea.

The author of this edict is

the greatest Bedouin hero of

modern Arabian history and

the most celebrated fighting

man the desert has pro-

duced for four generations.

He and Emir Feisal and

Colonel Lawrence, who

led the desert armies

in the land of the

Arabian Nights,

are the central

figures of the

present - day

i songs.and

poems of the

nomad tent-

dwellers of the

East.

Auda is the

chieftain of the

Abu Tayi sub-

section of the

great Howeitat

tribe which roams

the country between

the head of the Gulf of

Akaba and the lower

end of the Dead Sea

and Central Arabia.

He is tall, straight,

lean, and powerful,

and although sixty

years of age he is as

active and sinewy as

a panther. His lined

and haggard face is

pure Bedouin. He has a broad low fore-

head, high sharp-hooked nose, greenish-
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brown eyes which are inclined to slant out-

ward, large mouth, black pointed beard,

and moustache tinged with grey. In accord-

ance with the Howeitat style, his lower jaw

is clean-shaven.

Auda is famous throughout Arabia for

his reckless daring, his sweeping hospitality,

his wit, his feuds, and his extreme polygamy.

He has been married twenty-eight times,

and says he has hopes of raising it to fifty

before he dies. He has been wounded

twenty-two times, and in his battles has

seen all his tribesmen hurt and most of his

relatives killed.

Under Auda's leadership the Howeitats

have become the finest fighting force in

Western Arabia, and Colonel Lawrence

regarded them as the backbone of his wild

desert army. Of him, Lawrence once re-

marked to me : " This old Bedouin hero is

as hard-headed as he is hot-headed. His

patience is extreme. He receives advice,

criticism, or abuse with a smile as constant

as it is charming. Nothing on earth would

make him change his mind, or obey an order,

or follow a course of which he disapproved."

His mind is packed with stories of old

raids and epic poems

of fights. He speaks

of himself in the third

person, and so sure is

he of his own fame and

place of prominence in

Arabian history that

nothing delights him

more than to roar out

stories against him-

self. He is modest,

simple as a child,

direct, honest, kind-

hearted, affectionate,

and warmly loved

even by those to whom

he is most tryingâ��his

friends I

Old Auda Abu Tayi

loses no opportunity

of adding to his

enemies. The Arabian

Revolution appealed

to him largely because

it furnished him with

the ideal excuse to

"take on" and declare

personal war against

the Turkish Govern-

ment.

The Howeitat, in

many ways, are the

most picturesque of

all the desert peoples.

They cause more

trouble, have more

enemies, and take

MOHAMMED ABU

TAYI,

ONLY SON OF AUDA

ABU TAYI, AND THE

YOUNGEST WARRIOR

IN THE HEJAZ ARMY.

ALTHOUGH ONLY

ELEVEN YEARS OF AGE,

HE FOUGHT THROUGH

THE WHOLE DESERT

CAMPAIGN.

AUDA ABU TAYI,

THE GREATEST FIGHTER THE ARABIAN DESERT

HAS PRODUCED FOR FOUR GENERATIONS. HE

HAS KILLED MORE THAN SEVENTY-FIVE MEN IN

PERSONAL COMBAT, AND HAS BEEN MARRIED

TWENTY-EIGHT TIMES.

part in more blood - feuds than a.ry

other tribe. They are the most obstinate
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and unruly and quarrelsome people I have

ever met. They seem to have no fear.

One small boy of the Howeitat tribe, will

take a rifle and engage in battle against

twenty men. No man in the tribe will

recognize any other as a sheikh, and they

accept Auda as their leader merely because

of his amazing daring and prowess. The

Howeitat are unable to unite among them-

selves even when attacked from outside.

About the only thing they have in common

are wounds and the tribal marks on their

camels.

The Howeitat tribe is divided into two

great subdivisions : the Ibn Jazi and the

Abu Tayi. For fifteen years the two sec-

tions have waged relentless war against

each other, until " Shereef " Lawrence suc-

ceeded in persuading both of them to unite

with Hussein and Feisal to drive out the

Turk.

Even then Lawrence found it necessary

to keep the two subsections attached to

different parts of his army in order to pre-

vent them from leaping at each other's

throats. Both were willing to obey Law-

rence's orders so long as they were not

brought face to face with each other, in

which event they regarded themselves as

in honour bound to start a row.

I recall an instance of how Lawrence

managed to handle this delicate problem.

It was in June, 1917. We were attending

a conference in the courtyard of Emir

Feisal's palace at Akaba. Seated in a circle

around the Emir were thirty shereefs and

sheikhs, all heads of prominent tribes.

Among them were six Howeitat sheikhs of

the Ibn Jazi subsection. Suddenly I saw

a swift change sweep over the usually im-

passive countenance of the young English-

man. Jumping to his feet, he slipped noise-

lessly, but with lightning speed, to the

doorway of the courtyard. A group of

fierce-looking men were about to enter,

but Lawrence, with some witty remark

which made them laugh, led them off in a

different direction. Later, when I ques-

tioned him regarding his speedy exit, he

informed me that the warriors who had

been about to enter were none other than

the renowned Auda, his cousin Mohammed,

and some of the other leading fighting men

of the Abu Tayi section of the Howeitat.

He added if Auda and his companions had

strolled on into the palace courtyard, a

bloody battle would have been staged right

in front of Emir Feisal himself. Such an

incident might easily have led to the total

disruption of the Arabian army. During the

last seventeen years, Auda Abu Tayi is said

to have killed more than seventy-five men

in hand-to-hand combat. One day I asked

him how many of his victims had been

Turks. He replied that none of them were.

He explained that he never counted Turks

because he regarded them as women ! '

Of course, the Howeitat and the Druses

are blood enemies, and Lawrence more than

had his hands full keeping them from killing

each other instead of Turks. In 1912 fifty

of Auda's fighting camel-men had captured

eighty Druse horsemen in battle. This is

striking evidence of the fighting ability of

the Howeitat, because one horseman is

usually considered as worth two camel-men

in a'fight, owing to the fact that a Bedouin

can manÅ�uvre a horse much more rapidly

than a camel. Ever since that engagement

the Druses had been on the alert, hoping

some day to take the Howeitat by surprise

and annihilate them.

When Auda heard that Hussein, the Grand

Shereef of Mecca, had started a revolt against

the Turks, he and his fearless followers

jumped on their steeds, dashed down across

the burning sands, and swore on the Koran

that they would make the Shereefs enemies

their enemies. A great banquet was held

in honour of the occasion. While they were

dining, Auda happened to recall that he had

a set of Turkish false teeth in his mouth.

Jumping up from the feast, he dashed out

of the tent and smashed them on a rock.

For two months he was in such agony he

could eat nothing but milk and boiled rice.

When Lawrence came down from Egypt

Auda's mouth was giving him so much trouble

that it was necessary for the young British

lieutenant to send back to Cairo for a

British dentist, who came down and made a

special set of Allied teeth for old Auda.

He takes a wild delight in making his

friends uncomfortable. At times the inimi-

table Auda seems seized with a demon of

mischief, and in large gatherings shouts

appalling stories of the private matters of

his host or guests. For instance, on one

occasion he came into the tent of his cousin

Mohammed, and in a loud voice told us how

villainously his cousin had behaved at El

Wijh. A Bedouin's tent is divided into two

parts, one for the women and one for the

men, separated by a little curtain of goafs-

hair cloth. So, of course, Mohammed's

wives could hear what Auda was saying.

Naturally they were deeply interested. In

vivid and racy style he described how his

cousin had bought a beautiful necklace of

pearls for his favourite wife, but had given

it to a siren in El Wijh instead. This tale,

fanciful though it was, caused a great

commotion in the household of Mohammed,

and made his life unbearable for several

weeks.

Lawrence once remarked to me that Auda,

like Caesar, had the gift of keeping his own

country free, but all its borders a great ring
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"A GROUP OF FIERCE-LOOKING MEN WERE ABOUT TO ENTER, BUT LAWRENCE, WITH SOME

WITTY REMARK WHICH MADE THEM LAUGH, LED THEM OFF IN A DIFFERENT DIRECTION."
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of enemies. Even the great Nuri Shalaan,

as well as all of Auda's other friends, went

in terror lest they might in some way

offend against his pleasure.

His name means " Father of Flying."

I recall the day when Auda took his first

flip in an aeroplane. Instead of showing

signs of fright he insisted on his pilot,

Captain Furness Williams, taking him higher

and higher. When they at last slipped back

to earth after a half-hour of stunting and

playing leap-frog over the date-palms where

Solomon used to sit fanning himself beside

the lapping waters of the Red Sea, he

expressed great delight at the experience.

His one regret was that he had no rifle with

him, so that he might have shot everybody

in Akaba.

Auda is a born brigand, in fact as much so

to his friends as to his enemies. Frequently

he would come down to Akaba to pay his

respects to Captain R. G. Goslett, one of

Lawrence's associates, who superintended

the Service of Supplies. Of all the tribes

the Howeitat are the most open and shame-

less beggars. They wearied Goslett day

and night with their preposterous demands.

In his charming and polite way, Auda

would suggest to Goslett that the gift of

ten bags of flour might be acceptable. On

one occasion Goslett became a bit irritated,

and suavely turned the conversation off to

the topic of camels. Nothing further was

said about the flour, but an hour later one

of Goslett's men rushed breathlessly into

his tent with the information that Auda

and his followers had broken into the Supply

Depot, loaded their camels with twenty bags

of flour, and disappeared into the " blue."

All Bedouin Arabs carry some sort of a

good-luck charm. The talisman which hangs

about Auda's neck is probably the most

extraordinary to be found in all Arabia. It

is a tiny copy of the Koran about an inch

square. For this amulet he paid two

hundred pounds in gold. One day he

displayed it to us with great pride, and

Lawrence discovered that it had been

printed in Glasgow ! The original cost-

mark was still faintly visible inside the

cover. The price was cightcenpencc.

Auda Abu Tayi's home is on a mud-flat

eighty miles east of Akaba. During the

campaign Lawrence told the old brigan-.l

much about life in Europe, which caused him

to want a house for a home instead of a goafs-

hair tent. The first obstacle that confronted

him was the labour problem. He solved this,

however, by raiding a Turkish garrison and

carrying off fifty prisoners. These he put

to work digging wells. After that job was

finished he promised to give them their

liberty if they built him a beautiful house.

So they constructed a forty-room palace, but

owing to lack of timber were unable to put

a roof over it. The ever-resourceful Auda

immediately thought of a happy plan.

Calling his warriors, they galloped off across

the sands to the Hejaz railway, overpowered

a passing Turkish patrol, and carried off

thirty telegraph poles, which now form the

framework for the roof of this Arabian

knight's castle.

Auda has only one son living. All the

others have been killed in raids and feuds.

Young Mohammed Abu Tayi is eleven years

of age. He is so tiny that his father picks

him up by the scruff of his neck and swings

him up on his camel with one hand. The lad

fought beside his father and Colonel Lawrence

like a veteran throughout the entire Arabian

campaign. He carried a short rifle, which he

used with great skill. One day early in the

campaign, when they were starting off on

an expedition against the Turks, Lawrence

asked him if he had ever been on a raid

before.

" Yes," replied little Mohammed ; " thanks

be to Heaven, this is my fifth."

He was so small that his father, afraid lest

he should fall asleep on his horse while on the

march at night, and drop off and be injured,

usually stuffed him into one of his own great

saddle-bags, where the swaying of AudaV

camel would lull him to sleep and dreams of

raids and Jinns until the red sun arose above

the desert horizon.

Next to Auda, Mohammed el Dheilan is

the chief figure of the Howeitat. He is

taller than Auda, and more massiyely

built. He is a square-headed, thoughtful,

intelligent man of forty-five, with a sou-

humour and a kind heart carefully conr

ccaled beneath it. According to Lawrence,

in his youth he was notoriously wild, but

reformed himself the night he was con-

demned to be hanged by Nevris Bey, Sami

Pasha's staff officer, and has repaid many of

the injuries he once wrought. He acts as

business manager of the Abu Tayi, and

frequently as their spokesman. His tastes

are rather luxurious, and his ploughed land

at Tafileh and his little house at Maan

introduced him to luxuries which took root

amongst the tribe. Hence the mineral

waters and the parasols of a Howeitat

Ghazzu. Mohammed is greedy, richer than

Auda, more calculating, deeperâ��but a fine

fighting man too, and one who knows how

to appeal to everything in his hearers'

nature, and to bend them to his will by

words.

Zaal Ibn Motlog is Auda's nephew. He

is about twenty-five, with petite features.

carefully curled moustache, polished teeth,

trimmed and pointed beard, like a French

professional man. He, too, is greedy, sharp

as a needle, of no great mental strength, but
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trained for years Dy Auda as chief scout to

the tribe, and therefore a most acceptable

and dashing commander of a raid.

Auda Ibn Zaal is the fourth great man

of the Abu Tayi. He is silent and more

usual in type than Auda, Mohammed, or

Zaal, but the Howeitat flock to his side

when there is a raid, and say that in action

for concentrated force he

is second only to Auda,

with some of the skill of

Mohammed, super-added.

Lawrence, of course, has

seen all four chiefs under

fire frequently, and saw in

them all a headlong un-

reasoning dash and courage

that accounted easily for the

scarred and mutilated figures

of their tribesmen.

Lawrence remarked, while

we were trekking across the

desert of Forbidden Arabia,

that the handling of Arabs

is an art, not a science, and

with many exceptions and

no obvious rules.

I had asked him to give

me an idea of what he

considered the best way of

dealing with the nomad

Bedouins. My motive in

asking this was simply to

try to extract from him in

his own words something

of the methods which had

enabled him to accomplish

what no other man had ever

been able to do. He replied

in a manner indicating

that he thought I wanted

the information simply to

assist me in dealing with

the Bedouins with whom

we were living at that time.

Had he suspected my real

purpose, he would have

turned the conversation into

other channels.

" The Arabs form their

judgments on the externals

we ignore," he began.

" Therefore it is vitally im-

portant that a stranger

should watch every move-

ment he makes and every

word he says during his

first weeks of association with these people.

Nowhere in the world is it so difficult

to atone for a bad start as in the Arabian

desert. However, once you succeed in

gaining their confidence, you can do pretty

much as you please with them, as well

as many things with yourself which would

MOHAMMED EL DHEILAN.

ONE OF THE RICHEST NOMADS IN

THE DESERT, AND SECOND CHIEF-

TAIN OF THE GREAT HOWEITAT

TRIBE, WHICH WAS THE BACK-

BONE OF COLONEL LAWRENCE'S

ARMY.

cause them to regard you as an outcast if

done at first."

To illustrate the importance placed on

externals, Lawrence told me about an Allied

officer who once went up-country, and the

very first night was the guest of an Howeitat

sheikh. He sat down on a rug with his feet

stretched out in front instead of tucked under

in Arab style. Bedouins dis-

like looking at one another's

feet. To sit with your pedal

extremities in front of you

is as much a sign of ill-

breeding with them as it

would be with us to put

our feet on our host's lap!

With the Arabs it is also a

sign of bad breeding to

choke over food. They be-

lieve it a sign that a man is

greedy if he chokes, and say

the devil has caught him.

Riding a short distance

behind us in the caravan

was a chief of the Shammar

Arabs, who had a great scar

across his face. Pointing

to it, Lawrence remarked,

" That chap, while dining

with Ibn Rashid, a ruler of

North Central Arabia, hap-

pened to choke. He felt so

humiliated that he jerked

out his knife and slit his

mouth right up to the

carotid artery in his cheek,

merely in order to show his

host that a bit of meat

had actually stuck on one

of his back teeth ! "

Our Bedouin companions

never used knives and forks,

but would reach into the

various dishes on the table

with their hands. However,

it is regarded as bad form

to eat with one's left hand.

The battle of Seil-el-Hasa

will serve as an illustration

of the manner in which

Lawrence handled the

Arabian army. A Turkish

regiment under the com-

mand of Hamid Fahkri

Bey, composed of infantry,

cavalry, mountain artillery,

and machine - gun squads,

was sent over the Hejaz railway from Karak,

south-east of the Dead Sea, to recapture the

town of Tafileh, which had fallen into the

hands of the Arabian army the previous

week. The Turkish regiment had been

hurriedly formed in the Hauran and Amman

and was short of supplies. When the Turks
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" GOODS WERE BEING BUNDLED INTO THE STREETS, WHICH WERE PACKED WITH MEN AND

came into contact with the Bedouin patrols

at Seil-el-Hasa they drove them back into

the town of Tafileh. Lawrence and his

Shereefian staff had laid out a defensive

position on the south bank of the great

valley in which Tafileh stands, and Shereef

Zeid, youngest of the four sons of King

Hussein, occupied that position during the

night with five hundred regulars and

irregulars. At the same time Lawrence

sent most of the baggage of his army off in

another direction, and all the natives of the

town thought the Arab army was running

away.

" I think they were," Lawrence remarked

to me as he recounted the story. Tafileh
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WOMEN. MOUNTED ARABS WERE GALLOPING UP AND DOWN, FIRING WILDLY INTO THE AIR."

was panicky, and as Dhiab-el-Auran, the

busybody sheikh, had turned in reports of

the dissatisfaction and treachery of the

villagers, Lawrence went down from the

housetop before dawn into the crowded

streets to listen to what was being said.

It was, of course, an easy matter tor

him to conceal his identity in the dark,

Vol. IÃ�X.-24.

dressed in the voluminous Arabian roues.

There was considerable criticism of King

Hussein, and the populace was decidedly

disrespectful, although not disloyal. Every-

one was screaming with terror. Goods were

being bundled into the streets, which were

packed with men and women. Mounted

Arabs were galloping up and down, firing
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wildly into the air, and the flashes of the

Turkish rifles were outlining the farther

cliffs of the Tafileh gorge. Just at dawn the

enemy bullets began to fall, and Lawrence

went out to Shereef Zeid and persuaded him

to send one of the officers with two fusils

mitrailleurs to support the Arab villagers,

who were still holding the southern crest of

the hills. The arrival of the machine-

gunners stimulated the Arabs to attack

again, until they drove the Turks back over

another ridge and across a- small plain to the

Wady-el-Hasa. Lawrence's men took the

ridge, but were held up there, and found

the main body of the Turkish army posted

just behind it. The fighting became very

hot, and there were huge bursts of Turkish

machine-gun fire and heavy shelling. Zeid

hesitated to send forward reinforcements,

so Lawrence went up to the position of

Abdullah, the machine-gunner, seven miles

north of Tafileh, and on his way met him

returning. He had had five men killed and

one gun put out of action, and was out of

ammunition. They sent back urgent mes-

sages to Zeid to send forward a mountain

gun, any available machine-guns, and what

men he could collect to a reserve position

which was at the southern end of the little

plain between El-Hasa and the Tafileh

valley.

After Abdullah had gone back because of

lack of ammunition and to get reinforce-

ments, Lawrence went on up to the front,

where he found things in rather a precarious

state. The ridge was being held by just

thirty Ibn Jazi Howeitat, mounted, and about

thirty villagers. He could see the Turks

working through the pass and along the

eastern boundary of the ridge of the plain,

where they were concentrating the fire of

about twenty machine-guns, and flanking

the rather obvious little mount which the

Arabs were holding. They were meanwhile

correcting the fusing of their shrapnel,

which had been grazing the whole top of the

hill and bursting over the plain. And as he

sat there they began to sprinkle the sides

and top of the hill quite effectively. The

loss cf the position was obviously only a

matter of minutes. German aeroplanes

came up and did not improve our chances.

Lawrence gave the Motalga horsemen all

the cartridges that he could collect, and the

Arabs on foot ran back all over the plain.

Lawrence was among them. Since Law-

rence had come straight up the cliffs from

Tafileh his animals had not caught up with

him. The mounted men held out for fifteen

minutes more, and then galloped back

unhurt. Lawrence collected his men in the

reserve position on a ridge about sixty feet

high, commanding an excellent view of the

plain. It was now about noon. They had

lost fifteen men, and had only eighty left,

but a few minutes later several hundred

Ageyl and some of his other men with a

Hotchkiss automatic machine-gun came up.

Lutfi-el-Aseli joined them with two more

machine-guns, and they held their own

until- three o'clock, when Shereef Zeid came

up with mountain artillery and more

machine-guns, and with fifty cavalrymen

and two hundred Arabs on foot. Mean-

while the Turks had occupied their old

front line. Lawrence had their exact range,

and he paced it off personally while they

were retreating back to their reserve position.

Lawrence brought all their artillery to the

top of the ridge to make a demonstration,

and then he sent the cavalry to the right to

work up beyond the eastern boundary ridge.

They were fortunate enough to be able to

get forward without being seen until they

had turned the Turkish flank at two thou-

sand yards. There they made a dismounted

attack. Meanwhile over one hundred Arabs

of the Ainu tribe, who had refused to fight

with them the previous day because they

were not satisfied with the amount of loot

they were receiving, came up and joined

Lawrence's force. There are few Bedouins

who can refuse to get into a good fight when

they see one coming on. Lawrence sent liis

left flank, and they crept down behind the

western ridge of the plain to within two

hundred yards of the Turkish Maxims.

The ridge which the Turks occupied at that

time was of a flint-like rock, so that entrench-

ment was impossible. The ricochets of the

shells and shrapnel as they struck the flint

boulders and glanced off were horrible,

causing heavy losses among the enemy.

Lawrence ordered the men on his left flank

to fire an unusually heavy burst from their

Hotchkiss and Vickers machine-guns at the

Turks manning the Maxims, and they

succeeded in wiping the latter out. Then

he ordered his cavalry to charge the retreating

Turks from the right flank, while they in the

centre, with the infantry and the banners,

also moved forward. At sunset they occu-

pied the Turkish lines and chased the Turks

back past their guns into the Hesa valley.

When it was dark Lawrence's men gave up

the pursuit, principally because they had

had no food since the previous day, and it

was unusually cold. They had put to flight

a whole Turkish regiment, Hamid Fahkri

being among the slain.
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E opened the door

into darkness and

fumbled for the

switch. The spa-

cious, beautifully-

furnished living-

room of the flatâ��

long, dark bookcase filled with

mellowed leather bindings ; large,

soft bear-skins compensating for

the insufficiency of the delicate

Persian carpet on the parquet

floor ; a few precious prints spaced

with an exquisite reticence upon

the walls ; an Oriental bibelot

here and there emphasizing the

quiet charm of English eighteenth-

century furniture with its touch

of the cunningly grotesque ; two

great leather-covered chairs by the firesideâ��

was suffused with soft light.

He stood in the doorwayâ��tall, lean, hand-

some, forceful with a touch of asceticismâ��

and smiled to the corridor.

" Here we are !" he said, his voice on a

note of happiness. " At last ! "

He stretched out his arms to the girl upon

the threshold. She came into the lightâ��

tall almost as he, long fur coat half-open

over her tailor-made costume, finely-modelled

head poised in a graceful, winsome upturn

of the face, smiling at him in a radiance of

eyes and mouthâ��and, on the movement of

an irresistible impulse, cast herself into his

embrace.

" At last ! " she echoed. " Oh, Jim, dear !

â��at lastâ��at long last ! "

He held her, and she snuggled into his

shoulder, face upturned to his, drawing his

kisses down to her with the magnetism of her

lips.

The quaint enamel clock upon the mantel-

piece ticked, just heard, the passing seconds

of eternity, the only sound in the silence of

their union.

Then, with the long breath of recovery

from the timeless swoon of a kiss prolonged

Copyright, 1920, by

to its uttermost limit, she turned

her head slowly to gaze about the

room.

" Oh, Jim ! " she said, in affec-

tionate reproach. " And you told

me you were a poor man ! "

He shrugged his shoulders, his

lips mobile in a little smile.

'' Well, dear," he replied, in

whimsical apology, compared

with the daughter of a man who

owns half a cityâ��compared with

what you might have had ! " He

looked into her eyes. " Helen !

You won't regret ? They'll rub it

into youâ��the title you've thrown

awayâ��the position in societyâ��

what they'll be pleased to term your

hole-and-corner marriageâ��â��â�¢ "

She laughed happily.

Oh, Jim ! I've got you and you've got

meâ��and nothing else mattersâ��it seems to

me that you and I are the only two people

in the world ! " She assured herself of a

tightening of his embrace with a touch of

her hand on his as she looked up into his

eyes with a slow smiling shake of the head

that affirmed her love. " As if only you and

I had ever existedâ��and had always loved !

As if all through eternity we had waited for

this ! As if I were born to be just Jim Dacrcs'

wife ! "

He looked down upon her, eyes into eyes.

" Darling ! " His voice was low and

earnest in a sincerity beyond doubt. " Jim

Dacres' wife you areâ��and, please God, I'll

never let you go ! "

With one more kiss she disengaged her-

self, came into the centre of the room, threw

her fur coat back from the shoulders with a

smile that invited the assistance he was

prompt to give.

" Are we all alone ? " she asked, glancing

round, struck by the quietude of the flat.

" All alone, dear," he replied, folding her

coat over a chair. " I told Mrs. Wilkinson

she could go out. I thought it would be

F. Britten Austin.
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good to have it all to ourselves for this first

eveningâ��you and I alone in Paradise, dar-

ling !" He-kissed her, drew her towards

the fire. 'â�¢' Warm yourself, my beautyâ��

" and pretend it is my heart-! " He squeezed

her shoulders with his broad, strong hands.

She 'sh'oÃ´k- her head at him in roguish

reproof, as she spread her fingersâ��the new â�¢

gold ' ring .upon one of themâ��before the

blaze he stirred.

' Pretty, pretty ! " she rebuked him.

" Where has Jim Dacres learned to make

love, I should like to know ! "

" In your eyes, dearest," he replied, smiling

into them. '' In your eyes that open right

back into a soul that knows immemorial

secrets and knows them all as love ! "

She felt quietly for his hand and held it,

without a word, through moments where

speech was profanation.

Then, with a long breath, feminine curiosity

awakening in her, she turned her head and

glanced once more around the room.

; Volt's charming, Jim ! " she asserted. " I

didn't know you had so much taste. Where

did 'you get all these beautiful things ? "

She left the fireside, began to roam about

the room, peering into cabinets,. picking up

one precious object alter another, turning

over â�¢ tne pages of the books that lay upon

the' tables. f

He \yatched her lithe, graceful movements

with admiration.

-" All over the place," he answered, negli-

gently.-..'! China, Japanâ��a few in Italy "

"'And .this ?." she asked, holding up a large

crystal ball, supported in a lotus cup upon

the back of a carved ivory elephant studded

with amber and turquoise and coral, its feet

upon an ivory tortoise. " What is this ? "

. V Ohâ��that"!. I got that in India. Some

old crystal-gazer's outfit. It's a few hundred

years oldâ��symbolizes the universe, you

know: The world rests upon an elephant

and .-the elephant upon a tortoise. I don't

know what the tortoise stands on."

Her face was bright with interest.

'. "lAnd have you ever looked into it ? "

" Of course not." His tone was con-

temptuous. " I don't go in for that sort of

thing:- I didn't .buy thatâ��an old Hindu

priest gave it meâ��a nice old chap who was

gcod enough to adopt me more or less, years

ago now."

" Oh, --Jim ! Do let us look into it !

Her voice was ecstatic in a sudden excite-

â�¢ment. " Do let's look ! "

"You-.won't see anything," he empha-

sized his pessimism in a grudge at the interest

she diverted from him to this inanimate

object. " It's all rot, you knowâ��only

people with brain-sick imaginations ever see

thingsâ��or think they see things."

" Oh, but do let's try ! " She came across

to him, the crystal in her hand. " Do, there's

a darling ! " The appeal of the kiss-pouted

lips in the face turned up to him, eyes bright

with ingenuous vivacity, was irresistible.

He shrugged his shoulders with large good-

humour.

" All rightâ��but it's waste of time."

" Is anything waste of time when we are

together, dear ? " She nestled up.to him,

drew the kiss, that was inevitable. â��-'.'-. It's all

part of the romance. Now, be good and do

as I tell you. Switch off the' lightsâ��the

firelight is enough." . . .- - -;_.- â�¢ â�¢

He obeyed, with a gesture of tolerant com-

plaisance that could refuse no whim. The

room relapsed into shadows shiftirfg in the

blaze of the fire that he had stirred..rr

-"Now come and sit close by ; me -. here, "

she dictated, delightfully imperious ..to this

tall, strong man, seating herself in one of the

big chairs by the fireside. ," There-is. room

for two. That's right." He squeeze-d his

long body into the seat beside her. . She. held

up the crystal ball. "Now, you hold.it with

one hand and.I will hold it with one,handâ��

like this ! " With her free,hand she clasped

the hand that remained on his knee. -',' That's

all I want to see, dearâ��our joint fates, linked

together." Her voice was soft and tender,

thrillingly sincere. ..." Just you and Iâ��:fot

everâ��past or future, darling, what does it

matter ?â��it's all one long life' that is only

real when you and I touch"." She finisliÃªcl

with a sigh of happiness. â��-â�¢ â�¢ . . _" â�¢^.â�¢'-

He responded in a gentle pressure of her

hand. Together they stared into the crystal

sphere they jointly, held. - Minute ..after

minute passed in silence, in a-pervading

sense of intimate communion, where, their

pulse-beats, in the contact of their hands,

regulated themselves to an identical rhythm.

"-1 see - nothing, " he murmured, vaguely

disappointed ; " nothing at all." ., Â¡ , .-

" Patience I " she breathed, intent on-the

crystal, but sparing him a little .squeeze tjf

the fingers in recognition of his presence.

" Lookâ��keep on looking !_" , ' -

Again there was silence. The ticking of

the clock upon the mantelpiece became

almost hypnotic in its monotony. The fire

dulled down, its light no longer reflected in

leaping flashes m the'crystal. ,

" Look ! " she whispered.-. 'â�¢' It'^ .clouding

overâ��going milky ! â�¢ Do you see ? '-( ^ - ,

He nodded assent, unwilling to break 'the

spell by speech, Tnysteriously awed as he, too.

saw a milky cloud suffuse the depths of the

crystal. Holding their breath, they waited,

closely linked, lor they knew not what 'of

vision. ' x

As they stared into it, almost unconscious

now of their own bodies, of the muscular

effort that held the crystal globe in unvary-

ing focus from their eyes, they saw the cloud
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break and clear in a widening rift that seemed

to open into infinity.

" Look ! " she murmured. " It's coming !

â��Look !â��People !â��crowds of themâ��run-

ning and jostling each other ! Look, it's

a fÃªte of some sortâ��a lot of them have

cockades ! Do you see ? "

In fact, the depths of the crystal were

suddenly inhabited. A throng of tiny figures,

men and women, surged, broke up, flocked

together again in high excitement, arms

waving in the air. Over their heads other

figures leaned out from the upper windows of

a row of more distant housesâ��evidently the

scene was a public squareâ��and waved also

in diminutive enthusiasm. Their costumes

seemed like fancy dressâ��men in long, bright-

coloured coats with enormous lapels^ and

tight-fitting trousers with broad stripes of

some contrasting colourâ��women in high-

waisted dresses and poke bonnets or no

bonnets at allâ��men and women, and these

the greater number, the dominant majority

of the crowd, in the nondescript vestments

of squalid, ugly poverty. The better-dressed

men and women wore prominently, all of

them, a cockade or rosette of red, white, and

blue.

The crowd, packed close together in a

common impulse, was agitated by a common

emotion that set a forest of arms waving

above their heads and contorted their faces

in cries that were inaudible. Something

was happening in that squareâ��something

that evoked fierce passionâ��invisible "behind

the densely-serried mob whose backs alone

could be seen.

" Look ! " breathed the girl in the chair.

" Look !â��that poor girl ! " There was a

curious accent of vivid sympathy in the

whispered ejaculation.

A young girl was forcing her way through

the throng, her face covered in her hands,

lier shoulders shaking with sobs, weeping

convulsively in a paroxysm of despair. The

crowd, intent on the spectacle beyond, parted

and made way for her automatically.

" Oh," murmured the girl in the chair, " I

feel so funnyâ��I feel I want to cry tooâ��as if

a terrible calamity had suddenly come upon

meâ��a frightful danger to someone I loved."

She shuddered. " Oh, it's awful ! It numbs

meâ��it'sâ��it's as if I felt what she was

feeling ! "

The girl in the vision took her hands from

her face, looked about her with eyes of wild

misery.

" My God, Helen ! " whispered the man in

the chair, in a thrill of excitement. " It's

you I "

' 'Sh-h I " she breathed, gazing intently

into the magic scene. The air about them

seemed mysteriously charged with tumultu-

ous passion, with the inaudible vociferations

of that surging mob. To both it seemed as

though they were in contact with a real

crowd, beset by the vague, fierce emotions

that gather and roll in the collective, primi-

tive soul of humanity in congregation. It

set their hearts to a quicker beat, bewildered

their brains with unheard clamours.

The girl in the visionâ��so strikingly like

the girl in the chair that she seemed a

duplication of her personalityâ��drew herself

erect on the edge of the crowd and wiped lier

eyes. Evidently, with a great effort, she

was mastering herself. The girl in the chair

drew a hard breath, as though of some

supreme determination. Then, taking a few

steps, the figure that they watched moved

close under, the houses of the nearer side of

the square and, looking up at the doorways

as though seeking an inscription, commenced

to walk along the pavement.

The crystal held her still as its centreâ��like

the lens of a cinematograph following always

the .chief personage upon the screenâ��and,

watching her, the man and woman in the

chair forgot the globe that they held with

cataleptic rigidity, forgot the diminished

scale of the vision. Their perceptions ad-

justed themselves like those of children who

day-dream among their toys, and it seemed

to both of them that they gazed into a real

scene, with full-sized human emotions at

clash in the acute earnestness, of present life.

The girl, her face white and tense, her eyes

fixed in the courage of timidity brought to

despair, moved along the houses. Suddenly

she stopped, looking upwards to a portal

surmounted by a trophy of tri-coloured flags

and a shield on which the three words,

" LibertÃ©â��EgalitÃ©â��FraternitÃ©," were crudely

emblazoned. A couple of ruffianly men in a

quasi-military uniform, exaggeratedly large

cocked hats coming down over their ears,

short pipes in the mouths hidden by un-

trimmed, pendent moustaches, enormously

long muskets with bayonets fixed leaning

against the bandoliers across their chests,

guarded the doorway. The girl spoke to

them, with vehement gestures, evidently

imploring entrance. They barred her path,

callously untouched by her agonized entreaty.

She pointed up to an inscription below the

trophy : " RÃ©publique FranÃ§aise.â��RÃ©prÃ©sent-

ant en Mission," smiled at them in a heart-

breaking assumption of coquetry, candid

innocence never more purely virginal. One

of them shrugged his shoulders and spat upon

the cobbled pavement without removing his

pipe. The other winked broadly, and, still

retaining his musket, reached out with his

disengaged hand. The girl shrank back,

horror in her eyesâ��and then, as if bethink-

ing herself of an unfailing resource, felt

feverishly in the neckerchief which covered

her bosom. She drew out a packet of notes,
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offered them. With a broad grin on their

faces, the two ruffians parted to allow her

passage.

She climbed an uncarpeted, dreary stair-

case, and hesitated for a moment outside a

door inscribed : "Le citoyen reprÃ©sentant dit

peuple Desnonettes." She knocked timidly,

opened, and entered.

Across a large bare room a young man was

seated, writing, at a table. A broad tri-

coloured sash barred his blue, wifle-collared

coat and white waistcoat. He had divested

himself of tha cocked hat with three absurdly

large plumes of blue, white, and red, which

lay upon the table, and the long hair of his

uncovered head reached almost to his shoul-

ders. He looked up, as if startled, at his

visifor, looked up with a young face whose

intellectual keenness, whose vivid passionate

eyes above the long nose and almost ascetic

mouth were strangely, disconcertingly remi-

niscent ofâ��ofâ��â�¢â��-

" Jim ! " gasped the young woman in the

chair, feeling herself in that curious state of

split identity where the unaffected, remote

Ego registers, without controlling, the adven-

tures of a dream.

" 'Sh-h ! " he murmured in his turn, bewil-

dered to find himself, as it were, looking at

his own personality and, though as at the

other side of a partition in his soul, experi-

encing the feelings of the man at whom he

gazed. An echo of a surprise, of a mysterious

surprise that disturbed him to the depthsâ��

of something that had come, startlingly new

and powerful, though not yet fully manifest,

into his lifeâ��reverberated in the recesses of

his being as he contemplated the girl. And

then a counter-impulse flooded him, the

impulse that made him set his mouth, reject-

ing, with an assertion of his own personality

wedded to some vague ideal, the vulgar

influence of a human emotion. He felt as

though the girl approached him as she moved

towards that young man who regarded her

with a stern frigidity.

" Citoyenne ? " he was surprised to find

himself murmuring the coldly polite query,

as though repeating it after that insultingly

superior young man.

He heard the gasp of the young woman at

his side as of someone infinitely remote from

him. His real being was in that large bare

room where the superb young Republican

scrutinized the young girl with a cold glance

that put her out of countenance. Yet how

beautiful she was as she blushed up to her

eyes, youthful modesty in confusion ! He

felt something flush warm within his breast,

a vague emotion that dissipated the assur-

ance underneath his sternly-maintained

aspect. Before she had spoken, an alarm

to the threatened supremacy of his cold

reason rang through the depths of him. He

re-acted with a severity that he obscurely

felt to be excessive, reiterated almost with

menace, " Citoyenne ? " Was the word

really uttered from his lips ? He did not

know.

She came close, poured out her trouble in

a flood of nervous, anguished speech that he

comprehended perfectly without being able

to arrest a single definite word in his memory

â��it was as though that part of him which

understood was something deep down, lying

beyond the necessity for spoken language.

Of course ! He comprehended with a kind

of awakening memoryâ��that old emigrÃ© who

had stolen back disguised, in defiance of the

laws, whom he had arrested for plotting

against the safety of that Republic One and

Indivisible of which he was the incorruptible

servant, whose name he had but just put on

the fatal list of the next batch for the guillo-

tine ! He chilled, mercilessly, wondered for

a moment at his own inexorability, and then,

as his identification with the scene completed

itself, understood it.

For a crime against himself, against another

individual, he might have had compassion.

The conspirator against that fanaticized ideal

of his soul, the young Republic fighting in

rags for its life, for the ultimate freedom of

all humanity, was guilty of the unforgivable

sin. He steeled himself, in a pride of ap-

proximation to that Brutus, to those other

sternly-incorruptible Roman Republicanswith

whom his imagination was filled. No human

tears, no human despair, however poignant,

should move him from his path of duty. He

felt his teeth set hard over the absurd feeble-

ness in his breast as his eyes rested, coldly he

hoped, upon that beautiful girl who stood,

strangely disturbing in her closeness, and

stretched out her arms to him in agonized

appeal. As if telepathically, his soul was

filled with her passionate, eloquent entreaty

â��he had to fight down the tears which

threatened his eyes in sympathy with those

which suffused the beautiful orbs which

looked into his, in despair of softening them.

And sheâ��the woman in the chair, remote

spheres away, trembled at a trouble in her

soul, at an awakening of something else in

herâ��something that was wrong, unpardon-

ably at variance with every standard of her

life, as. she looked into those stern but fasci-

nating eyes in the ascetic face and pleaded

her cause. She despised herself for the blush

she felt creep over her. Her father's life-

Ð¿ÐµÐ³ father's life !â��what else dared she think

of ? This superb young man was an enemy,

an implacable enemy, the incarnation of all

the crimes wreaked upon her class ! Yet his

dignity imposed upon her, and she dared

not practise that false coquetry upon him

that, in a sublime abnegation of her own

pride, she had promised herself to use as a
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supreme resource. She could only plead,

plead passionately, in utter sincerity, the best

in her appealing to the best in himâ��and she

scorned herself for admitting that there was

that best to evoke. ;

A devil stirred in him, subtly malicious,

tempting him with an intellectual bait that

was the disguise of passions of whose reality

he was but vaguely cognizant. These proud

aristas ! The bitterness of a youth of humilia-

tions surged up in him, avid for vengeance.

He encouraged it as a protection against him-

self. He would show themâ��these oppressors

of the people, these enemies of the Republic

â��who sent their womenfolk to corrupt the

virtuous representatives of the nation ! Two

could play at that game ! He smiled in the

thought of the insult he prepared.

With a quick movement he rose from his

seat, and, on an impulse that was almost

, bund in its swift fulfilment, put his arm round

the girl's waist and kissed her full on the

mouth. The act was done before her instinct

of self-protection could assert itselfâ��and

then she pushed him away in sudden revolt,

stood facing him with panting bosom and a

countenance where emotions chased each

other in alternations of white and red. For

a moment she contemplated him, breathing

tumultuously, and then, with a gesture of

disgust, she wiped her lips. Her eyes looked

straight into his with angry dignity, withered

him with their fierce disdain. A bitter smile

wreathed her lips.

" Eh bien, cilovenâ��you have had your pay.

My father's life ! "

Did he actually hear the words ? The

low, scornfully vengeful laugh which came

involuntarily from him was like an echo, far

off, of that mocking laugh, inaudible now, in

the bare room where the young commissary,

arrogant with the outrage he had inflicted

upon this representative of a superior race,

drew himself up in his conscious incorrupti-

bility.

" Your father dies to-morrow, citoyenne I "

The marble coldness of his voice was a

triumph of which he was not sure until it

rang in his ears. He exulted in its echo, like

a saint self-consciously a victor over tempta-

tion.

Their eyes met, looked into each other

with a sudden furious, unappeasable hatredâ��

a hatred which flooded them with a passion

that was bigger than themselvesâ��-that soul-

devouring hatred, clutching instinctively at

death for its expression, which is the other

face of violent love. Between those souls,

in commotion far beyond their consciousness,

indifference was not possible. They had

met, and the world was in upheaval.

He heard the Hiss of a long breath drawn

in through clenched teethâ��he distinguished

no longer between the girl like a brooding

invisibility in the chair beside him and the

panting girl confronting that suddenly pale

young patriot whom he watched with in-

expressible fascination. He saw the insult,

like livid lightning, m her tace, betÃ¶re she

hurled it at him.

" Canaille I "

The word rang close to his ear, and yet

infinitely far away, on an accent of vindictive

emphasis that struck to his soul.

A fury surged up m him, a blind fury that

annihilates with one ruthless blow of its

insulted strength.

He stamped a signal on the floor.

" You also, citoyenne, will die to-morrow ! "

The decree, cold as the bloodless lips which

uttered it, echoed in him to a savage satis-

faction.

The girl remained motionless, head high,

in superb indifference to his threat. The

door behind her was flung open. The two

ruffianly guards ran in, sprang to grip her

arms in obedience to his imperious gesture.

She smiled at him, splendid in unshakable

disdain.

" We prefer to die I "

He motioned them out, livid with a rage

beyond words. She went, proudly, unre-

sistingly, between her brutal captors. At

the door she turned her head and smiled at

him again, a smile full of significance.

" Canaille ! "

He sat down to his table and, in a furious

scrawl, added a name to his list.

The vision dissolved in blackness, in an

obliteration, for timeless moments, of all

thought.

They found themselves looking into a long,

dark hall, its gloom inadequately relieved by

high barred windows. Straw littered the

floor and was collected into little heaps along

the walls. Dimly discerned in the shadows

was a throng of people, men and womenâ��

some promenading up and down in solitary

dejection, some in groups seated upon the

straw at a game of cards, some leaning

propped against the wall in listless despair.

He gazed into that Hades-like abode of

misery with a curious anxiety at his heart,

an anxiety whose cause for the moment

eluded him. He watched, waiting in a vague

expectation of some event that approached

and was yet unseen.

A door in the foreground opened and, with

a little intimate shock, he saw enter that

mysterious duplication of his personality

that was he and yet was not heâ��the sternly

ascetic young reprÃ©sentant en mission whose

plumed hat and sash of office proclaimed his

authority in this dreadful place. A sub-

servient turnkey followed at his heels, called

a name.

A young girlâ��sheâ��she of the bare room

overlooking the square, she ofâ��ofâ��he failed
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to identify another appearance he knew

ought to be familiarâ��started up from a bed

of straw where she had been sitting in com-

pany with an old man. She approached, in

quiet command of herself, neither hastily

nor reluctantly. Obviously, she was indif-

ferent to whatever might be required of her.

Only when she perceived the identity of her

visitor did she start back in a sudden little

hesitation, vanquished as soon as felt. She

came coolly up to him, regarded him with

contemptuously hostile eyes, awaited his

business with her.

He was trembling with emotions that

almost overpowered himâ��the soul that

watched felt itself gripped in an agony of

remorse, of fear, ofâ��of something else that

he would not acknowledge. He stammered

evidently as he spoke.

" Citoyenne, come with meâ��you are free ! "

She looked at him in blank surprise.

" Free ? "

The inaudible words were plain to those

two watching souls who had long ago for-

gotten the crystal that they held. Both

thrilled with a sense of crisis in which they

were intimately involved.

The young man reiterated his assertion

eagerly.

" And my father ? " The girl turned her

head towards the melancholy figure bowed

in dejection on its heap of straw.

He shrugged his shoulders.

" Your father is guilty of a crime against

the Republic. I can do nothing for him.

But you have committed no crime, citoyenne."

Her eyes looked into his, probed him.

" Nor have many here." Why do you

release me ? "

He lost control of himself in his eagerness
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to withdraw her from the danger into which

he had himself so wantonly plunged her.

" Becauseâ��because I love you ! Because

I cannot let you die ! Becauseâ��I cannot

help itâ��you are all of life to me, citoyenne I "

She looked at him, her face like a carven

Sphinx, her eyes inscrutable.

" I goâ��wherever my father goes."

He stood, deathly pale, wrestling with a

terrible temptation. She watched his agony,

without malice, without sympathy, cold, like

a slave in the market who may be boughtâ��

for a price. All of him that was human

yearned for her, yearned for her unutterably

in a surge of desire that all but overcame him

â��and yet an austere inner self, that self

which had vowed itself to the idealized ser-

vice of the Republic in youthful fanaticism,

stood firm although it agonized. He felt

himself a worthy spiritual successor of that

Scacvola who stood with his hand in the fire

as he answered, cold sweat upon his brow :â��

" Citoyenne, it is impossible. I cannot buy

even your love with my dishonour. Your

father has committed a crime against the

Republicâ��but you have committed none."

She shrugged her shoulders in calm indif-

ference. An insulting smile came into her

face.

" Then I will do so ! " She turned towards

the prisonful of victims with the exultant

gesture of a martyr who demands the stake,

and cried, evidently with full lungs : " Vive

le Roi ! A bas la RÃ©publique ! "

" Vive le Roi ! A bas la RÃ©publique I "

came like a murmured echo from somewhere

beyond defined space, in defiant mockery of

all that he craved.

He watched her turn away from him, an

immense despair submerging him, and went

slowly, head down, towards the door as

though himself condemned.

She turned for one last look at him as he

disappeared, a strange wild ecstasy in her

faceâ��and then flung herself face downwards

upon the straw in a paroxysm of hysteric

sobs.

\Yhence came those murmured words,

charged with unutterable passion, with the

intensity of a soul that gathers its essence

for its leap into the infinite dark ?

" Nowâ��now I can love him ! Death,

death, come quickly !â��now I have the right

to love 1 "

There was a glimpse of a face suddenly

radiant through its tearsâ��and then again

blackness, a suspense of thought.

He stood with his back to the room, 1<Mik-

ing out upon the square filled with a surging

mob. In the middle, upon a raised scaffold,

stood the terrible red-painted uprights with

the gleaming knife under the linking beam,

poised ready for the swift fall of its diagonal

edge. The mob swirled in a sudden turbu-

lence under the windows. He knew what it

meant.

There, forcing its slow passage through

the maddened crowd, came the fatal cartâ��-

a rough vehicle filled with hatless men and

women whose necks were bare and whose

hands were bound, men and women who

seemed deaf to the vociferations of the blood-

thirsty mob that raved about them. He

shudderedâ��slipped his right hand into his

pocket, held it there, his gaze fastened in

horrible fascination upon that slowly moving

cartload of already almost lifeless human

beings. He saw, clearly, only one figure, a

girl in white, and he waitedâ��in an agony

which held him rigid.

The cart lurched its slow way to the scaf-

fold, stopped. The victims began to descend.

He saw the figure in white mount the steps

to the machine, saw it turn its head at that

last moment towards his windowâ��and, as

though it were the signal expected, he

whipped the pistol from his pocket, glimpsed

the dark hole of its barrel, and fired.

The man and woman in the chair stared

into a crystal ball whose depths were suffused

with a milky cloud.

" Oh, Jim 1 " she murmured. " The last

time / "

" 'Sh-h ! " he said, with a squeeze of her

hand. " Look ! It's coming again ! "

Once more the cloud partedâ��they peered,

breath held for further revelations, into a

crude contrast of bright light and intense

shadow, upon a striped awning at an angle

from a wall glaring in the sun, upon a narrow

street where dust rose yellow, like an illumined

cloud above a dark throng of Asiatics, their

white robes almost blue in the shadow, who

gesticulated and pushed each other as they

packed themselves into a semicircle of eager

faces. Their vision adjusting itself to the

violent juxtaposition of high light and deep

shadow, they stared into the comparative

sombreness under the awning, to the object

which held the interest of the crowd.

In a cleared space, in front of a trio of

barbaric musicians a dancing-girl postured

in fluidic attitudes of her lithe, slim body.

Arms and legs covered with bracelets,

she turned, stretched and twisted herself

in accompaniment to a rhythm which

escaped them. Indefatigably she danced,

heedless of the eager, appreciative eyes upon

her, her face expressionless in a rapt absorp-

tion where consciousness of her environment

seemed lost. The crowd shouted inaudible

encouragements in flashes of gleaming teeth,

flung flowers and small coins on to the mat

whereon she danced, swayed with contagious

waves of enthusiasm. The girl danced on,

indifferent to their applause, ecstatically

absorbed in the perfection of her art.

Suddenly there was a commotion in the
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rear of the crowd, a jostling and elbowing

which propagated itself to the front rank.

The throng parted, with alarmed turns of the

head to some disturbance behind them. A

huge elephant appeared, gliding forward with

slow and stately motion to the rhythmic wave

of its sensitive trunk. Upon the gorgeous

cloth of its back was poised a richly carved

and gilt howdah surmounted by a gigantic

umbrella in scarlet and gold. Beneath that

umbrella reposed a languid young man,

handsome, with aquiline nose and splendid

eyes under the magnificent turban which

crowned his dark head. He lifted his hand

in a gesture to the mahout perched on the

neck of the elephant, and the great animal

stopped, left in a clear space by the crowd,

which fell back reverently from its neigh-

bourhood.

Still the girl danced on, heedless, unper-

ceiving perhaps, of the prince who watched

her from his lofty seat. The musicians,

after one quick upward glance of appre-

hension, risked boldly and played on with

undisturbed solemnity. She danced with a

sinuous grace that held the eye in fascination,

with an intensity of restrained movement,

daringly provocative though were her pos-

tures, which thrilled the watcher with a sense

of suppressed and concentrated passion

whose potentialities might not be measured.

She danced, the incarnation of the fierce

pulse of life that beats beneath the fallacious

languor of the East, her body charged with

vitality as it bent and straightened with lithe

precision to another curve, her face carven,

expressionless, as though her soul were with-

drawn to its mysterious centre. The prince

clapped his hands in irrepressible enthusiasm.

She stopped dead, stood rigidly upright

facing him, arms close to her sides, arabesqued

breastlets thrust forward, a slim statue that

quivered with magically arrested life, in a

motionless effrontery that challenged his

regard, his very power. Their eyes met,

looked into each other while the musicians

ceased to play. What was that of intense

communion which sped between them ?

With a sudden gesture the prince flung a

handful of golden coins into the mat, made a

grave inclination of his head.

The elephant moved onward. With a

smile of triumph, with a breath long-drawn

through her nostrils, and eyes that closed

ecstatically for a moment as in a dream

realized, the girl followed in the train of his

gorgeously-attjred retinue.

They knewâ��-those watchers who gazed as

through the rent veils of eternity, appre-

hending with minds that had ceased to be

corporealâ��recognizing themselves once more,

though in an incarnation immeasurably

remote, an incarnation whose transient

language was long ago forgotten.

The vision .changed abruptly. They gazed

into the hall ot an Oriental palace, arabesqued

arches in a colonnade on either side, tessel-

lated marble in cool colours patterning the

floor, ebony-black slaves waving peacock

fans above a cushioned divan on which the

prince reclined. An indulgent smile played

over his handsome features as he toyed with

the unbraided hair of the beautiful girl who

sat at his feet, in confident lassitude against

his knee, and turned her head back to gaze

up into his face with eyes voluptuously tond.

She sighed with happinessâ��her face .no

longer expressionless as in the public dance,

but charged with a yearning intensity of love.

He, too, yearned over her with his grave

smile, bent his head down for the kiss her

lips put up to him.

Again the scene changed. It was night in

the colonnaded hall. A shadow moved out

of the darkness, stood in the moonlight,

waited for a moment, then dropped a veil

from its face. It was the dancing-girl. She

turned questing eyes about her as though,

at risk to herself, she was fulfilling Ð°Ð»

appointment that was not yet met.

Another shadow slid out of the gloom

under the arches, approached herâ��another

woman, youVig also and also beautiful, but

with a beautyâ��its character was startlingly

vivid to those watchersâ��-that was insinuat-

ingly treacherous, the beauty that smiles as

it betrays. She stood now with the erstwhile

dancing-girl in the moonlight, spoke to her

with an assumption of gravely concerned and

pitying friendship, shook her head dolefully

as though in distress at her own message.

The dancing-girl revolted with a vehement

gesture of denial, of impossibilityâ��but her

dark eyes flashed and her nostrils quivered.

The other persisted, in emphatic assevera-

tion, her face a study in subtle malice. She

pointed to the heavy curtains which draped

the just-seen extremity of the hall, a fiercely

assertive significance in her gesture.

The girl shrank back, shuddered. Then,

with a slow turn of her body from the

tempter, she relapsed into herself, into a

fierce meditation where her eyes swept the

shadows about her, where her lips uncovered

her teeth in a quick-caught breath and her

clenched fist went slowly, tensely, up to the

side of her head in an agony that was beyond

words. The other woman contemplated her,

just restraining a smile, diabolically malicious

â��appealed once more to those hanging cur-

tains for proof of her sincerity. The girl,

forlorn, gripped in some immense unhappi-

ness, nodded sombrely, with set teeth. With

one last unobserved smile of evil triumph,

the other woman vanished.

For a long moment the girl hesitated.

Then-, with a stealthy, feline step, her shoul-

ders crouched, she commenced to move along
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incarnations, met and reacted in wild pas-

sions that claimed them fully. In the eternal

history of their lives all was possible, all had

happened, every variation of experienceâ��save

only indifference to each other. An unseen

link held them always, tightened into contact

from the moment of propinquity. On

islands in a blue sea furrowed by long-oared

and primitive galleys ; in cities of Cyclopean

masonry that glittered, as if vitrified, in a

burning sun ; in dark forests where skin-clad

savages went furtively with stone-barbed

spears and knelt in worship of the animal that

they had just slain ; by the side of reedy

lakes where hairy, scarce-human creatures

crouched and gnawed the bones they plucked

from the embersâ��always they two met

and always they were lovers, fortunate

sometimes, tragic sometimes, but always

lovers.

Beyond humanity, far into the mists of

time where strange shapes bodied themselves

unrecognizable, and were dissipated into

others yet more strange, the visions con-

tinued in ever-increasing recessionâ��leading

back into a distance where they lost all sense

of personal participation among vague and

formless shadows.

They watched, in a breathless fascination.

Still farther back, beyond those shadows,

something began to glow in the depths of a

night that cleared to transparent blackness,

a ball of fire, of living light that pulsed

with intense incandescence in an uttermost

remoteness. And, as they watched, it divided

itself, split into two smaller spheres that

circled about each other, throwing out

flames that reached like clutching arms in

vain endeavour to re-establish unity. For

an incomputable periodâ��it seemed aeons to

those souls who watchedâ��they circled, held

in mutual attraction and yet still apart

despite the reaching streamers. And then

slowly, slowly, they approachedâ��their light

heightening to a yet more vivid brightness as

they drew near.

The crystal globe slipped from numbed

fingers into the fireplace. As though roused

from a dream by the crash of its contact with

the brass curb, the girl started and turned to

her companion. He picked up the crystal,

starred and fissured with its fallâ��-henceforth

useless.

" Oh, Jim ! " she cried, in poignant regret.

" We shall not see What is going to

happen this time ? "

She held his hand between her two, gazed

up into his face in fond anxiety, yearned out

to him.

He put down the crystal, drew her close,

enfolded her.

" Love ! " he answered. " Love â�� once

more and for always ! And, to us, dear,

nothing else matters. It is the one reality."

In each other's eyes they saw, with a per-

ception transcending physical vision, the

divine light of those sundered spheres that

drew together.'
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WITH Acrostic No. 79, printed below, our fourteenth

series of six acrostics begins. The competition is open to

all readers of THE STRAND MAGAZINE, and prizes to the

value of twelve guineas will be awarded to the most

successful solvers.

DOUBLE ACROSTIC No. 79.

A CITY where

There may be seen

A thoroughfare

And magazine.

1. Of ancient Home

Macaulay wrote.

2. When not at home,

Three letters note.

3. Take six, or eight.

Or leas, or more.

4. A goddess great

In days of yore.

5. A pian t, in

The starry skies.

6. Reverse, and din

â�¢ Will meet your eyes. PAX.

DOUBLE ACROSTIC Xo. 80.

WITH dairy produce found on either side,

Food for our homes in ÐµÐ°Ð½Ð�Ñ� supplied.

1. A little bed, a useful book to read.

2. Three-quarters of an hour is alt we need.

3. Twice two we take, and then the same again.

4. The duty of an editor is plain.

5. Pebble or rock, some fourteen pounds it weighs.

6. A berry which some sign of age displays. PAX.

Ansiccrs to Acrostics Nos. 79 and 80 should Ð¬Ñ� addrcsaid to

tftÃ« Acrostic Editor, THE STRAND MAGAZINE, Southampton

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and must arrive not later

than by the first post on April 9ÃA.

The solution, to each acrostic must be on a si pÃ¡rate Ñ�Ñ�'ÐµÑ�Ðµ

of paper, and both miwt be signed ivith the solver's Ñ�Ð·Ñ�\tdonym.

Two answers are permitted for each light.

NOTES.â��Light 1. Roman figures. 2. ArchiÃ©piscopale,

the province of an archbishop ; pate, head ; aro, a carve.

3. Clio, otie 'of the muses. Addison signed hie papers

C, L, I, or O. 4. Raff led. 5. Red, orange, yellow, green,

blue, indigo, violet, the colours of the spectrum. 6. Latin,

Hic est, hero is ; ethicÂ». The Nicomachean ethics.

8. French, cas, hier,- to cashier, dismiss. 9. The Jam

of Xawanagar. Or, Ranji. 10. Xaomi and Ruth. 11.

Span, king. 12. A shire, the river Shire ; heirs succeed

under a will.
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and Â¿he

P. G.WODEHOUSE

HE morning was fair, the sky

was blue, and the sun shone

genially upon New .York as

Archie Moffam, arm-in-arm

with his young friend, Regi-

nald van Tuyl, sauntered into

Broadway. For the first time

since he had married Lucille, the, only

daughter of Daniel Brewster, millionaire

proprietor of the Cosmopolis Hotel, things

had begun to break right for Archie. Rela-

tions between himself and his father-in-law

had at last been placed upon a satisfactory

footing.

" The relief, dear old bean," he said to

Reggie, " is something terrific. It seems

that old Brewsterâ��a fellow who absolutely

has to be seen to be believedâ��had hoped

for a different sort of son-in-law, and I am

revealing no secrets when I say that, on my

rolling in and trying to dig a father's blessing

out of him, he nearly expired on the door-mat.

True, he put me up at the Cosmopolis and

let me sign for my meals, but apart from that

he was far from mateyâ��very, very far !

Oh, far indeed ! However, just as I was

getting fed to the gills with my sufferings

and beginning to crack under the strain, I'm

dashed if there wasn't a happy ending.

Absolutely ! A regular ' close-up ' and slow

' fade-out ' of Virtue Triumphant. You see,

the old boy is most fearfully keen on building

another hotel, and he'd got the site and what

not, when he suddenly discovered that one of

the waiters he'd sacked from the Cosmopolis

â�¢â��great pal of mineâ��owned a shop in the

Copyright, 1920, by
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very middle of it and wouldn't sell. I offered

to intercede, bit his ear for three thousand of

the best and crispest to buy the shop, bought

it, and then told him that / wouldn't sell

unless he chucked his imitation of Simon

Legree and became matey. So now every-

thing's fine. The Dove of Peace flaps its

little wings Halloa ! old lad, what's the

matter ?'.'â�¢.;â�¢

Archie broke off his recital abruptly. A

sort of spasm had passed across his com-

panion's features. The hand holding Archie's

arm had tightened convulsively. One would

have said that Reginald had received a shock.

" It's nothing," said Reggie. ' I'm all

right now. I caught sight of that fellow's

clothes rather suddenly. They shook me a

bit. I'm all right now," he said, bravely.

Archie followed his friend's gaze, and

understood. Reggie van Tuyl was never at

his strongest in the morning, and he had a

sensitive eye for clothes. He had been

known to resign from clubs because members

exceeded the bounds in the matter of soft

shirts with dinner-jackets. And the short,

thick-set man who was standing just in

front of them in an attitude of restful im-

mobility was certainly no dandy. His best

friend could not have called him dapper.

Take him for all in all and on the hoof, he

might have been posing as a model for a

P. G. Wodehouse.
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sketch of What the Well-Dressed Man

Should Not Wear.

In costume, as in most other things, it is

best to take a definite line and stick to it.

This man had obviously vacillated. His

neck was swathed in a green scarf ; he wore

an evening-dress coat ; and his lower limbs

were draped in a pair of tweed trousers built

for a larger man. To the north he was

bounded by a straw hat, to the south by

brown shoes.

Archie surveyed the man's back carefully.

' Bit thick ! " he said, sympathetically.

" But of course Broadway isn't Fifth Avenue.

What I mean to say is, Bohemian licence

and what not. Broadway's crammed with

deuced brainy devils who don't care how

they look. Probably this bird is a master-

mind of some species, strayed from Greenwich

Village."

" All the same, man's no right to wear

evening-dress coat with tweed trousers."

" Absolutely not ! I see what you mean."

At this point the sartorial offender turned.

Seen from the front, he was even more un-

nerving. He appeared to possess no shirt,

though this defect was offset by the fact that

the tweed trousers fitted snugly under the

arms. He was not a handsome man. At

his best he could never have been that, and

in the recent past he had managed to acquire

a scar that ran from the corner of his mouth

half-way across his cheek. Even when his

face was in repose he had an odd expression ;

and when, as he chanced to do now, he smiled,

odd became a mild adjective, quite inade-

quate for purposes of description. It was

not an unpleasant face, however. Unques-

tionably genial, indeed. There was some-

thing in it that had a quality of humorous

appeal.

Archie started. He stared at the man.

Memory stirred.

" Great Scot !

Sausage Chappie ! "

Reginald van Tuyl gave a little moan. He

was not used to this sort of thing. A sensi-

tive young man as regarded scenes, Archie's

behaviour unmanned him. For Archie, re-

leasing his arm, had bounded forward and

was shaking the other's hand warmly.

" Well, well, well ! My dear old chap !

You must remember me, what ? No ?

Yes ? "

The man with the scar seemed puzzled.

He shuffled the brown shoes, patted the straw

hat, and eyed Archie questioningly.

" I don't seem to place you," he said.

Archie slapped the back of the evening-

dress coat. He linked his arm affectionately

with that of the dress-reformer.

" We met outside St. Mihiel in the war.

You gave me a bit of sausage ! One of the

most sporting events in history. Nobody

he cried. " It's the

" REGINALD GAVK A

LITTLE MOA N

but a real sportsman would have parted with

a bit of sausage at that moment to a stranger.

Never forgotten it, by Jove ! Saved my life,

absolutely ! Hadn't chewed a morsel for

eight hours ! Well, have you got anything

on ? I mean to say, you aren't booked for

lunch or any rot of that species, are you?

Fine ! Then I move we all toddle off and get

a bite somewhere." He squeezed the other's

arm fondly. " Fancy meeting you again like

this ! I've often wondered what became of

you. But, by Jove ! I was forgetting.

Dashed rude of jne ! My friend, Mr. Van

Tuyl."

Reggie gulped. The longer he looked at

it, the harder this man's costume was to bear.

His eye passed shudderingly from the brown

shoes to the tweed trousers, to the green

scarf, from the green scarf to the straw hat.

' Sorry," he mumbled. " Just remem-

bered. Important date. Late already. Er

â��see you some time "

He melted away, a broken man. Archie

was not sorry to see him go. Reggie was a

good chap, but he would undoubtedly have

been de trop at this reunion.

' I vote we go to the Cosmopolis," he said,

steering his newly-found friend through the

crowd. ' The browsing and sluicing isn't

bad there, and I can sign the bill, which is no

small consideration nowadays."

The Sausage Chappie chuckled amusedly.

' I can't go to a place like the Cosmopolis

looking like this."

Archie was a little embarrassed.
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â�¢â��ARCHIE S BEHAVIOUR UNMANNED HIM. WELL, WELL,

WELL ! MY DEAR OLD CHAP ! YOU MUST REMEMBER

ME, WHAT < NO ? YES ? ' "

" Oh, I don't know, you know, don't you

know ! " he said. " Still, since you have

brought the topic up in the course of general

chit-chat, you did get the good old wardrobe

a bit mixed this morning, what ? I mean to

say, you seem absent-mindedly, as it were,

to have got hold of samples from a good

number of your various suitings."

" Suitings ? How do you mean, suitings ?

1 haven't any suitings ! Who do you think I

am ? Vincent Astor ? All I have is what

I stand up in."

Archie was shocked. This tragedy touched

him. He himself had never had any money

in his life, but somehow he had always seemed

to manage to have plenty of clothes. How

this was he could not say. He had always

had a vague sort of idea that tailors were

kindly birds who never failed to have a pair

of trousers or something up their sleeve to

present to the deserving. There was the

drawback, of course, that, once they had

Vol. 1Ã�X.-25.

given you the things,

they were apt to write

you rather a lot of

letters about it ; but

you soon managed to

recognize their hand-

writing, and then it was

a simple task to extract

their communications

from your morning mail

and drop them in the

waste - paper basket.

This was the first case

he had encountered of

a man who was really

short of clothes.

" My dear old lad,"

he said, briskly, " this

must be remedied !

Oh, positively ! This

must be remedied at once ! I suppose my

things wouldn't fit you ? No. Well, I tell

you what. We'll wangle something from

my father-in-law. Old Brewster, you know,

the fellow who runs the Cosmopolis. His'11

fit you like the paper on the wall, because

he's a tubby little blighter, too. What I

mean to say is, he's also one of those sturdy,

square, fine-looking chappies of about the

middle height."

" I gather," said the man with the scar,

" that you have a pull with your father-in-

law ? "

" Absolutely ! Quite the spoiled child

and what not ! By the Ð»Ñ�Ð´Ñ�, where are you

stopping these days ? "

" Nowhere just at present. I thought of

taking one of those self-contained Park

benches."

" Are you broke ? "

"Am I !"

Archie was concerned.
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" You ought to get a job."

" I ought. But somehow I-don't seem

able to."

" What did you do before the war ? "

" I've forgotten."

" Forgotten ! "

" Forgotten."

" How do you meanâ��forgotten ? You

can't meanâ��forgotten ? "

" Yes. It's quite gone."

" But I mean to say ! You can't have for-

gotten a thing like that ! "

" Can't I ! I've forgotten all sorts of

things. Where I was born. How old I am.

Whether I'm married or single. What my

name is "

'â�¢ Well, I'm dashed ! " said Archie, stag-

gered. " But you remembered about giving

me a bit of sausage outside St. Mihiel ? "

" No, I didn't. I'm taking your word for

it. For all I know you may be luring me into

some den to rob me of my straw hat. I don't

know you from Adam ! But I like your con-

versationâ��especially the part about eatingâ��

and I'm taking a chance ! "

Archie was concerned.

" Listen, old bean ! Make an effort !

You must remember that sausage episode !

It was just outside St. Mihiel, about five in

the evening. Your little lot were lying next

to my little lot, and we happened to meet,

and I said ' What ho ! ' and you said ' Halloa ! '

and I said ' What ho ! What ho ! ' and you

said ' Have a bit of sausage ? ' and I said

' What ho ! What ho ! What ho ! ' "

" The dialogue seems to have been darned

sparkling, but I don't remember it. It must

have been after that that I stopped one. I

don't seem quite to have caught up with

myself since I got hit."

" Oh I That's how you got that scar ? "

" No. I got that jumping through a

plate-glass window in London on Armistice

night."

' What on earth did you do that for ? "

" Oh, I don't know. It seemed a good

idea at the time."

" But if you can remember a thing

like that, why can't you remember your

name ? "

" I remember everything that happened

after I came out of hospital. It's the part

before that's gone."

Archie patted him on the shoulder.

" I know just what you want. You need

a bit of quiet and repose, to think things over

and so forth. You mustn't go sleeping on

Park benches. Won't do at all ! Not a bit

like it ! You must shift to the Cosmopolis.

It isn't half a bad spot, the old Cosmop. I

didn't like it much the first night I was

there, because there was a dashed tap that

went drip-drip-drip all night and kept me

awake, but the place has its points."

" Is the Cosmopolis giving free board and

lodging these days ? "

" Rather ! Take it from me ! I've had

some ! That'll be all right. My father-in-

law's frightfully keen on me. Refuse me

nothing ! Well, this is the spot. We'll

start by trickling up to the old boy's suite

and looking over his reach-me-downs. I

know the waiter on his floor. A very sound

chappie. He'll let us in with his pass-key."

And so it came about that Mr. Daniel

Brewster, returning to his suite in the middle

of lunch in order to find a paper dealing with

the subject he was discussing with his guest,

the architect of his new hotel, was aware of

a murmur of voices behind the closed door

of his bedroom. Recognizing the accents

of his son-in-law, he breathed an oath and

charged in. He objected to Archie wander-

ing at large about his' suite.

The sight that met his eyes when he

opened the door did nothing to soothe him.

The floor was a sea of clothes. There were

coats on the chairs, trousers on the bed,

shirts on the bookshelf. And in the middle

of this welter stood Archie, with a man who,

to Mr. Brewster's heated eye, looked like a

tramp comedian out of a burlesque show.

" Great Godfrey ! " ejaculated Mr. Brew-

ster.

Archie looked up with a friendly smile.

" Oh, halloa-halloa !" he said, affably.

" We were just glancing through your spare

scenery to see if we couldn't find something

for my pal here. This is Mr. Brewster, my

father-in-law, old man."

Archie scanned his relative's twisted

features. Something in his expression

seemed not altogether encouraging. He

decided that the negotiations had better be

conducted in private. " One moment, old

lad," he said to his new friend. " I just

want to have a little talk with my father-

in-law in the other room. Just a little

friendly business chat. You stay here."

In the other room Mr. Brewster turned on

Archie l'ke a wounded lion of the desert.

" What the ! "

Archie secured one of his coat-buttons and

began to massage it affectionately.

" Ought to have explained ! " said Archie,

" only didn't want to interrupt your lunch.

The sportsman on the horizon is a dear old

pal of mine "

Mr. Brewster wrenched himself free.

" What the devil do you mean, you worm,

by bringing tramps into my bedroom and

messing about with my clothes ? "

" That's just what I'm trying to explain,

if you'll only listen. This bird is a bird I

met in France during the war. He gave me

a bit of sausage outside St. Mihiel "

"Damn you and him and the sausage ! "

" Absolutely I But listen ! He can't
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remember who he is or where he was born or

what his name is, and he's broke ; so, dash

it ! I must look after him. You see, he gave

me a bit of sausage ! "

Mr. Brewster's frenzy gave way to an

ominous calm.

" I'll give him two seconds to clear out of

Mr. Brewster looked ostentatiously at his

watch.

" Two seconds ! " he said.

There was a silence. Archie appeared to

be thinking.

" Right ho ! " he said at last. " No need

to get the wind up ! I know where he can

go. It's just occurred to me. I'll put him

up at my little shop ! "

The purple ebbed from Mr. Brewster's face.

Such was his emotion that he had forgotten

that infernal shop.

He sat down. There

was more silence.

"Oh, hang!"

said Mr. Brewster.

here! If he

isn't gone by

then I'll have

him thrown

out."

Archie was

shocked.

" You don't

mean that ? "

" I do mean

that ! "

"But where's

he to go ? "

" Outside."

" But you

don't under-

stand. You haven't grasped the good old

situash ! This chappie has lost his memory

because he was wounded in the war. Keep

that fact firmly fixed in the old bean ! He

fought for you ! Fought and bled for you !

Bled profusely, by Jove ! And he saved my

life ! "

" If I'd got nothing else against him, that

would be enough ! "

" But you can't sling a chappie out into

the cold hard world who bled in gallons to

make the world safe for the Hotel Cosmo-

polis ! Think of all he went through !

What did you do in the Great War, daddy ?

Eh ? What, what, what ? "

THE SIGHT THAT MET HIS EYES WHEN HE OPENED THE DOOR

DID NOTHING TO SOOTHE HIM."

" I knew you would be reasonable about

it," said Archie, approvingly. " Now,

honestly, as man to man, how do we go ? "

" What do you want me to do ? " growled

Mr. Brewster.

" I thought you might put the chappie up

for a while, and give him a chance to look

round and nose about a bit."

' I absolutely refuse to give any more

loafers free board and lodging."

" Any more ? "

" Well, he would be the second, wouldn't

he ? "

Archie looked pained.

" It's true," he said, " that when I first
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came here I was temporarily resting, so to

speak ; but didn't I go right out and grab

the managership of your new hotel ? Posi-

tively !" â�¢- -

" I will not adopt this tramp."

" Well, find him a job, then."

" What sort of a job ?"

' Oh, any old sort."

" He can be a waiter if he likes."

" But I say, you know," said" Archie,

doubtfully, " this chappie is a gentleman,

you know."

" Oh, indeed ! Then perhaps he would

rather be manager, of the hotel ? '

" That's a sound idea ! I'll ask him."

Mr. Brewster exploded.

" Listen ! I'll give your dilapidated friend

two seconds to decide if he wants to be a

waiter or not. If he doesn't, he knows the

way out I "

" That ' two seconds ' thing seems to be a

perfect obsession with you. All right ; I'll

put the matter before him."

He returned to the bedroom. The Sausage

Chappie was gazing fondly into the mirror

with a spotted tie draped round his neck.

" I say, old top," said Archie, apologetic-

ally, " the Emperor of the Blighters out

yonder isn't in one of his sunniest moods

to-day. Don't know why ! He has de-

livered what you might call a jolly old ulti-

matum. He says you can have a job here

as waiter, and he won't do another dashed

thing for you. How about it ? "

" Do waiters eat ? " - > -

" I suppose so. Though, by Jove, come

to think of it, I've never seen one at it."

" That's good enough for me ! " said the

Sausage Chappie. " When do I begin ? "

/

The Sausage Chappie made rather a good

waiter. He was brisk and attentive, and did

the work as if he liked it. But .Archie,

brooding on his case, was not satisfied.

Something seemed to tell him that the man

was fitted for higher things ; and as the days

went by, it began to seem to him that it was

he, Archie Moffam, who had been ' selected

by Destiny to find the other's real place in

the sun. Archie was a grateful soul. That

sausage, coming at the end of a five-hour

hike, had made a deep impression on his

plastic nature. Reason told him that only

an exceptional man could have parted with

half a sausage at a moment when half

sausages were worth considerably more than

their weight in gold ; and he could not feel

that a job as waiter at a New York hotel was

an adequate job for an exceptional man.

Of course, the root of the trouble lay in the

fact that the fellow couldn't remember what

his real life-work had been before the war.

It was exasperating to reflect, as the other

moved away from his table to take his order

to the kitchen, that thereâ��for all one knewâ��

went the dickens of a lawyer or doctor or

architect or what not, debarred from the

exercise of his legitimate profession by the

mere accident of having received a section

of a German shell in the side of his head.

The thing kept Archie awake at night.

One night, when he was not awakeâ��it

was, as a matter of fact, four o'clock in the

morningâ��he was jerked from sleep by the

ringing of the telephone-bell. He drowsily

unhooked the receiver. The voice of the

Sausage Chappie sounded at the other end

of the wire.

" Halloa ! Is that you ? "

" Absolutely ! " said Archie.

" It's a trifle late," said the Sausage

Chappie.

" No, no I " said Archie, courteously.

" Any time you're passing ! "

" I wanted to tell you I've just remem-

bered something. I was born inâ��half a

minute, I've forgotten again ! "

Archie held the receiver patiently.

" Halloa ! " said the Sausage Chappie.

' On the spot ! " said Archie. â�¢ â�¢ â�¢ Â»

" Springfield, Ohio," said the Sausage

Chappie. â�¢ â�¢ i ' .

â�¢' I say, that's fine, what ! Congratula-

tions, old top! Anything else-?"

" Nothing at present. But I feel as if a

sort of mist were beginning to lift. I'm ex-

pecting further dope any minute."

" Splendid I Stick to it, old bean, stick

to it !" < â�¢ ' '. -

Archie hung up the receiver. He :was

thrilled. He wanted to chat about this

extraordinary affair with someone. He un-

hooked the receiver again, i â�¢ â�¢ â�¢' ' - \

" Number, please," said the girl at thse

switchboard. > â�¢â�¢

" I say, will you put me through to Mr.

Brewster's room ?" ....

Presently the sleep-laden voice of his

father-in-law greeted him.

" Halloa! "

" Oh, halloa ! " said Archie. " Is that

â�¢ you ? I say, isn't it topping ? You know

our pal with the groggy memoryâ��the one

you lent your blue suit to ? Well "

" What the devil are you talking about ? "

" I'm just telling you. You remember the

bird you gave the waiter job to ? The

Sausage Chappie, you know. Well, he's just

remembered he was born in Springfield,

Ohio ! "

There was a long pause at the other end of

the wire.

" Did you get me out of bed at four in the

morning," said Mr. Brewster, in a strained

voice, " to tell me that ? "

" I thought you would be glad to know."

Mr. Brewster hung up the receiver without

a word. There were no words, in or out of
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the dictionary, which would have even begun

to express his feelings. He might have done

it in Russian, but he knew no Russian. He

was not interested in the Sausage Chappie's

birth-place. He was, indeed, sorry the

Sausage Chappie had been born at all. And

he was still sorrier that Archie Moffam had

been bcrn. He had long since come to look

on that event as one of the worst calamities

the world had ever seen.

Something of this view-point he expressed

to Archie by word of mouth in the lobby of

the hotel next morning, when he met the

latter on his way to lunch in the grill-room.

And it was in a somewhat subdued mood

that Archie finally extracted himself from

the machinery and passed on. Although

Mr. Brewster was bitterly conscious through-

out the interview that he was doing nothing

like justice to his subject, he did once or

twice achieve real eloquence, and Archie

was glad to withdraw. He sank down in

his favourite corner in a frame of mind com-

parable to that of one who has been kicked

on the head by a mule and run over by a

motor-truck.

The grill-room had begun to fill up. The

Sausage Chappie was attending to a table

farther down the room, at which a woman

with a small boy in a sailor suit had seated

themselves. The woman was engrossed with

the bill of fare, but the child's attention

seemed riveted upon the Sausage Chappie.

He was drinking him in with wide eyes.

' Mummie," he asked, interestedly, as the

latter disappeared towards the kitchen,

" why has that man got such a funny face ? "

" Hush, darling ! "

" Yes, but why has he ? "

*" I don't know, darling."

The child's faith in the maternal omnisci-

ence seemed to have received a shock. He

had the air of a seeker after truth who has

been baffled. His eyes roamed the room dis-

contentedly.

" He's got a funnier face than that man

there," he said, pointing at Archie.

" Hush, darling ! "

' But he has ! Much funnier ! "

In a way it was a sort of compliment, but

Archie felt embarrassed. He buried him-

self behind the bill of fare. Presently the

Sausage Chappie returned, attended to the

needs of the woman and the child, and came

over to Archie. Archie ordered a chop.

The Sausage Chappie booked the item, added

French fried potatoes on his own responsi-

bility, and then, dismissing business for the

moment, became communicative.

" I had a big night last night," he said,

leaning on the table.

" That's good," said Archie. " The old

bean beginning to stir a bit, what ? "

" I should say so ! Something seems to

have happened to the works. Just before I

went to sleep 1 remembered my name as

well."

Archie forgot his troubles in his excite-

ment.

" I say, that's topping ! What is your

name ? "

" Why, it's â�� That's funny ! It's gone

again. I have an idea it began with an S.

What was it ? Skeffington ? Skilhngton ? "

" Sanderson ? "

" No ; I'll get it in a moment. Cunning-

ham ? Carrington ? Wilberforce ? Deben-

ham ? "

" Dennison ? " suggested Archie, helpfully.

" No, no, no. It's on the tip of my tongue.

Barrington ? Montgomery ? Hepple-

thwaite ? I've got it ! Smith ! "

" By Jove ! Really ? "

" Certain of it."

" What's the first name ? "

An anxious expression came into the man's

eyes. He hesitated. He lowered his voice.

" I have a horrible feeling that it's

Lancelot ! "

" Good God ! " said Archie.

" It couldn't really be that, could it ? "

Archie looked grave. He hated to give

pain, but he felt he must be honest.

" It might ! " he said. " People give their

children all sorts of rummy names. My

second name's Tracy ! And Ã� have a pal in

England who was christened Cuthbert de la

Hay Horace. Fortunately everyone calls

him Stinker."

The head-waiter began to drift up like a

bank of fog, and the Sausage Chappie re-

turned to his professional duties. When he

came back, bearing the chop and potatoes,

he was beaming again.

" Something else I remembered," he said,

removing the cover. " I'm married 1 "

" Good Lord ! "

" At least I was before the war. She had

blue eyes and brown hair and a Pekingese

dog."

" What was her name ? "

" I don't know."

" Well, you're coming on," said Archie.

" I'll admit that ! You've still got a bit oÃ

a way to go before you become like one of

those blighters who take the Memory Train-

ing Courses in the magazine advertisements

â��I mean to say, you know, the lads who

meet a fellow once for five minutes, and then

come across him again ten years later and

grasp him by the hand and say, ' Surely this

is Mr. Watkins of Seattle ? ' Still, you're

doing fine. You only need patience. Every-

thing comes to him who waits." Archie sat

up, electrified. " I say, by Jove, that's

rather good, what ! Everything comes to

him who waits, and you're a waiter, what,

what ! I mean to say, what ! "
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" Mummie," said the child at the other

table, still speculative, " do you think some-

thing trod on his face ? "

" Hush, darling ! "

" Perhaps it was bitten by something ? "

" Eat your nice fish, darling," said the

mother, who seemed to be one of those dull-

witted persons whom it is impossible to

interest in a discussion on first causes.

Archie attacked his chop vigorously. He

felt stimulated. Not even the advent of his

father-in-law, who came in a few moments

later and sat down at the other end of the

room, could depress his spirits. He champed

his chop with an appetite, and nodded

cheerily to the lunchers as they arrived.

The Sausage Chappie came to his table

again.

" It's a funny thing," he said. " Like

waking up after you've been asleep. Every-

thing seems to be getting clearer. The dog's

name was Marie. My wife's dog, you know.

And she had a mole on her chin."

" The dog ? "

" No. My wife. Little beast ! She bit

me in the leg once."

" Your wife ? "

" No. The dog."

Archie scanned the bill of fare.

" How about a chunk of French pastry and

ademi-tasse? " he said. "Yes, I rather think

that's what the doctor ordered."

" Good Lord ! " said the Sausage Chappie.

Archie looked up. The exclamation could

hardly be intended for a commentary on his

choice of provender, for the other, who always

GOOD LORD ! ' SAID THE SAUSAGE CHAPPIE.

WHO'S THAT-? OVER AT THE TABLE THERE ? ' "

took a kindly and constructive interest in his

meals, had himself suggested a bit of French

pastry when bringing the chop. Some

deeper emotion than disapproval was plainly

working within him. Archie followed his

gaze.

A couple of tables away, next to a side-

board on which the management exposed

for view the cold meats and puddings and

pies mentioned in volume two of the bill of

fare (" Buffet Froid "), a man and a girl had

just seated themselves. The man was stout

and middle-aged. He bulged in practicaHy

every place in which a man can bulge, and

his head was almost entirely free from hair.

The girl was young and pretty. Her eyes

were blue. Her hair was brown. She had

a rather attractive little mole on the left side

of her chin.

" Good Lord ! " said the Sausage Chappie.

" Now what ? " said Archie.

" Who's that ? Over at the table there ? "

Archie, through long attendance at the

Cosmopolis Grill, knew most of the habitues

by sight.

" That's a man named Gossett. James

J. Gossett. He's a motion-picture man.

You must have seen his name around."

" I don't mean him. Who's the girl ? "

" I've never seen her before."

" It's my wife ! " said the Sausage Chappie.

" Your wife ! "

" Yes ! "

" Are you sure ? "

" Of course I'm sure ! "

" Well, well, well ! " said Archie. " Many

happy returns of the day ! "

At the other table, the girl, unconscious of
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the drama which was about to enter her life,

was engrossed in conversation with the stout

man. And at this moment the stout man

leaned forward and patted her on the cheek.

It was a paternal pat, the pat which a

genial uncle might bestow on a favourite

niece, but it did not strike the Sausage

Chappie m that light. He had been ad-

vancing on the table at a fairly rapid pace,

and now, stirred to his depths, he bounded

forward with a hoarse cry. ' â�¢

Archie was at some pains to explain to his

father-in-law later that, if the management

left cold pies and things about all over the

place, this sort of thing was bound to happen

sooner or later. He urged that it was

putting temptation in people's way, and that

Mr. Brewster had only himself to blame.

Whatever the rights of the case, the Buffet

Froid undoubtedly came in remarkably handy

at this crisis in the Sausage Chappie's life.

He had almost reached the sideboard when

the stout man patted the girl's cheek, and to

seize a huckleberry pie was with him the

work of a moment. The next instant the

pie had whizzed past the other's head and

burst like a shell against the wall.

There are, no doubt, restaurants where

this sort of thing would have excited little

comment, but the Cosmopolis was not one

of them. Everybody had something to say,

but the only one among those present who

had anything sensible to say was the child

in the sailor suit.

" Do it again ! " said the child, cordially.

The Sausage Chappie did it again. He

took up a fruit salad, poised it for a moment,

then decanted it over Mr. Gossett's bald head.

The child's happy laughter rang over the

restaurant. Whatever anybody else might

think of the affair, this child liked it and was

prepared to go on record to that effect.

Epic events have a stunning quality.

They paralyze the faculties. For a moment

there was a pause. The world stood still.

Mr. Brewster bubbled inarticulately. Mr.

Gossett dried himself sketchily with a napkin.

The Sausage Chappie snorted.

The girl had risen to her feet and was

staring wildly.

" John ! " she cried.

Even at this moment of crisis the Sausage

Chappie was able to look relieved.

" So it is ! " he said. " And I thought it

was Lancelot ! "

" I thought you were dead ! "

" I'm not ! " said the Sausage Chappie.

Mr. Gossett, speaking thickly through the

fruit salad, was understood to say that he

regretted this. And then confusion broke

loose again. Everybody began to talk at

once.

" I say ! " said Archie. " I say ! One

moment !"

Of the first stages of this interesting

episode Archie had been a paralyzed spec-

tator. The thing had numbed him. And

thenâ��

Sudden a thought came, like a full-blown rose.

Flushing his brow.

When he reached the gesticulating group,

he was calm and business-like. He liad a

constructive policy to suggest.

" I say," he said. " I've got an idea ! "

" Go away ! " said Mr. Brewster. " This

is bad enough without you butting in."

Archie quelled him with a gesture.

"Leave us," he said. " We would be alone.

I want to have a little business-talk with

Mr. Gossett." He turned to the movie-

magnate, who was gradually emerging from

the fruit-salad rather after the manner of a

stout Venus rising from the sea. " Can you

spare me a moment of your valuable time ? "

" I'll have him arrested ! "

" Don't you do it, laddie ! Listen ! "

" The man's mad ! Throwing pies ! "

Archie attached himself to his coat-button.

" Be calm, laddie ! Calm and reasonable !"

For the first time Mr. Gossett seemed to

become aware that what he had been looking

on as a vague annoyance was really an in-

dividual.

" Who the devil are you ? "

Archie drew himself up with dignity.

" I am this gentleman's representative,"

he replied, indicating the Sausage Chappie

with a motion of the hand. " His jolly old

personal representative. I act for him.

And on his behalf I have a pretty ripe propo-

sition to lay before you. Reflect, dear old

bean ! " he proceeded earnestly. " Are you

going to let this chance slip ? The oppor-

tunity of a lifetime which will not occur

again. By Jove, you ought to rise up and

embrace this bird ! You ought to clasp the

chappie to your bosom ! He has thrown

pies at you, hasn't he ? Very well ! You

are a movie-magnate. Your whole fortune

is founded on chappies who throw pies. You

probably scour the world for chappies who

throw pies. Yet, when one comes right to

you without any fuss or trouble and demon-

strates before your very eyes the factÂ«that

he is without a peer as a pie-propeller, you

get the wind up and talk about having him

arrested ! Consider ! (There's a bit of

cherry just behind your left ear.) Be sen-

sible ! Why let your personal feelings stand

in the way of doing yourself a bit of good ?

Give this chappie a job and give it him quick,

or we go elsewhere. Did you ever see Fatty

Arbuckle handle pastry with a surer touch ?

Has Charlie Chaplin got this fellow's speed

and control ? Absolutely not ! I tell you,

old friend, you're in danger of throwing away

a good thing ! "

He paused. The Sausage Chappie beamed.
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" I've always wanted to go into the

movies," he said. " I was an actor before

the war. Just remembered ! "

Mr. Brewster attempted to speak. Archie

waved him down.

" How many times have I got to tell you

not to butt in ? " he said, severely.

Mr. Gossett's militant demeanour had

become a trifle modified during Archie's

harangue. First and foremost a man of

business, Mr. Gossett was not insensible to the

arguments which had been put forward.

He brushed a slice of orange from the back

of his neck, and mused awhile.

" How do I know this fellow would screen

business then, I'll jolly well take my man

straight round to Mack Sennett or someone.

We don't have to ask for jobs ! We con-

sider offers ! "

There was a silence. And then the clear

voice of the child in the sailor suit made

itself heard again.

" Mummie ! "

" Yes, darling ? "

HE TOOK UP A FRUIT SALAD, POISED IT FOR A MOMENT, THEN

DECANTED IT OVER MR. GOSSETT'S BALD HEAD. THE CHILD'S

HAPPY LAUGHTER RANG OVER THE RESTAURANT."

cried

well !

well ?" he said, at

length.

" Screen well ! "

Archie. " Of course he'll screen

Look at his face ! I ask you ! The

map ! I call your attention to it ! " He

turned apologetically to the Sausage Chappie.

"Awfully sorry, old lad, for dwelling on

this, but it's business, you know." He

turned to Mr. Gossett. " Did you ever

see a face like that ? Of course not ! Why

should I, as this gentleman's personal re-

presentative, let a face like that go to

waste ? There's a fortune in it I By

Jove, I'll give you two minutes to think

the thing over, and, if you don't talk

" Is the man with the funny face going to

throw any more pies ? "

" No, darling ! "

The child uttered a scream of disappointed

fury.

" I want the funny man to throw some

more pies ! I want the funny man to throw

some more pies ! "

A look almost of awe came into Mr. Gos-

sett's face. He had heard the voice of the

Public. He had felt the beating of the

Public's pulse.

"Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings,"

he said, picking a piece of banana off his

right eyebrow. "Out of the mouths of babes

and sucklings ! Come round to my office I "

Next month: "Dear Old Squiffy."
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MAN WHO

CAME BACK

' HALLOA !

SMILED PREN-

DEGAST. ' WHO

THE DEV IL

ARE YOU ? '

"' LANGUAGE !

LAN GUAGE! '

SAID THE

SHOCKED MRS

ARRIS."

The story of the much'discussed sketch in the new De Courville revue, "The

Whirligig," at the Palace Theatre, of which Edgar Wallace is part author.

Mr. Wallace as a writer of comedy is very much in demand at the present

moment, since it has become a theatrical tradition that his dialogue secures

three laughs a minute.

RS. ARRIS dreamt of a day,

a Sunday morning preferably,

when she would open her

News of the World and dis-

cover a large portrait of her-

self set amidst closely-printed

columns dealing with a cause

cÃ©lÃ¨bre. If she had any further preference

it was for a murder case of a sensational

character, and it is perfectly true that the

possibility of figuring in a divorce case never

occurred to her. When such a splendid

possibility dawned upon her mind it left her

dazed and for the moment speechless.

The circumstances were as follows.

Donald Prendegast came back to his flat

near Regent's Park unexpectedly. He had

left Nairobi after a twelve months' residence

in that thriving city and had written out a

cablegram announcing his departure. He

had found that cablegram in his pocket when

he packed his clothes at Southampton.

So Prendegast came to his flat at eleven

o'clock at night unannounced and unheralded,

and found Mrs. Arris on the point of leaving.

It was rather late for Mrs. Arris, who was a

daily help, vulgarly described as a " char,"

but there had been certain distressing hap-

penings at the flat that evening, and she had

hovered round a weeping girl, offering her

such rough help and sympathy as her ex-

perience suggested. It is true that the only
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material comfort she could suggest was " a

drop of grool," but then Mrs. Arris had com-

plete faith in the recuperative and thera-

peutical value of oatmeal.

Prendegast stared at the dumpy figure

in the nondescript uniform of chardom.

That his wife would be out he had expected.

Evelyn made a point of dining on Wednesdays

with his mother.

Mrs. Arris stared back at him.

" Halloa, young man ! " she said, sus-

piciously.

" Halloa ! " smiled Prendegast. " Who the

devil are you ? "

" Language, language ! " said the shocked

Mrs. Arris. " Where did you come from, if

I might be so bold to ask ? "

Prendegast laughed.

" Well, since you're so infernally inquisi-

tive, I've come from Nairobi, which is in

Central Africa."

" Oh, indeed ! " said Mrs. Arris, uncom-

prehendingly, for the only " robi " she knew

spelt his name quite differently and was

called " George."

Prendegast walked to the fire, switched on

the wall fights, and warmed his hands.

" You are surprised to see me, eh ? " he

smiled. " You're the skivvy, I suppose ? "

A word abhorrent to Mrs. Arris, and she

drew herself up.

" Pardon me ! " she replied, not without

dignity. " I am the lady that helps the

woman that owns this flat, and without a

word of a lie I am surprised to see you."

" I expect other people will be too," he

laughed. " By Jove ! It's good to be back in

the old flat. Nothing changed, nothing gone! "

Mrs. Arris blinked. In a mat-bag resting

on the sideboard and ready packed to take

away were certain odds and ends of food

which she had carefully collected before de-

parture. They included an egg or two, an

odd packet of tea, a few tins of milk, and the

like, for Mrs. Arris had argued that in the

condition in which her young mistress found

herself the sight of superfluous food might

distress her. So Mrs. Arris blinked and

changed the subject.

" Might I ask, sir, who you are ? " she de-

manded, with some justification.

" Of course. I'm Mr. Prendegast."

A light dawned on Mrs. Arris.

" Oh, indeed ! " she said. " Why, there's

a letter for you in the 'all. It's been there

the best part of a week. I ought to have

posted it before, but I forgot it."

Prendegast, in a forgiving mood, wagged

an admonitory finger.

" So you're the person who kept my letters

back. Get it for me, will you ? "

When she had gone he looked round the

pleasant sitting-room. Then he sniffed.

Cigars ?

Who had been smoking cigars ? Evelyn

hated the smell of cigar smoke.

Mrs. Arris came back with the letterâ��it

was addressed in Evelyn's hand.

" Excuse me, sir," said Mrs. Arris, a per-

sistent woman and not wholly satisfied.

" Are you any relation to Mrs. " She

snapped her fingers in an effort of memory

and explained. " I can never remember the

name of a missus till I've been in the house

a week, and I've never been in a house

for a whole week."

Prendegast laughed.

" Any relation ? I'm her husband, that's

all!"

Mrs. Arris swayed and put a trembling hand

to her somewhat discoloured face. Prende-

gast did not notice the movement, for his

senses were otherwise engaged.

" There's a peculiar smell here," he said.

" Has anybody been smoking cigars ? "

He heard her gasp, and turned quickly.

" What's thÃ© matter with you ? You

haven't been smoking cigars ? " he accused.

Mrs. Arris shook her head. There was

something in her face that made the man's

breath come quickly.

" Has anybody been here ? Any visitors ? "

he demanded.

" Oh, sir ! " wailed Mrs. Arris, appealingly.

" What is it ? " demanded Prendegast,

harshly. " Speak out ! There's something

wrong here."

" Did you say you was the lady's 'us-

band ? " asked Mrs. Arris, faintly.

"Of course I'm the lady's husband.

Why ? "

For answer Mrs. Arris staggered to a chair

and dropped into it.

" To think I should ever get mixed up in

a scandal like this ! "

" Scandal ! " gasped the man.

" At my time o' life," she moaned, " when

I don't even know what number bus passes

the Divorce Court. I've always wanted to

be in the News of the World I "

Prendegast went white.

" Divorce Court ? Great heavens, you

don't mean No, no, that couldn't be !

that couldn't be ! "

She nodded her melancholy confirmation

of his worst fears.

" You smelt a cigar," she said, huskily.

" It was 'im ! "

" 'Im ? Him, I mean. What him ? "

" The man who " Mrs. Arris's voice

fa;led.

" Speak up ! The man who what ? "

asked the man, hoarsely.

" He's here all the time."

" All the time ? Merciful heavens ! You

don't mean he lives here ? "

She nodded, and Prendegast staggered

back, covering his eyes.
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that she was in love with somebody else, and

he threatened

" He threatened, did he ? " roared Prende-

gast, pacing the room. " He threatened !

Let me lay my hands on him and I'll strangle

him ! "

" She's been crying all the evening, poor

soul ! " snivelled Mrs. Arris, in sympathy.

" This is awful ! I must think !" He paced

the room in his agitation. " It was all my

fault, all my fault. I shouldn't have gone

away for such a long time. It isn't fair to a

woman."

Mrs. Arris sniffed her agreement.

" I don't know what I should do

if I was left alone all that time.

You know," she confessed, " we

women are devils ! "

" I ought to have

foreseen this ! " Pren-

NEITHER WAITED FOR AN EXPLANATION, AND THE STRUGGLE WHICH FOLLOWED WAS

DISAPPOINTINGLY SHORT."

" This can't be true ! " he groaned. " And

I came home six weeks ahead of my time

thinking to give her a surprise, picturing her

delight. My God ! It's awful ! "

" My Gawd ! It is awful ! " quivered Mrs.

Arris, to whom the tremendous possibilities

of a sensational development were now

apparent.

Prendegast leapt up, his face white.

" Where is he now ?" he demanded.

Mrs. Arris lowered her voice.

" He's gone to Manchester by the night

trainâ��there was an awful scene before he

went, sir."

The man swallowed hard.

" Tell me the worst," he said, quietly, and

Mrs. Arris shivered with pleasurable excite-

ment.

" He's so jealous of her, and he's a good-

looking young chap, too, and he kept saying

degast turned on her suddenly. "What does

this man call himself ? "

" His name ? " She knit her forehead.

" Let me think. I know it as well as I know

my own. His nameâ��I've got it !â��it's

Pinder ! "

" Pinder ! I'll remember that ! "

Prendegast resumed his pacing. If he

talked, it was not to the frowzy old woman

who watched him in rapturous contempla-

tion. To her he was the chief figure in a

drama in which she was to play no incon-

siderable part. To him she had no existence.

This news was terrible, terribleâ��and he had

never dreamt of it. Every letter she had

written breathed love and affection. He must

forgive her. He must ask for forgiveness,

he who had put such a terrible temptation

in the poor girl's way.

" Where is she ? " he asked.
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Mrs. Arris pointed to a door leading from

the sitting-room.

" In the old room, eh ? " he said, with a'

bitter smile, and walked to the door.

Mrs. Arris was by now mistress of cere-

monies. Torn between a natural desire to-

shield a representative of her own sex and

the beckoning finger of the glory which would-

be hers when she stepped soberly to a witness-

box, the observed of all observers, her in-

clinations weighed on the side of humanity.

" If you put your ear to the key-hole," she

whispered, huskily, " you can hear her sob-

bing something awful." She laid her grimy

hand on his arm. " Don't be 'ard on her,

sir. Remember you was young yourself

once."

He opened the door. The room was in

darkness, and mechanically he felt for the

switch. The low sobbing of the room's

occupant came to him and touched something

in his heart. He clicked down the switch,

but no light came. Then he heard a flustered

explanation at his elbow, the " refuse wires

is broke," and w'ent in, closing the door

behind him.

Mrs. Arris turned back discreetly.

" It's very 'ard," she muttered. " I sup-

pose I'd better put a couple of those eggs

backâ��he may be an egg-eater, coming from

foreign parts. Oh, it's very 'ard on her,

poor dear ! The woman always pays." â�¢ She

hesitated with one egg in her hand. " He

don't look as if he'd eat more than one egg."

She put the egg back into the basket. " Any-

way, I don't suppose he'll have an appetite

even for one. Drink's what he'll want."

She closed the mouth of the bag quickly

as Prendegast appeared in the doorway. He

had taken off his coat and vest and he was

visibly agitated.

" Get me a glass of water, will you ? " he

called, urgently. " My wife is simply hys-

terical. She won't even speak to me."

Mrs. Arris poured out the water with a

shaking hand.

" Coax her, sir," she. pleaded. " You

know, us women are won by wooing, as the

saying goes."

He took the water and went back into the

bedroom, Mrs. Arris watching with glazed

eyes. Yet the splendour of the situation

could not be obliterated by any pity she

might feel.

Scandal in high life ! Intelligent char-

woman makes amazing revelations ! Sensa-

tion in court ! Portrait of Mrs. Arris !

These and other visions of a glittering pub-

licity passed through her vague mind.

A key turning in the outer door aroused

her and she gazed in dismay at the new-

comer, who stamped into the room, throwing

down his travelling bag.

It was the sinful Pincler.

" Halloa ! Haven't you gone, Mrs. Arris ? "

he asked, with a frown.

" No, sir," said the almost inaudible Mrs.

Arris.

" Well, clear out ! " he snarled.

She found herself surprisingly breathless.

" Did you lose your train, sir ?" she

quavered.

" Yesâ��noâ��what the dickens is it to do

with you ? "

He brushed past her and was making for

the bedroom when Mrs. Arris, with unsus-

pected agility, slipped between him and the

door.

"Over my dead body ! " she said, heroically.

He scowled at her, then scowled at a

decanter on the sideboard.

" Oh, you've been drinking, eh ? And I

thought I'd locked the tantalus. Now,- you â�¢

take my advice and get away before I send

for a policeman."

Mrs. Arris bridled.

" And you take my advice and get away

before I send for an ambulance."

Mr. Pinder was not a good-tempered man

at the best of times. Now he was incoherent.

Yet he had need of speech, for at that precise

moment the bedroom door opened and

Prendegast came out

For a second both men glared at one

another ; then :â��

" So you're the brute ! " they yelled in

unison.

" What were you doing in that room ? "

hissed Pinder.

" What are you doing in this flat ? " grated

Prendegast.

Neither waited for an explanation, and

the struggle which followed was disappoint-

ingly shortâ��for the one spectator.

Prendegast was the heavier man and in

better condition. In twenty seconds Mr.

Pinder was flung bodily through the door

and the door was slammed on him.

Prendegast came back to the table and

sank into a chair.

" I wish I'd killed him ! " he breathed.

Then his eyes fell upon the letter which

Mrs. Arris had forgotten to post. It was her

confession, he thought. How tragic that he

had arrived home in time to intercept it !

He kissed the envelope tenderly, tore open

the flap, and began to read :â��

" Dearest Donald,â��As you will not be

back for three months I have let the flat fur-

nished to a nice coupleâ��a Mr. and Mrs.

Pinder. ..."

He repeated the words slowly, and his hair

began to rise.

"... a Mr. and Mrs. Pinder. I am stay-

ing at the Grand Hotel until you come back."

It was the furious thumping on the door

which brought him out of Ms trance. Then

be beckoned Mrs. Arris.
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"' What did you say the name of these

people was ? "

" Finder. Mr. and Mrs. Finder."

" Mr. and Mrs. Finder ! " repeated the

other, hollowly. " Go into that room and

get my coat and vest. Hurry ! "

Mrs. Arris regarded him in amazement.

" Ain't yer staying ? "

" Get my coat and vest! " whispered

Prendegast, fiercely. " I'll give you a fiver."

He flew round the flat collecting his

" ' OH, JACKâ��KISS ME AGAIN !

SHE MURMURED."

belongings, snatched his coat from the

astounded Mrs. Arris, and thrust a bank-

note into her hand.

" Tell meâ��I've forgotten," he asked,

quicklyâ��" is there a fire-escape here ? "

" Yes, sir, through this window. But

don't go, sir. She'll never forgive you ! "

Prendegast threw up the window and

stepped cmt on to a little iron balcony.

" When I am gone, open the door. I

think you said you'd like your name in the

News of the World ? "

" Yes, sir, I would."

" Well," said the man, grimly, " it'll be in

next Sunday."

" In a divorce case ? " she asked,

eagerly.

"No; in an inquest," said Prendegast,

and disappeared.

She hesitated ; then, as the door crashed

open and the dishevelled Mr. Finder flew

into the room, she followed.

There was a maniacal glare in Mr. Finder's

eye.

" Gone ! " he howled, and his eye fell upon

the window.

Before he could follow his wife stepped

into the room, a smile on her lips, the light of

love in her eyes.

" Oh, Jackâ��kiss me again ! " she mur-

mured.

" ' Again ' ! " moaned Mr. Finder, and

collapsed.
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SIR cJAMES

BARRIE

made

PETER PAN

2

E - T - RAYMOND

Author of

" UnccnsoreJ CelebrÃ³les," " All and Sundry," elc.

IT should be a delightful thing to be

Sir James Matthew Barrie. I say

nothing of the Barrie baronetcy ;

though most of us, scornful of such

matters in theory, would welcome one,

especially on the terms it was offered in

this case. Nor do I lay much stress on

SIR JAMES BARRIE.

/Violo. Strxford

the Barrie fortune, though it must be

almost as large as that of a second-rate

war-speculator. These are the substantials

Sir James shares with

many men no whole-

some person would

dream of envying.

WENDY AND PETER HEADING

PROCESSION
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But Sir James Barrie has so much more

that no worldly millionaire can aspire to.

He is lord of a treasure no Chancellor of

the Exchequer can raid ; he is monarch

of a realm no envious rival can devastate.

Here is a king whose subjects never give

trouble, a parent whose children never develop

mumps or bad manners, a tourist who can

always step from his London breakfast-table

into that bright land of fancy where every-

thing is engaged in an eternal game of

leap-frog.

A delightful thing to be

able to dream such dreams ;

still more delightful to be

able to imprison them in the

printed page, so that all the

world can share. Perhaps

better yet, to be free to re-

turn at will from a glorious

jaunt in shadowland, and

enjoy your solid fact of a

steak and a fire with the

more zest. Time was when

Sir James

Barrie, like

some noble

sportsmen, had to shoot over the coverts

of his imagination for the pot and the

market. That time has long vanished ; with

no anxiety as to the larder or the rent,

he can now take his gun when he likes, with

no object but pure sport. To drop metaphor,

he can please himself whether he writes at

all, what he writes, when he writes, how he

writes. Money, honour, troops of admirers,

liberty such as the great of the earth lack

as much as the littleâ��what lot could be

pleasanter ? Especially when

one has behind one, to give

the due relish of contrast,

memories of early poverty and

discouragement, of the bread

which is bitter and the editorial

stairs that break the heart of

the climber.

Yes, Sir James Barrie should

be of all men most happy. Yet,

if you were fortunate

enough to meet him

(and the average king

OF CHARACTEBS FHOM " PETEH PAN.
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is more easily met), you would not take him

to be an exuberantly happy man. His eyes,

big and pathetic, like a seal's, give a hint

of chronic weariness ; he wears the kind of

moustache one associates with the idea of

hope abandoned ; the great dome-like fore-

head which gives a rather topsy-turvy effect

to the thin face and small

figure is lined with the

wrinkles of incurable care;

he speaks (if you can get

him to speak at all) with a

sighing melancholy. Alto-

gether you will feel sorry for

him. You will think, very

likely, of the old story of

Grimaldi and the doctor :

"Go and get a good laugh;

see Grimaldi." " Alas ! I

am Grimaldi." For years

Barrie has meant merri-

ment alike for the ten

thousand and the million.

He has commanded the

shrill laughter of the child,

the gurgling merriment of

the schoolboy, the giggle

of fair eighteen, the guffaw

of the middle-aged male,

the chuckle of senility.

For himself, he may be

seen, once and again, to

smile â�� a wistful, forlorn

sort of smile, as of one

who would say, " Yes, I

know that was very smart

and clever ; . I am intel-

lectually persuaded that I

ought to laugh, and I am

really trying my very best ;

please don't hit me if I just

fail to convince." As for

a real laugh, the kind of

convulsion which symbolizes

man's momentary superi-

ority to all things, that

laugh may have been heard

from the poor journalist.

It is foreign to the ' rich

playwright.

In a charming trifle about

Fleet Street Barrie makes

his Scotch hero meet a

specially high-spirited man,

whose story he is told.

This merry individual was,

it seemed, once a popular

humorist. He made a great

income, his wife behaved

nicely, he seemed to have

everything man could wish

for. But he could not

laugh. Nothing interested,

nothing amused him. At

SIR J. M. BARRIE, TAKEN

UNAWARES.

ONE OF THE VERY FEW SNAPSHOTS

EVER OBTAINED OF THE AUTHOR

OF " PETER PAN."

last he had to choose between his work and

the grave. He resigned, got a job as London

Correspondent of a provincial paper, and was

cured within a month. His sense of humour

was restored ! I am almost tempted to advise

Sir James Barrie to recall that recipe. Let

him lobby for the Thrums People's Friend, or

understudy Mr. GarvÃn, or

write for Punch, or engage

in some other responsible

and solemn undertaking. It

could do him no harm, and

it might do him good.

The Barrie manner is

puzzling enough to those

who know little of the real

man. When he was visiting

the Front a certain Staff

officer took immense pains

to show him everything in

the pleasantest way. There

was scant sign of apprecia-

tion, and the gallant soldier

bade farewell at Boulogne

rather in the mood of that

epigrammatic visitor of

Tennyson's, who complained

that he had come to see a

lion and found only a bear.

The gallant soldier was quite

mistaken. It was no bear ;

only a very shy little man

with a tied tongue and a

greedy brain, who simply

could not be bothered to

talk "gup" just then. A

few days later the true Barrie

was revealed in a charming

letter of the kind that

one makes a codicil about.

Nearly all Barrie stories have

their point in this taciturnity.

Barrie once found himself

beside another celebrity at

a public dinner. " Do you

feel like talking ?" he asked.

" Not much," was the reply.

" Neither do I," rejoined

Barrie, and the rest was

silence. During a rehearsal

of " The Little Minister,"

one of the actors had just

spoken the line, " In the

midst of life we are in

death," when part of the

stage collapsed, and Barrie

had to be fished out of the

cavern where the orchestra

is imprisoned. When on his

feet again he uttered the

one word " Evidently." Of

this sort of humorous brevity

he is a master. Once he was

shown a theatre programme
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with most of the names in small type,

while the " star " (conceited and rather

incompetent) was printed in great letters

beneath, thus :â��

AND

MR. DASH.

" Shouldn't it be ' but ' ? " asked Barrie,

in his quiet, bored way, and it was quite a

second or two before the point was fully

grasped. Ordinarily, it must be said, this

economy of speech does not contribute to

raise the social temperature. But it is

related that on one occasion Barrie broke ice

instead of making it. The scene was one of

the solemnest of London clubs. Mr. Barrie,

as he then was, offered a friendly word

to a fellow-member taking tea. Tears

filled the poor man's eyes. "I have been

a member here for thirty-seven years,"

he said, " and yours are the first kind

words ever addressed to me within these

walls."

If one cares to examine critically the

plays and novels of this eminent man,

one can always detect beneath the

surface sparkle some tinge of the

depression reflected in his manner.

Naturally enough, pathos mixes with

the humour of the Scotch stories. But

even in a cheery trifle, almost farcical,

like " When a Man's Single," there is

a very real under-current of bitterness ;

the young writer has analysed in ad-

vance his future success and is not

taken in by it. " Vanity of vanities,

all is vanityâ��including writing for the

Daily Telegraph and marrying a bit

above one's station " : that is the

burden of the whole thing. You may be

bored if you don't get what you want ; you

are sure to be bored if you do. At a much

later period the private sigh accompanying

the public grimace is still more marked.

Such plays as " Dear Brutus " and " The

Twelve-Pound Look " are really meaningless

unless they mean that success is a delusion.

Perhaps it comes natural to a Scotsman

whose national heroes are John Knox and

Robert Burnsâ��this Barrie mixture of jest,

sentiment, and fatalistic gloom. Sir James

Barrie is a Scotsman. The fact is possibly

quite well known, but I may as well get

it firmly grasped, since it is the most im-

portant fact about him. He was born at

Kirriemuir sixty years agoâ��a queer,

solemn-looking baby, with enormous eyes

and an apparent sense of grievance. Long

before he went to school at Dumfries he

had drunk in all the Scotchness he had not

inherited, till he could hold no more, and

three decades in London have left the store

intact. All these years in one of the Scotchest

parts of Scotland meant an immense accumu-

lation of literary capital ; a brain so recep-

Vol. 1U.-2U

THE

WINDOW IMMORTALIZED IN "A WINDOW

IN THHUMS."

(Be courir- , al Haddtr Ð� SloupM/n.)

tive, an eye so sharp and humorous, could

never'have had a moment's idleness. But

Barrie was no precocious boy. He wrote,

but only so-so ; he acted, but with no par-

ticular talent ; he read, but showed little sign

of taste or fancy. Quite early, however, he

had determined on his course in life. When

he left Edinburgh University two maiden

ladies asked him what he meant to be. " An

author," was the unabashed reply. On

which, says Barrie, " they flung up their

hands, and one exclaimed reproachfully,

' And you an M.A. ! '

Many young men have said the same

thing ; Barrie meant it. It may well be

that a knowledge of his limitations, rather

than confidence in his powers, led him to the

conviction that, whether he wrote ill or well,

he must still write. Young people may not

always know what they are fit for ; they

generally know better than their elders what

they are unfit for. Barrie must have felt

that, while he might be a bad failure as an

author, he must be a quite tragic failure as

(say) an insurance clerk ; and though it is

sad to fail in literature, the spectacle of a
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failure in insurance is one to wring brassy

bosoms and rough hearts -of flint. Journal-

ism is the artillery preparation for a success-

ful frontal attack (delivered under book

cover) on the public. Like other kinds of

artillery preparation, it is very expensive,

and not at all sure ; the heaviest metal will

hardly sweep away at once all the wire

entanglements which (perhaps happily) pro-

tect the reader from the literary aspirant.

Barrie became a journalist. He began as

leader-writer in the pleasant town of Notting-

ham. No bibliomaniac has yet thought of

reprinting his leaders, and I have been unable

to consult the files. But he himself allows

us to assume that he was omnipresent and

omniscient in that local paper. He " did "

the politics. Criticism of the Nottingham

member may have been reserved for a more

mature hand, but he

was allowed to deal

pretty much as he

liked (within the

limits of the paper's

policy) with mere

world statesmen.

In literature he

could "patronize the

Tennysons," but pro-

bably it was the editor

who said nice things

about the first novel

of Miss Alderman

Tompkinson. It may

be he was the identi-

cal young man who

wrote local notes

under the motto,

" Now step I forth to

whip hypocrisy." One

thing is certain : he

earned his three

guineas a week;

everybody earns his

money who writes for

the benefit of an

English provincial

public.

Barrie has drawn a

little silhouette of

himself at this time :

a shy, awkward, un-

jovial youth, given

much to books, little

to company, often to

be seen mooningabout

at night near the

Castle, with his

thoughts (Scotch-

like) " three hundred

miles due north,"

but also with a deter-

mination (Scotch-like

too) to neglect no
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opportunity that led still further south.

He never wavered in his resolve to conquer

London or die. He even answered an ad-

vertisement regarding some small post on a

financial paper, and might (had the fates so

decided) have written disinterestedly con-

cerning the movements of gold and the ten-

dencies of the dollar. The fates, however,

decided that his knowledge of the mysteries

of specie should arrive quite otherwise. The

once famous Greenwood, of the St. James's

Gazette, had accepted a few articles. Barrie

wrote to him confiding his wish to enter

London journalism, stated that he would be

satisfied to begin with a pound a week, and

ended : "I shall be guided by your candid

advice." Greenwood replied : " For God's

sake, don't come." Thus encouraged, Barrie

at once gave notice to his Nottingham em-

ployers. After all, he

thought it was better

to take the chance of

quicK starvation in

Fleet Street than the

certainty of slow star-

vation in the pro-

vinces. Starvation as

a free lance was then

a greater risk than

now. Newspapers

kept to news'; maga-

zines were few and

unreceptive ; the vast

popular 'ournalism of

to-day was not.

There were three

years during which

Barrie, like many

another passenger to

Parnassus, tested the

filling virtues of the

penny bun ; he has

written gratefully of

it, as all should who

know its efficacy (with

the due cup of coffee)

to produce at least

the illusion of reple-

tion. In these three

years Barrie oscil-

lated between doubt

whether he knew his

business and convic-

tion that the editors

did not know theirs ;

he hated editors in

those days. Then the

something happened

which generally ar-

rives to the man of

ability who has the

nerve to " stick it."

Dr. (now Sir) Robert-

son Nicoll gave him
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his chance in the British Weekly. There,

under the name of "Gavin Ogilvy " (his

mother's maiden name was Ogilvy), he

wrote matter that attracted some attention

and gave him a certain standing with the

cashier. The living was secure. His first

bid for higher things was made with

"Better Dead," cheerier than its title; in

1888, the sixth year of the. Barrie HegirÃ ,

he scored a succÃ¨s d'estime with " AÃ¹ld

Licht Idylls," and in 1889 the roar that

greeted " A Window in Thrums " showed

that the real thing had come.

The popularity of the " Kailyard " school,

of which he was by far the liveliest master,

is a little curious, especially when we remem-

ber that it synchronized with the great

Kipling boom. It really seemed as if one

half of the British public demanded extreme

localism and a flavour of Hymnal Companion

simply because the other half had booked

east of Suez to avoid the Ten Commandments.

Barrie, like a sensible man, took full advan-

tage of the craze while it lasted ; he came in

on the ground floor, and unloaded before the

market was stale. Others were still nauseating

a fatigued public with an outworn formula

when he had tapped more than one new

vein. This dexterity in adapting himself

to the public taste is no doubt the secret

of an enormous monetary success. It may

be also some small fraction of the secret of

Sir James Barrie's low spirits. All men who

think in terms of other melt's tastes, from

chefs upwards (or downwards), are prone to

a certain sadness ; the peche Melba we eat

carelessly may imply the misanthropy of a

genius who yearns for perfect self-expression

in a beefsteak-and-kidney pudding.

'.' Peter Pan " was a " dream child " of

Barrie which he put forward, with a depre-

catory cough, to the late Charles Frohman,

together with a daughter, " Alice-sit-by-the

Fire," more conventionally begotten. He

did not think it would pay, but he would

like it produced. Frohman, a man of busi-

ness but also a man of very real imagination,

a poet in the odd guise of a syndicate monger,

was cool over " Alice " and wildly enthusiastic

over " Peter." He saw in the comedy, quite

justly, only a momentary idea ; in the fantasy

he discerned a quality of appeal altogether

different, something that was old when

Scheherazade began the Thousand Nights,

and will be still new when Dr. Addison's

housing scheme is complete. Frohman felt

the magic of " Open Sesame," that magic

which connects the most everyday things

with all,marvel and mystery. We can best

see Barrie's wizardry by comparing his work

with that of the plagiarists who have used

his mannerism without his magic. The
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formula is nothing in such things. There

are books ingeniously crammed with the

supernatural that give fewer thrills than a

parish magazine. The whole virtue of " Peter

Pan " is not in the conception, or the

machinery, but the spirit ; we believe in it

because the author does. He has that

mysterious power, so rare, to become verit-

ably freeman of a city (even though only a

city of nonsense) not built by hands. It

would be almost irreverent to compare the

very small with the very great. But only

the " man who had been in hell " could have

written the Inferno ; and Barrie could not

have given us authentic fairy land if he had

not gone there himself.

But, perhaps unfortunately, he seems un-

able to come back. The very success of

" Peter Pan " forced

him to repeat where he

could hardly surpass

himself., Henceforth

lie could vary the

theme as much as he

liked, but he must not

forsake the mood; "real

Barrie " must always

mean whimsicality,

Puckishness, the elfin

outlook on the human

pageant. Now, it is

good for all of us to

make occasional trips

to fairyland, but there

is no place to live in,

as the dying woman

said, like old England;

before starting for

Oberon's kingdom you

should make quite cer-

tain about the passport

and the return ticket.

Sir James Barrie seems

to have lost his ; he

cannot get back from

fairyland and, while he first wrote about it

with the enthusiasm of a globe-trotter, he

shows now a little of the weariness of the

exile.

No man or woman of the theatre who

has played his parts but speaks of him with

deep affection. He won the heart, as well

as the business esteem, of one so wholly

different from his own quiet self as Charles

Frohman, and he has been a hero to all his

heroinesâ��Miss Maude Adams, Miss Pauline

Chase, Miss Irene Vanbrugh, and many others.

But after all every man is an island, and

the goodwill of his fellows, though much

indeed, is not everything.

I may be fanciful, but I cannot help feeling

that Sir James Barrie has still very much in

him that he cannot get expressed, and that

he yearns, as all true workmen do, to

SIR JAMES BARRIE AT EIGHTY I

A FANCY PORTRAIT BY HARRY FUR.NISS

accomplish the masterpiece (not in the " Peter

Pan " mood) which he must know should be

within the capacity of his rare and delicate

genius. It seems ungracious, of course, to

say. so. Why not be thankful without

question for what the gods send ? I had

written the greater part of this article when

I went to the revival of " The Admirable

Crichton," and the first act was not over

when I determined to tear up the whole

thing. For here was a specimen of pre-Pan

Barrie at its bestâ��wit, humour, and phil-

osophy blended in a delicate and delicious

whole. What impertinence, I reflected with

something like a blush, to take up any

attitude towards so delightful a wizard in

words other than that of closing one's mouth

and opening one's eyes and ears and taking

what he cares to give

you ! For there is not

only genius in the man

but something that

transcends mere intel-

lect ; that kindliness,

that wisdom of the

heart which goes so

much farther than

mere wisdom of the

head. What a gift he

has brought, during

these years, to'the tired

old worldâ��the gift of

clean and wholesome

laughter, that leaves

one always a little

better and yet, oddly,

a little more clear-

headed! And yet.when

it was all over, I could

not help thinking that

I was right after all,and

that the thing remains

to do. " Crichton ' ' was

very near it, but there

is still better in Barrie;

a comedyâ��perhaps two or three comediesâ��

with as much of the eternal in their kind as

" Peter Pan " has in its kind. Perhaps it is

really our fault that it has not yet arrived.

There was a foolish patron, it is said, who

once commanded Michel Angelo to model a

statue in snow. Are we wiser in asking a

great genius to do so much wonderful sugar-

work ? Who can say ? But, while I yield

to no man in appreciating the confectionery,

I still feel to the core of me that besides the

talents so splendidly used there are others

still finer that have not had their full ex-

pression. Some day, perhaps, Sir James

will write that comedy, and we shall see that

the boy who would not grow up has sud-

denly attained the stature of a giant.

But should we love him quite so much ?

Perhaps not.
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\IMOTHY \vrote

to Angela :â��

I wanted to

ask you some-

thing last night, but

I'd a real bad cold in

the head, and it seemed

to me that to propose

to you through the nose

would be a sort of per-

sonal affront. Now you

are going abroad for

two whole months, and

I wonder if you would

help me through the

time of waiting by j ust

telling me : Are you

ever going to marry

anyone, and if so, what

kind of man will he

have to be ?"

And Angela an-

swered :â��

" I think I shall

marry a Rugger Inter-

national."

To Timothy this

notion was both novel

. and attractive. True,

he was not a Rugger

International, but he

was a Rugger Blue, and

according to the press

his future was a sport-

ing certainty to which

the public could not

close their eyes. So

Timothy wrote back :â��

" Is that a promise ? ''

And after a little

while Angela placed her

thumb gently between

her lips, and with her other

hand wrote " Yes " on the

bottom of Timothy's letter, and

sent it back to him.

Timothy never came to her

again. He went down from the

'Varsity suddenly, whilst she

was still away, and when she

came back he had vanished.

For a little while Angela

fretted, and in the end she went

PACK
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boldly to Timothy's

father and said unto

him : " Speak, Ð� Man 1

What have you done

with Timothy ? "

Timothy's father was

a grim, hard-featured

tyrant whose hair was

white as the snow, and

he leaned towards het

out of his chair and

bent his brows upon

her ; but Angela was

not afraid. To have

told the truth he should

have commenced the

story with an explana-

tion. He should have

said, " You were away,

and Timothy was sorely

stricken with love sick-

ness. He is young and

he sought an antidote

in cards." But the old

man knew nothing of

that, and he only said,

" Timothy was tempted

into gambling. When

he began to lose he

increased the stakes.

He went on losing, and

finally he was rooked.

He asked for more

money, and not know-

ing how he was using

it, I sent it him, and

he threw that money,

which was good, after

the other money, which

was bad, and sent again

to me for more. So

I went to him. I sus-

pected that he was in

the hands of some card-

sharper, but he would not

tell me whether or no. He

only said that if h<? had

given up playing because he

was losing they would have

called him ' Funk.' When

a young man gets taken

that way there is only one

remedy. Timothy was de-

pendent on me. He lost
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his means of livelihood by a snap of the

fingers as a man loses his life by sudden

death. I said to him, From this hour

you are penniless. Leave Oxford and go

out into the world. In three years there will

be money coming to you in your own right,

and in the meanwhile you may work for

your living with your own hands, and fight,

if need be, for your bread, with other men

in the gutter. And if you get through, you

will understand the value of money when it

comes to you.' He has gone," the old man

added ; ' I do not know where he has gone.

He went from Oxford with only a few

shillings in his pocket. Perhaps he had to

carry somebody's bag to the station, to make

the price of his railway fare."

Angela went away.

Two Rugby seasons passed, and the years

moved heavily like great steam-rollers along

the road of surmise, but Angela hunted and

was men's quarry, danced and was candle

to the moths, laughed a little and was loved

a lot, but was never kissed ; whilst slowly

her heart took unto itself the sad shape of

an interrogation mark.

And then one day she stood, hands in her

pockets, one small foot poking severely at

a log upon the fire, and you will understand

that Angela had grown tired of loneliness.

Once a week ever since he had first been

cut off from his own world Timothy had

gone with humble tread into the hallowed

precincts of a public library, there to look

out for Angela's portrait in the weekly

galleries of folk who were going to be married,

which appeared in high-toned weeklies.

"He thought that if ever she broke her

promise he would find her then looking back

at him from one of those galleries of por-

traits, because she rode to hounds and was

the daughter of an Honourable, and also

because her mother would wish to find out

whether they would describe her as the

beautiful Angela, daughter of herself, or as

Angela, the daughter of herself, the beautiful

mother.

And in this way it was that he found it

out at last. The blow that he had feared

most struck him just as he had imagined

it might, one very ordinary afternoon as he

sat in that public library and opened the

paper out before him. For a moment he

could do nothing but stare. Every feeling

that he had seemed gradually to dry within

him. At last he dropped his eyes to his

clothing. It was frayed and shiny and told

its own tale. His father had wanted him

to see the world from the standpoint of

poverty, and he had done so from such close

quarters that for the rest of his life he would

feel that only distance could lend enchant-

ment to the view.

When he'looked up he noticed an interest-

ing fact. Within a few feet of his eyes there

was hanging suspended a. cold white board,

and the board said sharply, " Silence." In

all his after-life he always remembered that.

The public library did not know that one

swears if one is hurt a little, but not if one

is hurt a lot.

Angela was going to marry Sladden.

He rose now out of his chair. He looked

round as if in search of somebody to tell.

His choker and the unshaven shadows on

his cheeks jumped back into memory, for

the library was dotted with respectability,

and there was nobody there at all who would

understand. Sladden had won her over

by charm of manner. He could win any-

body over by charm of manner. He,

Timothy himself, had been won over, and

then Sladden had cheated him at cards,

and Sladden's friends had cheated him, and

he had never understood how they had done

it until it was too late. Now he had won

over Angela, and he would cheat her as he

had cheated him.

At last he knew that he wanted air and

must have it, and he made his way bitterly

towards the door. The cold of the night

helped to dissipate his stupefaction, and

when he came to the tall dark house of

mournful shadows where he had his lodging

new thoughts were crowding upon him. He

climbed the stairs and stood in his room a.

moment looking round at the wretched

furniture, and then he moved suddenly to

a drawer and drew forth a wallet. He would

sit down and play again the game of patience

that was almost his only recreation.

This was the kind of game that might be

played by a man who is slowly going mad,

for it was not played with the two and fiftv

cards of every day, but, lo and behold, with

a pack of ancient cuttings from the Sportsman,

and the game was to set them out upon the

table and to move them gradually into

chronological order until they made up the

diary of a young man's progress towards an

All-England cap. Always he played them

out one by one until he came finally

to the last card in the pack, and then he

would sit looking strangely at the table like

a man checked suddenly in a game of chess,

because this game that he had made up

never could be finished. The one essential

card was always missing from his pack.

There was no cutting there that told how

he had been picked for England.

To-night he went just as far as ever, and

then he slowly drew out from his wallet the

joker, and he played that bitterly. It was

a letter, and it held a promise written in a

girl's handwriting at the bottom of a page.

He dropped his head into his hands and

gave in. He was done. However badly he
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needed to go back to Angela now, he had no

means whatever wherewith to go. Through

all his life in the murky parts oÃ London he

had never tried either to hold employment

or to rise, because he had believed that to

stay too long in one place would lead sooner

or later to detection. He would be recognized

and dragged into the light of day. He did

not want to be recognized. His father had

challenged him to live without his help, and

he would do it, without giving entertain-

ment to his friends. He had worked only

well enough to live.

In this way he had made his bed ; now

he must lie upon it.

Angela was in danger and he could not

go to her. He was penniless. He was in

rags. He was living from hand to mouth.

He had thought that to be unrecognized

made this worth while. Now he was realizing

the uncounted cost. For perhaps a few

minutes he sat there beaten. And then he

slowly tightened in every sinew of his bod}'.

In the darkness of his day a quick light had

shown .him suddenly the pointing finger of

a signpost. There was one way back. He

sat back abruptly in his chair, pushing his

playing cards in a heap to one side. Then

he stood up. Somebody was coming up the

creaky stairs. Somebody was at the door.

He went across the room and opened it.

In the shadows of the landing there stood a

little man with great black-rimmed glasses

set upon his nose and a shapeless little

bowler hat upon his head. Timothy reached

out and laid a hand upon his shoulder.

" Come along in. I want you badly,

Boggins."

The little man came in stiffly, as if he

were half afraid that if he swayed a little

out of his course his hat would overbalance

and fall off his head.

Why do you wear that awful little hat ? "

said Timothy, sharply.

" 'Cause me 'ead's cold," Boggins said.

There came a little silence. At last

Timothy spoke again.

" Boggins," said he, ' I'm going back."

" Surely," said Boggins, after a moment's

consideration, 'â�¢ you're not going dressed

like that ? "

" No. -Not quite like this ; and I shall

want enough money to last me through the

rest of the football season, too. I only

decided five minutes ago how I shall get it,

Boggins, and I'm going to steal."

The little man's eyes grew wide as saucers.

Timothy laid a hand upon his arm.

" Not quite steal. Some years ago a man

stole money from me by cheatingâ��several

hundred poundsâ��and now I think that it's

time I got it back. It might just keep me

in London until I get my International

cap." He looked away. He began to talk

absently, as if his thoughts were wandering

down a disjointed trail towards a definite

end. " Sometimes I've been to his house.

I've even played cards there with his friends.

He keeps a great deal of money in his room,

in notes and coin ; he's always gambling

with it. Most of it is in a drawer of a

writing-table. I remember noticing." His

voice was rising passionately. ' Four

hundred pounds of that money's mine, and

I'm going to get it back."

He turned to Boggins once more and

seized him in a vice-like grip.

" You know the way to break into a

house, and you've got to show me the w^y

to break into his."

First through the dark had come, as it

were in dim perspective, a wandering bead

of light, that came, in the end, to rest

against the catch, and vanishedâ��then little

noises.

The window was being opened very

cautiously ; there was a pause, and then,

riding in silently on the cold draught of

the night, there came two men, and the

two men halted and stood, silent and hesitant,

somewhere upon the carpet, the hand of one

watchfully upon the elbow of the other.

" Every time that we played here," a

hushed voice said, " the money was always

put into that drawer and locked away for

the night, and if "

Then the shadow of a little man moved

forward, and the voice died away. There

came a last pauseâ��more little noisesâ��a

sudden grinding like the wrenching of a

heavy-handed dentist at a toothâ��a snapâ��

and then more quick light and the rustle of

notes and a happy suffocated laugh.

The man who had stood throughout on

the threshold of the room got ready. He

moved, and with one quick deft turn of the

wrist had switched on the lightâ��was between

them. He just had time to say :â��

" Who the devil are you ? "

Then Timothy took one stride to his

front, and his fist swung out from his shoulder

with all his strength and crashed on the

point of the other's jaw, and that ill-advised

intruder spun on his heel, wavered, received

a classic upper-cut, and fell in a heap on

the floor.

Then from the open drawer Timothy

gathered an armful of notes as if they were

flowers of the field, and began to push the

little man out through the window into the

dark.

No word of any kind passed between them

until they were out of the garden and away

on the road towards London, and then

Boggins turned to him.

Who was 'e ? "

' I don't know."
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"You 'it 'im aside the 'ead," said Boggins.

" Supposing you left your thumb-print on

his fice ?"

'.' Whoever he was," said Timothy, " from

the moment he first wakes up he'll always

remember my face ; and if I let him see me

again before I get my International cap, I'm

done."

H.

THE,whistle blew and at once the forwards

were round and shoving. The last man

came up and dipped in his head amongst

those writhing bodies like an excited ostrich.

In went the ball. Vicious boots had cap-

tured .it and were driving it back. The

instant that it was out a little -man darted

at it and flung it far out to the neighbourhood

where. Timothy should be. Timothy leapt.

The ball shot into his hands, and all in a

moment he had found top speed and was

away,. with one man reaching despairingly

for his knees and another recoiling from the

suddenness of his hand-off.

Down either touch-line men seemed to

hold their breath. He had dodged out of

reach of a forward's threatening cuddle.

He had stopped once in his stride and shot

away at a tangent. He had circled round

a wild man who had swooped for his

knees, and now he was out at last in the

open, streaking up-field like a fox with

the hunt in full-cry after. Timothy settled

the ball in the hollow of his arm, and

out from the hiding where it had lain for

two long years he summoned the last of

his speed. The full-back came into view and

poised himself for a high dive. Timothy

glanced round once for support, heard a

man call to him loudly, saw a three-quarter

sprinting alongside with hands held ready

and a clear field, and so, as the back swung

round his knees and held on as they fell,

the ball flew out delightfully hard and true,

and that glad three-quarter took it devotedly

to his heart and scored.

Timothy rose to his feet again and stood

for a moment gravely in contemplation as

somebody took the place-kick.

That would be the last score of the match,

and he was grimly satisfied. The toil of

manual labour had not flattened his feet ;

the lean days that had seldom brought him

one solid meal in the round of the clock

had not altogether sapped his stamina. He

would be able to get back his form.

Then it was no-side, and in the gangway

that led to the changing-room a man with

a note-book darted upon him and touched

his arm.

' Surely " he began. " You'll pardon

me, but aren't you the Saville who

Aren't you the Oxford Blue ? "

Timothy nodded his head. There was

no point in hiding his identity. It would

help him to prominence, and Angela would

hear of it, and understand. The pressman

looked at him eagerly.

" We are very glad to see you back. It

will be excellent news. I hope you will be

playing regularly ?'-'..:.

The sequel swept upon him in the form of

an avalanche on the Sunday morning. He

had sent out for a copy of every Sunday-

paper that was for sale, and when he had

breakfasted he sat in his new room wrapped

round by an exotic dressing-gown with aJl

these papers strewn about his feet and a

penknife in his .hand.

In his heyday cuttings' had not been

much more to him., than letters bearing

compliments of the season, but when he had

been cut off from Rugger they had grown

by slow degrees to have that subtle charm

OÃ�- old associations which belongs more

congruously to wild flowers gently pressed

and hidden between the pages of an old-

world-book. Now they-meant something

else. They made up a photograph of the

play of yesterday, and they showed exactly

how muc-h he had done in the eyes Of the

Rugger public to win the match for his side.

He read them all through and made them

into a clean new packv with a place left for

the trump card that he must â�¢ hold before

he could play that last. great game with

Angela. And then sheer unaffected, un-

adulterated glee bubbled up from some-

where around his heart, and he threw him-

self back in his chair and kicked first one

of his slippers and then the other high up

towards the ceiling over his head, and gave

a wild laugh that was more like a whoop,

and wrapped his dressing-gown tighter about

him, rose, and began to waltz giddily round

the room. He had come back. He would

be picked for England. He had dropped

out of the clouds bang into the middle of

Rugby football and had caught up the run

of the game and become a part of it all in

one blessed hour. He - stopped and struck

one hand excitedly with the clenched fist

of the other. He would go out. He would

take the air. The greatest task that he had

now was to keep absolutely fit. He must

have no late nights. He must rise betimes.

He would do exercises on the floor. As for

work, the sooner he found that the better.

He began to dress.

Timothy's handicap lay in some ways in

the fact that he had come to the Midlands

to join a club. He would have been far

more at home in London, would have known

far better what to do with his time. But

in London there lived a man who had come

upon him in Sladden's and who would

remember his face. Moving, moreover, once

again in his old circle, he feared that he

might come upon his father, and he did
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not want to meet Ã±is father ; nor did he

want to be too near Angela until he could

go to her carrying an All-England cap in

his mouth, like a faithful dog, as his part

of the bargain. For that cap meant more

to him now than it had ever done before.

The thoughtless promise of a girl should be

her own salvation if he could only win the

right to hold her to her earliest promise.

One International Trial Match had been

played. Another followed before he had

properly demonstrated that his form was

not merely a flash in the pan. The eve of

the third and last drew near. He began to

read every paper with a feverish concern.

Through the medium of Rugby critics,

popular opinion was writing his name upon

the wall, and out of the maze of argument

he began to notice why. England possessed

a scrum-half with the individualism of a

genius, and though the selection committee

had searched all over the country, like

chickens scratching about a farmyard, they

could not find anywhere a stand-off half

who could work with him as he needed

somebody to work to bring out his greatness.

His name was Befridge, and he was best

behind losing forwards. England were weak

in forwards, but strong behind the scrum,

and England wanted Berridge to get the

ball from the feet of those losing forwards.

He began to notice that the two club

halves who had before been accepted as

England's best were passing out of favour.

Writers were demanding brilliance instead

of tiresome safety, and they wanted Timothy

Saville to play with Berridge and see if

between them they could not set up a new

delight. Other men could not take more

than half his passes. They believed that

Timothy could take them all.

Now as the fateful days began to come and

go Timothy knew no rest. He went to the

banisters and peered below whenever he

heard a knock that might mean the coming

of a telegram. He could not read and he

could not sleep. His heart was continually

agog with tremulous anxiety.

At last it came. They gave it him as if

it were the most ordinary telegram in the

world. They didn't know. He tore open

the envelope, then spun on his heel and

tried to shake somebody by the hand.

There was nobody there. He wanted to

shout, wanted to dance. They had asked

him to play for the Rest of England in the

last of the Trials. And it meant he had to

play with Berridge. He would have the

chance of his life. And there was no way

in which he could exult except to stand

there and grin.

â�¢ Next morning he reached out grasping

arms for papers and tried to open them

all at once. The first that he managed to

hold out before him offered for his attention,

a photograph of Berridge. And whilst he

stood stock-still and stared at it rigidly, the

paper almost spoke to him. It seemed to

say, " You recognize that man ? Do you

remember the man who found vou stealing

money from Sladden's room ? You struck

him down, didn't you ? But for one moment

your eyes met, and you remember his face,

just as he will remember yours. That man

was Berridge. Here he is. There is no

mistake, you see. In the Trial Match you

two will meet. What are you going to do ? "

Timothy could do nothing. The world was

spinning round him. He was incredulous

and his mind was one groat blank.

III.

ANGELA leaned a little forward in her seat ;

one hand began to find its way slowly across

her lap to hold the fingers of the other. It

was going to be something of a thrill.

Out into the winter's sunshine were coming

England and the Rest. She heard applause-

begin, and when it swelled quickly round

the ground her heart beat a little faster ;

but she could not see Timothy, and until

he came the thrill had not begun. She

began to look quickly from group to group.

Men were moving across the field to their

positions. Still she could not see Timothy ;

something had happened. Her fingers began

to twine uncertainly one about the other

upon her lap.

All in a moment the world had changed.

A man had come running out, a man who

was lateâ��a manâ��oh, it was Timothy !

Her hands moved now just as though she

were going to reach out towards him. Then

they fell slowly back into her lap, and her

chin seemed to sink a little into her furs,

until she was very still.

That was all.

To Timothy this was the most grim day

in his life. Late ? He had had to be lato.

What other possible way was there of avoid-

ing Berridge before the game began ? If

he could only show Berridge first how

splendidly he could combine with him, how

thoroughly he understood the working of

his brain, then Berridge might see that he

was the only man who could play him into

the England team, and perhaps he would

not give him away. Perhaps he would

prefer to keep him on the playing-field of

Rugger.

The whistle went suddenly. Timothy was

alive to it, and his eyes were set. The ball

was sailing towards him. He ran in a little,

waited, then sped in under it as it fell and

took it cleanly, and dodged and swerved

and was free to kick. He tried for touch,

but England's back reached it, fumbled,

and knocked on. At once the forwards
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were round and packing down. He slipped

up into his place. He had to study every

movement that Berridge made. Berridge

was his little tin god and he was a disciple.

He was up by the scrum now, darting and

dodging and snatching at a ball that was

only a will-o'-the-wisp until, in a flurry of

speed, he had suddenly spun on his heel

like a revolving top and from somewhere the

ball had bounced into his hands, and his

legs were being dragged from under him.

As he fell he let the ball go. This was where

stand-off halves had always failed .him.

Timothy did not fail. No one could tell

how he had found the ball or how he had

slung it free, but Timothy came into the

picture with a burst of terrific speed and

reached for it as it fell ; he had taken it

barely a foot from the ground and had kept

his balance and his swerve, and now he was

racing in line with the Rest three-quarters

away up-field. He heard a roll of thunder

from the touch-lines, and then he saw a man

diving for his knees, and he slung the ball

on. He fell and he scrambled up. He

watched a great race up-field, then saw the

ball rise high over the full-back's head.

He ran on after the game. Somebody had

cleared for England. It was touch. He

came up to the line-out. His own men had

the ball. It was down. They were fighting

for freedom. They were dribbling up-field.

A man had fallen upon it. The forwards

were round again and scrumming. He moved

up watchfully into position once again, and

bent his eyes on Berridge. Berridge was

nearly flat on his face. The ball was tight

in the grip of England's men. It was going

back. It was out. He saw Berridge leap

round like a demon and fling himself bodily

on to the man who was fumbling for it.

He was just in time. The forwards were

round it again and men were shouting.

The game was pressing upon them. He

moved up a little, ready for anything

Berridge did. Now the Rest were giving

way. The English forwards came through

in a solid bunch, with the ball bouncing

short at their toes. Berridge was down and

was up again. He had skidded across their

front and was nearly scalped. The ball was

almost in his hands. For one second he

reached it and threw it back to where

Timothy should be. These were the kind

of passes that nobody could ever take, and

just for one moment it seemed that England

would have it again. But Timothy was there.

He had darted in, and out of their very

hands he had won the ball and was rushing,

with head down, under their stretching hands.

Two great arms closed round his hips and

dragged him down. As he fell a gesture

that he understood jumped into view, and

he slammed the ball out towards the wing,

and Berridge was there and took it with

one hand, and was bursting through, with a

wing three-quarter striding alongside and

shouting for the ball.

Afterwards how the game went scarcely

seemed to matter. Timothy knew only that

this was triumph. All that Berridge did

of his genius was fraught with witchcraft,

but Timothy was uncanny with under-

standing. They were two men each with

a twin conception of the other's play.

Again and again that wild, dishevelled

figure broke away through a. tangle of bodies,

and each time he came out into the open

Timothy strove with all his might to get to

the place where he would send his pass, and

in this one thing never failed. Always he

flew past and took the ball as he went.

Tries were not easy. Twice he made clear

openings for another man to score. On

the verge of half-time an England wing

three-quarter intercepted a pass, and came

away with a rush and a wild cheer urging

him on. Timothy swooped down into his

path with the speed of a stag and swung

round his knees. That brought half-time.

He stood up wearily and his hands slipped

into the pockets of his shorts, and there he

was waiting in isolation when it happened.

A footstep had sounded beside him, and

he turned on his heel. ' It was Berridge, and

he was looking him searchingly in the face.

There was a queer, half-dubious questioning

in the look that Berridge had in his eyes,

and Timothy understood what lay behind

it. Neither moved. More than anything

Timothy wanted to say, " It isn't a bit of

use your shoving me into clink. You'll

never play for England unless you have me

with you. Don't you understand ? "

Yet the strain of that silence held for

something like thirty seconds before at last

Berridge said, " Look here. Haven't I ? "

Timothy turned on his heel.

" They're starting again," he said. He

began to walk away. Berridge stayed,

looking after him.

Timothy looked up into the skies. The

sun was being hidden by slowly gathering

clouds ; there was a hint of rain in the air.

He was suddenly filled with a new depression.

Berridge remembered, and he was not going

to hold his tongue. He could not see what

it would be best to do. Next moment play

had re-started, and now England began to

assert their superiority. The Rest could not

get the ball in the scrum. England bustled

them all ways in the loose. Berridge was

trampled on and smothered and collared

round the face. For a little while he seemed

unexpectedly off his game. Timothy knew it

and began to exert his influence. He came

up a little closer and called to him now and

again as if in friendliness. He bent this way
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and that for a sight of the ball and crouched

for his spring when England had it. Now

and again he turned as if in fear that his own

three-quarters were not far enough up. The

centres seemed to be tiring a little. Twice

England went through at full speed and

scored. The sky grew grey and more grey.

A drizzle began to fall. For one short spell

Timothy's heart forsook him. No matter

how great a game he played now, Berridge

was not going to care. He was going to give

him away.

Then suddenly all things changed. Ber-

ridge had reeled out into the open with the

ball, and England were closing in upon him.

He was making despairingly for the wing.

Timothy understood. He sprinted inside

him at his top speed. On the edge of the

touch-line Berridge swerved, ducked, and

gave him the ball with a bang, and Timothy

cut through a jumble of men and was out

in the open and racing for the line. He heard

the pounding of feet behind him, and strove

with all his might to increase his speed.

The pounding grew nearer ; a hand reached

out and settled upon his hip ; he felt himself

going down. Then a shout came at him from

the wing, and he threw the ball to the sound

of that voice. Berridge took it high in the

air and cut in again towards the goal.

Timothy hurtled into the mud and slid for a

distance of seven yards, and then in one

movement was up again on his toes and was

sprinting across to the wing. Berridge was

almost up to the back. If he had any Rugger

genius at all he would kick across and

Timothy would come under the ball and

gather it. Berridge was true to himself.

He kicked, not over the full-back's head but

high across to the wing with perfect timing,

and Timothy came to it as it bounced knee-

high and took it across the line without once

faltering in his speed.

That was the try of the match and England

sought revenge. Again and again their

forwards came down the field and were

almost through, and every time Berridge and

Timothy together swept like a gust of wind

boldly across their front and cleared. The

drizzle turned into rain and the ball grew

greasy. To Timothy this made no difference.

He never missed a pass. But towards the

end England spread in battle array before

the Rest of England's goal-line and fought

for a way to win. It was no use. England's

halves were beaten and Berridge came into

his element. Beaten forwards made him

supreme. He would not be trampled on.

He would not be swept aside. Whoever got

hold of the ball and loosed it seemed to sling

it immediately into the arms of Berridge.

He never waited for opportunities. He

went out in search of the ball, and made his

own.

The last thing Timothy ever remembered of

the game was the gathering darkness and the

rain, and Berridge diving towards the muddy

ball and fighting his way out with it solely

to give it to Timothy ; then his own grim

sprinting along the slippery mud ; and finally

his last great tackle that saved a certain

try.

The end came suddenly. England were

scrumming upon the five-yards' mark and

had won the ball. Their forwards held it and

wheeled. Out of the ruck came Timothy

like a man amok and met the ball once with

his face and once with his foot. High over

head it went and fell with every daintiness

into touch, and the referee watched it with a

humorous eye.

" There I think we will leave it," said he,

and blew the fanfare of no-side proudly upon

his whistle. All round the field of play the

dark masses of the crowd rose up then and

were cheering. Timothy looked round them

and thought that he understood. They were

cheering Berridge. Some of them were.

But one, a little lady in furs, was cheering

him.

He walked away solemnly off the field.

His heart was all athrob and he seemed all

the time to hear the footstep of Berridge on

his track. He felt once or twice as though the

hand of the law had reached out in the person

of Berridge and was tapping him on the

shoulder with a view to running him in. At

last in the changing-room he sat down wearily

and leaned forward over his knees to wonder.

So he was sitting when Berridge came at

last slowly towards him and stood by his

side and waited. At last he looked up and

met Berridge squarely with unwinking eyes.

Berridge was muddy and bruised and tousled

and was tired, but he looked, despite all this

dishevelment, peculiarly stern.

" I've met you before," said he.

Timothy never moved.

" I met you at Sladden's house. The

night when you "

" What if I did ?" said Timothy, and

suddenly stood to his feet. " What is it,

anyway, to you ? "

" Nothing," said Berridge. ' Only I'd

like to know why the devil you hit me so

hard. I couldn't eat for days."

Timothy gave no sign of understanding.

" It wasn't my business how you got in,

or why," said Berridge; "but your plans

clashed badly with mine. Perhaps you knew

Sladdcn. Sladden was a thief, of course.

He cheated at cards. He was a swindler.

But he was the most delightful company I

ever knew, and that kept people from finding

it out until it was too late. He swindled me

badly whilst I was staying in his house, and

I went down that night to get back an I.O.U.

that I'd given him before I found that out.
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You were just coming in, and you weren't

very sporting. You hit me under the chin."

Timothy had reached out a hand and was

resting it on Berridge's shoulder. "I'd very

much like to hit you back," said Berridge,

" one of these days, because when I first came

to I'd nearly forgotten what it was I'd come

for, and I only just had time to snaffle my

bit of paper quickly and lay back again on the

floor before Sladden came in and found me.

He found me down and out, of course, and

his money and some of his papers gone. I

told him I'd heard a noise and had come

down. I had a bruise on my chin to prove

â�¢what had happened, too, and then I said :

You must have swindled a good many

people in your time, you know. Do fellows

break into your house and take their money

back every night of the week ? ' "

Timothy spoke at last.

' He was engaged."

" Yes," said Berridge, " I know her. It

â�¢was a rotten business. He captured her by

his manners, of course. I think she was

lonely and he was clever in everything that

he did, and good at every game. He wanted

to marry her all in a rush and take her abroad,

but something happened. I don't know

what it was. She suddenly seemed almost

as though there was somebody else. She

wouldn't go with him, and so in the end he

went alone. I should say that if he hadn't

gone pretty quick, somebody would have

put out his light ; and he took her ring with

him, too."

He began to strip. ' I'm sorry you hit

me like you did," he said again. ' It was so

jolly unnecessary."

' I didn't know," said Timothy. " I'm

sorry, too."

He waited a minute as if he hoped Berridge

would speak again. Berridge did. He was

wandering towards the baths, and the last

thing he said was : " Where the devil are

those confounded towels ? "

" There's a lady outside, Saville," said the

grey-haired autocrat. " She's been waiting

for you for some time. I didn't know whether

you knew."

Timothy looked up with a start. " Thank

you," said he ; and stood for a moment

perfectly still. At last he began to walk

towards the door. He went out of the room

and into the gangway where the wind blew

cold, and the drizzle had sent a filmy mist.

A girl in furs was standing alone beside the

grand stand and she turned to him. He

looked at her very closely and then he held

out his hands.

" I wondered if you would come," he said.

" But I didn't dare-to look for you. No one

will know till Monday, you see, whether I'll

get my cap, and I "

She took his hands slowly and began to

smile up at him with a touch of sadness.

" I couldn't wait till Monday," said she.

He was still holding her hands. It was a

wondrous feeling.

" If I were to get my cap," said he, " would

you keep your promise ? "

For a moment she made no answer. And

then quite suddenly her hand was upon his

sleeve.

" Timothy," said she, and her voice was a

little breathless, " there isn't any if. You'll

have to get your cap. You've got to."

He did not leave go of her hands until at

last he heard somebody coming.

You have seen the chosen team. Did you

notice the half-backs ? That cutting from

the Sportsman has completed the pack of

cards.

Short Story Competition.

The result of this Competition will

be announced in our next number.
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I.

WHO

AUGHEQ

LAST?

HEN he had

leisure to re-

member, it

struck Tony Bick-

man as curious

that the episode,

which so narrowly

escaped wrecking his marital hap-

piness should have occurred in a

No. 13 bus.

He and his wife had entered

the bus on the best of termsâ��at

least, so Tony believed at the

time ; though later he recalled

uneasily that Clare had been

quieter even than usual, after the

little incident at dinner when he

had convulsed the company by

one of the trifling jokes that he

loved to point at her.

It was Clare's birthday, too,

her twenty-fourth birthday. He

had got in a little bit of fun m the

morning by pretending to have forgotten

the anniversary. But though Clare had

been downcast about that she had quite

cheered up when he gave her the costly

bead hand-bag he had bought for her,

and showed the seats he had got for a

play at night.

In the bus, wherein they had to travel

theatrewards, because no taxi was to be

had, the matter causing disagreement had been

of the slightest. When the conductor came

in to collect fares, the happy thought flashed

on our hero to take a rise out of his wife

by pretending to be travelling alone. So,

gazing absent-mindedly into space, he affected

ignorance of the conductor's presence.

" Will you pay, dear ? " Mrs. Bickman

said, gently nudging his elbow.

Affecting to start, Tony stared round at

his wife.

" Why should I pay lor you, madam ? "

he asked, severely. " I don't know you.

I've never seen you before. One to Piccadilly

Circus, conductor."

Blushing furiously under the interested

gaze of the other passengers, Mrs. Bickman

opened the beaded bag and, taking out her

purse, paid her threepence ; the while Tony
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STUART

BÃ�YD

ILLUSTRATED

WEBSTER :

maintained a gravely-

virtuous exterior, though

secretly laughing " way

down in his stummick," like

Brer Rabbit.

When the bus stopped at the

Circus, Tony, who was sitting

the nearer the door, got out and

waited on the kerb for his wife

to join him. A little crowd of

intending passengers was waiting

and, in the petty confusion of

exit, he failed to notice' that his

wife had kept her seat. When

Tony realized that he was alone,

and would have re-entered the

vehicle, it had moved on, and was

already separated from him by a

mass of traffic.

Deciding that Clare was certain

to alight when the bus next

stopped, at the top of the Hay-

market, Tony hastened there, to

be held up by a stream of conveyances.

When he reached the corner, the bus

was out of sight and there was no sign of

his wife.

Arguing that, having missed him, Clare

would be certain to make for the

theatre, Tony went there, and waited at

the front entrance until the audience

had gone in, and the hush that followed

the close of the overture indicated that

the curtain had risen.

â�¢ If Clare wants to be nasty, she can," he

told himself pettishly. (Did we record that

Tony was a spoiled only child ?) " I'm not

going to miss a good show because she

chooses to get into a huff."

Leaving instructions with the attendants

that, should a lady come, she was to be shown

to his vacant seat, Tony went to the places

he had secured in the front row of the dress

circle.

The piece was a musical comedyâ��a class

of entertainment Tony specially affected.

His favourite comedian was excelling him-

self, to judge from the roars of laughter, yet

Tony felt out of tune. His usually high

spirits had sunk to zero. When he remem-

bered where he was he laughed spasmodically,

but the empty seat beside him kept suggesting
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the missing Clare, and conjectures as to

where she had gone obsessed his thoughts.

Early in the last act he left his place and

hastened from the theatre. There was no

chance of her joining him now. She must

have gone back to the boarding-house in

Fitzgeorge's Gardens, where they lived. He

would find her there, probably already re-

pentant. Though Tony still thought it too

bad oi his wife to have wantonly spoiled

their outing, he magnanimously resolved to

forgive her.

As Tony journeyed Hampstead-wards the

thought of his practical joke troubled him a

little. He remembered, too late, that it

would have been different had the people in

the bus known their actual relations to each

other. Then they would have seen the

humour of the situation, and joined in the

fun, as they had done when he got off his

little jest at dinner.

And yet, at dinner, where all the o'ther

guests were familiar, he had thought for a

moment that his playful sally had offended

his wife. And what was it to have taken

offence at ? A nothing ! Clare, who was

naturally a shy, reserved being, had, for once,

been talking animatedly, and remarking on

her loquacity, Tony had asked the company

to credit that for a whole year after their

marriage he hadn't spoken to his wife. When

the reason of this strange reticence was de-

manded, Tony had replied tersely, " Because

I didn't want to interrupt her ! "

He had gloried in the applause that fol-

lowed. Somebody had said he really ought

to send that to Punch. He still thought it a

capital joke, though, in strict honesty, he

could not claim it as originalâ��-one that no

woman with a sense of humour would ever

have taken exception to. If Clare hadn't

been cursed with a super-sensitive tempera-

ment, she would have joined in the laugh

against herself, and been proud of her

husband's reputation as a wit.

Tony was not a man to cherish malice.

He resolved to pardon a wife who, he guessed,

had quickly repented her rash act. Letting

himself in with his latchkey he went up to

their room, assured of finding Clare there,

only to find it empty.

Slipping downstairs he glanced into the

sitting-rooms. In the drawing-rooms the

quartettes engrossed in playing auction-

bridge failed to notice his untimely return.

In a smaller sitting-room some old ladies

nodded over novels, and a spinster was

knitting a jumper. It was evident that

wherever Clare might be, she was not in the

house.

Under that conviction Tony ceased being

magnanimous, and became uneasy. Where

could she have gone at that hour alone, and

in evening dress ? It could only have been

to some confidential friend. Clare was not

a woman who made facile friendshipsâ��the

kind that are easily broken. Until her

marriage she had lived in Winchester, and

her one chum in London had been his own

cousin, Greta Grinling, with whom she had

been at school.

Greta, who was an artist, had a studio in

Chelsea. She was opinionative and out-

spoken. Tony had a sneaking respect for

his cousin because she had soundly boxed

his ears when, as a mischievous child, he had

attempted to play tricks on her. And she

had never at any time hesitated to tell "Tony

exactly what she thought of him. She was

the very antithesis of the gentle,' shrinking

Clare, who was three years her junior. The

warm comradeship existing between the two

women never ceased to be a marvel to Ton}-,

who knew how different they were in nature.

It was with Greta, then, that he expected to

find his missing wife.

Midnight had struck when Tony reached

the door of No. Ð·Ð², Frampton Studios,

Chelsea, to find all within dark and still. He

knocked, at first gently, then more and more

emphatically. Sounds inside rewarded his

fifth summons. Then a light showed through

the glass of the door, and a feminine voice,

which vainly attempted to attain a masculine

depth, demanded to know who was there.

" It's me," Tony replied. " I've come to

take Clare home."

" Clare ? "

At the word, the key turned in the lock, a

bolt was withdrawn, the door opened, and

Greta stood revealed, clad in a kimono, her

bare feet in woolly slippers, her russet hair

unbound.

" Clare ? What about Clare ?" she asked,

impatiently.

" Whyâ��isn't Clare here ? "

" Here ! At this hour of night ! What has

happened, Tony ? For heaven's sake, come

in and tell me. And speak low. We mustn't

disturb everybody."

" But isn't Clare here ? I made sure she'd

come to you," Tony could only repeat fool-

ishly, as he followed her indoors.

" She's not in this house. You can see

that for yourself," Greta retorted. And

indeed he could. From the little hall he had

a glimpse of a bedroom with tumbled gar-

ments on a chair, and a bed that had evidently

just been in occupation. In the studio the

fire was dying out, and one empty coffee cup

stood on a table.

" Now, Tony, sit down and tell me what

has happened. Surely nothing is wrong with

Clare that you come here at this hour looking

for her ? "

" Well, it seems absurd to tell it, but Clare

chose to get into a huff with me when we

were on our way to the theatre to-night, and
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left me to go there alone. It was her birth-

day treat, too, and I had got splendid seats."

" But, surely, it wasn't like Clare to take

offence. She is really the most long-suffering

of mortals. What was it about ? "

" Oh, just an innocent little joke of mine.

You know my way. We were in a busâ��

couldn't get a taxiâ��and, just for a lark,

y'know, I refused to pay her fare, pretended

she didn't belong to me."

" Butâ��I don't understandâ��did Clare ask

you to pay ib ? "

" Yes. I said I had never seen her

before."

To its perpetrator the jest still seemed a

clever one, but if Tony expected Greta to be

amused he was disappointed.

" Do you mean that you insulted a timid,

shrinking little thing like Clare, in the face

of a bus full of people, by suggesting that

she was a frivolous woman ? " Greta de-

manded, hotly.

Tony was scarlet.

'â�¢' I never did anything of the kind ! "

" Pardon me, but you must have done so.

You say that when Clare asked you to pay

her fare you refused, on the pretext that

you didn't know her. What was that but

exposing her as an adventuress to a lot

of strangers ? And you know how sensitive

poor Clare is. Indeed, Tony, though I'm

your cousin and not hers, I never understood

how she accepted you. And since she did

marry you, I've never understood how she

lives with you ! "

" Oh, I say, Greta, come off. I'm not

such a bad chap as all that. It's just Clare's

lack of humour."

" Because your cheap buffoonery fails to

convulse her, you have the insolence to

attribute it to her having no sense of humour !

Ideas of what constitute humour differ, you

know ; we don't all consider practical jokes

and rude personalities humour." Greta was

standing upright and accusing before her

subdued^ cousin. With her flowing robes

and unbound hair she looked like some

avenging fury. " Clare has a pretty wit of

her own. When we were at school, though

she was the youngest of the lot, her essays

were always far the brightest, and she was

full of fun. Now the poor dear is afraid to

open her mouth before you, for you're always

trying to make her a butt for your clumsy

tomfoolery."

" But, Greta, I'm sure I'm not so much to

blame. I never meant to hurt her. Any-

body but Clare would have understood that

it was just my way, and made allowances.

I'm sure I "

" Oh, you can't stay here all night pro-

claiming your own blameless perfection.

I've got my reputation as a spinster,to Ñ�Ð¾Ñ�-

sider. So I wish you good-night."

" But, Gretaâ��I can't get back to Hamp-

stead at this hour. The Tubes will be off.

And the taximen won't want to go so far."

" Take one taxi to Charing Cross, and

another from there to Fitzgeorge's Gardens.

That'll do the trick."

" But when I get there I don't know how

to explain Clare not being with me," said

poor Tony.

" That will give you a genuine opportunity

of exercising your power of invention. But

if you don't want to face the music, there

are plenty of hotels in London. Good-night,

Tony.

" I must confess I'm sorry for you, Tony.

Even though I think you've only got what

was coming to you," she added more kindly,

as he moved ruefully towards the door.

" Don't do anything hasty. It might be

wiser, not to take anybody into your confi-

dence. If Clare doesn't let you know where

she' is by morning, I 'm pretty sure to hear

from her." -(

After Greta had watched her cousin slowly

descend the dark stair, striking matches to

light his way as he went, she re-entered her

flat and shut and locked the door. Then,

passing through the studio, which was built

out at the back, she drew aside the curtains

and opened the French window that led to

the balcony.

" You can come in now, Clare. Your

tyrant has gone." And Mrs. Tony, warmly

muffled in her fur coat, her fair head wrapped

in a scarf, leaving her place of hiding, came

into the studio.

" What did he say ? " she asked, eagerly.

" Oh, just what might have been expected,

my dear. Tony is jolly sorry for himseli

and terribly upset for fear of being ridiculed.

All the same, he still thinks himself a mighty

fine fellow, with a grievance against you."

" It is too bad, Greta ; I can't help thinking

I was too severe. I know Tony's joking way

so well that I ought to have made allowances

for him. If it hadn't been for my promise to

you, I'd have rushed in to tell him so when I

knew he was in the studio."

" Sit there, my dear, and we'll thrash this

out," Greta ordered, pushing her contrite

cousin on to the divan. " Do you imagine

that I'm going to imperil my immortal soul

by telling white lies, in the attempt to bring

Tony to a sense of sin, if you go back on me

by forgiving him before even he realizes that

he needs forgiveness ? "

" But, Greta, dear, it was simply Tony's

idea of fun. He never meant to annoy me.

You know he dearly loves a joke."

" He does. But it must be one at some-

body else's expense. Tony forgets that ' he

laughs best who laughs last ' ; and you and

I are going to be the ones who laugh last

this time."



WHO LAUGHED LAST?

' ISN'T CLARE HERE ? I MADE SURE SHE'D COME TO YOU,' TONY REPEATED."

But what will the people at the boarding-

house think if I stay away ? They are sure

to think it strange."

" Their opinion can't harm you and a

little wholesome criticism won't do your

precious husband any harm. But Tony
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is far .too "afraid of ridicule to let anybody

guess that one'of his bnlhant jokes has got

addled. Besides, I hinted that I'd be likely

to have news of you. So you may count on

his coming back here soon." j

" Well, but Greta, poor Tonyâ��â��"

" OH," bother. I'm sick of you both.

Good-night. You're not worth losing my

beauty-sleep for."

" Greta," Clare, who had risen, turned

wistful, tear-filled eyes on her domineering

hostess, " you don't think Tony will do any-

thing rashâ��do you ? "

A quizzical smile chased away Greta's

frown. " Oh, you men-spoilers ! " She ex-

claimed. " No, most emphatically no, you

dear silly thing. I think I can confidently

promise that Tony won't damage his priceless

self, if that's the trouble. Nowâ��off to bed

with you."

II.

TONY passed a ghastly night at a hotel

where he succeeded in getting a room, after

having made vain application to two others.

He was wretched without his vestments of

the night, and the bed was chilly and com-

fortless. He wished he had asked for a fire ;

even a hot-water jar might have modified

his misery, but when he rang his bell with

the intention of ordering one, nobody

answered.

After having breakfasted he drove out to

Fitzgeorge's Gardens and changed into day

clothes. Inquiries as to their absence

during the previous night he met by saying

that, after the play they had gone to Chelsea

to sup at his cousin's studio, and then,

finding it too late to return, they had slept

there. He said it was quite possible they

might remain absent another night, but

promised to telephone later.

A forlorn hope that a letter from Clare

might await him at the office having been

disappointed, Tony gave instructions, and

dictated his correspondence in a gloomy,

subdued manner that made his clerks appre-

hensive lest their voluble master might be ill.

Unwilling to face his club, where he had a

reputation for jollity to sustain, Tony lunched

dismally at a restaurant. Four o'clock

found him free for the day. Regarding his

cousin's quarters as the sole place where

there was any likelihood of getting news of

his wife, he hurried to Chelsea.

When Greta opened the door he was taken

aback to see that she was dressed to go out.

" Sorry, Tony, but I must go out. I can

only ask you in while I put on my gloves."

" Any news of Clare ? " he asked, breath-

lessly, following her into the studio.

" There's been nothing by post," Greta

made truthful reply. " Have you had no

word ? "

Tony shook his head dolefully. All his

cheery assurance had vanished. " I'm afraid

she's gone for good. I wish I hadn't been

such an unutterable ass. I thought it

amused her. I wish I'd known that she was

so sensitive. I'd never "

" Too late now, I'm afraid, Tony," Greta

said, briskly. " I'm sorry for you, but when

a gentle, long-suffering woman turns, it

isn't a mouthful of fair words that'll bring

her round. In my worthless opinion, if

you see Clare back within a month you may

count yourself a lucky man."

Tony groaned. Since his pampered boy-

hood, when Greta had been the only relative

who told him facts, he had faith in the

opinion of his outspoken cousin.

" If I could only see Clare, to tell her that

I never meant to offend her. She can't pos-

sibly think worse of me than I do of myself.

If she'll only take me on again I'll give up

being a silly fool. I'llâ��I'll eat worms. I'll

do anything."

" I do hope Clare doesn't hear him,"

Greta thought. " If she does she'll give in

at once, and that'll spoil everything."

" Well, Tony, a little while of sitting on

the stool of repentance won't do you any

harm. Now I must go, for I've an appoint-

ment. I'm sorry to be obliged to evict you."

Tony, who had been moving restlessly on

the divan, rose abruptly to his feet, knocking

one of its many cushions to the floor. As

Greta had left the studio, she did not see lois

expression change as he hastily replaced it.

" Come along, Tony. I'm in a hurry,"

she called impatiently from the hall.

" Can't I wait here a minute and rest ? "

he asked, plaintively. " I'm quite fagged

out with all this worry. I didn't sleep a wink

last night. My bed was iced ; and I hadn't

even a tooth-brush with me."

" Sorry, Tony, but I can't leave you."

Greta was inexorable. " You'd be com-.

mitting suicide or something nasty. Sully-

ing my fair fame, and making a mess of nay

nice studio. Come along."

With apparent reluctance Tony obeyed.

Presenting an outward aspect of the deepest

melancholy, he allowed himself to be escorted

to the entrance to the Tube station, under

the viligant eye of his self-constituted guard-

ian. Greta did not guess that the moment

she had turned the corner he emerged and,

with a new alertness in his bearing, hastened

back in the direction of Frampton Studios.

Three minutes later found him hammering

at the door of No. 31?.

Listening intently, Tony thought he heard

a movement in the hall, but the door re-

mained closed.

" Clare, Clare ! " he breathed through the

open slit of the letter-box. " Let me speak

to you, darling. I'm broken-hearted. I'm.

kicking myself to pieces. Only let me in."
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There was a rustle and the sound of a

muffled sob within. Then the door opened,

disclosing a Clare who smiled through her

tears.

" Clare t "

" Oh, Tony, Tony ! 1 knew Greta had

sent you away, and I was afraid you would

never come back again ! " she cried, throwing

herself into his arms.

" I'm afraid I've broken my word to

Greta. She made me promise not to see

you until she allowed me," Clare said, a

little later, after Tony had eaten humble

pie, and had received speedy absolution.

" Greta's a tyrant. I defy her and all

her works," Tony declared valiantly. They

were sitting on the divan in the studio, and

Clare's head rested contentedly on his

shoulder. " Still, she's right. I have been

a bally ass. After this, I pledge my honour,

I'll behave just like other men."

â�¢ " I'm afraid I shall find you dull if you do,

Tony. But how did you guess I was here ?

I'm sure Greta never let the secret out, and

I kept as quiet as a mouse."

For answer Tony put his hand under the

cushions and drew out the beaded bag.

Clare seized it with a cry of joy. " My

precious birthday bag that you -gave me !

" OH, TONY, TONY f

I WAS AFRAID YOU

WOULD NEVER COME

BACK AGAIN 1 "

I thought I had lost it. I must have thrown

it down there when I came in."

" Yes. It was finding the bag gave the

show away. Greta had been grilling me

over a fire of red-hot words. I almost

thought I'd lost you for good, but discovering

it gave me hope."

" I wonder what Greta will say when she

finds us friends again ? "

" I know what she'll say," cried Tony,

starting up, " and we'd better not wait to

hear it. We'd be wise to hook it before she

gets within talking distance. Shall we ? "

" Oh, let's," murmured Clare.

Half an hour later Greta returned to find

her refugee gone. On the studio table,

beside a plate containing a scrap of canvas

and some dust from the fire, was a paper

bearing a message in Tony's writing :â��

" I've 'worn this on my head in token of

utter abasement and Clare has forgiven me.

So you must forgive us both, and dine with

as to-morrow night to tell us so."

Greta sniffed scornfully, as she threw

Tony's substitutes for sackcloth and ashes

into the fire.

" He'll be as bad as ever in a week. Well,

I did my best. But I'm afraid it was Tony

who laughed last ! "
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ASKED Mr. George Bernard

Shaw whether he had ever

investigated at first hand the

claims of spiritualism.

" The first ouija-board that

came to Ireland was my

mother's," he said. " She

was always having communion with the dead.

Naturally she took it quite seriously, although

she was a wise and well-balanced woman.

I worked with that ouija-board constantlyâ��

Here

INTERVIEWS BY

or played with itâ��until it became a deadly

bore. It usually does in about a week.

Such rank nonsense as it gives off I Any

child could write more' amusing stuff. If

the dead are capable of such utter drivel, it

is indecent to encourage them to do it.

No, I've looked into the subject in other

waysâ��and it doesn't in the least interest

me."

" Have you ever attended a spiritualist

sÃ©ance ? " Ã� asked.

" I never go to one because I will not

promise not to cheat," he replied. " Of

course, to cheat at a spiritualist sÃ©ance is

the only way to test its worth. If there are

spirits and they have a modicum of sense,

they will see through the deception, and

by exposing it give a triumphant demonstra-

tion both of their existence and of a higher

degree of the critical faculty than most

believers in mediums possess. A sharp young

American newspaper-man once asked a

spiritualist medium to get him in touch

with his ' dear dead friend, Herbert George

Wells, who used to write for a living.' He

had quite an interesting talkâ��through the

mediumâ��with the spirit of H. G. Wells on

what heaven was like. Well, if I went to a

sÃ©ance I should do as that American didâ��

cheat. That's why I get so few invitations

to attend these confabs with the ' dead.' "

" Many people find comfort in what the

spiritualists picture," I suggested.

" To me it adds a new terror to death.

What an awful idea ! To think that, instead

of decently resting, the poor dead must

spend their time tipping little tables and
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ringing bells to satisfy the foolish people

they have left behind them in the world !

It would be equally terrifying to me to be

inflicted with the sort of messages the dead

send through the mediums. Life is compli-

cated and confusing enough as it is. I feel

exactly as did a friend of mine whose wife's

sister was dying. The woman believed in

spiritualism. He said to her :â��

" ' If you should die and find that there

is a heaven ; and if you should find that in

some way or other you can communicate

with me, I want you to promise me on your

word of honour that you will do no such

thing ! '

" She promised. But she got well, and

went to live in India. Later she died." And

now he is terrified at the thought that she

may forget her promise."

I told Mr. Shaw a story Sir William

Barrett, the famous scientist and spiritualist,

told me about how he had fooled Moncure

Conway with the coin trick, and the reason

he did it.

I had mentioned to Sir -William what

H. G. Wells had said, as told later, about

men of science being gullible in matters

outside their speciality.

" Ah, yes ! " exclaimed Sir William, as

one does at meeting a familiar argument.

" That's exactly what Moncure Conway said

to me when I told him of some of the cases

on which I based my belief in telepathy.

'You're easily fooled on such things,'

he said.

' ' Are you ? ' I demanded.

1 ' I don't think so/ he replied.

" ' All right, then,' I said. ' I'll prove

telepathy to you now.' I made him get

a handful of coins, and, without my seeing

any of them, 1 made him put them into a

hat. Again without looking, I put my hand

in the hat and shook the coins. ' Now take

one of them out and put it-on the table,' I

said. â�¢ He did so, making sure all the time

that I did not look at it. ' I'm going to

touch the coin to establish communicating

vibration,' I said. I approached the table,

my head averted and my hand outstretched

to touch the coin. When I had done so I

went out of the room. ' Think hard of the

date on the coin on the table,' I called.
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' All right/ he said. ' 1880,' I said. He

was silent for a moment ; then said, ' Do it

again.' I repeated the performance several

times, Conway watching me every time I

touched a new coin to make sure that

I d'd not look at it. Each time I ' guessed '

the date right. ' Fake ? ' I demanded. He

looked greatly troubled. ' I must say,' he

admitted, ' it looks genuine enough to me.

I don't understand it ! ' ' The oldest parlour

trick in the worldâ��and the simplest,' I said.

Then I showed him how it was done with

palming, substituting for the coin to be

guessed another coin at the date of which

I had looked in, the hall. ' Who is the

gullible one, then ? ' I demanded. ' You

or I ? "'

He enjoyed the joke heartily.

" But," he added, " Sir \Villiam's little

trick proved just the contrary of what he

designed it to do. If Sir William, whose

ability as a sleight-of-hand performer is at

best that of an amateur, can fool a man like

Moncure Conway on his guard against him,

how much chance has a sorrowing mother,

sitting in a dark room and hoping to get a

message from her dead son, to detect the

strings in the dark put there by a practised

' medium ' ?

" As for the speculations in which spiritual-

ists indulge as solemn pronunciamientos

about such immortality as they picture, I

agree with admiration with what Dean Inge

â��a brilliant manâ��says in one of his ' Out-

spoken Essays.' He points out that belief

in immortality depends on faith in supra-

temporal absolute values ; which brings us

to an order of ideas which has nothing in

common with the ' revelations ' on which

spiritualists base their beliefs ; and that the

moment we are asked to accept ' scientific

evidence ' for spiritual truth, the alleged

spiritual truth becomes for us neither

scientific nor truth."

II.

H. G. WELLS.

I POINTED out to Mr. H. G. Wells that men

like Sir William Crookes, Sir Oliver Lodge,

Sir William Barrett, Dr. Alfred RÃ¼ssel

Wallace, and others of their calibre believed

that spirits of the dead communicate with

the living.

What do you deduce from the fact that

so many first-rate men of science agree in

this belief ?" I asked him.

" Only that they are extremely gullible,"

Mr. Wells replied. " We can rule out entirely

the question of sincerity. These men believe

every word they say on spiritualism. There

is no more honest man, for example, than

Sir Oliver Lodge. He is so very honest that

he is perfectly incapable of cheating. You

and I, if we wanted to do it, might succeed

in stealing a ride on the railway. If caught,

we might be able to concoct a fairly plausible

story and escape punishment. But Sir Oliver

Lodge and his kind could never do it even

if they wanted to. Their very honesty,

however, is so fundamental with them that

they are incapable of judging dishonesty.

" The scientist, the professor, the student

deep in his speciality, have always been the

easy prey of cheats. What chance has a

man who has spent his days in a laboratory

to detect the expert cheating of a PalladiÃ±o,

trained as she had been from childhood as

a professional trickster ? A scientist's train-

ing makes him a good judge of, say, the

nature and the behaviour of chemical

elements ; not of sleight-of-hand. Of that

sort of thing you or I or any other man

picked at random is as good a judge as the

greatest physicist on earth. And a third-

rate magician producing rabbits and flowers

out of a borrowed hat can mystify any of

us with more ' miracles ' than the most

' gifted ' medium. Only we at the magician's

show are not fundamentally deceived. We

know that we are being hoodwinked ; and

the magician makes no pretence that his

rabbits and flowers actually -come to life in

the hat. Whereas your ' medium ' and your

scientist who has wandered from his labora-

tory into the seance-room take their

' phenomena ' seriously.

" Nor do they stop at merely belief in the

mystery of mandolins played in the dark

by invisible hands. They proceed to build

up a new heaven on the basis of these

' miracles.' And such a heaven ! If. you

have lost your teeth here on earth they are

restored to you in that heaven. in perfect

order. Baldness need no longer worry the

forward-looking spirit. There shall be given

each man, as soon as he passes to the heavui

of the spiritualists, a shock of hair such as

will put to shame any hair-restorer advertise-

ment. Warts and other imperfections will

be removed ; complexions restored ; or if

you never had any worth restoring, you will

be supplied with a super-complexion. For

they have bodies in that heaven.

" I wonder what their dietary is ; and

their systems of sanitation must be interest-

ing. The poor fellows who leave this earth

in the midst of battle must give those doctors

up in the spiritualists' heaven considerable

trouble getting restored. But if one of them

had a favourite terrier here on earth it is

comforting to think that a sort of sublimated

version of that terrier will rejoin his master

in ' heaven.'
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" But it is not a perfect heaven, I under-

stand. From Sir Oliver Lodge's ' Raymond '

I learn that the whisky and cigars made

there are distinctly of an inferior order.

At least, new-comers, after sampling them,

lose their appetite for more. But I suppose

the poorness of quality is intentional, in

order to wean us from the gross appetites

which we forget to leave on earth."

" Is your chief objection to spiritualism,

then, that you do not like the picture ? "

I asked.

" There is nothing to make me believe

for an instant in the reality of the picture,"

he replied. " Sir Oliver Lodge and the

others think that because some mediums

are eminently respectable and do not ask

money for their ' sÃ©ances/ that makes their

reports true. People will sometimes lie and

cheat for prizes other than money. To

gain an audience and a stage ; to be written

about, talked about, visited by the credulous ;

to be looked upon as the medium through

whom, a higher world is glimpsed ; to be

made much of in generalâ��these are certainly

temptations. And many have yielded to

them and set themselves up as mediums.

" Or take a kind-hearted man or woman

looking on the grief of a woman who had

lost a beloved son in the war. The world

is full of such grief just now. The kind person

sees a way of lessening the pain of the loss.

All right. He tells the bereaved' mother

that through him she can commune with

her son ; that her son is happy beyond

words in a world she can readily understand

in terms of all that is pretty in this world.

What a temptation to do a kindness !

Really, if a sorrowing woman finds any

comfort in such a picture of a ' restored '

beloved as the spiritualists draw, it is almost

forgivable to let her take comfort in it. To

me the whole thing lacks the remotest feeling

of reality.

" It would be a wise mother indeed who

would recognize her own son with all his

imperfections ironed out, as they are sup-

posed to be in the spiritualists' heaven.

The whole idea of a personal immortality is

absurd on the face of it. Take away the

little characteristics which distinguish one

human from another, smooth them outâ��

and what is left ? Little more than a formula.

Where is the personality in it ? Who could

entertain the slightest personal interest in

such a residue ? If people followed out the

logical implications of the things the

spiritualists promise of their heaven there

would be less enthusiasm for it."

" Would you say that science declares the

claims of spiritualism impossible ?" I asked.

" I shouldn't want to put science in the

position of finality on any matter. Of

course, there are forces still unseen and

unknown. New worlds will be discovered

by science. Marvels will come. But they

will be discoveries that will connect with

what we already know. The new will be

part of our system. The feel of reality will

be irresistible. And they will not depend

on disordered imagination or the spooky

atmosphere for their existence."

Tke Law Will Not

Let Him Shave !

HE SIGNED A CONTRACT TO PLAY CAVEMAN IN

THE MOVIES, AND LATER DECIDED TO SHAVE ;

BUT THE LAW WOULD NOT LET HIM.

IF you never got a shave and hair-cut you

would look like the man herewith. You don't

want to, and so you shave. He doesn't

want to, but he can't shave ; the law won't

let him.

For years he, Henry Francis Koser,

earned a living by playing caveman in the

movies. And then he met a girlâ��the girl ;

and she didn't like his beard. He decided

to shave it off. The movie director heard

of it. He took the case to court. The

result Ã� Mr. Koser is forbidden by law to

shed his hair until his contract expires.
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word '

another

CROSS the black gulf, below

Westminster, which the rivef

made between the two shores

an electric sky-sign began to

work automatically. First

there was traced, on the con-

cave wall of the night, the

Below that the line of

advanced swiftly : " TER-

RIBLE." Underneath that, a final word

completed the flame-picture : " CELSUS."

THE

TERRIBLE

CELSUS.

The first word was in white fireâ��a

diamond ; the second in greenâ��an emerald ;

the last in redâ��a ruby. Enormous and

bizarre jewels which flared at a vast height

under the minute points of the stars, which

were paled, and even obliterated, by such

splendid rivals !

The dazzle caught the eyes of a man who

was leaning against a wall. There was an

expression of exhaustion in those eyes, but

a sparkle of interest fixed them as the man

watched the words appear, vanish as if

blown out, then appear again.

The skeleton framework of the electric

advertisement was at the top of a big shaft,

between two warehouses, on the Surrey shore.

The coloured lamps glittered on the grimed

bricks of the chimney like gems on a swart

African.

The man Goldman leaned against the wall

and permitted a faint consciousness of this

mild display of pyrotechnics. It was a

change. It lifted him the fraction of an

inch out of dejection, and held him there

for the fraction of a minute of time. That

was not much, but it was something !

Goldman was dejected because his luck

was down and out just like the ebbed tide

of the river, which made a wide, black, cold

gulf in the night. Only no tidal laws

seemed to govern his fortunes. He was

pushed so hard that he lacked a top-coat

to come between him and the thrust of the

north wind ; he had got down so far that he

lacked the kind of food to make blood and

blood-pressure. And wanting these primal

necessities, why should he care if his chin

was unshaven, his hat without nap, and

holes bigger than shillings in the soles of his

shoes ? He didn't care.

The spark of interest ceased to glimmer

in his eyes, and he turned them aside, for

the running lights of the sky-sign and their

plunge into darkness irritated them. A half-

formed notion that London had gone quite

mad over the Terrible Celsus floated through

his mind. Perhaps London had. The name

was on most people's tongues. He was
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the best-interviewed celebrity of the moment.

No illustrated magazine was abreast of the

times if it hadn't his portrait in its pages.

The competition between the big variety

theatres to get him was frightful ; and where

he appeared the outer walls were liberally

adorned with photographic pictures of the

Terrible Celsus in his most daring moments.

The queues at the box-offices were after

Celsus, and the line of motor-cars that glided

up to the portals at opening hours contained

occupants who wanted to see him.

Goldman vaguely remembered all this.

He knew perfectly well that the Terrible

Celsus was a magician, and that he was

acknowledged to be the greatest master of

his art ever known. He had taken to him-

self the powerful adjective which prefixed

his name because of the nature of most of

his tricks, which were essentially of the

thrilling, the blood-curdling order. And

since he made his audience hold their

breathing, except when it gasped with

alarm, and made them turn pale, and even

to faint, it was admitted that he had a perfect

right to style himself " Terrible." His reply

to questions regarding his methods was well

known. He said :â��

" I take the impossible, and I make it

possible."

He was making thousands and thousands

of pounds. Goldman reflected on this for

a moment, and a little bitter smile of envy

twisted his lips. Ah, if he could have that

wizard's takings for a single week !

As this mocking wish (it had mocked a

multitude) passed through Goldman's mind,

the electric sign went out for the last time.

The hour was advanced. People who were

not in bed were on their way to it. No use

in consuming power for the benefit of

wanderers and vagrants, or the curious eyes

of bargemen creeping up the river.

With a dull sense that his loneliness was

still more accentuated by the eclipse of the

flaming advertisement, Goldman moved

away. As he did so he noticed a figure

about fifty yards to his left emerge from a

shadow. It did not occur to Goldman that

he was being followed. There was no reason

for him to think that. He had done nothing

wrong ; and society, in general and in particu-

lar, was not eager for his conversation. But

if he had looked back he would have seen

the figure of a man, dressed very differently

from himself, steadily stalk him, watching

him intently, and gradually lessening the

distance between them.

Goldman walked on with the lax movement

of one who has no objective. He had got

to pass the night somehow and somewhere.

It commenced to blow harder, and his

present wish was to escape the wind, so that

when he came to a landing-stage he stopped

and wondered how long he would be allowed

to remain there. ;

A short flight of eight steps led down to

the water, which kept climbing the lower

one and tumbling off again with a desolate

sound. By descending two or three of the

steps Goldman saw that he could sit there

with his back against the stone wall, and be

completely sheltered from the wind. At

any rate, he could stop in that delightful

retreat until turned away. ;

In the act of descending he slipped,

flung out his arms wildly for his balance,

slipped again, and rolled down into the

black water. Only for a moment. He

could swim ; besides, he felt more stone

steps under him ; but as he clambered out

he saw a man run down to meet him, and

felt the grip of a helping hand in his.

" You great fool, you ! " exclaimed this

man, raspmgly. 'If 7 wanted to 'end it,: I

would choose a better way than the stinking

river.''

The words " 1 wasn't going to end it "

rose to Goldman's lips, but he did not utter

them. Why contradict ? Why argue ? Why

explain anything ?

'' A pretty sight you have made of your-

self ! " went on the other, in scorn. " Tbe

best thing you can do is to come with me,

and waste no time either, unless you like

double pneumonia."

Goldman followed, too miserable to reply,

too benumbed to wonder.

" Best trot as fast as you can," advised

the other, and set the example by going off

with a long stride. " Come along."

Goldman obeyed. In a minute they had

left the riverside and were hurrying quickly

through quiet streets. Goldman's teeth

rattled together ; he endured an agony of

cold. But it was not for long. His friend

stopped before a little house in a quiet

court, produced a key, and led the other

into a hall, and thence to a room so warm

and cosy that to Goldman it was like a nook

in Paradise.

" Wait here while I fetch some dry things,"

he was ordered. " And take off what you've

got, for Heaven's sake."

He had not long to wait, and was soon

clad in dry under-garments and a decent

outer attire. The touch of a bell brought

a servant, who was ordered to take away the

wet clothes and bring a tumblerful of hot

Burgundy and something to eat.

Twenty minutes later Goldman felt as if

he had sloughed his former miserable self.

'' Take a cigarette," commanded the

other. " I have something to say to you."

He spoke sharply, with asperity, but

Goldman did not mind that. He inhaled

deeply the smoke of his cigarette, and

waited.
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" I suppose you do not know who I am ? "

began the other.

; " No," said Goldman.

" I am Frith Hambra."

" Indeed ? "

" You know the name, then ? "

" I am sorry that I do not." â�¢

" At any rate, you have heard of the

celebrity who calls himself the Terrible

Celsus ? "

" Ah, you are he ? " exclaimed Goldman.

" I am his manager."

" I see," said Goldman.

" You spent ten minutes to-night watching

one of our big advertisements across the river.

I was watching you. I have been up and

down the Embankment every night for more

than a week. Can you guess why ? "

Goldman shook his head.

" I nave been searching for a subject

particularly wanted by my chief, and one

not easy to find. Does that suggest any-

thing ? "

" I am afraid not," answered Goldman.

" I have been looking for a man attempting

his own life."

Goldman started. He opened his lips to

deny that he had attempted any such thing

that night ; then refrained, feeling that he

would not be believed.

" That is the subject which I alluded to,"

went on the other, in his crisp, sharp manner.

" I have found itâ��in you. Do not think,

therefore, that I have brought you here to

remonstrate or to preach. Briefly, I am

instructed to find a man so absolutely

wearied of his own existence that he will

consent to place his life unreservedly in my

chief's hands ; and, on the stage, before

thousands of people "

Frith Hambra paused.

" Yes ? " questioned Goldman.

" I have said enough for the moment.

I take it that you will come with me and

see my chief ? "

" Certainly."

" At once ? "

I am quite ready."

" Wait while I 'phone, then."

The instrument was in the room, and in

a few seconds the connection made. Well

contented, Goldman listened.

" Yes, yes, I know it is late," he heard

Hambra answer. " But I have the man here,

in this room. To-morrow he may change

his mind. Yes, yes, the very subject we

want. I insist on bringing him at â�¢

Good ! We will be round in ten minutes."

He clipped the receiver. " We go now,"

said he.

In a couple of minutes Goldman was

experiencing the luxury of a taxicab. His

thoughts did not outrun the present instant,

but sank down into it, into its comfort.

But the cab was soon at its destination, and

the occupants turned out.

A servant in livery opened the door.

" This way, sir," said he to Hambra, with-

out waiting to be questioned. He mounted

a single flight and rapped at a door.

" Come on," said Hambra.

It was a bedroom which they entered,

and the pink-draped lamps beamed upon

the absolute comfort of it. Goldman took

a swift glance round, and then he saw the

inmateâ��the Terrible Celsus himself, who

was awaiting him. Clad in pyjamas partly

covered by a padded silk dressing-gown,

he was sitting on the arm of a divan chair

by the fireplace, smoking a cigarette in a

long amber tube. Goldman recognized him

at once, from the multitude of his portraits.

A man of about fifty, perfectly bald, and his

just-tinted spectacles sat well astride his

aquiline nose.

" Confound you, Hambra 1 " said he, coolly.

" Do you see the clock ? "

" Bloodstone onyx ; gift from the Presi-

dent of Ecuador. What about it ? If I

tramp the Embankment at such hours in

your interests, you should show proper

appreciation. Here is your man. He looks

different from what he did when I fished

him out of the river. The rest is with you.

I'll take a seat and listen."

" Approach," said the other, with a

grandiloquent gesture to Goldman. " What

the devil ! You are not old ; you are not

bad-looking ; you are not a . weakling.

Therefore you are a fool to want to expedite

your departure to the place where you cannot

use a return ticket. But that has nothing

to do with me. My need is a desperate man.

Is that your case, or is it not ?

" Entirely," said Goldman.

V So. The question was needless, in face

of the circumstances. I put it because I

have got to be very frank with you. I have

made my small reputation by making plastic

the impossible, by moulding it to my pur-

poses before the eyes, under the very noses,

of my audiences. But these audiences, far

from satiated by the thrills to which I treat

them, clamour for more, and of a still more

sensational and hazardous nature.

" This brings me to the very pith of the

reason of your being here. I have prepared a

new ' turn,' which, if successful, should crown

all others, and form, whenever repeated,

the piÃ¨ce de resistance of my programme.

But it is, I am bound to admit, extremely

hazardous. You are not the first subject to

whom I have proposed a dangerous partner-

ship in the performance ; but you will be

the first to acceptâ��if you do accept."

" Try me," answered Goldman, quietly.

" Exactly ! " snapped the other, with an

impatient gesture. " That is the reply they
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all make. They all start off with the belief

that my reputed adroitness of hand and

eye will enable me to do anything that I

advertise ; and they all smile an assured

confidenceâ��just as you are smiling now.

But when I most earnestly repeatâ��as I do

to youâ��that the element of personal risk

will be large and grave, then some of them

draw off, and someâ��ask me what I mean

to do."

" Allow me to place myself in the latter

category," said Goldman.

" Exactly, again. You belong to the

pluckier section. You are saying to your-

self, The great Celsus is talking just in the

deadly-serious fashion in which he always

addresses his audiences. This is his cus-

tomary patter of the stage.' But you are

wrong. Only you will not realize the peril,

and you will not seriously begin to mistrust
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BREAST OF OUR FRIEND HERE. I SHALL COUNT THREE, AND THEN I SHALL PRESS THE TRIGGER.' "

my ability, until you are actually on the

brink."

Goldman shrugged. " All I ask is an

assurance from you that it is one of

your ' turns,' your tricks of apparent

magic."

" Certainly it is," was the immediate

response. " And if all goes well it will

hugely add to my reputation. But all may

not go well. That is distinctly possible.

That is why my manager there has sought

a man who doesn't care much."

" You have not told me what it is," said

Goldman, getting profoundly interested.

" I do not mean to tell you," answered the

magician, coldly. " But as I perceive that

you are a man above the level of the vulgar

crowd, I will go further and explain my

reticence. A not unessential part of my

proposed exploit consists in keeping it from
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the subject until the very last moment.

The result is that the subject, his nerve

suddenly giving way, backs out. That the

trick is not performed by no means diminishes

my reputation. On the contrary, it enhances

it, as you will see when the night comes. This

I may term the prelude to the performance.

Should you have spiritâ��or desperationâ��

to go through with it, there will follow an

epilogue. So apparent will it appear to

the audience that something has gone wrong,

that something terrible has happened, that

the curtain wUl be rung down. Then, ten

seconds later, it will rise again, and the

success of the affairâ��if successful it isâ��

will burst upon the house with redoubled

strength. That is all I mean to tell you.

If you agree, I turn you over to Mr. Hambra.

He will look after you until I want you ;

he will arrange a present payment, and also

a future one if you face the music. But I

must once more repeatâ��although I know

you will not believe meâ��that the risk to

yourself will be grave."

" You infer that I may be killed ? "

" Exactly. I shall seem to kill you ;

flagrantly, openly. Not one person in the

house must doubt it."

" I am at your service," answered Gold-

man. Why should he doubt the skill of

the world-famous magician ? He did not

doubt it.

The night came.

Goldman, occupying a seat in the third

row of the pit, saw the curtain rise and the

Terrible Celsus walk from the wing, meeting

with a perfect blast of acclamation from a

house packed to its full capacity.

Then, for half an hour, he played with

the mystified senses of his audience, whom

he treated like children, well repaid by

half-smothered cries of alarm and gasps

of amazement and thunderous roars of

appreciation.

To all this Goldman paid but little heed.

His turn was rapidly approaching, and in

spite of himself a touch of apprehension,

created by the sheer daring of the magi-

cian, had mingled with his blood. What

was coming ? He was absolutely in the

dark.

He was conscious of being irritated by

the keen enjoyment of the multitude. All

this host had come to gloat, to revel in, to

feverishly absorb, the sensational. They

had paid for excitement, to feel their nerves

tremble and shiver, and the red run out

from their faces. And heâ��Goldmanâ��was

to turn out for their special benefit, and his

life, in some manner, to be suspended from

a hair.

Then, for two minutes, he listened to a

deep-throated and terrific roar. The magician

had retired, and everyone was frenziedly

calling him on again

" My turn is now," thought Goldman,

feeling a pulse beat strongly in his throat.

The howling died down as the artiste re-

appeared. He had removed a long robe,

and was seen to be in plain evening dress.

In his right hand he held a pistol of blued

steel. He explained that the weapon was a

regulation Army automatic, and he added

that he had brought it with the benign

intention of assisting anyone present who

wished to shuffle off this mortal coil, to do

so with a dispatch at once painless and

brief.

The last words were Goldman's cue. He

had received orders to wait a minute before

rising, in order to give the dramatic pause

full value. The proposition was repeated,

coaxingly repeated. There was a slight

general laugh, and Goldman got up.

Instantly he felt a kind of electric wave

beat upon him, created by a nerve-thrill

passing from all those who saw him, and

which spread like lightning over the packed

house, from the floor to the far-back gallery

seats. For it was felt that the impending

performance would be no banal trick. And

all those eyes so eagerly seeking Goldman

out, and the restless murmur that went up,

agitated him. But controlling his emotion

he made his way to the stage, where he

received the magician's compliments, accom-

panied by a badinage which was hugely

enjoyed by the audience.

The performer now begged any military

man present to come forward and examine

the weapon and cartridges, and, being

satisfied, to load it for him. There was a

good sprinkling of khaki, and seven men

from different parts of the house started to

make their way to the footlights. While

they were moving thither, Goldman was

requested to expose his chest, arms, and

shoulders. He obeyed. He experienced a

certain degree of confusion, and a ner-

vousness set up by his position made his

teeth chatter so that he had to clench his

jaws.

With a strong effort he concentrated

upon the situation. The mystery was

made clear. The Terrible Celsus was going

to empty an automatic pistol into a

human bodyâ��apparently, of course. And

he was going to do it in a fashion that

would petrify the house. The weapon was

to be examined by soldiers, loaded by

them. The great magician would score,

naturally ; but he had admitted the distinct

element of peril.

The khaki-clad figures appeared on the

stage and were handed the weapon. The

magician declared that not one was a con-

federate, and offered five hundred pounds
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to anyone who could show the statement

untrue.

The men declared the pistol perfectly

orthodox, and one of them slipped in the

cartridges, which he declared to be live

ones. Standing slightly apart, the magician

held out his right hand for the weapon,

which he received from one of the soldiers,

who held it by the barrel. The man looked

distinctly anxious, and his companions ex-

changed uneasy glances.

Goldman, seeing the automatic covering

his chest, gritted his teeth and fought with

his wildly-beating heart.

In a loud and stern voice the magician

cried out :â��

" I must ask pardon for the noise which

this thing will make. At this distance of five

paces I intend to empty this automatic

pistol into the precise centre of the breast

of our friend here, who is certainly the

bravest man I have ever encountered. He

is not compelled to wait, of course. Indeed,

I shall be rather surprised if he stands his

ground. I shall count three, and then I

shall press the trigger."

Goldman felt his heart begin to struggle

violently, and a chill sweat burst upon his

forehead. Perhaps he was expected to run

Ð¾Ð¹ ; perhaps that was a part of the per-

formance. No ! By Heaven, he would go

through it !

He heard the staccato voice ring out :

" One ! "

He closed his eyes.

" Two !"

An agonized shout interrupted : " My

God ! be careful ! "

" Three ! "

His breastbone shattered, Goldman uttered

a strangled cry and fell back into an abyss

of night.

" An eyelid moved ! He is coming round,

officer. He wasn't in the water more than

a minute."

The man Goldman, lying on top of the

eight steps which went down to the abhorrent

dark flow of the river, struggled to lift his

eyelids, as if the weight of all time to come

pressed upon them with that incalculable

force.

" Mind, constable, this was no case of

attempted self-destruction. I had been

watching the poor devil, who had been

staring at the lights of a sky-sign across the

river. He wandered on, and I after him.

Bless you, I walked the Embankment myself

at one time, and have a fellow-feeling for

any decent-seeming man I see here now,

late o' nights. I like to pick them up and

help themâ��as I mean to help this one. I

followed him. He started to go down

those slimy steps with the intention, I am

certain, of getting shelter from the wind ;

but he slipped, banged his head, and rolled

into the water. Ah, he opens his eyes ! I'll

go for a cab."

This time the eyes indeed opened, staring

upwards, wild and set, as if the torch of fear

flared in their dilated balls.

In that last moment when the choking

gasp of the drowning is over, and struggle

ceases, many dragged out in time, plucked

from the abyss by their very hair, have

spoken of illusion which gripped their fading

senses ; have seen whole and detailed pages

of the past unrolled ; or moved in some

ecstatic dream

Or writhed in some grim phantasmagoria !

A Clock Made Entirely of

Straw.

FOR such a delicate piece of machinery as a clock there

could be no more unsuitable material than straw. Yet

here is a clock which contains absolutely nothing but straw,

not even a piece of stiffening cardboard or a drop of glue

having been used in its making. There are eight pendulums,

which allow speed-regulation. By pressing a button, which

comes out automatically on one side, the clockwork is wound

up and runs for five hours. By pushing another button

the hands can be set right. The dial, figures, pendulum,

hands, even the chain, weight, gears, and the skeleton, are

of straw. The chain is fourteen inches long and endless.

The diameter of the dial is eight inches. It took the maker

of this clock fifteen years to complete it, working, of course,

only during leisure hours and with interruptions, and in doing

so he used many thousands of stalks of straw.
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HENRY E. DUDENEY.

;_499iâ��A ROOK PUZZLE:

CAN you show how

White can capture

the_Black -rook on

his nineteenth

move', after passing

over every vacant

square'of the bpard?

Of course, the Black

rook does not move.

Readers ' should

notice that in this

case we are using

an enlarged board,

lo squares by 10.

500.â��THE SEVEN APPLEWOMEN.

HERE is an old puzzle that people are frequently

writing to me about, sometimes to ask me {or the solu-

tion and sometimes suggesting that I should present it

to .my readers. I therefore give it, but reserve my

opinions about the character of the answer until next

month. Seven applewomen, possessing respectively 20,

40, 6o, 8o, loo, 120, and 140 apples, went to market

and sold all their apples at

the same price, and each

received the same sum of

money. â�¢ What was the '

price ?

501.â��HEXAGON TO

. SQUARE.

CAN you cut this perfect

hexagon into six pieces

that will fit together and xform a square ? It is

quite easy if the reader has profited by other puzzles

that have appeared from time to time in these

Pages- ...

502.â��LETTER PAIRS.

A FRIEND was looking idly at the word CAUCASUS

in one of the bold headlines of a newspaper, when it

suddenly struck him that every letter in" it occurred

twice. Thus, there are two C's, two A's, and so on

throughout. Then he asked himself, " Are there" other

words in the English language having the" "same

peculiarity ? " There are plenty of small ones','. like

" noon " and " papa," but can you find one with eight

or more letters ? Of couise, we bar mere tepetiticns,

like " beri-ben."

503.â��CURRENT COINAGE.

TAKING any eleven of

the twelve ordinarily cur-

rent coins of the realm (I

say ordinarily, because just

at present we do not often

see the gold coins), and

using one duplicate coin,

can you place the twelve

coins, one in each division

of the cross, so that they

shall add up to the same

value in the upright and in

the horizontal ? Remember,

there must be eleven comÂ»,

all of different value, and

one duplicate.

SOLUTIONS TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLES.

495.â��THE ASYLUM GAMBIT.

WHITE can only have played into the open his two

knights. As not one of his existing pieces can ever

have moved, his last move must have been made with

a knight which was captured on Black's last move.

The Black king'cannot have taken it on his own square,

as 15. Kt to Ð� 8 is impossible, for the Black king on

his Ð� 2 would have been in check before the move was

made. The knight could not have gone to the square

earlier, because there is ho other last move then possible

for White. The same argument applies to 15. ...

Ð� takes Kt. Therefore the only possible last move for

Black is 15. P (at Kt 3) takes Kt, and the other White

knight must have been previously sacrificed by R P

takes Kt. The following is the game as actually

WHITE.

13. Kt to Ð� 4

14. Kt takes Kt

15. Kt takes R

BLACK.

13. P to Ð� Ð� 3

14. R to R 4

15. P takes Kt

496.â��SPENDING HIS TENPENCE.

A QUARTER of a pound at 4d., three and three-quarter

pounds at 2d., and six pounds at a farthing is correct,

except that it does not secure the largest, possible

amount of the best quality. Here is the right answer :â��

o Ib. ii oz. (a) 4d. per Ib. .. .. 2}d.

2 tb. 13 oz. @ 42d. per tb. .. '.. 5|d.

6 tb. 8 oz. @ Ã©d. per Ib. ijd.

played !

IO It). Ð� OZ.

lod.

WHITE.

Kt to Q Ð� 3

Kt to Q R 4

Kt to Kt 6

Kt takes R

Kt'to Kt Ð±

6. Kt to Ð� 4

7. Kt to R 5

8. Kt takes Kt

9. Kt to R 3

Ñ�- Kt to B s

11. Kt to Ð� 4

12. Kt tO Kt Ð±

BLACK.

i. Kt toQ B 3

Ð³. Kt to QR 4

3. Kt to Kt,6

4. Kt takes R

5. Kt to Kt 6

6.' Kt to K R 3

7 KttoKB4

8. Kt to Kt 6

9. Kt takes R

Ñ�- P to Q Kt 3

11. Kt to Kt 6

12. R P takes Kt

The weighing can thus be done, and the fractions in

the pence are of no consequence, since the man dealt

with only one butcher and the total is all right.

1 ' - , 497.â��A RAIL PROBLEM, i ; .;â�¢ -

THERE" must have been 51 divisions, with 23 whole

rails in every division. There were thus 1,173.whole

rails and 50 pairs of halves, making together 1,233

rails, as stated.

498.â��THE KING-MAKER.

I, i.e., ire, rein, inert, entire, entries, interest,

reinstate, inter-state, reatteuting.
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Ideal forâ��

Sports Wear

No need to buy

special sports foot

wear if you fit your

ordinary shoes with

Wood - Milne Service Soles and Heels. For

yachting or tennisâ��in fact, for all sports where

rubber-soled shoes are usually wornâ��-Wood Milne

Service Soles and Heels are ideal wear.

Wood-Milne Service Soles and Heels give light-

ness of tread and resiliency, grip the ground and

never slip, keep the uppers in shape and lengthen

the life of footwear.

WOOD-MILNE

Service Soles &71ee/s

For walking in town or country, for sports or

everyday wear, Wood-Milne Service Soles and

Heels are economical and unbeatable.

In shapes and sizes to suit all kinds of footwear.

Look jor the name " \Vood-MiJne" on every pair.





"NOW THE BLIND MAN PLAYED HIS TRUMP CARD. 'YOU'VE FORGOTTEN THE

LAW OF THE SEA. MY SHIP HASN'T BEEN ABANDONED. I'M STILL ABOARD.'"

(See page 415.)
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"REDEMPTION
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Full details of the Short Story Competition will be found on page 416.

AMNST Captain Christopher Swale no

heavier indictment can be drawn

than this, that in the hour of peril

his crew abandoned him. the man

as well as the ship. They even took the cat

and left the captainâ��the only living thing

aboard if we except the cockroaches and rats.

VoL lix.-2a

Yet, when everything is taken into account

their odious preference is not past compre-

hension ; it may also be urged in their defence

that they knew but half the truth. The other

half would assuredly have stayed their flight.

Besides, their conduct was not induced by

malice or revenge; it was a concession to
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fear, for the ma.ste.r, pf,,the Orion lived in, an

atmosphere of terrorism, --his hand against

all over whom he ruled. ..His .record stands

as one of those monumental, mistakes into

which strong men so hiy'steriously drift.

Power he held a~s part of his right in the

autocracy of" the sea ; for.- its exercise he

relied upon Force in ruthless form, Force

expressed Ð»Ð¿ terms of passion. Not that he

ever conceded ' so much. ": Discipline '\ was

the -veor'd of his fancy. . A strict disciplin-

arian1â��that was his pose, only he made a

fetish of the business, and stretched .the

strands so taut that many of them snapped,

thereby fomenting . the. very disaster he.

purposed toi. avoid: In the light of all that

happened Â¡it is clear that he was led astray

by the defects of his own quality ; never able

to suffer-.fools gladly, he knew not where to

draw .the line; and therefore sailed the seas

in deadly enmity with those whose lot was

so closely linked with his o\vn. Quite with-

out intent ""he exalted the worst type "of

western-ocean. â�¢ skipper to the dignity of

a model, and, as time went on, iie ac-

quired almost as much legendary infamy as

Nick Waterman, Black Taylor, that man

Hayes,, and the rest of the despotic confra-

ternity ..by^whom life .was held as cheap as

dirt '.and.'â�¢ humanity treated with derisive

indifference â�¢â�¢ ..,,.:...

Only in their methods, however, did the

parallel' hold. . Descending the gangway

Swale jÃ¤eerned" to, leave his ferocity.-'behind.

By the shore-folks a certain blend of br^sque-

ness and'reserve was accepted as a sign of

character ; even his wife had little fault to

find, ancl Jiis' children" idolized. But his"

brass-bound comrades knew, and by many

it was predicted .with confidence, that " a

day wouJcLcome.". ,v Â» . ' , -

" Ma'rk -my. words," said. Captain Martin

Topp one night when_ he called at Danes

Island Ã¡nd.,Ãound the tradÂ«".8' store agog'-.with

the latest-yarn'of Swale'.s brutality, r" He'll

go toq^far. .'-TheyHl-turn on him. Mutiny.

And-servÃ© him- right. s. A'master-'s bound to

have lug own,.way, but there's no call for

Swale's thunder and lightning."-

Afterwards prophecy spoke in a new strain,

declaring that even if the men spared him

the owners would demand his head. His way

must be paid for and the bills were coming

in. Already he was on the black list in every

port that mattered ; everywhere crews of

the type he wanted were shying at his service.

" Orion," they would say. " That's Swale's

ship. No, thank ye. None of your hell-

boats for me." And so it became a regular

thing for him to make his departures with a

growing proportion of packet-rats and pier-

head jumpers. Nothing like the sort to

ensure a passage good enough to satisfy the

owners. Nor yet to resist the chance of an

eye for an eye if it should be offered., though

none of the â�¢ seers foresaw that barbarous

handling of the opportunity w-hen the Ð�Ð¿Ð¾Ð¸

impotently. wallowed in. the South Atlantic,

both the mates washed, overboard, four of

the crew as well,.and Swale went off-to the

cabin to nurse his injured head. ,- .. â�¢

It was all so crushingly ironic. He started

out .to crack. the .skulls of other men and

cracked his own instead. It was not enough

that he should give an order but: he must

accelerate its execution with a belaying-pin.

It was for this he made,that leap from .the

poop, and .the crew whose spirit he had

broken,. worn out, too, by the stress and

disaster of the storm, fled .from the attack

that was never delivered. For the gale had

tumbled a welter of .wreckage just abaft

the main-hatch, his spring fell short, and

crashing down on the deck he lay^.-ifor .ever

so long, huddled up and breathing heavily,

while his tormented inen- watched from a

Safe .distance, maJigna-n'ti ; hatred Ð»Ð¿ their

hearts. But he had finished with them now.

When he came-to, .heÃ-never Ð²ÐµÐ°Ð§Ð³Ñ�Ñ�Ð¬ â�¢ as

glanced their;\vay,;. simply scramble^ up and

off to his bunk. --.."-' â�¢â�¢"â�¢*',

.Under this crowning stroke stagnation

settled on the ship. There,.was-.;tauch' to be

done, men to do it, birt' none to direct. Left

to shift for themselves Â¿hÂ¿-Â¡cbew .sought the

shelter of the fore-peak, and -here, squatting

on their haunches,- they waited .without

knowing it for leadership. Though none-of

them ever looked for a lead from Red Curly,

the skimpy, insolent ruffian of whom it may

be said that he had a tongue like a sewer,

every bone palsied by laziness, and "a longer

score against the captain than any other of

- the fo/c'sle gang, â�¢ his beginning was a

triumph of guile. After a brief absence he

: carelessly announced that " the wind had

v blown itself out " and the sea was " going

down fine.1' An hour later hÃ© smirkinglv

passed the news that the Old Man was getting

along very nicely. ."In his bunk, sound'as

a top."- -This he knew because he had " got

'"the Nipper to hinvestigate." Finally the

insidious suggestion : " Say, boys, I'm

thinkin' here's our chance. Wot d'ye say t'

hookin' it ? Before that devil wakes up.

He'll give us 'ell when he does. Half kill us

â��unless we kill him fust. Which we could

do easy, seeing we're fifteen to one. So let's

'op it. By a bit o' luck the storm has left

us the whale-boat, an' we're not more'n a

hundred miles from the Falklands. Heard

the mate tell the second greaser 'fore they

went overboard. As for navigatin'â��Bosun's

good for a dead-reckoning, so we'll be O.K."

Thus, while Christopher Swale slumbered

in his cabin, was the conspiracy launched.

At first, like most of the men who have aspired

to his part, Curly found himself discredited.
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" WOT THE BLAZES DID IT MATTER, HE DEFIANTLY FUMED. MURDER MIGHT BE THE BEST

WAY. HE'D DO THE JO3 HIMSELF. NOW, IF THEY LIKED. WHILE SWALE WAS ASLEEP."

His leadership was not appreciated ; they

were not even sure that he meant it. But

doubt on this point vanished when Jerry

Hicks protested that " it sounded uncommon

like murder," and Curly turned on him a

torrent of scorching invective. Wot the

blazes did it matter, he defiantly fumed.

He wasn't afraid of a nasty word. Murder

might be the best way. He'd do the job

himself. Now, if they liked. While Swale

was asleep. Bash his head in. They could

report him washed overboard with the

mates. And the devil would have got his

own.

" But there won't be no murder," he in-

sisted. " The hooker'll float many a week.

Months. Shouldn't wonder if she barges

about for ever. He'll be all rightâ��plenty of

grubâ��of a sortâ��an' he can shift for him-elf

till he's sighted. It'll do the blighter good.

We're only payin' him his wages."

An angry growl endorsed the verdict.

But for all their fear of the man, they were

as yet enslaved by a greater fear of flight, its
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terrific circumstance, the unknown sea,

their risk of missing that chunk of rock one

hundred miles away. So, yielding to their

first impression, they rejected the way of

escape, only to surrender in the end to

Curly's exotic pleading. " I tell you, boys,"

he persisted, " we're in for 'ell if we stay. To

get this hooker ship-shapeâ��figger it out lor

yourselves. An' only Old Man Swale t' do

the drivin'. It'll end in killin'â��some of us

fust an' then 'imâ��an' the rest'll get their

necks stretched."

Thus hammered, the barriers of hesitation

by degrees broke down, desire and resent-

ment flared up into passionate wrath, a

clamorous insistence on release. So they

quietly fastened the hatch, converting the

cabin into a prison until their preparations

were complete, and about an hour before

sundown, Red Curly, having first reopened

the hatchway, slid down the rope into the

whale-boat with the cat. " Better take 'er

with us," he said with a grin. " The Old

Man'd haze the life out of 'er if he'd mithin'

else t' turn on."

A ripple of subdued laughter greeted the

sally, and then as the boat sheered away they

cast the last shred of caution to the winds.

Responding to the Bosun's lead, they broke

into the only chanty fitting the occasion :â��

" The work was hard, the voyage was long,

Leave her, Johnny, leave her ;

The seas were high, the gales were strong,

Leave her, Johnny, leave her.

" The sails are furled, our work is done,

Leave her, Johnny, leave her ;

And now on shore we'll have our fun,

It's time for us to leave her."

Defiantly they glared at the receding ship.

Louder rose the clamour of their chorus.

Now they wanted the wakening of their

taskmaster, wanted him to see and hear,

longed to fling their escape in his teeth, to

gloat over him in his overthrow. But the

ship made no response.

Swift on the flight of the crew came the

black battalions of the night, starless, fretful,

a night of strange soundâ��the far-off moan of

the wind, clash of wreckage, the petulant

slap of the waves as they ran in scalloped

curves along the hull, the explosive babbling

of the sleeper in his unattended bunk.

Ð�Ð£Ð¬ÐµÐ¿ the sun again climbed over the rim

of the plain Swale still tossed about in restless

slumber, and twice again without his know-

ledge did it go and return. Drifting back at

last to consciousness he lay for ever so long

staring into a realm of absolute blackness.

" Lamp out," he mumbled by and by.

" That Nipperâ��lazy hound.â��Teach himâ��

look after light.â��Twist his neck."

A deep sigh fluttered from his lips, his

eyelids drooped, once more he drifted into

sleep. Awaking a second and a third time

he found himself still encompassed by im-

penetrable gloom. " Mighty long night,"

he querulously complained. " Wonderâ��â�¢

what time it is.â��Wish it was day.â��And no

lamp.â��That young devil." A moment's

pause and then, '' Nipper," he cried, " Nip-

per.â��Simpson.â��Damn you.â��D'ye hear ?

â��Bring me a drink.â��Light and a drink.â��

Brandy."

Thinly his voice trailed across the cabin.

Again he shrilled, " Nipper.â��Where the devil

are you skulking ?â��Bring me a drink.â��

Brandy.â��D'ye hear ?â��I'll skin you for this."

His head rolled from side to side. ' Oh,

lord," he groaned. "I'm on fire. My

throat's blazing.â��And my head. Something

wrong.â��Dying for a drink. Wait till I get

on deck. Make them wish they'd never

been born."

His mind had retained next to nothing oÃ

the pastâ��the storm, the wreck of his ship,

his accident. He was conscious chiefly of

the fact that he was in his bunk, caged in

tenebrous immensity, the ship amazingly

silent. But by and by his brain began to

clear. To remembrance he added action.

With a resolute heave he flung himself over

the edge of the bunk ; his will, more powerful

than the remnant of his pain, carried him to

the floor and dropped him on the boards.

Sent him lurching a couple of short strides

and thenâ��down. His first sensation was

one of extreme foolishness. Never before

had his legs refused to bear him. But then,

never before had unconscious suffering

sapped his strength for three days. Without

bite or sup too. " What's up with me ? "

he questioned. " Weak as a kitten." Wrig-

gling up on to his elbow he stared searchingly

all around, listened also for those missing

sounds.

" Mightn't be a soul aboard," he grumbled.

" Never knew a ship so quiet. Nor so dark.

Thick enough to cut. Must get away on

deck. I'll crucify 'em. The swine ! "

Here, indeed, was the old mannerâ��with a

difference. The tone was not the same. His

threatening had lost its snap. And he was

not sure of himself. Not even when he had

struggled to his feet and discovered that,

going with care, he still had power to get

about. A week ago, without a glimmer of

light, he would have made a bee-line for the

companion, but now he hesitated, fumbled

for matches, and only when the quest failed

did he shuffle gingerly to the doorway. With

limbs heavy as lead he struggled up the

stairs ; emerging from the hood he was over-

whelmed by astonishment. Except for the

play of the breeze there was no change. He

had merely passed from darkness to darkness ;

from an empty world to another quite as

empty. There was nothing. Aloft, the sky
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was a barren field. Looking to right and

left he found neither massed pack nor flimsy

outline. Nor any sign of life.

No signs, in this case, were bad signs.

Suspicion flashed into being, but the word it

whispered was " Mutiny." Mutinyâ��with

his mates gone and the ship derelict. Tyrant

though he might be, however, Christopher

Swale was no coward, and this he proved by

stepping over the coaming and hailing the

deck :â��

" Ahoy there. On deck. Watch ahoy."

His call volleyed away into the ocean

wilderness and was lost. " You mutinous

dogs," he barked. " Oh, but I'll soak you

for this." But instead of passing on to the

task he drew back down the stairs. " Better

have a look round," he thought. " Must

have a light. And a drink and something

to eat." Groping through the cabin he

made for one of the lockers, found his matches,

rubbed one on the box, heard it crackle,

rubbed and rubbed again. Threw it away

and tried another. Threw that away also

and made shift with a third. The flame of

this one licked his fingers.

" Curse it," he snarled. Then his head

jerked, his jaw dropped. He remembered

something. He had felt the fire, was still

feeling it, but he had not seen the flame.

With frantic haste he tried another, was sure

he heard the fluff of its ignition, applied

again the test of touch, for the second time

suffered its scorching proof.

" God ! " he gasped. " Iâ��can'tâ��see.â��

I can't see. Iâ��Iâ��can't see."

His cheeks, already gone grey, turned to

the soiled whiteness of chalk. Shrouded in

sunshine he stood there in abysmal darkness,

fingers clenched, eyeballs dilated, his face a

mask of horror, his lips convulsively hammer-

ing out the refrain : "I can't see.â��I can't

see.â��My God, I can't see."

From the first shock he passed to another

frenzied test. Viciously rubbed his eyes,

screwed his knuckles into them, struck

another match, a dozen, all the lot. His

fingers rained matches. For every one he

listened for the flare. From two he de-

manded the proof of pain. As the box

emptied the pangs of suffocation gripped

him, every remnant of his stricken vitality

seemed to flicker away ; he thrust out his

hands, pawing the air in quest of something

solid for support, anything he could grasp

and hold. He wanted his chair, his bunk,

must have one of them, but his sense of

locality had gone now, and so, moving from

an uncertain base, he arrived at the com-

panion-alley. Lurching about again he

brought up now against the table and, work-

ing round to the settee at the farther side,

he sank into its well-tried corner, whence

he may be said to have embarked upon

his appalling Odyssey. Crouching in the

cushioned angle he sat through hour after

hour, staring dumbly into an unknown, a

terrifying world. Thought was a riotous

jumble, body and soul alike were crushed by

one colossal fact. Once, his mental vision

slightly clearing, he rose tempestuously,

shattered the silence with delirious uproar.

" It's not true," he boomed. " I'm not

blind. I'm not. I'm being fooled by a

dream." He beat on the table with his

fists and crashed into a bellowing prayer :

" Ð� God, don't let me be blind." And

finished with a sob.

Slowly the shadows slanted up the cabin

walls, the golden glow toned away to pink,

to twilight amber, to the sable austerity of

night. Enveloped by movement he was

yet unconscious of any change. Life had

become a monstrous negation. His absorp-

tion by the night was invested with a tre-

mendous symbolism. For the present he

had parted with much of his own personality.

This was the agony of a new birth. " I

didn't seem to know myself," he said after-

wards. " Everything had changedâ��in the

flip of a fly's wing. I went to sleep a manâ��â�¢

I woke up a blind puppy. I was the last

man left. At sea on a derelict. The lone-

liest creature in the world. The wonder is

that I didrt't go mad." But, instead of in-

sanity, Nature, beneficent comforter as well

as inexorable judge, bestowed the relief of

exhaustion. He buried his head in the fold

of his arms and fell asleep.

The length of that sleep he never gauged.

Time was now annihilated, hours and

minutes reduced to figures of speech, day a

treasure that belonged to other people, the

night eternal. Henceforth he knew not

whether he dozed for minutes or slept for

hours ; only by the sun's warmth did he

learn to distinguish between night and day.

But of all his awakenings there were none so

terrible as that first one, when after a spell

of bewildered drowsiness the magic finger

of reality touched him. Reason again

tottered. A maniacal scream shot from his

lips; impelled by the fury of despair he

scrambled from his lounge, cannoned off the

after bulkhead, and crashed to the floor. Still

raving he blundered up the stairs, from the

topmost step he turned his mouthings into

an impassioned cry for succour.

" Help !â��Help Â¡â��Help ! "

Over and over again his clamour swept

across the unresponsive sea, fiercely he kept

it up until his voice failed, and then, sinking

down on the ledge, he laid his head against

the hatchway and prayed for death. But

while he asked for death he longed with all

the ardour of a living man for more life.

Also he discovered that man does not live

by sight alone. His thirst now raged for
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relief, compelled him moreover to realize his

dependence on his own endeavour. So,

adventuring beyond the companion, he em-

barked on one of the shortest journeys he

had ever undertaken and yet the longest

and most distracting. Three steps and he

was lost. Knew not where he was nor

whither bound. Lost on his own poop. On

the first faint thrill of uncertainty he began

to visualize the ship as she was revealed to

him before the falling of the night, his night.

Gaps in her rail through which a man might

pitch, masts gone, decks cumbered with

wreckage, poop-rail razed, for a blind man

death-traps all about. With right foot and

with left he tested the planking ; his arms

carved grotesque figures in the air. But

there was no resistance, nothing to guide or

guard, not even in that flat calm the pitch

or roll of the ship, until, dropping on his

knees, he felt for the run of the deck seams.

From this also sprang that greater idea of a

search for the water-butts on hands and

knees, a creeping, crawling agony, panting,

breathless, along the poop, down the ladder,

along the main-deck. Water he must have

or perish. But in spite of meticulous care

he missed his goal, went straddling away to

the fore-hatch. And when at last the dipper

poured its stream down his burning throat

hunger drove him forth on another grovelling

expedition, first to the wreckage of the galley

and afterwards to the stores, where an

abundance of biscuit offered him at any rate-

a guarantee against starvation.

From this point the re-incarnation of

Christopher Swale can be distinctly traced.

He was like a child embarking on the great

adventure, a grotesque infant equipped

with the mental machinery of a grown-up.

He required it all, too. Most of the old

things were swept away, all tilings became

new. Along with opportunity his long-

established methods vanished, mannerisms

as well. Action, hitherto so impulsive, was

transformed into the very quintessence of

timidity, of caution, also of craft and in-

ventiveness. This is clearly demonstrated

by his revolt against the indignity of his

movement. With a long-forgotten frag-

ment, flotsam from his boyhood most likely,

he challenged himself : " Is thy servant a

dog that he should do this thing ?" And

at once the decision : "I won't be a dog.

I'll not go on all-fours like a beast." Thus

resolved he ferreted out a bundle of seizings

wherewith, still on hands and knees, he ran

out a life-line from the companion to the

break of the poop. A second lie carried

from the poop-ladder to the water-butts, a

third to the fo'c'sle, and in time he twisted

others here and there so that by their

guidance he became able to move about with

comparative confidence.

Oddly enough the action of his crew moved

him at first to no excess of feeling. Their

desertion was a trifle compared with his loss

of sight. Calling them to mind he would

occasionally growl a malediction. " Cow-

ardly brutes." " Damned skunks." And

this was all the measure of his dealing with

them until that seventeenth night when a

desolating sense of loneliness laid hold of

him. " Wish those devils had stood by/'

he thought, sitting up against the stump of

the mizen-mast. " Red Curly would have

been better than nobody." And after

that : " Wonder why they hooked it.

They didn't need. Ship's all right. She'll

not sink. She's alive. Any fool could tell

that. No feel of a dead ship about her."

Lazily and hazily he drifted out on his

quest. " Can't understand it. No sense

in taking to the boats. If they'd stood-by

we'd have had her under jury-rig by now.

Blest if I can see why they hooked it."

All unawares, as so often happens to men

in the great crises of life, he was on the edge

of discovery. A tremendous discovery. So

tremendous that the sudden revelation halt

paralysed his power of speech, " Me !" he

whispered, awestruck, the accusation setting

a new imprint on his face. " It was me.

Not the ship. They wanted to get clear.

That lot ! A pack tit dock scrapings.

Couldn't stand me any longer. They'd risk

death first. Iâ��Iâ��was worse than death."

Afterwards he perceived that other fact

of supreme significanceâ��that he had to be

marooned before he could be convinced of

error, but for the present he was dominated

by the one overwhelming truth. He had

been weighed and found wanting. Condemned

by packet-rats. Now, scrap by scrap, the

facts of his life were hauled from their secret

limbo and mercilessly dissected. His tragedy

was what he himself had made it. Of his

own choice he had ruled by unreasoning

Force, and by Force had he been overthrown.

He had made his name feared and fear had

betrayed him. Great dreams had he dreamed,

and this was the end. Darkness, degrada-

tion, failure ! Henceforth he would be known

as the man who was left to drown. And

there was nothing he could do. A living

dog was better than a dead lion. Strange

how these old tags were corning back. A

living dog. And he was not even that.

Neither dog nor lion.

This was the inheritance he would leave

his children. Rescue would send him back

with a blighted name. His boy would walk

through the streets of Liverpool with him

and be crushed by shame. He would be

the son of the man who was left to drown,

the son of a condemned sea-bully. Within

the sanctuary of home he would know

that misery ever lurked in his wife's eyes,
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disappointment in her heart, with contempt

for its fellow-lodger. Abandoned at sea.

Dethroned at home. A derelict. The same

as his ship.

His ship ! Derelict ! Once more he trifled

with discovery. Inspiration wrinkled up his

brows in a puzzled frown. " Derelict," he

murmured. Then, " Salvage." And after

that, " The law of the sea." He said it

again, kept on saying it. " The law of the

sea." It was a phrase of power. His pulse

quickened, a flush wiped the grey from his

cheeks.

Capitulating to the lure of the vision, as

yet so flimsy in its form, he rose and began

to pace the deck, not now with hesitating

shuffle, but with the majesty of confidence

restored. He was the master-mariner again,

the penalty of blindness, its manifold dangers,

forgotten. Tramp, tramp, tramp, he went,

the regulation sailor's march, hands no

longer gropingly outspread, but thrust into

his pockets, head erect, lips in agitated

action. " If only I could. Wonder if I

could. Iâ��thinkâ��I " Too deeply im-

pressed by a sense of impotence to finish it,

he turned the broken affirmation into a

passionate prayer : " Ð� God, send a ship,

and give me a chance ! "

Moved also to endeavour, he felt for his

guide-line, crossed to the rail, and, making

a funnel of his hands, sent out a lusty

challenge to any chance passer-by : " Ship

ahoy ! Ahoy ! Ship ahoy ! "

All effort was henceforth concentrated on

the same end. He lived for that ship. A

score of times in the day he would call,

never did he cease to listen for her.

Realizing that the Orion, despoiled of her

top-hamper, might easily be overlooked, he

made a raid on his signal-locker and tool-

chest, and to each mast-stump he nailed one

of his longest flags. Afterwards, haunted

by the fear that in the night he might be

passed or run down, he would fain have

attempted the lighting of some of his lan-

terns, but recoiled from any trifling with

fire. " Mustn't risk it," he decided. " Might

have the ship blazing, myself as well." A slip

with an oil-can, an accident with a match,

might convert him into a living torch.

So we come to that thirtieth day of his

blind pilgrimage, a day wherein Nature

seemed to have rallied her forces to his side.

The sea a flat calm, the wind a breath, an

atmosphere of crystal clearness. And Cap-

tain Hezekiah Wing picked him up when

quite a long way off, while Swale trapped

the first note of the siren's asthmatic

bleating. The call was interrogative. " Any-

body aboard ? " it asked. With a tempestu-

ous " Ship ahoy I " Swale rent the heavens,

completing the response by the frantic

â�¢waving of his jacket. Then, posting himself

by the rail, he waited. But not for rescue :

. he was concerned only with the part ordained

by the law of the sea. For this alone did

he brace himself as he listened to the sounds

wherewith the ocean tramp heralded her

approachâ��the thrash of her propeller, the

beat of her engines, the eruptive rush of her

exhaust, the cascade from her condensers,

rattle of rudder-chains, clang of engine-room

bell. Though none of these things moved

him. After a month of darkened solitude,

all the symbols of human companionship

restored simply swept over him, left him as

empty of emotion as a half-tide rock washed

by the waves. His concentration was superb.

Only when the summons to action sounded

did he manifest any feeling, and that but

a sibilant hiss through his clenched teeth, a

squaring of the shoulders. Yet the call was

merely framed in the conventional terminology

of the sea.

" Ship ahoy ! What ship's that ? "

Tersely through his megaphone Ð¿Ð·

answered : " Barque Orion, of Liverpool.

'Frisco to the Thames with wheat. What

ship's that ? "

" Steamer Gaisgill, of Newcastle. Cardiff

to Iquique with coals. Captain Hezekiah

Wing."

To the courtesy of the name Swale re-

sponded with his ownâ��but the ships were

too far apart for him to share its reception :

" Jee-ru-sa-lem ! It's Bully Swale ! "â��and

then without a tremor he proceeded to fill

up the blanks in his record. He had been

adrift for a month or thereabouts. Aloneâ��

his crew of packet-rats having left him, for

reasons best known to themselves. And he

would be glad to know what Captain Wing

could do for him.

" A month ! " Wing crisply rejoined.

" Man alive, I can believe it ! You carry

the marks. Strike me blind if you wouldn't

do with a rest and a barber ! You've raised

a fine crop ! A month. Alone. Then I

reckon you're glad to see me. And you'll

be wanting t' push along. So I'll come and

have a drink. Then I'll put a line aboard

and tow you t' the Falklands."

A mechanical lift of the hand acknowledged

the offer, this being part of the great game

of bluff. And then Swale fired that raking

shot.

" Much obliged, Captain Wing. I'll be

very glad of a towâ��on reasonable terms, of

course. What's your figure ? "

Among his comrades Captain Wing was

known as one rarely found wanting in a

word, but Swale's audacity bereft him of

speech. All he could do was to glare at that

solitary figure on the derelict. " Didâ��you

everâ��hearâ��theâ��likeâ��o'â��that ? " he man-

aged at last, addressing himself to the mate.

" Adrift by himself for a month. Ship
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smashed up. And he wants terms." An-

grily he turned on Swale. '' Terms be

damned. We'll leave them to th' court.

You're fair salvage, aren't you ? "

" Not a bit of it." Now the blind man

played his trump card. " You've forgotten

the law of the sea. My ship hasn't been

abandoned. I'm still aboard. I cut the

salvage. You understand ? The salvage is

cut. I'll take a towâ��on terms."

" Well, of all " But Captain Wing,

while canny enough at a bargain, had sense

sufficient to recognize defeat. " What'll you

give ? " he weakly finished, and was told

that Swale would pledge the underwriters

to a thousand pounds.

" That your top figure ? " To the question

Hezekiah Wing added a threat. He stepped

across to the telegraph lever and laid his

hand on it.

" Not a penny more."

" Then," Wing stormed, " I'll waste no

more time. I'll send you a bar'l o' water and

some grub and get under way. Mebbe the

next man'll be in bigger need of your tempting

offer."

Little did he know the spirit he was up

against. " Much obliged," Swale lightly an-

swered. " But I'm well-provisioned. So

you don't need to skin your larder." Not

for worlds would he have one of them come

aboard and behold how they held him in the

hollow of their hands. Though alter his

rebuff none were likely to trouble him.

" Oh ! that's it," Wing snorted, in high

dudgeon. " Then go to the devil in your

own way. S'long."

A vicious thrust of the hand on the lever

sent the Gaisgill off again upon her voyage.

As she drew across the derelict's quarter her

crew beheld the twice-abandoned mariner

rigidly posed by his strip of unbroken rail,

to all seeming a man of like power with

themselves, a man ol vision who watched

them go. His self-command was perfect,

his face a mask. Internally he was a

veritable volcano of desire ; he wanted to

scream to them to stay and save him at their

own price, any price. Instead he waved his

hand in nonchalant farewell.

As the collier rounded the stern he faced

about and followed her flightâ��with ears,

not with eyes. The harsh dissonance of her

engines swiftly thinned away to a rhythmic

drone. A maddening silence fell upon the

world. " She's gone," he gasped. " My

God, she's gone ! " But still he waited,

listening, listening, stern and motionless.

An hour passed. Its end found him still at

his post. And then, suddenly, his grim

intensity relaxed. " She's coming back,"

he whispered. " I believeâ��she's coming

back." Ten minutes more and he was sure

of it. All the lost elements returned, the

sounds, the ship herself, the voice of her

skipper.

The barque was too rich a prize to sacrifice

so readily, and now it was Wing who talked

of conditions. " See here," he wheedled,

" I don't like itâ��leaving you like this. All

for a few pounds. Your old tub's in a bad

way. Looks ready to go down. I doubt if

I can get her to port, but I'll try it for a

couple of thousand. And it's dirt cheap."

" Same as bluff," Swale mocked. " My

old tub'll floaj; for ages. But I'll tell you

what. S'pose we split the difference. Call it

fifteen hundred. And think yourself in luck."

Now, whether Hezekiah Wing did think

himself in luck, he has never been heard to

say. All that can be stated with assurance

is that he chaffered for another half-hour and

then surrendered. About the way of the

bargain, however, he was clearly puzzled.

There was something in Swale he could not

understand, but perplexity gave way to

pique when he clambered on to the deck of

the Orion, for her captain neither offered him

a hand nor left the poop to receive him.

Also he was bewildered by those lines run

out along the deck.

" Seems t' me," he said, as he mounted the

poop-ladder, ' you should call this hooker the

Spider's Web." Then he caught the stony

stare oÃ the sightless eyes. " Lord save us,"

he ejaculated, " the man's blind ! "

" Yes, I'm blind," Swale gravely confessed.

" 1 had a fall. I suppose that was it. I've

been very ill. I went to sleep andâ��woke

upâ��in the dark. And the crew had gone.

But they didn't know I was blind."

" No," said Captain Wing, his voice

strained, the light of a great wonder in his

eyes, " nor did I know you were blind,

either. And you let me sail away, heard me

go, knowing that I might never come back.

You. A blind man. Here, on this hooker,

smashed up. All by yourself." And he

swore a salt sea oath and gripped the blind

man's hand. " Here," he boomed, " I want

to shake. I've heard some queer yarns

about you, but, by heaven, you're the gamest

man I've ever hailed."

But Swale refused his praise. " No, no,"

he insisted. " I've done nothing. Only

cut the salvage. Law of the sea, you know.

A man must stand by his ship."

Behind this declaration another thought,

of course, was madly surging, but it was

Hezekiah Wing who turned it into speech.

" Aye," he said, " that's right. A man must

stand by his ship. An' that'll be your

record in the register, but I'm thinking this

is man salvage as well as ship salvage. Ã�

don't know what name they'll find for you

when I put you ashore, but, by the Lord

Harry, I do know this, they'll never call you

''Bully Swale ' any more."
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Result of Short Story Competition.

OUR Snort Story Competition, the result or which is given below,

proved, as Ñ�Ð°Ð³ as numbers went, a very great success, no fewer than

3,500 stories having been sent in. Those that won the prizes are:â��-

FIRST PRIZE Â£25O.

"REDEMPTION," by Oswald Wildridge, Newby Croft, Rimington. near

Clitheroe.

(Published in this number.)

SECOND PRIZE <Â£1OO.

"THE FLOWER-SHOW AT KWALIZ/ by Herbert Tremaine, 122. Kilbury

Road, Letchworth, Herts.

(This story mill Â¿t fui'l:slu-d ia next month't STRAND.)

THIRD PRIZE Ã¡ESO

is divided between

"THE VICTORIANS," by Ð¡. Ð�. Ð�. Scott Moncrieff, 136, Ebury Street,

London, S.W., and

"THE DECOYS," by Robin Forsvthe, Ardlui, Hawes Lane. West Wickham, Kent.

(The former will bt published in " The Grand Magazine' and the Â¡alter in " Â¡ahn Ð¾ London's Week jr. )

The following table shows at a glance'the selections made by each of the six judges :â��

Sir A. Conan

Doyle.

Sir H. Rider

Haggard.

Mr. H. G.

Wells.

Editor,

" Strand

Magazine."

Editor,

" Grand

Magazine."

Editor, "John

o' London's

Weekly."

I

The Flower-

Show.

Redemption.

The Flower -

Sliow.

Redemption.

Redemption.

Redemption.

2

The Decoys.

The Flower-

Show.

Redemption.

The Flower-

. Show.

The Victorians

The Flower-

Show.

3

The Call.

The Call.

The Victorians

The Decoys.

The Call.

The Problem

of Kesa Gozen

The well-known authors who were good

enough to act as judges in this competition

were :â��

SIR A. CONAN DOYLE,

SIR H. RIDER HAGGARD,

MR. H. G. WELLS,

MR. CHARLES GARVICE,

but the lamented death of the latter reduced

the number to three. We append herewith

the opinions of these judges on the winning

stories. Their comments, of course, were

made in ignorance of the writers' identities,

in accordance with the conditions of the

competition.

SIR H. RIDER HAGGARD.

" Briefly, I think ' Redemption '

very good. It has power, and the

drawing of Swale's character is excellent.

It seems to me to be the work of a

practised hand, or, if not, then of one

who should succeed, at any rate, in

the writing of stories of the sea. Of

the tales which you have sent me, to

my mind, this one should come first.

" ' The Flower - Show at Kwaliz,'

which I have placed second, is, of

course, in quite a different flight. It

has certain weaknesses ; for instance,

Nekkan really has no adequate motive

for the destruction of his beloved city,

although this might have been supplied

by a slight variation in the tale. How-

ever, presuming it to be original, un-

doubtedly the story shows considerable

imagination of a sort which is not usual

amongst English writers. The descrip-
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tion of the growth of the beans and the

way. in which the hellish natural power

within them overcomes the forces of man

is really fine. The only thing which I

can recall as resembling it comes in one

of Wells's books, where a red weed, in-

troduced by the Martians, spreads over

the whole of England.

" On the whole, I think this story

should take the second place.

" The third position I should give

to ' The Call,' by ' Stub-tenon." It is

not particularly original, but the plot is

well conceived and its development is

not bad ; though the last scene in the

theatre might, to my mind, have been

greatly strengthened."

SIR A. CONAN DOYLE.

" The Flower-Show at Kwaliz."â��" A

very beautiful and original story."

" The Decoys."â��" Original in idea,

dramatic, and has humour, which is so

essential."

"The Call."â��"Very fine, but rather

: too large a canvas for a short story, and

in some ways unsatisfying."

MR. H. G. WELLS.

" ' The Flower-Show at Kwaliz ' has

real imagination.

Redemption ' is a good story in

a recognized style."

In addition to the four prizewinners given

above, two stories came into the first six,

namely, " The CrÃªpe de Chine Blouse," by

Ella S. Boswell, and " The Call," by W. A.

Johnson. We have made arrangements with

the authors of these stories ior their pub-

lication in "The Grand Magazine."

Two stories which would certainly have

been well in the running for a prize unfortu-

nately had to be disqualified lor exceeding

the limit of 6,000 words. We have, how-

ever, made arrangements with the authors

of these stories to publish them in this

magazine.

Mr. Oswald Wildridge, the author of the story winning the first prize, has favoured us

with the following interesting account of his previous experience as a writer :â��

and enabled me to study the life of the river,

its ships and men, from the bridges and

cabins of its wonderful tugboats. One

result was the publication by Blackwood's,

in 1918, of ' Captain Co and Co/ a romance

of river-docking and the deep-sea tow.

Last Christmas Chambers published ' The

Luck Penny ' (following its issue

in Chamhers's Journal)â��a novel

inspired by the mystery of the

Marie Celeste â�� and my latest

book, ' Clipper Folk,' is in Black-

wood's current spring list.

" For my participation in THE

STRAND competition all credit

must go to my wife and daughter.

' Redemption ' was not intended

nor was it written as a com-

petition story ; my own impres-

sion was that the absence of a

love element would probably rule

it out, and I had not the time

'for another. But when it was

finished I was deeply impressed

by the enthusiasm of my two

critics, whose judgment I have

abundant reason to respect, and so I

yielded to their pleading. My daughter's

verdict was : ' Well, there are three prizes,

and I'm certain there cannot be three

stories better than father's.' In the light

of the judges' decision, may I modestly

claim that once more wisdom is justified of

her children ? "

MY record up to a certain point may

be compressed within a single sen-

tence. I am a son of the North,

born at Workington, on the Solway Firth,

and the major portion of my workaday life

has been spent in journalism in Lancashire.

Concerning my adventures in literature, I

confess myself one of the lands-

men who write sea-stories. No

doubt because the sea is in my

blood. I am one of a race of

sailors, generation after genera-

tion, men who commanded Cum-

berland brigs, East Indiamen,

Pacific traders ; one got his name

on the map ; one when ashore

was press-ganged and fought

under Nelson. My first serious

attempt at fiction was accepted

by the first editor to whom it

was offered and appeared in the

Windsor in 1904. The glow of

that first success was renewed

last year, when Maga opened its

pages to me and expressed a de-

sire to see more of my work.

My first novel was published by Ward, Lock,

and Co. in 1907, my second in 1910. After-

wards, utilizing most of the moments that

Blackburn journalism left, I contributed

many short stories, dealing with Cumberland

seaboard and dale life, to various magazines.

Then the influence of my seafaring kin

secured a treasured privilege on the Mersey

MR. OSWALD

WILDRIDGE.

1'hotu. Ð�Ð¿Ð�ÐµÐ¼. Hlarlbar



"GOOD HUNTING, OLD CHAP'

i.

HE Well-known

Soldier leaned

back in his

chair, and

thoughtfully

held his glass

up to the light.

" Personally," he remarked,

at length, " I would sooner

be sent to prison for five

years for a thing I had done than be let

out after two and a half for a thing I hadn't."

" An interesting point," conceded the

Celebrated Actor. " But to the casual

observer, unversed in psychology, it might

appear to be merely a choice between five

years of hell and two and a half."

The Celebrated Actor, it may be stated,

had recently been dipping into various

" ologies " in the course of studying his

newest and greatest part. Luckily for

the sake of the public, the leaves of most of

the treatises were still uncut, which ensured

that his rendering of the strong, silent

Napoleon of finance would not differ appre-

ciably from his own celebrated personality.

Incidentally he had never intended that it

should, but the author of the play was a

serious young man, and the Actor was

nothing if not tactful.

" I am inclined to disagree, General,"

said the Eminent Divine. " Surely the

moral support of a clear conscience "

" Quite," murmured the Actor. " Quite."

" Would cut no ice, Bishop," declared

the Soldier. " Two and a half years is

too long a time for such a comparatively

frail support as a clear conscience.

Especially a youngster's."

" Exactly," agreed the Actor. " Exactly.

Two and a half years of hell for something

one has not done. . . . Appallingâ��quite

appalling." With great care he.continued

the delicate process of peeling a walnut.

But the Bishop was not convinced. " All

the time he would know that a mistake had

been made ; that sooner or later he would

be cleared in the eyes of the world. Whereas

if he was guilty he would know that no

such chance existed, and that when he came

out from prison he would be an outcast

â��a jail-bird."

The Soldier shook his head and drained

his glass. " Right in theory, Bishop ; right

in practice, too, if the clearing had been

SAPPER

(H-OMÃ�NEILE)
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quicker. But two and a halt

years is too long. Hop*

would die : a youngster

would grow bitter."

" Where is he now ? " de-

manded the Celebrated Actor,

sweeping back his hair with

the gesture for which he was

rightly famous.

" No one knows," said the

Soldier, quietly. " He came

out a week ago. His brother met him at

the prison gates, but Hugh gave him the

slip. And since then he's hidden himself.

Of course, he could be traced, but his father

is wise, I think, in not doing so."

The Bishop nodded. " He will find him-

self in time ; and it's best to leave him

alone till he does. A good boy, too."

For a while the three men were silent,

while the soft summer breeze played

gently through the old-fashioned garden

outside, and the wonderful scent of the

laburnum came fragrant through the open

windows.

" I forget exactly what happened," re-

marked the Actor, at length. " I was

producing ' King Lear ' at the time, 1

remember, and " He glanced inquir.

ingly at the General.

" A fairly common story," returned the

Soldier, lighting a cigarette thoughtfully.

" The boy had been an ass and owed a lot

of money to some bookmaker. Then he

plunged on the Derbyâ��the year Signorinetta

won at a hundred to oneâ��and went down,

like most of us did. Two days afterwards

a couple of thousand in cash was missing.

Also the books were falsified over a lon^

period. Everything pointed to him, and

they found him guilty, though he protested

his innocence all through. A month ago

the real thief confessedâ��two and a half

years too late."

The General shrugged his shoulders, and

then suddenly sat motionless, staring with

narrowed eyes into the darkness outside.

" Quaint how one's eyes deceive one at

night." He sat back again in his chair.

" For a moment I thought I saw someone

moving by the edge of the lawn."

" And your niece ? " pursued the Actor.

" Weren't they engaged or something ? "

" Yes. It almost broke Beryl's heart.

You know, of course, the dog was his ? "

" I did not," said the Actor. " Ah '

Copyright, 1920, by H. Ð¡ McNcÃ¼e.
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that accounts, of course, for her terrible

grief." . '

" If I had my way," snarled the General,

fiercely, "I'd flog that young swine Parker

to within an inch of his worthless life.

And then I'd put a trap on his own leg."

The Actor nodded. " I agree, General.

Personally I am no great dog-lover. They

have a way of concealing themselves about

the furniture which is most disconcerting

should one inadvertently sit upon them.

But a trap "

He shuddered, and poured himself out

some more port.

" If only we could get hold of the boy,"

mused the General, returning to his original

theme. " I can guess what he's feeling,

and the longer he goes on without the

human touch, the harder and more bitter

he'll become. He wants to be made to

shake hands with reality again ; to hit

something, if you likeâ��but to get it over.

He's bottling it upâ��I know it : and it's

a bad thing for a youngster to bottle up

bitterness."

The Soldier rose and strolled over to the

window. For awhile he leaned against

the open frame, smoking quietly, and hardly

conscious of the argument which had started

in' the room behind him. The power of

the stage as a pulpit was an evergreen with

the Celebrated Actor, and he felt in no mood

for a discussion on the matter. The young-

ster, Hugh Dawnay, was filling his mind,

and also Tommy, that morning.

He'd helped the vet. put the little terrier

under, with a dose of prussic acid, and after

it was over the two men had stared at one

another, and then looked away, as is the

manner of men who are feeling deeply.

" I hate it, more and more each time,"

said the vet., gruffly. " Poor little chap I "

" It's worse than a man," snapped

General. " A dog trusts a fellow

infernally. Damn that young Parker ! "

With which explosion he had blown his

nose loudly and stalked off for a long walk.

At length he pitched his cigarette away and

turned back into the room. And at that

moment, very clear and distinct from some-

where in the garden, there came a low whistle.

" Hush ! you fellows, listen ! " The argu-

ment ceased at his abrupt words, and the

two men stared at him, as he stood motion-

less half-way between the table and the

window. " Did you hear that whistle ? "

" Personally, Ã� did not," remarked the

Actor, " but at the moment I was engrossed

in other matters. A vulgar habitâ��whistling

â��but not, I regret to say, uncommon."

" There's someone in the garden," said

the General. " I thought I saw something

move earlier, and just then-1 heard a whistle

most distinctly."

" My dear man," said the Actor, with a

beneficent wave of his shapely hand, " are

there not maid-servants in the house ? I

fear that soldiering destroys romance."

The Soldier grunted. " Perhaps you're

right. My mind was busy with other things.

I think I'll take a stroll outside, too, for

a bit. Give me a hail when you've finished

your discussion."

He moved once more towards the'wihdow,

only to pause on the threshold. - .'

"Why, Hugh, my dear lad,"-he said,

quietly, ' it's good to see you again. Come

in."

And the Celebrated Actor and the Eminent

Divine, looking up quickly at nis words,

saw a man standing outside on the path,

whose face was the face of one into whose

soul the iron had entered.

For a moment or two Hugh Dawnay

hesitated. Then, with the faintest percep-

tible shrug of his shoulders, he stepped into

the room. He glanced at each man in

turn ; then his eyes came back to the

Soldier's face and rested there.

" Good evening, General." His voice

was quite expressionless. 1 must apologize

for intruding like this."

" Apologize !" The Soldier smiled at

him. " What the devil is there to apologize

about ? I'm just amazingly glad to see

you. Do you know the Bishop of Sussex

and Mr. Trayne ? "

" I had the pleasure of seeing you act,

Mr. Trayne, just before I was so kindly

accommodated at His Majesty's expense."

Hugh's voice was as expressionless as ever.

" I suppose you are still charming London

with your art ? "

'For the first time in his life the Celebrated

Actor felt at a loss. Had some charming

woman made the remark to himâ��and many

hadâ��he would have known his cue. A

deprecating wave of his handsâ��a half-

hearted denialâ��a delicately-turned com-

pliment ; it was all too easy. But as he

stared at the boy on the other side of the

tableâ��the boy with the tired face of a

manâ��the cloak of mannerisms which he

had worn successfully for twenty years

slipped off, and the soul of the great artist

â��and he was that, for all his artificiality

â��showed in his eyes. More clearly, per-

haps, than either of the other two, he realized

the dreadful laughter which was shaking

the boy's soul ; realized the bitter cynicism

behind the ordinary words. More clearly

than they could he saw himself, he saw the

room, he saw life through the eyes of Hugh

Dawnay.

" I still strut my small part," he said,

gravely. " I still win a little brief applause.

And if I can help those who see me to forget

the bitterness and sorrow of the dav, even
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though it be only for a while, it is enough."

He rose, and laid both his hands on the

boy's shoulders. " Forgive an old mummer's

presumption, my lad. Don't think me an

impertinent fool prating of what I do not

know and cannot understand. You have

been in the depths. God knows how deep

and bitter they have beenâ��God and youâ��â�¢

unjustly, unfairlyâ��I know that. And to

you at the moment we seem typical of the

smug respectability which pushed you there.

Vain words of regretâ��empty phrases of

sorrow, cannot give you back your two and

a half wasted years any more than my

playing alters the realities of the past.

But maybe the hour or two of forgetfulness

helps a man to face the realities of the future.

Will you not try to forget, too ? "

" And what play will you stage for me,

Mr. Trayne, " answered Hugh, quietly,

" which will help me to forget ? Will

you cast me for the principal part, or am

I to be one of the audience ? "

The boy threw back his head and laughed

silently. " Two and a half years of the

same soul-killing monotony. Why, I be-

came an expert at talking to the man next

to me, who was a ' lifer.' They couldn't

prove he'd actually intended to murder

the girl, and his counsel successfully pleaded

drink. A charming fellow." Once again

he laughed ; then, with a quick movement,

he thrust his hands in his pockets and,

stepping back towards the window, faced

the three men for a while in silence.

For a moment or two you must listen

to me," he said, and there was a harsh,

commanding ring in his voice. " Each

of you is old enough to be my father in

years ; I am older than all of you combined

in reality. At least, that is how I feel just

now. You, Mr. Trayne, have talked about

forgetfulness ; in time, perhaps, I shall

forget. But there's something inside me

at the present moment which is numbing

me. I can't feel, I can't think, I can't

hateâ��I'm simply apathetic. I don't want

to have anything to do with men ; I want

to get right away from them. And I'm

goingâ��I'm going ; but I'm not going alone."

He swung round and faced the Soldier.

" Do you know why I've come here to-

night, General ? "

The Soldier looked at him quietly. " To see

Beryl ? Because she'd like to see you, Hugh."

But Hugh Dawnay shook his head. " No,

not to see Beryl. I'm not fit to see herâ��

yet. Perhaps in a year or twoâ��if she

isn'tâ��married by then. No, it's, not to

see any human being ; not even her. It's

to get Tommy ; and take him with me out

into the big spaces where, perhaps, in time

one may see things differently."

Unconscious of the effect of his words

on his listeners, he had turned and was

staring into the soft summer night.

" All the time that I've been in prison "â��

and his voice had lost its harshnessâ��" I've

thought of that little chap. I've sat on my

stool in the cell, and I've felt his cold, wet

muzzle thrust into my hand : I've seen his

eyesâ��those great brown eyesâ��staring up

at me, asking for a hunt. But there's no

hunting in prisonâ��no rabbits : and I used

to promise him that when I came out we'd

go off together, just he and Iâ��on to the

moors somewhereâ��and be alone. He

wouldn't mind even if I'd done itâ��even if I

had stolen the money. That's the wonder

of a dog : where he's so infinitely better than

a man." The boy gave a little sigh, and for

the first time a genuine smile flickered round

his lips. " I've been all round the house,

whistling and looking for himâ��but I expect

he's in the drawing-room somewhere. With

Beryl, perhaps. I wonder, General, if you'd

get him for me ? "

He glanced at the Soldier, and slowly his

eyes dilated, as he saw the look on the older

man's face. He glanced at the Bishop, who

was staring at the cloth ; he glanced at the

Actor, who was staring at the Bishop, and

suddenly he gave a little choking cry.

" My God ! " he muttered brokenly, " don't

tell me that ! Don't say that Tommy isâ��

dead ! "

It was the Soldier who answered, and his

voice was suspiciously gruff.

" The little fellow was mauled in a trap

this morning, old chap : and we hadâ��to put

him out of the way."

" Mauled in a trap ? " The boy's voice

was dead. " Tommy mauled in a trap ?

Who laid the trap ? "

And it was the Actor who sat up, with a

sudden light in his eyes, and supplied the

^formation.

wo- Â¿bung Parker, who is farming the bit of

'; ound next to here," he said with almost

unnecessary distinctness. " You can see his

house through the trees."

" Young Parker ? I remember young

Parker." Covertly the Celebrated Actor

watched the boy's face, and what he saw

there seemed to afford him satisfaction.

" Where is the little dog buried ? " asked

the boy, quietly.

" Underneath the old yew tree," said the

General. " Beryl put a ring of stones around

his grave this afternoon."

" I see," said the boy. " Thank you.

I'm sorry to have troubled you."

The next instant he was gone, and it was

the Actor who stopped the Soldier as he was

on the point of going after him.

" The boy has got his part," he remarked,

cryptically. " At present he requires no

prompting."
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" What the deuce are you talking about ? "

demanded the General, irritably.

But the Celebrated Actor was himself once

more.

" Leave it to me, my dear fellow," he

murmurad, magnificently, throwing back his

head in another of those famous gestures

which were the pride and delight of countless

multitudes. " Leave it entirely to me. The

stage is set : very soon the curtain will ring

up." He stalked to the window, and stood

for a moment on the path outside, while the

other two looked at one another and shrugged

their shoulders.

" Can't feel, can't think, can't hate.

That boy feels and thinks and hatesâ��hates,

I tell you, at this moment."

With which Parthian shot the Celebrated

Actor vanished into the night.

" What on earth is the fellow driving at ?"

said the Soldier, peevishly.

But the answer to that question was ap-

parently beyond the scope of the Eminent

Divine, and in silence the two men listened

to the scrunch of the Actor's footsteps on the

gravel, growing fainter and fainter in the

distance.

II.

HALF AN HOUR later they were still sitting at

the table. The Actor had not returned :

there had been no further sign of Hugh, and

the inaction was getting on the Soldier's

nerves. Twice had he risen and gone to the

window : twice had he taken a few steps into

the darkness outside, only to return and

hover undecidedly by the fireplace.

" I feel I ought to go and look for the boy,"

he remarked for the twentieth time. " Trayne's

such an ass."

And for the twentieth tirae the Bishop

counselled patience.

" In some ways he is," he agreed : " in

others he's very shrewd. He's got more

imagination, General, than both of us put

together, and real imagination is akin to

genius. Leave him alone : he can't do any

harm."

With a non-committal grunt, the Soldier

sat down, only to rise again immediately as

a tall, slight girl in white came in through

the open window. There was a misty look

in her eyes, and her lips were faintly tremu-

lous, but she came straight up to the General

and put a hand on his arm. The other hand,

with a piece of paper clutched in it, she held

behind her back.

" Hugh has come back, Uncle Jim," she

said. " Did you know ? "

" Yes, old lady, I knew. Have you seen

him ? "

" No, I haven't seen him. Did heâ��did he

come for Tommy ? "

The General nodded. " Yes. And I told

him what had happened."

For a moment the girl's lips quivered.

" Poor old Hugh ! "

Very gently the Soldier stroked the girl's

hair. " We must give him time, Beryl.

He'sâ��he's not quite himself yet. By the

wayâ��," he added, struck by a sudden

thought, " if you haven't seen him, how do

you know he's come back ? "

The girl's eyes filled with tears. " I went

out to Tommy's grave againâ��I wanted to

see that the little fellow was comfortable,

andâ��andâ��I found this."

She held out the scrap of paper to the

Soldier, and then broke down uncontrollably.

And the man, having glanced at it, coughed

with unnecessary violence and handed it to

the Eminent Divine.

" It was just like himâ��just like Hugh,"

sobbed the girl. " And Tommyâ��why, what

more would Tommy want ? " She picked

up the paper and stared at it through her

tears. " ' Good hunting, old chap.â��H. D.'

Good hunting. He's got a soulâ��I know he

has. He's having the most glorious chase

after bunnies nowâ��somewhereâ��somewhere

else. Isn't he ? "

She turned appealingly to the Bishop, but

that eminent Pillar of the Church was en-

grossed in the study of a very ordinary

print, and from the assiduous manner he

was polishing his glasses, he seemed to be

having difficulties with his eyesight.

And it was thus a moment or two later

that the Celebrated Actor found them.

" Successful." He barked the word grand-

iloquently from the window. " Utterly and

completely successful. The curtain is shortly

going up : it would be well if the audience

took their seats as silently as possible."

" What do you mean, Mr. Trayne ? '

The girl was staring at him in amazement

through her tears.

" A very human play, my dear young lady,

is on the point of being acted. As producer,

general manager, and box office combined, I

beg to state that there will be only one per-

formance. The financial receipts will be

nil : the moral receipts will be a soul re-

gained. And who shall say that it is not a

more tangible asset ? " For a while he stared

magnificently at nothing, with one hand

thrust carelessly outâ��that attitude which

had long caused infatuated denizens of the

pit to stand for hours in dreadful draughts

lest they should fail to secure the front row.

Then he returned with an effort to things

mundane. " Follow me," he ordered, " and

do not talk or make a noise."

" Wbere's the boy, Trayne ? " demanded

the General, almost angrily. In his own

vernacular, he was feeling rattled.

" You shall see in good time. Come."

It was a strange procession which might

have been seen wending its way through the
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darkness a. little later. First came the

Celebrated Actorâ��supremely happy, as be-

fits the great showman who has the goods to

offer. Then, a few steps behind him, was the

Well-known Soldier, periodically muttering

under his breath, and with the girl's hand on

his arm. Behind them again trotted the

Eminent Divine, unable to see very well in

the dark, and continually stubbing his toes

on various obstructions in the ground.

" Where is he taking us to ? " whispered

the girl to her uncle.

"Heaven knows, my dear! " he answered,

irritably. " The man's an ass, as I've said

before."

" But what did he mean about the very

human play ? " she persisted. " And the

soul regained ? "

Before the Soldier could answer, the guide

turned, and holding up his hand demanded

silence.

" We approach the stage," he declaimed.

" Silence is essential."

He led the way between some trees, and

finally halted behind a clump oÃ low bushes.

" Personally," he whispered, " I am a man

of peace, but it struck me from my rudi-

mentary knowledge of pugilism that the

clearing in front was ideally suited to that

brutal form of amusement. And when I

suggested it to Hugh, he quite agreed."

" You suggested it to Hugh ! " said the

Soldier slowly, and gradually a look of

comprehension began to dawn in his eyes.

" Why, Actor-man, Actor-man, I retract every

thought I've had about you to-night."

He peered cautiously through the bushes,

and a slow smile spread over his face.

" Tell me, Actor-man," he whispered,

" how did you get the other ? "

" I howled such insults as I could think of

in my poor way through the window."

Then he, too, cautiously peered over the

top of the bush. " What think you of my

show, Soldier-man ? "

" It is altogether beautiful and lovely to

regard," replied the other. " Can the Church

see ? "

And, behold, the Church was lying on its

stomach to get a better view.

The moonlight shone down, clear and

bright, on the little glade in front. At the

back of it, in the trees, stood young Parker's

house, but young Parker himself, with an

ugly sneer on his face, was engaged in re-

moving his coat. Facing him stood Hugh

Dawnay, and in the cold white light his

eyes shone hard and merciless.

" So you want me to thrash you as well as

stop your damned dog poaching," laughed

young Parker. " All right, you bally jail-

bird, come on 1 "

He rushed in as he spoke and his fist shot

out as he closed. The fight had started, and

from that moment no one of the fascinated

audience spoke or moved. Parker was the

heavier of the two, but the boy was the

better boxer. In fact, in the strict sense of

the word, the young farmer was not a boxer

at allâ��but he was fit and he was strong.

And had it not been for the two and a half

years' hard manual labour which the other

had gone through, the issue in all probability

would have been different.

As it was they fought all out for five

minutes, and then young Parker grew wild.

He became flurriedâ��tried rushingâ��his fists

whirling like flails. And the more flurried

he grew, the more cool and collected became

the boy. And then came the end. A right-

arm jolt below his heart brought the farmer's

head forward, a left upper-cut under the jaw

laid him out. For a while the spectators

watched him moaning on the ground, while

the Church wriggled ecstatically under its

sheltering bush.

" Had enough, you swine ? " asked the

boy, quietly.

The prostrate figure mumbled something.

" Get up and swear to me that you will

never again lay a trap in that part of your

land. Get a move on 1 " he snarled.

" All right." The farmer shambled to his

feet, watching him sullenly. " I swear."

" Now go down on your knees and apolo-

gize for calling me a jail-bird. Hurry up,

you filthy scum 1 On your knees, I said."

And as young Parker went on his knees,

according to order, the girl, her eyes shining

like stars, clapped her hands softly together.

"Quick!" said the Celebrated Actor,

authoritatively. " Back to the house, you

people. The play is over and my estimate

of the receipts is, I think, correct."

Stealthily as it had come, the procession

moved back to the house. At intervals, the

Eminent Divine was observed to jolt with

his right, following it up with a slashing left

upper-cut into space, what time he chuckled

consumedly. And even a slight error as to

distance, which caused him far more pain

than the tree which he unfortunately smote,

failed to damp his spirits. The Soldier

walked with a spring in his step, the Actor

hummed gently under his breath, and it was

only as they reached the open window of the

dining-room that they realized that the girl

had slipped away in the darkness and was

not with them.

" Where is Beryl ? " said the General,

pausing on the path.

" Heaven help the man ! " fumed the Actor,

addressing space. " His past career, we

understand, is comparatively distinguished

from a military point of view. But "â��and he

turned accusingly to the Soldierâ��" you must

have driven every woman you ever met

completely off her chump."
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" Chump," chuckled the Bishop, feinting

with his right and gently upper-cutting the

Celebrated Actor's celebrated chin. " What

is chump, you old sinner ? "

But the Well-known Soldier only smiledâ��

a trifle sadly. " She's all I've got, old chap,

and her happiness is mine."

" She is happy now," remarked the Actor,

quietly. " The boy's all right."

For a while the three men were silent, each

busy with his own thoughts. And then over

the General's face a grin began to spread.

" Tell me, you charmer of foolish women,"

he demanded, " how did you manage it ? "

" Your vulgar gibe leaves me unmoved,"

returned the Actor, calmly. " To-night is

merely a proof of how brains and imagina-

tion control every situation. I hope you

both appreciate my inference."

" Go on," chuckled the General. " The

Church and the Army hide their diminished

heads."

" What better destroyer of apathy is there

than scrapping with someone, whom in less

civilized and more primitive days one would

have killed ? I followed him. I suggested

it to himâ��I even went so far as to assist

him in his search for a suitable spot on

which to do it. And then "â��he paused

magnificentlyâ��" I drew the badger. I

bolted the fox. I extracted young Parker."

" How ? " murmured the Church.

" I hit him first on the head with an over-

ripe pear, which I threw through the window.

A wonderful shotâ��not once in a hundred

times would I do it again. And as he

jumped up from the table where he was

sitting, I spoke to him from my heart."

" Yes," grinned the Soldier. " And wh t

did you say ? "

" I said, ' You dirty louseâ��you maimer

of little dogsâ��come out and fight, unless

you're a coward as well as a swine.' Then,"

murmured the Actor, " I ran as fast as I

could, for fear he might mistake his opponent

and start on me."

For a space there was silence, while the

Army and the Church shook hopelessly, and

the Stage impressively lit a cigar. And it

was as he deposited the match in an ash-

tray on the table that he saw the piece of

paper lying in front of him. He read what

was written on it, and then he turned slowly

and looked at the other two.

" So that's what he was doing under the

yew tree," he said, softly. " Dear lad !

Why, yes, he's a dear lad."

" Of course, he is," returned the Soldier,

gruffly. " What the devil did you think ? "

It was under the yew tree that the boy

and the girl met. She was kneeling there,

her frock gleaming white in the moonlight

as Hugh came through the trees, and for a

time he watched her without speaking. Two

and a half yearsâ��moreâ��since he had seen

her, and now it seemed to him that she was

more lovely than ever. His eyes took in

every detail of her, as she bent forward and.

laid both her hands on the little grave, and,

suddenly, with a great wave of wonder, he

realized that all the bitterness had gone

from his soul. The past was blotted outâ��

sponged from the slate ; he was alive again,

and the presentâ��why, the present held out

beckoning hands of welcome.

" Beryl," he whispered very low, but not

so low that she failed to hear him.

" Why, Hugh, dear," she answered, " I was

afraid you'd go away without seeing me."

" I should, ifâ��Tommy had been alive."

He knelt beside her, and together they

rearranged two or three of the stones.

" I put a bit of paper here," he said, after

a moment.

" I found it," she answered. " That's

how I knew you were hereâ��first. Oh !

Hugh "â��almost unconsciously she found

herself in his armsâ��" poor little chap ! And

I'd been telling him all last week he'd be

seeing you soon."

" You darling ! " The boy's voice was

husky. " He knowsâ��Tommy knows."

And so for a while they clung together,

while the scent of the summer flowers drifting

idly by mingled with the scent of her hair.

" If he'd been here, Beryl, I was going to

take him," he said, at last. " I was bitterâ��

dear heavens ! but I was bitter. I felt I

didn't even want to see you. We were going

hunting togetherâ��just he and Iâ��out in the

wilds."

" And now, boy," whispered the girl,

" are you bitter any more ? "

" No," he answered, wonderingly, " I'm

not. Because, Beryl, because I've thrashed

that swine who killed him. Something

seemed to snap in me as he went down and

out, and I was conscious of a sort of mar-

vellous happiness."

" I know," she said, laughing a little and

crying a little, as a girl will do. " I know,

dear boy. I saw you do it."

" You saw me thrash him !" he said.

amazed. " But how ? I don't understand."

" We all did ! " she cried : " Uncle Jim

and the Bishop and Mr. Trayne and me.

Mr. Trayne came back and told us to come."

I see," said the boy, slowly. '" I see.

I think I'll go and thank Mr. Trayne."

But there are other things in this world

more important even than a debt of gratitude

.to the most celebrated of Actors, and half an

hour later the boy and the girl were still

pacing slowly up and down the lawn. There

were so many things to be discussedâ��so

many glorious plans to be made for the

futureâ��the future out of which the blackness
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had vanished so completely. And it was

with almost a feeling of reproach that the

girl suddenly turned on him.

" Why, boy ! " she cried, " we've forgotten

Tommy."

" Tommy ! " he said. " Why, so we have."

He stared at her for a while, and there was

a little quizzical smile on his lips. " It's

funny, isn't it ? " he went on, slowly, " that

the greatest thing the little chap has ever

done for me he has done by his death."

He took her in his arms and held her very

close. " If he'd lived, it might have all

come rightâ��in time ; but now "

And Hugh Dawnay finished his sentence

in the only way such sentences can be

finished.

" Come in. you two youngsters."

The General's voice came cheerfully from

the dining-room, and arm-in-arm they walked

towards the open window.

Half-way there they paused, and instinc-

tively their eyes turned towards the old

yew tree.

"Why, there he is, boy," breathed the

girl. " Don't you see him, and the black

mark on his neck and his tail wagging ? "

" It's the shadows, darling," answered the

boy. " The moonlight through the trees."

Maybe, maybe. Who knows ?

Gently he led her on, and she passed into

the room ahead of him. And from the path

outside there rose once again into the soft

summer night the farewell message of a

friend to a friend :â��

" Good hunting, old chap."
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IN MID-AIR

ONE by one

the machines

ran forward

from the long

line of hangars where

the stocking - cap

wind-indicators bal-

looned stiffly hori-

zontal from their

staffs. One by one

they scudded across

the rank turf of the

great aerodrome, and

one by one, repeating

each other's move-

ment like rooks rising

from a field, they swung round

into the wind, hurled themselves

against it, and were borne upward

in long, slow spirals until, their

height attained, they sped on-

ward, in rapid diminution of size,

upon their diverse courses. It

was the busy departure hour of

the morning at the London terminus used

by all the half-dozen competing aerial trans-

portation companies, whether their machines

were bound merely for Paris, Brussels, or

Amsterdam, or upon the long-distance

schedules to Madrid and Barcelona, Mar-

seilles, Milan and Rome, Munich, Vienna, or

Berlin.

The somewhat harassed ground-superin-

tendent of the International Airways,

Limited, waved a perfunctory farewell to

the Madrid-bound machine, which raced,

prodigiously roaring, a miniature hurricane

in retrograde escape from her, away over the

field, and hastened, with quick, self-important

little steps, to where the Amsterdam " 'bus "

lay poised and peaceful in readiness for her

flight. The overalled mechanics had ceased

their pertinacious irritation of her engines.

The last control-wire to aileron and rudder

had been tested. Her great wings, falla-

ciously heavy in the thickness of their

appearance, spread themselves wide, con-

temptuously immobile it seemed, in the

gusts of that fresh wind, upon which, in a

few minutes, she would soar. The pilot,

helmeted and leather-coated, stood at a

little distance from her, finishing his last

cigarette for several hours, and contemplat-

ing, with a mild interest, the passengers

who, having been checked off by an official,

climbed one by one the ladder into the

interior of the aeroplane.

r
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Thesuperintendent

bustled up to him, was

greeted with a casual

nod obviously alto-

gether inadequate to

his dignity.

" You've got in

important passenger

to-day, Elliott," he

said, with a snap-

piness of tone that

was intended to re-

call a recognition of

his importance, " so

be careful ! "

" I've also got a

neck," replied the pilot, unim-

pressed, " and I wouldn't hurt it

for worlds. It reminds me of

carefulness at every minute."

" Yes, I dare say," said the super-

intendent, in a manner sufficiently

indicative of his indifference to its

continued vertebration, " but this

I warn you officially, Elliott, that

you are to exercise special care on this flight."

The young man looked at him with inno-

cent eyes.

â�¢ What's the excitement ? "

" You'll have nearly half a million pounds

sterling worth of diamonds on boardâ��that's

the excitement," replied the superintendent,

crushingly. " It's the biggest parcel of

precious stones ever carried by air, and its

safe arrival will be a stunt advertisement for

this company, you understand ? You've

got to get it there ! "

The pilot shrugged his shoulders.

" I'll get it there if I get there myselfâ��

and I have no particular desire to remain

half-way, I can assure you. They can't be

stolen, once we leave the groundâ��and my

responsibility doesn't begin till then."

The superintendent nodded his head in

agreement.

" No, they can't be stolen on the way.

Elliottâ��and that's the reason we are carry-

ing them. These international diamond

thieves have been getting so busy of late

that the owners are scared of train and

steamer transit. Once you're up in the air

they're safe till you come down again, that's

a sure thingâ��and we've staked our reputa-

tion that you won't come down until you

get to Amsterdam. The company is relying

on you," he finished grandiloquently.

Righto ! " said the pilot. " I'll do my
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best. Where are the stones ? In the lug-

gage-hold ? "

" No. The owners are sending a man with

them." He looked around him. "Ah!

there he goes !â��I must just speak to him ! "

He turned to hurry alter a man carrying

a small suit-case additionally attached to

him by a steel chain that glinted m the sun,

who approached the machine. Two other

men accompanied him, one on each side,

evidently as a protective escort. The super-

intendent paused for a final warning word

back to the pilot ere he caught them up.

" Don't forget, Elliottâ��we rely on you ! "

The pilot smiled in quiet self-confidence,

glanced at the weather-sky and then at his

wrist-watch, threw away the stub of his

cigarette, and walked to where his mechanic

stood awaiting him at the foot of the ladder

under the open trap-door forward of the wings.

" All serene, Thompson ? " he asked,

casually.

" All serene, sir," replied the mechanic.

" She's tuned up fine this morning. We'll

have a good trip."

" Sure," said the pilot, as he clambered up

the ladder into the cramped cockpit, faced

with dials, compasses, and gauges, and slid

into his seat. The mechanic followed him,

shut down the trap-door, and slid likewise

into the left-side seat. The pilot tested

his controls, started first one engine, then the

other, kept them running gently, looked over

the side of the cockpit in readiness for the

signal to start.

The door was closed upon the passengers

in the saloon-interior of the aeroplane, and

they glanced, curiously or diffidently

according to their natures, at each other in

the moment of suspense while they were still

stationary. There were ten of them, all

men, each m his wicker chair at a window of

the saloon, five on one side and five on the

other, with a narrow gangway between.

Their expressions varied considerably. Those

who had made air-journeys before leaned

back in their chairs and spread their legs

with a great assumption of experienced con-

fidence. Those whose first trip it was shifted

uneasily and smiled rather sheepishly from

faces that were rather white. The man with

the suit-case carried it poised upon his knees,

his fingers tight upon the handle, and looked

stonily in front of him, as though, in the

preoccupation of his great responsibility, he

was oblivious of his fellow-passengers. The

couple of men in front of him, who occupied

the forward seat on each side, joked amiably

with each other. Some of the other passen-

gers frowned, feeling this levity ill-timed in

the solemn silence which filled what was, per-

haps, their last minute of safe contact with

the earth.

Despite their protracted anticipation, the

moment of departure was unexpected when

it arrived. A startling blast of violent, all-

swallowing noise from engines suddenly

accelerated smote the hearts of the nervous

passengers with a pang of sharply enhanced

apprehension. The roar of the whirring

propellers, of the open exhausts from fever-

ishly working cylinders, swelled and

broadened as in opening circles of excessive-

sound, gathering force and volume from

instant to instantâ��-maintained itself for a

moment or two at a level pitch of intensity

that seemed to devastate the sensesâ��leaped

yet again to an incredible vehemence. There

was a slight bump. They were moving.

Ten pairs of eyes looked out of the windows,

saw the green field flitting past them, its

grass still reassuringly close, its inequalities

felt in a series of muffled shocks, but overrun

too quickly for vision. Then the trees

beyond the aerodrome gyrated swiftly back-

wards. They were turning. Their speed

slackened. One of the engines muted itself

suddenly, leaped again with equal sudden-

ness to its full, deep-toned roar. With one

last spasm of violently intensified sound, of

energy at a maximum of effort, they felt

themselves rush over the field at vertiginous

speed, bumped twice, thriceâ��bumped no

more. The field at which they stared dropped

away from them, the line ot hangars sank

into safe depression below them as they

neared it with apparent recklessness, the

trees beyond the aerodrome were suddenly

close, small objects foreshortened on a

widened landscapeâ��the passengers gripped

at their chairs as they nosed down and rose

again gently, m a drop and lift upon the

slopes of invisible quiet waves, heeled to one

side and steadied once more, slowly turning

above a diminished world with which they

had lost contact.

Cut off from their fellows by the now

evenly maintained roar which beat stun-

ningly upon their ears to the obvious exclu-

sion of conversation, the travellers stared

out of their windows, lost themselves in the

interest of contemplating an unfamiliar

world too toylike ever to have been their

real habitation. To the patchwork of fields

in the vicinity of the aerodrome, absurdly

and unworkably small in their cramped

quadrilaterals of confining hedges, succeeded

suburbs with masses of toy houses neatly

blocked-out in squares and crescents and

triangles by clearly-defined roads on which

diminutive traffic actually moved. Churches,

in all the variations of real architecture,

lifted midget steeples far below them.

Complete railway systems, with a multi-

plicity of sidings, equipped to the last detail

with signals and bridges and railway stations,

with moving model trains emitting real
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steam in exquisite imitation of the real

thing, lay flat for their superior vision. They

lost the sense of their own speed in the

uniform droning roar of the engines which

drove them onward. All this silent toy-

world seemed to drift slowly beneath them,

diminishing imperceptibly as they rose to

yet higher levels.

London spread itself beneath them, bi-

sected by the shiningly sinuous snake of the

Thames broadening to its head, invisible in

the haze far in front, itself veiled by patches

of smoke-fog here and there, charted out in

a surprising neatness between its main streets,

reduced to a scale which permitted recog-

nition only of its most salient features, lost

behind them almost as soon as perceived.

They left the broad curves of the river to

their right, floated, it seemedâ��so complete

was the absence of all shock or friction in

this comfortable saloonâ��over suburbs that

thinned into the fields, over fields that suc-

ceeded fields in an infinite variation of greens

and browns, over small towns clearly islanded

in agricultural country, over woods too tiny

to seem worth conserving, over long, empty

roads thinly ribboned between the patch-

work countryside on which occasional motor-

cars crawled like insects. Their speed was

only vivid to them when they noticed yet

again the bird-like shadow flitting far below

over ploughland and pasture and realized

that it was their own.

The time passed unremarked in the all-

drowning roar of the engines, so monoton-

ously maintained that it seemed like an

enveloping silence which, here aloft, walled

them off from the normal mensuration of

terrestrial things, and still the passengers

sat absorbed and solitary in their downward

contemplation. On a level keel, any varia-

tions in height so gently made and corrected

that they were imperceptible, the aeroplane

roared onwards, profiting by the fresh south-

westerly wind. One of the passengers,

detaching his gaze from the panorama below,

produced a pocket-compass and checked

their course. It was east-north-east. The

spell of solitary absorption broken by his

action, he touched the fellow-passenger seated

in front of him and showed him the dial,

with a dumb-show gesture of comment. The

other man smiled companionably and pointed

downwards. They were leaving a thinly

foam-fringed coast of pale yellow beaches,

drifting over a green-blue ocean where a

myriad wave-facets scintillated in the sun.

The two men leaned close together and

shouted the obvious in a desperate effort at

conversationâ��the North Sea !

The other passengers, vaguely conscious

of this breaking of individual isolation,

looked round from their windows. One or

two of them, ceding to the gregarious instinct

hitherto repressed, imitated these pioneers

and mouthed ineffectual words supplemented

with a smile and nod. It was really very

comfortable in this saloon, so comfortable

in its solid construction, in its luxurious

equipment, that the sense of insecurity thus

high in the air was lulled into abeyance.

They glanced about them, appraised their

environment, their companions, with per-

ceptions no longer blurred by the uneasiness

of the moments preceding departure. Elec-

tric-lamp brackets provided for the contin-

gency of a flight unduly prolonged into the

hours of darkness. A little door in the after-

wall led, by its indication, to a lavatory.

Another little door, in the forward end,

marked " Private," " EntrÃ©e Interdite,"

' Ingang Verboden," aroused a vague curio-

sity by its suggestion of guarded mystery.

As a matter of fact, it opened into a small

compartment containing the petrol-tanks,

pressure-pumps, etc., and thence communi-

cated with the cockpit where the pilot and

mechanic sat, in the open, behind their little

glass wind-screens. But the passengers in

the saloon, their vision bounded by their

own immediate comfort, had no more thought

of the pilot who conducted them than the

traveller in a first-class railway coach has of

the engine-driver.

They surveyed each other now with some

interest, secretly surprised perhaps to find

each other so normal in these unwonted

conditions. One or two wrote notes on

pieces of paper and passed them to each other,

renouncing the excessive effort of verbal

conversation. Only the man with the suit-

case on his knees remained stonily indifferent

to his companions, absorbed in his own

thoughts. The two men in the front seats

nodded and smiled to each other in the ex-

change of some idea readily comprehensible

to both.

The taller of the pair looked down through

his windowâ��they were now over wide sea,

dotted with small craft, the coast-line far

behindâ��and then rose, with a languid twist

of shoulders fatigued by long immobility, to

his feet. The other passengers watched him

with a mild curiosity. He smiled pleasantly

at themâ��a keen-faced young man with steel-

grey eyes under well-marked browsâ��show-

ing white teeth under his little moustache as

his lips parted. So quietly confident, so

engaging, was his smile, that some of the other

passengers smiled back, involuntarily, in

response. They watched him, with the con-

centrated, if unillumined, interest of minds

undistracted by any other happening in this

confined space, as, with a calm deliberation,

he extracted a fair-sized card from one of his

pockets. His companion had turned in his

chair, sat twisted to face the other passen-

gers, a quiet smile on his face also. Eight
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pairs of eyes turned automatically to the

white card in the hand of the man who stood

erect at the end of the saloon, his right hand

in his jacket pocket. They might have been

an audience at a conjuring trick as they sat

there motionless in vague half-expectation

of his next movement. The man suddenly

held up the card with its face towards them.

There were words on it in heavy black typeâ��

two wordsâ��two amazing wordsâ��" HANDS

UP ! "

Eight pairs of eyes stared uncomprehend-

ingly at this legend, unable for the moment

to connect themselves with it. Then, with

a variety of sudden facial gesture, eight pairs

of eyes found themselves staring as if mes-

merized into the muzzles of two automatic â�¢

pistols, one in the hand of the man who

leaned over the back of his chair smiling at

them, one in the hand of the man who held

the card aloft. The man with the card had

ceased to smile ; he tapped his announce-

ment significantly with the barrel of his

weapon. To those startled passengers it

seemed as though the earth had stopped.

They forgot the aeroplane in which they

were, they forgot everything except the

menace of those utterly unexpected pistols.

The man with the card smiled grimly and

levelled his weapon at the breast of his

nearest neighbour. Seven pairs of hands

shot up above seven heads. The eighth

man sat with his hands stubbornly clasped

over the handle of the suit-case on his

knees.

The man leaning over the chair-back ran

his eyes over the surrendered crowd, marked

the recalcitrant, pointed to him with an

indicative motion of his pistol, significantly

poised, and smiled with meaning. His lips

uttered a word inaudible m the roar of the

engines, but clearly deducible from their

rounded protrusionâ�� You ! " The man

with the suit-case sat rigid, hands tight over

his precious charge, and stared defiantly

into the eyes that threatened him.

For a moment or two the group remained

posed as for a tableau : the man on his feet

still holding up his card ; the man leaning

over the chair-back still smiling grimly ;

both with their pistols levelled on their com-

panions ; seven pairs of arms held awkwardly

aloft ; and the eighth man stubborn in a

frozen immobility where only his eyes were

alive. He had, obviously, no chance. Even

protest would have been inaudible. The

aeroplane roared onward over the wide ex-

panse of sea far, far below, immensely too

high for any jump of escape. They were

isolated with their prey, these two well-

dressed bandits who smiled with a grim

suavity as they dandled their pistols and

traversed them over the frightened little

crowd. No communication was possible with

the pilot even, except through that little

door, and they were between it and their

victims.

The second man rose lazily to his feet. He

nodded to that defiant eighth man with a

significant smile which assured him that he

would be dealt with in due course, and took

a step to the man who sat, hands above his

head, in the nearest chair. The victim's

eyes bulged with fright as the other man

waved his pistol in front of him with a ges-

ture that commanded him to stand up. The

confederate ran deft hands through his

pockets, produced nothing, shrugged his

shoulders, pushed him down into his seat

again. He passed to the next man, repeated

the procedure, and returned him also to his

seat unpillaged. Each of the seven men with

their hands above their heads was similarly

dealt with, and upon one only was found the

article evidently soughtâ��a revolver, which

was promptly annexed. Then the pair of

confederates, assured against interruption,

turned to the man with t,he suit-case.

He sat absolutely motionless, his hands

clenched over the handle in an intensity of

grip which whitened the skin between his

knuckles. His face was set doggedly in a

determination so fixed that he seemed almost

unconscious of the man who threatened him.

Only his eyes betrayed a silent agony, terrible

to look upon, as they stared straight in front

of him. The two men stood over him, pistols

levelled, and the eyes of all the other passen-

gers turned to watch, fascinated, this drama

which played itself soundlessly in the all-

drowning roar of the engines which hurried

them high above the sea.

One of the confederates tapped him on the

shoulder as though recalling him to con-

sciousness. The man's eyes turned from

their vacant contemplation to look his adver-

sary straight in the face. They continued

to confront him even when the pistol levelled

itself at his temple. Deathly pale though

he was, not a muscle of his face moved. It

was evident that he was exercising all his

will-power in a supreme effort, fidelity to his

trust a part of himself, hopeless though was

his position. The grip upon his suit-case did

not relax in the slightest.

The other passengers held their breath as

they watched this silent duel. In that suit-

case, evidently, was the booty desired by

these daring robbers. Nothing else had been

taken. They thrilled with a horrible fasci-

nation as they saw the pistol come down and

press its muzzle tight upon the back of one

of the hands that held it.

" One ! " The word was inaudible in the

roar which filled the saloon, its purport only

guessed after an instant of deduction from

the lip-gesture which produced it.

" Two ! " The man with the suit-case did
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not blench. His eyes, fixed terribly upon

his tormentor, never wavered.

" Three ! " The crack of the pistol was a

dull detonation in the ceaseless roar that

swallowed all other sounds, the victim's

involuntary yell of pain a cry but faintly

heard. The watching passengers, drooping

the tired arms still above their heads, saw

him sink back in his chair, deathly white.

He had fainted.

The two confederates had evidently

thought out their plan in every detail.

Without a moment's hesitation, one of them

produced a file. The chain attaching the

suit-case to the messenger's body was cut

through in a few minutes of dexterous work.

Then, with a callous indifference to their

victim's condition, they left him and went

with their plunder to the forward end of the

saloon. The man who had exhibited the

card turned to the passengers and made a

smiling gesture of " wash-out." The terri-

fied little crowd dropped their aching arms.

What was coming next ? How did these two

brigands propose to get away with the goods ?

The question asked itself in seven terrified

minds, anguished in a new apprehension of

further danger for themselves. The eighth

man still lay back in a swoon, blood dropping

from his hand to the floor.

The pair of thieves, however, did not

seem in the least concerned. They smiled

at each other contentedly, exchanged a word

shouted close into each other's ears, and

nodded mutual acquiescence. Then one of

them placed the suit-case on the floor and sat

down in his chair again as though nothing

had happened.

The other man opened the little door which

led forward and disappeared through it.

Out in the cockpit the pilot sat behind his

little wind-screen and steered his course

through the air that rushed by his head in a

roar that mingled with the roar of the engines

above and behind him on either hand, a roar

that was heard, though muffled, through the

close-fitting cap that came down over his

ears, all other sounds excluded. Concen-

trated upon his task, his muscles moved

almost automatically in control of the wheel-

topped " joy-stick " that pivoted on its ball-

and-socket base as he corrected the devia-

tions, lateral and perpendicular, which

registered themselves in a swing of the

pointers of the floating compass and the

aneroid close under his eyes.

Patches of rain-cloud, torn and heaped by

that south-west wind, hung over the sea

and he drove into them, moist fogs in which

the sense of direction was lost, with faculties

quick to perceive any alteration of his level

â�¢Ð» the changes of atmospheric temperature

accompanying them. His arms ached with

" holding up " the heavy machine, which

tended to drive forward clumsily in the air-

pockets frequent in this stretch of unsettled

weather. From time to time the mechanic

at his side, posted in vigilant observation of

the gauges upon the dashboard, got up

silentlyâ��conversation quite impossible in

this blast of windâ��and crept back to the

compartment in rear to attend to the

pressure-pumps regulating the flow of petrol

and lubrication.

For a longer period than usual the pilot

had sat with the seat at his side vacant. He

began to speculate uneasily upon possible

causes for the mechanic's protracted absence. (

Had anything gone wrong behind there ?

He looked at the gauges, saw that they were

normalâ��half-turned his head in a difficult

twist from his cramped seat in a questing,

but fruitless, glance to the rear. The machine

plunged slightly sideways in this relaxation

of his control. He pulled her up, renounced

the effort to see behind him, concentrated

himself for a straight course through the

stretch of grey cloud that massed itself upon

their track. Fog-wisps flew past him, col-

lected on the wind-screen in beads and run-

lets of moisture that distorted vision.

Ah ! at lastâ��Thompson had returned !

Without diverting his gaze from his instru-

ments, essential for guidance in this dense

fog, he felt the contact of the body that slid

into the seat beside him. Confound this

clumsy machine !â��he cursed to himself as

he puiled the wheel close to him in denial of

a swing-round of the needle on the aneroid,

glanced to the half-gyrating compass-card.

A piece of paper was being pushed across

itâ��Good ! Thompson's explanation of the

irregularity which had detained him. No !

What the ? Utterly bewildered, he

read : " Obey orders or I shootâ��fly machine

myself."

Good Lord ! Had Thompson gone mad ?

He glanced quickly to his left, sawâ��not

Thompson, but a stranger with a young,

determined face, the hair of his capless head

fluttering in the windâ��saw a revolver

levelled at his eyes. The machine plunged

heavily in his shock of astonishment.

He righted it, glanced again at the stranger.

The man nodded emphatically, gesticulated

with his mouth, tapped the written message

with his left hand, while with the other he

held his weapon levelled dangerously. Who

in Hades was this ? What had happened to

Thompson ? His brain worked with the

quickness of one trained to lightning thought

in a school of air-warfare where instantaneous

deductions and decisions were vitalâ��those

diamonds ! But what had happened to

Thompson ? Thompson was in fact lying

stunned in the compartment by the pressure-

pumps, but the pilot imagined worse things.
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He thrilled Ð´Ð¿ a sudden revival of old

combative instincts. To blazes with this

fellow !

He glanced again at him, saw his mouth

frame, emphatically, the words, " / shoot ! "

his eyes flash a stern confirmation of the

threat. What was to be done ? He could

not take his hands from the controls, grapple

with this interloper. He thought of the

passengers, their lives dependent on him,

and was savagely perplexed.

Another scrap of paper was pushed under

his eyes. " Alter course due northâ��or /

shoot." Due north ! That was out to sea,

away from the Dutch coast which they were

'now nearing ! Should he refuseâ��hold on

his course at all costs ? He felt the muzzle

of that pistol press against the cheek-leather

of his helmet.

Lives were more precious than diamonds

â��he banked her round in a slow left-hand

turn. They shot out of the fog, roared on

between white clouds on a level with them,

high above green-blue water mottled with

tiny foam-flecks. He glanced over the side

to the sea below. It was empty of any ship-

ping except in a far distance. Noâ��what

was that long, thin streak of white foam

trailed across the waves, a dark spot at its

head ? From their altitude of three thousand

feet it was difficult to distinguish clearly the

nature of that tiny craft a long way in front

of them to the north. Was it to meet this

boat that he had been ordered to change his

course ?

" Drop two thousand "â��another message

was pushed under his eyes. He hesitated

for a moment, then put her head down in a

furious suddenness. They plunged headlong

with an abruptness that lifted his stomach

in the sudden change of equilibrium. In a

long, long rushing nose-dive, his weight

thrown forward upon the " joy-stick," they

raced down, engines roaring, towards the sea.

The pilot smiled grimly. The passengers

behind would be sliding out of their chairs,

terrified in a prospect of imminent disaster,

The man at his side, thrown forward also,

tugged frantically at his arm.

The sea was close under them, its waves

curiously large. He pulled the wheel of the

controlling lever close into him suddenly,

threw his weight back, " held her up " with

all his strength. Her nose came up on the

bottom curve of an ellipse, and she shot sky-

ward once more like a rocket. The pilot

grimly sacrificed the ease of mind of his

passengers. His one hope was to shake the

nerves of the threatening individual at his

side. If only he dared to loop ! He specu-

lated for a moment on the strength of the

roof above the saloon. Would it bear the

weight of nine men suddenly flung upon it ?

He could not risk it.

The face of the man at his side came

suddenly into close contact with his own, its

mouth distorted in a full-lunged shout. He

just caught the words, " Quit fooling ! " A

left hand clutched at the wheel and the right

hand once more brought the pistol into

dangerous proximity. He flattened out their

soaring, full-engined, skyward rush at a

couple of thousand feet.

" Down ! " shouted the just-heard voice.

" Down I "

Under the menace of that pistol he dropped

her on a steady slant to a thousand, flattened

out again at a sign from the man at his side.

His one chance, it was obvious to him, was to

assume an implicit obedience, ready in the

meanwhile to snatch any opportunity of

escape that might present itself.

Both men glanced over the side to the sea

below. The small craft was close under

them, now clearly defined as a swift motor-

boat of considerable size. The man in the

left-hand seat, still covering the pilot with

his weapon, pulled out a Very pistol with

his left hand and fired into the air. A star

of intense white light shone out suddenly

against the blue, sunlit sky, and sank down-

wards. An answering rocket shot up from

the motor-boat that swerved round to follow

them.

The pilot obeyed a tug on his arm that

commanded him to circle. His captor

looked away from him over the side, in an

evident computation of distances. The pistol

in his right hand, no longer controlled by

direct vision of its possible target, waved

vaguely at a harmless angle. It was the

momentary chance. Abandoning the wheel

with his right hand, the pilot reached over

in a sudden movement and snatched the

weapon, flung it wide overboard.

Then, before his adversary could realize

what had happened, he put the machine up

on a long, full-powered slant to the south-

east, away from the boat below.

A second later a couple of hands were round

his throat, choking the life out of him.

Suffocating, in an agony of reaction against

this throttling-grip, one hand tearing vainly at

those which constricted him remorselessly,

he fought to keep his consciousness, to keep

the machine, with his one free hand, on the

upward course whose correctness he, with

his head pushed back out of vision of the

dashboard, could only determine with the

sixth sense of long custom in the air. The

machine banked, side-slipped dangerously,

and still that grip upon his throat continued

unrelaxed. In a flash of intuition at crisis,

he understood his adversary's game. He

would let her fall into the sea, certain him-

self of being rescued with his lootâ��what had

happened in the saloon behind ?â��by the

motor-boat evidently at a rendezvous. The
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UTTERLY BEWILDERED, HE READ : OBEY ORDERS OR I SHOOTâ��FLY MACHINE MYSELF.'
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pilot, feeling his heart swell to bursting in

his suffocated breast, tugged blindly and

desperately at the controls with both

hands, felt the machine right herself once

more.

Then, entirely abandoning the wheel for a

moment, his head singing in a whirl of the

senses, he made a supreme effort to rid him-

self of his adversary's grip, half-rising, in

blind reaction, from his seat. The machine,

uncontrolled, dived suddenly seawards in an

awful spin. The pilot, on the verge of faint-

ing, felt her goâ��felt that the end had come.

His hands drooped powerlessly to fumble for

the controls.

Suddenly, incredibly, the pressure on his

throat ceased. In his first long, full breath

'of dehcious new life, he glanced round with

eyes that ached from their sockets, whilst an

automatic self seized possession of the con-

trols, struggled desperately to pull the

machine out of this fatal, giddy spin. What

had happened ? -Intent, in the urgency of

the brief moment or two that separated them

from a headlong plunge into the sea, upon a

task that demanded all his skill, he only half-

glimpsed that it was now his adversary who

leaned back, gasping, choking, garrotted

from behind.

Thompson ? The thought flashed through

his mind as, a few feet only above waves that

lifted themselves in a run of mobile water

where sky had been, the machine suddenly

flattened herself into a level course, shot up

once more in answer to his tug at the wheel-

topped lever. The motor-boat appeared,

startlingly close, issuing from under her in a

smother of flying foam, oilskin-clad men

waving frantically from her hooded deck in

expostulation at this threatened crash upon

them.

Thompson ? He glanced again. No. He

saw a horribly mangled hand, black with an

explosion and with congealed blood, stretch

itself forward from behind, grope over the

face of the choking man. He glanced round

still farther, saw that a handkerchief was

tightly round the throat of his late adversary,

saw that its ends were being drawn back

with all the strength of a strange man, who

thrust his knee into his victim's back and

grinned with a horrible exultation of glutted

hatred.

The throttled man went over backwards

suddenly.

Prior to that first rushing nose-dive, before

there was anything to indicate any abnor-

mality in the control of the machine, the

passengers in the saloon, left with the man

who had taken possession of the suit-case,

were too absorbed in the fascination of

watching his preparations for disposing of

it to notice that its late owner, still appa-

rently in a swoon, was watching also through

half-opened eyes. His pistol ostentatiously

in readiness on his confederate's chair, the

quietly self-possessed brigand occupied him-

self with attaching two large indiarubber

bladders to the suit-case and then inflating

them. This done, he produced what was

evidently a silken parachute, still closed, and

tied it firmly to the handle. Those watching

passengers, still too frightened to move, had

no difficulty in deducing his intentions.

Obviously, he was going to drop the suit-

case overboard.

Then came the nose-dive, which sent them

all tumbling out of their chairs into a heap

upon the floor. The thief, bent over the

suit-case, went first, too suddenly surprised

to have a chance of retaining his equilibrium.

As he sprawled, the man hitherto sunk back

in his chair hurled himself upon him, went

down with him, bis hand groping for the

pistol. He seized it by the barrel, struck

viciously with the butt upon his enemy's

head.

The aeroplane soared up again, righted

itself to an even .keel. The passengers stag-

gered back to their seats, saw the in in red man

rising from the prostrate body of his adver-

sary. He retrieved his suit-case, handed it

to the guardianship of an emphatically

gesticulating passenger, who grinned his

courage now that the danger was past,

handed him also the pistol for protection in

case the stunned man should recover. Then,

stumbling and hi re lung in the now eccentric

movements of the machine, he opened the

little door in the saloon wall and disappeared

into the forward compartment.

A firm of diamond merchants in Amster-

dam gave the pilot the dinner of his life that

night.
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No. III.â��THE SHADOWS

ON THE SCREEN.

HERE is nothing more won-

derful, more incredible, and

at the same time, as it seems

to me, more certain, than

that past events may leave a

record upon our surroundings

which is capable of making

itself felt, heard, or seen for a long time after-

wards. I have put the impressions in the

order of their frequency, for it is more

common to feel the past than to hear it and

more common to hear it than to see it.

Houses which are haunted by vague noises are

more common than those which possess

apparitions, and families have been perse-

cuted for years by poltergeists who have

never once caught a glimpse of their

tormentors.

A sensitive mind is easily affected in any

place where there has been recent trouble.

A lady of my acquaintance called recently

upon the matron of a hospital and found

that she was not in her room. " Mrs.

Dodson has gone out," said the nurse. " Has

she had bad news ?" " Yes, she has just

had a wire that her husband is very ill."

How did my friend know that there had been

bad news ? She felt it by a sinking of her

own heart as she entered the room, before

the nurse had arrived. " Telepathy ! " says

the parrot. Well, if Telepathy can be

stretched to mean that a thought or emotion

can not only be flashed from brain to brain,

but that it can remain stationary for an hour

and then impress itself upon any sensitive

who approached it, then I will not quarrel

with the word. But if for an hour why not

for a year, and if for a year why not for a

A. CONAN
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century ? There is a record on the screen

â��when this particular little cubic space of

ether, if Professor Einstein will still permit

the expression, may retain indefinitely some

intimate and lasting change which maries

and can even faintly reproduce the emotion

which a human being has endured within it.

I had a friend who lived in a century-old

house. His wife, who was sensitive, was

continually aware of a distinct push when she

came down the stairs, always occurring upon

the same step. Afterwards it was dis-

covered that an old lady who had formerly

lived in the house received a playful push

from some frolicsome child, and lost her

balance, falling down the stair. It is not

necessary to believe that some hobgoblin

lingered upon that stair continually repeating

the fatal action. The probable explanation

seems to be that the startled mind of the

old woman as she felt herself falling left some

permanent effect behind it which could still

be discerned in this strange fashion.

THE EFFECTS OF OLD BATTLEFIELDS.

Invisible air records of this sort would

explain many things which are now in-

explicable. Men of strong nerve have been

known to be terrified in certain localities

without being able to give any reason. Some

horror of the past, unseen by their eyes,

may still have impressed their senses. One

does not need to be very psychic to get the

same result upon an old battlefield. I am by

no means psychic myself, and yet I am

conscious, quite apart from imagination, of a

curious effect, almost a darkening of the

by A. Conan Doyle.
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landscape with a marked sense of heaviness,

when I am on an old battlefield. I have

been particularly conscious of it on the

scenes of Hastings and Culloden, two fights

where great causes were finally destroyed

and where extreme bitterness may well have

filled the hearts of the conquered. The

shadow still remains. A more familiar

example of the same faculty is the gloom

which gathers over the mind of even an

average person upon entering certain houses.

The most rabid agitator need not envy our

nobility their stately old castles, for it is

happier to spend one's life in the simplest

cottage, uncontaminated by psychic dis-

turbance, than to live in the grandest mansion

which still preserves the gloomy taints that

hang about rooms once perhaps the scene of

cruelty or other vices.

If a sensitive is able to feel some record of

a past event, then there is evidence that by

an extension of this process one who is

still more sensitive would actually see the

person who left the impression. That it is

the actual person in spirit is in most cases

utterly incredible to me. That the victim of

some century-old villainy should still in her

ancient garments frequent in person the

scene of her former martyrdom is, indeed,

hard to believe. It is more credible, little as

we understand the details, that some thought-

form is shed and remains visible, at the spot

where great mental agony has been endured.

How and why are questions which will be

solved by our descendants. If we could

conceive that we have form within form like

the skins of an onion, that trie outer skin

should peel off under the influence of emotion

and continue a mechanical existence at that

spot while the rest of the organism passed

on and never even missed it, such a supposi-

tion, farcical as it appears, would match the

recorded facts better than anything else I

know. Each fresh discarded skin of the

onion would be a fresh thought-form, and

our track through life would be marked in its

more emotional crises by a long trail of such

forms. Grotesque as the idea may seem, I

can confidently say that the true explanation

when it arrives will prove to be not less so.

THOUGHT-FORMS OF THE PAST.

Let us now take some definite examples

where this thought-form of the past has

manifested itself. I do not know a better

case than that which is recorded by the late

Miss Goodrich-Freer, a lady who combined

a steady nerve and cool judgment with a

temperament which was conservative to the

point of incredulity. She slept in a room in

Hampton Court Palace which had a record

of haunting, and she tells us very clearly

what occurred. No unprejudiced person

could possibly read the original narrative

without being absolutely convinced that the

facts were even as stated.

It was a small bedroom without curtains,

with one door close by the bed. It is charac-

teristic of the lady that she spent her vigilâ��

she had come in the hope of seeing the

apparitionâ��by reading Lord Farrer's article,

" Shall we degrade our standard of value ? "

In spite of the reading, or possibly on account

of it, she fell asleep, and was awakened some

hours later by sounds of movement. It

was quite dark, and some detaining force

seemed to prevent her from reaching for the

matches. A question received no reply.

Suddenly there appeared a soft point of light

in the gloom, which glowed and spread,

until it became the figure of a tall, slight

woman, moving slowly across the room.

She stopped at the farther side and the

observer was able to get a clear view of her

profile. " Her face was insipidly pretty,

that of a woman from thirty to thirty-five

years of age, her figure slight, her dress of a

dark soft material, having a .full skirt and

broad sash or waistband tied high up, a

crossed or draped kerchief over the shoulders,

sleeves which I noticed fitted very tight

below the elbow, and hair which was dressed

so as not to lie flat on the head." A second

question addressed to this figure produced no

effect. She raised her thin white hands,

sank upon her knees, buried her face in the

palms, and appeared to pray. Then the

light went out and the scene was over. The

impression left upon the observer's mind by

the action and attitude was that of reproach,

and yet of gentle resignation. Her own nerves

were so entirely unaffected by the incident that

she has left it on record that she spent part

of the remainder of the night in reading

Myer's " Drift of Psychical Research."

Such an experience, and it is one of a very

numerous class, can hardly be explained

rationally upon any spiritual or upon any

physical basis. Granting the fact, and there

is no sane alternative but to grant it, we

cannot conceive that this unfortunate woman

has really for a century or more occupied

herself in walking across a room in which

some great trouble may have befallen her in

her earth-life. From her appearance one

would judge that she was more sinned against

than sinning. Why, then, should any just

dispensation condemn her to so strange,

monotonous, and useless a fate ? If we can

conceive, however, that it is some shadow of

herself which was detached in old days of

trouble and still lingers, then certainly the

matter becomes more clear, if she herself is

happy elsewhere. Such a shadow, like most

psychic phenomena, might well seem

luminous to one who, like Miss Goodrich-

Freer, had herself some clairvoyant gifts.
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If you ask, however, why such a thought-

form should only come at certain hours, I

am compelled to answer that I do not know.

A similar first-hand example may be drawn

never fairly face the obvious alternative that

such first-hand accounts either mean that a

person of honour has suddenly burst into

a perfect orgy of objectless lying, or else that

the statements are true. When a clair-

voyante can clearly describe her own ex-

periences the book becomes of great value,

and I would only name Turvey's " Begin-

nings of Seership " among the more recent

" SHE RAISED HER THIN WHITE HANDS. SANK UPON HER KNEES, BURIED HER PACE IN THZ

PALMS, AND APPEARED TO PRAY."

from Mrs. Tweedale's recent book, " Ghosts

I Have Seen," which, under its popular

title, contains a most extraordinary record

of actual first-hand psychic experiences.

Mrs. Tweedale is an admirable witness, for

she, like Miss Goodrich-Freer, is herself

clairvoyante, and yet retains a very sane

and critical judgment, while her personal

reputation and position give us every con-

fidence in her statements. Materialists will

works as equalling Mrs. Tweedale's in

personal knowledge.

MRS. TWEEDALE'S VISION.

The writer at one time lived in an old house

in the West-end of London. It was a winter'

night, and she was lying half asleep when she

heard a sound as of the crackling of parch-

ment, and opening her eyes she saw a man
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seated in a chair in iront of the fire. He was

dressed in a uniform reminiscent of Nelson's

days, with brass buttons, wore powdered

hair with a black bow, and was staring

rigidly into the glow, while he held crumpled

up in his right hand some sort of document.

He was a stately and handsome figure. For

some hours he sat there, the fire gleaming,

when it spurted up, upon the buckles and

buttons of his dress. Finally, in the small

hours of the morning he vanished gradually

away. Several times later the lady saw the

same apparition, and it might well be argued

that it was constantly there, but that its

perception depended upon the condition

of the clairvoyante. Finally some religious

exorcism was performed in the room and the

vision was not seen again.

This case clearly fits itself into the

hypothesis advanced here, of a form-picture

being thrown out at a time of emotion. The

parchment document suggests a will or some

other paper of importance which the officer

has prepared or received, but which in either

case may have caused him so much mental

stress as he brooded over it in front of the

fire that he threw this permanent record upon

the screen of time. The accompaniment ojf

appropriate sound is very general in such

cases. Difficult as my hypothesis may seem,

we have to remember that the only conceiv-

able other explanations would be either that

the man's self was there in front of the fire

after a century of spirit-life, or that his

thoughts in the spirit-world concerning an

episode in his earth-life were so constant and

vivid that they conjured up a picture in the

room. The latter explanation might be

accepted for a single episode, but when it is

a constant matter, and when one remembers

how many other reminiscences of earth-life

such a man must have had, it is difficult to

consider it seriously.

An experience which comes under the

same heading is narrated by Lady Reay in

the same enthralling volume. She was

sleeping in an ancient dwelling with a some-

what sinister reputation, so we may admit

that her mind was prepared to see a ghost.

The actual form of the phantom was so

definite, and so exactly similar to that seen

by independent witnesses at different times

in the same room, that it could hardly be a

figment of the brain. She was awakened by

moaning. The room was in total darkness,

but at one side was a circle of light, like that

thrown by a magic lantern. This seems to

be the psychic illumination, as seen by Miss

Goodrich-^reer in the case already quoted.

Several clairvoyants who habitually see it

describe it as being of a metallic yellow. In

this circle of radiance was seen a woman

dressed as in the Tudor period, walking

round the apartment, throwing herself

occasionally against the wall, like a desperate

bird in a cage, and moaning terribly. There

was no record, so far as I know, as to who

this unhappy lady may have been, but she

was seen independently before Lady Reay

saw her, but without Lady Reay's knowledge,

by Captain Eric Streatfield when he was

a little boy. I do not understand how one

can disregard such testimony as this. Such

incredulity may be described as scientific

caution, but to those who are really aware of

the weight of evidence now existing it must

appear mere obstinacy and obtuseness.

When one thinks of the importance of

psychic knowledge, and compares it with that

of the bending of the light from the Hyades

as it passes the Sun, one can but marvel at

the want of proportion which exalts the

physical while it neglects the spiritual.

An adventure which occurred to a friend

of mine seems to come under this heading.

His family had rented an old country house

in which Nell Gwynne had been kept when

she was the mistress of Charles II. One

evening, as he descended the stairs, he saw

cross the hall a figure which was very like a

family nurse, whom we will call " Nannie."

He cried out " Nannie ! " in surprise and

followed her, but could find no trace.

Inquiry proved that the servant was not

in the house or in the neighbourhood. My

friend amused himself by fitting up the house

with as many old prints of Nell Gwynne as

he could collect. One day his sister visited

him, and after inspecting these pictures she

exclaimed : " Have you ever observed how

like Nell Gwynne is to our Nannie ? " There

is, of course, a chance of coincidence here,

but at least there is a strong suggestion that

poor Nell, wearied and miserable, with her

heart aching for the bustle of town, cast off

some thought-form as a permanent record of

her emotion.

In all these cases there has been only one

figure thrown upon the screen, but the

matter becomes more complex when there

is a group. This group consists in many

cases of the wronger and the wronged, but

as each may have been at the same pitch

of emotion at the time of the deed, the

theory of thought-forms being shed at such

a time is not invalidatedâ��and is, at any

rate, more reasonable than to imagine that

the guilty murderer and the innocent victim

are involved in one common fate, which con-

sists of an endless repetition of the tragedy

which they once enacted. Such an idea seems

to me a monstrous and unthinkable one.

"A VERY DRAMATIC CASE."

I would choose as a good example of the

composite thought-form one which was

recorded some years ago in the Wide World
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Magazine, which I have every reason to

believe is founded on fact, though the

name given, Grace Dundas, is a pseudonym,

and the events

occurred twenty

years ago. In this

very dramatic case

a lady with her

children occupied

a lonely house

upon the Cornish

coast, and was

much disturbed by

a ghostly visitor

who passed with

a heavy tread up

the stairs at a cer-

tain hour , of the

night, disappearing

into a panel in the

landing. The lady

had the courage to

lie in wait for him,

and perceived him

to be a small, aged

man in a shabby

tweed suit, carry-

ing his boots in his

hand. He emitted

" a sort of yellow

luminous light."

This creature as-

cended at i a.m.,

and emerged again

at 4,30, descending

the stair with the

same audible tread.

The lady kept the

matter to herself,

but a nurse who was brought to tend

one of the children came screaming in

the middle of the night to say that there

was " a dreadful old man " in the house.

She had descended to the dining-room to

get some water for her patient, and had

seen him seated in a chair and taking off

his boots. He was seen by his own light,

if.- she had not had time to strike a match.

The lady's brother and her husband both

corroborated the phenomena, and the latter

went very thoroughly into the matter. He

found that under the house was a cellar

which opened into a cave up which the

water came at full tide. It was an ideal

situation for a smuggler. That night the

husband and wife kept watch in the cellar,

where they saw a very terrible spectacle.

In a light resembling that of the moon they

were aware of two elderly men engaged in

a terrific struggle. One got the other down

and killed him, bundling the body through

the door into the cave beyond. He then

buried the knife with which the deed was

done, though curiously enough this detail

SHE SAW A MAN SEATED IN

FRONT OF THE FIRE. HE WAS

DRESSED IN A UNIFORM REMIN-

ISCENT OF NELSON'S DAYS."

was only observed by the husband, who

actually unearthed a knife afterwards at

the spot. Both witnesses then saw the

murderer pass them, and they followed him

into the dining-room, where he drank some

brandy, though this action was seen by the

wife and not by the husband. He then took

off his boots, exactly as the nurse had

already described. With his boots in his

hand he ascended the stairs and passed

through the panel as he had done so often

before, the inference being that on each

previous occasion the scene in the cellar had

preceded his advent.

Inquiry now showed that many years ago

the house had been inhabited by two brothers

who amassed considerable wealth by smug-

gling. They had hoarded their money in

partnership, but one of them finally

announced his intention of getting married,

which involved his drawing his share of

the treasure. Soon afterwards this brother

disappeared, and it was rumoured that he had

gone to sea upon a long voyage. So far as

I remember, for I write with only notes of
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the episode before me, the other brother

went mad, and the affair was never cleared

up in his lifetime. It should be added that

the panel into which the vision disappeared

concealed a large cupboard, which might

well have been the treasure house of the

establishment. The graphic touch of the

boots carried in the hand suggests that there

was some housekeeper or other resident who

might be disturbed by the sound of the

murderer's footsteps.

In this case one can certainly imagine

that in so fratricidal a strife there would be

a peculiar intensity of emotion on the part

of both the actors, which would leave a

marked record if anything could do so.

That the record was indeed very marked is

shown by the fact that the sight was not

reserved for people with psychic qualities,

â�¢like the first two instances here recorded,

but that everyone, the husband, the wife,

and the nurse all saw the apparition, which

must therefore have been particularly solid

even after the lapse of so many years. It

might, I think, be put forward as a hypothesis

supplementary to that of thought-forms

thrown off in times of crisis, that the per-

manency and solidity of the form depend

upon the extremity of the emotion.

A second illustration may be drawn from

Mrs. Tweedale's reminiscences. I am taking

my cases from a limited number of books,

for the sake of convenience in reference, but

they are typical of very many others. The

most absurd of the many absurd charges

against Spiritualism is that it has no litera-

ture. It has actually a literature with which

no other religion could attempt to compare,

and it may safely be said that if an assiduous

reader were to devour nothing else for fifty

years he would be very far from having got

to the end of it. Its quality is not on a par

with its quantity, but even there I would

undertake to name fifty books on the

scientific and religious sides of Spiritualism

which would outweigh in interest, dignity,

and brain-power an equal list from any

other philosophy. Yet the public is kept

absolutely ignorant of the greater part of

these remarkable works, many of which will

one day be world-famous. The people who

acted and wrote in the Apostolic epoch of

the Christian Church little thought how their

actions would appear two thousand years

later, and certainly the supercilious philoso-

phers and scandalized high priests would

have been much astonished to know of the

changed values which time has created.

A HAUNTED SHOOTING-LODGE.

To return, however, to the further illus-

tration, it concerns the doings in a shooting-

lodge in Argyllshire, inhabited in 1901 by

Major and Mrs. Stewart, the latter being th*>

sister of Mrs. Tweedale. The starting-point

of this haunting had been a situation which

would form a grim theme for a novelist. An

elderly farmer, who was a widower with a

grown-up son, married a young girl. His

son soon learned to love his stepmother, and

the love may have been passionately returned.

The result was a struggle in which the son

was killed by the father. It is not to be

wondered at that so horrible an event should

leave a great psychic disturbance behind it,

and the lodge was found to be a storm-

centre of the unknown forces. The pheno-

mena, which seem to have occurred every

night, took the form of loud thuds and

crashes, especially in a certain room upon

the upper floor, which had probably been a

bedroom. Footsteps resounded down the

stairs, and upon one occasion the whole

terrible fight was enacted in the passage,

with all the blows and curses of the infuriated

men. The tragedy may well have com-

menced upstairs, the guilty son have fled

to the door, and been overtaken by his

father in the hall below. The impressions

seem to have been entirely auditory, though

a clairvoyant would no doubt have seen the

scene even as it occurred. This case closely

resembles the last, in that the most furious

human passions must have been aroused,

so that every condition existed for a per-

manent psychic record. It should be added

that in this latter instance four Pomeranian

dogs in the house were reduced to abject

terror, showing that there was no hallucina-

tion upon the part of the human observers.

In discussing reasons for these and similar

phenomena we must not make the mistake

of supposing that one single explanation can

cover all the range of the facts. To do so

would be to court disaster, for someone

could at once produce a case which could

not be so covered. These instances which

have been quoted have all sprung from

scenes of emotion, and all represent, as 1

venture to suggest, mere shadow-form Ñ�

detached from the real personality. Thr e

is another class of case, however, whljh

produces much the same result, since haunt-

ing forms are seen, but which differs utterly

in its nature, in that the forms appear to be

the actual materialized spirits of the dead

held fast by their thoughts and desires to

some spot which they have loved upon

earth. Such a bondage would probably

seem by no means unpleasant to them, and

might only mean that in the interval of such

duties as they might find awaiting them in

a new life they loved to return to the old

happy scene of their earth-memories. Thus,

Brother John, in " The Gate of Remem-

brance," was an entirely good and happy

spirit, and no doubt had his duties
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elsewhere, yet his great love for Glastonbury

Abbey brought him down whenever the in-

terests of the old ruins demanded it. All

accounts of the wandering of dead misers

and others round the scene of their earthly

ambitions would probably come in a lower

and less happy degree under the same head.

One excellent and typical example of what

I mean was the case of the old Kent Manor

House as detailed by Mr. Dale Owen.

THE CASE OF THE OLD KENT

MANOR HOUSE.

The narrative concerns Ram-

hurst Manor House, near Leigh,

in Kent, and was compiled in

1857. The house was inhabited

by the family of a British

general, who were much dis-

turbed by noises at night

and other happenings. A

clairvoyante young lady, who

came as a visitor, was able to

give them some information,

her experience bearing out

the rule already stated, that

psychic hearing is easier and

more common than psychic

sight. She could see where

the others could only hear.

The ghosts who pre-

sented themselves

were an elderly

couple, dressed

as in a bygone

age, who ac-

tually stood

upon the

threshold to

welcome her.

After meeting

them several

times they

spoke to her,

and this

marks a dif-

ference from

THAT NIGHT THE HUSBAND AND WIFE

KEPT WATCH IN THE CELLAR, WHERE

THEY SAW TWO ELDERLY MEN ENGAGED

IN A TERRIFIC STRUGGLE."

.. â�¢

"X

all the shadow-

forms already

described, none

of which show,,

any sign of indi-

vidual thought and

speech. These old people

explained that they had

once lived in the Manor

House, and that their name on

earth was Children. They de-

clared that they had idolized their

property, that its improvement was

the centre of their thoughts, and that

they were now grieved to see that it had

passed away to strangers. It was a case

where total absorption â�¢ in an earthly thing,

however inno ent, had become a fatal bar

to spiritual advancementâ��a danger against
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which we must all earnestly guard. Their

voices as they spoke seemed normal to the

young lady, while the point lace upon the

beautifully-brocaded dress was imprinted in

her memory. The living lady of the house

was able soon afterwards to confirm the

statement of her clairvoyante friend, for she

also saw the female vision with the name,

" Dame Children," written above her in

letters of phosphoric fire, together with a

statement that she was " earthbound." For

some time diligent inquiry could not find

any trace of a family of this unusual name

having ever occupied the house, but finally

a very old woman was found who in her

youth had met an aged man who said that

in his boyhood he had helped in the kennels

of the Children family. Mr. Dale Owen was

so interested in the case that he personally

investigated it and cross-examined all the

witnesses. On asking the young lady

whether the ghost had said anything else of

an evidential nature, she remembered that

Richard was given as the name of the man,

and that the date 1753 was associated

with his death. Following up his re-

searches, Mr. Dale Owen discovered some

account of the Manor House, which con-

cluded with the words : " Richard Children,

Esqre., resided here and died possessed of

it in 1753, aged eighty-three years. He was

succeeded in it by ... George Children,

who is the present possessor."

This narrative must carry conviction with

it to any reasonable mind, though I must

refer the reader to Dale Owen's " Footfalls "

for the smaller details which mean so much.

It suggests that the whole range of hauntings

of this nature spring from undue pre-

occupation and want of spiritual effort.

One such case seems to carry more warning

than all the sermons that ever were spoken.

At the same time, Providence is not cruel,

and, as I have said, the bondage which is

formed by earth-thoughts need not really be

an unhappy one to those who are held by it.

When separated into the mere shadows or

thought-forms on one side, and actual

earth-bound spirits on the other, it is not

difficult to analyse and understand a large

proportion of preternatural happenings. The

division is admittedly a temporary hypo-

thesis, but it serves to keep some sort of

order in a subject which has until recently

been a mad chaos of inexplicable effects

without rational cause. Cases will still

obtrude themselves, however, which disturb

the tidiness of the most well-ordered theories,

and I do not know a more baffling one than

that which is treated by two English school-

mistresses, and admirably described in their

little book called " An Adventure."

AN APPARITION OF THE FRENCH

REVOLUTION.

This adventure, shortly told, consisted in

the fact that during a visit to Paris they

entered the gardens of Versailles in order to

see the Grand Trianon, and that while in

those gardens they had a most extraordinary

experience, which in the case of one of the

ladies was repeated with variations upon

the occasion of a second visit. They suddenly

appeared to be in the gardens as they were

a century before, at the time of the French

Revolution, and to see, and in some cases

actually speak with, gardeners, messengers,

and others who were there in the days of

Marie Antoinette. So natural was it all,

beginning and ending with normal life, that

the ladies hardly realized what had happened

to them until they began to compare notes,

and realized that some of the buildings and

garden arrangements which they had seen

had not existed within the memory of man.

Both ladies carried away a clear remem-

brance of dignified officials in grey-green

coats and small three-cornered hats, of an

intensely still landscape, of trees that looked

like tapestry, of cloaked, large-hatted figures,

of a running messenger who shouted instruc-

tions to them, of a long-waisted, full-skirted

lady with a pale green fichu, of a jaunty

young footman, and other quite definite

detailsâ��all this at four o'clock of a summer

afternoon. A second visit by one lady alone,

some four months later, produced similar

effects, differing in detail but not in general

character from the first.

Such an experience is so very unlike the

vast majority of psychic cases that one is

inclined to push it aside. If one cannot get

a document into a pigeon-hole, one is too

ready with a waste-paper basket, and it is

this human tendency which has retarded

our advance in this new science. Anyone

who carefully reads the narrative of these

ladies, and notices the points of resemblance

and also the very interesting points of

divergence in their stories, cannot fail to

take them seriously. It was not imagination

or suggestion or, so far as one can judge,

hallucination. But what it was, and why

by some strange psychic refraction this

mirage of the past should be thrown down

upon the present, is an insoluble problem.

It must at least teach us that, however

much our tiny brains may endeavour to

comprehend and classify these extraordinary

phenomena, there still remain so many un-

known causes and unexplained conditions

that for many a long year to come our best

efforts can only be regarded as well-meant

approximations to the truth.

Sir A. Conan Doyle's next article is entitled : "An Old Story Re-told."
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RCHIE MOFFAM inserted a

fresh cigarette in bis long

holder and gazed rather wist-

fully across the table at his

friend, Roscoe Sherriff, the

Press-agent. They had just

finished lunch, and during

the meal Sherriff, who, like most men of

action, was fond of hearing his own voice

and liked exercising it on the subject of him-

self, had been telling Archie a few anecdotes

about his professional past. From these the

latter had conceived a picture of Roscoe

Sherriff's life as a prismatic thing of energy

and adventureâ��just the sort of life, in fact,

which he would have enjoyed leading him-,

self. He wished that he, too, like the Press-

agent, could go about the place " slipping

things over " and " putting things across."

" The more I see of America," sighed

Archie, " the more it amazes me. Abso-

lutely ! All you birds seem to have been

doing things from the cradle upwards. I

wish I could do things ! "

" Well, why don't you ? "

Archie flicked the ash from his cigarette

into the finger-bowl.

" Oh, I don't know, you know," he said.

" Somehow, none of our family ever have. I

don't know why it is, but whenever a Moffam

starts out to do things he infallibly makes a

bloomer. There was a Moffam in the Middle

Ages who had a sudden spasm of energy and

set out to make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem,

dressed as a wandering friar. Rum ideas

they had in those days."

" Did he get there ? "

" Absolutely not ! Just as he was leaving

the front door his favourite hound mistook

him for a trampâ��or a varlet, or a scurvy

knave, or whatever they used to call them

at that timeâ��and bit him in the fleshy part

of the leg."

" Well, at least he started."

" Enough to make a chappie start, what ? "

Roscoe Sherriff sipped his coffee thought-

fully. He was an apostle of Energy, and it

seemed to him that he could make a convert

Copyright, 1920, by

of Archie and incidentally do himself a bit

of good. For several days he had been look-

ing for someone like Archie to help him in a

small matter which he had in mind.

If you're really keen on doing things,"

he said, ' there's something you can do for

me right away."

Archie beamed.

" Anything, dear boy. anything ! State

your case ! "

" Would you have any obiection to put-

ting up a snake for me ? "

Putting up a snake ? "

Just for a day or two."

" But how do you mean, old soul ? Put

him up where ?

" Wherever you live. Where do you

live ? The Cosmopolis, isn't it ? Of course !

You married old Brewster's daughter. I

remember reading about it."

" But, I say, laddie, 1 don't want to spoil

your day and disappoint you and so forth,

but my jolly old father-in-law would never

let me keep a snake. \Vhy, it's as much as

1 can do sometimes to make him let me stop

on in the place."

' He wouldn't know."

There's not much

hotel that he doesn't

doubtfully.

" He mustn't know,

the thing is that it must be a dead secret."

Archie flicked some more ash into thÂ«

finger-bowl.

" I don't seem absolutely to have grasped

the affair in all its aspects, if you know what

I mean," he said. " I mean to sayâ��in the

first placeâ��why would it brighten your

young existence if I entertained this snake

of yours ? "

" It's not mine. It belongs to Mine.

Brudowska. Yoil've heard of her, of

course ? "

" Oh, yes. She's some sort of performing

snake female in vaudeville or something,

isn't she, or something of that species or

order ? "

" You're near it, but not quite right. She

P. G. Wodchoust.

that goes on in the

know," said Archie,

The whole point of
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Is the leading exponent of high-brow tragedy

on any stage in the civilized world."

" Absolutely ! I remember now. My wife

lugged me to see her perform one night. It

all comes back to me. She had me wedged

in an orchestra-stall before I knew what I

was up against, and then it was too late. I

remember reading in some journal or other

that she had a pet snake, given her by some

Russian prince or other, what ? "

" That," said Sherriff, " was the impression

I intended to convey when I sent the story

to the papers. I'm her Press-agent. As a

matter of fact, I bought Peterâ��its name's

Peterâ��myself down on the East Side. I

always believe in animals for Press-agent

stunts. I've nearly always had good results.

But with Her Nibs I'm handicapped.

Shackled, so to speak. You might almost

say my genius is stifled. Or strangled, if you

prefer it."

" Anything you say," agreed Archie,

courteously. " But how ? Why is your

what-d'you-call-it what's-its-named ? "

" She keeps me on a leash. She won't let

me do anything with a kick in it. If I've

.suggested one rip-snorting stunt, I've sug-

gested twenty, and every time she turns

them down on the ground that that sort of

thing is beneath the dignity of an artist in

her position. It doesn't give a fellow a

chance. So now I've made up my mind to

do her good by stealth. I'm going to steal

her snake."

" Steal it ? Pinch it, as it were ? "

" Yes. Big story for the papers, you see.

She's grown very much attached to Peter.

He's her mascot. I believe she's practically

kidded herself into believing that Russian

prince story. If I can sneak it away and

keep it away for a day or two, she'll do the

rest. She'll make such a fuss that the papers

will be full of it."

" I see."

" Now, any ordinary woman would work

in with me. But not Her Nibs. She would

call it cheap and degrading and a lot of other

things. It's got to be a genuine steal, and,

if I'm caught at it, I lose my job. So that's

where you come in."

" But where am I to keep the jolly old

reptile ? "

" Oh, anywhere. Punch a few holes in a

hat-box, and make it up a shake-down inside.

It'll be company for you."

" Something in that. My wife's away

just now and it's a bit lonely in the even-

ings."

" You'll never be lonely with Peter around.

He's a great scout. Always merry and

bright."

" He doesn't bite, I suppose, or sting or

what-not ? "

" He may what-not occasionally. It

depends on the weather. But, outside of

that, he's as harmless as a canary."

" Dashed dangerous things, canaries,"

said Archie, thoughtfully. " They peck at

you."

" Don't weaken ! " pleaded the Press-

agent.

" Oh, all right. I'll take him. By the

way, touching the matter of browsing and

sluicing. What do I feed him on ?"

" Oh, anything. Bread-and-milk or fruit

or soft-boiled egg or dog-biscuit or ants'-eggs.

You knowâ��anything you have yourself.

Well, I'm much obliged for your hospitality.

I'll do the same for you another time. Now

I must be getting along to see to the practical

end of the thing. By the way, Her Nibs

lives at the Cosmopolis, too. Very con-

venient. Well, so long. See you later."

Archie, left alone, began for the first time

to have serious doubts. He had allowed

himself to be swayed by Mr. Sherriff's

magnetic personality, but now that the

other had removed himself he began to

wonder if he had been entirely wise to lend

his sympathy and co-operation to the scheme.

He had never had intimate dealings with a

snake before, but he had kept silkworms as

a child, and there had been the deuce of a

lot of fuss and unpleasantness over them.

â�¢Getting into the salad and what-not. Some-

thing seemed to tell him that he was asking

for trouble with a loud voice, but he had

given his word and he supposed he would

have to go through with it.

He lit another cigarette and wandered out

into Fifth Avenue. His usually smooth

brow was ruffled with care. Despite the

eulogies which Sherriff had uttered con-

cerning Peter, he found his doubts increasing.

Peter might, as the Press-agent had stated,

be a great scout, but was his little Garden

of Eden on the fifth floor of the Cosmopolis

Hotel likely to be improved by the advent

of even the most amiable and winsome of

serpents ? However

" Moffam ! My dear fellow ! "

The voice, speaking suddenly in his ear

from behind, roused Archie from his re-

flections. Indeed, it roÃ sed him so effectu-

ally that he jumped a clear inch off the ground

and bit his tongue. Revolving on his axis,

he found himself confronting a middle-aged

man with a face like a horse. The man was

dressed in something of an old-world style.

His clothes had an English cut. He had a

drooping grey moustache. He also wore a

grey bowler hat flattened at the crownâ��

but who are we to judge him ?

" Archie Moffam ! I have been trying to

find you all the morning."

Archie had placed him now. He had not

seen General Mannister for several yearsâ��
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not, indeed, since the days when he used to

meet him at the home of young Lord Sea-

clifi, his nephew. Archie had been at Eton

and Oxford with Seacliff, and had often

visited him in the Long Vacation.

" Halloa, General ! What ho, what ho !

What on earth are you doing over here ? "

" Let's get out of this crush, my boy."

General Mannister steered Archie into a side-

street. " That's better." He cleared his

throat once or twice, as /if embarrassed.

" I've brought Seacliff over, ' he said, finally.

" Dear old Squiffy here ? Oh, I say 1

Great work ! "

General Mannister did not seem to share

his enthusiasm. He looked like a horse

with a secret sorrow. He

coughed three times, like a

horse who, in addition to

a secret sorrow, had con-

tracted asthma.

" You will find Seacliff

changed," he said. " Let

me see, how long is it since

you and he met ? "

Archie reflected.

" I was demobbed

just about a year

ago. I saw him in

Paris about a year

before that. The

old egg got a bit of

shrapnel in his foot

or something, didn't

he ? Anyhow, I re-

member he was sent

home."

" His foot is per-

fectly well again

now. But, unfor-

tunately, the en-

forced inaction led

to disastrous results.

You recollect, no

doubt, that Seacliff

always had a â��

a tendency â�� a â�� a

weaknessâ��it was a

family failing "

" Mopping it up,

do you mean ?

Shifting it ? Look-

ing on the jolly old

stuff when it was

red and what-not,

what ? "

" Exactly."

Archie nodded.

" Dear old Squiffy

was always rather a lad for the wassail-bowl.

When I met him in Paris, I remember, he

was quite tolerably blotto."

" Precisely. And the failing has, I regret

to say, grown on him since he returned from

N.

' 'HERE HE is,' SAID THE PRESS-AGENT.

' WHERE ? ' SAID ARCHIE. ' IN THIS BAG.

HERE YOU ARE ! TAKE HIM ! ' "

the war. My poor sister was extremely

worried. In fact, to cut a long story short,

I induced him to accompany me to America.

I am attached to the British Legation in

Washington now, you know."

- Oh, really ? "

" I wished Seacliff to come with me to

Washington, but he insists on remaining in

New York. He stated specifically that the

thought of living in Washington gave him

theâ��what was the expression he used ? "

Â« *TM_ ' 1 Ã� Â»

The pip ?

" The pip. Precisely."
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" But what was the idea of bringing him

to America ? "

" This admirable Prohibition enactment

has rendered Americaâ��to 'my mindâ��the

ideal place for a young man of his views."

The General looked at his watch. " It is

most fortunate that I happened to run into

you, my dear fellow. My train for Wash-

ington leaves in another hour, and I have

packing to do. I want to leave poor Seacliff

in your charge while I am gone."

'"' Oh, I say ! What ! "

" You can look after him. I am credibly

informed that even now there are places in

New York where a determined young man

may obtain theâ��erâ��stuff, and Ã� should be

infinitely obligedâ��and my poor sister would

be infinitely gratefulâ��if you would keep an

eye on him." He hailed a taxi-cab. " I

am sending Seacliff round to the Cosmopolis

to-night. I am sure you will do everything

you can. Good-bye, my boy, good-bye."

Archie continued his walk. This, he felt,

was beginning to be a bit thick. He smiled

a hitter, mirthless smile as he recalled the

fact that less than half an hour had elapsed

since he had expressed a regret that he did

not belong to the ranks of those who do things.

Fate since then had certainly supplied him

with jobs with a lavish hand. By bed-time

he would be an active accomplice to a theft,

valet and companion to a snake he had never

met, andâ��as far as he could gather the scope

of his dutiesâ��a combination of nursemaid

and private detective to Dear Old Squiffy.

It was past four o'clock when he returned

to the Cosmopolis. Koscoe Sherriff was

pacing the lobby of the hotel nervously,

carrying a small hand-bag.

" Here you are at last ! Good heavens,

man, I've been waiting two hours."

" Sorry, old bean. I was musing a bit

and lost track of the time."

The Press-agent looked cautiously round.

There was nobody within earshot.

' Here he is 1 " he said.

' Who ? "

' Peter."

' Where ? " said Archie, staring blankly.

' In this bag. Did you expect to find him

strolling arm-in-arm with me round the

lobby ? Here you are ! Take him ! "

He was gone. And Archie, holding the

bag, made his way to the lift. The bag

squirmed gently in his grip.

The only other occupant of the lift was a

striking-looking woman of foreign appear-

ance, dressed in a way that made Archie

feel that she must be somebody or she

couldn't look like that. Her face, too,

seemed vaguely familiar. She entered the

lift at the second floor where the tea-room

is, and she had the contented expression of

one who had tea'd to her satisfaction. She

got off at the same floor as Archie, and

walked swiftly, in a lithe, pantherish way,

round the bend in the corridor. Archie

followed more slowly. When he reached

the door of his room, the passage was empty.

He inserted the key in his door, turned it,

pushed the door open, and pocketed the key.

He was about to enter when the bag again

squirmed gently in his grip.

From the days of Pandora, through the

epoch of Bluebeard's wife, down to the

present time, one of the chief failings of

humanity has been the disposition to open

things that were better closed. It would

have been simple for Archie to have taken

another step and put a door between himself

and the world, but there came to him the

irresistible desire to peep into the bag nowâ��

not three seconds later, but now. All the

way up in the lift he had been battling with

the temptation, and now he succumbed.

The bag was one of those simple bags

with a thingummy which you press. Aichiu

pressed it. And, as it opened, out popped

the head of Peter. His eyes met Archie's.

Over his head there seemed to be an invisible

mark of interrogation. His gaze was curious,

but kindly. He appeared to be saying to

himself, " Have I found a friend ? "

Serpents, or Sna tes, says the Encyclo-

paedia, are reptiles of the saurian class

Ophidia, characterized by an elongated,

cylindrical, limbless, scaly form, and. dis-

tinguished from lizards by the fact that the

halves (rami) of the lower jaw are not solidly

united at the chin, but movably connected

by an elastic ligament. The vertebra; are

very numerous, gastrocentrous, and pro-

coelos. And, of course, when they put it

like that, you can see at once that a man

might spend hours with combined enter-

tainment and profit just looking at a snake.

Archie would no doubt have done this :

but long before he had time really to inspect

the halves (rami) of his new friend's lower

jaw and to admire its clastic fittings, and

long before the gastrocentrous and procoelos

character of the other's vertebrae had made

any real impression on him, a piercing

scream almost at his elbow startled him out

of his scientific reverie. A door opposite

had opened, and the woman of the elevator

was standing staring at him with an ex-

pression of horror and fury that went through

him like a knife. It was the expression

which, more than anythii f else, had made

Mme. Brudowska what she was pro-

fessionally. Combined with a deep voice

and a sinuous walk, it enabled her to draw

down a matter of a thousand dollars per

week.

Indeed, though the fact gave him little

pleasure, Archie, as a matter of fact, was at
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this moment getting aboutâ��including

war-taxâ��two dollars and seventy-five

cents' worth of the great emotional star

for nothing. For, having treated him

gratis to the look of horror and fury, she

now moved towards him with the sinuous

walk and spoke in the tone which she

seldom permitted herself to use before

the curtain of act two, unless there

was a whale of a situation that called

for it in act one.

" Thief ! "

AS HE OPENED THE BAG, OUT POPPED THE HEAD

OF PETER, THE SNAKE. MME. BRUDOWSKA WAS

STARING WITH AN EXPRESSION OF HORROR AND

FURY THAT WENT THROUGH HIM LIKE A KNIFE."

It was the way she said it.

Archie staggered backwards through he

open door of his room, kicked it to wit, a

flying foot, and sat down on the bed. Peter,

the snake, who had fallen on the floor with

a squashy sound, looked surprised and

pained for a moment, and then, being a

philosopher at heart, cheered up and began

hunting for flies under the bureau.

Peril sharpens the intellect. Archie's mind

as a rule worked in rather a languid and

restful sort of way, but now it got going with
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a rush and a whir. He glared round the

room. He had never seen a room so devoid

of satisfactory cover. And then there came

to him a scheme, a ruse. It offered a chance

of escape. It was, indeed, a bit of all right.

Peter, the snake, loafing contentedly

about the carpet, found himself seized by

what the Encyclopaedia calls the " distensible

gullet " and looked up reproachfully. The

next moment he was in his bag again : and

Archie, bounding silently into the bathroom,

was tearing the cord off his dressing-gown.

There came a banging at the door. A

voice spoke sternly. A masculine voice this

time.

" Say ! Open this door ! "

Archie rapidly attached the dressing-gown

cord to the handle of the bag, leaped to the

window, opened it, tied the cord to a pro-

jecting piece of iron on the sill, lowered

Peter and the bag into the depths, and closed

the window again. The whole affair took

but a few seconds. Generals have received

the thanks of their nations for displaying

less resource on the field of battle.

He opened the door. Outside stood the

bereaved woman, and beside her a bullet-

headed gentleman with a bowler hat on the

back of his head, in whom Archie recognized

the hotel detective.

The hotel detective also recognized Archie,

and the stern cast of his features relaxed.

He even smiled a rusty but propitiatory

smile. He imagined â�� erroneously â�� that

Archie, being the son-in-law of the owner of

the hotel, had a pull with that gentleman :

and he resolved to proceed warily lest he

jeopardize his job.

" Why, Mr. Moffam ! " he said, apolo-

getically. " I didn't know it was you I was

distxirbing."

" Always glad to have a chat," said Archie,

cordially. " What seems to be the trouble?"

" My snake ! " cried the queen of tragedy.

" Where is my snake ?"

Archie looked at the detective. The

detective looked at Archie.

" This lady," said the detective, with a

dry little cough, " thinks her snake is in your

room, Mr. Moffam."

" Snake ? "

" Snake's what the lady said."

" My snake ! My Peter ! " Mme.

Brudowska's voice shook with emotion.

" He is here, here in this room."

Archie shook his head.

" No snakes here ! Absolutely not ! I

remember noticing when I came in."

" The snake is here, here in this room.

This man had it in a bag ! I saw him ! He

is a thief ! "

" Easy, ma'am ! " protested the detective.

" Go easy ! This gentleman is the boss's

son-in-law."

" I care not who he is ! He has my snake Ã

Here, here in this room ! "

" Mr. Moffam wouldn't go round stealing

snakes."

" Rather not," said Archie. " Never stole

a snake in my life. None of the Moffams

have ever gone about stealing snakes.

Regular family tradition ! Though I once

had an uncle who kept goldfish."

" He is here ! Here ! My Peter ! "

Archie looked at the detective. The

detective looked at Archie. " We must

humour her ! " their glances said.

" Of course," said Archie, " if you'd like

to search the room, what ? What I mean

to say is, this is Liberty Hall. Everybody

welcome ! Bring the kiddies ! "

" I will search the room !" said Mme.

Brudowska.

The detective glanced apologetically at

Archie.

" Don't blame me for this, Mr. Moffam,"

he urged.

" Rather not ! Only too glad you've

dropped in ! "

He took up an easy attitude against the

window, and watched the empress of the

emotional drama explore. Presently she

desisted, baffled. For an instant she paused,

as though about to speak, then swept from

the room. A moment later a door banged

across the passage.

" How do they get that way ? " queried

the detective.

" The female of the species is more deadly

than the male," said Archie.

" It's the hot weather," said the detective,

judicially. " Well, g'bye, Mr. Moffam. Sorry

to have butted in."

The door closed. Archie waited a few

moments, then went to the window and

hauled in the slack. Presently the bag

appeared over the edge of the window-sill.

" Good God ! " said Archie.

In the rush and swirl of recent events he

must have omitted to see that the clasp that

fastened the bag was properly closed : for

the bag, as it jumped on to the window-sill,

gaped at him like a yawning face. And

inside it there was nothing.

Archie leaned as far out of the window as

he could manage without committing suicide.

Far below him, the traffic took its usual

course and the pedestrians moved to and

fro upon the pavements. There was no

crowding, no excitement. Yet only a few

moments before a long green snake with

three hundred ribs, a distensible gullet, and

gastrocentrous vertebrae must have de-

scended on that street like the gentle rain

from heaven upon the place beneath. And

nobody seemed even interested. Not for

the first time since he had arrived in

America, Archie marvelled at the cynical
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detachment of the New Yorker, who permits

himself to be surprised at nothing.

He shut the window and moved away

with a heavy heart. He had not had the

pleasure of an extended acquaintanceship

with Peter, but he had seen enough of him

to realize his sterling qualities. Somewhere

beneath Peter's three hundred ribs there had

lain a heart of gold, and Archie mourned for

his loss.

Archie had a dinner and theatre engage-

ment that night, and it was late when he

returned to the hotel. He found his father-

in-law prowling restlessly about the lobby.

There seemed to be something on Mr. Brew-

ster's mind. He came up to Archie with a

brooding frown on his square face.

" Who's'this man Seacliff ? " he demanded,

without preamble. " I hear he's a friend of

yours."

" Oh, you've met bim, what ? " said

Archie. " Had a nice little chat together,

yes ? Talked of this and that, no ?"

" We have not said a word to each other."

" Really ? Oh, well, dear old Squiffy is

one of those strong, silent fellers, you know.

You mustn't mind if he's a bit dumb. He

never says much, but it's whispered round the

:lubs that he thinks a lot. It was rumoured

in the Spring of nineteen-thirteen that

Squiffy was on the point of making a bright

remark, but it never came to anything."

Mr. Brewster struggled with his feelings.

" Who is he ? You seem to know him."

" Oh, yes. Great pal of mine, Squiffy.

We went through Eton, Oxford, and the

Bankruptcy Court together. And here's a

rummy coincidence. When they examined

me, I had no assets. And, when they ex-

amined Squiffy, he had no assets ! Rather

extraordinary, what ? "

Mr. Brewster seemed to be in no mood for

discussing coincidences.

" I might have known he was a friend of

yours ! " he said, bitterly. " Well, if you

want to see him, you'll have to do it outside

my hotel."

" Why, I thought he was stopping here."

" He isâ��to-night. To-morrow he can

look for some other hotel to break up."

" Great Scot ! Has dear old Squiffy been

breaking the place up ? "

Mr. Brewster snorted.

" I am informed that this precious friend

of yours entered my grill-room at eight

o'clock. He must have been completely

intoxicated, though the head waiter tells me

he noticed nothing at the time."

Archie nodded approvingly.

" Dear old Squiffy was always like that.

It's a gift. However woozled he might be,

it was impossible to detect it with the naked

eye. I've seen the dear old chap many a

time whiffled to the eyebrows, and looking

as sober as a bishop. Soberer ! When did

it begin to dawn on the lads in the grill-room

that the old egg had been pushing the boat

out ? "

" The head waiter," said Mr. Brewster,

with cold fury, " tells me that he got a hint of

the man's condition when he suddenly got

up from his table and went the round of

the room, pulling off all the table-cloths and

breaking everything that was on them. He

then threw a number of rolls at the diners,

and left. He seems to have gone straight

to bed."

" Dashed sensible of him, what ? Sound,

practical chap, Squiffy. But where on

earth did he get theâ��erâ��materials ? "

" From his room. I made inquiries. He

has six large cases in his room."

Squiffy always was a chap of infinite

resource ! Well, I'm dashed sorry this

should have happened, don't you know."

" If it hadn't been for you, the man would

never have come here." Mr. Brewster

brooded coldly. " I don't know why it is,

but ever since you came to this hotel I've

had nothing but trouble."

" Dashed sorry ! " said Archie, sympa-

thetically.

" Grrh ! " said Mr. Brewster.

Archie made his way meditatively to

the lift. The injustice of his father-in-

law's attitude pained him. It was abso-

lutely rotten and all that to be blamed for

everything that went wrong in the Hotel

Cosmopolis.

While this conversation was in progress,

Lord Seacliff was enjoying a refreshing sleep

in his room on the fourth floor. Two hours

passed. The noise of the traffic in the

street below faded away. Only the rattle

of an occasional belated cab broke the

silence. In the hotel all was still. Mr.

Brewster had gone to bed. Archie, in his

room, smoked meditatively. Peace may

have been said to reign.

At half-past two Lord Seacliff awoke.

His hours of slumber were always irregular.

He sat up in bed and switched the light on.

He was a shock-headed young man with a

red face and a hot brown eye. He yawned

and stretched himself. His.head was aching

a little. The room seemed to him a trifle

close. He got out of bed and threw open

the window. Then, returning to bed, he

picked up a book and began to read. He

was conscious of feeling a little jumpy, and

reading generally sent him to sleep.

Much has been written on the subject of

bed-books. The general consensus of opinion

is that a gentle, slow-moving story makes

the best opiate. If this be so, dear old

Squiffy's choice of literature had been rather
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injudicious. His book was " The Adven-

tures of Sherlock Holmes," and the particular

story which he selected for perusal was the

one entitled " The Speckled Band." He

kept a snake, and used to loose it into

people's bedrooms as a preliminary te

collecting on their insurance. It gave Squiffy

pleasant thrills, for he had always had a

'THIS LADY/ SAID THE DETECTIVE, WITH A DRY LITTLE COUGH, 'THINKS

was not a great reader, but, when he read,

he liked something with a bit of zip to it.

Squiffy became absorbed. He had read

the story before, but a long time back, and

its complications were fresh to him. The

tale, it may be remembered, deals with the

activities of an ingenious gentleman who

particular horror of snakes. As a child, he

had shrunk from visiting the serpent house

at the Zoo : and, later, when he had come

to man's estate and had put off childish

things, and settled down in real earnest to

his self-appointed mission of drinking up all

the alcoholic fluid in England, the distaste
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for Ophidia had lingered. To a dislike for

real snakes had been added a maturer

shrinking from those which existed only in

his imagination. He could still recall his

Ð¯Ð�Ð� SNAKE IS IN YOUR ROOM, MR. MOFFAM.

emotions on the occasion, scarcely three

months before, when he had seen a long,

green serpent which a majority of his con-

temporaries had assured him wasn't there.

Squiffy read on :â��

" Suddenly another sound became audible

â��a very gentle, soothing sound, likt that of

VoL IK.-31.

a small jet of steam escaping continuously

from a kettle."

Lord Seacliff looked up from his book with

a start. Imagination

was beginning to play

him tricks. He could

have sworn that he

had actually heard that

identical sound. It had

seemed to come from

the window. He lis-

tened again. No I All

was still. He returned

to his book and went

on reading.

" // was a singular

sight that met our eyes.

Beside the table, on

a wooden chair, sat

Doctor Grimesby

Rylott, clad in a long

dressing-gown. His

chin was cocked up-

ward and his eyes

were fixed in a dread-

ful, rigid stare \t the

corner of the ceiling.

Round his brow he

had a peculiar yellow

band, with brownish

speckles, which seemed

to be bound tightly

round his head.

" I took a step for-

ward. In an instant

his strange headgear

began to move, and

there reared itself from

among his hair the

squat, diamond-shaped

head and puffed neck

of a loathsome ser-

pent. . . ."

" Ugh! "said Squiffy.

He closed the book

and put it down. His

head was aching worse

than ever. He wished

now that he had read

something else. No fel-

low could read himself

to sleep with this sort of

thing. Blighters ought

not to write this sort of

thing.

His heart gave a bound. There it was

again, that hissing sound. And this time

he was sure it came from the window.

He looked at the window, and remained

staring, frozen. Over the sill, with a graceful,

leisurely movement, a green snake was

crawling. As it crawled, it raised its head
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and peered from side to side, like a short-

sighted man looking for his spectacles. It

hesitated a moment on the edge of the sill,

then wriggled to the floor and began to cross

the room. Squiffy stared on.

It would have pained Peter deeply, for he

was a snake of great sensibility, if he had

known how much his entrance had disturbed

the occupant of the room. He himself had

no feeling but gratitude for the man who

liad opened the window and so enabled him

to get in out of the rather nippy night air.

Ever since the bag had swung open and shot

him out on to the sill of the window below

Archie's, he had been waiting patiently for

something of the kind to happen. He was

a snake who took things as they came, and

was prepared to rough it a bit if necessary;

but for the last hour or two he had been

hoping that somebody would do something

practical in the way of getting him m out

of the cold. When at home, he had an

eiderdown quilt to sleep on, and the stone of

the window-sill was a little trying to a snake

of regular habits. He crawled thankfully

across the floor under Squiffy's bed. There

was Â» pair of trousers there, for his host had

undressed when not in a frame of mind to

fold his clothes neatly and place them upon

a chair. Peter looked the trousers over.

They were not an eiderdown quilt, but they

would serve. He curled up in them and

went to sleep. He had had an exciting day,

and was glad to turn in.

After about ten minutes, the tension of

Squiffy's attitude relaxed. His heart, which

had seemed to suspend its operations, began

beating again. Reason re-asserted itself.

He peeped cautiously under the bed. He

could see nothing.

Squiffy was convinced. He told himself

that he had never really believed in Peter

as a living thing. It stood to reason that

there couldn't really be a snake in his room.

The window looked out on emptiness. His

room was several stories above the ground,

There was a stern, set expression on Squiffy's

face as he climbed out of bed. It was the

expression of a man who is turning over a

nev/. leaf, starting a new life. He looked

about the room for some implement which

would carry out the deed he had to do, and

finally pulled out one of the curtain-rods.

Using this as a lever, he broke open the

topmost of the six cases which stood in the

corner. The soft wood cracked and split.

Squiffy drew out a straw-covered bottle.

For a moment he stood looking at it, as

a man might gaze at a friend on the

point of death. Then, with .a sudden

determination, he went into the bathroom.

There was a crash of glass and a gurgling

sound.

Half an hour later the telephone in Archie's

room rang.

" I say, Archie, old top," said the voice of

Squiffy.

" Halloa, old bean ! Is that you ? "

" I say, could you pop down here for a

second ? I'm rather upset."

" Absolutely ! Which room ? "

" Four-forty-one."

" I'll be with you eftsoones or right

speedily."

" Thanks, old man."

" What appears to be the difficulty ? "

" Well, as a matter of fact, I thought I saw

a snake ! "

" A snake ! "

" I'll tell yqu all about it when you come

down."

Archie found Lord Seacliff seated on his

bed. An arresting aroma of mixed drinks

pervaded the atmosphere.

" I say ! What ? " said Archie, inhaling.

" That's all right. I've been pouring my

stock away. Just finished the last bottle."

" But why ? "

" I told you. I thought 1 saw a snake ! "

" Green ? '"

Squiffy shivered slightly.

" Frightfully green !" â�¢ - â�¢

Archie hesitated. He perceived that there

are moments when silence is the best policy.

He had been worrying himself over the

unfortunate case of his friend, and now that

Fate seemed to have provided a solution, it

would be rash to interfere merely to ease the

old bean's mind. If Squiffy was going to

reform because he thought he had seen an

imaginary snake, better not to let him know

that the snake was a real one.

" Dashed serious ! " he said.

" Bally dashed serious ! " agreed Squiffy.

'I'm going to cut it out ! "

" Great scheme ! "

" You don't think," asked Squiffy, with a

touch of hopefulness, " that it could have

been a real snake ? "

" Never heard of the management sup-

plying them."

" I thought it went under the bed. '

" Well, take a look."

Squiffy shuddered.

" Not me ! I say, old top, you know, I

simply can't sleep in this room now. I was

wondering if you could give me a doss some-

where in yours."

' Rather ! I'm in five-forty-one. Just

above. Trot along up. Here's the key.

I'll tidy up a bit here, and join you in a

minute."

Squiffy put on a dressing-gown and

disappeared. Archie looked under the bed.

From the trousers the head of Peter popped

up witlf its usual expression of amiable
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inquiry. Archie nodded pleasantly, and

sat down on the bed. The problem of his

little friend's immediate future wanted

thinking over.

He lit a cigarette and remained for a while

in thought. Then he rose. An admirable

solution had presented itself. He picked

Peter up and placed him in the pocket of

his dressing-gown. Then, leaving the room.

" HE LOOKED AT THE

WINDOW, AND REMAINED

STARING, FROZEN. OVER

THE SILL A GREEN SNAKE

WAS CRAWLING."

he mounted the stairs till he reached the

seventh floor. Outside a room halfway

down the corridor he paused.

From within, through the open tran-

som, came the rhythmical snoring of

a good man taking his rest after the

labours of the day. Mr. Brewster was

always a heavy sleeper.

" There's always a way," thought Archie,

philosophically, " if a chappie only thinks

of it."

His father-in-law's snoring took on a

deeper note. Archie extracted Peter from

his pocket and dropped him gently through

the transom.

Next month i " Doing Father a Bit of Good."
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FINISH is the note of the

modern stage. An actor or

actress can get on quite

comfortably without genius,

andâ��to tell the exact truthâ��most

of them do. But finish is essen-

tial to success. 1 have a shrewd

impression that it was quite f

otherwise with the men and

women whose splendour is a

tradition of the English

stage. They succeeded by

sheer force of ability, /

allied with a great deal

of incidental slovenli-

ness. The engrav-

ings of Bartolozzi

and others indi-

cate a crude

staginess that would certainly not

be tolerated by the sophisticated

public of to-day. It is, of course,

impossible to suppose that Garrick

or Siddons could have delighted

the great wits and orators of the

eighteenth century had they not

possessed extraordinary qualities.

Their auditors were in the position

of the country Nonconformist

pastrycook who declined a well-

meant present of calves' foot jelly

from the vicar's wife. " You bain't

of our persuasion," he said, " and

we makes it ourselves."

Pitt and Fox were of the " same

persuasion " ; though not of the

boards, they had much of the his-

trionic talent, and they could not

have been deceived as to the theatre

of their day. But there was certainly

a good deal of the curate's egg

about both Parliamentary and the-

atrical performances. The actors,

and the statesmen also, resembled

the Russian Ambassadors of the period,

whom a spiteful commentator speaks of

as dropping diamonds and fleas at every

stride. They were splendid but slovenly.

Theatrical finish in the modern sense is a

quite recent development. Even the great

Victorians scarcely attained it. There was

something about them, as older playgoers

will recall, that went with the florid waist-

coats, the flowing whiskers, and the crease-

less trousers of the time ; a want of discipline,

a certain grandiose sloppiness, swagger

IMPRESSIONS

OF SOME OF

OUR LEADING

ACTRESSES

ET RAYMOND

Author of

'UNCENSORED

CELEBRITIES"

"ALLA SUNDRY"

without neatness. Miss Ellen

Terry and the Bancrofts were in

this respect before their time ;

they antedated present-day re-

straint and detailed perfection.

Sir Henry Irving, with all his

talents, retained to the last just

a suspicion of the crudity of style

â�¢which was every actor's in his

youth.

This modern finish was im-

pressed on me the other day at a

\ performance of Mr. A. A. Milne's

\ comedv, " Mr. Pirn Passes By."

Mr. Dion Boucicault plays in

it the part of an old gentle-

man whose bad memory for

names makes all the trouble ;

not very serious trouble after

all. Thirty years ago such

a character would have

been played in a crudely

farcical spirit ; it would

never have struck an actor

to make of it a thing of

wondrous art such as Mr.

Boucicault has evolved. There would have

been grotesque exaggeration, perhaps a little

vulgarity ; Mr. Pirn would have been a mere

stage convention, like ' ' First Fool " or " Second

Murderer." Mr. Boucicault takes the little

old man, with his senility, his absurdity,

and his gentlemanliness, and makes him live ;

a doctor could tell you exactly what weak-

ness of the muscles made him sit down so

carefully, and could give you, from that

alone, the exact year of his birth. The whole

thing is as perfect as one of those little

IRENE VANBRUGH.

PHoto. il AibittkHol.
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blocks of ivory on which

the J apanese carve a whole

comedy.

On the whole, I should

say that the men excel

the women in this quality

which is the distinction ot

the modern stage. That

is easily enough explic-

able. An actress may

succeed in some measure

apart from the perfection

of her artâ��because she

has an extraordinarily

pretty face, because she

can wear frocks especially

well, because someone who

likes her is in a position to com-

pel the public (through the news-

papers) to say they like her. The man

who essays to get his living as an actor

has, on the other hand, generally to rely

on stark efficiency. But there are several

actresses who possess finish in the very

highest degree. I have mentioned Mr. Dion

Boucicault as the first example that oc-

curred to me of male perfection in mere

trifles. Mr. Dion Boucicault's wife, known

to the public as Miss Irene Vanbrugh, shows

power and delicacy in the most perfect

equipoise. " Miss Vanbrugh," wrote an en-

thusiastic critic the other da}-, " cannot thread

her needle without communicating to the

audience a thnll of delight." That is a pic-

turesque way of stating the precise fact. Her

performances resemble those Dutch pictures

in which every millimetre of surface is filled

in with significant and gracious detail that,

far from distracting, reinforces the main

motive. She manages in some mys-

terious way to give a significance

to her tiniest actions. In that

play of " Mr. Pirn '' she sits

stitching ; and you feel that

it is no commonplace fabric,

but the very web of her

fate, that is in question.

A queer thing, that which

we call glamour in the

novelist; without it some

of the finest of human

compositions, full of wit,

insight, and eloquence, fail

to thrill; with it a little

schoolmistress like Charlotte

Bronte makes one shudder

with Jane Eyre over the

mysteries of the second floor

of Rochester's mansion, and

compels one to the end of the

story, feeling that life will be

tasteless for ever unless the plain

young woman in the Quakerish gown IUIS HOEY.

gets comfortably settled at one end I'M* EiÂ«*n NÂ«,mt.

FAY COMPTON.

rif.la. r.iln Martin.

of the dining-table with

her man at the other. To

convey that glamour in

words is hard enough.

To convey it in dumb

show (for the dialogue ot

the average dramatist,

hampered as he is by his

medium, will not suffice

to impart it) is a work

of the most consummate

art.

I know nobody at present

acting whose art in that

kind compares with Irene

Vanbrugh's. She seldom

or never rises to the

more stormy outbursts of

emotion; she always keeps

a good deal in hand; and

her quietest moments are

often the most effective.

For instance, in Mr. Somer-

set Maugham's " Land of

Promise," the " strongest "

(and most painful) scene was

not that which best brought

out the tragedy of ineffective

refinementâ��implying no great in-

tellectual or moral superiorityâ��

which is the theme of the play. It

was elsewhere that Miss Vanbrugh
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suggested most surely, by trifles of gesture

and inflection, the tortures of ladylikeness

conquered by the coarseness of circumstance.

To see her in the last act, before a word had

been spoken, was to realize the spiritual, as

aside from the physical, aspect of the out-

rage ; one recognized at once that the victory

was not with the strong animal who had

mastered her, that there was something,

cowed, beaten, submissive, even in one sense

admiring, which still remained in silent

revolt, and would win. 1 dare say one might

read the play without any real sense of the

embarrassment of the savage who crushes

the thing which he partly scorns arid partly

respects, but which he never gives~ credit for

strength, only to find that the intangible is the

only reality. But it was impossible to see

Miss Vanbrugh. without realizing why for-

giveness was impossible w-hile the savage

remained strongâ��and a savage.

It is the same with Miss Vanbrngh's

comedy parts. She not only creates them in

more than the conventional sense ; she

creates also a world for them to move in,

and in that world, like the natural one,

broad effects and fine details go together.

Many of these details are no more noticed

than the actual blades of grass and actual

buttercups in a summer meadow ; but they

are there. Of course, much of this power is

the gift of pure genius, but hard work

explains a good deal. Miss Vanbrugh has

been through the mill. Hers was not the

primrose path to success ; rather she had

to tunnel a road of her own thereto. Daughter

of a clergyman. Prebendary Barnes, of

Exeter, she came to the stage without

influence of any kind, beyond the recom-

mendation of her sister. Miss Violet Van-

brugh, who had gained some small position

in Miss Sarah Thome's touring company.

Under the same management Irene Vanbrugh

started on the then usual beginner's salary

of one pound a week. The company was

famous for its melodramaâ��strong meat for

the most part, but of undeniable wholesome-

ness. To Miss Vanbrugh fell chiefly

" character parts," such as the maiden

aunt, the comic servant, the rustic maiden,

the spiteful chaperoneâ��in a word, oddities,

freaks, and frights. She has since spoken

of her hard luck as a young girl, vivid in

nature, passionately fond of the beautiful,

with all a woman's desire to look her best

and please by her " niceness." but condemned

continually to wear perfectly horrid dresses

and represent all that was ludicrous or un-

lovable in female nature.

At last she got to London ; her first per-

formance was in " Alice in Wonderland " ;

the author, the late Lewis Carroll, was a

friend of her father's. Then she came within

the orbit of J. L. ToÃ³le, now nearing his

decline, and her success, on a certain plane,

was assured. But it was not until she

coaxedâ��if a more peremptory word is not

needed to express the firmness of her repre-

sentationsâ��Sir Arthur Pinero to write her

a part which should be her very own that

she made London realize that a new star of

very considerable magnitude had arisen.

Rose, in " Trelawney of the Wells," was the

first of a list of triumphs which lengthens

with every season. It has been said of her,

and truly, that she gives the impression, in

any character, of having lived that character

from childhood ; you can imagine what sort

of little girl was Rose, or Margaret Summers,

or the first wife in " The Twelve Pound

. Look," or Norah in " The Land of Promise,"

or Sophia in " The Gay Lord Quex " ; you

can picture them in bobbed curls, or long

hair, or pigtails ; you can even indulge a

fancy of what their fathers and mothers

were like. It is this power of suggestion

which is the very life and soul of great art ;

which distinguishes the painter-genius from
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the dexterous master of brush-work, and

marks the Dickenses and Thackerays, the

Hugosand Balzacs, from the skilful manipu-

lator of incident and dialogue. Irene Van-

brugh is beyond doubt a great artist.

As finished and imaginative in her way,

but narrower in her scope, wasâ��unfor-

tunately, we are beginning to speak of her

in the past tenseâ��that admirable mistress

of comedy. Miss Marie Tempest. Imagination

is not generally associated with that class

of play which holds the mirror up to the

foibles and humours of the life everybody

knows. But one had only to see an under-

study in a Marie Tempest part to realize the

degree of the creative effort she put forth in

everything she attempted. Born Marie Susan

Etherington, she was carefully trained for

musical comedy ; delightful in that, she

developed her full genius on the " legitimate "

stage. In Becky Sharp she had precisely

the character round which her marvellous

vivacity could most effectively play;

there never was such a Becky ; one

doubts whether the original herself was

quite as good. Unfortunately, Miss

Tempest has not always been so

happy ; many of her plays have

hardly been worthy of her. It

seemed almost a profanation to

employ talents so rare and

gracious on so wooden a

trifle, for example, as " The

Marriage of Kitty." Her

appearance a few years back

in Mr. Henry Arthur Jones's

" Mary Goes First," sug-

gested what might have

been if the playwright at

his bestâ��the best of " The

Liars "â��had been at her

service.

Miss Tempest made her-

self more than an actress ;

she has become a tradition

of comedy, and will leave

some very able successors

who owe much to her art,

which, highly individual as it is, is

capable of successful imitation. It is

interesting to note how closely Miss

Tempest's emergence from musical

comedy is paralleled in the case of

two younger actresses. Miss Fay

Compton, once of the Follies, bids

fair to be a great queen of comedy ;

Miss Iris Hoey is another recruit of

the largest promise.

Of quite another class of artist

is Mrs. Patrick Campbell, whose ap-

pearance in Mr. Shaw's " Pygmalion "

reminds one of her creation of the

" young woman of the naughty

adjective," who was the most-talked-of

heroine just before the war. Mrs. Campbell

is of mingled English and Italian blood

â�¢â��her father, a merchant named Tanner,

married Luigia Romaniniâ��and made her

way to the stage 'via a Norwood amateur

theatrical club. She had only toured the

country and played minor parts in Adelphi

melodrama when fame came to her in a

single night. At this distance from 1893 it

is a little difficult to explain, if not to recall,

the thrill of " The Second Mrs. Tanqueray."

Sir Arthur Pinero's play was no work of

genius. It was a clever, workmanlike effort

in a new line, by a veteran in stagecraft, who

set out to show that Ibsen's game was not

beyond a British farce-writer. " If you like

this sort of thing, buy at the John Bull

store, and support home industries," 'was

the real message of Paula Tanqueray. The

public responded. It supported home indus-

tries, and fo.r some time people were

persuaded that Sir Arthur Pinero was a

great serious dramatist. That illusion

went the way of many more. But

the enormous reputation of the first

Paula rested on a more solid basis.

Mrs. Patrick Campbell has not per-

haps jystified all expectations, for, to

be quite candid, her range is a

little limited. But within it she

has shown great power. There

are middle-aged men who still

remember the emotion they

felt when the origina! Tan-

queray woman exclaimed.

LII.LAH MCCARTHY.

Ua j/arftn.
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And I did so want to sleep

to-night." Mrs. Campbell's

speciality is the morbid.

The neurotic woman of

vivid temperament has

never been so convincingly

portrayedâ��the woman for

whom the wholesome sun

hardly exists, who sees life

as lived in the ghastly

glare and dark shadows of

the arc-lights oÃ Piccadilly

Circus and in the elec-

tric blaze of a crowded

restaurant.

Highly individual, again,

is Miss Li Hah McCarthy.

Indeed, she is perhaps a

little too individual ; she

cannot sufficiently sink her

personality in that of the

character. Fortunately it

is an eminently pleasing

personality : Miss McCarthy

is all "niceness" and

womanliness. And she

speaks beautifullyâ��as re-

gards enunciation, that is ;

otherwise she is too much

inclined to get to a top

note of emotionalismâ��and

stay there. The social

status of modern actresses

is generally higher than it

used to be ; but Miss

McCarthy is, I think, the

only daughter of a land-

owner the higher stage can MADGE TITHERADGE.

boast. Her father was a /'*ola "' â�¢"*â�¢"*Â«*

Cheltenham notability, and an authority has given you.

on. the geology of the Cotswolds, and her Vanbrugh sisters,

stage name is her own and

his. Her first considerable

appearance was with Mr.

Wilson Barrett in that odd

mixture of broad farce and

religiosity, " The Sign of

the Cross "â��and she has

never quite got over the

mood of Mercia. Oddly

enough for so very serious

an actress, she has been in

numbers of Shaw pjays and

done well in them, though

her temperament is per-

haps better suited to a

more conventional kind of

piece. Nora in " John Bull 's

Other Island," Anne Whit-

field in " Man and Super-

man," Gloria in " You

Never Can Tell," Jennifer in

" The Doctor's Dilemma,"

Raina in " Arms and the

Man," Margaret Knox in

" Fanny's First Play," and

I forget quite what was the

heroine's name in " An-

drocles and the Lion "â��

here is a list in one kind ;

and in every one of them

Miss McCarthy was much

the same person, doing

much the same conscien-

tious, sterling work, distin-

guished, but just a little

short of great. She is an

accomplished actress ; one

would hesitate to call her

more. And yet there are

moments when she really

does seem much more ; the

effect, perhaps, of a moral

earnestness which is no

small part of her nature.

Miss Lena Ashwell is

perhaps rather more than

accomplished, besides being

an excellent businecs

woman. In certain parts

her power is extraordinary :

her Mrs. Dane and Madame

X. were both very notable

performances. In a different

class, but not far off in

stature, is Miss Lilian

Braithwaite ; she is the

complete actress, and some-

how you sometimes wish

you could forget it ; but

then you reflect on your in-

gratitude as you remember

all the genuine pleasure she

Miss Braithwaite, like the

is a daughter of the vicarage.
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There was a time when

Miss Gladys Cooper not

only made the hearts of

young men beat faster,

but raised expectations of

very great things artistic-

ally. These she has some-

what disappointed. She is

very pretty, very capti-

vating, very everythiiiR-

of - that sort, but there

seems lacking the energy

or genius to " make good "

in the sense some critics

hoped when she first burst

on a public enraptured by

her grace and good looks.

A morsel of the same

criticism may apply to two

actresses born in Australia,

who have proceeded on lines

which in some ways are

curiously parallel. Miss

Marie LÃ¶hr and Miss Madge

Titheradge are both of

theatrical stock and Anti-

podean origin. The one is

the daughter of Miss Kate

Bishop ; the father of the

other was Mr. George

Sutton Titheradge, well

enough known to the

English public, but wor-

shipped in Australia as the

Irving of the southern

world. Both appeared first

in London in children's

plays ; both rose rapidly in

their profession ; both after

great successes betrayed a

certain uncertainty of ob-

jective. Miss LÃ¶hr is ex-

cellent when she gets a

part that suits her ; she is

above all the London girl,

the Paquin-and-Piccadilly.

Ritz - and - Rumpelmayer

type, and should avoid like

a pestilence parts which call

for some of the elemental

qualities; unfortunately she

sometimes believes herself

an actress in the great

style, and in that faith

liberates a quite

disastrous energy. I

Miss Titheradge is

curiously uneven;

she is tempted, per-

haps by consciousness

of a wide range of

capabilities, into

dead-end parts; really meant

comedy, but not unequal to

CATHLEEN NESBITT.

i. VauÃilMiu JC BanjUIJ.

drama, she

flits butterfly-

like from one thing to

another. At moments, as

in "A Butterfly on the

Wheel" and again, in

"General Post," one feels

that she has found herself

beyond the possibility of

loss ; then the critic who

has banked on her has an

abrupt sense of being just

a little too previous. But

one is still young at not

much more than thirty';1

and it is no doubt amusing

to try everything.

I will myself end with a

riskâ��a slight one, I verily

thinkâ��of being too pre-

vious.' Unless I am much

mistaken Miss Cathleen

Nesbitt will soon be recog-

nized as the great tragic

actress of the time. She

has power of a very re-

markable kindâ��perhaps I

MARIE LOHR.

II::,',: /'..â��Ð�/,,,,,, .1 /,â�¢â��â�� Â». Ð§

for light

emotional

But Miss

actress.

may be best un-

derstood if I say

that it is about

as different as

can be from the kind of power

of which Miss McCarthy is

capable. She is never Miss

Cathleen Nesbitt ; she was,

on a recent occasion, quite

terribly the Duchess of Malfi,

and left ordinarily calm and

critical people almost physic-

ally overcome with the emo-

tions she stirred in them.

It is not a common feat.

Nesbitt is assuredly no common
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CHAS. CROMBIE

ET'S hope it's a fortune ! "

laughed Rowena Kcrr.

" If it is ? " Harry

Standish, still holding the

bufÃ envelope, swung round

suddenly. His grey eyes

challenged her brown ones.

A delicious tremor swept through the girl.

Then, because she was a woman, she parried

the dangerous thrust.

" You get more outrageous every day,

Harry," she said. " Open your telegramâ��

I am simply devoured with curiosity ! But

whatever it is, I won't let you cry off.

You've promised me a stroke on all the long

holesâ��and I'm certain to beat you ! "

Standish stood silent for a few minutes

while the slip of paper hung unheeded from

his right hand.

Then :â��

" I'm awfully sorryâ��but I really must cry

off ! " he said. " I can't help it, honestlyâ��

I've got to get into Westhampton at once ! "

It is hard to deceive a womanâ��especially

a woman who is taking so much interest in a

man as Rowena Kerr was taking in Harry

Standish just about that time. She had

noticed his hesitancy.

" Can you tell me why ? " she asked.

Perhaps the hauteur was unconscious. " You

know I had really looked forward to the

game to-day "

" That's what makes me feel so rotten

about it I " was the remorseful reply of the

A

FOOTBALL

STORY.

young man in tweeds. " I would

give anything not to have to go,

but I'm afraid it's impossibleâ��you

see, I promised," he wound up.

" Promised what ? "

The tone of hauteur had become

a trifle more pronounced. One

result of young women, however

charmingly self-sufficient, taking an

undue interest in personable young

men who look so well in their

tweeds, is that they are apt to

assume a proprietary right over the

latter's actions.

" Iâ��well, I promised to play foot-

ball to-day. Of course I "

Rowena Kerr did not wait to

hear the rest of the confession.

" You promised to play football

in Westhampton while you were on

a visit to us ? "

There was an awed incredulity in the girl's

tone. Then the Woman in her triumphed

over the Judge. :

" You had better tell me the rest," she

said. " I should have thought that you

would have had enough football' at the

'Varsity during term-time. But, of course

" here the feminine in the speaker retired

behind the customary defenceâ��" it is no

business of mine ! "

Standish, man-like, floundered. Then,

again man-like, he commenced to tell the

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth. That he made a bad case of it must

be put down to the time-worn fact that a man,

in arguing with a woman, generally puts

himself in the wrong.

" I did it on the spur of the moment, you

know," he said, with desperation, and

forgetting in his agitation the essential facts.

" The Football Associationâ��the people who

run professional football, you knowâ��sent a

side down to Oxford to play the 'Varsity

crowd. I happened to know one of the team.

He turned out to be the captain of West-

hampton City. I told him I was coming

down here for a week or so, and he asked me

if I would turn out for them. Said he would

count it a personal favour. I "

Again Rowena Kerr cut short the con-

fession. This time her voice bit like an

Arctic blast.

"It seems to me, Harry, that there is

rather too much ' I ' in the conversation.

Of course, if you preferâ��as you evidently

doâ��to play football with a lot of men who

do it for a living, rather than spend the

afternoon with me on the links, I have

nothing else to s'ay. Except, of course, that

I hope you will enjoy yourself ! "
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The heels of her golf brogues tapping out a

message which Standish could not fail to

read, the girl walked away. A crash shortly

afterwards told him that she had flung her

bag of clubs into a corner, and for the pain

the sound gave him, the jumble of driver,

brassey, irons, and putter might have been

himself.

Five minutes later he was crouched low

in the seat of his roadsterâ��driving fast to

keep his promise.

Some of the biggest men physically have

which had seemed so ridiculously tame com-

pared with the proceedings of real life, and

looked up. At another time she could not

have tolerated the " Blond Beast " (while

Burger was holding down a safe staff job

during the war someone had bestowed the

title upon him, and the tiling had stuck), but

when a woman is in deep waters she some-

times ignores her friends, and cleaves toâ��the

other kind.

" My opponent suddenly discovered a

much more important engagement. He left

half an hour ago to play football for West-

.

THE HEELS OF HER GOLF-BROGUES TAPPING OUT A MESSAGE WHICH STANDISH COULD NOT

FAIL TO READ, THE GIRL WALKED AWAY."

the meanest souls. It was so with Ralph

Burger. Well-dressed, groomed to an inch,

he was yet rather too gracious to women and

too effusive to men to be popular. Men

looked at him out of the corners of their

eyes, and did not take the outstretched hand

unless they were compelled.

Occasionally, however, even the best actor

forgets his lines. WhÃ§n excitement runs

high, the tarnish may be seen beneath the

veneer.

" I thought you were playing golf. Miss

Kerr ? "

The girl tossed aside the popular novel

hampton City, the professional team. Great

honour, isn't it ? " She did not know why

she said the words, except that she was filled

with bitterness.

" H'm ! "

Fingering his moustache, Ralph Burger

meditated. He might have been thought to

be considering whether it really was a great

honour for a noted Oxford University forward

to play for a professional football team.

Actually, his thoughts ran in quite a different

channel. Somewhere in that gross frame of

his the mean mind was working.

" I say," the " Blond Beast " exclaimed
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suddenly, clapping his hands animatedly,

as though a great idea had just come to

him. " Let me motor you in to see Standish

playâ��what ? Cheer the fellow no end,

perhaps. Of course "â��his thick lips curling

â��" there will be a frightfully common

crowd ; there always is at these wretched

professional football matches, but we can

steer clear of the rabble. It would be an

experienceâ��and I'll promise to take good

care of you, Roâ��Miss Kerr."

Greatly to his surprise (and perhaps to her

own), Rowena Kerr accepted the invitation.

If pressed she would probably have said that

she couldn't play golf, and was fed up with

readingâ��but, of course, neither of these

circumstances furnished the real reason.

It was the last match of a season which had

been singularly unfortunate for that great

team, Westhampton City. From the be-

ginning of September to now, the end of

April, disaster had piled itself upon disaster.

There had been an unprecedented number of

injuries to players, to begin with ; several

men with established reputations, for whose

transfers the club had paid thousands of

pounds, suddenly lost their form in unac-

countable fashion once they had donned the

City colours, and had to be placed in the

Reservesâ��Gullivers among the Lilliputians.

Moreover, the men who had been good

enough to play for the First League team

had usually had the rankest bad luckâ��goal-

keepers and inside forwards had slipped at

critical moments, thus giving away goals at

both ends.

Amid the smothered groans of their

sorrowing supporters, Westhampton City,

the champion team in the country only three

seasons before, had sunk lower and lower in

the League table, until now they stood in a

place of shameâ��the last position but one.

Unless something like a miracle happened

in the final match of the season, a crushing

dishonour was due to fall upon the once

proud Westhampton City : they would be

hurlÃ©e1 from the First Division of the English

League and cast into the outer darkness of

the Second Division.

Everything depended on that last match

with Hampton Villa. If they won, the City

would retain their position in the premier

Division, even if the margin of safety was

only of the most meagre proportions. But

if they lost, or even drew, nothing could save

them.

James Bradley, the captain and centre-

half of Westhampton City, stood in the

dressing-room, explaining the position to

Harry Standish.

" We're a tired and disappointed side,

Mr. Standish," Bradley was saying. " But

there's just a chanceâ��a sporting chanceâ��

that with you at inside right to-day "we may-

be able to pull it off. Anyway, the directors

and myself are much obliged to you "

" I fancy I shall be under a deeper obliga-

tion to you all my life than you ever will be

to me," interrupted Standish, enigmatically.

" Now "â��brisklyâ��" you can get me a

jersey, I suppose ?â��I have brought all the

rest."

" You shall have my best one, Mr. Stand-

ish," replied the professional ; " and a proud

man I shall be that you will wear it !"

" I told you it would be an experience ! "

Rowena Kerr allowed the sarcastic com-

ment to pass by her unnoticed. She was

too busy to pay any attention to the man

whose presence in the next seat she was

already beginning to resent.

She found herself in a new worldâ��a world

chaotic and deafening. She did not know

whether the vivid impressions she was

receiving were pleasant or otherwise, but she

knew that they were absorbing all her interest.

From her seat in the grand-Â¿tand shs

looked down upon a remarkable spectacle.

Below her loÃ³me;! a huge amphitheatre, in the

centre of which was a long stretch of beauti-

fully kept turf, the deep green of which

formed an agreeably artistic contrast to the

white railings which enclosed it on all sides.

While she watched, a marching army of

men continued to pour into the vast space

around the playing arena. Rowena Kerr

had never been to a professional football

match before. She had heard in a vague

sort of way what a grip professional sport

had upon the masses, but the realization

came almost as a shock to her.

At first, her lips had curled. She had come

possessed of a deep-rooted prejudice. Her

training, her associations, her position in life,

had all helped to make her feel contempt when

Harry Standish had announced that he was

to take part in a professional football match.

To her and her kind, Sport was a thing to be

played just for the enjoyment which was to

be got out of it ; that a man of her class

should hunt, shoot, play cricket or football

for moneyâ��for a livelihoodâ��was un-

thinkable. Sport, to her, in other words,

was a thing that should not in any circum-

stances be tainted by any vulgar association

with money. Even if Standish did not

receive any remuneration for his services,

she felt that he had sullied himself by mixing

with those who did.

The scratching of a match made her

remember her companion. She stole a look

at Ralph Burger's face as the man bent

forward to light a cigarette.

In that moment she seemed to read ths

mind of the " Blond Beast." Perhaps the

fact that she was separated by only a few
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bricks and a quantity of timber from the man

whose whimsical, boyish smile always caused

her heart to flutter in a perfectly ridiculous

manner gave her perception which she would

not otherwise have had. In any case the

working of Burger's small mind was now

plainly visible to her.

She sensed why Burger had wanted her

to come to the match. Knowing well how

prejudiced she would be, he had hoped that

what she saw would so disgust her that she

would put an end to the deep friendship

which existed between Harry Standish and

herself. The mocking way in which he had

said the words : "I told you it would be an

experience ! " had shown the trend of the

" Blond Beast's " thoughts.

" Enter the gladiators ! " said a sneering

voice at her elbow, " These fellows get paid

as much as ten pounds a week for playing

football. I wonder if our friend Standish

intends to take it up for a profession ? "

Then it was that the indignation which

Rowena Kerr had controlled for some time

found expression.

" I did not know that Mr. Standish was a

friend of yours," she said. " But please

excuse meâ��I want to see the game."

" Standish is doubly honoured ! " replied

Burger, trying unsuccessfully to keep a

vicious snarl out of his voice.

The girl turned away, affecting not to hear.

The vast ground was ringing with cheers, and

she found herself seized with an inexplicable

desire to join her small voice to the baying

chorus which came from fifty thousand

throats as a number of men wearing scarlet

jerseys and white knickers trotted on to the

field.'

Then something caught at her throat ;

a slim youth who looked irreproachably

groomed, even in his football clothes, had

trapped with careless ease the football which

was kicked to him, and had sent in a hard,

rasping practice shot which hit the crossbar

with a dull crash.

Incomparably graceful had the young

athlete looked as he stood poised for a

fleeting second after he had kicked the ball,

and Rowena Kerr's lips, unconsciously

perhaps, but instinctively, framed the im-

pulsive tributeâ��" You dear ! " The intel-

ligent reader may draw what deduction

he (or she) likes from the fact that Rowena

Kerr had recognized Harry Standish the

moment he had stepped on the field.

That first dazzling practice shot of

Standish's had made the huge crowd take

heart of grace. On current form the match

with Hampton Villa was a foregone con-

clusion ; the visitors would win easily.

As drowning men will clutch at straws,

however, so will a football enthusiast make

any excuse for optimism. When it was

announced (via two men carrying black-

boards) that " Harry Standish of Oxford

University plays at inside right for the

City," the wildest hopes were immediately

raised. Those who recognized the name

condescendingly informed those who didn't

that Standish had been the star forward

of the University and the famous Corin-

thians team that year. Thereupon Hope

had been born inside the breasts of the home

supporters.

" A sporting chance ! " they said, ap-

praising the way their new forward bore

himself. The stranger in the team was

carrying the hopes of the side in his football

boots.

Harry Standish was already aware of

this factâ��not through any egotism on his

part, but because of what Bradley, the

captain of Westhampton City, had told

him in the dressing-roomâ��and his only

hope was that he would prove worthy of

the trust. He owed Bradley much. Years

before, the present professional footballer

had been employed as a boy on his father's

estate. Squire Standish one day had been

heavily beset by a couple of poachers who

had been warned off time after time, and

it was young Jim Bradley who had, with

savage fury, fought the men off when the

Squire was being severely maltreated. The

house of Standish had owed a debt to

Bradley since that dayâ��and part of it

Harry Standish meant to try to pay ofi

that afternoon.

From the kick-off the visitors attacked

like ravening wolves. If the City were

practically at the bottom of the League

table, Hampton Villa were nearly at the

top, and a big bag of goals that day might

give them what they covetedâ��the League

Championship.

With beautiful precision the forward

line swept down the field, each man in his

place, and fulfilling his appointed purpose.

The ball went from player to player without

a single City defender touchirig it, until,

doubling back in his tracks, the outside left

swung inwards and flashed a ball that made

the crowd blink. As it grazed the crossbar

and went out of play, there was not a man

who did not know how lucky the home

side had been in that first bewildering minute.

Six inches lower, and nothing could have

prevented the City being a goal down.

So early Standish realized that this was

to be by 'far the hardest game in which he

had ever played. What Bradley had told

him was transparently plain : in spite of

the desperate plight the club was in, the

City players were obviously sick and dis-

heartened men. The " last foot " in getting

to the ball is everything in football, and the
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home team were rarely there first. They

played as though they expected to lose.

Amidst his jaded comrades, Bradley

stood out as a giant. Restlessly energetic,

always doing two men's work and doing it

well, he frequently rallied his men when

everything seemed lost. Even when the

visitors did what had always seemed inevit-

able, and scored the first goal ten minutes

from the start, the big heart of the City

captain made him as indomitable as ever.

For the first twenty minutes Standish

had to expend his spirit in impatient longing.

During this period the home side were

penned continuously in their own half.

From being an attacker he had to Ð¬Ð·Ð·Ð¾Ñ�Ðµ

a defender, and a strenuous one at that.

Whatever he did was lost to view amid

the crowd of players that swarmed round

the City goal.

It was Bradley and himself who finally

raised the siege. Leaping at. least three

feet in the air, the former flicked his

head, and the ball came to the amateur's

feet.

Swooping it forward with his left foot,

Standish got the ball under control at the

same instant as he jumped into his stride.

A murmur that sounded like the deep

breathing of some fablerl monster echoed

round the ground. It was the crowd

beginning to cheer. The hopes of the City

supporters, which had all but expired,

commenced to flicker back to life. That

first touch of individualism which the

amateur had given had been stamped with

the hall-mark of class. Suddenly, many

in the crowd remembered reading that

Standish was the finest forward Oxford

University had turned out for many years.

A flash of scarletâ��and Standish was

away ! Feinting, swerving, he tricked man

after man, making straight for goal.

The low murmur had grown now into a

continuous volley of frenzied cheers. Would

he get through ? In trying to answer the

question men craned their necks, and nearly

lost their balance. Down near the playing

pitch, the iron rails creaked with the strain

which was being placed upon them.

" Oh-h ! "

The heart-cry rose wailingly to the

heavens. Dreadful dismay depicted on their

twitching faces, the crowd had seen the man

they were applauding stumble while still

travelling at top speed.

" That's the boy !â��that's the boy ! "

Sunshine had swept the clouds away.

With wonderful agility, Standish had leapt

up almost on the instant, and, being now

hemmed in by foemen, had swung the ball

out in a perfect pass to the wing.

In this touch, too, he had proved himself

the craftsman. Deception is one of the finer

arts of football. While the majority of the

opposing players, and perhaps the whole of

the spectators, expected him to sweep the

ball out to the right, Standish had suddenly

pivoted and passed to the outside left. The

outside right had a half-back dancing

attendance on him ; the left winger was un-

marked. There is as much need of brains

in football as in any other businessâ��more,

some harassed team-managers will tell you.

Having ample time, the outside left

steadied himself, and the ball, when it came,

was perfectly placed.

It hung tantalizingly over the goal mouth,

and then dropped.

In that moment of tense anticipation

many men turned their heads away, fearful

lest they should see this golden chancj

squandered. Those who strained forward

saw the tall form of Bradfey, the City centre

half-back, spring upwards. A twist of the

fair head

" Ahâ��h I "

The ball had writhed against the crossbar

and rebounded back into play. It fell to

the toe of a Villa defender, who spurned it

away as though it had been a poisonous

reptile.

In that desperate mÃªlÃ©e it was difficult,

however, for a ball to be got clean away.

The kick cannoned against a City man arid

twisted out to the right.

Delirium followed so quickly that very

few were fortunate enough to begabte to

narrate what had actually happened. As

the ball emerged from the "ruck of players a

City man, standing clear, essayed a first-

time drive.

The ball sped to its mark with the speed

and accuracy of a bullet. There was just a

fleeting glimpse of it as it disturbed the nÃ¯t

in the far right-hand corner of the goal â��

and then, while the whole world seemed to

go suddenly mad, the Villa goalkeeper was

seen to pick the ball out of the back of

the net and boot it disgustingly towards the

centre of the field, to which the referee was

already pointing.

A silence that lasted exactly a secÃ³n i.

because the crowd were so amazed, and

then, as I have saidâ��delirium 1

" GO-AL!"

The foreigner who said the British take

their pleasures sadly would have developed

heart disease if he had been .present at the

amazing scene which followed. Respectable

householders, who paid their rates and dis-

ciplined their children, suddenly developed

an extraordinary desire to frolic with their

neighbours' hats ; complete strangers

thumped each other's backs, and the harder

they were hit: the better .were, the y pleased.

Hats, sticks, and gloves were flung high into

the air, never to be retrieved. For several
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minutes vocal joy greeted the glorious fact

that the City had equalized !

The noise went to Standish's head, in-

toxicating him. The thought that he

had been responsible for loosing this

amazing volume of sound was bewildering

â��bewildering, but very encouraging !

Once again Bradley pushed the ball

forward to him. His passage was imme-

diately blocked, so he swerved to the

right. The winger, divining his purpose,

cut inwards, taking the place of the

'

amateur. The manoeuvre left Standish with

a clear run down the touch-line.

The whole world seemed to be shouting

" THE BALL SPED

TO ITS MARK,

AND THEN THE

WHOLE WORLD

SEEMED TO GO

SUDDENLY

MAD."
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his name Ð°Ð· he sped along. He felt like a

god.

Then, a mountain must have struck him.

Something lifted him clean off his feet, and

hurled him out of the field of play. He felt

himself thump against something hard ; a

great noise beat in his earsâ��he remembered

nothing else.

In that moment, a girl who had been watch-

ing every kick in the game with intent, if

not fascinated, eyes, leaned across her seat

in the grand-stand and said excitedly to her

companion, whose arm she clutched : " See

if he is hurt Dadly !â��go at once, please !

Quickly ! "

Ralph Burger woke with a start out of the

pleasant reverie into which the sight of

Harry Standish being hurled against the

iron railings guarding the playing pitch had

plunged him. That the charge of the Villa

left back had been

a foul of the worst

description in-

creased the " Blond

Beast's " sense oi

gratification.

"Eh? What's

that ?" he inquired.

" Go and find out

if Mr. Standish is

badly hurt. Can't

you see, man ?â��

they are carrying

him off the field ! "

There were the first

faint signs of hys-

teria in Rowena

Kerr's thrilling

voice.

Burger shrugged

his shoulders. He

looked at thegirl be-

neath lowered lids.

" Why should I

trouble?" he

yawned. " You said

just now that the

fellow wasn't a

friend of mineâ��by

which you meant,

of course, that I wasn't a friend of hisâ��so I

don't see why I should go fagging about. If

Standish willingly plays with cads, he should

be prepared to take the consequences ! "

' Mr. Burger, if you don't do as I ask you,

I will never speak to you again ! Moreover,

I shall go myself ! "

Sullenly the " Blond Beast " rose to his

great height, and, almost audibly snarling,

stamped heavily away.

The game had been resumed, but Rowena

Kerr sat staring at the rushing figures with

unseeing eyes. She felt that a great cloud

was hanging over her.

" I wish you good afternoon, Miss Kerr.

This is a very unexpected pleasure."

A man, holding his bowler hat, was smiling

down at her in respectful greeting.

' Mr. Barclay ! Surely you are not a

football enthusiast ! "

" I am afraid I must plead guilty," replied

the family solicitor, sinking into the seat

which Burger had just vacated. " In fact,

I am something worse than a mere en-

thusiastâ��I am a director of the City

club. It provides me with a much-needed

hobby."

" You must tell me all about it one day,

Mr. Barclay," said the girl. Rowena Kerr

was having her views on professional

sport rapidly readjusted. That this sedate,

eminently respectable professional man

should be a controlling factor in what

had always appeared to her to be a degra-

dation of Sport came as a revelation.

Views and theories were soon forgotten,

-

- >.< .-

â�¢â�¢â�¢

WITH THE LAST BIT OF STRENGTH HE HAD LEFT HE PUSHED THE

BALL INTO THE GOAL."

however, before the anxiety which was

swallowing up every other feeling she had.

" If you are a director, you will be able

to tell me if Mr. Standish is seriously hurt,"

she said, unable to control the throb in her

tones. " Iâ��I came to see him play. He

is a friendâ��a great friend of mine ! "

Mr. Russell Barclay laid a soothing hand

on the girl's arm. Behind his thick spec-

tacles the eyes which had seen so much

of the world, and knew so well the ways

of the humans who inhabit it, twinkled

paternally.

" Mr. Standish was not hurt badlyâ��-
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" TO ROWENA KERR IT SEEMED THAT THOSE CHEERS WOULD GO ON FOR EVER

just stunned. He will be out again after

the interval.

" I am glad you are a friend of his," the

family solicitor went on, " because I'm

just longing to tell someone who knows him

what a fine chap he is. Many young fellows

occupying his position in life would hesitate

about playing with professionals, but there

is nothing narrow about Standish. He

knew that the City were in a perilously

bad way ; that his playing might make

all the difference in this match, and, like

a real sportsman, he gave the crowd and

the club a sporting chanceâ��and played.

Some men, after that bad tumble he had

just now, would not have the nerve to turn

out again, but he is going to, after the inter-

valâ��and, you watch, Miss Kerr, the crowd

will simply smother him with cheers !

I say it with all possible respect, but if I

were a young lady, I should esteem it a

big thing to be a friendâ��a very great

friendâ��of Harry-Standish."

" He is certainly a very fine player,"

said Rowena Kerr, softly.

VoL IÃ�X.-32.

It was even as the director had said,

Standish turned out for the second part

of the game, and the crowd smothered him

with their cheers. In her seat in the grand-

stand a remarkably attractive girl was seen

to clap her hands so vigorously that her

white kid gloves split. Her tribute was

lost in the babel, but it carried more vital

import than all the rest.

Ralph Burger, back from his disagreeable

journey of inquiry, gnawed his moustache

and looked at Rowena Kerr moodily. Why,

the girl was behaving preposterously, clapping

her hands like a common person ! The

change in her was extraordinary !

Yet not so extraordinary as Burger,

whose mean mind could only traverse

certain distances, supposed. Rowena Kerr

had come to the conclusion that she had

acted too hastily; that prejudice had

blinded her good judgment ; and now she

was trying to make what amends were

possible.

That, at least, was what she told herself,

The real reason was that the events of that
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strange but stirring afternoon had served

to unlock the secret of her heartâ��the

secret which even she had only been able

dimly to guess at before. So far from blam-

ing Harry Standish for playing football

for Westhampton City, she now praised him !

For she saw him in an entirely different

light ; in a supremely attractive role. He

was embodying a sporting chanceâ��and

her heart went out to him !

Rowena Kerr came of a family who had

always taken the sporting chance, leading

forlorn hopes, as Harry Standish was now

doing. The family annals were rich in

such deeds. Doughty Sir John Kerr hail

gaily given battle to five Spanish galleons

with his one small sloop ; Sir Philip, one

of the soldier-Kerrs, had ridden at the head

of a troop of Scots Greys, and had broken

clean through Napoleon's Old Guard ; her

grandfather had led expedition after expe-

dition into the remote places of the earth,

and had scoffed successfully at deathâ��

until knocked down by a motor-bus in

Piccadilly. She, herself, the memory brought

a flush to her cheeks, didn't she always

try to drive the big bunker at No. 4 hole

on the Hollywood Links ?

She leaned forward, her hands clasped

outside the wrecked gloves. She did not

know why the City club were in a bad way ;

she only knew that, in their extremity,

they had approached Harry Standish, and

that he had responded to their call. The

thought made her feel proud ; the blood

flooded to her face as she recalled Russell

Barclay's words. It was, indeed, a big

thing to be the friendâ��the very great

friendâ��of such a man !

Thereafter, whenever Standish started one

of those bewildering dribbles which never

failed to electrify the crowd, the hopes and

thoughts of Rowena Kerr went with him.

They were with him when, receiving the

ball once more from Bradley, Standish sped

away in a last desperate attempt to secure

the winning goal, and thus fulfil the purpose

for which he knew he had been played.

Like the surge of a restless sea, the deep-

throated cheers of tho crowd beat in his

ears. The sound made him call up his

physical reserves, the last ounce of energy

he had. Espying an opening between two

defenders, he shot forward, a mist before

his eyes.

The Villa left back scowled as the danger

grew near. He saw the restless raider

of the City front line beat the other back

,with a masterly swerve that left the defender

powerless, and come on, the ball at his

toes.

The back cast a quick, appraising glance

at the referee who was labouring on behind,

and then hurtled forward. His right leg

performed a semicircular movement before

he himself crashed to earth with the force

of the shock.

Standish reeled blindly. He knew he had

been tripped, but he did not wait to appeal ;

and the referee, quickly appreciating the

position, allowed the game to proceed.

Harry's mind was on the ball, which had

rolled a few feet away from him.

As he raised himself to his hands and

knees, he saw the Villa goalkeeper come

rushing out of his charge. The sight spurn-â�¢!

him to a desperate rally. With a galvanic

action he sprang forward.

Whilst still in a crouching position hs

swept the ball away with his left foot from

the outstretched hands of the goalkeeper,

unsteadily raised himself, lurched forward,

and with the last bit of strength he had left,

pushed the' ball into the yawning goal with a

foot that seemed made of lead. The storm

of frenzied cheering burst over his prostrate

body as he fell to the ground in sheer ex-

haustion.

To Rowena Kerr, standing with parted

lips and glowing eyes, it seemed that those

cheers would go on for ever, echoing down

into Eternity. Even after the referee had

signalled the end of the game, the exulting

cries went volleying round the ground.

As the hero of the match walked slowly

towards the dressing-room, the strong arm

of the City captain supporting him, the girl

jumped impulsively to her feet once more,

and waved a dainty lace handkerchief â�¢ as

though she were greeting an argosy coming -

into harbour, laden with her dreams.

Freely had she given of her pride. She

thought it was due from her, and she had not

haggled.

The two were sitting in a corner of the

library after dinner. Standish had not

expected to eat that meal at Wrencrest, but

when he had climbed into his roadster after

collecting his traps, she had barred the way,

her hands held out entreatingly. That

moment Heaven dawned for Harry Standish.

A log on the hearth crackled, and then

broke in two.

Leaning forward, Rowena Kerr put forth a

slippered foot to push one of the burning

fragments into place.

A hot wave passed through Standish. The

next second he found himself on his knees,

groping for the girl's hands.

He caught them and pressed them to his

lips.

" Have I any chance, dear ? " he pleaded,

his voice husky with desire.

" A sporting chance ! " gently scoffed the

lips of the girl, but her eyesâ��the beautiful

mirrors of a beautiful soulâ��told him to have

no fear.
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T was the luncheon hour in the

Three Profiteers Grill-room

near the Strand ; an aroma

not unlike the CafÃ© de Paris

pervaded the room ; except

that the walls were also of

restaurant white, the resem-

blance ended there. The large grill-room is

divided from a smaller room by round white

marble columns on a stone pedestal. At a

small table so placed behind the pedestal that

he could survey the occupants of the tables

in the larger room sat a man with blurred

but cunning eyes. His hair, which was sandy

red, had a sulky, recaptured appearance, as

though it had desired to leave him, had left

him, and been restored. It was parted in

the middle. His large, untidy moustache

was thin beneath his nose but bushed out at

the corners into whiskery appendages ; it

was ginger-red. His hands touched it occa-

sionally as a cat paws its whiskers. His face

was big and blurred in outline, his body was

large and strong ; it was dressed in a heavily-

braided velvet coat which was too tight, and

undulated under his movements. He vaguely

suggested a badly-designed ginger-coloured

cat without precisely resembling the animal.

When the waiter brought the meat course

to the Ginger Man, he took from his pocket a

Treasury note and six cards. " You see that

note ? " he said to the waiter, in a purring

voice.

" Oui, monsieur," replied the waiter, in a

German accent.

" And those cards ? " The waiter nodded.

" You see those six tables against the

wall ? " He pointed to a part of the restau-

rant of which he had an unobstructed view.

" At one a man sits by himself, at another

two men, the other four are occupied each

by a man and a woman. You wiU lay one

of these cards on each table, saying as you

do so, ' From a friend.' Then you can

return and get this Treasury note for your

trouble."

The waiter looked anxiously about, noted

that the maÃ®tre d'hÃ´tel was making himself

obsequious to three men over-eating them-

selves at a specially-served tableâ��they

financed the restaurantâ��took up the cards,

eyed the Treasury note, and hurried away to

earn it. His errand was performed deftly

and without ostentation. When he returned

to the Treasury note its owner's gaze was so

concentrated on the six tables, his attitude

was so crouching and absorbed, that the

waiter pocketed the Treasury note without

disturbing him.

At the first table the man and the girl

had been too absorbed in one another even

to notice the card which the Ginger Gentle-

man had sent to them.

At the second table the man was holding

the woman's hand under cover of the table-

cloth. When he read the card he dropped

her hand like a too-hot plate and looked

anxiously about him. On the card was

written : " BE CAREFUL, YOU ARE OBSERVED."

He showed the card to his companion, with

a nervous laugh.

" Well, what if we are ? " was her calm

reply.

" Nothing, really, now you come to men-

tion it. Habit, I suppose. Well, cheerio ! "

He raised his wineglass and she did the same.

At the third table, occupied by two pro-

vincials, the man, who had been looking

bored, suddenly looked amused when he read

the card. " Is this for you or me, Matilda ? "

he asked, in a North-country accent. " I

suppose the management do this sort of

thing to make you think London's different

to Manchester."

" I call it rather clever of them," replied

his wife. " It's like being in a spy play."

At the fourth table the man said to the
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woman : " Very kind of someone, but the

more evidence your husband gets the sooner

you'll be free."

The woman nodded assent. " How this

would have worried me a year ago ! "

At the fifth table the man who had picked

up the card said in a hoarse whisper to the

other man : "I seen you slip those peas to

your mouth on a knife, Bill, and not the only

one it seems. Likely enough the proprietor

sent this. Wot's the good of going to a toff

eating-'ouse to spend our tin, feeding with the

aristocracy and eating like the lower middle

clawses ? Take that card to 'eart, Billâ��â�¢

' BE CAREFUL, YOU ARE OBSERVED.' Take it

to 'eart. Peas is fork food ; the book says

so."

At the sixth table a small, dark, nervous-

looking young man lunched alone. He ap-

peared well bred and was dressed in a per-

fectly-cut tweed suit of a neat reddish-brown

pattern.. His collar and tie looked like

Jermyn Street. He was the last of the six

to pick up his card ; he looked at it appre-

hensively and bit his finger-nails, then he

" THE LITTLE MAN HELD THE CARD BEFORE HIS

READ, ' BE CAREFUL, YOU ARE OBSEPVED

put down his cutlery and beat a tattoo on his

upper lip with two fingers, to stop it trembling.

The crouching Ginger Man on the other

side of the pedestal had watched the fate of

the cards with eager, blinking eyes. When

nothing much had happened as one by one

they were picked up or left on the table he

had looked crestfallen and gone limp, but

something in the attitude of the man at the

sixth table seemed to revive the tenseness

of his attitude.

Next time the little man's hand stalked

the card it held it trembling for a moment

before his eyes ; he read, " BE CAREFUL,

YOU ARE OBSERVED." His head moved

spasmodically on his neck, once from left to

right, then from right to left, returned to a

central position, then moved very slowly

around it like the snout of a big gun waver-

ing towards its target. The little man was

trying to look at the other occupants of the

restaurant over the top of his eyes. He

dropped the card on the table, then he passed

his hand across his forehead, held it there a

moment and looked hopefully at the table,

saw the card again, and jumped to his feet

as if he had been prodded with a bayonet.

The waiter thought it was a signal, and came

to the table. The young man had resumed

his seat. The Ginger

Man had stiffened

and was slightly

shivering. " Isâ��is

there anything on

the table, waiterâ��

anything unusual ? "

The young man's

voice was shaky and

out of control.

" Dereis a larrrge

carte," replied an

imperturbable

foreign accent.

" That's no proof !

that's no proof ! "

muttered the young

man. " My bill !

Quick, waiter ! my

bill ! " He rose to

his feet again, and

as he did so his

eyes met the eyes of the Ginger

Man. He sat down suddenly,

as though his knees had failed

him. " Yes, waiter, my bill

and a cognac. Yes, bring me

a large oneâ��with the bill."

His fingers were again beating a

tattoo against his lips.

He produced a thick roll of

notes when the bill was brought

to him, and paid it hurriedly,

cramming the notes back into

his pockets in loose fluttering

EYES; HE
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handfuls. Then he drank the cognac and

got himself out of the restaurant with quick,

nervous little steps, moving from the hips.

When he emerged from the cloak-room with

his hat and stick he was near the steps which

led up into the open air, and quite close to

him was the table at which sat the Ginger

Man. Just as the youth from the sixth

table put his foot on the first step the head

of the Ginger Man turned on its neck like a

toy cat's, and a pair of bloodshot eyes looked

into the young man's with an expression of

malicious triumph ; the great lungs filled

with air as the brute turned his head. The

other man's nerves were in such a state that

he could hear the sound. He bolted up the

steps like a rabbit which has met a stoat in

his burrow. The Ginger Man took a bowler

hat from under the table and put it on his

head. It was far too small for him. Then

he went up the steps very noiselessly, for he

wore tennis shoes, with bright yellow leather

uppers.

The big man's progression was singularly

effortless, as though great muscles propelled

him. He undulated from the knees. When

he reached the top he looked across at the

opposite corner of the street. He felt certain

that his quarry would be there, and he was.

Poor devil, he was trying to bribe a taxi-

driver with his flag down to take him as a

fare. Eventually

he prevailed on

the driver to let

him sit in the

taxi, but he had

hardly sank pant-

ing against the

cushions when he

saw the face of

the Ginger Man

pressed malevo-

lently against the

glass of the door

on the street side.

He gave vent tc

a low moan of

terror, jumped on

to the pavement,

and bolted for

Covent Garden Â» -

Market. Behind

him, at a carefully-

kept distance of

twenty-five yards,

padded the un-

hurried form of

the Ginger Man.

Through Covent

Garden Market,

scurrying over the

slippery debris "THE CROUCHING MAN WATCHED

which was being THE FATE OK THE CARDS WIT.I

Swept Up afttl EAGER, BLINKING EYES."

the day's trading, scurried the bundle of

nerves in the neat tweed suit. He had

darted through an office and made a turn

to the right ; when he emerged into James

Street and looked back his pursuer was

not in evidence. He was now making for

Covent Garden Tube station, because it was

the nearest hole in the ground. A great dray

drawn across the street blocked his rush for

a moment, and when he looked back there

was the man who shadowed him asking the

price of onions at a stall across the way. The

sight spurred him to such speed that he

reached the station, bought a ticket for

Piccadilly Circus, and rushed into a lift far

ahead of his shadow. He danced in agony

on the floor of the lift. "I'm in such a

hurry; I'm in such

a hurry!" he

bleated to the

gateman, who

only flung at him ,

the cynical con-

temptuous expres-

sion which he I/

always reserved

for citizens in a

hurry. All the

same, the gate

slowly closed. It

clicked just as the

^1
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little man heard the padding of the tennis

shoes. He saw the implacable face grin-

ning at him through the lattice, but the

gÃ teman was implacable also, and the lift

sank downwards into the earth, leaving the

Ginger Man on the surface. All the same,

the little man looked over his shoulder as he

scurried down the tunnel to the trains. An

East-bound train was departing with clanging

gates as he reached the parting of the way,

so he debouched on the West-bound plat-

form. It was empty. In a moment a train

would come, he would board it, he would be

free ! . ..

Then letters of fire, half-way down

HE STAGGERED BACK AGAINST A REVUE POSTER, IMPALED ON THE

GINGER MAN'S BALEFUL GLANCE."

the platform, burnt these words into his

brain :â��-

" NEXT TRAIN PASSES THIS STATION."

There was a roaring sound in the distance

and a fiery centipede dragon rushed past him,

scuttling into its cavern, and with it went all

his hopes, for the Ginger Man was standing

on the platform smiling horribly to himself

as he brushed at his untidy moustache with

the tips of his fingers.

Thinking himself unobserved, the hunted

creature slipped through an opening in the

wall which led to the East-bound platform.

A train was approaching. Hope blossomed.

Hope died, for again in letters of flame was

writ the legend, " NEXT TRAIN PASSES THIS

STATION." Again the fiery dragon scuttled

into its lair, and the Ginger Man was standing

on the platform smiling horribly to himself

as he brushed at his untidy moustache with

the tips of his fingers. Propelled by his

nerves, the little man rushed up to the big

one and said : "I demand to knowâ��how

dare youâ��by what right do you follow me ? "

He staggered back against a " Kiss Me

Again " revue poster/ slapping his hands

helplessly against the wall. He was simply

impaled on the Ginger Man's baleful glance.

It contained an implacable purpose, sup-

pressed ferocity, yet the nose wrinkled into

a sort of smile, while a voice which did not

seem to belong to him at all said, with John-

sonian pomposity, " Sir, I do not talk to

strangers. May I suggest that you emulate

my example ? "

Muttering to himself, " He's not real ; he's

not real ! " the little man bolted to the West-

bound platform. He did not even look back

to see whether he was followed ; he took it

for granted. He had abandoned all hope.

Even when his pursuer's hulking form was

not visible in the carriage he felt no elation.

He was right, for as he stepped off the train

at Piccadilly Circus he saw the Ginger Man

get out of the next carriage. He stepped

back again and was abused by the proprietor

of a devastated corn, but what was abuse to

a man on his way to the horrors of an un-

known doom ?

At each station he tried to leave the train,

but the awful fear oÃ seeing the Ginger Man

on the platform deterred him. Yet when

he got out at Hammersmith the brute

not to be seen in the crowd.

George Aylemoreâ��that was the

little man's narnt.â��

pattered away to the

gate and, driven by

the horrible fear

which animated him,

reached it before the

other passengers.

Therefore the ticket
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which he thrust into the collector's hand

was closely scrutinized. He tried to explain,

but it was too late and he was too

incoherent. The inspector who came on the

scene saw a chance to earn his salary.

George Aylemore refused to give his name

and address ; the Ginger Man might be

lurking and listening. The inspector threat-

ened to give him in charge, and received a

look of ineffable gratitude.

" Yes, quick !â��for God's sake, quick ! "

chattered the little man's teeth. " I am

being followed. Yes, prison !â��safe !â��safe !

How do I get there ? "

" It's all right," purred a voice at his

elbow. " I had both ticketsâ��Covent Garden

to Hammersmith." The Ginger Man handed

the tickets to the inspector and nodded

meaningly at his victim. " He belongs to

me. I mean, I am in charge of him."

" He's not ! He's not ! " But the in-

spector had lost interest and turned away.

The Ginger Man seemed to lose interest also,

and stood absorbed in the contemplation of

a theatrical poster, complacently caressing

his whiskery moustache with rotary motions

of his paws. The little man stood first on

one foot, then on the other, biting his finger-

nails irresolutely, until a train described as

" Richmond Non-Stop " rushed up to the

platform beneath him. He looked at the

Ginger Man, then he made a panic rush to

the steps leading to the Richmond

platform. Hitherto he had only

bolted for the nearest cover ; the

mention of prison had imbued him

with a definite plan of eluding the

implacable nightmare which brooded

over him. He fawned on the gate-

keeper who demanded his ticket,

he offered him money, but in the

end he was obliged to run to the

ticket-office with one eye on the

Ginger Man, who had apparently

lost all interest in him. He might

have run out into the street, but

the formless fear which had him in

its grasp was accentuated when he

had only his little legs to pit against

those undulating muscles which pro-

pelled his tormentor. He bought

a ticket for Richmond. About a

minute later the red, whiskery

moustache of the Ginger Man was

tickling the grille ; he bought two

tickets for Richmond. He took

up a position exactly twenty-five

yards away from George Aylemore,

who was standing on the platform

near the try-your-weight machine,

and watched him with the same

tense gleam in his bloodshot eyes

which had been so noticeable in

the restaurant, the same stiffened

crouching attitude, so far as a standing man

can crouch, was also suggested. Like a

pointer pointing a partridge.

The little man stood first on one leg, then

on the other, then he made a nervous rush

towards the other man as he had done at

Covent Garden station, and said desperately,

with jerking features, " Sir ! sir ! for God's

sake what is it you want of me ? Is it

money ? "

Immediately, as though the words had

been a cue on the stage, the Ginger Man

GINGER MAN Â«VAS STANDING ON THE PLATFORM,

SMILING HORRIBLY TO HIMSELF."
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" HE WAS BREASTING A HILL FOR ALL HE WAS WORTH, WHEN HE HEARD A SMALL BOY

struck an attitude. " The money has not

yet been min-ted which would swerve Jason

Eames from his duty." He looked around

proudly, as though waiting for the applause

to subside.

" Then what is it ? Whatever it is, do it

now ! " He raised his hands like a pleading

mouse. " Do it now ; I can't stand this

sus " Then his teeth began to chatter,

for he was impaled once more on the destruc-

tive baleful glare from the bloodshot eyes

and two hands, hitherto folded, shot out

towards him into threatening claw-like

fingers, retracted, and shot out again.

" No, no !" The Ginger Man's voice was

almost as agitated as George Aylemore's.

" Keep away from me ! Too soon yet ; too

many people about. You'll lastâ��you'll

lastâ��hours yetâ��hours yet."

" You're not real ! You're not real ! "

" Perhaps I am, perhaps I'm not." The

Ginger Man, with one of his sudden changes

of manner, took a penny from his pocket,

undulated on to the try-your-weight machine,

and put the penny in the slot. " Look ! "

He himself looked the quintessence of malice

as the indicator fled round the dial to the

fourteen-stone mark.

" That's no proofâ��that's no proof ! "

squeaked the voice.

People in straw hats and boating flannels

strolled past. Flappers bought chocolates.

The sun shone brightly. The train for Rich-

mond hurried up to the platform.

Outside the station at Richmond there was

a policeman. George Aylemore rushed into

his arms. " Save me, policeman ! I am

being followed."

" Now then, young man, none of that ! "

The policeman eyed him sternly. " Go

home quiet. You'll sleep it off and no harm

done."

" I am being followed, I tell you ! Iâ��I

am not drunk."

" Do you want to give anyone in charge ? "

" Yes, yes ! that's it ! I give him in

charge, policeman."

" Well ! Point him out."

The young man looked wildly around.

People were streaming out of the station,

but the Ginger Man was not among

them.

" As I thought," said the policeman.

" You've got 'em proper. Drop it ! See a

doctor."

" I'm on my way, but I'll never getâ��he'll
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CRY OUT: 'GO IT, GOOCH ! GO IT, SNAPE! SNAPE'S A-GAINING ON YER INCH BY INCH.'"

pounce on me before I get there. He'll

pounce "

" Run along with you ! " The policeman

walked away. They are very easily bored.

The taxis had all been taken. There were,

however, numerous sea-going hacks lying at

anchor, the captains asleep on the bridge.

George Aylemore scurried up to the nearest

and thrust ten shillings into the man's hand.

" Drive awayâ��quick ! quick !â��anywhere !

I'll tell you later ! " The landau hack

creaked and lurched away in the direction

of the boats. To the casual observer it

appeared to be empty, for its occupant bur-

rowed low into the bottom of it. He had not

seen the Ginger Man since he had entered the

train at Hammersmith, but he could feel the

brute trailing him up like a stoat after a

rabbit, and the hack crawled. A few hun-

dred yards from the public gardens a motor

bus came up from behind. As it passed

those on top were privileged to see George

Aylemore lying on his back in the bottom of

the hack, apparently helpless and alcoholic,

until something galvanized him into a spasm

of movement and a squeak of terror. They

could not know that one of themselves was

responsible, for, except that his hat was a

size too small, they saw nothing odd about

the big man in the artist's velvet coat who

smiled slyly and caressed his whiskery mous-

tache with rotary movements of his fingers.

Besides, he vanished in a moment with in-

credible swiftness.

A moment later the terrified occupant of

the hack felt the cessation of forward move-

ment.

The driver was always glad of an excuse

to breathe the motive power, so he pulled up

when the Ginger Man hailed him. "I'm

engaged to give this gent 'arf a Bradbury's

worth of air," he explained, " and it ain't

exhausted. Cawn't oblige you just now."

The Ginger Man thrust a note into the

driver's hand. " I shall not be depriving

the gentleman of his share of the ozone ; in

fact, I shall be doubling it ; you can drive

twice as far."

The driver looked down into the carriage.

" Why, he's in no condition to know. Get

in, sir." The hack lumbered on.

" How dare you ! " squeaked the little

man when he could get his voice to work.

The crowd in the street, the driver on the

box, the sun overhead, the accustomed sur-

roundings, gave him courage, even though
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he was sitting by the side of the Ginger brute

who ignored his presence until he spoke.

" Thisâ��this is my private " The words

froze upon his lips. It was not only the im-

placable animal ferocity of his companion's

glare, the realization that those blurred,

bloodshot eyes were denuded of all possi-

bilities of human appeal. There was also the

feral actions of his hands. They shot out

into claws and retracted again and again.

While their owner appeared to be reasoning

himself into restraint, a snarling animal voice

was saying, " Not nowâ��too many people

aboutâ��he'll last for hours yetâ��hours yet."

Leaning against the railings of a house

there was a bicycle fitted with a light carrier,

containing some small parcels. On a sheet

of black-enamelled tin was painted in white

letters this inscription : " Gooch, Family

Grocer."

George Aylemorc, spurred by terror, flung

himself out of the hack, grabbed the bicycle,

mounted it at the third intention, and fled

down-hill, past the startled hack-driver.

George Aylemore was in a panic, yet he moved

towards a definite objective. Somewhere in

the world was a city of refuge, could he but

reach it. He knew that by rushing towards

the open country he was playing into the

hands of the Ginger cloorfl, but it had to be ;

besides, this city of refuge was only six miles

away, and the Gooch bicycle was a free mover

in spite of the parcels.

He was past the Golf Club, he was breast-

ing a hill for all he was worth, when he heard

a small boy cry out : " Go it, Gooch ! Go

it, Snape ! Snape's a-gaining on yer inch by

inch." He looked back, his hat flew off, he

tried to save it, he capsized. The small boy

vlanced with joy. " Snape has won, by

golly ! " he yelled. But, to the small boy's

surprise, the bulky occupant of the bicycle

bearing the inscription " Snape, Family

Butcher " and two red-and-white mutton

chops in the carrier, got off when he came to

within twenty-five yards of his competitor.

He noted that Gooch, the grocer, mounted

again in a frenzy and rode away squeaking

with terror, leaving many sugar rations lying

on the road, while Snape, the butcher, on the

other hand, mounted leisurely and followed

after. The small boy was about to increase

his sugar ration when his eyes met the eyes

of the Ginger Man. He dropped the parcel

and ran home blubbering. It was not only

the dehumanized animal of prey which looked

out of the eyes. There was also a strange

mewling sound going on inside the manâ��a

barely emitted noise.

Far away on a wooded hill stood a country

house with many windows ; this was the

refuge which George Aylemore hoped to

reach if his strength held out. He pedalled

furiously, he panted, gasped, and wept as he

fought against the longing to give in and get it

over. Get what over ? That was the spur

which pricked him forward. The terror of

the unknown. He looked behind him ; the

Ginger Man had taken off his little black hat

and put it in the carrier with the mutton

chops. His hair flew out, his whiskery

moustache flew up, he was no longer main-

taining the twenty-five yards distance ; he

was perspiring and pursuing now with lethal

purpose. He was making horrible noises.

The bicycle of Snape, the family butcher, was

inferior to the bicycle of Gooch, the family

grocer ; it also made noisesâ��nice healthy,

wholesome, creaky noises. It needed a good

oiling ; the tyres were badly inflated. The

Ginger Man, for all his strength, was decidedly

handicapped, but the ferocity of him as he

crouched over the handle-bars, his shoulders

hunched above his head, was only increased

thereby. They were passing through a strip

of woodland ; there was no one in sight ; he

was only five yards behind his victim now,

but he could not lessen the distance. The

mewling noise he emitted so loudly seemed to

drive the other bicycle forwardâ��or was it the

shrieks of the little man who rode it ? At the

end of the wood was a lodge gate ; it was

shut, but the door of the lodge was open.

The little man flung himself off the bicycle

of Gooch, the grocer, and rushed in, shrieking

for help.

The big man flung himself off the bicycle

of Snape, the butcher. Through the gate at

the end of the well-kept avenue he saw a

house with many shining windows. He gave

vent to quite a human shriek, a pitiful sound.

Then he turned his machine round. It fell

over sideways, his hat fell out of the carrier.

He righted the machine and tried to mount

it and missed the step like a comic bicycle

trick-rider on the music-hall stage. His face

was distorted with terror. Its aspect would

have given George Aylemore much pleasure.

At last he mounted the bicycle and rode away

as if fiends from hell were on bicycles behind

him.

" I have returned," said George Aylemore

to Dr. Aspinwall, in the reception-room of

the private asylum at the end of the avenue.

Keep me here ; for God's sake keep me

here ! It has all come back on me. I am

being followedâ��followed, I tell you ! A

great Ginger Cat. Before it was only an

Apache from Paris."

The doctor questioned him further. Then

he raised the left eyelid.

" My dear man," he said, soothingly, " I

assure you that you are cured of your delu-

sions and your drugs. This must be a reality."

The young man clung to Dr. Aspinwall.

'' Don't turn me out ! Keep me here ! "

" That'll be all right, my dear fellow. I'll
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come with you. This is most interesting.

To-morrow we will repair to that restaurant,

and I shall probably be able to prove that it

was not a delusion. What did you say that

restaurant was called ? "

" I don't remember the name, but I could

take you there. I won't go alone. I won't

go alone."

It was the luncheon hour in the grill-room of

the Three Profiteers, near the Strand. The

Ginger Man again occupied the little table

between the fruit buffet and the pedestal.

He was surveying the six tables of which he

had an unobstructed view. His eyes were

more bloodshot, more yellow and blurred,

but his attitude had gained in intensity as

he watched. There were six cards on the

table in front of his plate. He was annoyed

because the man at the sixth table sat with

his back to him. The man was alone. At

the next table there were two men, very large

and powerful. The young couple who were

too much absorbed in one another to pick

up cards occupied their table of yesterday.

They were again too absorbed when the waiter

left a card as he passed, on which was written,

" BE CAREFUL, YOU ARE OBSERVED." The

man at the sixth table showed signs of ner-

votls distress. The Ginger -Man began to

crouch ; his shoulders rose higher and higher

above his head. In his nervous agitation

the man at the sixth table dropped his card

on the floor. The two men at the fifth table

rose and made for the exit. They wheeled

by the cloak-room door. The man at the

sixth table got up with an agitated gesture.

The nose of the Ginger Man wrinkled into a

smile. Then he gave vent to a snarling,

terrified sound. The man at the sixth table

had turned round and looked into his grue-

some eyes. At that moment the two big

men pinioned the Ginger Man, who writhed

and snarled and spat. He was trundled up

the stairs by expert hands and pushed into

a windowless motor.

The man at the sixth table went on with

his luncheon ; he was joined by George

Aylcmore and another man.

You see, my dear fellow," said Dr.

Aspinwall to George Aylemore, " that the

man was only too real ; no delusion, eh ?

There's his cardâ��' BE CAREFUL, YOU ARE

OBSERVED.' That's how he bolted his mice

from their holes. An old patient of mine.

Most interesting case. He had a great

success in a detective play ; wrote it himself,

took the principal partâ��Jason Eames, the

detective. The trouble was he couldn't

stop being a detective. They brought him to

me. I cured him. Hypnotic suggestion.

Trouble is, they sometimes relapse. Lucky

you had the best bicycle yesterday. But

you are cured, Aylemore, of your drugged

nerv<s, or I wouldn't have told you all this.

Waiter !â��the bill ! "

ACROSTICS.

To trtry light one alternatire answer may be tent; it
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NOTE.â��Light 4. " Great is Diana of the Ephesians.
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DOUBLE ACROSTIC No. 81.

(The Third of the Serifs.)

DESCRIBED in famous verso long time ago.

Whose writer you. perhaps, would wish to know.

Well, there's no doubt he was an Englishman,

Geoffrey by name, though some may call him Dan.

1. Such be your plaint when such the fish you take.

"2. Makes wine : if so disposed, can islands make.

3. Naught but a river France discovers here.

4. At Anglo-Bengalee he took the chair.

f>. Once found in music, now in crockery's guise.

6. So fond of eggs that e'en a snake's he'd prize.

7. Of ships and roofs and horn perhaps you think.

8. And here maybe you'll hear the dollars chink.

9. Just after one your coat may well be one.

10. 'Tis one, 'tis two. {And now the task is done.)

QU.SBTOR.

AHtirert to Acrostic .Vo. 81 should be addressed to the.

Acrostic EditÂ»r, THE STRAND MAGAZINE. Southampton

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and mult arrive not later

than by the first pott on May Sth.

NOTE.â��Light 2. Hour, three-fourthb of the word.

Osier, oyster, oleander, and the river Otter all provide

satisfactory answers for the third light of Acrostic No. 77.

All these words are therefore admitted as alike correct.
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W-BHARRIS

IT was on the quay at

Rabat,. that pictur-

esque old town on

the Atlantic coast of

Morocco, that the Sultan

MulaiHafid finally handed

to General Lyautey, the

French Resident-General

in Morocco, the documents

of his abdication. It had

been a long struggle to

get them, for although

His Majesty was aware

that the only course

open to him was to cede

the throne and leave the

country, still he was

desirous, and made no

concealment of his desire, to bargain to

the very last moment. However, at length

the question was settled, and as the Sultan

stepped on board the launch to proceed to

the French cruiser that was to take him as

far as Gibraltar, en route to France, the official

document of abdication was handed over.

In return he received a cheque for forty

thousand pounds, the last instalment of the

agreed sum of money which the new Pro-

tectorate Government of Morocco had under-

taken to pay him.

Obstinate

to the Last.

The following morning the cruiser, with

the Sultan on board, arrived at Gibraltar.

The writer of these lines happened to be

there, returning from Morocco to England,

and was leaving the same day for Plymouth

by steamer direct. Desirous, however, of

seeing some personal friends who were

amongst the Sultan's suite, he proceeded

on board the French cruiser to visit them.

It was his desire, if possible, to avoid meeting

the Sultan, for a few months previously

there had been a scene in Fez in which the

unchecked torrents of Sultanate wrath had

been poured on his head for having given

too much publicity to the barbarous atrocities

which His Majesty had been committing.

So he took every precaution not to be seen

by His Majesty, in order to avoid the out-

pourings of renewed wrath. But in vain.

The Sultan caught a glimpse of liim as he

stepped on board, and, hurrying to meet

him, embraced him in tho

most cordial manner, and

then stated that, unless

he would consent to join

the suite and continue

the journey with him to

France, he (the Sultan)

would claim the right of

bjing in British terri-

torial waters and refuse

to proceed an inch

farther. The situation

was difficult/ '.- â�¢ â�¢_- ; â�¢â�¢.

A hurried consultation

was held. The writer's

plans were already fixed ;

it was no easy matter t

change them at the last

moment, but the Sultan insisted. The

French authorities, too, foreseeing real diffi-

culties, begged him to alter these plans and

to proceed to France, to which the writer

eventually consented. The Sultan, appeased,

offered no more resistance to continuing his

journey, and by midday we were en route

for Marseilles.

What had influenced the Sultan was this.

He was suffering from nerves, and once on

board the warship had become convinced

that he was under arrest and was on his way

to imprisonment in France. He was particu-

larly desirous of having, therefore, as members

of his suite, one or two persons of British

origin, so that there might be witnessesâ��

or even objectorsâ��in the case of his in-

carceration. Of course, such a thought had

never entered the minds of the French

Government.

Two days later the Sultan landed in

Marseilles, where he was officially received.

The quay was hung with flags, there was a

cavalry escort, and military music enlivened

the scene.

The Sultan

and the Conjurer.

At Gibraltar the French cruiser had been

abandoned for the greater comforts and

more ample space of a P. and O. On board

this steamer, en route to Australia, was a

music-hall troupe, and it was their kind

thotfght to give a performance in honour of

the Sultan. The sea was calm, the night

warm, and after dinner the performance
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THESE PEOPLE,' SAID THE SULTAN, WAVING HIS HAND TOWARDS THE CROWD AT DINNER,

' ARE BADLY DISTRIBUTED. MANY ARE NOT HAPPY. LET US REARRANGE THEM.' "

took placeâ��singing, dancing, and some

juggling. One item of the show took place

in the saloon, where a very attractive and

skilful lady conjurer performed some most

astonishing tricks. The Sultan and his suite

were much impressed, but their astonishment

reached its climax when the charming young

lady filled an apparently unlimited number

of glasses with an apparently unlimited

variety of drinks out of a medium-sized

teapot.

As we threaded our way out of the saloon

one of the more influential of the native

suite whispered in my ear : " What do you

think the lady would take for the teapot ? "

I naturally replied that probably all the

wealth of the world could not purchase so

unique a vessel. My friend was disappointed;

he would clearly have liked to own a teapot,

and to have had it always beside him, which

would pour out any beverage he commanded.

" It would have been," he added, with a

sigh, " so useful when one was travelling ! "

Although Mulai Hand was by no means

popular in France, his visit received a good

deal of attention, and the French public

took considerable interest in his personality.

He was, in fact, the man of the hour. His

portrait appeared in every paper, and all

his movements were closely reported and

read. His features appeared in many adver-

tisements, and an enterprising firm of makers
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of " braces " hung the hosiery shops with

an advertisement of the Sultan wearing a

pair of these braces.

HiÂ« Horror

of the Train.

His Majesty, who never minded how

dangerously fast he travelled in motor-cars,

had a horror of the train, and it had been a

little difficult to persuade him to consent to

proceed to Vichy by that means. The distance

being great, the journey by motor, with

his numerous suite of French officers and

diplomats and all his native retinue, would

have been a difficult one to have organized.

So three days after his arrival at Marseilles

he entered the suite of carriages that had

been specially added to the train that was

to convey him to the fashionable health

resort. He was unmistakably nervous as the

train left, and made no secret of it. As

the pace increased, he wanted the train

stopped, and said he would walk to. Vichy

rather than continue ; but the climax was

reached when, with a shrill whistle, the

train hurled itself into a long tunnel, and

apparently into unending darkness.

The Sultan's fear was pitiful to behold.

He literally clung to the French officer

beside him, with terror staring from his

eyes. All he could utter was, " Tell them

to stop ! Why don't you tell them to stop ? "

The fright of his native retainers was even

more marked. They called out and clung

to each other in abject fear, except the

little black slave boys, who seemed intensely

amused. Then the train whirled out of the

tunnel into daylight again. The Sultan

pulled himself together, and said, with an air

of offended majesty, " You will kindly tell

them not to do it again."

" I am afraid it will be difficult to avoid."

" Why ? "

" Because the line must pass under the

hills."

" Then the train must stop, and I will

walk over the top and join it again on the

other side."

" The distance "

" I do not mind the distance. Anything is

better than such suffering as it occasions me."

However, he was persuaded that his

proposal was impracticable, and bore the

few more tunnels that we passed through

with commendable sang-froid and courage,

though on each occasion His Majesty

expressed his very distinct disapproval of

railways and their builders, and more

especially the folly of making tunnels.

The Sultan's purchases were often em-

barrassing. One evening at sunset he

visited a farm a few miles from Vichy, and

insisted upon going all over it. In an

enclosure were collected from twenty to

thirty fine specimens of the beautiful white

cattle for which this part of France is so

justly famous. The Sultan decided to buy

the lot, and gave the farmer his card,

saying, " Send them round to-night to this

address."

Now the address he gave was the Hotel

Majestic, the most fashionable and magnifi-

cent of Vichy's palaces. About eleven

o'clock that night, when life at the hotel

was at its height, the manager sought the

writer and announced the unexpected arrival

of twenty-seven enormous cows in the court-

yard of the hotel. And there, sure enough,

meandering in and out of smart motor-cars,

lowing gently into the ground-floor windows.

were the Sultan's latest purchases. Where

they passed the night the writer never knew.

but the next day more suitable quarters

were found for them.

" Have some thought for

the bappinesÂ« of your guests."

The Sultan dined in the great dining-room

of the Hotel Majestic. His table,- a very

large one, for there were constant guests, was

raised on a dais at one end of the room, which

gave him an excellent view of all the dinersâ��

and the diners at the Hotel Majestic at Vichy

in the height of the season are worth seeing.

One night the Sultan appeared distrait at

dinner, and his eye roved over the crowded

room with an anxious and sympathetic

expression. He spoke little, and it was

difficult to get him to talk. At last he asked

to see the manager, and that most amiable

and deservedly popular gentleman, the

proprietor of the hotel, appeared at once.

" These people," said the Sultan, waving his

hand towards the crowd at dinner, " are

badly distributed. Many are not happy.

Let us rearrange them. The old gentleman

with the long grey beard has no right tc be

dining with the beautiful young lady in the

big black hat, wearing a pearl necklace.

There is a terrible disparity in their ages.

She should be dining with the charming

young officer over there "â��he pointed to

another tableâ��" and the elderly lady, no

doubt his mother, should be dining with old

greybeard. You should have," and he

addressed the proprietor, " some thought for

the happiness of your guests. Now that

lady there," and again he pointed in another

direction, " is terribly bored. She has been

tapping the edge of her plate with her fork

for half an hour. She evidently dislikes

extremely the gentleman with whom she is

diningâ��probably her husbandâ��but I have

watched her, and she keeps looking at the

young man, dining alone, with the waxed

moustaches. Go and introduce them. Her

husband hasn't spoken to her once this

evening. He won't miss herâ��and you will
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make two people happy, and if the husband

is dull, invite that strange lady with the red

hair who is just coming in to sit down beside

him. She will keep him occupied, I expect,

to judge by her appearance."

But, alas, interesting as such an experiment

would have been, it was impossible.

A Sense of Having

Saved an Awkward Situation.

The first few days of the Sultan's visit

were wet and cloudy, but one morning the

August sun asserted itself with uncompro-

mising efficiency. The villa reception-rooms

faced south-east, and by eight o'clock in the

morning were insufferably hot, for the Sultan

refused to close the outside shutters, as he

liked to see and to be seen. Half an hour

later he decided to change his quarters. On

the opposite side of the road was a charming

THE SULTAN SEATED HIM-

SELF CROSS-LEGGED ON THE

BED AND, WHEN THE LADY

WHO HAD OCCUPIED IT ENTERED,

HE INVITED HER TO SIT DOWN

BESIDE HIM."

villa, in the deepest shade, with a bal-

cony on the first floor wreathed in

flowering creepers. Ordering his slaves

to follow him, the Sultan strode across

the road, entered the villa, and found

his way to the upstairs room with the balcony.

It was gorgeous but empty. An immense

bed, which had evidently been slept in, stood

with its head against the wall. A word from

His Majesty, and the bed was wheeled by

the slaves into the window which opened on

to the balcony, and, arranging the silk quilt

and the lace-fringed pillows, the Sultan seated

himself cross-legged, gazing down into the

street below.

Now the Russian lady of title who had

occupied the bed had retired a few moments

previously into her adjacent cabinet de toilette

to take her morning bath. Her ablutions

completed, but not clad for a reception, she

entered her room to find a dusky Oriental

potentate, with his still more dusky slaves,

in possession. The Sultan's politeness was

extreme. He bade her welcome, and invited

her to sit down beside him.
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An overflowing sense of humour on the

part of the lady saved a situation which

might otherwise have been embarrassing,

and when the writer, hastily summoned,

arrived, the lady, now more suitably arrayed,

and her husband were thoroughly enjoying

the novelty of the situation.

Ð� Practical Joke.

Mulai Hand was by no means always in

low spirits. On one occasion we made a

long motor trip to a famous watering-place,

and after an official luncheon we ascended

a neighbouring peak in a sort of funicular

railway. In the railway carriage' was a

frock-coated andâ�¢â�¢ "top-hatted gentleman .of

irreproachable "gÃ©t-upâ��a typical ,. French

fonctionnaireâ��polite, deferential, and with

an official smile" that must have taken

long to acquire. Speaking through Ð°Ð»

interpreter, he informed Mulai Hafid'that

he was charged by the French Government

to accompany and point out to His Majesty

the beauties and spots of interest of the local

scenery" Mulai Hand in an equally polite

reply thanked him, but hinted that he

already had in his suite someone who knew

the country extremely well, who would be

only too pleased to assist in giving the

required information, and he suddenly

presented the writer to the French official.

Needless to say, the writer had never been

within a hundred miles of the spot, and had no

idea whatever of its beauties "or its historical

associations, and even less of its geological

formation. He appreciated, however, one

tiling : that Mulai Hand meant to play a

practical joke on the suave and black-gloved

functionary.

The train started and began the steep

ascent. Mulai Hand, innocently seated be-

tween the French official and the writer,

asked, " What are those rocks ? " Before

the authorized and official guide could reply,

the writer had begun : " Those rocks are of

the tertiary period, and contain many inter-

esting remainsâ��the skeletons of mammoths

have been frequently found there, as well

as the household utensilsâ��a corkscrew

amongst othersâ��of primitive man." The

poor functionary, too -polite to protest,

scarcely showed his astonishment, except

in a furtive look at the writer. " And that

wood ? " continued the ex-Sultan. " That

wood," the writer went on, " was the scene

of the eating by a bear of the children who

mocked at Elisha." This time the function-

ary gave a little start. Farther up the line

were the ruins of what had once probably

been a wooden shed, perched on a high rock.

" And that ? " asked the Sultan. " That,"

replied the writer, " is all that remains of

Noah's Ark, which came to rest hÃ¶re after

the subsiding of the Flood "â��but the func-

tionary was now only too palpably suffering

tortures. He was on an official mission,

and terribly serious. He could not see that

the episode was a joke, and seemed sincerely

' to believe that Mulai Hand, the guest of

the French Republic, was being purposely

deceived. " It may have been," he began

politely, " that local tradition at some period

claimed this spot .as the resting-place of the

Arkâ��of that I know nothingâ��-but historical

facts have clearly; proved that it was else-

where that that interesting event took

place."

The Sultan

and the Singer.

One night a gala performance of Meyer-

beer's "Roma" was given in the Sultan's

Â»honour at the Opera., Now, singing in

â�¢ Morocco'is a nasal monotonous repetition of

wgrds, with little expression /and_*no gesture. .

. The basso in the opera f was an extrerni^y-

corpulent gentleman, , with a voice like

thunder, accompanied byjwild .gesticulations

A few bars'of recitative by the orchestra, and

his great vVoice burst . out â�¢ and filled the

theatre. To the Sultan thÃ©' effect hail

nothing in common with music,-'lÃrid all he

could imagine was that the performer was

suffering intense, unbearable pain, more

especially as the louder he sang the more he

waved his arms about and beat his capacious

stomach.

Springing to his feet. His Majesty cried,

" Where is Dr. V ? " (Dr. Vâ��â�� was

his English doctor, who had accompanied

him on his visit to France. " Where is

Dr. V ? Find him quickly, someone.

He may yet be able to save his life," 'and

with an expression of terrible anxiety the

Sultan's eyes alternately gazed fascinated

at the singer or sought for the doctor in the

gloomy recesses of the Royal box. It was

not without difficulty that His Majesty was

persuaded that the singer was suffering no

pain ; but that he was actually supposed to

be giving pleasure to the audience he entirely

refused to believe.

The Sultan was bored, and left the

theatre before the end. The following

morning he asked the writer what had

taken place in the last act, and on being

told of the terrible fate that almost all the

characters in the tragedy had suffered, he

replied : "I am sorry I did not stay. I

should have sent for the manager and insisted

that the piece should end happily. The

young lady in white should have married

the soldier with the big sword ; the blind

woman should have had her sight restorer!

by an able doctorâ��and no one should have

Ð¬Ð³Ð·Ð¿ stabbed or built up in a tomb."
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F it hadn't

been for a

small piece of

jet, fashioned

intotheshape

of a cross, I should have

no story to tell.

hid

Second-Lieutenant Maxwell Preston's eye

chanced to light upon it as it lay on the

promenade by the sea at Scarmouth.

He stooped and picked it up.

It was a very little thing, and certainly

M no great intrinsic, value ; but in the

circumstances it was a find of importance.

It might prove to be the key with which to

open the gates of Paradise. So he thought.

This may strike you as extravagant ; but a

love-stricken youth may be allowed a little

latitude of thought and expression.

" I wonder if she dropped it," he said to

himself. But whether it belonged to her or

not, there was good excuse for an inquiry.

The she in question was rapidly receding

into the distance, while the infatuated young

officer stood stock still, with the little

ornament in his hand. She might be going

to bathe, or she might come back along the

promenade. Anyhow, he followed swiftly

upon her track.

She was the most beautiful girl in Scar-

mouth. He had said so again and again.

I believe he had gone the length of declaring

that she was the most beautiful girl in all

England. But as yet he had never spoken

to her. He did not even know her name,

or anything about her disposition or social

status. The entire sum of his information

concerning her was that she was staying at

Curtis's Boarding House in Sea View Terrace.

That was all. She might be engaged, for

anything he knew. But of one thing he

Vol. Ð�Ñ�.-Ð�Ð�.

was absolutely certain : he

loved her, and would never,

never love anyone else.

He was a modest youth,

with a full share of British

reticence. In normal times he would have

sought, by hook or by crook, as the phrase

goes, a proper introduction. But now the

old order had changed. The war, with its

myriad ills and incalculable suffering, had

yet done some good. It had in a great

measure broken down the barriers of British

stiffness. It was the summer of 1916.

Preston had been given a commission in the

East Anglian Fusiliers, after nearly two

years' service with the Bloomsbury Rifles.

His time here might be short. At any hour

an order might come for him to proceed to

the front with a draft. It behoved him

to be prompt. Victory and peace were still

far off. From over the sea came the muffled

growl of guns. In Flanders the battle raged

ceaselessly, and every minute men were

dying and suffering unspeakable torture.

But Love grows warm even under the

shadow of Death. ,

Fortune favoured him. The sea was in a

boisterous mood. She was not bathing this

morning. She was coming back with her

friend. Why would she never look directly

at him ? He had tried many times to catch

her eye, and always in. vain. Her serene

grey eyes looked over his head with supreme

indifference. He in all the pride and prestige

of his officer's uniform might have been a

Tommy or a fisherman, for any notice she

took of him.

Now he stepped right in front of her, and

raising his hand to his cap, said : "I think

you dropped this ? " And he held the little

ornament towards her.
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At last he had the full benefit of her eyes.

She looked him straight in the face. There

was the gleam of white teeth, and the flush

of dawn on her cheek. " I did," she said.

" Thank you so much."

The little cross changed hands.

She really was remarkably handsome, a

typical, sweet-natured English girl, of the

modern, open-air, athletic'type.

" I am glad to have it back," she said,

putting the cross in a little hand-bag she

carried.

She was about nineteen. Her companion

was a year or so older, and was well worthy

of attention, if Preston had had eyes for any

other girl in the world;. He had not troubled

to think much about her social status, but

he was delighted to find that she was of his

own class. In civil life he was a solicitor,

just out of his articles, and when the call

came he was employed in his uncle's firm.

His unknown divinity was evidently of the

professional class. They spoke the same

patois.

In ordinary times there would have been

no excuse for further parley. But now,

under the shadow of war, when the enemy

was almost at the gate, the community of

danger obliterated etiquette.

Frankness is generally the best policy ;

but Preston thought he was risking every-

thing, when he said : "I shall be awfully

obliged if you will allow me to walk a little

way with you. I am only over from the

camp till sunset; and I know no one in the

town."

" Was that last sentence quite tactful ? "

she laughed ; " it had the suggestion of any

port in a storm."

" Pray, forgive me ; 1 am a blundering

ass. I sue in forma pauperis. Ñ� I hope you

will take pity on me."

" I am sure Kate and I have no objection ;

but I'm afraid you will find 'us rather dull

company. We are ' not -frivolous pleasure-

seekers. We have only come to Scarmouth

to get quite strong and well before going in

for nursing."

" Red Cross ? "

" Yes."

" Then we may meet again at the front.

Perhaps you will have me through your

hands."

" Pray don't be pessimistic. I hope we

shall not meet in any such distressing

circumstances. I see you are in the East

Anglians. I have a cousin in the Second

Battalion."

" Really ? They're in Mesopotamia.' Hard

lines ; the climate is horrible."

'" He hasn't written for months."

" Very likely he wrote, but the mails get

sunk. May I ask his name ? We might

chance to meet."

" Are you going East ? "

" That's on the knees of t ne gods. We

don't know. We might be sent off any

day ; but as to where, no one has the least

notion. You have not told me your cousin s

name."

" It is Captain Dimsdale. He was a year

in France before he was sent East."

Preston inscribed the name upon the

tablets of his memory.

They paced the promenade for quite an

hour,' talking without-"restraint about the

war, about tennis, and about the London

theatres: â�¢ C'

Kate left the conversation to her friend,

and spoke but little ; but she looked from

one to the other with an expression of sar-

castic amusement. The complete enslave-

ment of the young officer was obvious.

This was the breaking of the ice. Every

time Preston could get away from camp he

came into the town, and met the two girls

somewhere. Their relations were perfectly

cordial ; but he was faced by a barrier of

coquetry. He had found out that her name

was Edith, for he had heard her friend call her

by-it. But he could learn no more. He had

told her his name, why would she not dis-

close hers ? To his earnest entreaties she

laughingly replied with the formula : " We

are only passing ships. \Ve shall probably

never meet again ; what do names matter ? "

- Preston thought' it -'rattier hard, but bided

bis-time. ._ ..-, ''. f--'vv-i

It .'came out- tftatt: both girls were art

Stud^ti'i' 'but here --they1 could not use

brush-'iirtpeaciij for the stern Defence of the

Realm' -Act interdicted Sketching on the

.coast.. One of Ediih's- pictures had been

accepted .by the Royal; Institute, and she

indulged hopes of "some day scaling the

barriers of ' the Royal Academy.

' Closer intimacy did'not Jead to disillusion-

ment. Preston's infatuation was strengthened

every time he saw the girl, and he groaned

under her light tyranny. He did not know

her name or where'she lived. She spoke

vaguely of the^studio which she and Kate

shared, or used to share, at Chelsea, and

that was all.

Kate was the difficult problem. She was

always in evidence ; no doubt by arrange-

ment- Never a chance did he get of a

heart-to-heart talk. Was he really making

any headway ? His native modesty made

him doubtful. They had come to hand-

shaking, and he fancied that his ardent

pressure was returned ; but the response

was so faint that he could not be certain.

Perhaps she was only amusing herself.

There was anguish in the thought. By the

middle of the following week he could bear

the suspense no longer. He had a small

independence from his mother, and his
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I THINK YOU DROPPED THIS ? ' AND HE HELD THE LITTLE ORNAMENT TOWARDS HER."
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prospects in his uncle's old-established firm

were bright. He had something to offer.

Time pressed. Rumours of speedy departure

were flying about, but wither no one in the

battalion could tell.

At last his chance came. He was with the

two girls outside a bookshop in the town.

Kate said she must get H. G. Wells's latest

book, which was just out, and entered the

shop.

Preston seized the opportunity. " Miss

Edith," he began hastily, " I like your

friend. She is clever and good-natured and

all that, but I sometimes find her a little

de trop."

Edith opened her eyes in innocent wonder.

" Do you ? " she said ; " how strange ! I

find Kate quite indispensable."

This was not encourgaing ; but he had

the sense to take it at its true value. " She

is like your shadow," he said.

" Kate is very fond of me, and I am very

much attached to her. It would be very

unkind to leave her by herself."

There was no time for fencing. It was

necessary to act with military promptitude.

" Miss Edith," he said, in a voice that was

not quite steady, " I shall take it as a great

favour if you will allow me to see you alone

for a few minutes. It is a matter of

importance."

Edith stooped to stroke a collie dog, and

glanced up at him sideways, with a slightly-

heightened colour. There was no mistaking

his earnestness. She thought he looked very

handsome and determined.

Things move rapidly in war-time. Stand-

ing up straight, she toyed with her glove for

a moment, then looked him frankly in the

face. " If it is really a matter of importance,

Mr. Preston," she said, " I can give you a

few minutes."

" Thank you," he said, simply.

" Perhaps I shall be calling at the library

at three in the afternoon to-morrow."

" Will you promise to tell me your name ? "

" I promise that, at least."

There was no time for more. Kate re-

joined them, and marked with a smile of

amusement the blush on her friend's face

and Preston's look of triumph.

Preston returned to camp, walking on air,

as the phrase goes. He believed she was

won.

As it chanced, the next day turned out

wet. Edith had not reposed confidence in

her friend. She would rather wait until she

had seen Preston and heard what he had to

say. But Kate understood. In the after-

noon, when Edith proposed to go to the

library to change a book, Kate said she would

prefer to remain in the house. She knew

there was no real reason for a visit to the

library. When Edith set out, she' somehow

forgot to take the borrowed book with her.

Kate smiled under cover of her \Vells's novel,

and said nothing.

An hour later, Edith returned. Her face

was pale, and she looked very tired. She

said she had a headache, and would go to

her room and lie down.

In the days that followed the two girls

walked together on the front, and one of

them looked very sad, for'the trim, well-

set-up figure of Second-Lieutenant Maxwell

Preston was seen no more.

Kate had been told all about it. Her

comments were made in a spirit of sane

common sense. " I am awfully sorry for you,

dear," she said, " and I wouldn't say any-

thing harsh for the world ; but you have

brought the trouble on yourself by your own

folly. Why couldn't you have told him

your name ? Life is too short for silly

games of that kind. You have put it out

of his power to do an y tiling. I am sure he

would write, if he knew how to address you.

No doubt he has gone off with a draft ; they

are often sent away very suddenly in the

night. The very least you can do is to write

to him, if it's only just a line to give vour

name and address."

" Oh, I could never do that," said Edith,

with a catch in her voice.

" How deplorably absurd you are, Edith !

I thought you were properly modern ; I

have no patience with such middle-Victorian

timidity. Anyone could see the poor youth

was desperately smitten with you. He was

too far gone to treat me with ordinary

politeness. I have a good mind to send your

name and address to him myself."

" If you do, Kate, I shall never speak to

you again."

" Oh, very well, but I think you are being

very foolish."

Preston had gone with a draft. The order

had come through very suddenly, and he

could neither keep his tryst nor send a

message.

While Edith and Kate were being trained

as hospital nurses he was living amid high

explosives somewhere in France. He was

miserable, abjectly miserable. Other men,

he knew, survived love disappointments, but

he was quite sure that his was an exceptional

case. He would never get over it ; of that

he was convinced. Edith had eluded him,

but his search for her would never slacken.

He had only one slight clue : her cousin.

Captain Dimsdale, was in the second battalion

of his regiment. But it was impossible to

write to him. An inquiry about a beautiful

cousin, whose name he did not know, would

lay him open to misconception. Still, he

might get in touch with the man, and in time

obtain information about his relatives. But

even this hope, faint as it was, proved
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illusory, for in a few weeks he saw Captain

Dimsdale's name among the killed.

More than two years passed. We may

regard Preston as a miracle of constancy.

With most men, twenty-four months would

be more than sufficient to wash out the

memory of a little seaside love episode. But

through all the fierce excitement of strife

and the lassitude of wounds, the image of

the Scarmouth girl remained undimmed.

The hope of seeing her again never quite

died. He did his duty manfully. A cap-

taincy and a hardly-won Military Cross

were proofs of his courage and capacity.

He was twice wounded. The first wound

involved a stay of four months in England.

A visit to Scarmouth in the early days of

convalescence led to nothing. Mrs. Curtis,

the proprietress of the boarding-house in

Sea View Terrace, refused in the most

positive manner to furnish any information

about her guests. In fact, she formed a

highly unfavourable opinion of Captain

Preston. She was convinced that " he was

after no good."

Then he inserted advertisements in the

Personal Column of two daily papers, im-

ploring " Edith , who was in Scar-

mouth in July, 1916," to communicate

with him. But these appeals were barren

of results.

Back again to the inferno of the Western

Front, and through the terrible German

offensive of the spring of 1918. Then it fell

out that a fragment of a bomb plugged him

in the leg and sent him home once more.

The wound left him with a slight limp and

relegated him to civilian life.

The hush of a City solicitor's office was

grateful and soothing after years of hideous

uproar and strife. The war had had a sober-

ing influence upon his character ; but more

than that, he was the victim of a settled

melancholy. His face wore the look of a

man who had failed in life.

Watchful and alert, he never walked the

streets of London without scanning the face

of every woman he met. In vain ! The

girl seemed to have passed out of his life.

Perhaps she had died on duty, like so many

others, or she might have met her death on

a hospital ship. These were possibilities.

Still, a faint, lingering hope survived. He

confided his secret to no one. Your modern

young man is not tolerant of romantic

constancy, and life in the Army had not

steeled Preston against ridicule.

One Saturday evening he was dining at

his uncle's house at Putney. At the request

of many friends and comrades he had been

photographed, and dutifully presented his

uncle with a copy.

The old solicitor had no son of his own,

and naturally took a pride in his soldier

nephew. After dinner, when the cigars were

alight, Mr. Preston drew the portrait from

its covering of tissue paper and examined it

closely. In his youth he had been an amateur

photographer long before the advent of dry

plates, and still took a keen interest in the

art. " Good, sound work," he said. " Why,

you haven't been taken in civilian dress for

about five years. You look better in uniform,

Max ; you seem to have shrunk consider-

ably. And I wish you had looked a little

brighter. There's a settled gloom upon you.

Hope it will wear off in time. Anyone would

think you belonged to the losing side. Hand

me the magnifying-glass ; you will find it in

the end drawer, there. Thanks." He took

another long look. " Capital," he said,

the pose is easy, and the figure is well

lighted. I think on the whole Barry's is

about the best firm in London."

" Quite. Their work is always top-class,

and they don't forget to charge for it."

" Well, they can't afford to be out of the

fashion. But what's this. Max ? You

haven't joined the Romish Church, have

you ? "

" No, sir, and I have no such intention.

Why do you ask ? "

" Why, because of this cross you have on

your watch-guard."

" A cross on my watch-guard ! I never

wore such a thing in my life."

" I don't see why you should be ashamed

of it, my boy. If it hadn't been there, it

couldn't have come out in the picture.

Photography doesn't lie."

" Oh, it must be some imperfection in the

plate."

"Nonsense, nonsense! It is clear and

sharp enough ; looks like a cross of jet."

Preston's face paled, and when he spoke

again it was in a changed voice.

" Let me look at it, if you please, sir,"

he said.

Mr. Ephraim Preston handed the photo-

graph over, favouring his nephew with a

shrewd look. " I dare say your young eyes

will be able to see the cross without the

magnifying-glass," he said.

Preston bent his pale face over the print.

There was the cross perfectly distinct. It

showed up plainly against the light summer

suit he had been 'taken in. He was surprised

that he had not noticed it before. " I can't

understand it," he said, looking blankly at

his uncle.

" Do you mean to tell me that you never

wore anything of the kind ? "

" Never."

" Well, my boy, I never knew you to tell

an untruth, and it's absurd to suppose that

you would prevaricate over such a trifling

matter. I am bound to believe you. It

seems that miracles do happen, in spite of
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the sceptics. -Are you- sure you had nothing

at all attached to your watch-guard ?

â�¢ " Nothing, sir. Here is the thing, you can

see for yourself. I was taken, wearing it

just as it is."

" Then there's only one solution," said

the man of law, " someone must have

painted it in."

" I don't see how they could," said

Preston, taking up the photograph again,

and examining it closely. " No, it's not on

the surface, I am positive- of that. See.

He moistened his handkerchief and nibbed

the print lightly.

The solicitor raised his- eyebrows and

drummed the table with his fingers.

" You know something about photography,

sir ; could it have been put in on the

negative ?-"

" No, no ; if it had been put in, as you

suggest, it would print dead white."

" So it would. Well, I'm done. I can

make nothing of it." Preston sat smoking

the excellent cigar his uncle had given him,

and dreamed dreams. He did not dare to

hope yet, but he had a fancy that Edith

was in some way connected with the mystery.

Then a new thought struck him. " I suppose

you have never gone in for psychical research,

sir ? " he asked.

" Eh, what ? " cried the solicitor, not sure

that he had heard aright.

" Psychical research."

"â�¢ What, I !- My dear boy, what a ques-

tion ! If -I had any time to spare, I could

find several less ridiculous methods of wast-

ing it: â�¢ I hope you have detected no signs

of senile decay in me yet, Max ? " said Mr,

Preston, grimly.

" Certainly not, sir ; only some recent,

investigators claim to have obtained photo-

graphs of. thoughts, and I was wonder-

ing '

Mr. Preston , indulged in a hearty, lÃ¤iigfe.

"Indeed," he said, wiping his eyes. "I

really cannot follow you into the realms of

fancy. That kind of thing wouldn't do at

all. Max. We can't allow the camera to take

the bread from the mouths of counsel. No,

I don't think the photographic studio will

replace the criminal courts in our time. I

am surprised you read such utter rubbish,

my boy. Photographing a man's thoughts,

indeed ! You have not the excuse of shell-

shock. What vas't possibilities are opened !

Lying would go out of fashion. We should

all live in the Palace of Truth, and no thief

or murderer would think it worth while to

plead ' not guilty.' '

" I didn't say I believed it, sir. I have

never gone into the subject. I mean to call

at Barry's on Monday."

" What for ? "

" To try to elucidate the mystery."

" Think it worth while ? Bond Street is

a long way from the City."

" I should go if the firm was at Edinburgh

or Calcutta."

" Come, come, isn't that rather extrava-

gant ? I shall begin to think that little jet

cross means something to you."

" To be frank, sir, it does. I had such a

thing in my possession 'for a few minutes

two years ago."

" Oh, no doubt it was the beginning of ,1

little romance," said Mr. Preston, with a

sarcastic smile. " Be careful, my boy ;

beware of sentiment ; your poor father was

rather too much given to it. Well, let's go

upstairs."

Preston spent the greater part of Sunday

roaming about the West-end, and scanning

the face of every girl he met, with hungry

scrutiny. The day seemed interminable,

but it wore through at last.

On Monday the work at the office kept

him closely occupied all the forenoon. On

the instant of release, he started for Bond

Street.

In the splendidly-furnished reception-

room at Barry's - a tall, stately lady came

forward and asked his pleasure.

â�¢ â�¢"-I'have merely called to ascertain if' you

can explain a most extraordinary circum-

stance," he said, producing the photograph.

" You see this little-black cross attached to

â�¢ my watch-guard 7. Ã� don't understand how

it can heVÃ¨lc&naÃª oÃrt in the picture, I was

not wearliiÂ£ St^aifc trie time, and I have never

had â�¢anytning.>-;pf'the kind on my watch-

guard-.". - ." ";.'"''.'

The'tall tady favoured him with a freezing

look, and 'took the photograph in her hand.

After a brief: scrutiny, she said, in a tone of

finality, "â�¢' you must have worn it. Are you

suffering from loss of memory ? "

"Certainly not. I have been at the front

for nearly four years, but I have not had

shell-shock, and I have no neurasthenic

symptoms."-

She raised her eyebrows, then slightly

shrugged her ample shoulders. " What is

it you want ? " she demanded.

" Can you explain the mystery ? "

" I fail to see any mystery. We don't

deal in psychical phenomena. The camera

only records what is placed in front of it ; I

thought that elementary fact was common

knowledge. I don't think I can help you."

" Pardon me, I am not to be put off in

that manner. I assure you I have never in

my life worn anything on my watch-guard.

Here it is, a plain gold albert, with nothing

attached. My friends have noticed the cross,

and remarked upon it. I think I am entitled

to an explanation."

" I am sorry, but what can I do for you ? "
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said the manageress wearily. She was losing

patience.

" I ask you to produce the negative,"

said Preston, firmly. " I think that is the

least you can do." He objected very strongly

to the majestic lady's manner.

She lifted her shapely nose and turned

away. She picked up the photograph which

Preston had placed on the table, and touched

a bell.

A pale, red-haired girl appeared from the

inner recesses of the place, to whom a sharp

order was given.

There was no one else in the reception-

room at the time. Preston stood swinging

his cane in a state of nervous expectancy.

In a few minutes the red-haired girl

returned with a negative in her hand.

The lady took it from her, without a

word, and held it up to the light. After a

moment's examination, she turned to Preston,

with a sudden access of respect. " You are

right, sir," she said, " I see the negative has

been tampered with. A cross has been very

skilfully cut out of the film, and, of course,

the result is as you see. I am very sorry.

Such a thing has never happened in this

establishment before, and it shall certainly

never happen again. If you will return all

the prints we shall be happy to give you

another sitting."

" Was it done by accident ? "

" I fear not. It looks like a piece of

deliberate mischief. Please wait one moment."

She touched the bell again, and gave another

order to the red-haired girl. She was now

all affability and friendliness. " It is most

unfortunate," she said; " I can't understand

it at all. I am sure we are deeply obliged to

you for taking the trouble to come here and

make the complaint. I have sent for the

young lady who retouched your negative.

Ah, here she is. Now, Miss Ambrose, perhaps

you will explain what you mean by this

outrage."

But Edith Ambrose did not explain. She

stood before the autocratic manageress

white, trembling, and silent.

Preston's hat and cane fell to the floor.

He went to the girl, took her cold hand,

and drew her arm through his. " At last ! "

he said, hoarsely, and, undeterred by the

fierce glare of the manageress, his arm stole

round her waist.

Edith's eyes were heavy with tears, and her

head sank on his shoulder. The manageress,

scandalized and bitterly hostile, regarded

the pair with implacable eves. " As soon

as you have recovered yourself, Miss

Ambrose," she said, " you will put on your

things and leave at once. You are dis-

missed, understand that."

" It was the only way," Preston murmured,

enigmatically.

" I don't know what you mean, sir," said

the manageress, viciously, " but you are

behaving with extraordinary freedom. Per-

haps, as your business here is ended, you will

allow Miss Ambrose to retire. This is no

place for assignations."

" I shall be waiting for you outside, dear," he

whispered to Edith, who made a hurried exit.

Then he addressed the outraged mana-

geress. " I shall not trouble you for another

sitting," he said. " If ever I get hold of that

little cross I shall wear it to my dying day."

She looked at him with withering con-

tempt, but said nothing.

" There is a great deal you don't under-

stand," he went on. " Miss Ambrose was

not to blame. If she continued in your

service, I am quite sure she would never do

anything of the kind again. Good afternoon."

In truth, he hardly knew what he was saying.

The manageress coolly turned her back

and walked away.

Of course they met outside, in something

under ten minutes, and retired into the first

tea-shop that offered. They had a secluded

corner all to themselves, where he told her

what he had intended to say before he was

ordered to France, and asked her a question ;

but that was superfluous, for her answer was

already given. She had suffered much in

the past two years, but he thought her more

beautiful than ever. There was no pallor

on her face now. She told him about her

work in the hospitals in SalÃ³nica, and how

her strength had failed after six months.

Her friend, Kate Fenton, had been in the

hospitals in France, and had kept on till the

Armistice, when she had gone back to her

art work. But Edith's art work was not

marketable in these bustling times, and she

was soon at the end of her resources. Her

parents were dead, and she was all alone. A

friend had advised her to take up retouching,

at which she had become highly proficient.

No, she had never forgotten him, and never

given up hope. Of course, she knew at

once it was his negative ; there was no mis-

taking the shape of his face. Then the

thought of putting in the cross had come to

her. Didn't he think it dreadfully bold and

unwomanly ? Well, he didn't answer that

question till they were quite alone. He must

promise never to tell Kate about it. She

was still living with Kate.

Had she kept the little cross safÃ© ?

Of course she had, and she produced it

from some mysterious receptacle. Preston

took it from her, and kissed it when no one

was looking. He had it attached to his

watch-guard, where it still hangs.
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"Ð¨Ð�Ð� AT HIS NOSES

T was well

known round

Ball ygullion,

began Pat

Murphy, that

wee Misther

Mac Dermott,

the schoolmaster, was far from

bein' a teetotaller. All the

same, he was never a man

to dhrink by himself when

he could get company. As he

used to put it in his learned

way, the chief use of whisky was to promote

friendly inthercourse among neighbours.

But, troth, most of the inthercourse the

Masther had with his neighbours was out of

an armchair in Michael Cassidy's pub ; an'

the old sister that kept house for him got

very lonely at times sittin' Ã t home.

She was terrible proud an' 'up..on herself

through an uncle bein' a solicitorâ��if that's

anythin' to be proud aboutâ��an' wouldn't

mix with the common people of the town, as

she called everybody but them that was too

uppish themselves to consort with her, an'

that threw her lonelier still.

So as long" as I can remember she always

had some kind of a pet or other hanging

about the house. It was generally some

fancy kind of an animal ; for with the notion

she had of the gentility of the family she aye

copied Miss Armitage 'of the Hall, or some

other big'l bug.

But about theÂ« time I'm'speakin' of the

wheezy old pug she had been motherin' died

of bein' too well looked afther an' left her

clean desolate, an' the wee Masther found her

desperate carnaptious when he'd come home

of a night. So he made up his mind that

he'd either have to turn temperance or find

a new pet for her, an' one night he started

out for Mr. Rutherford's of the Warren to

see if he could raise anythin' of fish, flesh, or

fowl that would keep her company when he

was on the rampage.

An' Mr. Rutherford's was the right place

to go. He'd been crossed in love, they said,

when he was.only a young fellow, an' never

thried a second venture, but took to dumb

animals. Even when he'd been manager of

â�¢LYNN
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.thÃ© bank his house was like

a menagerie ; an' when he â�¢

retiredâ��1 heard tell it was .

over a pet monkey chawin'

up a packet of ten-pound

notesâ��all the animals he had

before was nothin' to what he

gathered about him now that

he had a house of his own.

He was desperate glad to

see the Masther, and nothin'

would do him but the Masther

must stay for dinner ; an' the ,

Masther, knowin' by old experience that :

dinner at Mr. Rutherford's was a matther of

more than eatin', was only too glad to oblige

him. A mighty fine dinner they had, by all

accounts, the Masther with two days' thirst

on him through keepin' the sisther company

at night, an' Mr. Rutherford with mebbe

more ; for he was another man could take

no good of a dhrink unless there was company

with it. Between every glass ould John, the

man-servant, would be ordhered to bring in

a fresh bird or beast for the Masther to pick

from, till by the time the pair of them was at

the second decanter the dinin'-room was like

the Zoological Gardens in Dublin.

By this time the Masther was clean beyond

all discretion in the way of picking a pet for

anybody short of a Zulu, an' nothin' took

his fancy, so much as a big baboon Mr.

Rutherford kept chained to the leg of the

table. For, as the wee man said, forbye

that the beast could smoke an' dhrink whisky

just as if he was a Christian, he was the

nearest imitation of a man his sisther was

ever likely to get at her time of life.

But afther sittin' on the floor beside the

baboon for a quarth'er of an hour thryin' .to

teach him to say " slainthe " before he took,

down his dhrink, 'he made up his mind that

he was'an unmannerly brute, an' would have

nothin' more 'to do with him.

Then he would only have somethin' that

he could bring home in the crown of his tall

hat ; but afther two pet guinea-pigs had near

clatted-the scalp'off his head, oÃ¹ld JohnA-

that by this time was the only sensible bein'

in the room, barrin' the animalsâ��got him

persuaded as far as the stone steps at the
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ye !" An' with that he swings to the right

an' slap into the demesne wall.

When the constable got the length of them

the Masther was sittin' up in the middle of

the wreckage of the cage an' apologizin' to

the parrot, that was perched on his hand an'

swearin' something lamentable.

"Halloa, constable!" sez the Masther.

'' You're just in the nick of time. There has

been a shipwreck on the high seas, an' we

want a helpin' hand off the rocks."

'' I doubt," sez the constable, a bit of a

wag himself, " I doubt ye'll have to go into

dock to refit."

" Ye don't mean to say ye'd go back on an

old friend in musfortune," sez the Masther.

' Divil a bit of me," sez the constable ;

' but the sergeant's comin' up the road."

' The honour of the MacDermotts is in

your hands, constable," sez the Masther ;

hall door with a talkin' parrot in a cage.

Before they were half-roads down the

steps ould John had to run back into the

house to save Misther Rutherford from the

baboon ; an' the Masther an' the parrot fell

down the rest of the flight into a fancy bush,

an' started for Ballygulhon at two o'clock in

the mornin'.

About half-roads between Misther Ruther-

ford's an' Ballygullion was Miss Armitage's

demesne ; an' of course it be't to be that

very night that the sergeant of police an' one

of the constables was watchin' for poachers.

The constable was hidin' at the Warren

side of the demesne when the Masther came

round the corner. An' if ye're to believe

the constable it was worth while bein' there.

Ye must know that the parrot was brought

to Misther Rutherford's by Sailor Sam, as

they called Widow Donaghy's son ; an'

most of its expressionsâ��that wasn't bad

languageâ��was seafarin' talk.

By the time it and the Masther had got

the Â¡ength of Miss Armitage's, the parrot had

made up its mind it was out in some by-

ordinary kind of a hurricane. An' troth a

stormy passage it must have had.

What with the Masther dhroppin' the cage

an' gettin' it between his

legs an' thrippin" over it,

an' fallin' with it again

gates an' hedges an' walls,

the half of the spokes was

hangin' out an' jinglin' along

the road.

The parrot might ha' quit

the cage any time it liked ;

but I suppose it wanted to

stick to the ship ; for it

was hangin' on to the sound

wires like grim death an'

givin' ordhers like an

admiral.

" Port your helm ! "

shouts the parrot, as they

come round the corner with

a lurch. " Hard a port ! "

" I wondher at ye," says

the Masther, fetchin' up

in the middle of the road ;

" I wondher at ye, thryin"

to teach navigation tÃ´ a

man that has thrained

two full sea-captains an'

a second mate. Port ! " sez

he ; '' ye're makin' me dhry

talkin' of port. Besides,

we've had no luck with it.

Didn't we go to port at

Ann Doonan's corner, an'

left the tail of my coat on

the garden railin's ? No,"

sez he, " I'll go to star,

board if it was only to spittÂ» " ' HALLJA, CONSTABLE! ' SEZ THE MASTHER. ' YOU'RE JUST IN THE
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" for ye know what kind of friendship is

between the sergeant an' me."

" You're not too bad," sez the constable.

" Could ye walk past him ? "

" I doubt it," sez the Masther. " I could

do fraction sums in my head, but my legs is

as dhrunk as Bacchus."

" Sit where ye are then," sez the constable,

" an' mebbe he'll walk past ye in the dark.

But stop that cussed bird first of all."

" I've thried to soothe its feelin's every-

way possible," sez the Masther ; " but short

of a written apology I doubt it's not goin' to

be content."

" Wring its neck," sez the constable.

" I couldn't do it," sez the Masther.

" Sure the principal seat of enjoyment is in

the neck. What pleasure would I have in

life if my own neck was wrung ? No," sez

he, " I brought the unfortunate bird into

throuble, an' I'll bring it out. If I'd taken

its advice an' turned to the left "

" Set it on the road an' put your tall hat

on it," sez the constable, "an' it'll mebbe

keep its neb shut tiU the sergeant's past.

Here he's comin' ; quick now !â��an' do you

sit quiet."

" Any of them ruffians about, constable ? "

sez the sergeant as he come up. " Nobody.

Then we may as well get back to barracks."

An' with that his toe took the tall hat.

" Port your helm ! " screeches the parrot.

" Port your helm, blast ye ! "

" Mother of Mercy ! ".shouts the^sergearit.

" What is it ? " an' flashes on his lamp. The

light just took the Masther between the eyes.

With an ordinary Bench the Masther was

as safe as a house, an' the sergeant knowed

it. So what does he do but have a special

court next day with nobody but the R.M.;

an' before the Masther's friends could beat

up another magistrate or two he was fined in

half a crown an' costs.

The Masther was very sore about the catch

the sergeant had got at him.

" I wouldn't ha' minded the fine so much,

Pat," sez he to me ; " for at the worst the

price of a quart would cover costs an' all.

But it's the disgrace of the tiling. To think

that a man of my experience should be that

far through on the one or two dhrinks I had

that night that he couldn't pass himself

before a sergeant of police."

" The divil a dhrunk ye were at all,

Masther," sez I, flattherin' him. " Ye were

as sober as I am this minit. Doesn't every-

body know the grudge the sergeant has

again ye ? Mebbe 'twas himself was dhrunk."

" He takes a dhrop now an' then, I'll give

in," sez the Masther. " The man has his

good points. But thrue enough he has a

spite again me, an' he give me no fair play

this time."

" Never mind, though, Pat," sez the wee

man. " I have the parrot still ; an' it's a

great comfort to the sisther, an'll maybe be

the means of me gettin' some of my own back

NICK OF TIME. THERE HAS BEEN A SHIPWRECK, AN* WE WANT A HELPIN1 HAND OFF THE ROCKS.
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from that red-nosed ruffian. A man that

can't take a dhrink without his nose turnin'

all the colours of the rainbow should keep to

buttermilk."

I done my best to get out of the wee man

what notion was in his head ; .but it was no

use. But about two months afterwards,

when I'd forgotten all about it, he sent word

for me to come an' see him. When I went

into the parlour there was a whole crowd of

the Masther's comradesâ��Misther Anthony

the solicitor, an' the docther, an' the Bank

cashier, an' a lot more. They never heard

me comin" in with the laughs of them.

An' there in the middle of them was the

parrot struttin' about the table an' lookin' as

wise as an ould man.

" What about the sergeant, Polly ? " sez

the Masther.

The crather cocked up its wee beady eye

like a flash.

" The sergeant's dhrunk," it sez, away

deep down in its throat. " The sergeant's

dhrunk. Look at his nose. Very sad, very

sad." An' then away it goes in a rhyme ye

could hardly follow, it went that quick :

" Look at his nose, look at his nose, look at

his nose," with a great kink of laughin' at

the end ; an' then very- slow an' serious

again : " Very sadâ��very sad."

Ye could ha' tied us all with a sthraw

before it had done.

*' How in the name of wondher did ye

thrain it, Masther dear ? " sez I.

" In troth," sez he, " it was Misther

Anthony here did the most of it. That

croakin' low down in the throat is mighty

dhry work ; an' if I'd persevered in it I

might ha' been obliged to depart from my

well-known temperance principles. Do ye

think that's the best ye can do, Misther

Anthony ? " sez he.

" There's no man in Ireland could improve

on it," sez Mr. Anthony, cocksure as usual.

" Very well," sez the Masther. " The

sergeant's due up the road in five minits.

Come on till ye see the fun."

So out we goes into the garden, an' in a

minit we hears the thramp, thramp of the

sergeant's feet.

" What about the sergeant, Polly ? " sez

the Masther, tossin' the bird up into a bush.

" The sergeant's dhrunk ! " squawks Polly,

at the top of its lungsâ��if a bird has lungs.

" The sergeant's dhrunk ! "

The sergeant stopped dead, an' his face

turned as red as his nose, an' that's sayin' a

good deal.

" That's MacDermott," sez he to the con-

stable that was with him. " That's that

scoundrel, MacDermott. Come on, con-

stable."

" Round the house with ye, boys," sez the

Masther, " an' leave me to it."

We weren't right hid till in comes the

sergeant into the garden, with a rush that

near took the gate off the hinges.

" Arrest this man," sez he, pointin' at the

Masther, with the very fingers thrimblin' wi'

rage ; " arrest him for dhrunken disorderli-

ness."

" Easy, constable," sez the Masther ;

" easy. What's the matter with the ser-

geant ? "

" The sergeant's dhrunk," shouts the

parrot from the bush above his head.

" Look at his nose ! "

The sergeant leapt about two feet perpen-

dicular in the air.

" Arrest the man's confederate, constable,"

sez he, fair foamin' ; " an' I'll take him

meself."

I'm thinkin' he'd ha' left very little of the

Masther if he'd got his hands on him ; but

just as he gathered himself to lepp at the wee

man he looked up an' seen the bird.

" Dear me," sez the parrot, " look at his

nose ; very sad, very sad, very sad."

" If ye're goin' to arrest the fowls of the

air, sergeant," sez the Masther, " I doubt

ye'll have to provide flyin' machines for the-

force. Can I not have a bird singin' its

simple melody round my house without the

majesty of the law steppin' in ?"

" The sergeant's dhrunk," sez the parrot ;

" look at his nose."

" Dear me," sez the Masther, " ye'd think

the bird knew what it was sayin'."

" Take that brute down," roars the ser-

geant, " or I'll have you an' it in the lock-up

in two minits."

" Lock it up if ye can catch it," sez the

Masther ; " but I question if it's legal. Ye

can sue the bird for libel," sez he, " though I

don't see what ye'd make out of it. It's only

a man of sthraw ; an' I doubt if ye'd even

recover your costs."

" This is a plot, sir," sez the sergeant,

madder than ever ; â�¢" a confounded thrick

to make me ridiculous. Will ye or will ye

not bring that bird down an' wring its neck ? "

" Look at his nose," squawks the parrot.

" Very sad, very sad."

" The bird is seriously concerned about the

matther," sez the Masther. " Ye should

thry rice-powder."

The sergeant paid no heed to him at all,

but throws off his belt an' helmet an' up into

the bush. He'd ha' been wiser stayed on

the ground. The force is a fine upstandin'

body of men, but noways intended for

hoppin' on twigs, an' just as the sergeant's

hand was within six inches of the parrot's

tail the branch he was on give way an' he

fell into the privet hedge. It was the

savin' of his life that he bled his nose on the

post of the garden gate ; for barrin' that

nothin' could ha' saved him from apoplexy.
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As it was he was speechless with the rage.

He just shook his fist in the Masther's face,

picks up the belt an' the helmet an' off up

the. road like a madman, leavin' the con-

stable to follow the best way he could.

The hext day the whole town of Bally-

gullion was ringin' with the news that a

summons was out again the Masther for

indecent behaviour in causin', as the sum-

mons saidâ��for I seen it myselfâ��" a certain

bird :or fowl, to wit a parrot, to use language

in the public street calculated to lead to a

breach of the peace," an' askin' the Masther

to " show cause why the said bird or fowl

should not be destroyed." i

I had no doubt in my mind that Mr.

Anthony had a finger in the pie, for I'd seen

him colloguin' with Blake, the opposition

solicitor, _the night before, an' when the pair

of them separated Blake went over to the

police barracks an' Mr. Anthony took away

off to Major Donaldson's ; an' when I seen

the Major's name on the summons I put

two and two together at once.

All Ballygullion was wild with delight

about it. You could ha' sold seats in the

Petty Sessions Court-house at a pound a

head. People could talk of nothin' else, an'

all sorts of jokes an' stories went flyin' round.

The sergeant was undherstood to have got

down not less than two hundhred-weight of

law books from Dublin to read up the case,

an' though everybody knew Mr. Anthony

was conductin' the defence, it wasn't ex-

pected that the Masther would let him have

it all to himself.

I was very much of the same opinion.

The wee man was all vexed about the

affair.

" I should never have let that mad-head

Anthony into the business at all, Pat," sez

he. " Not that I would be one to inther-

fere with the innocent amusements of the

populace, mind ye, but before all's over the

parrot may come to a violent end, an' that

would be a disasther to the MacDermott

household. Apart altogether from the valu-

able assistance it gave me in gettin' a bit of

my own back from the sergeant, I'm attached

to the bird. I have trailed up many a wee

fellow by the lugs from the Ð� Ð� Ð¡ to the

Sixth Reading Book that hadn't half the

intelligence of it. An' as for my sisther,"

se/; he, " the loss of it would break her heart.

Since it has deserted the use of bad language

for the legitimate female occupation of

scandalizin" .its neighbours, it has twined

itself round her affections in a most won-

dherful way."

He was that worried about the parrot

that he hardly lipped dhrink for two days :

but the day before the Court sat I met him

comin' down the road with the tall hat

cocked well over his eye an' a bit of a lurch

in his walk ; and I knowed lus mind was at

ease again.

" The peace of the MacDermott household,

Pat," sez he, bringin' up with a jerk, " is not

goin' to be throublecl this time."

" Ye think the parrot's safe, then ? " sez I.

" With the help of my friend Misther

Rutherford," sez he, " I think I have made

that noble and intelligent bird or fowl, as we

say in the law, Pat, secure from the clutches

of the executioner an' the dundherheadedness

of my own counsellor."

An' the divil a word more information

could I get out of him. But I knowed it

would be all right ; for dhrunk or sober it

was' very hard to get the betther of the

Masther when he laid his mind to a thing.

The next mornin' the court was fillin' long

before breakfast-time ; an' by the time

Major Donaldson took his seat on the Bench

half the population of Ballygullion was

sittin' an' standin' an' hangin' on to walls

inside, an' the other half had been threw

down the stairs by the police.

The sergeant was conductin' his own case,

an' swore lamentable again the parrot.

Accordin' to his story, the language of it

would ha' scunnered a tinker. The whole

town was scandalized, by the sergeant's way

of it. Deputations from parents was blockin'

the barrack doors every hour of the day ;

young people of both sexes was bein' cor-

rupted wholesale ; an' it was near as bad

with them that was grown up. The bad

ones was gettin' worse an' the good ones was

leavin' the town ; an' if the parrot wasn't

hanged an' the Masther transported the very

name of religion and virtue was dead in

Ballygullion.

The Masther had come intil the court purty

fresh, I knowed, by the thump he sat down

on the seat with ; an' with Misther Anthony

houldin' him by the back of the coat he had

no chance to get in his oar till the sergeant

had done. But when Misther Anthony got

on his feet I seen the Masther shakin' himself

together, an' 1 knowed there'd be a duet of it.

" Ye say, sir," sez Misther Anthony to the

sergeant, " that the night this bird perched

on the barracks it used profane language ? "

" The expressions of it," sez the sergeant,

" was somethin' horrid."

" That comes of lettin' a lawyer into my

house," sez the Masther to himself. " I'm

not half particular enough about the com-

pany 1 keep."

Misther Anthony took a very wicked look

back at the Masther an' the crowd titthered.

" What were the expressions ? " sez Misther

Anthony. " Were they directed against any

particular person ?

" Not that I heard," sez the sergeant. " It

was just a kind of general blasphemiousness."

" That's you down to the ground, Anthony,"
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sez the Masther.

" Ye just curse a

ring round ye

clean blue. I

doubt the bird has

been associatin'

with you unbe-

knownst to me."

The sweat broke

on wee Misther

Anthony's fore-

head; for he

never knowed the

minit the Masther would let out who

taught the parrot. But he fetched a power-

ful welt at the Masther's shins with the toe

of his boot an' started again when the laugh

had died down.

" Is this a personal matthÃ«r between you

an" the parrot, sergeant ? " sez he.

" I don't know what ye mean," sez the

sergeant, very flustered.

" Did the parrot in these alleged blas-

phemous remarks say anything about you ?

sez Misther Anthony. " Did it mention your

name, for example ? "

It was an ugly one for the sergeant, with

the sun just dazzlin' on his nose that very

minit ; an' everybody leaned forward.

" I couldn't swear to all the bird put out

of it that night," sez he at the last.

" Come, sir," sez Misther Anthony, " what

colour did it say your nose was ? Did it say

it Â¿vas red ? "

" I won't repeat all the offensive expres-

sions the bird was coached up in," sez the

sergeant, lookin' very mad at the spectators

that was grinnin' all over the court.

"If the parrot said your nose was red,

would it be the truth ? " sez Misther Anthony.

" It might not," sez the Masther. " Of a

frosty night I've observed that the man's

proboscis turns blue."

" Order, order ! " sez Major Donaldson,

when the roar had died down. " You must

restrain your client, Mr. Anthony. The

witness must be protected."

" In troth, your Worship," sez the Masther,

" by the look the prosecutor is takin' at me

I'm thinkin" it's meself will need the pro-

tection."

An' 'deed, if the sergeant's look could ha'

killed at ten feet, the Masther's last glass of

whisky was dhrunk.

" Ye may go down, sir," sez Misther

Anthony to the sergeant. " Your Worship,"

he goes on, " the spite and malice of the

prosecutor are quite apparent. There is not

one word of evidence to connect my client

with the alleged blasphemous utterances of

this wonderful bird."

" Divil a word," sez the Masther.

" But I'll show you," sez Misther Anthony,

hurryin' on, " that the bird itself has been

abominably libelled in this court. I will

prove to you that it is incapable of the ex-

pressions that have been falsely laid to its

charge ; an' that it is incapable of utterin'

one syllable beyond the plain truthâ��the un-

pleasant truth, as the prosecutor will find.

Call the parrot."

But all the disordher that had gone on

was nothin' to what riz then. Ye couldn't

have heard your ears wi' cheerin' an' laughin'

an" imitatin' the parrot as it was put on the

table. If they hadn't been anxious to hear

what the parrot would say they'd been at it

yet. An' just as there was a kind of ordher

bein" got, wee Sonny Burke croaks out,

"Very sadâ��very sad," just in the parrot's

own voice, an' sets them all off again.

" We'll now hear the evidence of the bird

itself, your Worship," sez Mr. Anthony, " an'

let you see how it has been libelled."

" I object altogether, your Worship, to

this irregular proceeding," sez the sergeant.

" I'm afraid, Mr. Anthony," sez the Major,

" that we couldn't take the evidence of a bird."

" Why riot, your Worship ? " sez Misther

Anthony ; " why not ? "

" Well, for one thing," sez the Major,

lookin' as serious as he could, " I doubt it

doesn't understand the nature of an oath."

"Divil a one betther," sez the Masther.

" Sure it spent the first two years of its life

with Sailor Sam Donaghy, that could curse

in every language came out of the Ark."

" If your Worship," sez Misther Anthony,

" would hear what it can say without just

puttin' it on oath it might be sufficient."

" That's right, Misther Anthony," shouts

one or two from the back. " Ask it what's

the matter with the sergeant."

" Your Worship won't permit this tom-

foolery," sez the sergeant when ordher was

got again. " It's uttherly irregular an'

ridiculous." :

" I don't see that I can prevent it, ser-

geant," sez the Major ; for he was no great

friend of the sergeant's, an' just as keen to

see him took down a bit as anybody was.

" If it uses any improper expressions I'll have

it desthroyed on the spot."
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' We'll risk that," sez Misther Anthony.

" Come here, Polly," an' he opens the cage

door.

" Easy, Misther Anthony," whispers the

Masther ; "keep it in the cage ! "

" Nonsense," sez woe Misther Anthony ;

" sure the bird know; me as well as you do.

Pretty Polly," sez he, takin' it on his linger

an' bendin' down his face to it. " What's

the matther with the sergeant ? "

The bird never said a word, but just gives

one squawk an' bones Misther Anthony's

nose in its neb.

Ye should ha' been in that court-house. The

crowd cheered an' whooped an' whistled an'

laughed. The Major lay back on the Bench

an' fair screeched. An' far above it all ye

could hear the language of Misther Anthony.

The first grab he made at the parrot the

tail feathers come away in his hand, it hould-

in' all the time like grim death to his nose ;

but the next hoult he got of it was by the

neck, an' in another minit there was no need

of an ordher for the desthruction of poor

Polly.

An' all the sergeant had swore of the poor

bird was nothin' to the funeral service

Misther Anthony said over it. Then he

took one kick at the cage that landed it in

the gallery, an' run out of the court like a

daft body.

" Clear the court," sez the Major, as soon

as he was able to speak. " The case is dis-

missed. You'll need no ordher now, ser-

geant."

The Masther was just at his own gate

when I caught up with him. But when I

begun sympathizin' he cut me short.

" Tell me, Pat," sez he, " is that the ser-

geant comin' up this way, or is it that my

eyes is dazzled with the thirst ? "

I looked back, an' sure enough there was

the sergeant steppin' up the road like a

dancin'-masther, twirlin' the dead parrot in

his hand an'â�¢ headin' straight for the wee

man's house.

" Come on in, Masther," sez I, " an' don't

let him have the crow on ye."

" Keep him in crack for a minit, Pat," sez

the Masther, " till I make some little prepara-

tion for receivin' him." An' he lurches inside.

" Good-day, Misther Murphy," sez the

sergeant, very airy, as he come up. " This

is a sad occasion for my dear friend the

schoolmasther.''

He stopped all at once, an' glared at some-

thin' above my head, with the two eyes near

bulgin' out of him.

I looked round, an' there, shufflin' along

the branch of a tree in the Masthtr's garden,

was ould Pollv, as fresh as a daisy.

When it seen the

sergeant it let a

squawk ye could ha'

heard at the barracks.

" Port your helm,"

it screeche-1 : " port

your helm ! The ser-

geant's dhrunk. Look

at his nose !

â�¢' ' PORT YOUR HELM ! '

SCREECHED POLLY. ' THE

SERGEANT'S DHRUNK.

LOOK AT HIS NOSE!'"
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PERPLEXITIES. By Henry E. Du<wy.

504.â��A MOTOR-CAR

JOURNEY.

THE circles are towns,

and the lines connecting

them are roads. A man

?! wishes to make a journey

from Y to Z, never going

north or east. I have given

in my " Amusements in

Mathematics"a simple rule

for discovering the number

of different routes in all

such cases. But a new difficulty here arises. There

are severe epidemics raging in the three black towns,

A, B, and C, and the gentleman will not pass through

either of those towns. How many routes are there

from which he can select ? You see, it you deduct

the number of routes from Y to Ð¡ from the number of

routes from Y to Z, you have properly subtracted all

the routes to Z that pass through C. But if you then

proceed to deduct the routes from Y to Ð� in the same

way, you will remember that some of these have

already been included in the routes Irom Y to C, and

must not be deducted twice. This is where your

trouble begins. It requires a little clear thinking.

random. What are the chances that the two children

at the ends of the row will "be girls ?

506.â��A CHARADE.

A CORRESPONDENT says that the following was handed

to him by one of our suffragan bishops. It is curious

what an attraction these word puzzles have for ecclesi-

astical minds. We have seen that some of our best

enigmas have been composed by bishops.

Through my first for ever flow

Peals of laughter, cries of woe.

In my second, neatly made,

Thousands, night by night, are laid.

In my whole men never jest,

Vows are uttered, sins confessed.

505.â��THE SEVEN CHILDREN.

FOUR boys and three girls are seated in a row at

507.â��A DAY'S SPORT.

A FRIEND had been out shooting birds and rabbits.

1 inquired what sport he had had, and his reply was

a little curious : " Two score heads and eight dozen

feet." How many birds and rabbits must he have

shot ?

508.â��MENTAL ARITHMETIC.

I HAVE, from time to time, given various short cuts

in mental arithmetic. Here is another example that

will interest those who are unfamiliar with the process,

Multiply 993 by 879 mentally in a few seconds.

Solutions to Last Month's Puzzles.

Â£> Ñ�

made m the rectangle will necessarily raise the number

of pieces to six.

502.â��LETTER PAIRS.

Two eight-letter English words in which every letter

is repeated are STEPPEST and

REAPPEAR. 1 have not at

present found any longer word with

this peculiarity, but think it prob-

able that such words exist.

il.

2s.

503..-CURRENT

COINAGE.

THE illustration shows

a solution. Only one coin,

the farthing, is repeated, and in

both directions thesum is Â£i 2s.7$d.

493.â��SNUFFING DOING.

ELEVEN correspondents have

sent me a suggested, and prac

tically identical, answer to this

puzzle. Divide 34,342,200 by two

and we have 17,171,100, which

figures will form one pair of snuffers

for each son. I give three ways of

forming the snuffers with the figures.

XX,

Ss

la

499.â��A ROOK

PUZZLE.

THE dotted line

shows the solution.

The White rook

passes over every

square of the en-

larged board and

captures the Black

rook on the nine-

teenth move. This

is the only solution

possible, except its

reflection.

500.â��THE SEVEN APPLEWOMEN.

EACH woman sold her apples at seven for a penny

and 3d. each for the odd ones over. Thus each

received the same amount, is. 8d. Without question-

ing the ingenuity of the thing, 1 have always thought

the solution unsatisfactory, because really indetermi-

nate, even if we admit that such an eccentric way of

selling may be fairly termed a " price." It would

seem just as fair if they sold them at different rates

and afterwards divided the money ; or sold at a single

rate with different discounts allowed ; or sold different

kinds of eggs at different values ; or sold the same rate

per basketful ; or sold by weight, the eggs being of

different sizes ; or sold at rates diminishing with the

age of the eggs ; and so on. That is why I have never

held a high opinion of this old puzzle.

501.â��HEXAGON TO SQUARE.

IF you cut as in figure A, the three pieces will form a

rectangle, as in figure B. We have already shown

that such a rectangle can be cut in three pieces to

form a square, as in figure C. But the cuts already

0

fl

o"o

17

A

A

The answer is

rather feeble, but I

am convinced that

it is the one in-

tended. No other

suggestion received

has been at all

convincing.
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"NKKKAN STRUGGLED FIERCELY IN TFIE GRIP OK HIS ENEMY'S LONG ARMS.

HE FLASHED HIS DAGGER FROM ITS SHEATH AND STRUCK AT BALASTOOP "

(Sec page 511.)
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The following story won the Second Prize of Â£100 in our recent Short Story

Competition, and two of the six judgesâ��Sir A. Conan Doyle and Mr. H. G.

Wellsâ��gave it first place on their lists. Sir A. Conan Doyle's comment was :

"A very beautiful and original story"; while Mr. H. G. Wells said: ' 'The

Flower-Show at Kwaliz ' has real imagination."

THE flower-show was held on the

twelfth day of the month in the

market - square of the city of

Kwaliz. The Princess, a woman

deeply learned in floriculture, came down

from her palace on the Fourth Terrace to

act as judge; and the first prizeâ��a bag of

gold and ten acres of landâ��was awarded

to Balastoor, the son of Theimo.

On the evening of the same day, when

the people were feasting and dancing in the

square, a little man, leading a mule, came

into the city by the Western Gate. The

mule was laden with packages which seemed

to be precious rather than heavy ; for, when

they swung, jostling, against the brass pillar

at one side of the gate, the Httle man's hands

went fluttering out in a swift, protective

gesture.

" Flower-seeds and cuttings ? " the young

gatekeeper asked, grinning. The grin was a

mocking and unfriendly one, and a wash of

red surged up under the jaded, dust-gritted

skin of the little man's face. He nodded and

passed through the gate.

" But you will win no prizes this time ! "

the gatekeeper shouted after him as the big

brass gates closed with a boom. " You are

too late this time, Nekkan ! "

The tired little man started and swung

round, a question on his lips ; but doubtless

VoL 1Ã�X.-34.

his pride made him think better of it and he

went on, with the gatekeeper's derisive laugh

ringing in his ears.

The city of Kwaliz was built in a basin-

shaped hollow that made a big dimple in the

middle of a circle of low-lying land. In the

centre of the basin stood the market-place,

surrounded by the public buildingsâ��the

baths, the court-houses, the prisons, and

temples. On the sloping sides of the basin

there were dwelling-houses, trees, and strips

of flower-gardens, arranged in four great

circular terraces, one above another. On

the lowest terrace, called the First, the

poorest citizens lived. On the highest were

the palaces of the noblemen and the Princess.

The gates of the city opened into the splen-

dour of these ; but the truth is thatâ��owing

to the peculiar natures of the building

materials which were most plentiful in that

districtâ��there were no houses in Kwaliz

that did not look magnificent. Leading his

mule down the street of steps that led from

the Fourth Terrace to the First, Nekkan saw

on either side of him, rising above the masses

of blossoming trees and still gilded here and

there by the yellow glow of sunset, walls and

towers and casements that gleamed with the

pallor of marble and alabaster, and shot out,

from their incrustations of gems, the yellow

and scarlet, the violet and blue fires of
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bloodstone and amethyst and sapphire. The

steps of the street were paved with porphyry,

and the lamps were of gold and silver. In

Kwaliz nothing was precious except rare

flowers. Flowers made all the business of the

city and of the great belt of rich land sur-

rounding it. Millions of seeds and cut

blooms and growing plants were every day

exported ; and the trained gardeners of

Kwaliz were sought out by the kings of

distant countries.

Nekkan lived on the First Terrace ; but,

on the Third, he suddenly paused and put

his hand to his ear. His long journeying

across the gritty desert had stopped up his

ears and nostrils with dust ; but he thought

that he heard sounds of music and the stir

of a big crowd. When he reached the

Second Terrace he could no longer doubt.

The market-place was full of revelry. If that

son of evil, the gatekeeper, had spoken the

truth and the flower-show had already taken

place !

The tired little man hurried down to the

First Terrace, the mule's feet slipping on the

porphyry flags. Looking down into the well

of swinging lights and shadows and joyous

sounds that was the market-square, Nekkan

reeled, sick and faint with his disappoint-

ment. There had been a mistake, there had

been a mistakeâ��he repeated it to himself,

piteously. Somehow the flower-show had

been held that day though he had been told

that it was to be held on the twentieth day

of the month.

While the sick stupor produced by the

shock lasted, Nekkan was the gentlest of

tired little men. He unloaded his mule and,

leading it through a passage of green marble

to the stable, he fed and watered it and

shook down a bed of long soft grasses with

pink and purple blossoms. He himself

hardly wished to eat or rest, and there was

no one in the house to press him to do so ;

but, sitting on a carpet in his doorway, he

gulped down three or four cupfuls of wine

from one of the two tall crystal bottles that

stood on a brass tray just inside the door.

Afterwards, in his pathetic attempt to

excuse himself, Nekkan pleaded that he

had made a mistake between the two wine-

bottles ; and, instead of refreshing himself

with the mild white wine drunk daily in

Kwaliz, had recklessly swallowed more than

a pint of the lenhi-foljarâ��the " liquid fire "

that was imported from foreign cities beyond

the hills and beyond the sea.

Nekkan rose, with a head that swam a

little, and went down the steps leading

from the First Terrace into the deep market-

place. Two or three of the revellers, seeing

him, grinned unkindly ; others called out

condolences on his late arrival. Nekkan

replied to looks and speeches with only his

odd characteristic little nods of the head ;

and continued to push his way towards the

decorated canopy which he could see over the

heads of the people. It was the custom in

Kwaliz that, on the evening of the day of

the flower-show, the first-prize-winner should

sit under this canopy and receive not only the

congratulations of his friends, but visits

from the leading men of the city.

A touch fell on Nekkan's arm, and he

paused, looking into the face of a mild-eyed

young man who, like most of the revellers,

wore bright-coloured garments and a big

flower in his white turban.

" You have had a long journey, Nekkan,"

the young man said. " Was it worth while ? "

The friendly smile, the tactful avoidance

of the subject of the flower-show, were

comforting to the tired little man. He

brightened.

" Worth while ? " he said. " Truly it was

worth while. I have brought back a marvel,

Yenanâ��a plant the like of which has never

been seen nor heard of. But " and

Nekkan fell back into despondencyâ��" it is

too late."

" Too late for what ? " the other said,

gently rallying him. " Too late for the

annual flower-show of Kwaliz ? A year will

soon pass, Nekkan. It is an eternity to a

childâ��not to a man of your age and learn-

ing."

" I may be dead before a year has passed, '

Nekkan answered, sombrely. " It is not

merely the loss of the prize that distresses

meâ��though I feel that the gold and the

ten acres of land are mine by right. It is

this, Yenan : that the foolish laws of the

flower-show and of Kwaliz forbid me the

right to appeal, before another year has

passed, for even a piece of earth in which I

can plant my treasure."

At this revolutionary criticism of the rigid

laws of the city, Yenan glanced nervously

around, fearful lest the words might have

been overheard.

" A piece of earth, Nekkan ! " he said,

good-naturedly trying to soothe his com-

panion. " But you have your two acres

outside the gates ; and although they are

full of beautiful thingsâ��who has not heard

of Nekkan's flowers and fruits?â��you can

surely find a little corner for your new

wonder ? "

' ' A little corner 'â��aye, that's just it ! "

Nekkan cried, with a frantic gesture. " It is

not a little corner that it needs, nor an acre,

nor five acres ! "

The young man's mild eyes rounded in

amazement and curiosity.

" In the name of all wonderful things,

Nekkan ! What kind of plant is it and how

have you carried it home ? Is it a great

cedar ? "
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' You will win no prizes this time 1 ' the gatekeeper shouted. ' You are too

late, Nekkan I ' "

" Do not ask me questions about it,"

Nekkan said, with a touch of the specialist's

jealous distrust. He had been cheated so

often, poor fellow : his seeds had been

stolen, his secret manures had been dug up

and analysed : he had been jeered at and

maligned by rivals. At least, Nekkan felt

sure that all these things had been done.

It seemed to him that they formed the only

possible explanation of his repeated failure

to carry off the first prize.

" So be it. I will ask you nothing,"

Yenan replied, with a smile. " But it

surprises me," he added, " that a man who

has travelled so far and brought back so

amazing a plant should be disturbed by

such things as the winning or losing of a

prize or a year's wait for success."

" I have waited so many years, Yenan ! "

the other said, piteously. " And I have been

cheatedâ��I have been wronged. It is true

that I have been to far-distant countries ;

but all my life is in Kwaliz. It is by the

praise of Kwaliz or the contempt of Kwaliz

that I live or die."

It was true. This curious little man was

of so narrow a mind that he took no interest

in any people beyond the belt of gardens

that surrounded Kwaliz. His soul, in-

tensively cultured like his garden, had

become a seed-plot for rivalries, suspicions,

and grievances.

Yenan shrugged.

" Kwaliz is indeed a fair city," he said,

looking up to the terraces and towers which

were beginning to be eyed with coloured

lights. " But even Kwaliz may perish one

day. Perhaps," he went on, smiling, " when

Kwaliz is in ruins your marvellous seeds

will be a great forest."

" Who said that I brought home seeds ? "

Nekkan whispered ; but, overcome by his
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own enthusiasm and the honesty of Yenan's

gaze, he went on, clutching at the young

man's armâ��

" It must have a large piece of ground.

Then it can be controlled, then it will spread

horizontally, growing almost under the earth,

only the little tufts that bear the flowers

showing above. Then it will bear great

edible bulbs under the clay, and they will

absorb its force, they will keep it stretched

out like a great carpet with weights upon it.

If it does not find a great flat piece of soft

soil, if it falls among rocks, for example,

it will become impatient, it will grow upwards

instead of horizontally. And that is a

terrible misfortune. For one thing, the rapid

growth exhausts its strength : it flowers,

but the seeds are starved, they will not

mature. That is a great loss to a gardener.

But there is more than that. Without the

earth over itâ��especially if the sun touches

the ripe seedsâ��it is a dangerâ��a danger "

Nekkan broke off as if scared by his own

garrulity ; and, loosening his grasp on

Yenan's arm, moved away, the mild-eyed

young man staring after him as if doubtful

of his sanity.

Nekkan reached the place where the

canopy stood. Seated on a carpet under it,

and surrounded by a small ring of dignitaries,

was a tall man, red-bearded, dressed in green

and crowned with flowers. It was Balastoor,

the son of Theimo ; and a half-year before,

when Nekkan had been about to start on his

journey, Balastoor had told him that the

flower-show was to be held on the twentieth

day of the sixth month.

Nekkan's heart was gnawed by regret

for those seven days of rest that he had

granted to himself when the shining city of

Kwaliz was almost in sight. Nekkan's brain

was on fire with fury at the understanding

of Balastoor's treachery.

An error ? No ; Nekkan knew that

Balastoor would say that it had been an

error ; that Balastoor would laugh, sneer,

patronize, as he had always laughed, sneered,

patronized. Nekkan cursed his own sim-

plicity in having accepted the liar's word when

Balastoor came running after him as he rode

out at the Western Gate. Running and

panting, with a great display of generous

eagerness to let Nekkan know that the date

of the flower-show had been postponed !

Nekkan went to a drinking-booth where

he bought some of the mild white wine and

some food. He sat down, eating and drink-

ing carelessly, his mind working like a wheel.

He argued with himself, using the reasonable

speech of Yenan. Time enough ; a year

would soon pass. On the day of the annual

flower-show those citizens of Kwaliz who

had acquired reputations as gardeners were

permitted to make appeal for pieces of land

for special purposes. As Nekkan had said

to Yenan, the laws were stringent, no appeal

not made on the proper day would be listened

to ; indeed, it was an offence against the laws

to make such an appeal on any but that one

day. As Nekkan had said, he had lost that

chance ; but, as Yenan had said, the chance

would come again. A year would soon pass.

Why, long before then, the seeds might be

stolen ! Nekkan's hands clutched at his

travel-soiled garments as he thought of his

words to Yenan in that crowded market-

place. Anyone might have overheard ; and

he was surrounded by the envious, the un-

scrupulous. At that moment even his house

was perhaps being searched. A clever thief

might think of looking in the stable behind

the mule's litter

Or he himself might die ; his strength was

not great. It was even probable that

Balastoor, guessing that he had brought back

sometljing precious, might arrange to have

him murdered. Balastoor was rich ; yet

he had always been envious of his poor

rival.

The white wine was mild ; but its little

strength, uniting with the potency of the

lenhi-foljar already drunk, worked madly in

Nekkan's brain. The wheel in his head

became a wheel of fire. He imagined, wildly,

speeches that he would make to the crowd,

telling his wrongs ; appeals that he would

make to the Princess and to the great men

of Kwaliz. He saw himself confronting,

denouncing Balastoor ; snatching the crown

of flowers from the handsome head, trampling

it underfoot, tearing the honourable green

mantle from the long limbs. It was part

of Nekkan's wrong that Balastoor was a

fine-looking man, and young. He had health

and riches and the love of women ; and yet

he had stolen this poor Nekkan's prize.

NEKKAN rose and moved swayingly into

the crowd, the people in the booth

looking after him. The dancers were

beginning to grow indifferent and groups of

musicians were laying down their instru-

ments. It was easier now to make one's

way to the canopy where Balastoor still sat

in the centre of the carpet, weary, smiling,

polite ; deprecating himself and all his people

and all his doings to the two noblemen who

had come down from the Fourth Terrace.

Nekkan stepped on to the carpet and

bowed. As he lifted his head he thought he

saw a look of amusement flutter across

Balastoor's face as he responded to the

salutation.

" Balastoor, son of evil," Nekkan said,

" you are a liar and a thief."

The two noblemen scrambled to their

feet ; and Nekkan went on :â��

" For years you have stolen from me and
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slandered me. You have hired outcasts

from strange, unclean places to nip my plants

and to put foul reptiles, slugs, and caterpillars

on my land. When I was leaving the city

by the Western Gate, six months ago, you

ran after me, you son of falseness, to tell me

that I could be absent on my journey another

eight days. I believed you ; and because

my strength is no longer in its prime, I

cherished the hope of an easier journey and

rejoiced in this deed of kindness from a

rival. Therefore you are the more deeply

cursed for my faith. I will tear the crown

from "

Nekkan did not try to finish the sentence,

for he saw that the two noblemen, coming

out of the helplessness of their amazement,

were giving orders to someone in the crowd.

Leaping on his enemy, Nekkan grasped the

flowery crown and with it (not without

intention) a certain quantity of Balastoor's

long soft red hair. Nekkan dashed down the

wreath ; but he could not carry out his

intention of trampling upon it'; because his

feet were swung in the air as BÃ¢lastoor closed

with him.

Nekkan struggled fiercely in the grip of the

long arms and rejoiced to hear the rending

of the green silk mantle. But his breath

was already spent and others had now rushed

to Balastoor's aid. Kicking, wriggling, and

clutching, Nekkan suddenly felt his fingers

touch something hard. It was the sheathed

dagger which heâ��like all citizens of Kwaliz

when they went abroadâ��carried in the girdle

of his travelling-dress.

The shape of the dagger was so familiar

that Nekkan's action was almost instinctive.

He flashed it from its sheath and struck at

Balastoor. He heard a sudden great uproar

from the people ; and saw Balastoor, pale

and terrified, shrink back, with blood squirt-

ing from a rent in the shoulder of the green

robe.

He had always felt sure that Balastoor was

a coward.

THEY tried Nekkan in the grey marble

court-house, inlaid with peridot and

silver.

Fortunately Balastoor had suffered only

a flesh wound and a shock ; but there

were special circumstances which rendered

Nekkan's crime as grave as if it had been

the murder of Balastoor on an ordinary day.

By the law of Kwaliz the prize-winner on the

day of the flower-show ranked as a nobleman

until midnight ; he bore the title " Suffi

Shenrta" ("Lord of the Gardens") and his

person was, not exactly sacred, but highly re-

spected. Nekkan was therefore guilty of

having shed the blood of a nobleman and alsoâ��

which was considered quite as badâ��of having

spoken to him in a quite improper way.

Nekkan might, therefore, have been con"

demned to death. But he was known to be

an ardent and not unsuccessful cultivator

and the winner of several consolation prizes.

Moreover, Yenan, whose father was an

important seed exporter, appeared in court,

and, giving Nekkan a better character than

he really possessed, pleaded earnestly that the

great, if imaginary, provocation that he had

received might be considered. Balastoor,

bandaged and with tears in his eyes, swore

that he had never injured Nekkan in thought,

word, or deed ; but admitted that the little

man had had delusions concerning him. The

mistake about the date of the flower-show

had been due, Balastoor thought, to Nekkan's

hardness of hearing. Nekkan was saved from

the death penalty and condemned to perpetual

banishment from the city. He was to leave

at dawn on the following morning.

Though moved by Yenan's kindness,

Nekkan thought that the young man's in-

terference had made a bad matter worse.

Nekkan's feeling was that he did not want to

live outside of Kwaliz, that there was nothing

to live for outside of Kwaliz ! It did not enter

his parochial little mind that his skill in

gardening might win him a welcome in some

foreign country ; nor did he desire to astonish

strange peoples with the wonder that he

had brought back to his own city. He con-

sidered himself lost, his life over, his name

henceforth a byword. While sentence was

being pronounced a terrib'e look of rage was

in his face ; but he bowed before the judge

andâ��in the softest and humblest of voicesâ��â�¢

made his appeal for the one favour which the

law of Kwaliz granted to all condemned to

banishment or death.

The judge replied formally that Nekkan

was free to make his appeal.

" I should like," Nekkan said, meekly,

" to ride on my mule, before dawn, through

Kwaliz."

The request seemed touching to many

present. It was granted ; and Nekkanâ��in

accordance with the dignified and humane

custom of the cityâ��was let go free till the

following dawn ; when he would be expected

to meet the authorities at the Northern Gate

and ride forth from Kwaliz.

IN the very early morning Nekkan, seated on

his grey mule, began his fareweil progress.

On one of the mule's flanks a skin of wine

and water was hung, on the other a great

square bag of plaited straw. When Nekkan

left his own home in the First Terrace, and

rode down into the market-place, the sky

was still purple and velvety, punctured with

great stars. But before he had ridden round

the Fourth Terrace, the buildings were taking

on hues of opal and pearl from the faintly

changing eastern sky.
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A number of people had risen to see Nekkan

ride. They watched him silently, without

hostility or disdain, for his fate had made him

a dignified figure. These sensation-mongers

were mostly men, but there were women and

children among them. It was a quick-eyed

little girl who first noticed that there was a

hole in one corner of the straw-plaited bag,

and that light, roundish objects, of about the

size of dates, were slowly dropping through

the hole and falling on the streets. The early

morning wind caused some of these to roll

into the gutters or into the flower-beds

bordering the pavements. The child's mother

ventured to call Nekkan's attention to this

accident.

" Your food will all be lost, Nekkan," she

said ; and, stooping, picked up one of the

dry, husky bodies which were of a bean-like

shape, whity-brown and wrinkled like the

hands of a very old man.

" It does not matter," Nekkan said, and

rode on. A few of the people grinned in an

awkward attempt to relieve the melancholy

of the occasion ; but the smiles died away

for lack of popular encouragement.

In the glory of a golden dawn, Nekkanâ��

followed at a little distance by the swiftly-

swelling crowdâ��came to the Northern Gate.

It was a stern structure of iron ; and its two

great enwrought leaves stood open, showing

the pale expanse of the desert ; for the belt

of gardens ceased at a distance of half a

mile on either side of this gate. Three

noblemen on white mules and a contingent of

police were waiting to receive him. He

passed through the gateway and the iron

leaves closed behind him with a clang ; then.
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"Cries of astonishment went up as the roots

grew longer and longer. They tangled round

the people's ankles and legs, and some were

twining round their necks."

casting one glance over his shoulder, he

galloped out into the desert.

A sigh, compounded of awe, pity, and

sensational enjoyment, rose from the crowd.

As long as they could see the little cloud of

dust kicked up by the mule's heels, they

remained gazing through the gates. Then

they slowly disbanded, the curious among
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them picking up the things which had

dropped from the straw bag and wondering,

as they examined them, what strange sort

of food was this that Nekkan had so carelessly

packed for his journey.

They found that the objects were easy to

crack. Inside each there was a pinkish-

â�¢white body, juicy, with a strong odour, and

attached by a short filament to the depression

in the bean.

Then, as the people went homewards in the

spreading sunlight, they heard all around

them a series of popping noises like tiny

air-guns. The children laughed and ran

about, seeking the strange seeds that they

might tread on them ; but the elder people

noticed, with interest and wonder, that the

bean-like bodies were of themselves cracking

and splitting open in the light. A moment

later short white roots were darting from the

pinkish bodies inside the beans ; and these

roots quickly grew longer and waved about

as if seeking a resting-place. Many of them

â�¢wormed their way into crevices between the

pavement stones ; while those which had had

the luck to fall on flower-beds dug down into

the soil.

THAT a people so keenly interested in

floriculture should be excited and pleased

by such a phenomenon was only natural.

The citizens of Kwaliz thought no more of the

banished man ; in groups they fell on their

knees and eagerly watched the strange seeds

as they rolled and cracked and shot forth

swaying, seeking suckers. Cries of astonish-

ment went up as those roots which could

not readily find a morsel of soil grew longer

and longer in their search ; even climbing

up to the flower-laden balconies and window-

boxes of the houses to embed themselves in

the clay.

It was then that the delight of the people

began to change into fear. Children began

to cry, women to scream, men to shout and

run for their knives. For the streets of

Kwaliz and its market-place were already a

mass of pinky-white roots, growing momently

stouter and stronger. They tangled round

the people's ankles and legs, round the

pasterns of the mules of the water-carriers.

A herd of cattle, driven in from the country,

stampeded, frightened by the pale vegetable

serpents that climbed up their legs and tails ;

a stall of tin-ware tell down with a clatter

and dazzle as the beasts charged to and fro

in the square.

Some of the roots were twining round

people's necks. A cry went up that a child

had been strangled, and there were frantic

rushes for the houses.

Then clusters of leaves began to dart from

the roots ; and from the middle of each

cluster there bounded a great muscular.

jointed branch. As the branches grewâ��feebly

warred against by the knives and daggers

of the peopleâ��a new cluster of leaves broke

forth at each joint with a swish, like the

unfurling of a fan. Men threw down their

knives and fetched their heaviest gardening

toolsâ��hoes, forks, shears, sickles. Black-

smiths ran for their hammers. But the

muscular branches, though bruised and

bleeding, wrapped themselves about the

tools and about the limbs and bodies of the

wielders. There was the sound of cracking

ribs ; and all those who had escaped the

creeper's grasp climbed and struggled to the

houses and, rushing inside, bolted the doors

and shuttered the windows.

Even through the walls they could hear

the growth of the creeper ; and those who

ventured to peep through the slats of the

shutters saw that the branches were as thick

as great tree-trunks. Every now and then

came the swish of a new fan of leaves un-

furling. Those leaves increased in size and

stiffness as the branches grew stouter ; so

that the swishing noise gradually became

a sort of rattling, harsh and horrible. From

the heart of each new cluster a new and

higher branch darted like a big-muscled

snake. They folded themselves round the

buildingsâ��round the court-houses and baths

in the market-place, round the houses in the

three lower terraces, round the tall palaces

in the Fourth Terrace, round the walls and

the metal gates of Kwaliz. The buildings

cracked in those awful embraces as the

human frames had cracked ; and the gushing

sound of falling dust and the tinklings of

glass and gold and iron and silver mingled

with the wail sent up by the people.

At noon, in a blaze of sunshine, the creeper

was waving its topmost branches above the

city. Feathery tufts of green fronds came

out, beautiful and soft against the blue sky ;

and from the centres of these tufts big

flowers burst forth, glowing red and orange,

exultantly opening their bosoms to the heat.

At sunset the flowers suddenly wrinkled

and shrank round anaemic bean-shaped seed-

cases. Then the leaves withered ; and,

laden with their brown clusters, the great

branches, flabby and palsied, relaxed their

grip and fell down, bringing with them the

stones of Kwaliz. Next morning the giant

creeper lay, looking like a heap of dirty

leather harness, in a mass of crumbled

marble and agate, porphyry and alabaster,

sparkling with the dust of gold and silver

and many-coloured gems. The dead were

all hidden in these lovely ruins of the loveliest

of cities.

TIRED little man, leading a grey

mule, entered the gate of the town of

Lurooula, many miles north of Kwaliz.



SOME

PLAYHOUSE

MOMENTS

A-BWALKLEY

IS an actor only what Johnson said he

was, a fellow who claps a hump on his

back and calls himself Richard III., or

is he not rather a creative artist, collabo-

rating with the playwright, whose imaginary

personage he enriches with his own imagina-

tion and^ndows with his own Ufe ? Collabo-

rator may seem at first sight too proud a

title for a man whose primary business,

beyond doubt, is to be a faithful interpreter

of what another man has conceived and set

down in words. But to say that is only to

assign a limit. Obviously, the actor must

not go outside his part and so play somebody

else. Obviously, he must live inside his part

a life coloured by the other man's imagina-

tion and guided by it at every turn. These

are the restrictions, but what the world calls

restrictions are to the artist opportunities.

His own imagination, his own temperament,

his own physical being, these are what he

works with, and no two actors ever rendered

the same part in the same way. Indeed, to

speak rigorously, no one actor ever did.

For art is a function of individuality, and

a fixed individuality would be not Ufe but

death. Edmund Kean, according to Haz-

Utt, was never the same two nights running.

Most actors are at their worst on first nights.

If one only knew when to catch them at

their best !â��but, unfortunately, newspapers

can't wait. At his best or at his worst,

however, the actor's individuality is what

chiefly matters. Technical skill is a sub-

sidiary thing ; indispensable of course,

as in all the arts, but indispensable only

to enable the actor to be himself without

let or hindrance, to give his individuality

free play. More than ever is this true to-

day. The art of the theatre tends to become

more and more the art of the individual.

The part becomes greater than the whole.

For proof, see any revue. A rich tempera-

ment, brought to its full power by perfect

technique, in complete possession of its

resources, dominating its public by natural

gift of high imagination or drollery or wit,

or astonishing it by impeccable accomplish-

mentâ��that is what the modern play-

goer is " out for."

AND it is this personal elementâ��call it

temperament, personality, individu-

ality, what you willâ��that inevitably

recurs to the mind when one casts one's

memory back. One remembers this or that

face, or voice, or gesture, or demeanour, rather

than this or that play. I say this not without

a tinge of vexation, for I have been vainly

trying to remember a play called (ironically

enough in my case) " Forget-me-not." What

was its precious plot ? What was the blest

name of its heroine ? No doubt there are

plenty of reference books that would tell

me, but reference books are among the

biblia a-biblia that I cannot abide. The

truth is, it is " easy and even helpful " to

forget plots. The excellent Aristotle, I

know, laid it down that plot was the most

important thing in drama and "as it were,

the very soul of it," and if you think of

such a thing as the " Å�dipus Tyrannus "
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you can see what he means. But Sophocles

wrote a long time ago and, as MoliÃ¨re

observed, ' we are the people of to-day,"

people who like a lively plot to follow at

the time and easy to forget afterwards.

WHO remembers Shakespeare's comedy-

plots ? He hardly seemed to remember

them hÂ¿mse:f, picking them up more or

less ready-made and Dropping them abruptly

at the end, as though they rather bored

him. Who remembers Congrevejs plots ?

They were most of them farragos of childish

absurdity. Anyhow, I cannot remember

the plot of " Forget-me-not," though I

am still thrilled with pleasure at the

recollection of Miss GeneviÃ¨ve Ward's acting,

or bits of it, in that play. She was a magni-

ficent, authoritative adventuress (I suppose)

who had got some wretched man in her

clutches, and I remember her crushing him

with some article in the French code. She

read the text distinctly and gave the number

of the articleâ��nothing more. But I can

see her doing it now and hear her resonant

tones and clear-cut articulation, syllable

by syllable like the stroke of hammer on

anvil, and feel the weight of her intellectual

contempt. Then there came a sudden

change of fortuneâ��what pedants used to

call a peripety. She learnt that some

deadly enemy was on her track (was it a

member of some secret society she had

betrayed ?) and lo ! the towering triumphant

woman of the moment before was turned

into a creature of abject terror, cowering,

struck dumb, shaking in every â�¢ limb. I

dare say the play was no literary master-

piece, but probably what is called an " actor's

play," written for showy, striking situations

such as these. But with Miss Ward their force

was tremendous. The sight and sound of her

haunted me then and, as I have said, haunt

me still. That is what acting of the right

quality can do for you-â��and do for you best,

perhaps, in plays by no means the best

in themselves. It can set your pulse

throbbing and your heart beating fast, and

at the same time give you an intellectual

satisfaction in watching an artistic aim

unerringly achieved. Hazlitt said that the

Indian jugglers delighted him more than

the best acting because their performance

had a mathematical exactness of success

which was impossible in the other case.

But acting may have these moments of

perfection, too. Miss Ward's acting in the

two moments which IÂ» have mentioned was

as convincing as anything in Euclid.

MISS WARD is happily still with us, and

even the youngest playgoers know what

a "value" she was at the St. James's in

the later stage of the Alexander management.

She illustrates what I have been saying

about the importance of personality. Her

technique is sound and finished. But

to say that is only to say that she has her

artistic means under thorough control, and

acts with her critical consciousness fully

alert : in other words, that she knows what

she is doing. These, however, are but

ancillary virtues. The force of her acting

is in her personality, in her manifestly

intellectual temperament, in her emphatic

expression of will, in the breadth and

liberality of her style. Ah ! that sense of

style ! It has almost vanished from the

stage. Mrs. Kendal had it, and Ellen

Terry, whenever the generally irrepressible

" child of nature " in her could be kept in

order, and her sister Marion, too, and Sir

Squire Bancroft, as he showed us in Trip-

let only the other day. But it is a classic

quality, and we are all romantics now.

, â�¢

AND certainlyâ��if 'the essence' of the

classic is form and of the romantic, as

Pater declared, strangeness with beauty

â��there is no difficulty in placing Mrs. Patrick

Campbell. She is beautifully strange in' ' Pyg-

malion," and she was beautifully strange

in " Mrs. Tanqueray." An actress of tem-

perament if ever there was oneâ��the richest,

most passionate, most capricious-of tempera-

mentsâ��she was the very woman for the

Pinero play. I had seen her at the Adelplii

in some absurd Cromwell piece, which was

contemporaneous with the song, ' When

you want'to know the time, ask a pleece--

man "â��for I remember quoting it when'

commenting on a scene wherein the Pro-'

tector asked his Captain of the Guard'

" what hour is't ?" I had seen her aiid

I had confidently expected her speedy-

promotion to a higher level of dramatic

art. Well, she found her opportunity in

the creation of Mrs. Tanquerayâ��creation,

I say, for she filled out the dramatist's'

imaginary personage with her own life"

and warmth, lifted it from the printed page

into flesh-and-blood reality and stamped on

it her own image and superscription. No

mere histrionic talent could have sufficed

to realize Mrs. Tanqueray. Nor genius,

even. That was. plain enough when an

actress of genius, Eleonora DÃ¼se, tried the

part. Duse did not realize Mrs. Tanqueray,

she idealized her, gave her an orchidaceous

splendour of style and a delicacy of nature

that was far too fine for poor Paula. But

Mrs. Campbell was the very woman, with

her undercurrent of vulgarity and of nos-

talgia for the old courtesan life still felt and

irking her beneath the surface of her new

respectability. I still remember the beau-

tiful impudency and gusto with which she

brought out " I adore fruit, when it's
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She gave you a thrill of excitement, a

" crowded hour of glorious life." What

better thing (outside poetic tragedy, which

is dead, or sleepeth) has the theatre to

offer?

I HAVE mentioned poetic tragedy. After

all, it does, now and then, arise from its

bier, or its couch, to delight us, as the dead

dancer rose in the recent Barrie-Karsavina

" Truth about the Fussian Dancers." I

suppose, at any moment " Hamlet " is

being played by somebody somewhere. You

could not have a more signal instance of

what I have been insisting on, the im-

portance of temperament in art. For

there are playwrights as well as players

of temperament, and it is as plain

as a pikestaff, to those who have

eyes to see, that Shakespeare

gave his temperament un-

usually free play in writing

Hamlet." He took up

a " revenge " story, be-

cause it was popular,

and, once he had

taken it up, found

it (so I guess)

something of a

nuisance. I

guess that his

main interest

went out to

SIR J. FORBES ROBERTSON AS HAMLET.

WHAT A CHARMING THING

' MY MOST VIVID RECOLLECTION IS OF HIS SPEECH TO THE PLAYERS.

THAT WAS ! "

/>AÂ»lo. Â¿tun CaiiraU Smith.

expensive." I still remember the voice

of mockeryâ��the true voice for the part ;

never the voice of a fine lady, but the full-

throated voice, with a suspicion of hysteria

in it, of the ex-demimondaineâ��with which

she mimicked the " good nights " of the

quiet, orthodox household. Talent, as much

as you please, and of course a high intelli-

gence ; but these, indispensable as they

were, and always are, were not the secret

of her achievement. That secret was the

rich, passionate temperament. Here was a

magnificent animal, fascinating enough to

marry even out of the gutter, violent, hate-

ful, but (like the expensive fruit) adorable.

his hero, not as an avenger, but as a projec-

tion of himselfâ��as being and thinking

what he, William Shakespeare, would natu-

rally be and think, all ghosts and missions

and family vengeance notwithstanding. By

generations of actors this passed unper-

ceived. The " melancholy Dane " became

a depressing tradition. Garrick's Hamlet

must have been a " holy terror." " Would

you not, sir," asked Boswell, " start as

Mr. Garrick does, if you saw a ghost ? "

Johnson answered, " I hope not. If I

did, I should frighten the ghost." And just

look at the picture of John Kemble handling

Yorick's skull.
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THE commentators were as blind. They

spoke of Hamlet being crushed by his

'! mission." Why, he seizes every

opportunity of putting it out of sight ! Fresh

from his interview with the ghost, when

other men would be still dazed by the shock,

he is told qf the arrival of some strolling

players. Does he say, " I am not in the

mood for these trifles now, I can only attend

to my great business of revenge " ? Not a

bit of it. His face lights tip ; his mind

starts off at a tangent to the things of the

theatre. He spouts one of the players'

speeches. He gives them a lecture on ,the

art of acting. That the players may be of

use in his " revenge " business is a thought

that only comes to him later and, as it

were, by the wayâ��when he has time to

spare from the absorbing business of art.

And so, when the players with their " mouse-

trap " have helped him to corroborate

the ghost's story, is he overwhelmed by

the terrible truth, as a man full of naught

but his " mission " would be ? Not at

all ; what he at first shows is the joy of

the scientific investigator whose experiment

has " come off." The justiciary is lost in

the successful detective. Follow Hamlet to

the last act, and you still find him jumping

at every chance of forgetting his " mission."

If he meets a gravedigger, he must needs

stop and " draw him out," measure wits

with the fellow, let the flavour of his rustic

philosophy melt on the tongue. Osric

comes to invite him to a bout of fence with

Laertes. He eagerly accepts. What is the

" mission " of a lifetime to a stirring half

hour with the foils ? All this virtuosity

and dilettantism of Hamlet, his keen interest

in life as a game to play at and to think

about, his courtesy and grace, his sympathy

for all things human, his intense vitality,

leave a cheerful, almost exhilarating and gay

impression upon the mind, which goes far

to mitigate the chill cast on it by the tragic

gloom of the plot.

WHAT is the explanation of all this ? Is

it not that Shakespeare lias poured into

Hamlet his own lively, curious, hedon-

istic, characteristically Renaissance tempera-

ment ? Yet every player I have seen, with

one sole exception, has missed this essential

side of Hamlet, the joyous, the sunny side.

I have seen the sardonic Hamlet of the two

Irvings, father and son, and the daring,

dÃ©colletÃ© Hamlet of Wilson Barrett and

Mounet-Sully's Hamlet, as mad as a March

hare, and Sarah Bernhardt's, a charming

demoiselle, and the Werther-Hamlet of

Beerbohm Tree and the athletic Bensonian

Hamlet, who carried off the dead Polonius

on his shoulders. I regret not to have seen

the " steel-cage " Hamlet, once a favourite

in the United States with audiences who

were able to throw missiles at him, safe

behind his bars, without interrupting the

performance.

My one exception is the Hamlet of Mr.

(as he then was) Forbes Robertson. I was

pleased the other day to come across a

record (November 3Oth, 1897) in Sir M.

Grant Duff's '' Notes from a Diary "â��

" Some of us went this evening to see

' Hamlet ' at the Lyceum. . . . Mr. Forbes

Robertson seemed to me the best Hamlet

I have chanced to see." So he seemed to

me. He left the gloom out, was really the

" sweet " Prince, exhibited in his own

temperament the very temperament that,

if my guess is right, Shakespeare poured

into the part. My most vivid recollection

is of his speech to the players. What a

charming thing that was ! Ten or a dozen

years afterwards, I again heard him deliver

it (not in costume) to the company assembled

on the stage at the opening of the New

Theatre in New Yorkâ��Ã  trying ordeal,

but again Ã  happy success of amenity,

grace, and charm.

AFTER all,however, thepleasantest associ-

ations of one's memory are with comedy

and comic acting. Comic, I mean, as

opposed to tragic ; not mere buffoonery,

though, for that matter, some of our buffoons

to-day are artists of supreme quality. I

would as soon speak disrespectfully of the

Equator as of Mr. George Robey and Mr.

Nelson Keys. They, too, are great examples

of temperament. But in these cases it

is temperament at large, temperament which

is a law to itself, whereas I am considering

the controlled and circumscribed tempera-

ment of the regular actor, temperament

subject to the law and limitation of strictly

representative art. As I began by saying,

this limitation is the artist's opportunity.

Among our comedians of to-day and yes-

terday I can think of none who so happily

combines temperament with representation

as Mr. Gerald du Maurier. He is always

himself yet never out of his part. It is

a self all nature and downright sincerity,

so that he never seems to be acting his part

but just unconcernedly living it. Seems,

remember, for it is dangerously easy to

have illusions about " nature " and to

forget that there is an art that conceals

art. But, art or nature or both combined,

there was a piece of acting by Mr. du Maurier

in " Dear Brutus " which counts for me as

one of the happiest moments I have passed

in the theatre. I mean the scene in the

enchanted wood between a father, who is

just an ordinary, jolly, girl-spoiling father,

and his girl, who to his intense astonishment

is just becoming a woman. It won't ,do
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MR. CHARLES HAWTREY IN "HOME AND BEAUTY."

'HIS PERFORMANCE AS THE HUSBAND WHO RETURNS FROM THE WARS TO FIND HIS WIFE

WITH A SECOND HUSBAND AND A BABY WAS AS GOOD AS ANYTHING HE EVER DID."

Fouliham ,Ã tÃanfÃeltl.

old theatrical hand. Here is another actor

'of temperamentâ��I must still harp on that

string. You simply cannot imagine Mr.

Hawtrey sinking his identity in that of a

fictitious personage. If some demon whis-

pered to him to come before us disguised

as Lear or lago, we should all cry with one

accord, " No, no, it won't do, we know your

smile and your voice ; take your hands out

of your pockets and light a cigarette."

The fictitious personages he does represent

are but variants of himself, replicas or

slight deformations of his own temperament.

He appeals to us mainly, I think, because

he realizes a favourite English type, the

public school typeâ��the well-groomed Eng-

lishman of the best manners, quietly gay,

mundane, cynical, a " sport " and a " good

fellow." Season with a dash of irrespon-

sibility (because his characters seldom let

him off that), and you have a very choice

salad Ã  l'anglaise. It is odd to think of

the number of French farces in which this

True-Born Englishman has been fated to

appear, and how he has persistently angli-

cized their Gallic heroes so that their own

mothers wouldn't know them. His reper-

tory has consisted of so many parts all more

or less of the same pattern that they form

a kind of composite photograph in the

memory, which it would be puzzling to

split up into its components. But one scene

stands out, a marvel of droll acting. It

to ignore the author. The scene, as written,

was a characteristic bit of Barrie, with its

tender sentiment shyly hiding between the

lines of colloquial snip-snap. But it was the

acting that gave it the last touch of the

exquisite. In a scene coming home to

the experience of most fathers, Mr. du

Maurier was easily, naturally, what most

fathers would like to be : outwardly simple,

brusque, chaffing, inwardly adoring his

girl, struck by the novelty of her womanli-

ness, almost afraid of her with her hair

" up." Mr. du Maurier, it seems to me,

has always been at his happiest in Barrie

plays. One's memory lingers on his young

aristocrat in " Crichton," who was ducked

in the bucket for every epigram, and on his

policeman and Prince Charming in "A

Kiss for Cinderella." The last part, a

piece of extravagant mimicry and bur-

lesque, revealed an entirely new and unex-

pected side of his talent. But realism is

his great quality, that veracity in rendering

freshly observed facts of life, which, in

playwrights as well as players, is perhaps

the most- precious asset of the modern stage.

Mr. du Maurier is the most natural, the most

veracious of living comedians.

YET I am not sure I have not had more

pleasant moments in the theatre with

Mr. Charles Hawtrey. In number, cer-

tainly, if not in quality, for Mr. Hawtrey is an
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was in Mr. Carton's " Lord and Lady Algy,"

and 'Mr. Hawtrey, as the hero, had gone to

a fancy-dress ball as the great Duke of

Marlborough. He was supposed to have

had a little too much champagne, and his

picture of (modern) good manners hampered

but not conquered by intoxication and the

inconvenience of enormous Queen Anne boots

and a periwig was an unforgettable thing. But

his last per-

formance, in

" Home and

Beauty," be-

fore his recent

illness (we

must all hope

it won't have

been his last.

tout court), as

the husband

who, return-

ing from the

wars to find

his wife with

a second hus-

band and a

baby, and

who takes it all

with cheery

humour, was

as good as

anything he

ever did.

IT has been

the virtue

of Mr.

Hawtrey, as I

have said, to

reproduce for

our delight a

type and a

peculiarly

national type,

in the very art

of remaining

his individual

self. Another

comedian of

temperament

(once more !),

Mr. Seymour

Hicks, is, I

think, less typical than individual. He

has an un-English vivacity and an almost

French polish. There is a merry devil

in his eye and a perpetual twitch of fun

at the corner of his mouth which by no

means accord with our usual Britannic

phlegm. In short, he is himself, a miracle

of mental effervescence and high spirits,

mischievous (in the benign sense) as Puck,

M. Bergson's Ã©lan vital made flesh. And,

MR. SEYMOUR HICKS IN "SLEEPING

PARTNERS."

IN AN AGONY OF NERVOUS EXPECTATION AT THE TELEPHONE.

in the right part, he can act his fellow-

players' " heads off." He found the right

part in " Sleeping Partners," an adaptation

from Sacha Guitry and one of those plays

that we English are apt hypocritically to

call very French. No Englishman, of course,

has ever made an assignation with his friend's

wife and sat, like Mr. Hicks, in an agony

of nervous expectation at the telephone,

wondering

whether she

will come or

whether she

won't. I can

still see Mr.

Hicks at that

telephone, a

perfect p i c-

ture of the

anxious lover,

pune tuating

passionate ap-

peals to the

lady with

outbursts of

s pi u ttering

rage over tele-

phone inter-

ruptions and

other o b -

stacles to the

smooth course

of true if il-

licit love. But

the whole per-

formance was

one explosion

of energy.

Mr. Hicks was

never off the

stage and al-

ways talking

and out-talk-

ing, w h e e d-

ling, entreat-

ing, triumph-

ing. As I say,

in the right

part and the

right mood,

Mr. Hicks is

an incompar-

able light,

comedian. He was going to play another

tiling of Sacha Guitry's, " Debureau," and

it would, I guess, have been a choice

experience to see him as Pierrot. But, lo !

our tricksy Puck has suddenly startled the

world with the announcement that he is

going into politics ! If so, he may safely be

depended on to wake up the House 01

Commons. But why give up to party what

was meant for mankind ?
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Â»THE LITTLE PRINCESSÂ«

VOLT," ob-

served the

King of Terra

Nova, "I de-

voutly wish,

my son, you

would give up

I

parting your hair so low over

the ear. It is neither be-

coming nor, I venture to say,

princely."

" As to that," returned the young man.

with a shrug of the shoulders, " the last

tiling I desire to be is princely."

The King dropped his cigarette ash into

a convenient bowl, his observance of small

as well as of great responsibilities being a

pattern to his subjects.

" I remark with regret that it is a fashion

among Crown Princes of to-day to display

the colours of Socialism and an unworthy

disposition to escape the duties imposed upon

them by birth and heritage."

" It is the duty of a prince " began

Yvolt.

" To be princely," continued the King,

"as it is the duty of a coal-heaver to heave

coal."

" For my part I had rather heave coal,

then."

The King smiled. " I have a vivid

recollection once of you attempting to do

so in a mining district. The episode was

illustrated in the daily Press, and I am bound

to confess that neither your mother nor

myself, laying aside the natural appreciation

common to parents, thought you evidenced

any particular skill at the exercise."

Prince Yvolt blushed. " I mean to imply

that kings and princes are puppets, not

individuals. Their comings and goings are

ordered and controlled. They cannot even

choose the houses they live in or the mates

they live with. And why notâ��why not ? "

" I am waiting for you to tell me," said

the King, politely, " and when you have

finished I will tell you."

" Look here, pater," said the boy, " let's

talk to each other in a good old straight-

forward way instead of like a couple of
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dictionaries. I've got the

blues, and that's what it

amounts to."

" If my somewhat scholarly

style oppresses you," replied

the King, " let us by all means

converse on more familiar

lines. I may be rusty, but

I will do my best. What's

up ? "

" I hate the rotten notion

of these arranged marryings. I think they

are badâ��viciousâ��unnatural."

" On the face of it," said the King, " it

does look pretty rotten ; but " he paused,

stroked his chin thoughtfully, " but d'you

know it isn't so at all. I am going to tell

you something which the people, who know

so much more of us than we know of our-

selves, would be very loath to believe. It

is just this. I am now and always have been

head over ears in love with the Queenâ��your

mother. Even had I been a private indi-

vidual I could conceive of no one in whose

company I would more readily have passed

my days. This, of course, is between our-

selves, for I have always been particular to

avoid making myself ridiculous."

" That's all to the good, pater, but others

may not be so lucky. Now my idea of

loveâ��â��"

" Is sure to have something morganatic

about it."

" And why not ? "

" There is no greater mistake than the

assumption that love is only accessible

where it is inaccessible. You might as well

argue that a man has never reached the

summit of Mont Blanc because he made the

ascent by the funicular instead of on foot."

The Crown Prince's eyes seemed to settle

on a far horizon, and presently he replied :â��

" I wanted to live my own life, dad."

" I know," said the King, gently, " and

that's what you'll do, my dear boy ; your

lifeâ��and no one else's. You know, Yvolt,"

he added, " I'm very fond of youâ��very " ;

then, a shade embarrassed by his own

feelings, " but I do wish you wouldn't part

your hair so low over the ear."
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The Little Princess

" You're a good sort, dadâ��butâ��I don't

know."

" We rarely do," returned the King.

" However, in the end, we generally find out.

And now, to advert to affairs of State, have

you made all arrangements for this afternoon

and to-night ? "

The Prince nodded, hopelessly.

" Oh, yes. I shall be at the Station

dressed as a Colonel of the Loranian Guards.

I shall step forward at the exact minute and

kiss the hand of the Royal Princess as she

alights from the train."

" Excellent," said the King; "there will

be no need to converse with her until the

reception this evening."

" Then I suppose I shall have to say she's

simply stunning and I'm falling over myself

to rush her to the altar."

" It would be unusual," said the King;

" but, on the other hand, it might be a very

sound principle. I'd try it."

And smiling to himself he walked from

the room.

HE found the Queen waging war against

green fly in the conservatory.

" You know, sweetheart," he said,

" our lad has got the hump."

The Queen looked up from her task.

" Poor old boy ! " she mused. Then, in a

brighter tone, " But she's a nice girl, or I

wouldn't have chosen her. So don't you

start worrying."

" You're a great comfort," said the King,

and put his arm round her waist just as it

might have been you or me.

It was unfortunate that the one snapshot

of Prince Yvolt secured by Press representa-

tives at the railway station should have

caught him with an unmistakable yawn.

It was doubly unfortunate since the type to

accompany the photograph was already set

up and read : " Our Prince ardently awaits

his future bride." The editor, however,

was a man of reason, and deliberately fogged

the plate out of all recognition.

In other respects the conduct of the Prince

was exemplary. He stepped forward at the

right moment, kissed the hand of a girl

whose face was almost hidden by a travelling

veil. He escorted her between a quad-

ruple line of troops to the State coach.

Having arranged a footstool at her feet he

mounted his charger and the cortÃ¨ge moved

away, he riding at the side of his future

bride.

And all the way to the Palace people

cheered very lustily, handkerchiefs fluttered

in the air, the sentimental gave way to

sentimentâ��and all agreed that it was clearly

a case of love at first sight.

Arrived at the Palace the Princess was

handed over to the Queen-Mother, who

spoke of " a nice fire in her room " and a cup

of tea before she " bothered to dress."

Prince Yvolt clumped heavily up the

grand stairway and flung himself full-length

upon the bed.

" Why, why wasn't I born an ordinary

sort of fellow ? " he groaned, and again into

his eyes stole that look which seemed to

settle on a distant horizon. He lay thus

for a while, then roused himself and shouted

for a man, who entered and pulled off his

boots.

" What will your Royal Highness wear ? "

inquired the servant.

" A string of beads," replied the Prince.

The servant smiled discreetly.

" I have laid these out for your Royal

Highness."

The Prince looked at the semi-official

Court-dress reposing in neatly-folded squares

ont a box couch, and demanded, unex-

pectedly :â��

" Do I look all right in those things ? "

" You look "

" I want an honest answer."

" Top-hole," said the man.

" Splendid," said the Prince.

IT must be understood that the first evening

was quite a modest affair. There were

not more than a hundred to a hundred

and fifty persons present. The programme

included a frugal repast of eighteen courses,

a small reception to include the introduction

by the Prince to the Princess of some forty

couples mainly composed of earls and

politicians and their respective consorts,

and finally a quite informal dance and

supper.

In accordance with a time-honoured

custom, before dinner was served the com-

pany withdrew from one corner of the room,

which was left clear for the Prince and

Princess to converse with one another and

improve their mutual acquaintance.

Yvolt realized the approach of this terri-

fying ordeal when almost simultaneously

those about him began retreating with their

faces towards him after the fashion of a film

working backward. Then from out of the

press came his mother, tall, slim, and smiling,

leading by her hand the Royal Princess.

Yvolt had scarcely noticed her at the

railway station and the photographs had

not prepared him for a girl so well-looking.

She was not very tall, but beautifully pro-

portioned. Her face was oval, pale, and

shell-pinkâ��her hair wavy and nut-brownâ��

her eyes very blue and steady. He particu-

larly noted her lips, which were full and

rather pouting, and the fact that she seemed

to hang back a little from the inevitable

interview. Behind her head she held a

single ostrich feather in an ungloved hand.
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â�¢' There," said the Queen, " Yvolt will

amuse you until we go in to dinner."

She touched each of them lightly with the

tips of her fingers, a delightful trick of hers,

smiled, and moved away.

And the future bride and bridegroom

looked at each other. Then she curtsied low

and he bowed with a hand upon his heart

and very gracefully was the duty performed.

" You come as a stranger, Princess,

where you will reign a queen, in our heart

and in the hearts of the "

"I know," interrupted the Princess; "I

read it in the Thesaurus, so unless you want

to go on "

" I don't," said the Prince, very gratefully,

" and as a matter of fact I believe I'd for-

gotten the last bit."

She nodded sympathetically, then said :â��

" What do you think about it ? "

" Of course, one is delighted "

" I'm not delighted."

" Aren't you, really ? " His voice bright-

ened out of recognition.

" No, why should I beâ��-â�� ? This is the

twentieth century, andâ��â��"

The Prince cast an eye round and coughed

discreetly.

" I rather think," he whispered, with a

note of warning.

" All right. I say, you play pretty useful

golf, don't you ? "

" Plus threeâ��it's not up to much."

" I can't get below eight."

" But that's wonderful for a girl."

" The timing beats me." Â«

" Practice gives it. I could show you a

dodge â�¢"

The great doors at the end of the room

were flung open and the silver chimes of a

clock touched the air. It was the signal for

dinner.

IT was not, of course, possible for the

young people to continue conversing in

the same vein during the service of this

stately banquet, and the King noted with

satisfaction how adroitly Yvolt touched on

Loranian politics, drawing neat parallels of

the economic conditions of that country and

his own. The Princess Lydia, too, showed

herself equally skilled in this kind of ex-

change, and spoke of the two States with a

wit and insight which delighted all hearers.

After dinner came the reception, a stately

and formal affair conducted with a regard

for ceremony which could not have been

rivalled by the Courts of the Middle Ages.

In startling contrast to these graceful

observances came the rattle and lament of a

Jazz band especially imported from the

South Pacific to do honour to the occasion.

" Come along," said the Prince, " it is for

us to open the dance."

She put her hand upon his arm and they

passed into the ball-room.

" Hesitation. Do you hesitate ?" he in-

quired, with an ear to the music.

" I shall be lost if I don't," she smiled.

They waited for the beat and moved away

together.

" What rot it all is," said the Prince, with

a sigh. She nodded assent. " Why do we

have to do it ? We're humans, yet we might

be a pair of ornaments for all the individual

action we're allowed."

She looked up long enough to whisper :â��

" I hate it, too."

" Of course you do. The whole thing is

false. What could be more dreadful than

to-night ? The dinnerâ��the receptionâ��and

now this stupid dancing. Dancing ! It is

all right to dance on a village green when

you are a yokel and happy, but this ! What's

it meanâ��what's it for ? Nothing ! "

" Less than nothing," she nodded.

" I feel so strongly " He paused. " I

say, you've got this step a bit wrong. The

stress comes on the half-beat."

" I have it," said she.

" Yes, that's better. American Walk

they call it, I believe. It's rather jolly when

you're well-matched. Instead of that pause,

try putting your heels together and rising on

your toes. Good ! You're awfully quick.

What were we saying ? "

" All so stupid ! "

" Yes. The total lack of free agency."

The music stopped.

" Thanks, very much. Shall we go through

to the Winter Garden ? "

" Ought we ? "

" Yes, as a matter of fact we're supposed

to."

" Then don't let's."

" We could talk there."

" Come on, then."

There was another couple in the far

corner of the Winter Garden, but they bowed

and curtsied themselves out of view.

" 'Pon my soul," said Yvolt, " could any-

thing be more crass ? "

The Princess settled herself in a long

Colombo chair and rested her steady eyes

upon him.

" It's bad luck. How old are you ? "

" Twenty-two."

'.' And I'm nineteen."

" Poor kid."

" And we must marry each other whether

we want to or not."

She tapped with the toe of her tiny shoe

and shot a quick glance at him.

" You don't want to marry me ? "

" I can talk to you," said he. " You're

understanding. I don't."

" Are you in love ? "

" Yes, with freedom."
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" Only free-

dom ? "

He dropped

his head like a

schoolboy. At

last:â��

"I've been in

love," he said,

" since I was

sixteen. Would

you like to hear

about it ?"

" Urn ! "

"It hap-

penedâ��I was

run d Ð¾ w nâ��

seedy, mopish,

scared perhaps,

and the Court

doctors decided

I should go

away and

spend a sum-

mer in the

fieldsâ��simply.

Y oju under-

stand, just me

and my tutor.

Couple of men-

servants, some

women, a few

grooms, and a

cook or twoâ��

quite simplyâ��

no fuss of any

kind. Well, it

happened

then."

" Yes ? "

" A farm was

taken in a val-

ley, miles from

everywhere. A

trout stream

babbled at the

garden end

and one of its

tributaries ran

through a

corner of the

kitchen, mak-

ing the most

delightful whis-

pering noises.

By Jove ! It

was a summer, too ! We moved in very

modestly and set up housekeeping. I had a

certain amount of tutoring in the mornings,

but the rest of the day was spent roaming

the woods, sometimes fishing, reading on the

top of a haystack, a bit of shootingâ��any old

quiet thing that came into one's head as

worth doing. Old Graeme, that was my

tutor, an Englishman, or rather Scotch, used

to accompany me everywhere. He must have

had strict injunctions on that point, and he

was a whaler for carrying out orders. A good

fellow. I liked him, but sometimes I

yearned to be all on my own."

" I know," nodded the girl.

" I found, after a while, that he liked a

snooze in the afternoon, and I seized upon

the chance for a lonely walk. He made a bit

You don't want to marry me ? ' said the Princess. ' I can talk

of a fuss when I returned, but gradually I

broke him into the idea and every afternoon I

had a glorious wander by myself. Then

one day I fixed to have a real expedition to

a valley about five miles away. It was

perfect weather and I didn't notice how far

I walked. I just went on and on over the

high ground of a saddle of hills. Presently

the ground dippedâ��the heather turned to
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prassâ��the grass to little mis-

shapen trees and the trees

into a jolly deep green forest

with a floor of moss and

fungus and scores of those

short, bright-coloured orchids

peeking up between the roots.

By Jove, yes ! Somewhere

below I could hear waterâ��fast

"â�¢

t

Ð�

!

dress, for her

arms were bare

to you,' leplied the Prince. ' You're understanding. I don't.' "

running water chasing its bubbles between

rocks. So on I wentâ��on and down until at

last in a clearing of .the trees I saw "

" A girl ? "

" Yes, a girlâ��how did you know ? "

1 It had to be. Go on."

She was on her knees before a pool,

washing a blue cotton dress by dipping and

re-dipping it into the water. It was her own

,

te the shoulders

and she was

wearing only a

shabby white

shift with some

kind of rough

peasant lace

round the neck.

She was very

little even for

her age, which

was fourteen.

She had the

reddest hair, all

looseâ��and her

face !â��I can't

describe these

thingsâ��it was

so alive. I don't

k n o w how I

dared, but I

walked over and

sat beside her

on the grass.

"'Oh,' she

said, ' who are

you ? '

"'I'm not

anybody/ I re-

plied ; I just

wanted to come

and talk to

someone/

" For some-

tiling to sayâ��

I'm washing

my frock/ she

said.

" I asked if I

might watch

and she told me

' yes/ I don't

think we talked

of anything

really, but

somehow I

learnt that her

uncle had a farm

half a mile

down - stream,

that he tilled a

few acres and

cut the timber.

I know I felt very ashamed when she asked

what work I did and I had to reply that

it was just things with books. In her life

men and boys had to use their hands if they

wanted to eat bread."

The Prince lit a cigarette and threw the

match burning to the floor.

" And I think she was right," he added,

bitterly.
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The Princess put her foot on the tiny

spout of flame.

" And then ? " she queried.

" Then we hung the blue dress on the

bough of a tree and watched it dry in the

sun. She asked my name and I told her

' Prince.' She laughed at that and her

teeth were small and whiteâ��likeâ��like

yours, and somehow, I don't know why, it

came over me, but I said I loved herâ��andâ��

and I had to explain what I meant. Sheâ��

she didn't understand, you see."

" How did you explain ? "

" I kissed her."

" And then she understood ? "

" Yes."

" Yes, that is the way," said the Princess.

" Did it make a difference ? "

" Ever since," he replied. " Of course,

we were only kids and meanings were small

â��yet, I don't know ! "

" And then what happened ? "

" I said I should never leave her and she

saw, of course, that I couldn't. And we

held hands until the light was gone. I can't

remember talking, but everything was settled

between us. I was to see her uncle on the

morrow and get a job as a hand on the farm.

Reason simply didn't existâ��but happiness

didâ��oh, yes, happiness did. That night I

slept in the loft of a barn and she stole out

after the rest were abed and we whispered

together for hours and hours, while the rats

scurried round us among the grain sacks. I

was to be a manâ��she was to be my wife."

" Cophetua," said the Princess.

" She brought me milk and eggs in the

morning, kissed me and watched me while I

ate, and then I heard her uncle's voice in the

yard below and the voice of Mr. Graeme, my

tutor. They were raised and angry voices.

" ' If he's not here now, he's been here,' said

Mr. Graeme. ' That's his own dog and he

tracked him every inch of the way.' And

through a crack in the boards I saw my little

terrier sniffing in the straw at the ladder foot.

Suddenly he gave a sharp bark and started

clambering up the worn wooden rungs.

" ' Ah ! ' snouted Graeme, ' I thought as

much,' and he started forward. But the

peasant was too quick and mounted the

ladder before him.

" ' If you won't take my word you may

look at an empty loft.'

" They found us clinging together in the

shadow of a gable.

" ' So,' said Mr. Graeme, very quietly.

" Her uncle's hand fell on my shoulder

like a club. ' Young dog ! I'll teach you

to mess about with ' and he raised a

short stick above his head.

" ' For God's sake,' cried Mr. Graeme, and

whispered a couple of frantic words in his

ear.

" The man fell back and his jaw dropped.

" ' The whoâ��the Prince,' he repeated,

tugging off his cap. Then in a voice that

trembled in a dry throat : ' Bob, girlâ��bob,

you fool ! '

" I saw the flicker of her apron and the

scared look in her eyes as she obeyed and

dipped a curtsy.

" ' Come, your Highness,' said Mr. Graeme,

and I followed him into the sunlight below."

" And you never saw her again," said the

Princess.

" I see her always," came th,e answer.

" I have only to close my eyes and I see her

now. She will have grown to be a beautiful

womanâ��but I shall never become a man."

HE turned and looked at the Princess

and a wave of awkwardness came

over him.

" No one but yourself knows this. Graeme

never spoke a word. Iâ��I suppose really I

oughtn't to have told you."

" I suppose really you oughtn't," she

replied, " unlessâ��â�¢â��â�¢"

" Well ? "

" I were to make you a confidant, too."

" That would be splendid," said Yvolt.

She bit her lips thoughtfully for a moment,

then began to speak rapidly.

" Heâ��he was the bravest thing I ever

saw."

" You're talking of ? "

" Him."

" I see. Well ? "

" I first saw him exercising one of my

father's race-horses. Such a brute. It WTS

standing on its hind legs, waving its front

ones in the air. It had red eyes and its nose

was red, too."

" Wait a minute," said the Prince, rather

confused. " Who are we talking about ? "

" The horse he was riding. He just sat

there and smiled while I stood with my back

to the stable door and held my breath. He

had a straw in his mouth and his cap pulled

over one eye. I don't know how long it

lastedâ��I was too spell-bound, but for ages

the fight between them seemed to last. In

the end he won, dismounted, and walked

round to the horse's head.

' ' Now,' he said, ' you'll remember me,

won't you ? No more larks in this quarter.'

He whistled one of the stable hands, who

came up and took the reins. Then ht

turned, saw me, and nodded.

" ' A bit fresh,' he said ; ' lively like.'

" I held out my hand. - ' I don't know who

you are,' I said, ' but I think you're the

most magnificent man I've ever seen.' "

" When was all this ? " inquired the

Prince, with a vestige of a frown.

" Three years ago."

"Ah, urn ! Well ? "
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" He just laughed. ' Think so, miss ? I'm

not frightened of much.' I asked him if he

knew who I was and he shook his head, so I

told him, and because I was younger I gave

him all my names and titles. ' Does that

frighten you ?' I asked. ' I guess not,' he

replied."

The Prince mumbled something inco-

herentâ��then :â��

" What was this fellow ? "

" One of the riders in the stable and the

bravest gentleman I ever met. I'd just come

back from school, whereâ��well, you know how

it isâ��one was treated always rather "

She finished the sentence with a little

movement of the hand. " I think it was his

entire absence of anything of that kind made

me see how remarkable he was. He didn't

care whether I were a princess or a beggar

girl. He smiledâ��that's all, and nodded. I

could have lain down in front of him and let

him walk over me."

" I hope you didn't."

" No. I was too proud. I wanted to

make him acknowledge meâ��to conquer him.

' I think you are rather frightened/ I said,

and looked straight into his eyes. He took

the straw out of his mouth and scratched his

chin with it (awfully primitive he was), then

looked over his shoulder to be sure there was

no one listening. ' If I kissed you you

wouldn't,' he answered, returning my stare.

' You can," I said, and perhaps I blushed a

little, ' but not here. Meet me to-night in

the fir wood at half-past nine, if you've got

the pluck.' ' I will,' he nodded, and I

turned away with my heart hammeringâ��â�¢

oh, madly."

" Butâ��did you meet him ? "

The Princess clasped her hands and the

veins showed very blue.

" I tried, butâ��I was followed. One of

my mother's ladies followed me and came up

at the very moment I stretched out my

hands to him. So I never was kissed by the

man I lovedâ��and I never shall be. Never."

She ended abruptly.

' Was this known ? "

" My father knew. Oh-h, it wasâ��it was

vile ! They sent him away, you know."

" And you never saw him again ? "

" No. I found out where he had gone,

butâ��Iâ��I never had the chance. Weâ��we

don'tâ��do we ?"

" No," said the Prince, pathetically.

" So here we are, total strangers, marrying

each other, and all the whileâ��â�¢â��" She

stopped and the light of an idea flashed in

her eyes. " Yvoltâ��we don't love each

otherâ��why do weâ��conform ? "

'' That's what I ask myself all day long."

" I don't want to be a Queenâ��you don't

want to be a King."

' Not a bit."

" We just want to be ourselves."

" Yes."

" Well, why not ? "

He looked at her, puzzled.

" There's the State."

" There's ourselves." She plucked his

sleeve. " Listen." She began to speak

softly but very fast. At first Yvolt shook

his head, but later into his eyes stole that

far-away look. When she had finished on a

questioning note he nodded his head, just

once, and very slowly. Then he took her

hand and pressed it.

" You are a sport," he whispered.

Looking up they saw the King approaching.

" I thought we could have a word or two

about to-morrow's programme," he said,

drawing up a chair.

The Prince hesitated, and looked quickly

at the Princess for support.

" The Princess is feeling very tired," he

said. " If it were possible to cancel to-

morrow's programme ? "

" And conserve our energies for the State

Ball at night ? Yes," said the King, and

Yvolt echoed the word " Yes," but without

enthusiasm.

' I am afraid the ball will be rather tire-

some. To shake hands with two thousand

people and find an appropriate phrase to

suit the action in every case is not, to be

frank, my conception of an ideal way of

spending the evening. Between ourselves,

my dear," he continued, in a more con-

fidential tone, " I am a person of quiet

tastes, and enjoy nothing so much as sitting

in an arm-chair, toasting my toes, and read-

ing aloud silly little paragraphs from the

evening papers to my dear wife. Still, we

can't always please ourselves. Ah, I hear

the music ! If an old-fashioned waltzer

would not prove unendurable ? " He rose

and offered his arm to the Princess.

As they moved away, Yvolt overheard the

words :â��

" A good boy, but inclined to part his

hair a trifle too low. You might speak to

him about that."

THERE was no one moving when, at four

o'clock the following morning, Prince

Yvolt tip-toed down the great bedroom

corridor and stood outside the Princess's door.

He waited scarcely a moment before it opened

and she stepped forth wrapped in a long

cloak, a little fur hat, and a heavy veil.

Their hands met in a short intense grip.

They proceeded very warily, turned to the

left, and came to a small window over-

looking the Palace garden. A few feet

beneath was the top of the high wall which

enclosed the Royal pleasance from the world

without.

" It's risky," whispered Yvolt, " but if we
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went by the doors we should have to pass

the Guard and questions would be asked."

The Princess looked out of the window

and nodded.

" Shut your eyes if you feel nervous."

He swung over the sill and felt about with

his feet. Presently they touched the wall-

top, and a moment later he was standing,

one hand gripping a rain-pipe and the other

extended.

" Ready ? " said the little Princess.

" Yes."

ASLANT of thin morning sunlight caught

her face as she committed herself to the

safety of his one free arm, and Prince

Yvolt thought he had never seen anything

more fragile or more lovely. There was little

time for speculation, however, as it was by no

means easy to deliver her to the precarious

security of the wall-top. On either hand

was a twenty-foot drop, but she did not

close her eyes.

A second later they were standing like

tight-rope walkers at the beginning of their

act.

" We must walk along this for about

eighty yards. Then the trees will hide us

from the Palace windows."

" Very well," she smiled.

" Hold on to my coat-belt."

He turned and, cat-like, began to pick his

steps along the narrow edge of brickwork.

In places it was worn and the going perilous,

but no tremor came from the little hand

that clasped his belt. At last they came to

the shelter of the trees.

" Let's sit down," he said, and they did so.

" I've a light rope I'm going to fasten to

a bough. It will be easy then to lower

ourselves."

He fumbled in his pocket and produced the

rope, waisted and twisted like a figure eight.

" This bough ought to do, it'sâ��oh, Lord ! "

He turned a white scared face from the road-

way to the Princess, and she laughedâ��a

merry, light-hearted, care-free laugh. For in

the road below lay the twist of rope that the

Prince had dropped.

"I've ruined everythingâ��there's no other

way down."

" We shall have to jump."

" It's twenty feet."

Again she laughed.

" Who wouldn't jump twenty feet for the

sake of freedom ? " she said.

" You're wonderful," breathed the Prince.

" Here goes."

She saw the flash of his tweedsâ��he did

not bother to recover his hat, but held up

his arms to her.

" I'll catch youâ��don't stop to think."

As she passed down through the air the

top of his uncovered head was all she was

aware of. He did part his hair rather too

low, perhapsâ��for a Prince. They clung

together as she steadied herself from the

fall, and felt each other's hearts beating in

tune to the excitement that was theirs.

" Only two minutes to the car," he said.

And they broke into a run.

A quarter of an hour later the city was a

mere speck faintly discernible through the

dun-coloured dust-cloud that whirled m the

wake ot the onrushing motor.

Y compliments to the Prince," the

King addressed his secretary, " and

I should be glad to see him."

The secretary returned almost immediately.

'' Your Majesty," he said, " the Prince is

not in the Palace."

The King raised his head and frowned.

" Send for the Prince's man. Tell him to

wait outside the door," said he.

The telephone bell from the Queen's

apartment sounded sharply. The King

picked up the receiver as the secretary

went out.

'' The Princess has gone." It was the

Queen's voice. " She must have left her

room about four o'clock. One of her ladies

found a wrist-watch lying broken on the

floor. It had stopped at that hour."

" All right," said the King. " Don't

worry, I'll come and see you in a minute."

He replaced the receiver and opened the

door. The Prince's valet entered.

" What clothes did his Highness wear this

morning ? "

" A rough tweed suit, your Majesty, and

a heavy ulster."

" A motoring coat ? "

" Yes, your Majesty."

The King rubbed his chin thoughtfully.

" Lock the doors of the Prince's apart-

ments andâ��and of your conversation. That

will do."

He turned and touched the bell and his

secretary returned.

" You will have a paragraph inserted in

all the papers to the effect that it is feared

the Prince and Princess have become infected

with the germs of influenza. At the sug-

gestion of the Court Physician they will

remain in their rooms until the disease de-

clares itself or otherwise."

" And the State Ball, Your Majesty ? "

" Will be held," came the incisive reply.

The King made his way to the Queen's

boudoir.

"They've bolted," he said; "both of

them."

" Yvolt, too ?"

Yes. They've gone."

But why ? "

" My dear, how should I know? "he re-

plied, and sat down all of a heap.
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" We must walk along this

(or about eighty yards. Hold

on to my coat-belt."

THE truants were very \

silent as milestone

after milestone flashed

into the distance. Nearly

two hundred miles separated

them from the capital The fringe of hills

on the sky-line marked the frontier and you're sure you can drive ? "

nestling below rose the spires and smoke of " Yesâ��anything."

a market town. " They'll stop you at the frontier "

'â�¢ We'll get another car there. Youâ��
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" I sha'n't try to pass it. I'll leave the car

in the woods and steal over through a little

gorge to the left of the road."

" Will you have far to go ?"

" The stables are only just the other side."

The Prince noddedâ��a trifle absently.

" Why can't I drive you to the frontier ? "

" I might want the car," she answered.

He hesitated. " You'veâ��no doubt of

any kind ? "

" No, none."

" He'll be good to you ? You're sure of

that ? "

" Yesâ��he's wonderful, you see."

" H'm ! I shall strike away north-north-

east. About sixty to seventy miles of clear

road, then on foot following the stream. I

should be there by two."

" Ye-es," the Princess sighed. " I hope

she'll be everything youâ��you see her. And

you'll be so happy."

" I hope so," but his tone sounded un-

certain.

Silence again and they entered the out-

skirts of the little town. The Prince pulled

up before a garage.

" I want a car," he said.

" To hire ? "

" That'd do."

" I've no one to drive it, though."

" This lady drives."

" Yes, I know, but "

" If you've any doubt I'll buy it," said the

Prince.

" I don't mind selling. It's only an old

Ford, but it goes, y'know."

He named a price and the Prince counted

some notes into his hand.

' Ready for the road, is she ? "

'â�¢ Will be in five minutes. Tyres aren't

startling and she rattles a bitâ��still ! "

It was not long before the litt-le car was

snuffing and chortling in the yard.

" Well," said the Prince, " it's good-bye

now."

She put out her little hand into his.

" Youâ��you're the pluckiest girl I ever

metâ��amazing ! and I hardly know ho%v to

say good-bye to you. Perhaps, later on,

when you've married him and I her we could

all go and stay with each other and be to-

gether again."

" Yes," whispered the Princess. " Yes.

Then we won't say good-byeâ��only till the

next meeting."

" And may it be soon." He raised her

fingers to his lips. " God bless you."

" And God bless you," she said.

He helped her into the car and stood

watching till she vanished round a bend in

the road. Then he shook himself and said,

" I'm free."

A moment later he was roaring away to

the north-north-east.

" rT"Â»HERE is nothing to be done," said

I the King, " except to hope for the

best and wait."

" But suppose they never return ? "

" My dear," he replied, " there is an old

proverb, ' Put not thy faith in princes,' but

my motto is to ignore that proverb and to

put my faith in princes, and I mean to keep

it there as long as I live. Sooner or later

every man takes up his burden and shoulders

it and does the right thing, though at times

he may throw it aside and strike and do the

wrong thing. Shall we go out to the Zoo

this afternoon and stroll about and talk to

the people ? "

" If you like," said the Queen. " I have

to be at the Infant Welfare Centre at five."

" I'll come and have a look at the jolly

little beggars," said the King.

PRINCE YVOLT left the car by the road-

side and struck across the woods. He felt

in a turmoilâ��his mind was not at easeâ��

there was no ecstasyâ��none of that mighty

glow of freedom he had believed would be lus.

He had not eaten for many hours and an

empty stomach is a poor stimulus to joy.

Here were the woods just as he had pictured

them and below the brook still sang its

speed-song to the rocks, and yetâ��where was

that glorious impulse of youth which years

before had led him light-footed to the spot ?

Through a rift in the foliage he saw the blue

of ascending smoke. The farm ! She would

be there with her red hair and the splendour

of womanhood enveloping her.

He took a deep breath and forced a way

through the plaited undergrowth.

A man was leaning on the yard gate

smoking a short pipe and staring out before

with a vacant calm. Yvolt recognized him

as the girl's uncle and little changed by time

or season. But by the light of added years

he seemed to have diminished in statureâ��

to be less essentially virileâ��rather blunt and

stupid-looking, in fact.

" I'm off the beaten track," said Yvolt;

" could you give me a meal ? "

The man took the pipe from his mouth.

" If you pay for it," he answered.

" Why, of course."

They crossed the yard and entered a stone-

flagged kitchen.

" I'll tell her to send you something."

He went out through another door, and the

Prince sat down to wait before a rough-adzed

pine table.

He became aware that his hands were

trembling and of a painful dryness in the

throat. A sense of expectancy and anxiety

ran through him in thrill and counter-thrill.

After what seemed an age-long interval, the

door was bumped open by a tray held in the

hands of a short girl of loose peasant build.
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She came forward and put the tray before

him with a noisy clatter.

" It's all we can do," she said.

Prince Yvolt drew in his breath and looked

at her.

' Won't you bear me

company while I eat ? '

he begged."

Her hair had been knotted with a careless

hand, and here and there was wisping across

her brow and shiny cheeks. Her lips, which

he had remembered as a bow of cherry red,

now seemed to hang listless and slack. Her

eyes, though still bright, seemed to have

grown small, and were no longer limpid and

tranquil. She did not seem to know what
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to do with her hands, which she smeared

aimlessly on her holland apron.

" I am more than lucky to have found

such hospitality," said he.

She giggled and moved towards the door.

" Won't you bear me company while I

eat ?" he begged.

" Oh, I couldn't," she answered.

" But surely, Iâ��I should be very grate-

ful."

She flashed an arch glance at him.

" I 'spect you would," she said, with stupid

meaning.

It was not the tone of familiarity that

jarred so hideously upon the Prince, but

rather the quality of knowingness, the artful

look, and the air of being fly.

Hurriedly he dropped his eyes and made

pretence to attack the loaf and the cheese

she had placed before him. When next he

looked her way she was standing near the

door rubbing her back against the wall and

peeping curiously in his direction.

" You remind me," he said, " of someone

I knew long ago. Can you guess, I wonder ? "

She made no reply.

" It was someone I was very fond of."

She gave a splutter of laughter, then

straightened her face.

" Oo ! You are awful," she sai'd.

And at her word a panic seized the Prince.

He threw some silver on the table, grabbed

his hat, and bolted from the house.

â�¢' Hey ! " yelled a man's voice. " Hey !

Have you paid ?" .

' By God, I should think I have ! " echoed '

the Prince. He vaulted the fence and flung

himself into the shadow of the woods.

For half an .hour he went forward cease-

lessly, then stopped beneath a huge fir a

mile from the road.

" But still I have my freedom," he cried.

And it seemed as if a whole chorus of mocking

voices shouted " No, no, no."

He sat down, covered his eyes, and groaned.

" I've thrown away everythingâ��duty,

honour, everything. Disgraced in the eyes

of the nation and in my own, I can never go

back."

He pulled out his watch and looked at it.

Three o'clock. Two hundred and fifty miles

from the capital. The great State Ball

opened at nine o'clock. At an average

speed of a little over forty miles an hour it

might be done. He sprang to his feet and

started furiously down hill. Then he thought

of the Princess and stopped. Suppose he-

arrived in timeâ��she would, not be there.

Scandal was inevitable, and yetâ��they were

his people and he their Prince. His duty

was toward them. In time they would forget

the little Princess who ran awayâ��in time

another marriage would be arranged.

Notliing would be gained by his absenceâ��

and so much would be lost irredeemably.

For the first time he thought of the King

and the Queen who were father and mother

to him in the truest and the finest sense.

It would be for them to face the scandal.

" Oh, what a fool I've been," he cried.

" Why did I do itâ��why did I let her do it ? "

He broke into a run, leaping the runnels

of laughing water and the mighty trunks of

fallen trees.

THE little Princess came to'the enclosure

of stables as a hÃ rsh-tongued clock

struck one. A stable-boy was filling

a bucket at a pump and she called to him

and asked a question.

"Yes, I could find him," said the boy:

" he's sure to be about."

Closely-veiled, she waited by the white

railings, and presently a man wearing a loud-

coloured suit and box-cloth gaiters came into

view, accompanied by the boy. With Ã 

little shudder it struck her that he looked

rather dreadful at a distance. The boy

pointed iri'her direction, collected his -Bucket,

and went away. The nian came forward to

where she stood, and'sheCsaw-'ihjrt'his face

was crimson and potrchV. <â�¢"

" Well?," said-the'Pimiuas^

" What can Ð� do-far-y,eii;'-jÃ¶jss ? " said the

man. ;- Ñ�-"*1 -\-j-^

" You don't recognize me ?>>Ð�Ð§;

He shook his head. She lifted her veil.

He looked, started, and fell back-Ã¤ pace.

" Well ? " she repeated. ;->-

He licked his lips anxiously. f.

" Whatâ��what'does your Highnees-want ? "

he said, almost rudely.

A look of surprise came into the }?fthcess's

eyes.

" You're frightened of meâ��why ? " she

asked. " I've come all this way to "

" Don't tell me," he interrupted. '' No,

please don't. It may be only a joke with

you, but with me it's serious."

It is serious with me," she said.

But he shook his head and continued

rapidly :â��

" I was a foolâ��behaved like a fool, but I

learnt my lesson. No good comes in monkey-

ing with people above youâ��or below you,

for that matter."

The Princess drew herself up and looked at

him, puzzled.

" I learnt my lesson and got the sack and

it's been uphill work ever since. I reckon

that five minutes cost me about three years.

Well, now I've got responsibilitiesâ��big

onesâ��and as I said, I don't know what you've

come forâ��can't guess even ; but you'd be

doing me a real kindness, Princess, very real,

if you wouldn't mindâ��justâ��going away."

She was silent for a moment while she re-

arranged the veil over her face.
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" Responsibilities ? " she said.

" Yes. I'm married, for one

thing."

The Princess swallowed.

" I knew," she answered,

lightly, " but I haven't an idea

why you are so agitated. I

merely wanted to congratulate

youâ��that's all."

Without another word she

turned on her heel and walked

away.

" He oughtn't to have let me

comeâ��he oughtn't, oughtn't,"

she wailed, when a mile separ-

ated her from the stables.

" I can't go homeâ��what can

I do?"

A man will take hours over a

deliberation that a woman will

make in a second. The Princess

struck through the gorge to the

wood beyond the frontier, where

the tilted Ford was waiting by

the roadside. She cranked up

the engine and was facing to-

ward the capital an hour and a

half before the similar impulse

possessed Prince Yvolt sixty

miles away to the north.

A LITTLE after four o'clock

Prince Yvolt streaked

through the market town

where he had bade farewell to

the Princess, and the townsfolk

flung themselves to right and

left as he roared by. The roads

were white, straight, and even,

and mile upon mile unfolded

before him like a ribbon. On

the crest of a distant rise he

saw the dust of a motor-bicycle

travelling at very high speed

in the same direction as him-

self. A cross wind carried the

dust sideways, and the Prince

caught a glimpse of the rider's

back, to which was attached a

white card with a black number

on. Evidently a competitor in

some reliability trial, he conjec-

tured, and was galled that any

machine could keep the lead.

He topped the crest a moment

later, and there was the cycle

still pounding away half a mile

in front.

" I'll catch that beggar and

pass him," said the Prince.

He gave the carburettor a

speck more air and pressed the

accelerator pedal level with the

foot-boards. Tha gra lient was

Framed Â¡n the opening of the swing dcors stood the

little Princess. ' Am I late ? ' she asked."
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steep, too steep to drive all out, but the Prince

took no account of this. Out of the corner

of his eye he saw the needle of the speed

indicator rise to sixty-seven and hover there.

Two minutes later he had left the motor-

cyclist behind in a smother of dust and

choking blue smoke from the roaring exhaust.

" Nothing before me now," he said,

exultingly.

But somewhere on the road far in front

the Ford was achieving unrivalled feats of

reliability and endurance under the caressing

hand of the little Princess.

PRESENTLY the sun dipped behind the

range of hills, and darkness trailed her

shadows across the plains.

" It's difficult to see," said the Princess,

" but I can't help it, Mr. Ford, and you'll

do your best to stay on the road, won't you ?

Only another sixty miles to goâ��that isn't

far, is it ? And it is so frightfully important

I shouldn't disgrace "

Bang ! P-f-sssss !

It was a front tyre, and the steering-wheel

was wrenched clean out of her hand. She

jerked at the side-brake, and the back wheels

slugged acrossâ��this wayâ��thatâ��then with

a soft oozy squelch settled into a ditch by

the roadside.

For a moment she remained in her seat,

then climbed over the side of the slanting

car, sat down on the running-board, and

cried ; and night stole round her and covered

up the tears she shed.

Through the darkness came a low vibrant

hum. She sprang to her feet and listened.

" It's a motor," she gasped.

The sound increasedâ��the fierce throb of

a high-power engine. Then through the

trees came the blinding glare of the head-

lights, flinging long shadows of the trunks

across the bend of the road.

She held up her arms as the car came on,

and in that second she recognized it.

" Yvolt ! " she cried. " Yvolt ! "

But the Prince only saw a glimpse of a

dark figure and the outline of a car in the

ditch. He swerved to avoid both one and

the otaer and sped on unheeding. Moments

were too Oi3cious to be spent in roadside

chivalry.

She saw the tail light, bright for an

instant, dwindle to a tiny red speck and

disappear, and into her heart came an utter

blank of misery and despair.

Beaten, and with arms down-hanging, she

stood in the road insensible to every-

thing.

The motor-cyclist only just saw her in

time. He yelled a warning and clapped his

feet on to the ground. To avoid her entirely

was impossible, so he threw out an arm, and

for several yards they slipped and rocked

side by side till the machine came to a

standstill.

" That was a near touch," said the man.

" You hadn't ought to stand in the road

like that, miss. Are you hurt ? "

But the Princess saw that deliverance was

at hand.

No. I must get to the capitalâ��youâ��

you will take me to the capital ? "

The man shook his head.

" I'm sorry, miss, but I'm riding this bike

on a trial, and I'm in a fair way to winning

a hundred pounds. If I took you I should

lose it."

"But you must," she insisted; "abso-

lutely must."

Don't see any reason," said he. " It's

a good prize, and this is my living."

" I'm the reason," came the answer, in a

small plaintive voice. " Would you mind

looking at me ? "

She lifted her veil and stood for an instant

before his head-lamp.

" Lord ! " gasped the man ; " but you "

" I knowâ��I've been very sillyâ��I ran

away, and oh ! .1 do want to run back so

badly. Youâ��you're a gentlemanâ��you could

help me." ,

" I'm not a gentleman," returned the

other; " I'm just a very ordinary mechanic,

but I reckon I ought to be able to do this

without asking questions. Jump up."

And the Royal Princess of Lorania con-

tinued her journey on the flapper bracket

of a racing motor-bicycle, with her arms

tight about the waist ot an oily mechanic.

Unchallenged by the Guard, who recognized

the car, Prince Yvolt swung into the Palace

yard at eight-forty-five, and dashed up the

grand stairway to his apartment, stripping

off his coat as he went.

" Won't they stop me at the gate ? "

asked the professional rider as the Palace

windows came into view.

" The}- mustn't."

" They won't, then ! "

To the amazement of the waiting crowd

and of the Guard itself, a mud-and-dust-

bespattered motor-cycle with two passengers

shot t> ,uÂ«Â»h the Palace gate at anything

bet'-, Ñ�ÐµÐ» -Ã®rrty and forty miles an hour.

" Brir.g them 4-c:el " shoutecl il.e officer.

lii :/ tne c; d ;i7 i:tu . ei with no'one but

tha rider.

â�¢There were two '*. youâ��who was the

second ? " demanded i.ue Ð¾Ð³?Ð³Ð³Ð³.

" It's a funny thing," came the answer,

" but I've clean forgotten."

In his hand was a small kerchief em-

broidered with a tiny crown. A mere trifle of

cambric, but it might have helped a man

to remember a lady's nameâ��or to forget it.
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THE great room was packed to suffocation,

and the people were surprised to see the

Prince enter alone. He passed up the

centre to the gold-draped dais. He seemed

different, somehow, less boyish, more remote

and imperial. Neithej^the King's expression

nor the Queen's altered in the least as he

came into view and bowed before them.

" You cut it a little fine, Yvolt," mur-

mured the King ; then in an even lower

voice, " And the Princess ? "

Yvolt shook his head.

" She will not come back," he said.

For a moment the King and Queen looked

a1: each other.

" Shall I tell them ? " asked Yvolt.

" Yes. But gently, you understand. The

Princess did not feel happy, .perhaps, in

Terra Nova. I see you have parted your

hair in the orthodox way. These little things

help in moments like this."

Prince Yvolt caught liis breath with

something like a sob as he turned to address

the people.

" My lords, ladies, and gentlemen "

The swing doors at the end of the room

were flung back, and framed in the opening

stood the little Princess, a vision of white

and silver.

" Am I late ? '

ingenuous smile

she asked, with the most

in the worldâ��and every

heart in the room was hers.

In the little hours of morning the Prince

and Princess found themselves in a deserted

corner of the Winter Garden, hidden from

view by a screen of palms and cactus.

" We'll never run from each other again,"

he whispered.

" I don't suppose we ever shall," she

replied.

" It nearly tore out my heart saying

good-bye to you this morning."

" That's why I wouldn't say it," said she.

" We were fools, but we're not any

longer."

" What are we now ? "

" I'm a lover," he answered, rather

tremblingly.

" How can you make me believe that ? "

she said.

" I can only tell you."

She picked at her dress for a moment,

then :â��

" Couldn't youâ��explain ? "

He looked at her and understood.

" Oh, you absolute darling ! " he gasped,

when he had given the explanation.

PERPLEXITIES.

SOLUTIONS TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLES.

504.â��A MOTOR-CAR JOURNEY.

THERE are 3,432 different routes from Y to Z.

Deduct all routes passing through A (840),

through Ð� (i,40o), and through Ð¡ (792). This

will leave 400. Now add all routes passing

through both A and Ð� (320), through A and Ð¡

(ii2), and through Band Ð¡ (280). This gives us

T,ii2, from which we deduct all routes passing

through A, B, and Ð¡ (64), leaving 1,048 as the

correct answer. Readers can verify the details for

themselves.

505.â��THE SEVEN CHILDREN.

THERE are 5,040 ways of arranging the children

and 720 different ways of placing a girl at each

end. Therefore the chances are 720 in 5,040, or

I in 7. Or, which is the same thing, the chances

are i to 6 in favour, or 6 to i against, there being

a girl at both ends.

506.â��A CHARADE.

THE word is EAR-NEST.

507.â��A DAY'S SPORT.

THE man must have shot 32 birds and 8

rabbits. This would account for the 40 heads

and 96 feet.

508.â��MENTAL ARITHMETIC.

To multiply 993 by 879 mentally, proceed as

follows. Transfer 7 from 879 to 993, and we get

872 and 1,000, which, multiplied together, pro-

duce 872,000. And 993 less 872 is 121, which,

multiplied by the 7, will produce 847. Add the

two results together and we get 872,847 as the

correct answer.

["Perplexities," unavoidably held over, will appear next month.]
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TRICKS OF

THE TRADE

Ã¡rÃ©fiÃlDoager

MUCH has already been written as

to the art of faking, the various

devices for worm-eating, colora-

tion and discoloration, the im-

position of modern carving in the old manner

upon antique pieces originally devoid of

decoration, and so on.

One genuine piece of furniture, for example,

is often divided up, and its several parts

used in part construction of a number of

different pieces. Thus, the panels from a

genuine old oak chest may be used to adorn

respectively, in prominent positions, a cup-

board, a chest of drawers, a dresser, and a

stool, the remaining portions of these being

skilfully fashioned in exact imitation of the

one genuinely old bit in each. Similarly,

one genuine antique chair finds itself included

in a set of six, the remaining five being

faithful copies of their one authentic fellow.

Naturally the five remain in the background

more or less while the one is being displayed

to the buyer-collector, who, in the majority

of cases, does not dream of challenging their

equal claims to examination.

This article, however, proposes to deal not

so much with this particular form

of deception as with the ruses

employed either for building up

a false reputation around a " work

of art " when faked, or for foist-

ing it upon the unwary. So

adroit are many of the devices

employed that it is often im-

possible to deny them a certain admiration.

For diplomacy, farsightedness, and a pro-

found psychological insight into the weak-

nesses of human nature, its greed, its vanity,

and its insatiable love of a bargain, figure

among the many qualities required to ensure

success. Thus, it was something little short

of genius which inspired the gentleman who

figured in the famous Rembrandt case, which

was engineered soon after the Tax on

Antiques was brought into force in the

United States to enact that every antique

imported should pay a specially heavy

duty. This master of diplomacy had for

some time been in touch with an artist,

who executed for him especially skilful

copies of Old Masters, under the impression

that they were intended for the decoration

of his home. On one occasion a Rembrandt

portrait was given him to copy, which copy

the patron declared to be so fine a bit of

artistic work that the copyist's own name

should be placed over the Rembrandt

signature. The artist, much flattered, did

as he was bid, and the picture was shipped

to the States, truthfully described on the

official forms as the copy that it

was. Then came in the diplo-

macy. No sooner had the pack-

age been accepted for transport

than the owner himself addressed

to the authorities an anonymous

note declaring the picture to be

a genuine Rembrandt, in proof
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of which statement it was alleged that if

the signature which figured in the corner

were removed, that of Rembrandt himself

would be found beneath it. The plot

worked well. At the other end the picture

was detained, an expert was called in, who

removed the name, found the well-known

mark of Rembrandt himself below it, and

declared the canvas to be indeed by the

hand of the Master. The owner was fined

for having misrepresented the work as by a

modern artist, and paid the forfeit with the

best heart in the world. For, in the mean-

time the story had circulated throughout

the Press as to his would-be fraud on the

American Government, the painting had

been '' boomed " among the whole of the

American art-collecting world, and amateurs

of more money than discrimination were

falling over one another to acquire the

treasure. The fine imposed was emphati-

cally worth while. In more than one case,

I understand, the fraud, though ultimately

discovered by the expert, was never publicly

made known, for the reason that he was

naturally not anxious to declare his fallibility.

For the same reason it happens all over

the world that forgeries in pictures, furniture,

china, silver, bronzes, and I know not what,

having once found their way into museums

and public collections,

seldom find themselves

exposed. At some time

or other they have been

" passed " by an authority

on the subject,

and it is a poor

policy to under-

mine the faith

of the public in

those who ate

supposed to be

their artistic

guides, philo-

sophers, and

friends. There

is a certain code

of honour among

critics just as One genuine antique chair

there is another of six, the remaining five

among the dealers

themselves. The professional thief has no

monopoly in it.

HERE is another ruse on the part of the

unscrupulous dealer. An influential

collector, preferably a noble lord, or

someone well in the eye of the public,

buys, let us say, a table, for a moderate

price. Soon after the transaction the dealer

comes to him with the information that

knowledge has come to his ears that there

is reason to doubt the authenticity of the

piece (which, by the way, is usually a

Vol. Iix.-Ð�Ð².

perfectly genuine article, though not of

conspicuous merit). Sooner than sell any-

thing doubtful, the dealer would prefer to

buy back the article. He may even offer

his client a small profit on it, to give an added

bait to the proposal. The unsuspecting

buyer, pleased with the transparent honesty

of the vender, falls in with the suggestion

(registering the while a vow to employ so

honourable a fellow henceforth to " the

exclusion of all else), accepts his cheque,

and gives a formal receipt for it. The

table in the dealer's next transaction figures

as " from Lord So-and-So's collection," in

support of which statement there is his

lordship's receipt.

In some cases, of course, the noble lord

is himself a party to the transaction. Or it

may be a noble lady, for the Society woman

is nowadays a very favourite agent of the

dealing profession. A common ruse of the

day is to " plant " a work of art in the

house of some grande dame. In the Duchess

oÃ So-and-So's beautiful drawing-room the

picture, or the commode, excites universal

admiration. It is a new acquisition, is it

not ? " inquire the lady's intimates. " Alas,"

she replies, it

can hardly be

called an acqui-

sition as yet. It

has come from

Messrs. Blank in

Bonduit Street,

but its price is

so high that it

is doubtful

whether I shall

be able to afford

it. It is quite

likely that I shall

have to decide to

send it back. It

will be a thou-

sand pities, for it

is a lovely thing.

Yet " " Oh,

dear Duchess, if

finds itself included in a set you should de-

being faithful copies." cide not to take

it yourself, do let

me be the first to know, so that I may

have the opportunity of securing it. It is

exactly what I have been looking for for

my boudoir. I should simply love to have

it." And she has it, and the Duchess

pockets a very nice little commission.

Whenever one finds a Society woman of

good standing selling the contents of her

house, lock, stock, and barrel, it is fairly

safe to conclude, says one authority on the

subject, that those contents are not hers at

all, but come from the professional dealer.

Bridge-parties and receptions afford plenty
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of people the opportunity for ad-

miring the taste and beauty of

the lady's setting, and sooner or

later comes the offer. It is no

difficult matter to arrange with

a firm in town to equip a house

for the season, provided your

social standing is such as to

justify faith in your powers as

an agent. It is a great advan-

tage to be able to take over the f

entire equipment of a house be- Vi

longing to a lady of taste, and

standing. There are few ven-

tures of this type that do not

eventually " come off."

Then, too, there is nothing like a good

ancestral home as a dumping-ground for a

doubtful bit of furniture or for a picture

that, to use a trade expression, has been

" hawked." Clients are apt to be suspicious

at times in a way which would not occur to

them were the object in a well-known

private collection. So the dealer discovers

some way of getting into close touch with

the scion of an ancestral home, arranges a

commission, and hangs, say, among the

family portraits, one which has no connection

whatever with them. The client, who is in

search of some " pedigree " painting, such

as the breath of calumny could never touch,

is told that it belongs to the collection of

Lord Tomnoddy, and is even now hanging

in the portrait gallery in his country estate

at . It is so precious that My I-ord

will not allow it to be removed to town, so

the client must needs take with the dealer

the short journey into the country and view

the picture in its own surroundings. Pur-

chase inevitably results.

THERE is a pleasing variation to this

story. A dealer comes across a portrait

of comparative unimportance which is

supposed to be that of some member of a

well-known family. He sends it, without

any instructions, to the head of the house,

well knowing that the gentleman is away

from home for some considerable time. He

follows this up by a letter explaining as a

reason for his action his belief that his lord-

ship would prefer the option of

purchase rather than have the

portrait offered elsewhere. By

means of a generous douceur the

dealer makes friends with the

family butler, who arranges to

have the picture hung pending

his master's return. But before

this takes place the dealer brings

with him a client who has been

informed of the possibility of

acquiring a portrait from the family, and who thus

sees it in its family surroundings.

No wonder he acquires it.

Another instance. An owner

may discover a second-rate Gains-

borough. He puts this up at

Christie's, and sends a number

of friends to bid for it and run

it up to an abnormal sum, buy-

ing it in himself at the finish at a

price much above its value. It

is recorded that this particular

Gainsborough has reached a

colossal price at the famous sale-

rooms. The auctioneer's com-

mission is well worth paying, for

the sake of the excellent adver-

tisement. The picture's name is made ; its

future is assured.

ANOTHER fallacy which often leads the

amateur astray is his belief in what he

is pleased to call his flair," an instinct

which he usually believes himself to possess to

a peculiar degree, and which he puts in place

of that study and intimacy of knowledge

which it should be his business to acquire

for himself. One might as well accept the

plea of " flair " from a surgeon, in lieu of a

lengthy training in the operating theatre.

The love of a bargain also deludes the

amateur too often into acquiring at a

moderate price something which, if genuine,

must be worth very considerably more. He

in fact backs his " flair " against the dealer's

expert knowledge, and so actually plays into

the latter's hands. A little knowledge is

indeed a dangerous thing. So is vanity. So

is conceit.

The fascination which the fetish of the

" genuine " exercises over the imagination

oÃ mankind is, to some extent, irrational.

In many instances copies of an Old Master

carried out by his pupils, under his own

supervision, are equal in every way to the

original. And yet the one, if sold frankly

as a copy, will scarcely command as many

pence as the other will fetch pounds. No

wonder picture-frauds are even more common

than those in furniture and bronzes ! One

common ruse in regard to the " faked "

picture is to propose when selling it that,

in order to preserve it, the paint-

ing shall be transferred from the

old broken canvas to a new one.

The advantages of this course are

so obvious to the buyer that its

primary'disadvantage is lost sight

of. This consists of the added

difficulty which occurs on its ac-

complishment of detecting fraud.

For it is by the genuineness of the

original canvas that the authen-

ticity of a work is first tested.

Once this means of detection has
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been removedâ��and at the buyer's desire, tooâ��a good deal of

inconvenient risk has been safely obviated.

Another means of circumventing the canvas difficulty consists in the

use of a canvas such as is still made in remote parts ot South-east

Europe by peasant-folk, who weave on the same lines as those in force

some four centuries ago, the art being transmitted from generation to

generation much on the same lines as Oriental designs in embroidery

and pottery are handed down from lather to son according to tradition.

Such canvases can be treated so as to make them practically indistin-

guishable from the old. Or some worthless old painting, proper to a

certain bygone period, may be bought up purely on account of its canvas,

the paint removed, and the fresh ' Old Master" painted thereon.

Another instance of the way in which a sort of fictitious price may

be inducedâ��though there is nothing of an absolutely fraudulent nature

involved in the businessâ��occurs in the following way. An enterprising

person discovers some type of antique which up to the present no one

has thought of collecting. It may take the form of Victorian letter-

weights or Georgian kettle-holders, for example. He then unobtrusively

scours the British Isles, and even the Continent as well, for

examples, good, bad, or indifferent, of Victorian letterweights

and Georgian kettle-holders. In fact, he makes a corner in

them, at very low prices, of course, since the demand for

these is practically nil. All his friends, being told of his

curious weakness for letterweights and kettle-holders, make

nice, cheap Christmas and birthday presents to him of any

Victorian or Georgian examples which may have happened to

be handed down in their family, or which they have discovered

at a low price in curio shops. And so before long he has Ðº

acquired a really unique and quite interesting collection. 'Â»

THEN comes the time for strategy. He

may, if gifted with literary feeling, wnte,

or get written for him, a series of quite

amusing articles, illustrated, on the subject

of Victorian letterweights and Georgian

kettle-holders, and their relation to the

social conditions of the day, their significance,

and their decorative relationship to the

furniture, embroideries, and metal work of

their time. The illustrations will be taken,

of course, from his own collection, and will

be copious. Having secured a handy h'tt'e

Press boom, he may in course of time follow

it up by an exhibition of his curios at one of

the galleries. All this will help to spread

the good news that Victorian letterweights

and Georgian kettle-holders are emphatically

the things to collect, and that Mr. X. has an

amazingly fine collection of them. The scheme

has by this time sent the prices of the letter-

weights and kettle-holders up enormously.

From being things that one could acquire at

an outlay of a few pence (they might at one

time even have been thrown in as a sort of

make-weight, in conjunction with more

important purchases), they cannot now be

secured under truly " fancy " prices. Every-

one is on the look-out for them. Everyone

is paying through the nose for them. But

there are some folk too lazy or too dubious

as to their own powers of discrimination to

collect on their own account. They prefer

to have their collecting ready done for them,

to buy their collections right out in one fell

' The dealer brings a client, who sees the

picture in its family surroundings."
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present their fraudu-

The rage for good Oriental

considerably reduced the legiti-

of supply of late years. There

a very large residuum,

.fi ~- garishly-hued carpets, which

fr^^paratively well for use in their

surroundings under a brilliant sky,

accord but poorly with atmo-

conditions over here. Seeing that

Oriental carpets is uncom-

jooiiJy large nowadays, it seems a pity that

not be gratified, so what does some

bright genius do but discover how, by means

of an acid solution, to reduce the garish tints

to nice subdued tones. It is a matter of in-

difference to him that the powerful caustic

wash makes the rug brittle and harsh, doing

away with all the suppleness of the wool, and

entirely destroying its wearing qualities. The

appearance of the rug is so attractive that one

would scarcely dream of doubting it.

ND the moral of all this is: Let the col-

lector, who collects for the sake of kudos

rather than for pure aesthetic pleasure,

spend his leisure as far as possible among the

works of art of all kinds in our galleries and

museums. For in the direct study of what is

genuinely old and beautiful can the taste and

instinct be best cultivated. For just as a

mind which for long has been fed on what is

best and purest in literature can eventually

suffer nothing that is banal or commonplace,

so the eye that

has been trained

to appreciat e

the finest in art

will instinctively

reject that which

is unworthy. For

what goes by that

misleading name

of " flair " is noth-

ing more than the

natural feeling for

art, fostered and

developed by the

study and contem-

plation of the best

legacy that pre-

ceding generations

of beauty - lovers

pearl of have passed down

to us.
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I.

HANKS

very much,

but as I

told you

before â�� I don't

play cards."

The speaker, a

tall, bronzed man

whose clear eye and

slightly weather-

beaten face pro-

claimed him to be

no dweller in cities,

paused at the

smoking-room

door, and stared,

a little deliber-

ately, at the Ñ�Ð°Ð»

who had just ac-

costed him. It

was the second

time that day

that this same gentleman

had endeavoured to rope him

into a game of pokerâ��' just

small stakes, you know "â��

and Hugh Massingham dis-

liked being asked things

twice. Almost as much as, in this particular

case, he disliked the appearance of the asker.

He paused long enough to let the stare

become pointed ; then he opened the door

and stepped out on deck. He hated the

stuffiness of the smoking-room, with its

eternal cards and whisky pegs, and with an

atmosphere so thick with tobacco smoke

that at times he could hardly see across it.

Away to port, like a faint smudge on

the horizon, lay the North. Coast of Africa,

and Hugh Massingham, with a faint smile,

wondered just how many times he'd seen

that smudge before. And how many times

he'd see it in the future.

He leaned over the rail staring at the

water thoughtfully. It depended, of course,

on Delia. Things are apt to depend on a

man's wife. There was no necessity for him

to go back to the Eastâ��no financial neces-

sityâ��yet somehow he hoped Delia would

like to come, at any rate, for a few years.

England, from all he heard, didn't sound

much of a place to live in just now, but,

of course, she'd have to decide.

Surreptitiously he put a hand into his

breast pocket and pulled out a photograph.

It was the likeness of a womanâ��little more

than a gir!â��with a pair of eyes that, even

on the cardboard, mocked and haunted him.

It was the likeness of a girl who was more

than passing lovely ; it was the likeness of

his wife ; a wife with whom he had spent

Ð¢Ñ�Ð�Ðµ

Ð�Ð�Ð� WHO

WOULP Ð�Ð�Ð¢

PLAY CARPS

SAPPER

(H.C.MÃ�NEILE)

Copyright, 1920, by H. C. McNcile.

his whole married

life of one week.

Involuntarily he

smiled. A week to-

gether, out of four

years. But if tact-

less Governments

will conduct cam-

paigns in Mesopo-

tamia some such

result is hardly to

be wondered at.

He drew in a

deep breath, and

once again started

to stroll up and

down the deck.

He wondered if

she'd find him

mudh changed : a

bit thinner, per-

haps, but enteric

tends to remove

superfluous flesh. And what

would she be like ? Grown

a little-â��no longer a lovely

girl, but a lovely woman.

The photograph was nearly

five years old, and she had

been nineteen thenâ��no, nearly twenty. A

week out of four yearsâ��a week !

With a faint smile still on his lips, he

turned and re-entered the smoking-room.

The persuasive gentleman, he noticed, had

settled down to his game of poker with four

youngsters, and for a moment Massingham

frowned. He knew the typeâ��knew it inside

out, and whoever might lose at that quiet

game of poker there was one player who

would certainly win. Not that he accused

the persuasive gentleman for a moment of

anything unfair ; but he was of the type

who had forgotten more about poker than

the other four players combined were ever

likely to know. With a slight shrug of his

shoulders, he walked over to the bar and

called for a gin and bitters. It was no

business of his, and, from time immemorial,

youth has had to pay for its experience.

It was about ten o'clock that night that

it became increasingly evident that youth

was paying with a vengeance. The per-

suasive gentleman had a very considerable

proportion of the total number of chips

Inside him, to say nothing of a small

library of written chits. And two of the

other four players were looking worried, very

worried. The thing was perfectly absurd ;

had they not played poker pretty consistently

in the mess ? Made a bit of money out of

it, too, taking it in the long run. But to-
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night the luck was simply infernal. Hugh

Massingham smiled grimly to himself. Truly,

the lambs had walked docilely to the

slaughter.

For a while he watched the persuasive

gentleman narrowly through halt-closed eyes ;

then, because it was still no business of his,

he moved towards the door for a final stroll

on deck before turning in. And it was as

he was on the point of opening it that one

of the youngsters rose suddenly with a

muttered curse.

" I can't play any more," he said, shortly.

" I'm holding the cards, but they always

seem to go d.iwn."

Hugh smiled once again ; it isn't the man

who holds bad cards who loses heavily at

poker ; it's the man who holds good ones

â�¢when somebody else is holding a bit better.

Then something in the boy's face made his

hand drop to his side ; quite evidently he

had lost more than he could comfortably

afford. And the persuasive gentleman's

complacent smirk made Hugh annoyed. He

disliked the persuasive gentleman.

" Have your revenge to-morrow night,"

he remarked, with a kind of oily suavity, and

with a grunt the youngster drained his

whisky and soda sullenly.

" Won't someone else take his place ? "

As if by accident the speaker's eyes met

Hugh's, and it may have been due to the

procession of whiskies, or it may have been

due to the fact that the dislike was reciprocal,

but the persuasive gentleman allowed him-

self the pleasure of a very faint sneer. ' You,

â�¢as you have told me twice, do not play,

do you ? "

It wasn't the words but it was the way

they were said that decided Massingham.

The persuasive gentleman should have his

lesson.

" I don't mind taking this gentleman's

place for half an hour," he remarked, quietly.

" \Vhat stakes arc you playing ? "

" Maximum five-pound rise, and limit of

a hundred in the pool," returned the other,

and Hugh's eyebrows went up. He called

those small rtakes, did he ?

For a while the game went on normally

without any hands of importance, and it

was not until they had been playing about

twenty minutes that the cards became

interesting. And that hand they were very

interesting ! It was Hugh's deal, and he

dealt, as usual, slowly and methodically.

The three youngsters threw their hands in

at cnce ; only the persuasive gentleman

remained. And Hugh noted that the little

finger of his left hand twitched slightly as

he glanced at his cards.

" How many ? " he demanded.

" One," said the other, and his voice was

oily as ever.

" I stand," said Hugh, laying his cards

face downwards on the table.

Then began the betting, and the youngster

whose place he had taken watched eagerly

in his excitement. They mounted a fiver at

a time, until the persuasive gentleman

reached the limit of a hundred.

" I'll see you at a hundred," drawled

Hugh.

And a little gasp of envy ran round the

spectators as the originator of the quiet

game laid down four aces.

" You dealt 'em to me," he remarked with

a smirk, his hand already stretched out to

collar the pool.

" Erâ��one moment," murmured Hugh,

and the persuasive gentleman turned white.

Four aces. Only a straight flush could beat

it. Surely

Another gasp ran round the group. Hugh

had just turned up his hand. And the three,

four, five, six, and seven of clubs being a

straight flush beats four aces.

For a moment Hugh allowed himself the

luxury of watching the other's face. Then

he spoke. " I certainly dealt you four aces,

my friend ; ro 1 took the precaution of

dealing myself a straight flush. And that

is the reason why I do not play cards. Years

of boredom by myself on a plantation made

me take up card-conjuring as a hobby. And

1 did this simple little trick to-night in

order to demonstrate to you boys that even

a fine card-player like the gentleman opposite

may be quite helpless when playing with a

stranger. In fact, 1 could win money oft

him just as easily as he can win money

oft you."

The persuasive gentleman appeared to be

the least pleased member of the group,

though the fact that after all he had not

lost his money appeased him somewhat.

" Anyone, sir," he remarked, a little

thickly, " can win money by cheating."

" Not anyone," said Hugh, amicably.

' But we'll let that pass. Only I'd win

money off you playing perfectly fair. You re

not a good gambler ; your finger twitches.

Good night."

And he was still smiling as he turned in.

II.

WITH fingers that fumbled over the un-

accustomed stiff shirt, Hugh Massing-

ham was dressing for dinner. His

first dinner with his wife for four years. It

was the moment he had dreamed of through

long, sweltering days in Mesopotamiaâ��and

now that it had come, he was afraid.

Things were different to what he had

expected ; Delia was different. He could

hear her now, moving about in the next room,

and her voire as she spoke to her maid.

Somehow, he hadn't expected that maid.
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He had hopedâ��well, it didn't much matter

what he'd hoped. Anyway, it was absurd :

naturally, his wife would have a maid.

It wasn't that that made him pause every

now and again and stare a little blankly in

front of him ; it was something far bigger

and more fundamental than such a triviality

as a maid. And even to himself he would

hardly acknowledge what it was. She was

shyâ��naturally, any woman would be after

such a long separation. And then the idea

of associating shyness with his singularly

self-possessed and lovely wife made him

smile grimly. It was not that. No, it was

simplyâ��and Hugh Massingham took a deep

breath like a man about to diveâ��it was

simply that she had become a stranger to

him. Or, to put it more accurately, he had

become a stranger to her. The kiss which

she had given him had been such as a sister

would give to her brother. True,' there had

not been much timeâ��some people had

arrived to play bridge and had remained

most of the afternoon. Delia wouldn't hear

of them going away, though they had half

suggested it. And he had spent the after-

noon at his clubâ��the afternoon of which

he'd dreamed through four long weary years.

A strangerâ��he was a stranger in his own

house. With a twisted apology for a smile,

he put on his coat, and switched out the

light. Time doubtless would straighten out

the situation ; but there had been enough

time already in their married lite. There had

been four years.

Dinner, perfectly served and faultlessly

cooked, merely continued the hollow mockerv

of his home-coming. He felt that he might

have been dining with any pretty woman at

any house ; not with ins wife in ins own. In

fact, except that he nappened to pay lor

it, it wasn't his house. Everything about it

was hersâ��except himself. He was merely

the stranger within his own gates.

" A little different, Delia, to what I had

imagined it," he remarked, quietly, as the

servant, having placed the port in trout of

him, lelt the room.

For a moment she looked at him narrowly ;

then she leaned back in her chair.

" In what way ? ' she asked, calmly.

" Don't you think the flat is comtortable ? "

They had got to have a straight talk any-

way ; perhaps it was as well, she reflected,

to get it over and done with. There was no

good starting on false pretences.

" Very." He rose and stood by the fire-

place looking down at her. " It wasn't the

flat I was alluding to." With ostentatious

deliberation he selected a cigarette and lit

it. " Do you know it's four years since we've

seen one another ? "

" Quite strangers, aren't we ? " she agreed,

lightly.

Strangers.

. " Exactlyâ��the very word.

But through no wish of mine."

" Nor mine, either, my dear man. It's

simply the inevitable result of four years'

separation."

' I disagree ; the result is by no manner

of means inevitable. However, I won't

press the point. But was it absolutely

essential that those people should have

stopped to bridge this afternoon ? They had

the decency to suggest going."

It was not a happy way of putting it, and

a red spot burned for a moment on his

wife's cheek.

" And I had not the decency to let them,

you imply." She laughed a little shortly.

Well, since you've started this conversation,

I suppose we may as well have it out."

Hugh's hand clenched suddenly behind

his back, and he stood very still. A hule

dully, he wondered what was coming.

" 1 can only hope that you will he sensible

and try and look at the matter from all

points ot view." She, too, lit a cigarette,

and stared at him deliberately. " In the

first place, 1 suppose I've changedâ��con-

siderably. And in order to save any mis-

understanding, it's just as well that we snoukl

both know where we stand."

' You mean you don't love me any more ? "

said her husband, slowly.

" Don't be ridiculous," she cried. " I

never said anything of the sort. I'm very

fond of you. But " she stirred a little

restlessly in her chair. " I've never believed,

as you know, m beating about the bush,

and there is another man whom I'm very

fond of, too."

The dull, sickening blow, which well-nigh

stunned him mentally, showed not at all on

Hugh Massingham's lace.

â�¢ One can't help these things," continued

his wite, gravely, " and I think you 11 agree

that it is best for everybody to discuss

matters as they areâ��rather than go on

living as if they were otherwise."

" Quite," he murmured, grimly. " Please

go on."

1 We need neither of us insult our intel-

ligences by regarding the matter in the light

that our fathers and mothers would have

looked at it. The fact that a married

woman falls in love with a man who is not

her husband is not.a thing to hold up hands

of pious horror atâ��or so it seems to me ; it

is just a thing which has happened, and if

one is sensible, the best course is to see the

most satisfactory way out for all concerned.

Don't you agree ? "

" Your argument certainly has its points,"

concurred Hugh. Great heavens ! was this

conversation real, or was he dreaming ?

" Jimmy Staunton has kissed meâ��but

that's all."
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His wife was

listened dully

" Jimmy Staunton !

name ? "

He threw his

into the grate.

" Yesâ��that is

the man. He's

been asking me

for months to go

away with him,

but I've refused.

I didn't tell him

why, but I'm

going to tell yon

now. I wouldn't

go until you 'd

come home, and

I'd seen you

again, and made

sureâ��that â��â��"

She hesitated,

and the man

laughed grimly.

" Made s u re

that you really

did love Mr.

Jimmy Staunton

more than me !

Dreadful thing to

make a second

mistake."

" Put it that

way, if you like,"

she answered

quietly. " Though

it wasn't from

quite such baldly

selfish motives

that I refused to

go with him. I

tried, Hugh, to

argue the thing

out as best I

could ;' I tried

to be fair to him

and to you. I

realized that

speaking again, and he

Is that the man's

cigarette, long gone out,

that as matters stand at present, I am on

trial."

" If you wish," she said. " I realize that

you have a perfect right to refuse that trial,

and tell me to go ; but, after all your

Anyone, sir/ remarked the persuasive gentleman, ' can win money by

I might be wrongâ��that I didn't really love

him " the man by the fireplace made a

quick, convulsive movement, " and anyway

I realized that I must give you a chance if

you want to have it. If, after what I've

told you, you decide to let me goâ��well and

good ; we can arrange details easily. If, on

the other hand, you refuse, and in the course

of a month, say, I find that I was not mis-

taken, and that I'm fonder of Jimmy than

I am of you, then, well, I shall have to take

the law into my own hands."

Hugh Massingham laughed shortly.

" I see," he answered. " You have put

things very clearly." He turned on her with

an expressionless face. " I take it, then.

goodness to me, I could not do less than

offer it to you."

" Your generosity touches me," he re-

marked, grimly. " And "

It was at that moment that the servant

opened the door and announced : " Mr.

Staunton."

'' Are you coming to Hector's, Delia ? "

An immaculately-clad young man entered,

with his evening overcoat on his arm and a

top-hat in his hand, to stop in momentary

confusion on seeing Hugh.

" I beg your pardon," he muttered. " I

" This is my husband, Jimmy," said Delia,

composedly, and the two men bowed.
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" My wife was just talking about you, Mr.

Staunton," said Hugh, impassively, while

he took in every detail of the other's faceâ��

the mouth, well-formed, but inclined to

weakness ; the eyes that failed to meet his

for a moment his eyes and Delia's met.

Then with a faint shrug she stood up.

" Four years in Mesopotamia do not improve

one's dancing." He strolled to the door.

" I shall wander round to the club, my

dear," he mur-

mured. " And,

by the way, with

regard to your

offer, I accept

it."

" Good Lord,

darling ! " whis-

pered Staunton,

as the door

closed. "I'd got

no idea he'd

come back.

What an awful

break ! "

But she was

staring at the

door.and seemed

not to hear his

remark. It was

only as he kissed

her that she

came back to

the reality of

his presence.

".Let's go and

dance, Jimmy,"

she said, fever-

ishly. " I feel

like-â��dancing

to-night."

_ j

H

cheating ! ' ' Not anyone,' said Hugh, amicably.

own; the hands, beautifully manicured,

which twitched uneasily as they played with

his white scarf.

Good God ! This effeminate clothes-peg !

To be on trial againstâ��this 1 He stifled a

contemptuous laugh ; there was Delia to be

considered.

" Pray don't let me detain you from

Hector's; though I'm not quite certain

what it is."

" A night-club, Mr. Massingham," said

the other, nervously. " But perhaps Mrs.

Massingham would prefer not to go this

evening ? "

" I am convinced my wife would prefer

nothing of the sort," returned Hugh, and

III.

ALLOA,

Hugh!

Got back,

have you ? "

The words

greeted'Massing-

h a m as he

strolled through

' But we'll let that pass.' " the club smok-

ing- room in

search of a seat, and with a start he looked

at the speaker. So engrossed had he been

in his own thoughts that he had failed to

notice his brother-in-law, John Ferrers, till

he was right on top of him.

" Yes, Johnâ��back," he said, slowly.

'' Back to-dayâ��after four years."

Ferrers grunted and leaned over to pull

up a chair. Something wrongâ��quite ob-

viously. A man doesn't come to his club

on the first evening home after four years,

under normal circumstances.

" Have a drink ! " Ferrers beckoned a

waiter and gave the order. " How do you

think Delia is looking ? "

" Very well," said Hugh, quietly. " Very
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well indeed. She ha? gone off to a place

called Hector's to-night."

Ferrers paused in the act of lighting his

pipe, and looked at him in mild amazement.

" Delia cone to Hector's to-night ! What

the devil has she done that tor Ã� "

" A gentleman of the name of Staunton

-â��Jimmy Stauntonâ��arrived in his glad

rags after dinner," remarked Hugh. " She

went to Hector's with himâ��I came here.'

" Young Staunton ! " muttered Ferrers.

" I didn't know " He looked quickly

at Hugh ; then he resumed lighting his

pipe. " If I were you, Hugh,â��of course 1

know it's not my businessâ��but if I were

you I wouldn't let Delia go about too much

with young Staunton. He's aâ��well, he's

a useless young puppy to begin with, and

his reputation is nothing to wnte home

about in addition."

" Ah ! is that so ? " Hugh lay back

in his chair and stared at his brother-m-

law. " I had already classed him as a

puppyâ��but I didn't think he was big

enough to have a reputation of any kind

â��good or bad."

" My dear fellowâ��he's young, he's good-

looking, and he's sufficiently well olf to be

able to do nothing. Also 1 believe he dances

perfectly. Whether it's those assets, or

whether it's something which the vulgar

masculine eye is unable to appreciate, 1 can't

tell you. Out I do know tins : that three

ordinary, decent, sensible young married

women of my acquaintance have made the

most infernal fools ot themselves over that

youth." John Ferrers shook his head.

" I'm hanged if I know what it is. It

must be the war or something. But a

lot of these girls seem to have gone com-

pletely off the rails."

He sighed ponderously ; he was a good-

hearted individual, was John Ferrers, but

anything which deviated from his idea of

the normal generally called forth a mild

outburst. And he was very fond of his

sister.

But really it wasn't quite the thing to

go barging off to a night-club the day your

husband returned after four years. Espe-

cially with young Staunton. It came back

to his mind now, as he sat there pulling

at his pipe, that off and on he had seen

her about with the fellow ; in the park,

and twice at a theatre. Also having supper

once at the Kitz, and two or three times at

dinner. Of course there was nothing in

it, butâ��stillâ��confound it ! the first night

after four years.

" Are you going to take Delia out East

with you, old boy 1 "

' That depends, John, on a variety of

circumstances," remarked Hugh, quietly.

'' I would if I were you," grunted the

other. " It's been lonely for her, you know,

and " He became very interested in

his pipe. " I wouldn't take too much

notice of that young ass. Delia is far too

sensible a girl to make a fool of herself

over any mrmâ��let alone Staunton. But,"

and John Ferrers drained his glass decisively,

" the next time I see her, I shall tell her a

lew home truths."

" Oh, no, John ! " said Hugh, " you

won't. I don't want you to allude to the

matter at all. But I want you to tell me

one thing. In those three cases you men-

tioned, did any question of divorce come

up Ã� "

' Divorce ! " John Ferrers sat up in

his chair abruptly. ' What the deuce are

you talking about 1 "

" The three cases you were speaking of,"

returned Hugh, imperturbably. " What

manner of man is this Staunton, if things

pas? the dallying stage and come to a head â�¢ "

'Oh!" His brother-in-law sat back,

relieved. " 1 can't tell you more than that

Mr. James Staunton does not strike me as

the type who would ever face the music.

While he can take his pleasure with other

men's wives, 1 don't think he has any

intention ot providing himself with one ot

his own."

" That was my diagnosis ot tus character,"

said Hugh. " I'm glad you confirm it."

John Ferrers rose as another member

came up.

" Will you join us, Hugh ">. Snooker."

" No, thanks, old boy. Not to-night.

So long."

With a faint smile he watched his worthy

brother-in-law as he crossed the room.

Then, having ordered another drink, he

lay back in his chair and closed his eyes.

And it was not till an hour later that he

rose and wrote a short letter to a certain

firm of shipping agents. Then he left the

club, with the look on his face of a man who

had made up his mind.

IV.

IT was Hugh himself who opened the door

of the flat at two o'clock in the morning

and let in his wife. Staunton was standing

behind her on the landing, and Hugh

nodded to him.

" Had a good time 1 " he asked, genially,

standing aside to let Delia in. ''Come in,

Mr. Staunton, and have a nightcap before

you go. No ? Really, I insist."

Gently but firmly he propelled his reluc-

tant guest towards the dining-room. The

last thing which Mr. James Staunton wanted

was a drink in his present surroundings.

In fact, Mr. James Staunton wanted more

than words can express to retire to his

lonely bachelor couch, where he could
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" Come in, Mr. Staunton, and have a nightcap before you go. No ? Really, 1 insist. '

meditate at leisure on how best to

extricate himself from a situation which

had suddenly ceased to appeal to his some-

what peculiar sense of humour. Really

he had credited Delia with a little more

knowledge of the rules of the game. For

months he'd -been suggesting that there

were possibilities by the sad sea waves at

a delightful little fishing village down in

Cornwall ; or if that was too far afield he

knew of a charming little hotel on the upper

reaches of the Thames. In fact, the whole

of his vast experience in such matters would

have been at her disposal, and for no rhyme

or reason, so far as he could see, she had

continually refused his suggestion. And

he was not used to being refused. Up to

a point, of course, a little coyness and

hesitation was delightful ; but pushed to

an extreme it became tedious. And then,

to cap everything, on the very night when

this large and somewhat uncouth-looking

husband had returned from the back of

beyond, Delia had become serious.

Hectar's had not been a success ; though

he had manfully tried to be his own bright

self. But there had been long silencesâ��

rather awkward silencesâ��when he had been

conscious that Delia was studying himâ��

almost as if he was a stranger to her. And

since he had an uneasy suspicion that he

had not altogether shone during his meeting
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with her husband, he had found things

increasingly difficult as the evening wore on.

" Sav when, Mr. Staunton." Massingham

was pouring some whisky into a glass, and

he stepped up to the table.

" That's enough, thanks. Yes, soda,

please. And then I must be off."

" The night is yet young," said his host,

" And I rather want to have a talk with yon,

Mr. Stauntorr."

The youngster looked up quickly at the

words ; then he glanced at Delia, who was

staring at her husband with a slight frown.

" Rather late, isn't it ? " he murmured.

Massingham smiled genially. ' Twoâ��â�¢

late! You"surprise me, Mr. Staunton. I

thought that rwas about the time some of

you people started to live." He splashed

some soda into his own glass. '' It's about

my wifeâ��about Delia. Absurd to call her

anything but Delia to you, isn't it ? I mean,

we three need not stand on formality."

Staunton stiffened slightly; then, because

he was painfully aware that his hands were

beginning to tremble, he put them in his

pockets.

" Really, Mr. Massingham," he laughed

slightly, " you're very kind." Surely to

Heaven she hadn't told her husbandâ��

anything.

" Not at all,", returned Hugh. " Not at

all, my dear fellow. It is absurdâ��as you

said yourself, my dear, earlier in the evening

â��for us to become in any way agitated or

annoyed over an unfortunate but very

natural occurrence. And I consider it very

natural, Staunton, that you should have

fallen in love with my wife. I regard it in

many respects as a compliment to myself."

His eyes were fixed steadily on the other's

face, and a- wave of contemptuous disgust

surged up in him, though outwardly he gave

no sign. The pitiful indecision of this king

of lady-killers : the weak mouth, loose and

twitchingâ��surely Delia could see for her-

self what manner of thing it was. But his

wife was sitting motionless, staring in front

of her, and gave no sign.

" Iâ��er, really," stammered Staunton.

" Don't apologize, my dear fellowâ��don't

apologize. As I said, it's a most natural

thing, and though this discussion may seem

at first sight a trifle bizarre, yet if you think

it over it's much tÃ¯ie best manner of dealing

with the situation."

" Erâ��quite."

Staunton shifted uneasily on his feet, and

endeavoured feverishly to regain his self-

control. Of course, the whole thing was

farcical and Gilbertian ; at the same time,

just at the moment it appeared remarkably

real. And he couldn't make up his mind

how to take this large, imperturbable man.

" I told my husband, Jimmy," said Delia,

speaking lor the first time, " that we were

in love with one anotherâ��and that you'd

asked me to go away with you."

\Yith intense amusement Hugh watched

Staunton's jaw drop, though his wife, still

staring in front of her, noticed nothing.

" Most kind of you," remarked Hugh,

affably, and Delia looked at him quickly.

'' Most flattering. But my wife apparently

decided that it wouldn't be quite fair to

meâ��so she waited till I came home. And

now I'm on trialâ��so to speak."

Staunton sat down in a chair ; his legs

felt strangely weak.

'' The trouble is," continued Hugh, " that

circumstances have arisen only to-night

which prevent me standing on trial. I

found a letter waiting for me at my club

which necessitates my return to the East

at onceâ��probably for a year."

" By. Joveâ��really ! " Staunton sat up ;

the situation looked a little brighter.

" Going East at once ? " Delia was

staring at him puzzled.

" I'm afraid I must," returned her

husband. " And so it makes things a little

awkward, doesn't it ? You see, Mr. Staunton,

my wife's proposal was this. If after a few

weeks of my presence she still found that

she preferred you to me, she was going to

tell me so straight out. Thenâ��since, as I

think you will agree, a woman must always

be a man's first considerationâ��I would have

effaced myself, gone through the necessary

.formalities to allow her to divorce me, and

left her free to marry you. If, on the other

hand, she ha;t found that after all she could

not return your devotionâ��well, we should

then have gone on as we are. Perhaps not

exactly the Church's idea of moralityâ��but

for all that, very fair. Don't you agree ? "

Staunton nodded ; speech was beyond his

power.

" Now," continued Hugh, lighting a cigar-

ette, " this sudden necessity for me to go

East has upset her plan. Ã� can't wait for

those few weeks of test, and so we are con-

fronted with a difficulty. I teel that it is

not fair to keep her from you for a year or

possibly longer ; on the other hand, 1 feel

that it is rather'hard luck on me to relinquish

her without a struggle. You said, Mr.

Staunton ? Sorry ; I thought you spoke."

He flicked the ash off his cigarette, and,

crossing the room, he opened a bureau on

the ' other side. "And so I've evolved a

plan," he remarked, coming back again with

a pack of cards in his hand. " A time-

honoured method of settling things where

there are two alternatives, and one which

I suggest can be used with advantage here.

We will each cut a card, Mr. Staunton. If

I win, Delia comes East with me, on the

clear understanding, my dear, that you may
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leave me at an\' moment and return to Mr.

Staunton. I wouldn't like you to think for

an instant that I am proposing to deprive

vou of your absolute free will whichever way

the cards go. If I lose, on the other hand, I

go East alone, and the necessary information

to enable you to institute divorce proceedings

will be sent you as soon as possible."

HIS wife rose quickly, and stood in front of

him. " I'll come East with you, Hugh

â��anyway, for a time. It's only fair."

' Quite," agreed Staunton. " It's only lair."

" Not at all," remarked Massingham,

decidedly. ' I wouldn't dream of accepting

such, a sacrifice. It's a totally different

matter if I win it at cards : then ! shall hold

you to it. Otherwise 1 go East alone. I

have, I think, a certain say in the matter, and

my mind is made up.'

He turned to Staunton, who was staring

at him open-mouthed : then he glanced at

Delia, and she, for the first time, was looking

at Jimmy Staunton;

' Ã� suppose," he remarked,'suddenly, " that

I'm not making any mistake ? You do wish

to marry Delia, don't you, Mr. Staunton ?"

For a moment that gentleman seemed to

find difficulty in speaking. Thenâ�� Ol

course," he muttered. " Of course."

'â�¢ Good ! " said Massingham. Then we'll

cut. Ace lowâ��low wins. '

He put the pack on a small table by the

other man : then he turned away.

" Cutâ��please."

" But Hugh," his wife laid her hand on his

arm, " it's impossibleâ��it's "

" Not at all, Delia. It's all quite simple.

Have you cut ?"

" I've cut the King of Hearts. ' Staunton

was standing up. So it looks as it 1 lose.''

His voice seemed hardly to indicate that the

blow had prostrated him.

Massingham turned round, while his wile's

breath came sharply.

" It doesâ��-undoubtedly," he remarked.

"Yesâ��mines the two of clubs. So you

come, Delia." He broke off abruptly, his

eyes fixed on the chair in which Staunton

had been sitting. The next moment he

stepped forward and pulled a card from the

crack between the seat and the side. ' The

ace of diamonds," he said slowly. ' What

is this card doing here ? I don't quite

understand, Mr. Staunton. Ace lowâ��low

winsâ��and the ace of diamonds in your

chair. I didn't watch you cutâ��but did you

not want to win ? "

' Iâ��Iâ��don't know how it got there,"

stammered Staunton, foolishly. ' I didn't

put it there."

" Then one rather wonders who did,"

said Massingham, coldly. " It makes things

a little difficult."

For a moment or two there was silence :

then Delia spoke.

" On the contrary," she remarked, icily,

" it seems to me to make them very easy.

Good night, Mr. Staunton. I shall not be

at home to you in future."

And when Hugh Massingham returned a

few minutes later, having shown the speech-

less and semi-dazed Staunton the front door,

ins wife had gone to her room.

Undoubtedly one rather wonders who

did," he murmured to himselt with a faint

smile. " But I thinkâ��1 think, it was a

good idea."

V.

I Ð� was a sort ot infatuation, Hugh. I

can't explain it." With her arm

through hisâ��she hadn't quite lound

her sea-legs yetâ��they were walking slowly

up and down the promenade deck ot the liner.

He smiled gently.

" Doesn't need any explanation, darling,"

he answered. " It's happened betÃ¶re : it

will happen again. There are quite a number

ot Mr. James Stauntons at largeâ��more s the

pity."

" I know," she said. " 1 know that. But

scmehow he seemed different."

HE always does." tor a while thev

continued their walk in silence. Quite

cured, little girl ? "

â�¢' Quite, absolutely." She squeezed his

arm. " 1 trunk 1 was well on the way to

being cured, beforeâ��belore he cheated.

And that finished it. '

" Ah ! " Hugh stopped a moment to

light a cigarette.

'' It simply defeats me how, alter all he

said, he could have done such a thing."

" I wouldn't let it worry you, sweetheart.

The matter is of little importance. Halloa I

What do these people want ? "

" Glad to see you about again, Mrs. Mas-

singham." An officer in the Indian Army,

returning from leave, and his wife came up.

" Would you and your husband care to make

up a four at bridge ? "

" Would you, dear ? " She turned to

him, and Massingham smiled.

' You go, Delia. You'll be able to find a

fourth, and you've walked enough. I never

play cards, myself."

What a refreshing individual," laughed

the officer's wife. " Does it bore you ? "

" Intensely," murmured Hugh. " And

I'm such a bad player."

He watched his wife go away with them :

then, leaning over the rail, he commenced

to fill his pipe. Away to starboard like a

faint smudge on the horizon lay the north

coast of Africa : two days in front was Malta.

And then Surreptitiously he put a

hand into his breast pocket and pulled out a

photograph. Yes : it had been a good idea.
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TO KISS-OR

THE KISSING-SCREEN

WHAT DOCTORS

SAY ABOUT IT.

DR. ROBERT BELL, F.R.F.P.S.,

Vice-PrÃ©sident of the International Cancer

Research Society.

No doubt kissing, as a testimony of affec-

tion of the right sort, is excusable when the

kisser and the kissed are well known to each

other and are also known to be healthy. But

promiscuous kissing should be avoided as

one would avoid taking poison, seeing it is

liable, in many instances, to convey a poison

in the shape of disease. Especially is it the

duty of mothers and nurses to prevent babies

being fondled and kissed by outsiders, and

even by their intimate friends, if there is the

least doubt of their being perfectly healthy

persons. For it goes without saying that

disease may readily be, and doubtless is, not

infrequently conveyed to infaats by the

rapturous mode of giving expression to

pseudo-affection.

As for kissing dogs and cats, from my

standpoint it is most revolting, even though

it may prove innocuous, which it rarely is ;

for they are known to be frequent carriers of

disease germs in their fur. Moreover, the

vermin with which they are more or less in-

fested also are disease-carriers. Therefore

children, who, as a rule, are fond of animals,

should be forbidden to fondle them.

I heartily sympathize with the views of

the famous French physician, Dr. Romme,

regarding the dangerous results of kissing,

especially cats and dogs, and also of indis-

criminate kissing of babies by strangers.

DR. ROBERTSON WALLACE, CM.

While it is probably too late in the day to

attempt, with any degree of success, to

eradicate a habit which appears to have

become ingrained in human nature through-

out the larger part of the civilized world, the

custom of absolutely indiscriminate oscula-

tion should be sternly discountenanced. It

is certainly " asking for trouble " for anyone

to kiss or be kissed by a stranger whose

medical history may not be altogether above

suspicion. Babies and young children un-

doubtedly run considerable risk from this

source, since they are always considered fair

game by persons of that highly emotional

type which seems incapable of restraining

itself from kissing anybody and everybody

presenting an attractive appearance and ill-

capable of resistance or expostulation. Such

indiscriminate distributors of microbes will

kiss babies, dogs, cats, or canaries with an

impartial gusto worthy of a better cause, and,

being themselves probably, robust, and im-

mune to infective disease in general, do not

dream that they may be the cause of disease,

and possibly death, of some of those humans

whom they favour with their too-close

attentions.

. The hygiene of kissing appears to have

received more serious study in America than

in this country. There it is considered that

the ideal labial salute should take the form

of a pure and germless kiss. With this

worthy object, a scientist has invented the

kissing-screen, which might easily be used as a

ping-pong racket in its idle moments. The

netting is Covered with an antiseptic guaran-

teed to kill all germs en route. The idea of

the modern Romeo and Juliet protesting

their affection through a device protecting

them from infection is very American. In

these latitudes, we fear, lovers will continue

to take their pleasure gaily and naturally,

rather than sadly and scientifically, both of

those immediately concerned being no doubt

satisfied that the only immediate risk they

run is one of matrimony.
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NOT TO KISS?

DR. HARRY ROBERTS,

Lecturer on Analytic Chemistry, London

University.

The value and significance of a kiss would

undoubtedly be multiplied a thousandfold if

it were made illegal. It may safely be said

that not one kiss in a thousand has any

biological excuse, and the messy habit of

promiscuous kissing which obtains in some

circles is as revolting as the casual marriages

of the Tatoways (see Letourneau's " Evolu-

tion of Marriage ").

Kissing between lovers is perfectly natural

and entirely desirable. In a lesser degree

the same is true of mother and infant. In

the court of .Â¿Esthetics and Common Sense

every other kiss should be a capital offence.

All the customary kissing by actresses and

aunts is merely silly, for generally it gives no

pleasure to either party. To kiss a child

against its will should certainly be a penal

offence.

The campaign against kissing based on

physically hygienic objections is all bunkum.

I have an enormous medical practice. For

more than twenty years I have seen an

average of upwards of a hundred patients a

day, and I have never yet seen Ð° Ñ�Ð°Ð·Ð· of

illness which could conceivably be traced to

a kiss. Of course, no one but an imbecile

would go out of his way to kiss a person

suffering from one of those few infectious

diseases known to be trans-

missible by contact of mucous

membranes; but such cases

are fortunately very much

rarer than some of our scare-

mongers would have us

believe.

Kissing through a kind of

fly-bat, or miniature wire

racket, has been advocated

in America. This might suit

some people, and the instru-

ment might be carried like a

lorgnette. Its use would not

be unamusing to watch, and

it would have a reasonably drying

effect. Drought is notoriously stul-

tifying to bacterial activity.

Personally, I am sure that, if kiss-

ing only took place between people

who mutually desired it, no harm at

all would result, either hygienic or

aesthetic, except possibly in the

imaginations of social reformers.

SIR MALCOLM MORRIS, K.C.V.O.,

The well-known authority on the

prevention of tuberculosis and on

skin diseases.

In the first place I should like to

state that there is no cause for panic.

To alarm people in regard to what

The kissmg-screen, which is the invention of an American is a recognized national custom is

scientist, and how it would be used. quite unnecessary.
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To Kissâ��Or Not To Kiss?

At the same time it is necessary to warn

certain people of the dangers of indiscrimi-

nate kissing. So far as the customary domes-

tic night and morning kiss is concerned, and

which is usually quite perfunctory, there is

little to be feared, unless there are colds and

influenza in the house, when it is obvious to

anyone's common sense that kissing should

be discontinued.

There cannot be said to be any danger in

the perfunctory family kissâ��the peck on

the cheek or forehead. It is the full kiss

on the mouth which is dangerous, and

which should be avoided by anyone who

has any suspicion that the state of their

mouth and general health is not what it

ought to be.

DR. Ð¡ W. SALEEBY, F.R.S.EL,

The well-known Eugenist.

It has been statistically shown, notably

at the great Foundlings Hospital in Moscow,

that babies who are nursed by their own

mothers die at, in general, half the rate of

those who are nursed by foster mothers.

In recent evidence before the National

Birthrate Commission, Dr. Eric Pritchard

has offered what

I do not doubt

to be a large part

at least of the

explanation of this

remarkable fact. It

is that a baby has

received from its

mother, before

birth, some share of

her own resistance

to the germs which

she harbours in her

own nose and

throat. Thus by a

national dispensa-

tion she may, so

long as she is well,

suckle and fondle

and kiss and talk in

the face of her own

child without dan-

ger to it. In round

terms, therefore,

and as a general

principle, I will

say that no one

should kiss a baby,

at any rate on the mouth, except its own

mother.

Evidently these arguments apply to

children who are no longer babies.

Grown-up people who kiss one another

are vastly less likely to convey diseaseâ��

except in the numerous cases where one of

them is actually suffering from diseases in

their infectious stages.

" Kissing dogs is most revolting, for they ate known

to be frequent carriers of disease germs."

DR. LEONARD WILLIAMS,

Late Editor " Medical Press and CirculÃ¢t."

Is kissing dangerous ? Undoubtedly, if

indulged in recklessly without consideration

and thought of the contagion which it is

possible to transmit. For children to be

kissed on the mouth by anyone and everyone

is criminal. No self-respecting mother or

nurse would allow this. If osculatory affection

must be shown, a kiss on the cheek, forehead,

or hand is permissible, but not on the lips.

The fondling and kissing of pet dogs and cats

is another crime against the laws of hygiene.

That a woman after kissing a pet should greet

her dearest friend with a kiss shows an utter

disregard for the laws of health and common

sense. And yet hundreds of women are

committing this practice every day. It

arises in most cases from a perverted maternal

instinct, and women who so convey disease

germs from animal to friend or relative would

be far better out of the world.

Referring to kisses between adultsâ��sweet-

hearts, husbands and wives, and Jady friends

â��the duty kiss delivered on the cheek or

brow does not matter much. But what the

French call baiser en pleine boucheâ��the full

kiss on the mouth

â��should certainly

be avoided by any-

one who has reason

to doubt the health

of their mouth. I

am afraid the satis-

faction derived from

osculatory practices

with the kissing

mask would not

make the latter very

popular. Further-

more, it would

imply that there

was danger in the

mouth of the per-

son who was being

kissed and indigna-

tion, to say the least,

would be aroused.

The man who

smokes, however, is

not so likely to con-

vey any bad germs

by kissing as the

non - smoker.

Smoking is a power-

ful antiseptic, and when indulged in

moderately may not only be harmless, but

probably has its advantages.

LORD DAWSON,

Physician-in-Ordinary to U.M. the King.

It is one of those occasions in life where I

should be prepared to risk it.



ANOTHER ARCHIE STORY.

DOING FATHER

A BIT OF GOOD

RGWodchouse,

IT was Parker,

Mr. Brew-

ster's English

valet, who

first directed

Archie's atten-

tion to the

hidden merits of

Pongo. Archie

had visited his

father - in - law's

suite one morn-

ing â��- not abso-

lutely with the

definite purpose

of making a

touch, but rather

with the nebu-

lous notion of

getting into his

relative's ribs for

a few dollars if

Â¡the latter seemed

to be sufficiently

cheery and full

of the milk of

human kindness

â��and he had found the sitting-

room occupied only by the valet,

who was dusting the furniture

and bric-Ã -brac with a feather

broom rather in the style of

a man-servant at the rise of

the curtain of an old-fashioned

farce. After a courteous ex-

change of greetings, Archie

sat down and lit a cigarette.

Parker went on dusting.

" The guv'nor," said Parker,

breaking the silence, " 'as some nice little

objay dar, sir."

" Little what ? "

" Objay dar, sir."

Light dawned upon Archie.

Of course, yes. French for junk. I

know what you mean now. Dare say you're

right, old friend. Don't know much about

these things myself."

Parker gave an appreciative flick at a

vase on the mantelpiece. His encomium

had been quite justified. One of the things

which made the Hotel Cosmopolis different

from other New York hotels was the fact

that its proprietor had an educated taste

in matters of art. He had personally

selected the tapestries in the dining-room

and the various paintings throughout the

hotel. And, in his private and personal

capacity, he was an enthusiastic collector

of things which Archie would not have

A-WALLIS

been found dead

in a ditch with.

Archie's taste in

art was not pre-

cious ; and he

found a difficulty

in looking civilly

at most of his

father - in - law's

belongingsâ��

notably his Jap-

anese prints.

Parker had

picked upa small

china figure, and

was grooming it

with the osten-

tatious care of

one brushing

flies off a sleep-

ing Venus. The

figure was of

very delicate

workmanship,

and represented

a warrior of pre-

khaki days ad-

vancing with a spear upon some

adversary who, judging from the

contented expression on the

warrior's face, was smaller than

himself. Parker regarded this

figure with a look of affectionate

admiration which seemed to

Arcliie absolutely uncalled for.

To Archie's untutored eye the

thing was only one degree less

foul than the Japanese prints.

' Very valuable, some of the

guv'nor's things," said Parker. " This one,

now. Worth a lot of money. Oh, a lot of

money."

" What, Pongo ? " said Archie, incredu-

lously.

' Sir? "

" 1 always call that rummy-Hooking little

what-not Pongo. Don't know what else

you could call him, what ! "

The valet seemed to disapprove of this

levity. He shook his head and replaced

the figure on the mantelpiece.

' Worth a lot of money," he repeated.

' Not by itself, no."

" Oh, not by itself ? "

" No, sir. Things like this come in pairs.

Somewhere or other there's the companion-

piece to this 'ere, and if the guv'nor could

get 'old of it, he'd 'ave something worth

'aving. Something that connoozers would

give a lot of money for. But one's no good
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â�¢without the other. You 'ave to 'ave both,

if you understand my meaning, sir."

'" I see. Like filling a jolly old straight

flush, what ? "

" Precisely, sir."

Archie gazed at Pongo again, with the

dim hope of discovering virtues not imme-

diately apparent to the casual observer.

But without success. Pongo left him coldâ��

even chilly. He would not have taken

Pongo as a gift, to oblige a dying friend.

" How much would the pair be worth ? "

he asked. " Ten dollars ? "

Parker smiled a gravely superior smile.

" A leetle more than that, sir. Several

thousand dollars, more like it."

" Do you mean to say," said Archie,

with honest amazement, " that there are

chumps going about looseâ��absolutely loose

â��who would pay that for a weird little

object like Pongo ? "

" Undoubtedly, sir. These antique china

figures are in great demand among collectors."

Archie looked at Pongo once more, and

shook his head.

" Well, well, well I It takes all sorts

to make a world, what ! "

WHAT might be called the revival of

Pongo, the restoration of Pongo to

the ranks of the things that matter,

took place several weeks later, when Archie

was making holiday at the house which his

father-in-law had taken for the summer at

Brookport. The curtain of the second act

may be said to rise on Archie strolling back

from the golf-links in the cool of an August

evening. From time to time he sang slightly,

and wondered idly if Lucille, his wife, would

put the finishing touch upon the all-

rightness of everything by coming to meet

him and sharing his homeward Walk.

She came in view at this moment, a

trim little figure in a white skirt and a

pale blue sweater. She waved to Archie :

and Archie, as always at the sight of her,

was conscious of that jumpy, fluttering

sensation about the heart, which, translated

into words, would have formed the question,

'' What on earth could have made a girl

like that fall in love with a chump like me ? "

It was a question which he was continually

asking himself, and one which was perpetually

in the mind also of Mr. Brewster, his father-

in-law. The matter of Archie's unworthi-

ness to be the husband of Lucille was

practically the only one on which the two

men saw eye to eye.

" Halloa-alloa-alloa!" said Archie. "Here

we are, what ! I was just hoping you would

drift over the horizon."

Lucille kissed him.

" You're a darling," she said. " And

you look like a Greek god in that suit."

" Glad you like it." Archie squinted

with some complacency down his chest.

" I always say it doesn't matter what you

pay for a suit, so long as it's right. I hope

your jolly old father will feel that way

when he settles up for it."

" Where is father ? Why didn't he come

back with you ? "

" Well, as a matter of fact, he didn't

seem any too keen on my company. I

left him in the locker-room chewing a cigar.

Gave me the impression of having something

on his mind."

" Oh, Archie ! You didn't beat him

again ? "

Archie looked uncomfortable. He gazed

out to sea with something of embarrassment.

" Well, as a matter of fact, old thing, to

be absolutely frank, I, as it were, did ! "

" Not badly ? "

" Well, yes ! I rather fancy I put it

across him with some vim and not a little

emphasis. To be perfectly accurate, I

licked him by ten and eight."

" But you promised me you would let

him beat you to-day. You know how

pleased it would have made him."

" I know. But, light of my soul, have

you any idea how dashed difficult it is to

be beaten by your festive parent at golf ? "

" Oh, well ! " Lucille sighed. " It can't

be helped, I suppose."

" Not while the old lad tosses his head,

when making his shots, like the lion of the

jungle scenting his prey.". ..

" But I do wish we could think of some

way of making father fonder of you."

" So do I. But what's one to do ? I

smile winsomely at him and what not,

but he doesn't respond."

" Well, we shall have to try to think of

something. I want him to realize what

an angel you are." Lucille felt in the pocket

of her sweater. " Oh, there's a letter for

you. I've just been to. fetch the mail.

I don't know who it can be from. The

handwriting looks like a vampire's. Kind

of scrawly."

Archie inspected the envelope. It pro-

vided no solution.

" That's rummy ! Who could be writing

to me ? "

" Open it and see."

"Dashed bright scheme! I will. Her-

bert Parker. Who the deuce is Herbert

Parker ? "

" Parker ? Father's valet's name was

Parker."

" And still is, no doubt, what 1 Do you

mean the long, thin bird ? The one he

fired just before we came down here ? "

" Yes. Father found he was wearing

his shirts."

" Do you mean to say any reasonable
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chappie would willingly wear the sort of

shirts your father ? I mean to say,

there must have been some mistake."

" Do read the letter. I expect he wants

to use your influence with father to have

him taken back."

" My influence ? With your father ? Well,

I'm dashed. Sanguine sort of johnny, if

he does ! Well, here's what he says."

DEAR SIR,â��It is some time since the

undersigned had the honour of conversing

with you, but I am respectfully trusting

that you may recall me to mind when I

mention that until recently I served Mr.

Brewster, your father-in-law, in the capacity

of valet. Owing to an unfortunate mis-

understanding, I was dismissed from that

position and am now temporarily out of

a job. ' How art. thou fallen from Heaven,

Ð� Lucifer, son of the morning ! " (Isaiah

xiv., 12.)

" You know," said Archie, admiringly,

" this bird is hot stuff ! I mean to say he

writes dashed well."

" I always thought Packer was a very

clever man. Father used to say he knew

as much about antiques and things as he

did himself."

' Antiques ! I knew there was something

, at the back of the old bean. All along

I've been trying to remember just how and

when it was that friend Parker and I became

the good old college chums he seems to

think we are. We had a long and animated

talk one morning in your father's suite.

He told me something dashed interesting, I

recollect. I can't recall what it was, but

' Very valuable, some of the guv'nor's things,' said Parker.

Worth a lot of money.' "

' This one, nowÂ«
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I know it struck me as dashed interesting.

Well, let's get on with it."

It is not, however, with my own affairs

that I desire to trouble you, dear sir. I

have little doubt that all will be well with

we and that I shall not fall like a sparrow

to the ground. " I have been young and

now am old ; yet have I not seen the righteous

forsaken, nor his seed begging bread."

(Psalms xxxvii., 25.) My object in writing

to you is as follows. You may recall

that I had the pleasure of meeting you one

morning in Mr. Brewster's suite, when we

had an interesting talk on the subject of

Mr. B.'s objets d'art. You may recall

being particularly interested in a small

china figure. To assist your memory, the

figure to which I allude is the one which

you whimsically referred to as Pongo. 1

informed you, if you remember, that, could

the accompanying figure be secured, the

pair would be extremely valuable.

I am glad to say, dear sir, that this has

now transpired, and is on view at Beale's

Art Galleries on West Forty-Fifty Street,

where it will be sold to-morrow at auction,

the sale commencing at two-thirty sharp.

If Mr. Brewsler cares to attend, he will,

I fancy, have little trouble in securing it

at a reasonable price. 1 confess that I

had thought of refraining from apprising

my late employer of this matter, but more

Christian feelings have prevailed. " If

thine enemy hunger, feed him ; if he thirst,

give him drink ; Â¡or in so doing thou shall

heap coals of fire on his head." (Romans

xii., 20.) Nor, I must confess, am I alto-

gether uninfluenced by the thought that my

action in this matter may conceivably lead

to Mr. B. consenting to forget the past and

to reinstate me in my former position.

However, I am confident that I can leave

this to his good feeling.

I remain, respectfully yours,

HERBERT PARKER.

Lucille clapped her hands.

" How splendid ! Father will be pleased ! "

" Yes. Friend Parker has certainly found

a way to make the old lad fond of him.

Wish / could ! "

" But you can, silly ! He'll be delighted

when you show him that letter."

II Yes, with Parker. Old Herb. Parker's

is the neck he'll fall onâ��not mine."

Lucille reflected.

" I wish " she began. She stopped.

Her eyes lit up. " Oh, Archie, darling,

I've got an idea ! "

" Decant it."

" Why don't you slip up to New York

to-morrow and buy the thing, and give it

to father as a surprise ? "

Archie patted her hand kindly. He hated

to spoil her girlish day-dreams.

" Yes," he said. " But reflect, queen of

my heart ! I have at the moment of going

to press just two dollars fifty in specie,

which I took on your father this afternoon.

We were playing twenty-five cents a hole.

He coughed it up without enthusiasmâ��

in fact, with a nasty hacking soundâ��but

I've got it. But that's all I have got."

" That's all right. You can pawn that

ring and that bracelet of mine."

Oh, 1 say, what ! Popping the family

jewels ? "

1 Only for a day or two. Of course,

once you've got the thing, father will pay

us back. He would give you all the money

we asked him for, if he knew what it was

for. But I want to surprise him. And

if you were to go to him and ask him for

a thousand dollars without telling him what

it was for, he might refuse."

" He might ! " said Archie. " He might ! "

"It all works out splendidly. To-mor-

row's the Invitation Handicap, and father's

been looking forward to it for weeks. He'd

hate to have to go up to town himself and

not play in it. But you can slip up and

slip back without his knowing anything

about it."

Archie pondered.

It sounds a ripe scheme. Yes, it has

all the ear-marks of a somewhat fruity

wheeze ! By Jove, it is a fruity wheeze !

It's an egg ! '

An egg ? "

â�¢ Good egg, you know. Halloa, here's

a postscript. I didn't see it."

P.5.â��/ should be glad if you would

convey my most cordial respects to Mrs.

M off am. Will you also inform her that

1 chanced to meet Mr. William this morning

on Broadway, just off the boat. He desired

me to send his regards and to say that he

would be joining you at Brookport in the

course of a day or so. Mr. B. will be

pleased to have him bach. ' A wise son

makcth a glad father." (Proverbs x., I.)

" Who's Mr. William ? " asked Archie.

" My brother Bill, of course. I've told

you all about him."

" Oh, yes, of course. Your brother Bill.

Rummy to think I've got a brother-in-

law I've never seen."

" You â�¢ see, we married so suddenly.

When we married. Bill was in Yale."

" Good God ! What for ? "

" Not jail, silly. Yale. The university."

" Oh, ah, yes."

" Then he went over to Europe for a

trip to broaden his mind. You must look

him up to-morrow when you get back to

New York. He's sure to be at his club."
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" I'll make a point of it. Well, vote of

thanks to jolly old Parker ! This really

does begin to look like the point in my

career where I start to have your forbidding

old parent eating out of my hand."

" Yes, it's an egg, isn't it ? "

" It's an omelette ! " said Archie, enthu-

siastically.

The business

negotiations i n

connection with

the bracelet and

the ring occupied

Archie on his ar-

rival in New York

to an extent which

made it impos-

sible for him to

call on Brother

Bill before lunch ;

und the fact that

his friend Reggie

van Tuyl hap-

pened to join him

at the table pro-

longed lunch till a

few minutes before

the time scheduled

for the opening of

the sale. Archie

decided to post-

pone the affect-

ing meeting of

brothers-in-law to

a more convenient

season.

" I say, Reggie,

old top," he said,

confiding in his

friend, " do you

know anything

about-sales ? "

" Sales ? "

"Auction sales,

don't you know."

Reginald con-

sidered. He was a long youth with a

rather subdued and deflated look, as

though the burden of the Van Tuyl mil-

lions was more than his frail strength could

support. Most things tired him.

" Well," he yawned. " They're sales,

you know. Auction sales, you under-

stand."

" Yes," said Archie, encouragingly. " Some-

thingâ��the name or somethingâ��seemed to

tell me that."

" Fellows put things up for sale, you

know, and other fellowsâ��other fellows go

in andâ��and buy 'em, if you follow me."

Archie sought further enlightenment.

" Yes, but what's the jolly old procedure ?

I mean what do I do ? I've got to buy

Halloa, here's

script. 1 didn't

something at Beale's this afternoon. How

do I set about it ? "

" Well," said Reggie, drowsily, " there

are several ways of bidding, you know.

You can shout, or you can nod, or you can

twiddle your fingers " The effort of

concentration was too much for him. He

leaned back limply in his

chair. " I'll tell you what.

I've nothing to do this after-

noon. I'll come with you and

show you."

When he entered the Art

Galleries a few minutes later,

Archie was glad of the moral

support of even such a wobbly

reed as Reggie van Tuyl.

There is something about an

auction room which weighs

heavily upon the novice.

The hushed interior was

bathed in a dim, religious

light; and the congregation,

seated on small wooden chairs,

gazed in reverent silence at

the pulpit, where a gentleman

of commanding presence and

sparkling pince-

nez was deliver-

ing a species of

chant. Behind a

gold curtain at the

end of the room

mysterious forms

flitted to and fro.

Archie, who had

been expecting

something on the

lines of the New

York Stock Ex-

change, which he

had once been

privileged to visit

when it was in a

more than usually

feverish mood,

found the atmos-

phere oppressively

ecclesiastical. He

sat down and

looked about him.

The presiding

priest went on

with his chant.

' ' Sixteen-sixteen-sixteen-sixteen-sixteenâ��

worth three hundredâ��sixteen-sixteen-sixteen

sixteen-sixteenâ��ought to bring five hundred

â��sixteen-sixteen-seventeen - seventeen - eigh-

teen-eighteen - nineteen - nineteen - nineteen."

He stopped and eyed the worshippers with

a glittering and reproachful eye. They

had, it seemed, disappointed him. His

lips curled, and he waved a hand towards
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a grimly uncomfortable-looking chair with

insecure legs and a good deal of gold paint

aboutit. "Gentlemen! Ladies and gentle-

men ! You are not here to waste my time ;

I am not here to waste yours. Am I

seriously offered nineteen dollars for this

eighteenth-century chair, acknowledged to

be the finest piece sold in New York for

months and months ? Am Iâ��twenty ? I

thank you. Twenty-twenty-twenty-twenty.

Your opportunity ! Priceless. Very few

extant. Twenty-five-five-five-thirty-thirty-

thirty. Just what you are looking for.

The only one in the City of New York.

Thirty-five-five-five-five. Forty-forty-forty-

forty-forty. Look at those legs ! Back it

into the light, Willie. Let the light fall

on those Â¡egs ! "

Willie, a sort of acolyte, manoeuvred the

chair as directed. Reggie van Tuyl, who

had been yawning in a hopeless sort of way,

showed his first flicker of interest.

"Willie," he observed, eyeing that youth

more with pity than reproach, " has a face

like Jo-Jo the Dog-Faced Boy, don't you

think so ? "

Archie nodded briefly. Precisely the same

criticism had occurred to him.

" Forty-five-five-five-five-five," chanted

the high priest. "Once forty-five. Twice

forty-five. Third and last call, forty-five.

Sold at forty-five. Gentleman in the fifth

row."

Archie looked up and down the row with

a keen eye. He was anxious to see who had

been chump enough to give forty-five

dollars for such a frightful object. He

became aware of the dog-faced Willie leaning

towards him.

" Name, please ? " said the canine one.

" Eh, what ? " said Archie. " Oh, my

name's Moffam, don't you know." The

eyes of the multitude made him feel a little

nervous. " Erâ��glad to meet you and all

that sort of rot."

" Ten dollars deposit, please," said Willie.

" I don't absolutely follow you, old bean.

What is the big thought at the back of all

this ? "

" Ten dollars deposit on the chair."

" What chair ? "

" You bid forty-five dollars for the chair."

" Me ?"

" You nodded," said Willie, accusingly.

" If," he went on, reasoning closely, " you

didn't want to bid, why did you nod ? "

Archie was embarrassed. He could, of

course, have pointed out that he had merely

nodded in adhesion to the statement that

the other had a face like Jo-Jo the Dog-

Faced Boy ; but something seemed to tell

him that a purist might consider the excuse

deficient in tact. He hesitated a moment,

then handed over a ten-dollar bill, the price

of Willie's feelings. Willie withdrew like

a tiger slinking from the body of its victim.

" I say, old thing," said Archie to Reggie,

" this is a bit thick, you know. No purse

will stand this drain."

Reggie considered the matter. His face

seemed drawn under the mental strain.

" Don't nod again," he advised. '' If

you aren't careful, you get into the habit

of it. When you want to bid, just twiddle

your fingers. Yes, that's the thing. Twiddle ! "

He sighed drowsily. The atmosphere of

the auction room was close ; you weren't

allowed to smoke ; and altogether he was

beginning to regret that he had come.

The service continued. Objects of varying

unattractiveness came and went, eulogized

by the officiating priest, but coldly received

by the congregation. Relations between

the former and the latter were growing more

and more distant. The congregation seemed

to suspect the priest of having an ulterior

motive in his eulogies, and the priest seemed

to suspect the congregation of a frivolous

desire to waste his time. He had begun

to speculate openly as to why they were

there at all. Once, when a particularly

repellent statuette of a nude female with

an unwholesome green skin had been offered

at two dollars and had found no biddersâ��

the congregation appearing silently grateful

for his statement that it was the only speci-

men of its kind on the continentâ��he had

specifically accused them of having come into

the auction room merely with the purpose

of sitting down and taking the weight off

their feet.

" If your thingâ��your whatever-it-is,

doesn't come up soon, Archie," said Reggie,

fighting off with an effort the mists of

sleep, " I rather think 1 shall be toddling

along. What was it you came to get ? "

" It's rather difficult to describe. It's a

rummy-looking sort of what-not, made of

china or something. I call it Pongo. At

least, this one isn't Pongo, don't you know

â��it's his little brother, but presumably

equally foul in every respect. It's all

rather complicated, I know, butâ��halloa ! "

He pointed excitedly. " By Jove ! We're

off ! There it is ! Look ! Willie's un-

leashing it now ! "

Willie, who had disappeared through the

gold curtain, had now returned, and was

placing on a pedestal a small china figure

of delicate workmanship. It was the figure

of a warrior in a suit of armour advancing

with raised spear upon an adversary. A

thrill permeated Archie's frame. Parker

had not been mistaken. This was undoubt-

edly the companion-figure to the redoubtable

Pongo. The two were identical. Even from

where he sat Archie could detect on the

features of the figure on the pedestal the
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same expression of insufferable complacency

which had alienated his sympathies from

the original Pongo.

The high priest, undaunted by previous

rebuffs, regarded the figure with a gloating

enthusiasm wholly unshared by the congre-

gation, who were plainly looking upon

Pongo's little brother as just another of

those things.

" This," he said, " with a shake in his

voice, " is something very special. China

figure, said to date back to the Ming

Dynasty. Unique. Nothing like it on

either side of the Atlantic. If I were

selling this at Christie's in London, where

people," he said, nastily, " have an educated

appreciation of the beautiful, the rare,

and the exquisite, I should start the bidding

at a thousand dollars. This afternoon's

experience has taught me that that might

possibly be too high." His pince-nez

sparkled militantly, as he gazed upon the

stolid throng. " Will anyone offer me a

dollar for this unique figure ? "

'.' Leap at it, old top," said Reggie van

Tuyl. ' Twiddle, dear boy, twiddle! A

dollar's reasonable."

Archie twiddled.

" One dollar I am offered," said the high

priest, bitterly. ' One gentleman here is

not afraid to take a chance. One gentleman

here knows a good thing when he sees one."

He abandoned the gently sarcastic manner

for one of crisp and direct reproach. " Come,

come, gentlemen, we are not here to waste

time. Will anyone offer me one hundred

dollars for this superb piece of " He

broke off, and seemed for a moment almost

unnerved. He stared at someone in one

of the seats in front of Archie. " Thank

yon," he said, with a sort of gulp. " One

hundred dollars I am offered ! One hundred

â��one hundredâ��one hundred "

Archie was startled. This sudden, tre-

mendous jump, this wholly unforeseen boom

in Pongos, if one might so describe it, was

more than a little disturbing. He could

not see who his rival was, but it was evident

that at least one among those present

did not intend to allow Pongo's brother

to slip by without a fight. He looked

helplessly at Reggie for counsel, but Reggie

had now definitely given up the struggle.

Exhausted nature had done its utmost, and

now lie was leaning back with closed eyes,

breathing softly through his nose. Thrown

on his own resources, Archie could think

of no better course than to twiddle his

fingers again. He did so, and the high

priest's chant took on a note of positive

exuberance.

" Two hundred I am offered. Much

better ! Turn the pedestal round, Willie,

and let them look at it Slowly ! Slowly !

You aren't spinning a roulette-wheel. Two

hundred. Two-two-two-two-two." He be-

came suddenly lyrical. " Two-two-twoâ��

There was a young lady named Lou, who was

catching a train at two-two. Said the

porter, ' Don't worry or hurry or scurry.

It's a minute or two to two-two ! ' Two-

two-two-two-two ! "

Archie's concern increased. He seemed

to be twiddling at this voluble man across

seas of misunderstanding. Nothing is harder

to interpret to a nicety than a twiddle,

and Archie's idea of the language of twiddles

and the high priest's idea did not coincide

by a mile. The high priest appeared to

consider that, when Archie twiddled, it

was his intention to bid in hundreds, whereas

in fact Archie had meant to signify that he

raised the previous bid by just one dollar.

Archie felt that, if given time, he could make

this clear to the high priest, but the latter

gave him no time. He had got his audience,

so to speak, on the run, and he proposed to

hustle them before they could rally.

" Two hundredâ��two hundredâ��twoâ��

threeâ��thank you,sirâ��three-three-three-four-

fou r-fi ve-fi ve-six-six-se ven-seven- sevenâ��â��' '

Archie sat limply in his wooden chair.

He was conscious of a feeling which he had

only experienced twice in his lifeâ��once when

he had taken his first lesson in driving a

motor and had trodden on the accelerator

instead of the brake ; the second time

more recently, when he had made his first

down-trip on an express lift. He had now

precisely the same sensation of being run

away with by an uncontrollable machine

and of having left most of his internal organs

at some little distance from the rest of his

body. Emerging from this welter of emotion,

stood out the one clear fact that, be the

opposition bidding what it might, he must

nevertheless secure the prize. Lucille had

sent him to New York expressly to do so.

She had sacrificed her jewellery for the

cause. She relied on him. The enterprise

had become for Archie something almost

sacred. He felt dimly like a knight of

old hot on the track of the Holy Grail.

He twiddled again. The ring and the

bracelet had fetched nearly twelve hundred

dollars. Up to that figure his hat was in

the ring.

" Eight hundred I am offered. Eight

hundred. Eight-eight-eight-eight "

A voice spoke from somewhere at the

back of the room. A quiet, cold, nasty,

determined voice.

" Nine ! "

Archie rose from his seat and spun round.

This mean attack from the rear stung his

fighting spirit. As he rose, a young man

sitting immediately in front of him rose

too and stared likewise. He was a square-
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built, resolute-looking young man. who

reminded Archie vaguely of somebody he

had seen before. But Archie was too busy

trying to locate the man at the back to

pay much attention to him. He detected

him at last, owing to the fact that the eyes

of everybody in that part of the room were

fixed upon him. He was "a small man of

middle age, with tortoise-shell-rimmed spec-

tacles. He might have been a professor

or something of the kind. Whatever he

was, he was obviously a man to be reckoned

with. He had a rich sort of look, and his

demeanour was the demeanour of a man who

is prepared to fight it out on these lines if

it takes all the summer.

" Nine hundred I am offered. Nine-nine-

nine-nine â�¢' '

Archie glared defiantly at the spectacled

man.

"A thousand !" he cried.

THE irruption of high finance into the

placid course of the afternoon's pro-

ceedings had stirred the congregation

out of its lethargy. There were excited mur-

murs. Necks were craned, feet shuffled. As

for the high priest, his cheerfulness was now

more than restored, and his faith in his

fellow-man had soared from the depths

to a very lofty altitude. He beamed with

approval. Despite the warmth of his praise

he would have been quite satisfied to see

Pongo's little brother go at twenty dollars,

and the reflection that the bidding had

already reached one thousand and that his

commission was twenty per cent, had

engendered a mood of sunny happiness.

" One thousand is bid !" he carolled.

" Now, gentlemen, I don't want to hurry

you over this. You are all connoisseurs

here, and you don't want to see a priceless

china figure of the Ming Dynasty get away

from you at a sacrifice price. Perhaps you

can't all see the figure where it is. Willie,

take it round and show it to 'em. We'll

take a little intermission while you look

carefully at this wonderful figure. Get a

move on, Willie ! Pick up your feet ! "

Archie, sitting dazedly, was aware that

Reggie van Tuyl had finished his beauty

sleep and was addressing the young man in

the seat in front.

" Why, halloa," said Reggie. " I didn't

know you were back. You remember me,

don't you ? Reggie van Tuyl. I know

your sister very well. Archie, old man,

I want you to meet my friend, Bill Brewster.

Why, dash it ! " He chuckled sleepily.

" I was forgetting. Of course I He's

your "

" How are you ? " said the young man.

" Talking of my sister," he said to Reggie,

" I suppose you haven't met her husband

by any chance ? I suppose you know she

married some awful chump ? "

" Me," said Archie.

" How's that ? "

" I married your sister. My name's

Moffam."

The young man seemed a trifle taken

aback.

" Sorry," he said.

" Not at all," said Archie.

" I was only going by what my father

said in his letters," he explained, in extenu-

ation.

Archie nodded.

" I'm afraid your jolly old father doesn't

appreciate me. But I'm hoping for the

best. If 1 can rope in that rummy-looking

little china thing that Jo-Jo the Dog-Faced

Boy is showing the customers, he will be

all over me. I mean to say, you know,

he's got another like it, and, if he can get

a full house, as it were,.I'm given to under-

stand he'll be bucked, cheered, and even

braced."

The young man stared.

" Are you the fellow who's been bidding

against me ?" ,

' Eh, what ? Were you bidding against

me > "

" I wanted to buy the thing for my

father. I've a special reason for wanting

to get in right with him just now. Are you

buying it for him, too ? "

" Absolutely. As a surprise. It was

Lucille's idea. His valet, a chappie named

Parker, tipped us off that the thing was to

be sold." .

" Parker ? Great Scot ! It was Parker

who tipped me off. I met him on Broadway,

and he told me about it."

" Rummy he never mentioned it in his

letter to me. Why, dash it, we could have

got the thing for about two dollars if we

had pooled our bids."

" Well, we'd better pool them now, and

extinguish that pill at the back there. I

can't go above eleven hundred. That's

all I've got."

I can't go above eleven hundred myself."

' There's just one thing. I wish you'd

let me be the one to hand the thing over

to father. I've a special reason for wanting

vto make a hit with him."

" Absolutely ! " said Archie, magnani-

mously. " It's all the same to me. I only

wanted to get him generally braced, as it were,

if you know what I mean."

" That's awfully good of you."

" Not a bit, laddie, no, no, and far from

it. Only too glad."

Willie had returned from his rambles

among the connoisseurs, and Pongo's brother

was back on his pedestal. The high priest

cleared his throat and resumed his discourse.
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1 Talking of my sister, I suppose you know she married some awful chump ?' ' Me 1'

said Archie."
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' Now that you have all seen this superb

figure we willâ��I was offered one thousand

â�� one thousand-one-one-one-one â�� eleven

hundred. Thank you, sir. Eleven hundred

I am offered."

The high priest was now exuberant. You

could see him doing figures in his head.

" You do the bidding," said Brother

Bill.

" Right-o ! " said Archie.

He waved a defiant hand.

" Thirteen," said the man at the back.

" Fourteen, dash it !"

" Fifteen ! "

" Sixteen ! "

" Seventeen ! "

" Eighteen ! "

" Nineteen ! "

" Two thousand ! "

The high priest did everything but sing

He radiated good will and bonhomie.

" Two thousand I am offered. Is there

any advance on two thousand ? Come,

gentlemen, I don't want to give this superb

figure away. Twenty-one hundred. Twenty-

one-one-one-one. This is more the sort

of thing I have been accustomed to. When

I was at Sotheby's Rooms in London, this

kind of bidding was a commonplace. Twenty-

two-two-two-two-two. One hardly noticed

it. Three-three-three. Twenty-three-three-

three. Twenty-three hundred dollars I am

offered."

He gazed expectantly at Archie, as a man

gazes at some favourite dog whom he calls

upon to perform a trick. But Archie had

reached the end of his tether. The hand

that had twiddled so often and so bravely

lay inert beside his trouser-leg, twitching

feebly. Archie was through.

" Twenty-three hundred," said the high

priest, ingratiatingly.

Archie made no movement. There was

a tense pause. The high priest gave a

little sigh, like one waking from a beautiful

dream.

" Twenty-three hundred," he said. " Once

twenty-three. Twice twenty-three. Third,

last, and final call, twenty-three. Sold at

twenty-three hundred. I congratulate you,

sir, on a genuine bargain ! "

Reggie van Tuyl had dozed off again.

Archie tapped his brother-in-law on the

shoulder.

" May as well be popping, what ? "

They threaded their way sadly together

through the crowd, and made for the street.

They passed into Fifth Avenue without

breaking the silence.

" Bally nuisance," said Archie, at last.

" Rotten I "

" Wonder who that chappie was ? "

" Some collector, probably."

" Well, it can't be helped," said Archie.

Brother Bill attached himself to Archie's

arm, and became communicative.

;> I didn't want to mention it in front of

van Tuyl," he said, " because he's such a

talking-machine, and it would have been

all over New York before dinner-time.

But you're one of the family, and you

can keep a secret."

" Absolutely ! Silent tomb and what

not."

" The reason I wanted that darned thing

was because I've just got engaged to a girl

over in England, and I thought that, if

I could hand my father that china figure-

thing with one hand and break the news

with the other, it might help a bit. She's

the most wonderful girl ! "

" I'll bet she is," said Archie, cordially.

" The trouble is she's in the chorus of

one of the revues over there, and father is

apt to kick. So I thoughtâ��oh, well, it's

no good worrying now. Come along where

it's quiet, and I'll tell you all about her."

" That'll be jolly," said Archie.

ARCHIE reclaimed the family jewellery

from its temporary home next morning.

Then, feeling ripe for luncheon, he

sauntered back to the Cosmopolis. On

entering the lobby, he was surprised to

see his father-in-law. More surprising still,

Mr. Brewster seemed to be in jovial mood

and even tolerably pleased to see his son-

in-law.

'â�¢ Halloa-alloa," said Archie. " I thought

you were at Brookport."

" I came up this morning, to meet a

friend of mine, Professor Binstead."

" Don't think I know him, what ? "

" Very interesting man," said Mr. Brews-

ter, still with the same uncanny amiability.

" He's a dabbler in a good many things

â��science, phrenology, antiques. I asked

him to bid for me at a sale yesterday

There was a little china figure "

Archie's jaw fell.

" China figure ? "

" Yes. The companion to one you may

have noticed on my mantelpiece. I have

been trying to get the pair of them for years.

I should never have heard of this one if

it had not been for that valet of mine,

Parker. Very good of him to let me know

of it, considering I had fired him. Ah,

here is Binstead." He moved to greet

the small, middle-aged man with the tor-

toise-shell-rimmed spectacles who was bust-

ling across the lobby. " Well, Binstead,

so you got it ? "

" Yes."

" I suppose the price wasn't particularly

stiff?

" Twenty-three hundred."

" Twenty-three hundred ! " Mr. Brewster
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seemed to reel in his tracks. " Twenty-

three hundred ! "

" You gave me carte blanche."

" Yes, but twenty-three hundred ! "

:' I could have got it for a few dollars,

but unfortunately I was a little late, and,

when I arrived, some young fool had bid

it up to a thousand, and he stuck to me

till I finally shook him off at twenty-three

hundred. Why, this is the very man !

Is he a friend of yours ?"

Archie coughed.

' More a relation than a friend, what ?

Son-in-law, don't you know ! "

Mr. Brewster's amiability had vanished.

" What damned foolery have you been

up to now ? " he demanded. ". Can't I

move a step without stubbing my toe on

you ? WThy the devil did you bid ? "

" We thought it would be rather a fruity

scheme. We talked it over and came to the

conclusion that it was an egg. Wanted to

get hold of the rummy little object, don't

you know, and surprise you."

' Who's we ? "

" Lucille and I."

' But how did you hear of it at all ? "

' Parker, the valet-chappie, you know,

wrote me a letter about it."

" Parker ! Didn't he tell you that he

had told me the figure was to be sold ? "

" Absolutely not ! " A sudden suspicion

came to Archie. He was normally a guileless

young man, but even to him the extreme

fishiness of the part played by Herbert

Parker had become apparent. ' I say,

you know, it looks to me as if friend Parker

had been having us all on a bit, what ?

I mean to say it was jolly old Herb, who

tipped your son offâ��Bill, you knowâ��to

go and bid for the thing."

" Bill ! Was Bill there ? "

' Absolutely in person ! We were bidding

against each other like the dickens till we

managed to get together and get acquainted.

And then this birdâ��this gentlemanâ��sailed

in and started to slip it across us."

Professor Binstead chuckledâ��the care-

free chuckle of a man who sees all those

around him smitten in the pocket, while

he himself remains untouched.

" A very ingenious rogue, this Parker of

yours, Brewster. His method seems to have

been simple but masterly. I have no doubt

that either he or a confederate obtained the

figure and placed it with the auctioneer,

and then he insured a good price for it by

getting us all to bid against each other.

Very ingenious ! "

Mr. Brewster struggled with his feelings.

Then he seemed to overcome them and

to force himself to look on the bright

side

" Well, anyway," he said, " I've got the

pair of figures, and that's what I wanted.

Is that it in that parcel ? "

" This is it. I wouldn't trust an express

company to deliver it. Suppose we go

up to your room and see how the two look

side by side."

They crossed the lobby to the lift. The

cloud was still on Mr. Brewster's brow as

they stepped out and made their way to

his suite. Like most men who have risen

from poverty to wealth by their own exer-

tions, Mr. Brewster objected to parting

with his money unnecessarily, and it was

plain that that twenty-three hundred dollars

still rankled.

Mr. Brewster unlocked the door and

crossed the room. Then, suddenly, he

halted, stared, and stared again. He sprang

to the bell and pressed it, then stood gurgling

wordlessly.

" Anything wrong, old bean ? " queried

Archie, solicitously.

" Wrong ! Wrong ! It's gone I "

" Gone ? "

" The figure ! "

The floor-waiter had manifested himself

silently in answer to the bell, and was

standing in the doorway.

" Simmons 1 " Mr. Brewster turned to

him wildly. " Has anyone been in this

suite since I went away ? "

" No, sir."

â�¢ Nobody?"

" Nobody except your valet, sirâ��Parker.

He said he had come to fetch some things

away. I supposed he had come from you,

sir, with instructions."

" Get out ! "

Professor Binstead had unwrapped his

parcel, and had placed Pongo on the table.

There was a weighty silence. Archie picked

up the little china figure and balanced it

on the palm of his hand. It was a small

thing, he reflected philosophically, but it

had made quite a stir in the world.

Mr. Brewster fermented for a while without

speaking.

" So," he said, at last, in a voice trembling

with self-pity, " I have been to all this

trouble "

" And expense," put in Professor Binstead,

gently.

" Merely to buy back something which

had been stolen from me ! And, owing to

your damned officiousness," he cried, turning

on Archie, " I have had to pay twenty-

three ' hundred dollars for it ! I don't

know why they make such a fuss about

Job. Job never had anything like you

around ! "

" Of course," argued Archie, " he had

one or two boils." x

" Boils ! What are'boils ? "

" Dashed sorry," murmured Archie.
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Meant well. And

" Acted for the best,

all that sort of rot ! "

Professor BLnstead's mind seemed occupied,

to the exclusion of all other aspects of the

affair, with the ingenuity of the absent

Parker.

" A cunning scheme ! " he said. " A

very cunning scheme ! This man Parker

must have a brain of no low order. I

should like to feel his bumps ! "

" I should like to give him some ! " said

suitable mood to listen sympathetically

to the story of love's young dream. " Give

me that figure ! "

Archie continued to toy absently with

Pongo. He was wondering now how best

the stricken Mr. Brewster. He breathed

a deep breath. " Oh, well," he said, "situ-

ated as I am, with a crook valet and an

imbecile son-in-law, I suppose I ought to

be thankful that I've still got my own

property, even if I have had to pay twenty-

three hundred dollars for the privilege of

keeping it." He rounded on Archie, who

was in a reverie. The thought of the unfor-

tunate Bill had just crossed Archie's mind.

It would be many moons, many weary

moons, before Mr. Brewster would be in a

'' Archie stalled violently, and Pongo fell with

a sharp crack and disintegrated."

to break this sad occurrence to Lucille.

It would be a disappointment for the

poor girl.

" Give me that figure ! "

Archie started violently. There was an

instant in which Pongo seemed to hang

suspended, like Mohammed's coffin, between

heaven and earth, then the force of gravity

asserted itself. Pongo fell with a sharp

crack and disintegrated.

" Well," said Professor Binstead, cheer-

fully, breaking the grim silence, " if you

will give me your cheque, Brewster, I think

I will be going ! Two thousand three

hundred dollars. Make it open, if you

will, and then I can run round the corner

and cash it before lunch. That will be

capital ! "

Next month : " Paving Ihz Way for Mabel."



SHORT

SENTENCES

on

JUDGES

TWO noted

judges of the

Victorian

time were at

dinner in an Assize

town, when the

Queen's health was

drunk. One-of them,

the gentle Manisty, stood up automatically:

thereupon his brother judge, the self-important

Baron Huddleston, clutched him by the

sleeve. " Sit down, Manisty, you fool," he

said, in a loud whisper. 'You're drinking

your own health. We are the Queen ! "

The story illustrates that special position

of the judge which makes frank criticism a

sort of indecency. Nobody dare say just

what sort of a human being is a king until he

has been a long time dead or a very short

time deposed, and if that is not quite the case

with judges, it is at least true that the best

stories (and the least respectful) are told of

those who are no longer with us.

Take, for example, that tale of the late

Lord Chief Justice Russell. He was so

annoyed by the bad play of a half-tipsy

young guardsman who had been invited to

" Uncensored Celebrities, ' etc.

make up a whist quar-

tet that he threw up

his hand, exclaiming,

" This is not whist;

it's tomfoolery."

Keep your hair

on, old cock," flip-

pantly exclaimed the

guardsman, on which Russell, swelling with

anger and injured dignity, sternly demanded,

" Do you know, sir, whom you are ad-

dressing ? "

" Of course," was the young aristocrat's

unabashed reply ; "I know you well enough,

but remember, my boy, you're not in your

silly old police-court just now."

That sort of story is not told of a living

judge ; there is always just the chance that

the raconteur might come before him some

dayâ��or perhaps the newspaper which was

rash enough to give hospitality to the

raconteur. Judges, in fact, really only get

criticism from their fellow-judges, or from

very wealthy and very intrepid counsel.

Judges are very often extremely frank re-

garding each other. A learned brother told

Lord Justice Field that people were saying
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he was too old and ought to retire. " I may

not be fit to be a judge any longer," said

Field, " but you never were."

A neater but not less biting retort was

made a few years ago by a newly-created

Lord Justice. As a rule those who agree

with the ruling of the presiding judge simply

say, " I concur " ; only those who disagree

state the grounds for their decision. On this

occasion there was unanimity, and the pen-

ultimate " I concur " came from a rather

pompous and none too luminous person who

had till then been junior. " I also concur,"

chimed in the latest arrival, briskly. " My

learned brother will pardon me," said the

ex-junior, " but I was about to give my

reasons for concurring," and for nearly a

quarter of an hour he wandered through mazes

of bad law and worse syntax, in the effort to

explain his judgment. Then, big with self-

importance, he turned to the junior as if to

say : " Now you can have your say, and

don't presume again in the presence of your

betters." " / still con-cur," was the dry

response that set the whole Court in a

giggle.

THIS inhumanity of judge to judge does

not, however, affect the truth expressed

in Baron Huddleston's " We are the

Queen. ' ' Every j udge is a kingâ��or rather the

Kingâ��in his own Court, and, like the Bour-

bons, exercises a despotism only tempered by

epigrams. " The King can do no wrong "

is a maxim of the British Constitution. The

King as represented by a judge can do wrong,

but he can only be found wrong by the King

as represented by a judge of still higher

status ; and as the public knows little of

such niceties it ends by conceding to all

judges as individuals the veneration which

is really due to the representative of the

monarch in his capacity of fountain of

justice. All cats are grey in the dark, and

all judges look wise in the dubious light of

their courts. The counsel who practise

before them know, of course, all their weak-

nesses, and now anil then it happens that a

judge hears very unpleasant home truths

from a great advocate who has little to fear.

One was told, not so very long ago, to " hold

his tongue "â��indeed to " hold his silly

tongue " ; and Sir Charles Russell once walked

out of court and would not consent to pro-

ceed further without an apology from the

Bench. As a rule, however, the attitude of

counsel is blandly deferential, not so much

because they are afraid of the judge as

because they fear the effect a reputation for

quarrelsomeness generally has on the flow

of briefs from solicitors' offices. This ex-

treme respect for " m'lud " tends to gloss

over all judicial shortcomings and to confirm

the general public in its almost superstitious

awe of the learning, wisdom, and impartiality

of all judges.

Yet judges, like other people, are human,

and one differs from another in glory. There

are judges who know a great deal of lawâ��no

judge, of course (or any other human being),

knows all about the lawâ��and there are

judges who know very little. There are

judges who are almost miraculously fair.

There areâ��at least, there have beenâ��other

judges who, like James II., never hear more

than one side of a case because to hear the

other would confuse their minds. The late

Sir William Grantham was a judge of this

kind. The most amiable of men personally,

and a very practical philanthropist, he was

in every case a partisan. I used often to see

nun at work, and only remember one case

in which he had even a momentary hesita-

tion as to which side he should favour. In

that case each party represented something

he loathed, and it was some time before he

could adjust the balance of his prejudices

and proceed with satisfaction on a fixed line.

But ordinarily he was quite happy, and fact

and argument broke against the adamantine

Ð»Ñ�Ð°Ð� of his preconceived opinion as harm-

lessly as the waves of the Atlantic against

the rocks of Land's End.

Judges, indeed, are only men with a certain

training and a certain tradition ; and though

training and tradition are both mighty,

nature is mightier still. There are, accord-

ingly, weak judges and strong judges, with

every variety of strength and weakness.

There are peppery judges and good-humoured

judges, judges merciless and judges humane,

judges acute and judges conspicuously stupid,

judges alert and judges who sleep and even

snore on the Bench.

There are even (though this is rare) pious

judges, like that one who was referred to by an

" b "-less old barrister as '.' 'omming 'is 'ymn-

tunes,. 'oly old 'umbug, oh, 'ow I 'ate 'im."

Lord Halsbury, the veteran Lord Chancellor,

who still takes a lively interest in things at

ninety-five or so, and was a marvel of intel-

lectual vigour in his eighties, was distinctly

religious ; Lord Phillimore is almost a

theologian ; and there have been a number

of Nonconformist ornaments of the Bench.

But on the whole the law tends little to

devotion. " Your profession," said the doc-

tor, " does not make men angels." '' That's

exactly what yours does," was the swift

retort.

Great among judges is the Lord Chief

Justice of England, and his post is generally

filled with the utmost care. But even

among " Lord Chiefs " there are extra-

ordinary variations of talent. There could

hardly have been men more different than

the last three who have filled that most

dignified seat. Lord Russell of Killowen
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had real genius ; Lord Alver-

stone was a typical example

of commonplace faculties

industriously Ñ� u 11 i -

vated ; the Earl of

Reading is a miracle

of dexterity,

" savvy," clever-

ness, push-and-go,

get-on-or-get-out

energy, and some-

thing else not easy

of analysis which

makes him almost

great.

There are two

main ways of be-

coming a j udge. One

is to know a great

many things in the

way of law. The

other is to know a

great many people

in the way of poli-

tics. Lord Reading

is a political judge,

though a rather re-

markable specimen

of the cÃas. â�¢â��â�¢ but

then, he is a remark-

able man all round.

LORD READING.

" THE LORD CHIEF JUSTICE HAS SHOWN

QUALITIES WHICH PERMIT HIM TO

CHALLENGE WITHOUT FEAR COM-

PARISON WITH SOME OF THE MOST

GIFTED OF HIS PREDECESSORS."

I'kato. KnurU.

The average political judge comes to the

House of Commons with no great reputation

in the Courts, and works his way upwards

concurrently in both spheres. Mr. Rufus

Isaacs, on the other hand, was famous as

an advocate long before he entered the

House, and, instead of accepting judicial

preferment as a reward, he was in

a position almost to demand it

as a right. Rufus Daniel

Isaacs, Baron Reading, Vis-

count Erleigh, Earl of

Reading, has compressed

within his sixty years

an extra ordinary

amount of experi-

ence of various

worlds. He was

a sailor before

the mast

. and a stockbroker

before he turned to the

law. In that great lot-

tery he was so wonder-

fully successful that at

thirty-eight he was able to

" take silk." Taking silk

is a very fair index to a

barrister's standing. When

he becomes a K.C. he burns

his boats, as it were ; certain

kinds of work, safe and profit-

able, are no longer open to him,

and he is therefore not likely to

invite the superior dignity unless

he is sure of " making good."

Mr. Isaacs made good. In a

few years he became recognized

as the very prince of cross-

examiners. Cross-examination, as

a great judge reminded a bullying

counsel, is not the art of examining

crossly. The old heavy-handed Buzfuz

manner, which relied on terrorism, is not

quite extinct, but is mostly practised by

inferior men. The newer plan, in which
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Mr. Isaacs excelled, is genial bamboozlement

and suave entrapment.

You might, as a hostile witness, feel some

tremor when Mr. Isaacs picked up a handful

of papers, adjusted his pince-nez, and took

you in hand. But the first half-dozen

questions would put you at ease. Afraid

of this frank, smiling gentleman, with

courtesy in every Une of his handsome

aquiline face, and self-disparagement in

every movement of his flexible shoulders

and active palms? Absurd. So : y ou went

on easily and naturally, on good terms with

yourself and in perfect charity with your

pleasant interlocutor. And then of a sudden,

as the novelists say, a strange thing hap-

pened.

A quite innocent question, a quite natural

reply, and the Court was lively as a French

farce just before the dÃ©nouement. All the

legal fat was in the fire. Up bobbed counsel

on your side with an objection: there were

five tense minutes in which Mr. Isaacs'

hands, voice, eyebrows, shoulders, spine,

and pince-nez did incredible things ; and

then finally came, " And now, sir, with his

ludship's permission, I will proceed. Did

you " It was all over with you. Mr.

Isaacs had one more scalp to his credit, and

one more tale for the Bar mess.

IF such talents yielded a prodigious income

it was certainly earned. For years Mr.

Isaacs would be up at fiveâ��or even at

fourâ��to master a brief on which he liad to

" lead " at half-past ten ; every essential

must be grasped before the average Londoner

had dipped his shaving-brush into hot water.

But Mr. Isaacs had the true Jewish knack

of never tiring at sedentary work, and no

juryman ever 'saw him other than smiling,

fresh, jaunty, and self-confident.

At forty-four he entered Parliament as

Liberal member for Reading. On the back

benches he made no great mark ; indeed,

to the end he never quite won the ear of the

House. His special faculties were better

suited to a jury than a mob, even a mob of

gentlemen. With that particular jury called

the Cabinet he achieved an enormous

success ; he first conquered the foreman,

Mr. Asquith, and then took the rest in

detail. First Solicitor-General, then Attorney-

General (with the unprecedented favour

of a seat in the Cabinet), no man seemed

more fully insured against the malignity of

fate, buttressed as he was by the esteem of

the Prime Minister, the brotherly affection

of Mr. Lloyd George, and the liking of

everybody else who mattered, when the

Marconi affair for a moment threatened this

brilliant edifice of success. But only for a

moment ; the storm in the House of Com-

mons had hardly ceased to reverberate

before Mr. Asquith ooered his Attorney-

General a peerage and the great post he has

since occupiedâ��whenever he has had the

time to do so.

It so happened that for long Lord Reading

had not the time. During the war he was

chiefly employed off the Bench, and his

advances in the peerage are the rewards of

the skilled financier and of the adroit

ambassador, rather than of the sagacious

judge. Since his return, however. Lord

Reading has shown qualities which permit

him to challenge without fear comparison

with some of the most gifted of his pre-

decessors. He gives, indeed, no promise of

taking rank with the very greatest. He

seldom utters anything on the level of

Cockburn, or even Russell, but he has in an

eminent degree three great judicial qualities,

a strong common sense, a compelling dignity,

and a power of getting, through mazes of

legal niceties, at the heart of the matter.

So far, however, it is the enormous personal

success that remains the chief interest of his

story. He is rather the subject for a future

Smiles on " Self-Help " than for an unborn

Blackstone on the Laws of England.

APOLITICAL judge of another type is Mr.

Justice Darling, who carried out in Lord

Reading's absence most of the duties of

the Lord Chief Justice. " It was managed by

a job," sings (pianissimo) the learned lawyer

who presides in " Trial by Jury." " Job "

is the crude description of what is often a

most beneficial departure from routine. It

is natural that when a Lord Chancellor

elevates to the Bench a comparatively

unpractised barrister, the cry should go up

that the public interest has been sacrificed

to private partiality ; and no doubt that

view is sometimes justified. " People talk

of a scaitdal," said one Lord Chancellor with

reference to his appointments. " Which is

the worse scandal ? That three men who,

perhaps, don't know quite as much law

as they might, should be put in a position

where they can learn it, or that three men

of excellent family should go through the

Bankruptcy Court ? "

That is an extreme case, but it is a fact

that many Chancellors go, as Mr. J. A.

Strahan points out in his interesting book

on Bench and Bar, on Lord Lyndhurst's

principle, looking first for a gentleman, and

" if he knows a little law, so much the

better." Curious as it may seem, such

appointments often turn out extremely well,

while there are many failures among the

judges appointed on what Lord Melbourne

called " damned merit."

It was to the kindly discrimination of Lord

Halsbury, once unkindly known as " the

Lord High Jobber," that Sir Charles John
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Darling owed his appointment.

This was nearly a quarter

of a century ago, and Mr.

Justice Darling is still a

great legal figure. The

length of his service, f

and his comparative

immunity from

" reversal " in Courts

above, suggest that

Lord Halsbury was

not far wrong in his

judgment of the

former member for

Deptford. " Dept-

ford's Darling " was,

it is true, not heavily

equipped on the legal

side. He was seldom heard

in big cases, and he took

his duties, whether

as Q.C. or as Con-

servative member,

with something less

than the full serious-

ness of the impas-

sioned place-hunter.

He was just a little

too well-dressed, in body and

mind, to suggest profundity; the

smartness of his coat was paralleled

by that of his brain : both modish,

well cut, and combining an essential

ordinariness with a certain subtle dis-

tinction.

Sir Charles Darling is not a lawyers'

judge ; a real lawyers' judge seldom makes

much impression on the public mind. His

is not the amazing kind of intellect one

sometimes encounters on the Chancery side

or in the House of Lords, an intellect which

bears lightly (and often even humorously)

a load of learning which to the stray observer

seems too great for any man to sustain.

But within its limits the instrument is keen

and of fine temper. The extent of Mr.

Justice Darling's legal attainments is for

experts to determine ; but, at any rate, he

cannot be classed with the judge who was

commonly called " Old Necessity," on the

ground that he " knew no law." Sir Charles

does know some law, and, like many judges

not specially deep, he has often a fancy for

displaying his erudition. His judgments

are nearly always marked, indeed, by an

airing of all kinds of knowledge, and he

seldom misses an opportunity of acquainting

the public with his views on art, literature,

and things in general.

But there is a native shrewdness in Sir

Charles which compensates for much of the

superficiality with which he is charged by

certain grave practitioners in the Temple.

He knows human nature; he preserves a

Vol. lix.-38.

>

broad outlook on life ; and in

nine cases out of ten that

come before him, his com-

pact and alert mind is

equal to any demands

on it. Perhaps too

much has been made

of his one weakness,

that which habitually

associates his name

with " laughter in

court." After all,

quips which bulk

largely in the news-

paper columns occupy only

a moment in court, and

sometimesâ��not, of course,

alwaysâ��they are of real

help in some way or

another."

Law, though generally far

more common sense than is

generally admitted, may be

often strained to absurdity,

and a jest is often the

most effective way of

exhibiting the naked

unreason of what is

being most ra-

tionally argued.

Sir Charles

Darling has

rather a

passion for

this kind

MR. JUSTICE DARLING.

" SIR CHARLES DARLING IS ONE OF THE FEW

SURVIVING ' CHARACTERS ' ON THE BENCH."

/'kola. Swaint

of interpellation, and that perhaps accounts

for the feelings of some solemnly legalistic

barristers concerning him. He can often

be quite impishly crushing. Once he spoke

of a cause which had been withdrawn as an

" impudent action." Next morning counsel

in the case applied that it should be rein-

stated, in order to show that the plaintiff,

however ill-advised, had acted in good faith.

The judge beamed on the barrister. " Mr.

Blank," he said, " like David, I spoke

yesterday in my haste. I should not have

used the word ' impudent.' " Counsel inter-

rupted with purring self-satisfaction. " Of
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course â�� ludship's explanation â��

wholly satisfactoryâ��my clientâ��

only wished, m'lud â�� make it

clear " " Mr. Blank," said

the Judge, " I was about to ob-

serve that I spoke in my haste

when I described this as an

impudent action. I now say at

leisure that it was a black-

mailing action. The applica-

tion is refused."

To do justice to Sir

Charles, his jokes are

seldom silly â�� plays on

words and the likeâ��

and they are never

brutal, as so many of

the older judicial

witticisms were. Mr.

Justice Darling is a

thoroughly kind-

hearted man, and

could not jest over

solemn matters, as

Lord Norburydidwhen

he told a man con-

victed of stealing a

watch (then a hanging

matter), " You grasped at time, and, egad,

you grasped eternity." His obiter dicta are

mostly compressions of common sense, such

as his definition of the term " for life," in

reference to the appointment of a

medical officer : " for his life, or

until he kill a patient." But,

unlike the celebrated Scotsman,

he does joke with too little diffi-

culty, and Nemesis arrived for

him in that marvellous Pem-

berton-Billing case, in which he

failed to exercise the ascendancy

a sterner character would have

made decisive.

Sir Charles is one of the

few surviving " characters "

on the Bench. Only a few

years ago they abounded.

There was the partisan-

minded Grantham afore-

saidâ��with the exception

of Mr. Justice Ridley the .

most " reversed " judge j

on record. There was /

the vastly learned and /

extremely untidy

Vaughan Williams,

who wore the same

tall hat for years ;

people in assize towns,

going to welcome him

at the station, would

hardly believe that the

sturdy little man, with

LORD HALSBURY,

WHO STILL TAKES A LIVELY INTEREST IN

THINGS Ð�Ð¢ NINETY-FIVE OR SO."

Elliott * Fru

THE LATE LORD JUSTICE

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS-

VASTLY LEARNED AND EXTRBMELY UNTIDY

a short

pipe

his

great mouth, and the bulldog follow-

ing at his heels, was His Majesty's

i deputy. There was the courtly

Jeune, a perfect man of the

world, who unmade marriages

with the least possible fuss, and

in the pleasantest manner.

There was the knowing but

kindly Barnes, who first

assisted and afterwards

succeeded him. And, some

NV years farther back, there

__];, was the wonderful

â�¢i\ Hawkins, with his satyr

* \ leer, lois hatred of open

\ windows, and his habit

-"/ of adjourning for race-

meetings.

Of late judges have

been more of a pat-

tern, possibly because

political appointments

have been fewer, but

certainly also because

the habits of Bench and

Bar have been greatly

modified. There js

now nothing like the

old life on Circuit, with its conviviality and

bachelor freedom, and lawyers approximate

more closely to ordinary professional types.

Residence in chambers for many years is rio

longer a matter of course, and many

barristers never go through that

phase at all. Thus the old indi-

viduality of men developing in

peculiar conditions is fast dis-

i appearing.

Mr. Justice Avory is a

judge of the more modern

type, and also an example

of the professional lawyer

who has never been a

professional politician.

His political views are

. his own affair, but I

J believe it is a fact

J that he was once ap-

proached by a Liberal

Association which con-

sidered him an excel-

lent candidate for that

interest, and also by

a Conservative Asso-

ciation which believed

that it had at last dis-

covered the one man

fit to keep flying in its

district the true-blue

colours of unbending

Toryism. Mr. Avory

considered both offers,

first arrived at the

conclusion that one or
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other side must be wrong, and

then at the fixed conviction that

something must be wrong with

both. In this case he did not

cross-examine, though "it is

his nature to " ; no man at

the Bar in his time, except

perhaps Sir Edward Carson,

was more dreaded by a

hostile witness.

Mr. Justice Eve, in the

Chancery Division, is a

little reminiscent of older

days. He is one of the

judges with whom

little liberties are

taken because they

are loved, and not be-

cause they are not

respected. When some

judges were enter-

tained by the Bar a

few years ago, one of

the toasts was " Wine

and Woman, coupled

with the names of Mr.

Justice Lush and Mr.

Justice Eve." Nobody

would venture on a

little waggery like that

â�¢with 'coldly business

men such as many of

the more newly-

appointed judges. Mr.

Justice Eve is a sound enough

lawyer, but one feels that he was

meant for the country he loves ;

he spends his " long " in a cara-

van, and comes back with a face

of that mixture of black and red

one sees in the brickwork of

Lincoln's Inn. There have been

many great lawyers who took up

rural life as a hobbyâ��" milking

a cow with one hand and

annotating Chitty on Torts

with the other," as a legal

wit put it. But Mr. Justice

Eve was so obviously

meant for a West M

Country farmer that

his presence in the

drab Chancery Court

has an effect of vio-

lence on the stranger

who strays into it.

Few judges are now

better known than Sir

MR. JUSTICE EVE

" IS ONE OF THE JUDGES WITH WHOM LITTLE

LIBERTIES ARE TAKEN BECAUSE THEY ARE

LOVED, AND NOT BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT

RESPECTED."

/**>. Klliatt Jb /â�¢>Â».

John Sankey, of Coal Commission

fame; yet for a long time he passed

through life in u'nnoticed efficiency.

As a boy he went to Lancing, a

small public school of a slightly

clerical flavour; in the same

unobtrusive spirit he became an

undergraduate at Jesus, one of

the Oxford Colleges where the

foot of the Englishman seldom

treads; the men are mostly

^ Welsh, and there is great

trouble in sorting out the

letters to all the Joneses and

Davieses. With his habit

of getting into corners

now almost reaching the

level of a vice, Mr.

Sankey became Chan-

\ cellor of the Diocese

of Llandaff; finally

he was caught â�� by

what means it is not

quite clearâ��and made

a knight and a judge.

And, as the chorus in

the Gilbertian opera

says, " a good judge,

too." His legal repu-

tation has always been

high; he gained his

fame with the public

over something which

had nothing whatever

to do with law, but a little to do

with coal, and a vast deal to

do with questions of Scripture,

theories of social morality,

niceties of economic nomen-

clature, and the organization

of the Territorials (intro-

duced, in the guise of evi-

dence on mines, by Lord

Haldane).

One can imagine this

gifted lawyer sometimes

^| ruminating on the quality

of fame. He may even

dream at nights of

Mr. Smillie presiding

over a Royal Com-

mission, composed of

coal-miners and coal-

owners, to consider the

wages of His Majesty's

judges, and the trans-

fer to private enterprise

of the Law Courts.

MR. JUSTICE SANKEY,

" WHOSE LEGAL REPUTATION HAS ALWAYS

BEEN HIGH."

1'luilo. Elliott it Fry.
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The following story, which was sent in for our Short Story Competition, was

one of those from which the judges made their final selection. Unfortunately,

however, it was found to exceed the maximum length of six thousand words,

and therefore had to be disqualified.

W

'HEN,

after a

lonely

three-

mile tramp

across the

fields from the

little country

station, Mr.

Gabriel Pim-

roy, solicitor,

of Fenchurch

Street, E.G.,

at length ar-

rived in front

of Monksweir

G r ange, he

was surprised

to find no

smoke emerg-

ing from its

ancient Tudor

chimneys;

also, that no

lights showed

from its ivy-

framed, stone-

mullioned

windows, al-

though the

gathering dusk

of a December

Ñ�/Ð�Ðµ

WRONG

TURN

W. BOURNE COOKE

evening called for some illu-

mination.

Pausing with his hand

upon the entrance-gate,

Mr. Pimroy gazed in a

puzzled and inquiring man-

ner at the old grey build-

ing which thus strangely

showed no sign of welcome.

The silence of desertion hung about the

ancient gabled placeâ��a silence quite un-

canny to a man just fresh from London's

throbbing life. What did it mean ? How

was it ? Had he mistaken the directions

given him (with rather a queer look, he

fancied) by that fossil of a porter at the

sleepy station ? He looked about. No other

house was visible. Thick, gloomy woods

hemmed in the house on three sides, while

behind him lay the winding field-path he

had traversed. No mistake about direction,

then ; besides, that heavy-visaged porter had

described the place : â�¢' A rum old building

ILLUSTRATED

BY

WR.S STOTT

wi' a mort of

ivy on it."

Yes, this was

Monks weir

Grange be-

yond all

doubt; but

why this tomb-

like silence

and repellent

air of desola-

tion ?

Here an idea

came to Mr.

Pimroy. His

client, Mr.

Josswing, who

had wired for

him, was an

eccentric man,

as mean as he

was wealthy.

Perhaps it

pleased h i s

parsimonious

nature to drag

out a miserly

existence i n

some small

quarters at

the rear, and

thus reduce

expenses to a minimum.

" Yes," muttered Mr.

Pimroy, " that explains

it," and forthwith put his

theory into practice ; that

is to say, he swung the

heavy gate (it creaked

resentfully) and, bag in

hand, walked briskly up

the winding, moss-grown drive. But when

half-way to the house he slackened pace

and finally stopped dead to gaze at it

again with fresh misgiving. He did not

like this nearer view of it a bit.

An unexplainable but certain feeling of

repugnance came upon him ; a strong dis-

inclination to proceed ; almost a vague

desire to turn and hurry back across the

darkening fields to Abbot's Halt, pass the

night there in its cheerless waiting-room, and

return to town by the first train on the

following morning. For, truth to tell, this

man of law had dabbled in occultism, attended
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sÃ©ances, and, in a word, gained that " little

knowledge " which is stigmatized as " danger-

ous." What if this place was haunted ?

" Ridiculous," said Mr. Pimroy, and moved

on again, a strange, unlikely, dapper little

figure in his tall silk hat, smart overcoat,

light gloves, and spats. Not briskly this

time, though, but rather slowly and obser-

vantly. And even by that fading light he

noted how utterly uncared for was the

house and its surroundings. The untrimmed

ivy, waving here and there in long festoons,

beat on the leaded windows ; the grass upon

the lawns was coarse and long ; the beds a

mass of weeds ; the shrubs a riot of un-

pruned confusion. To Mr. Pimroy, with his

love of neatness and exactitudeâ��his practised

eye for " most desirables "â��the whole place

reeked of slow decay and miserly neglect.

It was enough, thought Mr. Pimroy, with,

say, an occult shiver, to make the long-dead

builders of the house rise from their graves

and haunt its present soulless owner day and

night.

" Shame ! " he muttered, as he set down

his bag before the massive black oak door

(brand-new about four hundred years ago),

knocked sharply, and looked expectantly for

it to open. But it did not open ; rather did

it mock him with its hard, nail-studded

strength.

The lawyer stamped his feet and swore

aloud.

. " What does the old fool mean by this ? "

he growled ; then, bringing forth a flash-

light, scanned the entrance. A rusty bell-

knob, loose with age, obtruded on the right

side of the door. He pulled it angrily, and

from somewhere in the rear a harsh, metallic

clang arose, reverberated long and loudty

through the house, then slowly died away.

A feeling similar to those which he had

known when sitting breathlessly expectant

at those London sÃ©ances came over Mr.

Pimroy ; he longed for something noisy,

earthly, which might break the spell and

snap the straining tension. Oh ! for the

barking of a dog, the sound of footsteps,

cursesâ��anything but this dead, creeping

silence !

Again a strong desire came over him to

retrace his way across the fields to Abbot's

Halt and throw himself upon the mercies of

the putty-faced old porter, who at least was

human, and who no doubt possessed some

sort of home where warmth and food might

be obtainable by generous payment. A

plentiful supply of bread and cheese, hot

tea, a fireâ��the thought of these now priceless

blessings uiged Mr. Pimroy to a swift retreat.

But here a sudden inspiration came to him.

Perhaps old Mr. Josswing lay there ill and

unattended ? The thing seemed feasible

enough. He might, by miserly neglect, have

driven off what little help he had possessed,

and then, while carrying on as best he could,

been seized with sudden illness. Yes, that

surely was the explanation of an otherwise

black mystery.

Having reached this very natural conclu-

sion, Mr. Pimroy told himself that, as

the legal representative of one whose

estate ran to a good half-million sterling,

it behoved him to investigate the matter

thoroughly. Moreover, when he came to

think of it, that porter at the station, with

his loutish grins and winks, had seemed to

know too much. Now lawyers, as a class,

are apt to look askance at men who know

too much ; they rather favour men who know

too little ; and in this respect our friend was

no exception to the general rule of an astute

profession ; he therefore told himself that

Abbot's Halt at any rate was not the place '

to fly to (such action would 'most certainly

arouse suspicion), and as there was no other

station to his knowledge, he forthwith made a

virtue of necessity and thereupon determined

to give Mr. Josswing every chance, by ringing,

rapping, shouting, or, if needs be, throwing

pebbles at the windows. And, if these

efforts failed, he might not even be averse to

taking sterner measures, by endeavouring to

force an entry. Nothing should stop himâ��

that he vowed.

PRIMED by this brave resolve, to which

he gave the fancy name of duty, but

which really owed its origin to a dreadful

fear of being roofless till the morning, Mr.

Pimroy turned and rang the bell again. The

silent house resounded with its clangour as

before, but nothing came of it. He knocked,

he lucked, he shouted, but all with the same

dead, blank result. Well, then, he would

now bombard the windows ; and in his

present state of mind he cared not greatly

if be broke them either. It took a lot to

ruffle Mr. Pimroy's calmly legal mind, but

this experience was sufficient to enrage a

saint.

Bent on this new effort, he was just about

to leave the entrance for the house-front

when his flashlight fell upon a slip of paper

lying underneath a bush close by. The sight

of it seemed positively friendly to the

lawyer's eye. He picked it up and pricked

himself in doing so ; a pin transfixed it,

wlÃºle written in a fine bold hand (not,

certainly, his client's, which was crabbed

and shaky) were these words :â��

" To Mr. Pimroy.

The entrance is unlocked.

Come in. Turn handle twice."

The lawyer smiled. No mystery here.

The pin explained it. This paper had been
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fastened on the

door, a strong

north wind had

carried it away.

One of old Joss-

wing's queer,

wild tricks, with-

out a doubt.

But who had

written it for

him ? No mat-

ter â�� proof was

everything.

Mr. Pimroy

had already tried

the iron ring

without avail,

but acting as

instructed he

â�¢now gave it two

sharp turns, and

sure enough the

heavy door gave

way and, groan-

ing on its hinges,

opened.

Picking up his

hand - bag, Mr.

Pimroy entered,

slowly, stealthily

â�� more like a

burglar than a

lawyer ; then,

having closed the

door behind him,

swept his new

surroundings

with the flash-

light.

The sight

disclosed was

nauseous to a

man whose Lon-

don chambers

were as neat and

speckless as his

own trim person.

The spacious,

stone - flagged

entrance- hall,

festooned with

spider-webs,

looked like a

place which had not known a human touch

for years. Thick dust lay everywhere, and

Mr. Pimroy might have finger-written all his

clients' names therein upon the surface of

a big oak table. An eight-day clock had

stopped at half-past two, though whether

a.m., p.m., yesterday, or fifty days ago it

was, of course, impossible to say. A big

brown rat crept from a hole behind the

wainscoting, glanced up at him with evil

eyes, then instantly shot back again. The

' His flashlight fell upon a slip of paper."

lawyer shud"

dered, and wished

with all his heart

that he had

chosen Abbot's

Halt instead of

this accursed

place of desola-

tion. Indeed, he

felt inclined to

go there even

now ; but a mo-

ment's thought

decided him

against this

course. The

station would no

doubt be closed

before he reached

it ; nor did his

town-bred taste

quite favour the

idea of a three-

mile country

walk across the

fields in darkness.

Besides, that

someone was in-

side the house

he felt assured.

And if that some-

one were old

Josswing, ill and

unattended, then

he needed help

indeed. Pre-

cisely so, and

helped he should

be.

Somewhat for-

tified by this

decision, Mr.

Pimroy tried to

form some line of

action. What

course should he

take? Well,

first of all he

coughed â�� a

strictly legal

cough, judicious,

one might sayâ��

slightly inter-

rogative, not too loud. But no sooner had

he done so than he wished he hadn't, for it

re-echoed loudly, far and wide, as though a

dozen men with laryngitis had performed.

This put a period to his next ideaâ��that

of shouting Mr. Josswing's name. He could

not face a repetition of those ghostly,

mocking echoes. Instead, he turned his

flashlight on a carved oak staircase. Should

he ascend it and make search for his pre-

posterous client ? Noâ��not yet, at any
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rate. While he remained just where he

was, escape into the outside night (a radiant

place compared with this !) was easy ; but

up aloft there in that dreadful, unknown

silenceâ��well, Mr. Jonah Josswing might go

hang first.

Thus debating with himself, the lawyer

raised lus light towards the wall which

flanked the staircase. A row of family

portraits, framed in giltâ��now almost black

with dustâ��gazed down with grinning and,

as it seemed to him, indignant faces. No

wonder either, was his mental comment.

One of them, he fancied, bore a strong

resemblance to his client. " His father, if

I'm not mistaken," muttered Mr. Pimroy,

as he lowered his light upon the hall again.

What a mercy he had dropped the torch

into his pocket just as he was leaving

home !

Here it should be explained that, although

our friend was Mr. Josswing's legal repre-

sentative, he had seen that gentleman but

once, and that was on the day of his appoint-

ment six years earlier. Recommended by a

mutual friend (since dead), he had met old

Josswing at a second-rate hotel in London,

received instructions, documents, e^o., ar-

ranged remuneration, and left his ne'w-won

client lunching sumptuously off lour raw

apples and a slice of bread.

Thenceforward Mr. Pimroy's task had

been an easy one. His client's wealth was

admirably invested. The dividends arrived

with clock-work regularity, and ail he had

to do was to pay them into Mr. Josswing's

credit at the Bank of England. At first he

marvelled at the miserly amount which Mr.

Josswing drew for " personal expenses," but

the memory of bread and apples soon

explained it. At times he fairly â�¢ itched to

swell the capital by reinvesting interest.

Indeed, he had suggested this, but " Three

per cent, and safety is my maxim ! " came the

tart rejoinder, written'on a postcard. Each

half-year he sent in an'exhaustive summary

of accounts, with salary deducted, received a

postcard in acknowledgment, and there the

matter ended. It was as simple, say, as

eating bread and apples !

This method of procedure had gone on

unbrokenly until the previous afternoon,

when, to his great astonishment, the lawyer

had received an urgent telegram (partly in

code) from Mr. Josswing. Handed in at the

G.P.O. of a neighbouring town, it ran as

follows :â��

" Come Monksweir Grange first train

to-morrow. Station, Abbot's Halt, G.W.R.

Bring will and list of investments. Also

five Mandrakes in Nemos. Very urgent.

Wire if can come and train to Josswing,

G.P.O. Cribminster."

On getting this strange summons Mr.

Pimroy had at once bestirred himself ; that

is to say, he had got the necessary documents

together, drawn five thousand pounds in

notes (that being the interpretation of " five

Mandrakes in Nemos ") directly the bank

opened, and had come down with as much

post-haste as a wretched train service

permitted. And here he wasâ��but where

was apple-munching Jonah Josswing ? No

wonder Mr. Pimroy, standing, cold anl

famishing, amid the dust of Monksweir

Grange, felt bitterly resentful of its owner,

and cursed hiro handsomely from head to

foot. This relieved him somewhat (strong

language in such cases, especially by one not

partial to it, acts as an emetic), and enabled

him to form some sort cf plan. He would,

he told himself, explore the ground-floor

rooms (aloft he dare not go), where haply he

might find some food (if only bread !)â��per-

chance some fuel too ; a couch to lie on, and

a rug to cover him. This accomplished, he

would lock himself inside a room and pass

the night there ; then, in the morning (day-

Tight fosters courage !), he would go upstairs,

root out old Josswing, and, inter alia, let

him have some home truthsâ��yes, if he lost

Ð«Ñ� job through doing so !

THUS strengthened mentally and morally,

Mr. Pimroy moved towards a deep re-

cess. His flashlight fell upon a door

and, pinned thereto, a slip of paper similar

to that which he had found outside. He

hurried up to it, and, written in the same

bold hand, read these astounding words :â��

" Refreshments here.

Light fire if needed.

For full instructions look

beneath the cheeso-dish."

Entering eagerly, the lawyer saw a -sight

that made him Injg himself. The room was

comfortless, the table clothless, and, though

dusted, none too clean ; but spread thereon

his gloating eyes beheld a cold roast fowl, a

dish of tarts, pickles (of which he was

particularly fond), a loaf of bread, a flask of

Harvest burgundy, and cheese ; while candles

and a fire of logs required but lighting.

Now,Mr. Pimroy was just then a ravenously

hungry man. Next minute he had locked

the door behind him, taken off his overcoat,

and placed his bagâ��that precious bag, con-

taining Mr. Josswing's will, five thousand

pounds in cash, and other mattersâ��on a

corner table. This done, he lit both fire and

candles, and sitting down before the festal

board, fell to withâ��in modern feminine

parlanceâ��an absolutely gorgeous appetite.

And as he ate and drank the lawyer's

spirits rose, as also did his estimate of Mr.

Josswing. Yes, yes, in spite of all his uply
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eccentricities, old Joss (the lawyer's privately

familiar name for him) was not so bad. This

was his way of showing hospitality, and

certainly iÃ¯ might have been far worse. He

might, for instance, have provided bread and

apples I

"All's well that ends well,'' quoted Mr.

Pimroy, toying lightly with his cheese. His

face was rather flushed, his eyes unduly

bright : for even Harvest burgundy, when

taken freely on the top ot six hours' cold and

abstinence, is apt to have a way with it.

Yes, yes," he went on, amiably, " old Joss

is right enough. Needs careful handling,

that's all. Wonder what the deuce he wants

that money lor ? Astounding. Well, well,

leave it till the morning. See him then."

Here came a sudden flash ot memory.

He raised the cheese-dish. Sure enough, a

paper lay beneath it. He picked it up and,

written m the now familiar hand, read

this :â�� ,

" Please note carefully.'

"Your bedroom, second on left,

first landing. Mr. Josswing will

be with you there at 9.30. This

is important. Do not fail."

For a good half minute Mr. Pimroy stared

at this amazing document, then threw it

down with an emphatic :â��

" No, I'll see him hanged first ! What,"

he added, gazing indignantly about the

room, "leave this forâ��lor that?' â��he

glanced aloft and shuddered at the bare

thought. " Not much ! If Jonah Josswing

wants to see me at nine-thirty, he must

come down here. 1 don't leave this till

morning."

As if to seal this firm resolve, he filled

another glass (his fifth) and tossed it off ;

then drew up a big arm-chair close to the

fire, sat down therein, and stretching out

his legs resigned himself " entirely to the

soporific influence of wine and heat. Nor

was it long before this combination worked

its will upon him. By turns he nodded,

jumped, and groaned ; until at last his head

fell back, and Mr. Gabriel Pimroy, Solicitor,

Commissioner for Oaths, of Milton Chambers,

Fenchurch Street, E.C., was fast asleep, and,

not to put too fine a point upon it, snoring

lustily.

It was ever afterwards a much-debated

question with the lawyer as to what aroused

him ; but at any rate he woke up with a

violent start, to find the fire a smouldering

heap of ash, the candles guttering in their

sockets, and himself (to use his own expres-

sive simile) " as cold as frozen mutton."

He cast an anxious look towards his bag.

It still stood there upon the table just as

he had placed it. He pinched himself tÂ°

make sure that he was not dreaming. He

called himself a fool (as men will when alone

and fearful), not because he really thought

he was one, but rather, paradoxical as it

may read, to prove his wisdom and restore

his self-possession. This, however, was no

easy matter , nay, everything was dead

against it. The smouldering ashes on the

hearth , the fitful, flickering candie-light,

which cast weird, jumpy shadows on the

wall, and threatened every moment to expire

in one high-leaping, final blaze ; the wailingâ��

as of tortured spiritsâ��of the wind outsideâ��

all these conspired to fill the luckless, shiver-

ing representative of Law and Equity with

grave uneasiness.

Good heavens ! What was that ? From

behind the wainscoting there came a rushing,

scurrying noiseâ��a scream, demoniacal,

fiendish ; then dead silence as before.

Gripping the arms of his chair, the lawyer

sat bolt upright, listening. He ielt his scalp

creep, and what little hair it boasted seemed

to rise. ' Rats,' he tried to say with lips that

failed him. " Spirits," said his all too ready

inner consciousness. To make things worse,

one of the candles on the table just then

rose into a sudden flare, blazed high for a

moment, then went out. Its fellow would

not be long in following suit, and then ?

Dead darkness in that room ? The very

thought was insupportable. True, he had

his torch ; but what was that in sucn a

place ? Its concentrated light on one par-

ticular spot would only serve to make the

others darker. Besides, its battery was

weakening (he had noticed that when stand-

ing in the hall), and might at any moment

fail him. What should he do then ? Here

his eye alighted on a pile of spare logs stand-

ing near the hearth, and brought him an

idea. 11 only he could coax the dying

embers into life again, he had sufficient luel

there to keep a bright blaze going till the

morning. No sooner thought of than at-

tempted. Placing a log upon the ashes, he

knelt and putted with all his might. In vain :

a mocking, feeble glow was all he got, an I

paper there was none except the document;

inside his bag. Barely had he risen from

this failure when his ear caught that whic!i

stiffened him with fear. The creak of stairs

beneath a stealthy tread broke out as it

seemed quite close to him. It,went on step

by step, with growing faintness, till at length

it stopped, and all was still again.

NOW, as already stated, Mr. Pimroy's

knowledge of occultism was of that

superficial nature which engenders

fearful apprehension of the spirit world,

without that calm assurance which pro-

ficients in the science seem to have. At
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London sÃ©ances he had sat in silent,

darkened rooms, and witnessed super-

natural happenings with a fearful curiosity;

but always with a comfortable sense of busy

streets outside and friendÂ» within. But here,

alone, amidst such dread surroundings it was

diSerent. His little knowledge grew into a

big, gigantic horror. A cold sweat broke

out on his face ; his knees smote one upon

the other as he stood there waiting fearfully

for what might happen next.

But nothing happened, and the awful

silence that ensued seemed still more terrible

by reason of its grim uncertainty. He tried

him, climbed the dusty, creaking stairs,

until he reached the landing. Here he stopped

again to scan the doors confusedly. In his

bewildered state he had forgotten whether

it was " second on the right " or " left."

But he thought it was the " right," so went

up to that door accordingly, and tried it.

It was locked, but the key was there. He

turned this very slowly, lifted the latch as

noiselessly as possible, and entered.

One glance within sufficed to damp what

little hope he may have had of better things.

A lamp, turned low, revealed a carpetless

and meanly furnished room. Three chairs, a

" Gripping the arms of his chair, the lawyer sat bolt upright, listening."

to think. With trembling hands (it took

the two of them to steady it) he brought his

watch out. Nine-twenty-five ! Five minutes

to the time appointed by the ' full instruc-

tions." Yes, he would go upstairs at all

costs and whatever happened. Better any-

thing than darkness in that room.

Huddling into coat and hat, he took his

bag, and running to the door like one pur-

sued unlocked it. Even as he turned the

key the second candle flared up as its fellow

had done, and expired. Bag in one hand,

flashlight in the other, Mr. Pimroy crept into

the silent hall, stood there for a moment

listening, then, with legs that shook beneath

chest of drawers, a table, and, overshadowing

all, a huge four-poster bed, surmounted by

a canopy with curtains drawn, gloomed like

a nightmare.

' ' Your bedroom " ! What a cruel mockery !

The lawyer's mind reverted wistfully and

sadly to his cosy chamber up in London,

with its blazing fire, arm-chair, hot-water

bottle, and electric light ; and then he

stared at that funereal monster of a bed, and

shuddered at the very thought of lying even

on itâ��in it, never !

His estimate of Mr. Josswing, which had

risen somewhat while he ate below, now came

down with a run again. He cursed his mean
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ingratitude and cold neglect. Yes, but where

was the miserly old wretch ? The half-hour

had gone by five minutes since, and still

there was neither sign nor sound of him.

Well, he would give him till a quarter to,

then lock the door (he had brought the key

in), endure the night as best he could, and

with the dawn shake off the dust (the medium

was plentiful !) of this accursed place, and

wash his hands for ever of its soulless,

inhospitable old owner.

Thus determining, the lawyer scanned the

room again. Thank God, he thought,

there was a lamp. He turned it up, took

off his hat, and with the precious bag close

by him, sat down upon a chair and asked

himself some puzzling questions. What was

the meaning of this (to use his own expres-

sion) " damnable affair " ? Why had he

been summoned down thus urgently, and

treated with such unaccountable discourtesy ?

Where was old Josswing ? What did he

want that money for ; and, wanting it, how

was it that heâ��a muck-rake miser, who would

skin a flea for twopenceâ��had not come to

claim so large a sum ? Who wrote those

notices ? Whose was that footstep on the

stairs ? Why was the house so still and

utterly deserted ? Again, and finally, where

was old Josswing ?

These fruitless questions put, the lawyer

found, on glancing at his watch again, that

it was ten to ten ; five minutes past the time

allowed. He rose and locked the door. If

Josswing came now, he must knock.

The door thus safely fastened, Mr. Pimroy

listened for a moment, then, hearing nothing,

took his seat again and tried to think. But

thought, to any useful purpose, was, as he

soon found out, impossible. His legal mind

went flitting like a butterfly from point to

point, in anything but legal fashion ; but

ever in the same dread ghostly circle. Try

as he would to dwell on other things, his

mind reverted to those London sÃ©ances and

conjured up each unexplainable, and now

disturbing, detail. He heard again that

creak of stairs beneath a stealthy tread.

Here something tapped upon the curtained

window like a finger-knuckle, and he sprang

up with a gasp of terror. Was this room

haunted, too, then ? Had he unseen com-

pany up here as well ? He hadâ��as he was

soon to knowâ��though of a kind he never

dreamt of.

The tapping went on with methodical

insistence, and a wild idea came to him.

What if old Josswing had been locked out,

and with the help, say, of a ladder was thus

trying to attract his notice ! With trembling

hands he made a tiny aperture between

the heavy curtains, and flashed his torch

upon the window ; then a little nervous

Jaugh escaped him. A trailing spray of

ivy, swinging in the night windâ��that was

all !

This simple explanation was a vast relie Ã� ;

it steadied him and gave him courage.

Yes, yes, of course he was unnervedâ��no

wonder, eitherâ��-and imagined things ! Per-

haps that other soundâ��the creaking stairsâ��-

had been imagined also ; the natural out-

come of a dazed condition, following heavy

sleep and nervous strain. No doubt the

mystery of Mr. Josswing's absenceâ��of the

empty house and written noticesâ��would

easily be solved when morning came. Perhaps

the old man had been called away and

unavoidably detained. Perhapsâ��a hundred

things !

HAVING carefully replaced the curtains,

Mr. Pimroy turned into the room again,

relieved, but very far from being sasy.

No doubt, the morning would make all things

clear enough, but what of the intervening

hours ? How should he pass, say, eight of

those ? He glanced towards the curtained

bed. No !â��not at present, anyway. Later,

if sleepiness and leaden eyelids forced him

to it, he might, perhaps, be driven to lie

down, but not till then. No, but he must do

something. Think he could notâ��dare not.

If only he had brought a book ! With the

wish that he had done so, his eye alighted on

the bag. Ah ! the will, the documents, the

cash ! He would go through those again.

The touch of paper, notes, and parchment

would be a blessed real thing where all else

seemed unreal.

Sitting down, he took the bag upon his

knee, brought out the will and opened it.

It was a lengthy document, detailing as it

did each of the testator's many holdings.

" A good half-million, certainly," commented

Mr. Pimroy as he folded up the parchment :

and the sole beneficiary, a distant only

relative named Eric Josswing, was a wanderer

â��heaven knew where. Next came a pile of

neatly docketed and red-taped-papers, through

which the lawyer waded word by word, to

find them perfectly in order and refreshingly

exhaustive. Next, he took the notes and

counted those. Quite rightâ��fifty of Â£100

apiece. The crackle of them bucked him

up amazingly, for cash is cash, however

worried or wherever you may be.

By the time all this was done, and every-

thing replaced methodically in the bag

beneath his sleeping-suit, the lawyer felt as

drowsy as a dormouse. He yawned and

stretched himself, then cast a doubtful look

towards the curtained bed. Why, he argued,

sit there shivering on a hard oak chair, when

he might rest his weary frame in some

degree of comfort ? The door was locked,

and with a blanket and his overcoat for

covering he could, he thought, sleep soundly
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With trembling hand the lawyer threw the door wide open,

in khaki stood before him."

A tall young man

till the morning. What a blessing .that

would be ! Should he try it ? Yes, he

would. Going over to the bed, he threw

the curtains wide, then started back aghast.

Old Jonah Josswing lay thereâ��dead !

For one tense moment Mr. Pimroy stood

staring in dumb horror at the cold, set

features ; then a loud cry of " Murder ! "

left his lips.

The clanging of a door below, the sound of

heavy, leaping feet upon the stairs. Staggering

over to the door, the lawyer stood beside it

swayingâ��listening. Someone stopped upon

the landing just outside, and " What's up ?

Where are you ? " asked a deep, uneasy voice.

" H-here ! " gasped Mr. Pimroy. " Help ! "

" Who's there ? " rejoined the voice, and

the latch was tried.

" Iâ��Pimroy."

" 'Struth ! Then let me in, man."

With trembling hand the lawyer turned

the key and threw the door wide open. A

tall young man (an officer) in khaki stood

before him.

" Ah ! " said he, "a slight mistake, sir.

Took the wrong turn, eh ? Your room's just

opposite. My fault entirely. I should have

marked it with a notice. But really, sir, I've

been bored stiff with dutiesâ��that's a fact."

" Sir," said the lawyer, staring at him in

amazement, " what in God's name does this

mean ? " He pointed with a shaky finger

to the bed.

â�¢' That ? " said the other, stepping jauntily

into the room and glancing in the same

direction. " Well, let us say it means that

Jonah Josswing has departed this life, full

of years, and taken nothing with him save

his money-stained old soul. Nothing to sob

about, I fancy, eh ? Oh, no," he added, as

the lawyer turned upon him with a quick,

suspicious look, " I didn't kill him. Natural
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causes. Everything O.K., sir, I assure you.

Found him so when I arrived here yester-

day. He died the day beforeâ��so the old

-thing, his housekeeper, informed me."

" His housekeeper ! Where is she ? "

" Oh, in the nether regions somewhere.

Can't induce her to forsake them. That's

why I had to stick up notices to guide you.

Helped me get your supper after much

persuasionâ��that was all she would do."

" Then," said Pimroy, " it would be her

I heard ascending stairs below there."

" Most'.Jikely. Going to her bedroom.

Hope you didn't meet her ? "

â�¢\No.-". - â�¢ â�¢

r'Thank God â�¢ for that," rejoined the

officer. " You'd scarcely have survived it.

Awful ! Bad as ' shell-shock ! Hope you

found the supper fairly good ? " he ran on,

gaily. " Best I could manage m this howling

wilderness. .Sorry I'm so late, but the

beastly taxi broke down three miles off, and

made me walk. Been to Cribminster, you

know, on businessâ��doctor's certificate, under-

taker, registrar, and such tomfoolery. Gad,

sir, when you've seen some hundreds of fine

chaps put underground without a word, as

I have, all this bally fuss about aâ��a thing

like that "â��he pointed to the bedâ��" is just

a hollow mockery. Nun said, though ; let's

get out. of this. I've got fairly decent

quarters for you over there. A fire, some

Johnnie Walker, and a good cigar. So come."

" No," said the lawyer, with a show of

firmness which his chattering teeth belied,

" asâ��as legalâ��representative of theâ��the

deceased, 1â��must refuse to leave this room

until I know "

" Bunkum ! " broke in the other, cheerily.

" You shall know everything as soon as we

axe comfy over there. Deceased won't hurt,

I'm sure, so come along. Why, man alive,

you're fairly shivering with cold and shock !

No wonder, either. Come on."

Picking up Mr. Pimroy's various belong-

ings, he, with a gentle pressure, urged the

staring and bewildered lawyer out on to the

landing, and having locked the door, escorted

him into another room just opposite. Here

a bright fire was burning, with an easy chair

on each side of it, while between them stood

a table bearing a whisky bottle, siphon, and

cigars. The sight warmed Mr. Pimroy's

chilly heart.

" Make yourself quite comfy," said the

young man, pointing to a chair ; then having

mixed two good stiff glasses, handed one to

Mr. Pimroy, sat down opposite, and'raised

his own.

" Here's to the bouse of Josswing, sir I "

he cried, and raised his glass.

The lawyer followed suit and took a long,

deep drink, but did not sa'y a word : lie

could not, he was too bewildered and amazed.

" And now," went on the other gaily.

' where's the rhino ? "

" The what ? " exclaimed the lawyer, with

an air of legal ignorance. " Iâ��I don't quite

follow you."

" Why, the cashâ��the notesâ��five thousand

pounds. You understood my wireâ��the code

â��I hope ! "

" Your wire," fenced Mr. Pimroy, with an

uneasy glance in the direction of the bag.

Excuse me, but the telegram which I

received was signed by Mr. Josswing.".

â�¢ " Exactly, that's my name, at present ;

though, by heavens, I'll change it by

deed poll as soon as possible ! I'm Eric

Josswing, sir. You may have heard of me."

" Eric Josswing ! " cried the lawyer,

starting forward.

" Yes. For heaven's sake, sir, don't tell

me that he's cut me off ! "

' No," gasped Mr. Pimroy ; " butâ��wellâ��

this is bewilderingâ��astounding. Howâ��how

came you by our private cipher ? "

" Oh, quite easily. Demobbed three days

ago. 1 tracked the old man down. Came

here and found him dead. Looked for his

will, but couldn't find it anywhereâ��he must

have hidden it. But I rooted out a paper

giving your name as his solicitor, and also

a sort of money signal-code, andâ��well, I

used it, don't you know. So now, old bean,

do let me have the notes. I fairly itch to

handle 'em."

"Sir," said Mr. Pimroy, gravely, with a

guarding hand upon the bag, " this is un-

usualâ��andâ��erâ��excuse meâ��most irregular.

As legal representative of the deceased, I

must be sure of your identity beforeâ��Iâ��

erâ��can "

" Part, eh ? " put in the other, quickly.

" Quite so. I'd clean forgotten that." From

his pocket he brought forth a well-worn

wallet. " Here's my birth certificateâ��and

pass-book (badly overdrawn, I fear)â��and

here's a letter from the dear departedâ��the

only one I've gotâ��refusing me a loan of

fifty quid. There you are," he added,

pushing them across the table. " Hope

you'll find them quite O.K.â��except, perhaps,

the bank balance, and that the notes will

rectify."

" Yc-es," murmured Mr. Pimroy, after a

close examination of the various items,

" these seem perfectly in order."

" Good. Then hand the rhino over."

" Rather an unusual procedure," said the

lawyer, " before the will is provedâ��andâ��

erâ��butâ��well "

He fumbled in his bag, brought forth the

notes, and laid them, with a sigh, upon the

table. The other grabbed them eagerly ;

counted them, made them crackle, patted

them, then put them in his pocket.

. " By Jove ! " he said, " what luck ! Just
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fancy, Eric Josswing, late captain in the

2nd Royal Warwicks, with a credit balance !

Holy Moses ! Now read the will, sir, please,

and let me see just how I stand. It's usual

to read 'em after death, I fancy, eh ? "

" After interment, as a rule," corrected

Mr. Pimroy.

'' Quite near enough," rejoined the other,

gaily. " The funeral's to-morrow. Gad. and

what a funeral ! Holy Moses ! you and I

chief mourners in a coach and pair ! Shall

we send a wreathâ�� In loving memory,' etc. ?

Oh, lor ! What a mockery ! What hypocrites

we are ! "

" Sir ! " exclaimed the lawyer..

' Ah, yes, of course," laughed Eric Joss-

wing. " Shocking, ain't it ? However, get

a move on, do, old bean. Let's have the

will, I'm all attention."

Bringing out the document in question,

Mr. Pimroy coughed a time or two, and

read it with professional deliberation.

" Thanks, awfully," said Josswing, when

the end was reached. " Quite O.K. It

seems to me I get the lot."

" You are sole beneficiary," corrected Mr.

Pimroy. " Allow me to congratulate you, sir."

He held his hand out, and the other seized

it with a grip that made its owner wince.

" I feared," said Eric, musingly, " he

might have cut me offâ��disinherited, you

know."

" Between ourselves," rejoined the lawyer,

in a confidential undertone, " he threatened

more than once to do so, and let the whole

estate go into Chancery at his decease. But

Iâ��erâ��managed to persuade him toâ��erâ��

â�¢wait and see. May I ask where you have

been all these years ? "

" Been ! Oh, everywhere and everything,

from a trombone-player in a travelling circus

to a cowboy. You see, the old grubber never

would allow me anything, so I had to take

pot-luck. Came home when the war broke

out, enlisted, worked my way up to captain,

andâ��well, here 'I am. Say, old bean," he

added, pointing to the will, " how much

might it run to ? "

" Well, half a million, at the .very least.

Perhaps considerably more," replied the

lawyer.

" Jerusalem ! A fortune ! We'll make it

fly, though, now, eh, won't we ? "

" Fly, sir ! I don't quite follow you."

" Why, I mean I'll try to save the old

man's soul by scattering his money right

and left to some good purpose. I'll build

a hospital, perhaps a church or two, throw

in a few church organs (I'm mad on music),

and, above all, help disabled Johnnies far

and wide. In short, I'll make things hum,

sir; and you'll help me, won't you? "

" I," said the lawyer, " shall be happy

to assist you to the very best of my ability."

" Good business ! Then suppose we start

right off. May I ask you how much the

dear departed paid you for this job, sir ?"

'' My salary," replied the lawyer, with a

deprecatory little cough, ' amounted to

two-fifty pounds per annum."

" Monstrous ! " roared Eric Josswing, with

a blow upon the table. " Just like him.

Absolutely rotten. Consider it a thousand

from this moment."

" Sir," cried Mr. Pimroy, starting upright

in his chair, ' this is too amazingâ��too

generousâ��tooâ��too ' '

" Not a bit of it," put in the other, care-

lessly. " It's just a start upon the proper

road, that's all. And now 1 don't mind

telling you I've clicked it with the sweetest

girl in Christendom. I saw no chance of

marrying, but now we'll fix it up at once.

Let's see, to-morrow's Fridayâ��well, suppose

we say next Wrednesday. How would that

be?"'

" Excuse me," ventured Mr. Pimroy,

diffidently, " but since you ask me, wouldn't

that be just a trifleâ��premature ? A wedding

and a funeral within the week, sir ! "

" Not a bit of it," rejoined the young man,

cheerily ; " you can't have happiness too

soon : at least in such a case as this. An

absolutely quiet stunt, you knowâ��say at

some little village church. I hope you'll

stay and see me through it."' â�¢

" I," gasped Mr. Pimroy, staring blankly,

" shall beâ��happyâ��toâ��to attend you asâ��

as desired."

" Good. And now, old bean, you're down-

right dog-tired. No wonder, either, so I'll

leave you. I'm hanging out next door.

You'll find the rats a little noisy, but they're

harmless, and you'll soon get used to 'em.

Tra-laa ! Hope you'll^sieep well. See you

in the morning. Good-bye-ee ! "

And, singing gaily, Eric Josswing went his

way.

For a time the lawyer sat there staring at

the fire ; then, scarce knowing how or why,

undressed himself, lay down, and, strange

to say, slept like a log.

FIVE days later, just as Mr. Pimroy

was about to step into the London

train at Abbot's Halt, the heavy-

visaged porter touched him on the shoulder,

saying :â��

" I heerd tell as old man Josswing's dead,

sur."

" Yes," said Mr. Pimroy, sharply. " Dead

and buried."

" Queer pla-ace that theer Gra-ange, sur."

" Yesâ��very queer," rejoined the lawyer;

then took his seat, and presently went

whirling up to London, feeling ten years

younger than he had upon the downward

journey.
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I

SUPPOSE," said Mr. Nat. D. Ayer,

" that I must plead guilty to being

responsible for the ' Turkey Trot.' "

Mr. Nat. D. Ayer, is the young

American composer (he is really thirty-two,

but he looks about twenty) who has supplied

the modern whistling errand-boy, the up-

to-date suburban pianist, and the new

family gramophone with most of their

favourite airs.

Some years ago Mr. Ayer wrote an in-

strumental piece called " King Chantedeer,"

and it was from this that the " Turkey Trot "

originated. He devised the rhythm on

which the steps of the dance were based.

" I am not a musician," said Mr. Ayer,
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" I am just a composer, and have discovered

that rhythm is the main factor in the success

of a song. Whenever a composer can invent

a ne\V and distinctive rhythm, he is sure of

success. The average person, who goes to a

theatre to be amused, possesses, as a rule,

very little musical knowledge and very little

musical appreciation. But nearly everybody

in this world has a sense of rhythm."

Mr. Ayer served during the war with the

Canadian Army and was on the stafi of

Major-General Watson, the one newspaper

General that the war produced. His theories

on song-writing were confirmed by his

military experience.

" I discovered," he said, " that hundreds

of men can march in time, who could not

whistle the melody of a song right through to

save their lives, just as dozens of people can

dance who cannot sing a tune. They all

have that sense of rhythm, and this carries

them along. If a composer wants to write

popular songs and be a popular success, he

must bear in mind all the time what the bulk

of the people want and what they under-

stand. Most people dance nowadays, and

the popular song, from my point of view,

is the song that makes the ordinary young

man and the ordinary young woman, sitting

in the stalls, feel that they want to dance.

" The successful popular composer must

be as observant as a journalist. I walk about

the streets with my eyes open, watching

people, and watching things, and most of the

ideas of my songs have come from conversa-

tions. Many of my titles have been sug-

gested by popular expressions. For instance,

it may be remembered that Mr. George

Robey in 'The Bing Boys ' sang a sÃ§/ng

called ' I stopped, I looked, and I listened.'

In America there are large signposts on all

the railway level crossings : Stop ! Look !

Listen ! These signposts gave me the idea

of the song.

" Years ago in America we used to call

young girls ' dolls,' just as you call them

' flappers ' here in England. One day I was

coming out of the stage-door of the Columbia

Theatre, in St. Louis, as a strikingly beautiful

young girl was passing up the street. I

turned to my companion and said : ' There

is a beautiful doll,' and immediately the idea

of ' Oh, You Beautiful Doll ' came into my

head.

" The idea of my song, ' If You Talk in Your

Sleep, Don't Mention My Name ! ' came from

a comic picture postcard that I happened to

see in a shop-window. These are examples

of the fact that the composer must be as

actual as the cinema if he is to attract public

favour."

Mr. Ayer discovered by accident that he

could compose. ,-, â�¢ .

" When I was a boy of fourteen I was

taking piano-lessons at the Faelten Piano-

forte School in Boston, and was selected to
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play at the annual school concert. I started

all right, but the second motif went clean out

of my head. Instead of breaking down and

crying, I went on playing any old thing that

came into my head until the real motif re-

turned to me, which it did after a few

moments, and I finished the piece and

nobody in the audience knew that I had

wandered away from the composer. When I

came off the stage,, my piano-master said a

few things to me not suitable for publication,

but he added that I would some day earn

my living by composition.

" In 1908, when I was twenty-one, I went

to New York, and went on the stage. I made

friends with a man called Seymour Brown,

who wrote lyrics, and he and I started to

write songs together. The first song that

I ever wrote was called ' Moving Day in

Jungle Town.' It was sung by Eva Tanguay

and was the ' feature ' song of the Follies

in 1909. The song was suggested by the late

Colonel Roosevelt's hunting trip in Africa,

and the ' catch ' words of the refrain are :â��

Run, you lions and tigers, run, run, run,

Here comes Teddy with his gun, gun, gun.

" Among the series of songs that I wrote

afterwards were : ' Oh, You Beautiful Doll '

and ' You're My Baby/ and a little later,

' Everyone in Town Loves My Girl ' and

' At the Fox Trot Ball.'

" I came to England in 1914, and among the

first of my songs to be sung here were ' At

the Fox Trot Ball/ which was the first song

that Miss Beatrice Lillie ever sang in this

country, and ' Squire Chumley/ which was

sung by Mr. Nelson Keys.

" ' The Bing Boys/ which was produced

at the Alhambra in 1916, was the first show

for which I furnished the entire score. It

may be remembered that the trio ' Another

Little Drink Won't Do Us Any Harm/ sung

by Miss Violet Loraine, Mr. George Robey,

and Mr. Alfred Lester, was one of the great

successes of this production, and I recall with

some amusement that everyone prophesied

it would be a failure, because it was too

American. The theme is not mine. It

was originally a ' Gang Song/ sung by the

students of the famous Military College at

West Point, and it probably dates back to

the period that followed the Civil War.

When I was told that the song was too

American, it occurred to me that men do

have another little drink in England some-

times, and the sentence has now become

part of the English as well as of the American

language. No doubt by the time these lines

are in print it will have become obsolete in

my country.

:" Another of the outstanding successes

of ' The Bing Boys ' was : ' If You Were

the Only Girl in the World/ sung by Miss

Loraine and Mr. Robey. This song provides

an example of a fact upon which I always

insist. That is, that novelty and surprise

axe vital for success. I do not remember

in the history of this kind of enter-

tainment another instance of the love

theme being sung by the low comedian and

the comedienne. The management had their

doubts, but I believe in doing the unexpected

and trying something new, and I am con-

vinced that the surprise caused by Mr. Robey

dropping his comic character " for a few

minutes and becoming serious did a great

deal to make the success of ' If You Were

the Only Girl/

" After ' The Bing Boys ' came ' Pell Mell '

at the Ambassadors, in which I acted myself.

Then ' The Bing Girls ' was produced. This

piece was not a great success, but I contrived

to get a big song hit out of it with ' Let the

Great Big World Keep Turning.'

" I have since composed the music of

' The Bing Boys on Broadway ' and ' Yes,

Uncle'- (my first musical comedy, which ran

for eighteen months), and ' Baby Bunting/ ''

It is interesting to note that Mr. Ayer,

with all his modernity, does what so many

other composers have done, and borrows from

what are really the folk-songs of his country.

West Point cadets and Southern cotton-

pickers have, helped to give his scores a

distinction. Indeed, in talking to Mr. Ayer

one feels his lively Americanism all the time.

He is a very distinctive individuality, but

his character -is as American as his talent.

Mr. Ayer careÂ» nothing whatever for tradition

and he just hates rules.

" As I have told you," he says, " I am just

a composer. If I were an expert in harmony

and counterpoint, which I most certainly

am not, I might write songs that were very

correct, but I should probably not write

songs that were very popular. Musicians

have told me that the construction of my

most popular songs is all wrong, but there it

is. I believe in breaking rules once in a

while. When I wrote ' Oh, You Beautiful

Doll/ I added four bars to the refrain,

making twenty instead of the usual sixteen.

My New York publishers protested, but I

insisted, and what I did then has since been

copied by far better musicians than myself.

" The refrain is the most important part

of a song, and ought to be as simple as

possible. I want the audience to leave the

theatre whistling my refrains, and I know

that they will not do it unless the refrains

are simple. If the refrain is longer than

usual, then length must be modified by two

other things. There must be a striking

feature in the middle, either a catch-phrase

or a change of metre, and there must be a

strong original finish. I believe enormously

in repetition. I like to start my refrain with
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the principal theme, repeat

it in the middle, and repeat

it again at the end.

" Nine times out of ten,

the music for my verses is

evolved from the melody

of the refrain, which I

always write first. As re-

gards repetition, it may

be remembered that the

words ' Oh, You Beautiful

Doll ' are repeated five times

in the refrain of that song.

" I do all my compositions

in the early hours of the

morning, often getting up as

early as five or six o'clock

and working for two or three

hours and then going back

to bed again. I find it

quite impossible to do

original work either in the

afternoons or evenings.

I never write a song at

the piano. My songs are

always written while I am

â�¢walking round the room,

with a piano in it for

reference. I do not write

either the words or the

music first ; the first job

is to get the metre, which

in its early stages would

probably sound to an

outsider like a cannibal

dance ! Of course I start

with the idea of the song,

and I try then to arrive

at a metre which suits the

subject. The metre of a

song should give to the

words the inflection that

they would have if they

were spoken. If this con-

versational tone is conveyed

by the music, the melody

must exactly suit the mean-

ing of the words. In the con-

struction of a melody there

are, of course, a thousand

ways of writing the same

thing, and my idea is to

write everything in a new

way, keeping a surprise up

my sleeve for the last bars.

" Comic songs are the hardest of all to

write, for every note must fit every word and

particular attention must be paid to inflec-

tion.

" Successful songs run in cycles. There

are generally two chapters in the history of

every popular song, the original and the copy,

and sometimes the copy is the greater success.

If one looks back on the history of popular

Vol. IÃ�X.-39

songs daring the past twenty

years, it will be found that

every two years or so a

new type of song has been

evolved, and when I say a

new type of song, I mean

that a new kind of rhythm

has been used, and it is the

composer who is able to

compose new rhythms who

enjoys continued success.

'' Personally, I do not

know what is meant by in-

spiration. I have already

explained that I keep my

mind on the public and my

eyes on what is happening

in the outside world. It

is a great mistake to be

affected by drawing-room

success. Many songs sound

fine when they are played

in your own home, but they

are hopeless failures on the

stage. Lots of people ask

which is the more import-

antâ��the words or the tune ?

Both have their importance,

but one thing is certain.

They do not whistle the

words. i1'

- " The great trouble that

the popular composer has

to face is that both on

the English and American

stages there are so few

performers nowadays who

can really sing. The aver-

age musical comedy voice

contains about four notes.

If you remember that, you

will realize the handicap we

are up against. Nearly all

my songs are written in

the range of one octave,

which is"about the limit of

the human voice as it exists

on the musical comedy

stage. It is not so easy to

be original in the compass

of an octave, when it is

remembered that at least a

hundred songs are written

Ð�Ð�Ð�Ð£ where one was written

twenty-five years as;o.

" If inspiration means a sudden idea

coming to one, which enables the composer

to write a song in five minutes, then I myself

have been inspired twice. I wrote ' Oh,

You Beautiful Doll ' and ' If You Were the

Only Girl in the World' just as one writes a

letter. But that was only composing the

songs. The hard work came afterwards,

when the idea had to be elaborated and put
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on paper. That is the mechanical part of

one's craft, and it has to be done in such a

way that the public will recognize the touch

which they have come to appreciate.

" Not being a musician, I know nothing

about the science of orchestration. Still, I

have orchestrated several of my compositions.

The orchestration may not have been correct,

but it sounded all right.

" Some.time ago in London I wanted a

certain passage played on the horns, and the

musical conductor, a most talented musician,

insisted that all the rules of harmony and

counterpoint demanded that this particular

passage should be played by the cornets.

He proved his case absolutely. There was

no sort of doubt that the cornets had the

right to the passage, but I just wanted the

hornsâ��I insisted on the horns, and the

horns gave me the tone which I believed was

necessary for the sound of the song and which

could never have been got from the poor old

cornets.

" 1 am a great believer in counter melodies.

When the song is played by an orchestra,

these counter melodies should make or break

it. In one of my songs, ' Dear Old Home of

Mine,' four distinctive melodies are played

by the orchestra at the same time. In the

majority of my compositions I have three

counter melodies. It is difficult to put these

into a piano score, but I have been asked

about them so often, that I have now

make-up and grotesque costumes have been

abandoned. After all, there is really no

reason why a man should not make 5'ou laugh

just as much if he is wearing dress clothes

and speaks the lines of the piece. The

author gets his chance in America: his words

are spoken and the comedian is content to

put his own humorous personality into his

part and not to let the part be swamped by

the personality. Very few people seem to

realize that the war is responsible for the

state of affairs that prevails in musical

comedy theatres here.

" During the war it was very difficult to

cast pieces, and there were comparatively

few comedians left outside the army. The

shows were necessarily built round one man,

and the consequence was that one often

went to the theatre for two and a half hours

and practically saw one man all the time.

I believe that the public is weary of .these

one-man shows, and the demand now is for a

cast of all-round excellence. The difficulty

is that the salaries of the principal comedians

have reached such a high figure that the

all-round cast has become almost impossible

from a financial point of view, with the result

that both authors and composers are handi-

capped and the productions remain on a

mediocre level.

" Another handicap in this country, is

supplied by the lack of professionalism among

the artistes. In France, and even in America,

arranged for them to be printed on these

scores in small notes, which the ordinary

pianist will soon learn to play."

I asked Mr. Ayer what differences he noted

between the audiences in England and

America.

" I think that the legitimate drama is on a

higher plane in America than in England.

But it is a curious fact that a large percentage

of out best actors are English. In England,

in many respects, musical comedy is on a

lugher plane. But there is this difference.

In America the public has grown tired

of the red-nosed comedian, and exaggerated

the stage is a profession to which men and

women must give all their attention. Here it

is generally an amusement not to be taken

too seriously. Managers are entirely de-

pendent on their ' stars/ much more, indeed,

than on the authors and composers. If the

leading lady does not like a song, another

has to be written for her. If the leading

comedian does not like a scene, it has to be

cut out. In America the manager hands

over the script or the words and the music

of a song to the artiste and adds the brief

injunction, " Learn it.'

" And that is the better way 1 "
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SHOULDN'T let it worry me too

much, Miss Caldecott ! "

" But I can't help it. He was

the kindest man in Colombo. It's

all too terrible. Good night ! "

The girl turned away swiftly. Her late

escort stayed still for a brief moment,

watched her slim figure flash beneath the

Norman-arched portico of the big white-

washed building, turned to dismiss her rick-

shaw, then climbed back into his own.

Five seconds later the noiseless wheels were

revolving again on the thick red dust of the

roadway, while the dull thud-thud of the

naked feet of the coolie broke soft on the hot

night's calm.

And already the girl, Jean Caldecott, had

passed through the convent-school door. To

the left of the hall was the mistress's common

sitting-room. She entered ; and a woman

looked up.

" What ! Back, Jean ! " she said, in a

strong Scots accent which told of North of

Edinburgh.

" Yesâ��it's perfectly awful. We broke

up in the middle of dinner. Richard Baker

has been killed ! "

" Killed ! "

" Yes, he didn't come to dinner, and the

news came over the telephone that he'd been

found at his officeâ��stabbed. John Baker

rushed down immediately. Mrs. Baker

fainted. Her nieces stayed to look after her.

We all came away ! "

" Who brought you ? "

" A new manâ��a friend of John Baker'sâ��

he's staying at the Galle Face Hotel. He

seemed nice. But, of course, I couldn't

talk to him. I felt sick, and shaken to

bits!'

" I don't wonder. It's perfectly fright-

ful. Richard Baker was such a good

man, too. Who could have done it ? A

native "

â�¢' No. A European I "

" Have they got him ? "

" Not yet. But they've found a gold cuff-

link. . There had been a struggle. They

think the motive was robberyâ��and that

the murderer was disturbed ! "

Miss Peebles nodded. The two women

sat looking at each other : the Scotswoman

kind, but sallow, with crisp, red, grey-going

hair. Jean Caldecott was many years

younger. She was beautiful and clearly

temperamental. Life in Colomboâ��she was

not saying " no " to its gaietiesâ��had proved

almost an unbalancing contrast to her

Anglesey vicarage home.

" Charity will suffer," said Miss Peebles,

presently. "So, too, will St. Ursula's.

Have you told the Sisters ? "

" Not yet. But "

Jean stopped abruptly. Someone had

enteredâ��a woman, dressed in the robes of

St. Ursula's Anglican Order, wearing a white

hood and a long black scapulary, on the

breast of which a crucifix hung.

She was known as Sister Rosemary, and

was the junior of all the four Sisters who,

with the help of a like number of mistresses,

conducted this convent-school. Her eyes

were blue and forget-me-not. Her figure

was slim, and her long full robes did not,

somehow, hide her gracefulness, but made

her look taller than she was.

" There is a note for you, Jean," she said,

putting down an envelope on the central

teak-wood table. " A podÃan brought it.

You're back early. You said you were

going to be late ! "

" I know, Sister. But there's been a

dreadful murder. My host's brother has

been found stabbed at his office. The news

came during dinner. So, of course, I came

back home ! "

Sister Rosemary started. 'She was about

â��as it seemedâ��to ask a question ; then
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checked herself, visibly : doubtless because

she was determined to keep aloof from the

outside world. But she looked at Jean

sympathetically. The girl was the youngest

of the teachers. The Superior rather frowned

on her. But Sister Rosemary really seemed

to love her, despite her butterfly trend.

" You look shaken, dear," she said. " I

don't wonder. You had better get off to

bed!"

" Yes, doesn't she ! " Miss Peebles' kind

voice seconded her. " You're perfectly right.

Sister Rosemary. I'll take her up at once ! "

The good Scotswoman put her arm round

her junior colleague and led her out like

a mother ; but the Sister still lingered for a

little in the cane-chaired, book-lined room.

She rose, at the end of a few minutes, and

went across the hall.

SHE first entered the Bureauâ��where all

callers and visitors were always strictly

interrogatedâ��then passed into various

apartments, to see if the lights had. been

extinguished, going finally to the white-

washed chapel at the extreme end of the

veranda, where she closed and locked the

door. The other members of the Order had

retired to rest already. Their last " offices "

had been said.

Sister Rosemaryâ��on account of certain

dutiesâ��alone had a bedroom downstairs.

The dormitories of the pupils (children of

high-caste natives) and the rooms of the

remaining adults were all on an upper floor.

Sister Rosemary's room was very cell-like.

There were only two things on the wall.

One was a crucifix. The other was a tiny

looking-glass ; and the bed was hard and

narrow. On one side of it stood a writing-

table ; on the other an ahnirak- - or manner

of small wardrobe with hanging-cupboard

and shelves.

She showed no haste to unrobe herself.

So far from seeking slumber, she seemed but

now to have awaked.

Her demeanour had strangely altered,

from the moment she had first closed the

door.

She had ceased to be the Religious. Her

hood and cap were off, and she had begun to

brush her short hairâ��which was like spun

silk of bronze colourâ��before the wall-hung

glass. Anyone who had seen her so employed

would have felt quite positive that she was

meant not for monachal seclusion but rather

for motherhood and love. ' .

She walked, presently, to a door which

had wooden slats in it and which opened on

to the veranda which ringed the building

round. She pushed it open and looked out

into the garden. There was no moon,

though the night was luminous witli star-

shine. The day had been hot, insufferably,

but now a little breezeâ��as light as a woman's

sigh, sometimesâ��caressed the tops of the

palms.

Sister Rosemary was standing half in the

light and half out of it, but there could be

no one there to see. Palings ringed the

compound, and the lower portion of the

building was invisible from the roadway.

An immense tranquillity reigned over all the

city, broken only at intervals by the tuff-tuff

of a motor-horn, telling of returning diners,

or of a man and a girl, joy-riding, in search

of a slender breath of air.

Sister Rosemary sighed and closed the

door again and stepped back into the room.

She seemed completely transformed, now.

She was no longer the dutiful Sisterâ��most

patient among all the small community ;

gentle and content, even upon days of greatest

heat and extremest tropical discomfort.

Rather had she become again the woman :

one who at heart had not relinquished the

reasonable loves of this world.

She opened the almirah. From the back

of one of the shelves of it she drew out a tiny

little box. It contained a signet-ring. This

she put slowly on the middle finger of her

white and delicate left hand.

She turned the hand this way and that

way, always looking at the ring. Then she

kissed the collet. Againâ��not once but

many timesâ��she pondered her reflection in

the tiny wall-hung gloss.

FOR an hourâ��between nine and ten every

night of her life at the Conventâ��

Sister Rosemary ceased to be a Sister

of St. Ursula's convent-school.

She ought never to have become one. It

had been a most tragical piece of foolishness.

She was born, indubitably, for wedded love

and motherhood. But Misfortune had

touched her with its wand.

She had lived in Kentâ��at Beckenham.

She had belonged to an old sporting Stock

Exchange family : she had been engaged to

a member of just such a similar clan. He

had played cricket for school, university,

county, and Gentlemen of England ; was a

fine amateur actor, andâ��himself established

in Throgmorton Streetâ��was like to do very

well.

But he had been in too great a hurry. In

his intense desire to make money, he had

speculated rashly, had lost very heavily,

had been " hammered " and promptly re-

pudiated by his fiancee's family and lu's own.

Sister Rosemaryâ��Rosemary Thoroldâ��-

had suffered very greatly. She had been

devoted to Gerald Farnall, and had turned

to Religion in his stead. Heredity impelled

her, beyond question. Her mother's father

had been a very High Church clergyman ;

herself, one of those beings who must give
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Rosemary I ' said the mm ' Rossmary, I've found you. Oh, thank God !''
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either everything or nothing, she insisted

on renouncing the world.

She had become a member of St. Ursula's,

a famous Anglican Sisterhood. After two

years' hard novitiate at headquarters in mid-

England, she had been sent to this Colombo

convent-school. She had proved efficient

and successful. She was loved by the whole

community. Even the hard and cold

Superior had a tender spot in her heart for

her. She never lost her serenity in the

trying tropical heat.

And this was only possible because of

what happened after nine. For an hour,

always, she let her Buried Life resuscitate,

and gave herself over to dreams.

TO-NIGHT, some sigh of the wind, per-

haps ; some sound ; some scent, possi-

bly ; some unstruck note of music ;

some chord of memory, striking " that electric

chain " which " darkly binds " all humans,

made her burden even harder than before.

She remembered her lover's kisses. The world

called loud and compellingly. Of instinct

she held out her arms to it ; then dropped

them again in despair.

She had made a mistake. She had be-

come a Sister upon impulse because she had

been too sensitive to let the world see her

grief. She had wanted, at all costs, to hide

herself ; to find for her heart, so wounded,

kindliest silence and shade.

Now she was a prisoner ; one with a life-

long sentence, who would never return to

the world. Pride would stay her : she

could never face those people who had sought,

first, to deter her, who had afterwards with-

stood and forbidden her, and who, ultimately,

had yielded with a " you'll regret this later

on I " She would remain out hereâ��losing

her youth and hiding her beauty in this

terrible tropical climate, till it pleased the

Head of the Order to send her on service

elsewhere.

She glanced at her watch. It was nearly

ten o'clock now ; the hour of dreams was

almost ended ; she must rise at five for

chapel ; she was about to get ready for bed.

Suddenly she started. It seemed to her

that she had heard someone moving in the

garden among the palms.

She stood listening intently. She heard

nothing, sighed relievedly, turned towards

the almirah, andâ��about to restore it to its

hiding-placeâ��drew the signet-ring from her

hand.

Then she heard the movement once more.

And a footstep sounded on the veranda ;

and through the slats which took the place

of panels in the wooden door which opened

on to it, she heard her half-hissed name.

" Rosemary ! "

And, even though they came to her thus

whispered, she knew the voice and tone.

She started back, tottered, recovered her-

self, stood hesitant ; then, obedient blindly

to an impulse, unlocked the outer door.

In another couple of seconds a man was

standing at her side.

He wore evening dress. He was dark

and strikingly handsome, vigorous and

athletic and clean-limbed.

Sister Rosemary turned the key as though

by instinct, and then turned back into the

room. She stood perfectly silent for a little

while, and then gasped out a name.

" Gerald ! ",she said. " Gerald ! "

" Rosemary ! " said the man. '' Rose-

mary, I've found you. Oh, thank God ! "

She nodded. Her vows were forgotten.

She was woman, and starving for love. She

put out passionate arms to him. But he

only caught a hand.

" Rosemary. I came to look for you. I

climbed the palings. I saw you at your

door. I crept through the compound. I'm

terribly in need of your help."

" My help ! "

" Yesâ��where can you hide me ? It's a

question of my life I "

" Your life ! "

" Yes. I killed somebodyâ��a man named

Baker. We quarrelled about business. He

took down a horsewhip. And I stabbed

him in hot blood ! "

" What ? "

" Yes. I killed him. I escaped, but they

are certain to discover me. Unless you can

hide me, I shall inevitably be hanged ! "

THEY stood looking at each other, this

man and this woman who had loved de-

votedly in England, who had been truly

mated, eternally meant for each other, who

had been separated only by the consequences

of his haste to make her a home. .Then im-

pulsively Â»he flung her arms round him and

knewâ��passionate as were her kissesâ��a

miraculp'us sense of peace. She was aware,

too, of a yet more marvellous soulagement, at

variance utterly with the calamitous cir-

cumstances of their meeting and the tragic

nature of his deed.

Then, presently, she half released herself

and stood again looking at him, with tender-

ness, protectiveness, and dread. And the

fact that she had taken vows and belonged

to the strictest of Anglican Sisterhoods, and

that heâ��a man and a murdererâ��was in her

bedroom, did not seem to matter at all.

" Yes, I'll hide you," she said. " I have

charge of the linen-closet. There's a big

press there, that will take you. I'll feed you

â��and somehow, presently, you must manage

to get away. I can dress you in my clothes.

I canâ��oh, quick, come this way ! "

She caught up a key-ring ; then turned the
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" ' Who is this gentlemen ? ' demanded the Sister Superior. ' How did he get here ?

It is no use telling lies ! '
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inner door-handle very noiselessly. The

passage and entire ground floor were in

darkness, but she knew every inch of the

ground. She grasped his hand and led him,

tiptoeing forward, towards the little room

which held the linen, just beyond the central

stairs. She alone had need to go there. In

its largest press he would be safe.

Almost they had reached this refuge.

But, five yards from it, she stopped dead.

Footsteps had sounded on the bare and un-

carpeted central staircase, and the faint

click of wooden heels.

Sister Rosemary's fingers stiffened within

the fingers of the man. She drew in her

breath. She knew what next must happen.

A switch snapped. Light flashed into the

long corridor. Accessory and principal,

momentarily blinded, were aware of the

figure of a girl.

IT was Jean Caldecott. Her hair was in

twin black pig-tails. She. was wearing a

kimono of pink.

The light, in its sudden brightness, for a

little while blinded her, too.

" Oh, Sister Rosemary," she began, pre-

sently. " I was so frightened about that

dreadful murder. I couldn't sleep. I had

to come down for a novel. You're up

late. Are you frightened ? Oh, who's that

man ? "

The three of them stood motionless, re-

garding one another : Sister Rosemary, and

her whilom fiancÃ©, and this charming, dark-

haired girl. On the Sister's face was sheer

terror ; on the man's, as it seemed to be,

stupor ; on the face of Jean Caldecott not

fear but great amaze.

And of the protagonists of this drama it

was the girl who first found voice.

" Why, it's Mr. Farnall ! " she said,

bewilderedly. " He brought me back from

the John Bakers' interrupted dinner-party.

Have you got news for meâ��or a message

from my cousins ? Is the murderer found ? "

Silence followed her questions : silence

profound and absolute ; Gerald Farnall and

his protectress stood absolutely dumb. Then

it seemed that he was ready with some sub-

terfuge, for he opened his lips to reply.

But his words remained unspoken, even

though his lips were not shut. There had

been the soundâ��the sharp, snapped sound

â��of an upstairs door closing, and feet

sounded plain on the stairs.

And, just above the three of them, one

hand upon the banisters and one hand

raising slightly the skirt of her long white

habit, stood Sister Elizabethâ��the Sister

Superior of St. Ursula's convent-school.

Her cold eyes rested on Jean Caldecott.

Then she recognized Sister Rosemary. Her

brows went up at the sight.

" What is the matter ? " she began in

cold, severe tones and deliberate. ' Sister

Rosemary "

She stopped. She had seen Gerald Far-

nail. And the hand which had rested on the

banister gripped it tightly, and the other

hand went to her brow.

She took barely ten seconds to recover.

She drew herself up to the full height of her

fine and well-formed figure and addressed

not Sister Rosemary but the trembling,

wondering Jean.

" Who is this gentleman?" she demanded.

" I don't know. At least, I do know. He

was introduced to me by Mrs. Baker. He

took me into dinner. He brought me home

afterwards ' '

" And you brought him into this building !"

" No ! "

' Then how did he get here ? It is no use

telling lies ! "

Jean Caldecott gazed at her bewilderedly.

She had a nervous Celtic strain in her : the

appalling accusation had bemused and de-

prived her of breath. Sister Elizabeth

stayed regarding her fixedly. She thought

the girl fast. She knew she was a first-class

teacher ; but the girl now dined out often,

and letters perpetually came for her : notes

and letters on Colombo club paper, as

it seemed from a number of men. The

Superior had long been suspicious that Jean

was leading a gay life.

And now Jean's stammered sentence only-

made things worse.

" I don't know, Sister. I couldn't sleep,

and I came downstairs to get a novel out of

the common-room. And I saw Sister Rose-

mary in the hall with Mr. Farnall "

" What I "

The Superior took a step forward. She

looked at the girl "quite fiercely: over-

bearing, rather, like so many women who

have authority, her wrath was deeply moved.

The lie (as she held it) made her furious ;

the implication which came with it stirred

her to a passionate rage. Sister Rosemary

was accused, in effect, of harbouring this

lover : Sister Rosemary, a dÃ©vote of the Order.

It was almost as though Jean Caldecott had

accused some Ivory Tower.

And her voice, which could be kindâ��and

was often soâ��now came cold and cruel :

filled, indeed, with something which was very

much kin to hate.

" Jean, that is sufficient. You will leave

this house at daybreak. I myself will con-

duct you to the P. and O. offices : a boat is

due, I know. I will communicate fully with

your father. I am sorry, indeed, that such

a man should be so troubled by the mis-

conduct of such a child ! "

The girl still looked at her bewilderedly.

Her hands went to her head. Her breast
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was heaving. She could not manage to

find breath.

â�¢â�¢ But I "

She could compass no more. Three-parts

fainting, she half fell, half leaned against the

wall of the matted corridor ; this thunder-

bolt of accusation, culminating in unjust

conviction, making her utterly spent. She

Stayed dumb and drawing breath difficultly.

It was Sister Rosemary who found words.

" Sister, it was not Jean who brought this

man here ! "

" Who was it, then ? "

"I !"

" You ! "

" Yes. He was once engaged to meâ��in

England. He came to my windowâ��through

the compound. We had some conversation.

I was just going to let him out ! "

There was a long and terrible silence. In

it Sister Elizabeth considered Sister Rose-

mary, whom she had loved secretly with a

strength found sometimes in such natures

as are three-parts cold and severe.

And then she beckoned to Gerald Farnall

to follow her to the door.

She opened it. He paused upon the

threshold and looked back at Sister Rosemary,

who stood transfixed and rigid, with eyes

of tendemess and fear. Then he passed out

-r-out into that road along which his rickshaw

had brought him, beside Jean Caldecott's

rickshaw, some ninety minutes ago.

The door was shut and bolted upon him.

Slowly and majestically, Sister Elizabeth

returned to the terrified pair.

" Jean," she said, quietly, " I did you

Ð°Ð» injustice, child. You are looking dread-

fully shaken. Go and get to bed ! "

Jean obeyed, and ascended the staircase.

Onceâ��shaken and bewilderedâ��she paused

for a second, to glance back again at the two

women in the corridor who were standing

full in the light. The younger of them looked

white as alabasterâ��and as if she had received

a death sentence or had had speech with

Death himself.

As for Sister Elizabeth, she showed some-

thingâ��nay, muchâ��of that cruelty which

men and women are apt to showâ��not un-

naturallyâ��to those they have loved and

have had faith in, and whom they have

found out in direst deceit.

" Sister Rosemary," she said, " you have

broken your vows and have brought grave

scandal on us. I cannot excommunicate you

from the Order. I can only expel you from

this house. Go to your bedroom. To-

morrow morning I will myself book a passage

for you, and see you on board the first boat."

Her hearer looked at her, motionless ;

then seemed, for a fraction of a second, as

though about to tell all. But she turned,

and went obediently to her bedroom and

fell beside the bed upon her knees. Her

heart galloped. Her whole body shook with

terror. It was not with terror for herself.

She prayed feverishly, hysterically, for a

miracleâ��for the gift of escape for her man.

She knew, at heart, it was impossible. Yet

she implored high heaven to grant itâ��and

never thought of herself. She did not

rememberâ��as yet, at any rateâ��that she

had lost her love and the work which had

helped her to forgetfulness ; and that,

certain of expulsion from the Sisterhood, she

had nothing left her in this world.

But prayer was not enough : she needed

action ; thought and wish developed towards

deed. She must go out. She must see what

had become of him : she must save himâ��

save him, somehow, even at this, the

eleventh hour. She rose, to set out to

seek him, to fare forth to the roadway through

the compoundâ��and, actually as she rose,

was stayed. For, once more, Gerald Farnall's

voice came to her through the slats which

served as upper panel to the wooden

veranda door.

" Rosemary. Are you back again ? I

can see a light in your room ! "

In a second she had the door open : in

another he was in, and it was closed. She

gasped relief. Fear gave her quick inven-

tion ; she snatched a garment from the wall.

She tore open the almirah. She drew out

articles of clothing. In another couple of

minutes Gerald Farnall stood before her

wearing the coif and scapulary and habit of

St. Ursula's Anglican nuns.

" I can't hide you here," she said, breath-

lessly. " I am disgraced. I am being sent

home by the Superior. But in the native

quarter there is someoneâ��a Tamil man,

whose child I cured of fever when the doctors

had given it up. I shall tell him we've

quarrelled with the Superior and are anxious

to get back to England, and have only got

money for one. He will lend me enoughâ��

I am sure of itâ��-to buy a passage for you.

In the morning, go straight to the offices. I

shall be on the boat before lunch-time. But

to-night I must get back here ! "

He nodded. She caught up a small suit-

case and filled it with garments very speedily.

She gave it him, then ran to the room door

â��the inner one. It was locked, and she

took out the key.

She opened the door on to the veranda

and signed to him to pass through it. He

obeyed her. In another half minute they

were crossing the compound, towards a little

back gate. The place was reputed snake-

haunted, and had always filled her with

terror. But in face of her loved one's danger

she crossed it without hesitation as it might

have been a garden at home.

They reached the gate and emerged from
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In the forefront, handcuffed to two of them, was a tall, thin man dressed in ducks.

it. They were out in the star-lighted path.

They turned towards the town : he, carrying

the suit-case, she, beside him to guard him,

breathless with fear and hope. The empty

red-dust roadway led them past bright-

lighted bungalows, amid palms and flam-

boyants in flower.

Then she thrust out her arm before his

body and herself stopped suddenly short.

" What's that ? " she whispered, fearfully.

" Oh, Gerald, what's that ? "

He stood beside her, listening. Voices

had broken on the silence. Ahead, down a

road which joined their own road at right

angles must be coming a number of men.

The voices now were articulate. She could

distinguish Tamil words.

" It's all right. They're natives," she

said, happily. " Gerald, dear, let us go

on ! "

They advanced. A crowd of men met

them, debouching from that right-angled

side road. The moon was up, now. It was

as bright as daylight. The pair beheld a

cartige.

And those who led it wore the navy-blue

serge uniforms and round forage caps of the

Ceylon native police.

In the forefront, handcuffed to two of

them, was a tall, thin man dressed in ducks.
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Sister Rosemary staggered. ' Gerald,' she gasped, ' tell me, what does it mean ?' '

Behind followed sergeants with bicycles

and a motley crowd of natives. They were

wearing loin-cloths and their hair was long

and loose, or tightly drawn behind their

heads in bun-fashion, and loose wraps covered

their shoulders and their legs and feet were

bare.

As the party passed the couple, a car

swung down the roadway. It contained a

native police-surgeon whose children were

being educated at St. Ursula's convent-

school.

At the sight of Sister Rosemary he pulled

up for a moment.

" Good evening," he said. " You're out

late. Good works, I take it ! I'm sorry

official business prevents me from offering

you a lift. We've got poor Mr. Baker's

murdererâ��a discharged half-caste clerk ! "

He passed on. Sister Rosemary staggered.

She was taken in strong, quick arms.

" Gerald ! " she gasped. " Gerald ! Did

you hear what that native doctor said to me ?

Tell me, what does it mean ? "

" It means that they've got the man who

killed poor Baker."

" The murderer ! "

" Yes."

She raised her face and stood looking at

him. His eyes were gay and smiling. A
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great thrillâ��a thrill of happiness which was

instinctive but which yet seemed to her

inexplicableâ��passed, now, through all her

frame.

' Gerald," she murmured, somehow.

" Gerald, then you didn't kill Mr. Baker ! "

'' You know I didn't ! "

" You're not the murderer ? "

" Of course I'm not ! "

" What are you, then ? "

" Your delivererâ��the man who saw and

seized his chanceâ��his only chance in the

whole worldâ��of seeing you and of getting

your own dear goodness to make you untrue

to your vows ! " *"

She stared at himâ��stared at him ecstati-

cally. Light had come to her : light from

Cimmerian darkness. She began from that

moment to realize the full significance of his

speech.

The Superior had expelled her. The Head

of the Order would excommunicate her.

She was free to re-enter the world. â�¢

And the words of her lover, ere his lips

found and fastened on her lips, made her

perfectly, rapturously sure.

" Yes. I am your deliverer. I have

made good again in England. I came out a

month ago on business. And to-morrow I

am taking youâ��home I "

ACROSTICS.

DOUBLE ACROSTIC No. 82.

(The Fourth <if the Seriu.\

THE fortress quit, sail west acr.~ss the bay.

And spend at two a happy holiday.

1. OÃ late, at famous Eastern place.

We owned defeat, but not disgrace.

2. Blow, blow, Ihou wintry wind : to some

From thy sharp tooth good yet may eome.

3. Was shot for cowardice, but men

\Vero vehement politicians then.

4. A thingâ��most ueiful on the coil ;

A personâ��spends but will not toil.

5. 'Tie here, unless my knowledge fa;l.

You often Pnd the luscious qunil.

6. The priestly tribe ordained to blesn.

Transposed becomes all wickedness.

7. The word implies both broken heart.

And mourner's garments torn 'ipart.

8. Cut off one woman's head anil Teet :

Here is another, quite complete.

0. My summer's gastronomic dream.

I wonderâ��shall I get the cream Ð¢

KING COLE.

DOUBLE ACROSTIC No. 83.

TllKIR sum must be exactly twenty-three.

And one is what their difference must be.

1. A weight or weed, the sound suggesting rent.

Though not the kind that cash will represent.

2. From Continental town the tail must go ;

The rest, translated, will this meaning Â»how.

3. Musician or four-footed Ð¬ÐµÐ°Ð§ wil! tell

Of criminal who bore this name as well.

4. 'Tis less than nothing, but a plant or bird

Will clearly show this fraction ot a word.

6. Perambulator, growler, tumbril, sleigh.

Automobile, tram, go-cart, wacon, dray.

6. FaÂ¡r is her head, and she has more than one,

And in the butter you mÂ»v see her son.
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Ð�Ð»Ñ�Ð³Ð³Ñ�* lo Acrostics 82 and 83 Anuid be addressed to

Ihr Ð�Ð³Ð³Ð¾*Ð§Ð³. Kdilnr.TnK STRAND M^cizixr, Southampton

Kirn I. Strand. London, W.C.I, and muet arri'e not later

than by tftf first pris/ on June 8th.

Thf solution tt> fach acrostic must be on a Â«rpfiratÂ» piece

n/ pafrr and Ð�Ð� must be signed mth the Â»Arer'a pseudonym,

Ð¢\Ñ� aistocrÃª are ftrmHted /nr each light.

ANSWEB Ñ�Ð¾ No. 81.

NOTES.-Light 2. Aits, islands. 3. Nil, nothing;

French Ã±amo of Nile. 4. " Martin Chuzzlewit." 5. The

firm of Novello, music publishers, used to bo Novelle,

Ewer, and Co. 6. ' The Jungle Book." Or. Kikki-tikki-

tavi. 8. An American town, as Utica, would also do.

10. Instrument, pair.

RESULT OF THE THIRTEENTH SERIES.

THE maximum number of points obtainable during the

scries was 42. Five solversâ��out of some six hundred

entrantÂ« â�� were correct throughout ; these fiveâ��Cyno,

Lobo. Peci, Pete, and Walsâ��will receive cheques for

Â£1 16Ñ�. each. Forest is the only solver who scored 41,

and he wins a prize of Â£1 I0e. Two solvers. Darnlinvarach

and Splosh, missed two lights only, and are awarded

prizes of a guinea each. All other competitors failed in

more than two lights.

The eight successful solvers will be ineligible for prizeÂ«

during the fourteenth series, now running. They are:

Cyno, Mr. Cyril Norman, 28, Duke's Avenue, New Maiden,

Surrey ; Lobo, Mrs. L. Morris, 74, Larch Road, Crickle-

wood, N.W.2 ; IVci. Mr. G. E. Matthews, S3. StockweU

Green, S.W.9 ; Pete, Mr. H. F. Samman, HI, Foihotee

Road, Southbourne-on-SeÂ»: Wals, Mr. W. Stradling,

Nome Hill, East Cowes, I.W. ; Forest. Mr. P. E. Hcrrick,

49Ð», Tremaine lioad, Anerley, S.E.20 : Darnlinvar.ich,

Major Drummond, Falcon Lodge, Putney, S.W. IS;

Splosh, Mr. L. Dale, Christ's Hospital, Horsham, Sussex.
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The only Safety Razor

that "Strops Itself."

There is one outstanding feature of the " Valet"

AutoStrop Which is embodied in no other razor.

Built right into the frame is a simple self-stropping

device that puts a new edge on the blade in 10

seconds. The " Valet" AutoStrop Safety Razor

not only insures you a smooth shave with a sharp

blade but saves the continual cost of blade renewals.

THE STANDARD SET (No. 1) consists of heavily silver-plated self

â�¢trapping "Valet" AutoStrop Safety Razor, 12 "Valet"

Blades, and "Valet" Strop ; the whole in case complete

as illustrated.

OJ all kigh-class dealers threufhtmt tkt world.

The AutoStrop SÂ«fely Razor Co., Ltd.. 61, New Oxford St., London, W.C.I.

Also at New York, Paris, Milan, Sydney, Dublin, Toronto, etc.

T he word " Valet" on Katort, Strops, and Status indicate*

tkt genuine ptoduct oj tke AuttStrof Safety Rater

Co., Ltd., 61, .\,-w Oxjord Strut, Ltndon, W.C.\.
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Eau de Cologne

Is delightful as a Spray or Hand-

kerchief Perfume, and most refreshing

in the Hand Basin or Bath.

The charm of this famous brand is the

beauty of its clean, delicious fragrance.

Of all Chemists and Stores, and from

YARD LEY, 8, New Bond St., London.

Perfumery and Fine Soap Makers since 1770.

\ew Edition Illustrated Art Catalogue and

"RuJge Wrinkla" fxut free from:

Rudge â�¢ Whit worth, Ltd.

(Dept. 201), COVENTRY

London Depot : 230 Tottenham Court Road

(Oxford Street end). W.

Multi

fÃ¶idge
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Feel "fresh

THE ENO SYMBOL

OF HAPPINESS

a June Morning '

Do you recall the "June Morning"

feeling of earlier days -â�� how it

made summer one long delight ?

Why let that superb sense of well-

being fade away? Why allow the

blood to become impure, the liver

to act weakly, and the digestive

organs to get out of sorts ? You can

still feel " fresh as a June Morning."

To-morrow when you rise, and every

morning thereafter, drink a glass of

â�¢water sparkling -with a dash of

FRU SAL!

Owing to increased costs of pro-

duction and distribution, ENO S

Fruit Sail is now Ð·/.(P.A.T.A,)

â�� a slight increase in price which

has become necessary in order

to maintain the unrivalled quality

standard

and efficacy of this

Health Drink and at the same

time to allow a profit to the

distributing trades commensurate

with their heavy expenses.

The words " Fruit Salt " are our

registeied Trade Mark, and have been

known for half-a-cemury to mean

the prrparation of J. C. Eno, Ltd.,

and no other. It is often referred to

shortly as ENO.

Price 3/- per bottle (P.A.T.A.).

KNOWN AND SOLD

THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

FOR HALF-A.CENTURY

Prepared only by

J.C. ENO, Ltd,, "Frui. Salt" Works,

London, S.E.
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SAXONE

(Reid. Trade M.rk)

For sheer comfort, plus a smart like old ones. The reason isthat

appearance, * Saxone * are fine

wear for these summer days ; they

mould themselves to the foot, and

even the first time on they feel

the ' cut ' of ' Saxones ' is one of

the great achievements in shoe-

making. Add to this the excellence

of the material used, and you

find the reason for ' Saxone '

popularity. Visit the 'Saxone'

shop nearest you and find your

ideal in footwear.

Sold only by the

SAXONE SHOE CO. Ltd.

Style 4191

Tan willow calf

Oiford. medium

walking sole-full

toe. Price 42/-

LONDON : 5 & 6 Coventry Street, W. l

231 Regent Street. W.I

56 & 57 Strand. W.C.2

And all large towns inâ��

Central England. North.

,West & South England,

Scotland and Ireland.

"THE APPLE AS A DRINK"

"GOLDEN PIPPIN"

Is the most delicious and healthful drink in the

world, and a purely British beverage â��the product,

of good, ripe, rich West of England apples, and

nothing else.

LET A TRIAL CONVINCE YOU

Order from your Wine Merchant or Grocer, or write

direct for a trial case containing 4 dozen reputed pint

bottles, duty free and carriage paid in England

and Wales, including return of empties, for 47/-,

or a 9-gallon cask for 42/-.

15/- allowed for bottles and cases or casks when returned.

Illustrated Booklet Post Free. "Golden Pippin"

Cider is a revelation to drinkers of other brands.

WILLIAM EVANS & CO., Ltd. (Dept. S.), HEREFORD ; also HELE, DEVON

KrUluTKRED.
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THE "WOODSTOCK" Ð�-PIECE SUITE

Settee and

Two Easy

Chairs

DESCRIPTION.â�� Birch Frames, British Web, well sprung with Coppered Steel Springs.

Soundly Upholstered in Woollen Flocks, all pieces mounted on Castors. The acme of

comfort and economy. Coverings to customer's own shades, and selection in new Shadowed

Linen in floral effects and designs. Patterns on application.

CASH o

with order

CARRIAGE PAID to

Easy Payment Terms

Â£4 jown and 12 Monthly Payments of Â£2 : 5 : 0

the Railway Station nearest your residence.

YOUR ENQUIRIES on

promptest attention.

General KurnUhinx will be appreciated and receive the

Estimate* furnished or free catalogue will be ftent.

Furnishing CO. IDtcl. Pembroke Place,

J. R. GRANT, Proprietor. Â£.. LIVERPOOL

Ð�

Ð¸

THE

GREAT

TIME

SAVER

21/

post free

ORA-NOVA

THE NEW

AUTOMATON RAZOR

Just press the knob

TAKES "YOC" GILLETTE TYPE BLADES

3 - Per pkt.

YORKSHIRE STEEL CO., LTD., SON, HOLBORN, E.C.1.
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A Smart Appearance

â��at Low Cost

YOU may still be assured of obtaining the best value

for your outlay when you buy at any of Jacksons'

Branches.

The latest styles in Ladies' and Men's fittings and

consistent good quality have made Jacksons world-

famous for Hats, Boots, Shoes, Raincoats, Umbrellas, etc.

Jacksons'

World Famous

Gent.'s Hats, Ladies' Trimmed Hats,

ready to wear, Ladies' and Gent.'s

Boots, Shoes, Mackintoshes and

Umbrellas.

All in the Latest Styles.

MAIL ORDER If you cannot visit

DEPARTMENT one of our Branches

you can easily order

by mail, if you send for Illustrated

Catalogue of the Latest Fashions.

I Fit and Style guaranteed.

Value always the Best.

JACKSONS LTD-

Victoria Works, Stockport, England

Branches in all large towns.
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how soft it is

Sorbo Sponges are smooth as velvet.

ANY baby, if he had his choice, would choose to

be washed with a Sorbo Sponge.

Sorbo Sponges are natural-coloured Sponges made

from pure rubber, and are practically untearable. They

contain no grit or impurity of any kind, never get slimy,

and never crumble like ordinary rubber sponges. Soap

improves them, and they improve with use. A Sorbo

Sponge outlasts tour ordinary sponges and costs less

than one.

THE MOST ABSORBENT RUBBER SPONGE

Wherever Sponges are sold you can get SORBO Sponges

in the following sizes: No. 1,1/3; No. 2, 2/-; No. 3, 3/-;

No. 4, S/-; No. 4R, 7/6; No. 5, 10/6. Take a Sorbo Sponge

home to-day and prove the truth of our claims yourself.

Wholetalc only: SORBO RUBBER-SPONGE PRODUCTS, LTD.,

24, Walbrook, London, E.C.4.
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When he ties

For heavy

rough surface

leathers.

Day & Martin's

PASTE

BLACKING.

as made in

Dickens' day. is

still the best.

up your laces

There is no need for you to feel shy of the

condition of your shoes, however long you have

had them, provided you have always cleaned them

with the right Polish.

Day & Martin's Polish

keeps shoes young."

When your shoes have been regularly cleaned

with Day & Martin's Polish the leather retains its

suppleness, while the surface, being free from

cracks, takes an "all-over" smooth bright polish,

just like new.

Look smart, and buy Day & Martin's Wax

Boot Polish.

In the Tin with the Tab

Black, Tan, Redilone.
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â�¢COMMUNITY PLATE!

STURDY oak or elegant mahogany, the style

of your furniture finds a counterpart in the

Period Designs of Community Plate. There is

the delicate beading of Sheraton, the dainty

inlay of Adam, and the simple purity of

Hepplewhite. The Patrician Design carries on

the style of Jacobean times.

GUARANTEED FOR FIFTY YEARS.

In point of quality Community Plate is unexcelled. Period Designs, in canteens, containing

everything tor six or twelve people; prices from Â£15 15 0. Separate tablespoona or dinner

forkÂ«. 75Â«. per dozen. On exhibition at leading SilversmithÂ«. Illustrated booklet upon request.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY. LTD.,

Established 1848. Incorporated ISSliuOneioa. New York. Diamond Hoase. HattonGarden. London. E.C. 1.
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There are qualities in

Chairman

that make it as nearly per-

fect a tobacco as is possible,

and a sure source of pleasure

with every pipe.

bout six hours to every ounce.

Fragrant â�� cool â�� clean.

Boardman's is the same

tobacco but milder, and

Recorder the same but

fuller flavoured.

In 1 and 2 oz. lead packets

and 4, 8 and 16 oz. tins at

I/I per oz.

from all tobacconists.

R. J. Lea, Ltd..

Manchester.
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Ã� GREAT CHANCE for BEGINNERS

AND ADVANCED STUDENTS.

IN order to Â«how the achievements

of his pupils, Mr. Hassall has

taken the Grafton Galleries,

where an Exhibition will shortly be

held. This is the fashionable ren-

dezvous of the London Art World.

All Mr. Hassall's pupilsâ��both those

who enter nowand those already pupils

â��will be eligible to show their

work at the Exhibition, provided that

it shows sufficient merit. There will

be special sections for those who have

only worked for one month, two

months, six months, or a year, as the

case may be ; so that everyone will have

a chance of exhibiting.

As a rule the Artist must spend hundreds

of pounds in hiring a Gallery for himself, or

spend years of weary waiting to get his

work shown. But now is an unique

chance to exhibit without expense or

delay.

And if your work is noticed, as it may

well be by the important commercial men

who are on the lookout for new talent,

you have a chance of stepping into the

limelight " instead of waiting years for

" recognition." The sooner you start the

better will be your chance of getting

" hung." Even if you only exhibit a

simple sketch it may be the beginning of

fame. Take the first step to-day and send

in some original work (or copy the sketch

here) for a free criticism. â�¢

/ s

Copy thit Sketch

for a

E. ,->â�¢.-â�¢

free Criticism

Post

/ this

â�¢ Coupon

/ to Mr. JOHN

HASSALL, The John

- ArtScho.1, I.tJ.,3, Str.l-

/ ford Sludm,. KÂ«ii.(tOQ.

â�¢ W.8.

S Principals: JOHN HASSALL, R.I.,

, and JOSEPH SIMPSON.

/ I enclose you drawing for your

.' free criticism.

r Please send me, free of all cost, full

/particulars of how to become a suc-

cessful poster and black-and-white artist

/* and how to get my work exhibited at the

, forthcoming Exhibition at the Grafton Galler-

> ies. Please add a copy of your illui

^ book. "THE JOHN HASSALL WAY."

Name

Address

.M. 1/6/20
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STANWORTHS',,

UMBRELLAS.

Just Wrap Your

OLD UMBRELLA

in paper, lie to n board or

stick, and post to us to-

day with P.O. for7/e. Ð�Ñ�

next post it will come

back "as good as new,"

re-covered with our

"Defiance Silk Union,

and securely packed.

Postage on Foreign Oiders

i/- extra. A postcard will

bring you our illustrated

Culiilogiie of "Defiance"

Umbrellas, and patterns

for re-covering umbrellas

from 5/- upwards.

J. SÐ¨WORTH & CO.,

Royal Umbrella Works,

BLACKBURN.

What About the Future?

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

e helped more men to successful futures ihrm nny

other institution in the world. I.C.S. training is

simple, quick, and certain. At little cost it comrs 10

you, wherever you are, and follows you round wherever

you go. Post this coupon NOW 1

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, LTD.,

16, International Buildings, Kings way, W.0.2.

Please send me your fri-e liook contamine full purlieu lure of

the Course of QoOMpondanai Training before which 1 have

marked X.

,,Ui3tm

. Bon rit .WINDOW

. BrsINFSsTHAINISO

.ScCKRTAKYillllF

.Ð²Ð´Ñ�Ñ�Ð´Ð¿Ñ�Ð¾

NOTE.â��If the subject doaired is not la ibove list, write it

here :â��

..Tin i. o i MO

..Ð�Ð»Ð½ INK

..Morons

.WOODWORKINO

. Ð 'Ð�Ð�Ð§1Ð¢Ð¡Ð�Ð�

. KRCIT F A RHINO

The Complete Diet

Hovis Bread is a complete

diet. If you tried to live

on white bread only you

would slowly starve, how-

ever much you eat. Not so

with Hovis Bread because

HOVIS

CTrade Mark)

flour contains tissue-

repairing elements in the

right proportions for the

full nourishment of the body,

also the natural organic

phosphates of wheat.

There are no husks in

Hovis flour : therefore

it is the most easily

digested.

YOUR BAKER

BAKES IT.
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The Beverage with the

Highest Food Value

All the nourishment, all the rich nerve and body building elements

contained in Malt, Milk and Eggs are presented in "Ovaltine" in a

highly concentrated and easily assimilated form. A cup of "Ovaltine"

contains more nourishment than 7 cups of cocoa, 12 cups of beef

extract or 3 eggs. Easy to prepare and economical in use.

This delicious beverage, taken with or between meals, restores and maintains

health and vitality throughout the whole system and strengthens the natural

powers of resistance to infection. Taken before retiring, it ensures sound sleep.

A GENEROUS TRIAL SAMPLE WILL BE SENT ON RECEIPT OF 3d. IN STAMPS.

O/ all Chemists and Stores.

TONIC FOOD BEVERAGE

a â�� ^Ð¯^Ð�^Ð�Ð¨

Ð£Ð¨\ Builds up Brain, Nerve and Body

Ð�

Ð£

%

Ð²

-

:'.

'A

I

i

A. WANDER, Ltd., 173, Cowcross Street, London, E.C.I.
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MISS GINA PALERME. the famous and

beautiful French Actress, who has one of

the finest collections of real pearls in the

world, writes : " Your pearls are wonderful ;

side by side wit h Ã� my own I hardly know

which are which."

ARE WORN

BY THE

LEADERS

OF

SOCIETY.

W

W

E have published letters from the principal artistes and other clients,

giving undeniable proof of the value of Ciro Pearls.

THE principal newspapers have acknowledged the merits of Ciro Pearls in

their Editorial columns.

E have repeatedly shown that experts cannot tell them from real pearls

except under a close microscopic test.

THERE is therefore no doubt that Ciro Pearls can be worn by anyone

without fear of detection that they are not real.

IT is more than likely if a lady lost a 500 guinea necklet of real pearls

and replaced it with Ciros, that her friends would congratulate her on

having found her real necklet.

AN anything better exist than a pearl that we have proved deceives

experts? We say " No" ; not even if it be real.

' I 'HESE facts should convince the most sceptical person that Ciro Pearls

-L are unique in valueâ��unique in price.

Ð¡

OUR UNIQUE OFFER.

Upon receipt of Â¿I is. we will send you on approbation a Necklet of Ciro Pearls sixteen

inches long (Gold Clasp, 2/6 extra), or a Ring, Brooch, Far-rings, or any other Jewel with

Ciro Pearls. Necklets can be supplied any length at proportionate rates.

Put them beside any real pearls, or any other artificial pearls, and if they are not equal to

the real or superior to the other artificial pearls, no matter what their price may be, we will

refund your money if you return them to us within seven days.

Provincial customers may send their orders by the post, and will receive the same attention

as if they called upon us personally. Our interesting Booklet No. 12 will give you

details of our productions.

CIRO PEARLS, Ltd. (Dept 12), 39, OLD BOND ST..W.1 (Piccadilly end)

We have no shop. Our Showrooms are on the first floor, over Lloyd's Bank.
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en's Wear

EVERY year the " StyleCraft " popularity grows as

more and more men prove that " StyleCraft " is

the cheapest wear they can get in well-tailored sports

coats and flannel trousers. Consider the prices and

then remember that every " StyleCraft " garment has

this definite guarantee : " If this garment fails to satisfy

or to wear, we will replace it free through your dealer."

Get " StyleCraft " white flannel trousers for cricket or

tennis, they are specially cut to give plentiful room.

For young mon and

those who fool young*

Every man can get a perfect fitting in

"StyleCraft." There are 72 sizes in

the trousers, starting 30 waist, and

rising every inch to 42 waist. Leg

measures for each waist, 27 in. to 32 in.

when turned up. 33 sizes in thÂ« coats

(long, short and medium). Two new

coats :â��

BARRINGTON.

A smart model with inverted pleat in

the back, and three-quarter belt. It

has three pockets with flaps, and inside

breast and ticket pockets.

ARRAN.

A smart coat with three patch pockets

â��the two side pockets are pleated. The

back has a half belt stitched down. Of

good wearing serviceable tweed in

various designs.

PRICES.

Men's Tweed Sports Coats 37/6 to 63/-

Men's Grey Flannel PER PAIR

Trousers 22/6 to 45/-

Men's While Flannel PER FAIR

Trousers 19/-to 42/-

There if Ð° " StyleCraft " ant-nt in every

town that Ð�Ð°Ð» a population of 2,OOO cr

over. // any difficulty ie found in obtain-

ing " StyleCraft," write direct to the Sale

ManufacturerÂ»â��

STYLECRAFT LIMITED.

STYLECRAFT WORKS.

CONWAY ROAD. LEEDS.

StÃ¶ret retailing 57 YLECRAFT r.o.j, in Malta, Ervpt, Eatt Atrica, South Africa,

France, Canada, and Soath America,

Si. Jama's 12
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^orlBeautifuUfoors

BEAUTIFUL FLOORS are largely a

matter of preventionâ��the great secret is to

put them in perfect conditionâ��and then keep

them that way. Doorways, stairs, and

other parts receiving hard usage should be

polished frequently. This requires no great

amount of 4ime or effort if the proper

finish is used.

JOHNSON'S

(PAS TE-LIQ UIDâ��PO WDERED)

PREPARED WAX

Johnson's Prepared Wax Paste is the proper finish for

floors of all kinds - wood, tile, marble, composition, and

linoleum. It does not show scratches or heel-printsâ��and

floors polished with it can easily be kept in perfect

condition. Worn spots can be re-waxed without going

over the entire floor.

Use Johnson's Prepared Wax Liquid for polishing your

furniture, leather goods, woodwork, and motor-cars. It

imparts a hard, dry, velvety polish of great beauty and

durability.'. Johnson's Wax forms a thin, protecting coat

over the varnish, similar to the service rendered by a piece

of plate glass over a desk or dresser-lop.

FOR A PERFECT DANCING SURFACEâ��

Just Sprinkle Johnson's Powdered Wax over any floor.

The feet of the dancers will spread the wax, polishing the

floor, and immediately put it in perfect condition for dancing.

In 2/6, 4 -, 8/1 and 14/6 sizes.

Your dealer bat " JOHNSON'S "â��don't accept a Â»ubititutÂ«.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON,

WEST DRAYTON,

MIDDLESEX.
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GIPSY RING.

Fine Diamond

Â¡n handsomely

finished Gold

Gipsy

setting.

ooia

95/-

CROSS-OVER

RING. Three per-

fectly matched

Diamonds. P R

FINE TABLET

RINU Perfectly

cut Emerald sur-

rounded by â�¬*Q

Diamonds. ****

NEW DESIGN 3

Pave cut Rubies

and 4 Diamonds

in new

setting.

Your

Ð�^^^ address on a

postcard to H.

Samuel, 31, Market St.,'

Manchester, will bring you the

key to remarkable saving I

Write now for H. Samuel's

FREE BOOK Â¡Ð©Ð�

It is packed from cover to

cover with the finest ba.0 ,

ever ofiered in exquisite Jewel- -

lery, Watches, etc., at money

saving next to

FACTORY COLONIAL ORDERS

DDIOCC I jrÂ«mÂ« thi prompt

rfllwCO I .at:,Mian of a

â�� ' ipecial manager.

Dialogue mailed

Ð�Ð�Ð®

Ð¡Ð�Ð� PENDANT.

Charming design,

set with fine

Pearls and

Amethysts.

//.SAMUEL

31, Market St, Manchester.

Over 81 Branchet inctuJing :

Addrtistt \

TÃ'tth oHur]

NIÂ« Ð¼Ð°Ñ�Â«/./

LONDON I .-.-_

\Hntu Â»/ .

Â», Broadway, Stratford, E.

40* 4Â». I'owij Street, Woolwich.

47. King Street. Hammtrtmith.

16, North End, Croydon.

'3. High Street, lilinrton.

ii Walworth ~ ' "

rth Road. Walworth, 8.E.

S BRIGHTON: \

\ 39, Western Rd.

NEWCASTLE:

I, Grainger St., '

SILVCR WRISTLET WATCH.

Fashionable design. Lever

movement, 15 jewels. Reliable

timekeeper.

j ^ Ð�-5^-1 . Ð¾

Ñ� BRISTOL: \ \ NOTTINGHAM:

\ lit 37, WineSÂ«\ \ 3i,LongRow.

Â» CARDIFF: ^ \ PLYMOUTH:

\ 7. St. Mary St.\ \ u, George St

Â»

\

\ \ PORTSMOUTH:

n,SI.PalÂ«r9t\ \ ni.CoromercialRd

DERBY:

Ð§ HULL:

\ 9, Silver SI

\ \ SHEFFIELD:

\ V_41. High st.

GENT'S SILVER LEVER.

15-jewelled 4ever move,

ment, compensation bal*

anee, handsomely engine*

turned Silver R7/A

91/9

p. LEEDS:

\ 39. Brlgga

GLASGOW :

134-6, Argylc Si.

Fall List in the Big Free Book

ELFQANT BRACELET

WATCH. Beautifully finished

in Rolled Gold. 15-.'

movement. Perfect

timekeeper.

â�¢LI leve

65/-

WRITE

HOWf
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DOCTOR

LAWYER

MERCHANT

S KortKarvd HelpsTKewv All

Master it in 5 evenings

The Merchant

eaves time in taking orders over telephone ; quickly

makes notes of new merchandise needed to replenish

stocks ; jots down ideas for advertising or. instruc-

tions for clerks as they occur to him. Takes noteÂ« of

matters needing attention as he goes on inspection of

store or plant.

The Salesman

jots down suggestions to be forwarded to home office

that occur whilÂ« on trains, in hotels, etc. Ð¡Ð¾Ð¿Ñ�Ñ�Ð²ÐµÑ�

letters to be sent to customerÂ« when transcribed

later. Puts down inspirational or business â�¢ getting

ideas as he comes across them. Makes note of com-

plainte or wishes of customers which may be sent to

borne office verbatim.

The Lawyer

makeÂ« marginal Ð¿Ñ�1ÐµÐ² when preparing briefs, etc.. for

elaboration later. Records statements of client?

verbatim when presence of stenographer is inadvisable

Phone memos can IÂ« made fast as the other person

talks. Hete down appointmentÂ» or remarks on desk

calendar which would be unintelligible to others.

The Physician

rnn transcribe communications of a private nature

from patients into K. I. Shorthand, destroy originale

and still have vord for-word record for own uee. Write-

down main pointe in patient's statement in order to

ht-Ip diagnosis or make accurate permanent card record

<>t ailment*.

The Journalist

can write down complete interviews verbatim. Prepare

his story as fast as he can think while en route to

office. Make quick notes while looking up data or

Information for articles or treatises,

The Private Secretary

K. I. Shorthand meets all requirements for

taking dictation or for any other function

of a private secretary where shorthand is

demanded. Our system will enable any

young man or woman to enter this field

as Ñ� competent stenographer in a surpris-

ingly short i"-ii'"l Thus it i- the stepping-

Etone to greater opportunities.

The Business Woman

K. I. Shorthand offem Ñ� big money-making

career to any woman entering the field of

business. It is mastered with such remark'

able ÐµÐ°Ñ�Ðµ that it obviateÂ« the wearisome

toil and discouraging preparation between

the birth of ambition and the day of

realization.

KING INSTITUTE !

leÃa, Strand (D.301), London,W.C.2 I

H

ERE is shorthand simplified and

made available for everybody.

If you write letteis or literature, make memo-

randa, or get ideas which should be jotted down,

you need K. I. Shorthand.

K. I. Shorthand is for the busy man or womanâ��

the person with pen or pencil always handyâ��

to whom time saved in setting down things is

important.

K. I. Shorthand fraction-izes longhand writing.

It eliminates the labour and brain-fag. Hence, you

like to use pen or pencil offener, thus saving many

thoughts deserving to be recorded, any one of which

would perhaps pay the trifling cost of learning the

system many times over.

The New Simplified Stenography

Rig executives have long realized the advantages accruing

from a knowledge of shorthand. W." E. Barnes, Hugh

Chalmers ; Edward Bok, the famous editor ; Frank A.

Vanderlip, and President Wilson use shorthand in their

daily affairs.

f K. I. Shorthand is unlike any other system. It is shorthand

simplified, clarified, pruned down to its merest essentials Yon

can learn it in fivr evenings at your own home, just as thou-

sands of others have done.

30 Days' Approval

K. I. Shorthand Is practical, and meets every requirement. It

covers a great range of service. It is in daily, use in business officesâ��

taught as standard shorthand in progressive huMnesa

schools. Clergymen, doctore, lawyers, and teachers find it

indispensable. In our1 Army abroad it shortens the

transmission of vital messages. On shim and Ð¾Ñ�ÐºÑ�Ð°!

radio stations it catches the urgent whispers of the

wireless.

K. I. Shorthand has made good wherever tested. It can

make good in your service, too.

Put It to work now. Post the coupon, and directly you

will be writing in K. I. Shorthand. Once learned it is

never forgotten. So self-explanatory you can read your

notes months or years old.

Let UK send you the tn-i lessons gratia If you are

interested, and wish to continue, wo will forward the whole

course on approval for 30 days. If not convinced there is

nothing to return, no bother, no expense. Post the

coupon to-day, or write mentioning " The

Strand Magazine."

KINO INSTITUTE, LTD., 161a, Strand (D.301). London, W.O.2.

Please send me the first lessons in K. I. Shorthand.

D 301 I

â�¢ mm mm m
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She will send you a generous portion post free for 4s. 9d.

The Wedding Cake illustrated weighs approximately 8Jibs., and will

be sent carefully packed and carriage paid to any part of the U.K.

for 42 -. Larger sizes (one to four tiers) quoted by return post.

Fresh from the "Bakery

to Your Table Post Free

Personal supervision at every stage of their making

has made "Wilner" Cakes what they are.

"Wilner" Dundee Cake is chock-full of juicy, plump fruit, and

the top is liberally sprinkled with choice, clean-cut almonds

7/6, 10/6, 15-, and 21/-

(Post Free)

according to size. Simply send cheque,

P.O., or M.O. for the desired amount,

and the Cake will come carefully

packed and carriage paid by return.

The Modern Bakeries

West Norwood, London ,51,27
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When yon fee a Pillar Bor,

remember to get an ONOTO.

The Onoto is like the Pillar

Box â�� always ready for your

letters.

A twist with thumb and

finger releases the ink, and

the Onoto writes on without

giving you a moment's worry.

The Onoto fills itself, too,

and when sealed by a turn of

the hand it can no more leak

than you can get your letter

back after posting it.

And like the Pillar Boxâ�� the Onoto

is a British Institutionâ�� made by

La Rue of London.

THOMAS DE LA RUE & CO., Ltd.,

Bunhill Row, London, E.C.i.
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The

World's

Standard.

By Appointment.

They Always

Turn Out

Well.

OHiver

Jellies

FLAVOURED WITH RIPE FRUIT JUICES.

They are clear and beautiful

when made ready for the table.

The children's favourite dish.

GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY PURE.

A Lady writes : "As a

sweet for luncheon they

are unsurpassed."

INSIST UPON HAVING CHIVERS' AND ACCEPT NO OTHER

CHIVERS & SONS, Ltd., The Orchard Factory, HISTON, CAMBRIDGE
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PURE

BREAKFAST

These are five splendid

opportunities of adding

to health and vigour

by the enjoyment of

rich fragrant "cups o'

Fry's."

In hundreds of thou-

sands of homes one

golden rule of health

is summed up in the

words " a cup o' Fry's."

Drink Fry's Cocoaâ��

That's the way to start

the day and end the

dayâ��the way to keep

equal to any task.

Keep Fry's Cocoa

always handy. Easy to

make; easy to digest;

the best that experience

can produce.
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WONDERFUL GAS AND FOOD SAVING

INVENTION FOB EVERY HOME.

Greatly Reduces Household Expenses.

SAVES GAS. SAVES FOOD. SAVES MONEY.

FULL PARTICULARS FREE BY POST.

A hearty welcome is being extended to Housewives,-

of all districts to the fascinating Demonstrations of an

Invention which is revolutionizing Cooking in British

Homes.

Thousands of Cubic feet less Gas consumption than in

any previous quarter ; Pounds saved in the weight of

food cooked ; deliciÃ³os, tasty dishes that are a revelation

of perfect culinary achievement ; and the transformation

of cooking from a tedious task into a positive pleasure.

These are just some of the many

revolutions effected by the new

Multicooker Home Cookery Invention

that Â¡a to help combat the increasing

cost of living, and which you can

have in your home within a few

days from now:

There is no difficulty in obtaining

this new Invention, nor is there

the slightest trouble in fixing it.

You can, in fact, commence to

use it within five minutes of its

delivery at your door. The cost

is from a few shillings upwards,

according to the number to be

catered for, and every hour it is

used it is Saving housekeeping

expenses, time and trouble in a

marvellous manner.

THE SECRET OF THE MULTI-

daily from 10 A.M. to Ð² P.M., and here you can see for your-

self how the Multicooker turns out all kinds of delightful

perfectly-cooked dishes.

Here, too, you can see the various models of the Multi-

cooker and can choose just the one best suited for the

requirements of your own home. Or, if you cannot

conveniently call, the fullest Particulars can be obtained

through the post.

The enormous reduction of housekeeping expenses,

COOKEB.

The Multicooker is not an elaborate

apparatus. It is perfectly simple

and common-sense. It enables all

your cooking, etc., to be done on

ONEgasringof average consumption,

instead of the four or more which

are usually employed to cook

A FULL .COURSE DINNER COOKED

with one burner at a cost of lid. per hour.

meal on the ordinary gas stove. â��Â«> that the cost of living it going up by leapt and bounds every houiewije uill

Other ,,Ð¸., !â�¢ I Â»Ñ�Ñ�. Â«TÃ�fcinllv mÂ»Hp ** delighted with the taving in gas and the saving m food effected by the wonderful neif

Multicooker Intention. To be able to coole a number of dishes at the Ð²Ð°Ñ�Ðµ time on one

", ,.' , . got burner of ordinary tmaumptioa at a total cott of l}d. per hour for gat it the

The Multicooker Invention is " greatest step yet made to combat high priceÂ».

already installed in thousands of

by the saving in the weight of food cooked, the remarkably

small consumption of gas, and the saving of time and trouble

achieved by the Multicooker Method arc such that every

household in the country will shortly be enjoying the

wonderful benefits of this revolutionary discovery in the

principles of economical cookcrv.

Mr. A. T. Hickinbotham (25 years Statutory Gas Examiner

for the County of London) stateÂ« that the Super Multicooker

is the biggest advance in cooking appliances he has examined

homes, and is everywhere saving Gas, saving Food, saving

Money, and making cooking the easiest and most pleasant

of household tasks. In the Mayfair mansions as well as

in the smallest cottage, the Multicooker has scored an

instant success by eliminating gas waste. It cooks

everything, from one simple homely dish to a many-

onurse dinner for ten to twenty peopleâ��never more than

ONE gas burner, with an average consumption costing

IJd. per hour, being used at any time.

The reason why it saves so much is because on the

ordinary gas stove or coal range a very big percentage

of the heat is absolutely wasted. You can prove this in

any gas stove, for instance, by putting your hand near

the side of a kettle or saucepan on the gas ring. You

feel intense heat, which is not helping the boiling in the

least. But ;n the " Multicooker," the principle of heat

conservation is so employed that splendid advantages

are secured from the amount of gas burned.

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY.

Extraordinary public interest is being manifested in

the remarkable Multicooker Demonstrations at 42,

Berners Street, Oxford Street, in the heart of London's

shopping centre. This fascinating exhibition is open

during his 30 years' scientific experience in the Ð²Ð°Ð· world,

Mrs. L. G. Burrows, oÃ W. Eating, says :â��

" Having had one of your Multicookers and an Oven in

use since June, 1918, I thought you might like to know that

I am very pleased both with the way everything bakes In it,

also with the gas saved by using it in place of an ordinary gas

cooker. The readings of the Meter show A SAVING OF

11.Ð�Ð�Ð� FEET OF GAS IN ONE YEAR, and I have had quite

as many hot meals, if not more than usual. . . ."

A most interesting Pamphlet, fully describing the new

" Multicooker," and giving illustrations of the various

models, in addition to valuable Cookery Information, can

be obtained bv simply writinu a postcard to THE MULTI-

COOKER. INVENTIONS, LTD. (Room 50). 42, BERNEKS

STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W. The Public

Demonstrations nrc from ten to six o'clock daily, and all

readers are cordially welcomed free of charge.
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'HE perfect beauty of Maud

^ awoke a passionate love which

called forth all the affection of her

nature, and swept away from her

lover's heart the hate and bitterness

of a great wrong.

Beauty is greatly desired by every lady

who prizes her appearance. A clear,

fresh complexion, radiant with, health, iÂ« a

possession of untold value. The regular use

of Royal Vmolia Vanishing Cream helps

to retain the charming bloom of youth.

This exquisite Toilet Cream softens and

beautifies the skin, and enhances the

natural charms of the complexion. Use

it in the morning toilet and throughout

the day. It is entirely free from grease

and vanishes instantly on the skin.

Pois, 1/3. Tubes, 7Â¿d. & 1/.

Royal Vinolia Complexion Powder h

delightful for the dainty toilet. In three tinti,

Blanche, Naturelle. Rachel. 2/- per Box.

"Queen rose of the rosebud garden of ctris,

Come hither, the dances are done,

/n gloss of satin and glimmer of pearls,

Queen lily and rose in one "
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Father comes in like this

Once every week. There's a scurry : Ñ� cry of " Here's the Mackintosh'sâ��and Father." Dad knows what the children

like, and what's the right kind of sweet to keep them healthy and plump. But the children don't eat all the

Mackintosh's, not by lumps and lumps.

Regularly each week-end enter your hall door behind a Family Tin of this fult-of-food sweetmeatâ��made from lots

and lots of very good things.

Sold by Confectioners everywhere in 4-/Ð�. Family Tins, and loose by weight, <$>
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Free Advice on Foot Ailments

By " Practipedist *' Dealers.

When you see Dr. SCROLL'S Foot Comfort Appliances and Specialities in a boot

dealer's window you can be certain that dealer is a live, high-grade man whom it will

pay you to deal with. He has gone through a special course of training in Foot

Anatomy, Foot Ailments and their relief and correction by Dr. SCROLL'S scientific

methods, and he places his expert knowledge, free of charge, at your disposal.

"SCROLL" dealers all stock, and are qualified to select, fit, and adjust

Dr SchoH's

Corrective Fool Appliances

for all everyday foot troubles.

Weak or flat foot, weak ankles and run-over heels, pains through the instep, the heel, or at the ball

of the foot, bunions, crooked buckled-up toes, corns and callouses, etc., positively are unnecessary.

Dr. SCHOLL'S wonderful relief-giving appliances and specialities immediately remove the cause of foot

aches and foot pains, and the corrective influence they exert restores and straightens the weakened,

overstrained muscles, ligaments, tendons, and hone structure, and quickly banishes painful bunions,

corns, and all toe troubles.

Hundreds of thousands have testified to the worth of " SCIIOLL" appliances. Don't accept any oilier.

H Y can girr you the name and addrfss of tht " SCHOLL " dealtr

in your locality. IVritt to-day for it, and i fftf copy of f)r.

SCHOLL'S booklet, "THE FEET AND THEIR CAKE.'

THE SCHOLL MFG. CO., LTD., 1-4, Giltspur Street, London, E.C.I.

PARIS: 47. Hue d'Enghien. MELBOURNE: 382. Lon.daJe St. DUNEDIN, N-Z.: 18. Dowling St.

DR. SCHOLL S BUNION

REDUCER protect* the Â«en=ltlve

Inflame*! area from prow-tire. Reduce*

the enlargement by ahMIptlm. and

Â«<>pÂ« shoe Inilirlnit. Rights and LÂ«'ftÂ«

in men Â» and women's Â«iKÂ». Each I -

DR. SCFIOI.L S TOE - FLEX

Rtraitllitenj dlHtorti'd. (Tuoked toi1*.

KefitorvM ii"! ni.tl muwol&r actiuu. and,

lijr c-liming the' I>!K t<K' joint, corre.-tÂ«

linni.itiM. \Voni romlortAblj in yuur

nnllnary Â«h.~'Â«. EÂ»fh 1 6

DR, SCHOLL S FOOT EAZER

affords comfort and relief in a

moment to tlml. aching feet, weak

ari-he-s, flat foot. etc. Worn comfort-

ably in your ordinary shoes.

Price per pair 0 B
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Simple Appliance Replaces Truss*

Sent on Trial to Prove It.

Don't Wear a Truss Any Longer.

After Thirty Years' Experience we have

produced an Appliance for Men, Women,

and Children that actually Cures Rupture.

If you have tried almost every

thing else come to us. Where others

fail is where we have our greatest

success. Send attached coupon

to-day and we will send you free

our illustrated book on Rupture and

its cure, showing the Appliance, and

giving you prices and names of many

people who have tried it and are

extremely grateful. It is instant

relief when all others fail. Remember

we use no salves, no harness, no lies.

We send on trial to prove what

we say is true. You are the judge,

and having once seen our illustrated

book and read it, you will be as

enthusiastic as hundreds of patients

whose letters you can also read.

Fill in the free coupon below and

post to-day. It is well worth your

time, whether you try our Appliance

or not.

From a photograph of Mr.

C. Â£. Brooks, inventor of the

Appliance, who cured himself,

and whose experience has since

kenelted thousands. If ruf-

tvred, write to-dav.

Every Ruptured Penon ihould know of Your

Appliance.

I.langan Villa, near Whitland, Carmar.

1 am pleased to say thai my husband is quite cured of his

rupture since wearing your Appliance. He has left off wearing

it now, and feels all right. I have strongly recommended them

to many, and feel that every ruptured person should know

of your Appliance and the good it has done after suffering

with worthless trusses. We would be pleased to answer

any questions to anyone enclosing a stamped addressed

envelope.

(Mrs.)D. WILLIAMS.

Perfectly Cured at 74.

Jubilee Homes, Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks.

To Mr. Brooks.

Dear Sir,â��I, Henry Sailer, have much pleasure in saying

that 1 am perfectly satisfied with the Rupture Appliance.

Vou are welcome to use my name where the British flag flies,

and all other nations on the face of the glolw. Dear sir, I

cannot thank you enough for relieving my suffering. I shall

recommend you to any of my friends. I am pleased to say it is a

permanent cure.

1 remain, yours obediently,

HE"NRY SALTER. .

P.S.â��My age is 74 years, perfectly cured.

I am Entirely Cured.

TEN REASONS WHY

You Should Send for the Brooks

Rupture Appliance.

1. It is absolutely the only Appliance of

the kind on the market to-day, and in if are

embodied the principles that inventors have

sought after for years.

2. The Appliance for retaining the rupture

cannot be thrown out of position.

3. Being an air-cushion of soft rubber, it

clings closely to the body, yet never blisters

or causes irritation.

4. Unlike the ordinary so-called pads used

in common trusses, it is not cumbersome or

ungainly.

5. It is small, soft, and pliable, and posi-

tively cannot be detected through the

clothing.

6. The soft, pliable bands holding the

Appliance do not give one the unpleasant

sensation of wearing a harness.

7. There is nothing about it to get foul,

and when it becomes soiled it can be washed

without injuring it in the least.

8. There are no metal springs in the

Appliance to torture one by cutting and

bruising the flesh.

o. All the material of which the Appliances

are made is of the very best that money can buy, making it a

durable and safe Appliance to wear.

to. Our reputation for honesty and fair dealing is so thoroughly

established by an experience of over thirty years of dealing

he terms so

sending the

with the public, and the prices are so reasonable th

fair, that there certainly should be no hesitancy in s

free coupon to-day.

8-Weelu-Old Baby Perfectly Cured.

27, New Street, Littshill. Staffs.

I now take great pleasure in thanking you for the Appliance,

as it has been a perfect cure for my little boy. He was only

eight weeks old when 1 tried the Appliance, and is now per-

fectly cured at six months. I shall certainly recommend your

Appliance as being a perfect cure. Thanking you greatly for

what you have done for me.

g you greatly for

Mrs. SMITH.

Remember.

We send the Appliance on trial to prove that what we say is

true. You are to be the judge. Fill in the free coupon below

and p^st to-day.

If in London, call at our consulting rooms. Experienced and

capable fitters for ladks and gentlemen.

Free Information Coupon.

12, Union Street, Clydebanfc.

It gives me great pleasure to add my testimony to the real

worth of your Rupture Appliance. It surpasses a great

deal, in myg opinion, even what you yourself claim for it, and

that_ is saying a good deal. I reckon it a rare combination

of simplicity, neatness, and usefulness in its line, so much so

that, although I quite believe I am entirely cured, I have no

desire lo dispense with it, as it causes no inconvenience what-

ever. 1 can indulge in any kind of exercise common to men

without the slightest fear, which I could not do before I got it.

I am pleased to be able to give this report, and consider it my

duty to do so.

Yours faithfully,

P. BELL.

Brooks Appliance Co., Ltd.

C1560A). 80, Chancery Lane, London. W.C.2.

iieud me by poet, in plain wrapper, illustrated book and

_ ny pi

full information abou1

niptun?.

tr The Brooke Appliance for the cure of

(Please write

plainly.)....
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IThe "ADAPTA" Bed-Table

1JT>5

A MODERN

COMFORT.

-2r\

Ð¤

*" Can be instan'.ly raised,

-.... ^ â�� lowered, or inclined. H

BrT^y" extends over bed, couch,

' 1U or chair without touching

it, and is the Â¡deal Table

for read i ng or taking

meals in bed with ease

and comfort. By pressing

a button the top can be

adjusted to various inclin-

ations. It cannot over-

balance. Comprises Bed

Table, Reading Stand,

Writing Table, Bed Rest,

\Card Table, etc, British

f made.

': No. 1â��Enamelled Metal Parts, with Polished

Wood Top Â£2 60

'- No. 3.â��Ditto, with Adjustable Side Tray and

Polished Oak Top (as illustrated) ..SA 40

I No. 6.â��Complete as No. 3, but with Detach-

able Candle Sconce, and all Metal

Parts finished Polished Brass ... Â£5 17 Ð²

; Carriage Paid in Great Britain, Write for Booklet A3.

J. FOOT & SON, Ltd.,

[171. NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.I.

'.I

Why buy a Boche Hollow Ground Razor ?

The APEX Razor

IS HOLLOW GROUND IN SHEFFIELD

AND MAKES SHAVING A PLEASURE.

PRICE Ð�Ð²|Ð¨|Ð².__ Every Razor

eet and

stropped

â�¢eady

for

Ð¸Ð²Ðµ.

May be obtained from all Ironmonger*. Cutlers, Ð²ÐµÑ�. If any difficulty

in obtaining, write for name of nearest agent to the sole makers :

Wheatley Brothers, Ltd., WhA" Sheffield

RetÃ.

A Brand of Proved Quality,

reliable, smart, and perfect

fitting, and for which we

have been awarded the

Certificate of the Institute

of Hygiene.

Supplied in Box Calf and Glace Kid.

Ask for B377. Boots, 48/6 Shoes, 45,9

TanWillowCalf Boots, S l/9

â�¢WELTED.

FREEMAN, HARDY & WILLIS, Ltd.,

LEICESTER.

Our New IlluslraleJ

Booklet free on

request.

POST FREE.

Foreign Orders

mast include

Postage.

Convenient

.an comfonaMe. Converted in

moment from Ð» sntatantial, uaefu

stick to a comfortable teat. W

â�¢booting." fishing, or golfing, carry one of

MILLS' SPORTSMAN'S

SEATS

and ensure for yourself comfort

and freedom from fatigue. There â�¢

a I IK 11 em to suit your needÂ».

Pricef from Zu!- upward*. From

all dealers or direct.

( far llluttrat*!

rtÂ« Litt

Ão-daÃ/.

HILLS* MUNITIONS, LTD., Bridge Street West.

BIRMINGHAM.

HAIR TONIC.

KEEPS THE HAIR SOFT AND SMOOTH.

The natural remedy for Coarte and Falling Hair, Dry Scalp, Dandruff.

CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO. CONS'D.,

LONDON, E.C. 1.
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FIREGRATES, which are

conceded to be the HALL

MARK in Firegrate construction, are

to-day adding beauty and comfort to some

of Britain's stateliest homes, as well as

Royal Palaces in this and other lands.

They are sufficiently varied to be in

sympathy with any period or style of home

furnishing from Elizabethan to present

day design.

Sold by all Ironmongers and Hardware Merchants.

Write for No jSG Firegrate

Catalogue (free on request).

By Appointment

Ironfounders to

H.M. the King.

p

\â�� Â»

^RRON

WORKS : CARRON, STIRLINGSHIRE.

Branch Works : Phoenix Foundry, Sheffield.

A complete assortment of Carron manufac-

tures on fitta at the following Showrooms:â��

London (City), 16 Upper Thames

St..E.C.: (Went End) 90, Berncre

St. W.; Liverpool -22-30, Red-

crossSt I GlasKow-125 Buchanan

Birminghamâ�� 218 220, 222, Cor-

poration St.

'

^vT

nr^^ttÂ»i_ t "v.

OFFORD'S Pony Carriages

Tub Can. Floats & Phaeton*.

Smartest and Best.

ARMY TYPE HUTS

FOR SALE.

, From Â£10 to Â£500 Carriage Paid.

â�¢ 25 per cent, below Contract Prices.

Sendfo* Free Catalogue.

OFFORD & SONS, Ld.,

67, Gaorga St., Hortman

Square. London.

'Phone: 99 Paddington.

Illustration:. Prices, etc.. Post Free.

T. BATH & CO., Ltd., 18, Savoy St., London, W.C.2.
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STUDENTS' GUIDE

â�¢ KRETAKYSHIÂ»

ACCOUNTANCY '

â�¢ BANKING â�¢

â�¢ Ð¡Ð�Ð�Ð�Ð�Ð�Ð¡1 â�¢

FRIENDS,

CLERKS &

UNDERMEN

LEND US

YOUR EAR!

When next one of the responsible

Â£1.000-A-YEAR POSTS

becomes availableâ��why not ensure

that YOUR name shall be one of

the first to receive consideration t

Compel attention forYOUR quÃ¤l fications

by straightaway taking a course of

SPECIALISE!) SPARE-TIME STUDY

under the METKOPOLITAN COLLEGEâ��

the 'Varsity of Secretarial and Account-

ancy Training.

Although new, perhaps, an "Ordinary

Clerk'* only, there is no reason why YOU

should not aspire successfully to attain

to the summit of your secret ambitions,

given the right course of TRAINING in,

say. ACCOUNTANCY. SECRETARYSHIP

or COSTINGâ��the basic professions of

Modern Commerce.

It is i m boss i ble to obtain elsewhere tlte

equivalent of the INDIVIDUAL POSTAL

ra.4/.Vi,V(r provided bv the METROPOLI-

TAN COLLEGE, under the MOST HIGHLY

QUALIFIED STAFF IN THE- KINGDOM,

comprising many Final Honoursmen.

Chartered Accountants and Barristers-at-

Law. This training has proved itself to

be phenomenally successful, and may be

taken in leisure time without ttespassing

aÂ» business hours,

Striking Examination Results. 1919.

Metropolitan College Students

carry all before them,

Society of Incorporated Accountants

â�¢ad Auditors.

loo per cent, successes. Final cram.

ist Place, Inter, exam.

London Association of Accountants.

tst, 2n I and yrd Places, Final exam,

4Â» per c-:nt. of the entire Final Pass Lift,

1st Place, Inter, exam,

Chartered Institute of Secretaries.

ist Place, Final exam,

ist PLtce, Iftier. exam.

03 per cent, of the entire Pess List.

Largest number of successes ever ob-

tained by any institution.

Incorporated Secretaries' Association.

ist and 2*.d Places. Final exam.

1st. 2nd and 3rd Places, Inter, exam.

SEND A POSTCARD TO-DAY FOR THE

"STUDENTS' GUIDE"â��FRÃ�H Ã� HOST PAID,

METROPOLITAN

Dept. S,

COLLEGE, Ltd.,

ST. ALBANS.

Ai

alike to the Trusty

Triumph Motor.

There is never any question

of "will it do it" when single

figure gradients loom ahead

because every Triumph owner

knows for a certainty the

ready response of this famous

machine and its ability to

render perfect service.

Ð»_^ CATALOGUE POST FREE. â�¢

TRIUMP

THE

FAMOUS

jtfab"

9J)war/

Razor

25 YEARS'

REPUTATION.

FOR 16 YEARS without once

being reset. This is what Ñ�

"Mab" user tells us he had

achieved. Try one, and learn

what shaving comfort Uâ��no

trouble, no risk. The finest

shaving instrument yet pro-

duced. A pleasure to use.

PRICES :

Black HandleÂ», 4 Ð² : Ivory. 9/6

Pairo In Ouc, BlackHandles.l2e!

Ivory 226.

Of all Ironmongers, Cutlers

and Stores, or from

THE "MAB" CO.,

73ft, Newha.ll Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

Send far AooWrf

" The Art Ð¾/ Â¿Ð£ÐºÑ�Ð½Ñ�."

Pott Free.

9 SHOE

GRIP

'Rimlets

SOFT Rubber Cushions, encased

in Velvet, easily fixed into any shoe.

Protect Stocking heels from wear.

Quite invisible.

A PERFECT CURE

FOR SHOES LOOSE

IN THE HEEL.

FROM ALL

BOOTMAKERS.

6d. per pair. Black,

Brown, White,

or Grey.
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Inutei (rom Victoria bf Elevated biectrlo Railway

Book to Clapham Road.

Tdecramt :

~ Oreatly,

London."

ARTISTIC FURNISHINGS

Curtain & Loose Cover Specialists.

II Till 1Ð� Ð�Ð�1 II I If n Ð¼Ð¿Ñ� â�¢ i i

"TULIP COLUMN "CURTAIN. WILLIAMSON & COLE, -Ltd.,

^^^BflBI^K^wS have in stock a choice and most

"WEDMORE" CURTAIN.

varied collection of Furnishing Fabrics in

the newest designs, colourings, and texture.

Write for Patterns.

CASEMENT CLOTHS. Well Â»Â«sorted

â�¢flection from 1/11) to Ð�11 per yd.

CR ETON NES. SllnÂ«. vide, from 1/41 ra-ryd. :

MinÂ», wide, from i'lle per id

SHADOW TISSUES. lirÃ¢iitifnl enVcte.

31inÂ«. wide, from 3 lit l*ryd. ; Wine. widÂ«,

fr.im 7/9 uer yd,

BOLTON SHEETINGS, Â»lift. wide. Â«6

Per yd.

EPS m rarioui colours and qualities, fron

TAP US TRIES, BROCADES.

DAMASKS, COTELINES. from 4e

to Â«5,- ptryj.

THE

Ð¨Ð�Ð�Ð�"

CHfllR.

An rffwÃ¯tfv* Ð�Ð¸Ð³Ð«Ð¿ of Maure Rep,

With an ftrtintir Â».onicT. Sivils long,

73/6

Write for "THE HOME

BEAUTIFUL." William-

ion & Cole's Book on Artistic

Furnishing. Gratis and

Post Free.

Ð�Ð» InernenaiTe Curtain of

Bolton Sheeting with deoon

tire border, Siyda. long,

52/6 per

THE"WELBECK"CHAIR

Well nphobtered and

tionally comfortable. With

Â¡Ð¼Ñ�Ð² Ð�Ð¾Ñ�ÐµÐ³, ai illustration,

Â£7-19-6

THE BARGAIN OF THE AGE.

100 PIECES or CHINA

fi 1 I Includes a Pinner Set for 13 persons, a Tea-

\Ã�<J I *" Breakfast Set for r? persons. Set of 3 Jugs,

. I Teapot, and Hot Water Jug. All to match,

each piece thin, dainty, and perfectly finished.

Packed Free, Carriage Paid, 63/-.

Why not have your china bright and fresh from our kilns, and sate

dÃ©niera protiu Ã� Complete coloured catalogue free. IFrilÂ» tuna.

VINCENT FINE ART POTTERY. S. BURSLEM.

VARICOSE VEINS

If you must wear an Elastic Stock-

ing do not buy Slock Sizes, but

be careful to get a good fit; "a

badly fitting one, or one made of

unsuitable material, is not only no

good, it is positively harmful."

There fs nothing which will com-

pare with, or be so beneficial as, a

good fitting light Elastic Stocking.

fi VARIX," all about Elastic

Stockings, how to wear, clean, and

repair them, post free.

Special DcparftHcnt for Ladies,

W. H. BAILEY & SON,

38, Oxford St., W.I.
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PATTERNS SENT POST FREE

Good taste is forcibly reflected in the choice of fabrics,

such as Casements, Curtains, Tapestries, Rugs, and

other essentials for decorative furnishing which go to

make the home what it should be and. give it an air

of comfort and charm. Therefore, go to ALLEN'S

and buy the best ; it is always cheapest in the end.

Send for patterns of

Width Cream. Cols.

Plain Durobelle Casement

Cloth 3lin. 2/6 to 3/9

Do 50 .. 3/11 .. 5/6

Durobelle BollÃ³n Sheetings 50 .. 5/6 .. 6/9

Durobelle Canvas Case-

ment Cloth 50 .. 5/9 , 7/6

Durobelle Fancy Damasks 30 ., 6/9 â�� 8/11

Durobelle Tapestries -, 50 .. 12/9 ., 27/6

Durobelle Repe and

Mattings 50.. 7/11 .. 9/11

Durobelle Stripe Casements 50.. 7/11.. 9/6

Durobelle Poplins .. ... 50 .. 7/11 â�� 9/11

Durobelle Fadeless Madras

Muslins, beautiful effects 50 .. 3/11 .. 10/6

Magnificent range of Cotton

and Artificial Silk

Casements, plain and

figured, lovely shades 50.. 11/9 â�� 18/6

Durobelfe Rugs from 23/6 each

which fuif.ls every requirement of interior decoration, and is made

in an infinite variety of artiatic anadea and colouringÂ«. It Ñ�

DURABLE. WASHABLE. REASONABLE IN PRICE, and

guaranteed to be abaolutely FADELESS.

Any length replaced FREE if colour fade..

A splendid range of Cretonnea, Shadow Tiaauea. Linena and Taffetaa

of choice designs and rich colouring, for Curtains and Loose Covers, from

2'9 ' yd. Please specify textures when writing for patterns.

Foreign and Colonial Ordere Promptly Executed.

Dept. A., Bournemouth.

LONDON SHOWROOMS : 188, SLOANK STREET, S.W.

ALL POST ORDERS DIRECT TO BOURNEMOUTH.

Reg Ð¸ Â¿<Ð· t Â¿on

SAILOR SUITS

Made to measure in

While Drill as illus-

trated, or in ihe Real

Navy Serge as supplied

to the Admiralty.

\Ve sell the Regulation

Serge by the yard, and

other qualities suitable

for Ladies', Gent.'s and

Children's wear at

prices from 3/11 to

30/- a yard, 30 ins. to

60 ins. wide.

Write ii>r pattern txn>k 37. free.

Patterns niay also '*â�¢ had

itoprtliiT with M-'lf-iiH'titmre-

luent formt of the new t-st

s-Iftuies in Ilolany Suitilljre.

(Â¡almnllnni. FrU'7.0, Plain

Uotlix. Tillglity TweÂ«?<lB, and

utlit-r lUÃ®Ui'rialfi. i**! free on

application.

Any -k-nirth cut and Bent

"Oarrlngi- Paid" ill U.K.

The Real Navy Serge Ð¨Ð·Ð³ÐµÐ¬Ð¾Ð¸.

J.D.MORANT UP

PORTSMOUTH

pHILLIpc

1 -.-DMP'C'IO- Ð§..Â«?

Wonderful Value

AND

\ Most Durable

The Secret is in the Ouelitu
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The Cotton Fields

"Where Healthy

Underclothing Grows"

I F you could only see the exquisite purity and

beauty of a field of white cotton all abloom,

you would understand how strong an appeal it

makes to the sentiment and the imagination. It

seems so delicate and fragile that you would

hardly think it could be transformed into under-

wear that is as warm as flannel or wool, yet so it is.

AERTEX

Cellular Garments

WRITING FOR THE PRESS

How to Make Money With Your Pen

AN interesting book which shows rentiers of

the Strand how plenty of money can be made

to-day by writing short stories and articles

for the magazines and news(>aper8 has just

been issued by the London Correspondence College,

which, founded by

T. P. O'CONNOR, M.P..

has been the means of enabling hundreds of men

and women to become successful writers.

This book is entitled "Stn^-WlHfaig aud Journal-

ism," and contains a full description of the courses

in these subjects which arc taught through the iwst

by the College and which show those who take them

how to write the short stories, articleÂ«, and other

literary contributions that selb,

The Editor of " THE STRAND MAGAZINE" says .â��

"They seem to me to be the very ideal of what such

things should beâ��as full of the most valuable hints

to the young writer as an egg is full of meat. The

pupil who has had the benefit of such a course will be

equipped with a thorough practical knowledge of his

business, which may save him years of thought, toil,

and disappointment ; moreover, he will find a pleasure

in studying under guides who put things so helpfully

and in so clear a light. I know / should."

<

Write to-day for a copy of

STORY-WRITING

and

JOURNALISM

with a foreword by

George R. Sims

It will be sent you by return, gratis and post free,

together with full particulars of the London Corres-

pondence College Courses in

Short-Story Writing

Journalism

English Composition

Advanced Literary Training

and Ver se- Writi n g

Each Course consiste of a progressive series of lessons

taught through the post, and followed by exerciseswhich

bring out the writer's natural talent and individuality,

and which show the student how to acquire the polished

and flexible style, the freshness of writing, the arresting

and attractive presentation, and the other qualities

which command literary success.

In addition to the above there is a Course in

MENTAL CULTURE

art- made from this fluffy cotton and are warm for winter

wear, yet cool in summer. Thu ii because every inch of

AERTEX it woven on a loom in such a way that it is full

of tiny cellt, each holding airâ��the finest non-conductor of

heat known to science. They keep the body alwayi at its

own natural temperature and are as light and comfortable

as they are strona. long-lasting, and easy to wash and dry.

ILLUSTRATED

PRICE LIST

of full range of

AERTEX Cellular

Uoodrfor Men, Women.

and Children, with llet

of 1,500 Depot! where

these goodÂ» may he

obtained, Bent post free

on application to

THE CELLULAR

CLOTHING CO., Ltd.,

Fore Street,

London, E.C.2.

A few DepotÂ» uAcrÂ« AERTEX

Cellular !,'..â�¢â�¢â�¢/Â« may be obtained;

London : R. Scott, H, Poultry. E.t'.SL

Oliver Broa., 417. Uiford Ht-, W 1.

Barn.w-iiL Kur. : tÃ. Kay, Duke St

Belfaet : Lowry A Officer, DoMfaJ St.

BIrmÃ�'g'm:J-Riedon4Co..HÃ�gh8t,

Bradford : Itruwn. M nil Ð� Ð¡Ð¾.

Coventry: HnywardiHon.ltroadgt.

Glasgow : Anu-il A Yulll. Gordon St.

Leeds : Hyam A Co.. Ltd.

Liverpool : W. fochrane. Lord St.

Manchester : (.Yaeton.aa.Oldham St.

Not tiriirkiin : In, â�¢!! A Parker. Ltd.

Sheffield; K Hanbidge,NorfolkHo.

(Concentrationâ��Memoryâ��Imaginationâ��Originalityâ��and

Logical Thinking),

which is just the thing for writers and others who

wish to train their minds to greater efficiency.

\Vrite to-day for a free copy of the book fully

describing these remarkable Courses. It will be sent

you gratis and post free on application to the Secretary,

LONDON CORBESPONDENCE COLLE6E,

1, Albion House, New Oxford SI., London. W.C.I.
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FOOT'S SELF-PROPELLING & SELF-ADJUSTABLE

WHEEL CHAIRS.

Constructed oil new and improved principles,

which etiaMe the occupant to change the in-

clination of the back or

leg-rest either together or

separately to any desired

petition, meeting every

demand for comfort and

n. â�¢â�¢--]! y ; also supplied

with single or divided and

extensible leg-rests. Have

specially large mbber-

tyred wneels. and are most

eaxily propelled. No other

Wheel Chain are capable

of BO many adjustment*.

Catalogue F3 of

WHEEL CHAIRS

ID various designs

post. frae.

J. FOOT & SON, Ltd., Patentees & Manufacturers,

171, NEW, BOND STREET, LONDON, W.I.

SPEEDY

LEATHER STITCHER

S/JCCI/K Automatic Lockstitch Awl for

quickly and strongly â�¢.twing all Leather and

Canvasâ��Harness, Boots. Belts, Baas,

Tents, &c.- perfect Lockstitch as sewlna

machine but stronger. Save money. Do your

own repairs. Simple to use. Necessity in every

home, woikshop, and garage. Complete, with 3

different blades and thread, 5/-, postage 3d. Extra

thread, Qd. skein, 3 for 2/-Â» Send at once. Instruc-

tions with Stitcher. â�� M. PENN & CO.,

142-144, Cottcnham Road, London, N.19.

UGLY NOSES

UGLY NOSES â�� My Patent Nose

Machines improve ugly noses of all kinds.

Send stamped envelope for particulars and

f testimonials.

RED NOSES. â�� My long - established

treatment absolutely cures. Recommended

by medical authority.' 4-/- post free. Foreign.

1/6 extra.

C. LEES RAY. 10B. Central Chamber*, Liverpool.

AST!!

UNSIGHTLY HIGH

BOOTS ABOLISHED.

APPLIANCES NOW BEING SUPPLIED TO WOUNDED

SOLDIERS UNDER GOVERNMENT CONTRACT.

r.ii.i.M.t FREE to ill mrntlonliw Tin BTKABD MioÂ»<iÂ»i.

Sfii.l |Â«ni. ulurs of your due. Adtirew:

THE O'CONNOR EXTENSION CO.,

SURGICAL BOOT SPECIALISTS,

CUT YOUR HAIR SMART1

with a Uneola Safety Hall-cutter, and wive the cost

and Inconvenience of vixitiiig the Hairdresser. The

UNEEDA SAFETY HAIRGUTTE

(the first British-manufactured Haircutter)

(B a mper-comb with a speclsJIy patented device, which cuts

hair an you comb it The proraw IB u simple M combing

perff'ctly hygienic, and you can keep your hair always exactl]

you like it. The Uneeda also enables Hothera to cut tl

Lhildren'B hair to the style which suits them best.

NOTE THE PRICE.

Complete in Leatherette 4 A / Packets of 6 extra bUi

Plush lined Case â�¢ w/ â�¢ price 2 6.

WHY PAY A GUINEA? Send for free trial on appro

Money returned if not ratisfied.

Can <x iJidiii'til from the Army ft Ifavy Stortt, Mettrt. A.

Qamage, Ltd.. Ike Civil Service Store.*, listietjinJci. the Junior Xi

tt ti'avu Storte,HarrodÂ», Selfridyet, Whiteley*, tte., or pott fret }\

UNEEDA SAFETY HAIRCUTTER C

Dept. "S.M.2," 59-61, New Oxford St.. London. Wi

Phone: Muneum 6197. Dealers should write for our Bpeclal ter

TOBACCO HABI

CONQUERED IN 3 DAY

I offer a genuine guaranteed Rei

for tobacco or snuff habit iu 72 h

It is mild, pleasant, srrenglhc

Overcome that peculiar nervoue

and craving for cigarettes, ol|

pipe, chewing tobacco, or Â«i

they are poisonous and seri

Injurious to health, causing

disorders as nervous dyspepsia, e

lessness, gas belching, gnawln;

other uncomfortable sensatioi

stomach; constipation, head:

weak eyes, loss of vigour, red i

on skin, throat Irritation, asthma, bronchitis, t

failure, lung trouble, catarrh, melancholy, neurasrt

impolency, loss of memory and will power, impure (pois

blood, rheumatism, lumbago, sciatica, neuritis,

heartburn, torpid liver,loss of appetite, bad O T f

teeth, foul breath, enervation, lassitude, lack O 1 V_

Of ambition, falling out of hair, baldness, and Q. ||&| I

many other disorders. It Is unsafe and nUINI

torturing to attempt to cure yourself of

tobacco or_ snuff habit by merely stoppingâ��

gentle, safe, agreeable

I I C

â�¢" â�¢ '

don't do tt. The , ,

way is to eliminate the nicotine poison

from the system, strengthen the weakened,

trrit.ntrd membranes and nerves, and genuinely

overcome the craving. . You can, give up tobacco and '

yourself a thousand times better, while feeling in robust h<

My Book tells all about the wonderful three <

method. Inexpensive, reliable. Also Secret Methoc

conquering habit in another without hie knowledge.

parti, ul.irs, including my Book on Tobacco and Snuff H

"Woods' Oa/ette," and all circulars sent in plain wrapp

anyone who sends threepence in payment. Keep this;

it to others.

EDWARD J. WOODS. l_t
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COMPLEXION PERFECTION

'* merely a matter of using

I Pronounced Take-a-Ion I

Makes Mother's

â�¢SkinSoft& Clear

*% as Babys

THE GREME SUPREME

Guaranteed 100 % Pure.

This product, for twenty years recog-

nised as the acme of perfection in toilet

cream making, contains pure buttermilk

and other ingredients which produce

truly marvellous effects

OBTAINABLE IN NO OTHER WAY.

CrÃ¨me Tokalon nourishes, refreshes and re-

juvenates loose, sallow, dried-out or wrinkled

skin and quickly removes complexion blemishes.

It cannot possibly promote superfluous hair

growth, is of exquisitely delicate clinging frag-

rance, never becomes h;ird or rancid and imp.irts

extreme fineness of texture to the skin, which

it fully protects from all the discomfort and

havoc wrought by wind, sun and dust.

We Keep CrÃ¨me Tokalon Users

Supplied with Face Powder

FREE OF COST.

Rather than risk having our cream re-

ceive the blame for bad effects produced

by afterwards applying impure face

powders* we keep bon a-fide users of

our cream supplied free with Pondre

Tokalon, the absolutely pure air-floated

powder which does not '* show,M rub off,

nor clog the pores.

Merely save the outer canons from either six

1/6 pots of the cream or from three 2/6 (double

size) pots, pobt to us, and receive free and post

paid a regular I/I I box of powder,

sufficient to l.'ist until you have

another lot of cream caitous

to send.

FREE TRIAL OFFER:

A liberal trial supply of

Poudre Tokalon (in a full

range of sh.utes to exactly

match any complexiÃ³n i

also of CrÃ¨me Tokalon

will be sent on receipt

of six penny stamps fir

postage and packing.

TOKALON, Ltd.

(dept.86K.)aiz-2i4,Grrat

Portland St., London,W.

Pitman's Shorthand bas been successfully adapted to

twenty-one Foreign Languages, including French,

German, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, I-atm, Japanese,

Chinese, Hungarian, Persian, Siamese, Tamil,

Malay, Maratti, &c. It is generally conceded to be

the most simple, legible, brief, and logical system in

existence.

Pitman's Shorthand can be leaint quickly and easily

by means of the 20 compact and simple lessons

given in

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND

RAPID COURSE

Price as. 6d., or with additional exercises 45.. of

all booksellers. Free lesson and full particulars

post free from

SIR ISAAC PITMAN & SONS. Ltd..

1, Amen Corner, E.C.4, or Pitman's School.

Southampton Row. W.C.I.

Indispensable to

W ARTISTS for producing

beautiÃul tints and effects

For landscape, portrait, or still life.

Puts on colour cleanly, rapidly and evenly.

Wme for Booklet. "The Artist and the Aerograph"

rapb Co.. 1 d.. 43. Helborn Vi.dncl. London. E.C.I.

WE TEACH BY POST

We spÃ©cialitÃ© in all Exam*, connected with these

Â»abjects ;

Aviation

Shipbuilding

Electricity

Mining

Engineering

Mathematics

Structural Engineering

Surveying and Levelling

Architectural Drawing

Building Construction

W.. an' t>rvl"Â»r'-Â«l to ppilmv .41

1 fPIIll *IIK4'>sflll Kt4<lL'lll

Clerk of Works' Duties

Structures In Concrete

and Steel

Draughtsmanship

Civil Engineering

Boiler inspecting

Marine Engineering

Motor Engineering

Wireless Telegraphy

I nt er nal Combustion

Engines

tli-inand Â«.Ð¾Â«* uiiHoUcitod teeti-

"Ð� p:iy iinxÂ» to Ð¸Ð»Ñ� rharity you

n uiui-nÂ« Â«Â¡ i'Â¡Â»_v Â«.Ð¼Ñ�- Ñ� m.., ,, ,â��_

appoint, lÃ wf hnve helpetl ft.uon to pn'sjifrity tmreÃ¯y wc can

hero YI.HJ, If y-.ii are interestÂ«! in any of theÂ«- Mibjeft*

write, naming the milijcrt, ami we will nonti you our

FREE BOOKLET.

1'lciiw state your age. Advife free.

Pan-utÂ« slu.uM fii-i'k Ð¼Ð¸Ð³ n.lvicv for tlieir Sons.

THE BENNETT COLLEGE (Dept 6>, SHEFFIELD.
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CUi ChÃ�Stcan. ecton Ã�l

A Firm of Post Card Publishers

wish to get In touch with utJet* ot repute

or ability for sketches in colour suitable

for reproduction by tho three-colour process.

if

â�¢ARTISTS

who cm carry out our own. or suggest new Ideas, tor

Window Showcard DellKHi. 'or CbemliU. Music

Sbopfl. Tailor* and others. Picture! with selling-

pointa in tbem wanted. Send specimenBof work.

FIOURÃ�AND^^ OENBR

capable of original

. [RAL ARTIST wanted

..ipable of originating and adapting

ideae for sbowcarda, posters, Ac. Permanent

poaition for designer of ability.

WANTED Figura Artist; Good lettering and

decoration. Whole time. State salary, and

send ipecfmens (reproductions) to Box 64389

Klngswar. W.O.

A fortune awaits the man or woman who uau wield Ð»

pencil or pen, and who can execute sketches that will repro-

duce well in the Press. The number of present-day artists

is totally inadequate to meet the enormous demands. This

is the Golden Opportunity for illustrators. The 6eld is vast,

the pay is high, the work pleasant and congenial, and there is

room for YOU. Learn to draw for the Press and be

assured of a bie and continuous income.

Our Postal Course of 12 complete lessons will teach you to

draw in easy and rapid stages, it will take you from the very

elementary principles to the most advanced stage, and show

you how to make the drawings that will reproduce wellâ��the

drawings that are eagerly wanted in their thousands. If you

have no knowledge whatever of sketching, the Course will

lead you step by step from the very foundation to pro-

ficiency, and if you already have a talent for sketching it

will develop that talent along the lines that will most quickly

bring success.

Enrol to-day and take advantage of the coming summer

months to study in the open air. Hundreds of our students

are now making substantial incomes as a result of our

INDIVIDUAL TUITION System. One earned Â«189 in

four weeks. You can be a success, too. Only a few hours

of your spare time spent in conscientious study are necessary.

-Ð¡Ð� Take tbt first step to-day towards a highly paid and

II successful Art Career by writing for our Beautifully

Tfl Illustrated ART PROSPECTUS. Seat post free.

The LONDON SKETCH SCHOOL (Studio 168), 69, Ludgate Hill, E.G. 4.

Iff * \Dr Barnardos Homes

Pleas? mention

' Strand MaÃ§azinC

June, 1920,

â�¢when remitting.

7,318

ICHILDREN NEED FOOD

and prices are high.

WILL YOU SEND

2/6

to the Annual Collection

of Half-crowns?

10,715 Barnardo boys fought for you.

Cheques payable " Dr. Barnardo's Homes Founder's Day

Fund," and crossed, may be addressed to the Honorary

Director: William Baker, Esq., M.A., LL.B., 18 to 26,

Stepney Causeway, London, E.I.
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Caricaturing.

Provided you possess the almost-universal

Drawing Instinct, you can learn

Caricaturing under the methods of :â��

" POY,"Political Cartoonist of the " Evening News";

TOM WEBSTER, the "Daily Mail" Sporting

Caricaturist ; H. M. BATEMAN, Humanity'Â»most

famous Caricaturist; J. A. SHEPHERD, the

Natural History Caricaturist ; BERT THOMAS,

" London Opinion's " Cartoonist ; and ALFRED

LÃ�ETE, who pokes fun out of Life's passing

Phases on the front page of " London Opinion "

each week.

What these Artists (mow of Cartooning and

Caricaturing has been written by each man,

himself, for the exclusive Teaching of Press Art

School Pupils. Each section describes its Author's

work and methods, and is illustrated by typical

examples in progressive stagesâ��from simple lines,

right up to the finished Cartoon or Caricature.

Alfred LÃ©ete, for instance, starts his Section by demon,

strating that certain faces, in their fundamental treatment,

consist of the retention of simple, easily-formed lines.

Two of his political examples are reproduced beneath.

Mr. Leete's Lesson proceeds from this simple beginning

and covers the full range of his well-known work. Similarly,

Bert Thomas, J. A- Shepherd. H. M. Bateman, Tom

Webster and " Poy " each deal with their own methods.

Can You Sketch ?

My Postal Courses teach Drawing easily, pleasantly and

nataralh They cover every kind of Sketching.

There aretwo Courses-ThÃ© PREPARATORY COURSE

for the raw Beginner and the ADVANCED COURSE

which teaches Technique so successfully.

With the addition, from June onwards, of tbeiÂ« Ñ�'Ð¶

" Caricature and Cartoon " Sections, there are 18 complete

Lessons to each Course.

These 18 Lessons are augmented further, without extra fee,

by the personally dictated and $igneJ Criticisms and letters

of advice from the Advisory Staff, consisting of :â��

Fred Pegram, Leo Cheney, Bert Thomas,

Harry Rountree and W. Heath Robinson.

If you wish to Draw and Caricature merely for pleasure,

or if you regard Sketching as a likely Profession with very

definite money-making possibilities, I should like to send

you my new, profusely illustrated

DRAWING PROSPECTUS, FREE

It describes both Courses fully, tells all about the Advisory

Staff and the help they give, and explains very conscien

tiously thÂ« new Sections dealing with Caricaturing, etc.

Send me copies of these two LÃ©ete heads or. better still

an original Drawing. 1 will write you a helpful letter of

Criticism, free, and send you my new Prospectus. A

postcard alone will bring you the Prospectus. Write to

me personally :â��Percy V. Bradshaw. Principal.

THE PRESS ART SCHOOL Â©

(Drpi. S.M. 59), Tudor Hall, Forest Hill, S.E.23.

OPEN AIR MUSIC !

A D Ð�I I f\ PORTABLE

Ar ULLU GRAMOPHONES

A. Black Imitation-Morocco ... Â£6 10 6

B. Brown Rexine ... ... ... Â£7 15 0

C. Cowhide . ... ... ... Â£13 ft

D. Oak or Mahogany ... ... ... Â£930

Illustrated Book and name of ntarett Ittnltv emt on receipt of p.c.

APOLLO Gramophones are made In many styleÂ«, with horn,

born lese, table grand, pedestal, period reproduction. &c. Full

- lilts eent on application.

APOLLO GRAMOPHONE CO.,

[CRAIES & BTAVRIDI)

20, Apollo Hoiue, 4, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.I.

RINGS of all kinds.

Your wants met and supplied

at very reasonable prices. Ring

List and Size Card post free.

F Ð� fiPfITT Cash Jeweller, Ltd., RRICTDI

â�¢ I*. SllUI I, and Ring Specialist. OKIÂ» I Ut.

STAMPS

K68. which contains 60 different etamps, including the following :

Ciecho-Slovakia on Austria. Belgian Occupation of Germany.

Eslhonia. Jamaica Pictorial War Commemoration. Ukraine on

Russia, Azerbaijan, Ukraine, Palestine E.E.F., etc.. price 1 3 pt*t

free. SPECIAL OFFER : ARMENIA Hart- ProviftionaU,

Ñ�ÐµÐ³Ñ� Ñ�Ñ�Ñ�Ð³Ñ�Ðµ, 2, 3. 4, Ð� kop. set of 4. 5/-, used or unutied ; 2k tÂ« 5ok.

Â§et of IS used, 4Oi- ; 2k to 10 roubleÂ«, set of 18 used, HO -,

BATOUH " British Occupation," 5. 10. 25k, 7/6; 1 rouble. Ð�/Ð²;

4L 3, Ð�, 7 rouhlee. Ð²/-. THRACE "INTERALLIEE," 1 to 25o,

net of Ð². 1/Ð². 10% HEW ISSUE SERVICE: writ* for

pr.rtirnbr4-Br-.tfht & Son. 164. Strand. London, W.C.3.

" New Rapid ' Training

Ensures Rapid Promotion.

Holborn Hall College U the Centre of Knowledge.

Unrivalled Business and

Secretarial Training and

Accountancy.

PERSONAL AND ."OSTAL

MEW RAPID

Official Diplomas in all Subjects.

Brilliant Snccess .1 ALL Examinado-,

FREE SITUATION BUREAU FOR STUDENTS.

WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION.

The Curriculum includeÂ« Shorthand. Typewriting. Bookkeeping.

Accountancy. Correspondence. Rufinens Organization, Secretarial

Duties, Indexing, Commercial Law. Economics, French,

Spanish."etc. Send for IllustrateÂ«! Proupcctue,

Secretary. 63. Holborn Hall Collet*. London. W.C.I. Tel Hol. Â«111.
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From War

to Peace.

The Allies having proved the

value of the puttee in the strenuous

work of war, FOX Bros. & Co., Ltd.,

are now adapting it for golfing,

motoring, shooting, walking, riding

and cycling.

(Fo.N

Improved

Puttee*)

Non-Fray Spiral."

FOX S

PUTTEES

Regulation Heavy Weight

Eitra Fine Light Weight

Extra Fine Light Shade

Per pair

9/-

Ð¨-

12/-

CAUTION.

See that the name 'FOX' Â¡Ð² on

the metal discs (right and Mu

: attached to every genuine pair of

: FOX'S New Non-Fray Spiral Puttees.

fatenttts & Sait Manu/acturtrt :

FOX BROS. & Co., Ltd.

(Depi. F ) Wellington, Somerset

Agtntt/ar United States :

The Manley & Johnson Corporation,

360 West Broadway, New York, U.S.A.

EAGLE BRAND

CONDENSED SWEETENED MILK

FULL CREAM

Strong and Sturdy

For over three generations " Eagle

Brand has supplied nourishing body-

building food to over eight million

babies throughout the world that were

unable to thrive upon Nature's supply.

Pure milkâ��pure granulated sugarâ��

condensed in definite proportions,

guarantees the quality and uniformity

of " Eagle Brand " at all seasons of

the year.

Easy to prepare, clean, safe and

economical. If your baby is not mak-

ing satisfactory progressâ��buy a tin of

" Eagle Brand " from your dealer to-

day, follow carefully the directions

on the label, and your baby'Â§ healthy

growth is almost sure to follow.

The BORDEN label

is your guarantee.

Recognised as

second to none.

Nothing removed

but watet

Not h ing added

but pure sugar.

Established 1857.
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For an emergency meal

Serve Jack Tar King Fish. Unexpected guests need never

raise the Food Problem in your house as long as you keep

a tin of Jack Tar King Fish on your larder shelf.

You can make all sorts of delicious new dishes with it.

Salads, Savouries, Patties, Sandwiches.

It eats like chickenâ��plump, tender, young chicken,

straight from an English farm yard. And it s as economical

as it's delicious, because it is pure food right through, a

fillet without skin and bone, from the magnificent Tuna

fish of the Californian seas.

Ord

tod;

ler a tin of Tack Tar King Fish from your Grocer

ay. . . It's guaranteed by the.Skippe' people.

If your Grocer does

not stack, please and

his name and ad-

dress and Ifi} for a

can of " Jack Tar "

King Fish, post free.

Eat* like Chicken

ANGUS WATSON & Co., Limited, 51,Elli<cra Place, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

SHORTHAND

Send for free illustrated handbook

and lesson of the rapidly-acquired

SLOAN - DUPLOVAN system.

The only simple system used on the

Official Parliamentary Reporting St

Sloan-Duployan

Hoadq u art ere

(Dept. A), Ramagate.

ILLUSTRATED LIST

Post Free. Best Material, Work-

manship, and Prompt Dispatch.

GREENHOUSES,

Forcing Houses, Conservatories,

Vineries. Cucumber Frames,

Heating Apparatus, etc., etc

POULTRY APPLIANCES.

Incubators, Foster Mothers. Rearers,

Houses. Runs. Hurdles, Coops,

Nest Boxes, Troughs. Kennels.

Barrows, etc.. etc.

WOOD, IRON,

AND

ASBESTOS BUILDINGS.

Dwellings. Bungalows, Stables,

Motor Car Houses. Pavilions,

Workshops, Offices, Stoves.

RUSTIC WORK of Every etc., etc.

Description.

Houses. Arches. Bridges, Pergolas,

Seats, etc., etc.

G. W. RILEY,

Berne Hill, London, S.E.

Proprietor* :

Ttu Portable liuuoalow Co., Ltd.

GIFTS

IFOR

INS

OBEDS Of D6SKÂ»nS

sntwn in ACTUALcotoos

ALL BUYERS

HOUSEHOLD and Private Orders our SPECIALIT

Splendid Bargains In China. Pottery, and Glass. Tea Set* fn

113. Dinner Sets from 38.'9. Toilet Bete from 16 '9. Compl

Home Outfit* fr.'m 576. CATERING CROCKERY

SPECIALITY, as supplied to "Daily Mail." OutfiU

BO Persons from 75/-Â»

SPECIAL UNBREAKABLE QUALITY

China for Kitchen, Camp, Barrack. Hospital Use.

ONLY 28/9

PACKED

FPEE

This beautiful Tea Service. 12 persons. In charmlns Festc,

design and Gold Finish. Splendid Quality. Satisfaction Guan

teed. Tea Service. 6 persons. 18/3. Dinner St-rrice, 39 3

The Leading I'otlfry Mail Order Merchant*. EttaHuhei Is

Over 50.000 Customers: Full Value and Satisfaction Guarantei

Bend Postcard To-day for Complete

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

One Hundred Designs tkown in Actual CW(mrÂ«.

ADVT HJHBUSSLEM. STAFF
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Looking One's Best.

Ã�7ACH one of us desires to make the

â�¢^ most of our appearance. Attrac-

tiveness and Charm, essential in every

activity of life, can be obtained by the

woman who takes especial pains with her

toilet. The consciousness of its perfection

gives her additional poise. It allows her

to make the most of every occasion.

It is on the toilet-tables of particular

people that Fleur-de-LysToilet Preparations

are found, because of their distinctiveness,

and their ability to preserve and augment

the natural beauty of their users. They

are necessary to the completion of the per-

fect toiletâ��the toilet that charms and

attracts. Their quality is guaranteed by

our high reputation, nearly 300 years old

J. C. & J. FIELD, LTD., LAMBETH, S.E.i.

E>tahliÂ»hed In 1612 In tbe reign at 'hurlÃ©e I.

77Â»e

LONDON SCHOOL

JOURNALISM

Patrons

The Rt. Hon. the VISCOUNT NORTHCLIFFE.

The Rt. Hon. the VISCOUNT BURNHAM.

The Rt. Hon. the LORD BEAVERBROOK.

The Rt. Hon. ihe LORD RIDDELL.

The Rt. Hon. SIR HENRY DALZIEL, Bt.

SIR ARTHUR PEARSON, Bt.

SIR GEORGE SUTTON, Bt.

SIR WM. ROBERTSON NICOLL, M.A.> LL.D.

SIR ARTHUR QUILLER-COUCH, M.A., Litt-D.

SIR CHARLES STARMER.

CECIL HARMSWORTH, Esq., M.P.

F. J. MANSFIELD, Esq.

(President of the National Union of Journalists, 1918-19.)

Director of Studies:

Mr. MAX PEMBERTON.

THE LONDON SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM

provides two Conrees of Instruction:

one in practical Journalism, one In Story

Writing. Both Conrees are given entirely by

correspondence, and the Instruction is under

tbe personal direction of Mr. Max Pemberton,

who has secured the collaboration of many

brilliant contributors and assistants.

The training is thus of a very thorough and

practical character, and every endeavour is

made to ascertain the degree and the direction

of each student's natural abilities In order that

tbe most appropriate field of literature may be

chosen.

The number of students being necessarily

limited, in view of the Individual character of

the instruction, applications for enrolment can

only be accepted from those who show some

aptitude for Journalism or Authorship. Appli-

cants may send a specimen MS. for' Mr.

Pemberton's criticism, in which case a small

reading fee is charged, but this will be deducted

subsequently from the enrolment fee.

Contributors to the Courses:

SIR W. ROBERTSON

NICOLL, M.A., LL.D.

(Editor "British Weekly,'

"Bookman,'1 &c.).

MR. HAROLD CHILD.

MR. W. B. MAXWELL.

MR. DION CLAYTON

CALTHROP.

The late MR. CHARLES

GARVICE.

MR. t. M. BULLOCH.

MR. CH.ARLES SPEN

SER SARLE.

SIR ARTHUR QUILLER-

COUCH, M.A., Litt.D.

(King Edward VII. Pro-

fessor of English Litera-

ture, CamhridgeX

MR. HAMILTON FYFE.

MR.NEWMANFLOWER.

MR. PETT RIDGE.

MR. BARRY PAIN.

MR. S. .

PRYOR.

K.CLIFFORD.

MISS MARY BILLING-

TON.

S. J.

MRS. W.

MR. ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.

Full information regarding the School's Courses of

Instruction is given in the Prospectus, which also con-

tains a complete Synopsis of the Lessons comprising

each Course. A copy of the Prospectus may be had

upon application to the

Advertisement Dept.,

LONDON SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM

LTD.

110, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, LONDON, W.C.1.

Telephone No. : Museum 4574.
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Arrests Father Time Himself

New discovery by an eminent Paris Scientist

l T is regrettable to see the charm of perfect features marred

by grey or faded hair, especially when one considers how

simple and inexpensive it is to restore it to its natural youthful

colour and lustre.

'* INECTO, ' for such is the name of the preparation -

works such a wonderful transfer â�¢

mation, is the discovery of a

prominent Paris scientist (a

member of the Paris Faculty).

"INECTO" permanently re-

.. stores the colour to the inside of

/every white, grey or faded hair

â��not merely to the outside, as

with all other methods.

H und reds of ladies speak

highly of the " 1NECTO " pro-

cess of restoring lost colour. A

Royal Princess says, " ' IN-

ECTO ' has given me every

satisfaction." Very many of eur

clients had previously tried old,

unscientific methods, and being

dissatisfied with theÐ» results

decided to test the merits of the

" INECTO " process. Now

they are more than pleased with

" INECTO " and their tejuve-

na ted a p pea ranee. What

" INECTO " has done for these

ladies it can do for youÂ« It will

restore the colour of your hair^

peimaneutly.

h ich

AN

FREE

ILLUSTRATED

TREATISE.

For thoee unable to

visit our SillÃ³n* we

have prepared an

Illustrated Trent.Â»

Â«I'M ling comprehen-

sively with thli valu-

able diecovery. It

will be sent gratÃn to

any reader of Ð¢ MI

STKAND MAGAZIJH

aeklng for Tn-atlee

No. â�¢.-'. and stating If

for lady or gentle-

man. Enclose ad.

Â§tainpe to Ñ�Ð¾Ñ�ÐµÐ³ poet-

age, eta

CHAS. E. DAWSON created

his System of DRAWING for

Ñ� reproduction sixteen years ago,

j when other artists were sceptical of

s the possibilities of teaching by post.

Ð¦ To-day they bestow upon him the

Ð© sincere flattery of their emulation,

g His long and unequalled experience

Ð© in helping others to make saleable

g sketchesâ��and sell themâ��is now at

Ð¦ the disposal of any "Strand" reader

Â¡ who needs expert instruction and

INVITATION

i- cunlially ex-

tended to all

rrM.li'rM Of Til PC

STRAND MAGAZINE

to see the liumlredi

of letters from

gratified Ð¸Ð¶?Ð³Ð², and

also to inejKCt the

hi-juls of hair

treat eÂ«t by the

" Inecto" pi.-.-i-.-.

So faithfully haa

the colouring (â�¢â�¢ .-n

prixlucÂ«! that It

le iinpoeelMe. 'Ð§â�¢!!

with the aid of a

nrifnif> inf k'hi-Ñ�.

to lUfungulth it

from the untura!

hair.

â�¢INECTO,1>

'' 15Â». North Audit?

St., London. W.I

(midway be-

tween Hind

Street and

s-*_ Marble Arch

TubeStatitiDS)

â�¢Phone :

Majfiiir 3059

Ð¨ guidanceâ��and the practical advantages

g of a Com a that is not an experiment

g but The Perfected System that has

Ð¦ enabled hundreds of beginners to

Ð© become successful designers.

Ã� Mr. DAWSUV will send FREE criticism

= and particulars to readers in-

S tereated in Profitable Spare-

= Time ART WORK, Â»ho send

= him at -2Ð¯. Thanet House,

= Sti-aud (with stamp for

= return!, small specimen

S ''": - Bead Sketch.

= It is easier to

= teach those with

^ unusual ability,

Ð¨ and for them

i a few Scholar-

= ship Courses

== at reduced fees

Ð¨ in small

= i n s t a 1 -

= men ts

S Ð¸Ð³Ðµ Ð³Ðµ-

= servci

MÂ»uÂ« In 5 diffÃ©rent

â�¢izes. Jjeugths of

Beat: 23in.. 37

soin., .tain., k Min

Special lÃricas t

Hoei>itals and

Officers' Messes.
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Automatic

Adjustable

Back.

The "Burlington" (Patented)

ADJUSTABLE

REST CHAIR

An ideal Easy Chair that can be

instantly changed into a semi or

full length Couch.

Ð¡ IMPLY press a button and

â�¢^ the back declines or auto-

matically rises to any position.

Release the button and the back

ts locked. The sides open out-

wards, affording easy access and

exit.

The Leg Rest is adjustable to

various inclinations, and can be

used as a footstool. When not in

use it slides under the seat.

The Front Table, Reading Desk,

and Side Tr:iy are adjustable and

removable.

Catalogue C3 of Adjustable

Chaire in variouÃª dttignt

Ñ�Ð¾Ð¶ t free.

J. FOOT & SON, Ltd., 171, New Bond St., London, W.I.

LIGHTWEIGHT CAMPING

VY/HY not a Camping Tour this yearâ��there is no more

** enjoyable or economical method of holiday making.

The illustration is of the new " Minimette " tent, capable of being

carried in the pocket. McGruer collapsible walking-stick pole.

Write enc/osine 3d slamiuforllluslratcJLlitofTentiforPcJalriara.Cyclish & Molorias.

HERBERT POCOCK, Park Mille, SALISBURY. End. 1778.

Sole Agent lu the U.K. for the McGnicr Lightweight Tent Poloâ��llnhUT. stronger and more com

SUNBEAM

PEDAL BICYCLES

WITH

LITTLE OIL BATHS

AND

MOTOR BICYCLES

WITH

PERFECT POWER TRANSMISSION.

BEST QUALITY ONLY.

ILLUSTRATED LISTâ��PLEASE

SPECIFY PEDAL OR MOTOR

Ð� 1C YCLE â�� ON APPLICA TION

Ñ�Ð¾

JOHN MARSTON LTD.,

4, SUNBEAMLAND.WOLVERHAMl'TON
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Free

Lessons

The School of Simplified Study has made

special arrangements whereby readers of

"Che Strand can receive four FREE Lesson

Papers in any of the following subjects: â��

French Greek

Spanish Arabic

Latin Hebrew

English

Logic

Psychology

Thii offer it made in order to demonstrate the nieces* of

the system, originated fifteen yean ago' the system has

proved itself to be an unqualified i

Send postcard, mentioning subject

in which you are interested, toâ��

The Becre-tary.

School of Simplified Study,

&9, 8t. Paul'a Chambers,

Ludgate Hill.

London, E.C.4.

jl Student

tiritu .â��

"/ Aauld

like to exjtri

FORTNIGHT &

TAR TREATMENT

GET TO KNOW IT.

A sure and permanent cure for

FALLING HAIR, DANDRUFF, AND

HAIR TURNING GREY. A borne

treatment which only takes three

minuter a day is sent post free for 20;'-.

TAR POMADE, for S.-urf. UauJrufT. Irri-

Ution of the Scalp, 5/-.

TAR SHAMPOO POWDER, hygienic.

n-fr*-iliing. 1 3.

TAR LOTION, the wonderful Hair Toni â�¢

and BeauUfier. T,^.!Â«/Â«. POST FREE

JEAN HENRY ET CIE..

14-16. Biickinflam Palace Ri, LONDON. S.W.I.

;f \A/ CT ADI JutÂ« Soles last much lone

** tSJ^rt 1 than any othera. 8u

â�¢" equally House. Shop.

Factory. D. C. Bower. \Vk

writes:

" IForÂ« latt pair rtpulai

fvr 10 iffarf.'1

Mra. O .

Rackiiry R<

MaidÂ»toii

-^-^â��,â��â�� "WÂ» :

â�¢â�¢.<ofom/or!nl>!Â«/or Â«<iÂ»diut;li.T,!; Jujurt. Cannot do mtltout them."

Bay size and length of Walkiiw Shoe. Prices Ipoat freel. C.

Colourâ��Bniwn. Black, or White. Children s. Ladle*'. Gen'

A. Plain Shoes (without Stmpplngl.. .. 38 3 IO 3

D. I/rather Fitting! > as iÂ«r illustration) .. â�� SB 51

Leather Soled Canvas â�¢â�¢â�¢ â�¢Â« 11'

Rul.be- - 8e 101

Â« cheapen â�¢ liilv leather so dear.

ifcin'iN'l iÂ« Kan. Army. School ItrOt. <tr-

1 iÂ« pair off; all pairs, 8d. Full liat. 1

I. STEPS ROAD. MT CLASCO
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FRUITY, APPETISING,

DIGESTIVE.

A i tupplitJ

Warrant of Appointment

to the House of Lords.

Redecoration with

HALL'S DISTEMPER

is the order of the day.

Strip your walls of the

dinginess born of the war years,

â��of the faded and germ-laden

wallpapers.

One application of Hall's Distemper

instantly destroys all disease germs

which collect on walls, and gives the

pure atmosphere of perfect cleanliness

to living rooms and bedrooms.

Hall's Distemper decoration has replaced

wallpapers in Palaces. Government offices,

institutions, hospitals, sanatoriums, and public

buildings, because it offers advantages which

cannot be gainsaid. It has the beauty and

refinement of simplicity â�� the advantages of

health and economy.

Hall's Distemper Is applied dtrectly upon the

aall, with which it combines to gioe a surface

hard as cement, and rich and ueloety in appearance.

Sole Manufacturers :

SISSONS BROTHERS & Co., Ltd., HULL

London Office: 199B Borough Hish Street. S.E.I

And Liverpool : Glasgow l Reading

339"
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TURKISH BATHS

AT HOME

No form of bathing nccotnplislics such perfect cleanliness

as the combined Ð�Ð�Ð¢-AIR and VAPOUR BATH. It

P

tu

not only cleanses the outer surface, but also opens the

lutes, eliminates iinpuie matters, and stimulates a health-

_nl flow ofâ��life's principleâ��the blood, clears the skin,

recupÃ©rales the body, quiets ibe nerves, rests the tired,

ami creates [bat delightful feeling of invigorated health

and strength. Physicians recommend it for the preven-

tion and cure of Colds, Influenza, Rheumatism, Kidney

:md hiver Troubles, Skin Diseases, etc.

Our Paten t Folding ('.-\biiieLa ÐµÑ�! Â»mee erery desirable (enture and

Ñ�Ð¾Ñ�Ñ�ÐµÐ½Ñ� several ex- IIIHÃ�TO ndrnn tigre*, siicb --Absolutely

Safe OutsidH Heater; Heat Regulator; Exit la easy

and Immediateâ��no Meletant required.

Write for --Bath Book" Mo. 8.

JCfinT SL QflM I til 171. NBW BOND ST.,

. rUU I A oUNf LIU-, LONDON, v.l.

A BUSINESS BOOK

FOR BUSINESS MEN & WOMEN

Stevens' Mercantile Law

SIXTH EDITION. NOW READY.

By Herbert Jacobs. B.A-

Barrister -at-Law.

Price 12/6 net. Postage 6d. extra.

An unparalleled ready reference on all questions

dealing with Mercantile Law.

Any point on the introduction to Commercial Law

seen at a glance.

It gives mere information in a condensed form

than a whole library of books on Mercantile Law.

Its annotations in themselves are so accurately

and concisely written that they iorm the funda-

mental basis of any particular case.

Permanent traces caused by the war on Mercantile

Law in the effect on contracts have been deftly

dealt with. Nothing obsolete. Invaluable to

business men and women, law students, and ail

who are interested in law matters.

BUTTERWORTH & CO.

(S. S. Bond).

Bell Yard, Temple Bar, London, W.C.2.

IT'S GRAND !

How Electricity Cures

Startling- Results in Cases of Neurasthenia, Rheumatic Troubles,

indigestion and Complaints of the Liver, Kidneys, and Bowels.

It's grand, magnificent, marvellous to feel well and strong again after being ill

and ailingâ��after feeling run down, nervous, depressed, and unable to take your full

pleasure out of life.

It is the experience of a lifetime when you feet your heart's blood coursing its

exhilarating streams through the once weakened veins and arteries. It is a joy of

joys to feel the nerves strong and steady, and to notice the crisp

firmness of the muscle* that once were flabby and weak. And yet

it is an experience every sufferer may enjoy. The secret is in one

wordâ��ELECTRICITYâ��kind Nature's one infallible remedy,

and the greatest power to cure that the world can produce.

There la no bar to your full enjoyment of its benefits. It le no

xystem for the rich aloneâ��but one that all may freely and confidently

adopt. Science has shown nothing more marvellous than tbe victory

of Electric treatment over such terribly painful and harasHing

IllnessÂ«Â«, ae Rheumatism, Gout. Sciatica. Lu nil Â«go ; than the splendid

rebuilding of weakened nerves in cases of Debility, Neurasthenia,

Neuralgia. NVrvoue Dyspepsia, Lack of Confidence : Mian the renewal

to strength (if tbe digestive system in coses of Indigestion, Kidney,

Liver and Bowel complaints.

GET

The method Is as â�¢ .i-y and certain Ð°Ð² ft is convenient. All you need

to do is to put on an " Ajax " battery for one hour each day. Ð¢Ð¾Ð¹ can

do this while renting, and Ñ� you tilt in your comfortable chair or

recline on the couch, it is delightful to feel the mysterious, soothing.

D Write to-day for the special FREE treatise on eUctri-

luMli nu-, and rtivnctheninff power circulating through your system Ãii city, which will be sent to you by return of Post. A host

a beautifully Soft flood. Of cour" '"- rtTZ m. Â», .... . -F. .'*

Ð�'0'Ð� DELA

.. ,; A.-.I ,â�¢_ -,..â��

s is fresh tit your

Write or call to-day while the

You will be flurpriÂ«fd and delighted beyond measure by the wonder-

fully stimulating effect of tho â�¢ Ajax " Body Battery and to realise

the real and permanent manner in which your ailments are cured.

BRITISH ELECTRIC INSTITUTE (Dept.17), 25, Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, E.C.I.

AJAX in.
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Men's LIGHT - WEIGHT

for SUMMER WEAR

Thin and practically invisibli

Â¿4/6

AN ENORMOUS ECONOMY. WILL

SAVE YOU POUNDS IN A YEAR.

\s

Â¡rmiiips

- Ñ�!Ñ�Ð£

Ð¨/

'Military'

SOLES AND HEELS

v_x

SOLES & HEELS

make one pair of boots

HEELS ONLY

Men's Stout. 6/6

.. Light, 4/8

last the time of three

Men's Stout, 21-

â�� LiRht, 1/Ð²

Ladies' - 3/-

per set.

ATI They make walking much easier

Ladies' - 1/-

per pair.

The LadifÂ»' siui

are Â»uitable for

jl and keep feet dry in wet weather.

Excellent for general wear. Never slip.

PROM ALL

BOOTMAKERS,

j

: BovÂ» and Oirti.

Phillips' Patents Ltd,. 142, Old Street, London, E.C.1

Fixing extra.

J

Model Universal Keyboard

for Self-Teaching Typing,

1O/6 each, post free.

TAYLOR'S TYPEWRITERS

ALL MAKES on HIRE, HIRE PURCHASE, BOUGHT,

SOLD, REPAIRED, and EXCHANGED.

TYPEWRITER & OFFICE SUPPLIES AT TRADE PRICES.

Oak Typewriter & Office Tables Â£3 10s. each.

Write for LIST No. 11 of Typewriters, DuplicatorÂ«, and Adding machinen.

TAYLOR'S, Ltd., 74, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

F.Â»t 1JW4 NBW * SECOND HAND OFFICE FURNITURE. Til. Ð¿.Ð�Ð¾Ð�Ñ�Ð³Ð¿ JS11 4 limÂ«.

THE IDEAL MOTOR

OR CYCLECAR TENT

for two or three persons at home or abroad,

(RtKiL Design. I

"IMPROVED GIPSY" TENT.

IRegd. Deirfgn.!

Note extension back and double roof, also overlap to

carry rain from tent base.

Welfht 10 ounce*. PrieÂ« Â«7 : 7 l O

complete with polen, pÂ«fs and UnÂ«.

A SUCCESS ALL OVER THE WORLD

Remember accommodation is now scarce, so why

not take Ð» tent with you? It takes next to no room.

Can go inlo a kit'bag for abroad. Quickly erected.

Easily carried.

AN OPINION:

"About 6" years aÂ¿o I obtained a Bivouac Tent from

you. I have used that tent ever since, including 5

years in France, and it is still quite good. Please send

me your latest list. 'â��Ll.-Col. W. W.â��aattd 27/8/19.

LIGHTWEIGHT TENT CO.

CI, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C I

Send 3 Â«tamps for Lista to Dept. s.

GENTLEMAN'S

BOOT

par excellence.

ILLUSTRATED LIST

POST FREE.

ID

All Sizes

and

Fittings.

World Wulc

TestimonialÂ«.

35'-

Post Free (U.K.)

Quole .â��

21743. BOX CALF.

23923. CLACE KID.

A Magnificent all British, all Leather,

Welted Boot made by skilled craftsmen

at the Northampton Works ot

LENNARDS LIMITED

(London Leicester Northampton)

QUEENS' ROAD BRISTOL
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MATERNITY

adjnsting)

Made to measure at ordinary prices. Wide range

of styles and materials. The " Krm11Â»orIh "

model shown from 63/-. Also Skirts from

18/11. Gowns, Costumes, etc. Write for

Patterns, Designs, and Easy Self-Measurement

Forms, also Free Catalogue of Infants' Layettes,

Accouchement Sets, Nursery Furniture and

Requisites, and everything for mother and baby.

WOOD BROS.&S

14, St Mary's St. MANCHESTER.

When ordering stale length, back and

front, waiit and hip measurement*, alto

present measurement!.

The New Patent

SOUND DISCS

Completely overcome DEAFNESS and

HEAD NOISES, no matter of how long

standing. Are the same to the ears

as glasses are to the eyes. Invisible,

Comfortable. Worn months without

removal. Explanatory Pamphlet Free.

THE H. 8. WALES CO., 171. MEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.I.

BEAR

Yes, quite satisfied, and I owe

it all to Pomeroy Skin Food,

which has made my com-

plexion all that I can desire.

The use of this delightful

emollient brings skin health

and skin beauty, removing

wrinkles and all blemishes

as no similar preparation can

do.

Try Pomeroy Skin Food for

the lasting benefit of your

complexionâ��try it to-day.

Vomeroa

SkinFood

Of Hifb-cUss Clisnusts Â«nd Peffumen

MRS. POMEROY, LTD.,

2Â», OU Bond Street, London. W.I.

Ian

MM THli P.VTE.NT ,*.

Treasure Coi

and Everything for Baby & the Nursery

amage

Paid.

THE COT Is a complete Protection from

draughts â�� Washable, Hygienic. Folds Small.

No. o. Plain Wood (straight legs) .. 32/8

No. i. Stained â�� .. 5Â» 6 r

No. Â». White Enamel , J7/i '

No. 38. With curved legs, brass centre

rod, mercerised fringe, etc.. etc.,

plain wood .. .. .. 75/. I txfra.

No. 3. Ditto, white enamel .. .. 7*/-

TREASURE BATH. Bot Rubber, nickel platÂ«d tip.

Plain wood. 3O -. White Enamel. 3S'-. Folds up.

Goods Kent free on 7 days' approval

Write for Â«O-pÂ«4* Illustrated Catalogue.

TREASURE COT CO.. LTD. (Dept II. 1),

124, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

rire

Common-Sense

p-Baby Carriageâ��

'T'HE MARMET is a common-sense Carriage,

because it b built on lines most likely to

afford Baby the-' greatest comfort and safety.

The body is hung by eight spiral springs, on to

a light tubular steel frame. This construction

reduces to a minimum all danger from shock.

There is also a nett saving of weight of more

than ri Ibs. in a MARMET over any ordinary

Baby Car. No Nuts to loosen. No Straps to break.

Soundly built by skilled British craftsmen, the

MARMET ranks highest in the " Rolls-Royce "

class of Baby Carriages.

Write for Catalan* "5." to-day. Pott Free.

E. T. Morris* & Co., Lid., M arm el House, Swiss

CotlMo. N.W.3; & 131, Deansgate, Manchester

" As Comfortable as a Hammock."
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(All over the World

Waterman's Ideals are sold ; all over

| the world their praises are sung.

There's not another pen like it, and

E. it is the ultimate choice of every

Â§ particular writer. Get a Waterman's

Â§ Ideal to-day, and learn the pleasure

i of writing with a perfect pen. Every

| hand can be suited with a nib that

Â§ means lifelong comfort in writing.

The pen for your holidays. Enables you to write anywhere.

No. 12, "Regular,'at tt/6; No. 42. " Safety, at 17/0;

No. 52, "Self-Filling," at 17/e. Also ice No. 54/'SeU-

Filling," with extra large nib, at 22/6. Large variety of

sizes and styles. Also Presentation Pens in Silver and

Gold. Nibs to suit all hands (exchanged gratis if not right).

Obtainable from Stationers and Jewellers everywhere.

Illustrated List Free on application to

= L. G. SLOAN, LTD., OyqJeit Corner, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 1

FARROWS BANK

Chairman â�¢

Mr. THOMAS FARROW

AUTHORISED CIPIIAl ... Â£1.000.000

SHUES ISSUED ... . 700000

SHAREHOLDERS ... ... 4000

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

JOINT-STOCK BANKING

TRANSACTED.

CURRENT ACCOUNTS opened and mtenemt

paid on approve! credit balances.

DEPOSITS received at currant rates of

Interest according to notice of withdrawal.
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INCOME OVER Â£1,200 A YEAR MORE

Special Offer to Readers.

A letter received recently at the Pelman Institute

gave pause even to a staff to whom reports of big income

increases have become almost a commonplace. It was

from a Managing Director. Here is what he says :â��

" My income is over Â¿1,200 a year moreâ��thanks entirely

to the sound, practical teaching of Pelmanism." Is there

any reader of the " Strand Magazine " .who desires

more concrete evidence of the income-raising powers

of Pelmanism than this letter ?

No testimony could be more direct and definite. No

investment could be more gratifying than Pelmanism is

here conclusively proved to be. Hundreds of Pelman

students have said that the cash value of first lesson

alone of the Course was worth the full fee paid for the

complete Course.

Clerk TrebleÂ« Income.

Another instance of material benefit derived from

Pelmanism is given in the following letter. It clearly

shows that the Pelmanist with a trained mind receives

immediate recognition from whoever pays for the labour

of his brain and hand. In this instance a clerk writes :

" I am deeply indebted to the Pelman Institute, as

since taking up the Course I have more than trebled

my income, which is due solely to your teaching."

This is an example for all who feel the burden of high

prices. The man or woman who, conscientiously study-

ing Pelmanism, unfailingly develops those mental quali-

ties which are so highly paid, can afford to laugh at the

upward trend of prices. The high cost of living has no

fears for the man or woman whose income is always

ahead of it.

Fascinating as Ð² Hobby.

Pelmanism is the easiest study in the world. It is

taught entirely by correspondence, and every student

has individualised, personal tuition from one of a large

staff of expert University-trained psychologists. You

can study the " little grey books " anywhere at any odd

moment of the day. Minutes otherwise wasted can be

invested in their study and yield you a golden reward.

Moreover, not only is the fee charged for the Course a

small one, but arrangements can be made whenever

desired to pay it in instalments.

Apply to-day to the Pelman Institute, 22, Pelman

House, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.I. By

return you will receive gratis and post free :â��

1. A copy of " Mind and Memory," which tells

exactly what Pelmanism is and what it does. It

includes a complete Synopsis of the Course.

2. A reprint of Truth's famous and fearless Report on

Pelmanism.

3. An Enrolment Form, which enables you to enrol

for the complete Course of Pelmanism on special

terms.

Here is your great chance to put yourself in the way

of removing the burden of high prices. You want a

fuller, more enjoyable lifeâ��you want to be free from

financial anxietyâ��YOU MUST MAKE THE FIRST

MOVE. Apply to-day.

Overetae Addreesee : 605, Fi/Ut Avenue, Sew Ã¯ork City.

U.8.A. ; Temple Building, Toronto ; 46-48, Market Slrett,

M i/I': Ñ�'11/, . Club Arcade, Durban ; Chowpatty Sea Face.

Bombay.

DISTINCTIVE

SUITINGS.

Distinctive is the word which

most aptly describes the

excellent Suitings) which

Egerton Burnett, Ltd., have

provided for Gentlemen's

bummer Wear.

They are unquestionably of Ñ�

superior characterâ��inquality,

in style, and in colouringâ��

the important essentials upon

which Appearance, Wear, and

ultimate Satisfaction depend.

PATTERNS sent on request

to any address, post paid.

?

iÂ£ Â«[Ð² (

The reliable colour and wear-resist-

ing properties of these " Royal "

Navy Blue Serge Suitings have

given great satisfaction for half Ð»

century. They are pure wool

Fabrics of a highly commendable

character, and are supplied in Ð»

large variety of weights and textures

at prices from 15/11 to 49/11 per

yard, double width.

LIGHT WEIGHT FABRICS

suitable for warm climates.

Pattern*. Tailoring Styles, and Price

Lists, Measure Forms, etc., sent on

request.

Any quantity of material supplied.

EGERTON BURNETT, La

L. DEFT.. WELLINGTON,

SOMERSET. ENGLAND.

134

SUITS MADE

TO MEASURE

FROM 155/6.

MANSFIELD'S

PATENT AUTOMATIC

Water & Oil Finder

Mansfield'* Patent Automatic

Wafer and Oil FinderÂ»

are used by leading Governments, Rail-

way Companies, Land Companies,

Well â�¢ Boring Engineers, and others.

A Colonial Engineer writes:

" Since purcbaeiUK the Inntnimeiil

I hare Â»elected 300 elte*. uxMt of

which I hiue either bond "]â�¢""' " ' r i>

our uwn Â¡'Unis, or had 1Ñ�Ð³ÐµÂ«1 by sub-

contractors. In every instance we

have beeu eucceeeful."

Prices of the instrument are as follows :

Â£30 locating at all depths up to aooft.

Â£60 ,, . n M M sooft.

Â£100 ,, â�� â�� â�� M i.Ã´oofu

â�¢Â£176 ..... , â�� M 3. sooft.

â�¢Also used for Oil Finding.

Delivery at Colonial or Foreign

Seaports Â¿3 extra.

We undertake the location of sites

and boring at lump sum prices under

guarantee of

"No full supply no pay."

Particulars OH application to

W. MANSFIELD & CO.,

Uatin of Will Boring Plant. PumpÂ». Windmill!. Oil

and Â«tvrvUliiw ÐµÑ�Ð¼Ñ�Ð�Ð� mlA Water SupplÂ» Â«>"i Ð¯

Oabltt: "MÃ¢UTLES. LlTERPOOU"
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Viyell

â�¢^ fRutd. Tradi

a

tRefd. Trade MarkÂ».

The All-British Washing Material of Practical Value.

Ð� 1 inch

4/11

wide.

If you are unable to obtain, write

to the Manufacturers for name of

nearest or most suitable Retailer.

per

yard.

Wm. Hollins Â«c Co.. Ltd. (Trade

only). 122a, Viyella House. Newgate

Street. London. E.C.I.
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To justify your asking

for a product by Name

that product muÂ»t have

outstanding repute and

quality.

Control of quality, per-

fection in processes and

reduction of manufac-

turing costs are achieved

by the unification o/

production.

BOWUHO'SMWASSAHOIL

QUALITY

Stockings, Socks, and Gloves

I-or Ladicg, ChUdren, and Men.

WOLSEY LIMITED,

DÂ«Pt. J2Â«. Kin* StÂ«Â«t. Leicester.

PLAYER'S

Cigarettes

(MEDIUM STRENGTH)

PDBE VIRGINIA

TOBACCO

pQITI.T.i.7|

FOR

Smoking

Mixture

In Two Strengths

MILD and MEDIUM

per ounee.

per

â��/
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Drl-ped, The Super-Leather 'for

Soles, is doable-wearing, water-

Croof, light and flexible,

he continued bigh price of leather

ÐµÐ²phasisesits economy. Itssaving,

both of uppers and of soles, greatly

outweighs its slight extra cost.

Insist on your New Footwear being

Dri-ped Soled, for Ladies. Children,

and Men. Insist also on Dri-ped

being used for resoling the whole

of the family footwear.

In every case, see (he Purple Dia-

mond Trade Mark every few inches

on each sole. Without it the

leather is a substitute.

SOLE PROPRIETORS :

ifbci!.

Dri-ped Leather's Services.

" THE SCBOOLBO Y TEST."

The difference between Dri-ped leather and ordinary leather

is most apparent under the "Schoolboy test."

BoyÂ» will be boys ; and leather is but leatherâ�� unless it be

Dri-ped Leather.

In which case the difference, in effect, is that between extravagance

and economy, between discomfort and comfort, risk and safely ; and

in every respect the difference is in favour of Dri-ped, the double-

wearing, waterproof, Super-Leather for Soles.

/Ñ� cast n/ difficulty, write toâ��

DRI-PED, LTD. - - BOLTON, LANCASHIRE.

To faf end of Text.
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ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL.

A FANCY DRESS FRIENDSHIP.

â�¢ Â¥ WISH," said Helen, as she gave her hair a

I final pat, " that I could get hold ot a

* really decent costume lor to-morrow

night. This Jazz affair is getting dreadfully

tired. And every other girl in the room is

wearing its twin sister."

A pretty rose-and-grey Pierrette who was

adjusting her right shoe nodded reflectively.

" M'm," she said. " But it's no good worrying

It's a'bore not being a plutocrat ... 1 say,

Helen . . . just look there I "

The two girls gazed fascinated at a woman who

had just slipped off her cloak. She wore a

delicious eighteenth-century costume of mauve

satin over a sprigged petticoat. A white pow-

dered wig set off her softly glowing face and a

patch was perched naughtily in one dimple.

" Isn't she exquisite ? " whispered Helen.

" I think those old-fashioned things are en-

chanting . . . and original these days I "

It was a very depressed Helen who changed

her shoes in the dressing-room after the dance.

I can't go to the ' Kxcelsior ' in this to-

morrow night," she confided to Mabel. " I'll

have to tell Guy I've got a headache or some-

thing."

" Poor old girl," sympathised her friend.

" I've only this one fancy dress and I haven't a

sou in the wide. Oh, I say, I was introduced

to that lovely creature . . . she's a Mrs. Beau-

champ. She's asked me to have tea at her flat

to-morrow . . . here, she is ... I'll introduce

you too."

The following afternoon Helen and Mabel

were having tea with Mrs. Beauchamp.

.Mrs. Bfuuchamp's appearance by daylight

had given both girls something of a shock. Her

frock was pretty, her complexion beautiful, but

the lovely wig of the previous night had given

place to her own hair, which was lank, dull and

straight. Though she seemed young there was

already more than one grey streak in her locks.

I'm so glad you liked my frock," she smiled,

in answer to a remark of Mabel's ..." But it

always depresses me so. I do wish I lived in the

eighteenth century, or that wigs were the fashion

now-a-days. I can't camouflage my horrid hair

anyway by daylight ! Have another cake, Helen,

they're real cream I Forgive my being fright-

fully rude, but could you tell me where you

get your hair waved ? Or is it natural ? Be-

cause I was admiring it all the time at the

dance."

Helen laughed.

" Can't afford to patronise hairdressers," she

answered, " and it isn't natural. No, I just use

silmerine." She finished as if that explained

everything. Mrs. Beauchamp knitted her brows.

" Silmerine ? " she inquired. " I'm afraid I'm

very ignorant. What is it ? Where do you get

it ? What do you do with it ? "

" One at a time," laughed Helen. " It is a

rather nice-smelling colourless liquid. 'Yon can

get it from any chemist's. You just damp your

hair with it, put in slides where you want the

wave . . . and, voilÃ , ze curls ..."

" But that's too wonderful," exclaimed Mrs.

Beauchamp. " Do you have to use it every

day ? "

" Oh, no ... the effects last for some days.

And the queer thing is that the more you use

silmerine the less often you require it. It seems

to coax the hair into natural waves that stay Ñ�

of their own accord."

" If my hair weren't so odiously thin and

streaky," said Mrs. Beauchamp, " I would rush

out this minute and buy a bottle before I have

another sandwich. But my grey locks would

look too ridiculous in waves."

" Mrs. Beauchamp," put in Helen, " I'm

going to reveal a horrid secret. A little while

ago I found some grey hairs on my own head.

Mabel's fair ; she won't go grey so soon. So I

got a packet of tammaltte and dissolved :t in

bay rum, and put it on the faded parts with a

clean little brush. It was wonderful the way

that it gradually brought back the colour to

my hair."

" How lovely," exclaimed their hostess.

Yes, I really must try that. Tammalite, you

said, didn't you ? By the way, a lot of people

I know are using boranium as a hair tonic, but

so far I haven't tried it. Do either of you know

if it's any good ?"

" Any good ? " chorused the two girls . . .

" Why, it's the only thing ..."

" I mix it with bay rum "

" My hair's grown heaps thicker since I used

it."

" Good gracious," interposed Mrs. Beauchamp

. . . " I suppose I shall have to use it too. I'll

put it down with the tammahte. What do you

shampoo with ? " she asked.

This time Mabel answered ..." Oh. the

usual . . . Stallax, you know."

" Stallax ? I don't seem to know it. Is it

some special preparation ? "

" I don't think so," replied Mabel. " It is

quite ordinary stuff, I believe. You can buy

it in J-lb. tins from most chemists. But it

makes the most lovely shampoo ; it lathers

gorgeously in any water and your hair dries

quickly after it and looks so soft and bright.

My own hair always gets so dry and brittle

after a shampoo of any kind that I always

massage my scalp with olive oil before washing

it."

" That's awfully nice to know," said Mrs.

Beauchamp ..." really, I'm most intensely

grateful to you two girls. By the way, Helen,

didn't you say something about wanting a fancy

dress for the ' Excelsior ' dance to-night ? You

wouldn't care to borrow my rig-out. I suppose ?

It's just your size, and I know it would suit

you."

" Mrs. Beauchamp," said Helen, " you're one

of the best."

PARKER BELMONT'S CLYNOL BERRIES

FOR OBESITY.â��[AovT.J
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THE AEOLIAN VOCALION

is the highest development of the gramophone.

In richness of tone and fidelity to the original it

surpasses all other sound reproducing instruments.

Through the medium of the famous ' GraduÃ³la ' tone

control device it permits the wideÃ¡t scope for imparting

personal expression to the rendition of every record.

'Go be heard at your convenience in Aeolian Hall, and fully described in Catalogue 7.

'"" JÂ° THE AEOLIAN CO., LTD. 'f"""*"

(Formerly the OrchestrcHc Co.),

AEOLIAN HALL,

131-7, NEW BOND STREET, W.I.

H (Ð�Ð£Ð�Ð¬ KIÐ¼Ñ�
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A N^-^) 2-Stroke.

is a machine distinguished (01

daintiness of outline and efficiency

of performance. The two-speed

gear, controlled from the top tube

together with the free engine and

clutch, renders the machine delight-

fully simple to handle in dense traffic.

London & Midland MotorÂ», Ltd.,

445, Oxford St., London, W.I.

BROOKS

Saddle

fitted to your cycle

this summer will be

giving you the same

luxurious comfort many

summers hence.

Our New Catalogue will

help you in your choice.

J. B. BROOKS & CO., Ltd.,

66. Criterion WorkÂ».

BIRMINGHAM

Ð�

LOOK for "the best cars on the

roadâ��then glance at the Tyresâ��

they're Palmers. Their owners

â��men of judgment and moneyâ��spare no pains

to find the right Tyreâ��the Tyre essential to their

own safety and pleasure.

Behind every Palmer Cycle Tyre there's the same quality

of material, workmanship, and skill that initiated ana

still produces to.day the world's finest Aero and Motor

Tyres. Examine a Palmer Cycle Tyre at your Agents.

Palmers are the Tyres for YOU.

THE PALMER TYRE LTD.

119/123, Shaftesbury Ave., London, W.C.2.

L.B.2. Cycle Tyre Depot: 103,81. John St., Clerkcnwell,E.C.i. <f

EVINRUD

or on mver, lAKe. or uroartfl. you can

the pleasures of Motor Boating at f ractio

coet. Convert your own or hired rowhoat

Into a spee<ly, reliable motor by attaching

Ð»Ð» Evinrude Motor, which needs no Hkilled

attention. Money back if not satisfied.

Qet /uii particulars bu irriiino /Ð�Ð¢

Oataitm

EVINRUDE MOTOR C9(EKG) L1?

MANAGER A-W BRADBURY

IO7 WATERLOO Ð�Ð�Ð®Ð�

SEI

Keep Dry in Beacon Oilskins

Beacon Oilskins will keep you dry and cosy every minute of the long-

est, wettest day. They carry the fullest guarantee. If they leak,

itick. or fail you m any way. the Beacon Label tays that you get

your money back without question or

quibble. Beacons Jo keep out the wet.

'oat illuMtrated ie ftÂ« Falkland. It haÂ§

v""'f'":"""', Raglan fhotildcrt, truff

- '/ 'â�¢' 'â�¢ biff roomy pocket*. It would

k" /> you dry tit a tolid week o/ uvÃ.

In black Oilfkin, Â«8'-I m Khaki

and Co/our*. 47/-. Ladi?Â»' Coat*.

38 6 up. Childrtn'i. 24 Ð² Â»iÂ»

Ð�Ð¼Ð§Ð¼Ð¹Ð¼ to match. Black. 5 Ð²,

ColourÂ», Ð² Ð²; Children'*. 4 11.

ILLUSTRATED LIST

POST FREE.

St'iid Ñ� p.c. for the BeÂ»Â«m booklet

of "\\ father Comfort," dwcribinit

Ð¨'Ð¸Ð½-y-teck Â¡ii-H.iHt. . Â¡ "Â¡Ð¥-- -

BARBOURS.Ltd.. 19, Beacon

^"IdinÃÃs, South Shields. Eng.
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M a icing a

" Racer"

out of t hi

Wheel Toy

Outfit.

New Wheel Toy

Outfit

Tke Wheel Toy

Outfit as if comet

to you, and two

of the lovs you

can make with it-

Build your own Scooter

Here's the best thing I've invented for yearsâ��a new Gilbert

toy. ' With these sets of specially made steel disc wheels,

finely painted steel plates and axles, strong hardwood bars,

etc., you can make all sorts of great outdoor life size toys.

A screwdriver and a wrench are the only tools you

need. Simple directions in the outfits tell you how to put

everything together.

Make Racers, Scooters, Wagons, Trucks

You can make Ñ� new toy whenever you want itâ��coasters and racers and scooters

that are strong and speedy, snappy â�¢ looking express carts, baggage trucks, wheel-

barrows, go-carts, etc.

The splendid.^3 7 6 set has gears and pinions and extra parts that make a great |x>wer

racer. The Â¿i ig 6 set makes the glider, coaster, flat topped wagon, etc. Then there

is a big jCs 5 Ð¾ set that also makes a small sleigh and racer with runners. You can have

fun all the year round with these sets.

Obtainable at all large

and toy shops.

If unable to procure same, write to ust and we

will put you in touch wit It your nearest
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When

shaving"

against time

save

time

by using"

PRICE'S

ASTONISHING

HAIR BEAUTY

RESULTS From

HOW IT IS DONE.

Proper Shampooing with

QUINQUENNA

After the first Shampoo with

pUIN QUENNA the Hair

is undeniably better, and it

grows more and more beautiful

after every wash. QUIN

QUENNA is so delightfully

differentâ��it gives such life

and vigourâ��such a wealth

of heavy, wavy thickness.

the

, - id

fluffy, and so easy to dry and

do up afterwards. QUIN

QUENNA has no exterior

beautyâ��no ravishing perfume,

but in every packet there

awaits you Hair Beauty

beyond description. QUIN

QUENNA is a triumphâ��a

Â«relation of Hair Loveliness.

Just say to your dealer, "I want

QUINQUENNA." He Rtocks it

â��he knows its value. In packets

(containing sufficient for Ð� Sham-

!>â�¢â�¢".-', 2 for 1/- ; Ð² packet*. 2/0.

of heavy, wavy thickness.

QUIN QUENNA makes the

Hair fresh, clean, bright and

A GUARANTEED:

HAIR GROWER.:

| NOTE.â�� A little Quinolox -

\ brushed into your Hair in- :

' stantly makes ordinary dull,

: flat, lifeless Hair full of sun- .

â�¢ shine and benuty, frees the "

â�¢ hair from dust and dirt, mak- ;

: ing it look and feel pretty, :

: fresh, wavy, bright and abun- â�¢

: Â« 1. tut all day long. Quinolox ;

: is better than any dry shr.m- :

: poo. 2/- and -Â¡/6 a bottle.

tf unable to procure'QUiy'QUS'ÃfJfA or IJuinolox. Â»end direct to Ð¸Ð² and

we will detpateh promptly along with a eommtmtenM Beauty Leaflet,

Leigbtoa Labs. (DRe^ 35, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.Ci.

cniKiiiiiNminiimiiinmiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiiiiniiiiitmniiiiim

TWILIGHT SLEEP NURSING HUMES LTO

Twilight Sleep painless maternity is a boon which should be accorded to every

mother and child. Prospective parents are invited to call or write for illustrated

booklet of the leading Twilight Sleep Home in Great Britain. Resident physician.

Best equipped. Most comfortable. Recommended by the medical profession.

LADY SECRETARY (Box 12), Bushey Lortee, TEDDINQTON, MIDDLESEX

you can HALVE

me cos! of Furnish

inq a Bedroom.

The " 8TTLCRAFT" Wardrobe

li Ñ�Ð» Inexpensive lubitltutÂ« for the

bfgh-prictd wooden kind. ConsistÃ

of folding wood frame with bottom

part, ihelf. and row ef hooke.

Erected In a minut*ortwo. Draped

In beautiful Cretonne with frill.

Easily dlinoMitled. A great boon

In flau and small houseÂ«. Site 3ft.

wide. Price 77'6, Carriage Paid

anywhere. Satisfaction guaranteed

or money back-Write for Illustrated

Pamphlet. DOWNINQS (Dept U).

61, London Road.

London, 8.E.L

SCIENCE CONQUERS

RHEUMATISM

Is rheumatism curable ? Doctors say

"Yes." URACE PROVES IT. Urace

has cured thousands of Rheumatism,

Gout, Backache, Sciatica, and all

uric acid complaints. It never falls.

Umce TablcU are sold by BootÂ»'. Taylors',

and all Chemtute, at 1/8, 3 -, and B'- per box. or

direct post free from The Drace lAboratoiÃ¯e*.

Â«8. Wofium Ð�Ð¾Ñ�Â». Store Street. Londnn, W C.I.

'RECORDER'

STYLOGRAPHIC PEN

The "RECORDER" in the best Â«Mo made.

Fitted Â»ith OoM and Palladium Point, and

Gold Spring Needle. To be had of ALL

STATIONERS, or from the SOLE MAKERS :

JEWEL PEN COMPANY. Lumen (Dept. SI.

?Â«. Nswmte Street. LONDON. Ð�.Ð¡.1.
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A Glaxo Baby, aged 28 months

Our puppy chewed poor Golliwog,

His stuffing ran away,

It sprinkled all the nursery floor,

Nurse sewed him up to-day.

But Golly looks so sad and thin,

I'm sure it can't be wrong

To pour a little GLAXO in,

To make him well and strong.

E. M. W

*

ACCEPT THIS OFFER F-i/.(p.o.,suÂ»poÂ»wni

tend you, in plain envelope, â�¢ copy

of the 136-pase GLAXO BABY BOOK, a GLAXO WEIGHT CHART, an

illustrated LIST of the Glaxo Baby Clothing PatternÂ», a LEAFLET about the Glaxo

Happy Motherhood Service, and the RESUME of a Report to the Local Government

Board on the U<e of Dried Milks for Infant Feeding, by F. J. H. Coulis, M.D.. B.Sc..

D.P.H. In addition, we will send to Expectant Mothers, without extra charge, our new

booklet. " BEFORE BABY COM ES." if they state the month Baby ii expected. Make

P.O. payable to "Glaxo" and cross "Â¿k Co." Keep the Counterfoil. Write To-day to

GLAXO (Dept. 156). 155, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON. W.I.

"Proprietors :

foifpA Haitian & Co. Limited.

London and

Wellington, New Zealand.
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Cake &

Biscuits

ON A HOLIDAY.

Something to nibble at odd mo-

ments, and something specially

nice for Tea. " Tea-Time " or

'Bouquet Cream" Biscuitsâ��

"Madeira" or "Genoa" Cake.

Pure and Wholesome as " Home-made.

High-class Grocers, Confectioner*,

and Store* tell them.

If your dealer docs not stock them, write for

the name of our nearest agent.

Alfred I In,'1., X sonÂ», Ltd.. Cake .', Biscuit Muken,

Birmingham.

ECALL

CUSTARD PDWDER

(Suear Sweetened)

"KING OF

CUSTARDS."

, 1IVOO

Cutler

IS THE WONDEB OF THE AGE.

ry

Ð£ It iÂ« alwayi Clean and Bright no matter how used. We rapplr

SIX BEST QUALITY

STAINLESS DESSERT KNIVES

Post paid direct from S BE WILD for 28 -

Satitfaction guaranteed or Ñ�Ð°Ð½ÐµÑ� returned,

Â¿â�¢ma for Itif.

RICHVVF.Ll/S, Ltd.

Dcpt. S.M., HafloiÂ»

SHEFFIELD.

The quality of I.aitova Lemon Cheese is : standard which

it maintained cnly by ihe use of the purest ingredients and the

most scrupulous care in manufacture. It possetset unique

body-buiiaing proper!iesâ��-just the thine for the youngsters,

From Grocer* and StÃ¶ret everywhere.

SUTCLIFFE & B1NCHAM, Ltd.. MANCHESTER.^

Just the Thing

the Doctor Orders

BRAND'S ESSENCES are ready ior

immediate useâ��no waler to addâ��every

teaspoonful a stepping slone to more com-

plete recoveryâ��the very ESSENCE of the

best Beef, Mutton, and Chicken obtainable.

S

ESSENCE

gives vitality and .vigour. It is

nourishing and stimulating, and yields

wonderful results in cases of Malnutrition,

Weak Digestion, and Nervous Exhaustion.

Doctors always order BRAND'S.

Sold by Chemists, Grocers, and Stores every-

where. You will know the tins and glaea Jars

by the Special Green Label.
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NEITHER too mild nor yet too " bitey," Libby's Prepared Mustard adds

savour and zest to all meat dishes, hot or cold.

Made from the finest gracie of English grown mustard seed, with none

of the original mustard oil removed, blended with the best grade of vinegar

and spices, " aged " before bottling, Libby's Mustard comes ready prepared

for instant useâ��no mixing !

Serve it with hot meatsâ��serve it with cold meats. Season your fish sauces

with it. And on sandwichesâ��it's Libby's Prepared Mustard that makes the

sandwich !

Sandwich Substantial.

Place a slice of Libby's Corned Beef,

spread with Libby's Prepared Mustard, on

bread. Cover again with bread, mustard

and slice of corned beef. Place third piece

of bread on top, press together and cut in

squares.

Cress Sandwiches.

Wash and dry water-cress, chop it

finely, and spread a thick layer on thin

sliced, buttered bread ; cover with Libby's

Mustard and another piece of bread and

press well together.

When you order Libby's Prepared Mustard, also ask your grocer

for Libby's Mayonnaise Salad Dressingâ��makes all salads twice as

tempting. Libby's Tomato Catchupâ��the premier of all relishes.

Libby, McNeill & Libby, Ltd.

(DePt.l), 8, GREAT TOWER STREET, LONDON, E.G.

LIVERPOOL

GLASGOW

MANCHESTER

BRISTOL

NEWCASTLE

BVRMINGHAM

HULL

ABERDEEN

BELFAST
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That "grouch"!

You know if you're not feeling really

well, everything seems to go wrong, and

little troubles and worries are magnified

to an alarming extent.

Your system needs periodically toning up, and

the best and safest way is to get the " Kkovah "

habitâ��a teaspoonful on rising.

Makes you fitâ��

keeps you fit.

is the finest corrective for

those little irregularities which

are inseparable from sedentary

life ; it will help your system to

function consistently â�� aiways.

In lins, of Giocers, Stores,

and all Boots' Branches.

Su tel iff Ñ� & Bingham, Ltd.,

Kai MANCHESTER. Ð¤

PORTREE TWEEDS

DIRECT FROM LOOM TO WEARER

Manufactured [rom Pure Wool in

the Historic Isle of Skye.

(Supplied to Her Majesty Queen Mary

and His Majesty the late King Edward).

Moderate in Price. PatternÂ«

Free on Application. Cla nTartan

Rugs from 50*. Famed Portree

Double Blankets, 65s. Write to-day.

(S. Dept.) PORTREE WOOL MILL CO.. Ltd,

INVERNESS.

Amazing Hair

Discovery

FREE The mysterious secret of the

TDI A I Ancient Inca Aristocracy's beauti-

Ð�\Ð¡'1?17 D ^u' ^a'r ^'as ^een discovered, and is

Or Ð� tilx now given to the public for the first

time. If you suffer from PREMATURE

GREYNESS, BALDNESS, or FALLING

HAIR, send at once, enclosing a i$d. stamp for FREE

SAMPLE BOX and descriptive Booklet of this

wonderful remedy, the most perfect hair food known.

INCANA COMPANY,

6K. Manor Park Parade. High Road. Lee. S.E.13

FOR HEADACHES.

These little Zox Powders are instantly effective in banishing Headaches and

Neuralgia. You just take one in a cup of tea or water and the pain goes like

magic. So confident are we that they will give you instant relief that we will

gladly send two Zox Powders Free upon receipt of stamped addressed envelope.

Zox Powders can i>f bought at all Cfifmists or Stores in

1/. and 2/e boxes, or pQftfree at the same price fromâ��

THE ZOX CO., 11. HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, Ð�.Ð¡.1.

Drawing for "The Strand"

and other famous Journale le a well-paid occupa-

tion. I can teach you "How" in a free-from-

drudgery manner by poet. I have also a special

Course for BeginnerÂ« (fee U only 31 -I. Write

for my new Prospectus, it U filled with happy

nketche*. and deecril>e8 my syetem thoroughly.

Write me personally, enclosing two Ð¸ ta nips.

JAY GERHARD. The Northern School

of Ð Ð³ÐµÐ°Ð¶Drawing 35 i, Brad eh aw. BollÃ³n.

Throw Your Corn Razors Away

Apart fiom the danger of using a razor, which is greru,

culling never cures, but makes the roots grow stronger.

UM the aoth Century Discovery.

Send for Trial Sample (enclose 36. for packing and postage).

The trial will surprise and convince you.

CORALINE CORN CURE, iiTS.?;1..

CORALINE CO. (H. Edge). NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

BASHFULNESS

it.

may have the appearance of a virtue,

but it il a deplorable handicap to suc-

ceee. What it It hut lack of confidence

which doom* to failure many otherwise

capahle men and women? If YOU are

ainongtit the bashful. Timid people,

those afflicted with amte eeneltivenem

and the embarrassing habit of Blushing :

If you find youreelf tn the background

of buHineee life, while otherÂ» are forginir

ahead and winning the Big SalarieÂ«

â��then here i - a clear menage of hope

and comfort for you. No matter how

Sensitive you are. or lacking in the vital money-earning quality

of self-reliance, a guaranteed 7-day cure awaitÂ« you. My remark-

able system of Nerve Control will positively cure Nervousmfue,

Blushing. Timidity. Write at once, mentioning Ð¢Ð½Ð² STKAXIÂ»

Ð�Ð«Ð�Ð�Ð�, for full particulars and FREE booklet. "The Tower

to Wiu."

Address :

SPECIALIST, Ltd., 12. All Samts Rd., 8t Annes-on-Sen.

A FRIEND

IN NEED.

"VITA" CIGARETTE MAKER

Nicksl, Ð³/-; Silver-plated. 2/6; Sterling Silver,

3/-; Rolled Gold, 9/-; Hycimic Paper Tubes, 3/-

i.ooo, 1/9 500, Post Free. A/so TRADE supplied.

Knight's VITA Co. (Dept. 4). Limchill Road, Tunbridte WellÂ«.

Makes 3Ã� FILTERET) or MOUTHPIECE, or 25 ordinary cigaretteÂ»

"astantly (with cigarette papen or tubeÂ»! with 1 ox.

tobacco ; equals 7 for Id.; best tobacco 4 for Id,

Filtered cigarette prevent Sore

ThriMite, and eave SO per cent.

tolwu-co, a* there is No Wa*tÂ«.

Any tolmcco can l>e need, only

weighs 1 ox. Fit* in Cigarette

Jane,

LADIES can \tu it.
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The Safest

way to buy

her RING

or yours is

after leisurely selection and careful

comparison in the quietness of your home.

THE RING BOOK, which we will send to you,

delineates 122 Gem Rings in all their Natural Sparkle,

Colours, and Beauty. You can select from it as surely

as if you were choosing from the actual Rings. People from

all over the World are buying by this safe method.

After making your selection, we send the Ring, fully insured to

your address, on Ñ� fortnight's unconditional approval. If, within

14 days of receipt, you wish to change your mind, we will either

exchange the Ring, allowing full value for it. or you can

rciwrn it and have your money back in full.

If you keep the Ring, you du so on this understanding :

Whenever you wub, after one year or

twenty years, and subject to RiÃ±a Book

Condition*, we will re-purchase 'your

KinÂ« at 1Ã� less than the price paid.

WRITE NOW FOR "THE RING BOOK"

describing our fair methods fully, and illustrating Engagement.

Dress, and Men's Kings, priced from JE5 : 5 : 0 up to Â£325.

The NORTHERN GOLDSMITHS Co.,

No. 6. GOLDSMITHS' HALL.

"The RING SHOP for the WORLD,"

NEWCASTLE-upon-TYNE. EnÃ¯l.nd. @

Spending to Save

The shillings that go for the cleaning

and dyeing of clothing and household

furnishings save many pounds that would

otherwise need to be spent on new.

The skilful careful work of Greenhalghs'

Ltd. assures the utmost economy, for

everything entrusted to them is returned

satisfactory to the most exacting.

The World's Dyers

and Cleaners,

BURNLEY, LANCS-Ñ�

Write for Patterns

of Pure Wool Suitings

No cloth makes up better than Hudders-

field Solid Worsted. Fine long staple

wool, soft, elastic, wear * resisting,

thoroughly shrunk, it will give your

tailor the chance of his lifetime. Direct

from loom to you it saves 25 to 50 per

cent, on overseas prices.

CLOTH BY THE YARD: Hudders-

field Solid Worstrd 25/- per yd., Pure

Wool Scotch Tweeds 17/-per yd., Hard-

wenr Tweeds 12/6 per yd. Any length

cut. Average suit length 3} yds.

SUITS BY POST from Â£3 5e.

Satisfaction or Cash Refund legally

guaranteed. Write for patterns.

GROVES& LINDLEY.Eiportersof ruh *

Clothim, 114,The Lion,Haddtrifield,Eng.

Mass Production

economises for YOU

Forces have been joined by two of

the largest firms of hosiery manu-

facturers : vast resources are

included in the combination, so that

from the raw material to the finished

product the manufacture of Medea

other-than-wool Stockings, Socks

and Gloves is now carried on

under the control of one organisation.

And the organisation" is dealing

direct with the retailer, eliminating

all unnecessary intermediate ex-

penses. Saving will be effected, the

standard of production will be

uniformly good â�� both of which

advantages will accrue to the buyer.

AU. BRITISH

StockingÂ«, Socks and Glove.

For Ladies, Children and Men

Every pair of Medea

Stockings, Socks and

Gloves bears this Tab.

Insist on seeing it on

every pair you buyâ��from

Retailers everywhere.

Wolsey Limited, |

Dept. M 13 : King Street, Leicester

ll
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Sir Kreemy Knut's

Advice.

After a strenuous game

there U no morÂ« delightful

refreshment than SHARP'S

SUPER-KREEM TOFEEE.

It is the ideal open-air

sweetmeat â�� refreshing,

sustaining, and, most

important of all, absolutely

pure.

r SHARP'S >-

SUPER-KREEM

^ TOFFEE -

Sold loose by weight or in 4 ib

decorated tinsâ��also in J, JJ. and

i-lb. tins.

\ You should *Uo try !

[SHARP'S ROYAL NOUG\T j

E. SHARP * SONS. LTD.. Maidstone.

HAIR TINT FOR GREY OR FADED HAIR

Tints grey or faded hair any natural

shade desiredâ��brown, dark-brown, light-

biown, or black. It Ã®s permanent and

washable, bas.no grease, and does

not burn the hair. It is used by over

three-quarters of a million people.

Medical certifÃcale accompanies

each bottle. Of all Chemists,

Stores, and Hairdressers, 2/6 the

Flask, or direct from HINDES,

Ltd., i, Tabernacle Street, City,

London.

Patentees and Manufacturers

of the World-Famous fundes

Wavers.

DRINK HABIT

^ CONQUERED.

If you desire to rescue your friend from the Drink

Craving you can easily do so by using a simple

Home Treatment which can be given secretly in

Tea, Coffee, Whisky, Beer, or other Liquid. It-

impossible of detection, being tasteless -""^

and cuite harmless. Succeeds where

ithers failt as testified to by thou-

sands of grateful users, also Doctors

and Nurses. Often succeeds in afew

hours. The Heavy Drinker soon

begins to Hate the lastÂ« of Alcohol,

loathes the very smell, and nothing

can induce him or her to drink it.

Pull pnrÃicHÃ�ar* and tamp/Â« of thif

guaranteed safe, certain, cheap ana

9ptedÂ¡t Treatment, showing how easily "

loved oiH-Ñ� are bcinit reclaimed irithoitt

their knowledge, post free privately. Enclose Stamp.

THE VENN'S CO., 1. Station Rd., Brlxton (S.S.), London

_ BREECHES

and SUITS

Made to measure of our strong

Hiding Tweeds, smart colour-

lore and designs, make stylish

euits .nul wear twice Ð°Ð» long

&B ordinary suitings,

BREECHES ,30-

SUITS..,â�¢115/-

DRILL BREECHES

For Summer and Tropical Off /

wear. To measure, from Kt*J\ m

No matter where you are. Bend us

full particular* of your require-

mentÂ« and we will eenu you patterns,

meaeure tape anil full instruction*

for self -measurement, and guaran-

tee to fit you perfectly or refund

your cash.

BEDFORD RIDING

BREECHES CÂ°

(Dept.

ENGLAND.

ARE YOU

TOO THIN?

Don't Be " The Skeleton at the Feast." Sargal Makes

Strong, Sturdy Men and Beautijul, Healthy Women.

Would a little more flesh make you more stylish

and attractive ?

Would IQ or 20 pounds more make you better

satisfied with your personal appearance ?

If so, you should try Sargol. It will make you

nice and plump. For years Sargol has helped to

make strong, sturdy men and beautiful, healthy

women. It is undoubtedly the most powerful mducer

Of nutrition yet discovered.

It increases cell growth, makes perfect assimi-

lation of food, increases the number of blood cor-

puscles, and, as a necessary result, builds up muscles

and solid, healthy flesh, and rounds out the figure.

For women who can never appear stylish m any-

thing they wear because of their thinness, this re-

markable'treatment may prove a revelation. It is a

beauty-maker as well as a form-builder and nerve-

strengthener. Men increase their nerve PÂ°wer as

well as adding many pounds of good, healthy Hesn

If you want to add solid flesh to your bones, or

are lacking in nerve force or vitality, go to your

chemist for a 3s. box of Sargol, and let it prove all we

C aÃf your chemist cannot supply you, send direct

to the Sargol Company, Ñ�, PhÅ�nix Place, Mount

Pleasant, London, W.C.I.
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The petty annoyance of the on-broken boot-lice can

be nde-tracked entirely if you Â¡mint on Brltlih

HURCULACE8. renowned for their good qualities in

wear and appearance. For booti or ihoes in black or tan

â�¢hide*. Insist on haTi ng themâ��they are ture to pÃeme you,

Stocked by all .DraperÂ«. OutJUtm. and BootmakerÂ».

Ifanufnciurerg : Fair* Bro* AQo.. Ltd...

SMART BROGUE SHOE

FOR THE OUTDOOR LADY

An Ideal Shoe for the Golf LinkÂ«

or everyday Town or Country Wear.

This Brogue Buckle Shoe is

specially built to meet all the

requirements of Smart, Dependable

Footwear for Outdoor Service.

Made from the finest Waterproof Leathers,

Black or Tan. With; or without Light

Hobnails.

Per Pair.

Order No. 1Ð±Ð·Ð². Black ... 42/-

Order No. 1630. Tan ... 45/-

Without overhanging Tawse Tongue, 21- per

pair less.

Carriage p:ii<l fn U.K. Foreign postage extra. Can lie had

In all Â»IÂ«Â». Send Â«Â¡Ð¸ or outline of foot and Postal ( irder.

" Fife " Shoe* are worn and appreciated

by thousand! of ladleÂ«. Their world-

wide reputation la the result of merit.

Cnialoyut of "Fife-" Footwrar tfnt on reqitett.

A. T. HOGG,

No. 64. STRATHtniGLO. FIFE.

The Pioneer and Txrulfr of the " Boote by Poet " Trade.

MAKE

SHAVING

A JOY

ROLIO-FOAM

SAFETY RAZOR

THE action of the rollers is

delightfully smooth and

soothing to the skin, and

effects a perfectly clean and

refreshing shave with ease

and rapidity. It is easily

cleaned after use by rolling

over a dry towel.

ALL BRITISH made, tacked in nickel-plated

case, together wit k 12 olrdes and iwo triple X'

plated made cases, complete from all Cutlers,

Chemists and high-class stores, or direct from

LEWIS REGNARD & CO.

90, Lower Thames Street, LONDON, E.G.

Write for Free Booklet.

" The Science of Shaving. "

NOTE THE

ROLLERS

I
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'Way up in the

mountains

Long deep breaths of the

air clear the throat and nasal

passages. It is biffÃ¨rent in the toil-

ing cities, but the delicate throat-

lining irritated by the smoke and

dust-laden air is soothed, healed,

and fortified against the attack of

disease germs by occasionally dis-

solving in the mouth

EVANS*

Pastilles

An effective precautionary measure

against the microbes of Influenza,

Catarrh, Pneumonia, Diphtheria, etc.

â�¢Ð² j t% per tin from Chemist*, or

I / Â«J poet free from the makerÂ«,

/ Evan* Son* Locher &

Webb. Ltd.. 56. Hanover Street,

Liverpool, and 60, Bartholomew

Cluse, London, E.C.I.

S.2. Ð¤

FASHION SKETCHING.

LEARN THIS INTERESTING ART AND

EARN BIG MONEY.

POSTER. BLACK AND WHITE, STORY ILLUS-

TRATING alÂ«i tniiRlit LF.saoNS GIVEN at StudioÂ« or by Poet

MomiliK. Afternoon, or Evening Ð�Ð°Ð¼ÐµÐ». StudentÂ» oÂ»n Â»tart any

da/. Good P0Â«itionj found. Sketi-hiai bought anil Â«old. Terms'

SCCRETARV, The Commercial Art School, sÃ¤. UKW.

13 Ð� 13, Henrietta Street. Strand. London. W.C.a.

ITametts Bargain Raincoats]

MADE ID lAdlM* Ð»Ð¿Ð� Gent'i itylM

from proofed yabartllne, full/

check lined, tailor made and finished.

Still no in. re**c in price. SatlGÃ�act.on

guartinteed.

Pattern* and Booklet No 70 Post Free.

Masters the Hair

on all occasions. For Rowing, Punting,

Cricket, Tennis, Golf, or any outdoor

recreation, social functions, in fact, for

every day use, there is no better prepara-

tion in the world that will so effectually

control the hair, and keep it so neat

and tidy all day, as Anzora.

Beware of Substitutesâ��Insist upon Anzora.

Anzora Cream for slightly creasy

scalps, and Anzora Viola for dry

scalps, are sold by all Chemists,

Hairdressers, Stores, etc.

Price 1/Ð² & 2/6 (double quantity) per bottle.

Amara Perfumery Co., Willftdm Lane, London, A'. W.

EVENTUALLY YOU'LL BUY

SOLETS

(RUBBER CUSHIONS OF COMFORT t

BECAUSE : 1 1., v coÂ»l h -If the price o

'"â�¢I weir thrw timn .<> long.

BECAUSE : Your uneven wÂ«*r ii corrected

for â�¢ few pence. LÂ»nly fixed.

BECAUSE ; Th*r keÂ«P thÂ« f~4 dr, MÂ»de

of fin**l Rubber, nui cheap rÂ«-

v l*ii.n>.l nuterUL

LADIES1 2/6 . 3/- ,.. M. SfSMS

CENTS' 3/6.4/- ...... "ST"

Slngta* MM for ren.w.U

OF ALL BOOTMAKERS

BRITISH SOLETS LTD.

Ð¦.19 CORONATION ROAD. BRISTOL.

SWAN'

FOUNTPENS

The very fact

that hundreds of thousands of busy

writers use their "Swan" Pens day in

and day out with the utmost satisfac-

tion should convince you of the wisdom

of their choice.

Sold by StationerÂ» and ,l.:i .1!. ,-*

12 H. 15/-, 21 -, SS -, 30 - upwardÂ«.

MABIE. TODD Â« CO., LTD.,

Swan Mous.-. 133-139, Oxford St., London, W.I.

And at 3, Exchange Street. Mam-ucflter. ParÃ�J. BniMelÂ».

/urlch, Syduey. Toronto, aud t'ulHjTown.

Factories : London, UTerj10Â«!. New York and Toronto.

AsocÃate Hounc : Mable, Todii Ã� Co.. Inc., New lorÂ»

and Ð�Ð«ÐµÐ°ÐµÐ¾.
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DON'T

TRUST TO

MEMORY.

HavetheHANDY "MEMO"

PAD with its constant supply of

paper beside the telephone or on your desk,

and make a note of your business.

DO NOT FORGET IT!

No office or establishment should be without

a supply. Send an order for half a dozen now.

PRICE, INCLUDING TWO PAPER

REFILLS, Ss. EACH, Carriage Paid.

FRENCH PAPBRSTOCK CO., Ltd. (Dcpt. Ml,

24-30, Bermondsey Wall. London, S.E.ie.

If ITS PAPER, WRITS VS.

"BRENCHTOCK" BOND.

Have you tried this super letter-paper?

Ask your printer for quotations. Full

range in stock, white and coloured.

CHERRY'S

Shabby and " done for " when sent,

we are now as immaculate as if

issuing from a high-class tailor's.

Once more we are fit for months of

hard wrar â�� thanks to Cherry's â�� and

when shabby again Cherry's will

give us a new lease of life.

Clothes laet much longer than they

otherwise could if periodically renovated

and preved by Cherry'Â«. Don't discard

your old garment*, thereforeâ�� send them

to Cherry's and Ð²Ð°Ñ�Ðµ the rout of new thinÂ«Â«.

Coatumea cleaned 4t tailor preased. 9 Ð²

suits .. â�� a -

Raincoats reproofed â�� â�� 7/e

Returned carriage paid.

Other articleÂ» Cleaned at equally low priceÂ»-

t'herry'8 Â»ervif* i* known by thiÂ» TradÂ« J/arJtâ��

the guarantee of good service,

BURNLEY

HNENS

IF ever^ne who neede Naperv to-day

knew what amazing valuee we offer

In Horrooksee* Sheets tind Pillow Caset,

!' Old Bleach " Table Damask and Fine

Pure Irish Bed Linen, our Â»took?, large

they are, would not bet a single

week. Having contracted for huge

supplies at the favourable moment,

we actually save you pounde on

_..'ect goods of pre-war quajity. Write

'or List to-dayâ��8. Barrow & Co.

U>Â«pt. 114f, 1O4. Victoria

St., London,

S.W.I.

Bargains in Real

Ñ� Irish Household Linen

SHEETS.

Superior quality linen finish Cotton Sheets, size

54 by 90 inches, two pairs for 4-2/-; size 2\ by

3 yards, two pairs for 71/-. Irish Union Linen

Sheets, good reliable quality, size 2 by 3 yards,

69/- per pair ; size aj by 3 yards, 71/- per pair.

WHITE COTTON BEDSPREADS.

Irish Hentslitched and Embroidered White Cotton

Bedspreads, with fine White Embroidery, very

superior quality. Size 8Ð· by 100 inches. 31/9 each.

To-day's value, 40/-

PILLOW CASES.

Plain Cotton Pillow Cases, good reliable quality,

sire 20 by 30 inches, (our pillow cases for 8/9.

Irish Linen Pillow Cases, size 20 by 30 inches, four

pillow cases for 19/9i Hemstitched Irish Linen

Pillow Cases, very best quality, size 20 by 30 inches,

two pillow cases for 21, -,

HUCKABACK TOWELLING.

Irish Linen Huckaback Towelling for Bedroom

Towels, Sufficient to make 6 full-sized Towels.

14,6 per bundle.

For all orders under 20/- add (hi. for postage.

OUR GUARANTEE.â��Any goodÂ» not approved can

oe returned to be exchanged, or money refunded.

Huttons

200. LARNE,

IRELAND.

WRITE NOW FOR FREE CATALOCU

ASTRA

COLLAR SUPPORTS

t v â�¢

are Silk Covered and are practically Invisible

They give wilh every movement of

the head, and do not chafe the neck.

Made in Black or White in the folbwini tiiei :â��

2. 21. 2i. 2}. 3. 3J. Ð¦. Â«nd 4 inch.

I/- per packet of 12. :u<J. per Card o! 3.

Stocked and Sold by all Leading Draper*.
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"SELF-EXPRESS ION

â��THE SECRET OF SUCCESS."

Thli remarkable little book tells how YOU

may quickly develop latent powers, and win

Gulden tiuccta* in Life. You will be kn

as a fawinatiriK companion. Yon will

forge ahead in business, and add greatly

to your income.

Writt X(l Wfora copy I fret) to Stcrdart/ L..

School of Stlf-Kzpration. 57, Uerneri atreet

l.i,i,4:m. W.I.

TATCHO

<7V HAIR GROWER

Mr. Oeo. R. Sim*' ditemtrg 1/3. 3/9. 4/6

A DELIGHTFUL ADDITION TO

ANY LADY'S TOILET TABLE

Contains Bottle of Beauty Cream,

Box of Beauty Powder, Puff, Box

of Lip Salve, Bottle of Rose Bloom,

and an Eyebrow Pencil.

Writ* for Madam Alice Cross'

Boohl t of timt-tettfd Toilet

Preparation*.

Only addrem-DIPT. 8.M..

YORK

ENGLISH JB.

MELTON MOWBRA,

PCMM CM. V^AL -MAM

fi*orn Stores 01* direct i

MELTON WORKS. LEIC

STAMMERING

Effectually Cured by corre-

spondence or personally.

N. H. MASON, 30, Clarendon Villas, Hove, Sniiex.

Established 1876.

WITHOUT PURE BLOOD HEALTH IS IMPOSSIBLE.

VETARTO BLOOD

â�¢â�� â�¢ *-+W\Â£m\J MEDICINE

LIFEJWITHOOT HEALTH 18 LIVING DEATH.

BRAIN AND

NERVE FOOD

Trial Bottle either Remedy 3s., leading Chemists or

Vetar; Remedies Co.. Gospel Oak, N.W.j, London. Ens.

LIFE WITHOUT HEALTH 18

VETARZO

CatalMue pree on Request

for Window Decoration. " TH

THAT WEARS." Imperial

Contrenet Curtains <Pat<-nt'.

Casement Fabrics, Hosiery ,C

Linens. DIRECT FROM THI

Bend Nowâ�� Curtain Book- PC

112. The Looms, NOTTIN

GROW TALLER.

IT PAYS TO BE TALL.

abort people are snubbed and overlooked. By

piy simple private method you can add several

inches to your height, without violent exer-

cises, without apparatus. No risk or strain,

full particulars free if you write at once

mentioning Strand Magazine and enclose ijd

stamp for postage.

8.M. Enquiry Dept., 51, Church Street. South Shore. Blackpool

Are You DEAF

TeÂ»t the NEW 12-1 on t DANJHILL EARPHONE

It fives perfect hearing. It you are deaf

or partially ,l,.af jou may now enjoy the dellirbu

01 Perfect hearing. Every inrtrument t ,.:,i .11;

Meo. and each cam fitted by a ipeciallit. iono

trial allowed without obligation to purchaK.

Â» rite 'or full particular!! NOW. before yon mii-

Uytbu magazine, (tent FREE bj return of poet.

, <P-â�¢ * J- HILL, 81. Danjhill House.

am. OrayÂ« Inn Bd., King's CroM. W.C.I

CHIVERS'.^

CARPEIT SOAPÂ«^

We Buy Old Jewellc

CLEANS CARPETS LIKE NEW.

One Tablet will Clean s,

Lartfe Carpet.

Sample 3d. stamp.

F. CHIVERS4CO.. LTD..

1, Albany Works, Batl

Sivtl

ALL MOTHERS

CHOULD send for interesting Booklet describing

~ many useful Home Remedies, Post paid under

cover from King's Pharmacy, 94, Church Road, I love,

Sussex. Don't suffer. This book teaches you the

remedies. Effective, harmless, inexpensive. Save

money, and restore health. Mention " The Strand."

ARE YOU SHORT?

If K. let the Olrran System help you to

I

Speak and Wr

Grammatical

Enjoy the unruenie social m

tageÂ« and inureaied pros|Â«.<

â�¢ ucceu which correct ipÂ«e.-l

Â»oodlettÂ«r.writinf Â»louÂ« o,,i

yon. I can teach you l.>-

qulckly and efficient!) l,j

eaÂ»y. internting method ii,

â�¢pare time. Send 2d.

Booklet 1M and ttnm.

Broadbent'a Colle

HE LION^LEADS IN CURI!

It 1* Nature's Remedy,

. e e rran ysem ep you to

Increase your height. Mr. Briggn report*

S inta in

(

I

Icrease your egt. r. riggn repo

S inthea increaie ; Driver E. F.. 3 Inrh

Mr. Ratrliffe, 4 inchen; HIM LxdnlL

I inches ; Mr. Ketley. 4 i i >. I ..- Thil Â«ys-

*m ifrently im;.r..nÂ» the health, flirure,

md carriage. Send 3 penny lUunpi for

'urther particulars and Â£100 Guarantee

' fcrumlry nept S.M.. 17. Stroud Uroea

Â«<L I>mdon. N.4.

15 DAYSFREE TRI,

1 FREE. CarHaeePAID. Direct from W

T CASH PRICES. EASY PAYMENT Hi

1 delivery. Big Bargains In Shop Soiled

' Cycles. Tyres and Accessories it

tttfaction guaraataed 01 Money Rcfu

T BS
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The DULCITONE

A Harp-Toned Light-Weight Piano that never needs Tuning

THIS delightful little instrument, with keys and touch

like a good piano, is just the thing for an evening's

music by the fireside, on board ship, or an impromptu

concert or dance. The sounds are produced by tuning

forks, which are unaffected by change of climate.

Can be easily moved about as it weighs only

oOlbs. Compass 5 octaves. In the Colonies

and Abroad the Dulcitone is invaluable.

Price - - Â£40 net cash.

To Foreign Buyers . We pack carefully, insure and send, freight

paid, to any shipping port abroad for Â£5 extra, cash with order.

Write to-day for particulars to the sole makersâ��

THOMAS MACHELL 0 SONS,

49, Gt. Western Road, Glasgow.

18 pointa to suit every hand.

Which will Â«uit Ð»

Â£Â°JÂ»

beat?

^AITCHISON'S-

Prism Binoculars

are the finest (laasei ever made for Â»ny purpose,

Â«nd were used on every battlefield in the war.

Ð� GOOD BINOCULAR DOUBLES

THE ENJOYMENT OF Ð� HOLIDAY.

We Â»Iw mike an eilra hish power glau with a

magnification o( x 25 for natural history and long

range work, but it il too powerful for ordinary touring

usr. Particulars on application.

Magnt- With Eyepiece With Central

Â£12 10 0

Â£14 10 0

Â£1610 0

Â£1510 0

flcation

The MARK I. x 6

fat illustrated I

TheLUMAC x 8 Â£13 Ð� Ð�

TheLUMAC x 12 Â£15 Ð� Ð�

The OWL .. x 6 Â£14 Ð� Ð�

It-xtra large aperture)

/'nee, include belt Â»uiid leather Â«linÂ» Ñ�Ð°Ð¼ Â¿lanyard.

Call and iniixcl. or write for Price Lut No. 10 M.

AITCHISON & CO., LTD.,

StationerÂ«.

NotÂ« thÂ« Nsmeâ��

Optician* to Ike BritiA and Allied Ð²Ð¾ÐºÐ¿Ñ�Ð¸Ð»Â«.

Â«28 STRAND, W.C.I.

Ml, Oxford Street, W.I.

140. Fenchurch St.. E.C.3.

And Bmnche.. LONDON. LKEDSand SWANSEA.
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One of mir Tiinlight Sleep Itabies.

JOAK.CVO1-I-.K, .1,

SLEEP ,â�� ,he â��Â«,.â��, molher j.

positively prei

and cured

MOTHERSIL

SEA-SICK

REMEDY

STREATHAM MANOR,

London Home of Twilight Sleep

LONDON, S.W.I6.

l\o connection with M

,

NO BAD AFTER EFFECTS

GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNt

Instantly

Kills Pain!

oi f.Â», and

you can feel the pain of

Rheumatism. Gout, Sciatica

Lumbago, Sprains, Strains.'

Bruises etc. etc. fade away!

InrrnHH^'u68 "eW llfC t0

tortured limbs and achintr

muscles. Doctors support it

indicating Soft-

nets.

HB or F for general

writing.

B or BB for softer

lead.

MOTHERS will find

unequalled for

keeping the children's

a clean and

healthy condition.

H's indioiing Hardness

HorHHfurbnrdfu

writing.

VENUS Copyins

and Super

Copying.

" VENUS,"

173B,

Lower Clapton Rd.,

London,

E.8.

all nits and vermin in

nt in use.
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HAIR

PERMANENTLY

WAVED

without which none of you ladles should be

if you want to look smart and have comfort and

peace of mind.

Come to us prepared for a sitting of between

one and two hours, and we will permanently

wave it to last you for about six months, with-

standing all weather frolics, shampooing, steam,

etc., and you will be able to dress it in any

style you may desire

Charges : Whole Front from Â£330

â�� Head â�� Â£550

Side pieces, Ð²/- per cone ; one or two each

side may do.

We can accommodate 25 ladies al a time, and

each one attended by a male specialist. If yon

don't want a Permanent Wave, honour us with

a visit just the same, as we specialise in Hair

Tinting, Hair Dressing, and Shampoo Hair

Treatment and Hair Work.

T. VASCO, LTD.,

World-Celebrated Makers of Transformations.

and InnovatorÂ« of H alrdres s i ntf Fachten*,

1 Ð², DOVER STREET, LONDON. W.l.

THAT

of yours

needs...

COLD

A few drops of this powerful vermicide on your hand-

kerchief will quickly relieve your cold, whilst its

regular use will keep you immune from future attacks.

" Pi 'ueant at a perfume â��

Refreshing Ð°Ð» Eau~di-Coloyn*. "

From good Of Ð¾ .. Ãf-'ok for t h-- . .

ChtmiÂ»tÂ«. Â¿\- per Bottle, yellow Ð�Ð¼Ð°Â«*|Â«.

T. KERFOOT Ð� COMP iNY. Ltd.. Ð�Ñ�Ð¿Ð«Â«? Vale. Laocs.

WHY BE TOO FAT

REGAIN YOUR HEALTH AND BEAUTY

and Ð³ in.-, your weight quickly by com-

mencing tile Ð¿. v r-falling Antipon treatmenc

MOW. It 1.4 18 y. .it- reputation, and il

tti â�¢ only .info, Ð²Ð¸Ð³Ðµ, knd i>li-ti*am remedy for

DTer-etontnetÂ«. No chanite of diet, but a

redaction of 8 oz. tn 8 lt>. in a eingle day

a-id night. Bold by Boota 1680 brmcheal and

all Cbemlntu Mi'l storea the wurld over.

Price 3/- ind Ð± -. â�¢ in plain wrapper direct

Irom the ANTIPON CO. IIJMlc Â«I.

87, Store St., London, W.O. 1.

CHKMIS1Â» STOCK IT KVK11YWHEKE.

3/. & 5/-

A Menace to Beauty

Slowly and stealthily Pyorrhoea is

taking away the things that make her

life worth while. That unaccount-

able depression, those nervous fears,

that drawn and haggard lookâ��these

are the things PyorrhÅ�a has brought

her in place of health and beauty.

Four out of five people over forty

have PyorrhÅ�a; and many under that

age have it also. You can keep this

insidious disease away. Start to use

Forhan's to-day. It will prevent or

check Pyorrhoea's progress, and keep

the gums firm and healthyâ��the teeth

white and clean.

How to use Forhan's

Use it twice daily, year in and year

out. Wet your brush in cold water,

place half an inch of the refreshing,

healing Tooth paste on it, then brush

your teeth lip and dmvn. Use a

rolling motion to clean the crevices.

Massage gums either with your

Forhan-coated brush or with the

finger. If gum shrinkage has already

set in, use Forhan's according to

directions and consult a dentist for

special treatment.

Forhan's comes in one size only.

2/6 at all Chemists.

FORHAN'S LTD. Montreal

If votir chemist cannot supply you,

send direct to Sole Agents. THOS.

Ð¡Ð�Ð�Ð�Ð�Ð�Ð£ 6- CO., 4-12 Old Sivan

Lane, E.G.4, who will fot ward a

tube for 2Â¡b post free.

Forhan's

FOR THK GUMS

Oiecka Pyorrhea
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RAINCOATS.

Don't count on going through our English

Summer without need of a serviceable

Raincoat.

Are you prepared with your Sartor Rain-

coat ? It is of splendid service every

day. and is guaranteed to give perfect

satisfaction, or we refund your money.

Our Art Catalogue enables you to make

your choice of the latest styles. Our

patterns provide an unrivalled selection

of shades in proofed Gabardine, and each

Sartor Raincoat is check lined throughout.

Ladies', Gents', Maids', and Youths' styles

all in stock.

Here U what one delighted Customer >Â»ys :

" Brighton.

DeÂ»r Sir. 4th FebruÂ«ry. 1920

1 have much pleasure in informing you that

the Raincoat 1 bought o( you in March of lait year

it wearing very well indeed. ItÂ« durability reflects

credit on the maker!.

I thai! be much obliged II you will kindly send

patterns per return, as 1 wish to purchase another one.

Yours faithfully. C. G. P.

Write To-day tor Free Patterns &

Art Catalogue. Send No Money.

SARTOR MANUFACTURING CO.

(Dept. 4), S3, Oxford Road, Manchester.

EVERY GAME

SEEMS BETTER

when played with Sugg'Â«

requisiteÂ». World-renowned

Cricket BatÂ« and BallÂ«. ln-

vinaa" Tennis Racquets. Uolf

Clubs, and bags. nets, posts,

racquet presses, boxing gloves,

etc.. etc.

Writ*/or fully illustrated Summer Catalogue to Dcpt. 37,

58. FLEET STREET; LONDON. E.C.4 (Depl. 37),

and at LeedÂ». Cardiff. Liverpool & Dublin.

â��The Only

Trouser Press & Suit Hanger

Cre

mov

night

.Weighs M oz. Packs Into 21 x 3 x 2 Ins.

laaes trouaers perfectly and ra-

ves all wrinkles from suit In a

ht. Hange In wardrobe or' on

any hook.

The "ALPHA" Pat. Portable

_, No. 2 (Press and Suit fi/C

^m Manner) - posi free Â»/ Â«â�¢

" ALPHA " No. 1 (Press only) 7/ â�¢

1 hey save enormously and

laat endlessly.

OnÂ»Â« C'hequeor P.O. "bunion Joint tlty

anil Midland Bank."

I "MAY & CO. (D?r)

3, Tudor Street.

EC.4.

KNIGHT'S

PATENT

ADAPTABLE SAUCEPANS

-^- USED AS

SINGLE SAUCEPANS

WILL NOT SPLASH

POURS PERFECTLY

AND CLEANLY

ANY SIDE

MUCH BETTER

THAN

LIPPED S'PANS

With a set of 3 Patent Saucepans

USED AS

DOUBLE

SAUCEPANS

SAVES 25'/.HEATING

AS INNER PAN IS

ENTIRELY SUNK

HYGIENIC-NO INSIDE

RIDGES TO CLEAN

A REVOLUTION In Saucepans.

No more DOUBLE Saucepans or

LIPPED Saucepans required.

3SAUCEPAÃ�S

IESTEO WHEN

NOT IN USE

Ð¡Ð�Ð�Ð�Ð¢ BOON

WHERE SPACE

IS

LIMITED

FLATS ETC

o.

and Save Money and Space, especially when you can buy

Â»PATENT SAUCEPANSÂ» CO. (Dept 10), Lime Hill Road,

Â« p, aâ��d opt. proximate), with I .Â¡04

Wells.
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BRITISH

SCHOOUDVERTIMG

JÃ¯Ã¯ Every progressive business

jÃ house must advertise, and

the essential man is he who can

write result-bringing advertise-

ments.

Ã�Ã�Ã� Qualify for one of the

jl many lucrative appoint-

ments which exist lo-day for

the advertising expert.

Increase Your Salary

by

Increasing Your

KNOW I- E DGE

Complete Correspondence Course

Prospectus Post Free.

Dept. 7. 51, NEW OXFORD STREET,

W.C.I.

& TWEEDS

Direct from

Weaver to Wearer

You save 2 - per yard by ordering

direct from the manufacturer. This

1* a wonderful chance to fill your

Summer Costume and Coat needs.

Startling Value in A few plecee Nigger

54 in. l)o n eg a 1 Brown und Navy

TweedÂ«, for Lndic** 8erge. M In. wld<

HporU C^iati

Men Ñ� Oolfing C'en te

7/6 yard

Norheck Twet-dH in

Russet. AinethfKt,

Biscuit, etc..

for Contumeii niul

10/

7/Q ppr,

* / ** yard

Preetwiok Â»mall

Check TweÂ«U for

â�¢ m Ð° Ð³ t 9 u Ñ� m v r

Coutumes.

" yard

SUMMER COATINGS.

onÃ§M and GaiiiÂ»lÂ«>ro' itriped TÂ»-eÂ«l

at from 1O 11 per yard. Min. wide.

Send far Patterni Today.

WEST RIDING WEAVING CO.

(Dept. 61), 11, AIRE STREET.

LEEDS.

lllllilllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllHIIII

Save Moneyâ��Buy Your

iQmon

SPORTS COAT

Â£>

Direct from Makers at Half Cost

We allow you seven days in which to examine the " Raroo.it"

30- S|tprtÂ« C'<Mit. with a money-liack guanuiu-e if you do

not think you have struck a bargain. Our only expense,

apart from manufacture, in this advertisement. That ie

why we can make this splendid offer. You deal direct

with tho maker, and l>y doing so cut out tin- middleraau'B

iiml agent's profite, and save at least JWrVo. Whether for

BnriMHi Hpurt. Theatre, Motoring Ð¸Ð³ Gardening, thu

'* Itamont " carries that air of marked distinct ion

found only in coatÂ« cut on prevailing West End Hues.

! SEND NO MONEY ;

The STYLISH "RAMONT"

IB niade up in variouM tweeds

from chosen pjitterns â�� (Â¡uiet.

neat and refined ; 110 matter

where you gu or how much you

pay. the "lÃ®amont" cannot be

beaten.

" Kamont" Sj>ort8 Coats are also

tailored in more expensive

tweeds, and rango from 30/- to

50/- ; but what-

ever price you pay

for a " Raiuont"

there is til way* a

saving of at least

100".*

3O/- not Â£3

Ð�Ð½Ñ� dirfct front th* MakÂ«m mÂ«l eav? 100" fa.

Send for t>atteÂ¡itÂ«. Write far the "Kamont"

Booklet, Patteria Ð¾/ " Ramout" Tweed*, and

Order Form. A postcard irill do. All Â«ubte-

qitent postage is Â¡Â¡aid by its. Plain or

RAMONT Ltd. (Dept. 1O), Pleated Back,

55. FIH8BURY PAVEMENT 3Â°M Pockets.

HO U BE. LONDON. Ð�.Ð¡.Ð.

Money-Value

You buy the finest tough - wearing

leather, most skilful workmanship, and

an extraordinarily long term of com-

fortable satisfactory service in purchasing

Noriueus

" Direct from Scotland."

Man's "Braemar" (No. 49)

Hand made throughout,absolutely wale

proof, gives endless wear, never losing

perfect shape. Cut from Black or

Hrown home tanned p^p^ ,.â�¢

calfskin - â�¢ â�¢ OO,-

When ordering give

name or number

required. OrderÂ«

sent post free in

Britain ; postage

abroad extra.

Guarantee of entire tatiif action or money refunded

Write Now for New footwear CalatoguÂ«

NORWELL'S 'PERTH' FOOTWEAR, Ltd.,

Perth ... Scotland.Â«?
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C~VC\ Ã�4T4 fend a postaurd To-day

^ I \^J-ilO 1 O, for a FREE COPY of

"THROUGH THE POST,"

the greatest of all 1B20 Buying GuideÂ«. This

wonderful 112-page Catalogue will SAVE YOU

MONEY on all your eason's needs. 30 Models of

the world-famed "CAPTAIN " Bicycles described

In detail, all Guaranteed for life and easily Â£3

better value than you could obtain elsewhere.

My " Standard " "CAPTAIÂ«" Model, priced at

Â£10 10s.. will be sent you Carriage Paid on a

14 DAYS' FREE RIDING TRIAL. Immediate

Deliveries and Satisfaction Guaranteed. Tyres

and all ace ssorles at 25 ', below usual prices.

Household Goods, Raincoats, Drapery. Jewellery,

and all Everyday Wants Included at astonish-

ing prices.

Simply write " CATALOGUE, PLEASE," add

your name and address, and post It now. Your

copy will reach you by return.

AddrÂ«s$

card â��

Ideal for

Golf or

Walking

PRICE

55/-

HIGHLAND BROGUE SHOES.

Here in AH illustration of a strap buckle brogue shoe made by

master craftsmen, and made with the very best materialÂ«. Can

I* had in cither black box calf or brown willow calf at 55/- a

pair. Ladle*' breguen are tdno made in Ð�Ð²Ð�Ð¬Ð¼ Suede In black,

nigger, and grey, price Ð²* -. Poet free in the U.K. Foreign

pout extra. ,-twt /or Catalogue A'o. SJ.

DONALDSON & SON, St. Andrews.

COLONIAL"

|f STRAP WATCH

SPLENDID TIMEKEEPER.

Guaranteed for all Climates. Solid

Ð§Ð�Ñ�Ñ� Ð�Ð¸Ð¼ÐµÐ½, Screw BÂ«.el. Damp and

Dust Proof. Superior Lever

Mm..|llent. Kull.v .ll-wi-IM. Â£3. 3. 0

With nulluiu dial. 10 Ð² extra

(time can IÂ« seen in the "

dark). An Ideal Gift. Writ' for Catalogue

of NViicÃ�Hi. Jewellery, anil Klfctro-Plate

(mention " The Strand Mag: I to JOHN

ELKAN. GoMunitli ami i-lhenimlth.

8Ð¯. Liverpool St., Ð¢ Ð»

THE

BRYTSTELE

BATH

FOR

SAFETY RAZORS

containÂ« a chemical preparation which not only

effectually steHlisen. but prcvcutÂ« runt nnd keepÂ«

the whole razor bright and clean ; it Ð°!Ñ�Ð¾ greatly

MM Â¡>i < Ð³ ,-, the edge of the Mail?, causing (t to render

much longer service than would otherwlee 1* the

Ñ�Ð¾Ð²Ðµ. Brytfltele makee wiping, drying and c-Lentitng

IM n.. . u â�¢ ; it simplinee and quickens the whole

Ð� ration of Â»bavins. OutfitÂ» are obtainable from

;miste. IronmoiÃgers A StoreÂ».or direct as under :

Earthenware Bath and Bottle of Solutiou 3 Ð²

Brytstele Solution for Bath, -t oz. bottle .. 1/Ð²

Do do. 10-oz, ., .. 3/-

PostaKc 6d.

BRYTSTELE INVENTIONS. LTD..

26, Horfleld Road, Bristol.

Warmth I _ Ð�!Â«-' Ð¢Ð¸Ñ�Ð�Ð�Ð�Â« Exclualue

Without LaQIcS JUmpCrS But

Weight REAL SHETLAND HAN J KNIT Inexpensive

Al. .Jin. ly Pure All Wool. Direct from Knitter to Wearer.

3O - each.

In natural undyed shadeÂ«â��White, Grey. Brown. Fawnâ��

with contrasting stripes or checks, alto self colourÂ«. P.O.'s to

THE ZETLAND COMPANY, 05, West Repent St., GLASGOW.

IMonej- Â«.turned If not satisfied.!

' WOLFF'S

Royal Sovereign

BRITISH MADE PENCILS

The finest Pencil in the Worhl for Draughts-

men Artists, and ",-neral ii'e. beca ise of its

smoothness and Rreat durability. Made in all

degrees by E. WOI.FF & SON, LTD., Falcon

Pencil Works, Battersea. Famous over 100

years. By appointment to H.M. the King.

Sold by all Stationers.

DRINK HABIT

CONQUERED.

No more misery. Get rid of

the habit in THREE days.

After being a heavy di inker for years,

I was saved ^nH providentially came into

possession of thf true method for over-

coming inebriety. The drinker who wants

to stop for ever, getting rid of the

awful desire for alcohol, can easily do so,

losing no time and enjoying life belter

than ever before. Marvellous Success

Safe, reliable, medically endorsed.

Drinkers Secretly Saved.

If ft person is addicted FO stronnly that he haÂ» lost desire to be re*cur<l

he can IÂ« treated secretly; will lieeome difgiiBtel with odour and

taste of liquor. i^egloni of Testimonials virlf jlni ienntnenem of

my method. Joyous news for drlnken. and for wives, mother*,

etc contained In my Book. Book and all circularÂ» Â«rat in plain

â�¢Ð¯Ð�Â« FREE to swone enclosini! 3d. In stampÂ«. Write tcMiay to

EDW. i. WOODS. LIA, 10. Norfolk St. (353 A.B.). London. W.C2.
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The last

opportunity

to secure

HUGO'S

(192O)

i PostalSelf-Tuition

COURSE for

| 2/6 monthly

(or 27/- payable in advance).

FRENCH

SPANISH

RUSSIAN

GERMAN

etc.

We are compelled shortly to raise the price to 4/-

monthly, or 42/- paid in advance, nnd in order to

obtain this unique courseiit the old price, application

should be made at once. It is an opportunity not

to be missed ; Hugo's is the only practical language

courseâ��it is guaranteed to teach you more in three

months than any other system will in a year. Send

for prospectus S.R. Specimen lesson free to all

mentioning this magazine.

HUGO'S LANGUAGE INSTITUTE

33. Gracechnrch St., E.C.3.

Gramophone Records to French can be lupplied.

Londoners and visitors to London should join

Paris in London, at Oxford Street,

where you feel that you are for the time being in Prance

Morning. Afternoon. Evening.

24 two â�¢ hour attendances. 42/-

Small Claeeea ami Private Lessons lu all Language.

M.Oxford St. 33. Grocechurch St. 205. Earl's Court Rd.

Where

RONUK rules

wherever there is

woodwork or lino-

leumâ��Ronuk is the

ideal cleanser and

polish. Gives a dry,

polished surface that

resists damp, dirt

and germs.

NOTHING IS THE SAME, NOR HAS THE SAME

REFRESHING SMELL AND ANTISEPTIC VALUE.

Write for leaflet to Ronuk, Ltd., Portslade,

Brighton, Sussex.

The

Sanitary Polish.

You need not "practise"

to become a Good Pianist

My System has abolished all necessity for

keyboard drudgery. It is now possible to obtain

in a few months a mastery of the piano oiten

unobtainable even after years of laborious prac-

tising for several hours daily.

Sir Frederick Bridge and other eminent musi-

cians highly recommend and use the S

System. No apparatus or specially â�� ^ s S

Â«ritten score. JA. r

The quiekest and

most

certain way to permanent

mastery of the piano.

12,OOO

-

Successful

Pupils.

8end

ILLUSTRATED

BOOK "Lieht on

PlanofortePlaylngr."

This book explains fully how

teach the System by a series

Postal Lessons and ihe fee I

charge. The lessons are adapted

the lequirements of pianists of all

grades of proficiency.

X^f Apply for book to-day, but do not omit

/ to state whether average or advanced player,

~ S^ or, if a beginner, whether you can or cannot play

* at sight a. simple hymn tune. The book will be sent

free of charge and post free.

J. Maodonald Smith, 19, Bloomebury Sq., London, W.0.1

Macdonald Smith's System of

Pianoforte Playing.

The Genuine

SLFHOL) "A-1-'

Adjustable

Chair, 59/6

strongly made of BolUl Oak. fumeil or imtiiiue coluur. with

spring seat and revenilblu l>ack. Hiuuhuimely upholstered

in Corduroy Velvet in soft shades of Grreu or Grey. Easily

adjuetaUt; to three Iiositions. Sent carriaKe Jiaid anywhere iu

England. Part cost of jttickiuK :i-extra. Canvas to bo returned,

'"AÃ�Ã�T CATALOGUE of General MmisHinld Furniture sent i

! post frcr <m r'-'luost^f^'^S^raiurj^^rneritioneiL^^

WOLFE & HOLLANDER, Ltd., 252-256, Tottenham Court

Road (Oxford Street end), LONDON, W.I. .

FOR PRIVATE HOUSES

Chimney

sweeping and

Drain-clearing

Machines. Specially

designed for Private Houses,

Country Mansions, Hotels,

Farms, etc. They are always

useful, and last a lifetime.

W. A G. ASHFORD,

11, Lower Essex Street, BIRMINGHAM.
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That's what you

want for your

Skin Trouble

Are you worried by I

eczema which tor- '

tures you all day

and won't let you

sleep at night ?

Have you a bad leg that won't get

better? Are you disfigured by

face spots ? Have you an itching

rash or bad hands ? Antexema is a

cnrtain remedy for these and every

other skin trouble. The instant

you apply Antexema all itching

stops, and succeeds when all else

fails. But remember, it must be

Antexemaâ��nothing else will do.

Get Antexema To-day.

All chemists and stores also Boots', Lewis and Burrows',

Taylors' Diug Co., Parke's and Timothy White's, supply

Antexema at 1/3 and 3/- per bottle, or direct, post free, in

plain wrapper, i/o and 3/-, from Antexema, Castle Laboratory,

London, N.W.i. Also ihruughout India, Australia, New

Zealand, Canada, South Africa, and Europe.

SING

First and ONLY

FUNDAMENTAL

VOICE Training

fWIV-'C. course.

INVALUABLE TO ALL WHO USE THEIR

VOICES CONSTANTLY

You can obtain a really good voice in six months

without drudgery. A big claim, but our educational

diecoveriee make RESULTS CERTAIN We can

transform your voice, overcome all your throat and

voice troubles, and make you a successful singer or

speaker, physically robust and free from nervousness.

Stqdente say: "You have increased my compass over

an octave " ; " Given me back my lost voice with

greatly increased flexibility and power " ; " You have

performed wonders." Postal. Class, and Private

Lessons. Interesting treatise free. Write now

explaining your own case fully.

Address precisely : H. Stone, Advance Academy. Ð¯. Norfolk Square. London. W 2.

â��DO SEND

FOR MY FAMOUS EYE BOOK

Send Coupon for free book on this important Â«uliject. Tells Â¡ill

about Singleton's Eye Ointment, that has l*eu ruriug Inflam-

mation. Stye*. Ulcer*. SÂ«ire. Weak and Watery Eyes. etc.. ever

â�¢iiice i..'HI. uÂ»ed by British Soldiers In the Tronches

during the Great War. Of all ChemistÂ«, in ancient pedestal

pota. 33 (but it raunt Â»Ð¸- SINGLETON S>. Poet freÂ« 3 5 <jâ�¢tage

abroad extra!.-8. GREEN. 210. Lamlietli Road. London, S.E.I.

SPECIAL GIFT COUPON.

NAMÂ«.

BALD

MrC.BICHON.RuE DE LÐ´ SOURCE

GOURMALOU-PORNIC (Loirelnr.r<)FRANCE

He was suffering From Pityriasis, and in 7

weeks he completely lost his hairand beard,

which were never very abundant. The

celebrated "SÃ¨ve Capillaire OLBÃ� 'qave bim

the beautiful head of hair and fun beard

shown in this'photo.

The Dermatoloqist OLBÃ�

Ñ�Ð¾ any person who proves that, his celebrated SÃ¨ve

Capillaire does not within 8 days.stop talrfaltlno.

out and does not make new hair grow in its former

colour at any aqe.no nutter how serious or how

old the complaint.

More than 20000 TESTIMONIALS

itsolutely genuine, certified ene/tearing name*

and addresses will ies/ioifn to anyone calling it

the Laboratory.

FAILURE IMPOSSIBLE

Write for full particulars, which will be

sent free in plain envelope , to.â��

LA BORATORY "OLBE'Depl. 95

22. Rue des Martyrs.PARIS*

STAMMERING

THOROUGHLY CURED IN 3O DAYS.

To stammer in to appear ridiculous, to fail to express what you wish to

convey, to appear etupid when perhaps yuiir brain i* letter thai) tliow

who ha%-e fluent speech and talk nnneenee. With My System

you can cure yourself quickly, conveniently* Booklet

free if you writÂ« mentioning Strand J/upamir1 i.Iunei and endow Id.

stamp for pontage. Why not writÂ«' nt once ?

S. M. EDISON, Ltd., 87, Great George Street, LEEDS.
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Cretonne Covers and Draperies are most

beautifully cleaned by the PULLAR

processes. Colours are revived and the

materials given again their original fresh

appearance and graceful fold.

Chintz Curtains and Covers glazed by a special

process giving the requisite stiffness and gloss

which are the charm of Chintz materials.

Send to any Pullar Branch

or Agency or post direct to

PULLARS CX;/" PERTH

SPORTS COATS

Smart in style, perfect in

fit, moderate in price, in

all wool, cashmere, silk,

artificial silk and mercer-

ised cotton.

The illustration shows the

" Joyce " Sports Coat and the

" Helen " Jumper â�� two of

the many styles. They are

the produclion of the manu-

facturers of the " Oak Tree "

Underwear and Hosiery â��with

the super-wear-

ing qualitiesâ��

for men, women fjÂ»/

and children. Ð§

Garment

replaced if

antatie factory.

otÃitr Ullln and Ik"

name of lu-afiA

Ð¯'11't'lt'l' """/ *"

obtained frmn

DÂ«pt. aa,

THE OAK TREE

HOSIERY CO. LTD.,

25. Dak Street. Mandmter

Tweeds Handwoven

in the Isle of Lewis

and Harris

Dress and Suit

Lengths of these

Rare Materials

direct from the

Crofters' Hands

ARK

PATTERNS POST FREE

DELIVERY FREE

Lewis Ã�1 Harris Haruifvoben TftteedCo. Ltd.

Tarbert, H at t is, N.B.
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If yon suffer

from Asuma,

Catarrh, or

ordinary

Coldt, you

will find no-

thing to equal

HIMROD'S

CURE FOR

ASTHMA

At all

Chemist!

4i. 3d. Â» tin.

WEAK NERVES.

Health and ÐªÐ°Ñ�Ð¿Ñ�ÐµÐ¼ are inn --n ,. where nerve wenkiieea exiatH.

My FRBB BOOK ,:i-..|.~ i. .i". .-'in.- shown how laÂ»>liuda,

t&ollliy, brain fag, sÂ«lt*consclouane*a, Â«Ð¸-., may l>Â« i>oÂ»itively

cured, under giuiratir.ee. My trettinuuit ttiK'reedtf when all elee has

i. nl-.. BE EFFICIENT! Stop ituling. ami . . mue tliÂ« Ñ�ÐµÑ�ÐµÐ½

you were mentir, to be. Knclotte 3 alampa. mention ailment Ð�Ñ�Ñ�Ñ�Ð½-

thetic aud eiperi reply by ret-um. I>O IT NOW :

Depi. S, 74, Clarendon Rd..

Ð½. a.w.is

STAIN GREY HAIRS

The Hair. Whisker> Â»Ð³ EyebrowÂ» are

itaplr ami rafi-lj- il..iir with

" NECROCEINE."

Iti'hl.'i ini: t)i-- . "bun mny Â»hadet tu the

root*. It hau n lasting effci-t, and makes

iK-U1' linn (Ñ�Ñ�Ð°Ð¼Ð�Ð«Ð². I>oes not titain the1

skin. Ð� ii.l'-ul.K.lK the cleanest anil lÂ«-.-t

Hair Stahier In the World. Light Brown,

Golden. Dark Hniwn, anil Bhu-k. Secretly

packed by 1'uHt for 1 3, 2 3. 3 3, 5 -.-

LEIGH A CRAWFORD (Dept. 28).

32. Brooke S t.. Holborn, London. E.G.

GOOD. GUARANTEED, REBUILT

TYPEWRITERS

KVEUY MAKE. LOWEST PRICES. I.IST FKEE.

Aluo New Ð�Ð¡â��Ð�Ð�Ð¯Ð�" Portable FuliUnÂ«.

THE MACHINE TRADING COMPANY (Dept. "D"),

44. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.Â«. Near Bank.

A Knowledge of Dutton

MORE MoSiEV. Cninplr

SUtraji fur ai-iiw IlluMl

iiest

to

Learn,

Write,

ana

i /lead.

ÐµÐ² and 29 Characters.

i Shorthand will enable you to EARN

'- Theory Ð¬Ñ�Ð¿ n.-.l in 24 Hours. Send

L| Booklet and Specimen IA-WWJII to

SHORTHAND

si,Ð¿Ð¸Ñ� for 211-puiri- IHnstntu-tl li-ioklrt and Specimen Letwon to

DUTTON'S COLLEGE I Delk H), 8KEGNEBB.

Ix)iid.m:irj.(ii.RuÂ«.Â«cllSt..W.(M.Mrhâ�¢t<T:Vic.rÃ.litÂ»..St.Mary'ÃiOatr.

OLD

ARTIFICIAL

TEETH

BOUGHT

Mewra. Browning, DentAlManu-

fni-tiirvrM, ai,Oxf<inlHt.,Ixindon,

Ð�Ð£.1, the Original Finn, who do

not lulvt-rtitM- ;. i |. ; ' ,n i . i. . -

Full vttlut* w-nt by return, or

ofler inndi*. â�¢ (.'all or jioet.

M.-ss-s. BROWNING.

ea.Oxford Si..Lniidun. W. 1

Kttabd. over too y Â«art.

NERVOUSNESS

te t lu' grattent drawttack In lifÂ« to any Ñ�Ñ�Ð¿ or woman. If yon :Ð½â�¢

nervoiiB, timid, low-epirÃtÂ«tl, lack Â«flf-c-onflilriire, will-power, mind

â�¢tmrentrntlun. blueh. or fe*-l awkward in tin- Ñ�Ñ�Ð½Ð¼Ñ�*-of othen. Â»end

Ð¯ i-i-nriv -.tiiin)'- fur [..IM Ð³ i.bi - of Ð�.. Mfiito Nerve Htreugthening

rrealment. Used in the Navy from Vicw-AdmlrmJ to Ð�Ñ�Ð°Ð¼Ð¸, and in thf

Amo 1Ð�"Ð¨ i'vlonel to Private. 1).8.O.'9. Ð�.Ð�. e. M.M.'eand D.C.M.'i.

QODFRY ELLI Ð�Ð¢ Ð¢-8Ð� ITH, Ltd.,

401, Imperial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E.G.4.

a Silver Clu

Plate Powder

MATERNITY

(Flnlay'e Patents, adjustable any size)

SKIRTS from 211- to 6Gnl.. GOWNS from 84/-

to HGni., CORSETS from 31/6 to 6Gni.

Vata\<viu4iiuit>iM-runifl<iteamaUrinlth'RKK

FREE Wonderful Baby Book.

FINLAY'B. 67, Houldiworth Street

(Ton UUlbalu Streeti. MANCHESTER.

LONDOK: 47. Duke Btrtwt (off Oxford St.). W.L

Unrivalled Opportunities

Are offered-by the SANITARY TRAINING COLLEGE,

335, High Holborn, London, to all who seek PROMOTION

or a better position. M:my lucrative positions Are noÂ»

within your reach, such as Private Secretary, Accountant,

Book-keeper, Sanitary, Factory, Food and Building Inspector,

Clerk of Works, Health Visitor, Dispenser, Relieving

Officer, &c. The most successful postal preparation obtainable.

I lie most unique MKMORY com se will l>e given to each

student free of cost. â�� Address, the Secretary.

Are YotiDeaf?

If Ð²Ð¾. you can be relieved by neing

'S COMMON-SENSE EAR-DRUMS

new scientific invention, entirely different in coiiKtrm-tion

from all other deviceÂ«. Ð�Ð»Ñ� Ñ� t the deaf when all other devtcÂ«B

fail, aud w here mini Â¡cal skill has given no relief. They Ð¸Ð³Ðµ noft.

comfortable, and invisible ; have no wire <>r string attachment.

,

Ð° 1'Ð»

Mention thin

..

Wilson Eif. Ð�Ð¸Ñ� Co."' "Â¿â�¢^^Â¿S

HARRIS TWEEDS

DIRECT FROM WEAVER TO WEARER.

Genuine handmade, all wool tweeds 11/6 per yard. Ð�1Ñ�Ð¾

Ã�eniiinc Scotch Tweeds, 54111. wide, 14/- per j-ard. Finest

quality procurable. Buy these goods from th^ir native home

and avoid profiteering. Large range of patterns post free.

A. L. DRIVER (Dept 479), 56, Eastffate, Inverness, Scotland

oa-Hne

removes (he dirt ili.it soap and water do not and

cannot reach. It restores natural oil to the pores

beneath the skin and makes them healthy.

All Chemists sell O ATINE CREAM, 1/6 & 3'-.

or OATINE SNOW, a vanishing cream, 1/3 a jar.

CURED MYSELF

CAN CURE YOU.

STAMMERING !

My Rational Method U most Â«Ð¸Ñ�Ñ�ÐµÐ¼Ð�, and riveÂ«

a thorough and permanent cure.

Treatment Ñ�ÐµÐ³Ñ�Ð¾Ð¿Ð°Ð�Ñ� or by Ñ�Ð¾Ð³Ð³Â«Â«Ñ�Ð¾Ð¿Ð£Â«Ð¿Ñ�Ñ�.

Write for Free Particulars.

E. E. BARKER, 3, Lime Grove, Handsworth, Birmingham.

m**^^f\ by TRENCH'S REMEDY. Simple borne

fc"" !â�¢ M ^J treatment ; oÂ»er 30 years'success. Pamphlet

â�¢â�¢ I Â¡I ^^k freefromUnionManfe.Co.,29g.ElizabethSt.,

I ^ Ð� Melbourne; Kllison & Duncan, Port Ahuriri,

â�¢ â�¢ â�¢ ^^ N>â�¢*r N.Z.; Stranack & Williams, 3ac.

West St., Durban, Natal; Grocott

& Sherry, Grahamstown, S. Africa;

A. G. Humphreys, Casilla de

Correo 675, Buenos Aires; Trench's

Remedies, Ltd., 107, St. J ames'

Chambers, Toronto ; u, TRENCH S REMEDIES, Ltd.,

33e. Anuth Frederick Street, Dublin.

CURED

HEIGHT INCREASED

IN 3O DAYS.

51 COMPLETE

f" COURSE.

The Melvin Strongr System NEVER FAILS

Ð�Ð¨ Particular! t TettimmÃ¹attâ��S'famp. or

:â�¢:,::.:.''" Ð�1Ð�1Ð�Ð�Ð� I,; Ð�Ð�Ð�Ð� Â«I pott /Ð�Ð� S - P.O

MelvlnS. Strong, Ltd.,24, Southwark 81..London

H D.ET.NO.
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LEAVE IT TO ME AND

FLUXITE

and you'll have tilings right in a 'jiffy.' No

difficulty to get itâ��the shop round the corner

is sure to have il. No difficulty to use it, it's

as easy as kissing Aunty. Il makes any job a

simple one for amateurs â��it saves the time of

the ' professional ' when there's mending to he

doneâ��gas and water pipesâ��kitchen and house-

hold Utensils â�� tools of all kinds. Plumbers and -

Mechanics will have FLUXITE because it

SIMPLIFIES

SOLDERING

The inexpensive FLUXITE Soldering Set saves its

c-jsl in a very short timeâ��lasts for yearsâ��is simple and

handy to use. Ask your Ironmonger or Hardware

Dealer to show you this outfit.,

FLUXITE can be obtained in all Hardware" ami

Ironmongery Stores, in tins costing 8d-, 1/4i andjE/8.

GET A TIN TO-DAY.

WHY DOCTORS RECOMMEND

CURATIVE ELECTRICITY

THE " FLUXITE " SOLDERING SET

contains a special " small-space" Soldering Iron with

non-heating metal handle, a Pocket Ã�low-Lamp,

Fluxite. Solder, etc., and full instructions. Price Ð®/Ð²,

Sample Set, po*t paid United Kingdom.

Ð�Ð«Ð¥1Ð¢Ð�. Ltd . ItÂ». Be vinÂ« ton Street. BermondBey, England.

For NEURASTHENIA, DEBILITY,

and NERVOUS DYSPEPSIA.

THAT you are not i asked Lo make any risky

experiment in undergoing treatment by elec-

tricity is proved both by the wonderful success of

the Pulvermacher Electrological Treatment in a great

number and variety of ailments, and by the fact thai

these successes 'have completely won over medical

men in its favour. This conversion is the more

remarkable because there is no more conservative

body of men.

RECOMMENDED BY THOUSANDS.

Thousands of medical men now recommend and advise the

Pul ver mÃ¢cher Electrological Treatment in all obstÃnate and

chronic functional ailmentsâ�� especially in neurasthenia and

nervous disordersâ��because :

(Ñ�) Its success Â¡n thousands uf cases incurable by other methods

has proved its efficacy.

(2) It makes electrical treatment at

home and without medical

or nursing super-

vision safe, cheap,

and convenient.

Eleclriral treatment,

skilfully 1.-.1. re-

vitalleee depleted nerve

centren. The Pulver

mÃ¢cher applianceÂ« are

the only inventionÂ» for

tin- admininrration of

curative electricity, en

dorned by over fifty

leading doctors und by

he Official Academy

Ð� Medicine of Paris.

(3) It Â¡s the most perfect way yet discovered of applying elec-

tricity for the relief ol pain and cure of illness.

(4) It is superior to all medication ; drugs containing no vital

power in themselves, while electricity possesses [>ower

in itself transferable to the human system.

(5) It gives no shock to the system, and Â¡Ñ� followed by no

violent reaction.

(6) It is Nature's own-stimulant for every weak and enfeehi-d

organ and every flagging function.

REVITALISES DEPLETED NERVE CENTRES.

The greatest neurologist*, including JÃ¤rb. Beard. Lueb. und hundred*

of the lonOMMl muted thinkÂ«-â�¢, riiiw Ð°Ð´Ð³ÐµÐµ that electrical treatment

skilfully and MtantttoUlf directed, will rovftalfw depleted nerve

centres (Ð°Ð¼ in DmUnUUMOll. debility and riervnux dj4pepejÂ«>, Ð�ÐµÐ½Ð¦Ð¸Ñ�-

Bound digestion. Invigorate thÂ«! cirrulHtion und incivil*- tin- daily nini

Ð¿ÐµÐ³ÐµÑ�Ð¼Ð³Ñ� elimination <.f tin- wartf pr<*luctR that, if uneliminateil. Ñ�Ð³Ð¾

the greatest source of nil diwnwK

OVERWHELMING MEDICAL EVIDENCE.

In aTrn.Pt interesting HttlÂ« lÑ�ok entitle,! "A Guide u> Health and

Strength, which every aufferer from neurasthenia. Indigestion, liver

or kidney trouble*, rheumatism and (rout, ftiifpmia. heart. weakness

innomma, and Ð¨Ð�Ð�Ð° any nervous or functional disorder Nhould Â«et

and read, not the lÂ«uit interesting fentiire Â¡B the convincing und over-

whelming Ð¿Ñ�Ð¸Ðº of medical and wientific evidence supporting the

methitlH finpliiyiHi in the Pulvcrmarln-r EU4-trol.Â«ical Treatment

This faHcinatingand helpful little lÂ«Â«ik will gladly \w Bent to anyone

intercutÂ«!. Simply wnd a p.Â«t ran! requenting a free Â«Ñ�Ñ�Ñ� Ð« the

8uperlntendÂ«nt, Pulvermacher Eleotrological Institute

56, Vulcan House, 56, Ludgate Hill, London, Ð�.Ð¡.4.

We Invite you. If you possibly can, to call, and

without any obligation examine the Pulvermacher

Appliances, and enjoy a special consultation with the

Head Superintendent, between the hours of 9.30 and 5.
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Let Icilma make your

face attractive

Icilma Cream, the world-famed aid to

Beauty, is so different from othersâ��it

vanishes better than â�¢ vanishing creamsâ��

it cools, refreshes and clears the skin,

and is too a splendid base for powder.

From the moment you start using Icilma

Cream the skin shows improvement, and

will make the hands soft and smooth, the

arms arm and white, the neck clear and

beautiful, and the complexion fresh and

attractive.

Cream

Price 113 Per pot. everywhere. Flesh-tinted Cream. 119 per pat

Ute it daily and look your beet

FREE Tu

YOU

Send a post-

card for a

dainty free

sample. and

a copy of our

booklet. " The

Icilma Way to

Beauty." In-

ternational

Icilma Trad-

ing Co.. Ltd.

(DÂ«pf. 14}, 37.

39.41.43. Kinfi

Road. St Pan-

eras. N.W.I.

Nerve Failure

Helpless for Six Years. Wonderful Core by Dr. Cassell's Tablets.

Mr. Lemuel Parry.of NythiaHouse,Pennant Road, Ponkey, nearWrexham,

says â�¢ "I feel that for the benefit of humanity I must testify to the almost

miraculous cure which Dr. Cassell's Tablets have effected in me. Before I

commenced taking them I was paralysed from the waist down, and had

been so for six years. All that time I was in .bed helpless. 1 could

not turn over, could not do anything. 1 had to be lifted in and out of bed

and attended to just as a child would be. There was no feeling whatever

in my legs, and yet the. nerves seemed to be active sometimes, for my knees

would jerk up to my chest as I lay.

" I had advice at various times, but I was considered incurable. At last I

decided to try Dr. Cassell's Tablets, and after a time I could move my legs a little, and then

I used to get out in a bath-chair. Steadily 1 grew stronger in the back and my legs too, and

in the end was able to go out on crutches. Now I can go about with a walking-stick, but still

take the crutches if going very far. All who know me are astonished at my cure." '

Dr. Cassell's Tablets

L

Ð½Ð¾Ð¼Ðµ PRICES i

Dr. Castelfs Taettis art ike >ecognised Home Remedy tuf â��

Free Information

13 and 3 -

The 3/- size being the

more economical. Sold by

Chemists in all parts of

the world. Ask for Dr.

Cassell's Tablets and re-

fuse substitutes.

Nervous Breakdown Sleeplessness Watting Diseases

NervÂ« Paralysis AnÅ�mia Palpitation

Malnutrition Kidney Trouble Vital Exhaustion

Neurasthenia IndigestiÃ³n Nervous Debility

as to the suitability

of Dr. Cassell's Tablets

in your oise sent on

request. Dr. Cassell's

Co.. Ltd., Chester Road.

Manchester. England.

Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers and during the

Critical Periods of Life.

Ltd., Brunswick Street, Stamford Street, S.u., for the Proprietors, GfcORUK NEWNE.S, LTÃ�.
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the vast area of popular entertainment from the minstrel show to the soap

opera, which has recently found increasing historical and sociological attention,

is not treated systematically but mentioned whenever it has proved a formal or

material influence on drama proper. Similarly, film and television are briefly

discussed in their financial and sociological significance as rival mass entertain-

ments, as important fields of activity for several playwrights, and, occasionally,

for remarkable adaptations of stage plays.

The recent upsurge in critical and historical writing on American drama and

theatre is covered in a 20-page select bibliography concentrating on full-length

books in English (and German), but also including, especially for younger

contemporary dramatists, a few shorter studies. The bibliography is subdivided

into a general section (bibliographies, works of reference, periodicals, anthologies

of plays, criticism and reviews, thematic monographs, histories), a section on

individual authors (editions of plays, non-dramatic writings, bibliographies, and

other works of reference, critical and biographical studies, interpretations of

individual plays), and a section of thematic supplements to several chapters.

An exhaustive 12-page index makes persons, plays, and major items of drama

and theatre history readily accessible.

71 Werner Faulstich, MedienÃ¤sthetik und Mediengeschichte. Mit einer Fallstudie

zu The War of the Worlds' von H.G. Wells. [Media Aesthetics and Media

History. With a Case Study of The War of the Worlds' by H.G. Wells.]

Reihe Siegen, 38, Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1982, 283 pp., DM 129.-.

72 Werner Faulstich, Radiotheorie. Eine Studie zum HÃ¶rspiel The War of

the Worlds' (1938) von Orson Welles. [Radio Theory. An Analysis and

Interpretation of the Radio Play The War of the Worlds' (1938) by Orson

Welles.] Medienbibliothek-Studien, l, TÃ¼bingen: Narr, 1981, 130 pp.,

DM 36.-.

73 Werner Faulstich, FilmÃ¤sthetik. Untersuchungen zum Science Fiction-Film

'Kampf der Welten' (1953/54) von Byron Haskin. [Film Aesthetics. Studies

of the Science-Fiction Film The War of the Worlds' (1953/54) by Byron

Haskin.] Medienbibliothek-Studien, 3, TÃ¼bingen: Narr, 1982, 148 pp.,

DM 34.-.

74 Werner Faulstich, Ã�sthetik des Fernsehens. Eine Fallstudie zum Dokumen-

tarspiel 'Die Nacht, als die Marsmenschen Amerika angriffen' (1976) von

Joseph Sargent. [Aesthetics of Television. A Case Study of the Documentary

Play The Night that Panicked America* (1976) by Joseph Sargent.] Medien-

bibliothek-Studien, 4, TÃ¼bingen: Narr, 1982, 208 pp., DM 36.-.
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75 Werner Faulstich, Jeff Wayne: The War of the Worlds'. Analyse und Inter-

pretation einer Popmusik-Oper. [Jeff Wayne: 'The War of the Worlds'.

Analysis and Interpretation of a Rode Opera.] TÃ¼bingen: Privately printed,

1982,208 pp., DM 18.-.

These five books present the results of a long-term comparative study of all

versions of "The War of the Worlds' in all media, in particular: the novel by

H.G. Wells, the radio play by Orson Welles, the feature film by Byron Haskin,

the television play by Joseph Sargent, and the rock music opera by Jeff Wayne.

Each version is analysed and interpreted in the light of its medium. Pursuing a

dialectic approach, attention is focused both on the single work and the general

medium. Completely new interpretations of the various versions are suggested

and fresh insights are made into the possibilities and limits of aesthetic products

within their different media.

The first book, Media Aesthetics and Media History, is divided into three

parts. Part 1 offers the basis for a critical rejection of the traditional theory of

'the original' and then presents both a new theory of literature (in media) and

a new approach to its appreciation. Part 2 seeks to demonstrate the value of the

theoretical conception by applying it to The War of the Worlds by H.G. Wells -

the novel is shown to be a work of art that can only properly be understood

by reference to the state of development of the print media at the end of the

last century. Part 3 outlines the history of the individual work The War of the

Worlds through the various media and shows it to be dependent on the history

of the various media themselves.

The second book, Radio Theory, is the first of a series of three books

concentrating on the aesthetic laws of a specific medium, in this case radio.

It is shown that radio functions according to various rules which are imposed

on any radio play whatsoever. Five basic categories are suggested to govern all

radio products: radio as a live medium, a monosensoral medium, a medium of

illusion, a medium of Angst, and a magazine-like medium. In these terms, a

completely new interpretation of The War of the Worlds as a radio play is

offered, based on a detailed sound transcript which has been published as an

independent book (Werner Faulstich, 'The War of the Worlds '/'Der Krieg der

Welten': Vier HÃ¶rspiele. [Four Radio Plays.] Medienbibliothek-Texte, 2,

TÃ¼bingen: Narr, 1981,115 pp., DM 16.80.).

The third book, Film Aesthetics, attempts to do the same for the film

medium. Here, the fundamental perspectives on film as art are described in

terms of, again, five different categories: the film as a medium of realism, as a

medium of violence (in form, not in content), as a technical and as a commercial

product, and asa medium of dream and myth. The study bridges the gap between

film analysis and film theory and a new interpretation of the Hollywood film

The War of the Worlds by Byron Haskin is offered by reference to the shooting
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transcript of the film (published separately by Werner Faulstich, Byron Haskin:

'Kampf der Welten'/'The War of the Worlds', Medienbibliothek-Texte, 7,

TÃ¼bingen: Narr, 1982,126 pp., DM 16.80.).

The fourth book, Aesthetics of Television, deals with this latest electronic

medium in very much the same way as the previous two studies. TV is shown

to follow four basic rules: those of entertainment, manipulation, serialization,

and substitution. Each of these categories provides access to a pre-determined

web of aesthetic factors such as authenticity, authoritarian nature, episodic

structure, personalization, realism of details combined with a deceptive plot,

etc. It is argued that television, in its present form, cannot escape from what is

shown to be an "aesthetics of destruction". Against this background, the tele-

vision documentary play.TTze Night that Panicked America by Joseph Sargent

can be seen in a completely different light. The shooting transcript of the

documentary play has been published as an adjunct to this study (Werner

Faulstich, Joseph Sargent: 'Die Nacht, als die Marsmenschen Amerika angriffen '/

'The Night that Panicked America', Medienbibliothek-Texte, 10, TÃ¼bingen:

Narr, 1982,157 pp., DM 17.80.).

The fifth and final book is devoted to Jeff Wayne's musical version of

The War of the Worlds which has achieved best-seller status over the past few

years. The book has two major aims: first, to analyse and interpret the rock

opera as a piece of popular literature which is purveyed through the medium

of record; second, to document and explain its rise to an international best-

seller. It is argued that in this case artistic and commercial success are inseparably

linked. Special attention is paid to the structure of the rock opera as a multi-

media work, to a description and scene-by-scene analysis of the epic drama

with special reference to its musical dramatization, and to the appreciation

and criticism of the work especially in England, Australia, New Zealand, and

Germany.

76 Edgar Kleinen, Amerikanische Geschichte im amerikanischen historischen

Drama seit Maxwell Anderson. Foischungsbericht, Welkinterpretation,

gattungsgeschichtlicher Wertungsversuch. [American History in American

Historical Drama since Maxwell Anderson. Research, Analysis, Genre.]

Dissertation, Mainz (Prof. H. Galinsky). Mainzer Studien zur Amerikanistik,

16, Bern, Frankfurt/Main: Lang, 1982,319 pp., SFr 71.-.

American playwrights of the twentieth century have repeatedly been attracted

to historical subjects. The present study analyzes eight American plays dealing

with American history. These analyses of individual plays are preceded by a

survey of research on the relationship between history and literature in general

and history and drama in particular. Since previous research concentrated on
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the selection of historical material and the authors' intentions, a detailed

investigation of the process of dramatizing the historical material (in the form

of written and/or oral sources) has so far been lacking.

With regard to the authors' intentions five possibilities have been presented:

(1) to explain history, (2) to glorify the national past, (3) to justify past national

behaviour, (4) to discuss contemporary problems under the guise of a historical

subject, and (5) to draw a lesson from history either to warn against future

dangers or to show future possibilities.

In order not to obtain biased results the present study includes a represen-

tative selection of American plays dealing with American history: Maxwell

Anderson's and Harold Hickerson's treatment of the Sacco-Vanzetti Case,

Gods of the Lightning (1928); a Living Newspaper production of the Federal

Theatre Project, Triple-A Plowed Under (1936); Robert E. Sherwood's Abe

Lincoln in Illinois (1938), a dramatization of Lincoln's development from

the 1830s to his departure for Washington in 1861; Arthur Miller's play on

the Salem Witchcraft Trials, The Crucible (1953); Dore Schary's dramatic

presentation of Franklin D. Roosevelt's fight against polio,Sunrise at Campobello

(1958); Martin Duberman's documentary play about the meaning of being

Black In White America (1963); Paul Foster's Tom Paine (1967); and Arthur

Kopit's dramatization of the treatment of the American Indian in Indians

(1968).

The analyses of these plays are carried out in five steps: (1) reception of

theatrical performance(s) and the published text, with emphasis on the use of

history; (2) a short presentation of the historical subject-matter and a discussion

of why the author chose it; (3) a comparison of the historical sources with the

dramatic presentation; (4) reasons for the preservation or the change of the

historical sources by the author; (5) evaluation of the playwright's use of history.

In all eight instances, the dramatization of history shows clear references

to the time of production. In the two earliest plays, Gods of the Lightning

and Triple-A Plowed Under, the contemporary subject matter makes for

topicality. History as analogy to the present characterizes Abe Lincoln in

Illinois, The Crucible, and Indians, and, to a certain degree, Tom Paine. In

White America regards the present as a logical continuation of the past.

Dore Schary's play aims at a better understanding of its protagonist and Tom

Paine reminds its audience of the unfulfilled promises of the Declaration of

Independence. In all of the plays discussed, with the exception of Sunrise at

Campobello, the authors' treatment of history shows their intention to criticize

the economic, social, and/or political situation in contemporary America.

With regard to authenticity, the eight plays differ greatly. In White America

relies almost exclusively on historical documents, whereas Indians and Triple-A

Plowed Under show a high degree of alienation and distort*'""

the degree of authenticity, five of the plays represent a r
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